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The 2 International Beam Instrumentation Conference, IBIC2013, took part at the Saïd Business School in
th
th
Oxford, UK from 16 to 19 of September 2013. The conference was hosted by Diamond Light Source and
supported by a range of sponsors and vendor exhibitors. On one hand, this was only the second conference
since the fusion of European DIPAC with the North American BIW together with the introduction of an Asian
beam instrumentation conference, which resulted in the new ‘International’ conference series. On the other
hand, this conference followed in the tradition of DIPAC, and had already started its planning even before the
idea of IBIC (or the name!) had been conceived.
The change to IBIC had brought with it a move to early autumn rather than late spring for the date of the
conference. In 2013, the ‘re-synchronisation’ had been completed after a ‘glitch’ in 2012, which saw both
BIW2012 in May in Newport News hosted by JLab followed by IBIC2012 in October in Tsukuba hosted by KEK.
Maybe as a result or just as a coincidence, IBIC2013 saw almost the same number of posters as BIW2012 and
IBIC2012 put together! The 3.5 day programme featured 11 invited talks, 21 contributed talks, 1 public lecture
and 220 posters in 3 poster sessions and a 3 day long vendor exhibition with 27 exhibitors. A total of 278
participants (coming from 24 countries and 82 organisations) plus 56 exhibitor staff attended the conference.
All this was framed by the historic University City of Oxford, in the heart of which the conference venue, the
Saïd Business School, provided modern and spacious facilities. The Oxford architecture (and a special pipe
organ performance by Toshiyuki Mitsuhashi) could be enjoyed during our conference dinner at the Town Hall,
and some participants did find time despite the busy schedule to see some more of the ‘city of dreaming
spires’. Finally, on Thursday afternoon there was an opportunity to see one of Diamond, ISIS or the Central
Laser Facility during a visit to the Rutherford Appleton Labs.
At this point I would like to express my gratitude to all those who have contributed to this conference: The
Programme Committee for their advice and opinion that formed a balanced and interesting programme, all
the speakers for preparing and presenting talks that inspired us, the editorial team for working hard to enable
us to present pre-press proceedings by the end of the conference, and last but by no means least, the Local
Organisation Committee for its enthusiastic efforts that have turned this conference into reality.
Guenther Rehm,
Chairman of the Programme Committee
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THE FIRST DEMONSTRATION OF EOS 3D-BCD MONITOR TO MAXIMIZE
3D-OVERLAPPING FOR HHG-SEEDED FEL
H. Tomizawa, K. Ogawa, M. Yabashi, H. Tanaka, T. Ishikawa,
RIKEN Hariama Institute, 1-1-1 Kouto, Sayo-cho, Sayo-gun, Hyogo, Japan
Y. Okayasu, S. Matsubara, T. Togashi,
JASRI/SPring-8, 1-1-1 Kouto, Sayo-cho, Sayo-gun, Hyogo, Japan
In FEL seeding as a full-coherent light source, a high
hit rate of successfully seeded FEL pulses is required.
Precise measurements of the electron bunch charge
distribution (BCD) and its arrival timing are crucial keys
to maximize and keep 3D overlapping between the highorder harmonics (HH) laser pulse and electron bunch. We
constructed a relative timing drift monitor based on EOsampling, which measured the timing differences between
the seeding HH-laser pulse and the electron bunch, using
a common external laser source of both HH-driving and
EO-probing pulses. The feedback system of timing drift
was realized with real-time data processing of EO-signal
spectra. Keeping the peak wavelength of EO signals at the
same wavelength with our feedback system, we provided
seeded FEL pulses (intensity >4σ of SASE) with a 2030% effective hit rate during pilot user experiments. The
3D-BCD monitor enables non-destructive measurements
of the longitudinal and transverse BCD at the same time.
The transverse detection can be used to control the
relative pointing between HH-pulse and electron bunch.
We also verified this transverse detection with multiple
EO crystals at the EUV-FEL accelerator. Our next target
for temporal resolution is 30 fs (FWHM), with an octaveband EO-probing for DAST crystals, aiming FEL seeding
in the soft X-ray region. For achieving the upper limit of
temporal resolution, we are planning to combine hightemporal-response EO-detector crystals and an octave
broadband probe laser pulse with a linear chirp rate of 1
fs/nm. We are developing an EO-probe laser pulse with
~10 µJ pulse energy and bandwidth over 300 nm
(FWHM; flattop spectrum).

INTRODUCTION
Since 2010 at SPring-8, we have been demonstrating a
seeded free-electron laser (FEL) in the extreme ultra
violet (EUV) region by high-order harmonics (HH)
generation from an external laser source in a prototype
test accelerator (EUV-FEL) [1]. In FEL seeding as a fullcoherent high-intensive light source for EUV user
experiments, a high hit rate of successfully seeded FEL
pulses is required. Precise measurements of the electron
bunch charge distribution (BCD) and its arrival timing are
crucial keys to maximize and keep 3D (spatial and
temporal) overlapping between the high-order harmonics
(HH) laser pulse and the electron bunch. We constructed a
timing drift monitor based on Electro-Optic (EO)
sampling, which simultaneously measures the timing
differences between the seeding laser pulse and the
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electron bunch using a common external pulsed laser
source (Ti: Sapphire) of both the HH driving and EOprobing pulses (Fig. 1). The EO-sampling (EOS) system
can use timing feedback for continuous (without
interruption) operation of HH-seeded FELs.

Figure 1: Experimental setup of seeded FEL with EOsampling feedback at EUV-FEL accelerator: relative
positioning in transverse and timing in longitudinal of
electron bunch with respect to arriving timing of a
seeding HH pulse are monitored at entrance of the first invacuum undulator to keep in a best seeding condition
(Overlapping between HH-pulse and electron bunch in
6D phase space).
The R&D of a non-destructive 3D-BCD monitor
(proposed in 2006 [2]) with bunch-by-bunch detection
and real-time reconstructions has been extensively
investigated at SPring-8. This ambitious monitor is based
on an EO-multiplexing technique that resembles real-time
spectral decoding and enables simultaneous nondestructive measurements of longitudinal and transverse
BCDs. This part of the monitor was simultaneously
materialized for probing eight EO crystals that surround
the electron beam axis with a radial polarized, hollow
EO-probe laser pulse. In 2009, we verified the concept of
a 3D-BCD monitor through electron bunch measurements
in the photoinjector test facility at SPring-8 [3].
As part of the Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission
(SASE) XFEL project at SPring-8, an additional target of
temporal resolution is ~30 fs (FWHM), which utilizes an
organic EO crystal (DAST) instead of conventional
inorganic EO crystals (ZnTe, GaP, etc.). To realize HHGseeded FEL in the soft X-ray region, the electron bunch
will be compressed less than 50-60 fs (FWHM). The EOS
monitor with DAST crystals is expected to measure a
bunch length that is less than 30 fs (FWHM). In 2011, we
demonstrated the first EOS bunch measurements with
DAST crystal in the EUV-FEL accelerator [4].
In this paper, we describe the first demonstration of
EOS 3D-BCD monitor as a real-time 3D-overlapping
monitor in the feedback system for FEL seeding.
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3D-BCD AND OVERLAPPING MONITOR
EO-sampling measures a probe-pulse’s retardation by
changing the refraction index of a non-linear optical
crystal by the radial Coulomb field of relativistic electron
bunch slices. The EO-probe laser pulse is injected into the
EO crystal at the same time as the electron bunch arrives
at the EO crystal. The BCDs are bunch-by-bunch encoded
as polarization modulations on the spectra of the EOprobe pulses. In spectral decoding to detect with a multichannel spectrometer in real-time, the polarization
modulations are converted into spectral intensity
modulations by a polarized beam splitter.
A 3D-BCD monitor evolved from simple encoding of
EOS into a multiplexing technique with a single probe
laser pulse for multiple EO crystal detectors in a manner
of spectral decoding (demultiplexing). A schematic
drawing of a 3D-BCD monitor with eight EO crystals that
surround the electron beam axis is shown in Fig. 2. It is
applied for a multiplexing technique to simultaneously
probe eight EO crystals with a radial polarized, hollow
(ring beam) laser pulse. We realized demultiplexing as an
imaging spectrograph with eight-track simultaneous
detection in the area array CCD of a high-speed gated I.I.
camera. Transverse detections of bunch slices are done by
analyzing the higher order moments of the bunch slice
charge density distributions (Ref. [3]). Newly applying
this multi-track simultaneous detection, it can measure
higher order charge moments without degrading temporal
resolution. This method makes possible to eliminate a
spiral timing shifter from our former system and be able
to utilize the full spectral bandwidth for longitudinal EOS
detection of each track.

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of 3D-BCD monitor based
on EO-multiplexing technique, utilizing simultaneous
detection in imaging spectrographs with multi-track
(eight tracks) of area array CCD of an image intensified
(I.I.) camera.
For obtaining a higher hit rate of FEL seeding, 3D
overlapping between the electron bunch and the seeding
laser pulse is necessary to maintain a constant seeded FEL
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pulse. Utilizing this multiplexing EOS technique, relative
positioning in the transverse and the timing in the
longitudinal of the electron bunch with respect to arriving
timing of the seeding HH pulse is obtained at the entrance
of the first in-vacuum undulator in real-time with a nondestructive measurement.
In a 3D-overlapping monitor for FEL seeding, the
probe pulse is split from the HH-driving Ti: Sapphire
laser pulse (Fig. 1). For higher temporal resolution, the
probe pulse is broadened by a photonic crystal fiber
(PCF) up to over 300 nm. For real-time reconstructions of
the 3D information, the octave broadband pulse is
squarely shaped and linearly chirped by an Acousto-Optic
(AO) modulator. Then the probe pulse passes through the
radial polarization converter and an axicon lens pair to
obtain a ring beam shape with radial polarization. This
ring beam is simultaneously injected into eight EO
crystals. As the spectral decoding of conventional EOS,
the demultiplexing of the probe pulse is measured through
eight-bunched bundle fibers that are matched to the fnumber of the grating optics of a spectrometer (imaging
spectrograph). In addition, for a high S/N ratio of EO
signals, over 1000 counts of signal intensity per channel
are necessary.

FEASIBILITY TESTS WITH THE EUVFEL ACCELERATOR
Pilot user experiments with seeded FEL were
demonstrated with a high hit rate with the EUV-FEL
accelerator, at SPring-8 in July 2012. The EOS system
shown in Fig. 1 was used for feedback to the timing delay
unit of a common laser source as a real-time monitor for
the relative difference of arrival timing between an
electron bunch and a seeding HH pulse. We realized a
sophisticated feedback system of timing drift with realtime data processing of EO-signal spectra that encoded
the arrival timing as the central wavelengths of the peak
signals of spectra and the BCD of the electron bunches.
Maintaining the peak wavelength of EO signals at the
same wavelength is the most optimal timing for HH
seeding. Our feedback system realized a half-day seeded
FEL operation with an effective hit rate of 20-30%
(Seeded FEL pulse intensity >4σ of SASE). Compared
with a hit rate of seeded FEL operation without EOS
feedback [1], the effective hit rates became 100 times
higher. This result shows that only keeping a temporaloverlapping constant at the optimal condition is effective
to seed a single-pass SASE FEL pulse shot-to-shot with a
HH pulse (Ref. [5]).
We also verified this transverse detection with diagonal
EO crystals at the EUV-FEL accelerator. We expected that
the transverse detection can be used to control the relative
pointing between HH-pulse and electron bunch. However,
we couldn’t apply the relative pointing control for the
FEL seeding, because the EO-probe laser pointing was
dominant for long-distance transportation in our seeding
system.
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For obtaining higher resolution feasible with DAST EO
crystal, we developed an octave broadband probe pulse
with a linear chirp rate of 1 fs/nm using a high pulse
energy oscillator (FEMTOSOURCE scientific XL 500
(550 nJ/pulse; Femtolasers GmbH) and a PCF to generate
a 5-MHz supercontinuum pulse train.
In spectral decoding (demultiplexing), temporal
resolution TRes depends on the bandwidth of the probe
pulse, as in the following relationship TRes~ (τ0τc)1/2,
where τ0 is the pulse width of a Fourier transform limited
pulse and τc is the chirped probe pulse duration. If we
utilize a laser pulse with 300 nm of square spectrum
bandwidth (FWHM) at a center wavelength of 800 nm
and 300-fs pulse duration as an EO-probe pulse, we can
obtain temporal resolution of 30 fs (FWHM).
We are developing an EO-probe laser pulse with a few
tens of micro-Joules and bandwidth over 300 nm
(FWHM). For obtaining such bandwidth and pulse energy,
this EO-probe pulse is a supercontinuum amplified with
optical parametric amplification (OPA). Especially for
amplification that maintains bandwidth >350 nm, a noncollinear OPA (NOPA) using BBO crystal and a pump
source with a 460-nm wavelength must be prepared (Fig.
3, upper diagram).

DAZZLER crystal. Hence, since dispersion controls are
applied to roughly compress laser pulses by a Grism pair
and linearly chirped by DAZZLER, we can finely adjust
the pulse duration of the broadband probe laser with a
linear chirp rate of 1 fs/nm for probing EO crystals.
Owing to the characterization of the nonlinear chirp of the
laser pulse with DAZZLER-based chirp scanning, the
Fourier transform-limited (FTL) pulse is adaptively
adjusted at the zero-crossing point. Adding pure GDDs,
linear chirped pulses are prepared with arbitrary chirp
rates (Fig. 4). DAZZLER works as adaptive optics with
two functions that provide control of spectral amplitude
and phase up to 7th order dispersions: an intensity
spectrum shaper and an adjuster of linear chirp rate.

Figure 4: Chirp scan measurements of probe laser pulse.
Adding GDD of +1000 fs2 by DAZZLER, a linear
chirped laser pulse was generated with a flattop spectrum
(a wide spectral plateau region as shown in Fig. 3).

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of generation of broadband
linear-chirped laser probe pulse with square-shaped
spectrum (red line: 230 nm (FWHM), 660 fs (GDD
introduced by DAZZLER: +1000 fs2)). The 460-nm
pump laser pulse is generated from Nd: YAG laser
(SHG: 532 nm) pump pulse and the super-continuum
signal pulse with additional NOPA stage.
The EO-probe pulse energy of 10 µJ provides a high S/N
ratio per decoding (demultiplexing) detector. In addition,
the probe laser spectrum is shaped adaptively as a square
spectrum by a broadband AO-modulator, DAZZLER
(UWB-650-1100, FASTLITE) at the detectors.
The octave-broadband supercontinuum pulse is
temporally stretched with nonlinear chirping due to the
group delay dispersion (GDD) and even higher dispersion
of the material of transparent optics, including the
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We successfully demonstrated the 3D-BCD monitor as
the first application to monitor the 3D-overlapping
condition of HH-seeded EUV-FEL. With timing feedback
to the electrical delay unit of the common Ti:Sapphire
laser source, the seeded FEL performance significantly
improved for user experiments. The effective hit rate was
improved from 0.3% to 20-30% (improvements of two
orders). In addition, we generated linear-chirped laser
pulse with a flattop spectrum to probe ultrafast DAST
EO-crystal. The octave-broadband flattop spectrum of
EO-probe laser gives not only the upper limit of temporal
resolution, but also large dynamic range for arrival timing
(trends in timing-drift and pointing data over time).
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DIAGNOSTIC FOR A HIGH REPETITION RATE ELECTRON PHOTOGUN AND FIRST MEASUREMENTS*
D. Filippetto#, S. De Santis, L. Doolittle, G. Huang, E. Norum, G. J. Portmann, H. Qian,
F. Sannibale, R. Wells, LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
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The APEX electron source at LBNL combines the highrepetition-rate with the high beam brigthness typical of
photo-guns, delivering low emittance electron pulses at
MHz frequency. Proving the high beam quality of the
beam is an essential step for the success of the
experiment, opening the doors of the high average power
to brightness-hungry applications as X-Ray FELs, MHz
ultrafast electron diffraction etc. As first step, a full 6D
characterization of the beam is foreseen at the Gun beam
energy of 750 keV. Diagnostics for low and high current
measurements have been installed and tested, and
measurements of cathode lifetime and thermal emittance
in a RF environment are currently being commissioned.
The recently installed double slit system will allow the
measurements of beam emittance at full current (mA).
Also a deflecting cavity and a high precision spectrometer
are foreseen at low energy, allowing the exploration of the
longitudinal phase space. Here we discuss the present
layout of the machine and future upgrades, showing the
latest results at low and high repetition rate, together with
the tools and techniques used.

beam is then double in frequency, obtaining about 0.3 W
of green pulses, and double again, producing 50 mW of
UV light. Both UV and green are transported to the APEX
gun, to be used with different cathode materials. A
Pockels cell system allows to remotely control the laser
repetition rate at the cathode, and a pulse shaping system
Table 1: APEX RF-Gun Critical Parameters
Parameters

VALUE

Frequency

185.7 MHz

Gap voltage

750 keV

Peak wall power density

25 W/cm2

Field at the cathode

20 MV/m

Vacuum pressure

10-11 Torr

RF power

100 kW

Accelerating gap

4 cm

INTRODUCTION
The main design parameters of the APEX gun are
reported in Table 1 [1]. A very good vacuum pressure is
necessary to be able to run high quantum efficiency
cathodes. Both absolute and partial pressure are important
for high current operations, as the cathode degradation
can be induced both by contamination (especially from
water and CO2) and ion back-bombardment (proportional
to extracted current and total pressure). High accelerating
field at the cathode is needed to produce high-brightness
high-current beams, essential to drive FELs. The choice
of a VHF frequency allow for CW operations without the
need of special cooling techniques. Slots can be opened
on the sidewalls of the cavity without distorting the field,
increasing vacuum conductance with the surrounding
anti-chamber, where 20 NEG pumps are installed. In this
way we achieved the targeted vacuum level needed by
semiconductor cathodes.
The laser system [2] is based on a Ytterbium doped
fiber oscillator at 37.14 MHz. The oscillator pulses seed a
chain of ytterbium doped fiber amplifiers. The repetition
rate is reduced down to 1 MHz during amplification, and
at the end of the chain we get about 0.7 W of average IR
power, with single pulse length of 700 fs FWHM. The IR
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: APEX layout for phase 0 and I.
based on pulse stacking via birefringent crystals [3]
creates flat top longitudinal profile up to 60 ps long.
On the final table, a wedged optics samples a small
percentage (around 3%) of the beam energy for energy
and position monitoring.

ELECTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTIC
Figure 1 shows the layout of the first 2 phases (“Phase
0” and “Phase 1”) of the APEX project, with the dotted
line showing the installed beamline elements for each of
the two phases. The goal Phase 0 is the demonstration of
the gun performances [4], in terms of accelerating electric
field, vacuum pressure, and dark current. At the gun exit a
solenoid lens is used to focus the electron beam to a 100
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The measurement in Fig. 3 shows an example of such
measurement. The energy measured implies an
accelerating field of 21.5 MV/m.
Dark current measurements were carried out as function
of accelerating field in the cavity (Fig. 4). This was done
before the installation of Phase 0 beamline, by placing a
faraday cup directly at the exit flange of the rf gun. A
comparison with dark current measurements from other
facilities [6] confirms that indeed these values are within
the expectations.

Figure 3: Electron beam energy measurement using a
scanning coil.

FIRST RESULTS
The rf gun was conditioned to full power in less that
120 hours. Figure 2 reports a continuous run of 12 hours
at nominal power without faults. At around 100 minutes
the rf power was switched off for around 5 minutes due to
tunnel access.

Figure 4: Dark current measurements as function of
electric field in the gun.

Figure 2: A 12-hour run at nominal power (50 kW
each branch), showing no faults. The dip at 100
minutes was due to tunnel access.
The energy of the electron beam out of the gun can be
measured by changing the field of a correcting coil and
plotting the position of the beam centroid on the screen.

Overview and Commissioning

The first beam tests after gun conditioning were carried
out with a molybdenum cathode plug, with quantum
efficiency of the order of 10-6 . This was done before the
full cavity bake-out, with vacuum levels in the 10-8 Torr,
not acceptable for reactive semiconductor cathodes.
Nevertheless, we were able to commission the laser
beamline and the electron diagnostic. Using the lock-in
amplifier to read the signal from the faraday cup, we were
able to measure about 10 nA of electron beam current,
around 10 fC per bunch at 1MHz. It is worth noting that
also the background (i.e. the dark current) changes by
changing the phase of the rf, since the lock-in amplifier is
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µm thick Cerium doped Yag scintillator. Here the beam
centroid and size can be measured as function of the
solenoid field. A coaxial faraday cup at the end of the
beamline (after an extractable beam dump) is used to
measure the beam current. Depending on the particular
measurement, fC to nC charges would need to be
measured, with currents from nA to mA. A pico-ammeter
and a lock-in amplifier have been already tested with very
low currents, and we were able to measure down to few
nA (Fig. 5). Electronics for charge measurement is also
available, although not yet commissioned: a VME QDC
(Caen V965) and a chain of charge amplifier/gaussian
amplifier/14 bit digitizer from Cremat. Both systems can
measure single bunch charge with few-fC resolution.
The Phase 1 beamline is currently being installed, and
first tests will start before the end of the year. A double
slit system with an extractable faraday cup will allow for
transverse emittance measurements of space charge
dominated beams. Two pairs of scanning coils before
each slit assembly will be used to scan the beam over the
slits at 100 Hz, so that phase space reconstruction within
few seconds will be possible. A 90 deg. spectrometer
magnet has already been installed at the end of the line.
The beamline is designed to reach 10-4 energy resolution,
and 500 eV energy spread resolution in the nominal case
of 0.6 µm transverse emittance and 750 keV. A single-cell
deflecting cavity at 1.3 GHz [5] is in production phase,
for time profile and longitudinal phase space
measurements. We foresee its installation on the beamline
within the next 6 months.
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a phase sensitive detector. The trigger to the lock-in was
indeed derived from the laser trigger, so that when the
laser was injected at the maximum accelerating phase,
also the cark current was in phase with the reading.

Figure 6: First measurement of cathode lifetime with
MHz electron beam.
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Figure 5: Measurements of 10 nA electron beam
current using a lock-in amplifier.
In preparation for the high current runs we also
developed a fast Equipment protection system (EPS). A
thermal analysis indeed showed that a mA beam with a
spot size smaller than 200 µm hitting the beam pipe at
normal incidence would require around 2 ms to drill a
hole. An in-house developed electronic box read the direct
signals from the 2 current monitors in the beamline, and
compares the difference with a threshold (5% of the full
beam). A beam loss larger than the threshold would
trigger a fast laser shutter. A test of the system showed a
response time of about 1.7 ms. Figure 6 shows the first
APEX long run with the Cs2Te cathode at the nominal
average current of 0.3 mA (300 pC, 1 MHz). The intial
QE around 11% decreases during the 4 days of continuous
operation down to around 4%, with a total extracted
charge of 39.5 C. These first results are compatible with
the typical cathode lifetime measured at FLASH [7], and
suggests the degradation process to be dominated by the
amount of extracted charge (i.e. ion back-bombardment),
more than from cathode surface contamination. The
oscillations of extracted charge during the run are due to
slow drifts of the laser power with the temperature of the
environment (bottom plot of Fig. 5), as the laser room is
not temperature-stabilized yet.
During the last run a first attempt to measure the thermal
emittance from the Cs2Te cathode was done. The laser
pulse at the cathode was about 250 µm rms, as reported in
Fig. 7, and the charge per pulse was 900 fC.
Measurements were done at 20 Hz, taking pictures of
single bunches to avoid contribution from transverse
beam jitters.The results of the solenoid scan are reported
in Fig. 8. A first analysis gives a thermal emittance value
of 0.54 µm/mm rms.
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Figure 7: Transverse shape of laser pulse at the
cathode for thermal emittance measurements.

Figure 8: First thermal emittance measurement of
Cs 2Te cathode.

CONCLUSIONS
We presented the first results from the APEX high
repetition rate electron gun. The rf and vacuum
performances have been achieved, with a final beam
energy and accelerating field exceeding the targeted ones.
Vacuum levels are at the level of what is needed to run
semiconductor cathodes. We have been running a Cs2Te
cathode in the cavity for months without any sign of
degradation due to contamination. The Phase 0 beamline
was installed and commissioned. We were able to
measure currents down to 10 nA, verifying the resolution
of the readout electronics. Thermal emittance and beam

Overview and Commissioning
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energy were measured and analyzed. A first test of
cathode lifetime has been performed at mA current,
showing acceptable time constant (about a week). We are
now installing Phase 1 hardware, that will allow to
measure the transverse and longitudinal emittance at high
charge, with a double-slit system, an rf deflector and a
spectrometer dipole.
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FIRST RESULTS FROM THE BUNCH ARRIVAL-TIME MONITOR AT THE
SwissFEL TEST INJECTOR
V. Arsov#, M. Dehler, S. Hunziker, M. Kaiser, V. Schlott, Paul-Scherrer-Institute (PSI), Switzerland
Abstract
A bunch arrival-time monitor (BAM) based on a MachZehnder type electro-optical intensity modulator is under
development at PSI to meet the high requirements for
stable SwissFEL operation. The timing precision is
derived by a stable pulsed optical reference system. The
first BAM is located upstream of the bunch compressor
where the bunch energy is 250 MeV and the pulse length
is approximately 3 ps. At this position, the bunch arrival
time is sensitive to the laser- and gun timing. In this
paper, we report on the commissioning of the RF- and
optical front ends, the first arrival-time jitter and drift
measurements.
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INTRODUCTION
SwissFEL is planned to start user operation in 2016
with its hard X-ray beamline for tunable high briliance
photon pulses with wavelengths 0.1-0.7 nm and pulse
duration <10 fs [1]. This requires low charge operation in
the range 10 pC - 200 pC for the driving linac with bunch
lengths <10 fs. To guarantee the machine longitudinal
stability by applying feedbacks, it is necessary to measure
non-destructively the electron bunch arrival-time with
resolution <10 fs at low charge at several locations. Such
diagnostic instrument, called Bunch Arrival-Time
Monitor, based on Mach-Zehnder electro-optical intensity
modulator (EOM), an integral part of a highly stable
(<10fs drift over days) pulsed optical reference system, is
already in use at several institutes [2-6].
In the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility (SITF) the first
such BAM prototype has been installed upstream of the
bunch compressor. During the commissioning phase the
goal is not to cover the SwissFEL specifications, but to
demonstrate the proof of principle, gain know-how and
outline the way to improve performance. In this paper,
we describe the design of the system and report on the
first experimental results.

MEASUREMENT SETUP
Optical Link Phase Detector and Stabilization
Our base-line to achieving <10fs drift stability over
days is the use of a mode-locked laser oscillator with low
intrinsic phase and amplitude jitter, locked to a low-drift
RF master oscillator [1]. The laser pulses with duration of
~200 fs are distributed over length-stabilized dispersion
compensated optical fiber links, with a balanced optical
cross-correlator using non-linear optical crystal as a phase
detector [7].

____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Layout of BAM and its stabilized pulsed optical
reference.
For the commissioning of BAM upstream of the bunch
compressor (Fig. 1), where the stability requirements are
not as stringent, we use a simpler phase detection method
to stabilize the optical link [8], based on low drift and
jitter laser-to-RF direct conversion [9]. The set-up (Fig. 2)
does not have free-space components and does not require
dispersion compensation.

Figure 2: Block diagram of the low drift RF phase
detector, used for stabilization of the pulsed BAM link.
Prerequisites for low drift phase detection are the good
temperature stability, the use of low drift components,
symmetric path lengths for their connection, constant
amplitudes of the mixed signals. The latter is achieved by
an amplitude gain feedback with the first BAM EDFA as
an actuator, thus minimizing AM-to-PM effects,
especially in the phase detector. All sub-components are
individually temperature stabilized with an accuracy of 10
mK. The optical powers on the photodiodes are set for
low AM-to-PM conversion. The working point is close to
a so called „sweet spot“, determined experimentally with
an SSA.

Pickup and RF Front-End
In our initial approach we have developed two types of
pickups: a button and a ridge wave guide (RWG),
mounted on a common 38 mm vacuum chamber. The
button pickup has 80 MHz intrinsic bandwidth. The used
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feedthru (Meggit #8538972) limits effectivly the BW to
20 GHz. The RWG pickup with higher coupling strength,
but lower BW (16GHz) was developed for bunch charges
of few pC. Beam tests showed, that the RWG dynamic
range concerning charge is small which makes it
impractical for use at SwissFEL. Therefore its
optimization will be discontinued. The current
measurements are made with the button pickup.

MOAL4

clock signal. Thus the optical pulses carrying the arrivaltime information and the clock signals for the ADC have
always the same relative delay, ensuring clock
synchronicity with the BAM acquisition. The motor
movement is frictionless and back lash free. A position
encoder with 10 nm accuracy provides an uni-directional
repeatability of 18 nm (61 as) and a bi-directional
repeatability of 16 nm (54 as), both confirmed by a
measurement [12]. The position jitter added by the motor
holding current was measured to be 8 nm (26 as) rms.
The entire base plate of the box is uniformly temperature
stabilized at 28°C with long term stability over weeks of
10 mK. The box has an inner shielding of 5 mm thick
hard polyethylene doped with boron carbide against
neutrons. On the outside there are 10 mm thick lead tiles
against x-rays.

Figure 3: Layout of the pickup and RF-Front-End. Map
for the orbit scans.
In order to minimize the orbit dependence of the pickup
signal, two opposite ports are combined with phasematched RF-Cables (350 mm SucoFlex404 from
Huber+Suhner, K(male) connectors). Typical IL for the
SucoFlex404 cables is S21=-0.6 dB at 26 GHz and RL
S11=-25.2 dB at 26 GH. The combiner is of type P213H,
ATM (1-18 GHz). The group delay difference of the
cables and the combiner have been measured and
compensated with 50fs precision (sweep range 1.0-1.5
GHz, bandwidth 1kHz, averaging over 64 sweeps). The
cable from the combiner to the front panel of the BAMBox is 800 mm SucoFlex404. A double DC-Block (Inmet
8039, 0.01-18GHz) decouples ground loops from the
beam pipe. A limiter N9356C (5.6 V RF amplitude,
26.5GHz BW) protect the EOM but preserves the pickup
steep slew rate. Inside the BAM-Box a 350 mm long
Sucoflex404 cable connects the front panel and the EOM.

Electro-Optical Front-End (BAM-Box)
The electro-optical front end, is located near the pickup
to ensure minimum BW losses through RF cables towards
the EOM. Presently two EOM of type Mach10-056 from
Covega (3dB BW at 12 GHz, zero-chirp, V=5.6V) are
installed. Thus the BAM has two channels, allowing
realization of high sensitivity and high dynamic range
configurations [2]. The present measurements are with
one channel only, realized with the button pickup and a
limiter. Further, the box houses the end of the fiber link:
two commercial EDFAs with 1.5 m Er-gain fiber from
Photop [10] and a Faraday rotating mirror (FRM). The
EDFA preceding the FRM is part of the optical link and is
used as an actuator for the link amplitude feedback loop.
The second EDFA is out of loop and serves for power
management of the BAM photoreceiver. For near zero
crossing BAM acquisition, a feedback loop with a noncontact linear servo motor is used [11]. The motor
precedes the first EOM and the splitter for the optical

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

The optical pulses from the two BAM channels and the
optical clock are conditioned prior to the ADC in a
photoreceiver (PRX) module. The in-house design
includes photodiodes with high intrinsic BW (3GHz,
Ortel 2861E), followed by broad-band, low-noise and
high dynamic range transimpedance amplifiers. The
filters are optimized to minimize sampling jitter
sensitivity. The resulting pulses have nearly Gaussian
shape with broad flat top followed by a large flat interpulse interval. The clock signals, generated from the same
optical pulse train are filtered to a sine signal. The input
optical power levels are in the order of 450 W. The
photodiodes are operated close to saturation (prevent shot
noise limited acquisition), but far enough to avoid
clipping on modulation. After the pulse shaping the
pulses are amplified and split differentially with an
amplitude of 1 V, which allows use of the half of the ADC
range (max 2.15 V) at full modulation by the electron
beam. The ADC mezzanine board type ADC12FL (12 bit,
500 MHz, GPAC carrier board) has differential AC
coupled inputs [13]. This prevents offsetting and
stretching of the pulses at low signal regimes, having an
impact on the BAM resolution. One ADC channel
samples simultaneously both the pulse amplitude and the
baseline with 428 MHz rate. This clock signal is derived
from the optical pulses (214 MHz) synchronous with the
ones modulated by the electron beam. Thus the
modulation by the bunch is sampled always at the same
sample position of the ADC. The optical pulses preceding
the modulated one are used to detect the laser amplitude
jitter, which determines the resolution. A typical number
is 0.25%-0.3%, but the limit comes from the ADC
resolution and not from the laser.

BAM MEASUREMENTS
To characterize charge and orbit dependence of the
button pickup the reference laser pulses are shifted
relative to the electron beam with a vector modulator with
a step of 1 ps and positioning resolution of 166 fs. For
each parameter, charge or orbit, the amplitude modulation
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is recorded as a function of the vector modulator delay,
from which dependence the slew rate is derived.

Pickup Characterization,Charge Dependence
The dependence of the button pickup resolution on the
charge is shown on Fig. 4. Between 200 and 60 pC the
resolution decreases slowly form 20 fs to 30 fs. Below 60
pC the degradation is faster and at 10 pC it reaches 170 fs.

group delay in the cables and combiners are matched with
accuracy 50 fs. Thus the orbit dependence of the slew rate
cancels, as evident from the other two pairs of curves.
For each pair the working point on the EOM transmission
curve was set on the opposite EOM slope (case “normal”
and “swapped”, Fig. 5). Thus the sign of the slew rate
changes, but the absolute value remains the same. For
each set no orbit dependence is observed.

BAM Drift Measurement

Figure 4: Pickup resolution dependence on the charge.

A long term bunch-arrival time measurement is shown
on Figure 6. The average charge was 130 pC. The optical
fiber link was stabilized with accuracy 21 fs with the link
motor compensating 47 fs of fiber drift. A feedback loop
with amplitude 40 fs and gain 0.4 ensures that the BAM
acquisition is kept always near the zero crossing of the
pickup slope, determined in a calibration run. The
resolution is 20 fs.

The main limitation on the BAM resolution with the
present setup are the bandwidth of the feedthrus (20 GHz)
and the EOMs (12 GHz). In addition, the AC input of the
ADC card prevents offsetting the baseline and scaling of
the amplitude of the laser pulses, so that to use its full 12
bit range independent on the charge. A 16 bit ADC and a
signal conditioning DAC are in progress to improve the
resolution and diminish the shot noise effect at low
charge.
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Pickup Characterization, Orbit Dependence
Figure 6: (upper plot) BAM drift measurement with the
button pickup at mean charge 130 pC and with mean
resolution 20 fs.
(lower plot) Arrival time jitter over 100 shots (~10 s) and
instantaneous resolution.

Figure 5: Orbit dependence of the button pickup slew rate.
For the orbit dependence measurements of the BAM
pickup the orbit feedback was set such to create a
trapezoidal longitudinal offset with the pickup being in
the middle. The orbit position was measured with a BPM
next to the BAM pickup. All the measurements were
made with the button pickups NW-SE which are at -45°
relative to the horizontal. A layout of the used ports and a
map for the orbit scans is shown on Fig. 3. The orbit
variation was made either along the axis of the pickups or
in perpendicular direction. In the last set of scans only the
button at the SE position was connected (single ended).
For it the slew rate has a clear orbit dependence with a
slope of 105 fs/%mod/mm. Due to the lower signal
intensity, the slew rate is also larger (lower resolution).
To prevent such orbit dependence during BAM
acquisitions the opposite pickups are combined and the
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The drift determined as a sliding average over 100
shots (approx 10 s) is 410 fs over 7 h 44 min. During the
BAM measurement, there were several RF-interlocks
when the bunch was interrupted (empty spaces on the
drift plot). After recovery the BAM acquisition was
resumed automatically. The lower plot shows the jitter,
calculated as the deviation of the instantaneous arrivaltime from the above smoothed average. The rms jitter is
110 fs and the peak is 150 fs. Jitter values of this order
have been measured with BAM also earlier, before the
commissioning of the optical fiber link. This jitter
accumulates in the gun-laser amplifier and transfer line
sections following the stabilized laser oscillator. To
measure and minimize this influence, a dedicated laser
arrival time monitor is under development.
The BAM ADC allows monitoring of the laser pulses
preceding the modulated one, thus providing information
about the instantaneous laser amplitude fluctuations
(typically 0.25%) and thus the resolution (red curve on
Fig. 6). The instantaneous resolution fluctuated between
19.8 fs and 21fs.
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Bunch Arrival-Time Dependence on the Gun
Upstream of the bunch compressor the bunch arrival
time jitter is dominated by fluctuations of the gun phase
and the laser arrival time on the cathode [3]. By scanning
of the gun phase it is possible to determine its partial
influence on the arrival time, according to the equation:

G gun =

dt beam
(S ) dt beam
=2 π f
dt gun
d φ gun

(1)

where f(S) = 2.9979 GHz is the S-band gun frequency and
the derivative can be determined experimentally, e.g.
from the phase scan slope of Figure 7. At this particular
run the BAM resolution was 17 fs, the bunch energy was
245 MeV with average charge 84 pC and length 3 ps.

MOAL4

limitation in view of the specifications for SwissFEL is
the bandwidth of the pickup feedthrus and the one of the
EOMs, which limit the performance at low charge below
60 pC. Development of a high bandwidth feedthru
simultaneously having sufficient RF bandwidth (<40
GHz), mechanical robustness and vacuum compatibility is
a challenge, which we are presently addressing with the
support of industrial partners and institutes. Higher
bandwidth and space-compatible EOMs are foreseen for
tests with the BAM front-ends upstream the bunch
compressor, which are to be installed in the winter shut
down together with a new higher bandwidth pickup. In
addition, we foresee tapered reduction of the beam pipe
diameter for the pickup below the cut-off frequency of the
X-Band cavity to suppress cross-talk. We foresee
exchange of the ADC card with a 16 bit one. A remote
controlled DAC front-end will allow dynamic signal
conditioning for use of the entire ADC range, thus
improving the performance at low charge.

Figure 7: Bunch arrival-time as a function of the gun
phase with slope 310 fs/deg.
A gun phase scan around a mean value of -94.3° with
4° (rms) deviation causes 1.9 ps bunch arrival time
change (1.4 ps rms). The slope is 310 fs/deg. Thus, the
partial contribution of the gun phase on the bunch arrival
time upstream of the bunch compressor is 34%. This
result is preliminary and demonstrates the sensitivity of
the BAM on the gun phase.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
A bunch arrival-time monitor based on a Mach Zehnder
type electro-optical intensity modulator is installed and
operational at the SwissFEL Test Injector upstream of the
bunch compressor. The performance of the different
subsystems has been investigated dependent on different
environmental and machine parameters. The main
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INSTRUMENTATION ACTIVITIES AT THE SwissFEL
INJECTOR TEST FACILITY
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Florian Löhl, Gian Luca Orlandi, Marco Pedrozzi, Patrick Pollet, Eduard Prat,
Thomas Schietinger, Volker Schlott, Bennie Smit,Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland
Peter Peier, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
The SwissFEL Injector Test Facility has been equipped
with numerous prototype diagnostics (BPMs, screen monitors, wire scanners, optical synchrotron radiation monitor,
compression (THz) monitor, bunch arrival time monitor,
EO spectral decoding monitor, charge and loss monitor)
specifically designed for the low charge SwissFEL operation modes. The design of the diagnostics systems and
recent measurement results will be presented.

THE SWISSFEL INJECTOR TEST
FACILITY
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The SwissFEL Injector Test Facility (SITF) [1] is a 230
MeV electron linear accelerator that has been built to test
concepts and components for SwissFEL, the upcoming Xray free electron laser at Paul Scherrer Institut [2]. Instrumentation installed at this test facility serves two purposes:
• Provide a stable baseline diagnostics for beam development and test of acceleration and beam compression concepts
• Test diagnostics designed for SwissFEL
To fulfill the first requirement, the Diagnostics Section
has implemented a series of standard position, profile and
charge monitors. These monitors do not meet the specifications for SwissFEL, but they provide a stable basis to set up
the linear accelerator and to test more advanced concepts.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the monitors installed
in the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility. In the following
sections, the instrumentation is described in detail, starting
with transverse position and profile measurements, longitudinal measurements and test of advanced concepts.
There are several requirements for SwissFEL instrumentation:
• Low-charge operation. The design charge for SwissFEL is between 10 and 200 pC, depending on the operating mode. It is foreseen that all diagnostics can be
operated within this range.
• Low emittance. SwissFEL is being designed with a
normalized core slice emittance of 180 to 430 nm.
This results in beam sizes down to 10 µm rms and
requires diagnostics with corresponding resolution.
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• Pulse length. The design electron bunch length varies
between 1 to 3 ps rms at the cathode to 6 to 30 fs rms
at the undulators. Longitudinal diagnostics for such
bunches have to be developed.
• Stability requirements. The transverse and longitudinal parameters of the machine must be stabilized.
• Two-bunch operation. The diagnostics for SwissFEL
should be capable of distinguishing two bunches, separated by 28 ns. This is foreseen for a future upgrade
of SwissFEL to a second beamline for soft X-rays.

BEAM POSITION MONITORS
The beam orbit in the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility
(SITF) is measured by 19 resonant stripline beam position monitors (BPMs)[3]. The monitor pickups have four
strips parallel to the beam, where each strip has an open
and a shorted end, thus acting as lambda/4 resonator. The
beam excites 500 MHz decaying sine signals on each of the
strips. The signals are coupled out via antennas close to the
shorted end of the strips. After filtering and amplification
in an RF front-end (RFFE) electronics, the signals are digitized by a 5 GSample/s waveform digitizer. The digitized
waveform is then processed by an FPGA carrier board to
calculate beam position and amplitude. The single bunch
resolution of this electronics that was developed by PSI is
7 µm rms for the beam position for charges between 5 and
1000 pC (dominated by digitizer noise) and still 35 µm rms
at 1 pC (dominated by thermal RFFE noise). The charge
resolution is 0.3% of the charge at 1-1000 pC and typ. 34 fC rms for charges 1 pC. Due to their robustness and low
noise especially at low charge, the stripline BPMs are used
for most charge measurements at SITF. However, dedicated
charge monitors like ICTs or wall current monitors (see below) are still required for absolute charge calibration of the
BPMs. Figure 2 shows the comparison of three adjacent
beam position monitors.
While the stripline BPMs satisfy the requirements of
SITF, SwissFEL will use only cavity BPMs, thus providing a homogeneous BPM system along the whole accelerator [4]. A BPM test section at SITF with five cavity
BPMs is being used for tests of cavity BPM prototypes for
SwissFEL and E-XFEL, where sub-micron resolution of
the cavity BPM electronics developed by PSI has already
been demonstrated [5].
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Figure 1: Overview of the diagnostics installed in the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility. Quadrupole magnets are represented by blue lenses, beam position monitors by crosshairs (green: resonant strip line BPMs, red: cavity BPMs), and
screens are represented by red bars. BAM: bunch arrival monitor, BLM: beam loss monitor CDR: coherent diffraction
radiation monitor, CER: coherent edge radiation monitor, EOM: electro-optical monitor, FCP: Faraday cup, ICT: integrating current transformer, MPI: Martin-Puplett interferometer, OTR: optical transition radiation, RTDC: radiofrequency
transverse deflecting cavity, SCR: screen, SLT: slits, SR: synchrotron radiation, WCM: wall current monitor, and WSC:
wire scanner.
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In SITF and SwissFEL an X-band cavity is required to
linearize the longitudinal phase space for optimal compression [6]. The beam orbit in this accelerating structure is of
particular interest due to the strong short range transverse
wake fields induced by bunches that have a transverse offset, which deteriorate the beam emittance. Depending on
the transverse alignment of the beam the wake fields couple to the high order modes (HOM) of the structure, which
can be measured directly with a suitable coupler system.
In SITF we monitor the beam alignment along the X-band
cavity via two HOM couplers placed respectively upstream
and downstream of the accelerating structure. The HOM
have frequencies above 10 GHz, which requires special
care in couplers and cables. In a first experiment performed
at the SITF, these signals were digitized by a fast sampling
oscilloscope. Figure 3 shows the signal strength as a function of offset, measured by resonant strip line beam position monitors.

Figure 2: Comparison of the position calculated from three
adjacent stripline BPMs.
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Figure 3: Signal from the wakefield monitor as a function
of offset in the X-band cavity.
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CHARGE MONITORS
Two types of dedicated charge monitors are installed in
SITF, integrating current transformers (ICT) and wall current monitors (WCM).
In an ICT, the beam current induces a magnetic flux in
a ferrite core, which is picked up by a secondary winding.
ICTs are factory calibrated and can be used for absolute
charge measurements. They are however not fast enough to
distinguish between the actual beam and dark current. For
this reason, we have started a collaboration with Bergoz Instrumentation to develop fast integrating charge transformers for SwissFEL. First results from this prototype show a
resolution of 1% at a charge of 120 pC [7].
In a wall current monitor, the beam pipe is interrupted by
a ceramic gap. Resistors around the circumference of this
gap provide a means for the wall current to flow across the
gap, and the voltage across this resistors is measured. At
charges foreseen for SwissFEL, this voltage is very small,
and thus the readout noise is equivalent to about 10 pC
bunch charge. The WCMs installed in SITF have a bandwidth of several GHz and thus allow distinguishing the signal of the beam and the dark current.

LOSS MONITORS
Beam losses are detected outside the vacuum chamber.
In the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility, two types of monitors are tested: scintillation monitors and field effect transistors that degrade due to radiation (RadFETs) [8].
The scintillation monitors are based on optical fibers and
are read out by vacuum photomultiplier tubes (PMT). Two
options are being evaluated: organic scintillators in a polymethylmethylacrylate (PMMA) fibers coupled to plastic
optical fibers (POF) with a diameter of 1 mm, and inorganic
scintillators coupled to quartz fibers with 300 µm diameter.
The PMMA is inexpensive and has a large sensitivity, but
it may degrade due to radiation exposure. Tests are underway to determine this degradation. The scintillator system
is fast and will be used for wire scanners as well as for the
SwissFEL machine protection system. An absolute calibration is not foreseen.
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Figure 4: Vertical beam size measurement, using a wire
scanner.

WIRE SCANNERS
The vertical profile of the electron beam can be measured with wire scanners installed in the diagnostics section after the bunch compressor. For simplicity, these wire
scanners are integrated with the screen monitors. Three
tungsten wires with a diameter of 25 µm are installed, one
horizontal, and two at ±45◦ . Figure 4 shows a measurement of vertical beam size. The losses are determined with
charge monitors before and after the wire scanner. A Gauss
fit to the losses results in a vertical beam size of 564 µm,
which is compared to a beam size of 585 µm measured with
optical transition radiation. The two results agree within
the error of the measurement, which is estimated to be 5 to
10%.

SCREEN MONITORS
The two-dimensional transverse profile can be measured
at 27 locations using screen monitors. These combine scintillating crystals with optical transition radiation (OTR)
screens. It was initially foreseen to use scintillators only
for overview and beam finding purposes during the initial
commissioning, and to use the OTR screens for beam size
measurements. The resolution of the scintillator screens is
limited by the crystal thickness and the orientation of the
crystal to the optical axis to about 200 µm [9].
The occurrence of coherent optical transition radiation,
together with the low signal-to-noise of OTR from lowcharge beams, has lead to the decision to develop a new
type of scintillating crystal transverse profile imager that
overcomes the limitation of the resolution due to the crystal thickness. This is demonstrated in Figure 5, where a
beam of 41 µm rms is shown. The sensitivity of the monitor is sufficient to measure the slice emittance of beams
of a charge of 10 pC. Tests to determine the immunity to
coherent optical transition radiation are underway.
Overview and Commissioning
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Figure 5: Electron beam with a size of 41 µm rms, measured with a scintillating screen of 100 µm thickness.
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Figure 7: Comparison of energy spread measurements performed with high-energy spectrometer, scintillator in the
bunch compressor, and synchrotron radiation imager with
a numerical simulation. Beam Energy 230 MeV, bunch
charge 12 pC.
From the dispersion and the horizontal size of the edge
radiation, the energy spread of the beam can be determined.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of energy spread measurements using scintillators in the bunch compressor and in
the high-energy spectrometer with the synchrotron radiation imager. All three measurements agree with the numerical model.

ARRIVAL TIME MEASUREMENT

Figure 6: Image of optical radiation generated in the third
bunch compressor magnet. Due to the periscope setup, the
beam is rotated by 4.1◦ .

The arrival time of the electron bunches can be measured
before and after the bunch compressor [11]. Button pickups are connected to electro-optical modulators that measure the arrival time with respect to the pulses of the reference laser. To achieve the best possible time resolution, the
electro-optical modulators are installed in a shielded and
temperature-controlled box inside the accelerator tunnel.
The resolution of the BAM is 18 fs rms. This has been
determined by scanning the reference laser pulse across the
pickup signal, and by taking into account the amplitude jitter of the reference laser. Figure 8 shows the measured
arrival time before the bunch compressor, as a function of
accelerating phase in the gun.

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION IMAGER
In the dipole magnets of the bunch compressor, synchrotron radiation is generated. This can be used both for
transverse and longitudinal profile measurements.
Optical radiation from the third dipole magnet is imaged
onto a CMOS sensor [10]. The camera is focused on the
entrance of the magnet, and the edge radiation generated
by the beam at this location can be clearly distinguished
over the streak of synchrotron radiation generated along the
trajectory through the magnet (Figure 6).
Overview and Commissioning

COMPRESSION MONITOR
Edge radiation from the fourth dipole magnet in the
bunch compressor is used to monitor the compression of
the bunches [12]. The spectral content varies as a function of bunch length, and it is foreseen to equip SwissFEL
with a monitor that compares radiation in several spectral bands [13]. It is expected that the sensitivity on the
bunch length can be increased by comparing the different
frequency components [14].
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Figure 8: Measurement of the arrival time of electron
bunches as a function of gun phase. Gaussian electron
bunches with a length of 3 ps, a particle energy of 245 MeV,
and a bunch charge of 84 pC were used.

Figure 9: Spectral response to bunch compression in several spectral bands.

The selection of spectral bands can be achieved by filtering the terahertz radiation with suitable bandpass or highpass filters. First tests with bandpass filters were disappointing due to the low rejection outside the passband.
Highpass filters with a good suppression of low-frequency
radiation can be achieved by building a sieve with high aspect ratio in the holes. A measurement with three different
filters is shown in Figure 9.
Sensitivity and noise level are of particular interest for
SwissFEL, because of the low charge and the stringent stability requirements. In addition, the sensor should be fast
enough to distinguish the two bunches separated by 28 ns.
We are therefore evaluating several sensors for terahertz
frequencies, based on different operating principles. Some
of these sensors have to be operated at cryogenic temperatures. Figure 10 shows the signal of the compression monitor as a function of RF phase.
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Figure 10: Measurement of compression. Beam parameters: energy 200 MeV, bunch charge: 10 pC, bunch length
around 500 fs.

Figure 11: Measurement of the longitudinal bunch profile
with an electo-optical monitor. This measurement agrees
well with a measurement performed with the RF transverse
deflecting structure.

ELECTRO-OPTICAL MONITORS
Two electro-optical (EO) monitors are installed in SITF
for a direct time-domain measurement of the longitudinal
profile. These monitors are non-invasive and can be operated during routine operation [15].
Similarly to the bunch arrival monitors, EO monitors
make use of the Pockels effect to modulate an external reference laser with a signal from the electron beam. A transmission of the beam profile through an electrical pickup
is not possible, therefore the electro-optical crystal is installed directly in the accelerator vacuum. The Coulomb
field of the relativistic bunch passes through the crystal,
and the bunch profile can be reconstructed from the laser
pulse, applying the spectral decoding technique.
Figure 11 shows a measured profile.
Overview and Commissioning
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OPTICAL SPECTRUM OF TRANSITION
RADIATION
Coherent radiation from the electron bunches can be
used to assess their length, as used by the compression
monitors. Moreover, also the incoherent part of the spectrum can be used to infer the bunch length. This is due to a
convolution of the random noise spectrum of incoherent radiation with the form factor. This method has been successfully used with undulator radiation in synchrotrons[18].
The goal of our present effort is to extend the usage of
this method to the ultra-short bunches from linear accelerators. We use optical transition radiation, due to the straightforward optical setup. The radiation is focused into a fiber,
Overview and Commissioning
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Figure 13: Measurement of the slice emittance. Slice emittance as a function of time is shown in blue; current in arbitrary units is shown in grey. The red bar indicates the center
of the bunch.
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TRANSVERSE DEFLECTING RF CAVITY
A transverse deflecting RF cavity is installed in the diagnostics section of SITF [16]. It is a Five-cell S-band 5-call
βλ/2 standing-wave RF structure resonant to the π-mode
TM110 . The integrated deflecting voltage is 4.89 MV at an
input poser of 5 MW.
The electromagnetic field in the cavity gives the particles
a vertical kick, depending on their arrival time with respect
to the RF phase. To measure the bunch length, it is operated
such that the middle of the bunch goes through the structure at zero crossing of the electromagnetic field. The net
deflection is then zero, and the streak is maximized. The
vertical beta function of the beam is adjusted to 40 m, and
the phase advance to the measurement screen is 270◦ .
Together with a quadrupole magnet lattice, this transverse deflecting cavity is used for slice emittance measurements [17]. Figure 13 shows a representative example. The
measurement is fully automated and is being performed
routinely to assess the quality of the electron beam.
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Figure 14: Spectra of optical transition radiation, for different bunch lengths.
which is connected to a commercial spectrometer for radiation between 320 and 700 THz.
Figure 14 shows spectra recorded at three different
bunch lengths. The difference in the correlation width is
apparent, and we are presently evaluating whether such a
monitor could be useful for SwissFEL.

X-RAY PULSE LENGTH MEASUREMENT
The final measurement of bunch length at SwissFEL will
be done directly on the X-ray pulses. For this purpose, we
are planning to install a terahertz streak camera. In this
device, photoelectrons generated in a gas jet are streaked
by a terahertz field that is sourced from the pump laser.
We are presently setting up such a chamber at the experimental laser hutch in the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility
[19]. We have successfully measured spectra of high harmonics of the laser, and we are planning to introduce the
terahertz streaking field in the next step.
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Figure 12: Image of an electron beam streaked by the transverse deflecting RF cavity.
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OUTLOOK TOWARDS SWISSFEL
DIAGNOSTICS
We develop the instrumentation for SwissFEL based on
the developments at SITF. For certain monitors such as
beam position and profile monitors, a small series is built
together with industrial partners. Longitudinal diagnostics
are typically unique, because the bunch length changes significantly at very localized points.
All monitors for SwissFEL will be built during the next
18 months, to be ready for installation in Spring 2015.
Most systems are well advanced and the implementation
should be finished in time. The exception is an absolute
bunch length measurement after the second bunch compressor S10BC02. It is foreseen to install a transverse deflecting structure, but it will not be available during initial
commissioning of SwissFEL. We are presently evaluating
alternative approaches to address this important issue.
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The National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at
Michigan State University is a Rare Isotope Beam (RIB)
facility providing beams of exotic nuclear species through
projectile fragmentation. The Coupled Cyclotron Facility
accelerates stable ion beams to ∼100 MeV/A which are
then fragmented and selected with the A1900 separator. A
recent addition to NSCL is the gas stopping facility which
thermalizes the high energy beam. The RIBs are extracted
at ≤60 keV and selected by mass for further transport to
the low energy areas, currently consisting of the BECOLA
beam cooling and laser spectroscopy system, and LEBIT
Penning trap. RIBs up to 12 MeV/A will be provided by
the ReA post-accelerator, comprising of an EBIT, RFQ and
superconducting RF cavities. Energies up to 2.4 MeV/A
for certain species are presently available, and energy increases will be phased in with the addition of further cryomodules. In a campaign of commissioning experiments,
RIBs from a fragmentation facility were thermalized and
post-accelerated for the ﬁrst time.

INTRODUCTION
At the forefront of current nuclear physics research is
the drive to understand emerging phenomena observed in
regions of the nuclear chart away from the valley of betastability. As the isospin degree of freedom is explored, new
information on the evolution of shell structure, the observation of exotic structures and the understanding of stellar
evolution and nucleosynthesis is made available and possible. The primary tool for this research is the exploitation of rare isotope beams. The National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) is currently undergoing
an expansion of its capablilities with the commissioning of
beam thermalization and post-acceleration facilities, which
will provide RIBs at energies up to 12 MeV/A [1]. The
beams are produced through fast fragmentation of high energy (∼100 MeV/A) stable beams provided by the Coupled Cyclotron Facility[2], which by 2022 will be replaced
with the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB)[3], a 400
kW superconducting heavy-ion driver linac providing up
to three orders of magnitude more primary beam power.
In the current facility the secondary fragments are separated achromatically in the A1900 separator [4] and the se∗ WilliaSc@nscl.msu.edu
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lected isotope transported to the beam thermalization area
where it is slowed and extracted in a He gas cell [5, 6].
Following extraction at ≤60 keV the beam is transported
to a 0.75 Tesla LEBT dipole magnet for mass selection,
and further to the LEBIT Penning trap for high precision
mass measurements, the BECOLA beam cooling and laser
spectroscopy system, or the ReA post-accelerator. This paper reports upon the ﬁrst post-acceleration of thermalized
fragmentation rare isotope beams at NSCL and the beam
diagnostics challenges associated with the process.

DIAGNOSTICS FOR RARE ISOTOPE
BEAMS
The challenges faced by diagnostics for rare isotope
beams at NSCL are associated with the varying environments in which they must be deployed. The secondary
fragment cocktail is usually of the order of ∼80 MeV/A
and can be at rates approaching 107 pps. The thermalization in the gas cell is tuned to a particular fragment by
the use of a variable-angle wedge degrader, but ionization
processes cause the creation of weakly bound molecules
from residual gas elements which are extracted at ≤60
keV along with the rare isotope beam. Here the challenge is to detect the presence of the rare isotope beam
in a background of stable molecules at currents of a few
tens of picoamps. In addition, depending on the chemical nature of the rare isotope beam its intensity may be
distributed amongst a number of molecules. Diagnostics
must be able to simultaneously detect the stable and radioactive currents to support the selectivity of the LEBT
dipole and ensure a single species is transported further.
For post-acceleration the selected beam is injected into an
Electron Beam Ion Trap (EBIT) [7] for breeding to charge
states suitable for injection into the ReA Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ). Following charge breeding an achromatic charge-over-mass (Q/A) separator is used to select
the rare isotope beam at a particular charge state. This Q/A
value may overlap with that of stable residual gas elements
and diagnostics are required to select the region in the Q/A
landscape that corresponds to an acceptable compromise
between purity and intensity of the rare isotope of interest.
Each of these situations is discussed in the context of the
two experiments that are reported upon in this paper.
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GALLIUM-76
For the ﬁrst commissioning and proof-of-principle experiment 76 Ga (T 12 =32.6s) was produced from a 76 Ge primary beam at an energy of 130 MeV/A. This reaction, involving neutron pickup, was selected due to the signiﬁcantly enhanced purity offered compared to other options
using standard fragmentation of heavier beams, with the
trade-off of reduced rate. In order to identify the contents of the high energy beam transported to the entrance of
the gas cell, a 300μm silicon PIN detector is inserted into
the beam. The beam energy is measured using a Mesytec
MSCF-16 shaping ampliﬁer and CAEN V785 ADC, and
its time-of-ﬂight with respect to the cyclotron RF measured
in a CAEN V775 TDC following fast pickoff with a Canberra 454 TDC. In this conﬁguration the silicon detector is
in energy loss mode. Figure 1 shows a two dimensional
particle identiﬁcation plot of time-of-ﬂight versus energy
loss. From this ﬁgure the favourable conditions for such
a commissioning experiment are clear, as only two species
are transported to the gas cell. For this setting, 76 Ga has a
purity of around 80%.
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tive decay of RIBs the beam is impinged on to a series
of decay counters. Figure 2 shows a number of three dimensional views of this diagnostics device. The rightmost
panel of Fig. 2 shows a full view. The assembly is actuated
into the beam by means of a pneumatic cylinder mounted
to a CF ﬂange, seen in the centre of this panel. The top
left panel shows a detail view of the decay counter, where
the beam enters from right to left. The foil indicated is
17μm aluminium, which is isolated from the body of the
device, but in electical contact with the inner ring immediately adjacent to it. A contact is connected to a vacuum
feedthrough which can be connected to a current integrating device, such that it can perform as a Faraday cup. The
inner ring closest to the beam aperture is isolated from the
cup assembly and is biased to 120V for secondary electron
repulsion. The lower panel in Fig. 2 shows the same detail,
but with the foil removed. As can be seen, a surface-barrier
type silicon detector is mounted in electrical isolation behind the foil, and its microdot connector is connected to an
isolated vacuum feedthrough for better noise performance.
In this manner the device is simultaneously a faraday cup
and radioactive decay counter, as when the implanted radioactive species decay, the resultant beta particles pass
through the foil and deposit their energy in the silicon detector.
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Figure 1: Particle identiﬁcation plot of time-of-ﬂight versus energy loss in an in-beam silicon detector for the 76 Ga
experiment. Around 80% of the counts observed fall within
the 76 Ga locus.
This beam was thermalized in and extracted from the gas
cell, charge-bred in the EBIT and accelerated to 1.0 MeV/A
in ReA. Count rates of a few per minute were observed
following acceleration, conﬁrming the proof-of-principle
operation of the post-accelerated rare isotope beams at
NSCL. The following sections discuss a follow-up experiment with a 37 K beam, which was optimized for higher
production rates.

POTASSIUM-37
To produce K (T 21 =1.23s), a primary beam of 40 Ca
at 140 MeV/A was fragmented and 37 K was selected for
transport to the beam thermalization area. Following thermalization in the gas cell, in order to simultaneously observe stable beam currents and activity following radioac37
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Figure 2: A three dimensional view of a decay counter.
Rightmost panel: full view showing pneumatic actuator
and detector assembly. Upper left panel: detail view of
the decay counter showing stopping foil. Lower left panel:
detail view of the decay counter with foil removed.
The energy in this detector is recorded on an event-byevent basis in the same data acquisition system as discussed
earlier in this paper. In addition to the energy parameter, a
Struck SIS3820 VME scaler is used to scale a clock, downscaled from 50 MHz to a number appropriate to the experimental conditions (currently 10 kHz). The same clock is
copied and vetoed by the system busy to generate a live and
real clock. This allows the timestamping of each event and
Overview and Commissioning
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Figure 3: Activity scan of 37 K.
The selected mass was then injected into the ReA EBIT
in a continuous beam. The EBIT breeds highly charged
ions by conﬁning the beam in electric and superconducting
magnetic ﬁelds for tens of milliseconds where they overlap with a tightly focussed electron beam with a current of
750 mA. Repeated collisions breed the charge state of the
injected beam from [1, 2]+ to Q+ such that they reach the
Q/A acceptance of the RFQ of 0.2 to 0.5. The Q+ ions are
then ejected from the EBIT by lowering the conﬁning potential at the entrance, and separated in an achromatic Q/A
separator with both electric and magnetic sectors. Multiple charge states are possible upon ejection, the range of
which is largely determined by the trap potential and the
breeding time. In addition, even under vacuum conditions
of < 10−12 Torr, residual gases are charge bred at the same
time as the rare isotope. Scanning the second, magnetic
dipole, section of the Q/A separator and observing the current on a conventional Faraday cup results in Fig. 4. The
dashed line in this ﬁgure corresponds to injection of stable
39
and was performed to investigate the charge breeding of
potassium ions before the radioactive beam experiment.
The red labels indicate the expected locations of the
37 (16,17,18,19)+
K
ions and their overlaps with charge states

Overview and Commissioning

Figure 4: A Q/A scan of the region of interest for 37 K
acceleration, showing the location of the (16-19)+ charge
states. These data were taken using a Faraday cup and a slit
width of four millimetres.
of residual gas ions. From examination of this ﬁgure, it becomes obvious that the challenge is to ﬁnd a region which
has a low background. In addition, the observation of a
current from a low intensity RIB is often below the limit of
that achievable with a Faraday cup, and a method of single
ion counting becomes essential.
For reasons that will be discussed in a later section,
37 17+
K
was chosen for post-acceleration, and accelerated
by the ReA accelerator to 2.4 MeV/A. In this commissioning experiment, ReA consisted of a multi-harmonic
buncher, RFQ and two superconducting cryomodules, the
ﬁrst a solenoid and the second containing accelerating cavities. The acceleration of the beam to energies of a few
MeV/A opens up the opportunity for more sensitive Q/A
scans. By removing the foil from the decay counter (Fig. 2
lower left panel) the device provides a direct energy measurement of the impinging beam. Such a device was installed directly following the last cryomodule and thus saw
the ﬁnal beam energy. Measurement of the energy following acceleration in a linac corresponds to a direct measurement of the mass. Figure 5 shows a two dimensional plot of
energy measured in the silicon detector (mass) versus Q/A
as the magnetic sector of the Q/A section is scanned. For
this measurement the slits following the dipole were set at
one millimetre in order to highlight the separation capabilities of the Q/A section.
Figure 6 shows a projection of this matrix on to the y
axis, which is the single-ion counting equivalent of Fig. 4,
albeit with a much reduced range due to the acceptance
of the RFQ. This spectrum shows excellent separation of
the 13 C6+ from the peak corresponding to 37 (K,Cl)17+ , but
doesn’t, however, represent the beam quality observed during the experiment due to the size of the beam being larger
than 1 mm at the exit of the magnet. For delivery to the experimental station, the slits were set at 3 mm to ensure the
transport of all of the 37 K, with the known compromise of
acceptance of contamination from 13 C6+ . 37 Cl is a stable
contaminant due to residue from ultra high vacuum cleaning agents.
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signiﬁcantly expands the utility of the decay counters.
Following extraction from the gas cell, the beam is transported through a 0.75T dipole magnet for mass selection.
Using a Control System Studio application, the current in
this magnet is scanned continuously over a range. At the
exit of the magnet is another decay counter, which observes
the selected mass. By correlating the ﬁeld of the magnet
with the event-by-event timestamp a mass scan can be performed that is only sensitive to the activity. Figure 3 shows
the result of this scan for the 37 K beam. The favourable
nature of the potassium chemistry is immediately evident
with the observation that ∼94% of the observed activity is
found in one peak, corresponding to 37 atomic mass units.
In addition, the 37 K is observed to exist in weakly bound
molecular states with one to a few water ligands. By considering the possibility of doubly-charged ions, the peak at
mass 37 is likely to consist of 37 K+ and [37 K(H2 O)2 ]2+ , at
masses 37 and 36.5 respectively.
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Figure 5: Two dimensional plot showing accelerated beam
energy (mass) as a function of Q/A for the 37 K17+ region,
as detected in an in-beam silicon detector using a slit width
of one millimetre.
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Figure 6: A projection of the matrix shown in Fig. 5 on
to the Q/A axis showing the separation of the 13 C6+ peak
from the peak corresponding to 37 (K,Cl)17+ .

The beam was ﬁnally transported to the ANASEN (Array for Nuclear Astrophysics Studies with Exotic Nuclei)
to observe the excitation function of the 37 K(p,p) reaction.
Following the reaction within this device, the heavy projectile is incident upon a segmented anode ionization chamber.
Figure 7 shows two dimensional PID plots of the energy
in the ﬁrst segment (delta-E) versus total energy in all segments, in arbitrary units. This ﬁgure is provided courtesy of
the ANASEN collaboration. The top panel shows the PID
without injection of the 37 K into the EBIT, and the bottom
panel with injection. The separation of 13 C from 37 K is evident, and it was for this reason that 37 K17+ was chosen for
transport to the experiment. The background rate of 37 Cl
was relatively low and sufﬁciently separated from the 37 K
to not impair the measurement.

76

Beams of Ga and 37 K were successfully thermalized
and reaccelerated for the ﬁrst time in two commissioning
experiments recently performed at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory. The diagnostics challenges
facing this technique were discussed in detail with emphasis been given to the diagnostics of the rare isotope beams.
The authors would like to thank the ANASEN collaboration at Louisiana State University and Florida State University for their contribution. This work is supported by
Michigan State University and the US National Science
Foundation.
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Abstract

ELBE UPGRADE
The superconducting continuous wave electron
accelerator ELBE in operation since a decade has been
upgraded to offer capabilities for new experiments. After
the accelerating structures a new beamline branch has
been installed which transports bunches to four new
secondary sources: Firstly, a facility for super-radiant
THz pulses [1], secondly a positron source which emits
positrons by pair production and thirdly, a photo-neutron
source which offers the capability of neutron time of
flight measurements. By the end of 2013 the beamline
will be finalized by connecting it to the high power laser
chamber to enable an X-ray source based on inverse
Compton backscattering.
For the THz generation and a high X-ray photon yield
a high charge density and short electron bunch duration is
needed. Therefore, a second bunch compressor chicane is
added to the beamline which enables a compression down
to 200 fs and a new SRF Gun is currently constructed that
shall allow to increase the charge up to 1 nC.
All new sources rely on stable beam conditions like
charge, bunch length as well as bunch arrival time. To
address these needs diagnostics for all relevant parameters
is necessary.
Since the bunch compression scheme using two
chicanes leads to a high sensitivity on instabilities of the
accelerating RF field and electron source jitter the
diagnostics shall eventually be used to feedback on the
accelerating structures in a future step.

___________________________________________

BUNCH COMPRESSION
MEASUREMENT
Setup
The bunch compression measurement is based on the
evaluation of CDR/CTR radiation emitted by a screen
which is passed by an electron bunch. The setup at ELBE
is adapted from the FLASH design at DESY which is
described elsewhere [1][2]. To cover a broad spectral
range two detector types are used, one broad band
pyroelectric and one Schottky diode detector sensitive
between 110 – 170 GHz. The THz beam is focused using
two parabolic mirrors and is split by a wire grid polarizer
so both detectors are measuring in parallel. While the
Schottky diode detector has a fixed position the
pyroelectric detector can be moved forward and backward
to optimize the focus. Figure 1 illustrates the setup used at
ELBE (more details can be found in [3]).

Figure 1: Technical drawing of ELBE BCM Setup with
RF detector (orange) and pyroelectric detector (grey).

First Results
The first measurements have been performed using
only the CTR screen since the CDR screen will be
mounted only in the upcoming shutdown. Both detectors
show a clear signal depending on the bunch charge and
compression factor. Figure 2 shows the time domain
response of both detectors on a bunch of ~3 ps duration
and 90 pC charge. The Schottky detector shows some
ringing after the main pulse which is caused by an
impedance mismatch.

# m.kuntzsch@hzdr.de
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Within the ELBE upgrade towards a Center for High
Power Radiation Sources (HSQ), a mono energetic
positron, a liquid lead photo neutron source and two new
THz sources have been installed at the superconducting
electron linac at ELBE. A variety of established as well as
newly developed electron beam diagnostics were installed
and tested. This paper presents first results which have
been achieved with the currently existing prototype bunch
arrival time and bunch compression monitors (BAM,
BCM) as well as one versatile electro-optical sampling
(EOS) set-up.
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To avoid timing drifts the optical frontend has been
installed close to the beamline and is actively temperature
stabilized. The setup is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: BAM- frontend which is installed next to the
beamline.
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Figure 2: Output signals of the pyroelectric detector (red)
and the RF detector (blue) at 90 pC and low compression
(~3 ps bunch length).
While the pyroelectric detector has a low response at
longer bunches the Schottky diode gives already a good
signal. More importantly the Shottky diodes are fast
enough to resolve individual bunches up to repetition
rates of 13 MHz (which is the full repetition rate of the
ELBE accelerator). Once the bunches are compressed the
pyroelectric signal grows rapidly what makes it
predestined for measuring short bunches in the sub ps
regime.
Further shifts will be spent on characterizing both
detector responses for different settings at ELBE.

ARRIVAL TIME MEASUREMENT
Setup
The bunch arrival time measurement benefits from a
laser based synchronization system which is currently set
up at ELBE that offers stable laser pulses as a timing
reference. The first prototype showed a stability of <50 fs
over several hours [4].
The stabilized pulse train is sent to an electro-optical
modulator (EOM) which is connected to a broadband
button-pickup installed in the beamline. When both
signals overlap in time the laser pulse gets modulated in
amplitude. That means the arrival time information is
mapped into an amplitude variation. After a calibration
run this setup is able to provide a resolution on the
femtosecond scale.
One coarse arm which uses an attenuated pickup signal
ensures keeping the right working point while the fine
channel gives a high resolution but suffers from
ambiguity at higher bunch charge.
24

The arrival time measurement as well as the bunch
compression monitor is sensitive to charge variations. The
measurements are only valid for a given data set. That
means one has to calibrate for several setpoints and make
sure to keep that consistent. Integrated current
transformers (ICTs) are installed and used to measure the
bunch charge. In future this information will be directly
encountered by the BAM and BCM readout.

First Results
Currently ELBE can generate bunches up to 100 pC
charge. So all measurements are performed up to that
limit. For the first test the phase of the master laser
oscillator (MLO) was shifted with respect to the
accelerators RF. In parallel the modulation factor has
been monitored to evaluate the BAMs response. This
measurement was done for several bunch charges. Above
90 pC overmodulations starts which means the current
setup is able to use the full range of the fine channel.

Figure 4: Modulation factor of laser signal while scanning
the laser phase with respect to the master oscillator.
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ELECTRO-OPTICAL SAMPLING
Setup
An electro-optic sampling set-up has been installed at
the ELBE accelerator that measures the electron bunch
form and arrival time of the electron bunches via
sampling their coulomb field [6].
Since recently also the newly installed THz sources at
ELBE (TELBE) can be used for novel approaches of THz
based electron bunch diagnostics [1]. Some of the
techniques are based on electro-optical sampling (EOS)
where a probe laser pulse (TiSa, 800 nm) gets modulated
by the super-radiant THz-pulse, generated at the TELBE
THz sources, in a ZnTe crystal. This setup also allows
measurements of bunch form and arrival time but due to
the lab environment the hope is to be able to reach the
few –fs regime.

Nevertheless we are now able to do a
characterization of the ELBE bunches with the help
of secondary THz radiation.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have demonstrated the successful operation of
prototypes for bunch length and bunch arrival time
measurement at ELBE as well as a novel EOS setup.
These tools are mandatory to identify sources of noise and
jitter. Beside extensive accelerator studies all diagnostics
will be improved to reach a higher resolution. For the
BCM there will be a setup with improved optics and
radiation protection. One BAM will be equipped with a
newly designed pickup which covers a broader spectral
range.
In the long term a beam based feedback using all
available diagnostics will be implemented to improve the
accelerators stability.
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Figure 5: Schematic of the two new THz-EOS setups used
at the TELBE laboratory. Two detection principles can be
used in parallel. The first is balanced detection which is
sensitive to the direction of the electric field and the
second is a crossed polarizer detection scheme.

First Results
The preliminary results [1] which have been carried out
show a stability of the ELBE accelerator of several ps
with respect to the pump probe laser locked to the RF
master oscillator. The reason for this relatively moderate
synchronization is currently subject of further
investigations. Possible sources are drifts of the electron
injector, instabilities of the accelerating field inside the
cavities or an unstable synchronization of the probe laser
system.
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The sensitivity increases when the EOM is driven with
a higher voltage. Right now the measurement accuracy is
~300 fs at maximum charge. To overcome this drawback
a newly designed pickup will be installed during the next
shutdown period which offers a broader spectral response
[5]. In combination with a broadband EOM the setup can
deliver a better resolution at low bunch charge.
The superconducting photo injector is designed to
deliver bunches up to 1 nC charge, which would already
enable measurements with higher precision using the
current setup.
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Abstract
The Accelerator Test Facility 2 (ATF2) is an energy
scaled demonstration system for final focus beam lines of
linear high energy colliders. The ATF2 requires various
advanced diagnostic systems to successfully focus the 1.3
GeV ATF electron beam to a vertical beam size of 37 nm at
the interaction point (IP). The essential beam instrumentation includes, optical transition radiation monitors (OTRs),
high resolution cavity beam position monitors (CBPMs)
and a beam size monitor based on Compton scattering from
a laser interference pattern (IPBSM). Four OTR (Optical
Transition Radiation) monitors allow the fast measurement
of projected (2D) and intrinsic (4D) emittances and the
coupling correction with upstream skew quadrupole magnets. Three main types of cavity BPMs are used; C-band
operating at 6.426 GHz, S-band at 2.888 GHz and low-Q
C-band at the focus point. The resolution of the C-band
system with attenuators was approximately 250 nm (27 nm
without attenuation) and 1 µm for the S-band system. The
IPBSM can measure beam sizes from 6 µm down to approximately 25 nm and recently has measured beams of order 60 to 70 nm. Prototype measurement systems are also
being developed at ATF2; high speed beam position and
angle feedbacks, laser-wire transverse beam size measurement and high resolution OTR monitors. The laserwire and
high resolution OTR use a special set of electron beam optics to generate an ∼ 1 µm vertical beam size with recent
measurements showing a sensitivity to beams of this size.

ACCELERATOR TEST FACILITY 2
The future energy frontier electron positron colliders
plan to collide particles in the hundred GeV to TeV energy range. There are two colliders in the planning and
R&D phase, the International Linear Collider (ILC) [1] and
Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [2]. In order to obtain
the luminosity required by the particle physics program
at these facilities, there are stringent requirements on the
beam emittance and focusing systems.
After acceleration the particle beams are manipulated
and controlled by a final focus system (FFS) [3] . The ATF2
[4] is a test FFS built as an extension of the existing ATF
injector and damping ring. Some parameters of the ATF2
compared with ILC and CLIC are shown in Table 1 and the
design optics for the ATF2 lattice are shown in Figure 1.
The ATF2 has two goals, firstly to demonstrate that the
1.3 GeV ATF beam can be focused to a 37 nm vertical
beam size and secondly to keep that focus stable in vertical position for extended periods of time. Another implicit
goal of the ATF2 is to test the beam instrumentation sys-
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Table 1: ILC, CLIC and ATF2 Machine Parameters
Parameter
ILC CLIC ATF2
Beam Energy (E/GeV)
Vertical emittance
(ϵy pm.rad)
IP vertical beta (βy∗ mm)
IP vertical beam size
(σy nm)

500

3000

1.3

0.07

0.003

22

0.48

0.07

0.1

5.9

1.0

37

Figure 1: ATF2 design vertical and horizontal, beta and
dispersion functions.
tems required, primarily to achieve goals 1 and 2, but also
provide a test bed for instrumentation required at ILC or
CLIC. The primary elements of the ATF2 beam instrumentation required for goal 1 are, a cavity beam position monitor system, a four station optical transition radiation emittance measurement system and a laser interference pattern
Compton beam size monitor. In addition to these systems
additional diagnostics systems are being developed for goal
2 and for application at the final machine, including low-Q
high resolution CBPMs, a laser wire Compton beam size
monitor and position feedback systems which use CBPMs
as input. This paper describes these systems in turn and
where applicable also gives exemplars of measurements using these tools.

CAVITY BEAM POSITION MONITORS
The cavities utilise the position sensitive dipole mode
with monopole suppressing waveguides that only extract
this mode. The BPMs have 4 symmetric rectangular
waveguide couplers, two for each transverse plane. There
are three main CBPM types, C-band in the extraction and
final focus systems, S-band located in the final doublet and

Collider Specific Instrumentation
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Figure 2: Plan diagram of the ATF2 accelerator facility, with the beam instrumentation marked.

Table 2: Cavity BPM Parameters
Parameter
Frequency (GHz)
QL (approximate)
x-y isolation (dB)

C-Band IP C-Band y (x) S-Band
6.422
6000
45

6.421 (5.708)
2100 (1300)
NA

2.888
1800
16

Principle of Operation
The dipole CBPM voltage output Vcavity (t) as a function
of time t for a polarisation is given by

of frequency ωDDC to baseband and filtered using a Gaussian time domain filter g(ti ), with a bandwidth of approximately 3 MHz to remove the 2ω signal, to give a baseband
signal yDDC , so
yDDC = g ⊗ (Velec × VLO ).

(2)

The signal amplitude A(ti ) and phase ϕ(ti ) is simply calculated in the usual way,
√
∗
A(ti ) =
yDDC (ti ) · yDDC
(ti )
(3)
[
]
Im[yDDC (ti )]
ϕ(ti ) = arctan
.
(4)
Re[yDDC (ti )]
The DDC LO frequency ωDDC is determined by minimis-

Vcavity (t) = q e−t/τ −iωt (Sd d + Sd′ d′ eπi/2 + Sθ θe−πi/2 )
(1)
where q is the bunch charge, τ is the cavity decay time, ω
is the cavity angular frequency, d is the beam displacement
from the cavity centre, d′ is the bunch tilt, θ is the beam
angle and the S are constants of proportionality. The bunch
charge and beam arrival phase is monitored using reference
cavities utilising the monopole mode.

Electronics
The signals from the two output ports for a given direction are combined using an anti-phase hybrid. The electronics for the C- and S-band CBPMs consist of an amplification stage, single image rejection mixer downconverters
and filtering with gains of 25 dB and 12 dB respectively.
Most of the C-band CBPM output signals are attenuated by
20 dB to avoid saturation of the digitiser system and simplify the digital processing algorithm. The local oscillator
(LO) signals for the C-band RF electronics are generated
by dedicated phase locked electronics in the case of the Cband system and a low noise (but not phase locked) synthesiser for the S-band system. The intermediate frequency
(IF) signals are digitised by 100 MHz Struck 8 channel,
14-bit waveform VME digitisers. The VME processorcontroller publishes the waveform data through EPICS.

Signal Processing
The IF signal from the electronics Velec are digitised and
then mixed digitally using a complex local oscillator VLO

Collider Specific Instrumentation

Figure 3: Example of CBPM waveform down-conversion
digital signal processing.
ing the gradient of the phase of the down converted signal.
For both the dipole and reference cavities the amplitude and
phase are sampled at a single point and used to calculate
the in-phase I and quadrature-phase Q signal of the baseband BPM signal compared with the appropriate (nearest
spatially and correct frequency) reference cavity, so
I

=

Q

=

Ad
cos(ϕd − ϕr )
Ar
Ad
sin(ϕd − ϕr ).
Ar

(5)
(6)

Figure 3 shows an example of the digital signal processing
to I an Q values.
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IP C-band which are located just beside the IP. The main
parameters of the cavities are shown in Table 2.
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Calibration
The quadrupoles in the final focus are mounted on three
axis (vertical, horizontal and roll) mover systems, elsewhere the CBPMs unmovable. Calibration is performed by
moving the quadrupole which holds the BPM, or in the extraction line by performing a 4-magnet closed orbit bump
and a movement of a final doublet magnet for the IP-BPMs,
whilst recording the I and Q signals. Provided the move is
only in position, the phase of the position signal θIQ can
be determined by
(
)
dQ
θIQ = tan−1
.
(7)
dI

This removes most of the beam jitter. The resolution of
C-band BPMs with 20 dB attenuators using this method is
typically 250 nm, without attenuators this drops to 27 nm as
shown in Figure 5 [5]. The S-band system typically has resolution of 1 µm and the IP C-band BPMs is approximately
100 nm (at the IP where there is large beam divergence,
previous studies have shown resolution bellow 10 nm.)

Rotating the I-Q phasor by θIQ , via
I′
Q′

= I cos(θIQ ) + Q sin(θIQ )
= −I sin(θIQ ) + Q cos(θIQ ),

(8)
(9)
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leaves I ′ dependent on position and Q′ dependent on bunch
tilt and beam trajectory. Then the I ′ needs to be simply
scaled by a factor S to position by measuring the gradient of I ′ with the cavity or beam motion ycal , for example
vertically,
1
dI ′
=
.
(10)
Sy
dycal
The CBPM or beam is typically moved between ±500 µm
to ±250 µm in both directions and the I and Q response
recorded as function of beam position within the cavity. An
example quadrupole mover calibration is shown in Figure
4.

Figure 5: Vertical CBPM resolution as function of bunch
charge.
To test the long term stability of the BPM system, a selection of final focus BPMs were calibrated once or twice
a week for a three week period and variation of the calibration rotation and scale monitored. Typically the scales
varied less than < 1%, whilst the rotation was less than 4
degrees at C-band. The calibration constants were also insensitive to the movement range over which the calibration
was taken, bunch charge and length [6].

INTERACTION POINT BPMS AND
FEEDBACK

Figure 4: Example calibration of a CBPM installed on a
magnet with a mover system.

System Performance and Stabililty
The resolution of the BPM system is measured using
a model independent method based on singular value decomposition. The entire machine pulse of CBPMs position
measurements is correlated with an individual CBPM of interest. The resulting correlation coefficients are then used
to form a prediction of the beam position at the CBPM.
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There are two hardware based feedback systems installed at the ATF2. These two systems are based on
the Feedback on Nanosecond Times-scales (FONT) digital feedback boards. One system is a prototype system
for the ILC IP feedback and located in the extraction line.
This upstream feedback system uses three stripline BPMs
to measure the beam which is then corrected using a fast
rise time amplifier and two kickers to stabilise the ATF2
beam in position and angle. A second feedback test system
for ATF2 goal 2 is located at the interaction point and uses
the output from low-Q high resolution CBPMs as the input
signal to a small stripline kicker [7].

OPTICAL TRANSITION RADIATION
MONITORS
The OTR emittance measurement system [8] consists of
4 OTR beam size measurement devices installed in the zero
design dispersion section of the extraction line, marked in
Figure 2. The objective of the system is to make rapid
emittance and x-y coupling measurements, using beam size
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Figure 6: Photograph of an OTR monitor installation.
tal stage system to move the chamber on to the beam axis.
The targets are either 1 µm thick aluminium foil (OTR0,1)
or aluminium coated kapton foil (OTR2,3). The OTR light
is focused using a microscope objective lens (5X with remotely variable magnification between 3.6X and 25X) onto
a Pro-sillica gigabit ethernet camera. The entire system is
controlled and readout via EPICS. The magnification of the
optical system is calibrated by moving the OTR stations
both vertically and horizontally and the OTR centroid measured as function of mover position.
Figure 7 shows an example measurement of the beam
profile at one of the OTR locations. The image is either
projected on the x and y camera axes or a two-dimensional
gaussian is fitted directly. Typically in emittance measure-

function (PSF). The PSF can be described as response of an
optical system to a source distribution generated by a single charge. The best resolution achieved by conventional
OTR monitors is about a few micrometers. However, using a method based on the analysis of the PSF visibility
sub-micrometer resolution can be achieved.
This method was recently implemented in an OTR experiment [9], integrated into the laserwire experimental
system. The observed vertical polarisation component of
the OTR has a two-lobe structure with a clear minimum in
the centre. The visibility of the distribution is very sensitive to electron beam size. Such strong dependence of the
distribution can be applied to the beam size measurements
at sub-micrometer level.
The minimum measured vertical beam size was
0.754±0.03 µm. This result is clearly demonstrated that
method based on the analysis of the PSF structure gives an
opportunity to measure the sub-micrometre beam sizes. A
further improvement of the monitor can be achieved using
a reflective optics to reduce aberration effects.

LASERWIRE
A laserwire is a non-invasive method of measuring the
transverse size of an electron beam where a high power
laser beam is focussed to a small size and scanned across
the electron beam. With a relativistic electron beam, the
laser photons are Compton-scattered to a high energy and
travel near-parallel to the electron beam. A bend further
along the accelerator separates the Compton-scattered photons and electrons, where the photons are detected. Unlike
a conventional wire-scanner, the resolution of a laserwire is
limited by the wavelength of light used, which is typically
< 1 µm allowing a laserwire to provide greater resolution
as well as avoiding damage from the electron beam. Such a
diagnostic will be imperative for measuring low emittance
electron and positron beams with high charge densities and
short durations.
The laserwire experiment at the ATF was started in 2005
was recently moved in summer 2011 to a different point in
the ATF2 lattice where a micrometre scale electron beam
could be achieved. Recent results of this system [10]
demonstrate high resolution measurements of the electron
beam, even with a large aspect ratio beam that is conventionally thought to limit the use of a laserwire.

Figure 7: Example of an OTR beam size measurement.

Setup
ments 10 to 20 OTR images are taken with each OTR station and dark frame subtracted. The projected and/or intrinsic emittance measurements are compared with an online
model of the ATF2 to extract the required coupling correction or provide an emittance value.

HIGH RESOLUTION OTR
The resolution of conventional OTR beam profile monitors in the optical wavelength range is diffraction limited
and defined by a root-mean square width of the point spread
Collider Specific Instrumentation

A seeded Q-switched Neodymium Yittrium Aluminium
Garnet (Nd:YAG) laser with frequency-doubled output is
used to deliver ∼150 mJ pulses with a wavelength of
532 nm to the laserwire interaction point at the repetition
rate of the ATF2 repetition rate of 3.25 Hz. The laser
pulses are στ = 77 ps long and the electron bunches are
στ = 30 ps long. The laser is located outside the accelerator enclosure and transported into it in free-space with
mirrors before being focussed by an aberration corrected
radiation hard fused silica lens to the laserwire IP.
29
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measurements with resolution of ∼ 2 µm. The typical
beam sizes in the OTR section is 10 to 30 µm vertically
and 100 to 250 µm horizontally. Figure 6 shows an individual OTR beam size monitor installed on the beam line.
The small chamber is mounted on a vertical and horizon-
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The Compton-scattered photons are detected approximately 10 m downstream immediately after a dipole magnet. The detector consists of a 4 × 4 × 0.6 cm lead plate
followed by an Aerogel Cherenkov radiator of the same
size, a light tight and guiding pipe and finally a shielded
photo-multiplier tube. A data acquisition based system on
EPICS is used to synchronously record laserwire data, cavity BPM system [5] and other ATF2 diagnostics.
The laser pulses and electron beam were synchronised
for collisions using an optical transition radiation (OTR)
screen mounted in the laserwire chamber [9]. The laser
beam was directed below this and both the attenuated laser
light and the OTR were detected in an avalanche photodiode. The laser timing was adjusted until both were overlapped. The OTR screen was also used as an alignment tool
by comparing the bremsstrahlung radiation as the screen
was lowered into the beam to the referenced position of
the laser focus relative to the screen. This method allowed detectable collisions between the laser and the electron bunches to be found immediately.
To perform laserwire scans, the vacuum chamber was
moved on a two-axis mover system. As the laserwire lens
is mounted to the vacuum chamber, the laser focus therefore moves exactly as the vacuum chamber does. Optical
encoder readouts provide 50 nm resolution on the chamber
position.
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Analysis
To deconvolve the laserwire scans, knowledge of the focussed laser spot size is required. In the case where the horizontal electron beam size is much less than the Rayleigh
range (the distance over which
√ the laser waist expands from
its minimum at focus σo to 2σo ), the laser size can be assumed to be constant and the scan is easily deconvolved
when both the laser and electron beam have Gaussian profiles. However, with a large aspect ratio electron beam
such as that at the laserwire location at ATF2 (∼100:1 horizontal:vertical), the natural laser divergence from the
focus across the width of the electron beam produces a
non-Gaussian scan. This originates from the wider laser
beam outside the focus area still interacting with the electron beam even when the focus of the laser beam is no
longer in overlap with the electron beam as depicted in Figure 8. Therefore, both knowledge of the laser focussed spot
size and the laser divergence is required to accurately deconvolve the laserwire scans using the full overlap integral
of the measured laser propagation with the 3 dimensional
Gaussian electron beam. The laser propagation is described
in each axis is given by
√
(
)2
(x − ∆x − xσo )λM 2
σ(x) = σo 1 +
(11)
4πσo2
where σo is the minimum laser beam size, ∆x the displacement of the laser focus from the electron beam, λ the wavelength of the light and M 2 the spatial quality factor. When
the laser propagation is at an angle θ to the lab frame, the
projection is calculated using
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σl =

√
(σhorizontal sin θ)2 + (σvertical cos θ)2

(12)

Figure 8: Schematic of laser propagation across a large aspect ratio electron beam (not to scale).

Results
The laser propagation was characterised using a larger
scale focus generated by an f = 1 m plano-convex lens. A
scaled focus was used as the micrometre size laser focus
is beyond the measurement resolution of accurate CCDbased laser beam profilers. Beam profiles of the laser were
recorded at various locations through the focus and the 4σ
diameters used to fit the data to the M2 model. This model
was then scaled to the laserwire interaction focus using the
measured input beam profile to the laserwire lens. The laser
propagation for both axes of the laser beam is shown in
Figure 9.
majm2 : 1.16±0.04
majwo : 54.77±1.73
majxo : 1720.29±0.51
minm2 : 1.37±0.03
minwo : 95.44±2.6
minxo : 1686.59±0.95
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Figure 9: Measured laser propagation in both axes.
The laser propagation was found to be different in the
two transverse dimensions and rotated by 17.5 ± 1.0◦ to the
lab frame. The propagation model of each axis was used to
calculate the projected vertical laser propagation in the lab
frame that is relevant for deconvoluting the laserwire scans.
When performing alignment with the OTR screen, a
laser machined notch in the edge of the OTR screen allowed horizontal alignment as well as vertical alignment to
be performed and for the system to be aligned within 10 µm
of the optimal vertical position. After the initial alignment
using the OTR screen, Compton scattered photons were detectable and the collisions were then optimised.
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1.16 ± 0.06 µm.

INTERFERENCE BEAM SIZE MONITOR
Figure 12 shows a schematic of the interaction point
beam size monitor (IPBSM). Unlike the laserwire the
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Figure 12: schematic of the IPBSM.
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IPBSM forms a standing interference laser pattern around
the electron beam. The bunch electrons inverse Compton scatter with laser photons producing a gamma ray signal. The laser interference fringe pattern can be moved by
changing the laser path length of one of the interferometer
arms. To make a beam size measurement the modulation
M of the Compton signal is measured so

Figure 10: Horizontal scan of the electron beam.
M=

Charge Normalised Cherenkov Signal (A.U.)

As the divergent laser beam continues to interact with
the electron beam even when the laser focus is displaced
from the electron beam, the vertical laserwire scans must
cover a scan range significantly greater than the vertical
size of the electron beam for accurate fitting. However as
the central part of the scan contains a very narrow peak,
a scan with nonlinear step sizes was crucial in performing
accurate laserwire scans in the minimum time possible. In
Figure 11, 61 laser positions were used and 20 machine
samples were recorded at each location in the vertical scan.
From the iterative fitting process of both the horizontal and

(
)
Nmax − Nmin
2
= |cos θ| exp −2 (ky σy )
(13)
Nmax + Nmin

where ky is the vertical fringe wavenumber ky = π/d, d
is the fringe spacing d = λ/(2 sin(θ/2)) and θ is the angle
between the two interfering beams. Figure 13 shows the
expected modulation as a function of electron beam size
for the three IPBSM crossing angles, 2 − 8◦ , 30◦ and 174◦
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Figure 13: Compton signal modulation as function of electron beam size.
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Figure 11: Detailed nonlinear vertical scan of the electron
beam.
the vertical laserwire scans, the measured horizontal beam
size was 110.1 ± 3.8 µm and the vertical beam size was
Collider Specific Instrumentation

The main components of the IPBSM are; laser, optical
transport and interferometer optics and Compton detector.
The laser is a standard frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser,
producing pulses of 1.4 J energy and 8 ns duration. The
laser light is delivered to the IP via a 20 m transport optical system which also allows the adjustment of the beam
size and divergence in the accelerator tunnel. The IPBSM
has three permitted crossing angles, to produce interference
patterns at different pitches. The IP optical system is shown
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Charge Normalised Cherenkov Signal (A.U.)

To achieve an accurate measurement of the electron
beam size, the laser focus must be centred on the electron
beam, so the laserwire is first coarsely scanned vertically,
then horizontally to centre the laser focus before finally performing a detailed vertical scan. The initial vertical scan is
fitted to a Gaussian function, which although not an accurate description, allows the centre and approximate size to
be initially determined. To deconvolve the horizontal scan
using the necessary overlap integral model, knowledge of
the vertical beam size is need. Similarly, to deconvolve
the vertical scan, knowledge of the horizontal is needed.
To overcome this circular problem, the two are fitted iteratively together until convergence is reached. The required
horizontal scan of the electron beam is shown in Figure 10.
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in Figure 14, the laser light can be remotely switched between the three different crossing angle optical systems
mounted on a vertical optical bread board. The Compton photons are separated from the charged beam using a
dipole magnet and subsequently detected using a CsI(Tl)
calorimeter.

of systematic error include uneven laser power between the
two interferometer arms, fringe rotation with respect to the
beam axis, relative laser phase variation between the two
arms and finally beam position variation at the IP. A more
complete discussion of the systematic uncertainties in the
small beam size measurement can be found in [11].

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 14: Photograph of the IPBSM, showing the optical
system around the IP.
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Figure 15: An example of modulation graph measured using the 30-degree mode of the IPBSM.
is continuously measured and monitored. Typically M is
increased until there is no more detectable change and the
IPBSM switched to larger crossing angles and this process
is repeated. Recent ATF2 and IPBSM operation, in March
2013, has given modulations in the 174◦ mode of M =
0.31 ± 0.04 giving an upper bound on the electron beam
focus size of σy = 64.9 ± 3.5 nm.
Systematic errors in the IPBSM system typically reduce
the measured modulation, which can be parametrized as
multiplicative factors Ci which must be applied to the true
modulation so Mmeas = C1 C2 ...Mtrue . Possible sources
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The IPBSM is usually operated when the electron beam
has been focused to 2 µm or less, which is measured using
a carbon wire scanner. The three beams are brought into
coarse O(10 µm) alignment using a screen which reflects
laser light and also generates OTR. The waist position of
each laser beam is optimised with respect to the electron
focus transversely using a laserwire mode. Then scans of
the laser focus in the electron beam direction are performed
to maximise the measured fringe modulation. An example
modulation measurement for θ = 30◦ is shown in Figure
15. As the ATF2 is tuned towards its goal of 37 nm, M

The ATF2 program has been successful in reaching focus beam sizes down well below 100 nm [12] and this is
in part due to the excellent beam instrumentation provision. The cavity beam position monitors can perform at
high resolution and stably over long periods. The multiple OTR system is used to rapidly measure the projected
and intrinsic emittance and beam x-y coupling. The laserwire system has reached its design goal of being able to
measure micrometer size beam sizes although this does require an ancillary horizontal beam size measurement with
large electron beam aspect ratios. The IPBSM is the primary diagnostic for the focus beam size and has demonstrated beam size measurements of 65 nm on average, although this is probably an over estimation of the beam size.
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DESIGN OF A NOVEL CHERENKOV DETECTOR SYSTEM FOR
MACHINE INDUCED BACKGROUND MONITORING IN THE CMS
CAVERN
Styliani Orfanelli, National Technical University of Athens, Athens- CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Anne E. Dabrowski, Marina Giunta, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
David P. Stickland, Princeton University, New Jersey, USA
Mitchell J. Ambrose, Roger Rusack, Alexey Finkel, University of Minnesota, Minnesota, USA
A novel detector system has been designed for an
efficient online measurement of the machineinduced background in the CMS experimental cavern.
The suppression of the CMS cavern background
originating from pp collision products and the 25 ns
bunch spacing have set the requirements for the detector
design. Each detector unit will be a radiation hard,
cylindrical Cherenkov radiator optically coupled to an
ultra-fast UV-sensitive photomultiplier tube, providing a
prompt, directionally sensitive measurement. Simulation
and test beam measurements have shown the
achievability of the goals that have driven the baseline
design. The system will consist of 20 azimuthally
distributed detectors per end, installed at a radius of r ~
180 cm and a distance 20.6 m away from the CMS
interaction region. The detector units will enable a
measurement of the transverse distribution of the bunchby-bunch machine induced background flux. This will
provide important feedback from the CMS on the beam
conditions during the LHC machine setup and
comparisons to expectations based on FLUKA
simulations.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
After Long Shutdown 1 (LS1), the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) is expected to exceed the nominal
luminosity of 1.0 x 1034 cm-2 s-1, with bunches of intensity
O(1011) protons, separated by 25 ns and an energy of up
to 6.5TeV per beam. These operating conditions pose
increased risks for the machine protection and poor
conditions, which could reduce the quality of the data at
the interaction points for the experiments.
The machine-induced background (MIB) refers to
particles that arrive in the experiments as a result of
adverse beam conditions. The MIB flux consists of
secondary particles travelling mostly parallel with the
beam and produced either from interactions of beam halo
LHC protons at the (tertiary) collimators or beam gas
events originating from interaction of primary protons in
the vacuum chamber with residual gas atoms. After LS1,
such effects could become more critical because of the
presence of the electron cloud and the tighter collimator
settings imposed by the increased luminosity debris at the
triplet at high-luminosity interaction points. It is the
responsibility of the CMS experiment to assess the
quality of the beam reaching IP5, protect itself from
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potentially increased MIB and flag the time intervals with
poor beam conditions effecting the data taking quality.
As part of the upgrade of the CMS Beam Radiation
Monitoring (BRM) system during LS1, a new detection
system will be installed in the CMS cavern, 20.625 m
away from the IP, at a radius corresponding to 180 cm
from the beam axis, complementing the existing low
radius BCM1F detector [1]. The new system aims to
measure the beam background arriving from the tunnel,
parallel with the incoming beam, and must be able to
cope up with the 25ns bunch spacing, be sufficiently
radiation hard, sensitive to the MIB and insensitive to the
cavern background induced from pp collisions.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The main purpose of this new beam background system
is to provide an online, per bunch, MIB measurement for
each of Beam 1 and Beam 2. The properties of the MIB
flux, the impact of the CMS cavern environment, the
unwanted background rates from collision products and
the post-LS1 LHC operating conditions steer the design
considerations. The resulting detector requirements are
explained in this section:
• excellent time resolution (<12.5 ns)
• directional gain of 1 over 1000
• insensitivity to γ and thermal neutrons
• radiation hard up to 50 krad.

Figure 1: Golden Location 6, the new system will be
mounted around the rotating shielding.

Timing & Choice of location
The MIB flux arriving in CMS can be distinguished
from the flux of pp products, which dominate in the
cavern, based on their time of arrival. A LHC bunch
spacing of 25 ns imposes that the maximum time
separation between the two fluxes can be at most 12.5 ns.
The locations of the maximum time separation
correspond to distances from the IP equal to
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show the angular and the energy distribution of the MIB
muons arriving at Golden location 6. They travel almost
parallel with the incoming beam and with mean energy of
a few GeV.
The collision products dominate the rates in the CMS
cavern and they are mainly:
• muons which are travelling straight from the IP
• low energy electrons/positrons
• photons and neutrons due to short-term activation of
material, so-called ‘albedo’ effect [4].
Angular and energy distributions of the pp muons and
the pp electrons/positrons, based on FLUKA simulations,
are shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c respectively. The signal
produced from the pp muons flux, arriving under very
small angle at the opposite direction of the MIB, can be
successfully suppressed using a detector with a suitable
angular response.
Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 3c, electrons and
positrons arrive from both directions with a larger angular
spread, due to multiple scattering effects and secondary
interactions. These particles typically have energy less
than 100 MeV. Whilst the directional sensitivity would
not be able to fully suppress the contribution to the signal
from this flux, applying a gating in time and additional
shielding (more details in Mechanical considerations)
have been proposed as a solution.

Flux(/cm2/sec)

(6.25+n*12.5) ns, n ≤ 6 and are referred to as “Golden
Locations”. The detector system should therefore have a
response time less than 12.5 ns.
The optimal location for the new background
monitoring system was the sixth golden location (n=5),
which corresponds to (6.25+5*12.5) ns, i.e. 20.625 m,
away from the IP, as shown in Fig.1. This choice was
made based on the increased absolute MIB flux with
respect to other golden locations, the available free space
around the rotating shielding and the relatively good
environmental conditions (as described in section
Mechanical considerations).
FLUKA [2] simulation results of the fluxes of all
charged particles, with energy above the Cherenkov
threshold, arriving at Golden Location 6, induced from
both pp collisions (in black) and MIB (in red) as a
function of the radial distance from the beam axis, are
shown in Fig. 2. The simulation parameters for pp
collisions and the arriving MIB fluxes [3] at CMS were
the nominal LHC operating settings. Despite the
increased absolute MIB flux with respect to other golden
locations, the ratio between the MIB and the pp-induced
flux at Golden Location 6 is estimated to be 1/~1000.
PP AllCharged_Location6
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MIB AllCharged_Location6
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This system is designed to perform adequately through
10 years of LHC running, for instantaneous luminosity
1.0 x 1034 cm-2s-1 and integrated luminosity of 500 fb-1
Based on FLUKA simulations, the expected dose in the
region of interest is estimated to be less than 5 krad per
operating year. Therefore, the raw materials and the
detector components were chosen such that their
performance doesn’t deteriorate significantly during the
lifetime of the system.
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Directivity
To suppress the signal contribution of particles
originating from the pp collisions, the detector is required
to have a directional gain, i.e. an angular response. This
angular response could suppress the signal produced by
pp products arriving from the opposite direction of the
MIB. The MIB flux typically arrives on time with the
incoming bunches with a very low rate O(Hz/cm2) in
good operating conditions. A substantial portion of the
MIB flux consists of muons arriving at large radius at the
CMS experimental area. In Fig. 3a, FLUKA results
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MECHANICAL OPTIMIZATIONS
A Cherenkov based detector satisfies all the previously
explained requirements, forming the basis for the detector
design. Cherenkov light is inherently directional, prompt
and produced only by the interaction of charged particles,
making it insensitive to any neutral particles. An ultra-fast
photomultiplier tube and a quartz bar as Cherenkov
radiator are the main components of this detector system.
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Figure 2: The charged particles fluxes arriving at
Golden Location 6 from pp collisions (black) and from
MIB (red) as a function of the radial distance from the
beam axis.
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Figure 3: a. MIB muon (left), b. PP muon (middle), c. PP e-/e+ (right) fluxes as a function of the energy (x-axis) and
the arriving angle with respect to the incoming beam (y-axis).
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Figure 4: The drawing of the detector unit (left) and a
quartz bar used during the test-beams (right).

Choice of material and components
Cherenkov radiation emission spectrum is continuous
and more intense in shorter wavelengths. Therefore,
components that would be able to transmit light in the UV
area, even after receiving the expected dose, were chosen.
Various quartz samples (Heraeus) were irradiated to twice
the expected dose, 100 krad with a Co60 source emitting
~1MeV γ rays. In Figure 5, the blue dotted line shows
how the transmission coefficient of electically fused
quartz HSQ330 deteriorates after irradiation with respect
to the one before (continuous blue). No significant
deterioration was observed for the synthetic quartz
Suprasil (in orange), which is the reason, this type of
fused silica produced in a fully synthetic production
process was the material of choice. In the same plot, the
respective results from two different optical coupling
samples (Biesterfeld), irradiated with 100 krad dose, are
shown. In green are presented the results for optical glue
RTV3145 (and in black, for optical gel DC93-500. No
change after irradiation was observed for either optical
coupling. Both materials are currently under
consideration and the final choice shall be defined by the
ease of usage during the assembly of the detector units.
The most suitable photodetector in terms of fast
response (<<12.5ns), UV sensitivity and large surface
sensitive area to increase as possible the acceptance of the
low MIB rate, is the Hamamatsu R2059. The diameter of
the quartz bar was chosen to match the PMT window i.e.
51mm.
Geant4 [5] simulations were performed to decide on the
optimal length for the Cherenkov radiator. Specifically,
the variation of the number of Cherenkov photons
arriving at the photocathode as a function of the polar
angle of an impacting 4 GeV muon was studied. The
length of the radiator was varying between 2 cm to 20 cm
and its diameter was, in all cases, 51 mm. The number of
photons for a length l and an impact angle φ, normalized
to the average number of photons of each length case,
_________________________________
* http://www.heraeus.com/
** http://www.biesterfeld.com/
*** http://www.hamamatsu.com/
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Figure 5: Transmission coefficient of optical materials,
before (dotted) and after (continuous) 100 krad irradiation
with γ rays (E~1MeV) using a source Co60 .
defines the directional gain of the radiator. In Fig. 6,the
directional gain for bars of 2 cm (pink), 6 cm (yellow), 10
cm (green), 14 cm (blue) and 20 cm (red) is depicted.
Directivity, defined as the maximum of the directional
gain of the radiator, corresponds to the directional gain of
0 deg. As the radiator length is shortened, the directivity
deterioration and the presence of ‘side-lobes’ become
significant. The length of 10 cm was decided, as the best
balance between directivity and compactness, having
sufficiently large signal response to treat in the readout
chain.
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Figure 6: Directional gain for various lengths of radiator.

Shielding
As previously explained, one of the arguments for the
choice of Golden Location 6 for the installation of the
new background monitoring system was the availability
of the space and the relatively good environmental
conditions. Standing 20 m away from the IP has the
optimal effect of shielding from the majority of the
collision products, the radiation dose and the CMS
magnetic field by the CMS detector itself.
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Figure 7: Time of arrival of the fake signal with respect to
the time of collision (t=0ns).
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The drawing of Fig. 4 shows a detector unit composed
by a quartz bar (white), coupled to a PMT (green) all
shielded by 0.5 cm of soft iron (pink). The front face
(purple) is an aluminum cap. The front side of the quartz
bar is black painted, while from the other side there is an
optical material used to couple the quartz bar to the PMT.
Along this section the choice of each of the components
is explained.
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However, there is still a presence of <200 gauss of
magnetic field and the low energetic electrons/positrons
from pp collisions arriving from the same direction with
the MIB flux, composing the “fake signal” component.
To protect the PMT from the magnetic field a soft iron
shielding will cover the assembled detector unit. This soft
iron tube of 5 mm thickness and 24 cm length would
suppress both the magnetic field inside the unit and the
fake signal contribution. The presence of 5 mm iron
suppresses the signal induced by e-/e+ below 10 MeV
(90% of the fake signal). The 90% of the rest of it arrives
in a time window of 10 ns (Fig. 7), allowing a final
suppression of the total fake signal flux to 1%, by using
gating in time.

DESIGN VALIDATION
The front-end design of this detector was tested at
various CERN test beam lines during 2012 to verify
assumptions about the response time and directivity of the
detector components. In Fig. 8a, the fast timing
distribution of the signal, when using the R2059 PMT
during a test beam in T9 in July 2012, is shown. The set
up (Fig. 8b) consisted of a quartz bar directly coupled to
the PMT and the trigger was based on the coincidence of
three scintillators that were placed before and after the
detector unit.

Figure 9: a) Normalized amplitude distribution (left). and
b) accumulative distribution (right) of signal from
forward particle (black) and backward particle (red).
detector location and the goal of providing a bunch-bybunch measurement set the requirement of a total
acceptance of 400 cm2. With the geometrical acceptance
of a detector unit equal to 20.4 cm2, twenty channels per
end was decided to be distributed azimuthally around the
rotating shielding, having an overlapping acceptance with
the CMS muon chambers. In Figure 10b, the mechanical
drawings of the structure that will support the detector
units are shown.
hcooG
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Figure 8: a. The FWHM of 3.1 ns (left). b. The test beam
setup during July 2012 (right).
The directional response of the detector was studied in
detail during December 2012 in a test beam in T9 with
identical setup, with the addition of an optical coupling
between the radiator and the PMT. Figure 9a shows the
amplitude distribution for incoming particles arriving
under 0 deg and 180 deg. Figure 9b is an accumulative
plot of Fig. 9a of the backward particle amplitude
distribution and an inversed accumulative plot of the
forward particle amplitude distribution. By setting a
discrimination voltage such that 95% of the forward
signal is accepted, the backward signal acceptance is
suppressed to O(10-3), achieving the required 0.1%
suppression of the signal induced by pp products, by
rejecting only 5% of the signal coming from MIB.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In Fig. 10a the distribution in the x-y plane of the
MIB flux arriving at Golden Location 6 is shown. Notice
the higher flux in the horizontal plane, which is a
characteristic of the beam and the way it is treated before
it arrives at the CMS. The rate of MIB arriving at the
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Figure 10: a. Normalized MIB distribution in x-y plane
(left). b. Mechanical drawing of a quarter of the system
(right).

OUTLOOK
A novel Cherenkov-based beam background system
has been designed with key features, the fast timing and
the directional gain, and will be installed in CMS during
LS1.
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LARGE MOMENTUM SPREAD
˚ ∗ and V. Ziemann, Uppsala University, Sweden
M. Olvegard
Commonly used beam diagnostic methods, such as spectrometry or emittance measurements through quadrupole
scans, are based on the assumption that the beam momentum spread is very small. This assumption is sometimes not
fulﬁlled, which leads to a systematic misinterpretation of
the measurement. We have studied this effect and present
algorithms that consider the full momentum distribution
and offer correct ways of analyzing the proﬁle measurements.

INTRODUCTION
In modern particle accelerators, like the Compact Linear
Collider, CLIC [1], or plasma wakeﬁeld accelerators [2],
the beam can have a signiﬁcant momentum spread on the
order of tens of percent. Conventional diagnostic methods,
on the other hand, often assume a beam with no or very
small momentum spread [3], which may lead to a systematic misinterpretation of the measurements. For example,
emittance measurements based on quadrupole scan or multiple screen measurements, and momentum proﬁle measurements through spectrometry, rely on determining the
beam size, while the evolution of the beam envelope depends on the beam momentum distribution. We have studied the systematic errors that arise and developed novel algorithms to correctly analyze these measurements for arbitrary momentum distributions. As an application we consider the CLIC drive beam decelerator, where extraction
of up to 90% of the kinetic energy leads to a very large
momentum spread. We study a measurement of the timeresolved momentum distribution, based on sweeping the
beam in a circular pattern to determine the momentum distribution and recording the beam size on a screen using
optical transition radiation. We present the algorithm to
extract the time-resolved momentum distribution, together
with simulation results to prove its applicability.

SPECTROMETRY
Consider the spectrometer line depicted in Fig. 1. An
incoming particle with momentum deviation δ = Δp/p0 ,
where the index 0 refers to an on-momentum particle, is
deﬂected an angle ϕ(δ) by a dipole magnet and detected
on a screen or a similar proﬁle monitor at the distance L
from the center of the magnet. In the plane of deﬂection
the particle coordinate on the screen is given by
X = Lϕ(δ) =
∗ maja.olvegard@physics.uu.se

Beam Profile Monitors

Lϕ0
.
1+δ

(1)

The incoming momentum distribution ψ(δ) is obtained by
measuring the spatial distribution Ψ(X) on a screen or similar proﬁle monitor in the spectrometer and then translating back to momentum through Eq. (1). If the momentum
spread is small, i.e. if δ << 1, then the linear approximation X = Lϕ0 /(1 + δ) ≈ Lϕ0 (1 − δ) can be applied
and the dispersion function D = Lϕ0 can be used for the
transformation between momentum distribution and spatial
distribution. Here, we look at cases where δ is not small,
which means that the full nonlinear relation in Eq. (1) must
be used.
e−

GHI HFWLRQ

ψ(δ)

L

VFUHHQ

ϕ(δ)
Ψ(X)
X

Figure 1: Schematic of a spectrometer line and associated
variables.
Now we consider an arbitrary beam momentum distribution ψ(δ) and calculate the corresponding spatial distribution on the spectrometer screen. The particle density at
a given position X is obtained by summing over all momenta, weighted by the momentum distribution, and make
use of the relation in Eq. (1). We obtain



Lϕ0
Ψ(X) =
ψ(δ)δD X −
dδ
1+δ


Lϕ0
Lϕ0 − X
(2)
=
Ψ
X2
X
where δD denotes the Dirac delta function. The factor
Lϕ0 /X 2 appears in the change of coordinate in the integration. At the singularity X → 0, which is equivalent to
inﬁnite momentum, the particle density is enhanced. An
example is shown in Fig. 2 where three Gaussian momentum distributions


1
δ2
ψ(δ) = √
exp − 2
(3)
2Δ
2πΔ
with rms width Δ = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 have been translated
into spatial distributions in a spectrometer with Lϕ0 =
0.3 m. As the momentum spread grows the Gaussian gets
deformed. If the linear approximation is used for extracting the momentum distribution the proﬁle is misinterpreted
towards a higher average momentum and a smaller momentum spread. For more details, see Ref. [4].
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the quadrupole magnet setting, thus depend on the beam
momentum distribution. In order to obtain the beam size
resulting from the momentum distribution we need to integrate Eq. (5) over all momenta, weighted by the momentum
distribution function ψ(δ)

2
Σ = Σ(δ)2 ψ(δ)dδ = Aσ11 + Bσ12 + Cσ22 . (7)
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Figure 2: Important to note here is that if the screen distribution is converted to momentum distribution using the
linear approximation the result will be higher average momentum and a smaller spread than what is true.

The factors A, B and C in the equation system are thus
modiﬁed as the momentum spread grows and consequently
the extracted parameters σij will differ as well. An illustration of this chromatic effect is presented in Fig. 3 where the
beam sizes during a quadrupole scan have been computed
for a monochromatic beam and a beam with Gaussian momentum distribution with rms spread 0.1 and 0.2. More
details can be found in Ref. [5].
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Note that this is an analytical derivation of a nonperturbative method to analyze spectrometer measurements
which is valid for arbitrary momentum distributions. Now
that we have shown how to correctly measure the momentum distribution through spectrometry we will go into how
the large momentum spread affects other beam diagnostic
methods.

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS
We consider a measurement of the beam Twiss parameters through a quadrupole scan measurement. In a
quadrupole scan the transverse beam size is measured during the systematic shift of the strength of an upstream located quadrupole magnet. If R is the transfer matrix of the
beam line from the quadrupole to the beam size measurement the beam size Σ can be expressed as
2
2
Σ2 = R11
σ11 + 2R11 R12 σ12 + R12
σ22

(5)

where σij are the incoming beam parameters that are to be
determined. The transfer matrix elements Rij depend on
the focusing strength k of the quadrupole magnet, and with
several measurements, for different values of k, a system
of equations linear in σij is built up. We determine the
incoming parameters by solving this system of equations
and calculate the Twiss parameters through
2
ε2 = σ11 σ22 − σ12
,

β=

σ11
,
ε

α=−

σ12
.
ε

(6)

We note that the focal strength k varies with particle momentum so that the beam size Σ, and its variation with
38
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However, if the momentum spread is known to be large
we can correctly extract momentum information from the
spatial proﬁle Ψ(X) through the inverse procedure



Lϕ0 − X
ψ(δ) =
Ψ(X)δD δ −
dδ
X


Lϕ0
Lϕ0
.
(4)
=
ψ
2
(1 + δ)
1+δ
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Figure 3: Beam sizes during a synthetic quadrupole scan
for a monochromatic beam and a beam with Gaussian momentum distribution of rms width 0.1 and 0.2.
In Ref. [6] we have studied in detail the effect of chromaticity on quadrupole scan emittance measurements and
offer an algorithm for analyzing quadrupole scan measurements that takes the momentum spread into account.
It is instructive to use the thin-lens approximation of the
quadrupole magnets. In the algorithm we have chosen a
beamline model with two quadrupole magnets separated by
a drift, and followed by another drift and a beam size measurement device. For simplicity, we let the strength of the
second quadrupole be ﬁxed while the strength of the ﬁrst
quadrupole is varied. The matrix elements Rij will then be
a function of the focal length f = 1/(kl) where k is the
strength and l the effective length of the magnet.
We introduce the momentum dependence by f = (1 +
δ)f0 with f0 being the focal length for a given magnet setting corresponding to a particle with momentum p0 . Writ2
2
ing R11
, R11 R12 and R12
explicitly we see that they can
be separated into terms of inverse powers of f , up to the
fourth order. As we perform the integration in Eq. (7) we
note that, with the stated parametrization of f , the momentum dependence can be isolated in integrals of the form

ψ(δ)
In =
dδ n = 1, 2, 3, 4 .
(8)
(1 + δ)n
Beam Profile Monitors
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Figure 4: Twiss parameters extracted from a synthetic
quadrupole scan using the monochromatic model. As the
rms momentum spread Δ increases the extracted values diverge from the true values.
The beam emittance and Twiss parameters can also be
extracted from a multiple-screen measurement. In the
multiple-screen method the beamline optics is ﬁxed and
the beam size is measured in at least three different locations. Similarly to the quadrupole scan the method results
in a system of equations in σij with a different transfer matrix R for every screen. Also the multiple-screen method
is subject to chromatic effects, which we have studied and
described in Ref. [6].
We have described how to correctly analyze both spectrometer measurements and emittance measurements in the
presence of large momentum spread. This will be of utmost
importance in the CLIC drive beam decelerator where extraction of up 90% of the initial energy leaves the beam
with a highly asymmetric momentum proﬁle with a very
large spread.

THE POST-PETS LINE
In the CLIC drive beam decelerator we want to access the momentum proﬁle along each bunch train after
the power extraction and transfer structures (PETS). For
this purpose we suggest the Post-PETS line; a diagnostic section consisting of a fast sweeping magnet and an
Beam Profile Monitors

Y =

Lϕ0 sin(2πτ )
1+δ

(9)

with the arrival time τ = t/T and T being the cycle period of the magnetic deﬂection. With a period on the order
of 300 ns the bunch train is sprayed on the screen along a
circle, but with the head of the bunch train well separated
from the tail. Similarly to Eq. (2) we can calculate the twodimensional spatial distribution Ψ(X, Y ) on the screen by
integrating over time and momentum weighted by the momentum distribution in time ψ(τ, δ). The result is

αíα α


Lϕ0 cos(2πτ )
,
1+δ

Ψ(X, Y ) =



í 


OTR screen. The magnet should deﬂect the beam in two
transverse dimensions simultaneously and steer it onto the
screen as a Lissajous ﬁgure. We assume that the magnet
can be cycled in a way such that the particle coordinates on
the screen are

Lϕ0
1
ψ (τ (X, Y ), δ(X, Y ))
2
2π (X + Y 2 )3/2
(10)

 
1
Y
τ (X, Y ) =
arctan
2π
X
Lϕ0
δ(X, Y ) = √
− 1.
X2 + Y 2

(11)
(12)

In the conversion from one two-dimensional parameter
space to another in Eq. (10) we use the Jacobi determinant
which results in the scaling factor in front of ψ. Note that
the momentum variable is now encoded in the radial direction on the screen, while the time along the bunch train lies
in the angle with a reference axis. In this way the two variables are completely separated in a way that is not possible
with a linearly rising magnetic deﬂection in one direction.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 5 where the momentum
distribution in the CLIC decelerator has been converted
into spatial distribution for different dispersions D, corresponding to different points in time along the bunch train.
The large spread leads to overlapping of the late bunches
with the early bunches [4].
In order to extract the time-resolved momentum distribution from the spectrometer measurement we need the inverse procedure, which reads
ψ(τ, δ) =

2π (Lϕ0 )2
Ψ (X(τ, δ), Y (τ, δ)) ,
(1 + δ)3

(13)

with X(τ, δ) and Y (τ, δ) as deﬁned in Eq. (9).
Using these analytical transformations we investigate
what the decelerated CLIC drive beam would look like in
the Post-PETS Line. We use a momentum distribution obtained with PLACET [7], presented in Ref. [6] (Fig. 7). We
use the peak energy of 240 MeV as a reference energy and
ignore the high-energy transient, implying that the value of
δ will vary between 0 and 4. We further let the momentum
distribution be constant along the 240 ns bunch train and
choose a sweeping period of 300 ns. The initial momentum
39
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These integrals can be computed numerically for almost
any momentum distribution ψ. That enables us to compute new matrix elements A, B, C that correspond to the
evolution of the beam envelope for that given momentum
distribution. These adjusted matrix elements are new factors in the system of equations which can then be solved
and the incoming Twiss parameters determined correctly.
Figure 4 shows the result of a synthetic quadrupole scan
made on a beam with Gaussian momentum proﬁle of increasing rms width Δ. The Twiss parameters extracted using the conventional monochromatic model diverge significantly from the real Twiss parameters as the momentum
spread grows. The input parameters are recovered if the
momentum spread is taken into account in the analysis, as
described above.
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distribution over time is presented in Fig. 6. With L = 5 m
and ϕ0 = 1.5 mrad the beam distribution will appear on the
screen as in Fig. 7. The increase in intensity close to the
center of the screen appears because of the singularity in
the scaling factor from the Jacobi determinant, which was
also pointed out in Eq. (2) for the one-dimensional case.
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Figure 5: The momentum distribution in the CLIC decelerator converted into spatial distribution for different dispersions D.
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Figure 7: The momentum distribution in Fig. 6 projected
on a screen with L = 5 m and ϕ0 = 1.5 mrad.
valid assumption. We have investigated how large momentum spread leads to systematic misinterpretations of proﬁle
measurements, with the CLIC drive beam decelerator in
mind. Furthermore, we have presented a non-perturbative
method to analyze spectrometer measurements, valid for
arbitrary momentum distributions. We have developed
an algorithm to correctly analyze emittance measurements
through quadrupole scans which take the full momentum
distribution and chromatic effects into account. For the
CLIC drive beam decelerator we propose the post-PETS
line, which relies on a fast sweeping magnet that deﬂects
the beam in the two transverse directions, in a circular motion onto an OTR screen. In this way the momentum distribution can be read out along every bunch train from the
particle density in the radial direction and the angular direction.
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Figure 6: Two-dimensional momentum distribution.
The momentum distribution along the bunch train can
be extracted from the spatial distribution in Fig. 7 using
Eq. (13) and thus the distribution in Fig. 6 is recovered.
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CONCLUSIONS
Some standard beam diagnostic methods assume a very
small beam momentum spread, which is not always a
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STATUS OF BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR NSLS-II BOOSTER

Abstract
For the NSLS II third generation light source, a fullenergy Booster ring has been designed and produced by
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics. For the Booster
commissioning and operation, a complete set of beam
diagnostic instruments have been provided: 6 beam flags,
36 electrostatic beam position monitors (BPMs) with
signal processing electronics, 2 synchrotron light
monitors (SLMs), 1 DC current transformer, 1 fast current
transformer, Tune Measurement System (TMS) including
2 strip-line assemblies. All the equipment has been
installed in the Booster ring and Injector Service Area.
Control software of the beam diagnostic devices has been
developed and incorporated into the NSLS-II control
system using the EPICS environment. A number of highlevel applications has been developed using Control
System Studio and Python. The subsystem integrated
testing and the extended integration testing have been
performed. Current status of the Booster beam diagnostic
instrumentation is reviewed.

INTRODUCTION
For the NSLS II third generation light source, a fullenergy Booster ring [1] has been designed and produced
by Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP). The
Booster will accelerate 200-MeV electron beams injected
from the linac up to 3 GeV energy required for the Main
Ring. The beam intensity varies from 0.5 nC in singlebunch mode up to 15 nC in multi-bunch mode. The
nominal repetition rate is 1 Hz with a possibility to
upgrade up to 2 Hz. Now, all the Booster equipment has
been manufactured, delivered and installed.
A complete set of beam diagnostic instrumentation [2]
has been designed, manufactured and installed: 6 beam
flags, 36 beam position monitors (BPMs) with signal
processing electronics, 2 synchrotron light monitors
(SLMs), 1 DC current transformer, 1 fast current
transformer, Tune Measurement System (TMS) including
2 strip-line assemblies.
Current status of the Booster beam diagnostic
instrumentation is discussed in this paper.

BEAM FLAGS
Six fluorescent screens (beam flags) have been installed
in the Booster to measure transverse beam profile and
position in single-pass mode. These beam flags are
designed to be used for commissioning and
troubleshooting of the Booster. The first beam flag is used
to adjust the injection septum and kickers. To close the
first turn, we can observe the beam on the flags installed
at the end of each arc. The beam flags located in the
extraction section are designed for beam extraction
optimization.

The Cerium-doped Yttrium Aluminium Garnet
(YAG:Ce) screens have been produced by Crytur. Typical
resolution of the screen is about 50 μm. Absolute light
yield calibration of the YAG:Ce screen has been done in
BINP [3] using a 350-MeV electron beam of about 7·105
particles (0.1 pC).
The screen is placed inside a stainless-still cylindrical
volume, which can be moved inside and outside of the
vacuum chamber. To move the beam flags, FESTO
pneumatic actuators DSNU-25-80-PPS-A are used.
Mechanical drives of the beam flags have been designed
and produced by BINP.
CCD cameras GC1290 made by Allied Vision
Technology with Tamron objective lens M118FM25 are
used for the beam image registration. The CCD-cameras
are placed outside the median plane of the accelerator and
is radiation-protected by lead shields.
The beam flag components can be reconfigured and
interchanged without vacuum deterioration. Now, all
beam flags have been installed in the Booster tunnel and
connected to the compressed air pipe and control
electronics.
An integration testing of the beam flags including
hardware, controls and software has been carried out in
BNL. For the image calibration, we use LED to illuminate
the YAG:Ce screen, which has visible markers as shown
in Fig. 1. Using the markers, we can check and adjust the
optics alignment and calibrate the image on line.

Figure 1: YAG:Ce screen with markers.
During the tests, all optical instruments registering flag
images were aligned and focused. Some modifications
have been done in the control and data acquisition
software to improve the system performance. A parasitic
background was observed on the screen images. As it was
found, this background results from the backlight
reflection on inner walls of stainless tubes, inside of
which light comes to the CCD cameras. This means the
beam image will be affected by this background too. To
fix this problem, a light absorber inside the tube was
proposed to minimize the reflected light effect. A set of
the absorbers has been produced by BINP and now
installed into the flag tubes.

___________________________________________
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BEAM POSITION MONITORS
Electrostatic BPMs are placed in the Booster ring for
beam orbit measurement and correction. Turn-by-turn
data acquisition is also provided.
The BPM housings have been designed and
manufactured by BINP. There are two housing types: 28
BPMs for the Booster arcs have an elliptical cross-section
of 41x24 mm2, and 9 BPMs for the straight sections have
a cross-section of 62x22 mm2. In total, 37 BPM housings
have been manufactured by BINP workshop, the designed
mechanical tolerance of 50 µm has been checked using a
Zeiss Coordinate Measuring Machine.
Each BPM contains four button-type electrodes (15 mm
diameter) connected to vacuum-tight feedthroughs with
50Ω SMA plugs. The pickup-electrode assemblies have
been produced by MPF Products. This part of BPM is
exactly the same as for NSLS-II beam transport lines. A
quality problem was faced when assembling the 1st BPM
in the BINP workshop: the design dimensional tolerances
of 0.005″ (127 µm) were not fulfilled. For all pickupelectrode assemblies, the button-flange angular
misalignment and button-flange coaxiality have been
measured with 2 µm accuracy using a Zeiss Coordinate
Measuring Machine. Five defective buttons have been
replaced by MPF according to manufacturer's warranty
and the manufacturing process has been modified to
improve the quality.
After assembling, the electrical characteristics of all
BPMs have been measured using a test bench with a
moving antenna simulating a beam signal. A 3rd–order
polynomial linearization of the measured beam position is
planned to be implemented in orbit measurement,
especially during commissioning, when the beam offset
from the BPM center can be quite big. Using the data
measured, a table of polynomial coefficients has been
calculated for each BPM.
The signal processing electronics for the Booster BPMs
is designed and produced by BNL [4]. The button
electrodes of each BPM are connected to the Pilot Tone
Combiner (PTC) via short (about 1 m) pieces of SiO2
coaxial cable. The PTC is a passive unit providing use of
a 465 MHz pilot tone signal. Analogue and digital signal
processing is performed by BPM receivers located in the
Injector Service Area. Design value of turn-by-turn BPM
resolution is 30 μm for 15 nC of beam charge.
Each PTC is connected to the BPM receiver by long
(up to 100 m) coaxial cables. To minimize the cable
insertion loss, LMR400 cables (9 dB/100 m @ 500 MHz)
are used for longer runs (1st and 2nd Booster arcs),
whereas LMR240 cables (18 dB/100 m @ 500 MHz) are
used for shorter runs (3rd and 4th arcs). The maximal
signal attenuation introduced by the LMR coaxial cable is
9 dB. To minimize influence of eddy currents induced in
the vacuum chamber by pulsed magnetic fields, the shield
of each long cable is galvanically separated from common
ground.
Now, all installation and cabling of the BPMs and
signal processing electronics have been completed. The
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integration testing of BPM system was performed using
the expert control software (see Fig. 2) and Pilot Tone
signal, it turned out to be very useful.

Figure 2: BPM expert panel.
A number of hardware issues has been found out and
fixed (for example, loose connectors on a patch panel).
During the test, some BPMs four buttons’ signal shows
different behaviour and noisy frequency up to a few kHz
were observed. This is solved by modifying the oscillator
and installing a microwave absorber. The BPM position
noise level is now improved down to 1 μm.

DC CURRENT TRANSFORMER
A DC Current Transformer (DCCT) is used to measure
average beam current, lifetime and injection efficiency.
Bergoz In-Flange NPCT-CF4.5"-60.4-120-UHV-C30-H
with radiation-tolerant sensor has been ordered for the
Booster. The device should provide measurement of beam
current in the range of 0-50 mA with resolution
<5 μA/Hz1/2 within the bandwidth from DC up to 10 kHz.
The In-Flange version of the transformer is mounted in
the vacuum chamber between two flanges; it has short
axial length and includes a vacuum-brazed ceramic gap.
Before installation, principal parameters of the DCCT
have been measured in a lab. The measured value of
sensitivity is 10.05 V/20 mA DC; the bandwidth (−3 dB)
is 13.5 kHz in 200 mA range and 7.75 kHz in 20 mA
range, see Fig. 3. Now, the DCCT has been installed in
the vacuum chamber and the chamber is under vacuum.
Signal processing electronics and digitizer have been
installed in the rack and connected to the DCCT.

Figure 3: DCCT frequency response.
After installation and cabling, integrated testing of the
DCCT, electronics and control software has been
performed, the testing results are acceptable.
Overview and Commissioning
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FAST CURRENT TRANSFORMER
A fast current transformer (FCT) is used to measure
beam filling pattern in multi-bunch mode. The In-flange
version of wideband current transformer Bergoz FCTWB-CF6"-60.4-40-20:1-UHV-H has been installed as a
part of the Booster vacuum chamber.
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mounts with a new 8-channel model of DELTA TAU
controller, an interface module has been designed and
produced by BNL. To increase the visibility area, the
CCD cameras have been moved closer to the last external
mirrors. As a result of integration testing, the optics has
been tuned and focused; control and data acquisition
hardware and software have been tested, see Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Mirror image acquired by SLM software.

Before installation, a laboratory test of the FCT was
performed. The upper cut-off frequency measured at
−3 dB level is 1.1108 GHz as it is shown in Fig. 4,
whereas the specified value is 1750 MHz for this model.
The capacitance of the gap in the in-flange model is the
main limiting factor. Final (50 Ω) source resistance is a
contributing factor as well. The tested model has nominal
sensitivity of 1.25 V/A, the observed 2.75% deviation in
the sensitivity is well within specification tolerances on
the termination impedance. The droop of the output signal
due to the high cut-off frequency has also been measured,
the measured value of 0.85%/μs is well within the
specifications (should be below 10%/μs).

SYNCHROTRON LIGHT MONITORS
Two synchrotron light monitors (SLMs) have been
designed for routine measurements of transverse beam
profiles and sizes with spatial resolution better than
50 μm. Each SLM consists of an in-vacuum water-cooled
metallic mirror, light output window, image formatting
optics and a CCD camera. Pre-aligned fixed mirrors made
of copper with aluminium-plated reflecting surface have
been installed inside the vacuum vessel to reflect the
visible part of SR out of the vacuum chamber. The invacuum parts of SLMs and the optical benches have been
designed and manufactured in BINP.
For each SLM, fine alignment of the light beam is
provided with two remote-controlled mirrors placed on
the optical bench outside the vacuum chamber. These
mirrors are mounted on the motorized mirror mounts
8MBM24 produced by STANDA. To control the mirror
mounts, DELTA TAU Geo BRICK LV DRIVE is used.
Now, all equipment of both SLMs has been installed in
the Booster tunnel and Injector Service Area. During
installation and integration testing, it was found that
SLMs need some modification. To match the mirror
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Tune measurement system (TMS) has been developed
and manufactured by BINP [5]. The system provides
measurement of fractional part of betatron tunes:
horizontal νx and vertical νy. For an injected beam, the
synchrotron tune νs can be measured too. Coherent beam
oscillations are excited by a stripline kicker with the
excitation frequency close to (k ± νx,y)f0, where f0 is the
revolution frequency, k is an integer. When the excitation
is switched off, free beam oscillation is registered by a
stripline pickup. The betatron tunes are obtained by
digital spectral analysis of turn-by-turn beam position
data. The measured tunes are available for the control
system during whole energy ramp.
TMS consists of two identical sets of four 50-Ω
striplines (one set of striplines is used as a kicker, the
other – as a pickup), pickup electronics, beam excitation
electronics and an IBM server. Striplines and passive
front-end electronics for the pickup and kicker have been
installed in the Booster tunnel, all other electronics – in
the Injector Service Area.
Control and data processing software has been
developed. The expert panel (Fig. 6) with enhanced
possibilities of TMS control is used for the system tuning,
testing and troubleshooting. The operator panel is
designed for routine tune measurement and visualization.
A system integration testing of TMS including both
hardware and software has been performed without a
beam. The beam signal was imitated by a sine 500 MHz
signal, betatron oscillations were modeled by amplitude
modulation. The results of testing show that TMS can
reliably operate in the beam charge range of 0.05-15 nC
in both single-bunch and multi-bunch mode. The tune
measurement error is less than 2·10-5 for 0.5-15 nC and
less than 5·10-5 for 0.05-0.5 nC range. Time of a single
measurement (νx and νy) (energy ramp mode) is about
1 ms, time of one scanning in full frequency range
(scanning mode) is 300 ms.
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Figure 6: Screenshot of TMS expert panel.
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CONTROL AND SOFTWARE
Control of the beam diagnostics is an integral part of
the total Booster control system based on EPICS and has
three layers. The lowest layer includes the electronic
devices, which are processed signals from sensors and
operate with different-kind field devices: beam flags, strip
lines, cameras, BPMs, current transformers. The field
devices except the cameras do not include precise
analogue or digital circuits. All signals come to the racks
in Injection Service Area (ISA), where the first layer
electronics is located: BPM receivers, TMS controller,
ADCs in VME crates, PLC chassis. These devices
process the analogue signals and provide digital data to
the second level of the diagnostics control – to IOCs
running in IBM servers and VME controllers. Each
electronic device is served by its own IOC that provides a
flexible processing of the data received from the field
devices. Totally, there are more than 50 IOCs running
under Linux in four x3250 M3 IBM servers. Also, some
ADCs and timing electronics are located in three VME
crates with M3100 controllers running under RTEMS.
The racks with electronics and IBM servers are located in
ISA near the Booster tunnel to minimize the cable lengths
and therefore to reduce signal damping. Every booster
cycle, the IOCs provide a set of beam parameters: beam
position 10 kHz 4k data and 4k turn-by-turn data for each
BPM, 40 beam orbits sampled at certain points of the
energy ramp, beam current along the ramp, beam images
from the flags, beam filling pattern, betatron tunes along
the ramp measured with a step of 1 ms.
High Level Applications (HLA) for the Booster beam
diagnostics has been developed and incorporated into the
NSLS-II control system. The IOCs communicate with
high level applications via Channel Access Protocol over
Gigabit Ethernet links. All HLAs has been developed
using CSS and Python, including 1st turn beam passing
observer, Beam orbit monitor, BPM expert screens, Beam
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current monitor, DCCT and FCT expert screens, Booster
tune monitor and TMS expert screen, operator and expert
screens for Beam flags and Synchrotron light monitors.
To prepare for the booster ring commissioning, we
carried out a pre-commissioning procedure with
simulated beam signals, called extended integrated testing
(EIT) [6]. During the EIT, the hardware operates as
during the actual commissioning with the beam. The
beam signals are simulated and generated by a computer
program, ELEGANT. Then they are transported into the
control system by the same data channel as the real beam
signal would travel.
This process is helpful to test and optimize all the
operation screens, high level applications by subsystem
with the actual hardware controls but only with simulated
beam signals and safety systems. This phase helps us to
reduce the duration of the booster and transport line
commissioning with the beam, train the commissioning
team and reduce safety concerns related to the
commissioning and operations. The EIT activities consist
of 4-hour shifts per day with the shift teams including
both BNL and BINP specialists. A shift schedule, daily
shift meetings, plans and summaries, which are closely
corresponding to the actual beam commissioning, have
been developed.
The high level application code were debugged and
tested with hardware and “beam” signal. It simulates the
commissioning steps from passing beam to injection
septum, first turn injection, circulate the beam, orbit
correction along ramping, extraction control to the beam
parameters measurement in the diagnostics line.
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OVERVIEW OF THE ESS-BILBAO MOBILE DIAGNOSTICS TEST STAND
D. Belver,∗ I. Arredondo, I. Bustinduy, P. Echevarria, J. Feuchtwanger, J. Ortega Mintegui,
S. Varnasseri and Z. Izaola, ESS-Bilbao, Leioa, Spain

A MObile diagnostics Test Stand (MOTS) is being designed at ESS-Bilbao in order to characterise the beam at the
end of the Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) at 3 MeV.
Injection of the beam from the RFQ to the Drift Tube Linac
(DTL) tank and acceleration up to 12 MeV is a sensitive
operation in the accelerating chain. The output beam of the
RFQ should be fully characterised and tuned to optimise
this operation. To perform this characterisation the MOTS
is being designed with a set of diagnostic devices to measure also beam parameters after the Medium Energy Beam
Transport (MEBT), and with minor modiﬁcations after the
ﬁrst tank of the DTL. The most important beam parameters
that will be measured with the test stand are the beam current and the beam energy. Other important parameters are
the beam emittance, the transverse beam position and the
proﬁle and bunch length. This contribution describes the
beam properties that will be measured and the corresponding instrumentation devices, and presents a general layout
of the MOTS.

INTRODUCTION
The current design of the ESS-Bilbao linac foresees a
3 MeV RFQ, a MEBT and a 50 MeV Drift-Tube-Linac
(DTL). The whole DTL is divided into three tanks, being
the output energy of the ﬁrst tank 12 MeV.
The purpose of the Mobile Test Stand1 (MOTS) is to help
in the commissioning and ﬁne-tuning of these acceleration
structures. Therefore characterisation of the beam at the exit
of these linac elements is mandatory.
Our design banks on previous experience gained from
other accelerator laboratories (CERN, CEA-Saclay etc.)
which have shown that it is possible to build a device
equipped with a set of diagnostics tools to fully characterise
the beam.
This paper presents the beam parameters to be measured
and the diagnostics techniques that we intend to implement.

BEAM PARAMETERS
Table 1 lists the relevant beam parameters and their associated diagnostics instruments. The following subsections
describes each of those parameters.
∗ dbelver@essbilbao.org
1 MOTS is designed to measure beams up to 12 MeV and will be used
after the MEBT and ﬁrst tank of the DTL; hence the stand is mobile.
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Table 1: List of Relevant Beam Parameters and Associated
Diagnostic Instruments
Parameter

Instrument

Transverse plane
Transverse position
Beam emittances
Longitudinal plane

Beam Position Monitors
Slit-SEM Grid

Beam current
Beam energy
Energy spread
Beam phase
Bunch shape

ACCTs and Faraday cup
FCTs/BPMs and spectrometer dipole
Dipole – SEM Grid
Beam Position Monitor
Bunch Shape Monitor

Beam Current
The measurement of the beam current at the input and
output ends of the RFQ will deﬁne its transmission. Sought
values for this quantity for present-day RFQs are of 90 % or
better. RFQ design and particle-tracking simulations show
that ∼ 55 mA of beam will be measured. source output
[1]. For the ﬁrst runs of the RFQ, measurements of μA are
foreseen.

Beam Energy
The beam energy at the exit of the RFQ and ﬁrst tank
of the DTL, will be 3 MeV and 12 MeV. Calculation show
that the time-of-ﬂight (ToF) method, with a ﬂight path of
1.5 m, is capable to measure a 3 MeV H+ beam energy with
a 0.3 % accuracy [2].

Energy Spread
The energy spread measurement could be carried out in a
spectrometer line with a system composed of a dipole plus a
Secondary Electron EMission grid (SEM grid). The grid is
located at a certain distance from the centre of the magnet.
The beam sizes are measured at this grid. The knowledge
of the local dispersion allows the calculation of the energy
spread.
The energy spread is not a critical beam parameter and a
dipole is too expensive to be build for this propose. Therefore, only if we get a spare dipole we would build the spectrometer line.

Beam Position and Phase
Two Beam Position Monitors (BPM) made from sets of
shorted stripline detectors are planned to be installed after
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the RFQ in order to accurately measure the position of the
beam. Beam position and phase monitors will be essential
instruments at the time of commissioning to measure:
• The absolute beam position and beam phase.
• The relative beam intensity between BPMs.
The monitors should be located at positions along the test
bench where the beam is not yet debunched.

Transverse Emittance

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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For the beam energy range under consideration we envisage to measure the transverse emittance using a slit-grid
system, and scanning the beam which goes through it [3].
The transverse emittance for both horizontal and vertical
planes are done separately with one scan per single pulse.
These set of measurements should be made as close as
possible to the RFQ exit to avoid effects of space charge.
A slit at the input of MOTS will reduce the space charge
effects and the beam divergence. Placing the slit in horizontal and vertical planes would sample a small slice of phase
space. By using the proﬁle monitor, a SEM grid, at the end
of the line, one can reconstruct the beam phase space and
its transverse emittance. RFQ design simulations show that
transverse emittance is around 0.3 π mm mrad [1].
The slit should be able to scan through the whole beam
width and must stand considerable heat loads during the
beam pulse.

Bunch Shape
The direct measurement of the longitudinal emittance
is less common than that related to its transverse counterpart. In contrast, one can gain access into this quantity
by measuring the bunch shape and the beam phase, which
are easier to perform. It is also worth remarking that the
value for the longitudinal emittance is related to the beam
energy spread and the phasing of the particle with the RF
signal. The acceleration of the particles is sensitive to this
two parameters.

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS AND LAYOUT
Layout
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the preliminary layout. The basic idea for such a layout is taken from Linac4’s
3 MeV Test Stand [4].
The following remarks are of interest:
• Most of the diagnostics instruments are to be located
as close as possible from the RFQ exit.
• The current is measured with an AC current transformer (ACCT). A second ACCT will allow us to measure any beam loss within MOTS.
• To measure accurately the time at different positions
for the ToF measurement, two Fast Current Transformers (FCT) are located with a separation of 1.0 m to
1.5 m [5].
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• The transverse emittances are calculated varying the
focusing of the quadrupoles and measuring the beam
size in the SEM Grid located in the straight section.

Position Monitors
A versatile and conﬁgurable electronics system [6] has
been developed, in collaboration with the Electronics and
Electricity department of the UPV/EHU, in order to monitor
the beam position monitors and to meet all the requirements
of the future Linac of ESS-Bilbao. At the same time, the design has been conceived to be open and conﬁgurable so that
it could eventually be used in different kind of accelerators.
The design of the Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) system
includes a test bench for both pick-ups and striplines, the
Electronic Units and the control system (see Fig. 2).
The Electronic Units consist of two main parts: an Analog Front-End (AFE) unit where the RF signals are ﬁltered,
conditioned and converted to base-band; and a Digital FrontEnd (DFE) unit based in an FPGA board where the baseband signals are sampled, with a high sample frequency
of 105 MHz, in order to calculate the beam position, the
amplitude and the phase. The AFE unit includes two inhouse boards, a logarithmic ampliﬁer for measuring the
position of the beam and an IQ demodulator for measuring
the amplitude and the phase. To manage the system a Multipurpose Controller (MC) has been developed, including the
FPGA management, the EPICS integration and Archiever
Instances [7].
In order to characterise the BPM system different beam
conditions have been measured. Several tests have been
performed. The results have been satisfactory, leading to
resolution and accuracy values fulﬁlling the ESS-Bilbao
requirements. The beam positioning system measurements
depicts an stability of less than 40 μm for both continuous
and pulsed wave mode. The position resolution is less than
6 μm for both modes, and the phase resolution is less than
0.2◦ .

Current Monitors
There are a variety of devices for beam current and charge
measurement in the accelerators. Current transformers (FCT,
DCCT, ACCT,. . . ) and Faraday Cups are the most common
devices. Depending on the beam current and pulse width
the appropriate device can be identiﬁed for the measurement
system. In the case of MOTS, two devices which can meet
the beam parameters are used as ACCT and Faraday Cup.
FCTs will be used also for ion beam energy measurements
through the ToF method. The control for the ACCTs will be
done using an FPGA card into a National Instruments (NI)
PXI. For the case of the FCTs, an oscilloscope will be used
for the acquisition.
AC Current Transformers ACCTs shall be installed
permanently in the entry of the MOTS and can measure the
beam current in the nominal values. Two ACCTs should be
installed on the diagnostics test bench: one at the entrance
of MOTS, after the slit, and the second one after the dipole
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magnet in the inline part. They require magnetic shielding
to avoid electromagnetic coupling with the pulsed magnets
that may be close to the detectors.
A test bench for the ACCT (HR-Bergoz) [8] has been
installed in our laboratory (Fig. 3 top). The results show
that it can measure the beam current down to 0.1 mA and
pulse width from 10 μs to 2 ms without any drop [9]. However, larger pulse widths can be measured with a drop in
the ﬂat top of the pulse. The nominal bandwidth of the
ACCT is 3 Hz and 300 kHz at the lower and higher cut-off
frequencies.
Faraday Cup (FC) For very low currents, particularly
during the conditioning of the accelerator, ACCTs can not
measure the current amplitude. In this case a retractable
Faraday Cup at the beam exit will give the information
of the beam current and pulse. After ampliﬁcation with a
transimpedance current ampliﬁer, a FC can measure currents
of less than 1 μA.
A FC could be also used as a beam stop during conditioning of the beam, for the protection of devices which are
installed downstream of the vacuum chamber. The maximum energy of 3 MeV protons can be stopped by the FC;
however due to high beam power and high heat load on
the copper surface, it can not be used as a permanent beam
stop. The beam average power, up to 600 W and 10 kW
pulsed, are in the working ranges of the FC-100 [10] model
from NTG. A separate beam stop, already designed, will be
installed for 3 MeV and higher energies.

Figure 2: Schematic of the BPM electronics system.
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Fast Current Transformers For the ToF technique
two FCTs from Bergoz [11], with high bandwidth (up to
1.5 GHz) will be used. The high bandwidth of the FCT
gives the possibility to have very short rise time and jitter,
that is, of the order of nanoseconds. For MOTS, an in-ﬂange
type FCT is chosen, where the FCT is inserted between two
standard ﬂanges of the vacuum chamber (DN63), and does
not require any extra shielding or ceramic insulation.
In order to investigate and check the ToF method with
FCTs prior the installation on the MOTS, one ToF speciﬁc
test bench has been installed at our laboratory (Fig. 3
bottom). The accuracy of delay mean value for many consecutive pulses is measured to be 17 ps. The accuracy of
delay mean value for a single pulse is 100 ps [5]. These
values show that the ToF scheme with corresponding FCT
specs could be implemented for energy measurement in
compliance with the required resolutions.

Figure 3: ACCT test (top) and FCTs assembled (bottom) in
the test stand for current transformers.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the MOTS layout. The spectrometer line is “optional” depending on the availability of a
dipole.
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of the incoming beam. The BSM will be able to monitor
the full 1.5 ms pulse and the maximum peak current (75 mA
after the RFQ).

FUTURE WORK
Simulations to deﬁne the ﬁnal diagnostics speciﬁcations
are in progress. Then, deﬁnitive devices and MOTS layout
will be designed.
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SEM Grid
There are a variety of methods for the transverse proﬁle
measurement. Not all of them are suitable for ion linac
beam proﬁle measurement. The scintillator monitor, SEM
grid and the wire scanners are the most common systems
and good candidates for MOTS proﬁle measurement. Since
the scintillator monitor is a destructive device, a SEM grid is
proposed for the proﬁle monitor of MOTS. As the ion beam
in MOTS has a maximum radius of 5 mm, then a SEM grid
coverage of 16 cm2 with wire distances of 0.5 mm could be
used. The diameter of the wires can be about 100 μm in
order not to deteriorate the beam emittance. Depending on
the number of wires, the required number of I/Us and Mux
channels will be selected.
In the framework of the ESS-Bilbao accelerator, with the
collaboration of the Electronics and Electricity department
of the UPV/EHU, a test stand for the development of SEM
grids has been designed and manufactured as a part of the
diagnostics system for beam proﬁle measurements [12] (see
Fig. 4). This test stand is a vacuum system based on
an EQ 22/35 electron source from SPECS used as a beam
injector. This electron source has an energy range from
0 keV to 5 keV and a maximum beam current up to 200 μA.
Two prototypes of 16 Titanium wires (8 wires in each X
and Y direction) of 250 μm diameter and spaced 1 mm and
2 mm, respectively, have been built. The secondary emission current from each wire is integrated and ampliﬁed, to
provide a signiﬁcant voltage signal that can be measured by
our acquisition system based on a NI PXI card.

Bunch Shape Monitor
The Bunch Shape Monitor (BSM) has been developed by
Feshenko [13], and consists of a wire which can be inserted
into the beam. Secondary electrons created through the
interaction of the beam with the wire are accelerated by HV
applied to the wire. The electrons pass through an input
collimator and are deﬂected by an RF deﬂector whose RF
pulse is synchronous with the accelerating RF. The deﬂected
electrons pass through an output collimator and are detected
by an electron detector. The phase of the deﬂecting ﬁeld
can be shifted to scan the longitudinal intensity distribution
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ELECTRON BEAM COLLIMATION FOR SLICE DIAGNOSTICS AND
GENERATION OF FEMTOSECOND SOFT X-RAY PULSES FROM A FREE
ELECTRON LASER*
S. Di Mitri#, M. Bossi, D. Castronovo, I. Cudin, M. Ferianis, L. Fröhlich, Elettra-Sincrotrone
Trieste S.C.p.A., Basovizza (TS), Italy
We present the experimental results of femtosecond
slicing an ultra-relativistic, high brightness electron beam
with a collimator [1]. We demonstrate that the collimation
process preserves the slice beam quality, in agreement
with our theoretical expectations, and that the collimation
is compatible with the operation of a linear accelerator.
Thus, it turns out to be a more compact and cheaper
solution for electron slice diagnostics than commonly
used radiofrequency deflecting cavities and having
minimal impact on the machine design. The collimated
beam can also be used for the generation of stable
femtosecond soft x-ray pulses of tunable duration from a
free electron laser.

ELECTRON SLICING WITH A
COLLIMATOR
The feasibility and operability of the electron beam
collimation at ultra-relativistic energies for slice
diagnostics was investigated in the radiofrequency linear
accelerator (RF linac) of FERMI@Elettra FEL [2, 3]. The
collimator is a horizontal scraper made of two identical,
cylindrical and individually movable rods of copper. The
rod diameter is 13 mm wide.
Collimation for slice diagnostics was applied to an
initial 350 pC, 5 ps FWHM long beam. The magnetic
chicane and the upstream linac were set in order to define
the bunch length compression by a factor 5.5. All the
relevant beam and machine parameters adopted in the
experiment are listed in Table 1. The geometric beam size
in the middle of BC1 was    160 m so, following the
prescription in [4], Eq.1, the scraper blades were inserted
into the vacuum chamber to define a half-aperture at least
three times bigger, namely 0.5 mm wide. The chromatic
beam size x = 2.6 mm, that is the product of the energy
dispersion function and the fractional energy spread rms,
was much larger than the geometric one, so we can use
Eq.1 to evaluate the duration of the collimated beam that
is tcol  70 fs FWHM. The charge of such a beam is
expected to be Qcol  Qi

Ct col
 27 pC , where Qi and
t i

accelerated and transported to the linac end, in the socalled TLS region. The slice optical parameters were
measured both in the BC1 and in the TLS region with the
quadrupole scan technique [5, 6], in dedicated diagnostic
stations.

COLLIMATOR’S GEOMETRIC
TRANSVERSE WAKEFIELD
The impact of the scraper transverse wakefield on the
emittance of the collimated beam was analytically
estimated, with the limitation that the model starts failing
when the particles travel at a distance comparable to the
collimator half-aperture. Following [7], the FERMI
scraper behaves like a flat, long collimator and the kick
factor  must be computed in the diffractive regime. For a
half-aperture 0.5 mm wide, we have  = 72 V/pC/mm.
This is a rather large value but its effect on the emittance
is mitigated by the low charge traversing the scraper and a
proper optics setting at the collimator location. In the case
of a 50pC beam charge traveling 0.4 mm far from the
scraper
axis,
the
collimator’s
kick
is
hQ

[7]  
 4.8rad , where Q is the bunch charge, h is
E
the bunch centroid distance from the collimator axis,  is
the kick factor in the plane of interest and E is the beam
mean energy. Following [8], the normalized emittance
growth can be estimated with:



 x    x2,0 1  x  2   0.07 m,



x,0

(1)



where  is the relativistic Lorentz factor, x,0  1 m is
the unperturbed RMS geometric emittance and x is the
horizontal betatron function at the collimator location. Its
design value for a matched beam is 3m. In Eq.1, we
considered the case of a reasonably mismatched beam, i.e.
x = 10m. We do not expect any effect in the vertical
plane because the collimator has no aperture restrictions
in that plane.

ti are, respectively, the initial total charge and the initial

bunch duration (FWHM) and C is the compression factor.
The scraper aperture was consecutively translated to
select 12 longitudinal slices of the bunch. Each slice was
____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Schematic top view (not to scale) of electron
slicing with a collimator placed in the middle of a
magnetic chicane, once a linear energy chirp is imparted
to the electron beam by an upstream accelerator.
Published in [1].
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SLICE EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT
Figures 2–4 show the slice distribution of the charge, the
emittance and the Courant-Snyder (C-S) parameters [9]
measured in BC1 and in TLS. The quadrupole scan
technique and measurement accuracy are discussed, e.g.,
in [6]. The largest error bars for the emittance
measurement are dominated by the variation of the central
value over several consecutive measurements. This
variation is mainly addressed to imperfect background
subtraction during the beam image recording. The
maximum error over all measurements is considered for
the C-S- parameters. By comparing the optics parameters
of the entire beam, listed in Table 1, with those of Figures
2–4 , we infer that the slice emittance after collimation is
typically equal or smaller than that of the whole beam,
and that the scraper wakefield does not degrade the
emittance of the collimated beam. Moreover, the slice
emittance is approximately preserved during the beam
transport from BC1 to TLS, while the projected emittance
in TLS is larger than in BC1. This is an indication that it
is dominated by the correlation of the slices’ centroid
coordinates in the transverse phase space, such as those
induced by linac geometric wakefields [10].

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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Table 1: Electron beam and machine parameters used
during beam collimation for slice diagnostics. The optical
parameters were measured at the entrance of the
quadrupole used for the emittance measurement.
Parameter
Charge
Mean energy
Energy spread, RMS
Norm. projected
emittance, RMS
-function
-function
Dipole bending
angle
Central momentum
dispersion
Compression factor

In BC1
350
303
1.0
1.7 (H),
1.3 (V)
22.2 (H),
24.1 (V)
9.3 (H),
-3.1 (V)
85
255

In TLS
10 – 35
1205
0.3
3.7 (H),
1.9 (V)
9.4 (H),
8.2 (V)
4.5 (H), 3.9 (V)

Units
pC
MeV
%
mm
mrad
m

mrad
mm

5.5

Figure 3: Charge (squares) and slice -function measured
in the FERMI BC1 (dots, dashed line) and TLS (dots,
solid line) linac regions. From left to right:, , -function.
Left plot is for the horizontal plane, right for the vertical.
Published in [1].

Figure 4: Charge (squares) and slice -function measured
in the FERMI BC1 (dots, dashed line) and TLS (dots,
solid line) linac regions. Left plot is for the horizontal
plane, right for the vertical. Published in [1].

FEL SIMULATION WITH SLICED BEAM
We simulated the FERMI high gain harmonic
generation [3, 11, 12] with the code PERSEO [13]. The
undulator line consists of one longer period undulator
(called modulator) for electron beam and seed laser
interaction, a dispersive section (R56=-40 m) for
bunching enhancement and six identical shorter period
undulators (called radiators) in the planar horizontal
configuration. The seed laser delivers 100 MW of peak
power at 266 nm wavelength in a flat, 350 fs long pulse.
The radiators are tuned to the 10th harmonic of the seed
laser, i.e. to a wavelength of 26.6 nm. We chose electron
beam parameters that reflect the most recent FERMI
performance [2]: a 500 pC, 10 ps long electron beam is
assumed to be compressed by a factor 15 in BC1 to
achieve a flat current profile of approximately 750 A, and
accelerated to the energy of 1.2 GeV. The final slice
emittance is 1.0 mm mrad and the slice energy spread is
150 keV. We assume the collimator setting adopted for the
aforementioned slice diagnostics experiment. The FWHM
duration of the collimated beam turns out to be
[4] tcol  110 fs, carrying a charge Qcol  80 pC . We note
that tcol and Qcol scale as

Figure 2: Charge (squares) and slice normalized emittance
measured in the FERMI BC1 (dots, dashed line) and TLS
(dots, solid line) linac regions. Left plot is for the
horizontal plane, right for the vertical. Published in [1].
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x

in the middle of the

chicane, i.e. a ten times smaller x would allow the
generation of a 25 pC, 35 fs long collimated beam. The
FEL power emitted by the 80 pC bunch along the
undulator is shown in Figure 5. The final peak power is 3
GW over 38 fs (FWHM), which corresponds to 21013
photons/pulse. The final FEL pulse duration is also shown
as a function of the collimator half-aperture in BC1. The
maximum peak power decreases from 3.71 to 2.98 GW
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Figure 5: FERMI FEL final pulse duration FWHM (solid
line) and peak power (dashed line) versus the collimator
half-aperture. Simulations were performed with the code
PERSEO. Published in [1].

DISCUSSION
Beam collimation for slice diagnostics can be applied to
transverse dynamics, as shown in this article, and to the
longitudinal, as reported in the Appendix of [6]. In
contrast to slice diagnostics performed with RF
deflectors, which preserve the entire beam structure, beam
collimation isolates bunch slices from the collimator to
the diagnostic station. One could therefore argue that
particle dynamics in each slice during this operation is
somehow different form that of the entire bunch. In the
following paragraphs, we try to shed a light on this
argument.
In the transverse plane, beam optical parameters may be
affected by spurious dispersion and optical aberrations.
These are single particle effects, thus independent from
the longitudinal structure of the particles’ ensemble.
Collective effects like coherent synchrotron radiation
(CSR) and geometric wakefields (GWs), instead, depend
on the bunch length. CSR-induced slice emittance growth
is still a controversial issue and so far associated to beams
near full compression, as shown in [14–16]. This
consideration is supported by simulations of high charge
beams (>800pC) [17, 18] whose longitudinal phase space
after compression is far from the upright configuration
and whose slice normalized emittance deviates from its
value before compression by 0.1 m.
CSR is often associated to the longitudinal space charge
(LSC) in the context of microbunching instability. The
instability gain as predicted by the linear theory is
normally peaked at (uncompressed) wavelengths in the
range 1–10 m and often negligible at wavelengths longer
than a few tens of micron [19, 20]. Thus, microbunching
instability is not changing for slices longer than tens of
micron.
Geometric wakefields induce linear and nonlinear
distortion of the particle distribution in the (z,E) phase
space, (z,x) and (z,y) physical plane. For very short
bunches (i.e., slices), however, the wakefields’ effect does
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depend on the bunch charge only. They are therefore
suppressed by the few pC slice charge after collimation.
In conclusion, beam collimation for femtosecond bunch
slicing allows reliable 6-dimensional slice diagnostics. We
estimate that slices with charge in the range <100 pC and
duration in the range 10–100 fs suppress the effect of
geometric wakefields in the RF linac. Particle dynamics
related to optical aberrations and microbunching
instability does not substantially change with respect to
transport of the entire bunch, because they act on a length
scale much smaller than the slice length. CSR-induced
slice transverse emittance growth can be neglected for
scenarios far from full magnetic bunch length
compressions (upright longitudinal phase space).

OUTLOOK
The proposed beam collimation system offers an
alternative way to diagnose slice properties of an electron
bunch, with minimal impact on the machine
configuration. A comparison of the performance of
proposed scheme with other established techniques, such
as RF deflecting cavities, is already in the authors’ plan
and will be faced in a dedicated work.
The proposed scheme extends the capability of a soft Xray FEL facility to generate stable femtosecond pulses
with tunable duration driven either by self-amplified
spontaneous emission or an external seed laser. It is not
straightforward to extend the proposed method to the
generation of sub-femtosecond pulses as well as to hard
X-ray FELs as both these scenarios would imply an
electron charge at the level of a few pC in the delivery
system. Electron beam diagnostics like BPMs might be
appositely tuned to handle such a small signal level. We
note, however, that a very low charge option is already
on the horizon of existing and planned FEL facilities [21–
24], thus anticipating a fundamental step forward for
linac-based, short pulse FELs in the near future.
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS OF SUPERKEKB DAMPING RING
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Table 1: Damping Ring Parameters

Abstract
The KEKB accelerator ceased operation in 2010, and is
being upgraded to SuperKEKB. Adopting low emittance
and high current beams, the design luminosity is set at 40
times larger than that of KEKB. We are constructing a
damping ring (DR) in order to achieve a low-emittance
positron beam for injection. Turn-by-turn beam position
monitors (BPMs), a transverse feedback system, a
synchrotron radiation monitor (SRM), a DCCT, loss
monitors using ion chambers, a bunch current monitor and
a tune meter will be installed for beam diagnostics at DR.
An overview of the instrumentation of DR will be
presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The KEKB collider is being upgraded to SuperKEKB in
order to improve the luminosity. The beam energy of the
Low Energy Ring (LER) is 4 GeV for positrons, and that
of the High Energy Ring is 7 GeV for electrons. The beam
currents are 2.6 A in HER and 3.6 A in LER. LER injection
system includes a 1.1 GeV DR [1,2]. Machine parameters
of the SuperKEKB DR are shown in Table1. The
construction of DR will be finished in Japanese FY 2013
and the first beam is expected in FY 2015.

Parameter
Energy
Maximum bunch charge
No. of bunch trains/ bunches
per train
Circumference
Maximum stored current
Horizontal damping time
Injected-beam emittance
Equilibrium emittance(h/v)
Maximum x-y coupling
Emittance at extraction(h/v)
Energy band-width of injected
beam
Energy spread
Bunch length
Momentum compaction factor
Cavity voltage for 1.5 %
bucket-height
RF frequency

1.1
8
2/2

unit
GeV
nC

135.5
70.8
10.9
1700
41.4/2.07
5
42.5/3.15
±1.5

m
mA
ms
nm
nm
%
nm
%

0.055
6.53
0.0141
1.4

%
mm
MV

509

MHz

____________________________________________
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Figure 1: Layout of the SuperKEKB DR.
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A DR vacuum chamber is an ante-chamber of 24mm
height to reduce the beam instability which is caused by the
coherent synchrotron radiation and light mask [3]. The
beam monitors of DR are based on those of the main rings.
Some of the KEKB monitors are re-used for DR. The
system of the DR monitors is shown in Table 2. The layout
of the DR monitors is shown in Fig. 1. There are 4 monitor
stations near the cable holes from the tunnel to a DR power
supply building. A few VME racks and NIM BINs for BPM
signals are located there. Each station is connected through
network and supplied with the RF (508.887MHz),
revolution and bunch timing signals. FB and DCCT signals
are sent to one of the stations. Loss monitor signals are
collected at the control room and the SRM signal is
collected and analysed in the SRM hut.

button electrode is used in most place because of tight
space for installation.

Figure 2: BPM monitor chamber.

Table 2: Number of Beam Monitor in DR
System
Quantity
Beam position monitor (BPM)
83
Transverse bunch by bunch feedback
1
(FB)
Synchrotron radiation monitor (SRM)
1
Loss Monitor
34
DCCT
1
Bunch current monitor
1

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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BEAM POSITION MONITOR
A button electrode with a diameter of 6 mm has been
developed. Two button electrodes are attached in one
flange due to narrow space for their installation as shown
in Fig. 2. A detector of the BPM is a log-ratio (LR) detector
accommodated in a VME 18K11 L/R detect circuit [4]. In
DR, the beam usually stays in only 40ms in the ring, and
the bunch distance changes in short time. Thus, we take
turn-by-turn method to read 4 electrode signals at the same
time. We take the data of 32k or 64k turns by turn-by-turn
method and performs data handling in IOCs.
Figure 3 shows the mapping result which is calculated
by the LR method based on the charge distribution using
boundary element method. The input positions of charge
distribution are changed by 1mm step in horizontal and
vertical directions to 10mm. The beam position by the
LR method are calculated as
x   log  log  log  log 
y   log  log  log  log  ,
(1)
where VA, VB, VC and VD are the signals from each
electrode. Figure 4 (A) shows the horizontal beam
position which is calculated by the LR method when the
vertical beam position is fixed to 0, 2 and 5mm. Figure 4
(B) shows the vertical beam position when the horizontal
position is fixed to 0, 2 and 5mm. The result does not
greatly deviate from a linear approximation within about
5mm in both directions. While we use same type of BPM
as that for the main rings (MRs) in a few place, the two

54

Figure 3: Mapping of beam position using the logratio method.

Figure 4: The beam position v.s. the result of the LR
calculation method when we fixed a vertical position
and changed the horizontal position (A) and when we
fixed a horizontal position and changed the vertical
position (B).
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We designed a SRM to measure a beam size [5].
Synchrotron light is extracted from a bending magnet with
bending radius of 3.14m located near a straight section for
beam extraction. The light is led to the SRM hut through a
pit under a floor in a tunnel as shown in Fig. 5. Level of the
SRM hut is same as that of the tunnel in order to make
propagation distance of the light as short as possible
(<10m). A horizontal and vertical beam sizes at a source
point of the light are 380μm and 75μm respectively. A
bunch length is longer than 6.5mm. The transverse beam
size is measured by an interferometer and a gated camera,
and the bunch length is measured by a streak camera.
Resolution of the beam size measurement depends on
diffraction of the light. The opening height of the
extraction chamber is 8mm at 590mm downstream from
the light emission point. Diffraction patterns calculated by
following Fraunhofer formula [6] are shown in Fig. 6(a),
F,   



 

/
/



/
/

 ,

 7 e2 γ 5

 64π ε 0 ρ

Figure 5: Layout of the DR SRM line.

(2)

where a and b are opening size of the x and y direction, L
is the distance from emission point to extraction point of
SR and λ is the wavelength. Figure 6 (b) shows the
convolution of the quantum efficiency of the camera and
the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern at λ = 200nm - 900nm.
We get 12μm resolution by Gaussian fit of the convolution
distribution. This is small enough in comparison with beam
size. The longitudinal resolution is 1psec that is caused by
the measurement accuracy of the streak camera.
The extraction mirror of SR is a Beryllium mirror which
we used in KEKB. When the power to the mirror is too
large, it may cause the deformation of the mirror [7].
Emission power per unit angle and the total radiation
power from the magnet are calculated by the following
expression [8],
 d 2 Pσ 
 2 
d Ω=
 d 2P 
 2π
d Ω

measurement in DR is possible down to 0.1nC bunch
which emits photons of the same level as that from 5nC
bunch of KEKB LER.

(a)

(b)
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(4)
where I is beam current, e is the electric charge, ε0 is the
vacuum dielectric constant, ρ is radius of the bending
magnet, and l is the orbital length. The result is shown in
Fig. 7(a) when we calculate with DR parameters. The total
power is 70.5W when the maximum current is injected to
DR. The power to the extraction mirror is 17.9W. We can
provide the mirror and mirror cooling system used in
KEKB. Figure 7 (b) shows the spectral angular density of
the flux in the DR SRM. It is 2.99E+5[photons/0.1%band
width/nC] for a wavelength 550nm used for the
measurement and the band width of 0.1% in DR. The
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Figure 6: (a) A pattern of the Fraunhofer diffraction
at the extraction mirror of the SR with λ = 200nm,
500nm and 900nm. (b) The convolution of the quantum
efficiency of the camera and the Fraunhofer diffraction
pattern of λ = 200nm - 900nm.
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(a)

be smaller than loss in MR. The read-out gain will be
adjusted based on simulation. The signal is sent to ADC
which is developed for the DR and MR LM and logged in
SuperKEKB logging system. Pin photo-diodes and optical
fibers are also installed to check the beam loss situation in
detail as backup.

(b)
Figure 8: Ion chamber for the beam loss monitor.

OTHER MONITORS
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Figure 7: σ component and π component of (a) the
emission power density and (b) spectral angular density
of flux [photons/s/rad2/0.1%band width/A] from the
bending magnet.

Bunch feedback system is installed to damp the residual
bunch oscillation at injection and extraction. The detector
uses 2GHz detection as same as that of MR. A digital filter
is the iGp with firmware matched with DR. Power amps
(250W x 4) are spares of KEKB.
A DCCT for beam current measurement is reuse of
KEKB with modification of the detection circuit.
A data logger is prepared for the temperature monitoring
of FB system and at SRM stations.
A bunch current monitor and a tune meter are in the
R&D stage.

BEAM LOSS MONITOR
The DR LM is not used for an interlock signal giving a
beam abort. It is used for commissioning, injection tuning
and monitoring in routine operation. The maximum beam
current is 70mA which corresponds to 8nCx4bunch
accumulation. As for the injection efficiency of DR, the
normal beam loss is estimated to be 2.5% near the injection
point and 2.7% in all other arc sections. Alternatively,
around 20% of loss is expected in a collimator part. It is
necessary to have enough sensitivity when loss more than
expected happens.
Ion chambers which are shown in Fig.8 are reused sensors
that are used for KEKB linac. It is a 9 m FC-20D co-axial
cable. The inner and outer conductors are separated by an
air gap. A positive potential of 200V is applied to the outer
conductor to collect the electrons. The positive ion is
collected to the inner collector with typical drift time of 1
ms. The IC will be mounted on the cable rack or magnet
in the DR and LTR/RTL tunnel. Read-out electronics
consist of an integrator and an amplifier. The amplifier
gain is selected to 1, 10 and 100. The IC is sensitive down
to the loss of around 0.1mA/s. DR beam loss is expected to
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SUMMARY
The preparation of the beam monitors of the
SuperKEKB DR is in progress for a start-up in 2015. The
installation schedule is very tight because the power supply
building is completed in 2014 spring.
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM FOR A PHOTO-NEUTRON SOURCE
DRIVEN BY 15MeV ELECTRON LINAC*
Y.B. Yan, Y.B. Leng#, L.Y. Yu, R.X. Yuan, J. Chen, W.M. Zhou, Z.C. Chen
SINAP, Shanghai, P.R. China
Abstract
A photo-neutron source driven by 15MeV electron
Linac is under construction at Shanghai Institute of
Applied Physics (SINAP, CAS). Several kinds of beam
monitors (BPM, Profile and ICT) have been installed. The
stripline beam position monitor with eight electrodes was
designed, also for energy spread measurement. Due to the
multi-bunch operation mode, the customed RF front end
was adopted, which down-convert the signal from
2856MHz to 500MHz and then bring it to Libera Single
Pass E. The beam profile monitor was based on the
integrated step-servo motor and GigE Vision camera. For
the beam charge measurement we used the ICT from
Bergoz and oscilloscope from Agilent. The details of the
beam diagnostics system for the 15MeV electron Linac
will be reported in this paper.

motor and GigE Vision camera. For the beam charge
measurement the integration current transformer (ICT)
from Bergoz was adopted.
Table 2: Beam Diagnostics Specification
System

Parameter

Value

Position

Resolution (um)

< 50

Repetition Frequency (Hz)

> 50

Resolution (um)

< 100

Profile

2

Charge

Measuring Range (mm )

30 × 30

Repeat Positioning Accuracy (mm)

< 0.1

Resolution (%)

<2

Beam Charge Range (nC)

10 ~ 2400

OVERVIEW

Table 1: Main Parameters of the Electron Linac
Parameter

Value

Energy (MeV)

15

Energy Spread (rms)

< 0.1%

Bunch Length of Macro Pulse (us)

~3

Average Current (mA)

~ 0.5

Beam Size (mm)

40 ~ 50 (Gauss)

The goal of the beam diagnostics system is to measure
various kinds of the beam parameters, such as position,
transverse profile, charge and energy spread/emittance. It
is used not only for the accelerator commissioning or
daily operation, but also for the further optimization of
machine status. The whole system should be of high
reliability and stability.
According to the physical design, the specification of
the various diagnostics systems is listed in Table 2. The
stripline beam position monitor with eight electrodes was
designed, also for energy spread measurement. The beam
profile monitor was based on the integrated step-servo

BEAM POSITION MEASUREMENT
The system can be divided into three parts, which are
the beam position monitor, the RF front end and the
signal processing electronics.

Beam Position Monitor
The stripline type monitor with eight electrodes was
designed and manufactured. It is used not only for beam
position, but also for energy spread measurement. The
structure of the monitor is shown in Fig. 1.

(a)

___________________________________________

* Work supported by Chinese Academy of Science and National
Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 11105211)
# lengyongbin@sinap.ac.cn
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(b)
Figure 1: The structure of eight-electrodes monitor.
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A photo-neutron source driven by 15MeV electron
Linac is under construction at Shanghai Institute of
Applied Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. It will be
used for the neutron-related scientific experiment. Table 1
shows the main parameters of the electron Linac.
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Due to the multi-bunch operation mode, the working
frequency is chosen to 2856MHz. For the 50mm section
(the diameter of vacuum pipes), the length, thickness and
angle of the electrodes are 26.2mm, 2mm and 20deg. The
signals are lead out through 50¡ load. All the parameters
have been simulated in Mafia.
Using the eight-electrodes monitor, more information
about the electron beam can be obtained, such as the
energy spread, the shape-factor of beam profile, etc. We
have carried out the principle analysis. The related
experiments will be performed soon.

RF Front End
The RF front-end electronics is used to down-convert
the signal from the eight-electrodes monitor. It consists of
band-pass filters (BPF), attenuators, mixers, low-noise
amplifiers (LNA), etc. The schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 2.

The signals from the RF front-end electronics are
processed in the signal processing chains, which are
composed of analog signal processing, digitalization on
fast ADCs and digital signal processing. Libera Single
Pass E can contain up to four beam position processor
modules. In our case, one unit chassis with four modules
installed corresponds to two BPM units.

BEAM PROFILE MEASUREMENT
The beam profile monitor is used to measure the beam
transverse parameter (shape, size or relative position).
The detector with multi-screens was adopt. Due to the
low energy electron beam, it is given priority to the Al2O3
fluorescent screen. The OTR (optical transition radiation)
screen is used as the auxiliary measurement method. The
calibration screen is used for calibrating the parameters of
optical component.
The assembled detector is shown in Fig. 4. It can be
divided into two parts, which are mechanical component
and optical component.

Motor
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Axis

Figure 2: The schematic diagram of RF front-end.
The central frequency of the first BPF is 2856MHz, the
passband is ~150MHz. For the second, they are 500MHz
and ~100MHz. The R&K MX360-0S is used for mixing
the local oscillator (LO) signal to 500MHz. The LO
signal is obtained from the accelerator microwave system.
One unit contains four channels, so two units are needed
for one eight-electrodes monitor.

Signal Processing Electronics
The new Libera Single Pass E [1] from Instrumentation
Technologies is used for the following-up beam signal
processing, as shown in Fig. 3. It features accurate
electron beam position measurements at various data rates
with low crosstalk between channels.

Optical
Component

Figure 4: The assembled beam profile monitor.

Mechanical Component
It consists of vacuum pipe, viewports, multi-screens
and step-servo motor. The axis of the screen can be
rotated fine. By the optical setup, we can calibrate the
angle between screen and beam accurately.
 The movement of multi-screens is controlled by a stepservo motor (MOONS SSM24Q-3RG) in the vertical
direction. It integrates with controller, driver, encoder and
I/O. The I/O can be used for the illumination control,
position or limit switches monitor. The serial server
(MOXA DA662) is adopt to communicate with the motor
via RS-485 protocol.

Optical Component
Figure 3: Libera Single Pass E.
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It consists of reflector, lenses and CCD camera. All the
components are mounted on the rails in shield box. The
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light of beam can be extracted from both sides of the
detector. In order to reduce the radiation damage, the
CCD camera is located below the beam plane.
The Basler SCA1000-30 is chosen, which is Gigabit
Ethernet (GigE) progressive scan CCD camera. The
pixels are 1034×779, the pixel depth is 12bits. The GigE
interface allows for very fast frame rates and long cable
lengths. The resolution of the imaging system is 30um,
which meet the specification.

MOPC06

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The data acquisition system is based on EPICS. All
IOCs were developed under Linux operating system for
high reliability and stability. The systems architect is
shown in Fig. 7.

Interlock
Since the accelerator work at high repetition frequency
(333Hz), the average power can reach 7.5kW. In order to
prevent damage to the beam profile monitor, the interlock
mechanism has been introduced. The interlock logic is
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: The logic of beam profile interlock.
For the electron gun, it can only be triggered under the
conditions of less than 2Hz repetition rate if the screen is
inserted. For the beam profile monitor, the screen can
only be inserted if the repetition frequency is less than
2Hz.

BEAM CHARGE MEASUREMENT
The integration current transformer (ICT) from Bergoz
is employed to measure the beam charge, as shown in
Fig. 6. The output signal is connected directly to the
oscilloscope, which is purchased from Agilent. The
integration function is used to calculate the charge.
Besides, the BPM sum signal can also be used for charge
measurement after calibration.

The BPM IOC is an asyn supported port driver that
provides access to the Libera BASE framework which is
found in I-Tech Platform B instruments. For the energy
spread calculation, soft IOC [2] is introduced, which an
ideal solution for high level applications.
The step-servo motor IOC is running on the DA662
embedded Linux, which is base on the streamDevice
module. The areaDetector is used for beam image
acquisition and processing. It acquires the image data
from CCD camera via network switch and process on a
rack server (IBM System x3550 M3). The plugin
architecture of areaDetector is very powerful, complex
processing can be easily implemented.

CONCLUSION
Unfortunately the project schedule has been delayed
due to some subsystems. The data of beam can not be
shown according to the original plan.
Up until now, all the monitors and electronics have
been installed on the site. Some testing has been carried in
the laboratory. The system will be commissioning the end
of this year.
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Figure 6: The integration current transformer and
customized vacuum component.
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Figure 7: The data acquisition system.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR A NEW BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR
MEDICAL ELECTRON ACCELERATORS
I.D. Vlad, M. Hänel, Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Rudolstadt, Germany
Abstract
A new beam diagnostics system is under construction
at the Siemens AG Healthcare Sector facility in Rudolstadt, Germany. The project goal is to develop, commission and operate a beam diagnostics system to characterize
the compact medical linear electron accelerators and help
improve the quality of their output beam. A brief system
description together with the main electron beam parameters is given. The diagnostics will allow the characterization of the compact linear accelerators by measuring beam
intensity/charge using a toroid, transverse beam profile using scintillating screens and transverse beam emittance by
means of the quadrupole scan method. In the longitudinal plane the energy and energy spread will be determined
using a spectrometer magnet.
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INTRODUCTION
Built at the Siemens Healthcare Sector facility in Rudolstadt, Germany, the compact S-Band (2998 MHz) linear
electron accelerators are employed in the medicine field of
radiotherapy in the energy range 5-21 MeV. Lately, with
some redesign work done on them, the compact accelerators are also employed in the field of industrial nondestructive testing (NDT) [1] in the lower region of their
energy range. Different performance requirements call for
a diagnostics setup to characterize the linear accelerators
from an engineering perspective and help meet the overall
accelerator design goals. The main operating parameters
of the linear electron accelerators to be characterized are
listed in Table 1. The whole diagnostics system comprises
Table 1: Main Specifications of the Siemens S-Band Compact Linear Electron Accelerators [1]
Parameter
Output Electron
Output Current
Operating Frequency
RF-pulse length
RF-repetition rate

6 MeV

21 MeV

6 MeV
max. 85 mA
2998 MHz
4.2 µs
up to 300 Hz

5-21 MeV
max. 120 mA
2998 MHz
4.2 µs
up to 220 Hz

for effects like beam loading, or thermal drift thus ensuring that the rf power source and linear accelerator operate
at resonance during beam-on time. The linear accelerator
structure is of side-coupled type and employs a thermionic
triode gun as electron source.

BEAMLINE OVERVIEW
A simplified schematic overview of the beam diagnostics
beamline is presented in Fig. 1. The main components of
the diagnostics beamline are as follows:
• One non-intercepting transformer for current measurement at the output of the linear accelerator.
• Three transverse beam profile measurement stations,
each one accommodating screen holders for YAG:Ce
scintillating crystals and optical transition radition
(OTR) screens.
• Three stepper-motor driven linear stages for screen
holder movements.
• Three optical transmission beamlines, each with a
macro-zoom lens and CCD-camera at its end.
• One steering magnet with orbit control provision for
both transverse axes.
• Two quadrupole magnets for transverse emittance
measurements and also to increase the resolution of
the energy measurements.
• One 60 degree spectrometer magnet for energy and
energy spread measurements.
• One dry scroll, one turbomolecular and three ion getter pumps to evacuate the beamline.
• One vacuum gauge for UHV monitoring.

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
The beam diagnostics was designed and awaits to be
commissioned for the characterization of linear electron accelerators. Its modular and upgradable design includes provision for the measurement of beam intensity, transverse
beam profile using YAG:Ce scintillating screens and OTR,
transverse beam emittance and energy as well as energy
spread.

Beam Intensity
3 main components: a high power rf supply unit together
with its control console, the beam diagnostics line and a
control cabinet connected to the various diagnostics and to
a PC for control, data acquisition and processing. The high
power rf supply unit encloses a high power modulator used
to drive a tunable rf power source. This provides through
a pressurized waveguide the required megawatt pulsed rfpower to the linear accelerator in order to accelerate electrons. An automatic frequency control loop compensates

60

A non-intercepting and commercially available fast current transformer (FCT) [2] is foreseen for beam charge and
current measurements. The FCT is mounted in-air over
the beamline right at the output of the linear accelerator to
characterize its transmission efficiency (output to injected
current ratio) at various operating regimes. The FCT is enclosed by a metal shielding box. A ceramic gap brazed into
the beamline is employed to interrupt its electrical conductivity. The FCT will cover the whole beam current range
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the modular diagnostics beamline, including (1) the electron gun with the accelerating
structure, (2) a gate valve, (3) FCT, (4) steering magnet, (5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) transverse beam profile measurement
stations with screen holders on linear stages together with ion getter pumps, (7, 8) quadrupole magnets, (9) turbomolecular
pump with vacuum gauge and gate valve, (10) spectrometer magnet, (13, 16) beam dumps.

~20 ps

Macropulse
(Bunch train)

10 – 40 ms

333 ps

Bunch

...

~ 12.600 Bunches / Macropulse

Figure 2: Microbunch and macrobunch time structure of rf
pulses of a S-Band linear accelerator structure [3].

listed in Table 1 and will be connected to a fast oscilloscope
for direct signal readout. A low-noise coaxial amplifier will
be inserted between the FCT and the oscilloscope for low
current (< 1 mA) measurements to push the signal above
the oscilloscope’s noise floor.
The time resolved structure of the electron bunches is depicted in Fig. 2. The whole macrobunch pulse duration is
∼4.2 µs and consists of ∼20-30 ps [3] long microbunches.
The pulse repetition rate of the macrobunches may be up
to 300 pps. The fine microbunch structure of the electron
beam won’t be resolved by the bandwidth limited (2 GHz)
FCT, but its fast rise time will allow rendering of the macrobunch waveform. At the current stage intercepting current measurement methods like Faraday cups aren’t implemented, but may be added in the future.
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Transverse Beam Size / Profile
Three optical diagnostic stations for transverse profile
measurements are positioned along the diagnostics beamline. Two in the straight section, one directly at the accelerator output and the second downstream of two quadrupoles
and dipole magnets for emittance measurements. The third
optical diagnostic station is mounted in the dispersive section after the dipole magnet for energy and energy spread
measurements. Each optical diagnostic station consists of
a YAG:Ce scintillating crystal [4] and an OTR [5] screen
mounted on a stepper-motor driven linear stage, an optical
beamline and a 12-bit digital CCD camera. As scintillating materials are sensitive to the time structure of the electron macropulse [6], YAG:Ce was considered to be the best
compromise in terms of emission wavelength, photon yield
and decay time. Other scintillators like CsI:Ti or GOS:Tb
have very long decay times and would saturate under the
operating conditions presented in Fig. 2. On the other hand,
OTR is an electromagnetic process being insensitive to the
time structure of the electron macropulse. AVT Prosilica
CCD cameras (1/2”) with a resolution of 782x582 pixels
and a pixel size of 8.3x8.3 µm are able to acquire images
at a maximum frame rate of 64 fps, transmitting the images over Gigabit Ethernet lines. The photons emitted at
the screens are collected and imaged via a 0.5 m long optical line to the cameras. A macro-zoom lens is mounted in
front of every camera allowing a magnification range from
0.066x to 1.0x. A neutral density filter may also be inserted into the optical beamline, if necessary. The cameras
are mounted sideways in a 90 degree angle to the beamline
and are surrounded by lead blocks to reduce the radiation
dose seen by the electronics and minimize parasitic effects
due to scattered x-rays to image processing. The emission
wavelength of the YAG:Ce scintillating crystals reaches a
peak at 550 nm, being matched to the range where the em-
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~4.2 µs
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ployed CCD cameras are most sensitive.
Image acquisition and processing is implemented in LabVIEW. Background images (only with dark current) will be
acquired followed by beam profiles. The background images will be averaged and then substracted from the images
with beam profiles. The resulting denoised images will be
further filtered using a combination of median filters. Finally, rms parameter extraction and fitting are foreseen.

station. The energy distribution is reconstructed from the
imaged electron distribution at the screen station as a function of the spectrometer current and position on the screen
where the electrons impinge upon. The resolution of the
energy spread measurements can be improved by using a
focusing quadrupole (in the dispersion plane) placed upstream of the spectrometer magnet.

Transverse Beam Emittance

A control PC running LabVIEW handles the communication with the control cabinet, acquires images from the
CCD cameras and performs off-line image analysis and
machine parameter extraction. The PC contains a network
card with four dedicated Gigabit-Ethernet transceivers and
communicates with the CCD cameras via GigE-protocol.
The CCD cameras are triggered externally with TTLcompatible signals via dedicated lines to ensure real-time
synchronization with the control unit. Communication
with the control cabinet and monitoring is handled over a
100 Mbit Ethernet line. The control PC allows the operator
to conduct fully automated beam size, transverse emittance
and energy spread measurements.

Analytical calculations and simulations with Particle-InCell tracking codes for different injection currents and energy schemes were performed. The laminarity parameter
R0 described by Eq. 1 quantifies the degree of space charge
effects versus emittance pressure [7] in the particle distribution and is ≪ 1 over the whole operating range in Table 1
Iσ02
< 5.409 · 10−3 ≪ 1
2I0 γǫ2n

R0 =

(1)

where I is the beam current, I0 is the Alfven current, γ
is the relativistic Lorentz factor, σ0 is the rms beam size
and ǫn is the normalised transverse emittance. Simulation
results of the rms transverse beam size σx (x-axis) along the
drift space between the quadrupole magnet and the imaging
screen downstream was negligible, see Fig. 3. Thus the
quadrupole scan method [8] can be employed for transverse
emittance measurements.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIRIUS RF BPM ELECTRONICS
D. O. Tavares#, R. A. Baron, F. H. Cardoso, S. R. Marques, J. L. B. Neto, L. M. Russo, LNLS,
Campinas, SP, Brazil
A. P. Byszuk, G. Kasprowicz, A. J. Wojeński, Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland
A Beam Position Monitor (BPM) system is being
developed for the new low emmitance 3 GeV Brazilian
synchrotron light source, Sirius. The Sirius BPM
electronics is a modular system based on a PICMG
MicroTCA.4 platform using ADC mezzanine cards in
ANSI/VITA 57.1 FMC form factor and standalone RF
front-end boards. It has been designed under the CERN
Open Hardware License (OHL) by the Brazilian
Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) in collaboration
with the Warsaw University of Technology (WUT). This
paper presents the overall architecture of the Sirius BPM
electronics system and performance evaluation of its first
prototype, comprehending beam current, filling pattern
and temperature dependences, and position measurement
resolution as a function of the beam current.

INTRODUCTION
Sirius is a new 3 GeV synchrotron light source under
construction in Brazil [1], targeting a 0.28 nm.rad natural
emittance. The commissioning of the storage ring should
start in the first quarter of 2016.
In total there will be more than 320 RF BPM pick-ups
on Sirius, from which 240 are button BPMs distributed
along 518 meters of the storage ring circumference (12
per super period), 50 BPMs on the booster and more than
30 BPMs on the LINAC and transfer lines.
The development of an RF BPM electronics for Sirius
[2] started in the second semester of 2010, following two
main directives: i) design a modular and reconfigurable
system (hardware and software) to be used in accelerator
applications other than BPMs; ii) adopt a collaborative
approach for the development in order to strengthen its
performance
and
usability
on
the
scientific
instrumentation community.

1 hour position stability (RMS)

< 0.14 m

1 week stability (RMS)

< 5 m

Beam current dependence (w/o top-up)

< 1 m

Beam current dependence (w/ top-up)

< 0.14 m

Filling pattern dependence

< 5 m

First-turn resolution (RMS)

< 0.5 mm

Horizontal/Vertical plane coupling

< 1%

BPM Pick-up and RF Signal
The Sirius storage ring’s RF BPM pick-ups are of
button type, with 45° rotated horizontal and vertical axis
in a circular vacuum chamber with 12 mm radius,
resulting in a geometry factor of 8.5 mm for both planes
[3]. The characteristics of the pulsed RF signal are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Beam Signal Characteristics
Parameter

Value

RF accelerating frequency

500 MHz

Revolution frequency (harmonic number = 864)

578.7 kHz

Bunch length

8.8 ps

Amplitude fluctuation due to top-up

~ 1%

The RF signals exiting the pick-ups are brought to the
BPM electronics by 25 meters of LMR195 coaxial cables,
resulting in a significant attenuation of high harmonics of
the pulsed RF signals. Figure 1 shows the time- and
frequency-domain simulations of the beam signal
considering a 6 mm diameter button.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The Sirius BPM system short-term and long-term
requirements are summarized in Table 1. They consider a
minimum vertical beam size of 1.4 m at the center of the
longer straight section of the storage ring.
Table 1: General Requirements for Sirius’s Storage Ring
Electron Beam Stability
Parameter

Value

Resolution (RMS) @ 0.1 to 1000 Hz

< 0.14 m

Resolution (RMS) @ turn-by-turn full
bandwidth

< 3 m

____________________________________________

#daniel.tavares@lnls.br
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1: Simulation of the RF voltage signal at button
pick-ups and after LMR195 cables of a 500 mA multibunch beam with ideal 100% filling: (a) Time-domain;
(b) Frequency-domain (RF frequency harmonics).
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The simulation shows that for a 500 mA multi-bunch
beam there is -17 dBm of 500 MHz signal available to be
processed by the BPM electronics. For lower beam
currents, factors of -2 dB (400 mA), -4.5 (300 mA) dB, -8
dB (200 mA), -14 dB (100 mA) and -28 dB (20 mA) must
be applied to scale the frequency-domain simulation to
the correct signal levels.
An RF Front-End (RFFE) [4] has been designed to
filter out all RF harmonics other than the 500 MHz
component with more than 80 dB attenuation at stopband
and 45 MHz passband. It provides up to ~48 dB of gain.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
Copyright ○

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The Sirius RF BPM electronics uses the so-called
under-sampling technique to bring the first harmonic of
the beam RF signal at 500 MHz to an intermediate
frequency (IF) and digital down-conversion plus
decimation to provide beam position measurements in
baseband at different and configurable data
rates/bandwidths (e.g. turn-by-turn, orbit feedback and
slow monitoring rate).
The system is built in a modular fashion, based on
proven industrial standards. In that sense, the Sirius RFFE
is a standalone analog electronics controlled by Ethernet
and additional synchronization input. The ADC
electronics is a 4-channel 16-bit mezzanine card in FMC
form factor providing sampling rates above 100 MS/s and
flexible clocking resources [5]. The digital signal
processing electronics are FPGA boards in double-width
AMC cards featuring large SDRAM memory (512 MB or
2 GB), 2 FMC mezzanine slots for hosting up to two
BPMs and provision to communicate with up to 8
instruments (e.g. orbit corrector power supplies, X-ray
BPMs, insertion device encoders) via multigigabit links
(SFP+ interface) in a MicroTCA Rear Transition Module
(RTM) [5]. The FPGA boards are used in MicroTCA.4
crates providing common infrastructure for power,
cooling, reference clock distribution, shared trigger lines,
PCI Express x4 connectivity to a crate CPU module and 1
Gigabit Ethernet or point-to-point connectivity from all
FPGA boards to the fast orbit feedback (FOFB) and
general accelerator’s distributed control system networks.
The FPGA board is made completely generic to allow
its use in several accelerator applications. It can be used
integrated in a MicroTCA system or as standalone board.
It has full hardware support for the White Rabbit timing
system.

WORK IN PROGRESS
The BPM electronics development work is in its first
prototyping phase. The first version of all main boards
(RFFE, ADC and FPGA) were already produced and
delivered to LNLS.
The RFFE has been designed by LNLS. It features
diagonal antenna signals swapping and board temperature
digital control to assure adequate long-term stability.
The ADC board has been designed in two variants
(LTC2208 and ISLA216P25 ADC ICs) in a collaboration
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between LNLS and the Warsaw University of Technology
(WUT).
The FPGA board was specified by LNLS and designed
by WUT. First versions of FPGA firmware for basic
digital signal processing (digital down-conversion,
filtering and decimation, channels switching) and ADC
board control and monitoring were developed for
allowing the first tests.
The RFFE control board is currently implemented
using an “mbed LPC1768” development board plus
dedicated discrete logic for implementing the precise
triggering of the RF channels switching scheme. It is used
for general command and monitoring of the RFFE
controllable devices. Both EPICS and Labview TCP/IP
high-level interfaces have been implemented, following
the control protocol currently under design for the Sirius
Control System [6]. Digital control of board’s
temperature was also implemented in Labview and tested
successfully [4].

LABORATORY TESTS
For the first performance evaluation of the Sirius BPM
electronics, the experimental setup described in Fig. 2 has
been set.

Figure 2: Experimental setup for the Sirius BPM
electronics prototype evaluation.
Development kits were used for the RFFE control
(“mbed LPC1768”) and FPGA processing board (Xilinx
ML605 kit). The RFFE and ADC boards (130 MS/s
version) are the first version prototypes. All the signal
generators are synchronized with a common 10 MHz
source. The Sirius BPM electronics was placed inside a
temperature controlled climatic chamber.
Libera Brilliance+ is used as benchmark for resolution
experiments. Libera RF&Clock generator is used for
generating the gated signal for the Filling Pattern
Depedence (FPD) tests. The Libera unit was placed
outside the climatic chamber.
During all the tests a geometry factor of 10 mm has
been used in both planes in order to allow easy
comparison among other electronics. The RF signal
frequency was 476 MHz (LNLS UVX’s frequency)
instead of 500 MHz (Sirius’s frequency) to allow
BPMs and Beam Stability
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comparison with tests with beam at LNLS existing
storage ring, therefore the RFFE electronics uses a
slightly modified design with bandpass filters centered at
476 MHz. For the Sirius BPM, the ADC clock is fed
directly from an RF generator; for Libera, the same
generator was used to generate the revolution frequency
reference clock.

MOPC09

summarized in Fig. 4. During the test the diagonal
channels (A-C, B-D) were swapped at ~13 kHz, with
manual amplitude gain unbalance compensation at the
beginning of the test.

Resolution vs. Input Power
In order to evaluate the measurement resolution as a
function of the beam current, a power sweep of the RF
signal (single tone) was done for different configurations
of gain using two attenuators of the RFFE processing
chain. 65536 points were collected in each run, at the
FOFB data rate (100 kS/s for Sirius BPM and 10 kS/s for
Libera). The tests were performed with the switching
scheme turned off in both electronics for easiness of
comparison, since at date the switching scheme is not
implemented for the Sirius BPM at the FOFB data rate.
The results are shown in Fig. 3, where a measurement
bandwidth with an upper bound (2 kHz) higher than the
specification (1 kHz) is considered.

Figure 4: Short-range beam current dependence for
centered beam in different beam current scenarios.
The results show that within the 1% range of top-up
variation, beam current values greater than 300 mA allow
reaching the specification of 140 nm of BCD, while 100
and 200 mA beam currents may lead to regions where the
specifications are met and others where it is missed for up
to a factor of 2.

Figure 3: RMS resolution (6 Hz to 2 kHz bandwidth) vs.
input power.
It can be noted that for the Sirius BPM RFFE gains of 8
and 18 dB the position resolution for higher power inputs
(above -30 dBm) cannot reach values lower than
~230 nm, while Libera Brilliance+’s lower limit for very
similar test conditions is below 100 nm.
When some specific configurations of attenuators on
the RFFE are done by increasing the overall attenuation,
the signal level at the ADC inputs is decreased without
great impact to the overall noise figure. For instance, the
best result (160 nm) was obtained for power levels higher
than -20 dBm, equivalent to a 350 mA beam current.
For very low input powers (below -50 dBm, or 10 mA
beam current), it is possible to set no attenuation on the
RFFE to improve the resolution.

Short-range Beam Current Dependence
In order to evaluate the beam current dependence
(BCD) during top-up operation, a short-range power
sweep (± 0.1 dB) was done in the RF signal simulating
the beam current variation (centered beam). Each data
value is taken from the mean value of 10 seconds of
stable 10 Hz beam position data. The results are
BPMs and Beam Stability

The filling pattern dependence test was performed in a
similar condition as the BPD tests. The same data rate (10
Hz) and sample window at each point (10 s) were used, as
well as the use of RF channels switching and its initial
calibration. The test was done simulating a 100 mA beam
current and 20-100% filling pattern sweep. Figure 5
shows the result.

Figure 5: Filling pattern dependence for a 100 mA
centered beam.
The results show that a FPD of 5 m is a very relaxed
requirement that can be already met with the current
version of the electronics prototype.

Temperature Dependence
Figure 6 shows a long-term test performed during
nearly 2 days of temperature set-point sweeping (from
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25°C to 33 °C) inside the climatic chamber. The input
power was set compatible with a 500 mA beam current.
During the test the RF channel switching was turned on
and amplitude compensation was done manually at the
beginning of the test. The RFFE temperature control was
turned off during the entire test.

Figure 6: Temperature dependence for a 500 mA centered
beam (10 Hz data rate).
The temperature dependence was kept below 140 nm
for the long term run under a temperature variation (8 °C)
much larger than expected for the real setup at Sirius
(< 1 °C). The requirement of long-term stability and
temperature dependence is not a limiting factor of
performance for the BPM electronics under consideration.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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COLLABORATION
The Sirius BPM electronics project unfolds in an open
collaborative manner. LNLS’s strategy to develop the
project with a reduced manpower was to interact with
similar institutes worldwide and ask for input from key
similar BPM and data acquisition developers about the
general architecture of the system. Several technical visits
and discussions by the BPM project’s mailing list have
lead to improvements on the final system specification,
remarkably the modular approach inspired on the Paul
Scherrer Institut’s (PSI) digital BPM design for SLS [7]
and the adoption of proven and largely supported
industrial standards on most of the Sirius BPM
subsystems. The project follows an entirely open-source
approach, with all related designs made publicly available
at the CERN Open Hardware Repository [8]. It aims at
evolving the final product towards the state-of-the-art
with easy integration with other accelerator systems,
avoiding duplication of efforts and vendor lock-in.
The WUT contributes with projects of hardware, FPGA
firmware and low-level software and has found interest
on parts of the system from GSI’s Cryring and CBM
experiments and CERN’s NA61 experiment and CMS.

CONCLUSION
The first bench tests results show that the BCD, FPD
and long-term stability figures of the Sirius BPM
electronics for centered beams are partially or entirely in
accordance with the specifications. However major
improvements in the resolution for high input powers
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must be done by exploring the several possibilities of
attenuation in the RFFE and clocking schemes on the
ADC board. Systematic studies must also be carried out
for off-centered beams.
The development of the second version of all hardware
is underway. Small impedance matching issues were
found on the ADC boards and will be investigated. The
RFFE can still be improved by simplifying the calibration
schemes, removing the power supply from the board and
simplifying the onboard temperature control.
Several FPGA firmware and software functionalities
are still to be implemented, for example the final port of
the digital signal processing chain to the AMC FPGA
board, amplitude and phase compensation of antenna
signals as well as the de-spike mechanism for switching
operation mode, automatic gain control, distribution of
the revolution frequency clock, triggered acquisition
support, integration with the distributed control system
and implementation of mis-steered beam interlock
mechanism.
LNLS is in the process of ordering a 12-BPM prototype
rack with complete infrastructure, with delivery expected
to December 2013. Entirely automated test suits will be
developed to allow systematic evaluation of a large
number of electronics.
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OPTIMIZATION OF NSLS-II BLADE X-RAY BEAM POSITION
MONITORS: FROM PHOTOEMISSION TYPE TO DIAMOND DETECTOR*
P. Ilinski#, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton NY, USA
Abstract
Optimization of blade type X-ray Beam Position
Monitors (XBPM) was performed for NSLS-II undulator
IVU20. Blade material, configuration and operation
principle was analyzed to improve XBPM performance.
Optimization is based on calculation of the XBPM signal
spatial distribution. Along with standard photoemission
blade XBPM, a Diamond Detector Blade (DDB) XBPM
was analyzed. Analyses revealed, that Diamond Detector
Blade XBPM would allow overcoming drawbacks of the
photoemission type XBPMs.

INTRODUCTION

The power density distribution specifies the high heat
load conditions of the XBPM blades and defines how far
away the blades should be placed from the axis of
radiation, in order to withstand the heat load and to be
mechanically stable since blade deformation can be
interpreted as the undulator beam motion.
Another important characteristic for XBPM operation is
the spectral flux angular dependence of the undulator
radiation. The flux spectral density of IVU20 at various
transverse locations from the axis of undulator radiation at
10m is presented in Fig. 2, it shows contribution of hard
x-rays from high undulator harmonics at large off-axis
angles.

UNDULATOR RADIATION SOURCE
Optimization of the XBPM was performed for the
NSLS-II undulator IVU20. The power density spatial
distribution at the minimum undulator gap, corresponding
to K=1.8, and at 500 mA storage ring current is shown at
Fig. 1.

Figure 2: Flux Spectral Density angular dependance,
IVU20, K=1.8, 10m at various transverse locations from
the axis of radiation (x[mm], y[mm]).

PHOTOEMISSION BLADE XBPM

Figure 1: Power Density spatial distribution of undulator
radiation [W/mm2], IVU20, K=1.8, 10m.
_____________________________________________

*Work supported by DOE contract DE-AC02-98CH10886
# pilinski@bnl.gov
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Operation of the photoemission XBPM is based on
photoemission of electrons from a blade caused by x-rays.
Tungsten is often used as a blade material for undulator
XBPMs due to its mechanical properties. The resulting
signal for photoemission XBPM is convolution of the
undulator spectral density and the total electron yield of
the blade material. The convolution for a portion of the
undulator spectra will reveal signal distribution for
particular undulator harmonic. The signal spatial
distributions of tungsten blade are shown at Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 for the first and second undulator harmonics,
respectively, for the IVU20, K=1.8, at 10m. The signal
generated by second undulator harmonic is more intense
and is localized closer to the axis of undulator radiation
compare to the signal generated by the first undulator
harmonic. The signal spatial distribution of tungsten blade
which includes all undulator harmonics is presented at
Fig. 5.
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Photoemission blade XBPMs [1] are standard “white”
beam XBPMs for most synchrotron radiation facilities.
The photoemission XBPMs are non-invasive and can
provide high spatial resolution, but they are vulnerable to
the background radiation from dipoles and focusing optics
due to their hypersensitivity to the lower energy photons.
Performance of the photoemission type XBPM was
analyzed to optimize geometry and configuration of
photoemission blades. Optimization is based on
calculations of the XBPM signal spatial distribution. An
alternative type of a Diamond Detector Blade XBPM [2]
was analyzed and compared to the photoemission XBPM.

MOPC10
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The signal level for various blade positions from Fig. 5
is reaching few hundreds of micro-amperes for 200-µmthick tungsten blade at 10m distance for IVU20 at 500
mA current and K=1.8, reducing to tens of micro-amperes
for K=0.5. The signal level will increase when blades are
extended towards the axis of radiation, which however is
limited due to the high heat load conditions.
5

500

sensitivity of the photoemission XBPM cannot be
improved substantially by optimizing configuration of the
blade which satisfies the high heat load conditions.
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Figure 5: XBPM signal spatial distribution for tungsten
blade [µA/mm2], all undulator harmonics, IVU20, K=1.8,
10m.

Figure 3: XBPM signal spatial distribution for tungsten
blade [µA/mm2], first undulator harmonic, IVU20, K=1.8,
10m.
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5

Figure 6: The calibration curves (S1-S2)/(S1+S2) of the
tungsten blade XBPM for various blade configurations.
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Figure 4: XBPM signal spatial distribution for tungsten
blade [µA/mm2], second undulator harmonic, IVU20,
K=1.8, 10m.
Calibration curves, calculated as (S1-S2)/(S1+S2),
where S1 and S2 are signals from the opposite blades for
IVU20, K=1.8, 10m, are presented at Fig. 6 for different
configurations of blades specified in Fig. 5. The
sensitivity of the photoemission XBPM is characterized
by the slope of the calibration curve. As can be seen, the
calibration curves do not differ significantly when beam
deviation is smaller then 0.5mm and therefore the
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Hypersensitivity to the lower energy photons and high
dependence on the condition of the photoemission surface
of the blade are major deficiencies of the photoemission
type XBPM. Those deficiencies can be overcome by
changing the photoemission blade to the Diamond
Detector Blade. The DDB XBPM was introduced by H.
Aoyagi [2], the layout of the DDB is shown at Fig. 7. The
DDB is positioned along the radiation axis similar to the
photoemission blade. Charge carriers, generated by
photon absorbed in the diamond detector, drift to opposite
side electrodes when bias voltage is applied. The signal
generated in the diamond detector is proportional to the
number and energy of absorbed photons through the
conversion factor of ~13eV/e-h [3]. This proportionality

BPMs and Beam Stability
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provides an intrinsic discrimination for the lower energy
photons. Further discrimination can be achieved by not
collecting charge carriers generated by low energy
photons at the front of the DDB by offsetting the
electrodes from the front edge of the DDB, Fig. 7. This is
similar to an introduction of an x-ray filter in front of the
DDB.

Soft x-rays
absorption

X-ray photon to
electron
conversion
1e/13eV

MOPC10

filter is introduced in front of the DDB, the off-axis signal
is attributed to the high undulator harmonics above 4 keV,
as can be seen at Fig. 2. The signal spatial distribution
becomes narrower, Fig. 9, the signal level drops to
hundreds of micro-amperes. The calibration curves of the
DDB XBPM with 1-mm-thick diamond x-ray filter in
front of the DDB and without it are presented at Fig. 10
for various blade configurations. The sensitivity of the
DDB XBPM without x-ray filter is two times higher
compare to the tungsten blade XBPM form Fig. 6. The
sensitivity of the DDB XBPM with x-ray filter depends
on the blade position and is 6-8 times higher compare to
the tungsten blade XBPM.

Incident X-ray Beam

DDB - Diamond Detector Blade

Metal contact

The integrated spectral flux of undulator radiation from
IVU20 at K=1.8 is shown at Fig. 8 along with the
integrated spectral flux transmitted through 1-mm-thick
and 16-mm-thick diamond filters. As can be seen, photons
with energies below 4 keV will be fully absorbed in the 1mm-thick diamond filter. Therefore, it will make possible
to discriminate the lower energy photons and to control
the DDB signal level by varying the thickness of the
effective x-ray filter in front of the DDB. Further
optimization of the side electrodes geometry can also
allow control of important DDB characteristics such as
capacitance.

Figure 9: XBPM signal spatial distribution for Diamond
Detector Blade [mA/mm2], IVU20, K=1.8, 10m, 1-mmthick diamond x-ray filter.

Figure 8: Integrated Spectral Flux of undulator radiation,
IVU20, K=1.8 and incident undulator radiation
transmitted through 1-mm-thick and 16-mm-thick
diamond filters.

Figure 10: Calibration curves of the DDB XBPM for
various blade configurations without and with 1-mm-thick
diamond x-ray filter.

Because of ~13eV/e-h proportionality, the spatial
distribution of the DDB XBPM signal reflects the spatial
distribution of the incident radiation power density show
at Fig.1. The DDB signal is reaching level of few
hundreds of milli-amperes for IVU20, K=1.8, at 500 mA
storage ring current. When a 1-mm-thick diamond x-ray

Analysis of the signal spatial distribution of the
photoemission XBPM revealed that major contribution to
the signal can be due to higher undulator harmonics. In
particular case of the NSLS-II IVU20 at K=1.8 it is the
second undulator harmonic, which mostly defines the
signal level and the signal spatial distribution. The signal

BPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 7: Layout of the diamond detector blade of the
DDB XBPM.
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level and the XBPM sensitivity can be increased by
extending the blades towards the axis of radiation, which
however is limited due to the high heat load conditions for
blades. The photoemission XBPM sensitivity does not
depend much on the configuration of the blades satisfying
the high heat load conditions.
A novel type of the Diamond Detector Blade XBPM
was analyzed as noninvasive “white” beam XBPM and
compared to the photoemission XBPM. The choice of the
Diamond Detector Blade instead of the photoemission
blade as the source of the XBPM signal allows
discrimination of the lower energy photons, which may
have background origin. The discrimination is achieved
due to proportionality of the DDB signal to the energy of
absorbed x-ray photon and also by possible x-ray filtering
through modification of the DDB side electrodes.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION FOR
THE LIPAc/IFMIF BEAM POSITION MONITORS*
A. Guirao#, D. Jimenez-Rey, L. M. Martinez, J. Molla, I. Podadera, CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
Abstract
Among all the LIPAc/IFMIF accelerator diagnostics
instrumentation, the Beam Position Monitors (BPM’s) are
a cornerstone for its operation. A new approach for the
LIPAc/IFMIF beam position monitors acquisition
electronics is proposed for the twenty BPM stations
distributed along the accelerator. The new system under
development is a fully digital instrumentation which
incorporates automatic calibration of the monitors' signals
and allows monitoring of both fundamental and second
signal harmonics. The current state of the development
and first experimental results of the system on the test
bench will be presented.

RadioFrequency (LLRF) system developed at CIEMAT
[2] for IFMIF/LIPAc.
The BPM system is to be integrated into the EPICS
control system of the accelerator facility via Ethernet and
the EPICS Channel Access, and the position and phase
information is sent to the CCS updated at a rate of 2 Hz
approximately. Likewise, it is required to make a database
system based on EPICS Channel Access in order to save
the most recent position and phase information at a rate of
0.5 Hz [3].

General Layout
The full system comprises of two cPCI racks hosting,
as depicted in figure 1:

INTRODUCTION

BPM STATION ELECTRONICS
The electronic system design for the BPM’s is based on
CompactPCI. This architecture was selected because the
same digitizers are also the key to the Low-Level
___________________________________________
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CPU (EPICS)
ADC board
ADC board
Standard
Digital BPM
system

Clock board
Clock board
ADC 100MHz LO IF175MHz LO IF350MHz

IFMIF 175MHz
REFERENCE

Front-End board
Front-End board
BPM’s signals
RF Switch board
RF Switch board

RF Signal Generator

Calibration
system

Ethernet
control

Figure 1: General layout of the BPM electronics.
 A Central Processing Unit (CPU) running Red Hat
Linux 5.3 Operating System (OS) with kernel 2.6
and integrated into the IFMIF control system via
EPICS.
 Several RF Digitizers, in particular the VHS-ADC
CompactPCI (cPCI) board from Nutaq (formerly
Lyrtech) [4], equipped with 16 ADC channels of 14b
with a sampling rate of 100 MHz and an on-board
virtex-4SX Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
 The Analog Front-End boards, custom designed,
performing basic filtering and a direct conversion to
a low-frequency intermediate frequency (IF) stage, in
the analog domain. This board can also reroute RF
signals for self-diagnostics.
 Two Clock distribution boards, the ADAC-SYNC
cPCI also from Nutaq [4], for distributing the
sampling ADC master clock to all the digitizers and
the different local oscillator (LO) frequencies for
down-conversion to the Front-End cards.
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The International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility
(IFMIF), within the framework of the Engineering
Validation and Engineering Design Activities (EVEDA),
prepares the design and construction of the Linear
Prototype Accelerator (LIPAc) to be commissioned in
Rokkasho, Japan, along the year 2014.
An important diagnostic for the machine operation is
provided by the BPM system, for both beam
commissioning and accelerator tuning and operation. It
provides to the Central Control System (CCS) the
variation of the beam centroid in the transverse plane
(position) and the longitudinal plane (phase).
The BPM’s are to be distributed along the transport
lines –Medium Energy Beam Transport line (MEBT)- and
High Energy Beam Transport line (HEBT)-, together to
the superconducting accelerating sections (SRF linac) and
those other locations required by the beam dynamics team
to give a good feedback for steering and transporting the
beam from the RFQ to the Beam Dump.
In addition to this, the BPM’s located at the Diagnostics
Plate will be committed to carrying out energy
measurements, as such information is crucial for the
tuning of the cavities and a proper validation and
characterization of the output beam in each beam
commissioning stage.
In the previous years a series of evaluation on
commercial options and a prototype for the electronics
based on analog processing were evaluated [1].
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 Four RF Switch boards for distribution of the selfmonitoring and calibration signals to all channels,
from the diagnostics generator.
 One Timing card, which buffers the Trigger and Gate
signals from the IFMIF Timing Distribution system
and generates the gating and timing marks for
calibration purposes along with the analog envelope
for measurement of the cable health.
 Finally, a commercial RF signal generator with a
high power module for exciting the calibration ports
at their maximum nominal power of 23dBm.
Table 1 summarizes the main parameters of the beam,
precision requirements and signal levels at the entrance of
the BPM front-end electronics [3].
Table 1: Main LIPAc BPM Parameters
Parameter

Value

Beam Parameters
Beam energy

5..9MeV

Beam current

90..126mA

RF pulse width

200 s..CW

Duty cycle

0.1..100%

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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Timing Distribution Board

Position resolution

10 m

Position accuracy (ABS)

100 m

The IFMIF timing system is based on a Trigger and a
Gate signals, and this board basically acts as a fan-out
device, yet controlled through the cPCI with an FPGA,
which serves for timing monitoring and also to interstice
calibration signals when the self-diagnostics is being
performed with the beam on-line.
The card also modulates the RF calibration pulse in
amplitude, to obtain the most of the limited capabilities of
the cable check algorithm.

Phase resolution

0.3 deg

RF Distribution Board

Phase precision (ABS)

2 deg

The calibration signal coming from the commercial
generator is distributed to every each of the 80 input
channels through these boards.
They are switch stages controlled by the cPCI interface,
and synchronized to the Timing Board for a precise signal
injection

Resolution and precision requirements

Signal levels at the Front-End electronics input

Max. input power

+22 dBm

Required Input dynamic
range

50 dB

Analog Front-End Electronics
The high sensitivity of the measurement and the need to
obtain a precise readout of the beam position has
weighted on the decision to introduce an analog front-end
prior to the signal digitizer, to balance digitizer bandwidth
and precision
However there are other considerations that pointed in
that direction.
First, the VHS-ADC board has an analog bandwidth of
250 MHz@-3dB, making risky to measure beyond that
frequency. The 350 MHz band, the beam’s second
harmonic, would be likely to provide a noisy
measurement even using band-pass sampling.
Secondly, the 14b ADC has its maximum ENOB of
13.6 bit c.a. 30 MHz, and obtaining the maximum
precision was paramount.
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A third reason is the minimum band filtering needed
prior to the input stages, and provide for a DC path
necessary for the discharge of the capacitive captors of
some BPM stations.
These two unavoidable reasons, along with the goal to
include a self-diagnostics capability within the system
precluded the inclusion of an intermediate board before
the digitizer.
Down-converting the two frequency bands, 175 MHz
and 350 MHz down to the 20 MHz intermediate
frequency (IF) was therefore a sensible solution to
accommodate all four requirements. A non-zero IF was
selected to avoid problems related to quadrature DC offset.
This card is controlled by an FPGA which interfaces to
the CCS via the EPICS subsystem.
Each of the analog channels can be individually
adjusted in gain and attenuation, and the measurement
frequency band (175 MHz, 350 MHz) selected via
software.

Clock Board
The clock board is in charge of generate the different
frequencies needed in the signal stages for the mixers,
translating the 175MHz and 350MHz bands down to the
20MHz IF.
The card generates as well the ADC clocks for the five
digitizers. The main IFMIF RF clock is used as time base.

Digitizer
This commercial board from Nutaq is equipped with 16
ADC channels feeding data to an on-board processing
device, a Xilinx Virtex-4SX.
Each one of the 16 channels is processed in parallel,
with standard digital receiver architecture. Filtering
followed by a digital down-conversion take the signals
down to baseband, where they are decimated and through
the use of the CORDIC algorithm [5] the amplitude and
phase of each signal is extracted (as a matter of fact
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CORDIC is also used for the numerical oscillator of the
digital IF).
This generates far more data than needed by the CCS,
but detailed post-mortem information is a requirement of
the system, so the CCS only receives an averaging of the
measurements.

SELF-CALIBRATION AND IN-SITU
CABLING DIAGNOSTICS CAPABILITY

Such signal injection serves as checks which can be
performed with the beam operating, with the obvious
limitations, whether when no beam is present or by just
disconnecting the measurement channel for the test cycle,
as the high number of BPM station allows for marginal
operation of one station with only three of the four
channels for a limited time.
Also, thanks to the application of reflectometry
techniques, a testing of the cabling is performed. Mind
that it is not desired to measure the value of the
impedance discontinuities (failures) in the cables, but to
detect them when comparing the measurements against a
golden reference.
Summarizing, there are three differentiated modes of
self-diagnostics, which are presented hereafter.

RF Electronics Chain Calibration
In this mode the well-defined RF signal excites the
front-end and digitizer boards, disconnecting the actual
BPM output meanwhile (figure 2)
This mode allows for the calibration of the electronics
and the failure detection in any of the readout stages, as
the RF generator is a signal reference of high quality and
all the RF paths are characterised.

BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 2: Calibration of the RF electronics.

BPM Coupling-Factor Calibration
Here the calibration signal is routed from the front-End
board to the BPM button and from there it is coupled to
the other three buttons. This measurement is crucial for
characterising the BPM station (figure 3).

Figure 3: Measurement of BPM button coupling and
SWR.
The reference signal is injected into the BPM captor
and the coupling of the signal into the other buttons is
measured, to check inter-channel coupling (although the
opposite captor is far away enough to pick-up any signal
at all)
On the other hand the channel which is injecting the
signal to its BPM button is disabled. It would be a pity not
to take advantage of its digitizer channel to study the
transmission line itself.

Cable Diagnostics
It is well known that for measuring or detecting faults
in cabling several methods are used, namely TimeDomain Reflectometry (TDR), Frequency-Domain
Reflectometry (FDR) among the most well-known, and a
combination of both referred as Time-Frequency-Domain
Reflectometry with will be tested in the proposed system
for accelerator applications [8]. FDR type techniques may
also be classified as frequency-modulated continuous
wave (FMCW), phase-detection FDR and standing wave
reflectometry (SWR), where it is measured the standing
wave voltage at the source point. This measurement has
less accuracy but it has the advantage of being relatively
simple to implement in hardware.
TDR methods are not possible to implement due to the
severe bandwidth and signal routing limitations of the
Front-End board.
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The cabling between the acquisition electronics in the
electronics room and the BPM sensors at the accelerator
vault will be split in three parts. From the sensors up to a
patch panel in the mechanical frame a rigid coaxial cable
is to be used with mating SMA connectors. From that
point up to the acquisition electronics, between 40 and 70
m depending on the location of the BPM station, a
flexible low losses coaxial cable connects the stations to
the electronics rack. For further detail refer to [6].
Nevertheless there is a concern about checking the
health of both cables and measurements, due to the high
relevance of the measurements gathered by the system.
Therefore a very particular protocol of self-calibration
inspired on previous work from reference [7], and cable
failure detection systems derived from applications on
avionics [8, 9], taking advantage of the front-end board
presence.
This board serves not only for performing a downconversion but to inject well-defined and characterised
excitations into the cables and the electronics, coming
from a commercial RF generator.
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However, FDR is appropriate in spite of the limited
bandwidth for fault detection, and the calibration system
is flexible enough to allow the three techniques afore
mentioned: PDFDR, SWR and standard FDR.
So in the cable diagnostics mode (figure 3), at the same
time that the RF calibration signal is injected down the
transmission line to the BPM button, the reflected wave
coming from the excited captor is measured by the
digitizer via a directional coupler, providing a
measurement of the standing voltage at the reference
point. This information helps to detect irregularities as
they deviate from an initial nominal state, previously
recorded at installation time after the cabling is lay out.
On the other hand, by using standard FDR techniques, the
reference signal is driven into the BPM terminal and its
response measured.
The particular figures for this system allow a
bandwidth of the front-end of 300 MHz, hence the actual
resolution would be [9],
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Resolution (m) 

1
1 0.78·3·10 8 ·1.95
k
v p ·c

 0.76 m
2
f 2
300·10 6

(1)

Where vp is the relative propagation speed of the cable
and c is the speed of light.
So exciting the cabling with a RF chirp with a linear
frequency modulation of 300 MHz, with steps of 1 MHz,
would suffice to detect problem within c.a. 80 cm.
This figure stands valid for our application, as the range
of detection results as
(2)
Range (m)  Resolution (m)·(N - 1)  0.76·300  228 m
Where N is the number of frequency points, or the
number of frequencies exciting the wiring. For this case,
the system needs to inject either a chirp or perform
independent measurement for each frequency driven by
the RF signal generator.
To better refine the measurement, the Timing board not
only generates the Trigger pulse for the RF generator to
send the signal pulse, but also is able to modulate the
envelope of the RF chirp with a given shape, aiming to
make extensive use of time-frequency analysis [10]. The
configuration of the system for doing so is depicted on
figure 4.
It must be said that in any case, the cable diagnostics
rely on the preliminary cable mapping at the installation
phase of the wiring, obtaining the frequency signature of
all the 80 lines from their BPM buttons up to the RF patch
panel at the BPM electronics rack.

CONCLUSIONS
The new BPM’s electronics architecture for the
IFMIF/LIPAC accelerator has been presented and
discussed, with a calibration subsystem which will allow
to smoothly check on-line the stability and operation of
the electronics and the BPM’s pick-ups.
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DESIGN OF COLD BEAM POSITION MONITOR FOR
CADS INJECTOR II PROTON LINAC
Y. Zhang, J.X. Wu, X.C. Kang, M. Li, G.Y. Zhu
Institute of Modern Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Lanzhou, China
Cold beam position monitor based on capacitive
buttons are designed for Chinese Accelerator Driven
System (CADS) Injector II proton LINAC. This LINAC
is aiming to produce a maximum design current of 15 mA
at the 10 MeV energy with an operating frequency of
162.5 MHz. Cold button BPM will be installed in the
Cryomodule, which will be in the middle of the
superconductor cavity and the superconductor magnet.
Some special issues must be considered when designing a
cold BPM: low-beta beam in the cryogenic environment,
strong rf-field from the superconductor cavity and high
magnetic field from the superconductor magnet. In this
contribution, the status of cold BPM will be presented,
focusing on the electromagnetic response for low-beta
beams and mechanical design in the cryogenic
environment.

INTRUDUCTION
Cold BPMs are the essential and the only diagnostics
components in the Cryomodule of CADS Injector II
proton LINAC. Due to the work temperature of 4K, the
clean-room environment and the influence of high
magnetic field from superconductor (SC) solenoid, we
choose the cold button BPM as the first choice for this
project. On the one hand, the simple and robust
mechanical structure makes button BPM more reliable
when used in the cryomodule. On the other hand, for a
low beta velocity beam, the capacitive BPM pick-up is
more efficient in terms of output signal power, than an
inductive one of the same physical size like strip-line
BPM [1].
Table 1: CADS injector II proton LINAC cold BPM
parameters
Parameters
Beam pipe diameter
Beam energy
Bunch frequency
Beam pulse length
Bunch length(rms, sigma)
Average current
Peak current
Position accuracy
Position resolution
Phase accuracy
Phase resolution

Value
40 mm
2.1 MeV – 10 MeV
162.5 MHz
0.1 ms-CW
0.1 ns-0.5 ns
0.01 mA-15 mA
20 mA
1% of half-aperture
0.1% of half-aperture
1-3 deg
0.1-0.3 deg

BPM’s main measurement is to determine the beam
position and beam phase, with a spatial resolution of
10m and 0.1 degree on a continue-wave (CW) beam, by
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calculating the ration of the difference over sum voltage
between two opposite pick-ups. The sum signal from a
BPM can be also used as a relative measurement for the
beam current. The main parameters are summarized in
Table 1.

ELECTROMAGNETIC AND
MECHANICAL DESIGN
To improve and extend calculations of the signal
response of the monitors, numerical simulations were
done by using the code CST PARTICLE STUDIO (CST
PS) with the wake-field solver [2]. The excitation source
was defined by a Gaussian-shaped longitudinal charge
distribution. The cold button BPM consists of four
20.8mm diameter button electrode feedthroughs mounted
orthogonally in a 40mm diameter beam pipe. The
electrodes are curved to follow the beam pipe aperture
and are retracted by about 0.5 mm to avoid charge
accumulation on the BPM electrodes due to scattered ions.
The cross section drawing of cold button BPM is shown
in Fig. 1.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1: (a) Cold Button BPM model of CST PS, (b)3D
mechanical drawing of cold button BPM chamber

Figure 2: Simulated output signal of one button BPM
when a single bunch passing vacuum chamber.
Figure 2 shows the simulated signal read by one button
BPM. The beam parameters are the bunch length of
10mm for one sigma, the beam velocity of 0.145 and the
beam charge of 90nC.
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references and alignment holes for targets are also
designed and as shown in Fig.6.

SC Solenoid
SC HWR RF Cavity

Figure 3: Sensitivity map of the cold button BPM at 162.5
MHz and  = 0.067. Vacuum aperture: 40mm, button
diameter: 20.8mm.

Figure 5: Cross section of one cryomodule including one
SC half wave resonator cavity (HWR), one cold button
BPM and two SC solenoids.
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(a)

Figure 4: Position calculation of the Difference over Sum
method for cold button BPM at the fundamental, first and
second harmonic frequency.
Figure 3 shows the sensitivity map obtained by plotting
the delta-over-sum values from the signals of two
opposite pick-ups for the first harmonics of the
accelerating frequency i.e 162.5MHz at  = 0.067. Figure
4 shows the simulated position factor of button BPM for
the different harmonic frequency. The linear area is a box
of 2.0 mm.
In Cryomodule, the vacuum aperture is 40 mm and the
longitudinal length of cold button BPM diameter is 180
mm. The whole layout of one cryomodule is shown in Fig.
5. Due to the influence of high magnetic field from SC
solenoid, the cold button BPM and its mounted body are
all made by stainless steel AISI 316LN with a maximum
magnetic permeability from 1.01 to 1.05 after
manufacturing process.
We use removable feedthroughs help the maintenance
and replacement of leaking elements. And the bellows
and rotatable flanges are used to facilitate beam line
installation and alignment. The foresee alignment plane
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Cold button BPM

(b)

(c)
Figure 6: (a) Mechanical design and (b) photograph of
cold button BPM .(c) Photograph of 20.8mm arc cold
button BPM feedthrough made by Kyocera.

CHARACTERISTIC TEST
The capacitance measuring is the first and the
important test for capacitive BPMs. Figure 7 shows the
measured capacitance of mounted cold button BPM with
R&S ZVA8 network analyzer. The measured result
indicates the capacitance of one button is 4.96pF. Using
the same method, the other button capacitances are
4.98pF, 4.95pF and 4.94pF. The biggest difference is
0.8% which means good mounted process to ensure four
electrodes being in the same position.
Secondly, the cold button BPM must pass the
cryogenic test. After the cool down (330K to 4K) and
warm up (4K to 330K) cycling, the cold button BPM keep
the hermetic leak tightness to 1E-10 (mbar*l/s) before and
after the cryogenic tests. The test set-up is shown in Fig. 8
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The button feedthroughs are connected to the cryostat
feedthoughs via semi-rigid, 50ohm coaxial cables capable
of coping with a high radiation environment and the
temperature gradient from cryogenic to room temperature.
These semi-rigid cables are constructed from copper clad
stainless steel inner and outer conductors to give good
electrical conductivity and poor thermal conductivity, and
use a silicon dioxide foam dielectric. The cables work in a
frequency range up to 4GHz, with the electrical length
small difference in each cable, which means the four
cables associated with a single BPM being less than
10ps.The semi-rigid cables shapes are shown in Fig.9.

SUMMARY
Figure 7: Measured capacitance of mounted cold button
BPM using R&S ZVA8 network analyzer. Choosing
Mark 1 of 10MHz for S11, the capacitance is 4.956pF.

BPM are essential devices for the beam-based
alignment and diagnostics of the ADS Proton LINAC
accelerator. The cold button BPM have been designed and
tested for cold temperature. By the 3D numerical
simulator, the size and sensitivity of BPM can be
optimized to meet the requirement of beam diagnostics.
The cold button BPM can be suffered the cycling test
from the cryogenic to the room temperature. The follow
problem is how to calibrate the cold button BPM in the
cold temperature.
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Abstract
Beams of cooled antiprotons at keV energies shall be
provided by the Ultra-low energy Storage Ring (USR) at
the Facility for Low energy Antiproton and Ion Research
(FLAIR) and the Extra Low ENergy Antiproton ring
(ELENA) at CERN's Antiproton Decelerator (AD)
facility. Both storage rings put challenging demands on
the beam position monitoring (BPM) system as their
capacitive pick-ups should be capable of determining the
beam position of beams at low intensities and low
velocities, close to the noise level of state-of-the-art
electronics. In this contribution we describe the design
and anticipated performance of BPMs for low-energy ion
beams with a focus on the ELENA orbit measurement
systems. We also present the particular challenges
encountered in the numerical simulation of pickup
response at very low beta values. Finally, we provide an
outlook on how the implementation of faster algorithms
for the simulation of BPM characteristics could
potentially help speed up such studies considerably.
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INTRODUCTION
Beams of ions and antiprotons at keV energies and low
velocities are useful for both, fundamental and applied
research, and also in many technical and industrial fields.
The diagnostic of these beams, however, is a challenge
because most detectors are either not sensitive enough or
too invasive. Here, we discuss the results and limitations
of the electromagnetic (EM) analysis of a particular
prototype BPM which shall be installed in the ELENA
ring as a part of its orbit measurement system.
ELENA is a compact storage ring, only 30.4 m in
circumference, which shall slow down antiprotons from
5.3 MeV to 100 keV, cool them via electron cooling, and
deliver the cold beam to various experiments via
electrostatic beam lines. The total number of extracted
antiprotons is estimated to be ~2.107. An energy of
100 keV was chosen to meet the beam quality
requirements that can be degraded at low energies when
extracted through foils separating the ultra-high vacuum
environment of trap experiments from the beam lines at a
higher pressure. The ring’s BPM system is based on 20
cylindrical diagonally cut electrodes mounted inside
quadrupole and dipole magnets by ceramic supports, see
Fig. 1. The BPMs consist of families of horizontal and
vertical electrodes. Difference and sum signals read from
the electrodes will be digitized and provide beam position
information along the ELENA ring.
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: A simplified 3D model of the ELENA BPM.

CHALLENGES IN EM MODELING
In order to understand and optimize the performance of
the ELENA BPM, EM simulations were carried out using
several different EM solvers of CST Studio Suite [1].
Particular challenges were encountered in building a
reasonable mesh of the BPM model and numerical
simulation of pickup response at sub-relativistic beam
velocities.
The CST Studio meshing algorithm employs hexahedral
elements for time domain simulations. Although very
powerful, it has limitations to its use, which affect our
simulations: the mesh cells containing very thin and
curved metallic shapes are treated as single PEC blocks.
If two or more such block are adjacent they can cause
unwanted electrical connections or perturb the
geometrical integrity of the structure. Unless
simplifications to the model can be made, the PEC cells
must be avoided at the cost of increasing regional mesh
density and thus the simulation time. If not properly
meshed, the 2 mm gap between the thin curved electrodes
of the ELENA BPM is shorted and voltage readings are
invalid. Denser meshing of the electrode edges is crucial
for accurate simulation of the signals, so that the gap
region does not contain any PEC cells. Moreover, the
non-symmetric design of the electrodes excludes the
possibility of cutting the simulation domain with
symmetry planes for faster calculation
In order to have stable simulations of BPM signals, the
minimum mesh count of the original mechanical model
was estimated to have over 20 million mesh cells.
Simulation of a single relativistic Gaussian-type bunch
(=325 mm, nominal for the ELENA ring) with the
Wakefield solver of CST took ~8 h of computation time
on a 32-core PC. It is clear that such amount of mesh cells
renders quick runs and optimization of any structure
unreasonable. However, several simplifications were still
possible, which allowed reduction of the mesh count by a
factor of 3, which is a reasonable amount to start
BPMs and Beam Stability
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convergence studies. The original mechanical design of
the ELENA BPM envisaged a skew of the electrode pins
and feed throughs due to space constraints inside the
magnets, see Fig. 2a. Since the approximation of any
tilted objects with hexahedral mesh is not recommended,
a simplified 3D model of the BPM was built, having all
tilted parts (feed throughs and ceramic supports) aligned
with the closest coordinate axis, see Fig. 2 (b).
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RESULTS FROM EM SIMULATIONS
The electrode capacitance of 17.35 pF was calculated
with the Electrostatic solver of CST taking into account
the coupling between electrode pairs. The Particle In Cell
(PIC) solver of CST was then used to excite the structure
with a bunch train consisting of 1 to 3 bunches with ≤1
to study the signal shape and sensitivity of the electrodes
to beam position. The transient pass of a bunched beam
was simulated by pencil-type bunches of nominal
parameters anticipated in the ELENA ring.
To extend the pick-up bandwidth to lower frequencies,
the discrete voltage monitors were loaded with 1 MOhm
and were used to read the signals from BPM feed
throughs. Signal linearity of horizontal electrodes to beam
displacement in X and Y axis is shown in Fig. 3. It was
found to be very linear up to large axial displacements
from the central orbit and will be a very good basis for
precision position determination.

Due to symmetry between horizontal and vertical
orientation of the electrode plates, the structure was
reduced to only two horizontal electrodes. In addition, the
two-electrode geometry was benchmarked against a
single horizontal electrode to speed up the simulation at
low-beta, see Fig. 4. The mesh count of the two-electrode
BPM had estimated 4 million, while a single-electrode
required less than 1M elements. This simplified model
allowed calculation of the signal linearity and expected
output voltage as function of beam energy, the signal
shape as function of beam position and shape, the pickup
bandwidth and electrode capacitance, as well as the
longitudinal coupling impedance and the effects from
wake fields for relativistic and sub-relativistic beam
velocities.
Beam-related EM simulations of low-energy
instrumentation in time domain are quite different from
simulating beams travelling at the speed of light [1-2].
For relativistic beams with a beta value above 0.999 the
field excited by the bunch can be determined by solving a
2D electrostatic problem, which requires a very small
amount of memory only. But the conventional time
domain solvers become inefficient when the simulated
bunch is significantly slower than the speed of light. If
beta was chosen to be less than 0.999 a full 3D
electrostatic problem must be solved at each time step
before the wake-simulation is started. This is necessary to
imprint the Eigenfield of the moving charge at the
calculation domain's boundaries. Depending on the beta
value and the maximum stable time step of the wake field
simulation, this can be a very time- and memory
consuming operation.
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Figure 3: Signal linearity of horizontal electrodes to beam
displacement in X and Y axis.
The voltage-time signals are shown in Fig. 4 on the
next page as function of  in one-or two-electrode
geometry. The peak amplitude for the two-electrode setup
is 7.8 mV, while a single electrode reads 7 mV for the
same beta. The difference of 0.8 is considered as a
coupling contribution from the second electrode if it is
present. Note that the peak amplitude remains constant
for all , while the signal length changes according bunch
velocity, thus shifting to low-frequency spectrum.
The Wakefield solver of CST was used to estimate the
longitudinal coupling impedance and wake fields of the
BPM. Fig. 5 displays the longitudinal wake potential with
respect to the bunch velocity.
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Figure 2: Transverse cross-sections, highlighting the
difference in the mechanical and EM design.
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Figure 4: Simulated BPM signal in Volts as function of time for different betas; simplified pickup geometry.
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In all cases the peak amplitude is very small and shows
a fast attenuation of the residual field behind the bunch.
This indicates that the structure does not have any
impedance issues and does not interfere with the beam at
frequencies involved in the bunch spectrum.

Figure 5: Longitudinal wake potential of the ELENA
BPM as a function of .

Multilevel Fast Multipole Method
Algorithms based on plane wave expansion suffer from
low frequency breakdown [3], which significantly
increases processing time and memory requirements, and
sometimes do not reach the required stability and
accuracy. Most computational time expense comes as a
result from computing large complex matrix vector
multiplications (MVMs). For fast and accurate solutions
of real life electromagnetic problems discretized with
hundreds of millions of unknowns, the implementation of
a powerful algorithm, namely, the Multilevel Fast
Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA), which accelerates the
matrix vector product, could provide full-wave analysis
of three-dimensional structures with arbitrary geometries
and material properties at realistic ranges of frequencies
[4], see Fig. 7. MLFMA enables the solution of even
larger problems by reducing the complexity of MVMs
from
to
[5] or
[6].

Faster Algorithms
As the only mesh type available in Particle Studio is the
Cartesian (hexahedral) mesh, the diagonal elements and
round edges in the capacitive pick up make meshing nontrivial. Particle studio enables simulations of
electromagnetic fields from beams travelling at velocities
much smaller than the speed of light, but such problems
become complex and sometimes cannot be solved. The
main limitation comes from the fact the computation time
increases with decreasing
value. This is because the
particle bunch needs to be sent from outside the simulated
structure, so that no corresponding fields are present in
the modeled volume at time t = 0. At =1 the field lines
are perpendicular to the beam and the pulse can be
located just at the entrance of the pickup structure. At
≪ 1, the computed volume needs to be significantly
extended outside the defined model in z direction. Not
only can this lead to an excessive number of mesh cells,
but it can also cause the algorithm to fail finding a stable
step size required to perform the calculations [2].
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Figure 6: A typical simulation environment based on
MLFMA [3].
MLFMA is based on recursively dividing any given
region into subdomains such that a multilevel tree
structure is constructed to perform fast matrix-vector
multiplications (required by iterative solvers) via the
factorization and diagonalization of the Green’s function
associated with the region. Hence, for a complicated
problem involving different penetrable regions, multiple
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tree structures are required. In order to calculate the farfield interactions, radiated and incoming fields are
defined and sampled on the unit sphere. Each matrixvector multiplication is performed as a sequence of
aggregation, translation, and disaggregation stages as
illustrated in Fig. 8.
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discretized with ordinary basis functions [8]. Specifically,
the matrix equations obtained from TEFIE might become
increasingly ill-conditioned as the discretization is refined
[3]. However, to eliminate the low-frequency breakdown
problem, one could apply loop-star or loop-tree
decomposition methods [9]. These options will be
investigated in the near future.

CONCLUSION

Figure 8: Recursive clustering of an arbitrary object and
the construction of a multilevel tree structure [3].

LOW FREQUENCY BREAKDOWN
In literature, one common approach to solve lowfrequency problems efficiently via (modified versions of)
MLFMA is based on the multipole representation of
radiated fields [3, 7]. In this case the Green’s function is
factorized in a series of multipoles, but the multipoles are
not converted into plane waves. In both approaches, the
box size is not restricted, and one can divide the object
into boxes that can be much smaller than the wavelength.
Similarly, for a given problem, the choice of the surface
integral equations, which are derived directly from
Maxwell’s equations via the equivalence principle, is
critical in terms of stability, accuracy, efficiency and
applicability. These formulations can be discretized in
many different ways for numerical solutions. When the
object is PEC, for example the ELENA BPMs, tangential
Electric Field Integral Equations (TEFIE) are solved
independently to obtain the induced current on the
surface, see [3]. But TEFIE may also suffer from low
frequency breakdown problems especially when it is
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Figure 7: Boxes in the near and far zones according to the
one-box-buffer scheme [4].

We presented the design of the ELENA BPM system and
discussed its expected performances. Simulations were
done in CST Studio and showed limitations with
hexahedral meshing of complex structures and nonrelativistic time-domain studies. The implementation of
faster algorithms such as MLFMA together with the
Method of Moments (MoM) might help to obtain the
simulation results independent from meshing size and
type and could potentially speed up such studies
considerably.
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Abstract
This paper presents a Field Programmable Gateway Array (FPGA) based, BMBF supported, development of a
fast orbit feedback system for electron and hadron storage
rings, in prospect of the upcoming Facility for Antiproton
and Ion Research (FAIR) facility in Darmstadt. A short
introduction into orbit correction is given, the developed
feedback and data acquisition systems are presented and
first results of in-situ measurements at electron and hadron
accelerators are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
The requirement of a stabilized electron beam at DELTA
storage ring led to the development of a Field Programmable Gateway Array (FPGA) based prototype local
fast orbit feedback system in 2009, showing promising results [1]. To further develop this system, as well as to make
it applicable to hadron machines, a BMBF funded collaboration between the Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ), the
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH
(GSI) and Centre for synchrotron radiation of the TUDortmund (DELTA) was created. In case of the upcoming FAIR project an orbit feedback is one of the required
components to reach the set beam stability goals. The
Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ) is contributing the FAIRs
High Energy Storage Ring (HESR). The HESR is going
to contain an electron cooler, the cooling efficiency is proportional to the beams positional stability [2]. The FZJs
operated synchrotron type hadron accelerator COSY, also
containing and electron cooler, is utilized in this case for
testing and measurements. One contribution of GSI to the
FAIR project is the SIS18 synchrotron type accelerator. It
will be used for as a booster for the upcoming SIS100 and
SIS300 storage rings. In this case increased beam stability
is expected to enhance reproducibility and booster performance.

FAST ORBIT FEEDBACK
CONCEPTS
A fast orbit feedback is a control loop consisting of the
beam position as input, a controller and a magnet field as
output (see Fig. 1). Based on the accelerators magnetic lattice the correlation between beam position difference (∆b
at the locations of Beam Position Monitors (BPM)) and
∗ Work supported by BMBF, FKZ 06DO9055I and Forschungszentrum
Jülich, contract no. COSY/FAIR-114
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Figure 1: Orbit feedback control loop.
magnetic corrector strength difference ∆θ is well known.
It is contained in the so called orbit response matrix A. By
inverting this matrix (A−1 ), in case of non square matrices
via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), a new magnetic
configuration can be calculated for a set orbit:
∆θ = A−1 · ∆b

(1)

For further discussion of this topic please see [3]. One advantage of this approach is its scalability. This means an
arbitrary number of corrector values can also be calculated
separately. A requirement of this approach is the availability of the complete Beam Position Monitor (BPM) data for
calculation. As result a central control loop can be split

Figure 2: Central and distributed control loop.
into synchronized, distributed corrector stations. As stated,
each corrector station requires an exchange of the recorded
beam position, in this case via dedicated data network (see
Fig. 2). This scalable implementation reduces single point
data amount at the cost of the data and synchronisation network required.

Data Distribution
As interconnecting network layer a Small Form-factor
Pluggable (SFP), glasfibre based custom network protocol,
the Diamond Communication Controller (DCC) [4], was
chosen. The protocol was developed at the Diamond Light
Source for the Diamond, Libera based, fast orbit feedback.
Hence it features accelerator feedback favourable properties: SFP is an industry standard for fast data connections.
Connectors to many different standards are available. Due
to its electromagnetic immunity, glasfibre as cable material
was chosen. The protocol itself builds an expandable pointto-point network. The network flexibility gained thereby is
BPMs and Beam Stability
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of advantage in the case of DELTA, as the structure and/or
hardware changes due to upgrades. Data distribution is
split into synchronised time frames in which the position
data is stationwise exchanged. Each station forwards, not
yet received, position data to the connected stations until a
complete distribution of the position data is accomplished.

FEEDBACK STRUCTURE
Based on each accelerators properties, a total of three
feedback designs were developed:

MOPC16

two BPMs and two corrector stations driving a total of four
corrector magnets (see Fig. 4).

Planned SIS18 Feedback Structure
Figure 5 depicts the planned SIS18 fast orbit feedback.
The structure is similar to the COSY feedback, in this case
the feedback is planned to be a global fast orbit feedback
during ramping. As the SIS18 magnetic lattice changes
during ramping, a time dependant orbit response matrix
has to be implemented for the orbit correction. All of the

DELTA Feedback Structure
The planned DELTA feedback structure is a mapping of
the distributed structure (see Fig. 3). It was chosen for
numerous technical and structural reasons, the main being
the 3 different type commercial BPMs at the DELTA storage ring (analog Bergoz MX [6], digital Libera Electron
and follow-up model Libera Brilliance [7]) which had to
be integrated into the feedback loop. This is accomplished
by integrating the required data network components on
both the Libera electronics and the custom made controllers
called the Extender 3000 (to which the Bergoz MX-BPMs
are attached). The data is collected by correction calcula-

Figure 5: Planned orbit feedback for the SIS18 accelerator.
twelve BPMs, Libera Hadron type, is going to be utilized
for data acquisition. A total of twenty-six corrector magnets is available at the SIS18 storage ring. Due to the
changes in the control system/hardware structure for the
upcoming FAIR project, the number of required corrector
stations is not yet set. This uncertainty is compensated fully
by the flexibility of the design.

Figure 3: Distributed feedback design for DELTA.
tion controllers, based on the Extender 3000 hardware platform, which then drive the corrector magnets power supplies.

The Extender 3000 system was developed as a hardware platform for the different feedback applications. The
main features are an FPGA-based mainboard and a custom
ADC-board for Bergoz connectivity. Figure 6 shows an
overview of the connectors and the internal structure. Due

Planned COSY Feedback Structure
As COSY is used as a platform for the HESR development, a local fast orbit feedback around the existing electron cooler is planned. The suitably amplified BPM signal

Figure 4: Planned local orbit feedback for the COSY accelerator using two Hadron BPM and two, Extender 3000
type, corrector stations.

Figure 6: Extender Hardware structure.

is processed to digital position data. This is then transferred using the DCC to the Extender 3000 type corrector
stations which calculate and apply the required correction.
The position electronics used are commercial, digital, Libera Hadron BPMs [7]. As local feedback, it consists of

to the re-programmability of the FPGA the platform can be
utilized as simple data collectors, BPM connectors, corrector stations or other custom applications. An IP-core based
software design flow ensures short development times by
re-using software components.

BPMs and Beam Stability
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THE BPM-EXTENDER 3000 SYSTEM
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CURRENT STATUS
In case of DELTA, the fast data acquisition part of the
feedback system is installed and operational. In the course
of a reliability test the system is (up to now) operating for
twelve month without failures. After finishing commissioning tests, the necessary corrector hardware (corrector
stations/power supply controllers, power supplies, fast corrector magnets) are currently being installed. To test the
hadron data acquisition, a mobile “hadron measurement
system” has been developed, resembling the structure of
the future systems. Figure 7 depicts the installation of the
system at the SIS18. Measurements using this system were
conducted at the SIS18 and the COSY storage ring.

be in the low frequency range, which can be counteracted
by a feedback. The fully operational measurement system

Figure 8: Overlay of positions during ramping at SIS18
BPM10 (horizontal).
was then installed at COSY, where position data was taken
during different beam modes. The emphasis on these measurements was the testing of the bunch recognition software part, which was developed primarily for SIS18 [5].
First analysis of the data showed a good recognition ratio even for not well-shaped bunch patterns (barrier bucket
scheme). Analysis of the positional stability is still ongoing, first simulations of feedback influence on the beam position yielded promising results.
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Figure 7: SIS18 measurement structure with hadron measurement system. For comparison the BPM signal is split
for recordings using the GSI native system. System is also
used for COSY measurements.

DAQ MEASUREMENTS
DELTA
Successful initial measurements were already conducted
during the testing of the fast local orbit feedback, which is
based on the same components. These measurements were
confirmed during the commissioning phase of the global
orbit feedback data acquisition system.

SIS18 & COSY
After development of the hadron measurement system,
the goal was to commission it at COSY and SIS18 for first
measurements as well as reliability testing. It was deployed
to COSY for first on-beam tests. Position data of the beam
was taken, analysis of this data showed non-beam induced
position changes, hinting to a software problem. This problem was resolved during measurements taken at the SIS18
during an Uranium 73+ session at different energies and
intensities. The measurements then fully corresponded to
the native SIS18 beam position readout. Figure 8 shows
the an overlay of beam positions during different ramps at
BPM10 in horizontal direction at an energy of 300 MeV.
The positional variance between each ramping was found
to be in the order of measurement uncertainty. As a result
the possible gain of a feedback to this cause is limited. A
spectrum analysis showed the major position distortion to
84

CONCLUSION
The approach of a transferring feedback expertise from
an electron to hadron machines proved successful in the
area of data acquisition. The deployed fast position measurement at DELTA has showed the expected reliability
and performance. Measurements using the representative
hadron measurement system further specified the application range of the feedback at the SIS18 and COSY, as well
as showing future research areas for feedback related topics.
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CALIBRATION OF A NON-LINEAR BEAM POSITION MONITOR
ELECTRONICS BY SWITCHING ELECTRODE SIGNALS
M. Gasior, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
In order to improve the quality of the LHC collimation
system, new collimators will be equipped with embedded
beam position monitors (BPMs) [1]. As shown
schematically in Fig. 1, each collimator will have four
button electrodes, one on each end of each jaw. This
arrangement allows beam position measurement for the
upstream and downstream electrode pairs as well as the
tilt of each jaw, motorised independently on either side.
The position and tilt will be used for precise and fast
automatic positioning of the jaws symmetrically with
respect to the beam [2].
Each electrode signal will be processed independently
by one channel of Diode ORbit (DOR) front-end
electronics [3]. The DOR system allows sub-micrometre
resolution of beam orbit measurements, even with single
proton bunches [3]. The resolution is achieved by
employing compensated diode detectors, converting
nanosecond beam pulses into slowly varying signals,
which can be digitised with 24-bit ADCs, sampling at
several kHz rate. The ADC samples are averaged in order
to provide high resolution beam orbit data at a 25 Hz rate,
used for controlling the motors of the collimator jaws.
The position and tilt derivation as well as the
compensation of the nonlinear characteristic of the button
BPMs [2] will be fully implemented in the digital domain.
The most important application of the collimator BPM
system is beam centring, so this system as well as DOR
front-ends have been optimised for this application.
However, collimator BPMs can be also used for regular
beam orbit measurement and included in the LHC orbit
feed-back system. This is why absolute beam orbit
measurements are also considered.

BPMs and Beam Stability

sDL

sDR

upstream position = f (sUL, sUR)
downstream position = f (sDL, sDR)

sUL

sUR

left tilt = f (sUL, sDL)
right tilt = f (sUR, sDR)

Figure 1: Button electrode locations of the BPMs
embedded into the jaws of an LHC collimator.
LHC collimators operate typically with jaw gaps in the
order of 5 – 10 mm. As the button electrodes are placed
some 10 mm below the jaw collimating surface, the
collimator BPMs work with 25 –30 mm apertures. Since
the expected beam centring accuracy is 10 µm, this
requires that both DOR channels processing signals from
each BPM electrode pair are symmetric at the 10–4 level.
Such symmetry can be achieved only by careful
calibration of the DOR electronics with beam signals.
The analogue processing scheme with compensated
diode detectors is simple and allows achieving DC
measurement resolution for nanosecond pulses, but the
detectors operate in the linear regime only with signals of
sufficient amplitudes, automatically maintained by
dedicated programmable gain amplifiers. This
architecture requires a special approach for calibrating the
residual asymmetry of each DOR channel pair. The paper
describes two algorithms based on measurements with
beam signals, allowing such calibrations.

SCHEME WITH SWAPPING
ELECTRODE SIGNALS
The principle of the first algorithm presented in this
paper is shown in Fig. 2. Signals sA and sB from the
opposing BPM electrodes A and B can be connected
respectively either to the processing channels A and B
(measurement 1, “straight”), or to channels B and A
(measurement 2, “crossed”). Each processing channel,
nonlinear for small input signals, can be considered as a
linear system for operational input voltages and
characterised by its gain g and offset o.
The two measurements result in four output values
p
1
0
-1

A

B

sA

meas. 1

sB meas. 2

channel A
y = gA s + oA
channel B
y = gB s + oB

y1A
y2A
y1B
y2B

Figure 2: Calibration scheme with swapping BPM
electrode signals between two processing channels.
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Button electrode signals from beam position monitors
embedded into new LHC collimators will be individually
processed with front-end electronics based on
compensated diode detectors and digitized with 24-bit
audio-range ADCs. This scheme allows sub-micrometre
beam orbit resolution to be achieved with simple
hardware and no external timing. As the diode detectors
only operate in a linear regime with large amplitude
signals, offset errors of the electronics cannot be
calibrated in the classical way with no input. This paper
describes the algorithms developed to calibrate the offset
and gain asymmetry of these nonlinear electronic
channels. Presented algorithm application examples are
based on measurements performed with prototype diode
orbit systems installed on the CERN SPS and LHC
machines.
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y1 A  g A s A  o A

(1a)

y1B  g B s B  o B

(1b)

y2 A  g A sB  o A

(1c)

y2 B  g B s A  oB

(1d)

In this paper it is assumed that beam position p,
normalised to the BPM aperture, can be calculated from
BPM electrode signals sA and sB as
p

s A  sB
s A  sB

(2)

Therefore, p ranges from –1 to 1, as depicted in Fig. 1.
In the simplest case the processing channels of a BPM
electrode pair are assumed identical. Then the electrode
signals in (2) can be replaced by their corresponding
output values, resulting in an approximate beam positions
p



p1 

y1 A  y1B
y1 A  y1B



p2 

y2 B  y2 A
y2 B  y2 A

(3)

A derivation of the procedure allowing calibration of
the asymmetry of a processing channel pair as in (1) can
be started by evaluating sA and sB from (1) and inserting
them to (2). This allows a convenient calculation of the
beam position from:
 the measurement 1 and 2 with channel A as
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pA 

y1 A  y2 A
y 1A  y2 A

g A s A  s B 

g A s A  sB   2 o A

(4a)

 the measurement 1 and 2 with channel B as
y  y1B
g B s A  s B 
pB  2B

y 2 B  y1B g B s A  s B   2 oB

(4b)

Since positions pA = 0 and pB = 0 for sA = sB, thus
equations (4) allow ideal beam centring at the expense of
switching the electrode signals, assuming a constant beam
position during both measurements and identical
switches. Positions (4) bear scaling errors caused by the
offset terms in the denominators, however, in most cases,
and for the collimator BPMs in particular, this is by far
less important than a precise beam centring.
For low bandwidth systems as DOR, beam centring
with continuous channel switching is not optimal, as it
would cause many slow transients. In order to maintain
10–4 system accuracy, the switching transients must decay
also below 10–4 level, which for DOR system with the
bandwidth of 10 Hz it takes some 150 ms, introducing
large gaps in the 25 Hz data stream. For that reason the
switching will only be used to calibrate DOR channel
pairs during a short dedicated period with forced stable
beam conditions. Then the system will measure with no
switching and continuous corrections using the previously
obtained calibration parameters. The calibration with
switching can be repeated when needed, depending on the
system long-term stability and the required measurement
accuracy.
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Calibration of a DOR processing channel pair implies
finding the relationship between the gains and offsets of
the channels as in (1) using the four measured output
values. Since electrode signals sA in (1a) and (1d) are
equal as well as sB in (1b) and (1c), one can write a set of
equations
  y1 A  o A  g A   y 2 B  oB  g B

  y2 A  o A  g A   y1B  oB  g B

(5a)
(5b)

With two equations and four unknowns the solutions can
be expressed as
gB
y  y2 B
 1B
g A y1 A  y 2 A
oB 

(6a)

o A  y1B  y 2 B   y1 A y 2 B  y1B y2 A
y1 A  y2 A

(6b)

being the gain ratio and the relationship between the
offsets, which nevertheless fully characterise the
asymmetry between the processing channels.
Then it is convenient to assume that one channel is a
follower
gA 1

(7a)

oA  0

(7b)

and calculate the parameters of the second channel as
gB 

y2 B  y1B
y1 A  y 2 A

(8a)

oB 

y1 A y 2 B  y1B y2 A
y1 A  y2 A

(8b)

For fairly symmetric channels also gB ≈ 1 and oB ≈ 0.
In practice it is convenient to express the above
corrections as a linear transformation “reconstructing” the
corrected output signals yc1A, yc1B, yc2A, yc2B from their
corresponding “raw” equivalents y1A, y1B, y2A, y2B. This
can be achieved by inserting equations (7) and (8) into (1)
and calculating the corrected electrode signals sc1A, sc1B,
sc2A, sc2B, which one would have if the processing
channels were perfectly symmetric, i.e. they were both
followers. Then the corrected output signals yc1A, yc1B,
yc2A, yc2B are assumed to be equal to the reconstructed
electrode signals and
yc1 A  y1 A

(9a)

yc1B  1 g B y1B  o B g B  g c y1B  oc

(9b)

yc 2 A  y 2 A

(9c)

yc 2 B  1 g B y 2 B  o B g B  g c y 2 B  oc

(9d)

where the calibration parameters are
gc  1 g B 

y1 A  y 2 A
y 2 B  y1B

oc   o B g B 

y 2 A y 2 B  y1 A y1B
y 2 B  y1B

(10a)
(10b)
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channel param.: GA = 1.01, OA = 0.01, GB = 0.98, OB = -0.02
calibration parameters Gc = 1.03061, Oc = 0.03061
P0
0.1
0.01
0.001
0
sA
0.55
0.505
0.5005
0.5
sB
0.45
0.495
0.4995
0.5
Y1A=Yc1A
0.56550
0.52005
0.51551
0.51500
Y1B
0.42100
0.46510
0.46951
0.47000
Y2A=Yc2A
0.46450
0.50995
0.51450
0.51500
Y2B
0.51900
0.47490
0.47049
0.47000
∆P1
0.04648
0.04578
0.04569
0.04569
∆P2
-0.04459
-0.04559
-0.04568
-0.04569
Yc1B
0.46450
0.50995
0.51450
0.51500
Yc2B
0.56550
0.52005
0.51551
0.51500
∆Pc1
-0.00194
-0.00019
-0.00002
0.00000
∆Pc2
-0.00194
-0.00019
-0.00002
0.00000
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Figure 4: Measurement with swapping signals of an LHC
BPM during a proton physics fill.
time. Signals from each BPM electrode pair were
swapped by a coaxial mechanical relay and processed by
two channels of a DOR front-end prototype.
As seen in Fig. 3, simple beam position (3) in the
upstream BPM port (in light blue) suffers from artificial
position jumps caused by the signal switching and the
residual asymmetry of the DOR channel pair. From the
first signal switching (indicated on the plot) one
calculates the calibration parameters (10), which then are
used to correct the whole measurement (in blue)
according to (9). The calibration procedure makes the
beam positions from the “straight” and “crossed”
measurements equal, which is in fact the assumption of its
derivation. In a similar way it is obtained the corrected
position in the downstream BPM (shown in red). The
jitter of the measurements from the upstream and
downstream BPMs (spaced by about 1 m) is nicely
correlated, indicating that it is dominated by beam noise.
This is further illustrated by the smooth trace (in green),
representing the difference between the upstream and
downstream corrected positions.
The calibration procedure was also tested on an LHC
stripline BPM with 49 mm aperture, whose signals were
swapped by a mechanical switch and processed with a
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Table 1: Values of the Numerical Example with Signal
Switching Assumed Only for the First Column (P0 = 0.1)

Figure 3: SPS measurement with swapping signals of the
BPMs of the LHC collimator prototype.

| Horizontal position | [mm]

An application of the derived calibration procedure is
shown on the following numerical example, with a
summary listed in Table 1. It is assumed that a supposed
beam has a normalised position P0, which can result from
normalised electrode signals SA and SB, satisfying (2). The
supposed processing channels have gains GA and GB and
offsets OA and OB, allowing calculation of the channel
output signals Y1A, Y1B , Y2A and Y2B, according to (1).
These output signals, which would be normally measured
in a real BPM system, are used to calculate the calibration
parameters Gc and Oc, according to (10), and two
approximate positions P1 and P2 according to (3). For a
better comparison, Table 1 lists only the position errors
∆P1 = P1 – P0 and ∆P2 = P2 – P0 caused by the channel
asymmetry, which one would observe if the proposed
calibration procedure is not used.
The obtained calibration parameters allow calculation
of the corrected output signals Yc1A, Yc1B, Yc2A and Yc2B
according to (9). These corrected values are then used to
calculate beam positions Pc1 and Pc2 applying (3) and the
corresponding errors ∆Pc1 = Pc1 – P0 and ∆Pc2 = Pc2 – P0,
listed in the table.
Quantities explained above are listed in Table 1 for
normalised positions P0 of 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 and 0. Note
that the calibration parameters Gc and Oc were evaluated
only once from the values corresponding to the first pair
of measurements for P0 = 0.1. Then these parameters were
used for correcting the electrode signals for the remaining
cases summarised in the following table columns.
As listed in Table 1, positions calculated directly from
the output signals have errors ∆P1 and ∆P2 in the order of
0.05, even for the centred beam. The corresponding errors
∆Pc1 and ∆Pc2 calculated using the output signals
according to (9) with the calibration parameters (10) have
much smaller errors, decreasing with the assumed beam
position, down to 0 for the centred beam.
An example of the calibration procedure with swapping
electrode signals from collimator BPMs is presented in
Fig. 3. The measurements were done with the LHC
collimator prototype tested on the SPS with a single
bunch beam during a dedicated machine development
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DOR front-end. Approximated beam positions (3) and
their calibrated equivalents are shown in Fig. 4. Note that
the calibration parameters were evaluated only from the
first signal swapping. The subsequent switching confirms
that the calibration parameters evaluated at the beginning
of the record remain optimal.
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SCHEME WITH
A COMMON INPUT SIGNAL
In general evaluation of the calibration parameters (10)
should be done with a significant beam offset,
guarantying a reasonable signal changes caused by
switching and defining the accuracy of the parameter
evaluation. In the particular case of a centred beam, the
calibration procedure based on swapping electrode signals
cannot be used. Then an alternative is a calibration
algorithm based on measurement with a common input
signal using the scheme sketched in Fig. 5. In this case the
inputs of the processing channel pair are connected to one
of the BPM electrodes, forcing an equal input signal. If
the channels are fully symmetric, the output signals
should be equal as well. In the contrary case the output
signal difference is a measure of the channel asymmetry
and can be used to find a liner function describing the
asymmetry and then used for its compensation. One of the
simplest methods to find this relationship is a linear
regression.
A demonstration of the effects of this method is shown
in Fig. 6, summarising a laboratory measurement
performed with four DOR channel pairs driven from one
RF generator, simulating the electrode signals. Each
channel pair was calibrated using parameters from a
linear regression run on the DOR output samples
averaged down to 0.1 Hz. Then beam positions were
calculated according to (3), using both, the direct and
calibrated DOR samples, and scaled to a stripline BPM
with a 49 mm aperture. The plot shows that the beam
positions calculated from the calibrated DOR samples
drift by about an order of magnitude less that their
equivalents calculated directly from the DOR samples.
In the example the calibration regression is performed
on the whole signal record. In practice the calibration data
set can be built successively by periodic switching to the
calibration configuration only for a short period of time.

SUMMARY
Diode ORbit (DOR) front-end electronics will be used
to process beam signals from BPMs embedded in the new
LHC collimators. DOR technique is based on
compensated
diode
detectors,
which
allow
sub-micrometre resolution with simple hardware. The
detectors operate in the linear regime only for large input
signals, which implies using special calibration
techniques to compensate for the residual asymmetry of
each DOR channel pair. In this paper two such methods
have been presented. First is based on measuring signals
from each BPM electrode pair with a pair of DOR
channels twice, with swapping the measured BPM signals
88
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Figure 5: Calibration scheme with a common input signal.
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Figure 6: Comparison of beam position drifts calculated
from the direct and calibrated DOR samples.
for the second measurement. This allows calculation of
calibration parameters, which make possible a
compensation of the DOR channel asymmetry for all
subsequent beam position measurements, when signal
swapping is no longer necessary. The paper contains a
derivation of the calibration parameters and three
examples demonstrating the application of the technique.
The second calibration technique is based on
connecting both inputs of a DOR channel pair to one
BPM electrode. The forced equal input signals allow a
compensation of the DOR channel asymmetry with
calibration parameters obtained from linear regression of
the two DOR output signals. The effect of the procedure
was shown on a lab measurement example.
The simplicity and performance of the presented
methods may be interesting for other BPM systems
requiring precise calibration and tolerating occasional
switching of the input signals.
Each channel pair of the DOR front-end electronics will
be equipped with GaAs switches, allowing both
calibration configurations shown in Fig. 2 and 7. The
calibration will be possible with beam and local signals
generated for this purpose.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE BEAM POSITION
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM USING LOGARITHMIC AMPLIFIERS FOR
THE SPS AT CERN
-/*RQ]DOH] T. Bogey, C. Deplano, J-J. Savioz,&(51*HQHYDSwitzerland
$EVWUDFW
A new Front-End electronics, based on Logarithmic
Amplifiers, is currently being developed for the CERN
SPS Multi Orbit POsition System (MOPOS). The aim is
to resolve the multi-batch structure of the beams and cope
with their large intensity range (> 70 dB). Position and
intensity signals are digitized in the Front-End electronics
installed in the tunnel. The data are then transmitted over
a serial fibre-optic link to a VME Digital Acquisition
board located in surface buildings. A first prototype,
equipped with a calibration system, has been successfully
tested on the SPS under different beam conditions,
including single bunch, 25 ns and 50 ns bunch trains. The
system architecture and the first beam measurements are
reported in this paper
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Consider the series expansion of the natural logarithm:
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Converting to decibels and using the first term leads to
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Then, for small beam displacements, the log-ratio gives
a good approximation of x
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7KH 636 FXUUHQWO\ DFFHOHUDWHV SURWRQ DQG OHDG-LRQ
EHDPV 3URWRQ EXQFK VSDFLQJ H[WHQGV IURP  QV XS WR
 V ZLWK D EXQFK FKDUJH G\QDPLF UDQJH IURP  WR
î3ELRQEXQFKVSDFLQJFDQFKDQJHIURP QV
WR  QV ZLWK EXQFK FKDUJH IURP  WR î 7KH
)URQW-(QG HOHFWURQLFV QHHGV WR FRSH ZLWK WKHVH G\QDPLF
UDQJHVDQGLWPXVWEHIDVWHQRXJKWRUHVROYHWKH VORQJ
PXOWL-EDWFK VWUXFWXUH RI WKHVH EHDPV :LWKLQ D  PP
%30-DSHUWXUH WKH UHTXLUHG UHVROXWLRQ VKRXOG EH  PP
LQRUELWPRGHDYHUDJLQJRYHU PVDQG PPIRUWXUQE\-WXUQDFTXLVLWLRQVLQWUDMHFWRU\PRGH

7+(636%306<67(0
The MOPOS comprises 216 Beam Position Monitors
(BPM) distributed along the SPS accelerator ring. Most of
them are single plane shoe-box electrostatic pick-ups,
based on linear-cut electrodes. However, in view of a
future possible upgrade for two-plane BPMs, the FrontEnd electronics integrates two processing channels that
are based on Logarithmic Amplifiers (Log-Amps). The
Front-End board is designed to be located in the tunnel,
where a radiation dose rate of 100 Gy/y is expected in the
worst condition. For this reason, analogue components,
such as Logarithmic Amplifiers, ADC-Drivers and
Voltage regulators, as well as several families of Small
Form-Factor (SFP) bidirectional optical transceivers have
been tested and selected for radiation hardness [1].

3RVLWLRQ0HDVXUHPHQW3ULQFLSOH
Beam position x can be derived from the logarithmic
difference of BPM signals on opposite electrodes A and B
DVIROORZV
___________________________________________
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)LJXUH)URQW-(QG3URWRW\SHEORFNGLDJUDP

)URQW- (QG3URWRW\SH$UFKLWHFWXUH
The architecture of the Front-End Prototype is depicted
in Figure 1. The signals from each electrode are split into
three parallel detection chains with different input filters
and gain stages to cover the high dynamic range and the
different beam patterns possible in the SPS. Signals from
opposite electrodes are processed by the same dual
logarithmic amplifier. The resulting position and intensity
information is digitized using an octal 14bit-10MSa/s
ADC. Finally, the data are serialized and transmitted
through an optical fibre link to the VME acquisition
electronics located on the surface [2] [3]
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02326)URQW- (QG(OHFWURQLFV
)LJXUHVKRZVWKHEDVLFOD\RXWRIWKHILQDO)URQW-(QG
HOHFWURQLFVIRUDGXDO-SODQH%30,QRUGHUWRUHGXFHERWK
SRZHU GLVVLSDWLRQ DQG EXQFK OHQJWK GHSHQGHQFH GXULQJ
EHDP DFFHOHUDWLRQ D ORZ-SDVV ILOWHULQJ VFKHPH KDV EHHQ
GLVWULEXWHG RYHU WKUHH HOHPHQWV WKH SLFN-XS DGDSWHU WKDW
SHUIRUPV HOHFWURGH LPSHGDQFH PDWFKLQJ WKH EHDP-EDVHG
FDOLEUDWRU FLUFXLW DQG WKH LQSXW ILOWHUV LQ WKH )URQW-(QG
FKDVVLV 0DWFKHG SDLUV RI  0+] DQG  0+] EDQGSDVV ILOWHUV WKHQ JHQHUDWH VXLWDEOH VLJQDOV IRU WKH three
/RJ-$PS FKDQQHOV (40 MHz Low and High Sensitivity
and 200 MHz) WKDW DUH required simultaneously to cover
the high SPS intensity dynamic range7KHVXPRIDOOWKH
/RJ-$PSVLVXVHGWRGHWHFWWKHSUHVHQFHRIWKHEHDP
Optional diode detectors [4] are foreseen, in parallel to
the logarithmic processing chain, to achieve even more
accurate orbit measurements. The resulting digitized data
is transmitted via optical fibres over long distances (up to
1 km) to the VME digital acquisition hardware, which is
located in 6 auxiliary surface buildings.
The Front-End integrates both internal and beam-based
calibration capabilities using RF switches, remotely
controlled via the optical link

),567%($00($685(0(176
A prototype has been assembled and tested on the SPS,
with both proton and lead-ion beams, under different
conditions, including single bunch, 25 ns and 50 ns bunch
trains. The Front-End test setup, as presented in Figure 3,
consisted of two Log-Amp boards, an octal-14bit-ADC
commercial evaluation board, a calibrator and the FPGAbased acquisition board. Horizontal and vertical beam
displacements were acquired from a stripline and a shoebox BPM respectively

90

7R FKDUDFWHULVH WKH V\VWHP Oocal beam displacements,
usually called orbit-bumps, were introduced during the
SPS machine cycle using dipolar magnetic correctors. An
external beam-synchronous pre-pulse, which can be
delayed in the FPGA, triggers the acquisition either at
injection or during the orbit-bump.

)LJXUH  Hardware of the Front-End prototype, which
includes 2 Log-Amp boards, 1 octal-ADC, 1 calibrator
and 1 FPGA-based acquisition board

,QMHFWLRQ2VFLOODWLRQV
7KH EDWFKHV RI 3E LRQ EHDPV LQMHFWHG LQ WKH 636
FRQWDLQHG WZR EXQFKHV ZLWK  QV VSDFLQJ Figure 4
presents the acquisition of a lead-ion beam RI 
FKDUJHVEXQFK when batch 11 is injected. Notice that
batch 11 is off-centre while the others are already centred.
For this kind of beam, only the 40 MHz High-Sensitivity
channel provided useful data; the other channels were
dominated by the noise of the Log-Amps and the
associated ADC-Drivers
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/RFDO%HDP- %XPSV
Injection of batch 11

)LJXUHLead-ion beam horizontal injection acquisitions
Proton beam injection acquisitions have also been
measured and are displayed in Fig. 5. The top plot
presents typical single-bunch oscillations observed at
injection on the stripline pick-up using the 40 MHz high
sensitivity mode. These oscillations are usually damped
within 1ms when the transverse damper is active. The
bottom plot shows the beam position and intensity signals
of 4 batches containing 36 bunches with 50 ns bunchspacing and 1.4×1011 protons/bunch. The measurement
was done during the injection of the 4th batch, which is
clearly off-centre with respect to the other batches.

In order to characterise the sensitivity of the system,
local beam displacements of ±1 mm, ±2.5 mm and ±5 mm
have been generated in the vicinity of the BPMs. Figure 6
presents the SPS optics plots that show the beam offset
related to the correctors, at the position of the BPMs. The
maximum vertical movement is directly observed by the
shoe-box pick-up BPV.42108. However, the horizontal
measurement on the stripline BPCL.42171 needs to be
corrected, since the maximum offset is programmed to be
located at the position of the shoe-box BPH.42208, as
indicated on bottom plot.%XPSVDUHWULJJHUHGDWVDIWHU
LQMHFWLRQ DQG FRQVLVW RI D  PV-ORQJ SODWHDX ZLWK
 PVULVHDQGIDOOWLPHV

BPCL.42171

7.5ms

)LJXUH  Local beam bumps, either in the horizontal or
the vertical plane, are generated using beam corrector
elements
A summary of the bump measurements on single-bunch
proton beams is reported in Table 1. The analogue noise
on the 40 MHz high-sensitivity channel was estimated at
150 ADC-bins on a turn-by-turn basis in the worst case,
which means about 375μm for the vertical measurements.
This noise level needs to be reduced in order to improve
the performance of this channel.
7DEOHSingle-bunch results in High-Sensitivity

)LJXUH  3URWRQ EHDPV (Top) Single-bunch horizontal
injection oscillations. (Bottom) Intensity and position
signals of 36 bunch-batches with 50 ns-spacing, during
the 4th batch injection

BPMs and Beam Stability

A proton beam of 48 bunches per batch with 25 ns
bunch-spacing and 1.4x10 11 charges/bunch has been used
to characterise the 200 MHz and 40 MHz Low-Sensitivity
channels. Figure 7 shows acquisition examples from both
the stripline and the shoe-box pick-ups for three different
beam positions.
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)LJXUHData acquisitions, without (0mm) and with ±5mm beam-bumps
The measurements that were performed on multi-bunch
proton beams, using the low-sensitivity channels, are
summarised in Table 2. These results confirm that the
sensitivity is about 1.7 μm/bin for the stripline and
2.5 μm/bin for the shoe-box, which reflect different BPM
apertures. Noise levels, including beam position jitter,
limit the estimated resolution to 360 μm in trajectory
mode and 80 μm in orbit mode, in the worst conditions.
7DEOHMulti-bunch results in Low-Sensitivity.

&21&/86,21
A prototype of the new MOPOS electronic system,
based on Logarithmic Amplifiers, has been fully tested in
the CERN-SPS, allowing the observation of proton and
lead-ion beams under various different beam conditions.
Using local orbit bumps, the resolution of the system was
estimated to 375 μm for turn-by-turn acquisitions and
80 μm in orbit mode, which agrees with the
specifications. The system is now being optimized to
improve the sensitivity for low charge beams. Our aim is
to launch the production of a pre-series to be installed in
2014.
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STATUS OF BEAM POSITION MONITORS FOR LIPAC∗
I. Podadera† , F. De Aragon, A. Guirao, D. Jimenez-Rey, A. Lara, L.M. Martinez, J. Molla,
CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
Abstract
The LIPAc accelerator [1] will be a 9 MeV, 125 mA CW
deuteron accelerator which aims to validate the technology
that will be used in the future IFMIF accelerator. Several types of Beam Position Monitors -BPM’s- are placed
in each section of the accelerator to ensure a good beam
transport and minimize beam losses. Prototypes of almost
all the BPM’s have been already fabricated. Acceptance
tests have been carried out on each device. The output of
the vacuum leak tests and electrical tests will be analyzed
in this contribution. In addition, the test bench to characterize the BPM’s has been upgraded and validated using
some prototypes in order to obtain a better global measurement accuracy of the electrical center offset. The test bench
can be used to crosscheck the simulations with the real response of each BPM. The result of the comparison will be
discussed in detail.

to increase the robustness of the pickup, the former design
based in capacitive electrodes has been changed to shorted
striplines. The new design (Fig. 1) has preserved the space
between the electrode and the body, which is mandatory in
order to install the pickup in the middle of each magnet. As
a reminder, the distance between the poles of the quadrupolar magnet is 56 mm, and the inner face of the electrode is
of 48 mm.

INTRODUCTION

PICKUP STATUS
MBPM
The previous design of the MBPM’s [9] has been modified following the ouput of a design review [10]. In order
∗ Work

partially supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation under project AIC10-A-000441 and AIC-A-2011-0654.
† ivan.podadera@ciemat.es
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Figure 1: Section of the MEBT mockup showing the
MBPM inside the first transport magnet.
The modification of the design has some consequences
from the electrical point of view. The ouput signal strength
is lower (Fig. 2) For a single deuteron bunch of 4.7mm and
an energy of 5 mm, the maximum voltage is reduced from
more than 3 V for the capacitive pickup to around 0.1 V
for the shorted stripline pickup. A deeper discussion in the
causes of this reduction are out of the scope of this proceeding. However, though the signal is reduced by more than
one order of magnitude, the signal is still sufficient (above
−10 dBm) for the acquisition electronics.

CBPM
The BPM’s installed in the SRF Linac were already designed and manufactured in series [11]. However, in order
to do the pairing of the buttons in each BPM a previous
study of the influence of several parameters in the position
error was analyzed. The study focused on the variation of
two of the main parameters: the diameter of the inner surface of the button and the capacitance. Assuming a variation of ±10% in only the right electrode, the theoretical
approach expect a bigger influence from a small change of
the diameter than the capacitance (Fig. 3). However, even
in the worst case, the error in the measurement region is
too low to affect the accuracy of the measurements. Therefore, the pairing was performed grouping the buttons with
similar inner diameter first and capacitance later on.
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The LIPAC is presently under the first stages of installation and hardware commissioning in Rokkasho [2]. The
beam injector is being installed during this year and the
next one, and the following components -Diagnostics Plate
[3], MEBT [4] and RadioFrequency Quadrupole- are to be
installed late next year. As a part of the Beam Instrumentation delivery [5] and in preparation for the next commissioning step, the BPM’s for the high current LIPAC prototype accelerator are in the last phase of series manufacturing and characterization. As a reminder different type of
pickups have being designed for each beamline section: for
the MEBT (the MBPM), for the cryomodule of the Superconducting RF linac (the CBPM) [6], for the Diagnostics
Plate (the DBPM) and for the High Energy Beam Transport line (the HBPM) [7]. Most of the pickups are based in
a shorted stripline design, being the ones in the SRF linac
the only ones of button type to maximize the reliability of
the pickups. The majority of the pickups are presently under fabrication of the first units and the characterization of
those prior to launching the series manufacturing before the
end of the year. Concerning the acquisition electronics, it
is also being assembled as it is discussed in [8].
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Figure 4: Simulation of the signal output from a DBPM.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the simulated signals from a capactive type BPM and from a stripline one.

The mechanical and vacuum tests to the pickup were followed by the electrical tests, to check the RF behaviour of
the unit. Two types of tests were first carried out: 1) a
coupling test which checks the signal detected in all the
electrodes from an input RF signal in one electrode, and
2) a time domain reflectrometry analysis of each electrode
channel. This tests aims to analyze the stripline impedance
in each electrode. Both tests are compared with simulations performed using CST Particle Studio [12] with a similar geometry of the pickup. In the case of the coupling test
(Fig. 5), the simulations of the S-parameters from opposite
channels are in good agreement with the measurements, especially at frequencies below 200 MHz (see Fig. 6). The
coupling from opposite channels is quite low, less than
40dB in the region of interest for LIPAc, below 350 MHz.
For higher frequencies, the measurements differ more from
simulations, which can be due to the modeling of the RF
feedthrough or the meshing. However, the measurement
of the coupling between the vertical and horizontal are in
very good agreement, which shows the symmetry of each
channel of the pickup.

Figure 3: Influence on the variation of the ±10% in capacitance (top) and inner diameter (bottom) in a cbpm.

DBPM
A first unit of DBPM has been manufactured and tested,
based in the design presented in [11]. The output signals
from this pickup are shown in Fig. 4. The manufacturing
of this first unit has been carried out satisfactory in the Fusion Lab workshop. Previous to the final welding assembly the unit was measured usign a 3D coordinate machine.
Once the assembly was finished several acceptance tests
were done. The first one was the test of the vacuum leak
of the device. A leak below 10−12 mbar·l/s was detected,
which is far beyond the requirements for the LIPAc.
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Figure 5: Image of the first DBPM during the coupling
tests.
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The TDR test was performed using the Network Analyzer in order to study the response to RF signals from each
electrode channel. The results are compared in Fig. 7. It
has to be pointed out that the model for the simulations was
not so detailed as in the real device. Therefore, many of the
transitions appearing in the feedthrough and after the gap
of the stripline are not seen in the simulation curve. Apart
from that, and as can be seen in the major peaks, the curves
are comparable. It is difficult to analyze from these curves
the impedance of the coaxial lines.

the BPM, the offset between the mechanical and the electrical center of the BPM and the error in the positioning map
of each BPM. The first study shown that all the errors could
be kept below 50 µm except for the error between the mechanical and the electrical center. This error could be split
in two terms: the error in the positioning of the wire center
in the middle of the mechanical center, and the knowledge
of the error between the mechanical and the electrical center itself. The first term was too big due to method used for
the positioning of the driven stages in the mechanical center
[9]. To minimize this error source, a new setup based in a
photointerrupter (as used in LINAC4 test bench [14]) have
been used to improve the knowledge of the wire position
(in the coordinate system of the motors) in the mechanical
center. As shown in Fig. 8, the photointerrupter is attached
in one side to the interface plate of the test bench and to
the other side to the BPM to be measured, using positioning pins to ensure the best accuracy. The sensor can be
placed in four positions around the mechanical axis which
minimizes the error in the measurement of the central axis
position. A Labview code has been programmed to scan
the motors and obtain the maximum sensor signal and the
motor position to obtain the best possible calibration and
analyze the repetivity of the measurements.

Figure 8: Picture of the mechanics for the calibration of the
test bench wire simulating the beam.

Figure 7: Comparison of the Time Domain Reflectometry
results and the simulation ones.

TEST BENCH UPGRADE
Absolute Calibration
Due to beam dynamics requirements [13], target absolute accuracy of less than 100 µm for the MBPM’s, 250 µm
for the CBPM’s and 300 µm for the DBPM’s and HBPM’s
are searched. The absolute accuracy between the theoretical beam axis and the real beam position readout from
the beam position monitors is a quadratic sum of errors
from different sources: the alignment error of the BPM
with respect to the building network, the metrology error
between the alignment targets and the mechanical center of

BPMs and Beam Stability

Acquisition Cables
The test bench wants to simulate as close as possible
the operation in the accelerator. In the final LIPAc installation, the pickups are placed up to 70 m far away from
the acquisition electronics. In order to simulate the effect
caused by the acquisition cable length, low-loss cables C50-11-1 [15] of 40 m length were installed between the test
bench and the electronics. The installation procedure of
the cables was also simulated. Cables were measured using a hand meter with a high inaccuracy and then cut and
plugged. Then, the cable length difference was measured
using a network analyzer. Errors of less than 50 mm were
obtained using this procedure. In order to increase the accuracy, the cables were matched by precise measurements
with the network analyzer and the oscilloscope. Afterward
the cable were unplugged, cut and plugged again to the
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Figure 6: Comparison of the S-parameters of opposite electrodes from the real DBPM and the simulations.
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proper length. The matching with this procedure was good
enough, obtaining a phase accuracy better than the required
2o for all the set of cables.

CONCLUSIONS
The manufacturing of the LIPAc BPM’s is successfully
accomplishing the schedule. If no showstoppers appear, it
is expected to have the BPM’s ready to detect beam for the
next beam commissioning stage. Some of the pickups have
been modified in order to improve the mechanical design,
and the test bench has been also modified in order to improve the accuracy and characterization of the pickups.
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The performance reach of modern accelerators is often
governed by the ability to reliably measure and control the
beam stability. In high-brightness lepton and high-energy
hadron accelerators, the use of optical diagnostic techniques is becoming more widespread as the required bandwidth, resolution and high RF beam power level involved
limit the use of traditional electro-magnetic RF pick-up
based methods.
This contribution discusses the use of fibre-coupled
ultra-fast Metal-Semiconductor-Metal Photodetectors
(MSM-PD) as an alternative, dependable means to measure
signals derived from electro-optical and synchrotron-light
based diagnostics systems. It describes the beam studies
performed at CERN’s CLIC Test Facility (CTF3) and the
Australian Synchrotron to assess the feasibility of this
technology as a robust, wide-band and sensitive technique
for measuring transverse intra-bunch and bunch-by-bunch
beam oscillations, longitudinal beam profiles, un-bunched
beam population and beam-halo profiles. The amplification schemes, achieved sensitivities, linearity, and dynamic
range of the detector setup are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The most notable advantage of optical systems is the
bandwidth that can be achieved over cable lengths of 100 m
which are typical distances for accelerators: commonly
used broad-band coaxial achieve about 600 MHz [1, 2],
which is easily outperformed by standard OM4-type fibres
that achieve up to 47 GHz [3]. In addition, optical systems
allow some wide-band signal conditioning that are easier to
perform in the optical than electrical domain, such as signal summation, signal difference, wide-band delays, wavelength multiplexing, fast switching etc. While much of the
signal conditioning can be done optically, the signal needs
ultimately to be converted and (at least partially) processed
in the electrical domain before being sampled by a highspeed or high-resolution ADC.

MSM-PD RECEIVER
In order to preserve the benefits of working in the optical domain, the optical receiver must match the performances of the optical front-end and fibre transmission.
Our studies are based on the same MSM-PDs used for
the earlier developed fill-pattern-monitor operated at the
BPMs and Beam Stability

Australian Synchrotron [4, 5]. These MSM-PD are SMAconnectorised, robust, very low-noise, cost-effective and
with a typical rise-time of 30 ps being ideally suited for
high bandwidth measurements. Their parameters are summarised in Table 1. One of the advantages of MSM-PD
Table 1: MSM Properties, given for λ = 850 nm [5].
Radiant sensitivity
Max. Input Power (t < 1 ns)
Spectral response
Dark Current
Current noise
Terminal Capacitance CD
10%-90% rise time tr

0.3
< 50
[450,870]
100
1.0
≈ 0.3
≈ 30

A/W
mW
nm
pA √
fA/ Hz
pF
ps

over e.g. PIN, CMOS or CCD-type photo-detectors is their
negligible transit time, and that they can be biased in the
(common) backward as well as forward direction. This facilitates an efficient means to produce difference or sum
signals by inverting the given bias voltage Ubias polarity.
The balanced topology also suppresses the dark current,
ambient light and other common mode noise [6, 7]. The
bias voltage can be used (within limits) to control the radiant sensitivity, for example, to null the signal of the combined detector. For the prototype, we evaluated the optical
receiver topologies illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Receiver schematics for the MSM-PD: Balanced Bias-T (BT, left) and DC-coupled balanced transimpedance amplifier (TIA, right).
For the nominal receiver, light is coupled directly from
the fibre onto the MSM-PD and their current is summed
in a central node. For the classic balanced Bias-T (BT)
the DC-return path is provided by an inductor L and the
output AC-coupled using a capacitor, adjusted to the desired DC-cut-off frequency. The advantage of this topol97
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ogy is that it is simple, very wide-band and also used in
commercial Bias-Ts and the existing fill-pattern-monitor
(FPM) at the Australian Synchrotron [4]. The topology
uses high-value inductors for the DC-return, which is appropriate for voltage sources, but in the scase of current
sources and signals with a high pulse duty factor, this
may cause the AC-coupling capacitor to charge up, reduce
the effective radiant sensitivity and in turn causes important signal non-linearities of subsequent bunches. Since
the MSM-PD currents are typically very small, a lower
impedance resistor R replacing L can alleviate this, however with the constraint that the bandwidth and transconductance are fixed and equal to 50 Ohm. The corresponding
3 dB-bandwidth fbw−BT = 1/2πRCD is essentially limited by the lumped terminal capacitance CD of the MSMPDs, other parasitic RF-PCB, or connecting cable capacitances. As this Bias-T is intrinsically AC coupled, the baseline needs to be restored if absolute peak amplitudes are
needed (e.g. for beam intensity measurements), as for example described in [8]. While the Bias-T remains the preferred and only choice for very fast responses beyond the
few Gigahertz range, a larger transconductance-bandwidth
can be achieved with (balanced) transimpedance amplifiers (TIA), schematically shown in Fig. 1. The corresponding
bandwidth relationship is given by fbw−T IA ∼
p
GBP /4Rf CD which is limited rather by the available
gain-bandwidth-product GBP of the used operational amplifier, than the lumped capacitance CD at the inverting
input of the MSM-PD and parasitic capacitances of the
connectors, PCB traces, and operational amplifier. The
transconductance is defined by the feedback resistor Rf .
If required, the TIA topology can preserve the true DC
response which eliminates the need for a base-line restitution algorithm. For this application, the additional Rf
connected to the non-inverting input compensates for the
input bias-current imperfections of the operational amplifier, and Cp to mitigate the noise contribution of this additional resistor at the input. An additional small feedback
capacitor Cf is sometimes needed to provide an additional
low-pass pole to cancel the instability caused at high frequencies. This was not necessary for the operational amplifiers (OPA847 & OP657) used in the tested prototype,
since the required capacitance was below 1 pF and in the
order of the parasitic PCB capacitance of the pad for Rf .
Based on the prototypes build, for the same transconductance of 513 Ohm (N.B. parasitic CD ≈ 4 pF), the BTtopology option delivers a bandwidth of 77 MHz, whereas
the TIA could achieve a bandwidth of about 550 MHz.
Thiss illustrates nicely the benefits of a TIA compared to
a BT for bandwidths below or in the order of a few GHz.
Higher TIA gains are limited by the maximum available
GBP and/or parasitic input capacitance and imperfections
of the op-amps’ SOT23-6 chip package. Even higher gains
may require an all-on-chip design, with a tight MSM-PD
and amplifier integration using chip bonding technology.
For the test with beam, the constructed TIA prototype has
been limited in bandwidth to about 80 MHz in favour of a
98

higher transconductance of 25 kOhm. The achieved combined noise figure for the TIA of 5.2 pA/sqrtHz (without MSM-PD attached) matched the theoretic expectations
from a design 4.8 pA/sqrtHz point of view.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH BEAM
A series of tests have been performed in order to demonstrate the various application possibilities and MSM-PD
receiver performances in a real accelerator environment.
The experiments related to the assessment of the bandwidth
were carried out at the CERN CLIC Test Facility (CTF3),
and the experiments related to assessing the dynamic range,
linearity and resolution at the Australian Synchrotron.

Bandwidth Tests
The CTF3 at CERN is used to develop the technology
and assess the feasibility of the next generation linear lepton collider, aimed at providing centre-of-mass energies at
the TeV scale [9]. The MSM-PD experiments were conducted at one of the view-ports of the CTF3 combiner
ring (CR) nominally used by the streak-camera [10]. The
CR is part of the chain that produces the 12 GHz highpower CLIC drive-beam, by accumulating and interleaving
four batches of electron trains, each having a 3 GHz bunch
structure. During the process, the lower RF harmonics diminish in favour of (ideally) only a single 12 GHz spectral line. Figure 2 shows a typically high-bandwidth timeand corresponding frequency-domain signal of the first and
last batch. The AC-coupling and base-line recovery of the
magnitude [dB]
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Figure 2: High-Bandwidth MSM-BT time- and corresponding frequency-domain signal taken at the CTF3 combiner ring. Fourier spectrum of the first and fourth injected
batch. The 12 GHz RF bunch component and about 13 GHz
roll-off due to the limited digitizer bandwidth are visible.
MSM-BT after the four batches have been extracted is visible. An enhanced 12 GHz spectral line is visible for the
fourth batch, confirming predicted MSM-PD bandwidth.
The prevailing of the other lower RF harmonics indicate
an imperfect batch-by-batch interleaving for this specific
measurement. This information could be used to tune the
recombination process of the CTF3-CR.

Dynamic Range and Linearity Tests
The Australian Synchrotron storage ring is a 3.0 GeV
electron ring with a circumference of 216 m, situated in
Melbourne, Australia [11]. Most of the MSM-PD receiver
tests use the synchrotron light emitted by the electron passing through one of the main bending magnets, separated
BPMs and Beam Stability
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normalised signal

from the X-rays using a vertical mirror above the beam
axis, focused through a lens, and then guided into an optical diagnostic beam line (ODB [12]).
The dynamic range, linearity and resolution of the system were assessed using a avalanche photo-diode (APD) in
a time-correlated single photon-counting mode of operation [13]. This method implies important integration times,
particularly for large accelerators such as the LHC. Nevertheless, it provides a de-facto ’golden standard’ in terms of
linearity: for bunch signals that are separated by more than
the APD dead-time, the vertical resolution is basically only
affected by statistic and the (very low) probability of two
photons arriving within the same APD dead-time interval.
The MSM-BT and MSM-TIA were acquired similar to,
and MSM-BT base-line droop compensated as outlined
in [8]. The comparative measurement is shown in Fig. 3.

used oscilloscope (100k turn average). In terms of linearity, the MSM-BT and MSM-TIA measurements correlate
with the APD data down to the 10−4 level. The limit for
the MSM-BT is given by the compensation of the droop
caused by the AC-coupling, notably the compensation for
cable reflections. For the MSM-TIA the linearity is determined and compatible with the spurious-free-dynamicrange (SFDR) of the used operational amplifier (OPA847).
Higher SFDRs are possible with a different choice of operational amplifiers, but in trade-off with a reduced system
bandwidth. While the MSM-PD have a theoretic instantaneous dynamic range of about 108 , for practical purposes
the available range is limited by the digital acquisition,
with the about constant product of effective-number-ofbits (ENOB) and achievable bandwidth approaching fundamental limitations indicated in [14].

FUTURE MSM-PD APPLICATIONS

APD

1

MOPC20

MSM-TIA

The application of fibre-coupled MSM-PD are being studied for the following specific cases: electrooptical- (EO-BPM) and synchrotron-light-based Beam Position Monitors (SL-BPM) [15], schematically illustrated
in Fig. 4. Both system share the same light-to-fibre cou-
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Figure 4: EO- and SL-BPM Schematic.
10-2

pling, transmission, and fibre-coupled, high-speed MSMPD in a custom-made balanced RF biasing circuit, kept
along the other sensitive processing electronics in a lowEMI and radiation environment.
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Figure 3: Comparison of APD, MSM-BT and MSMTIA signals. The accelerator has been filled with single
separated bunches corresponding to beam currents of 10,
1.0, 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 mA. Particle spill into neighbouring buckets, in particular for the larger bunch intensities,
and bandwidth differences between APD and MSM-BT
(600 MHz) and MSM-TIA (80 MHz) are visible.
Each system achieved an approximate dynamic range of
about 105 , with the APD being limited by the maximum
bin count of the TDC, and the MSM-BT and MSM-TIA
being limited by the direct time-domain digitisation of the
BPMs and Beam Stability

The EO-BPM under development exploits the Pockels
effect of a set of two EO-active crystals located at opposite sides of the beam vacuum chamber [16, 17]. Similar
to classic BPMs, the ratio of the difference over the sum
of both crystal’s birefringence is a measure of the beam
position in relation to the half-aperture R. Initial laboratory tests indicated that the interferometric approach is
rather susceptible to thermal drifts and mechanical stability
across the two crystals, and thus a polarization-based intensity modulation approach was chosen. Arranging the (infibre polarisation) controller-crystal-analyser locally simplifies and eliminates the need for polarisation-maintaining
fibres to and from the tunnel. Initial prototype tests were
performed in the lab, guiding a planned initial deployment
at the SPS
99
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Synchrotron-Light BPM

measured beam spot distribution in the focal plain.

The SL-BPM, similar to laser stabilisation in DVD or
Blue-Ray players, measures the beam centroid position by
focusing the synchrotron-light cone emitted by the particle
beam onto a 2x2 diamond formation of GRIN-lenses/fibres
located and that is connected to a set of MSM-PDs on the
far end [15]. The advantage of this scheme is that the relative position change scales with the relative SL-beam spot
size σz on the focal plane, rather than the vacuum-pipe
aperture R. This gives a substantial amplification factor,
at the cost of a reduced operational range. Still, in cases
where only small, relative or high-frequency oscillations
need to be resolved (i.e. for Q/Q’ or instability diagnostics), this is an acceptable compromise.

Beam-Halo Monitoring

MSM-TIA signal [mV]
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Similar to the SL-BPM, the same receiver topology
could be further extended to a wider (line-)array of GRINlenses and MSM-PD that cover and monitor the SL-beam
spot distribution as a whole. Compared to other PDs,
MSM-PDs provide higher-bandwidths and larger instantaneous dynamic range which could be exploited to measure
beam sizes down to a bunch-by-bunch basis. An exemplary
distribution measured with the MSM-PD at the Australian
Synchrotron is shown in Fig. 5. The measurement has
hor. meas.
ver. meas.

103

hor. fit
ver. fit

102

CONCLUSION
MSM-PD provide an alternative, dependable means
to convert signals deriving from electro-optical and
synchrotron-light based diagnostics systems. The optical
receiver must match the performances of the optical frontend and fibre transmission, in order to preserve the benefits of working in the optical domain. Beam measurements
performed at CTF3 and the Australian Synchrotron confirm bandwidth, dynamic range and linearity for the tested
receiver topologies.
In combination with the tested fibre-coupling, this opens
the possibility to further exploit the MSM-PD as a robust,
wide-band and sensitive technique for measuring transverse intra-bunch and bunch-by-bunch beam oscillations,
longitudinal beam profiles, un-bunched beam population
and beam-halo profiles.
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LAYOUT OF THE BPM SYSTEM FOR P-LINAC AT FAIR AND THE
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At the planned Proton LINAC at the FAIR facility
four-fold button Beam Position Monitor (BPM) will be
installed at 14 locations along the LINAC. Four of these
BPMs will be mounted only about 40 mm upstream of the
CH cavities. The coupling of the rf accelerating field to
those BPMs was numerically investigated. The properties
of a digital I/Q demodulation scheme were characterized
by detailed lab-based tests. The performance was
investigated by a 80 μA Ca10+ beam at 1.4 MeV / u at GSI
UNILAC for beam position and phase determination. The
I/Q phase results were compared to a time-domain
approach as well as successive FFT calculation. A
significant deviation between the methods were observed
and further investigations to understand the reason are
ongoing.

The proton LINAC at FAIR will provide the primary
beam for the anti-proton production chain. It will serve as
an injector for the existing synchrotron SIS18 delivering
35 mA of beam current within macro-pulse length of 36
μs and a typical bunch length of 150 ps. It is designed to
accelerate the beam from 3 MeV to 70 MeV with an
operating frequency of 325 MHz [1]. Beam Position
Monitors (BPM) will be installed at 14 locations along the
LINAC and they will serve as the main beam diagnostic
tool, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. The BPM system
will determine three beam quantities, the beam
displacement with a spatial resolution of 0.1 mm, the
mean beam energy and the relative beam current. The
beam energy is recorded from the time-of-flight of
bunches between two successive BPMs with an accuracy
of 8.5 ps corresponding to a phase difference of 1o with
respect to the accelerating frequency of 325 MHz. The
relative beam current is determined for the sum signal of
the four BPM plates. The basic layout for the BPM
system and relevant calculations are described in [2].
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Figure 1: Layout of the proton LINAC including BPM
locations.
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Figure 2: The technical layout of the inter-tank section.
As the BPM centre is only 48 mm apart from the
upstream cavity boundary and assuming an electric field
strength of 𝐸𝑧,𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 21.2 𝑀𝑉/𝑚 in the first acceleration
gap, the unintended rf coupling to the BPM pickup
antennas (so called rf-leakage) was evaluated. It has been
shown, that this exact solution can be approximated by a
simple electro-static approach with an appropriate, static
potential applied to the closest drift tube in the cavity.

to SIS

BPM location

Source

At four locations the BPMs will be an integral part of
the inter-tank section between the CCH or CH cavities
mounted within an evacuated housing as shown Fig. 2. A
very precise model of the inter-tank section was created to
simulate the realistic situation of rf field propagation from
the cavity into the beam tube and the BPM’s co-axial
signal path [3]. The simulation gives the solution of the
large-scale eigenvalue problem which has been handled
with a parallel implementation of the Jacobi-Davidson
algorithm [4] but requires a large amount of CPU time
and memory.

600 mm

INTRODUCTION

SIMULATION OF RF COUPLING TO BPM

Figure 3: Shielding properties as a function of the length
of the cone lcone (red) for a fixed length of the tube or as a
function of the cylindrical tube length ltube (blue) for fixed
cone length. For the electro-static solver the first drift
tube is set to 417 kV.
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Beam-Based Experiment at UNILAC
A beam-based experiment was conducted at GSI
UNILAC with a Ca10+ beam at 1.4 MeV/u and a beam
current of ~ 80 µA to test the performance of Libera SPH
system. Since accelerating frequency of UNILAC is 108.4
MHz, Libera SPH electronics was customized to process
the signals at the base frequency and its second harmonic.
Most of the measurements were performed for the first
harmonic. The beamline optical elements consist of a
buncher for longitudinal focussing, quadrupole doublet
for beam transverse focussing and dipole for horizontal
position variation.
For the measurements, a single BPM capacitive pickup
with four electrodes was used to detect the beam position
and to act as a "Bunch arrival monitor" for phase
determination. The purpose of these investigations was to
characterize the dependence of beam arrival time on
bunch shape. The Libera SPH digital processing system
was evaluated and compared with a time-domain reading
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Libera SPH
Amp. (mV)

A digital signal processing is foreseen for the
transverse beam position and the phase monitoring, which
could be realized by using the Libera SPH (Libera Single
Pass Hadron) electronic from the company
Instrumentation Technologies [5]. In the Libera SPH, the
phase measurement is performed with respect to an
external master oscillator rf signal. The digital processing
involves sampling and digital I/Q (in-phase and
quadrature) down-conversion from each electrode. The
amplitude and phase of the individual signal can be
evaluated in the FPGA digital electronics. From these data
the beam position (from the difference of the plates’
amplitude) and mean energy (from the phase value
compared to the accelerating frequency) can be extracted
in a flexible manner with a selectable time resolution
between 1 and 70 µs. The proton LINAC operates with an
accelerating frequency of 325 MHz and the technique of
under-sampling will be applied with a sampling rate of
117.440 MSa/s. In order to suppress the above discussed
rf-leakage contribution a band-pass filter matched to the
second harmonic (650.5 MHz) of the accelerating
frequency is placed into the analoge chain. The limited
spectral content is suitable for digitalization by a high
resolution ADC (16 bit nominal).

600
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THE DIGITAL METHODS FOR BEAM
POSITION AND PHASE MONITORING

obtained by a 10 GSa/s oscilloscope (LeCroy Waverunner
6200A). The characteristics of the digital electronics were
tested for sevn different settings of the buncher for
longitudinal focusing resulting in different bunch shapes.
Each individual shape was displayed and stored on the
oscilloscope from the sum of the BPM signals by looking
at the average over many macropulses. For the same
beam parameters, the digital I/Q demodulation on the
Libera SPH calculates the beam position the phase value
compared to the accelerating frequency. Every data set
corresponds to one macro-pulse and it is given in steps of
1 μs (correspond to 108 bunches) for 129 μs. Fig. 4 shows
a typical example of Libera SPH data-set for pickup
amplitudes and phase reading during one macro-pulse.
The ratio of the difference over sum voltage between two
opposite electrodes is used for beam position determiation.

Libera SPH
(Degree)

The shielding properties of a cone and a tube with
reduced beam pipe diameter are depicted in Fig. 3
performed with the electro-static solver. A cone and a
tube of 20 mm length respectively, are sufficient to
reduce the rf pick-up signal below 5 mV amplitude. This
value has to be compared to the signal voltage of ~ 1V for
nominal beam current of 35 mA.
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Figure 4: Single plate amplitude, position & phase
reading within 1 μs time resolution during one macropulse. The botton figure is the histrogram of the phase
reading.
The BPM signal was adapted by low noise, broadband amplification of 44 dB to yield signal strengths
such that 0.3 V < Upeak < 1.35 V depending on the bunch
length. Each individual bunch curve recorded by the 10
GSa/s oscilloscope contains about 92 samples. The
granularity was improved by the spline interpolation to
increase the resolution of the original curve from 0.1 ns to
1.12 ps containing 213 points. As a representation for the
arrival time the zero crossing of each signal is chosen
with respect to a reference shape as depicted in Fig.5.
For further investigations, the interpolated signal curve
obtained from time-domain data for a single bunch was
Fourier-transformed to verify with the time-domain
reading and to compare with the frequency-domain results
obtained by Libera SPH. Zero padding technique was
used during Fourier transformation to further increase the
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Figure 5: Time-domain recording of single bunches for
different buncher amplitudes are depicted to determine
the individual zero-crossing points.

Figure 7: Time-domain data versus Libera SPH and FFT
calculations for a single bunch and a stream of bunches.

CONCLUSION
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Figure 6: Amplitude and phase spectra for the reference
shape (red) and the selected shape (blue) from Fig. 5. (up)
from a single bunch, (down) from a stream of bunches
(the amplitude spectrum nearly coincided).

Experimental Results
As shown in Fig. 7, the evaluated results showed some
agreements between the Libera SPH phase readings and
the time-domain measurements. In contradiction to the
expectation, Libera SPH processed only large amplitude
signals of Upeak > 0.5 V with a phase accuracy better than
1°. The measured resolution (noise) is actually much
better than accuracy. However, the FFT calculations of

BPMs and Beam Stability

Four-fold button BPMs are foreseen at 14 locations for
the proton LINAC. To prevent for a significant rfleakage, the distance to the rf cavity must be above 40
mm. An electro-static approach can be applied for the
optimization of the required beam tube length and shape
and gives comparable results with remarkable accuracy.
A beam-based measurement with 80 µA beam current
of a Ca10+ ions accelerated by 108 MHz was performed
using the proposed digital processing scheme. The tested
Libera SPH digital electronics seem to be suited for beam
position determination. However, a precise test for the
beam position resolution has not been performed. For
phase detection, a significant deviation between the
different methods were observed. Therefore, further
investigations and more detailed calculations are still
required to understand the reasons of such large
deviations between the results from the Libera SPH, the
time-domain processing and the FFT analytic
calculations.
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Amplitude (V)

1

the specified single bunch data and the bunch stream are
better matched to the time-domain evaluation.

Phase (Degree)

resolution of the amplitude and phase spectrum.
Additionally, a stream of bunches were stored the 1.5 ms
for each bunch shape (~166 000 bunches). Due to a
memory limitation only 30000 bunches were used for
FFT calculations. Fig. 6 shows an example of the
amplitude and phase spectrum for two shapes.
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A NEW HIGH-DYNAMIC RANGE BPM FOR ELBE WITH INTEGRATED
DIFFERENTIAL CURRENT MONITOR (DCM)
$%FKQHU%/DQJH+='5'UHVGHQ*HUPDQ\
$EVWUDFW
ELBE is a LINAC electron accelerator for small energies
(12 to 50 MeV) [1]. It serves as a beam source for many
quite different experiments. The recent ELBE upgrade
allows electron beams with bunches in the area of single
electrons to 1 nC. The maximum beam current is 1.6 mA
CW and the repetition rates covering the range from one
shot single bunch pulses to 26 MHz CW.
The existing BPMs and especially the DCMs which are
used for the Machine Protection System cannot handle
this newer, wide parameter range. To improve this
situation the development of new BPMs / DCMs was
necessary. The DCMs measure the difference of the beam
current between two stripline sensors and produce an
interlock for differences greater 10 PA. The new BPM
electronics system has been designed including the DCM
functionality because both BPMs and DCMs use the same
stripline sensor signals at 1.3 GHz.
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(;,67,1*%306$1''&06$7(/%(
6WULSOLQHVHQVRUV ZLWK OOHQJWK IRU*+]DUH XVHG
DVEHDPSRVLWLRQVHQVRUV%HDP SRVLWLRQ PRQLWRULQJ ZDV
GRQHE\DQDORJXH%30V$QDORJXH ORJDULWKPLF5)OHYHO
GHWHFWRUV ZLWK D OLQHDU G\QDPLF UDQJH RI URXJKO\  G%
ZHUH XVHG >@ %HFDXVH RI WKH ORZ EHDP HQHUJLHV RI
 «  0H9WKHEHDPVL]HLVQRWYHU\VPDOODQGQRKLJK
SRVLWLRQDFFXUDF\LVQHHGHG
7KH 0DFKLQH 3URWHFWLRQ 6\VWHP XVHG VHSDUDWH
'LIIHUHQWLDO&XUUHQW0RQLWRUV '&0V EDVHGRQWKHVDPH
VHQVRUV 7ZR W\SHV DUH XVHG 5)-5)-'&0V ZDWFK WKH
EHDPFXUUHQWGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQWZRVWULSOLQHVHQVRUVDQG
5)-/)-'&0VZDWFKWKHEHDPFXUUHQWGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ
D VWULSOLQH VHQVRU DQG D EHDP GXPS $ EHDP ORVV RI
JUHDWHUWKDQ P$SURGXFHVDQLQWHUORFN7KHLQWHJUDWLRQ
WLPH LQ WKH HOHFWURQLFV LV  PV 7KH PD[LPXP EHDP
ORVVHQHUJ\LVWKHUHIRUH :VZKLFKGRHVQRW\HWGDPDJH
WKHPDFKLQH$KLJKHUEHDPORVVFUHDWHVDVKRUWHUUHDFWLRQ
WLPH7KH5)SDUWRIWKH'&0VGHWHFWVWKHEHDPFXUUHQW
E\ DQDORJXH 5) VXPPLQJ RI WKH 5) VLJQDOV RI WKH 
VWULSOLQH VHQVRU HOHFWURGHV DQG OHYHO GHWHFWLRQ /LQHDU
DQDORJXH5)OHYHOGHWHFWRUVEDVHGRQ6FKRWWN\GLRGHSHDN
GHWHFWRUV ZLWK D G\QDPLF UDQJH RI URXJKO\  G% ZHUH
XVHG
7KH '&0V DUH QRW WKH RQO\ V\VWHP IRU EHDP ORVV
GHWHFWLRQ $ UDGLDWLRQ EDVHG FDEOH LRQL]DWLRQ FKDPEHU
V\VWHPFRPSOHPHQWVWKH'&0V\VWHP>@

(/%(83*5$'(
7KH (/%( DFFHOHUDWRU LV LQ RSHUDWLRQ VLQFH 7KH
DFFHOHUDWRUZDVGHVLJQHG IRUEXQFKFKDUJHVWLOOS&RU
1 mAEHDPFXUUHQWLQ&:GHOLYHUHGE\DWKHUPLRQLFJXQ
7KH PDLQ IRUHVHHQ RSHUDWLRQ PRGH ZDV  0+] EXQFK
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UHSHWLWLRQ UDWH LQ &: EXW GLIIHUHQW UHSHWLWLRQ UDWHV DUH
SRVVLEOH>@
7RGD\(/%(KDVDJUHDWYDULHW\RIEHDPPRGHV
x 7KH EXQFK UHSHWLWLRQ IUHTXHQF\ PD\ EH  0+]
GLYLGHGE\ « HJ 0+] « N+]RU
DOVR0+]
x $ PDFUR SXOVH ZLWK D OHQJWK EHWZHHQ  PV DQG
 PV DQG UHSHWLWLRQ WLPH EHWZHHQ  PV DQG  V
PD\EHXVHG
x  «  VLQJOH EXQFKHV ZLWK D UHSHWLWLRQ WLPH
EHWZHHQPVDQGVPD\EHXVHG
x 7KHQHZVXSHUFRQGXFWLQJ5)JXQ 65)JXQ FDQEH
XVHG LQVWHDG RI WKH WKHUPLRQLF JXQ ZLWK EXQFK
UHSHWLWLRQIUHTXHQFLHVRI 0+] N+] N+]
DQG N+]>@
x 7KH 65) JXQ PDFUR SXOVH ZLWK D OHQJWK EHWZHHQ
 PVDQGPVDQGUHSHWLWLRQWLPHEHWZHHQPV
DQGVPD\EHXVHG
%HFDXVH (/%( LV D XVHU IDFLOLW\ ZLWK D ORW RI TXLWH
GLIIHUHQW H[SHULPHQWV DOO WKHVH PRGHV DQG FRPELQDWLRQV
RIWKHPZLOOEHXVHG
%XWQRWRQO\WKHWLPLQJLVYHU\IOH[LEOHDOVRWKHEXQFK
FKDUJH DQG WKH EHDP FXUUHQW KDYH D KXJH UDQJH 6RPH
H[SHULPHQWV XVH RQO\ VLQJOH HOHFWURQV ZKHUHDV WKH 65)
JXQZLOODOORZEXQFKFKDUJHVWLOO Q&ZKLFKLVWLPHV
WKH PD[LPXP EXQFK FKDUJH RI WKH WKHUPLRQLF JXQ 7KH
(/%( 5) SRZHU XSJUDGH LQFUHDVHG WKH PD[LPXP EHDP
FXUUHQWWR P$&:>@
The existing BPMs and especially the DCMs cannot
handle this wide parameter range. The dynamic ranges are
too small and the linearity is not sufficient. BPM result
synchronization was difficult. The different type of
current measurements in the RF-LF-DCMs (stripline
sensors against a beam dump) caused problems which
could not be fixed in the actual system. To improve this
situation the development of new BPMs / DCMs was
necessary.
Beamline
Dump

BPM

BPM

current

DCM

Dump current
measurement

current

DCM

Interlock

Interlock

current
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Figure 1: DCM working principle.
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Figure 2: Overview of the new BPM/DCM electronics.

7KHQHZ'&0VFKHPHLVVKRZQLQ)LJ7KHROG5)5)-'&0IXQFWLRQDOLW\LVLQFOXGHGLQWKHQHZ%30V7KH
ROG 5)-/)-'&0V ZLOO DOVR EH UHSODFHG$ QHZ 5)-/)'&0ZLWKDQHZGXPSFXUUHQWPHDVXUHPHQWLV\HWXQGHU
GHYHORSPHQW DQG ZLOO QRW EH IXUWKHU FRQVLGHUHG LQ WKLV
SDSHU7KLV'&0ZLOOXVHPDQ\SDUWVIURPWKH%30V

1(:%30
7KH QHZ%30VDUHEDVHGRQGLJLWDOVLJQDOSURFHVVLQJ
7KLV SURFHVVLQJ LV FRPSOHWHO\ V\QFKURQL]HG ZLWK (/%(
7KH DQDORJXH VLJQDOV DW  *+] DUH ILOWHUHG DPSOLILHG
DQGGRZQFRQYHUWHGWRDQ,)RI 0+]7KH,)VLJQDOV
DUH GLJLWL]HG ZLWK  %LW UHVROXWLRQ DQG  06367KHVH
GDWD DUH SURFHVVHG LQ D )3*$ ,Q WKH )3*$ DQ ,4GHPRGXODWLRQLVGRQH7KH ,4-VLJQDOVDUH DYHUDJHGRYHU
 YDOXHV DFFRUGLQJ WR D PHDVXUHPHQW ZLQGRZ RI
 PV 7KLV FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH ORZHVW WKHUPLRQLF JXQ
EXQFKUHSHWLWLRQIUHTXHQF\RIN+]7KLVV\QFKURQRXV
RSHUDWLRQFRPELQHGZLWKWKHWUXH506FDOFXODWLRQLQWKH
)3*$JLYHVFRPSOHWHUHVXOWLQGHSHQGHQFHIURPWKHEXQFK
UHSHWLWLRQIUHTXHQF\±DPDMRULPSURYHPHQWFRPSDUHGWR
WKH H[LVWLQJ V\VWHP 7KH UHVXOW IUHTXHQF\ RI  N+]
KHOSV WKH (/%( RSHUDWRUV WR GR WLPH UHVROYHG
PHDVXUHPHQWVLQWKHPDFKLQH$IWHUDPSOLWXGHFDOFXODWLRQ
WKHEHDPSRVLWLRQVDQGWKHEHDP FXUUHQWDUHGHWHUPLQHG
7KHVHGDWDPD\EHSROOHGE\WKHYLVXDOL]DWLRQV\VWHP)RU
FRPSDWLELOLW\ UHDVRQV WKH UHVXOWV DUH LQWHUSRODWHG DQG
FRQYHUWHGWRDQDORJXHVLJQDOVZLWK%LWUHVROXWLRQ
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5))URQWHQG
7KH JRDO RI WKH 5) IURQWHQG GHVLJQ ZDV WR PD[LPL]H
WKHG\QDPLFUDQJHZLWKORZSRZHUFRQVXPSWLRQ7KHELJ
YDULHW\LQEXQFKPRGHVJLYHVGLIIHUHQWDQDORJXHVLJQDOVLQ
WKH 5) )URQWHQG )RU KLJK EXQFK UHSHWLWLRQ IUHTXHQFLHV
WKH LQSXW VLJQDO LV DIWHU EDQGSDVV ILOWHULQJ SUDFWLFDOO\ D
&: VLQ ZDYH ZKHUHDV ORZ EXQFK UHSHWLWLRQ IUHTXHQFLHV
RU VLQJOH EXQFK PRGHV JLYH VLJQDOV OLNH 5) EXUVWV
,QWHUPHGLDWHVLJQDOVKDSHVUHVXOWEHWZHHQWKHVHWZRFDVHV
7KHILOWHUDWWHQXDWLRQLVGLIIHUHQWIRUWKHVHVLJQDOW\SHV


Figure 3: RF burst signal for a single bunch at IF output.
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Figure 4: RF Frontend block diagram.
7KH EORFN GLDJUDP LWVHOI VKRZV WKH XVXDO 5) UDGLR
GHVLJQ:LWKWZRSURJUDPPDEOHDWWHQXDWRUVWKHJDLQPD\
EH DGMXVWHG E\ PRUH WKDQ  G% LQ  G% VWHSV WR JHW
RSWLPXP $'& VLJQDO UDQJH XVDJH 7KH RYHUDOO 5)
EDQGZLGWK LV  0+] DQG WKH 5) LPDJH UHMHFWLRQ DW
 0+]LVJUHDWHUWKDQ G%7KHVDPSOLQJIUHTXHQF\
LPDJH DW  0+]  0+] LQ WKH ,)  LV VXSSUHVVHG
E\PRUHWKDQ G%7KHQRLVHILJXUHRIWKH5)IURQWHQG
LV G% GRPLQDWHGE\WKHLQVHUWLRQORVVHVEHIRUHWKHILUVW
5)DPSOLILHU DQGWKHG\QDPLFUDQJHLVURXJKO\ G%
%HFDXVHRIWKHV\QFKURQL]HGRSHUDWLRQVKLHOGLQJLVYHU\
LPSRUWDQW 7KH %30V ZLOO EH XVHG LQ WKH VDPH URRP
ZKHUHWKH5)SRZHUDPSOLILHUV HDFKRIWKHPZLWKDQ
RXWSXWSRZHURI N:&:DW *+] DUHORFDWHG7KH
5)IURQWHQGLVEXLOWLQDFRPSOHWHO\FORVHGVKLHOGHGER[
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$'&
7ZR GXDO$'&V GLJLWL]H WKH  ,) VLJQDOV 6DPSOLQJ LV
GRQHZLWK %LWUHVROXWLRQDW 0636/RZSRZHUGXDO
$'&V ZHUH FKRVHQ 7KH XVH RI GXDO $'&V ZLWK VHULDO
/9'6 RXWSXW UHGXFHV WKH QHHGHG )3*$ SLQ FRXQW 7KH
%30 GHVLJQ LV EDVHG RQ DQ ,) IUHTXHQF\ RI  WKH
VDPSOLQJUDWHRIWKH$'&7KLVZD\WKH,4-GHPRGXODWLRQ
LQ WKH )3*$ LV HDV\ DQG DFWV OLNH D EDQGSDVV ILOWHU ZLWK
QRWFKHV IRU WKH $'& KDUPRQLFV 7KH VHYHQWK DQG WKH
QLQWK KDUPRQLFV DUH WKH ILUVW KDUPRQLFV ZKLFK DUH QRW
VXSSUHVVHG

6LJQDOPURFHVVLQJLQWKH)3*$
7KH ,4-GHPRGXODWHG VLJQDOV DUH DYHUDJHG RYHU 
YDOXHV7KLVJLYHVDUHVXOWLQJV\VWHPEDQGZLGWKRI N+]
ZKLFK LV WKH EDVLV IRU DFKLHYLQJ D KLJK G\QDPLF UDQJH
$IWHUDYHUDJLQJWKHQRLVHLVEHORZRQH$'&-/6%DQGWKH
VLJQDOSURFHVVLQJUDWHLVUHGXFHGWR N+]$QH[WHUQDO
EXQFK WULJJHU VLJQDO LV XVHG IRU V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ ZLWK
VLQJOH EXQFKHV 7KH KRUL]RQWDO DQG WKH YHUWLFDO EHDP
SRVLWLRQDUHGHWHUPLQHGE\WKHGLIIHUHQFHRYHUWKHVXPRI
WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ VLJQDOV %HDP FXUUHQW LV VLPSO\ WKH
VXP RI WKH  HOHFWURGH VLJQDOV :LWK WKLV VXP WKH EHDP
FXUUHQWGLIIHUHQFHWRDSUHFHGLQJ%30LVFDOFXODWHG$IWHU
LQWHJUDWLRQWKH EHDP FXUUHQW GLIIHUHQFHLVFRPSDUHG ZLWK
DWKUHVKROGZKLFKJLYHVWKH'&0IXQFWLRQDOLW\

)3*$DHVLJQ
$ 6SDUWDQ- )3*$ IURP ;LOLQ[ LV XVHG IRU WKH GLJLWDO
SDUW 7KH )3*$ LV PRXQWHG RQ D VPDOO 3&% E\ 7UHQ]
HOHFWURQLF>@
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7KLV )3*$ PRGXOH KDV PRUH WKDQ  ,2 SLQV
DYDLODEOH IRU WKH XVHU 7KLV DOORZV WR EXLOG D V\VWHP
ZLWKRXW GHVLJQLQJ D PXOWLOD\HU 3&% DQG LW LV DYDLODEOH
ZLWK)3*$¶VRIGLIIHUHQWVL]H
7KH )3*$ GHVLJQ LV FRPSOHWHO\ ZULWWHQ LQ9+'/ DQG
KDV WZR PDLQ SDUWV WKH FHQWUDO VLJQDO SURFHVVLQJ DQG D
6\VWHP-2Q-&KLS 6R&  7KH 6R& LV XVHG IRU VWDWXV
UHDGRXWV\VWHPFRQWUROGHEXJJLQJDQGPDLQWHQDQFH
7KHGHVLJQIXQFWLRQDOLW\LVFKHFNHGZLWKWZRPHWKRGV
(YHU\ GHVLJQ PRGXOH LQ WKH )3*$ ZDV VLPXODWHG DQG
VWLPXODWHG E\ D WHVW EHQFK DQG WKH UHVXOWV ZHUH FKHFNHG
ZLWKWKHGHVLJQUHTXLUHPHQWV6HOHFWHGPRGXOHVDUHWHVWHG
GLUHFW RQ WKH )3*$ 'LUHFW WHVWLQJ LV GRQH E\ ORDGLQJ
VWLPXOL GDWD LQWR WKH LQWHUQDO 5$0 SURFHVVLQJ WKLV GDWD
DQGUHDGLQJWKHUHVXOWVEDFNWRWKHKRVW3& +DUGZDUHLQ
WKH ORRS VLPXODWLRQ  7KH UHVXOWV DUH FKHFNHG ZLWK
GLIIHUHQWWRROVOLNH3\WKRQRU0DWK&DG
7KH6R&PDQDJHVWKHFRPPXQLFDWLRQEHWZHHQDORWRI
LQWHUIDFHV$V FRPPRQ LQWHUIDFHV ZHUH XVHG 8$57 63,
,ð& DQG *3,2 NQRZQ IURP PLFURFRQWUROOHUV 'HEXJ
PHPRU\ WKH GHEXJ V\VWHP FRQWUROOHU DQG WKH HUURU WUDFH
PHPRU\ KDYH VSHFLDO LQWHUIDFHV 2I FRXUVH IXQFWLRQDO
LQWHUIDFHV WR WKH %30 DQG '&0 VLJQDO SURFHVVLQJ DOVR
H[LVW
([WHUQDO LQWHUIDFHV ZLWK YHU\ GLIIHUHQW VSHHG DQG
SURWRFROUHTXLUHPHQWVDUH
x 7KH GLUHFW XVHU LQWHUIDFH ZLWK D GLVSOD\ DQG SXVK
EXWWRQV
x 7KHFRQQHFWLRQWRWKHPDFKLQHLQWHUORFNV\VWHP
x %HDP GLIIHUHQFH FXUUHQW WUDQVPLVVLRQ IRU '&0
IXQFWLRQDOLW\
x 6&$'$ 3URIL1(7
x $ KLJK VSHHG LQWHUIDFH IRU IDVW FRQWURO ORRSV OLNH
EHDPSRVLWLRQVWDELOL]DWLRQ
x 86%WRDKRVW3& RQO\IRUPDLQWHQDQFH
$QHOHJDQWVROXWLRQZDVGHYHORSHGIRUWKHEHDPFXUUHQW
WUDQVPLVVLRQ3ODVWLFRSWLFILEUH 32) WUDQVPLWWHUVJLYHD
FKHDS LVRODWHG FRQQHFWLRQ $V UHOLDEOH WUDQVPLVVLRQ
SURWRFRO DQ EE FRGH ZLWK  0ELWV LV XVHG 7KLV
FRGLQJLVHDVLO\GRQHLQ)3*$KDUGZDUH2WKHULQWHUIDFHV
DQGWDVNVDUHUHDOL]HGLQVRIWZDUH
7KH VRIWZDUH UXQV RQ D  %LW =\OLQ VRIW &38 =38 
ZLWK *18 &RPSLOHU &ROOHFWLRQ VXSSRUW >@7KH =38 LV
QRW NQRZQ IRU IDVW GDWD WUDQVIHU RU DV QXPEHU FUXQFKHU
EXWLWLVYHU\VPDOOGHYLFH LQGHSHQGHQWDQGGRHVWKHMRE
YHU\ZHOO7KHGHYHORSPHQWDQGDGDSWLRQRIDOJRULWKPVLV
HDV\ DQG IDVW EHFDXVH WKH =38 LV SURJUDPPDEOH ZLWK
VWDQGDUG & 2Q WKH =38 UXQV D VFKHGXOHU ZKLFK FDOOV
QHFHVVDU\ WDVNV OLNH 6&$'$ FRPPXQLFDWLRQ DQG
SURFHVVHVDOORWKHUXVHULQWHUDFWLRQZLWKWKHV\VWHP
$OO LQWHUQDO PRGXOHV DUH FRQQHFWHG E\ D EXV V\VWHP
7KLV VLPSOLILHV WKH GHVLJQ RI PRGXOHV DQG WKHLU
LQWHJUDWLRQ LQWR WKH V\VWHP 7KH VRIWZDUH DFFHVVHV WKH
PRGXOHV E\ PHPRU\ PDSSHG ,2 2Q V\VWHP VWDUWXS DOO
PRGXOHVDUHLQLWLDOL]HGDQGFKHFNHGIRULQWHJULW\
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,QWHUSRODWLRQ)LOWHU
7R IXOILO WKH VDPSOLQJ WKHRUHP D PXOWLUDWH ),5
LQWHUSRODWLRQ ILOWHU LV XVHG EHIRUH GLJLWDO WR DQDORJXH
FRQYHUVLRQ 7KH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ILOWHU LV EDVHG RQ VHYHUDO
³UDLVHG FRVLQH KDOI-EDQG ILOWHU´ VWDJHV 7KH ILOWHU ZDV
RSWLPL]HG IRU WKH WLPH GRPDLQ DQG XVHV RQO\ VLPSOH
UDWLRQDOFRHIILFLHQWV±WKHPRVW³FRPSOLFDWHG´FRHIILFLHQWV
DUH  DQG  ,W FRQYHUWV WKH VDPSOLQJ UDWH XS WR
 N636 7KH FRQYHUVLRQ UDWH WRJHWKHU ZLWK WKH
LQWHUSRODWLQJ&,&-ILOWHULPSOHPHQWHGLQWKH'$&LVWR
 0636 7KH RYHUDOO - G% IUHTXHQF\ LV  N+]
URXJKO\  RI WKH RULJLQDO VDPSOLQJ IUHTXHQF\  ZLWK
PRUH WKDQ  G% DOLDV EDQG UHMHFWLRQ 7KH ULVH WLPH LV
 PV ZLWK   RYHUVKRRW DQG  PV GHOD\ 7KLV LV
VXIILFLHQW IDVW FRPSDUHG WR WKH EHDP VLJQDOV 7KH EHDP
UHVSRQVH WLPHV DUH GHWHUPLQHG E\ WKH FRQWURO ORRS
EDQGZLGWKRIWKH(/%(VXSHUFRQGXFWLQJFDYLWLHV

'$&
)RU FRPSDWLELOLW\ DQG TXLFN VHUYLFH UHDVRQV DOO UHVXOWV
DUH FRQYHUWHG WR DQDORJXH VLJQDOV 7KLV LV GRQH ZLWK 
'$&V±IRUWKHRXWSXWVDWWKHEDFNDQGIRUWKHRXWSXWV
DWWKHIURQWRIWKH%307KH'$&VKDYH %LWUHVROXWLRQ
DQG RSHUDWH ZLWK  0636 7KH '$& VDPSOLQJ UDWH LV
LQFUHDVHG E\  ZLWK DQ LQWHUQDO LQWHUSRODWLQJ &,&-ILOWHU
7KHPDLQDGYDQWDJHRILWLVWKHUHGXFWLRQRIWKHVHULDO,2
VSHHG WR  0ELWV %HFDXVH RI WKH GLJLWDO LQWHUSRODWLRQ
ILOWHUDQGWKHKLJKVDPSOLQJUDWHRQO\DVLPSOH5&-ILOWHULV
QHHGHGWRGRWKHUHPDLQLQJDQDORJXHILOWHULQJ

LQ G\QDPLF UDQJH 7KH LPSOHPHQWHG '&0 IXQFWLRQDOLW\
UHGXFHVWKHV\VWHPFRVWV
$W WKH HQG RI 6HSWHPEHU  WKH ILUVW  QHZ %30V
ZLOOJRLQRSHUDWLRQ$OWRJHWKHUWKHXVHRIQHZ%30V
LVSODQQHG,QQH[WVXPPHUVKXWGRZQWKHROG%30VDQG
'&0VVKDOOEHFRPSOHWHO\UHSODFHGE\WKHQHZRQHV7KLV
KHOSVWRRSHUDWH(/%(EHWWHUDQGVDIHU
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DESIGN OF THE STRIPLINE BPM FOR THE ADVANCED
PHOTOINJECTOR EXPERIMENT*
S. De Santis#, M. Chin, D. Filippetto, W.E. Norum, Z. Paret, G.J. Portman,
F. Sannibale, R. Wells, LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Abstract
We describe the design, bench testing, and initial
commissioning of the shorted stripline beam position
monitors used in the Advanced Photoinjector Experiment
at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Our BPM’s
are characterized by extreme compactness, being designed
to fit in the vacuum chamber of the quadrupole magnets,
with only a short portion including the RF feedthroughs
occupying additional beam pipe length. In this paper we
illustrate the design process, which included extensive 3D
computer simulations, the bench testing of prototype and
final components, and the first measurements with beam.
Their readout electronics is also described.

- Be compatible with existing 250 MHz digital readout
electronics.
- Transfer impedance high enough to allow single
bunch measurements at low charge.
- To be installed in the 1.5-inch diameter pipe, using as
little space as possible.

INTRODUCTION

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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The Advanced Photoinjector Experiment (APEX) is a
test facility in operation at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory for the study and development of a high
repetition rate, high brightenss, electron injector for X-ray
FEL applications [1]. The main beam parameters for the
facility are described in Tab. 1.
Table 1: APEX Electron Beam Parameters
Parameter

Value

Units

Energy

750

keV

Bunch Charge

10-3-103

pC

Average Current

1-106

mA

Norm. Emittance (rms)

<1

m

Bunch Repetition Rate

1-106

Hz

Bunch Length (rms)

1-60

ps

As part of the beam diagnostics [2] necessary for
commissioning and the study of RF gun and different
photocathode materials (Fig.1), we have designed,
manufactured, tested and installed a series of stripline
beam position monitors (BPM). The present position of
the BPM’s along the accelerator, together the other
diagnostic devices, is illustrated in Fig.1.
These monitors had to satisfy the following
requirements:
____________________________________________

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE-AC02-05CH11231.
#sdesantis@lbl.gov
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Figure 1: APEX diagnostics present layout.
In order to satisfy these requirements we developed a
shorted stripline BPM, modifying a design used for the
medium energy beam transport section of the Spallation
Neutron Source at ORNL [3].
In the following sections we describe the design
process, where the BPM physical parameters are
analytically determined; the RF measurements on the
assembled BPM’s; the first measurements with beam,
together with a summary description of the readout
electronics and signal processing.

ANALYTICAL MODEL DESIGN
The analytical model for stripline BPM’s is well
established [4]. Assuming that one knows the minimum
distance between opposed striplines (or stay-clear) h and
wants to design a 50  matched system, the parameters to
be chosen are the striplines width w, its separation from
the vacuum chamber wall d, and its length L. These will
determine the transfer impedance ZPU, characteristic
impedance Zc and frequency response respectively.
We altered the SNS BPM design mentioned above,
increasing h to 30 mm in order to satisfy the stay-clear.
Lengthened the striplines to L=140 mm, to increase ZPU at
250 MHz. w and d were kept the same, respectively at 6
and 1.5 mm, since we estimated the pickup response to be
already sufficient. There are advantages in keep d small,
since matching the feedthrough to the stripline becomes
easier and we also wanted to keep as much distance
between electrodes as possible, in order to widen the
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vacuum chamber between them, as it will be illustrated
later. Although we would have liked to make the
striplines even longer, so that the ZPU maximum coincide
with 250 MHz, that would have required a 300 mm long
stripline and we chose 150 mm as the best compromise
between space and transfer impedance constraints.
The choice of shorted striplines, rather than the classic
termination on a dummy load, was made for two reasons:
Saving four additional feedthroughs and 50  loads per
BPM and the possibility of installing the BPM inside
large quadrupoles, thus saving space. Such quadrupoles
would be present after the 30 MeV energy upgrade of the
APEX project (Phase II).
The analytical expression of the transfer impedance for
a shorted stripline is:
 
w
VP
 Zc
sin
L
Ib
h 
 c 

(2)

It can be seen that for the ~20 MHz bandwidth we use,
signal levels are of the order of about 70 V/pC. Since we
can operate with a few millivolts signals a 20 dB gain
front end is sufficient for detecting even picocoulomb
bunch charges.
The transverse position resolution x for a centered
bunch is related to the resolution of the pickup signal by

x 

rp V
2 2 V

Computer Simulations
The CAD drawings of the BPM (Fig.2) where imported
in Microwave Studio and we added a 1 mm diameter
coaxial wire to simulate transfer and beam coupling
impedance measurements.

Figure 2: BPM CAD model.
The transfer impedance can be evaluated measuring the
transmission Sp1 between the upstream port and a
feedthrough:

Z PU  Ro Rw

S p1
S21

(4)

where R0 = 50  is the reference impedance and Rw = 204
 is the coaxial line impedance. S21 is the transmission
measured between the BPM pipe entrance and exit.

(3)

For small charges a 100 m resolution is satisfactory,
which means being able to detect differences of about 2%
in the detected signal between opposed striplines, which
based on Eq.(2) can be estimated above 100 V, to be
compared to the ~4V thermal noise level.
For larger bunches of 100’s of pC, a resolution of 10
m is required by the slit emittance measuring system,
which also requires similar resolution in measuring the
stripline voltage.

BPMs and Beam Stability

In order to validate our analytical estimates we
performed extensive 3D computer simulations using
CST’s Microwave Studio electromagnetic analysis
software [5]. We also measured the five BPM produced
up to now in our microwave laboratory, using standard
techniques such as the coaxial wire for beam coupling and
transfer impedance and time domain reflectometry (TDR)
for the characteristic impedance.

(1)

Where VP is the voltage induced at the stripline
feedthrough by a beam current Ib.
With our parameters, the peak value of ZPU is 2.7  at
536 MHz, while its value at 250 MHz is 1.8  (see Fig.3).
Under the hypothesis of sufficiently short gaussian
bunches, it is possible to estimate the peak value of the
signal detected by processing the BPM frequency
response around a center frequency f0 much lower than
the bunch spectrum rolloff frequency over a narrow
bandwidth so that it is possible to consider ZPU about
constant without introducing a large error.
This is always verified for our beam parameters, so that
we have:

V peak  2  BW  Z PU ( f0 )  qbunch

COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND TEST
BENCH MEASUREMENTS

Figure 3: BPM transfer impedance derived from the
analytical model (red, dashed), computer simulated (blue,
solid), bench measured (green, dash-dot).
Results are shown in Fig.3. While the minimal
frequency shift between the minima of analytical and
computer simulated is negligible, there is a difference
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between the two estimates almost exactly equal to 3 the
origin of which is not clear at present.
With the same method we have also estimated the beam
coupling impedance Z//:
Z //  2Rw ln(S21 )

what already done, in a virtual way, using computer
simulations.

(5)

Figure 6: TDR measurement of a BPM characteristic
impedance (all four striplines).

Figure 4: Beam coupling impedance computer simulated
(blue, dashed), bench measured (red, solid).
We found an impedance peak around 2.83 GHz (Fig.4).
Computer simulations of the field inside the BPM showed
that this was due to a resonance in the bellows (Fig.5).

To this end we used a HP 8752C network analyzer and
special cone transitions to match the 145  characteristic
impedance of the coaxial line, also measured using TDR,
to the 50  input impedance of our instrument. In this
case we also had to measure a spool, or reference, piece,
i.e. a section of beampipe with the same length and
diameter of the BPM but without striplines, in order to
normalize the response to the phase delay introduced by
the length of the BPM and Eq.(5) becomes

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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ref
Z //  2Rw ln(S21 / S21
)

(6)

The results are shown in Fig.3, where the bench
measured impedance shows a good agreement with the
analytical evaluation and in Fig.4, where the coupling
impedance peak is shifted to 2.63 GHz and has a
substantially lower value around 600 . The small
negative peaks in the impedance are obviously an artifact,
which is caused by the absence of bellows on the
reference and the consequent small differences in the
length with the measured BPM.
Figure 5: Bellows resonance simulated with Microwave
Studio.
Although in principle this resonance could have been
dangerous due to the possibility of heating the thin
bellows, we estimated that the power absorbed from the
beam is not substantial, after revising the peak impedance
to a lower value, following the bench measurements
shown in the next subsection.

BEAM MEASUREMENTS AND READOUT
ELECTRONICS
As shown in Fig.1, several BPM’s have been installed
and tested with beam. Figure 7 shows the raw signal out
of a BPM with 100 pC bunches, detected on a standard
500 MHz oscilloscope.

Test Bench Measurements
All the five BPM produced insofar were at first
measured using a HP 54750A digitizing oscilloscope with
TDR capabilities. These measurements are used to verify
the 50  characteristic impedance of all the striplines and
the feedthroughs quality. Figure 6 shows the result of
such a measurement for the four electrodes of a BPM:
The peaks between 60 and 70  correspond to the
feedthroughs, which are not of stellar quality, and the
region between them and the drop (i.e. the short circuit) is
a signal roundtrip on the striplines.
We also measured the BPM transfer and coupling
impedances using the coaxial wire method, analogously to
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Figure 7: Raw signal on the BPM striplines from a single
bunch passage (100 pC bunch charge).
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The picture shows a healthy signal, in the 100’s mV
range, which we can use to estimate the actual value of
the transfer impedance from Eq.(2): Given that the
bandwidth is large compared to the range over which ZPU
can be assumed constant, but the bunch spectrum is still
rather flat at these low frequencies, we rather obtain a
weighted average value for, which for Vpeak = 300 mV is
of the order of 3 . Not too far from measurements and
estimates previously shown.

Readout Electronics
The readout is performed by direct digital subsampling,
without using mixers, local oscillators, etc. The raw signal
is band-pass filtered at 250 MHz, with a 20 MHz
bandwidth, and the ring from each individual channel is
continuously sampled at 100 MHz, so that no external
triggering is required, but only a low-jitter ADC clock. In
between bunches a calibration signal is used to control the
variable gain amplification and balance the four channels.
The digitized signal is high-pass filtered at 4 kHz to
remove any DC component and it is normally integrated
as a sum of its squared values for 50 ms, after which a
latch enable signal allows the accumulated sums from
each channel to be sequentially stored in the control
system, after the square root has been calculated.
It is possible, on request, to extract single bunch data at
the 1 MHz maximum bunch repetition rate in APEX.

In this paper we have described our activities in the
design and testing of the shorted stripline BPM’s
currently installed on APEX. We illustrated the
philosophy behind our choice of the BPM parameters and
how computer simulations and bench measurements were
used to validate the analytical estimates and to test the
assembled BPM before installation. The BPM’s have
proven themselves fully satisfactory during machine
operations and their actual performance is not far from the
initial estimates.
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ABOUT BPMS TO BE USED FOR PAL-XFEL*
H. Choi†, S.-J. Lee, H. Yang, C. Kim, S.-H. Kim, S.-J. Park, H.-S. Kang,
Department of Accelerator, PAL-XFEL, Pohang 790-784, Korea
Abstract
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL) has been
building the X-Ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL), a fourthgeneration accelerator, and the construction will be
complete in 2015 [1]. To successfully construct the XFEL,
PAL built an injection test facility (ITF) in 2012, and the
facility is in operation. The ITF examines the efficiency
of various diagnostic units through extended tests [2]. A
BPM is a diagnostic unit that measures the position of an
electron bunch. There are various kinds of BPM, and they
have different merits and demerits. A user can select any
kind of BPM that is appropriate for their purpose, and
install it after going through various design and
production processes. In order to measure the position of
an electron bunch, a cavity BPM is installed at an
undulator of PAL-XFEL and a stripline BPM is installed
at an accelerator. The efficiency of the stripline BPM was
tested at the ITF. The X-band cavity BPM was produced
and is being tested at the ITF. This paper aims to
introduce the specification and properties of the cavity
BPM and stripline BPM to be installed at PAL-XFEL, and
explain the physical concept and the way of measuring
necessary for designing a stripline pickup.
c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
Copyright ○

INTRODUCTION

and where to install it. And then discuss with an RF
receiver engineer the selection of the BPM pickup
frequency and finally talk to a data acquisition (DAQ)
programmer to determine the type of digitizer board and
data processing algorithm. See Fig. 1 for the process of
discussing BPM related matters.

Figure 1: BPM construction process.
An electromagnetic field that is produced in an electron
bunch is an impulse-form, which has a very instant
producing time and a broadband (from DC to tens-ofGHz) for measurable frequency band. Time domain and
frequency domain for impulse-form are shown in Fig. 2
[4]. For these reasons, measurement of performance of
BPM pickup requires a high-speed oscilloscope (20GHz,
40GS/s), a broadband spectrum analyzer and a network
analyzer.

In PAL-XFEL, (a) Stripline BPM (S-BPM) (b) Cavity
BPM (C-BPM) and (c) Energy BPM (E-BPM) are going
to be installed and operated. A total of 60 S-BPMs are to
be built in the 710m linear accelerator section. In the
220m undulator section, a total of 50 C-BPMs are going
to be installed by building a C-BPM in every undulator
unit. A total of four E-BPMs with one per bunch
compressor in the linear accelerator is going to be built.

BPM PHYSICAL CONCEPT
The purpose and function of BPM is to detect an
electromagnetic field that is produced in an electron
bunch, which passes very fast, with β > 0.5 as speed of
light, and examine the positions that the electron bunch
passes through. An electromagnetic field, a generated
physical phenomenon, is determined by the properties of
an electron bunch (charge quantity, speed β, size, length,
bunch interval, etc.) and it appears in various shapes.
Prior to selecting an appropriate type of BPM, a physical
phenomenon which is generated in an electron bunch
should be counted [3]. It is planned to operate PAL-XFEL
at 60Hz, bunch charge 1~200pC, bunch length 20 µm
(60fs), energy 10GeV and Two-bunch mode separation
30~50ns. First of all, check the operation method of BPM
______________________
* Work supported by the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning
(MSIP) in Korea.
† choihyo@postech.ac.kr
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Figure 2: Impulse form.
The position resolution of BPM is determined by the
physical interaction between the electromagnetic field
(frequency, phase, amplitude), which is produced in the
electron bunch, and the pickup, and is also related to
pickup sensitivity [5]. A great deal of attention and
carefulness are necessary in designing the BPM pickup
and RF receiver to minimize noise factors. The RF
receiver’s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) plays an important
role in position resolution but initially designing a SNRfriendly BPM is more important. In addition, process
tolerance factor and surface preparation are also crucial
for BPM performance in the process of making BPM
instruments. The resolution step (VR=1 µm) of the IF
signal which is generated by the RF receiver has to bigger
than the noise factor (VN) to be classified as a resolution
step in the ADC process.
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For multi-bunch operation, the time resolution of the
pickup is crucial for dividing and detecting each bunch
position. To improve time resolution, the Q-value and
reflection elements of the pickup and RF receiver should
be reduced. Design of all signal routes from BPM
pickup’s signal to digitizer should allow for impedance
matching at center frequency f0. See Fig. 3 for association
between position resolution and time resolution [6].

MOPC25

into the RF receiver and cause malfunction. To prevent
this, the RF receiver has to be equipped with a protection
on the front end, such as a voltage limiter.
See Fig. 6 for the frequency spectrum which is
produced in the process of the Fourier transform of the
pickup signal of S-BPM, which is installed in PAL-ITF.

Figure 6: PAL-ITF S-BPM.

STRIPLINE BPM (S-BPM)
See Fig. 4 for how to design with coupling factor of SBPM Pickup set as center frequency f0. To get enough
image current, the width (α) of Stripline can be changed
by correlation between S-BPM’s internal diameter and the
bunch charge. Change of width (α) requires adjusting the
height (d) space of the pickup for 50Ω impedance
matching, according to the RF Microstrip calculation
method [7].

CAVITY BPM (C-BPM)
Significant physical concepts that need to be considered
in designing C-BPM include i) the physical phenomenon
taking place inside a cavity; ii) reason for having position
information; iii) how to bring about only a frequency
mode which has position information. See Fig. 7 for
general design concept of C-BPM [8][9][10].

Figure 7: C-BPM design.

Figure 4: S-BPM Pickup design.

Figure 5: S-BPM Pickup signal.
See Fig. 5 for signal intensity from S-BPM pickup and
frequency domain. If the electron bunch is bumped into
the pickup or becomes too close, high voltage could flow
BPMs and Beam Stability

The physical phenomenon taking place inside the
cavity is determined by a boundary condition effect,
which is dependent on the cavity shape. In other words, a
circular resonator will be designed to create a mode which
can provide information on positions that the electron
bunch has passed through, among the many
electromagnetic fields that are produced when the
electron bunch passes the center of the cavity. As shown
in Fig. 8, the resonance frequency of fmnp mode and mode
shape are determined by the size of the resonator design.

Figure 8: C-BPM resonator fmnp mode.
Among the many resonant frequency modes that are
produced when the electron bunch passes the center of
circular cavity, the TM110 Dipole Mode has bunch
position information. As shown in Fig. 9, when resonating,
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Figure 3: BPM resolution.
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use a slot coupler on the inside wall of the cavity to
couple a part of the TM110 Mode field and Waveguide
TE10 Mode field.

Figure 10 explains how the TM110 Dipole Mode shows
X-Y position information depending on X-Y position
changes of the electron bunch through related formula
[11][12][13][14].
There are many ways to extract the TM110 Dipole
mode field formed inside the cavity. PAL-XFEL is
designed to use a slot coupler to couple the TM110 Mode
inside the cavity, employing a Waveguide- shape and
high-pass filter and band-pass filter to deliver only the
TM110 mode field to the end of the RF receiver. C-BPM
is currently being produced and will be installed in PALITF for testing. See Fig. 11 for the design structure of
PAL-XFEL C-BPM [15].
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Figure 9: High-pass slot coupling.

Figure 11: Layout of PAL-XFEL C-BPM.

ENERGY BPM (E-BPM)
The E-BPM that is attached to the PAL-XFEL bunch
compressor (BC) uses a physical phenomenon, in which
the bending angles of electron change in the bending
magnet depend on electron energy. In Fig. 12, there is
shown the BC concept map to be installed in the PALXFEL and energy bending phenomenon [16].

Figure 10: C-BPM X-Y position information.
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Figure 12: Layout of BC & Energy bending.
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According to the E-BPM operation principle, it is hard
to detect the arrival time interval (2Δt) of the pickup pulse
by an electronic device, as it depends on the positions
(Δx) that the electron bunch passes through. The method
in which an electronic device detects the phase difference
(2ΔΦ) of Frequency f0 taking place in the pickup pulse
increases resolution. The required energy resolution by
PAL-XFEL is ΔE/E = 0.1% (<5 μm). See Fig. 13 for EBPM operation principle [17].

MOPC25

FUTURE WORK
Manufactured and installed BPMs to be used in PALXFEL are either undergoing inspection or are ready to be
produced after the pickup design has been completed. A
future plan is to design and produce RF receivers and
digitizers that are capable of the effective signal
processing of pickup signals, while satisfying objectives.
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Figure 13: E-BPM operation principle.
E-BPM’s pickup is made with Microstrip line. The size
of the BC chamber determined the pickup frequency (f0 =
2856.25 MHz) and the designed Microstrip line. See Fig.
14 for the pickup design concept. Microstrip wasn’t used
for high vacuum due to gas generated in substrates.
However, as Microstrip materials usable for high vacuum
are produced and sold, various BPMs with Microstrip line
are expected to be applied to the accelerator area in the
future.

Figure 14: Layout of PAL-XFEL E-BPM.
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OPTIMIZATION OF BUNCH-TO-BUNCH ISOLATION IN INSTABILITY
FEEDBACK SYSTEMS
D. Teytelman∗ , Dimtel, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA
Abstract
Bunch-by-bunch feedback formalism is a powerful tool
for combating coupled-bunch instabilities in circular accelerators. Imperfections in the analog front and back ends
lead to coupling between neighboring bunches. Such coupling limits system performance in both feedback and diagnostic capacities. In this paper, techniques for optimizing bunch-to-bunch isolation within the system will be presented. A new method for improving the performance of
the existing systems will be described. The novel approach
uses a ”shaper” filter in the digital signal processor to compensate for the imperfect response of the power amplifier
and kicker combination. An objective optimization method
to derive the optimal back end configuration will be presented and illustrated with measurements from several accelerators.
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INTRODUCTION
Bunch-by-bunch feedback control of coupled-bunch instabilities is widely used in circular accelerators [1, 2, 3].
The formalism assumes that the correction signal for a
given bunch only depends on the position of that same
bunch over some number of past turns. In practice, implementations of the bunch-by-bunch feedback process necessarily have imperfections, which lead to coupling between
bunches. Excessive coupling can limit achievable feedback
performance or robustness. In this paper, methods for measuring, analyzing, and minimizing such coupling in practical systems are presented.
The next section describes typical hardware topologies for bunch-by-bunch feedback and highlights important sources of bunch-to-bunch coupling. Next, a novel approach for improving bunch-to-bunch isolation in the back
end of the feedback system is presented, along with the experimental results.

HARDWARE
Historically, many different topologies and approaches
have been explored in combating coupled-bunch instabilities [1, 3]. In the last ten years, however, the majority of
the commissioned systems fall into one category — single pickup and kicker, with digital signal processing in the
middle1 .
In a typical modern day bunch-by-bunch feedback system a single beam position pickup is used to observe
∗ dim@dimtel.com
1 Incomplete list: ALS, BEPC-II, BESSY II, CESR-TA, DAΦNE,
DELTA, Diamond, Duke SR-FEL, ELSA, ESRF, J-PARC Main Ring,
MLS, PETRA III, Photon Factory, SOLEIL, TLS.
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bunch-by-bunch positions in one of three planes: horizontal, vertical, or longitudinal. Pickup signal is processed in
the front end, then digitized by the controller. Correction
signal, computed in real time, is converted to baseband analog signal and fed to the back end. Back end performs frequency translation, if necessary. The signal is then amplified and applied to the beam via a kicker structure.
One important point has to be made before we delve into
the details of front and back end implementations. Feedback controller, also called baseband processor, operates at
a sampling rate of frf . It’s natural to expect the input signal
to be bandlimited within the first Nyquist band from DC
to frf /2 to prevent aliasing. In bunch-by-bunch feedback,
however, aliasing is used to achieve high isolation between
neighboring samples. Front end signal shape is designed
to have fast rise and fall times, with the flat top occupying a fraction of the RF period. Similarly, in the back end,
beam in the kicker samples at frf a waveform with, ideally, a larger bandwidth than dictated by Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem.

Front End
Commonly used front end topology is sketched in Fig. 1.
Beam position signal is normally generated by a pickup
device, most frequently a capacitive button, sometimes a
short stripline. That signal is then processed by a hybrid
network. The hybrid serves two purposes: to separate orthogonal planes and to suppress large common-mode signals. Diagonal pickups are processed by a 4 × 4 hybrid
network, also known as monopulse comparator in the radar
world2 . Four pickup signals, typically with large amplitudes, are subtracted in pairs to generate horizontal and vertical displacement signals, as well as the sum signal, used
in the longitudinal plane. Output of a hybrid is fed to a
bandpass filter, then amplified and mixed with a harmonic
of the RF frequency. Baseband signal is filtered to remove
high-frequency components. The resulting signal is then
digitized by the baseband processor at the RF frequency.
All elements of the front end are potential sources of
bunch to bunch coupling, but particular attention should be
paid to the selection of bandpass and lowpass filters. In this
context, fast settling of the impulse response is critical. As
a bandpass filter it is customary to use analog finite impulse
response (FIR) filters, also known as feedforward comb filters [1]. Bessel or Gaussian filters are good options for the
lowpass design. The overall design goal is to optimize impulse response of the front end chain to settle within Trf . In
practical implementations, carefully designed front end and
2 Monopulse comparators are used in radars to separate signals from
four antenna quadrants into azimuth, elevation, and sum.
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baseband ADC combination can achieve 35–40 dB bunchto-bunch isolation at 2 ns bunch spacing.
Another danger in the front end chain comes from the
pickups themselves and their surroundings in the vacuum
chamber. While front end detection frequency is normally placed below the cut-off of the vacuum chamber, to
avoid propagating modes, impedances in the vicinity of the
pickup can be sources of strong in-band signals. As these
signals are detected in the front end, they can create strong
coupling between bunches.

Back End
This discussion will focus on the baseband (transverse)
back ends. Design goals in the back end are the same as in
the front end — guaranteeing fast settling of the response.
We start with the baseband output of a digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). Ideal single bunch kick waveform is a
rectangular pulse with Trf duration. In practice, DAC outputs have finite rise and fall times, which should be kept
as short as possible. Output of the DAC, amplified by a
baseband power amplifier, drives a stripline kicker. Kicker
shunt impedance increases with stripline length, as do rise
and fall times of the kick waveform. As shown in Fig. 2,
30 cm (1 ns) long stripline has 2 ns fill time. Output waveform shown in the figure is the kick voltage, sampled by
1.2

the passing bunch. With ideal drive waveform, stripline of
length cTrf /2 produces no bunch coupling. That length is
often picked by the designers as a good trade-off between
bunch-to-bunch coupling and shunt impedance.
Now consider what is often the most limiting element in
the back end chain — the power amplifier. 500 MHz storage rings usually specify amplifiers with 0.01–250 MHz
bandwidth. Response of one, commonly used, such amplifier is shown in Fig. 3. Long rise time and extended ringing of the response produce significant coupling between
bunches. Such coupling dramatically alters the behavior of
the feedback channel, which is no longer bunch-by-bunch,
even approximately. As a result, stable gain range and
achievable damping are reduced [4]. Informal survey of
installed transverse feedback systems operating with 2 ns
bunch spacing shows the range of 10–20 dB for the bunchto-bunch isolation in the back end.
In power amplifier selection it is important to pay attention not only to the bandwidth specifications, but also to
its phase linearity. Since power amplifiers are usually quite
non-linear, response should be checked in time as well as
frequency domain. Since replacement of existing amplifiers is usually infeasible, active correction of the amplifier
response has been explored. The goal is to pre-distort am-
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Figure 2: Response of a 30 cm long stripline to a 2 ns pulse.
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Figure 3: Response of Amplifier Research 250A250A amplifier (yellow) to a full-scale 2 ns kick pulse (blue).
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Figure 1: Front end signal processing chain.
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plifier input signal in order to obtain the desired response
from the amplifier and the kicker. The back end shaper,
described in the next section does just that.

BACK END SHAPER
Back end shaper is an FIR filter in the baseband processor, immediately preceding the DAC. The filter operates at
the bunch crossing rate. Adjustable coefficients can be used
to shape the DAC output in a way that improves feedback
performance. Technical and experimental results presented
here are based on the 3-tap shaper implemented in iGp12
baseband processor [5].

Shaper implemented in iGp12 is a 3-tap FIR filter, with
two adjustable coefficients — the center tap is fixed at
unity. In effect, the shaper can couple kick signal from a
given bunch to the two neighboring bunches. In order to
configure the filter, a minimax optimization procedure has
been developed with the goal of minimizing the maximum
back end coupling.
First of all, to set up the shaper it is necessary to quantify the back end response without it. Back end timing scan
procedure has been adapted for this task. The baseband
processor is configured to excite one bunch at the betatron
frequency and the ring is filled with a single bunch. Next,
the response of the beam is measured as the drive signal delay is scanned in 100 ps steps. The measured response signal is similar to the rectified version of the amplifier pulse
response shown in Fig. 3, with one important difference —
the scan with the beam includes the response of the stripline
kicker.
Optimal timing 100 ps with isolation of 11.9 dB
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Figure 4: Raw back end response, BESSY II vertical plane.
Once the response is measured, a Matlab script is used
to determine the optimal timing position. Optimality is defined in this context as the delay setting with the minimum
back end coupling. Figure 4 shows the response curve measured in the vertical plane at BESSY II. Optimal timing off-
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set of 100 ps is selected to equalize at −11.9 dB the coupling to two buckets: one immediately preceding the main
kick and one 6 ns later. The bottom curve explores the timing drift sensitivity, showing that at 200 ps offset from the
optimal position the coupling rises to −9.4 dB.
From the measured magnitude response, a linear-scale
pulse response is computed by inverting signal sign at the
minima. This estimated pulse response is then fed to an 3parameter constrained minimax optimization. The parameters are two shaper coefficients C0 and C2 and the timing
offset T . The optimizer convolves copies of the back end
pulse response to compute the effective excitation waveform. This assumes linear behavior in the back end.

Experimental Results
1.5
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Figure 5: Computed BESSY II vertical pulse response.
Procedure, described in the previous section, has been
tested at two light sources — BESSY II and TLS. Let
us discuss first BESSY II experiments. From the measured back end response (Fig. 4), linear scale pulse response shown in Fig. 5 is computed. Next, manual search
in the C0 , C2 , T space was performed, leading to shaper
FIR coefficients of [−0.3 1 0.15] and T = 1900 ps. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the measured and the computed responses with these settings. The curves agree very
well in the main four lobes, only diverging at points where
the measurement runs into the noise floor or the computed
curve has insufficient response data for proper convolution. Measured coupling in this case is −18.6 dB, in excellent agreement with the computed −18.4 dB. Running
the actual optimizer with the impulse response shown in
Fig. 5 results in the coefficient vector of [−0.31 1 0.42]
and T = 1800 ps. Coupling drops farther to −23.4 dB.
One worry in such optimization is that we are “hiding”
neighboring bunches in the notches, so that timing shifts
could lead to even worse coupling than that of the uncorrected back end. Optimized response degrades to −12.3 dB
coupling at 200 ps offset — better than the uncorrected response at optimal timing.
At the TLS, shaper experiments were performed in the
horizontal plane. Measurement of the uncorrected back end
response is presented in Fig. 7a. Both the shape and the objective coupling results are similar to those from BESSY II
— not too surprising, given that the machines use similar
power amplifiers. The measurement is much noisier than
that from BESSY II, due to large horizontal tune variation.
Optimizer produced a coefficient vector of [−0.32 1 0.24]
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tem behaved as expected, resulting in a large stable gain
window. At BESSY II, attempts to excite a single bunch
in the middle of the bunch train for bunch cleaning3 produced significant coupling to the following bunches, driving them to large oscillation amplitudes. With the empirically optimized shaper setup (−18.6 dB coupling) excitation of neighboring bunches was nearly non-existent.
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Figure 6: Measured and computed back end responses with
the shaper.

Further efforts should focus on improving the response
measurement procedures and on alternative optimization
approaches. In particular, currently selected optimization
goal is to minimize maximum coupling. Another promising option is to use the response of the distortion FIR [4]
and to minimize deviations from the linear phase response.
Another important area to investigate is the long term stability of shaper configurations, as well as dependence on
signal levels, amplifier saturation, and temperature.

and projected coupling reduction to −23.2 dB. Shapercorrected response, shown in Fig. 7b, achieves −18.8 dB.
The likely reason for the discrepancy is that the optimization process is quite sensitive to the quality of the initial
response measurement.
As the two examples above show, optimized back end
shaper can reduce bunch coupling from −12 to −18 dB.
Empirically, this improvement marks the difference between robust bunch-by-bunch damping performance with
predictable tuning and the marginal one. For example, at
the TLS, with the uncorrected output set to 700 ps it was
impossible to achieve full stability. Increasing the feedback gain to damp the unstable modes lead to the excitation
of the high-frequency eigenmodes around 250 MHz due to
the large loop phase excursion generated by the back end
coupling. With the optimized shaper coefficients, the sysa) Optimal timing 700 ps with isolation of 11.5 dB
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parasitic bunch-to-bunch coupling in transverse feedback
applications.
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CAVITY BEAM POSITION MONITOR SYSTEM FOR ATF2
S. T. Boogert∗ , F. J. Cullinan, A. Lyapin, J. Snuverink,
John Adams Institute at Royal Holloway, Department of Physics, Egham, TW20 0EX, UK
Y. I. Kim,
John Adams Institute at Oxford University, Denys Wilkinson Building, Oxford, OX1 3RH, UK
T. Tauchi, N. Terunuma, J. Urakawa,
KEK, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0801, Japan
G. R. White, SLAC, Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, CA, USA
Abstract
The Accelerator Test Facility 2 (ATF2) in KEK, Japan, is
a prototype scaled demonstrator system for the final focus
required for a future high energy lepton linear collider. The
ATF2 beam-line is instrumented with a total of 35 C- and
2 S-band resonant cavity beam position monitors (CBPM)
with associated mixer electronics and digitizers. The current status of the BPM system is described, including a
study of the CBPM performance over a three week period,
including systematic effects such as charge, bunch length
and beam offset dependence. The BPM system is routinely
used for beam based alignment, wakefield kick measurements and dispersion measurements, the operational experience and example measurements are also reported.
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INTRODUCTION
The energy frontier machines after the Large Hadron
Collider are probably linear lepton colliders between
200 GeV and 1 TeV. There are two main competing technologies for a linear collider, the International Linear Collider (ILC) and the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC). Single pass machines are going to require performant and stable beam diagnostics to realise the luminosity goals. An
essential diagnostic system is the beam position monitors
(BPMs) which monitor the orbit and whose measurements
are used to validate the optical model of the machine, measure dispersion.
The ATF2 [1] is a test accelerator to verify the focusing techniques to be used at ILC and CLIC [2] and a test
bed for concepts in beam instrumentation including cavity beam position monitors. The ATF2 studies have mostly
been done in a single bunch mode with bunch charges in the
range of 0.1 to 2.0×1010 electrons per bunch and a 3.12 Hz
duty cycle.
There are 35 cavity BPMs operating the dipole mode in
C-band at 6.5 GHz and 2 S-band cavities (fd = 2.9 GHz)
installed at the ATF2. All the cavities are cylindrical with
four symmetrically located rectangular waveguides that
preferentially couple the position sensitive dipole mode. A
cavity output Ṽ is an exponentially decaying sine wave,
with frequency ω and decay constant τ defined by the coupling strength and internal losses. The amplitude and phase
∗ stewart.boogert@rhul.ac.uk
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of the dipole signal depend on the bunch charge q, length
σz , position x, angle θ, tilt α and arrival time:
Ṽd = [Ax x + jAθ θ − jAα α] qe−t/τd ej(ωd t+φd ) .

(1)

Additional reference cavities, operating at the same frequencies as the position cavities for C-band and at the image frequency for S-band, provide an independent combined measurement of the bunch charge, length and arrival
time, so that these can be used in the position determination:
Ṽr = Aq qe−t/τr ej(ωr t+φr ) ,
(2)
where sub-scripts d and r denote the dipole and reference
cavity signals. Furthermore, the voltage produced due to
angle and tilt is in quadrature phase with respect to the position signal, and can be separated from it using the reference
cavity phase, thus only leaving the position dependence in
the signal.
The electronics are single-stage image rejection mixers.
Most of the C-band CBPM output signals are attenuated
by 20 dB to avoid saturation of the digitiser system and
simplify the digital processing algorithm. The phase of the
local oscillator (LO) signal for the C-band electronics is
locked to the accelerator low level radio frequency (RF)
system, while the S-band LO is free running. The intermediate frequency (IF) is around 20-30 MHz for both C- and
S-band. Down-converted signals are digitised at 100 MHz
by 14-bit digitisers.
The VME processor-controller hosting the digitisers
publishes the waveform data through EPICS. The entire
processing system is also readout via EPICS and controlled
via Python scripting language. The digital signal processing described below is performed in a dedicated data-driven
C program, that monitors the arrival of beam, computes the
relevant parameters and publishes the resulting output via
EPICS. The state of the CBPM system is viewed via a simple EDM application that can view both the raw and processed data. The digitised IF signals from the electronics
are then demodulated digitally using a complex LO signal and filtered to remove the up-converted component and
out of band noise. The digital LO frequency is tuned for
each channel by minimising the phase incursion along the
down-converted waveform. The resulting complex envelope is sampled at roughly one filter length after the am-
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I + jQ = k̃

Ṽd (t = ts,d )
Ṽr (t = ts,r )

(3)

where k̃ is a factor containing the gain and phase advance
differences between the dipole and reference channels. In
order to produce a position reading, the phasor I + jQ is
then rotated by an angle θIQ in such a way that its real
(in-phase) component I 0 is proportional to the position and
the imaginary (quadrature) component Q0 only contains the
angle and tilt information. The required rotation of the IQ
plane is measured during the calibration when the position
variation dominates over the angular. The position scale S
for converting I 0 into position is measured by relating the
introduced beam offset to the corresponding change of I 0 .
The offset is produced by either moving the quadrupole
which holds the BPM or by performing a 4-magnet closed
orbit bump for the cavities which are rigidly fixed. Mathematically the rotation and application of scale can be expressed as
d = S Re [e−jθIQ (I + jQ)] .

(4)

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The results presented in this paper were taken in a three
week period starting on 7th April 2013. In all of the performance, calibration and wakefield measurements a model
independent analysis (MIA) technique to remove the orbit
variation whilst the measurement is occurring is used, this
is based on a singular value decomposition (SVD) inversion of a data matrix of BPM (and related) measurements.
Usually we consider BPM measurements for M machine
pulses and for N BPMs, denoted mij . Generally, measurements m can be position, angle, I, Q, beam energy, indeed
anything which is linearly related to the position di . These
measurements (labelled j) can be used to make a prediction
of the beam position (or angle) at the BPM of interest for
each machine pulse i:
X
di =
mij cj .
(5)

where M is a matrix of the measured data for correlation,
D is a vector of position data for the BPM of interest and C
is a vector of linear correlation coefficients. These coefficients include all effects (optics, scale variations, mechanical rotations) which relate the selected data to the BPM of
interest. The linear correlation coefficients C can be determined by inverting the matrix M. This inversion is done
by decomposing M using a singular value decomposition
SVD(M) = USVT . Where U and V are unitary matrices
and S is a diagonal matrix. The matrix is then trivially inverted to calculate the correlation coefficients. The position
residuals are computed as
−1

δd = D − MC = D − M [SVD(M)]

D,

(8)

and the resolution is just the RMS of the δdi .

Resolution Performance
Since its commissioning around 2010, the ATF2 cavity
BPM system has been consistently delivering at the design
resolution in attenuated channels, and better where the attenuation is not necessary (Table 1). The resolution is monitored online using the MIA technique described above for
each BPM. Considerable degradation of the resolution in
the whole system signals for an adjustment of the overall
beam orbit, while in a single BPM it indicates a possible
problem. The ATF2 has lately been operated with a lower
bunch charge to reduce the wakefield effects, thus making the dependency of the resolution on the bunch charge
an important
subject. The resolution σ should scale as
p
A/q 2 + B as the position signal is charge norσ ∼
malised. This dependency has been observed by changing
the bunch charge and repeating the resolution measurement
several times, an example is shown in Figure 1.

j

There would be M equations of the form of Equation 5
for all the machine pulses considered. So for example in a
three BPM system for 5 machine pulses, where the central
BPM’s vertical y resolution needs to be determined, Equation 5 would read

 



y1
x11 x13 y11 y13
c1
 y2   x21 x23 y21 y23 

 
 

 y3  =  x31 x33 y31 y33  ·  c2  (6)

 
  c3 
 y4   x41 x43 y41 y43 
c4
y5
x51 x53 y51 y53
where x and y are the vertical and horizontal BPM position measurements. This set of equations can be written in
matrix form as
D = MC,
(7)
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Figure 1: Resolution measured at different bunch charge
settings measured by the extraction line current transformer.

System Stability
The most obvious indicator of the overall system stability are the calibration scales and rotation phases. In an attempt to understand the long-term behaviour of the system,
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plitude peak at time ts and normalised by the reading produced by the reference channel:
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Table 1: Resolution Summary for the ATF2 Cavity BPM
System
C-band resolution (20 dB attn)
∼ 250 nm
Best C-band resolution (no attn)
27 nm
Average S-band resolution
∼ 1 µm
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the calibration procedure described above was repeated for
a representative selection of BPMs in the system many
times when machine time was available over the course of
a three week period. Histograms of the horizontal scales
and rotations for all selected BPMs and all calibrations are
shown in Fig. 2 and 3 respectively. The horizontal direction
is chosen as the beam position variation is larger compared
to the vertical direction, typically in the order of 100 µm.
With a typical operational range of the BPMs of ±1 mm,
the calibration step usually does not exceed 250 µm, hence
the jitter subtraction substantially improves the measurement of the calibration scale, as can be seen in the middle
and bottom plots in Fig. 2. At the same time, large position
jitter usually means low angular jitter, hence the jitter subtraction does not affect the measurement of the IQ rotation
(Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Horizontal CBPM calibration IQ rotations θIQ .

Figure 4: Scale factors as function of damping ring gap
voltage.
of minimisation-based MIA.
Figure 2: Horizontal CBPM calibration scales Sx .
The level of variation seen in the calibration parameters
approaches the level of stability (<1%, <1◦ ) measured for
the ATF2 BPM electronics over a similar period of time,
but does not quite reach it. There are a large number of
possible systematic effects which could degrade the BPM
performance. These include, but are not limited to bunch
charge, length and orbit variation, temperature variation
and inherited effects, including timing drifts. It should
be possible to eliminate the correlated thermal drifts in
the processing electronics by using the built-in pilot tone
calibration system. A full scale study of these effects is
currently underway and a publication is expected in early
2014. Figure 4 shows an example study in which the extracted bunch length was varied by changing the RF voltage
in the ATF damping ring. It is evident that at this level of
systematics it is hard to correlate a single small effect to the
changes in the system. Possibly, this can be done with help
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Wakefield Measurements
Wakefields are an important factor in accelerator design,
and a real concern for achieving and preserving low beam
emittance. To study the beam distortion and orbit change
induced by the wakefields and also to investigate the possibility of compensation of the wakefields generated by other
sources, a wakefield test setup including a two axis mover
system with a range of ±4.5 mm in both the vertical and
horizontal directions has been installed in the ATF2 beamline. In these measurements, the transverse position of the
setup was scanned and the beam orbit recorded for 100-200
beam pulses by the cavity BPM system. In order to remove
the effect of the beam jitter, which typically was exceeding the produced offsets, the default orbit was predicted by
the upstream BPMs and subtracted from the measurements
in downstream locations leaving the wake-induced offsets
in the residuals. Various devices, including cavities themselves, have been tested with this system [4]. Fig. 5 shows
an example of such a measurement at a relatively sensitive
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(high-β) location after jitter subtraction and averaging.
Due to their high impedance cavity BPMs also became
a suspect as a possible source of wakefield kicks. While it
is true that the system can potentially produce considerable
wakefields, the cavities are typically much better aligned
with the beam than other sources (on average, 200 µm vs.
1 mm or more). A recommendation has been made to reduce the contribution of such so far uncontrolled sources
as vacuum bellows by shielding and improve the overall
alignment of the beamline.

MOPC27

Figure 7: Example of a vertical orbit response measurement.

Figure 8: Example of horizontal dispersion measurement.

Figure 5: Example of a wakefield kick measurement.

Orbit and Dispersion Measurements
The ATF2 cavity BPM system should eventually be considered in the context of the whole system, where its major
application is aiding the beam optics tuning. Examples in
Fig. 6 and 7 show the orbit response measurements in x and
y respectively. In these measurements the orbit is perturbed
by changing the strength of one of the corrector magnets,
which manifests itself as varying offsets downstream of
the corrector. Precision measurement of the sensitivity to
this perturbation at multiple locations along the beamline
allows for accurate reverse-engineering of the beamline’s
optical system and comparisons to the model, including
higher-order terms crucial for achieving the sub-100 nm
beam size. Achieving small beam size also requires good
control of the dispersion in the beamline, which is another
application of the BPM system. For these measurements,
the energy of the extracted beam is varied via small changes
of the damping ring RF frequency. This variation produces
small orbit changes proportional to the dispersion at a given
beamline location. An example is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 6: Example of a horizontal orbit response measurement.

BPMs and Beam Stability

The cavity BPM system at ATF2 has been operating at
the design resolution (or better) for about 3 years and has
become a reliable tool for precision beam optics studies.
The effects of the beam jitter on the quality of the BPM
calibrations have been studied and eliminated and a study
is underway to understand and, where possible, reduce the
systematic effects and improve the long-term stability of
the system. A clear beam intensity dependency of the resolution has been observed and sub-µm resolution confirmed
in lower bunch charge regime currently in use at ATF2.
Recent investigations also include wakefield kick measurements, in which the system featured as both precision diagnostic tool and one of the possible high impedance suspects. It has been concluded though, that due to naturally
better alignment of the system to the beam, it is currently
not the major contributor to the total wakefield budget.
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THE HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CERN SPS ULTRAFAST
FEEDBACK PROCESSOR DEMONSTRATOR*
J. E. Dusatko#, J. M. Cesaratto, J. D. Fox, J. Olsen, C. H. Rivetta, SLAC, Menlo Park, California, USA
W. Höfle, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
An ultrafast 4GSa/s transverse feedback processor has
been developed for proof-of-concept studies of feedback
control of e-cloud driven and transverse mode coupled
intra-bunch instabilities in the CERN SPS. This system
consists of a high-speed ADC on the front end and
equally fast DAC on the back end. All control and signal
processing is implemented in FPGA logic. This system is
capable of taking up to 16 sample slices across a single
SPS bunch and processing each slice individually within a
reconfigurable signal processor. This demonstrator
system is a rapidly developed prototype, consisting of
both commercial and custom-design components. It can
stabilize the motion of a single particle bunch using
closed loop feedback. The system can also run open loop
as a high-speed arbitrary waveform generator and
contains diagnostic features including a special ADC
snapshot capture memory. This paper describes the
overall system, the feedback processor and focuses on the
hardware architecture, design and implementation.

signal is then further low-pass filtered, amplified and
equalized. The last operation is performed to compensate
for distortions introduced by the pickup and cable plant.
The ADC has an input bandwidth of around 2GHz, which
is further limited to 800MHz by the analog front end
Bessel low-pass anti-aliasing filter.
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BACKGROUND
CERN is undertaking an intensity upgrade in their LHC
injector chain to allow full exploitation of the LHC at
high luminosity [1]. A side-effect of these upgrades is that
the planned factor of two increase in SPS beam intensity
leads to e-cloud and TMCI driven transverse intra-bunch
instabilities.
Much work has been done to understand this
phenomenon and develop possible control techniques
using simulation and measurements [2,3]. A progression
of this R&D effort has been the development of a
feedback control demonstrator system [4,5].
This
feedback demonstrator system provides a flexible means
for which to control and measure the feedback operation.
Using this system, we have been able to drive a single
bunch into instability and then use feedback to stabilize it.

OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM
The feedback demonstrator system is part of a larger
setup that includes an excitation system [6], as shown in
Fig. 1. The beam bunch motion is sensed by four
exponentially tapered striplines, whose outputs are
processed by an analog front end receiver. The receiver
sums the individual stripline plates in the horizontal and
vertical planes and takes the difference of the summed
plane pairs to obtain the bunch displacement signal. This
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Overall Setup Block Diagram.
The feedback processor converts the analog bunch
position signal into the digital domain, performs an
algorithmic process on it and then converts it back to the
analog domain. The processor’s bandwidth is 1.5GHz.
The analog correction signal is then processed by the
analog back end block which low-pass filters, amplifies,
splits and distributes it to four high power RF amplifiers
which drive the kicker structure, applying a corrective
field to the beam bunch. The DAC’s output bandwidth is
limited to 1.5GHz, which is further reduced by the
200MHz bandwidth of the kicker.
The feedback processor output is combined using a
hybrid with the output of the excitation system. The latter
is essentially a programmable arbitrary waveform
generator, which allows us to generate a time-domain
drive signal along the same output path. This overall
setup allows us to perturb the beam into instability and
then correct it with feedback.
Three timing signals are received from the SPS low
level RF and timing systems: the 200MHz RF accelerator
reference clock (multiplied up to obtain the 2GHz sample
clock), the injection marker and the bunch revolution
maker. These signals allow us to synchronize sampling,
system timing and operation, and enables selection of
individual bunches within the SPS batch. Note that the
frequency multiplier can select any n*RF harmonic, up to
n=10 (2GHz); for our initial studies, we selected n=8
(1.6GHz) to simplify synchronization with the SPS.
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The feedback processor is architected as a generapurpose, single channel reconfigurable signal processor,
based around a modular topology that uses both
commercial and custom-designed components.
It has been designed to operate in two modes: a)
Feedback, where we close the loop around the beam, and
b) Excitation, where the system operates exactly as the
stand-alone excitation system.
The system processing occurs in a bursted manner, with
short periods of high dataflow and computing when a
packet of 16 samples is processed (as initiated by the
revolution marker), followed by a quiescent period before
the correction signal is output as another burst of 16
samples, following the very next revolution marker.
Currently, the system only processes a single beam bunch,
but will later be expanded to handle multiple bunches.
The physical architecture is based on a motherboarddaughter board topology. The motherboard contains the
FPGA and interconnects to the ADC, DAC and support
functions via connectors to daughterboards. A block
diagram of the Feedback Processor Demonstrator is
shown in Fig. 2. This diagram outlines the functional
elements of the processor and includes both hardware and
FPGA gateware elements. Each major functional section
is now described.

FPGA Motherboard
A commercial FPGA motherboard (Dini Group
DNMEG_V6HXT) was chosen. It contains a single
Xilinx XC6VHX565T, Virtex-6 FPGA. This board is

targeted at ASIC verification and high-speed serial I/O
applications but was chosen because it contains two highspeed, high-density daughterboard connectors. One
connector employs the FPGA Mezzanine Connector
(FMC) standard, while the other employs a manufacturerdefined MEG-Array standard. Both connectors provide a
large number of impedance controlled differential data
and clock signal pairs plus power, facilitating the
interconnection of daughterboards. FPGA configuration is
via either JTAG or a bit file downloaded from a USB
stick inserted into the motherboard.

ADC
The processor uses two Maxim Semi MAX109 2GSa/s,
8-bit ADC devices operating in interleaved mode to give
an effective sampling rate of 4GSa/s. The input ADC
signal is split using a wideband power splitter. The time
interleaving function is achieved by inserting a time delay
equal to one sample clock period in one leg of the input
signal path (see Fig. 2).
The ADC was originally to be developed as a separate
daughterboard. However, due to limited resources a more
expedient solution was required. Therefore, the ADC
subsystem was implemented using two Maxim Semi
MAX109EVKIT evaluation (eval) boards and a custom
high-speed cable assembly that mates the eval boards to
the motherboard at the FMC connector. The cable
assembly was developed in partnership with the Samtec
Corporation and contains 78 length-matched 100 Ohm
differential micro coax signal pairs. These mate with the
motherboard’s differential traces, which are loosely
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Figure 2: The feedback processor block diagram.
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-coupled 50 Ohm transmission lines. The overall cable
assembly length is 24 inches. Despite the fact that the
eval board’s signal connectors are non-impedance
controlled 0.1 inch dual row headers, no detrimental
mismatch issues were experienced. DC power and the
sample clock are routed to each board on separate
connectors. Each ADC sends four, 8-bit, 500MSa/s data
streams into the FPGA, along with a 250MHz Double
Data Rate (DDR) data clock. The four output samples
from each ADC device are synchronized with a reset
signal from the FPGA, to ensure proper alignment.
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DAC
The DAC subsystem is implemented on a custom
daughterboard along with the USB interface and
ancillary/support functions. This board mates with the
MEG-Array connector. The DAC device is a Maxim
Semi MAX19693, 4GSa/s 12-bit device used in 8-bit
mode (the four LSBs are driven logic zero). The DAC
device receives the 2GHz sample clock and uses both
edges to generate an effective sample rate of 4GSa/s. It
receives four 1GSa/s data streams from the FPGA,
while forwarding a 500MHz DDR data clock to it for
clocking. The DAC output signal is differential and is
converted to single-ended via a wideband transmission
line balun. The low-pass reconstruction filter is
contained in the Analog Back End subsystem. The
sample clock is received and conditioned on board. The
DAC device does not provide a reset input to align the
four input samples to a consistent sample clock phase.
Therefore, alignment is different at each power cycling
of the system. This is an accepted condition that will
later be resolved by using a phase locked loop to drive
the sample clock. A photo of the daughterboard is
shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: The DAC Daughterboard.
Besides the DAC function, the daughterboard also
hosts a USB 2.0 interface, using a Cypress Semi
CY7C68013 EZ-USB device. The parallel 16-bit USB
data is run to the FPGA along with control signals and
the USB-derived 48MHz clock. In addition to the
interface, the board also contains four input trigger
receivers implemented using bipolar comparators with
individually DAC-adjustable thresholds; and four TTLlevel strobe outputs capable of driving 50 Ohm loads.
These are used for observation of key signals within the
feedback processor. Lastly, the board contains eight
general-purpose digital and analog (separate ADC in
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and DAC out) I/O ports. These are available for use in
ancillary and supporting functions.

FPGA Design
The FPGA implements and joins together all of the
functional elements of the feedback processor. It
handles all of the dataflow and processing from ADC in
to DAC out, implements the USB interface to the
outside world, and contains all of the control, status,
diagnostics and clocking of all data processing, support
and housekeeping functions. The major functional
blocks are now described.
The ADC parallel data streams are received and
clocked into the FPGA fabric via input DDR receiver
registers. All 16 ADC data bytes (slice samples) are
then de-interleaved and organized into the correct
temporal order as one 128-bit data word that is passed
into the signal processing block. The ADC data is
processed at the data clock frequency in the fabric of
the FPGA device.
The signal processor block performs all of the
processing functions on the ADC data. It receives the
128-bit word and maps each sample slice into a 16-tap,
16-channel FIR filter bank. There is one channel for
each filter slice, with each processed independently.
The FIR filters are described by the following relation:

y(n)   h(k)x(n  k)
15

k 0

Where each sample, x(n-k) is multiplied by an 8-bit
signed coefficient, h(k) and summed, generating the
20-bit signed result, y(n). The filter bank accepts two
loadable coefficient sets (one set applies to all 16 filters
simultaneously). The coefficient sets are swappable on
the fly and can be programmed to run with the desired
set for n turns, swap to the other set for m and then
back to the original set. This mechanism allows us to
dynamically swap between positive and negative
feedback coefficients for grow/damp measurements
and/or selectively activate/deactivate the feedback. The
20-bit FIR output must be scaled to fit within the 8-bit
DAC sample window. This is accomplished with the
user-programmable shift gain/saturation block. This
block also detects and notifies over- and under-flow
conditions. The signal processor runs on the ADC
fabric clock.
The DAC logic takes the gain shifted filter data,
pipelines and orders it into four 8-bit fast datastreams.
The data is up-converted into the fast streams using the
FPGA’s fast output shift register blocks. The DAC
fabric logic is clocked with one half the DAC data
clock frequency (250MHz for a 2GSa/s sample clock).
Additionally, the DAC can be driven by an internal
excitation memory loaded over USB. This enables the
feedback processor to run in excitation mode.
The FPGA also implements diagnostic functions
including a missing trigger detector and error counter
as well as a special ADC snapshot feature. The
snapshot selectively records (under user control) a
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Packaging
The feedback processor demonstrator is packaged in
a 7U, 19-inch rack mount chassis. In addition to the
boards described above, it also contains the ADC input
board, which contains the input power splitter and
delay element. It also houses the sample clock RF
amplifier and splitter, and the switch-mode power
converter. All signal I/O is through the front panel
which also contains status and power indicator LEDs.
Fans on the motherboard, power converter, ADC
boards and chassis itself provide cooling. The unit is
powered from the AC mains.

System Software
The chassis is controlled with a GUI based
application written in Microsoft Visual Basic (VB). The
GUIs interface with it over USB using driver calls.
Several offline MATLAB-based tools have been
developed to facilitate configuration of the feedback
mode, generation of excitation data files, design of the
FIR filters, and analysis and display of the ADC
snapshot data. Data and configuration settings are
exchanged between MATLAB and Visual Basic via
text based auto-generated setup files.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTION
The feedback processor demonstrator system was
used in machine development measurements at the SPS
from Nov-2012 to Feb-2013. Several studies were
performed, and a wealth of data was collected [7]. This
data has helped us verify and fine-tune the simulation
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models. The results are very encouraging and show
feedback control of mode 0, with observation of higher
order modes as well. Figure 4 shows the feedback in
action on an SPS bunch (16 samples over 40 turns).

Figure 4: Feedback system beam bunch signal input
(left) and correction output (right).
Moving forward during the CERN long shutdown,
we plan on upgrading and enhancing this demonstrator
system. This work includes: the processing and control
of multiple bunches, orbit offset correction, advanced
filter structures and expanded operating modes.
Being reconfigurable, it offers flexibility for use in
other accelerator applications. As a prototype, it has
allowed us to develop and verify techniques which will
lead to a final solution for the SPS, with possible
application to other accelerators as well.
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programmable number of turns of pre-filtered ADC
data. This data can then be read out over USB for
viewing and analysis. All system dataflow, timing and
sequencing operation is coordinated by a set of state
machines.
The FPGA contains three clock domains: the ADC,
DAC and USB interface. All USB data and control
signal clock domain crossings are synchronized to the
respective ADC and DAC clocks as needed. The two
ADCs provide individual data clocks, but only one is
needed inside the FPGA. The ADC and DAC data
clocks are processed inside the FPGA using MixedMode Clock Manager (MMCM) blocks that distribute a
phase locked version of the ADC and DAC input data
clock to the fabric. The MMCM also provides a fine
phase adjustment to ensure proper timing margins.
Clock domain crossing synchronization for the
processed data is handled by placing the data in a
shallow dual clock FIFO and synchronizing the request
and acknowledge flags between state machines in each
domain.
The FPGA design was developed using pure VHDL
coding. Certain functional blocks (FIR filter bank,
memories, etc.) were generated using the Xilinx CORE
Generator tool. Simulation was done using ModelSim
PE and the FPGA itself was synthesized, placed and
routed using the Xilinx ISE design suite version 14.
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Higher beam intensities in particle accelerator are
usually prevented by beam instabilities. To cure these
instabilities, additional active systems must be used
besides passive damping. For this purpose, we have
developed a distributed low-latency Transverse Feedback
System (TFS) using Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGA). Data acquisition takes place on multiple Beam
Position Monitors (BPM) with individual FPGAs and
ADCs around the accelerator ring. Acquired data is
compressed, and sent over broadband fiber optic wires to
a central unit (CU). For synchronization, data is tagged
using timestamps from a reference time, which is
distributed by a specially constrained network time
protocol to obtain cycle accuracy. The CU provides a FIR
filter for system bandwidth limitation, and an adaptive IIR
filter for stable beam signal rejection. Feedback is given
using a linear combination of the pre-processed BPM
signals. The system provides substantial flexibility, due to
the possibility to configure most parameters online.
Filters, feedback sources and parameters, compression
rate, and more can be adapted via an Ethernet interface,
which also supplies analysis data. Results are shown.

Each cluster is connected to the Central Unit (CU) FPGA
using a dedicated fiber optic line to send compressed
position data. This line introduces timing uncertainty to
the system which has to be eliminated to allow proper
operation. Therefore, we have developed a special
synchronization concept which is explained in detail.
The CU has filters for system bandwidth limitation and
stable beam signal rejection available. The adaptive delay
which is needed for the phase shift is incorporated into
the synchronization concept. Synchronized BPM signals
are finally used to calculate the feedback signal. The
general structure of the distributed system is shown in
Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION
A Transverse Feedback System (TFS) applies a phase
shifted Beam Position Monitor (BPM) signal to the
particle beam using the kicker to damp betatron
oscillation. For proper damping, the signal has to be
delayed to reach a phase advance of π/2.Using two or
more BPM signals, each desired phase can be
reconstructed using a linear combination. In our work, a
TFS has been developed that matches requirements of
SIS18 and SIS100 at GSI due to substantial
configurability.
We focused on the digital subsystem of the TFS
introduced in [1]. It includes position data acquisition
from multiple devices, signal filtering and feedback
calculation. With a higher BPM count, a better signal to
noise ratio (SNR) can be achieved, as proposed in[2].
Hereby, we introduce the use of a distributed system
which provides better system flexibility. In comparison to
other systems [3][4], no dedicated BPMs have to be
available for TFS and signal quality can be enhanced by
the use of multiple sensors. As drawback, it is more
complex because the additional tasks of communication
and synchronization have to be maintained. The
difficulties and our solutions are explained.
For data acquisition, multiple Libera Hadron devices
which are already used for beam diagnostics have been
deployed to which the BPMs are attached. In our concept,
a number of these Libera devices form a so called cluster.
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Figure 1: General structure of the distributed TFS.
In the first part of the paper, the new concept for data
acquisition using a distributed system is addressed.
Subsystems have to be well synchronized in order to be
able to operate properly. Therefore, the developed
synchronization concept is introduced in the second part.
Data processing of acquired position data is performed by
the CU which is explained in the third part. Finally,
results are evaluated and a conclusion is given.

DATA ACQUISITION CONCEPT
For data acquisition we define so called clusters of
Libera devices. Devices in a cluster are interconnected by
high speed communication links in star topology. The
center device of a star is denoted as cluster master. It is
connected to the CU via optical fiber multi-gigabit link.
However, the bandwidth of this link has to be shared
among the members of the cluster.
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SYNCHRONIZATION OF SUBSYSTEMS
The TFS requires an exact timing behaviour to be able
to perform precise phase shifts using signal delay.
However, the distributed system uses a communication
channel which introduces timing uncertainty. To
overcome this uncertainty, a synchronization concept is
introduced. The most important part of the
synchronization concept is our developed Time Update
Protocol (TUP) that is a constrained derivate of the
commonly used Network Time Protocol (NTP). The
protocol synchronizes two independent time counters at
distinct devices.
In NTP, a time slave sends a request to a time master
and stores the time of sending to t1. The time master
registers the arrival of the request and stores the point in
time to t2. It sends a response at time t3 which includes t2
and t3. At arrival of the response, the slave registers time
t4.
The slave is then able to determine the time of the
master using the round-trip-time (RTT) of(1), according
to [6].
(1)
 ǡୖ ൌ  ସ െ  ଷ   ଶ െ ଵ

To be able to send the message immediately, two
constraints have to be met.
x Dynamic data buffers of the communication stack
have to be empty to eliminate indeterministic buffer
delays
x The communication module has to be ready to send

Figure 2: TUP Synchronization Sequence.
Our light-weight TUP implementation is integrated
deep into the extended communication stack so that this
information is available to TUP but hidden from upper
layers at the same time. According to our synchronization
logic, TUP slave modules delay their time request (TR)
message until both constraints are fulfilled. The master
suppresses the response time update (TU) message
instead if constraints do not hold on arrival of TR and
waits for another TR while blocking the channel.
Using TUP synchronization scheme, local counters can
be synchronized to cycle accuracy which represents an
optimal synchronization. We use these synchronized
counters to recover the timing of data streams that use an
uncertain channel. Therefore, data is tagged by
synchronized counter timestamps before entering the
uncertain time domain during transfer. Attached
timestamps are used at the CU to realign data streams
according to their original timing. This way, timing
accuracy is reduced to the accuracy of the TUP protocol.

TUP Synchronization Protocol
The channel established by Aurora link has turned out
to have a slowly changing latency due to incorporated
clock phase alignment strategy. Within a short period of
time, the latency can be regarded to be constant and equal
for both directions of the channel. We developed TUP
which we implemented in hardware logic. Therefore, the
response can be ensured to be sent immediately such that
 ଶ ൌ  ଷ . This way, the overall time for one
synchronization sequence can be minimized and the delay
of both directions of the channels are nearly equal. The
equation of TUP RTT is reduced to (2). The messaging
sequence is depicted in Figure 2.
(2)
 ǡୖ ൌ  ସ െ ଵ
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Figure 3: TUP Structure.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE CU
The developed design for the Central Unit contains a
logic main module for TFS functionality which is
attached indirectly to interface modules including the
Aurora connection, Ethernet UDP Stack for system
control and a DAC for feedback output. These modules
abstract interfaces to simplify system integration.
However, the architecture of the TFS module itself is
most interesting and therefore addressed more in detail in
the following. Its structure is shown in Figure 4.
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This architecture allows to add multiple data sources to
the TFS using only a single fiber optic line per cluster.
Delta signals of BPMs which contain position information
data are determined and compressed locally to match the
bandwidth of the shared communication channel. For
compression, a down sampling of the low pass filtered
delta signal is applied. Its rate can be adapted by the user
via Ethernet and has to be matched to the bandwidth of
the common link. However, high compression reduces
signal bandwidth and quality. At excessive compression,
the system loses its property to address higher order
modes. The user has to find a trade-off.
For high speed communication, we selected Xilinx
Aurora protocol which provides robust low-latency and
high-speed link layer connectivity between two points. It
is stable and only few nanoseconds slower than hand
optimized stacks as shown in [5]. On top, we
implemented a 16 Bit checksum error detection
mechanism to enhance data integrity.
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Figure 4: Structure of the TFS Module.
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TFS Module
The TFS Module contains our developed Aurora Core
which implements the interface for incoming position
data from Libera devices. Our Core integrates Xilinx
Aurora module, enhanced error detection and the TUP
Module for time counter synchronization as well as
features for further analysis and channel verification.
It passes data to a Frame Unpacker which decodes
frames containing data, time tags, source IDs and other
parameters. The decoded streams contain data of the
whole cluster. Moreover, it is required to perform further
calculation on data of a single BPM. Therefore, a
developed source splitter is introduced, which splits
streams from a cluster according to the source IDs of
individual data frames.
The pipeline consisting of these three modules exists
for each attached cluster. It maps merged streams of
individual Libera devices on distinct data paths. These
distinct paths are called slots in the following.
Data streams in slots are passed to separate instances of
our developed Preprocessing Unit which implements
data decompression and signal filtering.
Decompression is accomplished by linear interpolation
of the down sampled signal and recovers the original
sampling rate of the stream. This is an important issue for
subsequent signal filtering.
Signal bandwidth of acquired data streams is reduced
using a 32 tap FIR low pass filter. The size and
coefficients of this filter can be adapted by the user during
operation.
A notch filter to suppress DC offset and revolution
harmonics is inserted as next part of the pipeline. It uses
an IIR filter and adaptive down sampling to match the
revolution harmonics, like proposed in [7].This down
sampling is performed by taking every nth sample into
account, according to the IIR transfer function of order k
in (3).

ሺǡ ሻ ൌ

୧୬
ሺǡ ሻ σ୩ିଵ
୧ୀ ୩ି୧ 
ൌ ୩ିଵ
ሺǡ ሻ σ୧ୀ ୩ି୧  ୧୬

(3)

This down sampling strategy is realized by the use of
dual port RAM blocks which allow directed access to
specific samples. Furthermore, it is implemented as
contrary filter whose results are subtracted from current
filter inputs. This procedure reduces filter latency and is
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applicable because the suppressed offset changes very
slowly. Like the FIR filter, its coefficients can be changed
during operation by the user. Its order k is set to 3.
The Synchronization Unit is responsible for data
stream alignment of slots, as mentioned above. It provides
a single data stream of parallel, ordered and synchronized
slot data to the feedback function. The synchronization
furthermore incorporates the desired adaptive delay of the
streams which are needed for proper output timing.
Therefore, synchronized timestamps are used. The unit
stores data of each slot to individual dual port RAM
Blocks, using the timestamp which has been tagged to the
samples as write address. This way, data can be accessed
on the second port of the RAM Block depending on its
timing information. The unit uses a complex data
invalidation logic to ensure, that samples of gaps in the
data streams are invalidated and only data from the
current wraparound of the address space is used for
output. If valid data is not available on one of the slots, all
values of the synchronized data stream are set to zero
such that no action is finally performed by the actor. This
is performed by Sync Ram Wrappers and validity control.
Figure 5 shows the structure of the Synchronization
Module. Incoming streams are furthermore ordered by a
switching module which assigns inputs to slots according
to the slot configuration which has been chosen by the
user. This abstraction by slots allows simple assignment
of coefficients to streams as well as the use of signals
from a single BPM in more than one slot with individual
timing configuration.

Figure 5: Structure of the Synchronization Module.
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The most critical parts of the design are timing based.
To attend timing issues between devices of the distributed
system, the TUP synchronization has been developed.
Furthermore, low latency is required for the system
because high latencies lead to inaccuracies in feedback
signal determination. To allow better benchmarking of the
final system, it is required to be very flexible. Moreover it
has to fit for SIS18 and SIS100.

TUP Timer Synchronization
TUP synchronization protocol has been simulated
extensively using Xilinx ISim Simulator under variation
of channel characteristics, individual device clocks and
under different amount of channel load. The protocol has
always performed as desired.
First tests on FPGA have shown, that device
synchronization using TUP works very efficient and
accurate. Inaccuracies in each direction have been up to
one cycle which is optimal. Tests could not yet be
performed with the final hardware of 200 meters long
fiber optic cables but only with a 5 meter copper cable.
Nevertheless, results using the final hardware are
expected to be similar because optical line characteristics
are free of electromagnetic interferences. Inaccuracies
will only be caused by hardware which has also been part
of the first tests, except the optical transceiver modules.

Latency
The latency of the complete TFS at SIS18 is expected
to be about 4.25 μs from signal measurement to the kicker
action. The digital parts of the system which have been
developed have been optimized for latency and create
only one third of the total delay, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Especially latencies of the developed logic hardware at
the Libera device and Central Unit are very low with
0.34 μs (8%) and 0.56μs (13%), respectively. The
communication stack for Xilinx Aurora protocol and error
detection needs additionally about 0.69 μs of time (16%).
Libera
device
8%

Sum Analog
Delays
63%

Digital
Communication
16%
Central
Unit
13%

Figure 6: Latency share.
Analog delays at SIS18 are caused by signal traveling
times from BPMs to the Libera devices, to the Central
Unit and finally to the exciter. Because they are located in
different control rooms as shown in Figure 1, long paths
of about 530 meters in total have to be taken into account.
This distance is split on 250 meters from farthest BPM to
Libera devices, 200 meters from Libera devices to the CU
and 80 meters from the CU to the kicker.
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With a signal speed of about 2/3 speed of light, the
analog latency of wires is about 2.65 μs.
It is recommended to locate used Libera devices near
the CU so that the total cable distance can be reduced to
200 meters in total and latency decreases to 1 μs. Total
latency can therefore be reduced by 38.9% to 2.59 μs.

Flexibility
The realization of the system in a distributed manner
and the concept of clustering make data acquisition very
flexible. Further signal sources can be attached with plug
and play. BPMs can be selected for feedback during
operation using the Ethernet user interface and a
developed software tool. Important parameters which
influence synchronization and signal filtering can also be
adapted during operation. This allows complex benchmarking and fast optimization the TFS with few effort.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The elaborated concept and the implemented part of the
digital TFS represent an important milestone in the
development of the TFS for SIS100. In this paper an
overall system concept using a novel distributed data
acquisition strategy for TFS has been elaborated. It uses
multiple sensors for feedback determination and allows
easy system extension by plug&play. Substantial system
parameters can be varied via Ethernet user interface. The
system is characterized by substantial flexibility and quite
low latency.
The synchronization of the subsystems is reliably
maintained by the developed light-weight Time Update
Protocol (TUP) which reaches cycle accuracy and is
therefore optimal for time counter synchronization.
The current implementation does not cover the
complete concept yet. Online input of feedback
coefficient and preamplifier gain as well as features of the
user interface are missing. Moreover, the current system
still has to be tested more in detail to verify the filters and
feedback operation.
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STREAK CAMERA IMAGING AT ELSA∗
M. Switka, M. Schedler, S. Zander and W. Hillert, ELSA, Bonn, Germany

Abstract
The Electron Stretcher Facility ELSA provides spin
polarized and unpolarized electrons with energies up to
3.2 GeV for external hadron physics experiments. In order to sufﬁce the need of stored beam currents towards
200 mA, studies of instabilities and the effect of adequate
countermeasures are essential for appropriate machine settings. For this purpose a new diagnostic beamline has been
constructed. It is optimized for transverse and longitudinal
streak camera measurements with time resolution down to
one picosecond. Operation of the diagnostic beamline has
recently started and ﬁrst measurements are presented.

INTRODUCTION
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ELSA [1] is operated by the University of Bonn within
DFG’s collaborative research center ”Subnuclear Structure
of Matter”. The accelerator consists of three stages as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The last stage is a pulse stretcher ring
attaining ﬁnal beam energies between 0.5–3.2 GeV. The
electrons can be stored or slowly extracted. Extraction
currents around 1 pA are available at the moment. An
increase by one order of magnitude is planned.

longitudinal beam proﬁle measurements are presented in
this proceeding.

BEAMLINE
The synchrotron light generated in a bending magnet
propagates through a 12 m long evacuated section until it
is reﬂected downwards by the primary reﬂecting mirror. It
exits the vacuum through a fused silica glass window and
enters a compact light sealed box (Fig. 2). The beamline
is not equipped with a radiation shielding chicane and is
therefore located in a radiologically controlled area. This
requires some automatization for beam adjustment and diagnostic tools that are remote controllable over long distances (>100 m).
The primary mirror absorbs most of the synchrotron light,
including X-ray radiation. Despite of the stress due to water cooling and irradiation heating. However, the preservation of its excellent optical properties is granted by a careful
design based on FEM1 analysis. [2] Blackening protection
is granted by an ultra-high vacuum environment.The length
of the beamline allows for differential pumping in order to
gain approximately two orders of magnitude in pressure.
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Figure 1: The Electron Stretcher Accelerator ELSA.
A newly installed beamline extends the optical beam
diagnosis capabilities for the stretcher ring. It accomodates a streak camera most sensitive to the visible spectrum.
The optical beamline is designed for transverse streak camera imaging in addition to its generic longitudinal diagnosis capabilities. Observation time scales available range
down to one picosecond. Measurements of single bunch
lengths, charge distributions and beam dynamics are subject of analysis. It is expected that these time-resolved
observations help enhancing the machine settings to encounter instabilities. At present commissioning for transverse streak camera imaging is in progress. Therefore ﬁrst

Figure 2: Synchrotron radiation beamline with compact
and optically sealed box containing the diagnostic equipment.
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Beam Modulation Section
All optical components and diagnostic instruments are
installed on a 150 × 60 cm2 optical table. The optics layout
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The secondary reﬂecting mirror deﬂects the synchrotron light sidewards into the optics plane,
thus causing an image rotation of 90◦ . The primary focussing lens (f = 1000 mm at λ = 530 nm) is located
element method
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Figure 3: Optics layout roughly to scale. A dichroic mirror separates the UV from visible synchrotron radiation. The
visible part can be magniﬁed, attenuated and rotated. An IP camera provides aiming feedback.

STREAK CAMERA
System Setup
The installed streak camera is the all-purpose model
C10910 by Hamamatsu. It is expected to provide a time
resolution below 1 ps FWHM [4] and can be located more
than 100 m away from its control computer – bridging of
FireWire, Ethernet and USB connections occurs via ﬁbre
cables and corresponding patch panels. A block diagram is
illustrated in Fig. 4.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 4: Streak camera block diagram.

A list of available sweep units and corresponding sweep
times are shown in Table 1. The synchroscan unit M1091101 is operated at 1/4 of the 499.67 MHz cavity RF. After multiple bunch train revolutions yet every 2nd bunch
is repetitively displayed on the falling slope since ELSA’s
harmonic number is h = 274. The rising slope creates a
mirrored image. The high stability delay unit C12270 locks
the phase and prevents phase shifts during long-term measurements (e.g. due to temperature changes). The phase
can be modiﬁed manually in order to separate the images
vertically. The dual time base extender unit M10916-01
Table 1: Available Sweep Units with Corresponding
Time Scales and Purpose
Sweep Unit
Synchroscan
Dual time base
Slow Sweep

Sweep Range
100 ps – 1.3 ns
60 ns – 100 ms
1.2 ns – 1 ms

Field of Study
Charge distribution
Long. dynamics
Transv. dynamics

performs linear sweeps along the second screen axis and
separates the vertical streak images horizontally. It is triggered by every second orbit clock signal (0.91 MHz). This
assures that only one bunch illuminates the same spot. The
sweep repetition of this unit is limited to 10 Hz. The synchroscan unit is exchangable with the linear slow sweep
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right after the secondary mirror. A long wave pass dichroic
mirror separates the UV light and deﬂects it towards a UV
sensitive CCD camera. It serves as beam position monitor and emittance measurement tool [3]. The visible light
components penetrate the dichroic mirror and are reﬂected
into the streak camera. On its way the beam can be magniﬁed, attenuated and rotated. Broadband optical components (400–700 nm) ensure maximum intensities deliverable. Collimation of the primary real image is done by a
convex lens with either f = 50 mm or f = 65 mm focal length. The parallel light bundle is refocused downstream onto the streak camera’s input optics with lenses of
f = 100 mm or f = 200 mm focal length. This forms
a secondary real image with adjustable ﬁnal magniﬁcation
of M = 0.35, 0.27, 0.17 and 0.13. The lenses are installed
on motorized ﬂip mounts allowing for automatic modulation. An array of neutral density ﬁlters is installed similarly.
The streak camera can only display one transverse plane at
a time. A Dove prism tilted by 45◦ can be inserted on a
motorized linear stage in order to rotate the beam by 90◦ .
Thus allowing imaging of both transverse planes. As mentioned above remote controlled adjustment of several optical elements is required. This includes the adjustable streak
camera’s input slit. Stepper motors control slit width and
height. An IP camera ﬁlms the setting providing visible
feedback to the control room.
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unit M10913-01. It displays the continuous bunch train in
a vertical streak. This allows the study of beam dynamics
in the transverse planes.

First Measurements & Status Quo
The beam modulation section is yet in its commissioning stage. First measurements were performed without focusing lenses, hence typical integration times in pure synchroscan mode were approximately 3 s. Figure 5 shows
bunch length measurements with respect to beam energy.
The ﬁlling pattern was uniform and 25 mA of stored beam
were accumulated.
(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Performance of the multi-bunch feedback system. Single bunch operation and damping longitudinal coherent oscillations at 1.2 GeV.

The cavity voltage U0 remained constant, causing the
overvoltage factor q to decrease and the acceleration phase
to increase with rising beam energy. Bunch length and
phase shift match the expected values (compare Fig. 6).
Note that the discontinuance in Fig. 6b is due to manual
phase adjustment in order to ﬁt the screen.
The performance of the multi-bunch feedback system
[5] is demonstrated in Fig. 7. The attempt to kick out
all bunches but one is recorded in a slow sweep image
(Fig. 7a). The ﬁnite bandwidth of the feedback system’s
RF ampliﬁer is responsible for the survival of neighbouring bunches; a circumstance that is not of limiting nature
300
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Figure 5: Bunch length measurements at different beam
energies using the synchroscan unit.
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The streak camera system has been successfully installed and ﬁrst images with long integration times could
be recorded. For the ﬁrst time measurements in the picosecond time domain were performed at ELSA. Images
of transverse and longitudinal beam dynamics with much
shorter integration times are expected to be recorded before
2014. Single bunch measurements will reveal machine parameters such as the longitudinal effective impedance once
construction of the single bunch injector is completed.
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Figure 6: The dependency of bunch length and phase shift
on beam energy matches the expected values.
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during normal operation. A true single bunch operation
is planned once construction of a new injector LINAC is
completed. The smearing of this image is due to a ﬁnite
rise time of the orbit clock signal which caused a large trigger jitter (< 1 ns). The signal generator was upgraded in
the meantime and better resolution is expected for future
operation. Figure 7b demonstrates the feedback system’s
damping power for coherent longitudinal oscillations. With
the feedback system switched off large oscillation amplitudes of multiple bunch lengths arise. This is observed as
smearing of the streak image in comparison to the damped
case when the feedback system is switched on. The measurement was performed at 1.2 GeV beam energy with an
overvoltage factor of q ≈ 157.
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DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF
OPTICAL SYNCHRONIZATION FOR THE EUROPEAN XFEL
C. Sydlo∗ , M.K. Czwalinna, M. Felber, Ch. Gerth, T. Lamb, H. Schlarb, S. Schulz, F. Zummack,
DESY, Hamburg, Germany
S. Jablonski, Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland

Precise timing synchronization on the femtosecond
timescale is a crucial asset for time resolved experiments
at free-electron lasers (FELs) like FLASH and the upcoming European XFEL. The required precision can only be
achieved by a laser-based synchronization system. The
synchronization at FLASH is based on the distribution of
femtosecond laser pulses over actively stabilized optical
fibers and has evolved over the years from a prototype
setup to a mature and reliable system. At the same time,
the present implementation serves as prototype for the synchronization infrastructure at the European XFEL. Due to
a factor of ten increase in length of the accelerator and
an larger number of timing-critical subsystems, new challenges arise. This paper reports on the current development
progress of the XFEL optical synchronization, discusses
major complications and their solutions.

INTRODUCTION
The optical synchronization system for the European
XFEL will adopt to the greatest possible extent the
proven and reliable system from FLASH. The long term
experience with the optical synchronization system at
FLASH has led to numerous enhancements and deeper
understanding of the issues involved in such a complex
and sensitive precision arrangement. Consequently, for
the European XFEL an inimitable possibility arises to
incorporate all the gathered knowledge from the bottom
up into a new benchmark setting timing synchronization
system.
A schematic representation of the synchronization system is shown in Figure 1. The master-oscillator (MO) distributes a stabilized 1.3 GHz reference to which the master
laser-oscillator (MLO), with a repetition rate of 216.7 MHz
(a sixth of the MO frequency), is locked. While this MLO
lock at FLASH employs a homodyne scheme, the locking
of the MLO at XFEL will benefit from a more robust and
drift-free approach [1]. The stabilized pulse train from the
MLO is split into multiple channels and guided to the individual link stabilization units (LSUs) through the freespace distribution (FSD). The latest status of the LSUs deployed at FLASH is described in [2]. Each LSU actively
stabilizes the effective length of its assigned optical link
fiber. The optical link fibers can be conveniently guided
∗ cezary.sydlo@desy.de
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through the entire FEL to stations obliged to femtosecond timing synchronization. The optical synchronization
stabilizes the RF reference fot 12 stations [1] for Linacs,
two laser-to-laser locking stations (L2L) [3] for the photoinjector lasers and uses of the pulse train directly for
seven bunch arrival-time measurement stations (BAM) [4].
One notable feature in this optical synchronization system
is the slave laser-oscillator (SLO). A sub-synchronization
will be located in the experimental hall at the end of the
beamlines to facilitate all the synchronization needs for the
pump-probe lasers on-site. Additionally, it will stabilize all
stations between 2.1 km and the end of the experimental
hall. Hence, two more 3.5 km links are provided for SLO
to MLO locking. On the one hand this serves as a redundancy improving reliability and robustness. On the other
hand these two long links can be cross-correlated in-situ
for diagnostics providing meaningful numbers for the actual synchronization accuracy. One more LSUs is included
in this planning to reserve space for later use yielding 24
LSUs in total for the main synchronization.

REALIZATION
The optical synchronization scheme is dependent on
a drift-free locking of the MLO to the MO. This locking method [1] will be implemented close to the laser to
achieve best possible performance. As the MO will be localized in the vicinity, but in a different room, about 20 m
of coaxial cable is required. To overcome potential drift
of this cable a reflectometer set-up will be employed [5].
The LSUs will actively stabilize the optical fiber link to
their stations. However, the FSD, between the MLO and
the LSU, leaves a gap in active stabilization demanding a
considerate design.
The current version of the LSU [2] occupies an area of
approximately 30 cm by 40 cm and the final state of expansion will hold 24 LSUs in the master synchronization.
Apparently, the required space would lead to quite large dimensions of an optical table leading to various problems.
Furthermore, two MLOs - for redundancy - as well as the
FSD with diagnostics will also significantly contribute to
the space requirements. Moreover, the built-in motorized
delay stage of the LSU is capable of compensating a timing change of up to ±0.5 ns which is insufficient for the
increased optical lengths of the European XFEL with an
expected timing variation of a few nanoseconds. Consequently, the LSU design had to be revised with respect to
its size and its dynamic range of compensation.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the optical synchronization system for the European XFEL. The master synchronization will be located close to the injector and stabilize all stations up to 2.1k̇m. Also the slave laser oscillator of the
sub-synchronization will be synchronized in the experimental hall 3.5 km downstream. All the stations between 2 km and
the experimental hall will be synchronized from there.
Therefore, the existing LSU design is split into two
separate units. One - the secondary unit - will contain
the comparably uncritical actively compensated part of the
LSU which comprises the motorized delay stage, dispersion compensation, fast piezo-based delay change and an
optical amplifier. The other - the primary unit - is the critical element, as it implements the timing detection which
has to be as close as possible to the MLO. Due to the reduced distance between the MLO and the LSUs the timing
drift susceptibility caused by enviromental changes is significantly reduced. Such a prototype has been designed and
its primary unit - the timing detection - is shown in Figure 2
in comparison to the existing design. This new prototype
has a length of 32 cm and a width of 12 cm enabling a close
spacing of all needed LSUs on the optical table and a reduction of required space by a factor of about 2. This reduction already includes the additional space required for two
lasers and the FSD. The layout for the primary optical table
occupies about 1.3 m by 2.2 m and is shown in Figure 3.
As a result of this development a secondary table is required to hold the secondary units of the LSUs. Nevertheless, their connection to the primary units with optical
fibers are already within the compensated path and therefore comparably uncritical.
Albeit the reduced dimensions of the primary optical table a passive stabilization is compulsory requiring a closer
look at used materials and their properties.
Table 1 contains temperature and relative humidity coefficients of materials which are used in the optics set-up.
Aluminum is comfortable to work with, but has a large temperature coefficient. Hence, it is only used for small components like posts. The standard material for optical tables
is steel. Excellent stability and stiffness are its most com136

Figure 2: The prototype of the new link stabilization primary unit (top) has a size of 32 cm by 12 cm. The existing design (bottom) used in FLASH has a size of 42 cm by
30 cm.
plimented benefits. However, the thermal expansion coefficient of steel is not suited for the required timing precision.
Guiding the pulse train by optical fibers is not adequate as
well. Even phase stabilized optical fibers (PSOF) exhibit a
pronounced effective length change with temperature and
- to make things worse - even with relative humidity. It is
worth being noted, that even air shows a significant effective length change by varying temperature as its refractive
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Figure 3: Layout plan for the primary optical table. The
new prototype LSU notably reduces space requirements
and accordingly potential drift sources.
Table 1: Temperature and Humidity Influence
Material
Aluminum
Steel[6]
SMF28e[7]
Furukawa PSOF[7]
Air
Superinvar[6]

Temperature
fs / K / m

Relative humidity
fs / %RH / m

≈77
33
40
3.2
3
<1

2.5
0.4
0.03
-

index changes.
Fortunately, there is one material available featuring good machinability and low thermal susceptibility.
Superinvar R (the further improved version of invar R ) is
the material of choice. Its excellent thermal insusceptibility
even outperforms air. The free-space path from the MLO to
a LSU is approximately 1.5 m and will be kept identical for
all LSUs. This results in a thermally induced timing error
below 1.5 fs/K for the FSD. The target climatization stability for the XFEL synchronization room below ±0.1 K and
is already obtained in the FLASH synchronization hutch.
The same applies to the stabilization of relative humidity
which shows a variation of less than ±3%. These values
are detoriated by the presense of persons due to their body
radiation. To even further reduce climatization variations
the same isolation concept as at FLASH will be incorporated. The optical table is thermally isolated and has a large
mass. This reduces temperature and humidity variations
even further down to the limit of the resolution (0.01 K) of
the employed measurement equipment.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
In addition to stringent demands on the accuracy of temperature and relative humidity, several further environmental aspects need elaborated arrangements, too.
A indisputable source for synchronization performance
degradation are vibrations. For femtosecond accuracy the
demand for lateral displacements far below a micrometer is
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

obvious. Here, the coupling from ground motion to the optical table is just one factor to be considered. The influence
of vibrations on the optical table to synchronization errors
predominantly depends on the quality of the employed
opto-mechanics. The experience with the optical synchronization at FLASH, specifically its opto-mechanics, is
invaluable for the XFEL design. In the case of the optical
table accommodating the FLASH synchronization systems
vibrations can be measured albeit standing on an own
groundwork. Nevertheless, measurements revealed that the
existing vibration levels are approximately 10 times below
the threshold of synchronization error detectability. For the
optical table employed for the synchronization of XFEL
there is no possibility for an own groundwork. However,
the concrete floor has a thickness of 1 m as it also serves
as radiation shielding from the injector underneath. The
level of vibrations cannot be assessed at this time, but has
to be measured once all installations are complete and in
operation.
Acoustics or (fast) barometric pressure variations
primarily influence the MLO. While atmospheric pressure
changes occur on a slow timescale and are effortlessly
compensated by the laser-lock electronics, faster changes
leave a small residual synchronization error. Such influence has been already observed in the synchronization
at FLASH where vibrations had been transferred over
the roof and led to a low frequency barometric pressure
variation detected in the MLO phase noise and all LSU
OXC signals. The overall concrete structure of the XFEL
and the heavy fire doors should keep this influence low.
A widely underestimated aspect for the precision for
a synchronization system is electromagnetic interference
(EMI). As the system relies on sophisticated electronic regulation and controls, inherently EMI is deteriorating the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of all signals. Cables between
the optical system and their corresponding regulation electronics lead to a sensitive set-up. While all sort of noise
sources in electronic circuits can be calculated straightforward, the assessment of the EMI influence is a rather complicated topic. At the FLASH optical synchronization system the 50 Hz of mains and its harmonics can be detected
all over the installations although the EMI precautions have
been installed. Furthermore, a large number of electrical
distortions arises from the electronics itself and from the
proximity to other high-voltage and high-current FLASH
installations. Magnetic fields have been measured to be
300 nT rms and electric fields up to 10 V/m rms.
Consequently, a considerate grounding and shielding approach needs to be implemented prior to the installation of
optical and electronic systems. For the upcoming XFEL it
will comprise a copper floor hidden under a raised floor as
a central ground point for all electronics and electrics. Dedicated ferromagnetic cable channels with a low impedance
connection to this copper floor will be separated by sensitive signals and potentially disturbing signals to reduce
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their coupling. As a matter of course racks and the optical
tables will be grounded with low impedance copper bands
in addition to safety grounding with cables only.

SUMMARY
The design of the European XFEL strongly benefits
from the gathered experience by the daily operation of the
FLASH accelerator. All the in-house experiences can flow
directly into each system which will yield best possible performance from the planing up to operation.
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STATUS OF THE FIBER LINK STABILIZATION UNITS AT FLASH
F. Zummack∗ , C.Sydlo, S. Schulz, M.K. Czwalinna, T. Lamb, M. Felber,
H. Schlarb, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
S. Jablonski, Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw

State-of-the-art X-ray photon science with modern freeelectron lasers (FEL) like FLASH (free-electron laser in
Hamburg) and the upcoming European X-ray Free-Electron
Laser Facility (XFEL) requires timing with femtosecond
accuracy. For this purpose a sophisticated pulsed optical
synchronization system distributes precise timing via lengthstabilized fiber links throughout the entire FEL. Stations
to be synchronized comprise bunch arrival time monitors
(BAM’s), RF stations and optical cross-correlators (OXC)
for external lasers. The different requirements of all those
stations have to be met by one optical link stabilization
unit (LSU) design, compensating drifts and jitter in the
distribution system down to a fs-level. Five years of LSU
operation at FLASH have led to numerous enhancements
resulting in an elaborate system. This paper presents these
enhancements, their impact on synchronization performance
and the latest state of the LSUs.

INTRODUCTION
The laser based synchronization system depends on a stabilized optical pulse-train with femtosecond precision. This
pulse-train is generated by a master laser oscillator (MLO) a mode-locked laser - which is phase-locked against a master oscillator (MO) being the master timing for the complete
accelerator [1]. A free-space distribution (FSD) splits the
optical pulse-train into several channels each serving one
link-stabilization-unit (LSU). Within the LSU the optical
pulses are again split into reference and link pulses. The
latter travel through a link fiber to a station where a part
of the light is reflected back to the LSU for detection and
compensation of timing changes.

piezo fiber-stretcher for fast and a motorized delay stage for
slow drifts. In Figure 1 this scheme is depicted.

LINK STABILIZATION UNIT
The above described scheme is a further improved version, presented in Figure 2, of the last engineered implementation reported in [4]. As the limited MLO optical power
has to serve multiple channels and diagnostics, each LSU
features an erbium-doped fiber-amplifier (EDFA) at its input. To generate a defined linear polarization at the first
beam-cube, which works as a splitter, a set of λ/4 and λ/2
waveplates is used. An optical isolater is included here to
protect the MLO from any kind of backreflections. The λ/2
plate is used to set the splitting ratio at the first beam-cube
for the reference path and the link path. In the link path the
pulse-train passes the first actuator for large timing changes,
the motorized delay stage. The subsequent part is coupled
into a single-mode fiber. Here a 2 × 2 coupler follows for
diagnostic purposes. Then an EDFA follows compensating losses in the link and providing sufficient optical power
for the stations. A spool of dispersion compensating fiber
(DCF) is required to stay chirp-free at the station and the
OXC. The last component in the LSU is the second actuator
for fast timing changes and jitter, the piezo fiber-stretcher.

Figure 1: Simplified link-stabilization unit scheme.
This reflected light is mixed with the reference light inside a balanced optical cross-correlator (OXC) based on a
PPKTP crystal providing a signal proportional to a timing
deviation [2, 3]. The compensation actuators comprise a
∗ Falco.Zummack@desy.de
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Figure 2: New LSU setup, version 3.2.
From the LSU a link fiber guides the light conveniently
to its station. Here, a Farady rotating mirror (FRM) reflects
a part of the light in the very same fiber back to the first
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splitting beam-cube, where it also ensures an orthogonal
polarization.This orthogonal polarization travels straight
through the first splitting beam-cube and an isolator to avoid
parasitic reflections back into the link. A subsequentλ/2
plate sets the correct polarization for the spatial pulse overlap in the second combining beam-cube. The combined
pulses from reference and link path are focused then into an
PPKTP crystal for timing deviation detection.

LATEST IMPROVEMENTS
Integrated Electronics
The link electronics inside a LSU contains various components:
⊲ Forward and backward power detection:
Photodiode, low-pass filter and amplifier
⊲ RF phase detector:
Shared photodiode, diplexer, band-pass filter, RF amplifier and phase-detector
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The previous electronics set-up for diagnostics consisted
of individual discrete components, each separately housed
and individually mounted into the LSU. To save space and
reducing cabling complexity a single integrated electronics
board has been developed as shown in Figure 3 in comparison to the previous set-up.

Figure 3: Comparison of the LSU with old link-electronic
(left) and with the new integrated one placed in the bottom
of the housing (right).

Balanced Detector
The balanced detector transforms the differential optical
response from the PPKTP crystal to an electrical signal. Its
quality for optical timing synchronization strongly depends
on noise, electrical drift and offset error. To obtain high
accuracy for the detection of the optical signals, delivered
by the PPKTP crystal in the balanced OXC. Commercially
available products have been evaluated, but do not provide
achievable performance to meet our standarts.
Consequently, an own development has been launched
to obtain optimum results from the balanced OXC. White
noise as well as the noise-gain of transimpedance amplifiers
140

Figure 4: The new balanced detector (left) and a commercial
(right) detector viewed from the top. The commercial one
requires a cut-out in the baseplate due to its large height.
have been reduced. A detailed description of this development will be published elsewhere. The transimpedance gain
can be set manually or remotely. The design has been kept
mechanically and optically compatible to the existing LSUs,
while reducing physical size. Both designs are shown in
Figure 4.

Opto-Mechanical Free Space Parts
The previous version of the free-space layout allowed
parasitic reflections to be coupled back into the link. The
major source for parasitic pulses is the highly-reflective
rear side of the PPKTP-crystal in the OXC. A pronounced
example is shown in Figure 5. Other sources can arise from
imperfect anti-reflection coatings on any surface and fiber
imperfections.
Once pulses get coupled back into the fiber part they get
amplified by the EDFA, get straight through the link with all
its components and potentially distort timing at the station.
The laser-to-laser applications using OXCs is influenced by
the parasitic pulses when they are close in time with respect
to the original pulse train. However, applications using
electro-optical modulators are influenced strongly by any
distortions on the optical pulse train, since the photoreceiver
integrates over the opportunistc pulses.
To resolve this issue a second isolator is deployed in the
path of the returning beam between both beam-cubes. Only
this two beam-cube configuration is able to accommodate
the second isolator, which is indispensable for reliable operation. Independent to this, all of the optics needs careful
inspection of the pulse train.

Fiber Components
The unstabilized fiber behind the actively stabilized link
end is subject to temperature, relative humidity and vibration induced timing drifts. In order to reduce the drifts and
additional jitter sources, it is desirable to avoid additional
components, especially an unstabilized EDFA. Therefore,
the link pulses should deliver sufficient optical power. But
here the problem arises that the non-linearities in standard
single-mode fibers scale with the peak power of the pulse.
The mode-locked laser of the synchronization system delivers pulses with less than 200 fs FWHM. If the dispersion is
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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tion system, a portion of 5 mW from the free-space MLO
power is reserved for each LSU, resulting in 3.2 to 4.8 mW
which is coupled into the gain fiber and amplified to about
70 mW. This gain fiber1 used for this amplifier is different
from the intra-link EDFA and provides a larger gain as well
as a negative dispersion around -10 fs/(nm m), thus has a
sligthly dispersion compensating effect. Anyhow, the optical spectrum gets distorted through non-linearities (self
phase modulation - SPM) which gives potentially bad start
conditions for the OXC scheme.
In addition, the uncompensated EDFA adds timing drift
and jitter due to environmental factors like vibration, relative
humidity and temperature. Thus, if one can dispense with
the fiber amplifier in front of the LSU, the spectral and
temporal behavior of the optical pulses can be improved.
This has been investigated in a test set-up, where the MLO
pulses had been coupled into the LSU optics in free-space.
The average power with about 10 mW is much less here
compared to what is normally provided by an EDFA. But
in this case, best results have been achieved with optimium
OXC signal together with clean spectral shapes.

compensated pulses become short again and are amplified
with the EDFA to more than 30 mW average optical power.
Here, the pulse peak power already reaches 400 W at about
140 pJ of pulse energy. In effect, the optical spectrum of the
pulses around 1550 nm deteriorates and the efficiency of the
second-harmonic generation inside the PPKTP decreases.
There are two solutions to this problem: first, one has to
empirically find a trade-off between spectral purity within
the link and output power behind the link end. The second
and more promising option is to put the intra-link EDFA to a
location where the link pulses are temporally broadened and
consequently carry less peak power. It is noticeable, that
even the fiber-stretcher contributes to spectral distortions.
All possible permutations with the fiber components have
been tested and this has led to a new sequence of components
which is presented in table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of the Order of Fiber Parts in a LSU
Order No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Until Version 3.0

New Version

Link-collimator
2 × 2 Coupler
Fiber-stretcher
DCF-spool
Fiber link
EDFA
FRM

Link-collimator
2 × 2 Coupler
EDFA
DCF-spool
Fiber-stretcher
Fiber link
FRM

With this new configuration it is easier to optimize the
power budget within and behind the link, while maintaining
an acceptable OXC signal shape and slope steepness.
The LSU scheme contains yet another EDFA, which is
located in front of it. The large number of LSUs, in case
of FLASH 16, which are supplied by one Master laser oscillator necessitates this EDFA. In the actual synchronizaTime Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 6: Trade off from optical cross-correlator signal
shape to spectral purity

OUTLOOK
Future LSUs, for example at XFEL, will get a free-space
in-coupling to get rid of uncorrelated fiber drifts and to get
best shaped pulses in terms of spectrum and length. The
problem of lower power is currently under investigation.
1 Er110-4/125

- 4µm core, LIEKKI
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Figure 5: Regular laser pulses of the FLASH synchronization system have a repetition rate of 216.7 MHz or a period
of 4.6 ns. This graph shows a drastic example of parasitic
pulses.
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LONGITUDINAL BEAM PROFILE MONITOR FOR INVESTIGATING
THE MICROBUNCHING INSTABILITY AT DIAMOND LIGHT SOURCE∗
W. Shields† , P. Karataev, JAI at Royal Holloway, Egham, UK
R. Bartolini, A. Morgan, G. Rehm, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK

An investigation into the microbunching instability at
Diamond Light Source has recently been conducted. Beyond the instability threshold, the longitudinal distribution
of the bunch starts filamenting. As a result, the bunch emits
bursts of coherent synchrotron radiation with wavelengths
shorter than the bunch length. The operating conditions
for producing the instability include both standard optics,
and low-alpha optics, where the bunch length can be shortened to a few picoseconds. A Michelson interferometer
has been designed and installed utilising a silicon crystal
wafer beamsplitter. Large bandwidth, room temperature
pyroelectric detectors and low-noise, fast-response Schottky Barrier diode detectors have been employed to measure
the interferograms. In this paper, we describe the observed
results and calculated spectral content.

INTRODUCTION
The microbunching instability is a phenomenon which
has been observed in many storage rings across the globe
[1–5]. The instability is characterised by the onset of bursts
of coherent synchrotron radiation with a wavelength of the
order of the bunch length. At the threshold current, the
bursting is quasi-periodic, however, at higher currents, the
bursting exhibits a seemingly chaotic nature. The emissions’ coherence indicates that the signal intensity is proportional to N 2 , with N being the number of electrons in
the bunch. This strong dependence on bunch current, along
with other machine parameters, has been previously studied at Diamond Light Source [1,2,6], however these studies
have been limited to experiments in instability detection.
The machine conditions necessary to produce the instability at Diamond are well known; the instability has been created in standard optics while operating with a single high
charge bunch, and additionally in a low-alpha lattice [6].
The low-alpha lattice operates with a first-order momentum
compaction factor, kα1 k = 1 × 10−6 [7], permitting the
shortening of bunches to a few ps. However, the bunch’s
susceptibility to longitudinal instabilities limits the bunch
current in the low-alpha setup to tens of µA, consequently
limiting the storage ring performance.
The recent installation of a dedicated mm-wave diagnostic port has greatly improved our ability to conduct further
investigations. Whilst previous tests at the port focussed
on viewport characterisation and instability detection, a

Michelson interferometer has been installed with the purpose of measuring the longitudinal beam profile. The interferometer permits measurements of the emitted spectrum
arising as a result of the instability, which we can consequently use to calculate the bunch length. In this paper, we
present a series of measurements from the interferometer,
from operation of both standard and low-alpha optics.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The interferometer setup was installed at the dedicated
mm-wave diagnostic port, with radiation produced from
bunches passing through bending magnet B06. The port
comprises of a water cooled copper mirror to absorb high
intensity X-rays, and a second mirror to reflect the radiation into a plane that is parallel to, but vertically lower than
the beampipe. The port window is a 89 mm diameter, 6mm
thick fused silica window providing very little absorption
in the mm-wave region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Spatial constraints have resulted in the inclusion of several
mirrors in the radiation transfer line. Figure 1 shows the
experimental setup, with the radiations direction of propagation indicated by the yellow arrows. The beams angle
of incidence can be manipulated using components A and
B, a 3 dimension position controlled mirror, and an actuator controlled mirror respectively. The interferometer is
comprised of: component C, a crystal silicon wafer beamsplitter; D, a fixed mirror; E, a linearly translatable mirror
with 150mm range; F, a flat, fixed mirror; G, a parabolic
mirror included to focus the beam; and component H, the
detector. Two silicon beamsplitters were employed in separate experiments, the first being ∼160 µm thick, and the
second being ∼ 100 µm thick. The change of splitter is
explained later in this paper.

∗ The

research leading to these results was funded by Diamond Light
Source and by STFC
† william.shields.2010@live.rhul.ac.uk
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Figure 1: Interferometer Setup.
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Table 1: Detector Specifications
Detector

Quasi-Optical Schottky Diode

Pyroelectric

100 - 1000
3 - 0.3
500
10

100 - 30,000+
3 - 0.01
7 × 104
1000
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Frequency Range (GHz)
Wavelength (mm)
Responsitivity (V /W )
√
Noise Equivalent Power (pW/ Hz)

Two detectors were employed in the setup in separate experiments: a low noise, fast-response quasi-optical Schottky Barrier Diode detector from Virginia Diodes, and a
large bandwidth, room temperature pyroelectric detector
from Gentec-EO. A specification comparison of the two
detectors is shown in table 1. The use of the pyroelectric
detector subsequently required the installation of a chopper
to modulate the beam. A styrofoam sheet was additionally
included in the setup to absorb the shorter wavelength incoherent infrared signal which is detectable by the pyroelectric detector. The detector outputs were connected to a
lock-in amplifier with the chopper as the reference source.
The movable arm of the interferometer was controlled remotely with steps of selectable size moved over a chosen
scan length around the point of zero path difference. A 20
sample average and standard deviation were recorded for
each step in the interferogram scan. The spectral content
of the emissions were obtained by fast-fourier transform of
the interferograms in post-experimental analysis with any
recorded spectra normalised to the square of the bunch current and the number of bunches. In early tests, a small but
noticeable interferometer misalignment was corrected by
normalising to a linear fit of the scan.

structive interference. The results from the quasi-optical
detector unusually showed a longer wavelength modulation to the signal throughout the entire scanning range of
the movable arm of the interferometer. Further investigations at the 2.5 MV RF voltage revealed that the modulation is not limited to the region around the point of zeropath difference, therefore, it is thought to be the results of
a standing wave between two components of the apparatus, and will consequently add a substantial low-frequency
component to the spectrum. The signal recorded throughout the full scan range was used to remove this modulation,
and can be attributed as the cause of the displayed interferogram anomaly.

STANDARD OPTICS RESULTS
For the experiments under standard optics, Diamond was
operated in either a single or two bunch fill pattern. Whilst
the bunch length can be shortened by increasing RF voltage, the standard optics setup in user configuration maintains a constant 2.5 MV. Diamond uses two superconducting RF cavities operating at ∼ 500 MHz RF frequency with
cavities set at 1.1 and 1.4 MV. During all interferogram
scans, the voltage experienced by the bunches was assumed
to be the sum of the voltages from both cavities.
Figure 2 shows the interferograms recorded from the pyroelectric detector (2a) and the quasi-optical detector (2b),
with the measured standard deviation shown as voltage
error. Both detectors show an interference pattern with
a typical maxima separation of ∼ 2mm and path difference interference extent of ± 15mm. The path difference
is limited to this range as part of the data analysis; the
continuous incoherent signal generates noise of sufficient
amplitude throughout the scan to contribute noise to the
corresponding spectrum; therefore reduction of scanning
range, whilst lowering the frequency resolution, provides
a reduced-noise spectrum. Notably, the quasi-optical scan
appears to display a zero path difference at a point of de144

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Interferograms from user mode operation with
the pyroelectric detector (2a), and the quasi-optical detector
(2b) with removed modulation.
The corresponding spectra from the two interferograms
in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. The two spectra both show a
signal between ∼ 140 GHz and 200 GHz, however limited
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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comparisons can be drawn due to the length of the spectra;
Fig. 3b has a significantly shorter spectra due to a larger
interferogram step size.

(a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Measured spectrum from the pyroelectric detector (3a), and the quasi-optical detector (3b) from user mode
operation.

LOW ALPHA RESULTS
The measurements of the signal from the low-alpha lattice by the pyroelectric and quasi-optical detectors are
shown in Fig. 4. An RF voltage of 2.5 MV was maintained for the low-alpha experiments, however the pyroelectric detector experiment was operated with 1.25 MV in
each cavity as opposed to the standard setup. Time constraints during the experiments prevented a more detailed
comparison, consequently producing the difference in scan
length.
There are clear differences in the symmetry and interferogram amplitude. Whilst the scan range significantly contributes to the apparent decreased width, the interference
pattern appears to be approaching the background noninterference signal voltage at the positions furthest from the
point of zero path difference. The pyroelectric interferogram in Fig. 4a shows excellent symmetry suggesting a stable, coherent source of mm-wave radiation. However, the
quasi-optical detectors asymmetry is indicative of unstable
bursting. The disparity between the two interferograms is
potentially a result of different step sizes within the scans; a
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

factor of four larger step size in the quasi-optical scan may
have resulted in an aliasing of the signal despite the small
standard deviation of the measured data.
The controllable mirrors in the radiation transfer line
may have introduced an additional misalignment effect.
Minor alterations to the setup during the storage rings shutdown periods resulted in continuous scans with the transfer
line mirrors to seek the optimum position for peak power.
These adjustments potentially added a small angular deviation to the signal path, which, in combination with the path
length to the detector and wavelength range of the incident
beam, could explain the lack of interferogram symmetry in
the later experiments. Further investigations are needed to
provide a conclusive explanation.
The disparity of the interferograms is consequently observed in the calculated spectrum, as seen in Fig 5. The
spectrum from the pyroelectric detector in Fig. 5a reveals
signal at frequencies up to 650 GHz, a result of the shorter
bunch length from low-alpha operation producing coherent
signal at shorter wavelengths. The asymmetry within the
quasi-optical test results in a ’rough’ spectrum, where many
unexpected dips in spectral power are observed. The lack
of power in some frequency regions is also observable in
the pyroelectric detector spectrum, notably at ∼ 300 GHz.
Theoretical calculations of the Fresnel reflection and trans145
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(b)

Figure 4: Interferograms from low-alpha optics with the
pyroelectric detector (4a), and the quasi-optical detector
(4b)
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(a)

Figure 6: Calculated low-alpha spectrum and normalised
theoretical silicon beamsplitter efficiencies.
ing. Further investigation of the detectors and possible filtering mechanisms is required. The smallest corresponding
signal-to-noise ratio can be estimated to be 350 for the pyroelectric detector, and 2000 for the quasi-optical detector.
The non-uniformity of the detector’s responsivity with frequency, and estimation of average signal voltage prevents
any exact conclusions regarding the signal power disparity,
however the difference in signal to noise ratio is expected
as a result of the low noise of the quasi-optical detector.

(b)
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Figure 5: Measured spectrum from the pyroelectric detector (5a), and quasi-optical detector (5b) from the low-alpha
setup.

mission coefficients, for crystalline silicon at a 45 degree
incidence angle, revealed an absence of these frequencies
was the result of a drop in efficiency of the 160 µm thick
beamsplitter, as shown in Fig. 6. Additional calculations
concluded that a 100 µm thick splitter increases the frequency of the reduced efficiency such that the calculated
spectrum is not adversely affected. The thinner beamsplitter was installed prior to the quasi-optical detector, however
the efficiency drop cannot be identified due to lack of high
frequency signal in the case of standard optics, and the less
well defined spectrum from low-alpha.
The calculated spectra in Fig. 3 and 5 all exhibit a sharp
low frequency cutoff at around 140 GHz. The repetition of
the cutoff at this frequency suggests the presence of a cutoff
in the interferometer setup which requires further analysis.
From the recorded spectra, and from the responsivity
specification in tab. 1, we can provide an approximation
of detected signal power and signal-to-noise ratio. Under
standard optics, the estimated power from the pyroelectric
and quasi-optical detectors is 500 nW and 20 nW respectively, and from the low-alpha optics, the power is 350 nW
and 27 nW respectively. The order of magnitude difference is potentially due to the large bandwidth of the pyroelectric detector; the detector is sensitive to frequencies
much higher than the interferometer is capable of resolv146

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented the first results from a CSR-based
longitudinal beam profile monitor. Experiments conducted
using a Michelson interferometer with a pyroelectric detector and quasi-optical detector successfully produced preliminary spectra from the microbunching instability in
electron bunches from both a normal and a low-alpha optics setup. Both setups revealed a strong signal between
140 and 200 GHz, with the low-alpha experiments displaying spectral emissions up to 650 GHz. The efficiency of
the interferometer’s initial beamsplitter was shown to partially block the spectrum, but theoretical calculations have
shown that the second, thinner splitter should alleviate this
limitation.
Further analysis and investigation is required to explain
the frequency domain irregularities in order to provide a
spectrum suitable for calculation of the bunch length.
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A BEAM-SYNCHRONOUS GATED PEAK-DETECTOR FOR THE
LHC BEAM OBSERVATION SYSTEM
T.E. Levens∗ , T. Bohl, U. Wehrle, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

BEAM

INTRODUCTION
In the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), peak-detection of
the beam current signal from a longitudinal wall-current
monitor (APWL) is a essential tool in the beam observation
system. The measurement can be used to extract a number
of parameters through both time-domain and frequencydomain analysis. One important use is the diagnosis of
bunch shape oscillations, such as coherent quadrupole oscillations which can occur at injection or during beam manipulations. The peak-detected signal will show an instability as a variance in the peak amplitude of the bunch over
many turns.
A second use of the signal is for “peak-detected Schottky”, a technique developed by D. Boussard and T. Linnecar [1, 2] which has been used extensively in the SPS
since the late eighties, especially during the operation as
a pp̄ collider. The theory of Schottky signals for both unbunched and bunched beams in the longitudinal and transverse planes is well developed [3–5]. In the case of an unbunched beam, the longitudinal Schottky spectrum gives
the particle distribution in revolution frequency and therefore in momentum. For a bunched beam, information about
the momentum spread (dispersion) can also be extracted in
most cases [6]. Peak-detected Schottky is a special case for
bunched beams using the longitudinal Schottky signal. It
differs in that it uses only the peak amplitude of the beam
∗ tom.levens@cern.ch
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Figure 1: A simpliﬁed schematic of the peak-detector.
current and results in a spectrum which, closer to that of an
unbunched beam, provides information about the particle
distribution in synchrotron frequency [7]. The deviation of
the peak-detected Schottky spectrum from the synchrotron
frequency distribution is mainly deﬁned by the experimental set-up.

PEAK-DETECTOR
A simple circuit consisting of a fast switching diode and
a capacitor detects the peak of the bunch current from a
wideband pick-up as shown in Fig. 1. During the bunch
passage, the diode is forward biased when Vb > V (i.e.
−T1 ≤ t ≤ T2 ) and the detector voltage can be found
using the equation [8]
1
dV
= (Vb − V )
dt
τ1

(1)

where τ1 = R1 R2 C/(R1 + R2 ) ≈ R1 C and assuming
R2  R1 . Equation 1 has a solution of the form


1 t
Vb (t )e−(t−t )/τ1 dt +V (−T1 )e−(t+T1 )/τ1
V (t) =
τ1 −T1
(2)
Outside of the bunch passage, Vb ≈ 0 and the diode is
reverse biased. During this time, the decay of the detector
voltage is given by the equation
dV
1
=− V
dt
τ2

(3)

where τ2 = R2 C. Similarly, the solution of Eq. 3 has the
form
V (t) = V (T2 )e−(t−T2 )/τ2
(4)
After a transient period, a quasi-stationary situation is
reached and the variations of T1 and T2 are small and
only deﬁned by statistical ﬂuctuations (Schottky noise).
Then V (T1 ) ≈ V (T2 )eT0 /τ2 . Taking into account that
V (T1 ) = Vb (T1 ) and V (T2 ) = Vb (T2 ) together with Eq. 2
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Measurements of the bunch peak amplitude using the
longitudinal wideband wall-current monitor are a vital tool
used in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) beam observation
system. These peak-detected measurements can be used to
diagnose bunch shape oscillations, for example coherent
quadrupole oscillations, that occur at injection and during
beam manipulations. Peak-detected Schottky diagnostics
can also be used to obtain the synchrotron frequency distribution and other parameters from a bunched beam under stable conditions. For the LHC a beam-synchronous
gated peak detector has been developed to allow individual bunches to be monitored without the inﬂuence of other
bunches circulating in the machine. The requirement for
the observation of both low intensity pilot bunches and high
intensity bunches for physics requires a detector front-end
with a high bandwidth and a large dynamic range while the
usage for Schottky measurements requires low noise electronics. This paper will present the design of this detector
system as well as initial results obtained during the 20122013 LHC run.
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Table 1: Comparison of old and new peak-detector circuit
values, time constants and simulated detector modulation
index (h) when driven by a source with h = 6%.
C

R1

R2

τ1

τ2

h

920 pF
120 pF

50 Ω
50 Ω

1.0 MΩ
8.2 MΩ

46 ns
6 ns

920 μs
984 μs

2.2%
6.7%

allows the stationary values of T1 and T2 to be found as
functions of the beam parameters (e.g. bunch length for
a given particle distribution) and experimental set-up (parameters τ1 and τ2 ).
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DETECTOR OPTIMISATION
Initially the peak-detector used for many years in the
SPS was adapted by scaling the time constant to match the
LHC revolution frequency, as described in [8]. During the
2010 run, it was realised that this conﬁguration gave less
sensitivity than expected when comparing quadrupole oscillations measured with the peak-detector with ones obtained from turn-by-turn acquisitions with a 2.5 GHz oscilloscope.
Initial measurements of the detector were made using an
amplitude-modulated pulse source. The pulse source was
set to generate a bunch-like signal with a pulse length of
0.8 ns and this was modulated with a 80 Hz sinusoid. The
test did not show a lack of sensitivity as the modulation
index observed with the peak-detector matched well with
that of the modulated source for a working point above
750 mV DC. At lower working points, the sensitivity was
even found to increase which did not match the lack of
sensitivity observed in the LHC. However, given that the
charge in a circulating bunch is constant, it is clear that the
quadrupole oscillations are better modelled as an modulation
 in both pulse amplitude and length, so that the integral
V (t) dt is constant.
A PSpice simulation was set up in order to test the variation due to the values of components R2 and C and the
DC working point of the diode whilst subject to combined
pulse amplitude and length modulation. For each variable,
two simulations were performed. In the ﬁrst, the bunch
length was increased by 13% and the amplitude decreased
by 13%. In the second, the reverse was done. This represents the extreme values of a 6% modulation while keeping
the enclosed charge constant. From the simulation, it was
found that reducing C while increasing R2 resulted in an
increased sensitivity. A maximum value of R2 was chosen
to be 8.2 MΩ due to the practical constraints imposed by
manufacturing the printed circuit board. The value of C
was thus chosen to keep the decay time constant, τ2 , close
to the original value of approximately 10 turns, as shown
in Table 1. The simulation also agreed with the initial measurement in that at a lower DC working point the sensitivity was higher. Therefore a practical DC working point
was chosen to be 0.5 V. The output of the modiﬁed diode
detector is shown in Fig. 2 after a +6 dB output buffer.
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Figure 2: Measured output of the peak-detector over one
turn of the LHC (89 μs).

HARDWARE DESIGN
5) )URQW (QG
The front-end is deﬁned as the signal chain from the output of the APWL pick-up to the diode detector, described
in the previous section. Its purpose is to ensure a constant
working point for the detector while allowing for a large
dynamic range at output of the pick-up. In the LHC there
is a difference of 34 dB signal level between a pilot bunch
(2 × 109 protons) and the nominal physics beam (1 × 1011
protons). The usable frequency response of the APWL
pick-up is 80 kHz to 3.5 GHz [9] and, in order not to overly
distort the bunch shape seen by the detector, the front-end
has been designed to be capable of this bandwidth with a
good gain ﬂatness.
In order to to allow a wide range of input signal levels, the front-end is built from a cascaded series of attenuation stages that can be inserted or bypassed using RF relays. The ﬁrst three attenuation stages are built using 10 W
power attenuators, switched with discreet coaxial relays, in
an external chassis. The fourth stage, also in the external
chassis, consists of a high-bandwidth RF ampliﬁer in order to increase the signal level of low intensity bunches. A
compromise between gain ﬂatness and bandwidth had to
be made when selecting the RF ampliﬁer. The model chosen has good ﬂatness of ±1.5 dB over the frequency range
of 10 MHz to 2.5GHz. The ampliﬁer will only be utilised
for extremely low intensity bunches, as in most situations
the output level from the APWL is sufﬁcient to drive the
diode detector directly. With the ampliﬁer bypassed, the
rest of the front-end signal has a frequency response of DC
to above 3.5 GHz.
On the detector PCB, a binary sequence of four 1 W
attenuators allows ﬁne tuning of the detector voltage in
steps of 1 dB. The attenuated signal is split using a resistive power divider to feed four detector channels. This allows four bunches circulating in the machine to be studied
concurrently and independently. Three of the channels can
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Figure 4: LHC peak-detector card in CERN’s custom lowlevel RF VME form factor.

also be bypassed to give 18 dB more signal into a single
channel, intended for studies of a single, low intensity, pilot bunch.
Each detector channel has a high speed RF switch which
can be toggled at the LHC bunch frequency of 40 MHz.
With appropriate phasing, the switch allows the signal corresponding to a single bunch to be allowed through to the
detector while masking the inﬂuence of the other circulating bunches. The action of the gate is shown in Fig. 3 where
a single bunch is isolated from a 25 ns bunch train that has
been synthesised using a pulse generator. Conﬁguration of
the phase of the gating signal will be critical and, due to the
intended location of the peak-detector in the UX45 cavern,
close to the beam line, access for manual set-up will not be
possible. As the phase of the gating signal is fully remote
controllable, an automatic system has been developed in order to detect when the bunch is correctly centred inside the
gating pulse. A high speed comparator detects the bunch
signal after the gate. By sweeping the phase of the gating
signal, the usable range can be detected by observing the
output of the comparator. Subsequently, the correct phasing to centre the bunch in the gate can be calculated.

Digital &ard
The output from the detector channels are sampled by
an ADC that is clocked by a bunch synchronous clock. If
the sampling clock is not a harmonic of the revolution frequency (frev ), there would be a jitter of the sampling point
with respect to the peak-detector’s output signal and this
translates into additional noise in the value of the sampled
signal. By using a harmonic of frev for the sampling clock,
we can eliminate this additional noise source.
The sampled data is processed using a ﬁeld programmable gate array (FPGA) which provides a variable
rate decimation and low-pass ﬁltering before storing the
samples into memory. The card, shown in Fig. 4, is built
for the custom VME-based crates that are used for the low-
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Figure 5: Injection oscillations of three selected bunches
during injection of LHC ﬁll #3536.
level RF of the LHC [10]. Control of the card, diagnostics
and readout of the memory is via a 16-bit VME “P1” bus
interface, while clocks and trigger pulses are provided by a
custom “P2” backplane interface.
The card’s on-board memory can store 512k samples
per channel, giving a record length of 46.7 seconds when
recording one point per turn. In addition to this, the memory is double buffered to allow continuous sampling with
the VME front-end computer reading out from one buffer
while the second is being written to.

RESULTS
Initial results were obtained with a prototype card towards the end of the ﬁrst LHC run in February 2013. Injection oscillations have been measured with 200 ns trains
of protons during LHC ﬁll #3536. For this measurement,
the ﬁrst bunch of each injected batch was isolated using
the gate. Selected bunches are shown in Fig. 5, from this
we can measure the quadrupole oscillation frequency of
103.5 Hz, which is slightly less than 2fs = 110.0 Hz (for
6 MV RF at 450 MeV capture energy) due to the ﬁnite
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Figure 3: Gating of a single bunch in an synthesised 25 ns
bunch train. The slight negative DC offset is due to the AC
coupled output of the pulse generator.
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Figure 6: Longitudinal peak-detected Schottky spectrum
from the recorded data. The grey lines mark the calculated
synchrotron frequency fs = 26.3 Hz and harmonic 2fs =
52.6 Hz.
bunch length. The damping time in the order of 100 ms
also matches that observed during previous machine development sessions [11]. As each channel of the peak-detector
can be individually gated on a speciﬁc bunch, and the readout of data is possible between the batch injections, the
possibility of automatically recording the injection oscillations of four selected bunches in each batch injected into
the LHC has already been foreseen.
Schottky measurements have also been made by taking
a FFT of the time-domain sampled data, shown in Fig. 6.
The distribution representing the second harmonic of the
synchrotron tune can clearly be seen below the calculated
value of 2fs = 52.6 Hz (for 12 MV RF at 4 TeV ﬂattop energy). The “dip” in the distribution around 46 Hz
is not well understood but has been observed regularly in
the LHC [12]. The spurious line due to the mains at 50 Hz
is clearly visible. The line at 22.5 Hz has been observed in
previous Schottky measurements made with beam two, but
its source is not clear [12]. Measurements to compare the
new peak-detector with the existing model were also made
using a HP 3562A spectrum analyser, shown in Fig. 7. Although the relative noise ﬂoors in the two measurements
are not representative, the detail of the 2fs spectrum is
clearly more visible than with the previous peak-detector
and, again, we can see the “dip” in the spectrum. The noise
ﬂoor of the ADC in the prototype card was not optimised,
and it is hoped to improve this further in the ﬁnal version
of the card.

CONCLUSION
A new peak-detector for the LHC beam-observation system has been designed. The new VME card offers a number of additional features the most important of which is
gating to allow observation of individual bunches circulating in the machine without the inﬂuence of others. Full
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Figure 7: Comparison between old and new peak-detectors
using a HP 3562A spectrum analyser.
remote control and readout will enable automatic diagnostic measurements. Initial results obtained at the end of the
ﬁrst LHC run look promising, both for measuring injection
oscillations and for peak-detected Schottky.
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TEST OF A NON-INVASIVE BUNCH SHAPE MONITOR AT GSI HIGH
CURRENT LINAC∗
B. Zwicker, C. Dorn, P. Forck, O. Kester, P. Kowina, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
At the heavy ion LINAC at GSI, a novel scheme of a
non-invasive Bunch Shape Monitor has been tested with
several different ion beams at 11.4 MeV/u. The monitor’s
principle is based on the analysis of secondary electrons as
liberated from the residual gas by the beam impact. These
electrons are accelerated by an electrostatic field, transported via a sophisticated electrostatic energy analyzer and
an rf-deflector, acting as a time-to-space converter. Finally
a MCP amplifies electrons and the electron distribution is
detected by a CCD camera. For the applied beam settings
this Bunch Shape Monitor is able to obtain longitudinal
profiles down to a width of 440 ps with a maximum resolution of 135 ps, corresponding to 2◦ of the 36 MHz accelerating frequency. Systematic parameter studies for the
device were performed to demonstrate the applicability and
to determine the achievable resolution.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the non-invasive BSM.

Within the FAIR-Project [1] a proton LINAC [2] is
scheduled as a new injector for the SIS18 synchrotron at
GSI. The p-LINAC will provide 70 MeV and 70 mA current in addition to a compact construction. Due to the
high energy deposition for conventional intersecting Bunch
Shape Monitors [3] a novel design is foreseen. The new
detector for the longitudinal bunch structure with a phase
resolution of 1◦ , with respect to the 325 MHz acceleration
frequency, is intended to ensure proper longitudinal matching of the accelerating structures. The presented device is a
re-commissioning of a non-invasive Bunch Structure Monitor [4].

WORKING PRINCIPLE
The non-invasive Bunch Shape Monitor (BSM) prototype is based on secondary electrons, which are freed by
the interaction of beam ions and the residual gas. Figure 1
provides a schematic illustration. These electrons are accelerated towards an aperture by an external homogeneous
electrostatic field of 4.2 kV/mm. Using side strips parallel
to the electrodes the electric field is leveled. The aperture
slit has a width of 1.5 mm in beam direction. To further
reduce the divergence of the secondary electrons (SEs) two
apertures with a distance of 70 mm are used. The aperture width can be remotely adjusted between 0.1 mm and 2
mm. After passing these apertures the electrons are filtered
by an 90◦ cylindrical electrostatic energy analyzer with a
bending radius of 30 mm. A second similar analyzer bends
∗ Supported by EU-Project CRISP, WP3 T1 Non-intercepting bunch
shape monitors
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the SE beam back in its original direction for mechanical
reasons.
The applied voltages are ±5.5 kV for the opposite cylinder segments. A third aperture is placed 10 mm away from
the the edge of the second analyzer to enable a point-topoint focusing from the entrance to the exit slit. After a
drift of 90 mm the SEs reach an rf driven deflector coupled to the acceleration frequency. The rf-deflector works
as a time-to-spatial converter, due to a specific angle each
electron is deflected in dependence to its time of arrival.
Two types with different resonance frequencies are available. The first one is operating at a frequency of 36 MHz
for long bunches and another one for short bunches at the
third harmonic at 108 MHz. Both deflectors are 800 mm
long parallel wires corresponding to λ / 4 to get the maximum amplitude where the SEs pass the deflector. The
maximum power applicable to the resonator is 100 W at
36 MHz and 50 W at 108 MHz in pulses of 6 µs duration.
The deflected SEs form a spatial distribution. This distribution arrives after a flight of 670 mm at a Chevron MCP
(Hamamatsu F2226-24P) with an effective diameter of 77
mm, which is also equipped with a P20 phosphor screen.
The illuminated spots on the phosphor screen are observed
by a CCD-Camera (PCO 12Bit SensiCam) with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. In addition the deflector has a
second function as a focusing electrostatic einzel-lens by a
common DC-voltage on the deflector’s plates.
Due to a technical defect, the three apertures could not be
moved and were manual opened. The first and the second
aperture are 1 mm opened and the third is 2 mm opened,
respectively.
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Figure 2: Example for calibration measurement for an rf
power fed to the deflector of P = 1 W. This calibration
was used for the measurement displayed in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Determination of the resolution, see text. All
events in an region-of-interest are projected and plotted for
evaluation.
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CALIBRATION AND RESOLUTION
In order to determine the the longitudinal time structure
of a bunch, a calibration has to be done and the resolution
has to be determined. The deflection angle and therefore
the position of a detected electron depends on the amplitude and phase of the driving frequency of the rf-deflector.
By obtaining the electron distribution, the CCD-Camera assigns each event a specific pixel (see Fig.2). For a given
amplitude the rf-phase is shifted by a preset degree corresponding to a certain time delay and regarding the displacement of the distribution, the phase calibration is done.
With only DC voltage applied to the rf-deflector, working as an electrostatic einzel-lens, the image properties
can be investigated. This is performed by using the bottom plate of the BSM as a reference electron source with
no time alteration, due to the long drift time of positive
charged gas atoms traveling to the negative bottom plate
and creating there SEs. The DC voltage setting with the
narrowest distribution is taken. Using the afore mentioned
phase calibration the resolution of the BSM is determined
for the fixed aperture setup of 1 mm and 2 mm, respectively. Figure 3 shows a measurement to determine the resolution. The SEs from the bottom plate are focused on the
MCP. A minimal focus width of 2.7 mm FWHM is obtained. Using the phase calibration of 50 ps / mm, as valid
for Fig. 4, a phase resolution of 1.75◦ at 36 MHz corresponding to 135 ps is achieved.
The effect of resolution is illustrated for an example:
Assuming a beam with Gaussian profile width of 800 ps
FWHM, the broadening of the image, due to the resolution
of 135 ps, is a few percent, allowing reliable bunch profile
measurements.

MEASUREMENTS
A test measurement using the BSM yielded a bunch profile with 780 ps FWHM displayed in Fig. 4. The obtained
bunch shape shows a basic Gaussian shape with a slight
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tilt. Currently a reliable measurement requires at least 64
macro pulses and can last several minutes depending on the
repetition rate of the accelerated beam.
The BSM is based on the creation of electrons as a signal
transmitter. Therefore any kind of charged particles can
create a signal or just contribute to a background. In an
environment, such as the high current heavy ion LINAC,
the BSM is quite receptive for measuring artifacts or scattered electrons, which do not belong to the bunch profile.
Although using apertures and an energy analyzer this occurrence cannot be excluded, the measurements have to be
verified.
If the BSM is sensitive to the alterations of the bunch
length, the device is credible. By applying rf power to a

Figure 4: Measurement of a longitudinal bunch profile of
780 ps FWHM. Parameters: U 28+ , current I = 200 µA,
macro pulse length τ = 180 µs, p = 5 · 10−6 mbar, averaged over 64 macro pulses, rf power P ≈ 1 W.
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buncher cavity upstream of the monitor location, the bunch
length can be strongly affected. The BSM has been tested
for reliability for three different bunch lengths with all
other beam parameters left constant. The device is able
to measure a stretched profile of 1200 ps FWHM and is
still sensitive enough to distinguish between the reference
shape of 480 ps FWHM and a compressed bunch of 440 ps
FWHM.

DISCUSSION OF ACHIEVEMENTS
The non-invasive BSM has performed high quality measurements for longitudinal bunch profiles from 1200 ps
FWHM down to 440 ps FWHM. The resolution for the
longer bunch shape were 3.7◦ at 36 MHz, corresponding
to 285 ps and 1.75◦ at 36 MHz corresponding to 135 ps for
the shorter bunch shape. There are options to improve the
performance of the device which will be discussed:
• Increasing the applied power to the rf-deflector will
increase the absolute occupied space of the SE distribution on the MCP and therefore increase the time
resolution. At the same time the intensity on the MCP
will drop to a point where the signal level is too low
to distinguish it from the background. The installed
electronic amplifier is able to provide two orders of
magnitude higher power than used in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Image of a shorter bunches with 440 ps FWHM.
Parameters: see Fig. 5, rf power P ≈ 1 W.
missioning of the FAIR proton LINAC, having a phase resolution of 1◦ .
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• A recently installed new aperture control will allow
for future experiments different aperture setups to significantly improve the absolute resolution. By closing
the apertures, the intensity decreases until the signal
level might be to low for proper detection.
As a beam diagnostics tool the usability of the BSM has
to be improved. Background, parasitic signal contributions
and resolution were investigated and improved, therefore
decreasing the acquisition time and the dependence of the
device for adjusting beam parameters for high quality measurements. By accomplishing these objectives, the noninvasive BSM principle will be operational for the com-
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Figure 5: A measurement for a stretched bunch profile of
1200 ps FWHM. Parameters: U 36+ , I = 100 µA, τ =
180 µs, p = 5 · 10−6 mbar, 128 pulses, rf power P ≈ 0.1
W.
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Abstract
The required high peak current in free-electron lasers
is realized by longitudinal compression of the electron
bunches to sub-picosecond length. Measurement of the absolute spectral intensity of coherent radiation emitted by an
electron bunch allows monitoring and reconstruction of the
longitudinal bunch profile. To measure coherent radiation
in the terahertz and infrared range, a in-vacuum coherent
radiation intensity spectrometer was developed for the freeelectron laser in Hamburg (FLASH). The spectrometer is
equipped with five consecutive dispersion gratings and 120
parallel readout channels: It can be operated either in short
(5 - 44 µm) or in long wavelength mode (45 - 430 µm). Fast
parallel readout permits the monitoring of coherent radiation from single electron bunches. Large wavelength coverage and superb absolute calibration of the device allows
reconstruction of the longitudinal bunch profile from measured coherent radiation spectr using a Kramers-Kronig
based phase retrieval technique. The device is used as a
bunch length monitor and tuning tool during routine operation at FLASH. Comparative measurements with radiofrequency transverse deflecting structure show excellent
agreement of both methods.

INTRODUCTION
In order to measure the length of the electron
bunches with femto second duration in a high-gain freeelectron laser, a coherent intensity spectrometer with four
stages (CRISP4) was developed at FLASH [1].
The emission process of an extended charge distribution
can be described by a linear superposition of the electric
fields of the N individual particles. The wavelength dependent energy density spectrum into a solid angle interval
is given by
 2 
d2 U
d U
2
=
(N + N (N − 1) |F (ω, Ω)| ) (1)
dωdΩ
dωdΩ 1
with
 2 F(ω, Ω) the (complex) bunch form factor and
d U
the spectrum of a single charge. Coherent radidωdΩ
1

2

ation dominates for |F (ω, Ω)| ≫ 1/N . F (ω, Ω) is given
by the Fourier transform of the normalized three dimensional particle density distribution S3D as
Z
~
F (ω, Ω) = S3D (~r) e−ik·~r d~r,
(2)
where ~k is the wave vector pointing in the direction of the
observer (|~k| = ω/c) and ~r the position vectors of the individual charges. In case of uncorrelated longitudinal and
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transverse charge distributions, the form factor can be factorized as
F (ω, Ω) = FL (ω, Ω) FT (ω, Ω).

(3)

For highly relativistic bunches (γ ≫ 1), the coherent radiation is confined in a narrow cone in forward direction.
Restriction of the observation direction to small angles
strongly suppresses the influence of the transverse bunch
structure on the form factor. In this case, the frequency dependence of the form factor is predominantly determined
by the longitudinal structure of the bunch
Z
F (ω, Ω) ∝ FL (ω) = S(t) e−iωt dt.
(4)
A measurement of the coherent radiation spectrum yields
the absolute magnitude of the form factor as a function of
wavelength but the phase remains unknown. Hence the determination of the longitudinal charge distribution by inverse Fourier transformation is not directly possible. Phase
information can be obtained with the help of the KramersKronig relation [2] if a sufficient wavelength range is covered.

TEMPORAL PROFILE
RECONSTRUCTION
As shown in Eq. (1) to (4), the longitudinal charge distribution is related to the spectral density of the coherent
radiation through the longitudinal form factor FL (ω). For
very low frequencies, corresponding to wavelengths much
longer than the bunch length, all electrons radiate coherently. The form factor is a real number and approaches
unity for ω → 0. For wavelengths comparable and shorter
than the bunch length, the longitudinal form factor is a
complex number
FL (ω) = |FL (ω)|eiφ(ω)

(5)

with |FL (ω)| < 1. If both, |FL (ω)| and φ(ω) were know,
the longitudinal charge profile S(t) could be reconstructed
by inverse Fourier transform. From spectroscopic measurements, only |FL (ω)| can be derived while the phase
remains unknown.
Generally it is not possible to reconstruct the phase from
the modulus of a 1-dim complex function in an unique way
even if this function is causal [3]. Nevertheless, it is possible to compute the minimal phase using the KramersKronig relation which connects the real and imaginary
parts of the Fourier transform of a causal function. The
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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M3
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MOPC37
photon pulse

collimator
ACC4...7
TDS
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undulators
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of FLASH: Radio-frequency (RF) gun, superconducting acceleration modules (ACC),
third-harmonic module (M3), two magnetic bunch compressors (BC), transverse deflecting structure (TDS) and coherent
radiation intensity spectrometer with four stages (CRISP4).

method has been adopted for the phase reconstruction of
the complex bunch form factor by Lai and Sievers [4]
where it has been shown that FL (ω) can be analytically
continued into the upper half complex plane, and the minimal phase can be computed from the modulus of FL by
means of the following integral

φmin (ω0 ) = −

2ω0
π

Z

∞
0

ln(|FL (ω)|) − ln(|FL (ω0 )|)
.
ω 2 − ω02
(6)

If the modulus of the form factor is experimentally
known over a sufficiently large wavelength range, covering the main features of the bunch structure, Eq. (6) allows to determine the minimal phase and thus reconstruct a
possible complex form factor using Eq. (5). Then the longitudinal charge distribution is calculated by a subsequent
Fourier transformation.
The reconstructed bunch shape is not unique and has to
be treated as one possible bunch shape. The reconstructed
bunch shape is the shape with the least complex substructure compatible with the measured coherent radiation spectrum. In spite of these shortcomings, the phase reconstruction method yields very valuable information and allows to
a wide extend a reliable reconstruction of the bunch shape
as will be demonstrated in the next sections.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 3: Spectrometer layout with five consecutive gratings: The gratings G1 - G4 consecutively disperse shorter
wavelengths in backward direction onto focusing 90 deg
ring mirrors and reflect longer ones to the next grating. A
filter grating G0 suppresses higher order effects.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The CRISP4 is part of the longitudinal diagnostics at
FLASH (Figure 1). Two spectrometers, located just behind the last accelerator structure and in front of the undulator magnets, are available for measurements. At both
locations an arbitrary bunch can be kicked out of the bunch
train with a fast kicker magnet to an off axis transision radiation screen. The produced coherent transition radiation
is then transported to the spectrometer through evacuated
beam pipes. For comparison measurements in time domain, a transverse deflecting structure (TDS) located just
in front of the undulator magnets is used [5, 6].
To disperse polychromatic coherent radiation into its
spectral components, reflective gratings are used in our
setup. The spectrometers are equipped with five consecutive gratings, G0 to G4 (Figure 3), in a specific geometry [7]. The spectral intensity is recorded simultaneously
in 120 wavelength bins. Two remotely adjustable grating
sets are available to cover the mid-infrared (5-44 µm) and
the far-infrared (45-450 µm) range.
Determination of the absolute value of the form factor
requires a very detailed understanding of the whole measurement setup starting from the characteristic of the radiation process itself to the absolute spectral sensitivity of the
detectors. Emission characteristic of the source and transport of the radiation to the detectors are calculated using
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Figure 2: Spectrometer response function for both grating
sets at ADC level for FL = 1, a transverse Gaussian profile
with 200 µm (RMS) and a bunch charge Q of 1 nC. Taken
from [1].
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Figure 4: Form factor calculated from the temporal profile
measured with the TDS and measured with the CRISP4
for the same compression setting. Corresponding temporal
profiles are shown in Figure 5(a).
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dedicated simulation code named THzTransport [8]. The
absolute calibration of the pyroelectric detectors for the low
wavelength range 5-110 µm was done at the Free Electron
Lasers for Infrared eXperiments (FELIX) [9]. For calibration of the spectrometer in the long wavelength range
110-450 µm, a theoretical model and complementary measurements with the TDS were used. The final wavelength
depended response R(λ) of the spectrometer for an infinite
short bunch and a charge of 1nC is shown in Figure 2.
The longitudinal form factor modulus is computed according to
s
SSP4 (λ)
|FL (λ)| =
(7)
Q2 R(λ)

Due to the fact that for the transition radiation spectrometers individual electron bunches are kicked to off-axis TR
screens, it is not possible to measure the spectra with both
spectrometers from the same bunch. This is true as well
for the direct TDS time domain measurement. It has been
verified that the fluctuations of the bunch shape for adjacent bunches from the same bunch train are small, making
a direct comparison of the bunch profile measured with all
three devices meaningful.
A first comparison can be done on the level of the form
factors to avoid the problem of phase reconstruction. Figure 4 shows the directly measured form factors from both
spectrometers in comparison with the form factor derived
from the TDS profile by Fourier transformation.
All three form factors agree very well both in absolute
magnitude and wavelength dependence. Down to wave156
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with Q the charge of the bunch and SSP4 the ADC signal
from the detectors.
Further technical information can be found in [1].
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Figure 5: Temporal profiles measured with the TDS and
reconstructed with help of the Kramers-Kronig based phase
retrieval technique from CRISP4 measurements for three
different compression settings. Form factors of the profiles
in Figure 5(a) are shown in Figure 4.
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SUMMARY
The technology of bunch profile determination using coherent radiation spectroscopy has made a considerable step
forward by using the multi-stage spectrometers developed
at DESY. For the first time, we used two independent devices at different locations of the linac to cross check the
reliability of the method and bench marked the result with
direct measurements in time domain. The spectrometers
are rather easy to use versatile instruments to permanently
monitor and adjust the bunch profile at FLASH. Similar
spectrometers will be used at FLASH-2 and the European
XFEL.
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lengths of about 20 µm, even the fine structure is reproduced by the complementary methods. It should be mentioned that none of the methods is truly single shot, despite
the fact that data (spectra in case of CRISP4, camera images in case of the TDS) for single bunches can be measured. The spectrometers require two measurements with
different grating sets to cover the full range of wavelength
(2 orders of magnitude) while the TDS method always requires at least measurements for two opposite streak directions to overcome the possible problem of longitudinaltransverse correlations inside the bunch.
Figure 5 compares bunch profiles in the time domain
for three different compression settings. The TDS profiles are reconstructed by two-point-tomography using opposite streak directions as mentioned above.The profiles reconstructed from the spectrometer data use the KramersKronig phase (minimal phase) as described in the section
above. Due to the coverage of two decades in wavelength,
basically no extrapolation of the measured form factors is
needed. At long wavelengths, the measured form factor is
very close to one (the limit for infinite wavelength) while
at short wavelengths it is so small that the contribution to
the reconstructed phase is negligible.
A comparison of the reconstructed bunch shapes from
both spectrometers shows excellent agreement, despite the
fact that the two devices are located about 60 m apart along
the accelerator. While CRISP4 is located outside the tunnel
and connected to the coherent transition radiation (CTR)
screen by a 20 m long beamline containing seven optical
elements (off-axis mirrors) [8], CRISP4-2 is located downstream the accelerator inside the tunnel. Furthermore, different types of pyroelectric detectors are used in both instruments. The excellent agreement of the reconstructed
bunch lengths and structures demonstrates the excellent
calibration and understanding of the spectrometers. This is
further emphasized by the independent TDS measurement,
both in absolute value of the peak current and the length
and structure of the bunch.
Looking into more detail, there are still systematic differences visible which clearly need further study. Negative
currents for instance in the phase reconstructed profiles are
due to the ”miminal phase” problem and can potentially be
avoided by applying additional boundary conditions to the
phase retrieval algorithm.
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For future light sources a continuous wave mode of operation enables perspectives for high precision time-resolved
experiments. In order to ensure steady experimental conditions, various elements for electron bunch and photon
beam diagnostics are used. Bunch Arrival Time Monitors
(BAM), Bunch Compression Monitors (BCM), Electrooptical Sampling (EOS) and new types of THz-diagnostic
are essential for the understanding of the machines behavior to generate stable secondary radiation. The detector
readout benefits from the high repetition rate and allows
data acquisition in frequency domain with enhanced sensitivity. The contribution will give an overview on CW
Diagnostic elements at ELBE which are currently in commissioning state and first measurement results which have
been carried out.

CONTRIBUTION NOT RECEIVED
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COMMISSIONING OF A NEW STREAK CAMERA AT TLS FOR TPS
PROJECT
C. Y. Liao#, C. C. Kuo, C. Y. Wu, C. H. Kuo, K. H. Hu, K. T. Hsu, M. C. Chou, W. K. Lau
NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan

INTRODUCTION
The Taiwan Photon Source (TPS) is a state-of-the-art
synchrotron radiation facility featuring ultra-high photon
brightness with extremely low emittance [1]. The latest
generation diagnostic systems will equip to help TPS
achieve its design goals. Streak cameras (SC) are one of
the widely used diagnostic devices in synchrotron light
source facilities for characterizing beam properties [2-3].
A dual sweep streak camera (C10910, Hamamatsu
Photonics [4]) with one fast, one slow and two frequency
of synchroscan sweep unit is used to perform temporal
and transverse measurements. This model is a successor
of C5680 universal streak camera to improve its
performance and functionality. The beam motion in the
longitudinal direction (phase information) could be
observed by using the synchroscan unit (operated at
125/250 MHz). By using the fast single sweep unit the
single shot bunch length can be measured in picosecond
resolution. On the other hand by using the slow sweep
unit it is possible to observe the stability of the beam over
several milliseconds. The dual-time sweep unit allow the
streak camera to operate in dual sweep mode. In this
report, characterize the temporal resolution by the help of
Ti-Sapphire laser and various measurements on
synchrotron light from TLS storage ring are summarized.

Femtosecond Laser Measurement
A femtosecond Ti-Sapphire laser provides a 850 nm
near IR light with a repetition rate of 75 MHz and pulse
length of 100 fs. This is used to evaluate the subpicosecond temporal resolution of the streak camera. The
laser passes through two neutral design filter (NDF) to
reduce the intensity of the light and directly guides to the
streak camera input. The synchroscan units of 125 MHz
and 250 MHz are tested. As shown in Fig. 1, the
synchronization clock for laser system is generated via a
signal generator (R&S SMA-100A) with a home-made
divider circuit which can provide a 75 MHz clock by
divider a 3 GHz clock by 40. Another signal generator
(R&S SMB-100A) can provide a 125/250 MHz clock for
synchroscan sweep units which is phase locked with first
signal generator by 10 MHz reference clock. Timing jitter
between two signal generators output is in the order of 50
fs and is negligible in this application. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 2.
Signal Generator

3 GHz

Divider

Signal Generator
75 MHz
125/250 MHz

Streak Camera

N
D
F

Ti-Sapphire
Laser

Figure 1: Block diagram of the laser measurement system.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The commissioning of the streak camera is divided two
parts. First, an ultra short femtosecond Ti-Sapphire laser
is used to evaluate the sub-picosecond temporal resolution
of the synchroscan units of the streak camera. Second, the
synchrotron light under TLS is used to configure the
system parameters for future study in TPS. The block
diagrams and experimental setups are shown below.

(a) Streak camera (b) Laser system
Figure 2: Femtosecond laser measurement setup.

Synchrotron Light Measurement
The synchrotron light measurements in TLS were well
demonstrated. These include bunch length measurements
with different bunch current and RF gap voltage,
synchronous phase investigation, instability observations,

____________________________________________

#liao.cy@nsrrc.org.tw
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Taiwan Photon Source (TPS) is a 3 GeV synchrotron
light source which is being construction at campus of
National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center
(NSRRC) in Taiwan. A new streak camera equipped with
a 125/250 MHz synchroscan unit, a fast/slow single
sweep unit, and a dual-time sweep unit is prepared for
beam diagnostics, especially for the TPS. An ultra short
femtosecond Ti-Sapphire laser was used to evaluate the
sub-picosecond temporal resolution of the streak camera
and the first beam measurements of the streak camera
using synchrotron light from the existing 1.5 GeV Taiwan
Light Source (TLS) were performed. The commissioning
results are summarized in this report.
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etc. The block diagram of the synchrotron light
measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the synchrotron light
measurement system.

RESULTS AND DESCRIPTION
Temporal Resolution
The temporal resolution evaluation of the synchroscan
units of the 125 MHz and 250 MHz were carried out via
ultra-short femtosecond Ti-Sapphire laser. The results
show that it is in reasonable agreement with specification
of the synchroscan units, shown in Fig. 4. It is less than 1
ps for the 125 MHz unit and less than 2 ps for the 250
MHz unit, respectively.

1000

10000

Integration (counts)

Figure 5: The time resolution vs intensity of light input.

Measurement on the TLS
For the bunch length measurement, the synchroscan
unit of 250 MHz was used. As shown in Fig. 6, the
average of 100 times of streak images resulted in the
bunch length of the TLS storage ring around 60 ps in
FWHM (25 ps in sigma), which is consistent with the
previous studies [5].
0
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FWHM:~59.4

600
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Figure 6: Bunch length measurement at TLS storage ring,
vertical scale is 700 ps.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4: The temporal resolution measurement of the
synchroscan units (a) 125MHz < 1 ps temporal resolution,
(b) 250MHz < 2 ps.

Time Resolution vs Light Intensity
The time resolution versus intensity of light input was
studied with femtosecond Ti-Sapphire laser and fast
single sweep unit. The streak camera parameters were
kept constant, but the injection light intensity was
adjusted. As shown in Fig. 5, the weak light can get
higher resolution and the intense light can cause
degradation to the temporal resolution and measurement
accuracy due to space charge effect in the streak camera.
It is important to notice that when one wants to push the
system to few ps resolution, reducing the light intensity
by adjusting the NDF is needed.
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The filling pattern of the storage ring can be observed
by the synchroscan unit and the dual-time sweep unit. The
harmonic number of TLS storage ring is 200. As shown in
Fig. 7, in user's shift, about 165 buckets were filled and a
gap of 35 buckets (70 ns) were empty. Bunch intensity
can be measured from the image and bunch length vs
intensity can be correlated.
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TLS Longitudinal Instability
There were two unstable longitudinal modes in TLS.
These modes were suppressed by a longitudinal feedback
system. Using streak camera could observe TLS
instabilities as shown in [6]. Turning off the feedback
systems will cause the beam unstable longitudinally as
shown in Fig. 9. The synchroscan unit is working at half
of the RF frequency, so the consecutive bunch will appear
at upper sweep and down sweep trace respectively. From
the streak image, oscillation of odd and even bunches are
out of phase. Leading bunches are with small oscillation
amplitude compared with the trailing bunches. This effect
can be easily observed by average 100 frames of motion.
The leading bunch motion envelope (~70 ps in FWHM) is
smaller than that of the trailing one (~170 ps in FWHM).
This unstable mode might come from resonance mode of
vacuum components.

(b)
Figure 7: Filling pattern of the TLS storage ring (360 mA)
in user's shift, (a) vertical scale 400 ps, horizontal scale
100 ns, (b) vertical scale 700 ps, horizontal scale 500 ns.
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TLS Synchronous Phase Measurement
The TLS synchronous phase can be observed by streak
camera synchroscan unit with dual-time sweep unit. The
result is shown in Fig. 8. It is around 3.5 ps lag comparing
the first bunch with the last bunch due to the wake field
effect.
0.0

Offset of Center Position (psec)

0.5
1.0
1.5

(b)
Figure 9: Longitudinal instability of the TLS storage ring
(150 mA, decay mode) when turning off the longitudinal
feedback system, vertical scale 700 ps, horizontal scale
500 ns, (a) 12 sequential streak images of motion, (b)
average 100 streak images.
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Figure 8: The synchronous phase measurement of the
TLS storage ring.
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TLS Bunch Length vs Bunch Current
The bunch length as a function of bunch current was
measured in multi-bunch mode. The streak image of fill
pattern is shown in Fig. 10(a), there are 15 bunches
storage, and beam current around 60 mA. The
measurement result is shown in Fig. 10(b).
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Figure 11: Bunch length versus RF gap voltage in the
TLS.
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Figure 10: Bunch length vs bunch current of the TLS
storage ring.

Bunch Length vs RF Gap Voltage
The bunch length vs RF gap voltage was measured at
360 mA total beam current and the RF gap voltage from
1000 kV to 1700 kV in 50 kV step. Taking 10 streak
images for each measurement point to get average and
statistics. The results is shown in Fig. 11. Eq. 1 shows the
and the RF gap
relationship between bunch length
voltage V. The measured bunch lengths are in agreement
with the theoretical values.
=

2πα σ
ℎV cos ϕ ω

(1)

,where
is the bunch length, α is the momentum
compaction factor,
is the beam energy, ℎ is the
harmonic number, V is RF gap voltage, ϕ is the
is the angular revolution
synchronous phase, and ω
frequency.
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A new streak camera equipped with 125/250 MHz
synchroscan units, fast/slow single sweep units, and dualtime sweep unit was commissioned with femtosecond
laser and TLS storage ring. The results show that it is in
reasonable agreement with specification of the
synchroscan units. It is less than 1 ps for the 125 MHz
unit and less than 2 ps for the 250 MHz unit, respectively.
The sub-picosecond temporal resolution of the streak
camera has been confirmed. The first beam measurements
of the streak camera using synchrotron light from the
existing 1.5 GeV TLS were performed. We practiced
various operating modes of the streak camera to observe
beam properties in longitudinal and transverse planes.
This system will be used for the TPS project in the
coming years.
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MEASUREMENT OF LONGITUDINAL BUNCH PROFILE AND TWISS
PARAMETERS IN SNS LINAC
A. Aleksandrov, C. Huang, Y. Liu, A. Shishlo, A. Zhukov,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37830, USA

We are reporting on the latest progress in the
longitudinal beam profile and emittance diagnostics
development at SNS. In order to characterize the
longitudinal phase space of the beam in the SNS 1GeV
proton linac the bunch profiles need to be measured with
a few picoseconds accuracy. The original SNS set of
diagnostics included only four interceptive Feschenkostyle longitudinal profile monitors in the normal
conducting part of the linac at 100MeV. Two recently
added systems are: a non-interceptive laser scanner in the
injector at 2.5MeV and a novel non-interceptive method
for longitudinal Twiss parameters measurement using the
beam position monitors in the Super Conducting Linac
(SCL) at 300MeV. This paper presents details of these
two diagnostics; discuss their performance, resolution
limitations and future development plans.

INTRODUCTION
The SNS 340m long linac consists of a 2.5MeV RFQ,
an 86 MeV Drift Tube Linac (DTL), a 185 MeV Coupled
Cavity Linac (CCL), a 1GeV Super Conducting Linac
(SCL) and associated transport lines. It accelerates Hbeam in one-ms-long pulses with 38 mA peak current,
chopped with a 68% beam-on duty factor at a repetition
rate of 60 Hz to produce 1.6 mA average current. The
beam is bunched at 402.MHz frequency. Low loss
operation with average beam power of 1MW and higher
requires careful matching of RMS beam parameters in
transverse and longitudinal planes. Longitudinal RMS
bunch size shrinks in the process of acceleration from
about 100ps at 2.5MeV to about 10ps at 1GeV. The
baseline set of SNS linac beam diagnostics included three
Bunch Shape Monitors (BSMs) [1] for measuring the
longitudinal bunch profile in the beginning of the CCL.
This location was selected to facilitate the optimal tuning
of the transition between the 402.5MHz DTL and
805MHz CCL. These BSMs played an important role
during the warm linac commissioning. It became clear
during the commissioning that measuring the bunch
profile at a single location is not sufficient for
troubleshooting many potential problems. The
longitudinal bunch parameters should be measured at
every major transition in the linac: from injector to the
DTL, at the frequency jump and at the transition from the
warm linac to the superconducting linac. An ad hoc laser
based longitudinal profile monitor [2] was built in the
injector to verify the longitudinal emittance after the RFQ
detuning event. Later, when unexpected beam losses in
the SCL were discovered, one more BSM was added at
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the end of the CCL to measure longitudinal halo in
attempt to explain the losses. Finally, the intra-beam
stripping mechanism of the beam loss was discovered and
confirmed [3], which suggests that the loss mitigation
requires a careful matching of the bunch RMS Twiss
parameters at the SCL entrance in all three dimensions. A
single BSM at the CCL exit does not provide the required
accuracy of Twiss parameters determination therefore we
developed a novel method for measurement of
longitudinal Twiss parameters using the SCL Beam
Position Monitors (BPMs) [4]. As of today, the SNS linac
has a comprehensive set of tools for measuring the
longitudinal bunch parameters: a laser profile monitor in
the injector, four BSMs in the warm linac and a BPM
based technique in the SCL. We reported on the
performance of the SNS BSM recently in [5]. In this
paper we will describe operation of the two other systems.

LASER WIRE FOR LONGITUDINAL
PROFILE MEASUREMENT
In the Laser Bunch Shape Monitor (LBSM) a train of
short pulses of light from a mode-locked laser
synchronized with the 5th sub-harmonic of 402.5MHz
SNS beam frequency strip the electrons from the negative
hydrogen ions. The number of the detached electrons is
proportional to the ion density in the interaction region.
The electrons are separated from the ions by the magnet
and collected in the Faraday Cup as shown in Fig.1. By
scanning the laser phase relative to the bunch phase the
longitudinal bunch profile is measured.

Figure 1: A layout of the Laser Bunch Shape Monitor.
The latest modifications of the LBSM system include
replacement of a free propagation laser beam transport
line with a 30m long fiber [6] and addition of a chopper
wheel for an automated background subtraction. The
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implementation of the fiber transmission line significantly
improved the stability of the laser spot at the interaction
point. As shown in Fig.2, the laser pulse width broadens
after the propagation in the fiber but still remains within
the acceptable range. In addition, the fiber output beam
shows a well-defined Gaussian beam (Fig.3).

Figure 4: The electron collector with an MCP amplifier
(left) and the in-vacuum magnet (right).
Figure 2: Laser pulse width after propagation through the
30-m long fiber vs. laser power.
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Figure 5: A typical raw signal from the electron detector.

Figure 3:
Laser spot size vs. distance from the
collimation lens after the fiber propagation.
The electron detector consists of an in-vacuum dipole
magnet mounted on a collection plate with an MCP
amplifier. Parts of the detector are shown in Fig. 4.
A typical raw signal from the electron detector is shown
in Fig. 5. It is dominated by X-Ray radiation from the
nearbay RF cavity (the first step on the oscillogramm) and
the electrons created by stripping on the residual gas (the
second step). The two narrow peaks at the center of the
trace correspond to the electrons ionized by the laser
pulses. The level of the background signal is changing
constantly with changing vacuum conditions therefore an
automated background subtraction was implemented
using a chopper wheel interrupting the laser beam for
every other beam pulse. The performance of the
background subtraction system is illustrated in Fig.6.
Only the laser induced signal (magenta) remains after
subtracting the background pulse (red) from the pulse
with the laser open (blue).
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Figure 6: Illustration of the automated background
subtraction using a chopper wheel (blue – laser is on; red
– laser light is blocked by the chopper; magenta – laser
induced signal without the background.
We use two methods of scanning the relative time
between the laser pulses and the ion bunches: by changing
the phase of the laser reference 80.5MHz signal with an
electronic phase shifter (we call it the “phase
scan_mode”) or by introducing a small offset between the
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Figure 7: Bunch profile measurements with different
frequency offsets in the frequency offset mode.
The maximum frequency offset is limited by the
bandwidth of the laser synchronization circuit. For very
short (<10-20µs) ion beam (macro-) pulses, the frequency
offset mode will not work since the time interval is not
sufficient for the laser pulse to scan over even a single ion
bunch. In this case we use the phase scan mode, which
requires multiple beam pulses to obtain a single bunch
profile. The phase scan mode needs a careful calibration
of the phase shifter to ensure high measurement accuracy.
A typical phase scan measurement result is shown in
Fig.8.

DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDINAL
TWISS PARAMETERS
The suggested new method for measuring the
longitudinal Twiss parameters at the entrance of a
superconducting linac is based on the analysis of the beam
position monitor (BPM) sum signals [4]. These signals are
proportional to the amplitude of the frequency spectrum
of the longitudinal bunch distribution at the BPM’s
frequency. The unknown calibration constants can be
measured directly during the nominal operation of the
linac when bunch length is much shorter than the BPM
operating frequency wavelength. Then the RF cavities are
switched off and the bunch expands in free space. When
its length becomes comparable with the BPM operating
wavelength it can be easily calculated assuming the
Gaussian longitudinal distribution. In the absence of
space charge, the dependence of the rms bunch length
upon the distance along the linac will be determined by
the initial longitudinal Twiss parameters and the known
transformation matrix of the drift. Therefore the Twiss
parameters and their uncertainties can be found from
the measured rms bunch lengths.
A typical result of the described above procedure is
shown in Fig. 9. The model fits the experimental points
well but, nonetheless, the errors on the found Twiss
parameters are very large as shown in Table 1. These
large uncertainties are caused by strong space charge
repulsion in the bunch. In essence, the effect of the
space charge on the bunch expansion is significantly
larger than the influence of the initial Twiss
parameters.

Table 1: Twiss Parameters at the SCL Entrance
Calculated from Free Expanding Bunch Length
α
-.5±1.6

β [deg/MeV]
33±86

ε [MeV deg]
.7±4.2

Figure 8: A typical bunch profile measurement in the
phase scan mode.
Figure 9: Attenuation of the 402.5MHz signal induced by
the drifting bunch in the BPM vs. drift length (black –
measurement; red –model).
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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laser reference frequency and the ion bunch train 5th subharmonic frequency. As a result, the laser pulse moves
along the ion bunches train at a constant speed that is
proportional to the frequency offset. We call it the
“frequency shift mode”. The frequency offset mode has
several significant advantages: 1. The whole bunch profile
is measured within a single beam pulse. 2. The absolute
calibration is established by making the frequency offset
large enough so that at least two profiles appear within the
beam pulse. The distance between the two profiles is
equal to the period of the ion bunches and sets the
measurement scale. 3. The longitudinal profile at several
locations along the beam pulse can be measured within
one beam pulse as illustrated in Fig. 7.
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In order to increase the effect of the initial Twiss
parameters on the measured signals we can switch on
the first accelerating cavity (SCL Cav01a in Fig.10)
and perform a phase scan, while recording the BPM
sum signal amplitude at each step. The layout of the
measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 10. Then we fit
the input Twiss parameters for the best agreement with
the measured data.

a good agreement in a wide range of CCL4 phases where
the assumption of Gaussian bunch shape is justified.

Figure 10: A layout of the longitudinal Twiss parameters
measurement scheme.
A typical result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 11.
The model fits the experimental points well and this time
the errors on the found Twiss parameters are small as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Twiss Parameters at the SCL Entrance
Calculated from Free Expanding Bunch Length
α
β [deg/MeV]
ε [MeV deg]
-.56±.02
19.1±.5
.8±.01

Figure 12: A comparison of bunch length obtained by two
methods: direct measurement with BSM (red) and derived
from the Twiss parameters measured in SCL (black).
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Figure 11: A typical result of the multiple BPMs response
to the first cavity phase scan.
To verify the results of the Twiss parameters
measurements we compared it with direct profile
measurements in the nearby BSM. In order to provide
comparison for a wide range of the Twiss parameters the
phase of the CCL4 cavity was scanned. Each phase set
point produced unique set parameters at the SCL entrance,
which was measured using the above procedure. A model
was used to propagate beam with the found Twiss
parameters few meters upstream to the BSM location.
Comparison of the RMS bunch lengths from the model
with the BSM measurement is shown in Fig. 12. There is
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ENGINEERING DESIGN OF THE NEW LCLS X-BAND TRANSVERSE
DEFLECTING CAVITY*
P. Krejcik #, E. Bong, M. Boyes, S. Condamoor, J. P. Eichner, G. Gassner, A. Haase, B. Hong,
B. Morris, J. Olsen, D. Sprehn, J. Wang, SLAC, Menlo Park, CA 94306, USA
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The LCLS X-band transverse deflecting cavity (XTCAV)
is a diagnostic device that has been installed just
downstream of the undulator and analyses the spent beam
before it reaches the electron beam dump. It is motivated
by the need to provide temporal bunch length profile
information of both the electron and photon beam with
femtosecond resolution on a shot-by-shot basis at the full
120 Hz repetition rate of the LCLS. The engineering and
installation project took approximately two years and
$5M to complete, and was successfully commissioned
with beam in May 2013. The commissioning and first
beam measurements are described in a companion paper
at this conference [1].
The XTCAV is installed in the undulator tunnel of the
LCLS, as seen in Figure 1, and is almost 1 km away from
any other high-power RF installation in the linac. One of
the engineering challenges for this project was providing
the infrastructure to support the installation of the
klystron, cooling, power and controls on a green-field
site. This paper describes each of the engineering
subsystems for the project.

THE RF DEFLECTING STRUCTURE
The microwave structure is a 2π/3 backward travelling
wave type and is fabricated from copper discs, or “cups”,
as shown in Figure 2. The structure was designed at
SLAC for a number of possible applications [2]. Each cup
is diamond turned to micron tolerances such that the cups
can be stacked in an oven and diffusion bonded without
braze material. The finished structure requires minimal

Figure 1: View of the XTCAV installation in the LCLS
undulator tunnel.
tuning to meet the final RF tolerances. The orientation of
the deflecting mode in the axially symmetric structure is
set by the orientation of the symmetric input coupler. The
dual, symmetric input and output couplers were
developed for the high-gradient X-band program at SLAC
[3], [4]. Small notches in the outer wall of the cups
prevent the deflecting mode rotating down the structure.
The RF parameters for the structure are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: RF Parameters for the Deflecting Structures
Parameter
RF frequency
Structure type
Structure orientation
Effective structure length
Total flange-flange length
Number of structures
Number of regular cells per
structure
Aperture 2a
Cavity diameter 2b
Cell length d
Quality factor Q
Kick factor k
Transverse shunt impedance
Filling time
Attenuation factor
Nominal power required at
structure input
Nominal transverse kick (on
crest) @40MW

Value
11.424
2π/3 backward
wave
Horizontal
1
118.8
2
113

Unit
GHz

10
29.77
8.7475
6320
2.849x1016
41.9
106
0.62
40

mm
mm
mm
V/C/m/m
MΩ/m
ns
Neper
MW

48

MeV/c

m
cm

___________________________________________
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This paper describes the engineering design and
installation of the new X-band transverse deflecting
cavity installed downstream of the FEL undulator at the
LCLS. This is a companion submission to the paper
“Commissioning the New LCLS X-Band Transverse
Deflecting Cavity with Femtosecond Resolution” also
presented at this conference. The project dealt with the
challenge of installing a new high-power RF system in the
undulator tunnel of the LCLS, outside of the linac tunnel
itself and its accelerator engineering infrastructure. A
description of the system design, installation, alignment,
cooling, controls, vacuum, waveguide, low level RF,
klystron and modulator systems for the XTCAV is given,
with emphasis on achieving the performance goals
necessary to achieve femtosecond resolution.
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Figure 4: The deflecting structures preassembled and
aligned on an optical bench before installation.
Figure 2: Fabrication details of the HEM11 2π/3 X-band
transverse deflecting structure, showing the individual
cups before bonding, and the coupler.
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Low power tuning was performed after fabrication
using a nodal shift method with a metal rod passed
vertically through the structure. The resulting flatness of
the measured electric field amplitude is shown in Figure
3. The tuning was done at 20°C, corresponding to the
temperature regulated environment of the undulator hall,
whereas other RF structures in the SLAC linac operate at
closer to 40°C.

a closed loop heat exchanger installed upstairs that is
supplied with chilled water.
Fourteen new vacuum pumps plus gauge sets were
added to the beamline and waveguide and integrated into
the existing controls and interlock system.

KLYSTRON
The klystron chosen for this application is the SLAC
XL4 tube, which was initially developed for the linear
collider program [5]. It operates at 120 Hz and delivers 50
MW with a pulse length up to 1.5 µs, although in our case
the short structure fill time only needs a 0.2 µs pulse. The
klystron sits in its own oil tank assembly, with an
integrated HV transformer. The tank and external
focusing solenoids are visible in Figure 5. The observed
pulse-to-pulse phase stability of the klystron output is
0.15° X-band.

Figure 3: Measured electric field amplitude inside the
deflector after tuning.
Figure 5: SLAC XL4 X-band klystron and assembly.

ASSEMBLY AND ALIGNMENT
The two deflecting structures, the 3 dB power splitter,
the waveguide phase shifter between the two structures,
and all the waveguide and vacuum system hardware were
preassembled on an optical bench, shown in Figure 4. The
two deflectors could be aligned to within 50 µm on a
coordinate measuring machine prior to installation in the
tunnel.
A photon collimator was also included at the entrance
to the deflector to prevent the wide angle spontaneous
radiation from the undulator striking the irises of the
deflector. A downstream protection collimator was also
included in the event that the RF phase of the deflector is
misadjusted and the beam is deflected into the beam pipe.
Process cooling water keeps the structure and
waveguide at the nominal 20°C tunnel temperature using
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MODULATOR
The phase stability of the klystron output depends on
the voltage stability of the modulator voltage pulse. Our
original intention was to use a commercially available
solid state induction modulator or one of the SLAC solidstate designs for this new installation. However, for
budgetary reasons we reused a legacy 6575 modulator
from the SLAC linac. A program is in progress to upgrade
these modulators throughout the machine [6]. The
modulators use an inductance-capacitance resonant
charging system, a modified type-E pulse-forming
network (PFN), and a pulse transformer. A different stepup transformer with a 17:1 turns ratio is required for this
application in order to get the 450 kV at 350 A needed for
the X-band klystron. A variac transformer was also
installed to step-up the AC supply power from 480 V to
the required 600 V.
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the forward and reflected power at the klystron output are
digitized and discriminated on every pulse to verify they
are within limits set by programmable thresholds. It also
receives inputs from the modulator and klystron power
supplies, as well as a variety of temperature, water flow
and vacuum signals to ensure safe, interlocked operation
of the klystron.

Figure 6: X-band waveguide layout from the klystron to
the tunnel penetration.

WAVEGUIDE INSTALLATION

LLRF AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Figure 7: LLRF controls block diagram.

The LLRF drive and controls are modelled after the
LCLS X-band linearizer installed in the linac. A VME
based EPICS controls and timing system integrates this
with the LCLS system. A 476 MHz phase-stabilized
reference is available in the undulator tunnel and is
brought upstairs to the coupler chassis, X-band multiplier
and local oscillator. A Phase and Amplitude Controller
(PAC) based on the LCLS design with I&Q modulator
provides fast feedback control to the LLRF drive. A
SLAC built travelling wave tube amplifier provides up to
1 kW drive power to the klystron. A SLAC designed
Phase and Amplitude Detector (PAD) chassis down mixes
the 11424MHz RF signals with 11398.5MHz from the
local oscillator to a 25.5MHz IF frequency. This signal
goes to a 4 channel 16 bit ADC clocked at 102 MHz. This
allows monitoring and feedback control based on the
signals from the klystron output, the input couplers to the
deflecting structures and the load couplers at the structure
output. The VME controller can provide feedback at 120
Hz on the phase and amplitude.
A new Modulator Klystron Support Unit (MKSU-II)
was commissioned for this installation since the legacy
units still used in the linac rely on the obsolete CAMAC
system. The MKSU-II connects directly to the EPICS
control network. Firmware on an internal FPGA provides
the interlock capability controlling the system-enable
state plus triggers to the modulator and the PAC. The
modulator HV pulse, the klystron beam current as well as
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A window assembly at the klystron output coupler uses
two mode converters to go from WR90 to circular
waveguide where the window is mounted and then back
to WR90. The WR90 is routed to the vertical penetration
to the undulator tunnel where a mode converter changes
to WC293, as seen in Figure 6. This over-moded circular
waveguide runs approximately 100 feet to the structure in
the tunnel, where another mode converter changes from
WC293 to WR90 at the structure. The long, over-moded
waveguide accounts for 1 dB of power loss and the
shorter WR90 and converters add another 1 dB, so that
approximately 32 MW of power is available at the input
to the structure with 50 MW delivered by the klystron.
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NOVEL PICKUP FOR BUNCH ARRIVAL TIME MONITOR
A. Kalinin*, ASTeC, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, Warrington UK
Abstract
For an optical-modulator-based BAM, a decisive
parameter of the pickup output signal is the slope
steepness. We suggest a novel pickup with flat thin
electrodes in a transverse gap. Increasing the electrode
width makes the steepness greater in proportion to the
signal increase. For a given width, reducing the electrode
thickness allows the ultimate steepness to be reached.
Wave processes in the pickup were investigated on a large
scale model, using the technique described in [1]. The
DESY 40GHz button pickup was used as a reference. It
was found that for the same overall dimensions the
steepness of the flat electrode pickup can be increased by
the factor of two. A way is shown to keep the steepness as
high with transition to a more practical bandwidth
20GHz. The investigation results are the basis of a final
pickup optimisation using electrodynamic simulation.
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INTRODUCTION
In the electro-optical-modulator-based bunch arrival
time monitor (BAM) [2], the electromagnetic wave
produced by the bunch at the pickup output is sampled by
a reference ultra-short laser pulse in the modulator. Bunch
arrival time variation causes modulation of the laser pulse
output intensity which is detected. The wave is sampled at
the slope to distinguish whether the bunch passes earlier
or later than the reference pulse, with the zero point at the
moment where the slope passes over zero.
This modulator feature makes slope steepness the main
parameter that defines modulator sensitivity and
resolution.
A suitable for BAMs pickup is a button pickup with its
bunch response as a single sine-like wave. Using button
pickups, a resolution of 10fs is achieved for the bunch
charge 500pC. [3] Demands of new FELs for low bunch
charge (down to 20pC) initiated refinements of the button
pickup and its signal path to achieve the highest
steepness. [3] For a circular cone-shaped button pickup
the wave half-period is expected to be about 12ps which
corresponds to the bandwidth 40GHz.
In a circular button pickup, both the wave magnitude
and its half-period are related to one and the same
parameter. Generally, the pickup electrode signal
magnitude is proportional to the electrode transverse
width, the wave half-period to its longitudinal length. For
a button pickup both sizes are equal approximately to the
button diameter, and the ratio half-period to magnitude
doesn’t depend on it. With, for instance, some increase of
diameter the signal increases but the spacing of the halfwaves also increases which results in the slope steepness
staying constant. The consideration above leads to the
_________________________________________
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conclusion that an ultimate steepness limit is present
because of the button circular geometry.
Applying the consideration above to the pickup in [3],
one can note that some increase of button diameter would
allow lower required bandwidth for the same steepness.
Generalising, one can say that the steepness does not
depend on electrode sizes, if the ratio / (a button
pickup, the diameters) or / (a flat electrode pickup, the
electrode width and gap length) is kept constant. This
feature has a practical importance. It makes the pickup
bandwidth that is of the order of c over 2 or over 2 , a
free parameter.
With the tendency to use lower bunch charge (in the
CLARA project [4] it is 10pC), we attempted to break the
limit above. Here we suggest decoupling the two key
parameters, width and length, by using a flat thin
electrode. This allows maximisation of the magnitude for
a given charge and then independently, setting a halfwave period to obtain the required steepness. Note,
moving the steepness up requires widening the signal path
bandwidth. Here there is a limit put by the modulator
bandwidth.
We investigated both this novel electrode and the coneshaped button electrode, on a large scale bench. Using a
probe, we measured the waves that propagate in the gaps
as well as the output signals, excited by a short ‘bunch’
which was a pulse in a coaxial line. Some general results
are presented in [1]. Here we, with reference to [1],
present the results, some analysis and conclusions
concerning the BAM pickup.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
The bunch was modelled as a pulse propagating in a
coaxial line. The available generator can deliver a pulse
of half-height width 18ps which corresponds to the length
5.4mm. To model the real BAM pickup condition that is
the bunch length less than the electrode/gap width/length,
we increased scale of the pickup model about five times
as regards to the pickup of [3].
We simplified the construction and used not circular
but linear arrangement. A model is shown in Fig. 1. The
left corner part is turned out clockwise to make visible a
coaxial line (the copper strip seen over a white conducting
bottom plate), and a transverse electrode (the copper
width-tapered blade hanging down from the output Nconnector). A bunch pulse propagates along the strip from
the right (the input SMA connector is not seen) to the
strip’s open end on the left.
The top plane has a transverse variable-length gap
(from 10mm to 50mm) to which two transverse plates are
attached connected at the top. The electrode (length
15cm) is placed between these plates.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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On the top plate, the electrodes are displayed. A coneshaped button electrode is on the right, together with its
enclosure. A set of flat electrodes of various widths and
thicknesses is shown on the left.
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probe signal from ‘beam’ as a step is red (scaled in
magnitude to match the blue one). One can see that the
method works satisfactorily.
More model details can be found in [1].

Figure 1: The pickup model.
Using an oscilloscope, we measured time-domain
envelopes of electromagnetic waves that propagate in the
model. The oscilloscope (mainframe HP86100C-M1 and
sampling module AT86112A from Agilent Technologies)
had the rise time about 17ps (bandwidth 20GHz).
The electrode output signal was measured directly
through a 50Ohm cable. To pick up the electric field in
various model cross-sections, a capacitive probe (the 1:1
probe P6150 from Tektronix, Fig. 2 left) was used
connected to this cable and inserted through hole in the
wall.

Figure 2: Left: The probe inserted in the wall. Right:
Probe signal (red) in comparison with direct signal (blue),
50ps/div and 1mV/div.
A characteristic feature of the capacitive probe loaded
on 50Ohm is that its output signal is proportional to the
derivative of the electric field envelope. To restore
envelope, integration should be done. Instead of
integrating output signal, we integrated beam. Measuring
with probe, we used a step (directly from generator, fall
time 12ps). Measuring the electrode output signal, we
used a derivative of this step, obtained with a
differentiator. The derivative half-height width was 18ps
(generator 4015D-RPH and Impulse Forming Network
5208 as differentiator, both are from Picosecond Pulse
Labs). One can compare the results. In Fig. 2, two signals
are shown measured at the same point at the N-connector,
directly and with probe (the probe was inserted in a
transverse hole in N-SMA adaptor’s body). The voltage
electrode signal from ‘bunch’ is blue, and the electric field
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

First, we investigated an elementary electrode structure.
It is a one-gap transverse flat thin electrode. Its edge looks
at beam and has a circular profile same as the adjacent
vacuum pipe edges. The electrode has gaps on each side
but one only gap interrupts the wall current induced by
beam. In a linear model, all the edges are linear, and a
long strip was used to short-circuit the passive gap.
The opposite electrode end is connected to a feedthrough coaxial connector pin. In our model, this end was
also made short and open to identify the waves.
A BAM pickup is the superposition of two one-gap
structures and has each gap open. A button pickup has
gaps not linear but semi-circular. Such gaps can be
represented by linear gaps, and a circular electrode by a
square electrode of the size that is the effective distance
between the gaps.
Waves excited in a single-gap electrode structure were
measured at either gap at four points: at 1cm, 5.5cm,
10cm, and 14.5cm distance from the electrode edge. It
was observed that the waves propagate as TE-like
compact packets guided by the electrode. The packet
length was about gap length over c and for a bunch length
shorter than this didn’t depend on bunch length. This
observation leads to a conclusion that the pickup
electrode has a principal time-domain limit that is gap
length over c.
At the point where the electrode is connected to the
coaxial connector, four lines are interconnected: a gap
excited by beam, a passive gap, with its own impedance,
an output 50Ohm coaxial line, and one more, internal
coaxial line with the electrode as a central wire. The
voltage and current at this point, generated by the incident
packet, excite reflected and passed packets in the gaps,
and a TEM-wave packet in each coaxial line. One of them
is the output signal.
In this four-line structure, the gap excited by beam
principally can’t be matched. We didn’t try to find an
optimal trade-off of the impedances to get the output
maximised. This can be better done using simulation
package.
Multiple reflections that take place in this structure
produce at the output packets spaced by double electrode
length over c.

BAM PICKUP
A two-gap electrode of BAM pickup has each gap open.
The rear gap is excited by beam later than the front gap.
For a thin electrode, the delay is minimal and is of the
order of gap length over c. Packet propagation and
reflection occur analogously to one-gap electrode, with
that difference that one of the gaps and the internal
coaxial line are now not short but open. The electrode
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output is superposition of two opposite polarity pulses
spaced by gap length over c. The output (divided by 2) is
shown in Fig. 3 left as green, the packets in the front/rear
gap (measured at the third point) are in blue/red. The
electrode width was 30mm that tapered down to 10mm at
the connection point. The each gap had the length 15mm
that tapered down to 5mm at the end.
Superposition of reflected and passed packets is seen in
Fig. 3 left on the right from the grid central line. The two
packets in a pair are spaced by gap length over c. In the
front gap (blue) the first packet is a packet that reflected
from the connection point. The second packet is a packet
that has passed from the rear gap over the connection
point. In the rear gap (red) the first packet is that passed
from the front gap, the second one is the reflected packet
(here passed packets are about three times reflected ones).
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Figure 3: Left: Two-gap electrode, packets in gaps and the
output (divided by 2), 100ps/div and 3mV/div. Right:
Output signal of two-gap pickup, 20ps/div.
Figure 3 left shows one more effect. The incident packet
in the front/rear gap is followed/preceded by a small
packet of opposite polarity. These packets are due to
spreading of the incident packet around the electrode into
the opposite gap. Spreading is roughly proportional to
distance from the electrode edge. For a flat electrode, the
spreading is noticeable as in Fig. 3 left when the incident
packet has passed about 2/3 of the electrode length.
Superposition that produces the output signal of a twogap pickup is shown in Fig. 3 right for the incident
packets measured at entries of the front (blue) and rear
(red) gaps. The sum of them as an output signal is shown
in green. The bunch pulse is shown at top-right. Taking
into account the oscilloscope rise time, the bunch halfheight length was 18ps, the packet half-height lengths
were 32ps, and the packet spacing was 67ps. One can
calculate an effective gap length as 10mm which is 2/3 of
the gap length (15mm). The effective distance between
the gaps is 20mm which is 4/3 of the gap length. These
values specify the estimation above for both the packet
length and the packet spacing as ‘of the order of gap
length over c’.
The half-waves of the output signal in Fig. 3 right are
not symmetric due to some tail/ringing of the front gap
packet which reduces the second half-wave. Here it is
most probably due to some imperfectness in the model.
But asymmetry of this kind is also distinctly seen in Fig. 3
left that was measured close to the output connector. We
explain this feature as occurring due to spreading the front
gap packet around the electrode which was mentioned
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above. The resulting packet in the opposite rear gap is
first, delayed as regards to the front gap packet and
second, has the polarity opposite to that of the rear gap
incident packet. The superposition of this packet and the
rear gap incident packet that is also delayed results in a
half-wave of lower magnitude and different shape.
A cone-shaped button electrode that was investigated
had a cone of diameter 14mm that tapered to 5mm at the
end. The coaxial enclosure had diameter about 28mm. It
was made from copper mesh and squeezed between the
gap walls, so its cross-section which was circular at the
gap entry was getting a racetrack shape that was widening
with the distance.
Propagation, reflection, superposition occurred in the
cone-shaped button pickup in ways similar to those in the
flat electrode pickup. The difference was in the spreading
of the incident packets around the electrode which
occurred significantly earlier. This can be explained to be
due to first, the smaller size (half-circumference 21mm
against width 30mm) and second, due to the cross-section
shape (smooth circular against sharp-edged).
For this kind of electrode the spreading establishes a
‘virtual’ point where four lines are interconnected and
where the TE-like packets convert to TEM-packets. It is
actually not a point but some length. As it is not far from
the electrode edge (at the length of the order of electrode
diameter), the reflected packets are adjacent to the
incident packets. The superposition of them makes the
output half-waves asymmetrical in magnitude/shape
which is seen in the simulation plots in [3].

SLOPE STEEPNESS
We compared slope steepness of the flat electrode to
that of the cone-shaped button electrode. The flat
electrode had the gaps 15mm to match the wave halfperiod to that of the button electrode. Both the electrodes
had the TEM impedance close to 50Ohm.
As a measure of steepness, the angle was used between
the plot horizontal axis and a straight line that was tangent
to the slope at the zero point. The plot is given in Fig. 4
left. The left wave is the button electrode signal, 20ps/div
and 4mV/div. The next wave is the flat electrode signal,
20ps/div and 8mV/div. The wave half-periods are 56ps.
The slopes in the vicinity of zero point are shown zoomed
to 5ps/div and 4mV/div. For the flat electrode the
steepness is 1.35, for button electrode 0.71, their ratio is
1.9.
This result illustrates the advantage of the flat
electrode. Occupying approximately same space as the
button electrode (width 30mm against diameter 28mm
and total gap length 30mm against diameter 28mm), it has
twice higher steepness simply because it has twice
broader width (30mm against diameter 14mm).
Output waves of the flat electrode are shown in Fig. 4
right, for four values of the gap length and constant
electrode width 30mm. Parameter values obtained from
the plot are given in Table 1. The half-period increases
with gap length increase but about two times slower. The
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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magnitude that expected to be constant does increase, in
such extent that it keeps the steepness practically
constant, instead of the expected decrease. The magnitude
increase can be explained to be due to increase of an
Table 1: Parameters of the Signals in Fig. 4 Right
gap length, mm

5

8.5

15

25

half-period, ps

33

44

60

76

magnitude, mV

18

32

42

41

steepness, a.u.

0.99

1.33

1.37

1.20

electrode effective width that increases with gap length
increase. Note this effect is generally positive. Note also
Fig. 4 right illustrates how the steepness might stay
constant in spite of signal bandwidth decrease.
In Table 2, the parameters are combined (taken from
three plots like one shown in Fig. 5 right) that are for
three electrode widths 17mm, 30mm, 51mm and constant
gap length 15mm.
Table 2: Signal Parameters for Various Electrode Widths
electrode width, mm

17

30

51

half-period, ps

62

60

59

magnitude, mV

36

42

49

steepness, a.u.

1.18

1.37

1.56

The half-period stays constant, both the magnitude and
steepness increase how it should be but again about two
times slower than the electrode width increase. Here for
interpretation two effects are necessary. First, for the
lowest width 17mm the magnitude got some increase due
to bigger effective width (see above). Second, for the
biggest width 51mm the magnitude/steepness got some
decrease/increase due to effective bunch magnitude/
length decrease/increase which is characteristic for the
beam TEM-line. The latter effects are described in [1].
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All these effects can be verified and specified by use of
simulation packages.
Steepness values for the case ratio width/gap length is
constant ( / = 2) are combined in Table 3. Note that
both the half-period and the steepness value in the first
column got some increase due to finite rise time of the
oscilloscope. The steepness value in the last column was
affected by the beam TEM-line effects mentioned above.
Even for raw data in Table 3, for the half-period
deviation from the average (61ps) by +25%/−21% the
steepness values deviate from their average (1.23 a.u.) by
as low as +11%/−10% which supports the thesis that
the BAM pickup bandwidth is a free parameter.
Table 3: Steepness Values for the Case / = 2
electrode width, mm

17

30

51

gap length, mm

8.5

15

25

half-period, ps

47

60

76

steepness, a.u.

1.11

1.37

1.20

SUMMARY
We attempted a model-based investigation of wave
excitation and propagation in pickup electrode structures
up to the times of the order of gap length over c. A short
pulse in a TEM line was used as a beam. We developed a
capacitive-probe-based technique for wave electric field
measurements.
We investigated an elementary electrode structure that
is a one-gap transverse flat thin electrode, a two-gap
electrode as a BAM pickup, and a cone-shaped button
pickup of [3]. It was found that a flat electrode pickup has
the slope steepness twice that of the button pickup. We
investigated some effects in these two BAM pickups and
tried to interpret them.
The obtained results are the basis for a final pickup
optimisation. They can be used as a guide for
electrodynamic simulation. From other side, the
simulation would provide with verification/specification
that some results need.
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Figure 4: Left: Slope steepness. Cone-shaped button
electrode and flat electrode, 20ps/div, 4mV/div and
8mV/div respectively. Zoom 5ps/div and 4mV/div. Right:
Flat electrode output waves for various gap lengths,
50ps/div and 7.5mV/div.
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Abstract
Diamond detectors are used as beam loss and luminosity monitors for CMS and LHC. A time resolution in the
nanosecond range allows to detect beam losses and luminosities of single bunches. The radiation hardness and negligible temperature dependence allow the usage of diamond
sensors in high radiation fields without cooling. Two different diamond detector types are installed at LHC and CMS.
One is based on pcCVD (polycrystalline chemical vapor
deposition) diamonds and installed at different locations in
the LHC tunnel for beam loss monitoring. Measurements
of these detectors are used to perform a bunch-by-bunch
beam loss analysis. They allow to disentangle the origin of
beam losses. The second type uses scCVD (single crystal
chemical vapor deposition) diamonds and is located inside
CMS for van-der-Meer scan, beam halo and online luminosity monitoring and around the LHC tunnel for beam loss
observation. Results on the performance of these detectors
will be presented and examples of the use for analyzing the
beam conditions will be given. In order to persist the enhanced requirements of the LHC after the long shutdown,
e.g. higher luminosity, an upgrade of the detectors is required. The concept of the new detectors will be presented
and first results will be shown.

DIAMOND DETECTORS BASED ON
pcCVD
Detectors equipped with pcCVD diamond sensors are
used for beam loss measurements[1]. The detectors are installed above the beam pipe as shown in Fig. 1 and they are
read out with an oscilloscope. The locations of the pcCVD
diamond detectors at the LHC tunnel are:
• Injection area for beam loss observation due to the injection process.
• Momentum cleaning area for beam loss measurements
during the cleaning process.
• Beam dump region for beam loss detection during the
beam dump.
• Betatron cleaning region for observation of various
beam losses.
The most important location is the betatron cleaning area
where the aperture limitation is defined. Different beam
loss origins can be distinguished as shown in [2, 3].

INTRODUCTION
Diamond detectors became very attractive in the field of
particle detection because of various reasons. Diamond is
a radiation hard material and can be used where other sensors fail. Additionally, the leakage current is low with a
negligible temperature dependence due to the energy gap
of 5.47 eV. Due to these advantages diamond detector are
interesting for high energy particle detection, e.g. at LHC
and CMS. The nanosecond time resolution allows bunch to
bunch measurements, e.g. beam loss or luminosity measurements. Two different diamond detector systems are installed at the LHC. One is based on pcCVD diamond and
used for beam loss measurements around the LHC ring.
The other one is based on scCVD diamond. Eight scCVD
diamond detectors are installed inside CMS for beam halo
and luminosity measurements and six scCVD diamonds are
located around the LHC ring for beam loss observation.
∗ maria.hempel@desy.de
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Figure 1: Diamond detector installed above the beam pipe.

BEAM LOSS MEASUREMENT USING
pcCVD
The diamond detector at the betatron cleaning region is
able to detect beam losses during the injection process from
the pre-accelerator to the LHC. Injection oscillations cause
beam losses in each injected bunch [4]. Figure 2 shows
these beam losses during an injection of 12 bunches with
a bunch spacing of 50 ns. An additional beam loss is observed before the 12 injected bunches. This beam loss is
believed to be an unbunched beam from the previously injected circulating probe bunch. Unbunched protons of the
Beam Loss Detection
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probe bunch are deflected by the injection kicker magnet
during the rise time of the magnet current. These beam
losses can be measured in the betatron cleaning region due
to the aperture limitation even though beam losses originate
from the injection region.

Figure 3: BCM1F readout system consisting of diamond
sensors, ASICs, optical drivers and back-end modules.

DIAMOND DETECTORS BASED ON
scCVD
Detectors using scCVD sensors are located at several positions of the LHC:
• Injection Region for beam loss observation during injection.
• Beam instrumentation region for monitoring the abort
gap population.
• Outside of CMS for collision and beam halo rate observation.
• Inside of CMS for luminosity and beam halo measurements.
The detectors installed in CMS, the Fast Beam Condition
Monitor BCM1F, comprises 4 detector modules around the
beam pipe at a radius of 4.5 cm at each side of the interaction point at a distance of 1.8 m. These BCM1F detectors
are used to count particles from beam halo and collision
products and deliver the count rates to CMS and the LHC
[5, 6]. The readout and data acquisition system for BCM1F
and the detectors installed around the LHC is sketched in
Fig. 3. It comprises the:

logics are used to measure beam halo rates and on-line luminosity [7].

MEASUREMENTS USING scCVD
The count rates of the scCVD diamond detectors are
separated using the arrival time measurements from beam
halo, beam gas and collision products [8]. Beam gas is
caused by proton interaction with residual gas particles and
characterize therefore the vacuum condition. Count rates of
collision products are used for luminosity measurements.

Vacuum Conditions
The detector installed near to LHCb observed an increase of count rate during the proton collisions in LHCb
as shown in Fig. 4a. Since the luminosity in LHCb is
kept constant, the increase is due to proton interaction with
residual gas particles in the vacuum pipe. Figure 4b shows
the LHCb luminosity and vacuum pressure. A strong correlation of the diamond detector rates with the vacuum pressure measurement is observed.

• diamond sensors
• radiation hard front-end electronics (pre-amplifiers
and optical drivers)
• back-end electronics (opt. receiver, ADCs, discriminators, scalers and logic units)
If a charged particle crosses the metallized diamond a
signal is generated due to ionization. The signal is amplified and converted to an optical signal using front-end
ASICs and laser drivers. The optical signal is transmitted
to the counting room by optical fibers. In the counting room
the signal is converted again to an electrical signal and processed by the readout modules. Luminosity and beam gas
Beam Loss Detection

Figure 4a: Scaler rates over one LHC fill measured with
scCVD sensor near to LHCb.
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Figure 2: Beam losses after injection. The detected beam
losses originate from unbunched beam and 12 injected
bunches separated by 50 ns.
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LHCb Luminosity
Vacuum Pressure

Figure 4b: Luminosity and vacuum pressure measurements
for LHCb.

Luminosity Measurements with scCVD Sensors
The CMS luminosity is measured with several detectors, e.g. the Hadron Forward Calorimeter HF that is integrated to the main CMS DAQ. BCM1F provides an independent and fast measurement of the online luminosity. The BCM1F readout is decoupled from the main CMS
DAQ and luminosity measurements are therefore available
before the physics data is taken or in the case HF is not taking data. In order to monitor the luminosity with BCM1F it
is necessary to measure the beam width with BCM1F since
the luminosity is defined by
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L=

DEGRADATION OF scCVD CHARGE
COLLECTION EFFICIENCY
The BCM1F diamond sensor are 1.8 m away from the
CMS interaction point and 4.5 cm away from the beam
center. Therefore, the scCVD diamonds are exposed to
high radiation of around 24 GeV proton equivalent (3.5 ·
1012 proton equivalent per f b−1 )[11, 12]. The impact of
the radiation on the sensor performance was observed during the operation from 2008-2013.
The non-irradiated scCVD diamonds of BCM1F have a
charge collection efficiency of 100% measured before installation. Additionally, all diamonds showed a saturation
of charge collection efficiency above 100 V ( 0.4 V/µm)
(see Fig. 6). After the absorbed radiation the charge collection efficiency decreased to around 75% at 500 V and a
saturation is not reached up to 500 V ( 1.0 V/µm).

fb N 1 N 2
,
2πΣx Σy

where fb is the frequency od the orbit, N1/2 the number
of particles in the colliding bunches and Σx/y the effective beam width in horizontal and vertical plane [9]. The
beam width can be determined by Van der Meer scans [10].
These scans are done by colliding two beams with different
horizontal and vertical beam separation.
A comparison between the beam width measured with HF
and BCM1F shows good agreements as shown in Fig. 5.
The BCM1F luminosity results are published in the CMS
control room.

Figure 6: Charge collection efficiency for BCM1F diamond
before and after irradiation.

BCM1F UPGRADE PLANS
After the long shut down one of the LHC the bunch spacing will be reduced to 25 ns and a higher luminosity is expected. In order to tackle higher rates the BCM1F components must be modified and upgraded.

Upgrade of Diamond Sensors
To improve the robustness of the system and to increase
the efficiency, needed for the luminosity measurement, the
number of diamond sensors will be increased to 12 on each
side of the CMS interaction point (see Fig. 7). Additionally, each diamond will have two metallization pads on both
sides to decrease the occupancy for each sensor (see Fig. 8).
Currently the new sensors are characterized in the laboratory and simulations of luminosity measurements with 24
diamond sensors are ongoing.
Figure 5: Measured beam width as a function of bunch
crossing for BCM1F and HF. The beam width was obtained
by Van der Meer scans.
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Upgrade of the Front-End and Back-End Electronics
A dedicated preamplifier was developed with a peaking
time of about 7 ns, an amplification of 50 mV/fC and two
Beam Loss Detection
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diamonds are used for beam halo and luminosity measurements and provide beam parameter to CMS and LHC. This
system is operational since 2008 and illustrates the capability of diamond sensors in high energy physics. An upgrade
of the BCM1F system is planned to increase the efficiency
for luminosity measurements and to decrease the radiation
damage. First upgrade concepts are implemented and also
under further development.
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Figure 8: New Diamond Metallization for BCM1F Sensors.
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A GIGABIT ETHERNET LINK FOR AN FPGA BASED
BEAM LOSS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
M. Kwiatkowski, M. Alsdorf, B. Dehning, W. Vigano, C. Zamantzas,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
A new Beam Loss Monitoring (BLM) system is under
development at the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) within the LHC Injector Upgrade (LIU)
project. The multi-channel system will have the ability to
measure beam losses from various types of detectors with
high precision and wide dynamic range. Several modes of
data acquisition are supported. The data rate in the singlechannel mode is 16 Mbps and in the multi-channel mode
128 Mbps. The Gigabit Ethernet link is implemented in an
FPGA, which allows both a high throughput and a quick
validation of the digital data processing algorithms using
standard PCs in the initial stages of the development. Both
TCP and UDP protocols were explored. The implementation of the Ethernet link is flexible and proved to be highly
reliable, leading to its planned use in other measurement
systems developed at CERN. The implementation details
of the Ethernet link and the results achieved will be described in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
During the upgrade of each of the LHC Injectors at the
European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN), an
up-to-date Beam Loss Monitoring (BLM) system will need
to be included for the monitoring of the beam losses and
machine protection. For this reason, a new BLM system is
under design [1].
The BLM Dual Polarity (BLEDP) module is the first
stage of that system with the purpose to collect and digitise
the current output from the detector. The acquisition crate
is able to host up to eight of these modules. The BLEDP
module is able to digitise in parallel the current from eight
input channels each having a wide range from 10 pA up to
200 mA. To accomplice this, the range is split into two partially overlapping sub-ranges and for each of them a different circuit and measurement method is used. The current in
the range from 10 pA to 10 mA is measured by making use
of a Fully Differential Frequency Converter (FDFC). The
current in the upper range, i.e. from 100 µA up to 200 mA,
is measured directly by the ADC as a voltage drop on the
input resistor and it is referred as the Direct Analogue to
Digital Conversion (DADC) method. More about the analogue front-end and the used measurement methods can be
found in [2].
The BLEDP module is equipped with an FPGA device
which is responsible for processing the FDFC data [3] and
controlling the analogue circuitries. In the default configuration, the BLEDP card is expected to provide digitised
178

data to the processing electronics through two point-topoint connections with bidirectional multi-gigabit optical
links. For the development phases as well as later to serve
as a stand-alone measurement system, a Gigabit Ethernet
link was implemented in the FPGA device. In this configuration, each of the modules in the acquisition crate have
a separate link to the network. The measurement data collected is send to a dedicated supervision application which
is used for on-line view as well as off-line data storage and
analysis. This paper will focus on the implementation of
the Ethernet firmware for the BLEDP card but it will also
show similar variants of the firmware which may be reused
in other measurement systems developed at CERN.

BLEDP DATA FRAMES
The data frame, shown in Fig. 1, was designed to satisfy
both of the measurement methods which are automatically
selected by the BLEDP module depending on the input current level observed. In addition, the protocol must be capable of transmitting acquisition data from a single or multiple channels. The channel number or multi-channel transmission is requested by a command send by the connected
client. The measurement method and the channel information are attached as a header to the data sample. That is,
each “BLEDP frame” is 32 bits wide in total and it consists
of the 6 bit header, 6 bit sequence number and the measurement data. The sequence number is used by the client application to verify data continuity, which could potentially
be broken due to not sufficient throughput of the network.
The size of one data sample in both measurement modes
is 20 bit. The BLEDP is sampling the current flowing to
each of its inputs at 500 kHz rate therefore the data rate
is 16 Mbit/s per channel. The data samples are collected
in so called “BLEDP bundle” which contains 350 BLEDP
frames. This size of the BLEDP bundle was selected to

Figure 1: Structure of the BLM Data Frame transmitted
over an Ethernet packet.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the standalone BLEDP firmware with the Gigabit Ethernet link.

BLEDP FIRMWARE
The FPGA firmware realised for the BLEDP module is
comprised by two distinct parts. One part is the acquisition
logic and the second is the System-On-Chip (SOC) components generated with the assistance of the Altera development tools. A block diagram of the BLEDP firmware is
shown in Fig. 2.

Acquisition Logic
The acquisition logic consists of eight instances of the
data combination entities for each input channel. The instance of each channel is continuously sampling the input
current with 2 µs intervals and therefore it must include a
FIFO queue which buffers the data. Writing to that FIFO
can be disabled and by this the channels can be selected
individually for the transmission. The sampling is realised
by use of either FDFC or DADC method depending on the
input current of the given channel.
A multiplexer is used to interleave the data read from
the FIFOs from all the channel instances and to write it to
a dual-port circular buffer mapped into the memory space
of the Nios-II processor. The second port of the circular
buffer is equipped with the Avalon Memory-Mapped (MM)
bus and it can be accessed by the software running on the
Beam Loss Detection

CPU. The same data is written in parallel to a FIFO queue
included into the SOC.

System-On-Chip with Custom Components
The Nios-II SOC was created using standard IP cores as
well as custom components imported into the Altera’s system integration tool, i.e. QSYS. The processor is using only
internal on-chip RAM memory for the program and data.
This becomes possible due to the small memory footprint
of the used software components and the large memory resources of the employed FPGA device. The fastest version
of the Nios-II core was selected to achieve the highest possible performance of the TCP/IP software stack. The SOC
is clocked using a 100 MHz internally generated clock.
The Gigabit Ethernet functionality is realised by a Triple
Speed Ethernet (TSE) IP core provided by Altera Corp.
The TSE requires the usage of two Scatter-Gather Direct
Memory Access (SGDMA) IP cores and is configured to
include the 1000BASE-X/SGMII Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS) function with an embedded Physical Medium
Attachment (PMA).
Every time the complete BLEDP bundle is written to the
circular buffer, the interrupt for the Nios-II is generated.
The custom server, as soon as it receives the interrupt, is
transmitting the contents of the buffer. The data is read
from the buffer by the SGDMA TX and it is passed to
the TSE via the Avalon Streaming (ST) bus. The received
packets are passed from the TSE to the Nios-II memory by
the SGDMA RX. The server is also responsible for detecting faulty situations, e.g. data overwritten by the acquisition logic before being transmitted to the client.
The SOC contains a fully hardware UDP data path alternative to the standard TSE configuration. The concept of
the system architecture was inspired by the Altera’s Nios-II
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avoid the IP fragmentation, which may affect the performance of the transmission. The data bundles of the BLEDP
can be encapsulated either in TCP/IP or in UDP/IP frames.
The speed of the TCP protocol implemented in the FPGA
is limited therefore it is possible to transmit the data stream
from only one channel. The UDP protocol implementation achieves higher bandwidth and therefore allows multichannel data transmission at 128 Mbit/s.
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Figure 3: Standard configuration using only Altera’s IP
cores and software based TCP/IP stack.

Figure 4: Fully hardware configuration using Altera’s and
custom IP cores.

UDP offload example available with the source codes under [4]. The UDP data path is one directional (output only)
and it is built of custom components i.e. a UDP packet
generator and a multiplexer of the Avalon ST bus used to
switch sources, which are streaming data packets to the
TSE. The UDP packet generator is retrieving the BLEDP
bundles written to the FIFO queue included in the SOC and
it is inserting the UDP header as configured by the software
process. The configuration of the components in the SOC
is realised by accessing their registers via the Avalon MM
bus. The UDP packet generator requires that all the UDP
header information (source and destination ports and IP addresses) is set before the transmission is enabled.

are required by the UDP packet generator are the source
and destination port and the source and destination IP address. The data count can be also set or the generator can
be enabled in a continuous mode. The destination port is
requested by the client by transmitting an appropriate command via the TCP path. All the parameters are written to
the generator’s registers by its device driver which can access it via the Avalon MM bus. After the UDP path is enabled it is streaming the acquisition data from all the channels available in the FIFO queue without any interventions
from the software. The server can stop the UDP data transmission before it reaches the required data count or when it
was enabled in the continuous mode.
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Server Process
The embedded software includes mainly ready made
components provided by Altera Corp. and other vendors
i.e. the µC/OS-II real-time kernel ported for the Nios-II,
the device drivers and the NicheStack TCP/IP stack. The
only custom software implemented for the BLEDP module
is the server application. It was written with the C language
as a single-threaded process.
The server creates a standard socket provided by the software TCP/IP stack. That socket listens for the incoming
connections and it is used to receive commands and transmit acquisition data from a single channel. The TCP protocol was selected for that purpose due to its inherited reliability. The software based TCP path is bi-directional. Only
one client is allowed to be connected at a time and any additional connection requests from more clients are refused.
The server is parsing incoming commands and it disables
or enables the requested channels of the BLEDP module.
The Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) was implemented in
the server. The server accesses the content of the circular buffer and it transmits the BLEDP bundles written by
the acquisition logic. In the case of not sufficient network
throughput, it is possible that the buffer will become full
with data that were not possible to be transmitted. In that
case, the acquisition channel is stopped until the data are
transmitted. At the same time, the client receives an alarm.
The software server is also responsible for setting up and
enabling the fully hardware UDP data path which is used
only for one direction transmission. The parameters which
180

OTHER VARIANTS OF THE ETHERNET
FIRMWARE
A generic board with an Altera FPGA is currently under development in the Beam Instrumentation (BI) group
at CERN. The Ethernet firmware can be reused in the other
projects realised by the BI. For this reason other variants of
the Ethernet implementation were proposed.

Software Based TCP and UDP Protocols
Standard configuration, shown in Fig. 3, using only standard Altera IP cores and software components (Nios-II,
TSE MAC, SGDMAs, µC/OS-II real-time kernel, device
drivers, NicheStack TCP/IP stack). It allows implementing
TCP and UDP based communication but its speed is limited to around 20-30 Mbit/s by the software running on the
Nios-II processor. Since it is based on available components it can be implemented in short time periods.

Fully Hardware UDP Protocol
Fully Hardware UDP communication shown in Fig. 4. It
does not require use of the Nios-II or any software, but it
requires additional custom components. The UDP packet
generator and decoder components for inserting and removing UDP headers with appropriate UDP ports and IP
addresses. The other custom component should be implemented which will be responsible for the configuration of
the UDP custom components and the TSE MAC IP core.
The configurator component is replacing the role of the
Beam Loss Detection
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software running on the Nios-II processor. The configuration is done via the Avalon MM bus of the components.
The advantage of the fully hardware UDP path is the transmission speed which can reach the 1Gbit/s level. The implementation time is longer due to the custom components
which need to be implemented.

The hybrid containing both the software based
TCP/UDP and the hardware based UDP data path shown
in Fig. 5. In this solution two additional custom component should be implemented i.e. a multiplexer and a demultiplexer of the Avalon ST bus. These switches are responsible for redirecting the data stream from/to appropriate sources and destinations.
In all three cases shown in this section, the data paths can
be trimmed to one direction only depending on the needs
of a given design, e.g. only output UDP data stream like in
the BLEDP firmware.

CONCLUSIONS
The TSE IP core is capable to reach the throughput of
the Gigabit Ethernet but the software TCP/IP stack running
on the Nios-II processor is limiting it to only 20-30 Mbit/s.
For this reason the TCP protocol was used only to transmit
acquisition data from a single channel. The multi-channel
acquisitions are implemented by use of the fully hardware
UDP data path which works in parallel to the bi-directional
TCP data path.
The multi-channel acquisition capability of the newly
developed card allowed analysis of a real data acquired
in the Proton Synchrotron (PS) accelerator at CERN. The
hardware was also verified in the laboratory where crosstalk tests were performed by the analysis of acquired data
in the Matlab software. The Ethernet firmware shown in
this paper was proven to be reliable and therefore it will be
also used in the standalone version of the acquisition crate.
Beam Loss Detection
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A PROTOTYPE READOUT SYSTEM FOR THE DIAMOND BEAM LOSS
MONITORS AT LHC
E. Effinger, B. Dehning, T. Baer, R. Schmidt, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
H. Frais-Kölbl, Fachhochschule Wiener Neustadt, Austria
E. Griesmayer, P. Kavrigin, TU Vienna and CIVIDEC Instrumentation, Austria
Abstract
Diamond Beam Loss Monitors are used at the LHC for
the measurement of fast beam losses. In this note,
specimen LHC loss measurements with the prototype
readout system “ROSY” from CIVIDEC are presented.
The readout system is FPGA-based for on-line, real-time,
and dead-time-free data processing, including a Linuxbased server for the interconnection to a GUI. The loss
analysis makes full use of the fast signal response of the
diamond detectors with 1 ns time resolution and 6.7 ns
double pulse resolution. Two examples are presented:
applications of the Time Loss Histogram with 1.6 ns
binning and 1.2 ns time jitter for loss measurements that
are synchronized with the LHC revolution period and a
beam-loss-based tune measurement for all circulating
bunches in parallel.
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LHC BEAM LOSSES
The beam losses in the LHC are concentrated at two
locations where collimators scatter off orbit and off
momentum protons. At these locations losses occur
during all operational phases of a proton fill. From
injection losses lasting only few turns up to steady state
losses during the operation with colliding beams. The
time structure of the losses is given by the time structure
of the circulating protons. Under nominal conditions the
protons are concentrated in bunches spaced by 25 ns.
These conditions could be violated by false
manipulations, but also by physical effects. To control
the proton bunch spacing a loss detector and acquisition
system with a time resolution of about 1 ns is needed.

loss variation over several turns. The dynamic range of
the system is limited by the electronic acquisition chain.
For repetitive losses lasting over seconds or minutes an
accumulation of counts of signals exceeding a threshold
will results in measurements, which could span over
several order of magnitudes. Especially rich information
could be gained by synchronising counters with the
revolution period of the accelerator and creating a loss
arrival time histogram.

DIAMOND BEAM LOSS MONITOR
The diamond beam loss monitors (Figure 1) consist of
pCVD diamond detectors, 10 mm x 10 mm x 0.5 mm in
size with gold electrodes of 8 mm x 8 mm on both sides.
The diamond detectors are operated with a bias voltage of
500 V, which corresponds to an electric field strength of 1
V/um. Currently ten pCVD diamond beam loss monitors
are installed at the LHC and the SPS.
The diamond detectors are connected to an AC-DC
splitter, where the DC-part of the loss signal has an upper
cut-off-frequency of 1.6 Hz (considering a 1 MΩ input
impedance of an electrometer amplifier).

Figure 2: Location of the Diamond Beam Loss Monitor.

Figure 1: Diamond Beam Loss Monitor.
Losses from different bunches could have very
different loss amplitudes. The time structure of the bunch
distribution along the ring is not symmetric and single or
groups of bunches may experience different excitations.
To allow high sensitivity loss measurements single
particle detection capability of the detector is of
advantage. These loss measurements could be analysed
digitizing the amplitude signal e.g. for bunch-by-bunch
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The AC path is connected to a 2 GHz broadband
current amplifier with 40 dB gain. This has a lower cutoff frequency of 25.6 kHz and an effective upper -3 dB
cut-off frequency of 850 MHz. On this channel, the losses
can be recorded on a bunch-by-bunch basis, whereas the
DC channel measures the dark current of the detector and
the DC losses. The Diamond Beam Loss Monitor used for
the measurements is mounted in the LHC collimation
area in IP7 on the lefthand side (TCLA.D6L7.B2). See
Figure 2.
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A low-pass filter is foreseen for the DC measurement.
The effective cut-off frequency of this filter depends on
the input impedance of the used electrometer amplifier.
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Table 1: ROSY - General Parameters
Analog inputs:

4

Sampling rate :

5 GS/s (1.25 GS/s per channel)

Analog bandwidth

350 MHz

ADC resolution

8 bit

Input impedance

50 Ω

The plot in Figure 5 shows the beam losses of four
subsequent bunches with a bunch spacing of 25 ns. The
timing and amplitude parameters of the loss signals are
given in Table 2.
Figure 3: Transfer function of the diamond beam loss
monitor (PSpice simulation).
In the case of a 1 MΩ input impedance of the
electrometer amplifier, the cut-off frequency is 1.6 Hz.
The corresponding transfer functions are shown in Figure
3. CK50 RF cables with a length of 250 m run from the
diamond detectors to the readout system [1].

PROTOTYPE READOUT SYSTEM
A prototype readout-system ROSY (Figure 4), designed
and built for the data acquisition from the LHC Diamond
Beam Loss Monitors. It provides on-line, dead-time-free
acquisition and processing of the detector signals.
ROSY contains the full acquisition and trigger
functionalities of a digital oscilloscope. Data is processed
in real time in the integrated FPGA.

Figure 4: ROSY with four analogue input channels.

Figure 5: Pulse shape of the losses in scope mode as
recorded with one of the diamond beam loss monitors.
Table 2: Loss Signals - Timing Parameters [2,3]
Rise time:

2.8 ns

FWHM:

6.7 ns

Fall time:

6.2 ns

Amplitude response:

3.6 mV/MIP

Resolution:

1 MIP

Dynamic range:

1:1000

The following applications are implemented:
1. A digital oscilloscope with 4 channels and 5 GS/s.
2. A Time Loss Histogram with 1.6 ns binning.
3. A Post Mortem Recorder with up to 1 GB memory.

Time Loss Histogram
The principle of the Time Loss Histogram application
shown in Figure 6 provides the histogram of the losses

Results are transferred from the FPGA memory via an
internal USB 2.0 interface to the embedded Linux-based
device server and from there via Ethernet to the control
system, or to the client software, where the graphical user
interface provides access to the data for on-line
monitoring.

Scope Mode
The scope mode acts like a standard digital oscilloscope
with four channels and a sampling rate of 5 GS/s. In
Table 1 the general parameters are summarized.
Figure 6: Losses and Time Loss Histogram.
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referenced to the LHC turn clock and accumulated in a
corresponding time interval. The signal is discriminated
with a threshold. The corresponding bin counter is
incremented when the signal exceeds the threshold.
The maximum revolution period is 100 us, which
corresponds to the implementation of 62’500 counters
with 32 bits. The bin width is 1.6 ns. For the 88.924 us
revolution period of the LHC, 55’750 counters are used.

Time Resolution
A 40 MHz reference signal was used for the
determination of the time resolution. Figure 7 shows the
Time Loss Histogram with a separation of 25 ns and 1.6
ns binning. Each signal produces a time distribution
which is 2-3 bins wide. The rms value of this time
distribution corresponds to the time resolution. The time
resolution of the Time Loss Histogram is 1.2 ns. Figure 8
shows a Time Loss Histogram taken during the operation
of the LHC at a bunch spacing of 25 ns.

TIME LOSS MEASUREMENT
The following measurements are done with the
diamond BLM BLMED.06L7.B1E10_ TCHSS.6L7.B1,
which is located directly downstream of the primary
betatron collimators for beam 1 in IR7. The
measurements were taken during the 25ns run in
December 2012.

Figure 8: Injection cleaning.

Cross Talk
The measurement in Figure 9 shows losses around the
first six nominal bunches during the energy ramp. The
smaller bunched loss-spikes are thought to be due to
satellite bunches and cross-talk losses created from the
other beam. The satellite bunches have a time difference
of n×25 ns from the nominal bunches, which indicates
that these losses are coming from the same beam. The
cross talk loss can be seen as small spikes which do not
match the 25 ns pattern of the main losses. The cross
talk loss is separated by three orders of magnitude from
the normal losses for this case.
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Steady-State Losses
Figure 7 shows a measurement of the steady-state
losses after the energy ramp to 4 TeV with 25ns bunchspacing. The time structure of the LHC beam is clearly
resolved: the 89.2 us turn period, the 3 us beam abort gap,
the first 12 bunches followed by the main bunch trains of
2 or 4 times 72 bunches, intercepted by the 1 µs LHC
injection gaps, and the 0.2 µs SPS injection gaps.

Figure 9: Losses during ramp.

Beam Abort Gap Cleaning
The Figure 10 shows unbunched losses due to the beam
abort gap cleaning followed by bunched losses from a
single nominal bunch, 12 nominal bunches and one batch
of 72 bunches. The bunched beam losses increase along
the 72-bunch batch due to electron-cloud build-up, which
is mainly affecting the later bunches in the batch.

Figure 7: Steady-state losses at top energy.

Injection Cleaning
Figure 8 shows measurements taken directly before the
injection of a new bunch train. The injection cleaning by
the transverse damper excites the (unbunched) beam in a
dedicated region with white-noise. This leads to
corresponding beam losses to depopulate this region prior
to the next injection. Figure 11 illustrates the (bunched)
losses from the circulating beam and the (unbunched)
losses due to the injection cleaning. The injection
cleaning starts 1us after the last circulating bunch.
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Figure 10: Unbunched beam losses due to beam abort gap
cleaning.
The electron-cloud effect is initiated by the proton
beam synchrotron light photons releasing electrons at
their impact on the vacuum chamber wall. These initial
electrons are accelerated in the electrical filed of the
proton beam releasing also electrons from the wall at
impact. An avalanche effect is occurring reaching a
density that the circulating protons are significantly
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scattered and measureable losses occur. Losses from the
beam abort gap cleaning are becoming higher towards the
righthand side (maximum at 19.7 us), which indicates that
the losses are due to particles with a negative momentum
deviation (dp/p < 0).

Single Bunch Instability
Figure 11 shows two single bunches becoming unstable
at the end of the squeeze (i.e. while reducing the
transverse beam size by strong focusing in the low-beta
insertions) at a beam energy of 4 TeV. The losses from
the unstable bunches are three orders of magnitude higher
than the steady-state losses.

Figure 12: The frequency spectrum of the four bunches.

This effect has been observed in several fills in 2012
and was reproducible. The reason is related to a reduction
of the beam-beam separation and a corresponding
crossing of an instable regime. The modelling of this
process is difficult, and all input from additional
diagnostics is very valuable.

TUNE MEASUREMENT
Bunch-by-bunch tune estimates have been derived from
beam loss measurements. The loss measurements were
made on Beam1 with a sampling frequency of 1 GS/s.
The data was taken during the EOF test of the beam-beam
MD on 13.12.2012, when Beam 2 was dumped first,
which led to a coherent oscillation of Beam1 due to the
sudden absence of the long-range Beam-Beam
deflections.
The acquired data allows the determination of the
fractional tune values for all circulating bunches at the
same time on a bunch-by-bunch basis.
The frequency resolution is limited by the length of the
buffer used. This may be significantly improved with a
new acquisition system after LS1, where a buffer size up
to 1 GS might be available. The used buffer length of 18
ms corresponds to about 200 LHC turns.
After a base-line correction, the measured turn-by-turn
beam losses for each bunch are converted to the
frequency spectrum via a FFT. Figure 12 shows a bunchby-bunch tune estimate for four bunches. The FFT
frequency resolution df/f depends on the length of the
buffer. The desired df/f = 10-4 requires 104 turns of the
11 kHz turn period to be recorded.

Beam Loss Detection

SUMMARY
The prototype readout systems ROSY AX106 was used
for beam loss measurements with the LHC diamond beam
loss monitors. The turn loss histogram with its 1.6 ns
binning showed a time resolution of 1.2 ns. The
measurements included steady-state losses, losses due to
injection and beam abort cleaning and inter-beam cross
talk. Loss-based bunch-by-bunch tune measurements
were shown to be feasible using the post-mortem
application. The tune resolution could be improved to
±7x10-4 by fitting a modified Lorentz-function. The
underlying FFT resolution is limited by the available
buffer length of presently 32 MS and could be
significantly improved with a larger buffer of 1 GS.
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Figure 11: Single-bunch instabilities.

The frequency spectrum of the four bunches shows a
tune of 0.3082, 0.3067, 0.3068 and 0.3066 with a
maximum error of ±7x10-4. The nominal tune values
according to the BBQ are 0.307 for the horizontal tune
and 0.320 for the vertical tune.
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BEAM LOSS MONITOR SYSTEM FOR THE LOW-ENERGY HEAVY-ION
FRIB ACCELERATOR
Z. Liu, T. Russo, R. Webber, Y. Yamazaki and Y. Zhang,
Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB), Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA
Abstract
Radiation transport simulations reveal shortcomings in
the use of ion chambers for the detection of beam losses
in low-energy, heavy-ion accelerators like FRIB.
Radiation cross-talk effects due to the specific FRIB
paper-clip geometry complicate locating specific points of
beam loss. We describe an economical and robust solution
that complements ionization chambers. A specifically
designed device, the halo monitor ring (HMR), is
implemented upstream of each cryomodule to detect
beam loss directly. Together with fast response neutron
scintillators, the new integrated BLM system satisfies
both machine protection and sensitivity requirements.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditional BLM system for proton accelerators mainly
consists of ionization chambers and scintillation detectors
such as neutron detectors. This combination is usually not
sufficient to protect low-energy high-power proton /
heavy ion machines due to: 1) low radiation level from
beam loss, 2) significant X-ray background near highgradient superconducting RF cavities, and 3) poor loss
localization with neutron detectors.
FRIB, as one of the many examples, faces even more
challenges on machine protection. It is designed to
accelerate all stable ions with beam power up to 400 kW
and energies from 0.2–1 GeV/u [1], with a three folded
superconducting driver linac as shown in Fig. 1. Such a
folded geometry brings additional difficulties with heavy
radiation projected from high energy segments [2].
Moreover, the limited design margin of FRIB cryogenic
heat load requires average beam loss lower than 1W/m,
which corresponds to a radiation level that is totally
overwhelmed by the SRF cavity X-ray background.

This paper presents a solution for this problem, which
replaces ion chambers at FRIB cold area with a
specifically designed device named “Halo Monitor Ring”,
and neutron detectors are planned as background
detectors to make BLM system a complete coverage for
the low energy part.

INEFFICIENT RADIATION DETECTORS
Figure 2 shows the gamma radiation at 30 cm away
from a cryomodule for different ion energies, in the form
of instantaneous dose (rad/hr) deposited in an ion
chamber there. The heaviest ion 238U and lightest 18O
are compared with a proton beam, each normalized to
1W/m. A pencil beam with 3mrad angle of divergence
was uniformly distributed along one linac segment (150
m); hence every macro-particle hits the beam pipe.

Figure 2: Instant gamma ray dose (rad/hr). Loss is
normalized to 150W/150m. Proton is listed as reference.

Figure 1: Schematic layout of FRIB driver linac. The specific energy for 238U is 0.5-17 MeV/u at LS1, 17 - 150
MeV/u at LS2, and 150 MeV -200 MeV/u at LS3.
186
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suffered by ion chambers and neutron detectors and, as
shown in Table 1, produces larger signals for both slow
and fast losses.
Table 1: Comparison of HMR and Ion Chamber Signals

Although highly sensitive ion chambers can have a
wide dynamic range from 10-6 to 10 rad/hr, Figure 2
indicates two major obstacles to the use of ion chambers
at FRIB:
1)
Losses in the high energy segment of the FRIB
linac would result in significant radiation at the low
energy segments. As the distances from LS3 to LS1 is ~ 4
m compared with 30cm ion chamber location, the 1/r
spatial dependence implies 1/13 of the LS3 loss appearing
as a radiation background at LS1. Considering the 238U
energy range in the three segments, the radiation crosstalk from LS3 can overshadow the whole of LS1 and first
half of LS2.
2)
The X-ray background from a superconducting
cavity has been measured to be 10 rem/hr at 1 m from the
β = 0.053 Half-Wave Resonator (HWR) in a Dewar test
[3]. Approximately 60% of this radiation will be
transmitted through a 0.75 inch steel vacuum vessel,
giving an X-ray background of ~6 rem/hr or 6 rad/hr
outside the cryomodule. Radiation from chronic low-level
beam loss is overwhelmed by the X-ray background.
According to Fig. 2, ion chambers for high beta
cryomodules might work with X-ray background
subtraction, but not for low beta cryomodules.
Figure 3 shows that secondary neutron fluxes, another
source of beam loss detection, are significant for heavy
ions. However, the neutron signal also experiences strong
radiation cross-talk and therefore only provide large-area
background information during normal operation.
These difficulty naturally encourage other methods to
to detect primary lost particles rather than radiation
detectors. Halo Monitor Ring (HMR), as one directly
measuring method, is specifically developed for lowenergy heavy-ion accelerators.

HALO MONITOR RING
The HMR is a fixed, circular, large aperture, niobium
collimator installed on the diagnostics box wall upstream
of each cryomodule. It intercepts charged particles outside
its aperture and outputs an electrical current signal. The
HMR avoids the strong radiation cross talk problems

Beam Loss Detection

Loss
Source
Location

Loss
Level
(W/m)

Slow
loss

LS1
LS2
LS3

Fast
loss

3rd =0.29
cavity b

1
1
1
~1300
(in
~15m)

Ion
Chamber
Signal
(pA)a
0.003
0.3
4.2
~7.0

HMR
signal
(nA) c
72
29
9
29×103

Table 1 compares the HMR to an ion chamber for
different loss modes and levels. For a 1W/m uniform loss,
a typical LS1 HMR (ID 22 mm, OD 50 mm) will
intercept at least 5W of beam halo, assuming 3 mrad halo
divergences (RMS divergence at LS1 is 1 mrad). The
HMR has obvious advantages for both loss modes,
especially in the low energy sections. Its signal is
significantly larger than that from an ion chamber and it is
insensitive to radiation cross talk.

Some Concerns about HMR
To consider the HMR a promising device for a
superconducting linac, we take FRIB as an example to
investigate some potential operational consequences, such
as sputtering, thermal damage, outgassing, electron cloud,
and secondary losses resulting from edge ionization.
Sputtering might cause damage to HMR itself as well
as contamination to the nearby cavity. It is a long-term
effect and only slow losses needs to be considered.
Assuming 5W beam halo intercepted as a tube volume
(ID 28mm, OD 30mm, L 5mm), the time to sputter all the
Nb atoms can be calculated as

t
where

N Nb
Y  N ion

(1)

N Nb is the number of Nb atoms in the small

tube volume, Y is the sputtering yield from SRIM [4]
code, and is the number of ion particles corresponding to
5W loss. According to Fig. 4, sputtering is not a
problem for the HMR itself.
Sputtering will contaminate a nearby cavity if the Nb
film accumulates to 40nm on the cavity wall, which is the
London penetration depth. As a first order estimation, we
assume the sputtered Nb atom scattering uniformly from
the center of HMR. Equation (2) gives the rate of
sputtered atoms attached to the entrance of cavity per
cm2, where the accumulation density should be the
largest.
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Figure 3: Neutron Flux (n/cm2/sec). Loss is normalized
to 150W/150m.
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N Y
N Y r
n  ion 2  sin( )  ion 2 
L
4L
4L

(2)

where L is the distance between HMR and nearest cavity
(~50 cm), r is half of the cavity aperture (~2cm), and θ is
the angle between sputtered atom and beam pipe. To
accumulate a 40nm layer, the equation predicts that it
takes at least ~2×108 hours (thousands of years) for 0.5
MeV/u 238U and even longer for higher energies.

Table 2: Secondary Loss Induced by HSR Edge
Ionization
HMR
Location

HMR
Edge
Thickness
(mm)

238

U
Energy
MeV/u

Particles
Grazing
Edge a
(W)

Scattering
after
Grazing
(W)

End of
LS1
Mid of
LS2
End of
LS2

5

17

0.10

9×10-4

15

100

0.14

0.07

30

150

0.15

0.09

SUMMARY

Figure 4: Estimation of damage time to HMR by slow
loss induced sputtering. Damage time (red circles) is
calculated by Equation (2) in unit of hours.
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Edge Ionization Estimation
Ions grazing the edge of HMR could generate
secondary loss due to ionization. This is discovered in
AGS which lead to a vacuum pipe crack [5]. To
investigate this potential hazard at FRIB, we use
GEANT4 and IMPACT to simulate secondary losses by a
HMR, especially for the continuous primary beam loss ≤
1W/m. As shown in Table 2, these secondary losses are
not significant. But the simulation reveals some hot spots
such as bending magnets, which encourage planning of
secondary collimators there.

188

We quantitatively presented the difficulties to use
customary ion chambers to detect beam losses at a lowenergy heavy-ion accelerator, while the special three
folded structure of FRIB leads to a strong radiation crosstalk effect that adds additional obstacles to use radiation
detectors. Hence we develop HMR upstream of each
cryomodule to detect beam losses directly. To complete
the detection coverage, twenty-four neutron detectors,
arranged uniformly in the accelerator enclosure, are
planned for measurement of radiation background.
Movable ion chambers will only be used in the high
energy sections of the machine and in areas that are
designed to experience high beam power deposition, such
as the stripping area and beam dumps.
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The Test Beam Line (TBL) of the CLIC Test Facility 3
(CTF3) aims to validate the drive beam deceleration concept of CLIC, in which the RF power requested to boost
particles to multi-TeV energies is obtained via deceleration of a high current and low energy drive beam (DB).
Despite a TBL beam energy (150-80 MeV) signiﬁcantly
lower than the minimum nominal energy of the CLIC DB
(250 MeV), the pulse time structure of the TBL provides
the opportunity to measure beam losses with CLIC-like DB
timing conditions. In this contribution, a simulation study
on the detection of beam losses along the TBL for the commissioning of the recently installed beam loss monitoring
system is presented. The most likely loss locations during stable beam conditions are studied by considering the
beam envelope deﬁned by the FODO lattice as well as the
emittance growth due to the deceleration process. Moreover, the optimization of potential detector locations is discussed. Several factors are considered, namely: the distance to the beam, the shielding provided by the different
elements of the line, the detector sensitivity and possible
saturation effects of both the radiation detectors and electronics.

losses can be measured with the BPMs, but subtle beam
losses during stable beam transport are not observed. This
problem is overcome with the installation of a beam loss
monitoring (BLM) system based on detection of secondary
showers [4], as particle detectors for BLM systems are chosen to have both high sensitivity and large dynamic range.
In this document, several factors affecting the estimation of
the BLM signals are studied.

Figure 1: View of a half FODO cell in the TBL.

INTRODUCTION
The Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) project [1] investigates the feasibility of a future electron-positron collider
optimized for a center of mass energy of 3 TeV. The required accelerating gradient (100 MV/m) is produced by a
novel two-beam acceleration method, in which a low energy (up to 2.4 GeV), high current (100 A) drive beam is
decelerated and the extracted power is transferred to a high
energy (up to 3 TeV), low current (1.2 A) main beam. The
CLIC Test Facility (CTF3) aims at demonstrating this novel
acceleration scheme. On the Test Beam Line (TBL) [2],
in particular, the power extraction and the stability of the
DB under the resulting deceleration is investigated. The
TBL comprises eight FODO cells. Each half cell features a
quadrupole, a Beam Position Monitor (BPM) and a Power
Extraction and Transfer Structure (PETS), seen from right
to left on Figure 1. The key nominal parameters of the
CTF3 TBL and the CLIC drive beam are displayed in Table 1. The 16 BPMs installed at the TBL [3] provide beam
current measurements along with the reconstruction of the
beam centroids. The sensitivity of the BPMs to measure
beam current is on the order of 0.5 A. Destructive beam
Beam Loss Detection

Table 1: Key Nominal Parameters of the TBL and CLIC
Drive Beam.
Parameter
TBL CLIC DB
NPETS
Current (A)
Pulse Length (ns)
Initial energy, Eini (MeV)
Final energy, Eend (MeV)
Norm. Emittance x,y (μ m rad)
Beam Pipe radius, r0 (mm)

16
28
140
150
80
150
11.5

1492
101
240
2400
240
150
11.5

BEAM LOSS ESTIMATION
In order to commission the BLM system on the TBL,
a general understanding of the beam losses is required. A
simple model that aims for a qualitative description is based
on the assumption of a two dimensional Gaussian beam.
The Gaussian means, μx,y , are obtained via linear interpolation of the beam centroids measured by the BPMs. The
189
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Figure 2: Energy, βx,y and beam envelopes vs s.
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The amount of beam loss is calculated as the Gaussian
integral outside of the radius deﬁned by the beam pipe:

PLOSS (s) =

φ=φe
φ=φi



∞

f (s, r, φ) · r · dr · dφ

(1)

r=r0

where f (s, r, φ) represents the Gaussian proﬁle and the
angular limits provide a way to estimate the direction of
the beam losses in the transverse plane. For the subsequent study, four azimuthal regions corresponding to
(φi , φe ) pairs of (−45o , 45o ) (right), (45o , 135o ) (top),
(135o , 225o ) (left) and (225o , 315o ) (bottom) are deﬁned.
Figure 3(a) presents the calculation of beam losses for a
centered beam. A periodic structure is observed with the
losses peaking at the quadrupole locations, where the beta
function is maximum. A minimum is observed equidistantly from the two nearest maxima, corresponding to a
longitudinal position 30 cm after the beginning of the next
PETS. Losses in the top and bottom regions are identical
and they follow the vertical beta function, while the same
is true for the left/right regions and the horizontal beta function. For the total beam loss, there is a variation from peak
to minimum that ranges from 11 orders of magnitude at the
ﬁrst quadrupole to 5 at the last one. Figure 3(b) presents
the same estimation for a beam heavily misaligned. The
periodic structure is still visible but strongly distorted by
the beam positions, which are presented in ﬁgure 3(c). The
peak to minimum variation ranges from 1 to 10 orders of
magnitude. Finally, Figure 3(d) compares the total fraction
of beam losses for a centered and misaligned beam. The
190

two largest peaks are observed at those positions where the
measured centroids are closer to the beam pipe, in the direction of maximum beta function. Note that the fraction of
beam lost is calculated with respect to a normalized Gaussian at each position s, i.e, beam losses happening upstream
of the considered point are not taken into account. This is a
good aproximation as measurements of beam current in the
TBL indicate that the total beam losses along the full line
are below the 1% level.

MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
A Monte Carlo model for beam losses in the TBL is discussed here, with a description of the geometry, a systematic analysis of particle shower composition and an estimation of BLM signals.

Geometry, Magnetic Field and Physics Settings
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estimation of σx,y is based on a MAD-X simulation [5].
The Twiss parameters measured on the diagnostic section
before the TBL are used to calculate a matching of the incoming beam to the FODO lattice [2]. The simulated beta
function is an
 input for the calculation of the beam size
as σx,y =
βx,y x,y /γβ. The relativistic factor γβ is
inferred from the expected initial and ﬁnal energies. The
energy deceleration is assumed equal in each PETS, linear
along its lenght and of value Δ = (Eini − Eend )/NP ET S .
Figure 2 presents the energy, beta function (βx,y ) and beam
envelope (3σ) along the line assuming a round beam with
nominal values for x,y , Eini , Eend and NP ET S . Towards
the end of the line, more than half of the beam pipe is expected do be ﬁlled.

A geometric model of the TBL was implemented in
FLUKA [6]. The main part features sixteen 1.4 m long
modules composed of a quadrupole, a BPM and a PETS.
The metallic support of the line is also implemented. The
recreations of the quadrupoles are built of an iron yoke and
pole and copper coils. The beam pipe is modelled as a
cylindrical tube of stainless steel, with an inner and outer
radius of 1.2 and 1.35 cm respectively. In the magnet areas, where the ﬁeld has an inﬂuence on the propagation
of the shower, a Poisson simulation ﬁeld map is provided.
The BPMs are 7 cm long cylinders with the inner radius deﬁned by the beam pipe and an outer radius of 2.5 cm. The
material composition is 50% copper and 50% iron. The
PETS were constructed as copper hollow cylindrical tubes
with inner and outer radii 13.5 and 48 mm respectively.
The PETS tank is deﬁned as a 3 mm thick iron cylindrical
tube with inner radius 12.5 cm. Note that no electromagnetic ﬁelds are present at the PETS in the simulation. The
production and transport thresholds for electrons, positrons
and gammas was set to 100 keV. Photo-nuclear and muonphoton interactions were also simulated.

Dedicated Simulations
A systematic analysis [7] was carried out to estimate the
energy deposition in the surroundings of the line and particle ﬂuences at four potential detector locations. To make
this study irrespective of the detector technology choice,
virtual detectors are deﬁned in the simulation as air ﬁlled
1 cm long cylinders with radius 2.5 cm and their axis parallel to the beam direction. Longitudinally, the detectors are
placed 1.3 cm downstream of each quadrupole. Horizontally they are situated at 10 cm from the beam pipe center
and vertically at 0, - 10, - 20 and - 30 cm. These detector locations (referred in the text as locations A, B, C and
D) were choosen where the TBL still has room available
for the installation of instrumentation. Various simulations
were analyzed in order to study the effect of the energy of
the primary particle, its incident angle on the beam pipe
and the location of the loss. For beam losses originating at
quadrupoles, roughly 80% of the energy was absorbed in
Beam Loss Detection
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(d) Comparison of beam loss for aligned/misaligned beam

the beam pipe, magnetic coils and yoke. The propagating
fraction of the shower outside of the quadrupole was composed of electrons (64%), photons (28%), positrons (3.1%)
and neutrons (4.9%). No signiﬁcant differences were found
for primary particles with energies ranging from 85 to
150 MeV. The incident angle of the particles on the beam
pipe was found to have a much stronger effect on the particle ﬂuences at potential detector locations. In the following, only electron ﬂuences are considered for two main reasons, namely: electrons account for the largest fraction of
the shower and the detectors installed on the TBL [4] are
mostly sensitive to electrons. Impact angles of 0, 1, 5 and
10 degrees were simulated to ﬁnd that the electron ﬂuences,
at location A, increase by up to a factor 2 from 0 to 10 degrees. This is due to the fact that the maximum energy density is more directed towards the detector location for the
case of a 10 degree angle. For horizontal losses generated
at the longitudinal center of the quadrupoles and pointing
towards the detector locations, the electron ﬂuences were
observed to decrease by up to a factor 20-30 when moving vertically from location A to location D. This indicates
that detectors located near the beam line may be suitable
for the detection of very subtle beam losses but saturation
effect will likely be observed for stronger losses. Moreover, four different loss scenarios were simulated to investigate their effect on the expected signals at detector locations, namely: point-like loss, distributed loss over the
focusing/defocussing plane and homogeneously distributed

Beam Loss Detection

losses around the circle of the beam pipe. Taking the pointlike loss as a reference, the electron ﬂuences at detector locations vary by 30-70% depending on the loss scenario. Finally, several other loss locations were investigated (losses
at BPMs and PETS) to ﬁnd that the expected detector signals are at least one order of magnitude lower than those
observed for losses generated at quadrupoles. For losses at
PETS, only when the loss location is towards the end of the
structure, immediately upstream of a quadrupole, do the
observed signals in downstream detector reach values on
the same order of magnitude. Considering also the drop on
beam losses when moving away from the local maxima, as
shown in ﬁgure 3(d), it is a good approximation to assume
that all the losses will be generated at the quadrupoles.

BLM Signal Estimation
The signal observed in a BLM depends on many factors:
detector type, detector location and loss scenario among
others. In this model, we simpliﬁed the BLM signal as:
SBLM =

4


ai × si

(2)

i=1

where ai represents the number of lost electrons and is estimated via equation (1) for s values corresponding to the
center of the quadrupoles. The sum runs over the four azimuthal regions deﬁned in the previous section. The value
of si is estimated via FLUKA as the electron ﬂuence ob191
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Figure 3: Beam loss fraction and beam position vs longitudinal coordinate.
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tained at detector locations for losses simulated longitudinally at the center of the quadrupole and transversaly distributed over the left, top, right and bottom of the beam
pipe circle. Two virtual detectors per quadrupole are deﬁned as air ﬁlled cylinders with centers in the transversal plane at (0, -5) cm and (10, -15) cm (locations E and
F). The obtained electron ﬂuences at detectors downstream
of a focussing and defocussing quadrupole are shown in
Table 2. The maximum (minimum) ﬂuence occurs for
particles lost in the bottom (top) azimuth region of the
beam pipe. For particles lost in left and right, similar ﬂuences are obtained in detector location E but the differences are more than a factor two for location F. Differences
on the order of 10% between detectors downstream of focussing/defocussing quadrupoles are attributed to the redistribution of the charged component of the shower due to
the magnetic ﬁeld. Note that the particle ﬂuences show a
reduction of more than a factor 300 from location E to F.
Moreover, a signiﬁcantly larger statistical error is observed
for the same amount of simulated events, as fewer particles
reach a detector farther away.

Table 2: Electron Fluences (cm−2 ) per Primary for
Detectors (Locations E and F) Downstream of a Focussing/Defocussing Quadrupole.
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Azi/loc

Focussing

Defocussing

Right E
Top E
Left E
Bottom E

(4.36 ± 0.18) · 10−3
(2.55 ± 0.08) · 10−3
(4.95 ± 0.12) · 10−3
(3.08 ± 0.03) · 10−2

(3.78 ± 0.18) · 10−3
(2.89 ± 0.12) · 10−3
(4.01 ± 0.12) · 10−3
(2.81 ± 0.03) · 10−2

Right F
Top F
Left F
Bottom F

(7.89 ± 3.04) · 10−5
(4.49 ± 2.46) · 10−5
(3.39 ± 1.03) · 10−5
(1.01 ± 0.26) · 10−4

(6.10 ± 1.92) · 10−5
(4.51 ± 1.55) · 10−5
(3.30 ± 1.45) · 10−5
(8.44 ± 2.65) · 10−5

The BLM signals estimated for a centered and a misaligned beam are shown in Figure 4. A 16 A beam with
a pulse length of 150 ns is assumed for subsequent comparison with data. For a centered beam, an increase is observed as the beam size grows along the line. The periodicity is attributed to two factors: the effect of the magnetic ﬁeld on the charged component of the shower and the
growth of the beam size in the other plane on consecutive
quadrupoles. For the misaligned beam the distance from
the beam centroid to the beam pipe dominates the observed
signals where the beam is both misaligned and defoccused
on the same plane. The simulation is compared with data
taken during May 15th. No detailed comparison can be
made, since position measurements were not stored for ofﬂine analysis. The data points show a ﬂat behaviour which
may indicate a larger contribution of a beam halo as well
as non Gaussian beam proﬁles as observed in the TBL after
full recombination.
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Figure 4: BLM signals for detector located at quadrupoles.

CONCLUSIONS
A Monte Carlo study of beam losses on the TBL has
been performed to help with the commissioning of the
BLM system. A simple model for the estimation of beam
losses has been produced and is based on the numerical
integration of gaussian beams. Following this approach,
the misalignment of the beam shows bigger impact than
the growth in its size throughout the TBL. Several Monte
Carlo simulations have been performed to study the effect
of detector location, impact angle, beam energy and loss
scenario on the energy depositions and particle ﬂuences at
detector locations. The uncertainties found range between
10% and 70%, the detector location and the impact angle
being the most relevant. Finally, the electron ﬂuences at
detector locations are used as an estimator for the BLM
signals. The fraction of losses and the electron ﬂuences expected at a detector for particles lost on a given azimuthal
region on the beam pipe are combined to produce a realistic estimation of the BLM signals. Despite the relatively
large differences of the expected BLM signals for the different azimuthal cases, the BLM signals are dominated by
the total fraction of beam loss irrespective of the direction
of the loss in the transverse plane.
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FIRST TRANSVERSE BEAM SIZE MEASUREMENTS USING
INTERFEROMETRY AT ALBA
U. Iriso, L. Torino, ALBA-CELLS, Cerdanyola, Spain
T. Mitsuhashi, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan

Double-slit interferometry using visible light has been
used for measuring the transverse beam size in diﬀerent
accelerators. The beam size is inferred from the analysis
of the spatial coherence of the synchrotron light produced
by a bending magnet. At ALBA, this technique has been
implemented with moderate success, mainly limited by the
present imperfections in the in-vacuum mirror that is used
to extract the light out of the vacuum chamber. In this paper, we report the results obtained with the current set-up,
and discuss possible improvements.

INTRODUCTION
Since the Storage Ring (SR) commissioning in 2011,
ALBA is measuring the electron transverse beam size with
the classical pinhole system using the x-ray part of the synchrotron radiation produced in dipole BM32 [1, 2]. In order to have further ways to measure the machine transverse
emittance, we decided to develop a double-slit interferometry system using the visible part of the synchrotron radiation, as already performed in other machines [3, 4, 5].
In this case, we use the visible light coming from the radiation produced by the bending dipole BM01 that is currently arriving at the diagnostics beamline Xanadu, and that
it is currently used to perform longitudinal studies using the
streak camera [6]. Using a light splitter, we direct part of
the light towards a double slit system to perform interferometer measurements. Since Xanadu was foreseen only
for longitudinal studies, we will see that certain limitations
arise when trying to measure the transverse beam sizes. Table 1 lists the main SR parameters and the theoretical beam
sizes for both BM01 and BM32.
Table 1: ALBA SR Parameters and Expected Beam Sizes
at Dipoles BM32 (Pinhole) and BM01 (Interferometry).
Parameter
BM01 BM32
hor beam size, σ x [um]
54.2
57.2
ver beam size, σy [um]
23.8
28.3
hor emit.,  x [nm-rad]
4.6
coupling, %
0.5
beam energy, E [GeV]
3.0
bending radius, ρ [m]
7.05

In this report, we describe the experimental set-up developed using the available instrumentation, show the first
Beam Profile Monitors

results obtained with it, and discuss the present limitations
and future outlook of this project.

INTERFEROMETER SET-UP
The measurement principle is explained in detail in
Refs. [3, 7]. In summary, it is based on the interferogram
produced by monochromatic and polarized synchrotron
light after passing through a double slit. When these two
beamlets are focused into a CCD camera, the electron beam
size can be inferred from the visibility of the interferogram,
which indicates the complex degree of spatial coherence of
the photons.
At the image plane, and considering that the two slits are
illuminated with the same intensity, the light distribution is:
I(x) = I0 sinc2

 2πw

 2πD

x + φ s 1 + V cos
x + φc , (1)
λd1
λd1

where λ is the light wavelength, w is the slit width, d1 is
the distance between the slits and the CCD, and D is the
separation between slits. φ s and φc are relative phases. The
visibility V is related to the complex degree of coherence,
and it is inferred as:
V=

Imax − Imin
,
Imax + Imin

(2)

where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum intensity at the interference fringe. For a point-like source,
V = 1, but an extended source smears out the interference
fringe. This allows the calculation of the beam size by:

1
λd0 1
ln( ) ,
(3)
σ=
πD 2
V
with d0 the distance between the source point and the double slit system.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experimental setup. The
synchrotron radiation is produced at dipole BM01, and the
crotch absorbers limit the angular apertures to ±1.85 mrad
(hor) and ±3.0 mrad (ver). Only the visible part is reflected
using the in-vacuum half mirror, whose vertical position
is remotely controlled. Even at its lowest vertical position
(0.85 mrad), the mirror does not interfere with the x-rays,
and it only reflects the visible light. The light travels then
in atmospheric pressure and is guided to the optical hutch
through a set of 6 conventional mirrors to the experimental
hutch.
The double slit system is placed at the optical table, at a
distance of 15 m from the source point (see Fig. 1). After
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passing through a monochromator and a polarizer that selects between the horizontal and vertical polarization, the
two light beamlets are focused onto the CCD camera using
a refractive lens. An image of the spot size arriving at the
optical table is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Layout of the interferometer setup. The radiation
produced at the dipole BM01 is directed towards the optical table using one in-vacuum mirror and 6 in-air mirrors
(plane and non-focusing). The distance from the source
point to the double slit system is 15 m.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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Wavefront Distortion
The synchrotron radiation interferometer is a wavefront
division-type two-beam interferometer of polarized and
(ideally) monochromatic light. For this reason, it is very
important to keep an homogenous wavefront along the
transport line. This includes the in-vacuum mirror, vacuum
window, in-air mirrors, and other optomechanical components present in the light path – see Fig. 1.
However, we found that the wavefront arriving at the
double slit system was not very homogenous, as shown in
Fig. 2. The presence of the vertical and horizontal dark
stripes indicate that the optical quality of the light path
is non-appropriate, in particular, that the light is being reflected by a mirror with a non-appropriate surface flatness.
Other eﬀects that contribute to this image deterioration are
the blackening and non-parallelism of the vacuum window,
and dust at the in-air optical mirrors. Since this beamline
was originally designed to measure the bunch length using a streak camera and not to implement interferometer
measurements, detail attention was not taken to these parameters.

This fact made very diﬃcult to focus the system onto the
CCD camera. The sequence shown in Fig. 3 describes the
eﬀect of trying to focus the image spot using a Hartmann
mask located at the double-slit system. By displacing the
focusing lens along the light path, we try to find the point
where all the spots from the Harmann mask converge into
one, but this could not clearly found. The best location is
shown in Fig. 3, (bottom-left), and even there the zoom of
the central region reveal the presence of 3 spots.
This points out that possible slope aberrations are present
in the in-vacuum mirror, which is an expected eﬀect after
two years of operation. This is further proven by the image
given by the Hartmann mask (see top-right plot at Fig. 3).
While typically the required mirror surface flatness is λ/8
(peak-to-valley, ptv), currently this is ∼ λ/2 (at best, according to the manufacturer of the in-vacuum mirror).
Presently, we are manufacturing a new mirror with a surface flatness of λ/10. This ptv value is also required for the
new vacuum window, from which we also require a parallelism below 5 arcsec. A more quantitative evaluation of
the in-vacuum mirror surface flatness using the Hartmann
mask could not be done at the time of this test, but it is
currently foreseen for the near future.

Figure 3: Focusing sequence of the Hartmann mask.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We perform transverse beam size interferometer measurements by carefully chosing the position of the slit with
respect to the light wavefront. In most cases, the position of
the two slit system sampling the light spot shown in Fig. 2
had an influence in the interferogram pattern and so the reproducibility was not straight forward. For this reason, we
show first the estimation of the experimental error and next,
we show the results in both horizontal and vertical plane for
diﬀerent slit separations.

Error Analysis

Figure 2: Picture of the light arriving at Xanadu optical
hutch after all the M6 mirror. The dimensions are approximately 50x30mm.
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The beam size error with respect to the visibility fringes
is analyzed in Refs. [7], showing that optimum visibility
values shall be around 0.5. Here, we further show the beam
size error with respect to CCD pixel intensity I, which is
obtained from error propagation of Eqs. 2 and 3:
dσ
2 dI
=
,
σ
Imax (1 − u) ln 1+u
1−u

(4)
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where u = Imin /Imax is the ratio between the minimum and
maximum of the interference fringe, and dI is the error of
the CCD pixel intensity. This plot is depicted in Fig. 4 for
a reasonable case where dI/Imax =1%. Our CCD camera
is a Basler Scout of 14 bits resolution. Figure 4 shows that
in order to have error bars below 10%, it is important to
avoid the regions where u → 1 (where Imin might be in
the order of the light background noise), and u → 0 (no
interference fringe). We can also see that optimum values
of the visibility are also around 0.5, while for V → 1 the
error bar increases significantly.
1
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Horizontal Plane
An example of the interferogram obtained with the current setup is shown in Fig. 5. In order to minimize the eﬀect
of the wavefront distortion, the image analysis is only performed inside the white rectangle (our Region Of Interest,
ROI). The horizontal projection of this ROI is depicted by
a white trace inside Fig. 5, from where we obtain the intensities Imax and Imin of the interference fringes. From them,
we compute V and thus the beam size σ x .
We repeat the measurement for diﬀerent slit separations.
For each slit, we perfom 10 measurements. The average
value for each slit are shown in Fig. 6: the solid line corresponds to the fit, which evaluates the degree of coherence
of the results. The discrepancies between the results and
the fit indicate that the degree of coherence of the wavefront is not very good, as shown in the previous section.
Nevertheless, the values listed in Tab. 2 are in very good
agreement with the expected values shown in Tab. 1 and the
emittance values provided by the pinhole measurements at
the same time.

Vertical Plane
Although in the vertical plane it was more diﬃcult to find
a region with an homogenous wavefront, the same scan was
carried out. An example for the case of a slit separation
D = 18 mm is shown in Fig. 7. As for the horizontal case,
the image analysis is performed for the ROI marked with a
white rectangle inside the image.
Figure 8 shows the visibility for the diﬀerent slit separation. However, if we repeat the procedure as in the case

data
fit

0.9

0

Figure 4: Visibility and beam size error wrt ratio between
max and min of interference fringe when dI/Imax = 1%.
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Figure 5: Example in the horizontal plane. The projection
shown inside the image corresponds only to the ROI.
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slit distance, m
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Figure 6: Horizontal visibility as a function of slit separation.
of the horizontal plane, in this case we found a vertical
beam size σy = 32μm±15% (see Tab. 2), which is larger
and not consistent with the theoretical values in Table 1.
This is because the intensity arriving at each slit is not the
same, and so we try to correct for this eﬀect. This is similar
to the procedure shown in [5], but in this case, the imbalance between slit 1 and 2 is not produced in purpose and
in a controlled way, but produced by default due to the unhomogenous wavefront. Therefore, the visibility in Eq. 1
needs to consider the imbalance factor:
√
I1 I2
,
(5)
ν=2
I1 + I2
where I1 and I2 are the light intensities illuminating slit 1
and 2, respectively. These are evaluated by completely covering one or the other and take the image provided by a each
single separated slit.
Table 2 shows the results in all cases. Note that after
correcting for the imbalance factor, still the vertical case
shows a significant discrepancy with respect to the theoretical case, and only a good agreement is shown for the
case D=18.0 mm (corresponding to the smallest visibility,
and so the smallest error bar). Figure 8 shows the eﬀect of
correcting the eﬀect of the imbalance factor. In this case,
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the vertical beam size obtained by averaging all values is
σy = 29 μm ±20%. The reason for the large fit error bar
stems in the large values of the visibility, as shown in Fig. 4.
In order to decrease V and so decrease the measurement
error bar, larger slit separations are needed. But we are
presently limited by the surface light footprint. For this
reason, the new in-vacuum mirror is being designed with
a larger reflecting surface, which will allow the use of slits
with larger separation D.

Figure 7: Example in the vertical plane. The projection
shown inside the image corresponds only to the ROI (white
rectangle inside the picture).

We thank J. Ferrer by help on the slit preparation, G.
Benedetti for the calculations with MML, and both CELLS
and KEK to easily allow the collaboration between both
labs.
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The results summary are listed in Tab. 2, for both horizontal and vertical cases, and in the latter case, it also includes the imbalance factor and the corrected σy . While
in the horizontal case the results are not far from the expected values, in the vertical plane the results needed careful treatment due to the “default” in-balance eﬀect. This
is explained by the largest V values in the vertical plane
(around 0.9), while for the horizontal case this value goes
down to around 0.6. In all cases, the optimum results were
only obtained after scanning the double slit system along
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the light wavefront and often the reproducibility was not
straightforward.
Although the results are not far from the theoretical values (especially for the horizontal case), the system is still
not ready to be used as a tool from on-line beam size monitoring. For this reason, several upgrades are foreseen. We
are in the process of exchanging the in-vacuum mirror from
a new one having a better ptv surface flatness (to keep the
wavefront homogenous) and a larger reflecting surface in
order to obtain lower visibility values, which have been especially a limiting factor in the vertical plane. Not only the
in-vacuum mirror, due care will be taken to make sure that
the rest of the components along the optical path do not deteriorate the light wavefront (vacuum window parallelism
and surface flatness, optical mirrors, etc).
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The C-ADS project [1] is a strategic plan to solve the
nuclear waste problem and the resource problem for
nuclear power plants in China. The layout of C-ADS
project is shown in Fig. 1. The first phase itself will be
executed progressively in several steps, with the first step
to build two 5-MeV test stands of different front-end
designs. Therefore, two different approaches of injector
will be developed in parallel by two different teams, with
IHEP (Institute of High Energy Physics) for Injector I and
IMP for Injector II. The beam diagnostics system is
essential for the beam commissioning and the machine
operation. The detectors located at the MEBT (Medium
Energy Beam Transfer) of Injector II are illustrated in Fig.
2 [1]. It consists of beam position monitors (BPM),
ICT/FCTs (Integrated Current Transformer/ Fast Current
Transformer), wire scanners and so on. In this paper, the
mechanical design and control system of this wire scanner
system in this beam line is introduced.

Figure 2: beam diagnostic devices which located at the
MEBT.

WIRE SCANNER SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Wire scanners are diagnostic devices to measure the
transverse beam profile [2] [3]. The C-ADS project wire
scanner beam profile monitors provide accurate beam size
measurement. Furthermore, Profile measurements can
also be used to indirectly determine the beam emittance of
a matched beam in a periodic focusing lattice [4]. There
are two types of wire scanners used in the C-ADS project,
Fig. 3 shows the wire scanner mechanical design with two
beam halo scrapers, which was tested in the 320KV beam
line. The other wire scanner only has one wire but without
halo scrappers, such kind wire scanner is mostly used to
measure the beam emittance accompanying with the slit.
By moving the slit actuator and the wire scanner actuator
co-ordinately, the slit position, wire scanner position and
the wire signal information can be recorded. Accordingly
beam emittance is calculated by using the normal formula
[5][6].
The system controller and DAQ are based on National
Instrument’s CompactRIO which contain servo motor to
be as the wire scanner’s actuator .

Figure 1: The layout of C-ADS project.
____________________________________________
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Figure 3: Scheme of slit-grid system.
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In order to measure the beam profile in the 5 MeV test
CW linac of C-ADS (China Accelerator Driver System)
project, a wire scanner system was designed and tested at
Institute of Modern Physics (IMP). In this paper, the
mechanical design and control system of this wire scanner
system are introduced. A real-time, closed loop control
system is being developed and tested for more repeatable
and accurate positioning of beam sense wires. All of the
electronic and computational duties are handled in one
National Instruments compact reconfigurable input/output
(cRIO) real-time chassis with a Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). This control system was tested at IMP 320
kV beam line and works well.
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CONTROL SYSTEM AND DAQ
The Wire Scanner Control System Architecture
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The wire scanner control system architecture used NI
cRIO device is showed in Fig. 4. It is mainly composed of
motion control and data acquisition parts. The NI cRIO
analog and digital cards installed in the NI 9116 chassis
which is controlled by the NI 9024 core controller is used
to accomplish these two functions . The NI 9516 card
installed in the chassis is a motion controller. The NI
9223 card is a 4-Channel, 1 MS/s, 16-Bit Simultaneous
Analog Input Module which is used to acquire the wire
signal ,beam halo scrapers and potentiometer value.
Meanwhile, a NI card 9403 is used to change the
electronic range accompanying the beam current [7].
During the measurement, the procedure is as followed:
1)The PC host send the motion control commands
published in the NI network shared variables(NSVs)
mode to NI 9024 and then received by NI 9516, 2) The
9516 controls the actuator mounted on the wire scanner to
move ,3)meanwhile, the NI 9223 acquire the wire signal
while the actuator is moving,4) Save the acquired raw
wire signal data and process the data,5) publish the test
results in the NSVs mode which can be accessed in the
whole network.

Figure 4: Wire scanner control system

Motion Control
For the motion control, the servo motor is selected. The
reasons why the servo motor is choose but not stepper
motor are as followed [8]: 1) The servo motor has a
closed-loop feedback, 2) The radiation is very high in this
project, the mass heat is one of the main factors that
causes the wire failure, the servo motor can run fast
enough without leaking set points, and 3 ˅ The servo
motor can keep the high power while moving fast.
Furthermore, because every closed servo system normally
requires at least one feedback device for sending actual
values from the motor to the driveˈdepending on the
type of feedback device used, information will be fed
back to the drive using digital or analog means. The
Resolver feedback type is chosen on account of high
radiation in this project.
NI 9516 module was used as the motion control module
which supports two encoder channels that allow for dualloop feedback and enhances system stability and precision
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and provides backlash compensation [7]. The state
machine framework is introduced to control the wire
scanner’s motion which has better expansibility.
Meanwhile, the whole control system is based on the
producer-consumer (data) design mode. The operator
sends the control commands in the network shared
variables mode from the host PC interface to RT. The
motion state machine flow chart is showed in Fig. 5.
NO

Init˛

Exit

YES
Power Down Disable
Idle state
Motor Disable
Scan All Motor Status
Enable
Power On
Motor Enable

Stop Motor
YES

Start Move

Wait State
Move Complete?

Work State
Motor Run

NO

Figure 5: Motion state machine flow chart.

Data Processing and Storage
For this application, the wire scanner sensors the beam
current by secondary electrons emission, and the beam
current information will be converted into voltage by the
front-end electronics. For each channel of the front-end
electronics, there are three ranges to fit for the beam
current range, the low current range passing through the
electronics is from 1nA to 100nA, the middle current
range is from 100nA to 10uA, the high current range is
from 10uA to 1mA. During the experiment, the front-end
electronics is set in the high current range in order to
protect the electronics; next a proper current range is set
according to the beam type and its energy. Above all, the
linear relationship between the input current and the
output voltage should be calibrated for the front-end
electronics.
Data acquisition is done on FPGA, and the DMA FIFO
(Direct Memory Access First In First out) is used to
transfer the data to RT. The data is averaged firstly and
then transferred to host PC and monitored in the central
control room. Meanwhile, the raw data is saved into the
RT controller’s memory which will be acquired by FTP
alternately by the users.

CONCLUSIONS
The software of motion and data acquisition control
system for the wire scanner system works well in 320KV
beam line, and this control system will be used for the
other wire scanners. The wire scanner has been mounted
in the moveable test bench for the ADS project. More
detailed data analysis will be done for the next work.
Furthermore, the noise depresses from the field
environment, electronics, bias voltage must be processed
for the beam profile calculation, and the electronics
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performance characters must be taken into consideration
for the control system.
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Gas targets are important for a number of acceleratorbased applications; in particular as cold targets for
collision experiments and beam diagnostics purposes
where gas jets have been successfully used as least
intrusive beam profile monitors, however, detailed
information about the gas jet is important for its
optimization and the quality of the beam profile that can
be measured with it. A laser velocimeter shall be used for
an in-detail characterization of atomic and molecular gas
jets and allows investigations into the jet dynamics.
Existing methods are currently not efficient enough, hard
to build, and rather expensive. A laser velocimeter based
on the self-mixing technique can provide unambiguous
measurements from a single interferometric channel,
realizable in a compact experimental setup that can be
installed even in radiation-exposed environments. In this
contribution, an introduction to the underlying theory of
self-mixing is given, before the design and functioning
principle of the velocimeter is described in detail. Finally,
preliminary experimental results with different solid
targets are presented and an outlook on measurements
with fluid and gaseous targets is given.

INTRODUCTION
Given the critical importance of supersonic flows in
aerodynamics and turbo machinery, many measuring
techniques have been proposed to fully characterize them,
ranging from mechanical, to acoustic, to optical ones.
Moreover, such flows are also exploited for advanced
instrumentation to monitor the properties of charged
particle beams. For example, a curtain-shaped beam
profile monitor has been developed recently as a least
destructive monitor for various types of particle beams
[1]. This monitor is based on a neutral gas jet which is
shaped into a thin curtain. The ionization of this jet by a
crossed charged particle beam can then be used for
imaging the 2-dimensional beam profile in the case of
high and ultra-high pressure vacuum machines [2]. For
such a beam profile monitor, it would be highly desirable
to have a compact sensor able to record its velocity and
density profile in order to understand the jet dynamics in
detail. It should be possible to integrate such monitor in a
simple way in an existed set-up to provide accurate
information about the velocity and density of the gas jet.
The sensor would ideally consist of comparably cheap
components.
___________________________________________
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There are also other beam profile monitors [3] that are
based on a similar principle, and that have demonstrated
their capability of monitoring charged particle beams. In
order to be able to take a decision about a specific
technique to monitor such jets, it is important to
understand the underlying measurement principle in
detail, its limitations such as maximum velocities and
densities that can be covered, as well as circumstances
where it can be used. Furthermore, one also needs to find
a compromise between the required monitor parameters
and the cost of the set-up.
For supersonic flows, mechanical techniques, such as
Constant Temperature Anemometry (CTA) and Hot-wire
Anemometry (HWA) [4], call for a solid object to be
inserted in the flow and result in major perturbation of the
investigated system. Acoustic techniques provide only
limited information on the flow, jeopardized by both the
low resolution and the small number of observable
phenomena. This leaves optical techniques as the only
real alternative. Within the field of optical techniques,
there is a broad spectrum of different methods. The most
important one are several types of particle seeding
velocimetry methods [5], spectrally resolved Rayleigh
scattering [6], laser Doppler velocimetry, and various
interferometry techniques [7]. It is worth to consider all of
them; however most of them require powerful laser
systems or very precise and rather expensive components
for set-ups. An alternative is a compact and low cost laser
velocimeter which is the subject of this paper.

LASER SELF-MIXING VELOCIMETRY
The gas jet of a beam profile monitor as described in
the previous section consists of neutral molecules, such as
argon (Ar), molecular nitrogen (N2), or Helium (He). All
molecules move roughly in the same direction with a
velocity between 1,000-2,000 m/s. The range of velocities
depends on the use of the gas jet, in particular the inlet
gas pressure and pressure differential in the system. The
velocimeter should measure in this entire range and down
to 10 times lower velocities in order to obtain its full
velocity profile.
The jet itself will have a diameter of 1-20 mm. Its
density depends on the pressure in the chamber, which
can vary from 10-6 mbar to 10-11 mbar. The expected
range of the gas-jet density is 109–1012 particles/cm3. The
velocity will not be constant in all points of the jet, but
will be roughly constant in its core. One of the tasks of
the monitor is to measure this velocity distribution.
The idea of measuring density and velocity
simultaneously comes from the fact that the density can
be found in the amplitude of the SM signal. The latter
depends on the quantity of radiation backscattered from
the target and will increase with increasing density. The
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Self-Mixing Theory
Laser self-mixing is used to characterize some
properties of a moving object by using both, laser light
and the cavity where the laser originates from. It is based
on
the
following
principle:
laser
light
is
scattered/reflected from a moving target, and returned
into the laser cavity. The laser plays the rule of a coherent
heterodyne receiver and at the same time the amplifier of
the signal. The initial radiation interacts with the scattered
or reflected radiation and produces a signal in both, the
power and frequency spectrum of the laser. It is a system
without a complex optical system, based on an inexpensive and compact diode laser, which can be easily
installed and used to provide central information about
the target, such as velocity, distances of movement and
property of the surface (for solid target), density and
property of scattered molecules (for liquids and/or gases).
The self-mixing system can be described as if the
scattered target was an additional mirror, and the whole
system was a laser with an external cavity with length L,
which depends on the velocity of the target as it shown in
Fig.1. From a theoretical perspective, SM can be
described either by solving a set of equations for the
electric field and carrier density of laser diode (LD) with
additional terms responsible for the effect of the feedback
from the target [8] or by assigning a reflection coefficient
to the target and calculating the reflectivity of the laser
mirrors and then using it as a reflectivity index in steady
solution for initial LD description. The result of both
descriptions is the same and the resulting power can be
described as
P  P0 (1  mF ( wt )) ,

(1)

where t =2 L/c is the external time of flight, w is the
frequency after feedback, P0 and P are the optical power
without and with feedback, respectively, and m is a
modulation parameter. Depending on the feedback and
distance to the scattering target, there are different types
of signals. The modulation function depends on the
reflecting property of the target (which varies the amount
of feedback) and on the distance to the target. This
parameter provides information about the surface
properties for solid targets and density for fluids.
The velocity can be directly calculated from (1) by
differentiating the signal. The velocity signal can be
considered as the result of mixing the lasing field within
the LD cavity and the Doppler-shifted backscattered light.
If the target has the constant velocity V, then the Doppler
shift of the periodic optical power fluctuation is equal to
f 2

(V , n)



,

(2)

where n is the unit vector in the direction in which the
harmonic wave of light moves, and λ is the wavelength of
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the laser light. However, as soon as the target surface
shows a non-uniform surface, the speckle effect will
occur. For instance, assuming that the incident light has a
0.65 m wavelength, and the roughness of white paper is
of the order of 1 m, the coherence length of the reflected
signal decreases, and speckle effects will create additional
noise in the signal. When a spectrum is then calculated by
fast Fourier transformation (FFT) additional algorithms
need to be used to suppress speckles and other noise.

Figure 1: Illustration of the SM system with an external
mirror as a target.

Self-Mixing Velocimeter Design
SM technique can be used with any kind of laser as
long as the properties of the laser are correctly taken into
account in the equations for the electric field and carrier
density. In the case of a supersonic gas jet, LD is going to
be used. Such system can be compact, easily integrated
into an existing set-up and is very cheap. In addition, SM
does not need any additional complex optics components.
The full velocimeter consists of LD, photodiode (PD)
for the monitoring of the signal, a signal amplifier, and
some optical components for light collection in case of
low levels of scattered light.
In the actual set-up, there will be distance between the
gas-jet and the LD of about 10-20 cm. According to (2)
the angle between the laser axis and the gas-jet axis
should be non-zero to get a signal with Doppler shift.
Moreover, depending on the angle, different Doppler
shifts and hence precisions can be achieved in the
experiment. It is important to investigate into these
parameters and to find the optimum combination of them.
For this aim, experiments with solid targets were
performed with results presented in the next section.
Preliminary calculations based on the expected properties
of the gas jet showed that the amount of scattered light
from the jet might not be intense enough to receive a good
SM signal. If this was the case, the set-up could be
changed for the purpose of jet characterization by adding
seeders to the jet in order to increase the amount of
scattered light. However, the principal design of the
velocimeter-monitor would stay the same.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SOLID TARGETS
In order to test the SM method, experimental work was
divided into several steps, including studies into different
target objects. The first part of the experiments is to study
the different regimes, which can be realized with the SM
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velocity can be measured in parallel by observing the
change in frequency.
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technique, and to change the distance between laser and
target. The different regimes depend on the amount of
light and hence directly pave the way to experiments with
a gaseous target where a very weak feedback is expected.
In all measurements, an LD operating at 650 nm, type
L650P007 was used, driven by a constant current. The
signal is received from a build-in PD and amplified before
signal processing. A lens is used for focusing the light
onto the target, which was either highly reflective (mirror)
or diffusive (white paper, or any other rough surface).
Two scenarios were considered for the experiment:
First, the target moves in the direction of the laser axis,
i.e. the distance is not fixed, and second, there is a fixed
distance between laser and target. These initial
experiments are important for adjusting the system and
optimizing the signal. The main steps of the optimization
process are noise reduction, focusing/defocusing
properties of the laser light, distance, etc. The second
scenario with a fixed distance is very close to the
experiment with a gaseous target, and it is important for
finding the correct position of all components of the
system. If the target moves with a fixed and well-known
velocity it can be used as for checking and calibrating the
velocimeter.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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Target with High Reflectivity (Mirror)
In first experiments the main goal was to investigate
ways to receive the right type of signal and how to
improve its quality and amplitude. It was found that in
order to receive a proper signal, many different things
need to be optimized, such as distance to the target, noise
in the diode, noise in the amplifier, and optimized
collimation. In the regime of weak feedback a neat phase
transition and a linear decay following it should be
achieved. As a result, the measured SM signal became
close to the theoretically expected one, see Fig. 2a.
The next part of the study was to derive the velocity of a
movable stage from SM measurements. The linear
transformation stage M-403.xVP driven by DC Motor
Controller C-863 is supposed to move with rather precise
and constant velocities, which can be controlled remotely.
Velocities can be modified between 0-10 mm/s with a
movement range between (0-100) mm. The distance
between the LD and the mirror was varied between 10 cm
and 50 cm. In each case, different velocities were
considered. For the calculation of the velocity, a signal
processing software was written which allows to calculate
the velocity of the signal with an accuracy that mainly
depends on noises and system instabilities. The signal
beats on the Doppler shift frequency which is
proportional to the velocity according to (2). The program
for calculating the spectrum was based on FFT with
different windows, and fitting the peaks afterwards
together with calculating the velocity.
Typical results are shown in Table 1 for the mirror as
target. The reflectivity of the mirror is 95 % at a
wavelength of 650 nm. It can be seen that the accuracy is
increasing with distance between target and LD. This is
due to a reduction in the feedback strength and shows
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where the SM signal has the best operation regime. In our
measurements, we found that velocities can be detected
with accuracies of better than 1.5%.
Table 1: Main Results of the Experiments with a Mirror as
Target; 95% Reflectivity at 650 nm.
Distance between the
target and LD, cm

Defined velocity,
mm/s

Accuracy, %

20

5

1.1

30

5

0.7

40

5

0.9

50

5

0.5

20

10

1.0

30

10

0.5

40

10

0.8

50

10

1.4

Target with Diffusive Reflectivity (White Paper)
After having received good results with the mirror
target, the same experiments were done with white paper.
White paper is a target which scatters the light strongly.
In this case, alignment is not the most critical point. The
amount of light which goes back into the laser cavity
depends on how much the light will be focused/defocused
on the target. The stronger the light is focused on the
target, the better the results.
One example of a signal from white paper is shown in
Fig. 2b. In a first step the experiments were done in an
identical configuration as with the mirror. The accuracy
of the velocity measurement in this case was better than
1.5%. Typical results with white paper as target are
shown in Table 2. The accuracy of the result is much
better when the target is closer to the LD as more light is
reflected back into it. The reflectivity of white paper is
60% for 650 nm.
As a next step, measurements were carried out so that
the normal vector of the white paper surface had non-zero
angle. In this case, the reflectivity of white paper does not
influence the amount of feedback from the target.
However, the character of the signal has not changed, and
the results of the measurement were the same. This is due
to the scattering phase function of white paper which is
proportional to the cosine of the angle and has a forward
character.
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Signal Function

4

In order to study the limits of the system in terms of
velocities, experiments with a rotating disc are going to
be carried out, where the angle of incidence and the
velocity of the target for fixed distances between LD and
target can be studied.
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Figure 2: Example of the signal received from SM (a)
with a mirror as target (b) with white paper as target.
Table 2: Main Results of the Experiments White Paper as
a Target (60% Reflectance for 650 nm).
Distance between the
target and LD, cm

Defined velocity,
mm/s

Accuracy, %

10

5

0.9

20

5

0.8

25

5

1.3

30

5

1.4

10

10

0.3

20

10

0.5

25

10

1.2

30

10

1.4

OUTLOOK
In the case of a supersonic gas jet, various challenges
still need to be addressed, such as the geometry of the
velocimeter, the possibility of detecting an object with a
very high intrinsic velocity, and a low level of scattered
light. A gaseous target will scatter the light in a different
way than a solid target. It is thus important to carry out
experiments with a target of similar nature to identify the
best geometry configuration, to try different types of
seeders in case of low levels of scattered light, and to
check possible limits of such system. The high velocities
of the supersonic jet produce additional phenomena inside
the gas jet which should be considered beforehand as
well. Such experiments are planned to be performed with
both, fluid and gaseous targets. Moreover, the envisaged
density profile measurements can only be done with
gaseous and liquid targets.

Beam Profile Monitors

First results from investigations into a velocimetry
based on laser self-mixing for the characterization of
supersonic gas jets as used in advanced beam profile
monitors were presented. The preliminary design of such
monitor based on a LD and the SM technique shows good
potential for a compact and cost efficient experimental
setup. This shall be used for an accurate characterization
of the gas jet, probing simultaneously its density and
velocity. Laboratory experiments with different solid
targets with varying reflectivity showed the possibility to
measure velocities with better than 2% accuracy.
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Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) is emitted when a
charged particle crosses the interface between two media
with different dielectric properties. It has become a
standard tool for beam imaging and transverse beam size
measurements. At the KEK Accelerator Test Facility 2
(ATF2), OTR is used at the beginning of the final focus
system to measure micrometre beam size using the
visibility of the OTR Point Spread Function (PSF). In
order to study in detail the PSF and improve the
resolution of the monitor, a novel simulation tool has been
developed. Based on the physical optic propagation mode
of ZEMAX, the propagation of the OTR electric field can
be simulated very precisely up to the image plane, taking
into account aberrations and diffraction. This contribution
presents the comparison between Zemax simulations and
measurements performed at ATF2.

INTRODUCTION
Beam imaging systems very often require a number of
optical elements to transport the emitted radiation to the
light detection system or camera. Different optical errors
are introduced by any such elements, which can all cause
a degradation of the final resolution and thus the accuracy
of the beam measurement. The resolution of an optical
system is normally defined as the root-mean-square size
of the PSF, defined as the image of the field generated by
a single particle, which is the response of the instrument
to an elementary source. Therefore, the PSF contains
information about both, the actual source distribution at
the target surface and imperfections of the optical system.
An optimised imaging system would provide a resolution
limited by diffraction only.
The resolution of transition radiation imaging systems
has been extensively studied for high resolution
monitoring using diffraction laws [1-3]. However, the
most advanced analytical calculations developed to study
the PSF propagate the spatial distribution of radiation
sources for a single particle or for a perfect Gaussian
beam through ideal lenses up to the image plane. Main
sources of errors are not correctly taken into account in
these models and the PSF can thus not be calculated
precisely this way. The first experimental investigations
___________________________________________
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of the OTR PSF have been carried at the KEK-ATF2
facility using extremely low emittance electron beams [4]
[5]. In the initial set-up chromatical and spherical
aberrations were observed and limited the resolution of
the beam size monitors. A new software tool is being
currently developed that shall allow for a realistic
simulation of the OTR PSF. In this paper, we present the
result of simulation tool and their application to the
optimisation of the high resolution OTR imaging system
under development at ATF2.

SIMULATION TOOL
Design Specifications
One of most important parameter in simulating the PSF
of an OTR imaging system resides in the exact
description of the source, i.e. OTR field emitted by a
single particle. The large tails of an OTR transverse
distribution give a significant contribution to the PSF
when propagating through a narrow aperture due to
diffraction and aberrations [6], and they have thus to be
simulated very accurately. When simulating radiation
from relativistic particles, the optical elements are located
in most cases at distances from the source that are small
enough so that near field conditions must be considered
[7] [8]. Finally, the simulation tool must be able to
reproduce errors given by misalignments or depth of field
(from e. g. a 45° OTR screen), which will quantify the
required optical and mechanical tolerances when
designing and installing the optical system.

Simulation of the OTR PSF using Zemax
Zemaxis a widely used optical and illumination design
software which can perform standard sequential ray
tracing through optical elements, non-sequential ray
tracing for analysis of stray light, and physical optics
propagation (POP) [9]. While the ray-tracing tool is
commonly used to calculate the aberrations of a given
optical system, it fails to provide accurate predictions for
collimated beams or when the light propagation length is
long compared to the dimensions of the optical system.
This unfortunately corresponds to experimental
conditions commonly reached in high-energy beam
imaging system. Alternatively, POP propagates, using
diffraction laws, the wavefront of any light source
through arbitrary optical lines, taken into account all
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[

(

)

]

with Z  x 2  y 2 , x = ρ cos(φ) and y = ρ sin(φ) are two
orthogonal coordinates of the target measured from the
point of electron incidence, ρ and φ are the polar
coordinates, γ is the charged particle Lorentz factor, is
the radiation wavelength, K1 is the first order modified
Bessel function, J0 is the zero order Bessel function.
A comparison between analytical calculations and
Zemax simulations of optical transition and diffraction in
free space propagation is presented here [11]. In the case
discussed in this paper, the OTR field is propagating
through an imaging system that includes the viewport,
mirrors and lenses. With an extremely small vertical beam
emittance, the typical beam size in ATF2 has a flat shape
with much larger horizontal beam size and the vertical
beam size reaches dimensions of the order of few
microns. The only way to measure such small size using
OTR is to measure the visibility of the PSF of vertically
polarised OTR photons [4]. Experimentally a polariser is
used to select the photons accordingly whereas in
simulations only the vertically polarised photons are taken
into account.

effects and to measure how the PSF changes for different
wavelengths. A remotely controlled iris has also been
inserted one centimetre upstream of the lens to study
spherical aberration and diffraction effects.
Each lens has been tested with similar beam conditions
(beam charge and energy) and using a test procedure
described as follows:
- Adjusting the longitudinal position of the lens to
find the best focus
- Rotating the polarizer to select only vertically
polarized photons
- Adjusting the vertical height of the lens to minimise
misalignment
- Adjusting the quadrupole strength to get the smallest
beam size
- Changing the iris diameter to minimise the PSF

Best Focus
In order to find the best focus on the camera, the lens is
moved longitudinally by step of 100 m thanks to a
stepping motor. Experimentally, the best focus is found
when the distance between the two peaks of the main
lobes is minimised. The distances between the OTR target
and the lens and between the lens and the CCD camera
can only be measured within few mm accuracy. Thus the
longitudinal position of the lens in simulations is moved
around the paraxial focal distance of the lens (herein
referred as “paraxial focus”) in order to find a
magnification (distance between the two peaks) similar to
what is measured experimentally at best focus.

EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION
KEK-ATF is a 1.28GeV damping ring which produces
an extremely low emittance beam. The particles are then
extracted from the ring and sent though a transfer line
built to study the final focussing scheme of future linear
colliders. The OTR system at ATF2 has been integrated
into the laser wire system and a complete description of
the system can be found in [12]. The imaging system has
been recently modified to minimise the PSF size by
reducing geometrical and chromatic aberrations. The
optic is still based on single-lens, which has been
mounted on a motorised XY translation stage to be able to
carefully adjust its transverse position. From simulations,
the diameter of the lenses, initially 50.8mm, has been
decreased down to 30mm to minimise aberrations without
adding diffraction.
We experimentally compared the images generated by
two types of lenses, one 100mm focal length planoconvex lens (SLB-30-100-PY2 from Sigma-Koki) similar
to the lens used in the previous experiment and one
120mm focal length achromat doublet lens (DLB-30-120PM from Sigma-Koki). A large magnification was chosen
for both lenses (respectively M=9.13 and M=7.39). A set
of optical filters was used (500nm with 25nm and 40nm
bandwidth, 550nm with 25nm and 40nm bandwidth and
600nm with 40nm bandwidth) in order to study chromatic
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Figure 1μ PSF images obtained with SLB-30-100-PY2
(left) and with DLB-30-120-PM (right).
Figure 1 shows the images of the PSF measured at best
focus for the plano-convex and the achromat doublet
lenses respectively on the left and the right sides. Figures
2 and 3 show the vertical projections for both lenses
(normalized by the magnification) measured at the best
focus together with the corresponding simulations at the
best and paraxial focus. With the achromat doublet lens,
the best focus is found with the lens shifted by 150 m
closer to the source with respect to the paraxial focus
(calculated for the measured magnification of 7.39),
which corresponds to a simulated magnification of 7.45.
The distance between peaks decreases by 35% (from 10.9
m to 7.1 m). With the plano-convex lens, the best focus
is found with the lens shifted by 200 m closer to the
source from the paraxial focus (calculated for the
measured magnification of 9.13), which corresponds to a
simulated magnification of 9.30. The distance between
peaks decreases by 28% (from 15.1 m to 10.8 m). The
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optical errors including diffraction, geometrical and
chromatic aberrations, depth of field and misalignment.
The equation of the OTR electric field at the source for
vertical (Ey) polarization component induced by a single
electron on a target surface is given as follows [10]:
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achromat lens provides a PSF 34% smaller than the
plano-convex lens.

size of the PSF reduces by a factor 1.5 going from 600 nm
to 500 nm.

Figure 2μ Vertical projection of the PSF measured with
SLB-30-100-PY at the best focus and simulated at the
best and at the paraxial focus.

Figure 5μ PSF measured at best focus for 500nm, 550nm,
and 600nm wavelength optical filters (40nm bandwidth).
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Figure 3μ Vertical projection of the PSF measured with
DLB-30-120-PM at the best focus and simulated at the
best and at the paraxial focus.
Figure 4 shows, for the achromat doublet, the measured
and simulated distance between peaks as a function of the
longitudinal position of the lens. The PSF size rapidly
increases as the lens is moved away from its best focus
positions. Simulations and experimental data are
performed in the rest of the paper at the best focus.

Figure 6μ PSF simulated at the paraxial focus and best
focus for 500nm, 550nm and 600nm wavelengths.
Table 1μ Distance Between Peaks at the Best Focus for
Measurements and Simulations and for Three Wavelengths
Filters

Measurements (μm)

Simulations (μm)

500 nm

6.34±0.10

5.74

550 nm

7.06±0.1λ

7.14

600 nm

λ.8λ±0.26

8.65

Chromatic Aberration
Chromatic aberrations have been studied with the
achromat doublet lens by comparing the PSF measured at
550 nm wavelength filter with 40nm and 25nm
bandwidth, see Fig.7. Using narrower bandpass filters do
not improve the resolution but only decreases the light
intensity. This is confirmed by simulations, presented in
Fig. 8, which presents the expected PSF for three
wavelengths 510, 550 and 590nm.
Figure 4μ Distance between peaks of the OTR main lobes
for different longitudinal achromat lens positions getting
closer to the image from the best focus.
The evolution of the PSF of the achromat lens, measured
and simulated at the best focus is presented on Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 for three different wavelengths, 500 nm, 550 nm
and 600 nm. Table 1 shows the corresponding distance
between peaks. Theoretical calculation expects that the
diffraction effect gets smaller for shorter wavelength [1],
assuming that the aberrations are kept at a very low level.
Both simulations and experimental data indicate that the
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Figure 7μ Projection of PSF measurements and their fit for
550nm filters of 40nm and 25nm bandwidths.
Beam Profile Monitors
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The simulations presented in Fig. 8 have been obtained
with a position of the lens corresponding to the best focus
condition for a 550nm wavelength. This distance was kept
constant for the additional simulations performed for
510nm and 590nm wavelengths. Chromatic aberrations
are thus considered not to be a limitation to the actual
resolution of the monitor.
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beam size using the visibility of the PSF. The results of
the corresponding quadrupolar scan are reported here
[12].

Figure 8μ Projection of PSF simulations reproducing a
550nm filter of ±40nm bandwidth (best focus for 550nm).

Iris Scan

Figure 10μ PSF projection measurements, fits and
simulations at the best focus for different iris diameters.

CONCLUSION
We developed simulation tools to calculate the OTR
Point Spread Function using the physical optics
propagation mode of ZEMAX. The code gives very
accurate predictions that were compared with
measurements taken at the ATF2 facility and allowed the
design of an improved optical system with one of the best
resolution achieved so far in beam imaging system. As
future developments, we will use the code to study a
possible design for beam size measurements below
300nm. The code will be improved to take into account
realistic conditions that will include the key beam
characteristics such as transverse dimensions, divergence
and energy spread.
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An iris has been inserted at one centimetre upstream of
the achromat lens to study the contribution of aberration
and diffraction on the PSF. Measurements and
simulations of the distance between peaks of the OTR
PSF as a function of the iris diameter are presented in Fig.
9. A theoretical curve representing a typical diffraction
effect (e.g. the size of an Airy disk) and which is
inversely proportional to the iris diameter has been added
in Fig. 9 and fitted to the simulation data in the region
where we are sure that our system is diffraction limited.
Below an iris diameter of 18 mm, the distance between
peaks and the width of the main lobes increase due to
diffraction and our system is thus completely diffraction
limited. For iris diameter higher than 18 mm, the
theoretical curve is slightly below the simulation data,
which means that our system still suffers from small
aberrations.
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OPERATING SEMICONDUCTOR TIMEPIX DETECTOR WITH
OPTICAL READOUT IN AN EXTREMELY HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT
OF LASER PLASMA ACCELERATION EXPERIMENT
D. Kocon, D. Klir, J. Krasa, T. Lastovicka, L. Pribyl∗ , R. Vrana, ELI Beamlines, Institute of Physics,
Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
C. Granja, J. Jakubek, M. Platkevic, Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics (IEAP),
Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic
Abstract
An optical readout and shielding against electromagnetic pulses (EMP) has been developed as part of the
ELI Beamlines/IEAP project for hybrid silicon pixel detector Timepix and it significantly improved its resistance
to electromagnetic pulses (EMP). The setup was successfully tested under vacuum at Prague Asterix Laser System
(PALS) during experiments with laser pulses of energies
up to 700 J and duration of 350 ps bombarding thin solid
target.
We present our experience with the new setup and its description. The recorded spectrometric data were analyzed
and interpreted in a context of an independent experimental
campaign run in parallel.

position, Time over threshold (TOT) mode allowing the direct energy measurement in each pixel, and also Timepix
mode (the counter works as a timer and measures the time
when the particle is detected). For detector control and data
acquisition a devoted USB interface [2] and Pixelman software [3] are used.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last decade the laser-driven plasma acceleration
experiments are reaching higher and higher energies of accelerated particles (electrons, protons, ions and even neutrons). The laser-driven plasma acceleration provides acceleration gradients by several orders of magnitude higher
(GeV/cm) than those available by RF cavities (MeV/cm).
The stability of the acceleration process is still one of the
main challenges for this field. Another challenge in this
field is usage of semiconductor electronics beam detectors,
due to extremely high EMPs produced by the laser-driven
plasma. In the experiment presented in this paper we have
focused on the development and testing of new optics-only
setup for semiconductor Timepix [1] detector, which enables operation of the detector in extremely hostile EM environment.

TIMEPIX DETECTOR
The hybrid semiconductor pixel detector Timepix consists of a silicon sensor chip bump-bonded to a readout
chip (see Fig. 1). The Timepix readout chip contains 65536
spectroscopic channels organized in a matrix of 256 × 256
pixels with pitch 55 µm. Each pixel is equipped with its independent full spectroscopic chain including preamplifier,
discriminator and digital counter. The Timepix can be operated in counting mode (counting of incoming particles),
which provides precise information about flux in defined
∗ lukas.pribyl@eli-beams.eu
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Figure 1: Timepix read-out ASIC chip with 300 µm thick
silicon sensor.

TESTS AT PALS WITH METALLIC
CABLES SETUP
In the first setup the detector was powered, controlled
and read-out by metallic cables. Tests [4] were carried
out at the PALS facility (Prague Asterix Laser System) the high-power iodine laser system. Measurements were
made with laser shots fired at the tantalum target with the
Timepix detector placed inside the vacuum chamber in the
vicinity of the interaction point. In view of the expected
high radiation and high electromagnetic noise the detector
system was double shielded. The first shield consisted of an
aluminum casing, with a cylindrical tube against the active
sensor chip of the detector, connected to the signal ground.
The second shield, isolated from the first, consisted of lead
coated plate grounded to the chamber. Also the communication and power supply cables were double shielded.
In spite of the shielding, the laser pulse still affected the
power supply and reset the CPU of the USB readout interface. This problem was resolved by usage of a DC-DC
converter (20V to 5V) and filtering capacitor close to the
device. This solution was functional with energy of the
laser shots up to about 10 J. In the case of more powerBeam Profile Monitors
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ful flashes the USB communication failed. This problem
was fixed by disconnecting of data wires during the measurement by relay. This solution was functional with laser
shots up to about 50 J (cca 150 GW), but it disabled the
detector during the shots.

OPTICS-ONLY SETUP

Figure 2: The optics-only setup with removed copper
shielding. The Timepix detector (black square) is connected to the USB readout unit FitPix (blue), which is read
out by commercial off-the-shelve USB optical cable. The
optical converter (little black box) and FitPix are powered
by standard Lithium batteries.

TESTS AT PALS WITH OPTICS-ONLY
SETUP
The optics-only setup, described above, was tested again
in vacuum chamber during experiments at PALS with laser
pulse of 700 J and 350 ps focused on deuterated polyethylene foil producing intensity of 2 × 1016 W/cm2 , [5].
This experiment, primarily focused on neutron acceleration from thin solid targets by lasers, produced high EMPs,
Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 3: The copper shielding of the whole detector setup.
The Timepix detector is positioned behind the round copper ring, which enables to mount different shielding windows. Only the optical cables penetrate through the shielding on the right-hand side.
which were measured. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 4.
The distance between the target and Timepix centers
was 41 cm. Few tens of laser shots were fired. This time
the shielded Timepix detector worked continuously, unaffected by the harsh conditions. A typical example of signal
measured by the detector is presented in Fig. 5. During this
shot 7 × 107 neutrons were produced in 4π, which gives
0.1 neutron per a single detector pixel, was the detector unshielded. In addition 3 × 1012 protons with energies up
to 2.5 MeV and gammas with energies up to 2 MeV were
produced, [5].
Part of the detector was shielded by additional lead brick
(54 mm thick from the target direction), which is apparent
in Fig. 5 and related energy spectra in Fig. 6. Different
shots however produced much harder gammas and the difference of signal between lead and copper shielded areas
and copper only shielded areas was then almost smeared.
The EMP generated during the shots affects all unshielded electric equipment in the lab, CCD cameras inside
the vacuum chamber were usually shot down. Also oscilloscopes outside the chamber were shot down by the EMP.
They are hence housed in Faraday cages and powered by
UPS during the shots.
For most of the shots, the rounded shielding window in
front of the detector was covered by 1.5 mm copper plate.
In the case of two shots this plate was exchanged for aluminum foil window 30 µm thick. The detector still worked,
but the signal in most of the pixels was saturated, due to the
intensity of the radiation produced by the target.

EMP MEASUREMENTS
Given the size of the vacuum chamber diameter of
0.85 m, the electromagnetic fields maxima are expected at
frequencies of hundreds of MHz. The EMP is produced
mainly by hot plasma electrons, protons and gammas. For
the measurement of the fields a near field loop probe with
outer diameter of 23 mm was used, positioned in the vicinity of the detector, see Fig. 7. The EMP was measured in
209
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In order to enable measurements with the detector during full power PALS shots with energies up to 700 J, the
optics-only setup was prepared. This meant two modifications: the detector was powered by batteries and the control and data read-out was provided by optical fibers. We
used commercial lithium AA-size batteries, which proved
to be compatible with vacuum down to 10−6 mbar. When
connected to a voltage stabilizer, a set of five batteries powered the detector for at least eight hours, providing 1.5 W
in average. For control and data acquisition a commercial
USB1.1 10 m long optical cable was used. At the detector
side the cable contained optical converter, also powered by
the batteries. The USB line consisted of four optical fibers,
which were cut, equipped by new ST connectors and connected to optical fiber vacuum feed-through. The detector
setup is presented in Fig. 2.
In order to provide sufficient shielding against EMP,
the detector setup was housed inside a box, welded from
1.5 mm thick copper plates, see Fig. 3.
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Rim Cu 1.6 mm + Pb 53 mm top
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Figure 4: Experimental setup at PALS facility inside the
target vacuum chamber. The PALS 700 J laser pulse is focused by the large lens on the right-hand side onto the solid
target in the mount on the left hand side. In front of the
Timepix copper shielded box, there is a 54 mm thick lead
brick, covering half of the detector active area, as viewed
from the target.
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Figure 6: Energy spectra collected from areas of Timepix
detector protected by various shielding materials (see the
legend for details). This corresponds to detector signal presented in Fig. 5. During the shot, each pixel detected a pileup of energy deposits from many particles. The shielded
detector however survived strong radiation and electromagnetic fields (of 7 kV/m), which was the primary goal of the
study.

generating the signal, and the antenna, measuring the signal, was 1 m, corresponding to near field conditions.
Using Fourier transforms on the signal measured within
the PALS vacuum chamber and applying the calibration
curve of the probe, the resulting electric intensity of EMP
in the vicinity of the Timepix detector is 7.6 ± 0.1 kV/m.
The denoted error is statistical only. The systematic error
was not quantified due to the lack of second probe, which
would be needed in the near field measurements conditions.

Figure 5: Signal measured by the Timepix detector during
shot with laser pulse energy of 667 J. The laser pulse produced an intensive blast of neutrons, protons, ions and gammas, which were partially shielded by the lead brick (blue
area on the right) and various parts of the copper detector shielding (copper window surrounded by the rounded
copper ring is apparent). The colored rectangles represent
areas shielded by materials described in the legend. The
shielded detector withstood electric fields of 7 kV/m.

time domain with oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 2024C. The
signal was attenuated by 10 m long cable and 13 db attenuator, before reaching the oscilloscope. The resulting signal
is presented in Fig. 8.
In order to obtain absolute values of the EM fields, the
probe (connected to the same cable and attenuator) was calibrated using wide spectral range logarithmic-periodic antenna Bilog Antenna CBL6112A, with 30 MHz - 2 GHz
range, and Test Receiver Rhode&Schwarz with spectral
range 9 kHz to 3 GHz. The distance between the probe,
210

Figure 7: The black wire loop at the top of the figure shows
the antenna used for measurements of the electric fields
inside the vacuum chamber. The shielding of the coaxial
cable of the antenna is connected to the vacuum chamber
walls.
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We have presented new optics-only setup for the semiconductor Timepix detector, which enables its stable operation in electric fields of at least 7 kV/m, produced by
laser pulses of 700 J and 350 ps length focused on a solid
target. The previous setup with metallic cable enabled full
operation of the detector only up to 10 J of laser pulse energy. The improvement is indeed significant. Moreover it
is straightforward to adopt this solution to other types of
detectors.
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BEAM PROFILE MONITORS AT REGAE ∗
Sh. Bayesteh† , University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany
H. Delsim-Hashemi, K. Floettmann, DESY, Hamburg, Germany.
Abstract
REGAE, the relativistic Electron Gun for Atomic Exploration, is a new electron source commissioned at DESY.
REGAE has been built in collaboration with university of
Hamburg and Max-Planck society. This facility enables
studies on structural dynamics of atomic transition states
occurring on the sub-hundred femtosecond time-scale. REGAE comprises a photo-cathode inside a normal conducting 1.5 cell rf-cavity to provide up to sub pC electronbunches of 2-5 MeV with a coherence length of 30nm.
In order to produce and maintain such electron bunches,
sophisticated single-shot diagnostics is desired e.g. emittance, energy, energy-spread and bunch-length measurement. REGAE’s rep-rate can be up to 50 Hz. This relatively high rep-rate makes it more challenging to deal with
low intensity detection especially in single-shot mode. In
this contribution the conceptual ideas, the realization and
results of transversal diagnostics will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION
Direct observation of evolving atomic structure within
several fs is a main objective at the REGAE facility. The
required short electron bunches can be generated by relativistic electrons confined in low charge bunches to avoid
space charge contributions. Thus, the desired time resolution for pump-probe electron diffraction experiments can
be met. In Table 1 the required beam parameters at the sample position, obtained from beam optics simulations [1],
are presented. Electron beam diagnostics has to be capable
of characterizing such electron bunches of low intensity.
For the transversal diagnostics, in particular, challenges associated with the low intensity of the beam need to be overcome.
In the range of energy of REGAE, 2-5 MeV, scintillator screens are most appropriate for electron beam diagnostics. On the other hand, within this energy range, the
electron collision stopping power, which results in scintillation in a fluorescence materials, is close to minimum
[2]. Therefore, a scintillator with a high photon yield
for the minimum ionization loss is preferred for the purposes of transversal diagnostics. A LYSO (Cerium-dopped
Lutetium Yttrium Orthosilicate) crystal is selected with a
light yield of about 30 photons per keV deposited energy
of the incident charged particle. The peak emission occurs about 420 nm and the decay time of the scintillator
is roughly 50 ns. Apart from choosing a proper scintillator, the light collection efficiency of the diagnostic setup
∗ Work
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improves by positioning it as close as possible to the scintillator. The acceptance angle of the collecting optics is
∼ 8 degrees, allowing ∼ 0.5% of the scintillator emitted
light to enter the setup. Based on simulation results, only
∼ 70 photons per incident electron are captured by the collecting optics. Approximately 50% of those photons are
vignetted, due to the lens aperture limitation. The quantum
efficiency of the camera at the scintillator peak emission is
∼ 10%, while the number of transmitted photons per electron is ∼ 3. Experimentally, it has been found that for a
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, one needs more than 1000
photons/pixel, which corresponds to ∼ 290 electrons/pixel.
When ICCD is employed, this number reduces to ∼ 40
photons/pixel, corresponding to ∼ 12 electrons/pixel, while
the same signal-to-noise ratio is achieved. Although at a
closer position the setup benefits of a superior light collection, by locating it farther from the scintillator, the imaging
and scintillator resolutions can be improved. The current
design is a compromise based on the aforementioned considerations.
Table 1: Required Beam Parameters at Sample Position.
Electron beam energy

2–5 MeV

Bunch chrage

sub-100 fC–1 pC

Bunch length

7–30 fs

repetition rate

≤ 50 Hz

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Along the accelerator, three transversal beam monitors
and charge monitors [3] are installed. An additional screen
monitor is located at the interaction point of the experiment. It is mainly used to overlap the electron and laser
pump beams spatially and in addition to monitor the beam
at the location of the samples. Figure. 1 illustrates the positions where the scintillator beam monitors are installed.
A dipole magnet after DDC2 and before DC3 disperses the
electron beam towards the DC3 scintillator monitor to serve
for energy and energy spread measurements.
The scintillator screens are movable and are placed in the
beam-line with 45 degrees declination. The reflective component of the scintillator emission is captured and transported by the optics and imaged on the detector, which
is either a normal CCD (see Table 2) or a home-made
ICCD [4]. Two telescope stages can be moved into the
optics beam line to alter the image magnification and consequently the field of view. During normal operation at REGAE, the beam charge changes between tens of fC up to 1
Beam Profile Monitors
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Figure 1: Layout of transversal diagnostics at stations
DDC1, DDC2, DC3 and the interaction point (target). The
longitudinal position of the photo-cathode is also shown.
The spacings between the stations are scaled to the real distances, but the size of the elements is exaggerated.
Table 2: Specification of the Applied CCD, JAI BM-141,
in the Transversal Diagnostics.
CCD sensor

1392(h) × 1040(v)
6.45 µm

Pixel size
Frame rate (full frame)
Gain

40

80

120

Charge [fC]

160

5
4
3
2
1
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120

Charge [fC]

160

Figure 2: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the electron beam
profile on the CCD and the ICCD as a function of charge
(left) and ratio of the ICCD SNR to the CCD SNR (right)
at DDC1. Normally, the dynamic range of CCD is not that
wide to obtain such large SNR values. The data are acquired with lower camera gain to avoid saturation on the
CCD and then are scaled to the maximum camera gain.

∼30 frames/sec
-6 to 24 dB

pC. Having the option to switch between ICCD and CCD in
the diagnostic setup, the transversal diagnostics can monitor electron bunches with a wide range of charge, while
achieving a sufficient quality of the signal. Once operating with low charges, the ICCD amplifies the intensity and
improves the signal-to-noise ratio significantly. The signalto-noise ratio is defined as the ratio of averaged signal to
averaged background which describes the visibility of the
signal on the detector. The intensification factor for each
individual diagnostics station differs by a small amount as a
consequence of different light transmission through the optics. Figure. 2 shows the signal-to-noise ratio of signal on
the ICCD with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio achieved
by a CCD at DDC1 station. Comparing signal-to-noise ratios on both CCD and ICCD, one can infer that, the signal
enhancement by ICCD is not well-behaving and alters with
charge. There is a point where the intensification of the intensity degrades. At the same point the ratio of ICCD SNR
to CCD SNR drops. In other words, this behavior indicates
saturation in MCP channels of the intensifier.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
LYSO Scintillator Decay Time
The decay time of the scintillator, defined as the time interval between excitation and 1/e decay of the emission,
is a property of the crystal that should be investigated in
order to adjust a proper timing for diagnostic. The LYSO
crystal decay time is quoted as 50 ns, but depending on the
method of crystal growth and impurities of the material,
some scintillator features, including the decay time, vary
Beam Profile Monitors
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significantly [5]. Therefore, the decay time of each crystal
needs to be measured. REGAE operates with a maximum
repetition rate of 50 Hz. Electron bunch length is sub-ps,
which sits somewhere on ∼4µs long RF pulse that is responsible for dark-current contribution. In order to remove
this component from the beam profile, a fast gated image
intensifier is employed, with a timing window that can be
reduced down to 50 ns. Although this interval is still much
longer than the sub-ps electron beam, the scintillator emission, which is monitoring the transversal beam profile lasts
longer than the scintillator decay time.
The decay time of LYSO was measured as follows: The
image intensifier gating window, which is set to 50 ns was
moved in steps of 10 ns until the end of the emission. The
consequent variation in intensity of the monitored beam
forms an exponential profile of the decay, shown in Fig. 3.
From an exponential fit of the data, the decay time was
found to be 45 ± 5 (syst.) ± 1 (stat.) ns. The precision of
the scan steps is limited to 10 ns, adding to the systematic
uncertainty in the measurement. The obtained decay time
is very close to the one quoted in literature. The behavior
of the decay shows that, in order to capture the full scintillator emission, the image intensifier’s time window should
be extended up to about 200 ns.

Diagnostic of Low Charge Electron Bunches
With a proper optics and a good scintillator, any bunch
of more than 5 electrons/µm2 (this translates to 200 electrons/pixel in reference to Table 2) can be diagnosed by
a stand alone CCD achieving a reasonable signal-to-noise
ratio. However for the required REGAE ultra low charge
bunches at REGAE, ICCD can be used to monitor the beam
profile with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio. The most
sensitive existing charge monitor at REGAE is a cavity
213
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ing the emission spread from the scintillator and the point
spread function, the overall resolution of the beam profile
monitor can be acquired. Using GEANT4 [7], the passage
of electrons through the scintillator and consequent fluorescence emission was simulated. The outcome of the simulation is used as an input file source in Zemax, where the generated photons from GEANT4 are traced through the entire
optics setup, and finally imaged on the detector plane. The
monitored beam in the simulation shows a resolution of ∼
30 µm. After de-convolution of the spread function from
the monitored beam distribution, the broadening of the initial electron distribution is found to be negligible compared
to the beam size. In other words, the measured size of the
beam profile, 150 µ m, represents the actual size of the electron beam.
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Figure 3: Decay time of LYSO scintillator. The onset time
corresponds to the time where the maximum intensity starts
to drop.
monitor (DaMon) [6] that measures charges down to 10
fC. This sensitivity is already beyond the requirement of
REGAE. As shown in Fig. 4, at 10 fC the ICCD diagnoses
the beam with signal-to-noise of ∼16 in a single shot. In
order to have a better impression of the correspondence of
the reported SNRs to the signal quality, the related shots
are also shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Signal-to-noise ratio of the monitored beam on a
CCD (bottom) and an ICCD (top) starting from the minimum charge read-out by DaMon.
The rms of the beam profile size is around 150 µ m. Considering a charge of 10 fC, measured by Damon, one can
calculate the corresponding charge in each pixel of the detector. For the CCD detector the obtained value is 70 electrons per pixel. The electron beam distribution, which is
monitored by the scintillator is broadened due to the scintillator’s resolution. In case the scintillator would widen
the beam considerably, the quoted number of detected electrons per pixel would change by a large factor. In addition
to the scintillator resolution, the imaging resolution is limited by the point spread function of the optics. Combin214

Beam Profile Monitor as a Charge Monitor
The prominent performance of transversal diagnostics at
low charges raises the idea of employing them as charge
monitors. They are remarkably sensitive for monitoring
low charge bunches, to which the charge monitors are
“blind”. Thus the charge of each electron bunch and the
projected distribution of the same bunch can be monitored
at every transversal diagnostic station.
The existing charge monitors in the accelerator, DaMon
and Faraday cups, are used as references to calibrate the
screen monitors for charge measurements. Both the integrated intensity over the signal on the CCD and the charge
as a function of the laser power behave linearly and consistently. Therefore, one can find a relation between the integrated counts on the screen monitor and the corresponding
charge that is read-out by a charge monitor. The charge
calibration should be carried out for every configuration of
optics, in each diagnostic station, because the optical setups, and consequently the light transmission through the
optics are not identical. Figure. 5 shows the charge calibration in one of the screen monitors, located at DDC2, when
a CCD is used. The most sensitive charge monitor, DaMon,
is also located close to the diagnostics station and is used
as the calibration reference. If the detector is calibrated for
the number of photons per area an absolute calibration of
the screen monitor is derived, in which the number of photons in a confined area of the detector represents the electron beam charge in the same area. Using a source with a
known photon distribution, the normal CCD was calibrated
relative to the number of photons.
When the diagnostics station is switched to ICCD mode,
it functions more efficiently in terms of sensitivity to low
intensity, however calibrating this setup as a charge monitor is not straightforward. As previously mentioned, the
intensifier unit response to the charge value changes, and
the integral of intensity versus laser intensity is not linear. Figure. 6 shows the charge growth as a function of
the laser intensity measured by DaMon and the calibrated
ICCD monitor. Due to saturation of the ICCD for higher
charges (more than 40 fC), the charge values measured by
the monitors, are not in very good agreement. Thus, calBeam Profile Monitors
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Figure 6: Charge, as a function of the laser intensity, measured by the ICCD (dashed line) and DaMon (solid line)
monitors located at DDC2.

CONCLUSION
Beam profile monitors for REGAE have been designed
and are in use for daily operation. Beam parameters such as
emittance [8], the energy and the energy spread have been
measured by means of the transversal diagnostic. The setup
comprising the scintillator crystal, optics and detectors, has
been evaluated as a sensitive monitor for characterizing the
transversal profile of ultra-low charge electron beams. The
screen Monitors are well calibrated in CCD mode and they
provide the projected distribution of electrons in the bunch.
Further studies are required to obtain a more precise charge
calibration with the in ICCD mode.
Beam Profile Monitors
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TURN BY TURN PROFILE MONITORS FOR THE CERN SPS AND LHC
S. Burger∗ , A. Boccardi, E. Bravin, A. Goldblatt, A. Ravni, F. Roncarolo, R. Sautier,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In order to preserve the transverse beam emittance along
the acceleration chain it is important that the optics of the
transfer lines is perfectly matched to the optics of the rings.
Special monitors capable of measuring the beam profiles
with a turn by turn resolution are very helpful in this respect. A new type of matching monitor has been developed
at CERN for the SPS and LHC machines. This monitor
relies on imaging OTR light by means of a fast line scan
CMOS and an asymmetric optical system based on cylindrical lenses. This contribution describes the design of this
monitor, presents the results obtained during the 2012-13
run and outlines the plans for further improving the design.

Table 1: Beam and Monitor Parameters
OTR Radiator
OTR cone
Opt. Line Length
Resolution
Beam Size HxV
Beam Energy
Bunch Intensity
Revolution frequency

[deg]
[mm]
[µm / pix]
[mm]
[GeV]
[1010 p+ ]
[kHz]

SPS

LHC

Al
4.5
1300
64
3x2
26
0.5 - 33
44.8

Ti
0.25
900
64
2x1
450
0.5 - 5
11.2

DESIGN PARAMETERS
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OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM
The new SPS and LHC matching monitors allow the
acquisition of several hundred consecutive profiles on a
turn by turn basis. During the design phase of the LHC
it was planned to perform this rapid acquisition by means
of high speed cameras observing the optical transition radiation (OTR) emitted by a thin radiator. Unfortunately it
turned out that the sensitivity of the camera selected [1]
was not sufficient and that the frequency of single event
upsets (SEU), induced by radiation and requiring to powercycle the camera, was very high. After some unsuccessful
effort to couple the camera to an image intensifier and battling with the SEUs it was finally decided to give up on this
method.
A new method was then considered that, although it only
allows the acquisition of beam profiles and not of beam images, has the advantage of requiring very little electronics
in the machine tunnel. This method consists of an asymmetric imaging optics and a linear CMOS image sensor [2].
The magnification of the two orthogonal directions has to
be very different since the almost round beams have to be
squeezed into a rectangular sensor of 6.4 mm x 250 µm.
Cylindrical lenses are used to obtain this result.
In principle it is possible to split the OTR light and have
two orthogonal systems operating in parallel allowing the
simultaneous acquisition of the horizontal and vertical profiles. However, after the first tests in 2011, it was clear that
even for this sensor the sensitivity is at the limit. It was
therefore chosen not to split the light and use a movable
mirror to select one plane at a time.
The maximum number of profiles that can be acquired is
limited by the fact that the injected beam has to be dumped
before it damages the OTR radiator.
∗ Stephane.Burger@cern.ch
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The main parameters for the beam and the detector are
summarized in Table 1. It should be noted that in the LHC
the OTR radiator is made of titanium while in the SPS it is
made of aluminium, both 12 µm thick. Aluminium has the
advantage of a higher specular reflectivity, yielding 20% to
40% more light.
The maximum bunch intensity that can be injected into
the empty LHC (and thus for matching measurements) is
quite low and is dictated by machine protection issues. In
order to inject high intensity bunches in the LHC it is necessary to already have a circulating beam (at least a single pilot bunch), but with the OTR screen inserted this is
clearly not possible. For the SPS the maximum intensity is
given by the largest bunch that the injectors can produce.
The injection energy of the LHC is much larger than for
the SPS meaning smaller beam sizes, more OTR and a
narrower OTR cone, all of them favourable for the LHC
matching monitor.

OPTICAL SETUP
In order to improve the system tested in 2010-2011 [3],
the optical line was completely redesigned using larger,
achromatic lenses as can be seen in Fig. 1 (from 1” to 2”).
This modification has increased the numerical aperture and
reduced the aberrations. By adding a spherical field lens in
the virtual image plane the vignetting effect has also been
reduced increasing the usable sensor area.
The alignment of the optical system is very important since
the final image must be formed on the 250 µm high CMOS
sensor. In reality this tight constraint is only needed between the sensor and the camera lens, but misalignment in
the optics reduces the aperture and increases the vignetting
as well as aberrations. All optical components have been
mounted on precision adjustable supports, see Fig. 2, and
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Figure 1: Initial design of the optical line for the LHC
monitors (left), upgrade (center) and relative performance
(right).

MOPF07

Figure 3: Layout of the optical line used in the SPS monitor.
beam has to be dumped after a few hundreds turns in order
to avoid damaging the OTR radiator. The limit, defined by
the bunch intensitiy and screen material, is about 300 in the
SPS and 1000 in the LHC).

Figure 2: Rendering of the new optical setup.
pre-aligned in the laboratory using a laser beam. For the
SPS monitor the layout is slightly different since the mechanics of the OTR station is different and the OTR cone
angle has to be taken into account. In fact the optical
bench with the matching monitor optics can only be installed about one meter away from the viewport. As shown
in Fig. 3, in this case the optical line includes two more
spherical lenses (of 500 mm and 250 mm focal length) that
create an additional virtual image just before the cylindrical lens system. Moreover the optical axis of the system
is no longer centred on the OTR axis, but at an angle of
about 2 degrees in order to maximize the fraction of OTR
captured by the optics (OTR having a null in its centre).

As can be observed in the top plot of Fig. 4, the raw
profile acquired by the CMOS sensor is not very clean. In
particular there is a fixed pattern electronics noise and a
non uniform offset. The high frequency component of the
fixed pattern (at half the pixel frequency) is probably due to
a non perfectly matched parallel read-out inside the sensor.
An algorithm has been developed to remove both
noise/background components leaving relatively clean
Gaussian profiles as can be seen in the bottom plot of Fig. 4.
Since the offset and noise pattern change from one image to
the next it is not possible to just subtract a common pedestal
and the suppression algorithm has to be applied to each profile independently.
A variation in the total light intensity from profile to profile
has also been observed by plotting the integral of the profiles vs. turn number, as can be seen in Fig. 5 (black dots).
An explanation for this effect has not been found yet but it
may be caused by beam oscillation in the other plane. We
assume that the beam size measurement is not be affected
by this modulation (we are however still looking for the
cause) and have included in the data analysis the normalization of the profile amplitude. This normalization forces
the integral of each profile to follow the decay of the beam
current estimated from the linear fit (red line in the figure).

RESULTS WITH THE NEW SYSTEM
The new matching monitors have been validated for both
LHC and SPS, during dedicated machine developing sessions in 2012.
As mentioned above, for the LHC the highest bunch intensity is limited by machine protection constraints to a rather
low value and for both the LHC and the SPS the injected

Beam Profile Monitors

Results in the LHC
In 2012 a complete system has been installed on one
of the two LHC beams (allowing horizontal and vertical
measurements). Unfortunately only one read-out electronics was available and therefore only the horizontal monitor
has been tested. The test was started by injecting bunches
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The monitor also allows the turn-by-turn beam position oscillation to be measured as shown in Fig. 8, with the injection oscillations clearly visible. An energy mismatch is
probably the cause for the position drift over hundreds of
turns. In fact since this test was used to test the monitor
no particular care was taken in optimizing the injection.
The beam size and beam position evolution (for the case of
4.3 1010 protons) can also be inferred by the color plot in
Fig. 9.
In order to estimate the effect of the OTR radiator on the

Figure 4: Example profile: raw profile, fix pattern suppression and background fitting (top). Post-processed data and
Gaussian fit (bottom).
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Figure 6: Horizontal profiles relative to the first turn for
three beam intensities.

Figure 5: Integral of the profiles vs. turn number (black
dots) and linear fit (red line).
of increasing intensities to study the system response and
sensitivity. The profiles relative to the first turn for three
beam intensities are shown in Fig. 6. The ratio of the profile amplitudes follows very well the ratio in beam intensities indicating a linear response of the detector (the amplitude of the profiles was first normalized using the method
described above in order to eliminate the effect of the oscillations).
The turn-by-turn beam size evolution for the same set of
measurements is shown in Fig. 7. The initial beam size is
very similar for the three intensities, and in all cases it doubles after about 300 turns. The absolute increase is not surprising since the transverse dampers are set-up for physics
beams and do not act on these small intensities. It is well
known that in the LHC the injected beams experience relatively large oscillations at injection mainly due to the ripple
in the SPS extraction kickers.
The difference in beam size increase (higher for higher
bunch intensities) and beam size beating (higher for lower
bunch intensities) has to be studied further in order to understand if it is real or just an artefact of the S/N of the pixels which decreases with the increase of the beam width.
The levelling out of the sigma evolution at different levels
for different intensities points toward this hypothesis.
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Figure 7: Horizontal beam size vs. turn number for three
different bunch intensities.

Figure 8: Horizontal beam position vs. turn number for a
bunch of 4.3 1010 protons.

Figure 9: Horizontal profile vs. turn number for a bunch of
4.3 1010 protons.
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Figure 11: Horizontal profiles measured at the first turn
after injection in the SPS, for different bunch intensities.
beam blow-up turn after turn, a test was done by inserting a
second OTR screen and comparing the blow-up in the two
cases. The effect of the multiple Coulomb scattering of the
protons traversing the 12 µm titanium screens can be calculated, but the model is only valid for thicker materials (e.g.
30 µm carbon wires as discussed in [4]). The results are
shown in Fig. 10. A systematic difference between the two
measurements exists, but the increase due to the presence
of the second screen is hardly measurable.

Results in the SPS
Due to a problem in the acquisition system, which was
still in the development phase, it has only been possible
to acquire profiles every second turn (this was not a problem in LHC because of the four times lower revolution frequency). In the SPS both systems, horizontal and vertical,
were operational. As for the LHC the bunch intensity was
varied in order to study the detector response and sensitivity. The results of this scan are presented in Fig. 11, 12
and 13. Also in this case the detector response is linear
with beam intensity, however the signal amplitudes remain
smaller than those observed in the LHC even with the maximum intensity of 3.0 1011 protons. This poses a problem
for the beam size measurement as the S/N is small, especially in the horizontal plane where the beam was larger.

OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS
In 2012, the upgraded fast profile monitor based on
cylindrical lenses and a linear CMOS sensor was tested in
the LHC and the SPS. Even though the accuracy required

Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 12: Vertical profiles measured at the first turn after
injection in the SPS, for two different bunch intensities.

Figure 13: Vertical turn-by-turn beam size evolution for
two different bunch intensities.
for using it as matching monitor has not been demonstrated
yet, both tests gave consistent turn-by-turn profile measurements. The LHC measurement (horizontal plane) showed
sufficient sensitivity for bunch intensities above 2 1010 protons while below this value the S/N is too small. In the SPS
the monitor is usable only above 3 1011 protons which is
well above the typical LHC intensities (1.7 1011 ).
A number of issues with the CMOS sensor have been
discovered requiring the development of correction algorithms, like an unexpected beating in the signal amplitude
pixel by pixel.
The next step consists of improving the sensitivity of the
sensor or improving the light collection efficiency. Seeing
the sensitivity of the monitor to the alignment and the difficulty in aligning the optical bench vs. the OTR axis a remote control of some elements of the system could help improve the light collection efficiency. The magnification factor should also be recalculated so that the minimum number
of pixels is used to increase the S/N.
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Figure 10: Horizontal beam size evolution for 1 and 2 OTR
radiators inserted. Each data point is the average over 10
turns.
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A. Goldblatt∗ , E. Bravin, F. Roncarolo, G. Trad† , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

Optics

The LHC is equipped with two synchrotron radiation
systems, one per beam, used to measure the transverse
bunch distributions. The light emitted by a superconducting undulator and/or by a dipole magnet (depending on
beam energy) is intercepted by an extraction mirror in vacuum and sent through a viewport to the imaging Beam Synchrotron Radiation Telescope (BSRT). The ﬁrst version of
the telescope, used from 2009 to mid 2012, was based on
spherical focusing mirrors in order to minimize chromatic
aberrations. However, this required a very complicated delay line in order to switch the focus between the two different light sources as a function of beam energy. A new
system based on optical lenses was designed and installed
in mid 2012 in order to simplify the optical line and thus
reduce misalignment and focusing errors. The ﬁrst results
with LHC beam using this new system showed a signiﬁcant reduction in the correction factor required to match the
emittance as measured by wire scanners. This contribution
discusses the performance of the new optical system, presenting the LHC results and comparing simulations with
measurement performed in the laboratory using a BSRT
replica.

The BSRT light extraction system is based on a retractable mirror in vacuum, that re-directs the intercepted
light through a view port to an optical table located below
the beam pipe. The ﬁrst mirror on this table is motorized
and is used to adjust the light steering for the following
elements, in order to cope with beam position drifts and
any ﬂuctuation/vibration of the table. The table is also
equipped with the optics for reconstructing the transverse
beam proﬁles. Those are acquired by an intensiﬁed CCD
camera whichallows the measurement of a single pilot
bunch of 5x109 charges at LHC injection energy in a
single turn.
Given the large distance needed between the light sources
and the extraction mirror to separate the photons from
the beam, a two-focusing element system is necessary
to achieve the imaging on a reasonably short table and
with the desired magniﬁcation (CCD acceptance). At the
LHC top energy, the resolution of the system is limited
by optical diffraction, and as this is proportional to the
wavelength, a 400 nm bandpass ﬁlter is placed in front of
the camera.
At two different stage, the light is splitted in order to send
part of the radiation to two other detectors for longitudinal
diagnostics (the abort gap and the longitudinal density
monitors).
A laser beam following the same path as the synchroton light in the beam pipe allows the optical elements,
including the extraction mirror, to be precisely aligned.
In addition, a calibration line on the table, based on an
optical target placed at a distance from the camera equal
to the undulator distance (via folding mirrors sending the
light back and forth on the table multiple times) is used to
verify the focusing and optical magniﬁcation of the system.

OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM
Light Sources
The BSRT monitor images the synchrotron light generated by beam particles traversing two supeconducting magnets (an undulator and a dipole) located one after the other.
From the LHC injection energy (450 GeV) to about 1.5
TeV, the radiation generated by the undulator is in the visible range, and shifts to the X-rays for the top energy. Particles traversing the dipole emit light in the visible range
from 1.2 TeV onwards [1].
The BSRT extraction mirror located 27 m downstream of
the magnets collects the light coming from the undulator
and the dipole, as sketched in Fig. 1 . Therefore, the imaging system must focus objects at different distances depending on the beam energy. A non proper focusing results
in a blurring of the image.

Figure 1: Sketch of the BSRT light sources.
∗ Aurelie.Goldblatt@cern.ch
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COMPARISON OF MIRRORS VS LENSES
Spherical 0 irror Optics
From the beginning of the LHC operation until the end
of 2012, the imaging was done with two spherical mirrors
of 4000 mm and 750 mm focal lengths, labeled as F1 and
F2 respectively in Fig 2. The choice of spherical mirrors
was motivated by the need of ensuring high image quality from 250 to 800 nm. Theoretically, the performance of
spherical mirrors is better than glass lenses, since they produce no chromatic aberrations.
The optics focused the light coming from the center of the
undulator. In order to keep the focalization at higher beam
energies while the SR light source shifted from the undula-
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tor to the dipole, a motorized delay line composed of eight
mirrors on translation stages was used. This permitted the
path length between the source and F1 mirror to be extended by 3 m, which corresponds to the distance between
the undulator center and the last point in the dipole where
emitted SR is collected by the extraction mirror. The ﬁnal
image had an optical de-magniﬁcation of 0.3.

MOPF08

Table 1: Comparison of the Mirror Based and Lenses Based
Optics in Terms of Magniﬁcation and PSF (Raytracing, no
Diffraction and Extended Source Effects)
E [GeV]
Mag
PSF [um]
450

Mirrors
0.3

Lenses
0.6

Mirrors
18

Lenses
25

4000

0.3

0.55

3.5

5

custom designed achromat lenses optmised for 400 nm.
The optical magniﬁcation, which was constant and equal
to 0.3 with the spherical mirror optics, is now 0.6 at
injection energy (focusing on the undulator) and 0.5 at
higher energy (focusing on the D3 dipole).

Figure 2: Sketch of the optical line with spherical mirrors.

Lens Optics
The operation of the BSRT with spherical mirrors posed
some problems that will be discussed later in this document. It was consequently decided to change the telescope
layout and replace the focusing mirrors by lenses. This allowed removing the delay line and installing the second
lens on a movable stage in order to change the focusing
according to the beam energy. The resulting optical variations with beam energy was considered a negligible drawback with respect to the previous system and is well counterbalanced by a much simpler optical line. The difference
between the two optical line layouts can be seen in Fig. 3
and 4. It also freed space on the optical table for testing
alternative imaging techniques (e.g. interferometry).

The point spread function (PSF) at the image plane for
injection and top energy were simulated with Zemax [2]
for both systems, without taking into account the effect of
diffraction and extended source (ray tracing mode). Table 1
summarizes the results of these simulations. In order to understand as precisely as possible the expected performance
of the system and the contribution of diffraction, simulations were also done with the Zemax Physical Optics Propagation (POP) mode. With this method, the synchrotron
radiation electromagnetic ﬁeld is propagated through each
surface of the system (mirrors, lenses) and scored at the image plane, allowing the effect of the extended light source
and diffraction to be taken into account. Such effects are
not resolved by the conventional Zemax sequential (i.e. ray
tracing) mode.
The electromagnetic ﬁeld used as input to Zemax, was generated with SRW [3], at a single wavelength of 400 nm.
The image (and the corresponding horizontal proﬁle) reconstructed at the camera location with such a method, considering a single proton at 4 TeV traveling through the D3
dipole, is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: Optical line based on focusing mirrors.

Figure 5: Image and horizontal proﬁle as scored by Zemax
(POP mode) at the image plane, for a single proton traveling through the D3 dipole.
Figure 4: Optical line based on focusing lenses.
The two lenses (labeled L1 and L2 in Fig. 4, with
4810 mm and 300 mm focal length respectively), are

Beam Profile Monitors

Table 2 shows the horizontal and vertical PSF values, after applying the proper magniﬁcations (i.e. transported to
the object plane), for both spherical mirror and lens optics,
when focussing on the undulator and on the dipole.
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Table 2: Point Spread Function at the Object Plane, as Calculated by Zemax POP
Energy [GeV]

Plane

PSF [mm]
Mirrors Lenses

450

H
V

0.273
0.197

0.268
0.191

4000

H
V

0.414
0.399

0.445
0.363

Considering a beam size of 1 mm at low energy, when
the BSRT is focused on the undulator, the calcultaed PSF
is about 20% of the beam size. At high energy, when the
beam size is about 0.34 mm, the PSF is about 100% of the
beam size. Given the small difference in the PSF values for
the two optical layouts and the results from Zemax ray tracing, it can be concluded that the chromatic aberrations introduced by the lenses are negligible compared to the contribution of diffraction.

Figure 6: Example of lab measurements: image size of a
circular iris for different camera positions. The points are
ﬁtted with a parabola, whose minimum corresponds to the
image plane.

LABORATORY TESTS

MEASUREMENTS WITH BEAM

Before installing the new telescope based on lenses in
the LHC, the optics was tested in the laboratory on an optical table that is an exact replica of the tunnel system. An
extended light source cannot be easily implemented in the
laboratory, and the tests were based on illuminating optical
targets and imaging them with a camera at a distance equal
to the undulator (or dipole) distance using a folding mirror calibration line. At ﬁrst (via a target with alphanumeric
characters) it was possible to verify the focal length of the
lenses, found to be within 2 % the theoretical ones.
Then, the same target was used to ﬁnd the lens and camera positions for the proper focusing at injection and top
beam energies. Finally, the alphanumeric target was substituted by a circular iris and its image acquired for different camera positions. As expected in the BSRT case, the
imaged iris size follows a parabola (see Fig. 6), where the
minimum determines the best image plane (the geometrical aberrations are minimized with negligible inﬂuence of
the magniﬁcation). The positions of the lenses and camera
found with these methods were in accordance with Zemax
simulations.
The same experiment was repeated in the tunnel, where
the measurement result was more noisy and it was not possible to reproduce a parabola. This was attributed to air
ﬂows stronger than in the laboratory. Nevertheless, the
imaging of the alphanumeric target positioned at the undulator distance resulted in a proper focusing when installing
the optical elements (L1, L2 and camera) according to the
laboratory test results.
The laboratory setup was also beneﬁcial for testing the
alignment procedures, the mechanics (e.g. custom made
supports) and controls (e.g. motors), before the installation

The Operation of the BSRT from 2009 to 2012 comprised dedicated time for the commisionning of the instrument and its calibration. The LHC Wire Scanner (WS) detectors are the reference beam size monitors and have been
used to cross-calibrate the BSRT transverse proﬁle measurements. At constant beam energy, the expected beam
BSRT
are simply given by:
sizes at the BSRT location σx,y
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in the LHC tunnel, which had to be done in a limited time.


BSRT
σx,y

=

WS
σx,y

BSRT
βx,y
WS
βx,y

(1)

WS
are the beam sizes measured by the WS and
where σx,y
BSRT
WS
βx,y , βx,y the betatron functions at the two monitors.
Such a cross-calibration has been used to calculate correction factors to be applied to the BSRT measurements. This
factor includes the geometrical aberrations and the diffraction PSFs, and since these are considered gaussian, they are
subtracted in quadrature from the measurement according
to:

BSRT
2
BSRT 2 − σ
= M σm
(2)
σx,y
c x,y
x,y

Where M is the magniﬁcation of the optical system in mm
BSRT
per pixel (of the camera), σm
x,y the BSRT measurement
results (in pixels), and σc x,y the correction factor (in pixels).
The BSRT-WS cross-calibration was performed periodically. In particular, during dedicated LHC machine development periods the beam emittance was changed on purpose (either bunch per bunch or ﬁll per ﬁll) in order to verify the cross-calibration for different beam size values.
With the mirror based optics, such studies resulted in
correction factors σc x,y larger than expected (see table
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Table 3: Correction Factors and Expected Beam Size for
3 um Emittance [mm]
Energy
Plane
Corr. Factor σc
beam size
Mirrors Lenses
450 GeV

H
V

0.9
1.1

0.85
0.87

1.05
1.09

4 TeV

H
V

0.6
0.7

0.35
0.33

0.35
0.37

ble 2), the correction factors are in good agreement at
4 TeV, but are 4 times larger at injection energy. A factor
2 can be explained by the fact that the bandpass ﬁlter
of 400 nm (included in the simulations) cannot be used
during measurements at low energy. Since the undulator
radiation is maximum at around 800 nm, diffraction is
doubled. Time was missing to investigate the other sources
of errors, and this will be continued after the restart of the
LHC.
The comparison between BSRT and WS in terms of horizontal normalized emittance is shown in Fig. 7. During
this set of measurements (at injection energy) the emittance
was increased on purpose to perform the cross-calibration
for different absolute beam sizes, while applying a constant
correction factor to the BSRT (0.85 mm). After correction,
the agreement between the two monitors is excellent.

Even though the correction factor stability in time improved after the optics upgrade, they were still found to
drift. Indeed, a drift of the light spot on the camera has been
observed as soon as the LHC total intensity and intensity
per bunch were increased. This was later also correlated
to the beam spectrum (shorter bunch lengths enhanced the
effect). Following such observations, a simulation and laboratory campaign were launched in order to characterize
the electromagnetic coupling and a new design aiming at
minimizing the coupling (i.e. the heating) is in progress
[6].

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The replacement of the spherical mirrors by lenses signiﬁcantly improved the quality of the measurement. It also
simpliﬁed the operation of the instrument itself, by reducing the misalignement and thus the steering corrections that
had to be applied, and saved space on the optical table.
During the LHC long shut down which is now in
progress, it is planned to make important upgrades to the
BSRT. Achromat lenses optimized around 250 nm will be
installed and will be used for high energy beam in order
to reduce diffraction. Also, a double slit interferometry
system will be installed in parallel to standard imaging.
This method is expected to give better resolution, since the
diffraction is not a limitation. A replacement of the extraction mirror assembly will be also performed in order to
minimize RF coupling.
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Figure 7: Comparison between BSRT and Wire Scanner.
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3). In addition, the correction factors changed from one
calibration session to the other [4], [5]. A major source
of error and calibration stability was identiﬁed in the
system alignment, strongly affected by the eight movable
mirrors of the delay line. The misalignment often resulted
in a variation of the optical aperture during the steering
of the light spot on the camera and/or moving the delay
line. With the lens based system, measurements showed a
signiﬁcant reduction of the calculated correction factors,
as shown in Table 3.
When compared to the PSF calculated by Zemax (Ta-
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Abstract
The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) will use a novel
acceleration scheme in which energy extracted from a
very intense beam of relatively low-energy electrons (the
Drive Beam) is used to accelerate a lower intensity Main
Beam to very high energy. The high intensity of the Drive
Beam, with pulses of more than 1015 electrons, poses a
challenge for conventional profile measurements such as
wire scanners. Thus, new non-invasive profile
measurements are being investigated.
Profile monitors using gas ionisation or fluorescence have
been used at a number of accelerators. Typically, extra
gas must be injected at the monitor and the rise in
pressure spreads for some distance down the beam pipe.
In contrast, a gas jet can be fired across the beam into a
receiving chamber, with little gas escaping into the rest of
the beam pipe. In addition, a gas jet shaped into a thin
plane can be used like a screen on which the beam crosssection is imaged.
In this paper we present some arrangements for the
generation of such a jet. In addition to jet shaping using
nozzles and skimmers, we propose a new scheme to use
matter-wave interference with a Fresnel Zone Plate to
bring an atomic jet to a narrow focus.

INTRODUCTION
The CLIC Drive Beam (DB) accelerator is designed to
produce a high-intensity electron beam at 2.4 GeV. The
high beam current of 4.2 A means that all diagnostics
must be non-invasive. The beam-gas monitors discussed
here will be most interesting at medium energies up to
300 MeV. Some key parameters of the CLIC DB are
shown in table I.

can be measured to deduce the beam’s transverse profile.
Since the number of interacting particles is small, such a
monitor can be considered as non-invasive.
While some residual gas is always present in the beam
pipe, measuring the beam profile within a reasonable
integration time usually requires the injection of
additional gas. If this gas is injected in the form of a wellcollimated jet, an extraction chamber on the opposite side
of the beam pipe can receive the jet, with very little gas
escaping into the beam pipe. Such a jet can be formed by
allowing high-pressure gas to escape through a very
narrow nozzle, and using one or more skimmers to select
the central part of the resulting supersonic expansion [2].
Since the effect on the beam (losses, emittance blowup) depends on the total amount of gas present, confining
the gas within a thin jet means that a higher pressure can
be accepted.

CROSS-SECTIONS
The expected event rate for any beam-gas interaction is
given by
=
where σ is the cross-section for the interaction of interest,
Ibeam is the beam current, e the electron charge, ngas the
gas number density and l the target length. The electronimpact ionisation cross-sections for various gases are
shown in Fig. 1 below. The cross-sections are calculated
following the Binary-Encounter-Bethe (BEB) model [3]
using data from the U.S. National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) database [4].

Table 1: Relevant Parameters for the CLIC Drive Beam
Accelerator [1]
Bunch population
Transverse Emittance
Bunch length / spacing
Pulse length
Pulse Population
Repetition Frequency

5 x 1010 e100 nm rad
13 ps / 2 ns
140 μs
3 x 1015 e50 Hz

By measuring the locations at which particles interact
with gas in the beam pipe, the transverse profile of the
beam can be deduced. Several kinds of interactions can
occur, notably scattering, ionization, excitation and
bremsstrahlung. All but the first produce effects which
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Electron-impact ionisation cross-sections for
various gases, calculated using the BEB model.
The choice of gas depends not only on the cross-section
but also on the ease of removing the escaped gas. For
example, CO and CO2 are interesting options because
they are efficiently captured by Non-Evaporable Getter
(NEG) coatings. However, heavy molecules are to be
avoided due to the risk of ion trapping [5], in which
Beam Profile Monitors
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of the neutral gas molecules. A gas-jet monitor based on
this principle has been tested at the HIMAC synchrotron
and achieved a jet thickness of 1.3 mm with excellent
homogeneity across the jet [7]. Another approach is to use
a series of skimmers to select only the part of the jet
which has the required characteristics. In this case the
skimmers must be aligned to very tight tolerances [8].

SPACE CHARGE
As in conventional residual gas monitors, the ions and
electrons produced in the gas jet feel not only the applied
extraction fields but also the space charge field of the
main beam. Ions/electrons produced in different
transverse positions and/or at different times within the
bunch train will feel different space charge fields, and
will therefore not follow parallel paths to the detector. In
a high intensity accelerator such as the CLIC DB this
would be a significant effect and would limit the monitor
resolution.
In order to overcome this limitation a magnetic field
must be applied parallel to the extraction electric field.
The space-charge effect on the resolution is then limited
to the gyroradius of the particles, given by:
=

Figure 2: Recoil momenta of ions and electrons generated
by impact of 100 MeV electrons on N2 gas.

PLANAR JET
In a supersonic gas jet at low pressure, there are
almost no collisions between gas molecules. Conventional
fluid flow is replaced by a model in which molecules
behave as projectiles. If a skimmer is used to select part
of the jet, the skimmer shape is preserved.
One interesting option is to shape the jet into a plane
inclined at 45 degrees to the beam. If an electric field
perpendicular to the beam is then used to extract the
ionisation products, the beam cross-section can be
imaged, as on an inserted screen. This arrangement thus
has a significant advantage over conventional residual gas
monitors, in which only the beam profile is measured and
which therefore require two monitors to measure the
horizontal and vertical profiles.
The disadvantage, however, is that the resolution is
dependent on the gas jet thickness (though only in one
plane). In addition, the gas density must be constant
across the plane or the measured profile will be distorted.
Substantial efforts have gone into making the gas jet as
thin as possible. One option is to focus the jet using a
non-linear magnetic field acting on the magnetic moment
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where m is the particle mass, ┴ is the component of
velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field, q is the
charge and B is the magnetic field strength. Magnetic
fields of opposite direction and half the integrated field
strength must be applied before and after the monitor in
order to cancel the effect on the main beam.
Simulations were carried out using CST Particle Studio
[9] to determine the effect of space charge for different
values of magnetic field. The results are shown in Fig 3.
The CLIC DB was taken to have a Gaussian cross section
with σ=0.25 mm in both planes and an energy of
150 MeV. The beam current and longitudinal distribution
as shown in table 1. An electric field of 10 kV/m is
applied. Electrons and ions are generated on a plane so
the gas jet thickness is not taken into account. The
simulation tracked the electrons and ions created by the
first bunch in the train, which is the worst case for space
charge effects. Electrons and ions from the last few
bunches in the train will undergo less spreading as they
see the field of fewer following bunches.

Figure 3: Growth of the measured beam size, as simulated
with CST Particle Studio, as a function of magnetic field
strength and initial particle momentum.
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positive ions are held in the centre of the beam pipe by
the field of the negatively charged beam. While ion
trapping would not occur in the profile monitor itself
because of the applied electric field, it would increase the
effect of any gas which escapes from the monitor.
Taking the minimum cross-section around 1 MeV beam
energy, in order to produce 1000 ionisation events per
bunch in 1 mm of N2, the gas pressure should be around
10-5 mbar. However, it is doubtful that the ion detector
could perform at the required frequency for bunch-bybunch operation of the monitor. To produce instead 1000
events for each train of 121 bunches, the required
pressure would be 7x10-8 mbar.
During ionisation, some momentum is transferred to
both the ejected electron and the ion. This leads to a
spreading out of the ionisation products and therefore
affects the resolution of the monitor. A simple simulation
was carried out using the Livermore low-energy physics
model in Geant4 [6] in order to quantify this initial
momentum spread. The production threshold was set at
0.1 eV. The average kinetic energy for the ejected
electron is 69 eV while for the ion it is 61 eV. Fig. 2 gives
the recoil momentum distribution for ions and electrons.
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It can be seen that extracted electrons are much less
affected by the beam’s space charge. This is because
electrons are quickly accelerated out of the high field
region. Ions are extracted much more slowly and
therefore feel the field of many following bunches.
For electrons a magnetic field of 0.2 T is sufficient to
keep the profile broadening to below 5%. Such a field is
easily achievable and the bump in the main beam
trajectory would be of the order of a few mm.
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PENCIL JET
One way of avoiding the space charge issue is to
replace the plane jet with a thin pencil jet. The jet could
be scanned slowly across the beam or, to avoid problems
with loss of alignment, the beam could be steered to
produce a scan through the jet. The profile resolution then
depends only on the jet thickness. In this configuration,
however, two jets are required, for horizontal and vertical
profile measurement.
The measurement of the beam intensity at each jet
position could be done by collecting the ions or electrons
(but recording only the total charge produced, not the
position) or by measuring beam losses or bremsstrahlung
photons. The latter options have the advantage of
avoiding the need for any extraction fields.
The success of this technique depends on being able to
produce a sufficiently thin pencil jet. In addition, the jet
divergence must be sufficiently small to maintain the
diameter constant over a distance greater than the width
of the beam. For a resolution acceptable in the CLIC DB
case, the jet diameter should be less than 100 μm. This is
very challenging to achieve due to the mechanical
constraints of nozzle / skimmer systems.
One intriguing possibility is the use of matter-wave
interference to produce a very tightly focused jet.
Focusing using the wave nature of molecules has been
demonstrated [10] and can produce focal spots as small as
2 μm. The focusing element is a binary Fresnel Zone
Plate (FZP) in which alternate zones block the molecules
or allow them to pass.
The DeBroglie wavelength λ of a particle is related to
its momentum p by
= ℎ⁄ where h is Planck’s
constant. Thus, a lighter molecule is desirable in order to
make the wavelength as large as possible. For a Helium
atom moving with thermal velocity at room temperature,
the most probable DeBroglie wavelength is 0.9 Å.
An FZP achieves a focus at the point where the path
difference between molecules travelling via adjacent
zones is equal to one wavelength. From this condition it
can be derived that the radius rn of the nth zone must be
=
assuming that the FZP is small compared to the focal
length f. Clear zones are located at increments of n=2.
The width of each zone becomes smaller further from the
centre, while the area of each zone is the same. Thus, the
amount of gas transmitted increases linearly with the
number of zones, while the size of the focal spot
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decreases, since the resolution of an FZP is roughly equal
to the width of its narrowest zone. The number of zones is
limited by the smallest structure that can be reliably
machined.
FZPs are commonly used to focus X-rays of similar
wavelength. However, X-ray zone plates are usually built
by depositing rings of X-ray absorbing material onto an
X-ray transparent substrate. For an atom-focusing zone
plate no substrate can be used since the clear zones must
allow gas to pass freely. An alternative technique is
necessary in which clear zones are removed from a thin
film [11]. Narrow struts must be left in place to support
the inner zones.
An alternative focusing element is the photon sieve (or
in this case ‘atom sieve’) in which holes are located at the
same radii as clear zones on an FZP. This type of plate
should be easier to manufacture since no supporting struts
are required. Furthermore, the holes can be larger than the
zones of an equivalent FZP while maintaining the same
focal length and resolution [12]. However, less gas is
transmitted since the fraction of clear space is smaller.

Figure 4: Fresnel Zone Plate (left) and ‘Atom Sieve’
(right) for diffractive focusing of a gas jet. The scale
shown would give a focal length of 0.3 m for a jet of
thermal-velocity He atoms.
The size of the focal spot is limited by the spread in
focal length due to the thermal velocity distribution.
However, if the gas is passed through a nozzle and then
undergoes a supersonic expansion, the resulting jet has a
much narrower velocity distribution, and is thus close to a
monochromatic beam.
The matter-wave concept is only valid when the gas
pressure is sufficiently low for molecules to have a
negligible probability of colliding with each other. This
sets an upper limit to the intensity of a jet produced by
this method. On the length scale of the profile monitor
this ‘decoherence’ limit lies around 10-6 mbar, which is
more than enough for the profile monitor.

CHERENKOV RADIATION
If the gas jet is sufficiently dense, the beam may emit
Cherenkov radiation [13]. Since the radiation is emitted in
a hollow cone, the light could be collected by a ringshaped mirror placed some distance downstream and
imaged on a camera. The best gas jet arrangement for this
application would be a plane jet perpendicular to the
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CONCLUSION
We have investigated two different designs for a gas-jet
profile monitor for the CLIC Drive Beam. A monitor
based on a planar jet can measure both beam profiles on a
train-by-train basis. Space charge effects can be overcome
using a magnetic field of at least 0.2 T, and the monitor
resolution will be dominated by the achievable gas jet
thickness. An alternative design based on a thin pencil jet
using matter-wave focusing is suggested. Such a jet could
be scanned across the beam to produce a profile with
micrometer resolution.
A gas-jet test stand is currently installed at the
Cockcroft Institute in the UK. It is planned to carry out
further tests there for the generation of both planar and
pencil jets. If these are successful a full prototype may be
constructed at the CTF3 machine at CERN.
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beam. There are a number of advantages: the gas jet
thickness does not affect the resolution; no extraction
fields need to be applied; and since Cherenkov emission
is instantaneous longitudinal diagnostics could also be
included.
Cherenkov radiation is emitted if charged particles are
travelling faster than the local speed of light, i.e. if
> 1⁄ where n is the refractive index of the medium.
The refractive index of nitrogen at 1 bar is only 1.0003,
for CO2 it is 1.00045. Heavier gases such as Xenon
(n=1.0007) provide some improvement but are much
harder to pump. Further, the refractive index depends on
the gas pressure P. For an ideal gas ( − 1) ∝ . The
emission angle and the light yield both increase with βn
as shown in figures 5 and 6. If the gas pressure is too low,
either the Cherenkov condition will not be met or the
emission angle will be so small that the extraction mirror
would have to be placed very far downstream.
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Abstract
The Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) will use a novel
acceleration scheme in which energy extracted from a
very intense beam of relatively low-energy electrons (the
Drive Beam) is used to accelerate a lower intensity Main
Beam to very high energy. The high intensity of the Drive
Beam, with pulses of more than 1015 electrons, poses a
challenge for conventional profile measurements such as
wire scanners. Thus, new non-invasive profile
measurements are being investigated.
In this paper we propose the use of relatively
inexpensive permanent-magnet undulators to generate
off-axis visible Synchrotron Radiation from the CLIC
Drive Beam. The field strength and period length of the
undulator should be designed such that the on-axis
undulator wavelength is in the ultra-violet. A smaller but
still useable amount of visible light is then generated in a
hollow cone. This light can be reflected out of the beam
pipe by a ring-shaped mirror placed downstream and
imaged on a camera. In this contribution, results of SRW
and ZEMAX simulations using the CLIC Drive Beam
parameters are shown.

INTRODUCTION
The CLIC Drive Beam (DB) accelerator will accelerate
an intense electron beam up to 2.4 GeV [1]. The
transverse beam profile should be measured at various
points along the linac, and non-invasive profile monitors
are being developed for this purpose. Parameters for the
CLIC Drive Beam are shown in table 1. The profile
monitors should have a resolution of 100 μm or better in
order to measure the minimum beam size during quad
scans. Intercepting devices e.g. OTR screens may be
installed in parallel to provide cross-calibration, but could
only be used during operation with reduced pulse length.
Table 1: Relevant Parameters for the CLIC Drive Beam
Accelerator [1]
Bunch population
Transverse Emittance
Bunch length / spacing
Pulse length
Pulse Population
Repetition Frequency
___________________________________________

10 -

5 x 10 e
100 nm rad
13 ps / 2 ns
140 μs
3 x 1015 e50 Hz

A small permanent-magnet undulator can be used to
generate synchrotron radiation (SR) from the CLIC drive
beam, which can be used for transverse profile
measurements. SR is an attractive option for beam
diagnostics since it is non-destructive and carries both
transverse and longitudinal beam information.
SR from an undulator [2] is emitted at a wavelength
which is determined by the undulator coherence
condition:
=

1+
+
2
2
where λu is the undulator wavelength, K is the undulator
parameter and φ is the angle of observation. Although
most radiation is emitted in a narrow cone with an
opening angle of 1/γ about the beam direction, some SR
at longer wavelengths is emitted as a hollow cone with
larger opening angle. Thus, it is possible to design an
undulator which would emit visible light in a cone wide
enough to be collected with a ring-shaped mirror a few
metres downstream. The on-axis SR would be in the UV
range. The ring mirror is in reality elliptical, so that when
tilted at 45 degrees it appears circular when looking down
the beam line.
The ring mirror would reflect the visible component of
the SR perpendicularly out of the beam pipe through a
transparent viewport, and it could then be imaged on a
CCD camera. Longitudinal diagnostics using a streak
camera would also be possible if required.

Figure 1: Schematic of off-axis SR observation.

MAGNET DESIGN
The period and peak field strength of the undulator
must be tailored to the energy of the observed beam in
order to generate visible light with a suitable opening
angle.
A severe constraint is given by the large gap between
the undulator poles. The current design of the CLIC DB
accelerating structures foresees a beam pipe diameter of
98 mm [3], and local constrictions are to be avoided due
to impedance effects.
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≈ 1.8
where g is the gap height, λu the period and Br is the
magnetic field at the pole tips. Hybrid magnets do not
increase the field strength when ⁄ is large.
The remanent field for typical permanent magnet
materials is 0.85-1.4 T. Larger fields can be achieved by
using cryogenically cooled permanent magnets or
superconducting electro-magnets, but this leads to a
considerable cost increase.
In an ideal undulator, the horizontal components of the
magnetic field should be zero, and the vertical field
strength should be constant over the whole area of the
beam. As ⁄
is increased, the undulator tends to
deviate from these conditions. The latter is particularly
important since the emitted SR power scales with B2.
Thus, if electrons in different transverse positions see
different field strengths, the image of the beam will be
strongly distorted.
For this reason we set a limit of ⁄ ≤ 1 for the
calculations below. This allows a satisfactory field quality
to be produced. CST EM Studio [5] was used to
investigate the field quality of a pure permanent magnet
= 10 cm and the results are shown
undulator with =
in fig. 2. Within a 1 cm2 area in the centre of the beam
pipe, the peak field varies by less than 5%.

1% can be expected after a dose of 20 kGy [6]. A
reduction of a few percent could be acceptable for the
diagnostic undulators. Larger reductions would need to be
compensated by adjustment of the gap width, or
eventually by replacement of the undulator. Further
analysis would be needed to estimate the lifetime of the
undulator magnets.

APPLICABLE BEAM ENERGIES
For an electron beam at a given energy, various
combinations of undulator period and strength may
produce visible light with the required opening angle. Fig.
3 shows the combinations which would produce 500 nm
light with a 2.5 mrad opening angle using a pure
permanent magnet undulator made of NdFeB (Br=1.15 T)
≤ 1. It can be seen that the
with ≥ 10 cm and ⁄
constraints can be fulfilled for all energies above 300
MeV.

Figure 3: Undulator period and K parameter needed to
produce 500 nm light at an opening angle of 2.5 mrad for
different beam energies.
In order to determine the amount of light that could be
gathered on the ring-shaped extraction mirror, simulations
were performed with Synchrotron Radiation Workshop
(SRW) [7]. As an example, Fig 4 shows the total SR and
visible synchrotron light produced by a 500 MeV electron
beam passing through an undulator with K=1.3 and 3
periods of 12 cm. If the ring mirror is located so as to
capture light emitted with opening angle between 2 and 3
mrad, approximately 5% of the SR power will hit the
mirror. The spectrum of SR on the mirror is very broad,
as shown in figure 5.

Figure 2: Field quality of an undulator with g = λu . Top
left, vertical magnetic field By on centre plane of
undulator. Top right, transverse map of By at longitudinal
peak. Bottom, By along undulator axis (solid red line) and
displaced by 5mm in H and V (dotted blue line).
Permanent magnets slowly demagnetise when exposed
to radiation. A reduction of the field strength by roughly

Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 4: Total SR (left) and visible SR (right) from a
500 MeV electron beam crossing an undulator with 3
periods, K=1.3, =12 cm. Simulated with SRW.
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The on-axis field strength of a pure permanent-magnet
undulator [4] is given by
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less when an undulator is used. The transverse movement
of the electron beam inside the undulator is only 100 μm
for the 300 MeV case above, and less at higher beam
energies. The undulators can be matched so that the beam
exits on the same line that it enters.
The use of off-axis undulator radiation could be
extended to lower beam energies (100 – 300 MeV) by use
of infra-red cameras or by accepting a constriction of the
beam pipe to allow a smaller undulator gap.
Figure 5: Spectrum of SR emitted with angle 2-3 mrad
from a 500 MeV electron beam crossing an undulator
with 3 periods, K=1.3, =12 cm. Simulated with SRW.
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SRW simulations have been carried out for undulators
suitable for other beam energies and the results are shown
in table 2. The yield has been calculated for undulators
with 3 periods, assuming the mirror captures all light with
400-750 nm wavelength and 2-3 mrad opening angle. For
any beam energy, the light yield on the mirror can vary
combinations giving the
considerably for different K,
same opening angle. Thus the undulators for which the
yield has been calculated in table 2 are only examples.
The power radiated from an undulator scales with γ2.
However, most of the radiation is contained in a cone
with half-angle 1/γ, so that as the beam energy increases,
the fraction of SR reaching the ring mirror is reduced.
These effects roughly cancel.
combinations which fulfil
Table 2: Examples of K,
the conditions for visible light at 2.5 mrad opening angle
≤ 1.
and ⁄
Beam
Energy
300 MeV
500 MeV
1 GeV
2.4 GeV

Undulator
Period (cm)
10
12
14.5
15.7

K
0.7
1.3
1.6
1.7

Light yield
(photons / e-)
2 x 10-3
4.4 x 10-3
2.8 x 10-3
7 x 10-4

The light yield can be increased by increasing the
number of undulator periods. However, increasing the
length of the undulator makes the resolution worse due to
depth-of-field effect (see below) as well as increasing the
cost and space requirement of the undulator.
At higher beam energies the power radiated on-axis can
be considerable. Since it is emitted along the beam
direction, however, it will be spread over a very large area
of beam pipe, provided that no bending magnet is located
close downstream. The frequency of on-axis radiation
also increases strongly with beam energy. At 2.4 GeV
beam energy, for the undulator shown in table 2 above,
the on-axis radiation yield is 0.06 photons / electron,
centred at 9.4 nm in the soft x-ray range. The average
power emitted is 0.25 W for 50 Hz repetition rate, of
which only 0.01% hits the ring mirror.
A magnetic chicane composed of separate dipoles
could also be used to observe SR from the linac.
However, the effect on the beam optics is considerably
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EXPECTED RESOLUTION
A number of factors will affect the resolution of the
profile monitor. The undulator represents an extended
source so if the optical system is focused on the centre of
the undulator, the entrance and exit will be slightly out of
focus. Usually a narrow aperture is used to increase the
depth of field of the optical system, but the large diameter
of the ring-shaped extraction mirror makes this difficult.
In order to investigate the effect on the profile monitor
resolution, a simple optical simulation was carried out in
ZEMAX [8]. The SR wavefront calculated in SRW was
written to a ZEMAX beam file (.zbf format). The
ZEMAX Physical Optics mode was then used to
propagate the wavefront through a simplified optical
system with 1:1 imaging.
The undulator in this simulation had K=1.3, =12 cm
as in figure 4 above. The 500 MeV electrons are defined
as a filament beam i.e. a point source. Since ZEMAX
physical optics only deals with one wavelength at a time,
only SR at 500 nm was simulated.
The simulations were repeated for undulators with
different numbers of periods, and the spot size of the
beam waist is shown for each undulator in figure 6. As
expected, the size of the focal spot depends on the number
of undulator periods.
Thus, it is desirable to keep the undulator as short as
possible. The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
brought about by the increased light yield of a longer
undulator is unlikely to compensate the loss of resolution.
In addition, cost and space constraints favour a shorter
undulator.

Figure 6: Focused beam waist of SR from undulators of
different lengths. From ZEMAX simulation of a simple
optical simple with 1:1 imaging.
The off-axis undulator radiation is split almost evenly
between the horizontal and vertical polarisations (53:47
for the undulator investigated in fig 4 above) but the
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distribution is different as shown in figure 7. The point
spread function of the two components is also different,
and a small improvement in resolution can be achieved by
observing through a horizontally polarised filter. The size
of the focal spot for the above undulator is shown in
figure 8 with and without the polarising filter.

MOPF10

CONCLUSION
A non-invasive method for measuring the beam profile
in an electron linac by using off-axis undulator radiation
has been described. The large diameter of the beam pipe
in the CLIC Drive Beam constrains the undulator period
and field strength. Nonetheless a suitable undulator could
be designed for any beam energy over 300 MeV.
Both transverse and longitudinal profile measurements
are possible. In the case of transverse profile, the
resolution is limited by the depth of field, but it is
acceptable for the CLIC DB case for undulators less than
50 cm in length.
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Figure 7: Vertically
and Horizontally polarised
components of visible SR from a 500 MeV electron beam
crossing an undulator with 3 periods, K=1.3, =12 cm.
Simulated with SRW.

Thanks to Georges Trad of the CERN BI group for help
in importing SRW results to ZEMAX.
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The FAIR facility will provide intense primary beams of
protons and heavy ions, or secondary beams of
antiprotons and rare isotopes. The operation includes
fixed-target experiments or subsequent facilities of
independent storage rings and experiment beam lines. The
particle beams greatly differ in ion species, energy,
intensity, time structure, spot size and stopping power.
Therefore, transverse beam profile measurements require
a careful choice of detector type for each location in order
to cope with the large dynamic range and operational
demands. This contribution presents the actual status of
FAIR detector developments for intercepting devices
(SEM-grids,
multi-wire
proportional
chambers,
scintillating screens) as well as non-intercepting beam
induced fluorescence monitors and ionization profile
monitors. Recently, promising results were obtained with
an 11.4 MeV/u Uranium beam in measurements of optical
transmission radiation emitted from thin metal foils. The
boundaries for the application area are described and
basic detector parameters are summarized.

FAIR BEAM PARAMETERS
The main objectives of the upcoming FAIR (Facility for
Antiproton and Ion Research) accelerator complex are to
provide high-intensity ion beams, to generate beams of
rare isotopes, as well as the production and storage of
anti-protons [1]. Because the existing GSI accelerators
Unilac and SIS18 will serve as injectors for FAIR a longterm upgrade program had been initiated including an
extensive upgrade of beam diagnostic devices for the
requirements of high-intensity operation. The foreseen
FAIR standard operation modes require e.g. that Unilac
routinely injects 51011 U28+ in a 150 µs macropulse into
SIS18 as a booster synchrotron. From SIS18 the beam
will be injected into the fast ramped superconducting
heavy-ion synchrotron SIS100, the main accelerator of
the future FAIR complex. SIS100 will deliver high-energy
high-intensity proton- and heavy ion beams near the space
charge limit. The requirements for the experiments with
radioactive ion beams include acceleration of up to 41011
U28+ ions/s to end energies of 400-2700 MeV/u, either in
single bunches of 30-90 ns, or as slowly extracted beam
with extraction times of several seconds. For the
production of anti-protons 2.51013 protons per pulse will
be accelerated to 29 GeV with a repetition rate of 0.1 Hz
and an output bunch length of 50 ns. It is clear that the
large variety of beam parameters along the FAIR
accelerator chain requests for well-matched diagnostic
___________________________________________
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devices. Moreover, the high-energy beam transport lines
(HEBT) have to be designed for the transport of ion
beams with a large range of parameters. Because of the
multiplexed experiment operation, the beams principally
might differ on a pulse-by-pulse manner in ion species,
energy, intensity, time structure and transverse beam
width.
The interconnection of the existing SIS18 to SIS100
has a magnetic rigidity of 18 Tm and will transport slowly
and fast extracted beams in the intensity range 110431011 particles per pulse. Beams to and from the storage
rings will be transported by 13 Tm and 100 Tm beam
lines, but also here a large range of beam intensities of
103-1010 particles per pulse is planned. Additionally, the
aperture has a range of 100-150 mm, which sets up
additional requirements with regard to the mechanical
layout of beam profile monitors.

INSTRUMENTATION FOR BEAM
PROFILING
For the broad range of parameters adequate instruments
for beam profile detection have been developed at GSI in
the past years. Devices are divided into intercepting
instruments, like SEM-grid, multi-wire proportional
chamber (MWPC) or scintillating screens (SCR), that are
specifically used for beam optimization procedures and
non-intercepting devices, like beam induced fluorescence
monitors (BIF) or ionization profile monitors (IPM) that
allow for online profile measurements.
Table 1: Typical Parameters during Test Measurements
for Development of FAIR Instrumentation
Device

Ion

Energy
[MeV/u]

Detection
Threshold
[Part./Pulse]

Spatial
Resol.
[mm]

SEMGrid

U39+

11.4

5106

<1

MWPC

Ar18+

300

103

<1

300

4

0.4

11.4

10

11

0.25

120

~108

0.16

SCR
BIF
IPM

28+

U

Ar

11+

C3+

10

Some typical areas of operation are listed in Table 1 for
individual instruments. The measurement parameters
reflect the usage for standard accelerator operation. In
addition, most of the devices do feature expert modes or
even dedicated hardware, e.g. for increased sensitivity. As
an example the present IPM design includes a fast readout
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SEM-Grid & Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber
As standard devices for beam profile determination
Secondary Electron Emission (SEM-) grids and multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) are commonly used
in almost every accelerator facility. In the simplest form a
SEM-grid consists of a set of horizontal and vertical wires
mounted on a pneumatic drive. For beam energies above
10 MeV/u, the impinging ion beam penetrates the grids
and deliberates secondary electrons. The charge of each
wire (diameter e.g. 0.1 mm) is amplified and detected
separately. Many well-elaborated technical solutions for
analog signal treatment and data acquisition of SEM-grids
exist worldwide. For the requirements of FAIR a
dedicated readout electronics POLAND (PrOfiLe
Acquisition Network Digitizer) based on an ASIC for
charge to frequency conversion has been developed at
GSI [3]. A POLAND unit contains 32 input channels.
Four units will be combined for the readout of 64 wires
each, in horizontal and vertical plane. Via a fibre optical
link POLAND units can be daisy-chained. A central PCIe
PC card concentrates the data and builds the interface to
the control system. In order to detect profiles at low beam
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intensities, e.g. during slow extraction, MWPCs are
required, that make use of gas amplification by an
electron avalanche [4]. The POLAND electronics can,
without change, be applied also for the read-out of
MWPCs. An example for a time resolved MWPC
measurement is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Time resolved profile (20 ms/slice) of slow
extracted of Ar18+-beam (1.8 s spill) at 300 MeV/u.

Scintillating Screens & Optical Transition
Radiation
Scintillating screens (SCR) serve as simple, costeffective standard instruments for beam profile detection.
For the application at FAIR a large variety of scintillating
materials has been studied with regard to light output,
radiation defects and material degradation due to beam
heating for both, low beam energies (11.4 MeV/u) [5] and
high beam energies (300 MeV/u) [6]. As a result of these
studies the scintillating material P43 seems the best
choice for usage in the HEBT beam lines of FAIR, due to
its relatively high light output, good linearity and
robustness against radiation damage. The SCR setup for
FAIR consists of a scintillator (active area up to 12085
mm2) mounted on a pneumatic drive with optical
viewport. The scintillation light is observed in 45° with
respect to the beam using a commercial monochrome
GigE-CMOS camera with remote-controlled iris and
target LED illumination for position calibration. The 8 bit
VGA camera is externally triggered and features 10 µs – 2
s integration time. With the prototype SCR setup useful
beam profiles were obtained at beam intensities as low as
104 U28+ ions at 300 MeV/u [6].
A different approach to measure beam profiles makes
use of Optical Transition Radiation (OTR). OTR is
produced when charged particles penetrate the borderline
between two materials with different dielectric constants.
For OTR the number of emitted photons depends on the
square of the ion charge state. The produced light yield is
linear to the number of incident particles. Whereas the
basic measurement parameters, like spatial resolution, are
similar to scintillating screens OTR measurements are
inherently much more reliable. This linearity is
advantageous if the goal is to measure high intensity
beams and to prevent radiation defects or material aging,
e.g. as observed for scintillating screens. For Unilac
energies, i.e. 11.4 MeV/u, the proof-of-principle had been
shown in a test setup with removable stripper foil
upstream of the OTR screen, see Fig. 2. In accordance
with theory the experimentally observed OTR light yield
increases linear with the number of incident particles [7].
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(single turn) option, which will allow for measurements
on a µs time scale at the cost of position sensitivity.
Nevertheless, the focus of this contribution is to present
beam diagnostic devices for routine measurements in the
various sections of the FAIR complex.
SEM-grids are foreseen for beam profile measurement
at the p-Linac, a dedicated machine for the production of
high-intensity (35 mA) 70 MeV proton beams. Also first
turn diagnostics inside the SIS100 synchrotron and inside
the collector ring CR will be monitored using SEM-grids.
Additionally, for fast extracted beams inside the HEBT
section again SEM-grids are planned, whereas the
detection of slowly extracted beams requires installing
also MWPCs in the HEBT section.
As can be seen from Table 1, the intensity ranges of
MWPCs and SCRs overlap, such that in some cases SCRs
are a cost effective alternative to SEM-grids. Moreover,
recent studies have shown the applicability of SCRs also
for fast extracted beams [2], making SCRs an even more
versatile tool.
During high-intensity operation of Unilac as injector
SEM-grids may not be inserted, because in the given
energy range the transferred beam energy will
immediately destroy any intercepting device. Thus, BIF
monitors are installed for online profile measurement
along the Unilac. In addition, BIF monitors are foreseen
in front of the target stations of the FAIR experiments.
It is planned to equip all synchrotrons (SIS18, SIS100)
and storage rings (ESR, CR, HESR) with IPMs.
Experiences are obtained since many years with the
SIS18-IPM and, more recently, a novel IPM has been
installed in the existing Experimental Storage Ring ESR.
At present different IPM designs are worked out to fulfil
the special requirements of each installation location. The
following sections summarize the present status of the
device developments for FAIR.
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of an Ar11+ beam at 11.4 MeV/u with 31011 particles per
pulse were achieved at signal-to-noise ratio >5.

Ionization Profile Monitor

Figure 2: False colour OTR images of 7108 Uranium
ions, without stripping foil (left, U28+) and with stripping
foil (right, U~73+) at 11.4 MeV/u (pulse length 300 µs),
from [7].
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For non-intercepting online detection of transverse
beam profiles of high-intensity ion beams Beam Induced
Fluorescence (BIF) monitors [8] were developed at GSI.
The detection principle relies on the excitation of a
specifically introduced working gas, e.g. Nitrogen, by the
passing ion beam. By observation of the interaction
region with two image-intensified CCD cameras mounted
in horizontal and vertical direction a two-dimensional
image of the beam profile is obtained. In the past years
BIF monitors have been installed at four locations at GSI
Unilac and evolved to a standard tool for beam
optimization [9].

For locations where introduction of working gases is
prohibited, e.g. in the UHV of a synchrotron or storage
ring, ionization profile monitors (IPM) allow for online
detection of beam profiles. An IPM measures the spatial
distribution, either of residual gas atoms ionized by the
ion beam, or of the electrons generated in the ionization
process. The setup consists of an electrical field box to
apply a homogeneous electric field transverse to the beam
path which extracts and accelerates the ionized particles
towards a position sensitive detector. In the existing IPM
prototype inside ESR and for the IPM setups foreseen for
the future heavy ion synchrotron SIS100 and the storage
ring CR, a combination of multi-channel plate and
phosphor screen (P47) is used [10]. The beam profile as
imaged by the phosphor screen is recorded using a CCD
camera, presently at a fixed rate of 100 profiles/s. The
active area of the FAIR IPM is 4494 mm2. The CCD
images are corrected with MCP calibration and noise is
reduced by the dedicated IPM software.

OUTLOOK
Many of the instruments described above are mature,
fulfil the FAIR requirements, and are partly already tested
with beam during routine operation. The next
development steps are: further standardization of the
devices and their infrastructure, optimization of reliability
and system integration in the overall data acquisition
concept. In addition, novel detector types may be
introduced to allow for simplification or extension of
measurement ranges.
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Figure 3: ProfileView software showing online data of
two successive BIF monitors. The red arrow indicates the
remote adjustment of working gas pressure for ‘gain
control’, for details see [9].
The BIF setup includes a Proxitronic camera system
(BV 2582 BX-V 100N) with a two-stage multi-channel
plate, which is optimized for detection of photons in the
range of 390-470 nm [9]. The yield of the fluorescence
photons increases proportionally to the pressure of the
working gas, to the beam current and to the square of the
charge state of beam particles. Since the pressure of the
inserted working gas has of course to stay reasonably low
to prevent beam distortions or spoiling of the vacuum
system, signal amplification by increased pressure is
limited. A typical value for the local nitrogen gas pressure
is 510-6 mbar. With the present optical setup a resolution
of ~4.5 pixel/mm is reached at a field of view of 10080
mm2. With the BIF monitors at GSI Unilac beam profiles
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SCINTILLATION SCREEN RESPONSE TO HEAVY ION IMPACT
E. Gütlich∗ , University of Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
P. Forck, O. Kester, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

For quantitative transverse ion beam profile measurement, imaging properties of scintillation screens have been
investigated for the working conditions of the GSI linear
accelerator. In previous studies, in the ion energy range between 4.8 and 11.4 MeV/u, the imaging properties of the
screens were compared with profiles obtained using standard techniques like SEM grids and scraper. Detailed investigations with e.g. Calcium and Argon ion beams on
various radiation-hard materials show that the measured
beam profiles can differ from those measured with standard
methods and depend on several beam and material parameters.
For the practical usage of scintillators, it is necessary
to have predictions for the response of the scintillator
to a given ion beam. An existing model for the light
yield of scintillators for single particle irradiation has been
extended to include the effect of overlapping excitation
tracks.
To validate the model, dedicated measurements with homogeneous Carbon and Titanium ion beams at 11.4 MeV/u
have been carried out. To understand the mechanisms, the
beam flux has been varied between 5 · 106 and 2.6 · 108
particles/(ms*cm2 ) and the pulse length between 5 and 0.5
ms. The results of the measurement are presented and discussed. The measured light yield can be compared to the
model calculations.

INTRODUCTION
Scintillation screens are used in nearly all accelerator
facilities for qualitative beam alignment, profile measurement and beam transport optimization. Further more, they
will also be the first day diagnostics for the new FAIRProject at GSI. For quantitative measurements it is necessary to understand the imaging properties of the screens in a
wide range of beam conditions. One possible measurement
application of scintillation screens is a pepperpot system
[1]. For the conditions at the GSI universal linear accelerator UNILAC, several studies, in the energy range between
4.8 and 11.4 MeV/u, have been carried out to find a useful scintillation material which can withstand the high dose
rates and to gain insight into the behaviour of the radiationhard materials [2, 3].
As a radiation-hard material [4], ceramic Al2 O3 showed
the best performance, as a scintillator, among the investigated materials, for the conditions at the UNILAC at GSI.
Further more, the studies indicated that the imaging behaviour can depend on the ion energy, ion species and ob∗ Corresponding

author: e.guetlich@gsi.de
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served emission wavelength [3]. Nevertheless, there are
also very positive results, e.g. that the emitted scintillation
light spectrum does not change significantly along the radius of the beam spot [3].
In order to have predictions for the behaviour of Al2 O3
a model has been developed. The proposed model for the
light yield of Al2 O3 in [3] is based on model for the response of a scintillator on single charged particles [5, 6]
and the radial dose distribution of the ions [7]. The model
has been extended to describe an ion beam, with the overlapping excitation tracks caused by ions travelling through
matter.
To validate this model, measurements of the light yield
of ceramic Al2 O3 for different beam fluxes and ion species
have to be carried out. Additionally, the influence of the
macro pulse length have to be investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to investigate the beam flux and pulse length dependent light yield of the Al2 O3 screens, a new experimental setup has been build up at the materials science branch
at GSI. The goal was to manipulate the arbitrary-shaped ion
beam in that way, that it is possible to have a homogeneous,
square-shaped ion beam on the sample.
Figure 1 shows schematically the design of the experiment. The beam comes from the right hand side, passes
a current transformer, is defocussed by a quadrupole doublet and finally collimated by a slit system with horizontal
and vertical plates. The fraction of the beam which hits the
metal plates of the slit system is stopped inside the plate,
due to the low ion energy of 11.4 MeV/u. The fraction of
the beam which passes the slit system can reach the sample.
The beam flux reaching the sample is determined by
the measured beam current on the metal plates of the slit
system. This measurement is calibrated by inserting the
Faraday-Cup into the beam line, behind the slit system.
Thus, the fraction of the ion beam which passes the slit
system corresponds to the current measured on the metal
plates of the slit system. Additionally, the signal from the
current transformer upstream the slit system can be used
to cross-check the measurement with the slit system. The
sample is placed on a sample holder which moves perpendicular to the ion beam and can carry 3 samples.
The scintillation light emitted by the sample is observed with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (AVT
Stingray F033b, 8-Bit grayscale ADC) equipped with
a Linos lens system with 25 mm focal length with a
stepping-motor driven iris and focus. The camera observes
the sample under a 45◦ angle with respect to the beam line.
The optical system is able to detect light in the region be-
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Figure 1: Schematical drawing of experimental setup, see text.
tween 380 and 700 nm. The data acquisition system allows
to store the images for each macro pulse together with the
number of particles which have caused the scintillation.
The sample holder is depicted in Fig. 2 with three
mounted ceramic Al2 O3 samples with 0.5 mm in thickness
and 30 mm in diameter after irradiation. The samples have
been produced by BCE Special Ceramics with a purity of
better than 99.9 % (A-999). The first two samples on the
left side have been irradiated with an 1 cm2 square-shaped
12
C ion beam with kinetic energy of 11.4 MeV/u with varied beam flux and macro pulse length as described later.
The accumulated fluence was 4.1·1012 ions/cm2 . The third
sample (Fig. 2, on the right) was used for beam alignment,
the positioning of the slits and to check the homogeneity of
the manipulated beam.
Thus, the setup allows to investigate three samples in one
run, without breaking the vacuum. The homogeneity of the
square-shaped ion beam was always better than ± 10%.
The error in the determined beam flux is ± 20 %.

MEASUREMENTS WITH A
HOMOGENEOUS ION BEAM
Figure 3 shows the beam flux and pulse length dependent light yield of ceramic Al2 O3 for both 12 C and 50 Ti
ion beams, with kinetic energy of 11.4 MeV/u. The ion
beam was manipulated as described above, to achieve a 1
cm2 , square-shaped ion beam with a homogeneous intensity better than ± 10 %. Due to the accumulated fluence,
the sample can show aging effects, which influences the
light yield. To exclude the effect of ageing of the sample
during the measurement in Fig. 3, separate measurements
have been carried out, to determine the point of accumulated fluence were the light yield dropped by 5 % with re-
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Figure 2: Sample holder with irradiated Al2 O3 samples of
30 mm in diameter an 0.5 mm in thickness, see text.
spect to the initial value. All the measurements shown in
Fig. 3 are well below this 5 % point. The accumulated fluence in Fig. 3 for Ti was 1 · 1011 and for the C case 3 · 1011
ions/(cm2 ).
To get a feel for the flux numbers shown in Fig. 3
one can compare them with a typical UNILAC beam. A
gaussian-shaped ion beam with a sigma of 1.5 mm corresponds to about 1 cm beam diameter. Assuming that there
are 5 · 1010 ions within the macro pulse the maximum fluence of on macro pulse would be about 3.5 · 109 ions/cm2 .
For a pulse length of 5 ms, the maximum flux would be
7 · 108 ions/(ms*cm2 ). Due to the defocussing with the
quadrupole doublet and the consequential beam loss on the
slit system, the flux values in this experiment are lower.
The best possible result would be, when the measured
points in Fig. 3 are aligned on a straight horizontal line.
This would indicate that the light yield is independent of
the beam flux and the pulse length. Although, it would be
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Figure 3: Flux and pulse length dependency of the light yield of Al2 O3 ceramic screens for 50 Ti and 12 C ion beams with
11.4 MeV/u kinetic energy, macro pulse length between 5 and 0.5 ms and beam fluxes between 5 · 106 and 2.6 · 108
particles/(ms*cm2 ).
expected, that there is less light yield for ions with higher
nuclear charge (Z), due to the difference in the radial dose
distribution along the ions path [6]. The higher Z ions have
a higher stopping power (dE/dx). Due to the give ion velocity, which is the same for both Ti and C, the radial dose
distribution is higher vor higher Z ions [7]. Given a higher
radial dose distribution, the ligth yield should be less [6].
In the case of the Ti ion beam, one can see that the measurement indicates no significant dependency of the light
yield on the beam flux or the macro pulse length, within
the error.
In the case of the C ion beam, there is a tendency to
higher light yield at shorter macro pulses and beam fluxes.
This is behaviour not jet understood and part of current
studies. Nevertheless, the slightly lower light yield for C
ions with respect to Ti ions can be explained, as mentioned
above, by the difference in radial dose distribution. In [6]
it is proposed to use a threshold for the dose, in the radial
dose distribution, which can be converted into light. All the
deposited energy above this limit, would be lost in quench-
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ing processes. This results in a lower light yield for higher
Z ions.
This results have to be verified by the calculated light
yields from the model. The behaviour for C ions is not understood by now and has to be clarified. Further more, it
would be interesting to have experimental results for the
flux region which is typically used at the UNILAC, which
is of the order of 7 · 108 particles/(ms*cm2 ). This was not
possible in the experiment, due to the high degree of defocussing, in order to achieve a homogeneous ion beam.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The presented results for the measurements of the
dependency of the light yield of ceramic Al2 O3 on the
beam flux and pulse length are the fundamental bases
to understand the imaging properties of the material for
the conditions at the UNILAC at GSI. Based on this
measurements the proposed model in [3] can be further
investigated which would be of high practical usage.
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ADVANCED USES OF A CURRENT TRANSFORMER AND A
MULTI-WIRE PROFILE MONITOR FOR ONLINE MONITORING OF
THE STRIPPER FOIL DEGRADATION IN THE 3-GeV RCS OF J-PARC
P.K. Saha∗ , H. Harada, S. Hatakeyama, N. Hayashi, H. Hotchi, M. Kinsho, K. Okabe,
R. Saeki, K. Yamamoto, Y. Yamazaki and M. Yoshimoto
Japan Atomic Energy Agency, J-PARC Center, Tokai-mura, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

We have established an advanced and sophisticated uses
of a current transformer and a multi-wire profile monitor
for accurate measuring as well as online monitoring of the
waste beam so as to know the stripper foil degradation during user operation of the J-PARC 3-GeV RCS. A more than
99.7% of the H− beam coming from the Linac is stripped
to a proton beam by using an HBC stripper foil of 200
µg/cm2 placed in the RCS injection area. The remaining
0.3% is called the waste beam and is transported to the injected beam dump. Foil degradation such as, foil thinning
and pinhole formation are believed to be the signs of a foil
breaking. A sudden foil breaking is not only decreases accelerator availability but also raises maintenance issues. A
proper monitoring system of the foil is thus important in
order to avoid any such issues by replacing the foil with
a new one in the scheduled maintenance day. The sensitivity of the present method has already been proved to be
very good and is capable of monitoring a change of the
foil thickness as low as 1% or even less. A single foil was
used for a continuous last 7 months operation of the RCS
with an extracted beam power of 300 kW (18 kW injected
beam). The integrated total irradiated particles (injected
H− itself) were 8 ×1021 but there was no any degradation
of the foil so far. Surprisingly an increase of the foil thickness of about 10% was observed.

INTRODUCTION
The 3-GeV Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) of the
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) is a
high power proton machine designed for a beam power of 1
MW [1]. The injected beam energy is 181 MeV at present
but it will be upgraded to the designed 400 MeV in 2013.
The extracted beam energy is 3 GeV and is simultaneously
delivered to the downstream muon and neutron production
targets in the Material and Life Science Facility (MLF) as
well to the Main Ring (MR) at a repetition rate of 25 Hz.
RCS beam power for the user operation has already been
exceeded 300 KW and further more of exceeding 500 kW
has also been demonstrated in recent beam studies [2, 3].
In order to increase circulating beam intensity, RCS
uses conventional multi-turn H− charge-exchange injection technique during the injection period of 0.5 ms [4].
A more than 99.7% of the incoming H− beam from the
∗ E-mail
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Linac is stripped to a proton beam by using an HBC (Hybrid type Boron doped Carbon) foil of 200 µg/cm2 placed
in the injection area. It is the primary stripper foil and also
called the 1st foil. The stripping efficiency is calculated by
using the measured cross sections at 200 MeV on Carbon
targets [5] and applying energy scaling of the cross section
by 1/β 2 , where β is relativistic factor of the H− ion [6]. The
remaining 0.3% of the beam is called waste beam and ideally it is with partially stripped (single electron detachment
at the 1st foil) becomes neutral (un-charged) and is called
H0 beam, where the un-stripped H− are expected to be negligibly small. The H0 and H− (if any) are further stripped
to proton beams by the secondary stripper foils named 2nd
and 3rd foils, respectively and transported to the injection
beam dump. The secondary foils are relatively thicker (500
µg/cm2 ) and thus stripping efficiencies are calculated to be
almost 100% (99.9999%).
Similar to any other high intensity machine, stripper foil
lifetime is one of the big issue also in RCS. A foil breaking
might be a resultant factors of many reasons involved during beam irradiation. Such as, a very high temperature rise
of both instant and average, thermal buckling, shrinkage
due to mechanical stress, carbon buildup and foil degradation [7, 8]. Due to the multi-turn injection, not only the
injected beam but circulating beam also hit the primary foil
nearly 20 times in average during injection period. However, the injected beam size is relatively smaller as compared to the circulating beam and always hit in the same
position of the foil. The injected beam then might have a
bigger influence on the foil breaking. An accurate measurement of each component of the waste beams (H0 and H− )
can thus give information on the foil degradation process.
The injection beam dump of the RCS has a capacity of
only 4 kW. A complete breaking is thus not always a lifetime of the foil for high power operation as foil degradation
only a little causes a significant increase waste beam so as
to increase the head load on the dump. A sudden foil failure certainly reduces accelerator availability and also raises
maintenance issues. A proper monitoring system of the foil
is thus important in order to avoid any such issues by replacing the foil with a new one in the scheduled maintenance day. The beam power of the RCS will be increased
gradually, and the behavior of foil lifetime and foil degradation curve could be very useful data in order to learn
more about the foil breaking mechanism.
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Figure 1: Close view of the RCS injection area and location
of the H0CT and MWPM7. A ratio of the beam signal
measured by mode (a) or (b) to that of mode (c) gives the
waste beam fraction.

H0CT
The time domain signal of the H0CT is collected by an
oscilloscope and a Fourier transform is done. As a result,
picking up amplitude of the power spectrum corresponding
to the frequency of the intermediate pulse, which depends
on the RCS RF frequency gives the beam signal [9].
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Figure 2: Time domain signals of the H0CT with beam
(red) and with no beam (blue) are quite identical and is
hard to extract the real information of the waste beam.
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In the efforts of measuring such a little fraction of the
waste beam (0.3%) and moreover for monitoring a even a
little change of the waste beam fraction, recently we have
established two precise and independent ways which employs rather simple principle and methods by using already
placed a current transformer named H0CT and a MultiWire Profile Monitor (MWPM) named MWPM7 placed
near the injection dump. Figure 1 shows an expanded
view of the RCS injection area, locations of H0CT and
MWPM7 together with setup of the stripper foils for the
operation/study modes of the RCS. The waste beam is measured in any of the circulating mode (a) or single-pass extraction mode (b), where all three foils are placed in right
positions. However, in order to get fraction of the waste
beam, injected beam itself was measured in the injection
beam dump mode (c). In this case, the 1st foil is removed
from the beam line and thus incoming H− beam is stripped
to proton beam at the 3rd foil and transported to the dump.
As a result, a ratio of the beam signal measured in the former mode (a) or (b) to the later mode (c) gives the waste
beam fraction. The measurement with H0CT and MWPM7
is done separately. Injected beam also measured by an SCT
(Slow Current Transformer) placed few meter upstream of
the 1st foil in order to take into account the fluctuation of
the injected beam during the measurement.
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Figure 3: Fourier transform of the H0CT time domain data
clearly shows the beam signal. The difference of the waste
beam signal (red) from the no beam (blue) can be clearly
seen in the expanded view (bottom). The spectrum shown
in gray color is taken in the injection beam dump mode.
Figure 2 shows time domain signal of the H0CT with
beam and with no beam for an average of 64 shots measured in the mode (b). The peak current of the H− beam
was 15 mA. The injected particles for a macro pulse length
of maximum of 0.5 ms with a chopper beam-on duty factor
of 56% (600 ns) was 2.5×1013. Even though the time domain signal with beam and with no beam are very identical
and thus hard to extract the real beam signal. However, as
shown the power spectrum in Fig. 3 (middle), Fourier transform of the time domain signal on the other hand clearly
identifies the beam signal (red) corresponding to the chopping frequency (h=2). In contrast to the no beam data, the
signal corresponds to the expected fundamental frequency
of 0.940 MHz and successive higher order harmonics at rf
multiples are clearly seen with beam. The data for taken
in the injection beam dump mode (gray) is also shown for
confirmation. The signal that corresponds to the fundamental frequency was used for the analysis, which is shown as
an expanded view in the bottom. Nearly an order higher
signal of the waste beam as compared to the no beam can
easily be seen. The waste beam in this case was only the
H0 component as 3rd foil was kept out from the beam line.
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Figure 4: H0 and H− (if any) components of the waste
beam can be measured simultaneously by the MWPM7.

TREND OF THE FOIL THICKNESS
H0CT is used as real online monitor for measuring the
waste beam as a whole, while MWPM7 together with
H0CT is used in the RCS beam studies in order to know detail information of the foil degradation (any change of foil
thickness and/or pinhole information) by precisely measuring the H0 and H− fraction, respectively. MWPM7 can
measure H0 and H− fractions simultaneous, but by removing 3rd foil in any of the two modes (a) or (b) (see Fig. 1)
we can measure only H0 component even by the H0CT.
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Figure 5: A continuous reduction of the H0 yield during
7 months operation is measured by both H0CT and the
MWPM7 reflecting an increase of the foil thickness. There
was significant amount missing H− due to 20 mm vertical
size of the primary stripper foil as demonstrated at the top.
Figure 5 shows (middle) a clear variation of the H0 yield
measured by the H0CT almost one months interval during
last 7 months operation. The corresponding MWPM7 data
including H− yield are shown at the bottom. A demonstration of the injected beam positioning on the primary foil is
also shown on the top.
Figure 6 (top) shows individual H0 and H− fractions and
and their sum measured a total of 13 times during 7 months
operation. The integrated injected beam particles are also
plotted as shown by the black curve. The extracted beam
power of the RCS was 300 kW. That means, the injected
beam power was 18 kW corresponding to 2.5×1013 ppp
(particles per pulse). The total integrated injected particles
were measured to be 8.0×1021. However, due to the multiturn injection, each circulating proton hit the foil as much
as nearly 20 times in average and thus integrated particles
hit the foil is estimated to be nearly 1×1023 in total. The
measurement by two independent monitors are found to be
consistent each other, where a significant decrease of the
H0 fraction as a function of the integrated injected beam
has been observed. The H− fraction was measured to be
change randomly as it was the missing H− beam at the primary stripper foil. A little change of the injected beam trajectory or injected beam profile can cause a change of the
missing as H− amount, especially in the vertical direction
as the foil size in the vertical direction was 20 mm. The
total amount on the other hand was with less fluctuation
and was about nearly 0.5% in average. By using measured
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The MWPM7 is a scan type beam profile monitor. The
beam profile is usually measured by 100 shots injected with
1 Hz, where MWPM7 moves by 0.2 mm/s and thus each
wire moves a total of 20 mm [10]. By using MWPM7
we can simultaneously measure both H0 and H− (if any)
components, where center of the two profiles are separated by about 70 mm. In order to get each fraction, the
integrated individual profile measured by the mode (a) or
(b) is normalized by the yield measured in the injection
beam dump mode (c). Figure 4 shows the horizontal waste
beam profile (red) measured by mode (b), together with
injected beam profile (black) measured by mode (c). As
also mentioned earlier, the missing H− measured in the
former mode was due to vertically 20 mm size of the 1st
foil. The H0 and H− are obtained to be 0.32±0.01% and
0.22±0.01%, respectively. Consequently, thickness of the
primary stripper foil is calculated to be 192±1.5 µg/cm2 ,
which is consistent with H0CT data.
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A ratio of the peak height of the waste beam (red) to that
of all beam (gray) for the fundamental frequency gives the
H0 fraction and is obtained to be 0.33±0.02%. The unstripped H− component determined by the cross section for
a foil thickness of around 200 µg/cm2 should be negligibly
small (10−7 ) and is thus considered to be zero. The H+
component can easily be known. Eventually, thickness of
the present primary HBC foil is calculated to be 191±1.8
µg/cm2 . The vertical size of the primary stripper foil was
20 mm and there was thus a considerable amount of the
H− , missing 1st foil. By inserting the 3rd foil in right position, the total waste beam was measured to be 0.55±0.03%.
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H0 fraction and considering the real H− fraction is negligibly small (as it should be ∼10−7 for a foil of around 200
µg/cm2 [5, 6]), the H+ fraction and thus the corresponding
foil thickness is calculated as shown in Fig. 6 (bottom).
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Figure 6: Individual H and H− waste beam fractions and
their sum for 13 measurements during 7 months operation.
The integrated injected beam is shown by the black curve.
The corresponding foil thickness is shown in the bottom.
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0
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Figure 7: Online trend of the H0CT for the waste beam
fraction is found to be similar to that measured several
times as shown in Fig. 6 and was about 0.5% in average.
Figure 7 shows an online trend of the H0CT signal and
the corresponding waste beam fraction. The waste beam
fraction was 0.5% in average and the overall trend was
found to be similar to that measured several times during
beam studies (see Fig 6). The H0CT in such a way plays
an important role for online monitoring of the waste beam
and stripper foil performance during RCS operation.
Previously we observed a slight increase of the foil thickness measured for a relatively shorter period as well as for
a less beam power as compared to the present data [11].
The present data shows an increase of the foil thickness
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as much as 10% from it initial value. Such a behavior of
the foil is interesting but for clear understanding of the real
phenomenon we need more data and especially, similar repeated measurements. There might have several reasons
such as, so-called carbon buildup, foil shrinkage and foil
deformation are involved. For the present beam power, expected foil peak temperature may not be so high (∼650 K)
and thus so-called carbon buildup might be the most considerable reason [7]. Foil shrinkage as well as foil deformation might also contributed in the process.

SUMMARY
Advanced uses of a current transformer and a multi-wire
profile monitor made it possible for measuring even a small
fraction of the waste beam with good accuracy. Online
monitoring of the waste beam and recognizing any change
of the foil thickness during RCS operation has also been
demonstrated. Foil has a certain lifetime and usually lifetime goes shorter with higher beam power, but a foil might
have degradation such as foil thinning and pinhole formation before complete breaking. As foil degradation could
be a signal of a foil breaking, such a present online monitoring system would be very useful in order to know a proper
replacement timing as well to avoid any sudden foil failure
during operation. It may also provide useful information
for deep understanding of the foil breaking mechanism.
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The laserwire system at the Accelerator Test Facility 2
(ATF2) is a transverse beam profile measurement system
capable of measuring a micrometre-size electron beam.
We present recent results demonstrating a measured vertical size of 1.16 ± 0.06 µm and a horizontal size of
110.1 ± 3.8 µm. Due to the high aspect ratio of the electron beam, the natural divergence of the tightly focussed
laser beam across the electron beam width requires the use
of the full overlap integral to deconvolve the scans. For
this to be done accurately, the propagation of the 150 mJ,
167 ps long laser pulses was precisely measured at a scaled
virtual interaction point.

INTRODUCTION
A laserwire is a non-invasive method of measuring the
transverse size of an electron beam where a high power
laser beam is focussed to a small size and scanned across
the electron beam. With a relativistic electron beam, the
laser photons are Compton-scattered to a high energy and
travel nearly parallel to the electron beam. A bend further along the accelerator separates the Compton-scattered
photons from the electrons and the photons are detected at
this point. Unlike a conventional wire-scanner, the resolution of a laserwire is limited by the wavelength of light
used, which is typically < 1 µm, allowing a laserwire to
provide greater resolution as well as avoiding damage from
the electron beam. Such a diagnostic will be imperative for
measuring low emittance electron and positron beams with
high charge densities such as those of the ILC [1, 2] and
CLIC [3].
A laserwire installation at the ATF2 [4] was upgraded
and comissioned in 2010 demonstrating initial transverse
beam size measurements of 8.0 ± 0.3 µm [5]. This system was moved to a different point in the ATF2 lattice
where a micrometre scale beam could be realised [6]. This
paper presents the recent results of this laserwire system
demonstrating high resolution measurements of the electron beam, even with a large aspect ratio beam that is conventionally thought to limit the use of a laserwire.
∗
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The laserwire setup was relocated in summer 2011 to the
beginning of the ATF2 final focus section where strong,
closely-spaced matching quadrupoles provide a vertical
electron beam size of ∼1 µm. A seeded Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser with frequency-doubled output is used to deliver ∼150 mJ pulses with a wavelength of 532 nm to the
laserwire interaction point at the repetition rate of the ATF2
1.3 GeV electron bunches of 3.25 Hz. The laser pulses are
στ = 77 ps long and the electron bunches are στ = 30 ps
long. The laser is located outside the accelerator enclosure
and the laser beam is transported to the laserwire interaction point (LWIP) via a series of mirrors.
The Compton-scattered photons produced in the laserwire interaction are detected approximately 10 m downstream immediately after a dipole magnet. The detector
consists of a 4 × 4 × 0.6 cm lead plate followed by an
Aerogel scintillator of the same size, a light tight and guiding pipe and finally a shielded photo-multiplier tube. A
data acquistion based system on EPICS is used to synchronously record data from the laserwire experiment, cavity BPM system [7] and ATF2 diagnostics.
To perform laserwire scans, the vacuum chamber was
moved on a two-axis mover system. As the laserwire lens
is mounted to the vacuum chamber, the laser focus moves
exactly as the vacuum chamber does. Optical encoder readouts provide 50 nm resolution on the chamber position.
During operation, the laser pulses and electron bunches
were synchronised using an optical transition radiation
(OTR) screen mounted on a 4 axis manipulator arm inside
the laserwire vacuum chamber [8]. The screen is lowered
into the electron beam and the laser beam directed below it.
The OTR and attenuated laser light are simultaneously detected in an avalanche photodiode. The timing of the laser
system is adjusted with respect to the electron bunches until both are overlapped. The edge of the OTR screen is then
used to align the laser focus spatially by first setting the
it at the laser focus position (referenced offline) and then
moving the laserwire chamber (and therefore the laser focus and OTR screen together) until the bremsstrahlung produced by the OTR screen falls to half its maximum value.
Furthermore, a laser machined notch in the OTR screen al243
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lows horizontal alignment by observing the minimum in
bremsstrahlung as the electron beam passes through the
notch. This process allows the laser to be aligned to the
electron beam so that collisions are immediately detectable.
The alignment is subsequently optimised by performing
successive horizontal, vertical and timing scans to maximise the Compton signal.

line with precisely the same length from the laser as the
main beam line and represents a duplicate of the input laser
beam to the laserwire lens but with sufficient space for laser
diagnostics unlike the LWIP as well as the convenience of
being outside the accelerator enclosure. With a scaled laser
focus, a high resolution CCD laser beam profiler can be
used to measure the propagation of the laser beam and the
measured laser propagation is shown in Figure 2.

ANALYSIS
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Figure 1: Schematic of laser focus across electron beam depicting the residual interaction between the two even when
the laser focus is displaced from the electron beam.
In this case, the full overlap integral must be used [1].
The laser propagation is measured and used with the horizontal electron beam size to analyse the vertical laserwire
scans.

2
Mmajor
= 1.16 ± 0.04

2000

2
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= 1.37 ± 0.03

4σ diameter (µm)

A laserwire scan is the convolution of the laser beam and
the electron beam distributions. With knowledge of the
laser beam, a laserwire scan can be deconvolved yielding
the electron beam width. The principal difference between
a wire-scanner and a laserwire is that the laser beam width
varies throughout the its focus. The Rayleigh range is the
length scale over which the laser changes significantly, and
is defined as the distance from the focus until the √
laser waist
expands from its minimum at σo by a factor of 2. In the
case where the electron beam width is much less than the
Rayleigh range, the laser beam width is effectively constant
across the electron beam and the vertical laserwire scan is
the simple convolution of the vertical laser photon and electron distributions - typically both Gaussian. However, if the
electron beam has a high aspect ratio, this is not so. Even
when the laser focus is displaced from the electron beam,
the divergent laser beam away from the focus continues to
interact with the electron beam as shown in Figure 1. This
has the effect of producing a non-Gaussian scan shape with
wings away from the centre.

1500

1000

500

0

1.4

To deconvolve the laserwire scans, the laser propagation
must be measured. As it is not possible to precisely measure the micrometre size focussed laser spot with commercially available diagnostics, a scaled focus generated by a
f = 1 m plano-convex lens at a virtual LWIP in the laser
lab was used. The virtual LWIP is a separate laser beam
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Figure 2: Laser propagation measured at scaled focus analysed along the two axes of the laser beam.
The laser propagation was found to be asymmetrical
with two orthogonal axes of propagation rotated with respect to the lab frame. These are individually described by
the M 2 model [9], which describes the measured laser propagation in comparison to that of a laser beam with a perfect
Gaussian transverse intensity distribution. For a given input laser beam size to a lens, the focussed spot size is a
factor of M 2 bigger, where M 2 ≥ 1. Using the parameters
from this model, the laser beam can be accurately described
throughout the focus at the LWIP in each dimension by
s


(x − ∆x − xσo )λM 2 2
σ(x) = σo 1 +
(1)
4πσ2o

where σo is the minimum laser beam size, ∆x the displacement of the laser focus from the electron beam centre, λ the
wavelength of the light and M 2 the measured spatial quality factor for that axis. The two laser propagation axes are
combined to calculate the relevant vertical projection in the
lab frame using
σl =

RESULTS

1.5

q

(σhorizontal sin θ)2 + (σvertical cos θ)2

(2)

where θ is the angle of the laser axes with respect to the lab
frame, which was measured to be 17.5 ± 1.0◦ .
Once the alignment procedure was performed and
Compton-scattered photons were detectable, the dependence of the laserwire signal on electron bunch charge and
laser pulse energy was measured. For several laser settings
the electron bunch charge was varied as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Laserwire signal dependence with varying electron bunch charge for various laser levels.
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Figure 5: Horizontal laserwire scan of the electron beam.

Charge normalised cherenkov signal (A.U.)

This shows that when there is no laser present, the detector background level linearly increases with the bunch
charge. With laser pulses present, the signal also varies linearly with bunch charge as expected.
To accurately deconvolve the vertical laserwire scans,
the horizontal size must be known as well as the horizontal
offset of the laser focus from the electron beam. To measure this, a horizontal scan was performed in addition to a
vertical scan. Similarly, the horizontal scan shape and size
vary with a vertical offset of the laser focus to the electron
beam. To overcome this a small vertical scan with a low
number of samples was performed to provide vertical centering before performing a detailed horizontal scan. After
this, the laser focus was centred horizontally and a detailed
vertical laserwire scan performed. An example intial vertical laserwire scan is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 6: Detailed nonlinear vertical laserwire scan of the
electron beam.
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Figure 4: Initial vertical laserwire scan for centering purposes fitted to a Gaussian model.
A Gaussian model is used to fit the data and although it is
not an accurate model, it is sufficient to achieve the desired
Beam Profile Monitors

As the divergent laser beam continues to interact with
the electron beam even when the laser focus is displaced
from the electron beam, the vertical laserwire scans must
cover a scan range significantly greater than the vertical
size of the electron beam for accurate fitting. Despite the
necessary long range, the central part of the scan contains
a very narrow peak that must be sufficiently sampled for a
precise scan. Therefore, a scan with nonlinear step sizes
was crucial in performing accurate laserwire scans in the
minimum time possible. In Figure 6, 61 laser positions
were used and 20 machine samples were recorded at each
location in the vertical scan.
To deconvolve the horizontal scan, the vertical electron beam size must be known and vice versa for the vertical scan. To overcome this circular problem the two
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centering. A more detailed horizontal scan taken following
this as shown in Figure 5, and after this a detailed vertical
scan, shown in Figure 6. Both are shown with the fit to the
laserwire overlap integral model.
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scans were fitted iteratively together until convergence
was reached. The measured horizontal electron beam
size was 110.1 ± 3.8 µm and the vertical beam size was
1.16 ± 0.06 µm with the overlap integral model fitting very
well to the data.
In previous laserwire operations, a Gaussian model had
been used to fit the horizontal laserwire scans. The horizontal scan is a convolution of the laser intensity along
its propagation axis with the Gaussian electron distribution
and in the case where the Rayleigh range of the laser is
significantly less than the electron beam width, which was
the initial assumption, the convolution is dominated by the
Gaussian electron beam and the fitted sigma will be accurate to < 2 %. The Gaussian model is attractive as it does
not depend on the vertical electron beam size, which considerably simplifies the deconvolution of the vertical laserwire scans. A comparison of the two models is shown in
Figure 7.

Charge normalised cherenkov signal (A.U.)
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Figure 7: Comparison of different fit models for a horizontal laserwire scan.
The two models agree closely in shape with only a slight
difference at the peak and in the wings. However, the size
from each differs by ∼ 40 %. Deconvolving the vertical
scans using an inaccurate horizontal size leads to a similar
or greater level of inaccuracy in the extracted size from the
vertical scans. Despite the apparent agreement in form, the
overlap integral is clearly more accurate and must be used.

CONCLUSIONS
Micrometre scale electron beam profiles with a resolution of less than 1 µm have been demonstrated with a visible wavelength laser. The often cited problem of laser divergence with a laserwire measuring a very large aspect ratio electron beam has been overcome to accurately measure
both the horizontal and vertical dimensions.
In the past a simple Gaussian model had been used for
both the horizontal and vertical scans. However, with a
large aspect ratio electron beam the vertical scan is nonGaussian and the overlap integral model must be used. A
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comparison of the Gaussian and overlap integral models
was performed for the horizontal scans showing that despite a very similar shape, the measured size is very different, which in turn has a strong impact on the deconvolution
of the vertical scan. Further study of this and other systematic uncertainties is underway.
The detector background level encountered is due to
the horizontal defocussing of the electron beam that
causes a small fraction of the electron bunch to generate
bremsstrahlung radiation as it intercepts the beam pipe after the LWIP. This is a consequence of the necessary strong
vertical focussing in this particular experiment and highlights that the background environment is highly important
when using a laserwire. Higher background levels reduce
the precision of the scan and necessitate higher energy laser
pulses to achieve the same statistical precision. As many
transverse scans are required to make an emittance measurement, it is desirable that individual scans have a high
degree of precision.
The development and demonstration of this laserwire is a
significant step forward to achieving a precise and reliable
diagnostic for future linear colliders such as the ILC.

We would like to thank the ATF2 tuning team for their
help in producing the required small electron beam and integrating the laserwire measurements into the programme
of the ATF2 without which our work would not have been
possible. The research leading to these results has received
funding from the European Commission under the FP7 Research Infrastructures project Eu-CARD, grant agreement
no. 227579
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OPTICAL SYSTEM WITH IMAGE INTENSIFIER AND SPATIAL
FILTERS FOR LARGE DYNAMIC RANGE TRANSVERSE BEAM
PROFILE MEASUREMENTS
Pavel Evtushenko, JLAB, Newport News, Virginia, USA

We have previously reported1 on transverse beam profile
measurements where dynamic range (DR) was increase by
a factor of 100 from typical 500 to about 5.0 × 104 . It was
shown that for non-equilibrium beam with non-Gaussian
transverse distribution the RMS beam size can depend significantly on the DR used for calculations. Consequently,
measured emittance and Twiss parameters depend on the
DR as well. For the optical system used in 1 diffraction
limits the DR at the level slightly above the 5.0 × 104 used
in measurements. For further increase of the DR spatial
filters needs to be used in a way similar to original solar
coronagraph2 and its application to the synchrotron radiation measurements3 . To increase overall sensitivity to allow large dynamic range measurements with low duty cycle tune-up beam, our systems includes an image intensifier. On contrary to a coronagraph-like scheme, where
central bright part of the distribution is not measured, our
systems is intended for simultaneous, complete distribution
measurements including the bright core and low amplitude
halo, which is needed for proper beam size measurements.
Here design considerations for the system are presented.

CONTRIBUTION NOT RECEIVED

1 P.

Evtushenko et al., in Proceedings of FEL2012
F. Lyot, Month. Notice Roy. Ast. Soc, p580, 99 (1939)
3 T. Mitsuhashi, “Beam halo observation by coronagraph”, Proceedings of DIPAC05
2 B.
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INJECTION EFFICIENCY MONITORING SYSTEM
AT THE AUSTRALIAN SYNCHROTRON
E. van Garderen, M. Boland, S. Griffiths, G. LeBlanc, S. Murphy, A. Rhyder, A. Starritt,
Australian Synchrotron, Clayton, Victoria, Australia

Abstract

THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM
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The Australian Synchrotron upgraded its user mode
from decay mode to top-up mode in May 2012. To monitor
the beam charge passing through the accelerator systems
at key transfer points the transmission efficiency system
has been upgraded. The original system could only measure the efficiency of the booster to storage ring injection.
The new one calculates intermediate efficiencies between
six points along the injection system, from the electron gun
to the booster-to-storage ring transfer line. This is helpful to diagnose in real-time shot-to-shot the performance
of the pulsed magnets, ramped magnets and ramped RF
systems and their associated triggers. A software-based injection efficiency interlock has also been introduced, that
can inhibit the gun when the machine settings are not optimal. This article details the architecture of the injection efficiency system and lists the improvements on the machine
that have been carried out to obtain high quality data.

The original injection efficiency system uses only two
monitors: two DCCTs, one in the booster ring and one in
the Storage Ring.
The analogue reading the DCCTs are processed by electronic cards from Bergoz and converted to digital data by
two PCI 6281 analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) from
National Instrument. Figure 1 shows the schematics of the
original injection efficiency system.

INTRODUCTION
The Australian synchrotron is a 3 GeV machine that ran
in decay mode until May 2012, with two daily injections to
200 mA. Top-up operations were then introduced as default
user mode. Because of the stringent beam performance
requirements for top-up better diagnostics equipment was
needed. This was especially the case of the injection efficiency as transmission along the machine needed to be
identified and monitored in order to optimise the top-up
procedure.
The injection efficiency system that was originally installed included only two Direct Current-Current Transformers (DCCTs), in the booster (BO) and in the storage
ring (SR). A new system has been built that uses five fast
current transformers (FCTs): two in the linac-to-booster
transfer line (LTB), one in the first quarter of the booster
and two in the booster-to-storage ring transfer line (BTS).
In addition to the FCTs the wall current monitor (WCM)
located just behind the electron gun also became part of the
new injection efficiency monitoring system.
The injection efficiency monitoring is real-time. A software interlock could therefore be introduced that prevents
the gun from firing in case its value is too low.
This article is a follow up of [1]. A description of the
monitoring devices can be found in [2].
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Figure 1: Schematics of the original injection efficiency
system.
Both DCCTs measure the current for 50 ms. The signals
from the two DCCTs are acquired 300 ms after the gun is
fired. The signal from the SR DCCT is acquired once more
450 ms later. As the extraction from the booster happens
602 ms after the gun is fired, 300 ms corresponds to half
the booster ramp.
Because the base current in the SR is not null, one needs
to calculate the injected current, or delta current, by subtracting the SR DCCT’s readings before and after injection.
The signals of the two DCCTs are sent to a input-output
controller (IOC) which performs the injection efficiency
IE calculation, where I stands for the beam intensity and
L for the length of the ring:
IE = (∆ISR ∗ LSR )/(IBO ∗ LBO ).
At the Australian Synchrotron the length of the Booster
LBO is 130.2 m and the length of the Storage Ring LSR is
216 m.
The IOC’s driver is EPICS-based to comply with the
control system in place at the Australian Synchrotron. All
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EPICS data are provided as process variables (PVs) and can
be accessed from any computer on the network.
Before top-up was introduced the injection efficiency
value from the DCCTs had been used to optimise the BO
magnet settings. The common value during decay mode
was 85%.

THE NEW SYSTEM

Figure 2: WCM data acquired at 200 MHz (left) and a 3
GHz (right).
The ADCs are triggered by the 1 Hz injection and extraction events, generated by the event generator and delivered
to the cards via an event receiver (EVR), part of our timing
system [3]. The WCM and FCTs from the LTB are triggered by the injection trigger while FCTs from the BTS are
triggered by the extraction trigger. The trigger of the BO
FCT is a logical OR of both events as this monitor should
provide data at both injection and extraction.
Figure 3 shows the electrical diagram of the new injection efficiency monitoring system.

Software Calculation and Calibration
As explained above the ADCs return signals that are the
envelopes of the bunch train, which normally contains 75
bunches. The data are saved as EPICS process variable
arrays with 500 points each. The software performs a peak
detection, measures the signal height and the position of the
base line. It discards the lower 10% of the signal in order
to reduce uncertainties associated with the peak detection.
The data is then calibrated. For each monitor, the charge
Q in pC is proportional to the integrated signal I in V.s:
Q = I/a
where a is a calibration factor expressed in V.s/C.

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 3: Schematics of the new injection efficiency monitoring system showing the current monitors, the data acquisition cards and the triggering system.
The systematic error due to the bandwidth limiting the
bunch train signal is cancelled out by taking the ratio of the
signal from two monitors. Using this method the absolute
bunch charge in pC does not need to be measured for each
monitor as we are only interested in the transmission efficiency. The main source of signal attenuation that has to be
compensated for is due to the cables. The calibration factor
has thus been determined experientially, as follows:
To calibrate the WCM and FCTs’ readings the cable attenuations were measured using a DG535 delay generator
from Stanford Research Systems. A DG535 was set to generate a 1 V, 50 ns, square pulse. A first set of measurements
was taken by connecting the DG535 directly to the acquisition card outside the machine and a second set by connecting the DG535 inside the machine at the end of the FCTs
signal cables. The calibration factor a was calculated as the
ratio of the two signals.

Noise Reduction
A few FCT signals were very noisy, especially those
from the BTS. To increase their signal-to-noise ratio improvements have been made on the shielding of the extraction septa and kicker.
Septa Large currents were induced into the vacuum
vessel and earthing system by the extraction septum and
pre-septum which could be observed on the monitors located both downstream and upstream of the septa. As there
was no direct return path for these currents, peak currents
over 30 A were created through the local earthing cables.
To improve the design a copper braid was connected to the
vacuum vessel, at both ends of each septum, to the aluminium yoke support of the extraction septa. The yoke support provided a low impedance path for the induced current
to flow. This reduced the intensity of the induced current
seen on the various FCTs by up to 75 %, as shown in Figure
4.
Kicker Similarly, the extraction kicker return current
was observed to flow through the earthing system and the
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The new system uses the signals from the WCM and the
five FCTs located along the machine (2 in the LTB, 1 in the
BO and 2 in the BTS). The data acquisition is performed
by three Acqiris U1071A ADC cards from Agilent located
in an IOC. The driver is EPICS-based.
The ADCs have a 200 MHz bandwidth although the
radio-frequency of the machine is 499.65 MHz. Our system does therefore not allow to distinguish between each
electron bunch. Nevertheless this situation is overcome by
calibration (see further). The ADCs return the envelope of
the signal which is sufficient for our measurement. Figure
2 shows the consequences of using a low bandwidth ADC
on a high resolution signal.
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Figure 4: Noise observed on LTB FCT (green), BO FCT
(yellow), BTS FCT1 upstream (pink) and BTS FCT2
downstream (purple) with booster extraction septum and
pre-septum ON, before (top) and after (bottom) the noise
improvement.
vacuum vessel (see Figure 5). This was because the end of
the magnet winding was terminated to the earthed vacuum
vessel, which served as its return path. The system was
improved by removing the vacuum vessel termination and
providing a low impedance direct return path with a single
connection to earth.

Figure 5: Return currents observed on the extraction kicker.
The red arrows show the designed return path while the
dashed blue arrows show the alternative current path that
was creating noise to the system. The thick purple line
shows the return path after the improvements.
The shielding of the kicker power supply enclosure was
improved, too. The original meshed cage was replaced by
a fully closed, 3 mm thick alodine finished aluminium box,
and RF gaskets were added on all openings (see Figure 6).
The improvements resulted in a 60% peak-to-peak noise
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Figure 6: Kicker enclosure before (top) and after (bottom)
the improvements. The insert in the bottom photo show the
RF gaskets.
reduction. As most of the disturbances were radiated noise,
noise reduction could only be observed once the shielding
was installed.

Background Subtraction
Despite the large improvement that followed the earthing
of the kicker background subtraction is recommended to let
the acquisition cards integrate the cleanest possible data.
To perform the background subtraction all the magnets
of the machine are powered up and triggered at 1 Hz by the
injection or extraction trigger, but the gun is not fired. The
noise coming from various magnets can then be observed,
saved as PVs and were shown to have a consistent shape
over the period of a one week top-up run. The background
PVs are subtracted from the monitors’ data PVs taken during user beam.
A new background is recorded at the beginning of every
top-up run, i.e. about every week.
The background data of the monitors, their signal after
background subtraction and their integrated charge is available at each injection through a graphical user interface (see
Figure 7).

INJECTION EFFICIENCY INTERLOCK
To maintain low radiation doses around the facility an
interlock has been placed on the injection efficiency value
measured between the last FCT in the BTS (BTS FCT2)
and the delta current measurement of the SR DCCT. This
interlock is software based and is currently set at 20 %.
It is expected that the settings of the SR scrapers decrease
the injection efficiency. When 2 consecutive injection shots
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CONCLUSION

Figure 7: Background (right), signal after background subtraction (left) and calculated charge (top) of the WCM during one injection.
have an efficiency lower than the limit the operation mode
is reversed to decay mode.
As the DCCTs and FCTs PVs are located on two different IOCs, the BTS FCT2 to SR DCCT injection efficiency
is calculated as follows:
The charge of BTS FCT2 is recorded 150 ms before the
second measurement of the SR DCCT current. Once the
FCT charge is determined its value is accessed by the original system IOC. The SR DCCT current is then measured.
The value of the delta current calculated and then converted
into charge. The coefficient of proportionality between SR
DCCT current and charge is equal to the Storage Ring Orbit Clock [3], i.e. the revolution frequency of electrons in
the SR. The injection efficiency is the ratio of the charges
of both monitors.

In order to monitor the injection efficiency along the
whole injection system and minimise radiation dose the injection efficiency monitoring system has been upgraded. It
allows for the monitoring of the current at eight locations
along the machine, and the calculation of intermediate efficiencies, from the electron gun to the Storage Ring. For
safety an interlock that prevents the gun from firing has
been placed on the value of the efficiency from the end of
the BTS to the SR. This reliable monitoring system is in
use during user beam. It will help to monitor and improve
the user top-up operation into the future.
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The injection efficiency can be monitored on the graphical user interface (GUI), see Figure 8, which displays the
efficiencies of last 70 injections for consecutive monitors.
One observes that the booster injection to extraction efficiency is ≈ 65%. Major losses are known to happen in
the first BO turn. To minimise the losses the booster ramp
will be reviewed in the future. For this purpose the booster
beam position monitors have been upgraded [4].

Figure 8: GUI showing the last 70 efficiencies.
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BUNCH PURITY MEASUREMENT FOR BEPCII
Jun He#, Jun Hui Yue, Jian She Cao, IHEP, CAS, P.O. Box 918-10,Beijing 100049, China.
Abstract
The bunch purity measurement is very important for
time-resolved experiments. It is determined by the quality
of the injection system and Touschek effect. The Beijing
Electron-Positron ColliderI (BEPC II )was constructed for
both High Energy Physics (HEP) and Synchrotron
Radiation (SR) researches. It can be operated in the
colliding mode and synchrotron radiation mode. It is
planned to measure the beam bunch purity in a short time
of several seconds by using a time-correlated single
photon counting method. The method has a time
resolution of 600 ps and a dynamic range of five orders of
magnitude. In this paper, we describe our experimental
setup and give a series of test results for colliding mode.
We plan to set up a system which can kick out the
unwanted bunches in the next stage.
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INTRODUCTION
BEPCⅡ can be operated in either of two modes: SR
mode for the BSRF (Beijing Synchrotron Radiation
Facility) and Colliding mode for BES Ⅲ (Beijing
Spectrometer Ⅲ). There are dozens of bunches running
around BEPCII electron storage ring, each bunch
including about 1010 electrons. They are travelled through
a linac, transport lines, kicker system, and captured by
high frequency stable region at last. Electron beam from
linac can be injected into the ring in a specified bunches
through controlling the kicker by the timing system,
bunches became stabilized because of the damping effect,
gradually. The circumference of the BEPCII storage ring
is about 240m and the RF system is 499.8M. There are
396 (Synchrotron mode is slightly different) stable
regions. The number of electrons in the bunch is
monitored by BPM signal which normalized by the
DCCT (the principle of bunch beam current monitor),
BCM system can only measurement the current in order
of mA, which cannot meet the requirements of a more
precise control.
A high signal to noise ratio of the short pulse light is
required in order to study the process of rapid change in
material, which means empty bunch have no photons
emission. The bunch space is generally 8ns or 6ns in the
colliding mode, because of the internal scattering in
bunches, also called Touschek effect, some scattering of
electrons captured by an adjacent stable region. General
fluorescence lifetime testing needs 103 bunches purity and
time-resolved Mossbauer collection needs more than 106
bunches purity. In order to achieve high purity bunch, the
bunch feedback system must be introduced.
___________________________________________
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Several light sources laboratory have established their
bunch purity measurement systems [1, 2]. Kicker makes
its amplitude oscillation increased, and finally hit the
scraper. Before the establishment of a dedicated feedback
system, a high-precision the bunch purity measurement
system has been set up, using the time-correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) method [3, 4, 5].

EXPERIMENT
The schematic diagram of the entire system is shown in
Figure 1. The system is built on optical platform of
BEPCII electron storage ring synchrotron radiation
monitoring laboratory. The synchrotron radiation visible
light was introduced to H7422-40 type PMT detector
through an optical transmission system. The singlephoton pulse output signal’s amplitude is only a few mV;
it must be amplified in order to be identified. A
Hamamatsu's C5594-44 high-speed amplifier was chosen,
the frequency bandwidth and amplification gain are 50K
to 1.5GHz and 36dB, respectively.

Figure 1: Schematic
measurement system.

diagram
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Bunch

purity

The output signal of amplifier’s amplitude is several
hundred mV and the rise time is about 1ns. In order to
determine the arrival time accurately, we use the constant
ratio
screening
method
(Constant
Fraction
Discrimination, CFD ORTEC935), which the time jitter
caused by the pulse height can be reduced as much as
possible. CFD’s output signals are used to generate a start
signal triggering a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC,
ORTEC 567). A timing signal from the BEPCII (1.26
MHz for colliding mode, 1.24 MHz for SR mode) can be
used for TAC Stop signal directly, or used to trigger
DG535. By adjusting the delay and width of the DG535
output, the CFD will only accept a signal excited from the
special bunches which we concerned. TAC output is input
into a multi-channel analyzer (MCA, ORTECTRUMPPCI-2k) to count in different channels. After adequate
accumulation, photon probability distribution P(t) curve
which reflects the storage ring bunch distribution N (t) is
restored.
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RESULTS

Table 1: Cps Statistics of Bunches
Bunches

cps

Current

Whole ring

1.5e4 (±120)

300mA (±10)

Single bunch

200 (±14)

4 mA(±0.5)

Two bunches

270(±16)

5.4mA (±0.4)

After 9 hours

60 (±8)

1.2 mA(±0.4)

After changing the channel addressed to the time and
reversing the timeline, bunch purity measurement results
are shown in Fig. 4, we can see that the bunch purity is
better than 3 × 103. When the TAC selected a range of
50ns, the multi-channel indicates six bunches only, as
shown in Fig. 5, the test bunch structure, the resulting
bunch pulse FWHM is 600ps.This value does not
represent the true width of the pulse bunches. It is
determined by many factors, such as the bunch
longitudinal length, TTD (Transit Time Discrete) of the
PMT detector, the timing signal jitter, the delay and
broadening cables. The longitudinal Gaussian width of the
bunch is about 50 to 60ps; the PMT’s TTD is about 300ps.
The TTD of MCP-PMT is much shorter (only 25ps), a
MCP-PMT has been bought already.

Figure 2: Bunch purity measurements of BEPCII Collider
mode.
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The TAC select a range of 1000ns, multi-channel select
a channel number of 8192 and the revolution period is
about 800ns. The entire spectrum can be translated by
adjust the delay of DG535. We put the two bunches signal
in the middle of the MCA because of the linearity is better
than the two sides. PMT’s spectral response range is
300nm to 720nm and we select the center wavelength of
500nm. A reasonable light intensity means the multichannel count rate within a reasonable range, the total
count rate of counts per second is about 104 which is
much lower than the repetition frequency of the selected
pulse (1.26 MHz), so the pile-up effect is safely avoided.
The Specific of count rate statistics is shown in Table 1.
The two small bunches’ continuous attenuation process
has not been recorded because of the beam breakdown.

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 4: Bunch purity results(TAC range 1000ns).
R ed fit
Black data
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Figure 3: The detail of 2 small bunches which get
adjacent intervals of 2ns.
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Figure 5: Data fitting results (TAC range 50ns).
The measurement results show that the BEPCII bunch
purity is only 103 which does not mean that the real
situation is at such a level but better than this. The test
results depend on the features of the whole system. There
are many important factors, detector dark counts, single-
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Figure 2 shows purity measurement results of BEPCII
on collision mode, from top to bottom three are: (1)
normal operation, (2) in two adjacent buckets injected 2
small bunches behind the third train, (3) condition of (2)
after 9 hours. In the nine hours, the other colliding
bunches were recharge continually, the two small bunches
had not been recharge. There are three bunches queues,
which including bunches of 25, 27, 28, respectively. The
bunch is separated by 8ns in a queue and the queue is
separated by 56ns, 48ns. The two small bunches’ nominal
current intensity is 4mA, BEPC II injection system cannot
inject smaller current intensity bunches, Figure 3 shows
the detail of the two bunches.
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photon response curve, the precisions of electronics, a
timing jitter of timing signal, experiment set up such as
using Pockels box to control the photon transmission
efficiency in an ns time scale [6].

CONCLUSION
A bunch purity measurement system has been set up in
BEPCII storage ring using synchrotron light, it can give
the bunch purity in tens of seconds. The Bunch purity
measurement results show the purity of BEPCII is better
than 3000, the system time resolution is about 600ps. The
two parameters can be further improved by replacing the
detector and electronics which are both underway. An
Avalanche Photo Diode (APD) and an MCP-PMT
detector have been prepared for the next experiments. A
bunch clear system which based bands sweep kicker is
under review also.
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THE EFFECT OF SPACE CHARGE ALONG THE TOMOGRAPHY
SECTION AT PITZ

Abstract

Transverse Phase Space Tomography at PITZ

The Photo Injector Test facility at DESY, Zeuthen site
(PITZ) focuses on testing, characterizing and optimizing
high brightness electron sources for free electron lasers.
Among various diagnostic tools installed at PITZ, the tomography module is used to reconstruct the transverse
phase-space distribution of the electron beam by capturing its projections while rotating in the normalized phase
space. This technique can resolve the two transverse planes
simultaneously with an improved signal-to-noise ratio, allowing measurements of individual bunches within a bunch
train with kicker magnets.
The low emittance, high charge density and moderate energy of the electron bunch at PITZ contribute to significant
space-charge forces which induce mismatches to the reconstruction procedure. This study investigates how the phasespace transformations and thus the reconstruction result are
affected when considering linear and non-linear self-fields
along the tomography section for the design Twiss parameters. The described analysis proposes a preliminary approach for including the effect of space charge in the tomographic reconstruction at PITZ.

The tomography section of the PITZ beamline (Fig. 1)
currently consists of six quadrupole magnets, forming a
so-called FODO lattice which is used to rotate the beam by
180◦ in the transverse phase space. Additionally, four intercepting screens ideally at equidistant phase advance values
capture the beam profile, providing the spatial projections
of the beam at each transverse plane. These projections are
then used as input to a reconstruction algorithm, known as
Maximum ENTropy (MENT) [3], together with their corresponding transfer matrices w.r.t. the point of reconstruction (indicated as screen #0 in Fig. 1). These matrices provide the mathematical description of the transformation of
the phase space at each screen. The outcome is the reconstruction of the phases-space distribution of both transverse
planes simultaneously at the first screen of the tomography
section, around 8 m downstream the cavity which provides
the final acceleration. More details on the design of the tomography lattice and its preceding matching section can be
found in [4, 10].

INTRODUCTION
A wide range of noble research areas and applications
rely on the effective operation of Free Electron Lasers
(FELs). The performance of an FEL depends significantly
on the quality of the electron beam already from its source,
i.e. the photo injector. For a beam of certain charge, a
detailed knowledge of its transverse phase-space distribution provides important information which determines the
machine settings downstream and the properties of the resulting FEL light.
The Photo Injector Test facility at DESY, Zeuthen site
(PITZ) can accelerate electron bunches of 24 ps FWHM
and 1 nC nominal charge up to energies of around 25 MeV,
delivering a normalized rms transverse emittance smaller
than 1 mm·mrad [1]. For the measurement of the transverse
phase-space distribution two approaches are employed at
PITZ: the slit-scan technique [2] and the tomographic reconstruction. The latter makes use of the basic principle of
tomography which requires a number of rotated projections
of a sample in order to reconstruct it.
∗ georgios.kourkafas@desy.de
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the tomography section at
PITZ. The beam propagates from right to left through six
focusing and defocusing quadrupoles represented as lenses.
Four intercepting screens capture projections of each transverse phase plane ideally at equidistant phase advance values as indicated by the plotted β-functions.

Space-Charge Effect at PITZ
The electron bunches typically produced at PITZ lay in
a space-charge dominated regime where the moderate kinetic energy cannot compensate for the high charge density. Consequently, the space-charge induced defocusing
becomes non-negligible.
The current reconstruction procedure at PITZ neglects
this effect, resulting in an incorrect consideration of the
beam dynamics along the FODO lattice. As a result, the
calculation of the phase-space transformations is affected,
leading to an incorrect reconstruction of the captured projections. For this reason, simulations were carried out in
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order to quantify the impact of space charge along the tomography section.
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SIMULATION WALK-THROUGH
The ultimate goal of these simulations was to reconstruct
the phase-space distribution of an electron bunch with and
without the consideration of the space-charge forces along
the tomography lattice and to compare the results with the
original distribution.
In its general form the space-charge force has no analytical expression, making its calculation possible through
macroparticle-based codes, which are very demanding in
computing resources. Only under certain assumptions, the
linearization of the self-fields becomes valid and a formulation can then be derived which approximates the effect
of space charge on a set of the statistical moments of the
beam [5, 6]. The V-Code software [6] offers an implementation of the latter approach and was used for the linear
space-charge tracking of the moments up to second order.
The consistency of this model on the specific application
is of great interest, as it can provide incomparably faster
results. For the reference macroparticle tracking A Space
Charge Tracking Algorithm (ASTRA) [7] was used.
A characteristic phase-space distribution of a photoinjector was tried to be generated as input for the reconstruction. Therefore, ASTRA was tuned to provide a
bunch of 1 nC charge, 24.7 MeV/c momentum and emittance value equal to the result of a past slit-scan measurement. Moreover, the Twiss parameters at the entrance of
the tomography section were adjusted to match the design
values (βx,y = 0.999, αx,y = ±1.125), resulting in the distribution shown in Fig. 2(a) and 3(a). It is important for the
interpretation of the simulation results to notice the differences between the two phase planes.
The strengths of the tomography quadrupoles were set
as currently implemented, i.e. according to the matching solution for 45◦ phase advance between each screen
as provided by the Methodical Accelerator Design (MAD)
software [8], which neglects space charge. Under this focusing, horizontal and vertical projections of the generated
bunch at each screen of the tomography lattice were acquired from ASTRA, using a fine 3-D space-charge grid
(60×60×120) on 500000 macroparticles.
The reconstruction of the above projections under different space-charge treatments (no space charge, linear space
charge, non-linear space charge) requires the respective
transformation matrices for each case. Given the input
beam and the quadrupole strengths, the simulation of the
beam transport along the tomography lattice for each tracking approach allows the calculation of the transfer matrices
at each screen from the following formula [9]:
Mn =



q

βn
β0

√ n α0 sin φn +
− 1+α
β β
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√
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q

β0
βn

βn β0 sinφn




(cosφn − αn sinφn )

(1)

where the index 0 refers to the reconstruction point and n =
0, 1, 2, 3 to each projection screen, α and β are the Twiss
parameters and φ is the phase advance, given by:
Z zn
dz
φn =
(2)
z0 β (z)
where z is the longitudinal position along the beamline.
The final reconstruction result for each tracking case is
presented in Fig. 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) for the horizontal plane
and 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) for the vertical plane.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The reconstruction of such complicated distributions
from only four projections is expected to smear out the
fine details observed in the original ones, creating the need
of a quantitative property for the comparison. The reconstructed emittance, summarized in Table 1 together with
the relative error w.r.t. the original emittance for each phase
plane, will serve this purpose.
Table 1: Simulated Normalized Emittance Values

Original
Reconstruction
without space charge
Reconstruction with
linear space charge
Reconstruction with
non-linear space charge

Norm. emittance [mm·mrad]
Relative error (%)
1.080
3.321
(-)
(-)
1.284
3.588
(+18.9%)
(+8.0%)
1.068
3.229
(-1.1%)
(-2.8%)
1.049
3.225
(-2.9%)
(-2.9%)
x plane
y plane

A significant error of up to 19% is introduced when
space charge is neglected. The deviation is considerably
bigger for the horizontal plane compared to the vertical
due to the more dense concentration of the particles in
the x plane, as observed in its phase-space distribution
(σx < σy ).
On the other side, any tracking which considers space
charge matches the reconstructed emittance within 3%. In
addition, a shearing appears in the reconstructed distribu2α
tions which brings their slope (θ = tan−1 ( γ−β
)/2) closer
to the original value. The emittance difference between the
two space-charge implementations is smaller than 2%.
Counterintuitively, the results from the linear spacecharge reconstruction match better the original values than
the ones from the general space-charge tracking. Possible
reasons for this result are the correlated emittance growth
introduced by ASTRA in the presence of external fields [7],
the shorter tracking step which is achievable with V-Code
and the treatment of the low intensity tails by the reconstruction procedure.
Another value with useful information is the shift of the
phase advance at each screen location when space charge is
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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(a) Original distribution.

(b) Reconstructed distribution
without space charge.

(c) Reconstructed distribution
with linear space charge.

MOPF22

(d) Reconstructed distribution
with non-linear space charge.

(a) Original distribution.

(b) Reconstructed distribution
without space charge.

(c) Reconstructed distribution
with linear space charge.

(d) Reconstructed distribution
with non-linear space charge.

Figure 3: Vertical plane of the original and reconstructed phase-space distributions with their corresponding normalized
emittance values and Twiss parameters.
taken into consideration. It quantifies the phase defocusing
which is induced by space charge and indicates the projection angle mismatch at each screen when reconstructing in the normalized phase space. These values are summarized in Table 2 for each phase plane and tracking approach. Most observations from the comparison of the reconstructed distributions can be predicted by these figures
in a qualitative way. It is worth to mention the 25◦ maximum mismatch at the last projection screen.
Table 2: Phase Advance Shift due to Space Charge
#1

Screen
#2

#3

x plane
Linear space charge
Non-linear space charge

-1.9◦
-1.3◦

-11.1◦
-11.6◦

-23.3◦
-25.0◦

y plane
Linear space charge
Non-linear space charge

-1.6◦
-1.5◦

-7.9◦
-8.3◦

-14.5◦
-15.2◦

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTAL
DATA
The strategy developed for the simulation can also be
applied to the existing experimental data [10]. While the
quadrupole strengths and the projections are given for each
dataset, a description of the incoming beam at the entrance
of the tomography section is also necessary. An estimation of the transverse statistical moments of the beam at
this position is available after performing a quadrupolescan, a multi-screen measurement or a tomographic reconstruction with the current implementation which neglects
space charge [10]. For the estimation of the longitudinal
moments a new technique has recently been developed at
PITZ [11].
A measurement of a beam with 1 nC charge and
24.7 MeV/c momentum was reanalyzed using the old reconstruction result and the estimated longitudinal parameters from ASTRA for the description of the input beam.
Since there is no significant deviation between the different
space-charge tracking methods, as mentioned before, only
the result from V-Code is presented in Fig. 4 and 5, together
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Figure 2: Horizontal plane of the original and reconstructed phase-space distributions with their corresponding normalized
emittance values and Twiss parameters.
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(a) Result without space-charge consideration.

(b) Result with linear space-charge consideration.

Figure 4: Reconstruction of measured data without vs. with space-charge consideration - x plane.

(a) Result without space-charge consideration.

(b) Result with linear space-charge consideration.
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Figure 5: Reconstruction of measured data without vs. with space-charge consideration - y plane.
with the old reconstruction which neglects the self-fields.
Additional ASTRA simulations showed that the result is
almost independent on the exact shape of the initial distribution for the specified set of moments.
A comparison of the reconstructed distributions shows
smoother lines and less pronounced artifacts around the
beam core when space charge is taken into consideration.
The calculated emittance drops by ∼10% for both planes,
in agreement with the simulation result for the vertical distribution which had similar rms beam size.

SUMMARY
For an electron bunch of 1 nC charge and 24.7 MeV/c
momentum, space charge can considerably affect the beam
transport along the tomography section at PITZ. Depending
on the spatial distribution of the particles, additive phaseadvance mismatches of up to 25◦ lead to an error of up
to 19% in the reconstructed emittance when space charge
is not accounted for. This error can be reduced to 3%
when taking the self-fields into consideration, with negligible differences between the available implementation models. The linear space-charge model proves to provide a representative tracking of the tomography section of PITZ.
The application of the developed analysis to experimental data seems to improve the reconstruction result. Still,
a new matching procedure which implements this analysis
needs to be developed for the tomography lattice in order
to obtain projections at equidistant phase advance values.
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QUANTIFYING DISSIPATED POWER FROM WAKE FIELD LOSSES IN
DIAGNOSTICS STRUCTURES
A. F. D. Morgan, G. Rehm, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK

Abstract
As a charged particle beam passes through structures,
wake fields can deposit a fraction of the energy carried by
the beam, as characterised by the wake loss factor. Some
part of the deposited energy will be emitted into the beam
pipe, some part can be coupled out of signal ports and
some part will be absorbed by the materials of the structures. With increasingly higher stored currents, we require
a better understanding of where all the energy deposited by
wake losses ends up in order to avoid damaging components. This is of particular concern for diagnostics structures as they are often designed to couple a small fraction
of energy from the beam, which makes them susceptible
to thermal damage due to increased localised losses. We
will detail the simulation and analysis approach which we
have developed to quantify power deposition within structures. As an example the analysis of a beam position monitor pickup block of the Diamond storage ring is shown.

sumes that the field distribution is not greatly perturbed by
the change of material from lossy to lossless. An estimate
of the validity of this assumption can be found by adding
the component losses together and comparing it with the
losses from the fully lossy model.
Our example case is a Diamond arc beam position monitor whose geometry is shown in Fig. 1. We initially investigated this structure in order to understand the higher than
expected heating we observed.
The five specific features investigated were the block
which the buttons were mounted in; the button itself; the
ceramic, and the pin which connects the button to the rest
of the structure. Additionally the effect of an annular slot
slot, which was added to improve vacuum performance,
was also investigated.

A single run of an electromagnetic simulation will allow the wake loss factor to be found. However this gives
no information on the distribution of the losses within the
structure. Ideally one would simply add up the energy loss
over time at each mesh point in the simulation which would
allow the energy loss spatial distribution to be computed.
Unfortunately this is not possible with any of the currently
available simulation tools.
The tool we chose to use was the wake field solver from
the CST particle studio suite. A vital first step was to add
ports to the models thus making it possible to record the
time domain signals being emitted from the structure. Our
approach is that any power deposited into the structure but
not emitted from the ports is absorbed by the structure. This
allows us to determine the fraction of the power lost from
the beam which can cause local heating. However in order
to localise the losses within the structure a further technique is required. This is to run multiple EM models with
subtly different settings. The reference model is a full lossy
model which contains all the material losses in the structure. Further models have sections or components switched
to lossless parameters. A fully lossless model is also required to give a baseline, as a sanity check of the models and to verify that the simulation time is long enough.
This is similar to the approach used by Nagaoka [1]. The
difference between the full lossy and the selectively lossy
models should, in principle, show the difference caused by
the components whose properties were switched. This asBeam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 1: The geometry of an arc BPM.
Following is a description of the analysis used for each
model. The results of these analyses are then combined to
estimate the loss distribution within the structure and the
total powers involved.
One major assumption that this work relies on is that the
system being investigated is a linear system. This implies
that power cannot be moved between frequencies. Therefore if we account for the power in the frequency domain
then each frequency can be looked at separately.

ANALYSIS STEPS
Time Domain
Initially we are interested in the energy lost from the
bunch which we get to via the wake loss distribution and
the wake loss factor (kz ).
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The wake loss factor is the integral of the wake potential (Wz ) combined with the normalised charge distribution
(λq=1 ).
∫
kz = − λq=1 · Wz dt
(1)
In order to calculate the energy lost from a single bunch
(Esb ), we scale the wake loss factor with the square of the
bunch charge.
Esb = kz · Qbunch 2
(2)
We now know how much energy is transferred from the
bunch into the fields in the structure.
From each of the p ports we can get the time evolution for each of the m mode amplitudes bp,m . The ports
must only count the real part of the complex signal, as the
real component corresponds to the transmitted signal rather
than any evanescent signal moving around the structure and
contacting the port boundaries. By combining the square of
these signals we can account for the power which leaves the
structure, and how it leaves it.
The integral will give the energies output on the ports.
∫
2
Ep,m = ℜ(bp,m ) dt
(3)

15

Cumulative Energy (nJ)
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This can also be seen as the power of a 1 bunch per second train, and thus realistic powers can be found by using
knowledge of the bunch spacing in the machine.
Additionally, by using a cumulative sum one can see the
evolution of the energy deposition (see Fig. 2)
100%
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44%
5

seen at ports
Lost from beam
0

0
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Figure 2: The time evolution of the energy leaving our example structure.
One would expect the curve to flatten out after some
time as the energy which can escape does, leaving only that
which is trapped. Thus, this flattening is a good indicator
that the simulation has run for long enough, and will provide a realistic set of results.
Once one has the mode by mode, port by port signals
they can be combined in different ways, for example, to
find the fraction of power emitted down the beam pipe.
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Likewise one can find the power coming out of the signal ports. By adding up all the energy passing through all
ports, we can get a measure of the total energy leaving the
structure. We assume everything which is lost from the
beam, but is not emitted by the ports is left in the structure. For our example this implies 56% of the power lost
from the beam is trapped in the structure. This can be either
power lost into the materials, or power which is in trapped
or very high Q modes and has not had time to radiate away
at the time the simulation terminates. The assumption in
this case is that all the trapped energy will eventually be
absorbed by the material. We can then get a measure of the
energy deposited into the structure, and thus the heating.

Frequency Domain
As before, we are looking to calculate the wake loss factor and the energy loss per bunch. Initially, we have to do
the conversions into the frequency domain. (charge distribution (λq )1 .
Sbunch = F {λq }

(4)

Where λq is the charge distribution, and Sbunch is the
bunch spectrum
In order to get the wake impedance (Zwake ) the Fourier
transform of the wake potential needs to be divided by the
bunch spectrum
(
)
F {Wz · Qbunch }
(5)
Zwake = −ℜ
Sbunch
The bunch spectrum can also be used with the wake
impedance to get power lost from the bunch (Pbunch ) from
which one can obtain the wake loss factor.
∫
Pbunch = (|Sbunch 2 | · Zwake ) df
(6)
The implementation of the Fourier transform is as a discrete transform, which implies that the bunch is repeated
after each simulation time, so one initially has the power in
an infinitely long bunch train. In order to get the energy in
one simulation run, (i.e.1 bunch) multiply the power for an
infinite train by the simulation time (T)
Ebunch = Pbunch · T
(7)
Ebunch
(8)
kz =
Qbunch 2
As before, this gives us a measure of the energy lost from
the beam.
By analysing in the frequency domain, in addition to accounting for the power passing through the ports on a port
by port and mode by mode basis, it also allows us to separate the power on a frequency by frequency basis.
The frequency separation gives us the chance to identify the causes of various features, and so we can get an
1 We want the real component as this corresponds to resistive losses.
The imaginary component by contrast corresponds to a reorganisation of
the energy structure but generates no losses.
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Figure 3: The frequency map of the power left in the structure.
idea of which section of the structure contributes most to
the heating. By looking at the field distributions at the frequency of the peaks one can usually find the location of
the resonance. In the example structure, we could identify
the button as causing one strong resonance, while the other
large contribution was tracked down to the annular slot slot
(Fig. 3).
This view has similarities to the approach used by
Günzel[2], Pinayev[3] and others where the Q factors of
eigenmode resonances are used to estimate the relative
losses.
As this is all in a frequency basis one can see what frequencies are important for the different outputs. This gives
us the possibility to predict the output signal seen at a measurement port (Fig. 4). In principle one can now compare
the simulation results with real world measurement data.

All the previous analysis assumes a single bunch as that
is usually what is modelled in the EM simulation. In a ring
machine however, there will be multiple bunches passing
through the structure over time.
As the wake impedance is a function of the structure
only, then we can use it as a basis for investigating a range
of machine and beam conditions.
By generating bunch spectra at a range of bunch lengths
and fill patterns, and combining it with the simulated wake
impedance, the wake loss factor for a range of machine
conditions can be found from one set of simulations.
A similar approach can be taken with the port signals.
In this case the ’impedance’ is effectively a transfer function of the port. By doing this analysis on the port signals
as well we can take into account the fact that the beam at
different machine conditions has more or less power above
the cut off frequency of the various port modes.
This post processing approach has a large time advantage
over simulating each condition separately.
However, when investigating the effect of bunch train
length, the limitations of the simulation length may become more apparent. The wake impedance, as we based
on a time limited input, has by implication, a limit to the
frequencies, it can represent. This means that a high Q resonance may not be truly represented. For a single bunch
this will only cause a small error as the integrated energy
is the same and is combined with a slowly changing bunch
frequency spectrum. It can be seen as the envelope of the
bunch power spectrum shown in Fig. 5. However for a
bunch train the frequency response has sharp lines, thus the
fine structure of the wake impedance becomes important
(see Fig. 5).
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Figure 4: The frequency spectra emitted down the beam
pipe, and out of the signal ports.
The wake loss factor and total port power loss results
give a valuable cross check against the time domain approach, but we now have a much clearer understanding of
which frequencies are emitted, where from, and which are
trapped or absorbed by the structure.
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Figure 5: The overlap of the wake impedance and the
power spectrum of a bunch train.
In order to validate this approach we simulated a structure at several values of longitudinal bunch length and com-
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pared the results with the reconstruction using the shortest
bunch length model. As one can see in Fig. 6, the agreement is very good.

fully lossy model and each of the other models one can calculate the fractional contributions each component makes
to the overall loss. The loss distribution for our example
structure is shown in table 1. We found that the annular slot
had the largest impact followed by the mounting block, and
then the button. The button and the annular slot slot also
showed up in the frequency spectrum of the power left in
the structure as they were distinct resonances. The block
response was much more broadband so only showed up as
an increase in loss when it was not set to a perfectly conducting material.
Table 1: Fractional Loss Distribution Within Structure
Component
annular slot
mounting block
button
ceramic
pin

Figure 6: The effect of bunch length on the wake loss factor. For reference this is compared with the expected analytical resistive wall losses.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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Another investigation is to calculate the expected bunch
parameters for various operational conditions and see how
things change when these are altered (raising the beam current for example).

Fractional loss
68%
13%
10%
∼1%
∼1%

As is clear from table 1 this only accounts for ∼93%
of the losses within the structure. This discrepancy is put
down to perturbations in the fields between different model
configuration and could be improved by making smaller
changes to each model. For example only changing a single button rather than all the buttons together. However
even the current results have given us great insight into the
causes of the observed heating.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7: The effect of different machine conditions on
power deposited into the structure.
Figure 7 shows how the power deposited into a structure
can change markedly for differing machine running conditions. It also highlights the potential error which can be
committed if only the pure single bunch case is considered.
Once the loss results from all the simulation runs are
available, adjusted for the machine conditions of interest,
one can combine them to discover which component contributes the most. By taking the difference between the
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From the realisation that we needed a better understanding of the heating effects due to wake losses we have been
able to develop the tools to be able to more realistically
asses the risk new machine parameters pose to the diagnostics systems. By combining the power of EM simulation with knowledge of the beam structure we have developed an approach which gives us a much better insight into
the sensitivity to machine changes and to which component
features are most prone to heating. This work also informs
our designs going forward, where we will be able to make
design decisions on a much firmer footing.
Although this analysis has been used primarily to investigate localised heat losses, it can be used more generally,
for example to investigate the thermal effects of beam offsets.
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MAGNETIC MATERIALS FOR CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
S. Aguilera, P. Odier, R. Ruffieux, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

At CERN, the circulating beam current measurement is
provided by two types of transformers, the Direct Current
Current Transformers (DCCT) and the Fast Beam Current
Transformers (FBCT). Each type of transformer requires
different magnetic characteristics regarding parameters
such as permeability, coercivity and shape of the
magnetization curve. Each transformer is built based on
toroidal cores of a magnetic material which gives these
characteristics. For example, DCCTs consist of three
cores, two for the measurement of the DC component and
one for the AC component. In order to study the effect of
changes in these parameters on the current transformers,
several interesting raw materials based on their as-cast
properties were selected with the annealing process used
to tune their properties for the individual needs of each
transformer. First annealing tests show that the
magnetization curve, and therefore the permeability, of
the material can be modified, opening the possibility for
building and studying a variety of transformer cores.

CURRENT TRANSFORMERS AT CERN
At CERN’s accelerator complex, current transformers
have been used to measure the beam’s current since the
1960’s. Nowadays, there are a total of 96 transformers out
of which, 22 are DCCTs and 74 are FBCTs. There also
exist 6 spares for DCCTs and 22 spares for FBCTs.
Currently, the oldest installed FBCT dates back to 1970
and the DCCT to 1982. There are also different sized
transformers in order to adapt to the different vacuum
chamber dimensions.

MAGNETIC MATERIAL FOR
TRANSFORMER CORES
DCCTs consist of three magnetic cores, one for the AC
component of the signal and two for the DC, while
FBCTs consist normally of only one magnetic core. These
cores are made out of wound ribbon of soft magnetic
material. The choice of material and its magnetic
characteristics for current transformers affects the
parameters of the transformer such as the resolution in the
case for the DCCT.
The magnetic material in the transformers used at
CERN was specified for making the instrument as
sensitive as possible. For this, soft ferromagnetic material
with a maximum relative complex permeability of more
than 50 000 has been used. Other characteristics sought
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included low Barkhausen Noise, coercive field of around
1 A/m and low magnetostriction [1]. Typically, soft
magnetic materials include permalloys (alloys with 80 %
nickel and 20 % iron), amorphous alloys composed of
about 80 % transition metals (mainly iron and/or cobalt)
and 20 % metalloids (boron, silicon and carbon) and
nanocrystalline alloys, with nanometer sized grains in an
amorphous matrix [2].
The motivation for developing and manufacturing
magnetic cores at CERN is driven by the interest of being
able to make different sized cores in-house, to acquire the
know-how for tuning the cores’ magnetic properties and
the influence of the magnetic material’s parameters in the
transformer response in order to improve the instrument’s
performance and resolution.

Influence of Material in Transformer Response
The thickness of ribbons is known to affect the
response of the transformer, as Eddy currents increase
with it. For example, cores with different lamination
thicknesses can be combined in a single transformer,
making the rise time and initial decay in the first
microseconds dependent on the core with the thinner
lamination, and the time constant dependent on the mass
of the core [3].
The power loss of the material is proportional to the
area of the hysteresis loop. It is interesting to study the
change in the losses with increasing magnetization
frequency, produced by the damping from Eddy currents
[2]. Losses are an important factor to take into
consideration, as the magnetic core will heat up during
operation. The maximum service temperature of the
material (the limit temperature at which the material still
has all of its characteristic properties) should be higher
than the operational temperature the material will reach
when the transformer is in use. In order to limit the
temperature increase and the power loss dissipated in the
material, insulation between layers is usually employed.
Insulation in cores can be done in several ways. The
most common are producing tape wound cores with an
insulator like DupontTM Kapton® or using a ceramic to
insulate the layers. The latter process can be done by
means of the Sol-Gel method by immersing the ribbon
into a solution that becomes ceramic after a thermal
treatment [4].
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Shaping the Magnetization Curve
For the different types of transformers, the
requirements of the magnetization (B-H) curve are
different. DCCTs require a round-shaped curve with a
coercive field of about 3 A/m, whilst the FBCTs require
more of a flat-shaped and low coercivity curve.
In order to change the shape of the magnetization
curve, it is necessary to thermally treat the alloy (process
defined as annealing). Depending on the desired final
properties, the annealing must be conducted under a
magnetic field in order to achieve the flatter B-H curves
required by the FBCTs. It also should be taken into
consideration that the adequate temperature to modify
these properties should be above the Curie temperature
and below the crystallization temperature to maintain its
crystalline structure.

As can be seen from Table 1, iron-based alloys have a
higher Curie temperature than cobalt-based alloys.
Table 1: Materials Summary
Type

Curie
temperature [C]

Crystallization
temperature [C]

Iron-based
Amorphous

420

560

Iron-based
Nanocrystalline

560

510

Nanoamor

205

420

VAC 6025 G40

225

-

Metglas 2705M

365

520
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TESTS
Barkhausen Effect

Barkhausen Noise

The Barkhausen Effect is a physical phenomenon
which is manifested as a series of jumps in magnetization
of ferromagnetic material when exposed to a varying
magnetic field. Surrounding the sample by a secondary
coil, the induced voltage can be transformed into acoustic
noise, from which the term Barkhausen Noise (BN)
derives [5].

Barkhausen Noise tests were performed following the
setup described in [5] for all the materials, but using a
triangular current for the driving solenoid.

This effect is often used as a non-destructive test to
check changes in microstructure (grain boundaries,
dislocations,
inhomogeneities,
etc.)
and
stress
configurations of materials. It is because of this, that this
technique offers a good overview of changes in magnetic
domains.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the BN for cobaltbased amorphous materials. What can be seen is the
voltage induced in the secondary coil surrounding the
magnetic sample while it is subjected to the triangular
current. Time zero indicates when the pulse’s value is
zero volts. As can be seen, most of the BN occurs around
this region, and drops to zero when the sample is
saturated. It has been observed that there is not a
significant difference between them.

It is clear that the BN influences the transformer
performance and its resolution [6], therefore it is an
interesting characteristic to study to see the effect of the
thermal treatment on the BN and then on the instrument’s
response.

Summary of Materials Used
For this study, the materials used were iron-based
amorphous and nanocrystalline alloys and cobalt-based
amorphous alloys. The iron-based alloys were purchased
from Qinhuangdao Yanqin Nano Science & Technology
Co., Ltd (http://www.yanqin.com), and the Cobalt-based
were purchased in Nanostructured & Amorphous
Materials (Nanoamor), Inc. (http://www.nanoamor.com),
Vacuumschmelze
GmbH
&
Co.
KG
(http://www.vacuumschmelze.de) as VC 6025 G40 and
Hitachi Metals Europe GmbH (http://www.metglas.com)
as 2705M.
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Figure 1: Barkhausen Noise response for amorphous
cobalt-based materials (Nanoamor in green, Metglas in
red and VAC in blue).
However, Figure 2 shows the difference between the
iron-based amorphous and nanocrystalline and the
Vacuumschmelze materials. As can be seen, the ironbased materials present a lot more BN than the other
sample and does not completely reach saturation as the
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VAC material, which can be observed from the existence
of BN throughout the measurement. This means that the
samples with more and higher BN signal will have an
undesirable effect on the transformer’s performance and
should be a factor to take into account when choosing the
core’s material.

MOPF24

further annealing tests should not be performed on these
materials to fully explore the potential magnetic
properties that could be achieved.

Figure 3: B-H curve for iron-based nanocrystalline in red
and iron-based amorphous alloys in blue.

Magnetic Properties
In order to measure the magnetic properties of the
materials, an impedance analysis and a study of the B-H
curve was performed. The impedanec of the sample were
measured and permeability was calculated from the
inductance of the measurement. For this purpose, cores of
external diameter of 45 mm and section of 10 mm x 10
mm were wound for testing. Table 2 shows the maximum
permeability measured for each material.

Annealing Tests and Measurements
First annealing tests were performed under vacuum at
250 degrees Celsius during one hour. A Sol-Gel solution
was poured over the cores in order to create an insulating
layer of magnesium oxide (MgO) as described in [4].
Before and after the treatment, magnetization curves were
measured at 200 Hz from wound toroids. This
measurement also enables the calculation of the
maximum permeability and has been used to cross-check
the one calculated by impedance analysis.

Table 2: Permeability Summary
Type

Maximum relative complex
permeability

Iron-based Amorphous

2650

Iron-based Nanocrystalline

4200

Nanoamor

134 000

VAC 6025 G40

64 000

Metglas 2705M

173 000

As can be observed, the iron-based alloys have a too
low permeability to be considered as good candidates for
transformer cores. The cobalt-based materials would
therefore be the most suitable to use.
Figure 3 shows the B-H curve at 200 Hz for the ironbased alloys. Coercivity is extremely high (almost 20
A/m). This, combined with the low permeability of the
material, practically rules it out as a suitable candidate for
transformer cores. This does not mean, however, that
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Figure 4: B-H curve before (in blue) and after annealing
(in red) for VAC 6025.
As can be seen on Figure 4, the annealing has a
“rounding effect” on the B-H curve, with an increase in
the maximum permeability of the core. Similar changes
were observed for the Nanoamor alloy, although the
change in the shape of the alloy decreased the maximum
permeability.
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Figure 2: Barkhausen Noise response for iron-based
amorphous alloy in green, iron-based nanocrystalline
alloy in red and VAC 6025 in blue.
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The iron-based alloys (both amorphous and
nanocrystalline) have a maximum complex relative
permeability which is too low for the characteristics
sought and a coercive field which is too high. The tests
performed so far on the cobalt-based materials show good
potential characteristics in order to make full cores for
CERN’s current transformers.
With three very good candidates, the annealing process
should be further studied in order to verify how the
different B-H curve shapes affect the response on the
transformers. In addition to this, the insulation should be
further studied, by improving the Sol-gel method
technique and comparing to DupontTM Kapton®
insulation. Both annealing possibilities, with magnetic
field and conventional heating, should be studied in order
to achieve the best magnetic properties for each
transformer.
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CRYOGENIC CURRENT COMPARATOR AS LOW INTENSITY BEAM
CURRENT MONITOR IN THE CERN ANTIPROTON DECELERATORS
M. Fernandes∗ , The University of Liverpool, U.K. & CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
J. Tan, L. Søby, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland,
C.P. Welsch, Cockcroft Institute & The University of Liverpool, Liverpool, U.K.
In the low-energy Antiproton Decelerator (AD) and the
future Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA) rings at
CERN, an absolute measurement of the beam intensity is
essential to monitor any losses during the deceleration and
cooling phases. However, existing DC current transformers
can hardly reach the µA level, while at the AD and ELENA
currents can be as low as 100 nA. A Cryogenic Current
Comparator (CCC) based on a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) is currently being designed
and shall be installed in the AD and ELENA machines. It
should meet the following specifications: A current resolution smaller than 10 nA, a dynamic range covering currents between 100 nA and 1 mA, as well as a bandwidth
from DC to 1 kHz. Different design options are being considered, including the use of low or high temperature superconductor materials, different CCC shapes and dimensions, different SQUID characteristics, as well as electromagnetic shielding requirements. In this contribution we
present first results from a comparative analysis of different monitor options, taking into consideration the external
electromagnetic sources at the foreseen device locations.

The beam is injected with β = 0.97 containing approximately Np = 5 × 107 antiprotons. By the end of the cycle
the beam is non-relativistic with β = 0.11, and the total
intensity normally decreases to Np = 3 × 107 . The low
number of antiprotons combined with low energy regime
produces a beam current with the low 300 nA in the case of
a final intensity of Np = 1 × 107 . Figure 1 shows the average current profile during one deceleration cycle assuming
a constant number of antiprotons Np = 5 × 107 .
Table 1: AD Machine Beam Parameters Related to the Different Times in the Cycle Shown in Fig. 1
β
EK [MeV]
frev [MHz]
Imean [µA]
Ibunch [µA]
σbunch [ns]

A

B

C

D

0.97
2753
1.6
12
74
172

0.91
1271
1.5
11
140
136

0.30
46.8
0.50
4
41
104

0.11
5.3
0.17
1.3 - 0.3
150
>110

LOW-ENERGY ANTIPROTON
RINGS AT CERN
The CERN low-energy antiproton physics experiments
are currently served by the AD ring. The main purpose of
this machine is to capture the antiprotons produced by colliding a proton beam against a fixed target, and then decelerate and cool them to create antiproton bunches suitable
to be used by the experiments. ELENA [1] will be a new
ring installed downstream of the AD, with the purpose of
further decelerating and cooling the antiproton beam.
The goal of the CCC project is to develop a new current
monitor to be installed in the ELENA machine, expected to
be commissioned in 2016. Before this, the device should be
installed and tested in the AD. Both machines have many
beam parameters in common. The beam currents in the
ELENA are very close the ones in the AD, since the beam
velocity is decreased (from β = 0.11 to β = 0.01 at lowest
energy) by the same order of magnitude as the machine
circumference (C = 182.5 m in the AD and C = 30.4 m
for the ELENA). In this paper we will focus on the AD
machine.
The beam parameters at the different plateau stages of
the operation cycle in the AD ring are shown in Table 1.
∗ Supported

by the EU within the oPAC project under contract 289485.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the average beam current during one
cycle of AD.
The AD is operated with bunched beams during the deceleration phases and with a coasting (DC) beam during
the cooling stages, as indicated in figure 1. Measurement
of beam intensity is required during both phases.

Current Monitoring
A precise measurement of the beam intensity in the
AD ring is of fundamental importance to monitor the efficiency of the different deceleration and beam cooling
phases. Non-perturbing monitors, such as beam DC current
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transformers or longitudinal-Schottky pickup noise analysis, rely on sensing the beam-induced electromagnetic
field. The DC monitor in particular is limited to a resolution of about 1 µA, normally achieved after an integration
period of ∼ 1 s [2].
In the AD a direct measurement of beam intensity
is available for bunched beams through AC-coupled fast
beam current transformers. For the unbunched beam, the
intensity cannot be measured by DC Current Transformers (DCCTs) since the beam currents are below the sensitivity of these devices. To overcome this, a system based
on the on-line analysis of longitudinal Schottky noise (LSchottky) was implemented, with the following performance:
• Absolute accuracy error: ≥ 10%
• Time resolution: 200 ms

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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• Complex calibration procedure
The L-Schottky monitor is also used to measure the
bunched beam current. In this case the accuracy and time
resolution of the measurement are improved, but another
limitation shows up in that the measured current becomes
dependent on the longitudinal bunch shape (with accuracy
of 5 %, and absolute calibration error of 10 %). Despite
its limitations, this monitor has enabled routine operation
of the machine over many years. Under the currently ongoing renovation program of the AD beam instrumentation,
this system will be renewed leading to small performance
improvements [3].
The above limitations prompted us to look for a new type
of device for measuring the mean beam current, that could
benefit the machine optimization and daily operations.

CRYOGENIC CURRENT COMPARATOR
Cryogenic Current Comparators were first used in electric metrology systems for the precise measurement of DC
current ratios [4]. When used to measure a beam current
there is a single current, and this is not flowing through a
wire. But the working principle is the same as for the current comparison device.
As for any other beam current transformer the CCC relies on measuring the distribution of the magnetic field generated by the circulating beam. A superconductor shielding
structure (which in its simplest form is a straight cylinder)
surrounding the beam is used to supress all the magnetic
field components that are not linked to the beam current.
The resulting magnetic field, which is independent of beam
trajectory and energy, needs then to be measured by an extremely sensitive magnetometer. A Superconductor QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) is normally chosen for
this task.
In Table 2 a summary is given of the achievable performance with CCC devices and other non-destructive current
monitors capable of DC measurement. Two types of CCC,
which are discussed in the next sub-sections, are shown depending on the use of Low- or High-Temperature Superconductor (LTS or HTS) materials.
Table 2: Comparison of Different Non-Destructive Current
Monitors Capable of DC Measurement
Monitor

Resolution

DCCT
HTS CCC
LTS CCC

1 µA
100 nA
8 nA

Specifications for a More Precise C urrent Monitor
For a performance breakthrough in the beam current
monitoring of the AD machine, a new device should aim
to fulfil to the following specifications:
• Measurement of absolute mean current of both
bunched and coasting beams;
• Easy and accurate calibration procedure using a calibration turn on the toroid;

Low- vs High- Temperature SC
CCC beam current monitors using both Low- and HighTemperature superconductors have been developed at different institutes. We have reviewed mainly the devices developed at GSI [5] and RIKEN [6]. Although these share
many things in common concerning their working principle, there are some important differences.

• Independence of beam shape, trajectory and energy;
• Cover the full range of mean beam current [0.3 −
12] µA;
• Current resolution: 3 nA 1 ;
• Bandwidth range of [DC − 1] kHz;
The above current resolution is an increase by an order
of magnitude over the L-Schottky device, and the increase
in bandwidth would represent an improvement by a factor
of 200, in the DC mode.

Figure 2: Schematic of two different CCC systems. On the
left is a LTS version and on the right is a HTS one.

1 This would permit an accuracy of 1% for the lowest current of
300 nA.

High-temperature superconductors available today are
ceramic materials that are hard to manufacture into com-
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plex shapes. In addition it is difficult to connect superconducting wires. Given these limitations the HTS CCC
devices developed to date are based on a straight cylindrical tube of superconductor for shielding, with the SQUID
sensor located directly on top of the cylinder as shown in
figure 2. To maximise the coupling of the magnetic field
created by the mirror current to the sensor, a superconductor bridge pattern is created in order to concentrate the total
current under the SQUID pickup coil, which is normally
used in a gradiometer configuration. A small ferromagnetic core can also be used to increase the magnetic flux
in the SQUID pickup coil. However, problems due to the
finite length of the shielding tube, shielding from external
sources and insufficient magnetic coupling to the SQUID
detector, still limit the performance of these devices when
compared with the LTS version [6].
In the LTS version of the CCC a meander-shaped shielding has been proposed that allows for reducing the total
length, when compared to a simple cylinder, and at the
same time acts as a shield against noisy background magnetic field, see figure 2. A small gap opening is needed to
allow for the beam magnetic field to enter into the cavity
where a high magnetic permeability core is located with a
single turn secondary coil that is used to couple the magnetic field to a SQUID outside of the cavity.
The LTS CCC devices developed to date were able to
achieve a higher resolution than the HTS ones, as can be
seen in Table 2. The system developed by A.Peters et al.
with 8 nA resolution2 would be close to fulfilling the specifications of the AD/ELENA device.

Challenges and Future R&D Topics
The beam pipe aperture at the location foreseen for the
installation of the LTS CCC is 160 mm. But, the AD machine optics has changed considerably over the years and
the aperture required for the new diagnostics is only between 100 − 110 mm. Taking into account the additional
space needed for a cryostat isolation around the beam pipe,
the magnetic core radius should be around rMC = 80 mm.
The smallest beam current that we want to measure is
0.3 µA, which at rMC creates a magnetic field of ∼ 0.75 pT,
compared to the Earth’s magnetic field on the order of
50’s µT. In order to keep the 1% accuracy, the shielding should provide for an attenuation factor of 200 dB.
Other groups have reported attenuation factors for LTS
CCC shielding structure close to this value [7], and so
shielding should not be a problem.
Apart from the shielding, the CCC resolution will depend on different factors that can be optimized. Other
groups have carried intensive research into the optimization of the different components of the system that limit
the overall system resolution [8].
Nowadays, low-noise DC SQUIDs may achieve an input sensitivity of the order of 0.23 µA/φ0 (where φ0 is
the magnetic flux quantum constant 3 ) with a typical white
2 Achieved
3φ

0

=

h
2e

√
current noise density of 250 pA/ Hz.
= 2.067834 × 10−15 Wb
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√
noise density of 1.2√µφ0 / Hz, corresponding to a current
noise of 0.28 pA/ Hz. The indicated values are for a
DC SQUID device [9] manufactured by Magnicon GmbH.
The current SQUID control electronics exhibit comparable
noise figures, and none of these two components limit the
system resolution.
The dominant intrinsic noise source is in the magnetic
coupling circuit. In order to maximize the S/N ratio a high
inductance soft ferromagnetic core in the pickup coil is
used. Studies of different materials [10] have shown that
nanocrystaline materials, such as Nanoperm M-764-01, exhibit the best noise performance at liquid Helium temperatures (below 4.2 K).
Additional noise contributions, and also possible sources
of a zero-drift current, are disturbing magnetic background
fields, mechanical vibrations and temperature variations
of the SQUID. Study of different techniques to overcome
these will be our main research topic.
Another issue with the implementation of a CCC at the
AD and ELENA is the sharp increase in the magnetic field
during the bunched beam phases (bunch lengths ∼ 100 ns).
The SQUID electronic system working in Flux-Locked
Mode cannot keep track of signals varying at rates exceeding its slew-rate, which is typically of the order of
15 Mφ0 /s. This is insufficient for the bunched beam structure in AD and ELENA, where, depending on cross section of the magnetic core and single-turn pickup coil, the
flux variation could be of the order of 100 Mφ0 /s or even
1000 Mφ0 /s. We are currently studying possible solutions
to this problem. One possibility would be to profit from a
possible low-pass filtering effect in the shielding structure.
Another option would be to use metallized ceramic gaps
in the beam pipe to minimise the higher frequency components seen by the CCC.

MAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT
Different magnetic noise sources near the CCC have
been measured or estimated: Modelling of the Earth’s magnetic field; Measurements of magnetic field inside the AD
hall; Simulation of stray fields from nearby magnets.
The Earth’s magnetic field in the Geneva region has a
magnitude of 47 µT, with a vertical component of 42 µT
and an horizontal component of 22 µT [11]. The daily and
yearly variation is under 1%.
Measurements of the magnetic field at different points
inside the AD hall have been performed by the CERN Magnetic Measurements section. The overall background field
level is < 10 µT at places away from magnetic flux concentration points such as crane equipment.
As can be seen from figure 3 the two closest magnet elements are two focusing and defocusing quadrupoles located 1600 mm away from the mid-point of the proposed
CCC location, named QDS15 and QFN16. In order to estimate the stray fields, we performed magnetostatic simulations of these two elements using the software CST EM
Studio. The models created replicate the real iron core, the
poles shape, and the quadrupole coils (QDS15 coils have
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Figure 3: Location of the CCC in the AD ring.
17 turns, while QFN16 ones have 19). The currents used
to feed the magnet windings was IQuad = 2005 A, corresponding to the maximum field plateau (phase A in Table 1).

CONCLUSIONS
By comparing the requirements for an improved beam
current monitor for the low-enery antiproton rings AD and
ELENA with existing current monitors we conclude that
the LTS CCC is the only device capable of achieving the
required current resolution of 3 nA. After fixing the desired
specifications, we assessed the background magnetic field
in the AD and found that the simulated stray fields induced
by the nearest magnet elements in the previewed region for
the CCC are below the Earth’s magnetic field.
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NEW BOOSTER TUNE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR TLS AND TPS
PROTOTYPE
P. C. Chiu, K. H. Hu, C. H. Kuo, Y. S. Cheng, S.Y. Hsu, Jenny Chen, K. T. Hsu
NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan

Taiwan Light Source (TLS) is a 1.5 GeV synchrotron
based light source and its booster synchrotron was
delivered in 1992. Initial booster tune measurement which
adopted extraction kicker as beam excitation and use
digital oscillator to extract tune was obsolete. Recently,
the beam excitation device has been modified to provide
more effective excitation strength and new BPM
electronics is adopted to acquire tune for routine booster
tune measurement. It also provides a chance to experience
for the TPS project booster prototype with the similar
infrastructure. Efforts will be summarized in the report.

INTRODUCTION
The TLS booster synchrotron was commissioned in
1992 [1]. Initial booster tune measurement adopt
extraction kicker as beam excitation and strength adjusted
according to different energy and use digital oscilloscope
to capture demodulated signal to extract tune [1, 2].
However, these diagnostics devices of the TLS booster
are obsolete and discarded after twenty years operation.
Recently, there are the latest BPM electronics delivered
for the new TPS project which is a 3-GeV synchrotron
machine scheduled to commissioning in 2014. During the
construction period of the TPS, the available BPM
electronics is temporarily borrowed for the TLS booster
measurement. There are two advantages for these revised
efforts: as test bed for the TPS project to practice
hardware, software, and application development; to
provide better understanding of characteristics of the TLS
booster synchrotron.
There are two tune measurement schemes proposed.
One solution is using X-Y diagnostic kicker over the
ceramic chamber [3]. This kicker have can provide
horizontal and vertical kick simultaneously and powered
by a pulse amplifier. Beam loss will occasionally occurs
but does not affect the measurement. However, the
solution can only capture single tune value at specific
energy therefore it will take multiples booster cycles to
construct full cycle tune during the ramping. The
reproducibility of power supply for different ramping
cycle will affect tune variation and thus it was used to
study tracking performance of White circuits [4].
Continuous tune measurement in one ramping cycle
would be preferred [5, 6, 7]. The other solution is
therefore proposed. It utilizes the magnetic shakers with
multi-turn coils mounted on the ceramic chamber. These
two coils in horizontal and vertical planes driven by
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amplifier could provide horizontal and vertical kick
respectively. It takes one booster cycles for measurement
to construct full cycle tune variation during the ramping.
However, the beam loss is frequently observed due to the
third resonance crossing when beam is excited [8].
These two solutions will be used as booster tune
measurement prototype for TPS project: a new 3 GeV
synchrotron machine to provide more x-ray users. The
excitation scheme for booster tune measurement of TPS
was not yet determined while the beam loss problem due
to beam excitation is expected lessened than TLS because
more advanced power supply will result in smaller
tracking error. The two solutions still be both provided.

TUNE MONITOR SETUP AND
MEASUREMENT
Early efforts adopt extraction kicker as beam excitation
with shift timing and strength adjustment setting at
different energy and use digital oscilloscope to capture
demodulated signal and perform FFT analysis to extract
tune. The associated turn-by-turn information picked up
from stripline BPM was recorded with a transient
digitizer. The raw data was then saved to the control
console where the FFT analysis and peak identification
were performed. The process is a little time consuming.
Now new generation BPM electronics will provide turnby-turn data flow to extract tune value.
Button electrodes of the beam position monitor (BPM)
in the TLS booster synchrotron was mounted 45 degrees
on the chamber between the dipole and the quadrupole.
The lattice of the booster synchrotron is FODO type with
periods of 12. There are 23 BPMs used around the
synchrotron because one is used for a synchrotron
radiation monitor photon port. The BPM cabling and
electronics were completely modified during shutdown in
August 2012. BPM electronics [9] has been borrowed
from the TPS project and would be available before 2014.
It would provide turn-by-turn data to extract tune value.
Two BPMs with large response locations would be
chosen dependent on phase advanced from the magnetic
shaker to measure horizontal and vertical tune
respectively.

Scheme 1
There are two stripline electrodes used on the TLS
booster synchrotron to measure tune. However, small shut
impedance cause ineffective beam excitation in higher
energy. The existed X-Y diagnostic kicker over the
ceramic chamber is used to provide horizontal and
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vertical kick simultaneously and powered by a pulse
amplifier. The single tune could be extracted at the
specific energy by adjusting the pulse magnet trigger
delay. Beam loss could be occurred while the single tune
value could be acquired before beam loss and it would not
affect the next tune measure in the next cycle. However, it
will take multiple booster cycles to construct full cycle
tune during the energy ramping. Fig. 1 shows the
horizontal and vertical beam position and the measured
tune extracted from the spectrum peak at 20 msec (~690
MeV energy). Fig. 2 shows the 14 single tune
measurements at different specific energy for 14 ramping
cycles. The tune variation is larger during the lower beam
energy therefore the measure points are also denser at
lower energy. The high voltage of the pulse amplifier
would be increased as the energy increased. The beam
loss was observed at several measurement cycles
especially at low energy but it did not affect the
measurements.
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Scheme 2
To explore continue beam excitation for single ramping
cycle measurement, the diagnostic X-Y kickers are
modified as magnetic shaker as Fig. 3. Multi-turn coils
are mounted on the existed ceramic chamber of the
diagnostic kicker. There are two coils in each plane
enclosed surrounding ferrite box with ceramic chamber
surrounding them. The kickers with 50Ω terminated load
have calibration factor of 3 mG/A. The kickers are driven
by a 50W amplifier in each plane. The turn-by-turn beam
oscillation data is observed by the Libera Brilliance+ [9]
BPM electronics. Agilent arbitrary signal generator would
provide band-limited, strength-adjustable excite signal.
The functional block diagram of this new tune monitor
system is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 1: The horizontal and vertical beam position and
extracted tune at 20 msec (~690 MeV).
Figure 3: Magnetic shaker.
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Disadvantage of this scheme is that it requires multiple
cycles to attract tune along ramping. The power supply
system should be stable enough and have good
reproducibility to obtain repeatedly and precise
measurement during different cycles. Tune measurement
in one ramping cycle could be better and therefore the
other scheme is also considered.

20
10
0

Figure 2: The upper two figures are single tune extracted
for different specific energy at 14 ramping cycle for
horizontal and vertical plane respectively. The lower
figure is the high voltage settings of pulsed amplifier for
different measurement cycle. The settings would be
increased as the energy increased.
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Figure 4: Functional block diagram of the new tune
monitor for TLS booster.
Preliminary tests show that the beam can be excited
effectively during the whole ramping cycle. The BPM can
observed betatron sideband with acceptable signal to
noise ratio as Fig. 5. The spectrogram of the horizontal
and vertical of BPM turn-by-turn data could identify tune
variation clearly. Peak identification from the
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spectrogram could extract the varying tunes during one
ramping cycle.
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exclude beam excitation at that region. This kind of
excitation signal can be implemented by an arbitrary
waveform generator easily.
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Figure 6: Tracking errors among quadrupole and dipole.
Since the magnet system for the TLS booster
synchrotron is excited by 10 Hz White circuits, It is hard
to adjust the tracking at lower energy part just after
injection (low current) due to hysteresis effect of
magnetic cores and power supply performance. Current
operation across third order resonance in vertical plane
without beam loss due to its strength is weak enough at
low energy side. The beam loss was observed sometimes
if the third resonance crossing when apply white noise is
applied. Decreasing beam excitation could be lessen beam
loss but could results in the measured tune blurred. There
are two solutions: one is adjusting quadrupole to avoid the
resonant. Fig. 7 shows the quadrupole is adjusted to avoid
the vertical third order resonance and it does lower beam
loss rate. The other solution is to put a notch filter with
adequate bandwidth center at 1/3 resonance frequency to
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Tune stability is normally depended on power supplies
stability and could be its indicator. It can monitor the
tracking stability of dipole and quadrupole power supplies,
when tune variation data of each booster cycle available.
The measurements show the 5 continuous tunes measured
in an interval of 100 booster cycles (10 seconds). There is
no sensible tune variation. The difference of these
measured tunes is shown that the repeatability of tune is
good for 5 times measurement. The fractional tune
difference is less than 0.005. The difference looks like
from the data fluctuation rather than from the contribution
of power supplies’ fluctuation.

Chromaticity Measurement
The chromaticity of booster was also calculated as RF
frequency and measured tune change during the ramping.
For a small variations, the chromaticity should be a linear
function of the tune shift,x,y = -x fRFx,y/fRF. The
momentum compaction factor is normally a constant
depending on the lattice. The measurement result is
shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: The measured uncompensated chromaticity
during booster ramping.
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Figure 7: Quadrupole adjustment to avoid vertical 1/3
fractional tune resonant. It could lower beam loss rate
during low beam energy period.

Ver. chromaticity

Tune variation during ramping was observed in current
routine operation. The fractional tune drift can be as large
as 0.2. It is related to the tracking errors between
focusing/defocusing quadrupoles and dipole as Fig 6. In
cooperating with the monitoring system of FQ and DQ to
dipole magnet strength, optimization of the booster
working point can be achievable. Compared to TLS
booster power supply which adopt white circuit scheme to
implement ramping waveform during energy ramping, the
racking error in TPS booster power supply would be
expected to much smaller for it would utilize more
advanced power electronics technique to allow any
arbitrary waveform download and play.
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Figure 5: Tune monitor GUI.
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TUNE MONITOR FOR THE TPS
BOOSTER SYNCHROTRON
The booster synchrotron of the TPS booster
synchrotron is in installation now as Fig. 8. The TPS will
be equipped with the similar system described in this
reports except that the magnetic shaker will be a replaced
by stripline electrodes. Vertical and horizontal pairs of
300 mm long stripline electrodes will be installed at the
boster synchrotron. Single and continuous measurement
will be available during 150 msec ramping periods.
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Beam excitation by extraction kickers can also apply as
another complementary option. However, it can only be
used for single point measurement per cycle. It needs
multiple cycles to obtain tune during ramping. The trigger
time and strength of the kicker need adjustment according
to different energy. The kicker cannot shake vertical
motion while residue coupling between horizontal and
vertical plane might be still large sufficiently to observe
for vertical tune measurement.
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Figure 8: TPS installation. The left arc of upper figure
is storage ring; the right arc is booster synchrotron. The
lower figure shows the booster magnets which are
fastened on the wall.

SUMMARY
In this report, we performed some minor modification
of the TLS booster synchrotron to modernize tune
measurement. Two schemes are proposed and adopted.
The systems can be used as test bed for the similar system
for the TPS booster synchrotron tune monitor
development. The schedule of TPS is still for one year, a
plan to test hardware and software supporting are in
proceeding.
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A BEAM CURRENT MONITOR FOR THE VECC ACCELERATOR
W.R. Rawnsley, R.E. Laxdal, TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada
Abstract

Figure 1: The VECC test stand.

INTRODUCTION
TRIUMF is preparing to install a 50 MeV 10 mA
electron linac for ARIEL to be used as an injector to
produce radioactive ion beams. In collaboration with the
Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC) in Kolkata
TRIUMF is installing a small facility to allow
construction and testing of a 10 MeV linear accelerator
which will serve as an injector to the ARIEL e-linac. This
VECC test area will host a 300 kV thermionic emission
electron gun with a RF modulated grid in front of the
cathode to produce 650 MHz beam bunches, a Low
Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) diagnostic section, an
Injector Cryomodule (ICM) with a single nine-cell

Figure 2: A SolidWorks model of a VECC RF shield.
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TRIUMF is building VECC, the first stage of a 50 MeV
electron linac. Beam diagnostic devices will be inserted
radially into 8-port vacuum boxes. RF shields, 6.3 cm
diameter tubes perforated by pump out slots, can be
inserted to reduce wakefields. They will also serve as
capacitive probes picking up harmonics of the 650 MHz
bunch rate. 100 mV P/P was measured for 3 mA at
100 keV. A SC cavity will accelerate the beam to 10 MeV.
The main dump current is limited by the shielding to
300 W. The e-gun will deliver up to 10 mA with a
variable pulse rate and duty cycle. Two RF shields will
monitor the current. A circuit will produce dc outputs
proportional to the average beam current and either the
peak beam current or the duty cycle. It uses a log detector
with a range of 70 dB for 1 dB of error and a rise and fall
time of ~20 ns. Terasic development boards process the
log signals. Each signal is digitized by a 14-bit ADC at a
50 MHz rate and passed to a FPGA programmed in
Verilog. Altera Megafunctions offset, scale, convert to
floating point, antilog and filter the signal in pipeline
architecture. Two 14-bit DACs provide the outputs.
Digital processing maintains the wide dynamic range.
Beam pulses can be <120 ns and the sample rate insures
accuracy at low duty cycle.
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superconducting RF cavity for beam acceleration and a
Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) line and
diagnostic section leading to a beam dump. The LEBT
has a 90° analysing leg leading to a 3 kW beam dump
while the MEBT has a 30 W beam dump on an analysing
leg plus a 300 W dump on the straight ahead section.
Shielding is in place to suppress radiation fields to
permissible levels up to the design beam powers. The
layout of the VECC linac is shown in Fig. 1.
There will be 41 diagnostics boxes distributed
throughout the VECC linac installation and in the e-linac.
When no other diagnostic devices are inserted, RF shields
will be inserted to reduce beam energy spread due to
single bunch Wakefields. At the start-up of the e-linac,
they will be installed only in boxes close to the e-gun and
accelerator cryomodules. Provision will be made to allow
for installation of shields in the rest of the e-linac boxes
though they will not be necessary for RIB operation. They
may be installed later for energy recovery FEL operation
to insure a 50 MeV beam energy spread of less than
0.1% rms [1].
The RF shields may also serve as capacitive probes.
The supporting structure consists of a rod inside a
cylinder which forms a 50Ω coaxial signal transmission
line. Though the accelerator cavity RF is 1.3 GHz, only
every second bucket will be populated giving a beam
induced signal of 650 MHz plus higher harmonics. There
will be a macro pulse structure with a usual rate of up to
1 kHz and a duty cycle of down to 0.01%. Peak beam
current will be 10 mA. In the 300 keV LEBT section, the
dump will accept the full 10 mA average beam current. In
order to protect the MEBT beam dumps and limit
radiation the first two RF shields close to the e-gun will
be used to trip the beam if the average current or duty or
duty cycle becomes too high at the energy in use.

Table 1: Expected Signal Strength
Energy
(MeV)
0.1
0.3
10
30
50

βc
(m/s)
1.64e8
2.33e8
2.996e8
2.9996e8
2.9998e8

VT
(mV peak)
130
96.5
76.5
76.4
76.4

Table 1 indicates that we lose less than half of our
signal strength in going from 100 keV to 50 MeV. The
bunch width may vary at most from 10° to 60° at
650 MHz. The second term in eqn. 1 varies from 0.999 to
0.955 over this range, a difference of 4.4%.

MEASUREMENTS
Figure 3 shows the signals from the two RF shields
closest to the VECC e-gun. The beam energy was
100 keV, the current 2.8 mA peak and the pulse width
520 ns. (The e-gun energy will be increased to 300 keV).
The signal carrier is primarily a 650 MHz sine wave
though some second harmonic has also been
seen. Oscillations apparent in the signal envelopes may be
due to fluctuations in the e-gun power supply voltage.
To compare the predicted and measured signal levels
the lumped element capacity of the tube to ground and
cable losses were taken into account. Also, a 1 dB
attenuator is always left in place at the monitor to insure
that the pickup can never charge up accidently. We
measured 100 mV P/P for 3 mA beam current while the
predicted value was ~50% higher.

SIGNAL STRENGTH
The expected signal strength from the RF shields can
be calculated using an equation from reference [2].
(1)
VT = peak induced signal
iave = average bunched beam current
l = the pickup electrode length
CT = the total capacitance
βc = particle velocity
Q0 = lightly loaded Q of system
N = bunching harmonic number
T = bunch width, typ. 16° at 650 MHz
f = bunch repetition rate
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(1)
(0.068 ns)
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Figure 3: Signals from the two the RF Shields closest
to the VECC e-gun. The beam current is 2.8 mA peak
and the pulse width is 520 ns.
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MECHANICS
VECC
A model of a shield assembly is shown in Fig. 2. An air
cylinder is used to insert the device. Edge welded bellows
and an SMA feed through contain the vacuum. The shield
has slots for pump out. The coaxial structure uses Macor
insulators. A THK linear bearing maintains the shield to
wall spacing at 1 mm. Grounding fingers cannot be used
between the tube and walls as rubbing could generate
particulate. A Vespel pin through the rod and cylinder
insures that there will be no rotation of the tube. Five
shields will be installed in the VECC test stand.

E-linac
For the e-linac, the air cylinder will be mounted on the
side to reduce the size. The beam pipe reduces from 2.5 in
in VECC to 2 in. The geometry of the pump slots will be
modified to reduce the Wakefields for a 0.3 mm long
beam bunch while still allowing sufficient pumping
speed. Thirty six rows of pairs of slots, each slot 1 mm
wide and 2.5 cm long, will be made in a 3 mm thick
stainless steel tube. Using a formula for the molecular
conductance of short channels 8e-9 Torr should be readily
attainable [3]. A high precision linear bearing was
specified as the tube to wall spacing will be reduced to
0.5 mm. The tripod alignment table at the base of the
support cylinder was improved. The radiation field will be
up to 1 mSv/h at the beamline and bakeout may go to
150°C so plastic parts were eliminated from the bearing
blocks. Eight shields will be installed at start up.

ELECTRONICS
The signals from the RF shields are brought to the
electronics area on 21 m of Andrew 1/4 in Heliax cable.

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

They pass through a 650 MHz bandpass filter to a circuit
that will give dc outputs proportional to the average
current and either the peak current or duty cycle. It uses a
log detector with range of 70 dB for 1 dB of error and a
rise and fall time of ~20 ns. Terasic development boards
process the log signal. It is digitized by a 14-bit ADC at a
50 MHz rate and passed to a FPGA programmed in
Verilog. Altera Megafunctions offset, scale, convert to
floating point, antilog and filter the signal in pipeline
architecture, see Fig. 4. Two 14-bit DACs provide the
outputs. Digital processing maintains the wide dynamic
range of the log detector and allows processing of short
pulses without loss of accuracy. Beam pulses can be
<120 ns and the sample rate insures accuracy at low duty
cycle. A previous project used a DSP chip and a table
lookup to perform similar functions, but required more
programming effort and processed samples at a 100 kHz
rate [4].
Figure 5 compares the response of the circuit using two
different log detectors with a CW signal from a
synthesizer. The Mini-Circuits ZX47-60LN uses an
AD8318 with a 5 dB pad in front of it. The response of
the ZX47-60LN in the plot has been decreased by 10 dB
for clarity. Figure 6 shows the response to a pulsed signal.
In these setups, the dynamic range was limited by the
resolution of the output DAC. The prototype units were
built into double width NIM modules, Fig. 7.
Capacitive probes do not provide absolute
measurement of the beam current. Instead, at the start of a
run, an EPICS program will calculate the allowable
average current and duty cycle for the beam energy and
dump in use. The RF shield signals will be calibrated
using a downstream Faraday cup and the trip levels will
be locked. This method has proven practical in our
ISAC-II operation [5, 6, 7].
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Figure 4: The data flow through the log detector, ADC, DACs and 50 MHz signal processing pipeline.
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Figure 5: The response of the electronics for two
different log detectors. The response of the
ZX47-60LN has been decreased by 10 dB for clarity.

CONCLUSIONS
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It has been found that the RF shields can provide useful
diagnostics signals. Electronics with wide dynamic range
and fast response have been developed. The FPGA can
provide accurate signal processing while being very
straight forward to program.
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Figure 6: The response of the electronics to a pulsed
signal.
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OPTICS NON-LINEAR COMPONENTS MEASUREMENT USING BPM
SIGNALS

Abstract
The knowledge of linear and non-linear errors in circular
accelerator optics is very crucial for controlling and compensating resonances and their consequent beam losses.
This is indispensable, especially for high intensity machines. Fortunately, the relationship between the recorded
beam offset signals at the BPMs is a manifestation of the
accelerator optics, and can therefore be exploited in the
determination of the optics linear and non-linear components. We propose a novel method for estimating lattice
non-linear components located in-between the positions of
two BPMs by analyzing the beam offset signals of a BPMs
triple containing these two BPMs. Depending on the nonlinear components in-between the locations of the BPMs
triple, the relationship between the beam offsets follows
a multivariate polynomial. After calculating the covariance matrix of the polynomial terms, the Generalized Total
Least Squares method is used to f nd the model parameters,
and thus the non-linear components. Finally, a bootstrap
technique is used to determine conf dence intervals of the
estimated values. Results for synthetic data are shown.

INTRODUCTION
In high energy particle accelerators, magnetic f elds are
usually employed for beam focusing and def ection, and
electric f elds are used for beam acceleration. Synchrotrons
use cavities to generate accelerating electric f elds synchronized with the beam, and electric magnets to generate focusing and def ecting magnetic f elds with a strength depending on beam energy.
Constant magnetic f elds generated by dipole magnets
are usually used for beam def ection, and constant gradient f elds generated by quadrupole magnets are usually
used for beam focusing. Periodic sequences of focusing/defocusing quadrupole magnets called FODO cells are
usually used for focusing in horizontal and vertical directions. This is called strong focusing. Furthermore, other
non-linear magnetic f elds generated by sextupole or octupole magnets can be applied on purpose, e.g., for chromaticity compensation.
In addtion to the wanted magnetic f elds, the magnets can
generate unwanted spurious linear and non-linear f elds [1]
due to fabrication errors or aging. These error f elds in the
magnets excite undesired resonances leading together with
the space charge tune spread to long term beam losses and
reducing dynamic aperture [2, 3]. Therefore, these magnets errors and their impact on the beam must be studied
and evaluated in order to control and compensate them for
∗ malhumai@spg.tu-darmstadt.de
† zoubir@spg.tu-darmstadt.de
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better machine operation, such that the demand for higher
beam intensity can be fulf lled. Thus, the measurement of
the linear and non-linear error components in circular accelerator optics is indispensable, especially for high intensity machines.
The utilization of non-linear chromaticity measurement
in determining the non-linear optics model has been presented in [4, 5]. In [2, 3, 6], The Non-Linear Tune Response Matrix (NTRM) technique has been proposed to be
used to diagnose non-linear f eld components. These methods are however very costly and require long measurement
campaigns apart from having diff culties in estimating nonlinear components with mixed orders.
In this work, we address a new Lightweight approach
for determining optics linear and non-linear components
in a circular particle accelerator without requiring heavy
measurement campaigns. The relationship between the
recorded beam offset signals at the Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) is a manifestation of the accelerator optics, and
can be therefore exploited in the determination of the optics linear and non-linear components. A pencil like beam
is preferred here in order to get rid of f nite beam size effects on the signals. Such a beam can be reached by an
optimized one turn injection [6]. We estimate the lattice
non-linear components located in-between the positions of
two BPMs by analyzing the beam offset signals of a BPMs
triple containing these two BPMs. The Generalized Total Least Squares method is used for parameter estimation,
and a bootstrap technique is used to determine conf dence
intervals of the estimated values.

SYSTEM MODEL
Three coordinate axes are def ned for each position along
the synchrotron ring, which determine the different beam
offsets from the closed orbit. Fig. 1 shows the transversal
coordinates: x for horizontal and y for vertical offset. The
longitudinal coordinate is marked by s.
Beam

BPMM
BPM1

BPMi
y
BPM2
s
x

Figure 1: Local coordinates and BPMs.
Multiple BPMs for acquiring beam horizontal and verti279
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cal offsets are placed at different positions along the accelerator ring. In Fig. 1, an accelerator ring with M BPMs is
depicted. The BPM signals must be delayed accordingly
such that they correspond to the same beam segment or
bunch at every sample.
Let xi (t) and yi (t) be the signals at the BPMi at time
t, which is located at the position si along the accelerator
ring, where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }. These signals correspond
to the actual beam horizontal and vertical offsets x̃i (t) and
ỹi (t) at si perturbed by noise terms zxi (t) and zyi (t), respectively. This means

 
 

xi (t)
x̃i (t)
zxi (t)
=
+
(1)
yi (t)
ỹi (t)
zyi (t)
The basic focusing optics is composed of FODO cells.
Furthermore, other non-linear components are existing
along the accelerator ring. These non-linear components
could be put on purpose, like chromaticity compensating
sextupoles, or a dipole magnet non-linear error with an integrated strength located at some position. In Fig. 2, the
optics model is depicted with three BPMs. Focusing and
defocusing magnets as well as a non-linear component are
shown as Ni . Multiple non-linear components could exist
as well.

where f (.) is a multivariate polynomial of order depending
on the non-linear components. Hence, one can write for an
order N
X
x̃i3 (t) =
αijkl x̃i1 (t)i x̃i2 (t)j ỹi1 (t)k ỹi2 (t)l
i+j+k+l≤N

ỹi3 (t) =
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BPMi2

(4a)
βijkl x̃i1 (t) x̃i2 (t) ỹi1 (t) ỹi2 (t)l ,
i

j

k

i+j+k+l≤N

(4b)
where the model parameters αijkl and βijkl are manifestation of the linear and non-linear optics between BPMi1 and
BPMi3 .

PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The measurement and variable dependency model described in Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) constitute an errors-invariables regression model. Such a model can be solved
using a Total Least Squares (TLS) approach.
After collecting K measurements from each BPM, the
TLS problem can be stated as
Y ≈ Xβ,

(5)


xi3 (1) yi3 (1)


..
..
K×2
,
Y=
∈R
.
.
xi3 (K) yi3 (K)

(6)

where


Ni

BPMi1

X

BPMi3

and
Figure 2: Optics model.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that non-linear
components exist between BPMi2 and BPMi3 and not between BPMi1 and BPMi2 . This assumption would not affect the applicability of our approach, if there are no nonlinear components between at least two BPMs. In this case,
one could take a BPM triple containing these two BPMs.
Such BPMs could be for instance bounding a section without magnets errors, or without magnets at all (a drift tube).
Under this assumption, beam offset and angle just before
the non-linear components can be written in linear dependence on the beam offsets at BPMi1 and BPMi2 , i.e.,




xN i (t)
x̃i1 (t)
 xN i (t)′ 
 x̃i2 (t) 




(2)
 yN i (t)  = Mi  ỹi1 (t)  .
′
yN i (t)
ỹi2 (t)

Since the beam offsets at BPMi3 can be written as a
polynomial function of the beam status (horizontal and vertical offsets and angles) before the non-linear components,
one can write it as a polynomial of the beam offsets at
BPMi1 and BPMi2 depending on the orders and number
of the non-linear components. Therefore,


x̃i3 (t)
= f (x̃i1 (t), x̃i2 (t), ỹi1 (t), ỹi2 (t)) (3)
ỹi3 (t)
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X1 (1) · · ·

..
..
X=
.
.
X1 (K) · · ·


XT (1)

..
K×T
,
∈R
.
XT (K)

(7)

where X1 (1), · · · , XT (i) are the polynomial terms
xi1 (t)i xi2 (t)j yi1 (t)k yi2 (t)l , i + j + k + l ≤ N .
β denotes the model parameters αijkl and βijkl stacked accordingly. For different plynomial terms in the horizontal and vertical direction, the equation must be splitted and
solved separately for each direction.
The matrices X and Y contain values from the actual
beam offsets and noise perturbation terms, i.e.,
X = X̃ + ZX ,

(8)

Y = Ỹ + ZY .

(9)

For the TLS estimator of the true parameters in β to be
consistent, i.e., βTLS → βtrue in probability as K → ∞,
vec([ZX ZY ]) must be a zero mean random vector with a
multiple of the identity covariance matrix [7, 8].
This condition is unfortunately not fulf lled according
to the given structure of X. Therefore, preprocessing
(prewhitening) must be undertaken on the data before the
TLS estimator can be applied as follows:
1. Estimate the covariance matrix RZZ for the rows of
the perturbation matrix ZX
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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2. calculate Xp = X RZZ2

Bootstrap Conf dence Intervals

3. apply the TLS estimator on

The bootstrap is a computer intensive method for statistical inference using the available data without knowing the
population distribution.
Let C = [X Y]. The non-parametric bootstrap procedure to f nd the empirical distribution of a parameter
β̂ij = (βTLS )(ij) is given as in Algorithm 1 [9, 11, 12]:

Cp = [Xp Y]

(10)

to calculate the parameters βTLS,p .
The estimate of the actual parameters will be then given
by
−1
βTLS = RZZ2 βTLS,p .
(11)

Calculate β̂ij based on C;
for k = 1 to K do
construct C∗(k) ∈ RK×(T +2) by resampling
with replacement from the rows of C;

Let Cp = UΣVT be the singular value decomposition of of Cp def ned in Eq. (10), where Σ =
diag(σ1 , · · · , σT +2 ), and σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σT +2 are the singular values of C. The TLS solution for the preprocessed
data can be written using Matlab notation as [7, 8]

1.1

βTLS,p = −V(1:T,T +1:T +2) V(T +1:T +2,T +1:T +2) −1 .
(12)
The corresponding TLS residuals estimate is given by

1.5

recalculate β̂ij
end

1.6

sort the items β̂ij

1.2
1.3

1.4

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
A very important aspect of the parameter estimates is
their reliability. Since the parameter estimation is applied
on noised measurements of the beam offsets, the resulting
estimates will be noised as well. Therefore, one is interested in knowing how far the estimates are affected by the
measurement noise.
Conf dence intervals, which give interval estimates of
the parameters, are very good indication of the parameter
estimates reliability. They establish some statistical conf dence for the parameters of interest [9].
A conf dence interval of some parameter consists of two
bounds, where the true value of the parameter lies between
these bounds with a specif ed probability.
The asymptotic distribution of the estimates can ideally
be used to determine conf dence intervals. Under some
condition, the TLS estimator has a zero mean multivariate
normal asymptotic distribution [10]. The covariance matrix of this distribution has a known form, if the moments
up to the fourth order of the rows of the errors matrix are
of the same form of a normal distribution [10, 11]. The
covariance matrix formula in this case depends on the true
value of the parameters β, which could be replaced by its
consistent estimate.
In our application however, the moments up to the fourth
order of the rows of the errors matrix are not of the same
form of a normal distribution. The formula for the covariance matrix of the asymptotic distribution gets therefore
complicated, and cannot be calculated. Thus, a bootstrap
techniques remain as possible ways to calculate conf dence
intervals for the estimated parameters.
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

∗(k)

that β̂ij

∗(1)

∆CTLS,p = −Udiag(0, · · · , 0, σT +1 , σT +2 )VT . (13)
Assuming known linear optics along the path of interest,
i.e., between BPMi1 and BPMi3 , the strength and location
of the non-linear components can be determined through
exhaustive search to meet the estimated parameters.

∗(k)

based on C∗(k) ;

into an increasing order such
∗(K)

≤ · · · ≤ β̂ij

;

Algorithm 1: Non-parametric bootstrap
The asymptotic consistency of the non-parametric bootstrap procedure for the TLS estimator has been already
shown in [11].
The desired bootstrap interval with conf dence probabil∗(q )
∗(q )
ity 1 − α is (β̂ij 1 , β̂ij 2 ), where q1 is the integer part of
α
K 2 and q2 = K − q1 + 1.
The strength of the bootstrap comes from its ability for
statistical inference even in complicated situations, as well
as its higher accuracy compared to the normal approximation approach [12]. Higher order accuracy of the bootstrap
can be achieved by dealing the studentized distribution of
the estimators [9, 12]. This bootstrap technique is called
percentile-t bootstrap, and can be performed as in Algorithm 2 [9, 12]:

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Calculate β̂ij based on C;
calculate σβ̂ij using bootstrap;
for k = 1 to K do
construct C∗(k) ∈ RK×(T +2) by resampling
with replacement from the rows of C;

2.6

recalculate β̂ij based on C∗(k) ;
calculate σβ̂ ∗(k) using nested bootstrap;

2.7

calculate

∗(k)

2.5

ij

∗(k)
βγ

∗(k)

=

β̂ij
σ

β̂

2.8

end

2.9

sort the items βγ

∗(k)

that

∗(1)
βγ

−β̂ij

∗(k)
ij

;

into an increasing order such
∗(K)

≤ · · · ≤ βγ

;

Algorithm 2: Percentile-t bootstrap
Thus, the percentile-t conf dence interval is (β̂ij −
∗(q )
∗(q )
σβ̂ij βγ 2 , β̂ij − σβ̂ij βγ 1 ).
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The bootstrap technique can be performed on the parametric model of the data. In this case, the residuals and the
estimated beam offset data for the TLS estimator could be
calculated using Eq. (13), similar to [13]. Consequently,
one could add the corresponding resamples with replacement from the residuals to the estimated beam offsets, and
proceed with constructing new matrices X and Y as def ned in Eq. (7) and Eq. (6) and solving the the model
described in Eq. (5). The conf dence interval can be thus
calculated by repeating the previous technique many times.

RESULTS
An accelerator section with 3 BPMs containing a sextupolar magnet error with a magnetic f eld of the form in
→
−
→
vertical direction B y = k(x2 − y 2 )−
e y is considered. The
beam offset relation polynomial for horizontal beam oscillation of this scenario at BPM3 is described in Table 1.
Table 1: Optics Model Polynomial
Term

x1

x2

x21

x22

x1 x2

y12

y22

y1 y2

Coef.

P1
1

P2
-2

P3
0.6

P4
-0.7

P5
0.7

P6
0.1

P7
-0.1

P8
0.4

We have generated data for a one bunch beam oscillating over 1000 turns considering the model polynomial with
horizontal and vertical tunes of 0.29 and 0.19, respectively.
Fig. 3 shows the interval estimates the model parameters using our approach. The measurement noise standard
deviation is 20% of the smallest oscillation amplitude.
2
Interval estimate
True value

1.5
1
Value (arb. unit)
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Value

0
−0.5
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The results in Fig. 3 can be used to determine the
strength and location of the sextupolar magnet error using
an exhaustive search. The parameters with a tighter conf dence intervals can be given more weight in the search
objective function.
In the future, we are going to employ statistical hypothesis testing to detect the order of the model polynomial and
non-linear magnet errors.
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A NON-INVASIVE BEAM MONITOR FOR HADRON THERAPY BEAMS*
T. Cybulski # , C.P. Welsch, Cockcroft Institute / University of Liverpool, UK
A. Kacperek, B. Marsland, I. Taylor, A. Wray, Clatterbridge Cancer Centre, Wirral, UK
T. Jones, ASTeC, UK
Hadron therapy allows for precise dose delivery to the
tumour volume only, and hence decreases the dose
delivered to the nearby organs and healthy tissue. Ideally,
the beam would be monitored whilst being delivered to
the patient. A novel, real–time and non-interceptive beam
monitor for hadron therapy beams has been developed in
the QUASAR Group. It is based on the LHCb VErtex
LOcator (VELO) detector and couples to the treatment
beam’s transverse halo to determine the intensity, position
and ultimately the dose of the treatment beam. This
contribution presents the design of a stand-alone version
of the VELO detector which was developed for the
Clatterbridge Cancer Centre (CCC) treatment line. The
mechanical and electronic design of the monitor and its
data acquisition system are shown, with a focus on the
detector positioning and cooling system.

INTRODUCTION
A non-invasive beam current monitor based on the
multi-strip silicon LHCb VELO detector is being
developed at the Cockcroft Institute/University of
Liverpool and first tests at the treatment beam line at
CCC are scheduled for October 2013. Initially,
quadrupole variation scans were performed in October
2012 and followed by beam dynamics studies for beam
‘halo’ propagation [1]. Whilst having been originally
designed to track vertices in the LHCb experiment at
CERN [2], the flexible VELO architecture allows for
different applications.

Figure 1: The treatment beam line layout at the
Clatterbridge Cancer Centre [3].
__________________________________

*Work supported by the EU under contract PITN-GA-2008-215080
and the STFC Cockcroft Institute Core Grant No. ST/G008248/1
# t.cybulski@liverpool.ac.uk
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First feasibility tests were performed at the treatment
beam line in 2010 and demonstrated the possibility of
non–intrusive beam monitoring [4]. These initial
measurements consisted of data taken at several points
along the propagation direction of the beam, starting from
the brass collimator, see Fig. 1. A new method was
proposed to relate the proton ‘halo’ region hit rate
measured by the VELO detector with the absolute beam
current provided by a Faraday cup (FC) and thereby get
an indication of the dose delivered to the patient. The FC
design was optimised using the FLUKA code [5] to
maximise the charge collection efficiency for a 60 MeV
proton beam.

LHCB VELO DETECTOR
The LHCb VELO detector is designed to track vertices
originating in head-on collisions in the LHCb experiment.
It uses the polar coordinate system defined by two semicircular silicon sensors, see Fig. 2. Each sensor embeds
2048 diode strips resolving the position of the hit in r –
and φ-coordinate. The applied silicon technology consists
of n+ strips on n base substrate, which increases its
radiation hardness. The r – measuring side is divided into
four 45 sections, thus lowering the overall strip
capacitance and occupancy [6][7]. The φ – side consists
of inner- and outer- section of radially oriented strips with
a skew angle being introduced between the regions to
support the ghost hit recognition algorithms.

Figure 2: The LHCb VELO detector module consists of a
semi-circular silicon detector (r-side in the picture) and
front-end electronics – 16 Beetle chips located around the
circumference of the sensor.
The design of the central part of the sensor lets the LHC
beam pass without disturbing it, and most of all avoiding
its interference with the detector. Therefore, the data
collection is limited only to the product of the collisions.
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The detector readout electronics works in synchronism
with the LHC bunch crossing frequency at fLHC=40 MHz.
16 Beetle chips read out the signal from the sensors. Their
design allows to store the signal in a pipeline and thus to
down grade the readout frequency to 1.1MHz (900ns
readout time). The sampling rate of the detector is around
1.5 times higher than the RF frequency of the
Scanditronix MC-60 cyclotron at CCC, where
fc=25.7 MHz. This requires the development of dedicated
software to readout and analyse the experimental data.

the interface operation requires limit
independently for every axis on start up.

calibration

Figure 4: LabVIEW interface for driving the three axis
motor system at CCC.
The movement range along the z axis allows setting the
position from 0 to 20 cm, and 0 to 9.4cm in perpendicular
direction. This gives access to precise proton ‘halo’ maps
determination in the predicted region.
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Figure 3: The LHCb VELO detector integration into the
beam line at the CCC. The free drift space is housing a
motorised stand with two VELO detector modules
covering 2π azimuthal angle.

VELO INTEGRATION AT CCC
During normal operation the LHCb VELO detector
works in vacuum. Its integration into the CCC treatment
beam line, however, requires it to work in a different
environment, namely in air. The designated integration
area is between the modulator and ppie monitors, see Fig.
1 and Fig 3. Therefore, a designated stand was designed
and manufactured to enable precise detector module
positioning both, in the beam propagation direction (z)
and the perpendicular axes. Three MacLennan stepper
motors drive translation stages of the system with 5µm
resolution in both axes, consecutively with 20000 steps /
rotation in the z direction and 10000 steps / rotation in the
perpendicular axes. The motors are powered by three
independent Applied Motion ST5-Q motor drivers using
Q and SCL host commands for communication, which
have been utilised in developing a dedicated LabVIEW
interface for driving all three axes both in an independent
or coupled manner. The interface also puts limits on a few
parameters, such as acceleration rate and speed, to avoid
steps jumping during the movement caused by the weight
of the modules, auxiliary electronics and mechanical
elements. This ensures a high degree of repeatability of
the detector positioning. The acceleration rate limit is set
to 2 mm/s2 and the speed to 5mm/s, which is just half of
the nominal speed. The position of the motor gets reset in
the memory of the driver at each power off. Therefore,
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The LHCb VELO electronics was simplified for the
purpose of the ‘halo’ studies, see Fig. 5. The repeater
boards are not equipped with the Experiment Control
System cards, which manage some of the interlocks and
timing of the experiment. Also, long tail Kapton cables
used in the experiment at LHC got replaced by short 33
cm short tail Kapton cables with dummy cards feeding the
signal from the VELO hybrid to the ribbon cables and
repeater boards in the next step. The ribbon cables are 4
times longer than in normal operation and measure 40 cm
to allow flexible coupling between the moving translation
stages and immobilised repeater boards.

Figure 5: LHCb VELO electronics layout.
An ISEG EHS 82 05P-F-XXX PS supplies the reverse
bias voltage to the silicon sensors with a ripple of
5 mVp-p at the maximum load of -500V [8]. The full
depletion voltage, however, at this stage of the
experiment does not exceed -80V. The power supply is
also equipped with both positive and negative polarisation
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channels, 4 channels of each type, being versatile to work
with both n-in-n and p-on-n module technologies.
The low voltage card distributes power to the repeater
boards and the VELO hybrids. Powering the read out
chips produces 45 to 55W heat load and therefore the
detector integration became challenging in meeting all
three following requirements: dissipating the energy
produced by the chips, keeping the silicon sensors in the
temperature range between -7 and 0 degrees Celsius to
lower the leakage current and radiation damage, and
ultimately, keep the detector dry to prevent any damage to
the electronics. Thus, purpose-built dry air shrouds were
introduced to the set up to fulfil the above requirements
and provide the mechanical support structure for the
detector, see Fig. 6.

MOPF29

a bias voltage of -100V is, as expected, at the level of 2 –
3 analogue to digital counts (ADCs), see. Fig. 7.

Figure 6: Dry air shrouds provide the mechanical support
for the detector and constitute a border between its
electronics embedded in dry air and ambient atmosphere.
The Thermo-Pyrolytic-Graphite central base of the hybrid
couples directly to the cooling element. An ATC K3
chillier, with a cooling capacity of 3,200W, is capable of
keeping the fully powered detector at a temperature of 0
degrees Celsius in its centre. Currently, the chillier is
unable to provide sufficient coolant at lowest nominal
temperature of -30 degrees. This is subject to further
investigation and it is planned to test different cooling
fluids with lower viscosity.
Due to the operation of the detector at temperatures
lower than the dew point of ambient air, dry air shrouds
constitute a barrier between the detector electronics and
atmosphere. Dry air from a BAMBI VTS75D compressor
gets injected between the detector and the Perspex shroud
with an efficiency of approx. 90 l/min at a pressure of
slightly more than 1bar. This, however, has turned out to
be insufficient to protect the whole area of the silicon
sensor and therefore higher air throughput options are
being considered at the moment.
Initial performance tests of the detector in a laboratory
environment under atmospheric pressure and without any
additional electromagnetic screening showed very good
agreement with data collected at the commissioning stage
of each module during their production. The noise level at
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A dedicated alignment system was built to match the
detector z axis with the centre of the beam. Two cross–
shaped targets, placed at both ends of the stand, mark the
centre of the silicon sensors. A cylindrical boss fitted on
the beam pipe houses a laser, which simulates the beam
centre in the beam propagation direction, see Fig. 8.
Alignment is then achieved when images of both targets
match on a screen placed behind the last target.
Additionally, the position can be verified against the
absolute treatment isocentre, corresponding to the centre
of the X-ray panel, see Fig. 1.

Figure 8: The stand alignment system consists of a laser
boss sat on the beam line marking its centre and two
cross-type targets for horizontal and vertical adjustment
of the stand with respect to the beam line centre.

FARADAY CUP OPTIMISATION
In order to precisely monitor the absolute beam current,
a FC optimised for the measurement of the 60 MeV
treatment beam was also designed. It was important to
optimise both, the beam stopper material and the
geometrical arrangement to maximise the charge
collection efficiency. These studies were performed with
285
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Figure 7: Noise level recorded 1000 trigger events for the
φ-sensor on the hybrid No. 130.
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the FLUKA Monte Carlo code [5]. Investigations into
suitable materials and geometries focused on the
minimisation of the proton-induced flux of various
charged particles liberated from the surface of the beam
stopper after impact of the 60 MeV proton beam [9].
These influence the overall charge collection efficiency
and hence the performance of the monitor. Simulation
studies showed that secondary electrons and protons
escaping from the metal surface can cause significant
measurement accuracy deterioration, see Table 1.
Despite graphite showing the lowest proton-induced
charged particle currents, see Table 1, it was decided to
choose Aluminium as material for the beam stopper due
to its better mechanical properties. Low beam power of
only P=0.3 W doesn’t require any cooling [10]. Therefore
it was possible to further simplify the FC geometry and a
flat bottom shape was chosen.
Table 1: Charged Particle Currents From the FC as a
Function of the Beam Stopper Material
ࡵ࢚࢙࢘ [nA]

ࡵࢋࢋࢉ࢚࢙࢘ [nA]

Copper

.

2.97 10

-5

5.45.10 -4

Aluminium

2.54.10-5

3.22.10-4

.

3.38.10-5

Material
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Graphite

2.54 10

-5

The FC was impedance matched to a 50  SMA CFbased flange and a signal cable. CF type connections were
chosen for the vacuum vessel. A HiPace80 turbo pump
lowers the pressure in the vessel to 4.2 · 10-6 mbar. A
50µm thick Kapton foil was chosen as the vacuum end
window mounted on a VITON gasket. Its thickness was
decided as a compromise between low beam energy
losses and the required strength to withstand the pressure
difference. The beam stopper is mounted directly on an
end flange and isolated by a MACOR layer, see Fig. 9.
The readout electronics consists of a FEMTO DHCPA100 low noise amplifier and a GAGE RAZOR digitizer.

Figure 9: A flange-mounted Faraday Cup optimised for
the 60MeV proton beam.
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SUMMARY
A stand-alone test stand was designed to allow for the
integration of the LHCb VELO detector into the treatment
beam line at the Clatterbridge Cancer Centre. It is planned
to use the detector as a new online, non–intrusive beam
monitor, based on proton beam ‘halo’ detection. In its
design it was crucial to guarantee safe operation of the
detector in air, a remote controlled multi-axes positioning
system, as well as integrate an efficient cooling system to
avoid over-heating and minimize noise. The system is
currently being commissioned and will be installed at the
CCC for tests with beam in October 2013.
An Aluminium based Faraday cup was also designed,
optimised and built for the characteristics of the proton
beam at CCC. It will be used to precisely determine the
absolute beam current. The LHCb VELO readings will
then be related to these current readings and studies will
be carried out to determine the sensitivity and reliability
of signal cross correlation. Thereby, halo–current
mappings will be determined that shall give access to an
online dose monitoring during treatment. The shape of the
FC beam stopper has been optimized in numerical
simulations with FLUKA. Aluminium was chosen as
absorber material for the collector electrode.
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NOVEL DIAGNOSTICS FOR BREAKDOWN STUDIES∗

Abstract
Electrical breakdown limits the achievable gradient in
in high energy accelerators such as the CLIC linear collider. Ongoing experimental work is trying to benchmark
the theoretical models that focus on the physics of vacuum
breakdown which is responsible for the discharges. The
CLIC collaboration has commissioned a dedicated 12 GHz
test-stand to validate the performance of accelerating structures and observe the characteristics of the RF discharges
and their eroding effects on the structure. A versatile system for detection of the dark and breakdown currents and
light emission is being developed for the test-stand. We intend to determine the spatial and the energy distribution of
the electrons and ions ejected from the accelerating structure in different operating conditions. For this we built a
spectrometer consisting of a dipole magnet, a pepper-pot
collimator, a fluorescent screen and a fast camera. These
measurements can be correlated with e.g. the location of
the breakdown inside the structure, using information from
the incident, reflected and transmitted RF powers, giving
in that way a complete picture of the vacuum breakdown
phenomenon.

INTRODUCTION
Linacs with accelerating gradients in the range of 30 to
100 MV/m (with surface electric fields in the range of 100
to 300 MV/m) are now being proposed for a diverse spectrum of applications including linear colliders like CLIC
[1], free electron lasers [2], medical accelerators [3] and
Compton-scattering light sources [4]. If high enough accelerating gradients can be achieved, the length of the linac
can be greatly reduced, which will in turn require considerably smaller space for housing the accelerator complex.
A main focus has therefore been to achieve higher accelerating gradients, without compromising the reliability of
the accelerator. However, increasing the electric field in
the acceleration gaps of a linac increases the probability of
electrical breakdowns in the cavity.
The knowledge of the physical processes inside the accelerating structure (ACS) during an RF pulse, and especially during breakdowns, is limited. The proposed theory
is that the electric field can be enhanced at some particular position on the surface due to impurities or geometrical
features. These positions, called emitters, are the source of
primary field-emitted electrons present even under normal
∗ Work

supported by NorduCLIC

† Marek.Jacewicz@physics.uu.se
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operation conditions. These electrons can be accelerated by
the RF pulse and leave the structure with a kinetic energy
dependent on the accelerating gradient and the length the
ACS. The field emission current ejected outside the ACS is
usually referred to as the dark current.
High electric field and temperature effects at the emitters
lead to the emission of not only electron but also neutral
molecules. Negative charges however dominate and process of ionization starts taking place. Due to collisions between electrons and gas molecules as well as the bombardment of the walls, more and more ions are created leading to formation of plasma. When high enough amount of
free charges are present a breakdown occurs forming a vacuum arc. The arc becomes self-maintaining with rapidly
increasing amount of free charges. Electrons present in the
plasma are accelerated in the RF field and removed while
the remaining ions cloud can explode under the influence
of their mutual Coulomb repulsion. This effect has been
reported in [5]. A current detected outside the structure
during a breakdown can be an order of magnitude higher
than that of the dark current.
Empirically it is known that the breakdown rate can be
reduced by conditioning the accelerating structures during
long periods of operation at high field but this process is
not well understood. In order to significantly reduce the
time needed to condition the cavities and, in particular, to
open the possibility to go to even higher gradients than
100 MV/m, detailed research on the mechanism and nature of these high voltage discharges is required. Therefore
the CLIC collaboration has prepared a dedicated test-stand
to condition the accelerating structures for CLIC at CERN
[6].
The Uppsala accelerator group joined this effort with
intention to add diagnostic capabilities to the CERN test
stand. For that purpose we have been developing a system
with an external magnetic spectrometer for measurement of
the spatial and energy distributions of the electrons emitted
from the acceleration structure.

THE PRESENT X-BAND KLYSTRON
TEST-STAND
Considering the vital and absolute necessity of a sufficient number of high power tests of structures to validate
the feasibility of the CLIC technology, a new klystronbased stand-alone power source operated independently of
the main facility at CTF3 has been constructed by the CLIC
collaboration at CERN. It consists of a solid-state high voltage modulator (ScandiNova) and a single 12 GHz klystron
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(SLAC XL5 type) feeding the structure under test. In order to arrive at the nominal CLIC pulse length of 270ns,
the klystron output pulse is compressed using a pulse compressor with the peak power increased up to a factor of 2.7.
The general layout of the 12 GHz test stand is presented in
Fig. 1. The main parameters of the klystron are shown in
Table 1 and further details can be found in [6].

electrons or ions within one RF pulse. The pepper-pot concept is that the electrons hit a plate with a number of small
holes arranged in a matrix of lines and columns. The passing particles, defined by this pattern, form beamlets and
continue further where they can be observe on e.g. a viewing screen. In our design we put a dipole magnet directly
after the pepper-pot grid to get an energy-dependent pattern on the screen behind the magnet. The viewing screen
where the light spots are observed, will be read out by a
fast camera. The schematic view of the spectrometer and a
example simulation of the results is shown on Fig. 2. From
each line in the pattern, each corresponding to one of the
beamlets, we can extract intensity and energy distribution
belonging to this particular angular position. In Fig. 8 we
give an estimate of the energy resolution obtained that way.
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Figure 1: The klystron can deliver a peak RF power of 50
MW at 11.9942 GHz. The RF pulse is modulated by the
low level RF system and compressed by a pulse compressor. The RF power is transferred to the accelerating structure test area for conditioning and diagnostics.

Table 1: T he Main Parameters of the X-Band Klystron
Used for the Test-Stand
KLYSTRON
Frequency
Peak power
Repetition rate
Pulse length

11.9942 GHz
50 MW
50 Hz
1.5 µs

The ACS receives RF power from the klystron and the
incident, reflected and transmitted power is measured at the
directional couplers (see Fig. 1) with diode detectors and IQ detectors for amplitude and phase. Two Faraday cups are
installed on the beam axis at each side of the cavity providing information about the number of electron emitted from
the ACS during the RF pulse.

NEW DIAGNOSTICS
This set of standard diagnostic devices will be complemented by a novel spectrometer setup in order to measure
the electrons and ions that emanate from the structure [5].

The Design of the Spectrometer
The plan is to use different slits and pepper-pot grids
in order to obtain the spatial information about the ejected
288

Figure 2: Top: Schematic view of the spectrometer function. Pepper-pot collimator is followed by a bending magnet and a fluorescent screen. Bottom: Simulated result observed on the screen. Each passing beamlet will form an
energy dependent pattern on the screen.
It is evident that the design of the hole pattern has to
be adapted to the expected width of the energy bands in
order to avoid overlap of the beamlets. To allow for maximum flexibility of the system we use a plate holder where
two collimator grids can be mounted simultaneously. The
holder is fitted on a linear actuator which is operated by a
stepper motor with possibility to fully extract the grids from
the beam, see Fig. 3. The collimator plates are electrically
insulated from the actuator and can be used as a Faraday
cup.
The electrons that pass through the plate and continue
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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A Faraday cup is located in the forward direction. It will
allow us to measure the electron and ion currents when both
the screen and the collimators are removed. Fig. 5 presents
the whole setup.

through the magnet are registered on a 100x50x0.5 mm
YAG:Ce fluorescent screen [7]. The screen plane forms
30 degrees angle with the beam axis in order to allow for
a direct optical line to the camera at 90 degree angle (see
Fig. 4). This way we avoid defocussing of the image due
to depth-of-field of the camera system. We use an elliptical mirror to reflect the image onto the CMOS sensor of
a 2M pixels, 50fps camera which is protected from radiation inside a lead shielding. The camera is equipped with a
lens and a stepper-motor driven focuser. The frame of the
screen is as well mounted on the linear actuator with a stepper motor which allows us to place the screen at different
distances from the beam axis as well as to fully retract it
out of the beam.

Figure 4: Vacuum chamber with the fluorescent screen.
Visible are also elliptical mirror and the lead shilding holding the camera with focusing system.
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 5: 3D-model of the diagnostic setup. Shown in the
middle is the accelerating cavity in yellow. Following to the
right is the first vacuum chamber housing the collimator,
then dipole magnet in red and chamber with the fluorescent
screen with the view-port for the camera. A Faraday cup is
located in forward direction.
A typical electron dark current measured on a Faraday
cup is of the order of few mA per RF pulse. The breakdown current can be up to two orders of magnitude higher,
but is lasting only a few ns. Taking into account the geometry of the spectrometer setup one can expect ≈ 109
electrons passing the 10x0.5mm slit. That is enough for
spectroscopic analysis with the magnet.

Simulations
A simplified model of the diagnostic setup was implemented in GEANT4 [8] simulation in order to optimize absorber material and thickness, magnet strength and the geometry of the setup. The model included a slit or a single
pepper-pot, magnet and a screen. The secondary interactions and their effect on the background situation during
image analysis were taken into account. Fig. 6 presents a
plot with particle tracking inside GEANT4 simulation.
We varied several parameters in order to optimize the
setup e.g. the size of the slit and holes, the distance to the
screen, the length and the strength of the magnetic field,
the electron beam divergence. The size of the screen was
kept intentionally larger in order to register electrons with
full range of energies. In the real setup we will be able
to move the screen and in that way scan all the energies.
The example of the spectra obtained during simulation of
4×106 electrons generated with a flat energy distribution
with 5 mm-thick tungsten plate with 1.5 mm slit and 30 cm
magnet with strength of 5 mT are shown in Fig. 7.
The simulations resulted in the choice of tungsten as a
material for the collimator for which 5 mm thickness is
289
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Figure 3: The vacuum chamber with the collimator frame
mounted on the linear actuator. The collimators can be
fully extracted from the particle pathway. Indicated is the
frame of the collimator fitting two separate 50x50mm patterns.
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Figure 6: A plot from the Monte Carlo simulation with
GEANT4. The electron beam is arriving from above impinging on the collimator. Grey rectangle in the middle indicates the magnetic field area. Particles are then registered
on the tilted screen. Charged particles in the simulation are
in red, neutral particles in green.
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Figure 8: Top: Kinetic energy dependence on the position
on the screen for a simulation with 5mm thick W collimator
with 0.5 mm slit. Bottom: calculated energy spread.
Figure 7: Simulated image on the fluorescent screen using
1.5mm slit and 30 cm long, 5mT dipole magnet. Left: all
particles, middle: secondary particles, right: primary electrons only.
enough to fully stop the electron beam with the maximum
energy achievable in the single CLIC structure i.e. about
20 MeV. A dipole magnet with an integrated field strength
between 0.2-10 mTm will allow us to fully resolve almost
the entire energy range from 0.5 to 20 MeV.
The energy resolution of the setup was estimated using
true kinetic energy and the impact position on the screen,
see Fig. 8, top. We divided the screen into slices and projected each slice in energy. A Gaussian function was fitted
to each slice in order to estimate the energy spread, see Fig.
8, bottom. The expected energy resolution varies with the
energies of the electrons, with 10% to 15% for the energies
below 6 MeV, 15 to 25% below 12 MeV and reaching 30%
for the energies above 15 MeV.

OUTLOOK
The 12 GHz stand-alone test-stand at CERN has been
commissioned and is routinely operated to test the performance of the CLIC accelerating structures. The stand is
equipped with standard RF diagnostics and two Faraday
cups. We have designed and manufactured a magnetic
spectrometer for research into breakdown physics. The
spectrometer will be capable of measuring the spacial and
290

the energy distribution of the charged particles ejected from
the ACS and combined with RF power measurements will
give a unique insight into vacuum breakdown phenomena.
We plan to upgrade the test-stand with new diagnostics during Fall 2013.
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Abstract
The Electron Lenses [1] in RHIC are designed with a
series of biased drift tubes through which the electron
beam propagates in the opposite direction of the RHIC ion
beams. An electric field gradient created by selectively
biased drift tubes sweeps out ions generated through
residual gas ionization and trapped in the central
longitudinal magnetic field where the electron beam
interacts with the RHIC beam. The image currents
induced on the drift tubes by the RHIC beam develop
high voltages at RF frequencies that are detrimental to the
electron and ion beams. This paper presents the design of
the biased drift tube system along with the commissioning
results of the DC bias and instrumentation features.

beams. This results in high voltages at RF beam
frequencies being induced on the drift tubes. This
condition would perturb the low energy electron beam as
well as introduce a high impedance to the RHIC beam.
Thus a path must be provided for these currents while
allowing a DC bias voltage to be applied to the drift tubes.

INTRODUCTION

____________________________________________

*

Figure 1: Voltage gradients & magnetic well.
The above requirements call for an RF bias tee to apply
a DC bias voltage from a power supply while allowing RF
power to pass through to a dissipating load; thereby
isolating the DC supply from the RF power. As shown in
Fig. 2, there are 9 drift tubes (DT00 is not installed and
DT04-2 & -3 are connected together.) 7 of which require
bias tees. A signal path is provided by custom vacuum
feedthroughs rated for 10 kV DC with low RF insertion
loss.

RF SPECTRUM & POWER
The induced signal spectrum was simulated using
Particle Studio for a RHIC beam of 1011 protons with 20
cm RMS bunch length. Thus the required frequency
range of the bias tee and feedthroughs is 50 – 500 MHz,
as shown in the spectrum in Fig. 3. In order to roughly
match the impedance of the drift tube structure to the 50
Ω cables, each drift tube requires two connection points
and thus two bias tees. The power generated at each drift
tube was simulated. The results predicted values reaching
as high as 150 W per connection. Although this level is
reasonable for the feedthrough, it complicates the design
of the bias tee. Locating the bias tees a long distance
away from the E-Lens takes advantage of the attenuation
in the RG213 cable at the frequencies of interest; thereby
reducing the power requirements of the bias tee.
Recalculating the power requirements for each drift tube,
accounting for the attenuation in the cable, the maximum
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In an effort to refocus the RHIC beam and compensate
for defocusing as a result of beam-beam interactions, two
Electron Lenses (e-Lenses) have been installed in the
RHIC tunnel, one for Blue and one for Yellow beams (the
two counter rotating particle beams in the collider). The
electron beam of the e-Lens device has adjustable energy
of 0 – 10 keV, pulse width of 300 ns – DC or frequency
up to 80 kHz, and current from 0 – 1 A. As the electron
beam propagates, at these relatively low energies, through
the region of interaction with the RHIC beam and towards
the beam dump, its size is constrained by a continuous
magnetic field set up by multiple solenoid magnets (see
Fig. 2) with a super conducting solenoid covering the
interaction region. As the magnetic field varies along the
trajectory, with the highest field (6T) in the central
interaction region, a magnetic potential well is formed
where positively charged ions generated from residual gas
can be trapped. Ions trapped in the interaction region
would neutralize the electron lens field. To avoid this
situation, a series of selectively biased drift tubes
surrounds the electron beam trajectory to set up a gradient
electric field to pull the ions out of the interaction region
towards the negatively biased reflector [2] in the collector,
or beam dump. Fig. 1 shows a simulation, of the
distribution of drift tube “DT” potentials (U_el) and the
magnetic field strength along the beam axis. This is
updated from a previously published version [2]
accounting for drift tube layout modifications. The
voltage gradient extends into the magnetic well to extract
the ions.
The concern with biased drift tubes is the high
impedance they present to the image currents of the RHIC
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Figure 2: E-Lens vacuum system (green) with magnets and drift tubes enumerated.
power dissipation was reduced to 20 W per connection;
where the dissipation in the cable is ~ 0.5 W/ft.

series is rated at 7 kV as opposed to other manufacturers
with rating only up to 4 kV.
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BIAS TEE DESIGN
While bias tees rated for 100 V are common in the
communications industry; high voltage bias tees rated up
to 10kV are not available. In this application, a bias tee is
required to handle up to 10 kV of DC bias while
simultaneously passing up to 20 W of RF power in the
frequency range of 50 – 500 MHz. A prototype bias tee
was built around a high voltage ceramic chip capacitor
which was installed between two 50 Ω microstrip
transmission lines. The high frequency RF power sourced
by each drift tube was isolated from the DC supply input
using a series of RF choke inductors. The simplified
circuit is shown in Fig. 4 where the drift tube connects to
J4, the HV power supply connects to J7, and the RF load
connects to J6.

Figure 3: RHIC beam bunch Simulated signal on a drift
tube with resulting frequency spectrum.

FEEDTHROUGH DESIGN
In order to keep a 50 Ω coaxial transmission line
through the vacuum wall, a feedthrough with both air-side
and vacuum-side coaxial connectors is required.
Stringent vacuum requirements mandated the use of
bakeable materials and thus prompted the custom design
of a double-sided HN connector with a quartz insulator.
The choice of quartz was made as it had the closest
dielectric constant to the PEEK insulation in the standard
single ended design. The HN connector was chosen for
its HV rating and good RF response. The feedthrough
was designed by SST [3] and bears part number FA25906
and comes welded in a 2.75 in. conflate flange. Tests of
the final product revealed a maximum insertion loss of 16 dB at up to 1 GHz. Due to the varied geometry of the
vacuum system, only some of the drift tubes require invacuum coaxial cables. At the other locations, single
ended feedthroughs were used and positioned directly
over the drift tube with a spring-loaded pin making
contact. Airside connections were made using the Amp
model 82-804 HN connector for RG8/RG218, as this
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Figure 4: Bias Tee schematic.
The prototype was fine-tuned until a return loss of less
than -14 dB (< 4 % reflected power) through a 50 – 1000
MHz band was obtained. It was then sent to Jon Barth at
Barth Electronics [4] where the design was further
optimized to fit inside of an aluminum enclosure. A HV
connector was also added to accept the bias voltage input.
The finished product was given model # 45350 and
measures 2 x 3 x 4 in.

Production Design
To produce a final design to pass greater than 90% of
RF energy from 50 to 1000 MHz through a Bias T
required a special inductor and capacitor design.
Moreover, each of the elements in the Bias T had to
withstand 10KV bias voltage. The connectors, capacitor,
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and bias inductor used cured pieces of Sylgard (potting
material) laid on top while fine tuning the layout to
achieve minimal TDR reflections when fully potted. The
final design, like the prototype, is comprised of the HV
capacitor between two striplines each terminated by a 50
Ω connector, and a series of inductors on the HV input, as
shown in Fig. 6.

MOPF31

in the small air gap interface. This limits long term pulse
amplitudes to 12 kV.
High voltage high-speed requirements of the HN
connector over the years lead Barth Electronics to develop
their special HNB connector, with modifications to the
HN design and tighter tolerances. The HN connector in
the prototype was changed to the HNB type; although its
interface to the stripline required a special design to
achieve uniform impedances at the different metal and
dielectric transitions throughout the connector.

RF Response Testing

A number of HV capacitor concepts were attempted
while trying to achieve a low S11 response up to 1 GHz
but with little success. One special capacitor design was
found, model C185 made by Dearborne / Eurofarad [5,6],
that provided the full voltage isolation of 10 kV in a
single surface mount package. The multilayer chip
capacitor is made of titanium oxide (plus various other
oxides) and measures a mere 16.6 x 15.2 x 6 mm. This
capacitor provided the necessary low resonance effects up
to 1 GHz. The largest capacitor value available at 10 kV
was 390 pF. Such a small value of capacitance was made
possible to have low in-band insertion loss by making use
of its series resonance at 300 MHz that happens to fall in
the middle of our frequency band.
An inductor to pass DC bias without troublesome shunt
resonances over the required bandpass was needed.
Although DC current requirements for a bias T are usually
limited to a few mA, this design required higher pulse
current capability to deal with the eventual impact of the
electron beam on the drift tubes. It was designed to
withstand a pulse of 1A for 100 μs. A small toroid in
series with a tapered helical inductor was used to improve
the flat frequency response of the bias tee. The tapered
inductor was wound with number 22 copper wire; which
was used in a previous design that had an inherently
extremely wide bandwidth, avoiding resonances inherent
in helical inductors.

The “HNB” Connector
Experience at Barth Electronics has found that Teflon,
with compensated coaxial cable transition, will withstand
half microsecond pulses at 12kV.
While the HN
connector will withstand 15kV DC, the Teflon connector
interface will break down from multiple partial discharges
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Figure 7: Return Loss Response (S11)
< -20 dB 25 – 1250 MHz.

BEAM LOSS TO DRIFT TUBE
In the event that there is a strike of the electron beam to
the drift tube, the drift tube voltage would quickly charge
to the beam voltage and create a virtual cathode. To avoid
this, a capacitor was added to the high voltage bias circuit
to absorb the beam current and stabilize the drift tube
voltage over 100 μs – long enough for the machine
protection system (MPS) to detect a beam loss. To limit
the voltage change on the drift tube to 1 kV with a 1 A
(maximum) beam current in 100 μS, a 100 nF capacitor is
required. An aluminum polyester wound film capacitor
was chosen, model CH84 from Capacitor Industries [7],
with high withstand voltage, stable capacitance, and good
high frequency characteristics. Moreover, in order to
protect the bias power supply from reverse overcharging
during a beam strike, a 30 kΩ resistor was added in series
with the connection to the bias supply, as shown in Fig. 8.

Bias Tee Chassis
The high voltage resistors and capacitors are visible in
the simplified diagram of Fig. 8, depicting a drift tube in
the beam path with its dual connections to bias tees
installed in a chassis. As each drift tube requires two bias
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Figure 6: Bias Tee before potting. Components left to
right: HNB connector, tapered inductor, HV capacitor
between striplines, and N connector.

The final RF design was tested primarily in the time
domain by minimizing the reflection coefficient at 100 to
300 ps rise time. This allowed adjusting for minimum
reflections at each element in the time domain and
provided an overall minimum SWR beyond 1 GHz. The
total HV assembly held close tolerances. The HNB
connector at the input to the stripline and the N connector
at the other end kept the S11 return loss very low to allow
for some higher reflections from the HV capacitor
transition and tapered inductor. Final frequency domain
measurements showed a good S11 response of < -20 dB
over 25 – 1250 MHz, as shown in Fig. 7.
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tees, one chassis containing both bias tees and high
voltage resistor and capacitor serve each drift tube via two
lengths of RG213 cable complete with HN connectors.
Fig. 2 shows that there are 7 drift tubes requiring bias tees
and thus there are 7 dual bias tee chassis for each E-Lens
machine. A total of 36 custom bias tees were produced by
Barth Electronics for this project, including spares.

of these signals recorded during machine commissioning.
The top trace is the beam loss signal from a 36 μs pulse @
130 mA directed into the drift tube. The bottom trace is
the signal from the RHIC beam as it passes through the
drift tube.
While the signals will be available to monitor with an
oscilloscope, the low frequency beam loss signals, one per
drift tube, are connected to integrating electronics that are
gated & held at 1 Hz. The analog voltage output for each
signal is logged at a 1 Hz rate in the archives for
troubleshooting after a beam loss event.

FUTURE PLANS
Status and Schedule
Having finished the commissioning of the electron
beam transport and instrumentation in the Blue E-Lens
this past July, work is underway to complete the
installation of the Yellow E-Lens along with some
modifications to the Blue E-Lens. Work continues during
the current RHIC shutdown and complete testing of the
two E-Lens devices is planned to begin parasitically to
RHIC operations beginning in February 2014.
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Drift Tube Instrumentation Signals
The RF power induced on the drift tubes is dissipated in
the ~250 ft of RG213 cable and in the attenuator
connected to the bias tee in the chassis, as shown in Fig.
8. The other side of the attenuator is either terminated or
used for measuring the beam-induced signal. A beam loss
signal is generated by the voltage across a 1 kΩ resistor in
the ground path of the 0.1 μF capacitor used to absorb the
current during a beam strike. Fig. 9 shows an example
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DEVELOPMENT OF GATED TURN-BY-TURN POSITION MONITOR
SYSTEM FOR THE OPTICS MEASUREMENT DURING COLLISION OF
SUPERKEKB
Makoto Tobiyama*, Hitoshi Fukuma, Kenji Mori and Hitoshi Ishii,
KEK Accelerator Laboratory, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan.
Gated turn-by-turn monitor system to measure optics
functions using non-colliding bunch has been developed
for SuperKEKB accelerators. With the fast, glitch
canceling beam switch, beam position of the target bunch
will be measured without affecting the fine COD
measurement using narrow-band detectors. The gate
timing and the bunch position detection are controlled by
the Spartan-6 FPGA. The performance of the system, such
as the gate timing jitter, data transfer speed from the system
to EPICS IOC and the noise effect to the downstream
narrow-band detector are reported.

INTRODUCTION
The upgraded electron-positron collider SuperKEKB is
currently being constructed. About 40 times larger
luminosity than that of KEKB, 8 x 1035/cm2/s, is designed
to be achieved by employing so called nano-beam scheme,
that is to reduce the vertical beam size at the interaction
point (IP) by the low emittance lattice and strong final
focusing, and doubling the beam currents in both ring
while keeping the normal bunch length. In the real
operation, it is essential to keep both the x-y coupling and
the vertical dispersion with lowest limit to get the designed
beam size at IP. Since the disturbance in betatron function
yields both rapid reduction of the dynamic aperture and the
increase of the vertical emittance, measurement and
correction of the beta-beating is also very important.
In KEKB, we had measured the betatron functions and
x-y couplings by the single-kick method with non-colliding,
low beam current conditions (~30 mA) [1,2]. The
dispersion functions had been measured by shifting the RF
frequency on the same low beam current conditions. For
the SuperKEKB, we plan still to use the similar methods to
measure the fine optics functions with a little bit larger
beam current, typically 100 mA for better accuracy. To
realize the designed optics, it is also desired to measure the
optics functions, especially betatron functions and x-y
couplings, during collision with existing huge beam
current without disturbing the collision. It is obvious we
will not be able to use the single kick method under such
conditions with large beam current. We might be able to
measure the betatron phase advance and x-y couplings by
exciting a bunch with betatron frequency and measure the
amplitude and phase of the oscillation using turn-by-turn
monitors (TbT). Nevertheless there lie several difficulties
with the method. Since we always need strong transverse
(horizontal and vertical) bunch-by-bunch feedback in both
____________________________________________
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ring to stabilize the coupled-bunch instability under large
beam current, it is fairly difficult to excite and measure
betatron oscillation. Also huge beam-beam tune spread due
to collision should suppress betatron oscillation strongly.
In KEKB, we had prepared a non-colliding bunch,
without transverse feedback as a pilot bunch just after the
main colliding bunch train (4 ns or 6 ns) to measure
betatron tunes during collision. For SuperKEKB, we plan
to excite the pilot bunch with the betatron frequency
(horizontal or vertical) using PLL excitation function of
iGp12 digital feedback filter [3] and measure the
oscillation of the pilot bunch at selected BPMs using fast
gated turn-by-turn monitors. The design and the
performance of the TbT monitor systems are reported.
Table 1 shows the related parameters of the SuperKEKB
rings (LER and HER).
Table1: Main Parameters of SuperKEKB Rings

Energy (GeV)

HER

LER

7

4

Circumference(m)
Beam current (A)

3016
2.6

3.6

Number of bunches
Single bunch current (mA)

2500
1.04

1.44

Bunch separation (ns)
Bunch length (mm)

4
5

RF frequency (MHz)

6
508.887

Harmonic number
E* at IP hor./ver. (mm)

5120
25/0.30

32/0.27

Hor. emittance (nm)

4.6

3.2

X-Y coupling (%)

0.28

0.27

Vertical beam size at IP (nm)

59

48

Rad. damping time T/L (ms)

58/29

43/22

Number of BPMs

466

444

Number of TbT monitors

135

135

DESING AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
GATED TURN-BY-TURN MONITOR
The turn-by-turn monitors will be inserted between the
BPM heads and the normal narrowband beam position
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detectors and will be placed in the same local control rooms
around the rings. Therefore the required characteristics of
the system will be as follows:
x It should not disturb the measurements of normal
narrowband detectors too much. Noise from the
monitor, especially switching noise from the fast gate
should be suppressed as much as possible.
x The rise and fall time of the gate need to be short
enough to distinguish the bunch signal to cope with
the minimum bunch separation of 4 ns. Also the
isolation to the turn-by-turn line should be large
enough to reject the large power (70dB larger) coming
from colliding bunches.
x The system should be compact, all-in-one package to
save the mounting space and the fabrication cost.
The block diagram of the gated turn-by-turn monitor
system is shown in Fig. 1. It has four independent channels
corresponding to four BPM electrodes. Each channel has a
fast gate switch, 508 MHz band-pass filters (BPF), low
noise amplifiers (LNA, HMC616) with total gain of 40 dB,
a logarithmic amplifier (ADL5513), a peak-holding circuit
with reset timing input, and a 14 bit ADC (ADS850). All
the timing generation and the data process is done by the
Spartan-6 FPGA (XC6SLX100T-3FGG484) with 128 MB
DDR3 SDRAM. The data and the command is transferred
through Gigabit Ethernet interface. All the system is
installed in a 1U size box as shown in Fig. 2.
508MHz BPF + LNA

To
0 deg Narrowband
Detector
180 deg
1GHz LPF
BPM

To
0 deg LogRatio
Detector

0 deg

180 deg

180 deg

Hittite HMC232LP4 x 4

Figure 3: Block diagram of a fast noise-cancelling switch.
The switching noise is subtracted using two pairs of 180deg hybrid, while BPM signal is summed with the same
polarity to reduce the insertion loss. For the turn-by-turn
measurement, two stages of the SPDT switch are used to

Log Amp

BPM(A)
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Hittite HMC232LP4 has been selected as a SPDT IC. As
the measured switching noise was large, typically 70 mV
peak to peak, and the isolation was not so fantastic, less
than 67 dB, we have employed a switching-noise
cancelling method [4] which combines 4 SPDT ICs and
three 180-deg hybrids as shown in Fig. 3.

(A)

To narrowband detector

14bit
ADC

Fast Gate Switch

RF,
Fiducial
Trigger

Fast Gate Switch

ADC
Timing

Gate

Spartan6 XC6SLX00T FPGA

GbE Ethernet

DDR3 SDRAM

Figure 1: Block diagram of the gated turn-by-turn detector.

(B)

Figure 2: Photo of the Type-1421 gated turn-by-turn
monitor (prototype).
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Figure 4: (A) Switching noise; upper trace: to narrowband
detector, lower trace: to TbT detector. (B) Switch response
for 4 ns gate input with the RF input level of -20 dBm.
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enhance the isolation. Figure 4 shows the switching noise
and rise/fall time of the switch. The noise has been well
suppressed down to 2 mVpp in both channels. The rise and
fall response is about 0.6 ns and is short enough for 4 ns
bunch separation. The measured insertion loss and the
isolation around 508 MHz to narrowband channel is 2.7 dB
and 63 dB, respectively, and those to TbT channel is 4 dB
and 80 dB, respectively.

of the various monitor chambers in SuperKEKB rings, the
minimum charge with the largest BPM (diameter of 150
mm) corresponds to -43 dB and the maximum charge with
smallest BPM (diameter of 90 mm) corresponds -8 dB. As
it is possible to limit VBW to reduce the scattering of the
output after log-amplifier in case of narrowband filter, we
have decided to use narrowband BPFs with two stages of
LNAs, with total gain of 40 dB.

Gate Timing Jitter

2

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6

0

20

20,000

3.28

15,000

50
Mean
Linear Fit

-5
3.22

Sigma (ps)
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

3.2
5000

Delay Setting

Figure 5: Distribution of mean delay position relative to RF
timing (left) and jitter in standard deviation (right) with
delay setting (2 ns step, from 0 to 5119).

Linearity and Dynamic Range
Since the system is expected to be usable to measure the
injection orbit, the minimum bunch charge to be detected
is less than 0.5 nC, while the nominal bunch charge will be
around 15 nC during collision. We have examined the
response of the BPFs and the same logarithmic-amplifier
with 20 dB LNA using a test BPM installed in PF-AR
where the bunch charge was 69 nC and the size of the BPM
chamber and the button head are similar to those of normal
SuperKEKB LER BPM. Figure 6 shows the output of the
Log amplifier with two kinds of BPF, wide-band, low Q
filter with bandwidth of 24 MHz and a narrowband filter
with bandwidth of 5 MHz. Considering the chamber size
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ADC Count

Sigma (ps)

3.24

100

40
30

10,000
20
Std. Deviation

5,000
0

10
-80

-60

-40
Input(dBm)

-20

0

Standard Deviation

3.3

3.26

80

Fine response of the system has been measured with
508.886 MHz CW as input and fast gate switch as inverse
bunch extraction mode(b) as shown in Fig. 7 where the
standard deviation has been calculated for the input of 2048
turns of data.

5

0

40
60
Attenauation(dB)

Figure 6: Log-amplifier response of a single bunch charge
of 69 nC.

Mean (ps)
Mean Timing (ps)

BW=24MHz BPF
BW=5MHz BPF

1.6

0

Figure 7: ADC counts and its standard deviation for CW
RF input.
The standard deviation of the ADC for the RF input from
-50 dBm to -10 dBm is roughly 3 counts. In case of LER
normal BPM, it corresponds to about 30Pm. In reality, as
we will make FFT for many turns of position and the result
of FFT is not so sensitive to random jitter of the data, much
larger standard deviation might be acceptable.

Board Control and Data Transfer
Giga-bit Ethernet connection is used to control the
system. On the Spartan6 FPGA, MicroBlaze is used to
handle the command from the server and to transfer the
data to the server. Several status monitors such as the input
status of RF clock, Fiducial and trigger, voltage of power
supplies, temperatures including FPGA have been working.
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3.32

10

1.8
Log Output(V)

Four gate signals to the fast gate switches are created in
the Spartan-6 FPGA from ring RF signal and the fiducial.
For a better timing jitter, external D-FFs are used to
resynchronize the timing signal to RF timing. Also, digital
delay chips (EP195) are used to adjust fine gate timing with
a step of 10 ps. The width of the gate is also created in the
FPGA using RF timing. The switch can be (a) bunch
extraction mode, (b) inverse of the bunch extraction mode
(a); most of the signal goes to TbT channel, (c)Off; all
signal goes to narrowband channel (d) DC on; all signal
goes to TbT channel.
The timing jitter has been measured using histogram
function of a sampling scope with a bandwidth of 20 GHz
by comparing the RF signal and the gate signal. Figure 5
shows distribution of the mean position and the jitter width
in standard deviation. The jitter is around 3.2 ps and the
mean timing offset stays within 20 ps, which is of course
small enough for our purpose.

-10
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Also, 16-bit I/O of LvTTL level can be used to control
other devices. The 4-ch raw data (14 bit) and rough X-Y
position data (IEEE single floating format) are stored on
the DDR3 SDRAM. The maximum number of position
data stored on the memory is about 1M turns, which
corresponds to 10 s in Super KEKB. Part of the SDRAM
is used by MicroBlase system itself.
For the control server, CentOS 6.4-x64 on Xeon E31220v2 (3.1GHz 4 core) with 16 GB memory is used. We
have installed EPICS system (R314.12.1)[5] with ASYN
driver (asyn4-21) on the server. Also Control System
Studio (CSS) has been installed for the graphical user
interface on the test bench. We plan to install the server to
all the local control stations (20 stations around the ring),
which will be needed to handle about 12 to 16 TbT systems
in the final configuration. Though we plan to process the
data on the server, to calculate the position using
calibration data, or to make FFT to get betatron phase
advance between TbTs, the processing speed will not be
the rate-limiting step to the whole optics correction
procedure if the data transfer speed is not so slow, because
of much complicated and time-consuming processing to
estimate and correct the optics error.
The data transfer rate has been measured and been found
unexpectedly slow on the prototype system. We have used
2nd GbE port of the server to connect the TbT system
through GbE switching Hub where no other connection
existed. To transfer 0.5 M turns of data of 4-channes, it
took about 44 s. Even by taking into account the data
structure, the data transfer rate is only 2 Mbit/s. Though for
injection tuning, typically less than 32 turns of data transfer,
or short data around 4k, that slow transfer might be
acceptable, it is surely stupid to wait longer transfer time
during operation. As it is suspected that the MciroBlaze is
the main time-limiting principal, we are now working to
implement SiTCP [6] where the data transfer rate of almost
900 Mbit/s might not be so difficult.

Noise to Narrowband D etector
The switching noise added on the narrowband line is
confirmed to be negligibly small compared to the beam
signal from BPM using a spectrum analyser. It is
nevertheless worried that this system might affect the
narrowband detector on the VXI crate because of fairly
lower level of the detection, typically -60 dBm for 508
MHz or 1071 MHz beam signal. As the RF level of data
receiver on the board for 508 MHz RF clock is almost 0
dBm, clock distribution lines or fiducial lines might radiate
unwanted RF or 2xRF E-M wave. We have checked the
rough radiation level of the first prototype using a spectrum
analyser with an antenna with good sensitivity around 508
MHz. Though the radiation level was much lower than
other common devices such as power amplifiers or
frequency dividers with the form factor of NIM, we will
add additional shielding to suppress the leak signal. In
addition, by installing the system in the different rack
separately from the rack where the VXI systems have been
installed, we expect further isolation though the cable
length between the TbT system and the VXI narrowband
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system becomes much longer than the case of installing the
TbT system near the VXI system.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
We are now installing the SiTCP to jump-up the data
transfer speed. To store the MAC address on an EEPROM
with SPI-IF, some modification on the board will be
needed. Also, we will fix other mistakes on the board on
this occasion. With SiTCP, it might be possible to omit the
MicroBlaze system which introduce unnecessary difficulty
such as the complexity on the boot ROM to the system. As
it might be convenient to store several parameters such as
delay setting of each fast switch on EEPROM and
automatically set when booted, we will also add the record
function of the parameters to EEPROM. Though the
system has JTAG IF accessible without opening the box, it
is not good idea to upgrade the FPGA firmware of many
TbT systems using each JTAGs at local control rooms.
We are implementing the firmware update method through
Ethernet connection.

SUMMARY
We have designed and tested the turn-by-turn BPM
detector with fast gate switches to extract the beam signal
of the pilot bunch without disturbing the COD
measurement using a narrowband detector placed
downstream of the system. The residual noise of the gate
switch is small enough and is expected not to disturb the
downstream system. The timing control using FPGA has
shown excellent performance. Jitter of the turn-by-turn
position has estimated to be small enough for optics
measurement. As the data transfer rate is not excellent, we
plant to achieve very fast transfer rate using SiTCP
technology.
The technology of fast gate switch with noise cancelling
has been developed by Prof. T. Naito and Prof. T. Ieiri. We
would like to express our sincere application to Prof. T.
Obina for the support on the EPICS system and SiTCP
system. We thank our colleague of SuperKEKB beam
instrumentation for numerous support on the development.
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NUCLOTRON DEUTERONS BEAM PARAMETERS MEASUREMENTS
USING SSNTD
K. Husak*, V. Bukhal, The Joint Institute of Power and Nuclear Research — “SOSNY” NASB,
Laboratory for Experimental Nuclear Research and Expert Analysis of Radioactive Materials,
Minsk, Belarus
A. Patapenka, A. Safronava, I. Zhuk, JIPNR-Sosny NASB, Minsk, Belarus
M. Artiushenko, V. Sotnikov, V. Voronko, NSC/KIPT, Kharkov, Ukraine
Accelerator Driven System (ADS) are considered as
prospective nuclear installations for energy production
and nuclear waste transmutation or recycling. The
international project “Energy and Transmutation of
Radioactive Wastes” (“E&T RAW”) running in the
Veksler and Baldin Laboratory of High Energy Physics
(VBHEP) of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
(JINR) (Dubna, Russia) at the accelerator complex
“Nuclotron” is aimed at a feasibility study of using a
deeply subcritical natural or depleted uranium or thorium
active core with very hard neutron spectrum inside for
effective burning of the core material together with spent
nuclear fuel. For any ADS experiment a necessary and a
key element is beam diagnostics. In this paper a technique
for precise measurement of deuteron beam parameters
using solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD),
developed within the bounds of “E&T RAW” project, is
presented. The deuteron beam parameters, specifically
beam shape, size and position on a target, are obtained
from track density distribution on the irradiated track
detectors. The presented technique has a resolution of
1 mm. The experimental results of beam parameter
measurements for deuterons with energies of 2, 4 and
8 GeV at the irradiation of the uranium subcritical
assembly “QUINTA”, obtained with the SSNTD
technique, are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The experience of nuclear power reactors operation
with uranium and plutonium isotope fuel fissioned by
neutrons has shown that future extensive nuclear power
usage is impossible without solutions of some scientific,
technological and ecological problems. One possible
solution to these problems is to create ADS [1, 2]. It is a
combination of a subcritical reactor coupled with an
external accelerator. The basic principle consists in
production of a large number of neutrons in the spallation
process induced by relativistic ions impacting on a heavy
metal target, and their multiplication in a subcritical
blanket, resulting in a dense neutron field which can be
used for transmutation of long-lived nuclear waste to
short-lived radioisotopes.
The JINR project “E&T RAW” is based on so called
Relativistic Nuclear Technology (RNT) proposed
recently [3] by one of the institutions (CPTP
«Atomenergomash»,
Moscow)
participating
in
____________________________________________
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“E&T RAW” collaboration.
About all RNT engineering problems including creation
of appropriate accelerator can be discussed only after
detailed study and verification of basic physics ideas of
the proposed approach. This is the aims of JINR project
“E&T RAW” adopted for realization during 2011 – 2013
on the basis of deuteron and proton beams of Nuclotron in
incident energy range from 1 to 10 GeV and natural (or
depleted) massive uranium targets available at JINR.

EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATIONS
Nuclotron Accelerator
The Nuclotron is a superconducting strong focusing
accelerator of relativistic nuclei. The Nuclotron lattice is
typical for strong-focusing synchrotrons with separated
functions. It contains 8 super periods and 8 straight
sections, one of which is “warm”. The magnets are
fastened to a vacuum shell of the cryostat Ø 540 mm by 8
suspension parts of stainless steel. A nitrogen shield
Ø 490 mm covered with 20 layers of super insulation is
placed in the vacuum space between the magnet and the
vacuum shell. The dipole magnet has a window-frame
type iron yoke with the sizes of window of 110 x 55 mm2.
The quadrupole lens has the iron yoke with hyperbolic
poles. The SC-cable was manufactured of a 5 mm in
diameter copper-nickel tube with a wall thickness of
0.5 mm and 31 in parallel connected multifilament strands
of 0.5 mm in diameter covering an outer surface of the
tube. The strand consist of 1045 NbTi filaments 10 μm in
diameter stabilized by copper [4].
The design parameters of the dipoles are: B=2.2 T and
dB/dt=2 ÷ 4 T/s. Nominal current amplitudes are: up to
6.3 kA and 6 kA for the dipoles and quadrupoles
respectively. There are 96 dipoles, 64 quadrupole, and 32
correcting SC-magnets in the Nuclotron ring with
circumference of 251.5 m.
All the magnets are connected in parallel with supply
and return helium headers. The cooling of the magnets is
performed by two-phase helium flow. The Nuclotron
operational temperature is 4.5 – 4.7 K. The cryogenic
supply system is based on three industrial helium
refrigerator/liquefiers with a total capacity of 4.8 kW at
4.5 K.

Target Assembly Description
The target assembly “QUINTA” (Fig. 1) consists of five
identical sections of hexagonal aluminum containers with
an inner diameter of 284 mm, each of which is filled with
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61 cylindrical metallic natural uranium blocks of 36 mm
diameter and a length of 104 mm aluminum cover. One
block weight is 1.72 kg and the total mass of uranium in
one section is 104.92 kg. The front section has the
cylindrical input beam channel of 8 cm in diameter. The
total mass of uranium in the target assembly is about
500 kg.
In front of the target and between the sections as well as
behind it, there are 6 experimental plates for detectors and
samples. To prevent the free passage of some part of an
incident beam through the horizontal empty space
between the tightly packed uranium cylinders, an axis of
the target assembly is shifted by 2 degrees with respect to
the beam axis.
The lead blanket with thickness of 10 cm with the input
beam window (150 x 150 mm) surrounds “QUINTA”. In
the top cover of the blanket there are special slots for
quick removal of the detector’s plates.

track detectors. Sensors made of natPb foils and artificial
mica as SSNTD were used for registration of natPb(d,f)
reaction. Sensors were placed directly onto the beam
input window in the lead blanket surrounding the uranium
target and at the first experimental plate (Plata 0). The
sensors had the size 3 x 4 cm.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
In our experiments we used a SSNTD method to
determine the beam parameters such as beam shape and
size, beam center position on the target, total beam
intensity.
SSNTD technique is based on correlation between the
track density on a track detector and a flux density of the
investigated beam.
Sensors made of track detectors placed in contact with a
fission foil are irradiated by the beam. Fission fragments
produced in spallation reactions in fission foils form
tracks on the track detectors surface.
After the exposure the detectors are etched in
appropriate chemical reagents (depending on the detector
type) to make tracks “visible” in an optical microscope
(Fig. 2). To obtain an accurate measure of the track
densities the tedious method of manual track counting is
chosen. We count tracks in many photomicrographs
produced for each detector using an optical microscope.
The distributions of the track density along the X- and Yaxis are used to obtain the beam intensity distribution on
the target.

Figure 1: The target assembly “QUINTA” equipped by
lead blanket.
The main objectives of the experiments with the target
assembly “QUINTA” were:
 Testing methods to measure the basic characteristics
of nuclear processes occurring in the active core
under the influence of relativistic particles. It is
necessary for the further experiments at quasiinfinite uranium target (mass ~ 21 t) available at
JINR.
 Basic and applied studies of the interactions of
relativistic particles with massive multiplying target.

Experiment Details
Irradiation of the “QUINTA” setup was carried out with
2 GeV, 4 GeV and 8 GeV deuterons beams.
The axis of the setup was aligned with beam axis with
the help of the adjustable stand under the whole setup.
The alignment of the beam center with the center of the
setup was achieved by examining polaroid films placed in
front of the target and exposed to a couple of deuterons
pulses prior to the installation of the sample plates and the
start of the main irradiation.
Deuteron beams shape and position on the target were
obtained from track density distributions on the irradiated
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Figure 2: SSNTD after etching, RUN DECEMBER2012.
The most common formula for the relationship between
the tracks density and the flux density is determined as:

N
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental tracks density distributions of fission
fragments of natPb, which characterize the spatial
distribution of the incident deuteron beams at the front
end of a uranium target, are shown in Fig. 3. These
distributions are well approximated by a threedimensional Gaussian function. Calculated from the
experimental data the beam position parameters of the
Gaussian distributions are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Total
deuteron beam intensity in 46th Nuclotron Run
(December 2012) measured with SSNTD is presented in
the Table 3. Full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of a
Gaussian distribution is expressed in terms of its standard
deviation σ as

FWHM  2 2 ln 2
Table 1: Primary Beam Parameters (at the Beam Input
Window in the Lead Blanket
Deuterons
energy,
GeV
2
4
8

Beam centre
coordinates, cm

Deuterons
energy,
GeV
2
4
8

Beam centre
coordinates, cm

FWHM of
distribution, cm

X
1.5±0.2
1.8±0.1
0.9±0.1

FWHMX
2.0±0.1
1.5±0.2
1.0±0.1

Y
0.1±0.1
-0.3±0.1
0.1±0.1

FWHMY
1.7±0.2
1.1±0.1
1.3±0.1

Figure 3: The spatial distributions of the beam at the
target.
Table 3: Total Deuteron Beam Intensity in 46th Nuclotron
Run (December 2012) Measured with SSNTD
Deuterons
energy,
GeV
2
4
8

Total deuteron
deuterons

intensity,

number

of

(3.0±0.3)•1013
(3.1±0.3)•1013
(8.6±0.9)•1012

Figure 4 shows the position of the deuteron beams at
the central uranium rods of the target. At the figure the 2D
projections of the tree-dimensional distributions of the
deuteron beam intensity on the input surface and the first
plate of the “QUINTA” assembly are presented. Dotted
lines show the uranium rods cross-sections. The ellipse
semi-major and semi-minor axes (thick lines on the
figure) correspond to the 1σ and 2σ parameters of the
Gauss distribution. Integration over the surface of the
minor and major ellipses gives respectively 68 % and
95 % of the total number of primary deuterons hitting the
target.

FWHM of
distribution, cm

X

Y

FWHMX

FWHMY

2.0±0.2
2.1±0.1
1.0±0.2

0.0±0.1
-0.3±0.2
-0.1±0.1

2.2±0.3
1.4±0.2
0.9±0.1

1.5±0.3
0.9±0.1
1.0±0.1
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Table 2: Primary Beam Parameters (at the Plata 0)
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The technique was developed by I. Zhuk and
A. Malikhin. It was applied for fission reactions rates
measurements in reactor systems [5, 6]. The presented
technique has a resolution of 1 mm.
In this work thick radiators were used. In the context of
SSNTD technique “thick” radiator means that the radiator
thickness is exceeded significantly the mean free path of
fission fragments in the radiator material. This
circumstance allows to reject an uncertainty caused by
radiator thickness determination (as for thin foils) and to
increase the total number of fission fragments. At the
same time, due to the radiator thickness, we can register
the only one fission fragment from the binary fission
process and cannot distinguish it by using two correlated
tracks. So, the fission process cannot be discriminated
from the other high energy processes (such as spallation,
multifragmentation and strong asymmetric fission) in
which heavy and medium mass particles can be
generated. FLUKA, intranuclear cascade model and the
model of the nucleon-nucleon interactions RQMD-2.4
were applied to study this effect. The overall contribution
of this effect into the relative variation of the sensitivity
of the sensor is ~ 0.5 % and was taken into account when
analyzing the results.
In addition, the influence of the kinematics of natPb
fission process on the track density on the track detectors
has to be taking into account for the whole deuterons
energy range. Pulse transfer effect for natPb can be
compensated by the “sandwich-like” composition of
sensors, which allows to register tracks in 4π
geometry [7].
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Figure 4: 2D projections of the tree-dimensional
distributions of the deuteron beam intensity on the target.
From the Fig. 4 it is obvious that in all experiments the
beam center was shifted from the assembly central point.
This has to be taking into the account for analyzing the
experimental data on nuclear reactions inside the setup.

[3] V. V. Chilap et al., The problems of development of
worldwide nuclear power and the relativistic nuclear
technologies (RNT) (in Russian), http://www.cftpaem.ru/Data/RADS02.pdf.
[4] Kovalenko A. D., Nuclotron: first beams and
experiments at the superconducting synchrotron in
Dubna,
http://nucloserv.jinr.ru/text/2004/nuclotron_overview
.html
[5] Zhuk, I. V. The spatial and energy distribution of
neutrons and functional in critical systems modeling
composition of active zones temperature gas-cooled
reactor fuel matrix: dis. ... candidate. tehn. sciences:
05.14.03 (in Russian), I. V. Zhuk. - Minsk, 1989, p.
203
[6] Malikhin, А. P. Experimental study of integral
parameters of critical systems with different neutron
spectrum by solid track detectors: dis. candidate.
tehn. sciences: 05.14.03 (in Russian), А. P. Malikhin.
– Minsk, 1979, p. 283
[7] K. V. Husak, A. S. Patapenka, A. A. Safronova,
I. V. Zhuk. Experimental determination of value of
linear momentum transfer by deuterons to fission
fragments of lead (in Russian), Scientific publication
"Youth in Science", Proceedings of the International
Conference of Young Scientists (Minsk, 17-20 April
2012). S. 291-298.
[8] Furman W. I., Adam J., Baldin A. A. et al., Recent
results of study of ADS with 500 kg natural uranium
target assembly QUINTA irradiated by deuterons
with energies from 1 to 8 GeV at JINR
NUCLOTRON, In Proceedings of XXI IHEP
PoS(MC2000)086.

CONCLUSION
Beam position measurements, as well as beam size and
beam shape, on a massive target irradiated by relativistic
particles, allow to determine the analysis correctness of
spatial distributions of nuclear reactions measured inside
the target. In our case, it is number of fission of 238U and
the rate of production of 239Pu, recorded by different
detectors located inside and on the surface of the
assembly. In addition, the experimental results of the
beam parameters determination using the presented
SSNTD technique can be used for the correct modeling of
the experiments using by different program codes (such as
MCNPX, GEANT4, FLUKA) and testing them by
comparison with measurements.
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TUAL1

LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACE CHARACTERIZATION AT
FERMI@ELETTRA#

Abstract
The seeded FEL FERMI@Elettra has completed the
commissioning of FEL-1 line, and it is now providing the
User Community with a coherent and tunable UV radiation (from 70 nm to 20 nm) in a number of different configurations, including an original twin-seeded pump-probe
scheme. Among the key sub systems for the operation of
FERMI@Elettra, there are the femtosecond optical timing
system, some dedicated longitudinal diagnostics, specifically developed for FERMI@Elettra and, of course, state
of art laser systems. In this paper, after a short review of
the FERMI@Elettra optical timing system and of its routinely achieved performances, we focus on the results obtained from the suite of longitudinal diagnostics (Bunch
Arrival Monitor, Electro Optical sampling station and RF
deflectors) all operating in single shot and with 10s fs resolution which demonstrate the FERMI@Elettra achieved
performances. The results from these longitudinal diagnostics are compared and shot to shot correlated with the
results obtained from an independent longitudinal measurement technique, based on a spectrometer measurement of a
linearly chirped electron bunch, which further validate the
FERMI@Elettra operation.

INTRODUCTION
FERMI free electron laser (FEL) is a fourth generation
light source located at Elettra - Sincrotrone Trieste laboratory, Italy [1]. It has been designed as a user facility
and to produce photons in the ultraviolet and soft X-ray
wavelength regions. The scientific case, based on three
experimental programs, namely Diffraction and Projection
Imaging (DiProI), Elastic and Inelastic Scattering (EIS),
Low Density Matter (LDM), calls for stable, high peak
brightness, nearly fully coherent, narrow bandwidth photon pulses, together with wavelength tunability and variable
polarization [2, 3].
FERMI is a seeded FEL based on the high gain harmonic generation (HGHG) scheme [4]. Two FEL lines are
presently installed at the facility, FEL-1 and FEL-2. FEL1 is a single stage cascaded seeded FEL and it is capable
of generating coherent light in the 65-20 nm wavelength
range. FEL-2 is a double stage seeded FEL based on the
“fresh bunch injection” technique [5], where the additional
stage extends the frequency up-conversion to the spectral
∗ eugenio.ferrari@elettra.eu.
#
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range of 20-4 nm. The FEL-1 beam line is in operation
since the end of 2010, with user experiments carried on in
2011-2013 and user beam time allocated until the first half
of 2014. FEL-2 is actually in commissioning phase.
The HGHG scheme is based on the interaction of an external laser (usually in the UV spectral range) with a relativistic electron beam in a short undulator (modulator). The
interaction induces energy modulation, which is then converted into a density modulation (bunching) by letting the
electron beam pass through a short dispersive section. Such
a modulated beam can produce coherent radiation when
injected into a long undulator (radiator), tuned to one of
the harmonics of the seed laser. The emission produced
in this way can be amplified through the FEL process. In
this configuration is possible to produce FEL pulses characterized by a good transverse and longitudianl coherence,
much higher than what is possible with SASE schemes [6].
The electron bunch needed for FERMI operations is provided by a single-bunch, S-band high brightness electron
linac. The linac is presently capable of reaching a final energy up to 1.4 GeV in FEL operative conditions.
One of the key systems of the accelerator is the timing
system. The system is in charge of the generation and distribution, with femtosecond accuracy, of the phase reference signal to all the time critical accelerator systems and
of the machine trigger [7]. The measured phase noise of the
phase reference signal, as delivered to the various end stations, is typically <20 fs (rms). For a complete description
of the FERMI timing system one can refer to [8].
In this Paper we present the experimental results obtained on the longitudinal diagnostics present in the machine, as well as the calibration procedures we performed
for validating the findings and the shot-by-shot comparison
between each of the devices.

LONGITUDINAL DIAGNOSTICS
The FERMI machine scheme is reported in Fig.1 with
the LINAC (top), undulator hall (center) and experimental hall (bottom). Electron extracted from a photo-injector
(PIL and GUN) at 6 MeV are accelerated up to 1.2 / 1.4
GeV at the linac end. The bunch length can be manipulated
by means of a magnetic bunch compressor chicane (BC1).
Also, just before BC1 there is the laser heater (LH) system.
After the acceleration, the electrons are injected into one
of the two FEL lines (FEL-1 and FEL-2), where the FEL
radiation is produced. The electron bunch length along the
machine varies from less than 10 ps out of the injector to
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BUNCH ARRIVAL MONITOR (BAM)
The Bunch Arrival Monitor (BAM) developed for
FERMI is based on the original idea of the DESY advanced diagnostics group [10]. To operate the BAM on the
real beam a coarse and fine time alignment of the electron
bunch signal, obtained from the BAM pick-up, to the nearest optical pulse from the stabilized link is needed, as well
as a calibration [8]. While the system is auto-calibrated,
a cross calibration check has been performed in order to
validate the diagnostic. To do that we focused first on the
BC01 BAM (cfr. Fig.1, (1)) and correlate the BAM readings with the ones of a time-calibrated BPM located at the
center of the chicane, while we artificially inducing a sinusoidal change (with increasing amplitude) in the time
of flight of the electron beam through the chicane itself.
This is done by changing the reference of a dedicated feedback, which in normal operations is used to keep the beam
properties as stable as possible during compression, while
recording shot-to-shot the arrival time at the BAM and the
calibrated BPM position.
In Fig.2 the obtained results for the calibration are presented. In the left panel both the BPM and BAM readings are reported as a function of the shot number, in the
right panel the analysis of the correlations between the two
devices is presented. The correlation coefficient is larger
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Figure 1: FERMI machine setup, with the linac tunnel
(top), undulator hall (center) and experimental hall (bottom). Electron extracted from a photo-injector (PIL and
GUN) at 6 MeV are accelerated up to 1.2 / 1.4 GeV at the
linac end. The bunch length can be manipulated by means
of a bunch compressor chicane (BC1). Also, just before
BC1 there is the laser heater (LH) system. After acceleration the electrons are then transported to one of the two
FEL lines (FEL-1 and FEL-2), where the laser radiation is
produced. Finally the photons are transported to one of the
three experimental stations in the experimental hall. There
are many longitudinal diagnostics along the machine. After BC01 (1) there is a Bunch Arrival Monitor (BAM) and
an RF deflector, at the linac end (2) two RF deflectors are
installed. There is an electron energy diagnostic spectrometer (DBD, 3) located before the undulator hall, another
BAM station (4) and an Electro Optical Sampling (EOS)
station at the beginning of each undulator chain. Finally,
just before the main beam dump (MBD, 5) there is another
electron energy spectrometer.
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1 ps or less after compression, hence the diagnostics have
been optimized for different beam regimes.
Along the whole machine a series of longitudinal diagnostics are present. After BC01 there is a Bunch Arrival
Monitor (BAM) and an RF-deflector (1 in Fig.1), which are
used to characterize the bunch properties in the low energy
part of the machine. At the linac end (2) there are two RFdeflectors and a dipole spectrometer (DBD, 3). Then, at the
beginning of both the FEL lines (4) there is another BAM
and the Electro Optical Sampling (EOS) station. At the end
of the undulator hall, just before the main beam dump (5)
another electron energy spectrometer has been installed.
In the case of an FEL in general, and of FERMI in particular, the beam properties one is interested in are both the
whole beam ones (emittance, energy, sizes, etc.), as well as
the ones of small longitudinal “slices” of the beam itself.
This is because the FEL process happens, in a seeded FEL,
only in the part of the electron beam which interacts with
the seed laser itself, that is usually <200 fs long1 . Typical
longitudinal measurements performed during FERMI operations are slice beam energy, energy spread and energy
chirp, current distribution, bunch length, arrival time jitter,
etc. Some of the measurements are destructive, while others can be performed on line shot-by-shot and can therefore
be used to stabilize the electron beam properties using dedicated feedback loops. In the following we will focus on
the performance of each of the different longitudinal diagnostics installed at FERMI.
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Figure 2: BAM calibration using the BPM in the BC01
chicane. The time-of-flight through the chicane has been
changed by artificially inducing a sinusoidal perturbation
with increasing amplitude. Left panel: BAM and BPM arrival time variation (in fs) as a function of the shot number.
Right panel: Correlation between the two devices. The correlation coefficient shows an agreement of more than 99%.

1 In the case of SASE, the FEL process happens on parts of the beam
of the order of the cooperation length [9].
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than 99%, which is a clear indication of the accuracy of the
BAM self-calibration process.
After having checked that the BAM calibration was adequate, we tried to estimate an upper limit for the resolution of the device. To do that we analyzed the shot-to-shot
correlations between the BC01 BAM (1 in Fig.1) and the
FEL-1 BAM (4). In Fig.3 we report the results obtained for
1000 shots. The width of the distribution is in fact (mainly)
due to the resolution of the instruments, that for simplicity
is considered the same for both pick-ups. If we also neglect
the possible contributions to time jitter due to the accelerating sections in between the two devices, we can have an
upper estimation of the resolution of the BAMs, which in
the FERMI case turns out to be less than 8 fs. These assumptions are reasonable as the correlation coefficient is
always > 95%. BAMs represent the reference arrival time
diagnostic for FERMI and are routinely used to investigate
time jitter sources. Typical values for the arrival time jitter
are ∼60 fs (rms) after the BC01 chicane and ∼70 fs (rms)
at the beginning of the FEL-1 line.

RF DEFLECTORS
FERMI is equipped with three RF-deflecting cavities
[11], one is located after the first bunch compressor (1,
in Fig.1) and two at the linac end (2). An RF-deflector
is used to give a longitudinal kick to the electron beam
that depends linearly on the arrival time at the cavity. Depending on the kick direction and after proper calibration,
the vertical (horizontal) coordinate at a downstream screen
is mapped to the time variable and the longitudinal beam
properties can be diagnosed. Routine measurements include bunch length, current distribution, slice emittance,
etc.
As already presented in the BAM section, we were able
to check the calibration of the arrival time variations by
artificially change the time-of-flight in the BC01 chicane.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 4: Measurement of the time jitter at linac end, using
the high energy RF deflector (vertical). The RF deflector
is also routinely used for bunch length and current distribution measurements. The estimated time jitter is ∼70 fs,
in agreement with the results provided by the BAM at the
beginning of the undulator chain.
This approach can be also used to check the RF-deflector
calibration, compare the results with the BAM and estimate
the RF-deflector resolution. In Fig.5 we report the results
of the calibration process, for both the BAM and the deflected beam profile at the linac end, as a function of the
shot number. The agreement between the two measurements is satisfactory (correlation coefficient ∼95%) despite some differences, probably due to slow drifts in the
klystron powering the cavity. In this way it is also possible to estimate the resolution of the RF-deflector measurements, which in the FERMI case is of the order of 50 fs
(rms).
Electron longitudinal phase space (LPS) can instead be
diagnosed by coupling a bending magnet spectrometer (3
in Fig.1, for energy resolution) with an RF-deflector (for
time resolution) [12]. An example of the LPS measurement, performed with a dedicated matlab GUI, is reported
in Fig.6. Using this diagnostic device one is able to recover the energy chirp along the bunch, the slice energy
spread etc, which are valuable quantities for machine optimization and FEL operations. Typical values for the slice
energy spread at the LINAC end are less than 150 keV.

ELECTRO OPTICAL SAMPLING (EOS)
At the beginning of each of the FEL lines (cfr. Fig.1) an
electro optical sampling (EOS) station [13], based on the
spatial encoding scheme [14] is installed. In the following
we will focus on the FEL-1 EOS only. The EOS is capable
of providing both time jitter and longitudinal profile measurements in a non-destructive way.
In Fig.7 we report the results of the time jitter measurements taken at the EOS station (left panel) and the comparison with the nearby BAM at FEL-1 (right panel). The
EOS acquisition is affected by a large noise. If one consider the full data (blue) the measured time jitter is ∼250
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Figure 3: Estimation of the BAM resolution. By looking at
the width of the the shot-to-shot correlations between the
BC01 BAM (1 in Fig.1) and the FEL-1 BAM (4) we are
able to have an upper estimation of the resolution of each
of the two devices, which is less than 8 fs (rms). Arrival
time variations in the accelerating cavities in between the
two BAMs have been neglected.
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Figure 5: Measurement of the arrival time variation at the
linac end, while a sinusoidal perturbation was induced in
the BC01 chicane (cfr. BAM cross-calibation description
in BAM section). Both the BAM measurement (top) and
the deflected beam profile (bottom) are reported, as a function of the shot number. For the profile, the head position
is also plotted for an easier comparison with the BAM results. The agreement between the two measurements is satisfactory and the estimated resolution for the RF-deflector
is ∼50 fs (rms).

Figure 7: Measurement of arrival time jitter at the EOS
station and comparison with the FEL-1 BAM. Left panel:
EOS arrival time jitter measurements. If one consider the
full data (blue) the time jitter is ∼250 fs (rms), while considering only the shots within 1 σ the value is ∼120 fs
(rms). The acquisition is affected by a large noise, probably due to the locking electronics, preventing shot-to-shot
correlations. Nevertheless, after adequate filtering of the
data (right box, red curve), is possible to observe an agreement with the BAM results (blue line).
fs, while considering only the shots within 1 σ, the value
drops to ∼120 fs. This is a first indication that the integration window of the instrument needs to be adjusted in order
to be able to record the whole beam. The main source of
the measurement noise has been identified in the fiber laser
locking, which is undergoing an upgrade and needs to be
further tuned.
In the right panel of Fig.7 the EOS data (blue curve) are
compared with the BAM (red curve), after a proper filter
has been applied: the behavior of the two systems shows a
good agreement, which we expect will be there also at the
shot-to-shot level.

THE HOLE

Figure 6: Measurement of the longitudinal phase space at
the DBD spectrometer. The longitudinal phase space can
be measured by coupling a beam energy spectrometer (horizontal) with an RF deflector (vertical) in order to have both
the time and energy distributions of the electrons in the
beam. In figure, the matlab GUI used for the post processing of the measure is presented. The scheme is also routinely used for current profile, energy chirp, bunch length
and slice energy spread measurements.
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In a seeded FEL the interaction between the electron
beam and the seed laser modify locally the energy distribution of the electron beam [15]. By taking advantage of
the correlation between time and energy in the case of a
quasi-linearly chirped electron beam and the fact that the
FERMI seed laser pulse is much shorter than the electron
beam duration, longitudinal measurements of the e-beam
pulse length, local energy chirp and current are possible.
After a proper calibration that allows to convert the horizontal coordinate of the MBD images into fs, it is possible
to retrieve the relative position between the e-beam and the
seed laser in fs and measure the jitter between the two.
Experimental results, reported in Fig.8, clearly show the
presence of an hole in the electron beam spectrum when
the seed laser is present. By measuring the evolution of the
hole in the MBD spectra we can measure the changes in
the relative timing between the electron beam and the seed
laser for each shot: an example of a series of 200 seeded
shots is reported in Fig.9. With this method we are able to
measure a jitter of about 70 fs (rms) between the laser and
the electron beam.
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going, in order to increase the measurement capabilities
and to further improve the reliability. A major update for
machine operations will be the inclusion of the different
longitudinal feedbacks into a single tool. Long term upgrades include the possibility of moving one high energy
RF-deflector from the linac end to the undulator chain end,
to include the BAMs output in timing feedback loops, to
improve the EOS laser for on-line longitudinal beam profile
measurements during FEL operations and finally to take
advantage of the hole effect as FEL emission diagnostic.
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Figure 8: The electron beam energy spectrum in MBD.
Top: unseeded case. Bottom: seeded case. In specific configurations of the linac, the electron beam measured at the
end of the accelerator shows strong linear time-energy correlation. Experimental results clearly show an hole in the
electron beam spectrum as a result of the seeding process.
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The new X-band transverse deflecting cavity began
operation in May 2013 and is installed downstream of the
LCLS undulator. It is operated at the full 120 Hz beam
rate without interfering with the normal FEL operation for
the photon users. The deflected beam is observed on the
electron beam dump profile monitor, which acts as an
energy spectrometer in the vertical plane. We observe, on
a pulse by pulse basis, the time resolved energy profile of
the spent electron beam from the undulator. The structure
is powered from a 50 MW X-band klystron, giving a 48
MV kick to the beam which yields a 1 fs rms time
resolution on the screen. We have measured the
longitudinal profile of the electron bunches both with the
FEL operating and with the lasing suppressed, allowing
reconstruction of both the longitudinal profile of the
incoming electron beam and the time-resolved profile of
the X-ray pulse generated in the FEL. We are immediately
able to see whether the bunch is chirped and which parts
of the bunch are lasing, giving us new insight into tuning
the machine for peak performance. The performance of
the system will be presented along with examples of
measurements taken during LCLS operation.

INTRODUCTION
A new X-band transverse deflecting structure (XTCAV)
has been installed at the LCLS at the SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory[1]. It differs from the existing Sband deflecting structures already in operation around the
lab[2] with regard to its operating frequency and that it is
not installed in the linac, but in an undulator beamline. It
provides noninvasive measurement of the temporal
profile of the bunch at far greater resolution than was
previously achieved. The project took approximately two
years to complete at a cost of $5M. The engineering
apsects of the project are described in a companion paper
at this conference[3].
X-ray Free Electron Lasers such as the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) can produce very short pulses of a
few femtoseconds (10-15s) duration [4]. This new
application of the deflecting structures was proposed as a
means of studying the properties of these very short
bunches. [5]. It has given us a unique opportunity to
observe the FEL process in the time-resolved energy
profile of the beam without interrupting beam to the
users. This paper describes the beam commissioning of
the system and gives a preliminary survey of the types of
measurements that are possible.

Figure 1: Optics between the XTCAV and the dump
profile monitor screen.

MEASUREMENT CALIBRATION
The transport line between the undulator and the beam
dump was reconfigured to give optimal optics for
maximising the resolution of the system, given by


rf E e
(1)
 t ,R  y 0  N , y
S
 d 2 eV0 sin 
We tested the optics with an orbit response method[6].
The beam was kicked using a corrector before the
deflector, and the beam centroid position at the BPMs
was measured and compared with the model predictions
shown in Fig. 1. The nominal operating RF phase for the
deflector is at the zero-crossing so that there is no
deflection of the beam centroid at the screen. However,
we scan the phase by a few degrees in order to calibrate
the deflection in units of image pixels per degree of xband phase. This is an absolute calibration that is
independent of both the camera magnification optics and
the beam line betatron optics. In order to be able to move
the RF phase by more than a few degrees it is necessary
to reduce the amplitude of the RF to a fraction of the
nominal maximum power of 50 MW at the klystron
output. The deflector is so powerful that a shift in phase
of more than degree will move the beam out of the field
of view on the screen. The power is therefore reduced to
about 10 MW, and the screen calibration is then scaled in
the ratio of the RF amplitude. The control system phase
and amplitude detectors are calibrated against precision
power meters in order to perform this scaling.

___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Profile monitor screen images for a 150 pC
bunch at 4.7 GeV at the electron beam dump acting as a
vertical energy spectrometer. At left the XTCAV is
OFF; center image XTACV is ON and FEL is OFF; at
right, XTCAV is ON and FEL is ON.

The vertical dispersion at the beam dump screen
location allows energy and energy spread of the beam to
be measured with a resolution given by
 yS  n
2
(2)
 E ,r 
  screen
 yS

The resolution is in the range between 270 keV at 4.3
GeV beam energy and 704 keV at 13.6 GeV.
When the XTCAV is off we observe a vertical stripe, as
in the left-most image in Fig. 2. The extent of the energy
spread in the beam is strongly influenced by the FEL
lasing process. We can switch the FEL process on and off
to quantitatively compare the energy profiles by creating
a bump in the trajectory of the beam by steering the beam
with a corrector starting at any undulator we choose. If
the electron and photon beams do not spatially overlap the
FEL process turns off. Another pair of correctors at the
end of the undulator steer the beam back on axis so that
the beam always remains on the axis of the XTCAV.
In the middle image in Fig. 2 the XTCAV has been
turned on to streak the beam while the FEL has been
turned off with the trajectory bump method. The energy
spread visible in the left hand image in Fig. 2 is now
resolved in time, revealing the complete longitudinal
phase space of the beam. The head, the tail and the energy
chirp along the bunch are clearly visible. This image is
used as a baseline with which to compare the FEL-On
image shown at the right in Fig. 2.
The ratio of the horizontal width of the unstreaked
beam to the streaked beam gives the temporal resolution
in each measurement case.
When the beam lases, energy is extracted from the
electron beam and its energy spread also increases. The
change in energy and energy spread can be used to
reconstruct the temporal profile of the x-ray pulse, based
on energy conservation, following the method described
in reference [5]. The streaked image is divided into
temporal slices and, with a knowledge of the total charge
in the bunch and the relative intensity in each slice, the
peak current in the bunch can be calculated, as shown in
the bottom right of Fig. 3. Figure 3 is a screen shot of the
E0
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Figure 3: Screen shot of the user interface for analyzing
the XTCAV image (top right) and calculating the peak
current profile (bottom right) and the reconstructed x-ray
temporal profile.
graphical user interface for analysing images from the
XTCAV screen and performing the reconstruction. The
product of the peak current in a slice with the energy loss
due to lasing gives the peak photon power in the slice.
The reconstructed x-ray temporal profile using this
method is shown in the bottom left of Fig. 3.

QUALITATIVE VIEW OF SASE
EVOLUTION ALONG THE UNDULATOR
The technique of suppressing the FEL process by
creating a trajectory bump can be used to view the SASE
process along the undulator and generate a gain curve for
the photon energy. During this procedure we recorded the
XTCAV images to reveal how the reconstructed x-ray
temporal profile evolves along the length of the undulator.
This is a qualitative view since the images are taken on
separate beam pulses and therefore do not take into
account the pulse to pulse fluctuations that we also
observe. However, it is possible to observe that the energy
spread in the bunch increases as the measurement
proceeds down the undulator and the gain increases.
The detailed results will be published elsewhere[7], but
several interesting features were apparent, such as the
band of preferred energy loss at the knee of the gain curve
where saturation starts. This band of preferred energy loss
is smeared out after saturation in the “taperered” section
of the undulator where the K-value of the undulator is
nominally matched to the energy loss of the electron
bunch. Finally, at the end of the tapered undulator we
observed that the temporal structure of the x-ray pulse
became more pronounced.
We emphasize that these are qualitative observations
only, acquired during the commissioning phase, and are
intended to demonstrate that much further study is
possible with the XTCAV to study the dynamics of the
SASE process and to optimize the taper in the saturated
regime.
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Figure 4: XTCAV images with laser heater on (left)
and laser heater off (right), showing the microbunching
instability growth.

MICROBUNCHING INSTABILITY
The extremely high temporal resolving power of the
XTCAV system, combined with the energy resolving
power at the profile monitor screen makes this an ideal
tool for observing the microstructure in the bunch
resulting from instabilities. The microbunching instability
can be excited by turning off the laser heater at the LCLS
injector. Figure 4 shows the microstructure we observe on
the XTCAV screen when the laser heater is turned off.
The slice energy spread is seen to increase and accounts
for the increase in emittance and reduction in FEL power.
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SLOTTED FOIL OPERATION
Slotted foils are installed in the dispersive region of the
LCLS bunch compressor to selectively spoil the emittance
of a portion of the beam so that only a short portion of the
bunch will lase in the FEL[8]. A single slot of variable
width can be used, or a pair of slots of variable separation
can be used to produce two closely spaced bunches. The
effect on the beam is readily observed with the XTCAV,
as seen in Fig. 5.

MULTIBUNCH OPERATION
One mode of operation that is being explored at LCLS
is to send two bunches down the linac, closely spaced
within the same RF bucket. Two bunches are extracted
from the RF photo-injector at the LCLS and pass through
the bunch compression stages together. The XTCAV
allows us to observe that at under-compression both
bunches have an energy chirp. As the linac RF phase
upstream of the bunch compressor chicane is adjusted the
remaining energy chirp can be removedand the two
bunches are separated in energy. These results will be
published elsewhere.
This mode of operation is of particular interest since the
differing energy of the two bunches implies that they will
lase at two distinct wavelengths. This mode will be
studied further for two-color experiments at the LCLS[9].

Figure 5: The action of a double slotted foil with varying
separation (upper images), and a single foil of varying
width (lower images), can be clearly seen with the
XTCAV.
beam during bunch compression become negligible at
charges at the pico-Coulomb level, and it becomes
possible to fully compress the bunch
We have observed with the XTCAV that a 20 pC bunch
at 4.7 GeV is compressed to about 17 fs. However, the
XTCAV also reveals that only a small fraction of the
bunch is lasing and that the 1 kV x-rays only have a pulse
duration of 4.5 fs. These results will be published
elsewhere[7].

SUMMARY
Several exploratory studies have been done in the first
few months of operation of the new x-band transverse
deflecting cavity (XTCAV) installed downstream of the
LCLS undulator. It has proven to be an invaluable
diagnostic that can operate at the full 120 Hz repetition
rate of the machine and analyse all pulses non-invasively.
These preliminary studies show that there is much to be
learnt about the bunch compression dynamics and lasing
process in the FEL using this new tool.
We have achieved a temporal resolution as low as 1.3 fs
for a 4.7 GeV beam.
Planned upgrades now included a faster camera and
data acquisition system so that we can stream the
measurements to the photon users to correlate with their
experimental data.

LOW CHARGE MODE
The shortest bunches produced at the LCLS are done in
a special low-charge mode of operation[10]. The
collective effects that lead to emittance blowup of the
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Abstract
Electron bunch length measurements are of crucial importance for many types of accelerators, including storage
rings, energy recovery linacs, free electron lasers. Many
devices and instrumentation have been developed to measure and control the electron bunch length. A very powerful class of diagnostic tools is based on the coherent radiation power emitted by the electron bunch, that allows a
non-destructive shot by shot measurement, well suitable for
bunch length control feedback implementation. However
they usually provide measurements of the bunch length relative variation, and external instrumentation like a transverse RF deflecting cavity is usually needed to calibrate
them and to obtain absolute bunch length estimations. In
this paper we present a novel experimental methodology to
self-calibrate a device based on diffraction radiation from
a ceramic gap. We indeed demonstrate the possibility to
use coherent radiation based diagnostic to provide absolute
measurements of the electron bunch length. We present
the theoretical basis of the proposed approach and validate
it through a detailed campaign of measurements that have
been carried on in the FERMI@Elettra FEL linac.

INTRODUCTION
The longitudinal electron bunch properties represent a
key parameter to guarantee high performance and reliability of the most modern Free Electron Lasers, Linac and
Synchrotrons. Many devices, instrumentation and techniques are used to measure and keep the electron bunch
length constant. Among them streak cameras, electrooptic sampling, transverse radio frequency deflecting cavities. They can provide absolute bunch length measurements, but at the same time are complex and expensive.
Moreover, they involve bunch destructive techniques, and
are therefore not well suited for on-line measurements. On
the other side, devices based on coherent radiation provide
the possibility to measure non-destructively the longitudinal characteristics, and are routinely used to check shot
by shot the variation of the bunch length, and are therefore implemented in control feedback loops.The drawback
is that for an absolute estimation of the bunch length, external instrumentation like a transverse rf deflecting cavity
is usually needed. Purpose of this paper is to present an
experimental methodology to self-calibrate a device based
∗ roberto.appio@maxlab.lu.se
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on diffraction radiation from a ceramic gap. We will first
introduce briefly the theoretical background needed to understand the methodology, and the equations exploited in
the development of the technique used to perform the selfcalibration. The device used (from now on Coherent Bunch
Length Monitor, or CBLM) will then be described, with a
focus on the part involving ceramic gap radiation. Then,
we will describe the calibration procedure and the measurement method, the choice of the detectors and the frequency
bands we selected. A validation of the method, by means
of the rf deflecting cavity will then be reported.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A very short theoretical background will be introduced.
For a more complete discussion, please refer to [1]. The
working principle relies on the radiation emitted by an ultrarelativistic electron bunch, when this passes through a
gap in a waveguide. The general solution of the Maxwell
problem is provided by Palumbo [2] and relies on the seminal work of Bolotowskii [3]. We will go through the main
points, here.
We start considering an electron bunch travelling along
the axis of a waveguide, and having transversal dimension small compared to the transverse waveguide radius;
the spectrum-angular distribution of the energy radiated by
the bunch can be described as:
d2 W
d2 W
=
dωdΩ
dωdΩ

(N + N (N − 1)|F (ω)|2 )

(1)

1e−

where W is the energy emitted, Ω is the solid angle, N
d2 W
is the number of electrons in the bunch, dωdΩ
is the
1e−
spectrum-angular distribution of the energy radiated by a
single electron. In the mm-wave spectral range, the only
term surviving in eq 1 is the one proportional to N 2 . This
term is related to the coherent radiation, in contrast to the
one proportional to N , which is related to the incoherent
part of the radiation. The proportionality with N 2 and the
form factor F (ω) in eq. 1 applies to any source and type of
coherent radiation, and what makes the difference, and has
to be calculated, is the energy radiated by a single electron.
A point charge moving in a discontinuous circular waveguide of radius a induces currents on the walls of the pipe.
At the boundary with free space, the currents become
source for an electromagnetic field radiating in the surrounding space. The problem is described in [3], and a
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solution is found for the field radiated. Known the radiation from a semiinfinite waveguide, the problem can be extended to the ceramic gap. In fact, the ceramic gap can be
modelled as two coaxially faced semiinfinite waveguides,
at a distance from each other equal to the gap length, 2l. At
first order, the superposition principle can be applied. The
spectrum-angular distribution of a single electron travelling
along the axis of the waveguide, considering the structure
in a spherical coordinate system (R, θ, φ) with the origin
located in the center of the gap, can be represented as:
d2 W (θ)
dωdΩ

= βe2
1e−

sin2 θJ02 (ka sin θ)
ka
4π 2 c(1 − β cos θ)2 I02 ( βγ
)

·

r

1 − β jkℓ(1−β cos θ)/β
e
+ (2)
1 − cos θ

j

r

1 + β −jkℓ(1−β cos θ)/β
e
1 + cos θ
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power” region. This means that the signal from the diodes
is proportional to the root of the energy radiated by the
bunch. Being this radiation proportional to N 2 , the output signal of the diodes depends linearly on the charge (N ).
This device has been used as an absolute bunch length measurement system, introducing the self calibration method
described in the following section.

CALIBRATION METHOD
Before describing the method itself, and for a better understanding of the choices made, a few things need to be
shown and explained.
Let’s consider the spectrum-angular density of the energy
radiated by rectangular bunches of different lengths as obtained in eq 2. The result obtained applying the equation is
shown in Fig. 1.
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BUNCH LENGTH MONITOR DESIGN
The device described in this paper is part of the Bunch
Length Monitor, installed after each of the bunch compressors of FERMI@Elettra FEL [5]. The electron beam passing through the gap emits an electromagnetic field which
is then collected by means of three horn antennas installed
on the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. The antennas are connected through rf waveguides to three mm-wave
diodes, having central frequencies around 30, 100 and 300
GHz, that rectify the signals. For the emitted power levels
involved, the diodes are working in their ”square root of
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Figure 1: Spectrum-angular density of energy radiated by
a 1 nC charge, 330 MeV energy rectangular electron bunch
passing a gap in a waveguide, at an angle θ = π/2 .
As can be noticed, the intensity of the energy radiated
drops as the frequency increases, and the relative variation
of intensity at any frequency is larger for longer bunches.
Eventually, the intensity variation due to the bunch shortening becomes negligible over the same frequency range.
This asymptotic behaviour is the key property exploited for
the method proposed to perform an absolute bunch length
measurement.
The third term in equation 1 is the so-called form factor
|F (ω)|, which is dependent on the longitudinal beam characteristics. Fig. 2 shows the comparison between different
bunch profiles: Gaussian, Rectangular, Single Horn, Double Horn, and the real profile as measured with the radio
frequency deflecting cavity at FERMI@Elettra [6]. All the
profiles represented have an rms length of 2.3 ps.
Fig. 2 shows how for frequencies lower than 30 GHz,
the form factor is not sensitive to the details of the longitudinal distribution, and what counts is only the bunch rms
length. A detector having central frequency around 30 GHz
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Eq 2 is an approximation, applying in the case of frequencies high, with respect to the beam pipe radius, i.e. in
the case of ka >> 1, with k the wave number. The general
equation can be obtained evaluating the radiated field with
the help of the Wiener-Hopf factorization method. For further explanation, please refer to [3] and [4].
The first term in eq 2 is related to the electron entering the
waveguide, while the second term shows the emission from
the electron exiting the guide. To complete the theoretical
discussion, we will introduce the Energy W radiated by
the bunch. This is detectable by means of rf antennas and
diodes. Starting from eq 2, the radiated energy W is calculated integrating the spectrum-angular density over frequency and solid angle, i.e. detector band (∆ω) and angular acceptance (∆Ωrad ):

Spectrum−ang. density of rad. energy [J/(Hz*sr)]

0.9

Intensity (arb.units)
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Figure 2: Form factors comparison between Rectangular,
Gaussian, Single and Double Horn, and real bunch profile.
All profiles have a rms length of 2.3 ps.
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Figure 3: Energy radiated by a rectangular electron bunch
at 30 and 300 GHz, normalized to the asymptotic values.
would therefore be perfect for measurement of a bunch of
2.3 ps. For shorter bunches, the first lobe of the form factor would extent to higher frequencies and a detector with
higher central frequency should be chosen. In fact, also
the asymptotic behaviour just described would appear for
higher frequencies. Fig 3 shows the Energy radiated (eq. 3)
by an electron bunch, integrated in the 30 GHz and 300
GHz detector bands.

Calibration Procedure
The electron packets length can be progressively decreased by means of the bunch compressor, detuning the
phase of the first accelerating section of the Linear Accelerator. The compression factor can be brought up to a
theoretical value of 5, producing sub-ps bunches. In the
meanwhile, the Energy radiated by the gap is collected. As
the compression value increases, the bunch length short314

ens, and the signal detected increases. The highest values
of the compression factor bring the diode output signal to
the asymptotic value.
The self-calibration procedure consists of changing the
compression factor until the rf diode signal reaches the
asymptote and register this signal level as reference. At
lower compression factor, the ratio between the rf diode
signal and the asymptotic level is uniquely identified. The
diode output signal, at any compression value, can be normalized to the saturation value, obtaining a value that can
be converted in absolute rms bunch length using the curve
plotted in Fig. 3.
For the method validation, a diode with central frequency
around 30 GHz has been used.

In order to validate the method, the low energy Radio
Frequency deflecting cavity has been used [6]. The bunch
length measured with the CBLM has been compared with
the one measured by means of the rf deflecting cavity, for
different compression factors, and different values of the
charge. For each compression factor, the experimental data
are obtained averaging over 50 consecutive bunches acquired simultaneously with the Bunch Length Monitor and
the rf deflecting cavity. Experimental results for electron
bunches with a charge of 200 pC and 350 pC are reported
in Fig 4 On the x-axis is reported the phase of the first accelerating section.
A value of 90 deg corresponds to a compression factor 1,
while higher values of the phase correspond to higher compression factors.
The CBLM absolute bunch length measurements are in
good agreement with the deflecting cavity measurements.
For bunches with higher charge, the initial length is higher,
and the compression factor needs to be higher in order to
bring the diode signal to saturation. Anyway, in both the
200 pC and 350 pC cases, the saturation condition is met
when the rf deflecting cavity measures a rms length close
to 0.5 ps.

CONCLUSIONS
A novel methodology for self-calibrating a Bunch
Length Monitor based on the radiation from a ceramic gap
has been presented. The method relies on the asymptotic
dependence of the power emitted as a function of the bunch
length. The theoretical background has been shortly introduced. The bunch length monitor has then been described,
with particular focus on the ceramic gap part. Then, the
calibration method has been presented, justifying the frequency band chosen and showing the results of the theoretical studies. Finally, the validation method by means of an
rf deflecting cavity has been explained.
The results of the comparison of bunch length measurements performed with the rf cavity and the Bunch Length
Monitor show very good agreement, and demonstrate the
validity of the method presented.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Figure 4: Comparison of bunch length measurements performed with the rf deflecting cavity and with the Bunch
Length Monitor. Error bars represent the standard deviation calculated over 50 consecutive bunches at the same
compression factor.
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NSLS-II BPM AND FAST ORBIT FEEDBACK SYSTEM*
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Abstract
The National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) is
a third generation light source under construction at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The project includes a
highly optimized, ultra-low emittance, 3GeV electron
storage ring, linac pre-injector and full energy booster
synchrotron. The low emittance requires highperformance beam position monitor systems (BPMS),
providing measurement to better than 200nm resolution;
and fast orbit feedback (FOFB) systems, holding orbit to
similar levels of orbit deviations. The NSLS-II storage
ring has 30 cells, each deploying up to 9 RF BPMSs and 3
fast weak correctors. Each cell consists of a “cell
controller,” providing fast orbit feedback system
infrastructure. This paper will provide a description of
system design and summarize the implementation and
status for these systems.
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INTRODUCTION
NSLS-II, a 3GeV ultra-low emittance third generation
light source, is in the advanced stages of construction at
Brookhaven National Laboratory [1,2]. The injector
consists of a 200MeV linac, transport lines, 3GeV
ramping booster synchrotron, and the storage ring
injection straight section [3]. The linac commissioning
was conducted successfully during Spring 2012 [4], with
remaining injector commissioning to start in Fall 2013.
The storage ring has 30 cells (15 super-periods) with 15
low-beta (short) straights and 15 high-beta (long) straights
[5]. The electron beam size at the center of the short
straights has smallest rms vertical beam size of 3.1 µm
(Table 1); and with 10% beam stability requirement, the
orbit needs to be held below the 0.3 µm level at these
locations.
Table 1: Electron Beam Size at the Various Source
Locations
Types of
source

Long
ID

3-pole
wiggler

Bend
magnet

Short
ID

x (µm)

108

175

44.2

29.6

y (µm)

4.8

12.4

15.7

3.1

To achieve such small orbit deviation, considerable
effort has been devoted during the development phases to
optimizing many systems relating to orbit measurement,
___________________________________________

*Work supported by DOE contract No: DE-AC02-98CD10886
#
singh@bnl.gov
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such as RF BPM button geometry, support structure, and
RF BPM electronics. The high level of temperature
stability (±0.1°C in both storage ring tunnel and
electronic racks) will play an important role in achieving
stable system performance for mechanical and electronics
systems [6-8]. The efforts have also been devoted to
develop novel approaches to NSLS-II fast-orbit feedback
system, along with development of a high-speed serial
data interface and cell controller [9-11].

BPM SUB-SYSTEMS STATUS
RF BPM Button Geometry Optimization
There are six RF BPMs in each cell, with a total of 180 in
the storage ring (SR). In addition, there are up to three RF
BPMs in each straight section where insertion device(s)
(IDs) are installed. The RF BPM button geometry
optimization was applied to maximize high position
sensitivities and minimize thermal and trapped mode
heating effects [12-15]. This resulted in a two-button
assembly configuration, shown in Fig. 1, requiring two
assemblies, mounted on top and bottom of the vacuum
chamber.

Figure 1: The large aperture (LA) RF BPM button
assembly design with two buttons in a single flange (leftonly top assembly shown). A production unit is shown on
the right.
The LA RF button assemblies (rotated) are also used in
straight sections where IVUs are installed. The RF BPM
buttons were also optimized for small aperture (SA)
vacuum chambers for damping wigglers (DWs) and
elliptically polarized undulators (EPUs) [16]. The
geometry details for all types are given in Table 2 [17].
A total of 500 LA RF button assemblies were procured
from Times Microwave, Inc.; these have all been
received, tested, and installed. A procurement of 65 SA
RF button assemblies is in production from MPF, Inc. and
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will be available in time for installation in the insertion
device vacuum chambers.
Table 2: NSLS-II BPM Geometry/Sensitivities
LA RF BPM
Multi-pole
IVU
LA-BPM
LA-64deg
Chamber size
(h*v ) (mm)
Button diameter
Button gap

76*25

76*25

SA RF BPM
DW
EPU
SA-60deg SA-60deg
60*11.5

60*8

7

7

4.7

4.7

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25
2

Button thickness

2

2

2

Button h-sep
S1- y [/mm]

16

7

5

5

0.084
0.090

0.114
0.070

0.226
0.131

0.294
0.217

S1 - x [/mm]
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71 nm in the horizontal plane, meeting the 100 nm
requirement. However, recent measurements [21] indicate
that ground floor motion on the NSLS-II site is much
larger - as much as 5 times larger, if the 2-4 Hz band is
considered. Further work is in progress to investigate and
mitigate these high level of ground motion, but
expectations are that the fast-orbit feedback should be
able to maintain overall noise levels to < 200 nm.

RF BPM - Rogue Mode Coupling

Figure 2: Flexible BeCu RF shielding with 50% of
opening space inside of the multi-pole vacuum chamber.
The thickness of the RF shield is 0.25 mm.

Figure 3: Thermally stable supports for multi-pole section
(left) and IVUs straight section (right) vacuum chambers.

RF BPM Electronics and Controls
The RF BPM electronics development was undertaken
to create a state-of-the-art BPM with a goal of exceeding
capabilities and performance that has been demonstrated
to date [11,22,23]. The added motivation for in-house
design was also to have resident experts as the facility
matures and new requirements emerge. The architecture
of the RF BPM electronics has been carefully conceived
to provide robust design with substantial flexibility to
serve as a platform for other systems.
The RF BPM electronics system consists of 1) a chassis
housing an analog front-end (AFE), digital front-end
(DFE), and power supply (PS) modules, shown in Fig. 4;

RF BPM Button Vacuum Chamber Support
The multi-pole vacuum chamber, housing RF buttons,
is suspended on a set of thermally stable mechanical
supports built from low thermal expansion material
carbon fiber [19]. Fig. 3 (left) shows a set of carbon fiber
supports, mounted on a stable magnet girder [6]. The
overall thermal stability at the RF button location has
been measured to be < 200 nm. The straight section
supports for IVUs, shown in Fig. 3 (right) are built from
Invar rod, providing < 100 nm thermal stability with SR
tunnel air temperature variation of ± 0.1°C [20]. Both
types of supports meet the thermal stability requirements.
The vibration stability for stands has also been studied
[21]. The vibration measurement made in 2009 showed
the ground floor motion to be 29 nm in the 4–100 Hz
frequency band; while the motion on top of the stand was

BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 4: NSLS-II RF BPM electronics chassis with AFE,
DFE, and PS modules.
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A rogue mode RF shielding [18] has been successfully
designed and implemented into all 90 multi-pole vacuum
chambers’ antechamber slots, as shown in Fig. 2. The
installation of this shield (BeCu springs) resulted in
shifting the high order modes (HOM) from the BPM
frequency region (499.68 MHz) to an out-of-band
frequency region (> 800 MHz). Due to synchrotron
radiation proximity in the S6 multi-pole vacuum chamber,
the RF shielding strip must be shortened, making it
impossible to shift HOM for the 6th BPM (last BPM in the
cell). If HOM modes fall within the BPM frequency band
at this location, a nearby BPM in the straight section will
be used instead.
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and 2) a pilot tone combiner (PTC) module mounted in
the tunnel near the RF buttons, shown in Fig. 3 (left).
The AFE topology is based on band-pass sampling
architecture, which subsamples the 500MHz impulse
response of the SAW band-pass filter at ~117 MHz. The
response of the filter produced for a single bunch results
in an impulse of approximately 30 samples or ~300 ns in
length. Coherent timing is derived from an external
378KHz revolution clock via differential CML. An
analog phase-locked loop is used to synchronize a VCXO
ADC clock synthesizer. The received revolution clock is
transmitted to the DFE to serve as a time reference for the
digital signal processing (DSP) engine.
The DFE is responsible for all DSP of the button
signals and communication of the results with the control
system. The DFE is based on a Xilinx Virtex-6 Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The fixed-point DSP
engine calculates TbT position based on a single-bin DFT
algorithm. The FOFB 10KHz data and 10Hz slow
acquisition data are derived directly from the TbT
calculation.
The BPM system is parametrically configured for
single-pass, booster, or storage ring. The DSP architecture
is also generic; all three operational modes are derived
from storage ring revolution frequency.
An industrial PC running the Linux Operating System
(Debian) supports waveform monitoring for ADC raw
data, single pass, turn-by-turn, fast data, and slow data.
The ADC raw, TbT, and FA data are triggered on demand
and support a large 1-million sample history buffer. Table
3 provides a summary for all data transfer capabilities.
Table 3: RF BPM Data Transfer Capabilities
Data Type

Mode

Max Length

ADC Data
(117 MHz)

On-demand

256 Mbytes or 32M samples
per channel simultaneously

Single-Pass

Streaming

800hr circular buffer
(1Hz Injection)
256 Mbytes or 5 M samples
Va,Vb,Vc,Vd, X,Y,SUM, Q,
pt_va,pt_vb,pt_vc,pt_vd
Streaming - X,Y;
For on demand: 256 Mbytes or 5
Msamples. Va,Vb,Vc,Vd, X,Y, SUM,
Q, pt_va,pt_vb,pt_vc,pt_vd
80hr circular buffer Va,Vb,Vc,Vd, X,Y,SUM, Q,
pt_va,pt_vb,pt_vc,pt_vd
80hr circular buffer
AFE temp, DFE temp, FPGA Die
temp, PLL lock status, SDI Link
status
DC – 10 kHz, 10 Hz resolution.

TbT
(378 kHz)
Fast
Acquisition
Data - FA
(10KHz)
Slow
Acquisition
SA (10Hz)
System
Health
(10 Hz)
FFT
Coefficients

On-demand

Streaming via
SDI Link &
On-demand
Streaming
and
On-demand
Streaming &
on-demand

On-demand

The PTC, shown in Fig. 5, is a passive module located
on the girder below the RF button. A 1m SiO2 cable
connects the RF button to the PTC module, shown in Fig.
3 (left). A pilot tone generated on the AFE is carried out
to the PTC module via a 5th cable, which is coupled into
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each of four forward-beam signal channels. The pilot tone
was to be used to provide dynamic calibration to mitigate
long-term drift. However, tests have shown that the BPM
long-term stability (< 200 nm) has been achieved by the
use of highly stable ±0.1°C thermally regulated racks
[23]. The pilot tone now is only used for system
diagnostics and integration while no beam is present and
is discussed later.

Figure 5: Pilot Tone Combiner (PTC).

Test Results and Installation Status
The NSLS-II RF BPM program began in August of
2009. Successful beam tests [22] were conducted at 1) the
Advanced Light Source (ALS) 15 months into the
program; and at 2) NSLS-II during the linac
commissioning period in May, 2012. In a 2kHz frequency
band, the measured position resolution at the ALS storage
ring is less than 1 µm in single bunch (25 mA) and 0.2
µm in multi-bunch (500 mA) modes. The measured
resolution at the NSLS-II linac BPM #1 is 4 µm (shown
in Fig. 6), whereas the requirement is 10 µm. The RF
BPM electronic performance as measured with beam
exceeded the requirement.

Figure 6: NSLS-II Linac BPMS control panel. The 1st
BPM, configured for noise measurement, shows the
electronic noise < 4 µm.
The production and system test of 275 RF BPM
electronics units have been completed. The installation
and the integrated test have also been completed for the
injector RF BPMs (total injector BPMs = 56). The
installation of storage ring RF BPMs has been completed;
integrated testing is in progress and will be completed by
November, 2013. The storage ring commissioning is
planned to start in March, 2014.
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Table 4: Booster BPM FA Data Collected with Pilot Tone
PT
atten
dB

ADC pwr
(dBFS)

FA-X
pos

FA-X
std

FA-Y
pos

FA-Y
std

0.0

-14.7

197.8

0.3

314.6

0.2

10.0

-24.5

192.0

0.6

308.9

0.5

20.0

-34.4

176.1

1.8

295.1

1.4

30.0

-44.7

121.8

6.0

235.9

4.7

During early testing, spurious noise signals were picked
up in the AFE module, related to the signal pickup from
the DFE module via the RF BPM chassis top cover. The
interfering signal was emitted from several sources within
DFE module, inducing a current on the BPM top cover
and coupling into the receiver input. This effect varies
from BPM to BPM and was predominant at low input
signal levels. For example, ~500 Hz spurious signals were
observed in the FA frequency spectrum for a booster
BPM (A1PKU3) as shown in Fig. 7 (top).

Figure 7: A 500 Hz spurious signal is observed in the FA
data spectrum (top), due to noise pickup in AFE. The
bottom plot shows spurious signals have been eliminated
after installation of a 4”x6 “ micro-wave absorber.
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This was quickly resolved by installing a 4″x 6″
microwave absorber (RFLS 5092) on the inside cover of
the chassis enclosure which absorbs the interfering
electric field thereby eliminating the interfering current
induced on the top cover – as shown in the bottom plot of
Fig. 7. Note that DC peak of 1 µm (equivalent to 0 dBc
power) has been inserted for noise calibration on the plot.
So, the 500Hz signal noise level, shown in the top of Fig.
7 plot, is about 100 nm.

BPM Calibration and Diagnostics
To get accurate beam position measurements, the
sensitivity curves have been calculated and fitted by 5th
order polynomials [17] for various types of RF BPM
geometries. To benefit the early stage of commissioning,
the offset between the chamber geometry center and the
BPM electric center are being measured, as well [24].
The BPM sum signal will be corrected for large
position offsets errors on a turn-by-turn basis [24]. The
cable lengths will also be factored in. This would enable
monitoring of beam losses, providing a useful tool during
the early days of commissioning. The BPM Q signal will
provide health status of BPM functionality; it will be
tracked and any abnormalities will be flagged to the
operator

FAST ORBIT FEEDBACK (FOFB) STATUS
Fast Corrector DC/AC Requirement
The orbit effect due to ground vibration is expected to
be 4–7 µm in the 2–10 Hz frequency band without fastorbit correction [21], and an order lower at frequency >
10 Hz. In order to achieve the 100nm level of orbit
stability, the feedback system gain at low frequency must
be at least 70. A system with DC gain of 100 has been
proposed, with one pole corner frequency at 3 Hz. A
Bode magnitude plot of this feedback model is shown in
Fig. 8 with combined (BPM & Corrector), controller, and
overall responses. The overall response curve has zero
cross-over at 300 Hz, and 8 dB gain margin measured
when the phase cross-over is 180 degrees (phase plot not
shown).

Figure 8: A magnitude Bode plot of the simple feedback
model. Phase plot is not shown.
The air core corrector was chosen for the fast correctors
due to its simple design, small profile (60mm length),
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The pilot tone test signal, built into the BPM system,
has proved to be an excellent diagnostic and system
integration tool; it is being used currently in the field
tests. The pilot tone is set to the BPM frequency at 499.68
MHz and must be turned on. Since, the pilot tone signal is
coupled into the path of the beam signal, thereby
providing
beam-equivalent
signals.
The
basic
functionality of BPMs is checked by collecting raw ADC,
TbT, and FA data and analyzing in the frequency
spectrum and time domain. Table 4 below shows test data
taken for a booster BPM in the field using pilot tone. The
four data sets were collected at four different power levels
by setting the pilot tone attenuator, built into the pilot tone
circuit. The FA data (10 kHz) shows noise level to be
nominal; 300 nm at -14.7 dBFS and 6 µm at -44.7 dBFS
power level; with 0 dBFS equivalent to FS ADC count.
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short fringe field, and low cost [25]. The fast-corrector
power supply DC strength has been specified to be 15
µrad, with small signal bandwidth of > 5 kHz [26]. The
corrector inductance results in a bend (one pole) at about
10 Hz. Fig. 9 shows the corrector system AC
specification, along with correction requirements for
noise suppression from various sources - DC drift,
vibration, and ID gap change effects.

understanding and better control of the orbit feedback
system, it is advantageous to convert the MIMO problem
into many single input single output (SISO) problems in
eigenspace. Such conversion allows us to measure and
analyze each eignemode in the frequency domain and to
design the corresponding compensation for each
eignenmode. This approach provides many benefits, both
for system analysis and orbit correction. The challenge for
such individual eigenmode compensation is that the
feedback system needs to finish many more calculations
within the time budget of the fast orbit feedback system.
At NSLS-II, we proposed a FPGA-based fast orbit
feedback algorithm solution for such an approach.
Fig. 11 shows the structure of an NSLS-II orbit
feedback
system
with
individual
eigenmode
compensation.
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Figure 9: The corrector system AC specification and
corrector requirement to suppress various noise sources
In each cell, there are three fast, weak correctors
utilized for fast-orbit correction; and six slow, strong
correctors utilized for slow-orbit correction and/or orbit
alignment. The location of slow and fast correctors and
BPMs in one cell is shown in Fig. 10. In case, the fast
corrector DC strength may not be sufficient for long-term
drift correction, the fast corrector DC component will be
moved out to slow correctors at some interval to avoid
saturation of the fast corrector power supply [9]. This
technique has already been implemented into operation at
Soleil [27].

Figure 11: Structure of orbit feedback system with SVD.
In Fig.11, R(s) is the response matrix of the accelerator.
It is simplified to the multiplication of a single transfer
function f(s) and a constant matrix R0 [29]. The f(s)
includes the frequency response of the BPM and the
corrector. Using the common SVD notations, we assume
there are M BPMs and N fast correctors in the orbit
feedback system. When M  N , the SVD of response
matrix R(s) can be written as:
R ( s)  f (s)R 0  f (s)UV T

Figure 10: One cell with six slow correctors, three fast
correctors, and up to nine RF BPMs.

Fast Orbit Feedback Principles
An orbit feedback system includes many BPMs to
monitor the orbit and many correctors to adjust the orbit.
From a control theory point of view, it is a typical
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system. Singular
value decomposition (SVD) is commonly used for the
orbit feedback calculation [9,28]. To correct the illconditioned response matrix, truncated SVD (TSVD) and
Tikhonov regulation is also often applied to improve the
orbit feedback performance.
One common feature for the traditional SVD-based
orbit feedback algorithm is that it applies the same
controller dynamics to all eigenmodes. For better
320

(1)

where U is an MxN matrix with an orthonormal column
vector set. V T is the transpose of the NxN matrix V,
which also has an orthonormal column vector set.  is an
NxN diagonal matrix with non-negative elements, and its
eigenvectors are referred as the orbit eigenmodes. The Ndimension space constructed by these eigenmodes is
referred as eigenspace.
In Fig. 11, θ(s) is the corrector strength and d(s) is the
BPM measurement. e(s) represents the system noises,
which include the contributions from quads center
motion, BPM motion, BPM electronics noises, and
angular kicks from stray field errors. dgolden(s) is the
reference orbit, and E(s) is the orbit error.
From Fig. 11,

q( s)  U T E(s)

(2)

q(s) is the orbit error’s representation in eigenspace. It
can be shown that in eigenspace, each eigenmode is
independent and can be treated as a SISO problem [29].
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In eigenspace, we need to design compensation for
each eigenmode, or,

(3)

The goal is to design the SISO compensation ci(s) to
suppress the noises for the ith eigenmode. The MxN
MIMO problem is converted into N SISO problems in
eigenspace.
Even though the above discussions are for continuous
systems, they are valid for discrete digital systems. Today,
most of the fast orbit feedback subsystem (BPM data,
calculations, power supplies, etc.) are discrete systems. As
is well-known in control theory [30], the Laplace
transform mentioned above should be replaced by a Ztransform; the goal is to design N digital compensations
in eigenspace, and Eq.(3) becomes:

0
0
0 
c1 (z)
 0
c 2 (z) 0
0 

C(z) 
 .
.
.
. 


0
0 c N (z)
 0

of the cell controllers where the orbit calculation is
carried out. The cell controller also has 100Mbit/second
serial links to the power supply controllers (PSCs) to send
the corrector set points. The communications are
controlled by the FPGA chips in the cell controller, BPM,
and power supply controller.

(a)

Structure in one cell.

(4)

Here the ci(z) refers to the Z transform of the digital
compensator for the ith eigenmode.

Implementation
The NSLS-II fast orbit feedback system is designed to
suppress noises up to a few hundred Hertz. To achieve
this goal, the orbit feedback sampling/correction
frequency needs to be in the KHz range. NSLS-II’s orbit
feedback system’s sampling/correction frequency is 10
KHz. During one sampling/correction cycle, the system
needs to finish BPM data transfer, orbit feedback
calculations, and power supply setpoints delivery. For a
large distributed system, the system architecture needs to
be carefully designed to meet the stringent time budget.
At NSLS-II, each BPM is capable of generating beam
position data in 10 KHz for orbit feedback calculation. It
is a challenge to quickly deliver all BPM data around the
ring for the global orbit feedback calculation. Due to the
large number of BPMs, serial link architecture is more
suitable than a tree or star architecture. Fig. 12 shows the
NSLS-II orbit feedback architecture. Fig. 12(a) shows the
architecture of the orbit feedback system in one cell. Fig.
12 (b) shows the 30 cells around the storage ring. In each
cell, a BNL-developed multi-Gbit/second serial device
interface (SDI) is used to transfer data from the 6 BPMs
to the cell controller. The similar SDI link delivers each
cell’s BPM data around the ring. It takes less than 14 µs
to deliver the 180 BPMs’ data (X and Y positions) to each
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(b) 30 cells in storage ring.

Figure 12: NSLS-II orbit feedback system.
For the NSLS-II fast orbit feedback system, the
compensation in each eigenmode allows us to study and
design the system in the frequency domain using standard
SISO control theory. On the other hand, this approach
requires a large number of calculations [10,31-33]. To
calculate one corrector setpoint requires an order of NxM
multiplications and accumulations [10,33], where M is the
BPM number and N is the corrector number. For a global
orbit feedback system, M and N are on the order of
hundreds. Moreover, the calculation needs to be done
within one feedback cycle (100µs for 10KHz feedback).
A fast computation system is needed to overcome this
computation challenge. At NSLS-II, a powerful FPGA
chip-in-cell controller is used for the global orbit
feedback calculation, not only because FPGA has many
DSP blocks for high-speed calculation, but also because it
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can carry out the calculation in parallel. The individual
eigenmode compensation algorithm can take advantage of
the parallel DSP features and thus greatly reduce the
amount of calculation time.
Figure 13 shows the FPGA implementation of the
NSLS-II global orbit feedback calculation in each cell
controller. There are 180 BPMs and 90 fast correctors in
the system. The eigenspace decomposition and the
eigenmode compensation (ci(z)) are carried out in parallel
for all the eigenmodes. The corrector setpoint calculations
are also done in parallel. The total calculation time is less
than 10 µs.

Figure 13: NSLS-II orbit feedback calculation.
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SUMMARY
The NSLS-II BPM systems have been optimized,
procured, and installed. The injector BPMs have been
fully integrated and tested with high-level control
operational software. The linac and linac-to-booster
transfer line BPMs were commissioned with beam in the
Spring of 2012; the remaining injector BPM system
commissioning is scheduled for Fall 2013. The storage
ring BPM installation is complete and system integration
testing is in progress, with test completion expected by
November, 2013. The built-in pilot tone signals in the
NSLS-II BPM system are being used to test most of the
functionality in the BPM system to the extent possible
before beam commissioning starts.
The NSLS-II fast orbit feedback algorithm with
eigenmode compensation is discussed. It shows that this
algorithm provides better controllability for the orbit
feedback system by decoupling the feedback signal into
eigenspace and compensating for each eigenmode. It
discusses the calculation challenges for this approach. It
also shows how the NSLS-II FOFB architecture is able to
solve this challenge.
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A 4 GS/s FEEDBACK PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR CONTROL OF
INTRA-BUNCH INSTABILITIES∗
J.D. Fox, J. M. Cesaratto, J. Dusatko, J. Olsen, K. Pollock, C. Rivetta, O. Turgut
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center Stanford, CA USA
W. Hofle,
CERN Geneva, Switzerland
We present the architecture and implementation
overview of a digital signal processing system developed
to study control of electron cloud and transverse mode
coupling instabilities in the CERN SPS. The system is
based on a reconfigurable processing architecture which
samples vertical bunch motion and applies correction
signals at a 4 GS/s rate, allowing 16 samples across a
single 5 ns SPS RF bucket. The system requires wideband
beam pickup(s) and vertical kicker structure(s) with GHz
bandwidth. This demonstration system implements a
general purpose 16 tap FIR control filter for each sample.
We present results from SPS machine studies showing
the impact of wideband feedback to excite/damp internal
modes of vertical motion as well as stabilize an unstable
beam. These results highlight the challenges of intra-bunch
feedback and show proof of principle feasibility of the
architecture.

OVERVIEW
The high-current operation of the SPS for LHC injection
requires mitigation of possible Ecloud and TMCI effects
[1]. The project is part of a larger LHC injector upgrade,
which includes simulation studies[2][3][4] and a machine
measurement (MD) program[5].
Figure 1 shows the testbed demonstration system which
has been implemented using a mix of commercial evaluation boards and minimal custom PC electronic assemblies [6]. The critical digital functions are coded as FPGA
gateware, allowing selections of an arbitrary SPS bucket to
sample or drive, and the generation of correction signals
using FIR or IIR filter structures. The system is synchronized to the SPS through an RF signal, a revolution fiducial
and an injection synchronization signal.The RF is harmonically multiplied to generate a sampling clock of n×RF , (in
these studies n = 8 though the hardware can run at 4 GS/s
or n = 10). A wideband pickup and beam vertical position receiver generates a 1 GHz bandwidth baseband beam
position signal, which is sampled in a front-end A/D system. The selected bunch samples are processed in an FIR
filter array, which implements 16 independent 16 tap FIR
control filters on the selected bunch. The calculated correction signals are output through a single D/A converter,
processed to generate a phase equalized differential kick
∗ Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract #
DE-AC02-76SF00515 and the US LHC Accelerator Research Program
(LARP).
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the demonstration system implemented at the SPS, showing the signal paths and the timing synchronization to the SPS. Not shown are the input
phase equalization filters in the baseband path to correct
for the pickup and cable transfer functions, and the back
end equalizers used to correct the nonlinear phase response
of the cable and kicker transfer functions [7].
signal, amplified via four 80 Watt 20 - 1000 MHz power
amplifiers, and impressed onto the beam using a stripline
kicker. The demonstration system still requires the development and commissioning of a wideband kicker [8] and
this first study uses an existing exponential taper stripline
pickup as a kicker with 200 MHz bandwidth.
The architecture is flexible and reconfigurable, allowing
the testbed to reconfigure from a single 4 GS/s interleaved
input to two parallel 2 GS/s channels, for example to sample Delta (orbit offset) and Sigma (charge sum) signals to
normalize the orbit signal for charge, or to allow two independent pickups at arbitrary β offset to be implemented
to make a quadrature input processing channel. It also can
be upgraded to allow the use of an 8 GS/s back end D/A
and four 2 GS/s A/D streams if greater system bandwidth
is desired.
The control filters are implemented in a “slice by slice”
scheme much like the “bunch by bunch” sampling used
in coupled-bunch feedback systems. The 16 samples are
taken across a single 5 ns RF bucket and each independent
filter channel calculates the corresponding correction signal
to be applied on the next turn. Design of the control filters,
and specification of the filter coefficients are done using
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Figure 2: Typical control filter (bandpass filter at a nominal vertical tune of 0.175). The same filter coefficients are
applied to each of the 16 control filters taken across the
SPS bunch. With the use of the synchronizing signals it is
possible to switch two independent filter sets “on the fly”
to change feedback parameters during a machine cycle, allowing the system to track variations in tune, or to allow
grow-damp or other time varying feedback studies
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off-line MATLAB system models [5]. Figure 2 shows a
typical 5 tap filter design optimized for a fractional vertical
tune of 0.175. The panel also controls turn-synchronized
functions which manipulate feedback parameters at specified turn counts in the sequence after injection.

EVALUATING THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
WITH BEAM
To test and evaluate the performance of this channel requires careful measurements of stable and unstable beams.
”Doing Feedback” without quantitative knowledge of margins, stability limits due to tune variations, charge variations, changes in the machine lattice, impact of external
noise signals, etc. is not useful. Quantifying how feedback
changes system dynamics requires the ability to excite and
measure system responses. With this approach we can use
stable beams and study how the feedback system impacts
the dynamics (and compare results with simulation models). We can study low currents, and predict how the system dynamics will change as intensities are increased in
future upgraded conditions. We can then study more complicated cases of unstable beams with the confidence that
our feedback channel is acting as designed.
In these studies we use a wideband excitation system [9]
to excite the beam and record the resulting beam motion
within the feedback processing channel. Figure 3 shows the
combined beam-feedback system. The action of the feedback loop around the beam can change the system dynamics in response to an excitation applied through the kicker
system. The external excitation system is synchronized to
the injection process, so that coordinated studies can be
made of injected bunches or at particular points during the
324
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Figure 3: Loop topology for measuring beam dynamics
changes due to feedback. An excitation signal Vext drives
the beam, while the closed loop feedback acts in response
to the excitation. Time-domain samples of the excitation,
and the beam response Vin are processed in both time and
frequency domains.
energy ramp. The time-domain sequences of the excitation signal Vext and the resulting bunch response Vin can
be processed to reveal frequency or time-domain behavior
of the beam system, or the combined beam-feedback system [10]. This driven response method can be used for
physical experimental systems, or to evaluate the response
of a nonlinear simulation code such as HeadTail or CMAD
[2][3].
The feedback applied in this measurement can be timevarying (it can stabilize an unstable beam, turn the feedback off for a selected number of turns, then reapply control). Time varying feedback can also apply positive feedback for a short interval, excite internal motion of the
bunch, and then restore damping feedback as a means to
study marginally stable or stable beam modes. Comparisons of behavior from multiple transients requires normalization in processing as each injection cycle is unique
with variations in stored charge and the feedback loop gain
is proportional to charge/sample. An additional factor in
analysis is the vertical tune variation with current which
must be considered in frequency domain studies.
The SPS bunch used in these studies was of nominal intensity 1.1 × 1011 p/bunch, and studies were done at the
26 GeV injection energy before acceleration. The injected
bunch has typical σz of 0.7ns, the 3.2 GS/s sampling captures the vertical displacement into 16 independent “slices”
within the 5 ns RF bucket. The processing system uses 8
bit quantization with over 54 dB dynamic range per sample. If 1000’s of turns are processed using FFT methods
to compute a spectrogram, the effective dynamic range becomes 70 dB or more for measurements of beam motion.
For these studies control filters were FIR 5 to 7 tap bandpass filters, and identical filters are applied to each of the
16 samples taken across the bunch.

DRIVEN MOTION STUDIES AND MODEL
FITTING
One type of study applicable to stable or controlled unstable beams drives the closed loop system with a chirp and
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responses gives confidence that the behavior of the physical
system to feedback parameter changes can be calculated
using the reduced models. If the feedback gain is varied
and the beam measured at various gains, we can fit reduced
models for each feedback gain case. With the reduced models we can calculate the complex eigenvalues of the driven
responses. Figure 6 shows a closed-loop driven study of
mode 0, as the feedback gain is increased we see the reduction in Qeff of the driven mode 0 motion. The oscillation
frequencies do not shift, showing that the feedback filter
phase is resistive and nearly optimal. Because the existing
kicker bandwidth is limited, these first studies concentrate
on modes 0 and 1, though the technique is generally applicable to any mode within the feedback bandwidth.
Figure 4: Measured RMS spectral power for a mode 1 excitation of the physical system. The barycentric mode 0 tune
of 0.178 is weakly driven in this mode 1 excitation pattern.
The chirp crosses the mode 1 tune (upper synchrotron sideband) of 0.183 near turn 8500. Noise floor below -55dB has
been suppressed for clarity.

Another analysis technique applicable to unstable systems uses a time-varying feedback filter, and records the
beam motion in the time domain. In this example the machine chromaticity was ramped to near zero at 2000 turns
after injection, which results in a mode zero unstable beam.
As seen in Fig. 7, the beam rapidly goes unstable and loses
charge over roughly 1000 turns (resulting in a tune shift)
until the lower intensity beam is stable. For similar beam
conditions Fig. 8 shows the feedback channel configured
for negative feedback for 18,000 turns, then the feedback
gain is set to zero. In this transient the beam motion at
mode 0 is stabilized (damped to 2× the receiver noise floor
of 11 µm RMS at this current). After the feedback is turned
off similar instability and beam loss is observed as for the
injection without feedback. Measurements of this type help
show the instability growth rate and validate the feedback
damping [5].

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Two styles of wideband kicker are in fabrication for installation at the restart of the SPS planned in November
Figure 5: RMS spectral power for a mode 1 excitation of
the reduced 2-oscillator model system as fit to the data in
Figure 4.
measures an effective beam transfer function. A series of
studies are made as feedback properties are varied, so that
the free response (no feedback) can be compared to closed
loop responses. Figure 4 shows an open loop study which
drives the physical beam using an excitation chirp. The excitation can be phased across the bunch samples to couple
to particular beam modes as the chirp frequency varies over
the measurement range[9]. A simplified two coupled oscillator beam model can be fit to this response using a state
space estimated transfer function [10]. Using the simplified model each beam mode can be studied analytically as
feedback parameters are varied. Figure 4 shows the measured RMS power for a mode 1 excitation chirp driving
the beam, while Figure 5 shows the response of the fitted
simplified model to the same mode 1 excitation chirp frequencies. The agreement between the measured and model
BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 6: Pole locations of mode 0 under feedback control using three sets of physical measurements (three gains
applied to the beam feedback). Using the three fitted simplified models, the increased damping of mode 0 created
by increased gain is clearly quantified.
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2014[8]. A prototype element of a kicker array based on
10 cm long striplines will be available for initial tests, allowing full-bandwidth tests but with limited kick strength
using the existing amplifiers. A slotline style kicker is
also in fabrication for installation early in 2015. The slotline design is attractive in that a single structure with four
feedthroughs can have the 1 GHz bandwidth and reasonable kick strength. These wideband elements will be critical for the system tests needed to validate the instability
control methods. The demonstration system firmware is
also being expanded to allow control of multiple bunches,
implement an orbit-offset removal loop to improve the processing dynamic range, and to allow timing/phasing synchronization to the beam during an energy ramp.

SUMMARY
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The demonstration system was commissioned November 2012 and used to study beam-feedback dynamics prior
to the February 2013 SPS shutdown. Even with the limited
bandwidth kicker, we are able to study control filters which
stabilize unstable beam, and to quantify the achieved damping. These initial studies are very encouraging and provide vital physical measurements to compare against simulation models. This demonstration system development is a
critical testbed to prove system functions and finalize system specifications for a full-capability multi-bunch feedback system for use after the 2019 SPS upgrade to deliver
high-intensity LHC beams.
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TIME-DOMAIN DETECTION
Historically, the first direct observation of intra-bunch
motion were done in time-domain, using wide-band transverse beam position pick-ups connected to an RF hybrid
(effectively generating an analog difference ∆ and sum Σ
signal between two opposing electrodes) and acquired by
fast oscilloscopes [4, 7].
The bunches in the PSB, PS, and most low-energy
hadron accelerators are typically very long, with baseBPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 1: Simulated LHC intra-bunch time-domain and
corresponding frequency-domain position signals. The
given radial mode number q = 0, 1, 2 and 6 correspond to
the number of stable fix-points (or zero-crossings) [4, 5, 6].
At these speeds, the effective resolution of even state-ofthe-art technology limits the effective intra-bunch position
resolution to a few tens of micro-metres. In addition, the
expected technology margin for further improvement is diminishing, since the maximum achievable effective number of bits (ENOB) for a given bandwidth is approaching
fundamental physical thermal noise and jitter limitations
indicated in[8, 9]. For the LHC beam, particle oscillations
at this scale cause partial or total loss of the beam due to
the tight constraints imposed on transverse oscillations by
the LHC collimation system protecting the LHC’s sensitive
cryogenic aperture.
Where synchrotron-light is available, the state-of-the-art
of intra-bunch diagnostics is presently defined by streak
cameras [10]. Being versatile and excellent research tools,
that can provided equivalent bandwidths in the order of a
few 100 GHz, their use is limited to ad-hoc measurements
rather than continuous monitoring of instabilities occurring
at an a-priori unknown time. Also, these are limited in their
dynamic range, robustness with respect to largely varying signal levels, non-real-time post-processing, and total
recording length of a few bunches and turns.
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For very high beam intensities, in addition to singleparticle the beam can also suffer from more significant collective effects [1]. A notable collective interaction is the
Head-Tail instability phenomenon which is caused by a
resonance condition in circular accelerators, created by the
interplay between beam induced transverse wake fields and
longitudinal synchrotron oscillation of the particles within
a bunch. The effect, first theorised at the ACO and Adone
lepton storage rings [2, 3], was later directly observed at the
CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) and Booster (PSB) (both
hadron accelerators)[4, 5, 6]. While the MIM principle
covers any generic intra-bunch effects common in circular
accelerators, we focus for the discussion of the diagnostics
principle on the special case of head-tail (HT) instabilities
for vanishing chromaticity and azimuthal modes.
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The maximum beam particle intensity and minimum
emittance that can be injected, accelerated and stored in
high-brightness lepton as well as high-energy hadron accelerators is fundamentally limited by self-amplifying beam
instabilities, intrinsic to unavoidable imperfections in accelerators. Traditionally, intra-bunch or head-tail particle
motion has been measured using fast digitizers, with even
using state-of-the-art technology being limited in their effective intra-bunch position resolution to few tens of um in
the multi-GHz regime.
To improve on the present signal processing, a
multiband-instability-monitor (MIM) prototype system has
been designed, constructed and tested at the CERN SuperProton-Synchrotron (SPS) and Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). The system splits the signal into multiple equallyspaced narrow frequency bands that are processed and analysed in parallel. Working with narrow-band signals permits the use of much higher resolution analogue-to-digitalconverters that can be used to resolve nm-scale particle motion already during the onset of instabilities.

lengths B typically in the order of 200 ns (assuming a longitudinal ρ(t) ∼ cos2 (πt/B) distribution). For these long
bunches, system bandwidths around 150 MHz were typically sufficient to resolve these intra-bunch instabilities.
However, the required bandwidth scales inversely with the
bunch length, and the exploitation of the same basic detection principle in high energy proton (LHC: B . 1 ns)
accelerators and lepton accelerators (i.e. Australian Synchrotron (SLSA) B . 120 ps) implies the use of digitizers operating at analog bandwidths of 6-12 GHz (LHC) or
above 30 GHz (SLSA). Figure 1 shows simulated time- and
corresponding frequency-domain difference signals for a
rigid bunch, as well as intra-bunch oscillation modes.
amplitude [a.u.]
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Figure 2: Simulated difference- (∆) and sum- (Σ) frequency domain signals for a rigid bunch (q = 0) and intrabunch (q = 1) head-tail mode motion. The carrier frequency (black, dashed) and side-bands (red,blue) are indicated. Distance between carrier and side-band not to scale.
rier and side-band is constant for all frequencies, whereas
for the intra-bunch oscillations, the ratio typically varies
with frequency. More specifically, by correlating the frequency maxima of the ∆ signal with the given carrier signal
distribution of the Σ channel, the given head-tail instability
mode number can be derived.
The developed MIM exploits this property in frequencydomain and splits the analog input signal from a beam position sensitive pick-up into multiple equally-spaced narrow
frequency bands, that are processed and analysed in parallel, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. Each band is
amplified to compensate for filter coupling losses and reduced signal levels at higher frequencies due to the given
bunch distribution. Working with narrow-band signals in
frequency-domain permits the use of higher-gain low-noise
amplifiers, more flexible RF filters, impedance transformation, and much higher resolution analogue-to-digitalconverters.
Similar analog front-end solutions have been independently studied in the context of RF radio receivers, sometimes referred to as cochlear radio in reference to being
inspired by nature’s design of the inner ear (lat: cochlea)
of mammals [11, 12, 13, 14].
In contrast to narrow-band quasi-continuous-wave RF
radio signals, beam signals are essentially pulsed wideband RF signals, and the MIM can thus deploy certain additional specific optimisation that limit the total number of
required bands and their overlap, notably:
(a) the shortest physically possible bunch length Bmin defines the maximum required Nyquist-Shannon bandwidth fN Q that contains e.g. 99 % of the signal power,
328

Based on the nominal LHC (SPS) design parameter of
Bmin & 0.8(1.6) ns (or σt & 0.2(0.4) ns r.m.s.), Bmax =
1/fRF = 1/400(200) MHz = 2.5(5) ns, and typical
40 MHz bunch repetition frequency, the time-domain signal can be unambiguously be reconstructed from a downsampled version of frequency domain data for a MIM consisting out of 32 bands, spaced by ∆fb = 400 MHz, individual bandwidth of each band of ∆fBW & 100 −
200 MHz and overall theoretically bandwidth of just above
12 GHz. For the nominal system to be deployed, each output will be split into two: one narrow-band channel optimised for sensitivity, and the other for wide-band bunchby-bunch acquisitions. The main purpose of the first channel is to provide an indication of the onset of instabilities,
their amplitude and growth time in order to correlate these
with other instruments, while the second will provide more
generic and detailed information for each given bunch.
While very wide-band pick-ups are under study that
aim at providing an effective bandwidth in excess of
12 GHz [15], the presently available strip-line pick-ups,
hybrids and cabling infrastructure supports only fmax ≈
6 GHz, limiting the number of “useful” channels with adequate signal levels to 16. Still, the expected reconstruction
error for typical time-domain signals using only a sub-set
of 16 discrete frequency bands is below the few percent
level, as illustrated in Fig.. 4.
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(c) the minimum separation between bunches defines the
minimum required bandwidth ∆fBW or filter quality
factor to separate between two consecutive bunches.
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As can be seen in Fig. 1, the maxima of the HT motion in
the frequency domain shift towards higher frequencies for
increasing detail of intra-bunch motion. This dependence
can be used to distinguish between a rigid-bunch and intrabunch oscillation mode by comparing the amplitude ratios
of the longitudinal carrier with the given transverse sideband modulation of only two frequency bands, as shown in
Fig. 2. For the rigid-bunch mode the ratio between the car-

(b) the maximum bunch length is finite and given by the
size of the stable RF phase-space separatrix Bmax ,
which defines the minimum instantaneous frequency
resolution ∆fb |min = 1/Bmax that can be resolved
within a single passage of the bunch, and

amplitude [a.u.]
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Figure 4: Generic MIM example: the original and reconstructed signal (top left), their frequency domain representation and sub-sampling (top right), contribution of the individual bands (bottom-left), and reconstruction error (bottom right) excluding mirror images are shown.
During the end of the final-focus squeeze of most LHC
fills, a set of few isolated bunches was affected by instabilities, losses and/or emittance growth. The MIM prototype
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SPS AND LHC BEAM EXPERIMENTS
The first functional tests were performed at the SPS, inspired by and in comparison to earlier tests with base-bandtune meter (BBQ, [19]). These indicated a much higher
sensitivity for beam oscillations and often small amplitude
tune signals that – beside for some cases with the Schottky
monitor – could not be measured by other traditional timedomain BPM-acquisition systems. Figure 5 shows such a
tune signal taken with the MIM for a full-bandwidth and a
band at 400 MHz. The vertical tune Qv = 0.585 and horizontal tune Qh = 0.625 fixed-target tunes, and their lower
frev side-band copies are visible. Both spectra have been
normalised to the revolution carrier. Then higher side-band
to carrier ratio at high frequency suggests the detection of
intra-bunch motion as depicted in Fig. 2.
BPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 5: SPS MIM measurement example (2013-09-09).
The system was subsequently installed in the LHC and
used to monitor the above mentioned instabilities for beam
1 in the vertical plane. Figure 6 shows the corresponding
MIM spectra at 0.4 and 1.2 GHz for one instability occurring at the end of the LHC final-focus squeeze. The tune
and side-band oscillation structure are significantly more
pronounced for the 1.2 GHz.
Besides detecting intra-bunch instabilities, the system
has been also tested to measure the stability margin for
driven intra-bunch modes. For this purpose, a wideband RF power amplifier has been installed, driving a 1 m
long strip-line kicker structure in order to perform beamtransfer-function measurements (BTF) and to detect the
growth or damping time of the specific intra-bunch motion. Figure 7 shows the measured spectra evolution for
one MIM channel during one of the experiments. The exciter frequency was slowly chirped across the tune resonance at 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 GHz, corresponding to some of the
expected head-tail modes indicated in Fig. 1. For the exper329
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was initially intended as proof-of-concept to better diagnose these instabilities, and to assess whether these instabilities are caused by rigid- or intra-bunch motion using a
limited number of bands. Thus only the narrow-band acquisition chain was deployed, and with a limited number
of bands located at 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 GHz, plus two
broad-band channels. While the system is capable of resolving signals on a bunch-by-bunch basis, the amplified
signals of each band have been down-mixed for simplicity and robustness using a custom, narrow-band RF Schottky Diode Peak Detector [16, 17, 18], prior to being amplified and band-pass filtered by a instrumentation amplifier, and digitised by an 24-bit ADC. In order to recover
the carrier signal, needed to normalise and compare the oscillation between the individual bands, the signal has been
sampled above three times the revolution frequency. A fast
RF-switch prior to the filter bank allowed gating to study
specific bunches.

magnitude [dB]

Figure 3: Multiband-Instability-Monitor (MIM) Schematic.
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The initial operational system to be deployed will rely on
a (gated) direct-down-conversion, and targets to provide an
indication of the onset of instabilities, their amplitude and
growth time in order to correlate these with other beam instruments. Further simulation studies are required to evaluate whether magnitude-only information is sufficient to
adequately identify bunch-by-bunch intra-bunch instability
or whether full amplitude-and-phase detection is necessary.
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OVERVIEW OF IMAGING SENSORS AND SYSTEMS USED IN BEAM
INSTRUMENTATION
E. Bravin∗ , CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Image sensors have been in use for many years in the
field of beam instrumentation. In particular cameras are
widely used to take pictures of particle beams from which
important parameters can be deduced. This paper will
give an overview of the available image sensor technologies with particular focus to the aspects important for beam
instrumentation: radiation hardness, high frame rates, fast
shutters and low light intensities. The overview will also
cover digital acquisition aspects including frame grabbers
and digital cameras.

INTRODUCTION
The first diagnostic tool for particle beams was the fluorescent screen. Initially this diagnostics was used in conjunction with direct eye observation. The use of photographic emulsions instead of screens allowed detailed measurements and the first form of post processing.
In the fifties and sixties, with the advent of the first commercial tube cameras, it was finally possible to observe fluorescent screens remotely and continuously on TV monitors. TV based beam observation stations have been part of
particle accelerators even since.
The seventies saw the rise of the integrated circuits and it
became possible to ”freeze” the analog video signals on external trigger events allowing the analysis of pulsed beams.
Until the mid eighties however, beam imaging was used
mainly as an observation tool as real measurement still required complicated and expensive systems.
The real change took place in the late eighties with the
diffusion of frame grabbers and solid state cameras. At
that point images of good quality could easily be digitized
and PCs could be used to process the images and extract
the relevant informations online. After this revolution the
TV beam observation system became a real instrument and
have been used ever since for the characterization of particle beams.
The challenge with this type of instrument is the same
as that of photography as it is all about taking good images
of an object. The imaging system can be divided into the
following parts: subject/illumination (source in our case),
optics, sensor, digitizer and post processing.
In digital photography the: optics, sensor, digitizer and
post processing are usually contained in the camera itself.
With automated, modern cameras, taking good quality pictures has become extremely easy. In beam instrumentation
however life is not necessarily that simple. Often one has
to deal with difficult light conditions: i.e. sources that are
∗ Enrico.Bravin@CERN.CH
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either faint or too bright, emission outside the visible range
etc. Special optics may be needed to achieve the needed
magnification or to adapt to space constraints requiring requiring the sensor to be installed far from the source (vacuum pipe and/or radiation). Moreover features not really
useful in normal photography can be important in our applications like shutter speeds of nanoseconds or frame rates
of many kilo/mega Hertz.
The most difficult problem in imaging for beam instrumentation is however the ionizing radiation. In small machines it may be possible to shield the delicate components
or use optical lines to transport the light to safe rooms. In
many cases, however, all this is difficult or altogether impossible and radiation hard solutions have to be found.

IMAGE SENSORS
The task of the image sensor is to convert light into electrical signals with a well defined relation between impinging light intensity and output amplitude. It should also provide information on the spatial distribution of the light on
the sensor, eventually for the different colors if color imaging is required (not generally of interest in beam instrumentation.)

Types of Sensor
The most common types of image sensors are:
• CCD (Charge Coupled Device)
• CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor)
• CID (Charge Injection Device)
• video tube
The CCD has been for many years the synonym of the
solid state image sensor, its performance being rivalled
only by recent CMOS sensors. It still has the edge in terms
of sensitivity and uniformity and remains thus the standard
device in astronomy. It has however lost the battle for the
consumer market with CMOS already at a 90% share by
volume and its destiny is to be confined to very specialized
applications.

CCD
The charge coupled device was invented in 1969 by
W. Boyle and E. Smith at AT&T Bell labs for which they
got the Nobel prize. It is based on the Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) capacitor and, although the technology
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has been refined over the last 40 years, the working principle remains the same.

is implanted in the p silicon. This ensures that the charge
is stored well below the surface at the p-n junction. The
sketch of a modern CCD can be found in fig. 4 [3].

Figure 1: Structure of a CCD photo sensor based on a MOS
capacitor.

Figure 4: Anatomy of a modern CCD.

Figure 1 shows the structure of a CCD photo-sensor [1].
In its simplest version it consists of a p-type-silicon epitaxial layer, an insulating oxide layer (SiO2 ) and a transparent gate electrode (poly silicon). By biasing the gate
with a positive voltage a potential well is created under the
oxide. When the photons impinging on the surface generate hole-electron pairs the electrons are captured inside the
well while the holes are pushed down into the bulk.

The simple CCD described above suffers from one major problem. If the light continues to arrive on the sensor while it is being read out the image will be blurred as
each pixel will continue to integrate light while it moves
across the sensor. The easiest solution is to use an external mechanical shutter to block the light while the image is
read (Full Frame CCD). Another solution consists in doubling the number of rows and covering the bottom half of
the chip with a light shield. In this case the image can be
rapidly transferred from the integrating half of the CCD to
the storage half and then read out at ease from there (Frame
Transfer CCD). The last solution consists in covering the
whole CCD matrix with a light shield and coupling each
CCD pixel with a photo-sensor. At the start of the integration the photo-sensor is reset and at the end of the exposure
the charge is shifted into the CCD pixel by closing the relevant gate. The CCD can then be read out without blurring
problems (Interline Transfer CCD). Each one of these solutions has pros and cons. The first has the largest fill factor
and thus sensitivity while the last is the cheapest to produce
and provides an electronic shutter down to a few micro seconds. Figure 5 shows the layout of the three types of CCD.
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Figure 2: Shift of accumulated charge across the electrodes
of a CCD.
Using a sequence of electrodes, 3 per pixel are required
to keep the pixels well separated, and switching the bias
from one electrode to the next it is possible to shift the
collected charges from one place to another as shown in
Fig. 2. Using this principle a conveyor belt can be created
that transports the signal of each pixel from its initial position to the end of its column where it can be read out
(vertical CCD). At the bottom of the CCD matrix another
similar conveyor belt is placed that shifts the charges in the
orthogonal direction (horizontal CCD) in order to read out
all the columns using the same charge amplifier.

Figure 5: The three types of CCDs.

Figure 3: Integration and read-out principle of a CCD.
The mechanism is depicted in Fig. 3 [2]. In a CCD it is
very important to obtain a high charge transfer efficiency
(CTE) in order to ensure a uniform response across the
whole area and minimize the noise. To avoid the numerous defects at the boundary between the silicon and the oxide that would reduce the CTE an n-type buried channel
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CMOS
The CMOS sensor was invented about at the same time
as the CCD by P. Noble [4], but due to the technology limitations at that time it could not compete with the CCD in
terms of image quality. It is in fact only recently, with the
dramatic improvements in the CMOS technology driven by
microprocessors design, that CMOS sensors have finally
caught up with CCDs.

Beam Profile Monitors
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Because of the silicon surface needed for the internal
transistors, CMOS sensors usually have a rather low fillfactor. With the reduction of the feature size of CMOS
circuits this problem has however been partially solved.

CID Sensors
The Charge Injection Device (CID) was invented in 1973
at General Electric and was then commercially developed
by CIDTEC (now Thermo Fisher Scientific). The CID
is somehow in-between a CCD and a CMOS. The photocharge is collected under a photo-gate like for the full frame
CCD while the sensing is done at pixel level like for a
CMOS using a very similar addressing/amplification architecture. Fig. 7 shows a sketch of a CID active pixel.
In the case of the CID the read-out procedure is non destructive, meaning that after reading the integrated charge
value it is possible to continue the integration without any
signal degradation. This feature is exploited in high dynamic range cameras where each pixel is reset at different
rates depending on how fast it fills up.
Another advantage of CID sensors is their radiation
hardness (up to about 5 MRad). This is achieved by tuning
the design and by using only p-type silicon for the sensitive
areas (as explained later).

Figure 7: Sketch of a CID pixel.

Video Tubes
Video tubes were the first type of electronic imaging sensors. They are now obsolete as they can not compete with
solid state devices in any aspect. Production still continues
for special applications, but they will soon become a relic
of the past.

Figure 6: Signal integration and readout in a 4T CMOS.
The read-out bus is organized in columns which can be
read out in parallel (1 ADC per column) or in sequence
(analog multiplexer). Since CMOS sensors are implanted
on standard microcircuit wafers it is possible to integrate
on the same chip, next to the sensor, all the control logic
and the ADCs. For this reason CMOS sensors are usually
cameras on chip, requiring few external components and
producing digital images directly.

Beam Profile Monitors

Light Absorption in Silicon
The light absorption length of silicon ranges between
about 0.1 µm at 400 nm and 10 µm at 800 nm as can be seen
in fig. 8. For image sensors this has an important impact
as it affects the sensitivity. For short wavelengths, below
400 nm, the photons are absorbed in the poly-silicon electrodes or in the insensitive surface layers while for long
wavelengths only a small fraction is absorbed in the depleted layer (typically less than 10 micrometers)
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Each pixel of a CMOS sensor can be individually addressed and read out. All modern CMOS sensors are based
on the active pixel concept (APS), meaning that each pixel
has it own charge amplifier (a MOS transistor in source follower configuration.) The basic active pixel design consists
of one photo diode and three transistors (3T: Reset, Amplifier and Select), but high end sensors contain a pinned
photo-diode and four transistors (4T: same as the 3T plus
a transfer gate.) This allows the reduction of the pixel
noise by mean of the double correlated sampling (DCS)
explained below.
In the 3T configuration the photo-diode is inversely biased by closing the reset gate and then left floating acting
as a charged capacitor. Photo-generated pairs will then discharge this capacitor proportionally to the integrated light.
At the end of the integration each pixel is read out in sequence by closing the select gate and thus sending the output of the source follower to the readout bus. The disadvantage of this system is that the pixel noise is the convolution
of the statistical fluctuation of the electron-hole production
during integration and of the charge fluctuation during the
charging of the capacitor (called reset noise). The capacity
of each pixel is also different so increasing the total noise.
The dark noise of a 3T pixel is quite large (much larger
than that of a CCD). In order to solve this problem a
pinned-photo-diode is used to integrate the light (like in
the interline transfer CCD) and a p-n junction (floating diffusion region) is used for the readout, see fig. 6. The transfer gate is normally open and before reading out the pixel
the floating diffusion region is reset (charged) by means of
the reset transistor with a first reading performed by closing the relevant selection transistor. The transfer gate is
then closed so the charge accumulated in the pinned diode
moves to the floating diffusion region (the pinning ensures
that all the charge is transferred to the diffusion region).
At this point the pixel is read out again and the difference
between the two readings is used. Since the reset charge
cancels out in the subtraction the reset noise is entirely removed. This differential technique is called correlated double sampling (CDS).
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The rolling shutter can introduce artefacts in case of fast
moving objects as can be seen in fig. 10.

Figure 8: Light absorption in silicon vs. wavelength.
Figure 10: Images of a turning fan taken with a global shutter left and rolling shutter right.
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The range of the sensor can be extended by eliminating
the insensitive layer near the surface and by using thick
charge collection layers. Usually both improvements are
obtained using back illuminated sensors. In these sensors
the extra silicon of the bulk is removed by etching or grinding and the light impinges on the back side. Another advantage of back illuminated sensors is that the full pixel
area is sensitive since the required metallizations and circuits are on the opposite side. The disadvantage of this
technique is that global shutter devices (see below) are difficult/impossible to obtain. Figure 9 shows the structure
of back and front illuminated CMOS sensors (similar solutions exist for CCDs). Back thinning together with CDS allows the CMOS technology to compete with CCDs in most
fields.

Figure 9: Structures of front and back illuminated CMOS
sensors. Micro-lenses are also applied to concentrate the
photons on the active area of the pixels.

Global vs. Rolling Shutter
Image sensors can have different integration-read-out sequences. The two most important are known as global
shutter and rolling shutter. In a global shutter all pixels
are exposed over the same time interval and is the default
method for CCDs. In a rolling shutter each pixel integrates
from one read-out to the next and since the pixels are read
out sequentially, there is a small delay from pixel to pixel.
The exposure delay from the first to the last pixel equals
the time needed to read out the frame.
CMOS and CID sensors natively use the rolling shutter.
Global shutter CMOS exist (≥4T), but usually have higher
read-out noise as the CDS can not be used since the transfer gate is pulsed together for all pixels at the end of the
exposure and the floating diffusion region is used to store
the charge until the pixel is read out.
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In many applications, where an external mechanical
shutter is used, this effect can be neglected. In the field
of beam diagnostics however, with the pulsed nature of our
sources, care should be taken with the shutter mechanism
used.

Performance of Solid State Imagers
Dramatic improvements have been made in this field
over the last 40 years in terms of performance, cost and
size. Recent years have seen the CMOS technology overtake the CCD in all but very specialized areas and the improvements are still progressing. The best sensors today
have readout noise of one or less electrons (cooled), dynamic ranges of more than 80 dB and quantum efficiencies above 70%. Standard consumer sensors (not cooled)
have read-out noise around 10 e− , dynamic ranges of about
60 dB and quantum efficiencies around 30% (meaning
read-out noise of about 30 photons/pixel).
CID radiation hardened cameras have a lower performance with about a factor 5 larger read-out noise than standard CCDs.

IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
Image intensifier tubes (II) have been around for many
years, initially they consisted of a photo-cathode, an accelerating and focusing electrostatic system and a phosphor
screen (GEN-0). The gain and resolution of these devices
was limited. Later multi channel plates (MCP) were added
in-between the photo-cathode and the phosphor screen increasing the amplification by up to 106 . Several MCPs can
be stacked together to boost the gain at the expenses of the
spatial resolution. In modern devices the electrostatic focusing has been replaced by proximity focusing (i.e. by
reducing the drift space to sub millimetre level). The sensitivity of the image intensifiers has also been increased by
the introduction of better photo-cathodes. Figure 11 depicts
different configurations of GEN-3 image intensifiers while
fig. 12 shows the spatial resolution for the different types.
Image intensifiers are not only used in low illumination
conditions (they can detect single photons), but also where
fast gating is required. By pulsing the cathode bias voltage
or by introducing a control grid near the photo-cathode it is
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Figure 11: Layout of image intensifiers with 0, 1 and 2
MCPs.
Contrast Transfer Function (%)
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The effect of flat band shift can be compensated by increasing the voltage used to bias the gates, this has however
side effects and can only be done inside certain limits.
The flat band shift is much more important in CCDs
than in CMOS sensors since the oxide layer in the former
is much larger (about 20 times, 80 nm and 5 nm respectively). In fact modern CMOS technology (not yet used for
imagers) has reduced the thickness of the oxide layer by so
much that quantum tunneling can evacuate the accumulated
charges.
!!"#""#$%&&%'( $()!*"+",In case of mixtures of silicon-oxide and silicon-nitride,
often used in the production CCDs, the flat band shift problem is more complicated (electron-hole mobility in siliconnitride is almost zero) and can bring beneficial effects.

De-Passivation of the Interface Layer

Figure 12: Spatial resolution of different image intensifier
configurations: 2 MCPs green, 1 MCP pink and no MCP
blue.
possible to gate the transit of the photo-electrons from the
cathode to the anode (or to the MCPs) and thus obtain the
effect of a fast shutter. Gate pulses of a few nano seconds
are possible with this technique.
The spatial resolution of image intensifiers (usually expressed in lines per millimetre) is not very good if compared to image sensors. To reduce this effect large area
image intensifiers are used (the resolution is not influenced
by the size) which are then coupled to the sensor by a demagnifying optics (fibre taper or relay lens). This solution
has the unfortunate side effect of reducing the coupling efficiency.

RADIATION IN MOS
Ionizing radiation has a negative effect on most materials and image sensors are not spared from it. There are several mechanism that deteriorate the sensor performance after being irradiated, the most important are: flat band shift,
de-passivation of the interface layer and dislocations with
creation of traps.

Flat Band Shift
When an ionizing particle crosses the dielectric layer of
a MOS device it creates electron-hole pairs. The charges
then move under the effect of the gate’s electric field and
while the electrons are drained away either at the electrode
or at the silicon side, the holes will remain trapped near
the interface between the oxide and the silicon (or the gate
depending on the polarity of the voltage). In case of positive bias the holes trapped at the oxide-silicon interface will
modify the potential well under the gate and thus perturb
the functioning of the CCD [5].

Beam Profile Monitors

The silicon and silicon-oxide lattices have different
sizes, which means that at the interface between the two
a lot of defects (traps) exist. It was discovered that the density of these traps can be reduced by annealing the processed wafers at high temperature in an H2 atmosphere.
The ionizing radiation has the effect of reversing this passivation mechanism, increasing the number of traps at the
interface between silicon and the oxide and, as a consequence, increasing the dark current.

Dislocations and Trap Creation
Ionizing radiation can also dislodge some atoms from
their position inside the lattice creating a vacancyinterstitial pair. Vacancies have a rather large mobility
in silicon and can eventually recombine with an interstitial. If the vacancy encounters an oxygen or phosphorus
atom however it will form a stable bond creating a trap.
Since phosphorus is used to dope the n-silicon, vacancyP traps are more likely in this type of silicon and thus
in the n-channel of the typical CCD. The effect of the
traps is twofold: they increase the dark current of the pixels and they reduce the CTE also creating smear by trapping/releasing charges with a delay during the read-out
process. Clearly the CTE is only important for CCDs so
CMOS sensors are less perturbed by this effect.
The effect of traps on the overall performance of a device
depends on the temperature. Cooling the sensor will reduce
their negative effects.
One option for hardening a CCD consists of replacing
the n-channel with a p-channel (the P doping concentration
in the n-bulk is quite low). CCDs based on p-channels have
been fabricated and positive effects have been observed.
The design is however more complicated and several compromises have to be made [6].

Radiation Hard Cameras
Several radiation hardened sensors have been developed
for space applications in the past and the field is undergoing constant progress. Unfortunately most of these devel-
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opments do not really suit the requirements of beam diagnostics as the needs in imaging for astronomy are quite
different from ours. It is nevertheless important to keep an
eye on the progress.
Few commercial rad-hard cameras exist on the market,
with those available based on video tubes targeting the nuclear power industry. The market is however shrinking and
these devices become more difficult to find and more expensive.
Thermo Fisher Scientific provides solid state cameras,
based on CID sensors, that have relatively high radiation
tolerance (up to 5 MRad for gamma radiation). Although
the characteristics of these cameras can not match those of
CCD or CMOS based cameras, in many cases they may
fulfil the requirements of a diagnostic device. At any rate
the image quality of a CID camera is far better than the
quality of a radiation hard tube based camera.
For what concerns tube cameras there is no real radiation limit, at least for VIDICON tubes. Other target material may result in higher sensitivity to radiation. The limit
for these cameras is given by the browning of the optics
and the physical integrity of cables and wires. On the other
hand the video tube has a limited lifetime intrinsically, independent of the accumulated dose.

the camera can be installed in a safe room or where the radiation is very low. Even for short tests, with negligible
integrated dose, it may be difficult to use these devices in
the presence of radiation due to the high sensitivity to single event upsets (SEU).

High Speed Profiles
In many cases what is needed are simply the transverse
beam profiles, which are usually computed from the images. It is possible to acquire profiles directly at high speed
by using linear image sensors, both CCD and CMOS types
exist. With these rather inexpensive devices it is possible to
acquire profiles up to 105 lines/s. The draw back is that a
complex optics system has to be used to squeeze the image
into a line. This can be achieved either using cylindrical
lenses, as in the case of the LHC matching monitors [7]
shown in Fig. 13, or using light guides.
A variant to the linear sensor consists of using multi anode photomultiplier arrays (Hamamatsu offers a 32 channel device) or pixelated SiPMTs (custom devices with 128
pixels on a single line have been produced for the LHC experiments). These devices provide parallel outputs so that
each channel can be read out separately at rates of hundreds
of MHz offering at the same time single photon sensitivity.
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FAST IMAGING
In some applications there is the need to acquire a sequence of images at a very high rate in order to capture
transients. For example in the observation of the beam distribution turn after turn or bunch after bunch.

High Speed Cameras
High speed cameras exist on the marked that may be
suitable in certain cases. This type of device is usually
used in car crash tests or in ballistic studies. These cameras are composed of a sensor (or a mosaic of sensors to
increase the readout rate), a fast local memory to store the
sequence and a control unit that synchronizes the acquisition and connects the camera to the external world. The
sensors are always CMOS and as a consequence it is possible to read out small areas of the sensor (Area Of Interest,
AOI) at speeds much higher than the full frame speed. In
order to achieve the high read-out rate these sensors have
to make many compromises in terms of image quality and
noise. The sensitivity of high speed sensors is usually 5
to 10 times lower than normal sensors. Coupling to image
intensifiers is possible to overcome this limitation, but the
decay time of the phosphor has to be taken into account.
Frame rates up to 105 frames per second (fps) are possible with this type of devices, with rates up to 106 fps for
very small AOI. In comparison standard CMOS sensors
can reach 100 fps while CCDs usually stay below 50 fps.
High speed cameras are very delicate and expensive objects (∼100 k$) not suitable for ionizing radiation environments. Their use is therefore limited to situations where
336

Figure 13: Rendering of the optical bench used for the LHC
matching monitor.

IMAGE ACQUISITION OPTIONS
There are three main ways of acquiring digital images.
The first consists in connecting an analog camera to a frame
grabber. This was the most popular solution until a few
years ago. The second consists in using a digital camera
connected to a special interface board and using dedicated
communication protocols (like camera-link). This solution
was often used for scientific cameras or special applications
in the past. The third option consists of using a digital camera connected to a computer via a standard bus (gigabitethernet, USB, firewire etc.). The third way is by far the
most popular nowadays and all other techniques are only
retained for special cases or in old systems.
In terms of image quality, the earlier the digitization
takes place the lower the noise usually is. For this reason
digital cameras have much better performance than analog
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teresting parameters are usually the position and width of
the beam spot, but in certain cases this can be much more
complicated like in the case of pepper pot screens.
Unfortunately in this field every group tends to reinvent
all the tools from scratch every time. In part this behaviour
is justified by the different needs and the different environment used at the different laboratories, but these developments have much more in common than in what they differ.
Indeed the effort to integrate an existing tool in a control
system may look as large as developing from scratch. In reality the initial coding is only a small part of the whole effort as all the operations have to be debugged and validated.
It is not infrequent that years later mistakes are discovered
which introduced errors in the measurement. The problem
is very similar to the case of numerical computation where
code reuse is a rule and where aged FORTRAN routines
are still used in modern programs to avoid bugs which may
be introduced by recoding.
A collaborative development of software image analysis
tools for beam instrumentation would certainly be beneficial for every laboratory.

CONCLUSIONS
A panorama of the imaging technologies and market
trends of today has been given. On the image quality side
the market is evolving fast and in the right direction. Unfortunately our main concern if often the ionizing radiation
which conflicts with the present trend of encapsulating ever
more functions inside the camera heads and in the image
sensors themselves. It may not be long before we have to
produce our own image sensors, for example to replace obsolete tube cameras.
Imaging for beam instrumentation is a field where a
more solid collaboration between laboratories could bring
large benefits in terms of results and resources.
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cameras even when based on the same image sensor. The
transport of a digital signal is also usually much cheaper
than the analog counterpart and using optical fibres can extend for kilometres without any degradation. On the other
hand, in our trade, digital cameras mean more electronics in
the hostile environment (radiation). The best compromise
should therefore be identified on a case by case basis.
With analog cameras the video signal is standardised in
order to allow any camera to be connected to any video
equipment (of the same standard: CCIR, RS-170 etc.). This
allows large flexibility in the selection of the components
of an imaging system and obsolete parts can easily be replaced with new components.
With the advent of digital cameras the need for
a standardisation has faded and it is now possible
to find hundreds of different combinations of resolutions/bus/protocols. To some extent this is an advantage as
it is always possible to find a product well suited for each
case. On the other hand it poses a problem of maintainability for large scale systems.
Imagine a system with hundreds of cameras. In the analog case many different brands/models can be installed in
parallel and it is possible to interchange any of those without major reconfigurations of the acquisition chain. In
the digital case, the replacement of a camera by a different model usually requires substantial software modifications in the control system. Moreover the communication/control protocol of digital cameras is usually proprietary making the integration in existing control systems difficult.
Considering that in the case of beam instrumentation
cameras are often consumable items (lifetime of few years
due to radiation) and that the market lifetime of electronic
products is also of only a few years, with digital cameras
one may end up having to constantly adapt the system and
being tied to a specific brand.
On the other hand it is important to note that analog cameras are becoming obsolete and may become difficult to
find in the future. Analog frame grabbers are already starting to disappear, but an easy solution can be found with
modern ADC/FPGA boards. The transition from analog to
digital goes hand in hand with the transition from CCD to
CMOS sensors, the first being analog by design, the second
digital for performance reasons.
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Abstract
In order to absorb the halo component, a beam
collimator system was installed in the beam transport line
from a 3 GeV rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS) to the
main ring (MR) in J-PARC, which is called as the 3-50BT
line. The observation of beam halo as well as beam core
is very important for the adjustment of the beam
collimator system. We have developed a monitor to
observe two-dimensional beam profile with a large
dynamic-range. The monitor has been installed in 122 m
downstream from the beam collimator in the 3-50BT line.
For measuring the beam core and the halo alternatively,
the monitor has three kinds of screens. The first one is
titanium foil OTR screen (thickness of 10 µm) to measure
a beam core, the second one is aluminum foil OTR screen
(thickness of 100 µm）with a hole (50 mm diameter) in the
center and the last one is a pair of alumina fluorescent
screen with a separation of 80 mm in horizontal to
observe the beam halo in surroundings. We designed an
optical system based on the Offner optics for the
observation of OTR and fluorescence. This optical system
has an entrance aperture of 300 mm and it can cover the
large opening angle (± 13.5 degree) of the OTR from 3
GeV protons. A CCD camera with an image intensifier
(II) was use to observe the profile. We have succeeded to
observe a profile of beam halo to 10-6 order to the peak of
beam core by using proton beams of 3 GeV, 9.6 x
1012 protons / pulse by this multi-screen scheme.

INTRODUCTION
The beam profile monitor which is detectable halo
region, particularly in operation for high intensity
accelerator, has important role of diagnosing beam tail
after the beam collimation for preventing beam loss.
Further the two dimensional beam profile offers more
advanced information.
We had first developed a two-dimensional beam profile
monitor [1] using OTR. The monitor had detected light
produced by proton beam intensity of more than 5x1011
pulse / bunch.
At present we are developing in order to obtain high
sensitivity for halo measurement particularly. Concretely,
we are making progress on sensitive detector and on
larger yield in light focusing. These points of view are
improvement in sensitivity for OTR only. From another
viewpoint it is considerable using other light from more

sensitive screen not only using OTR light, and we
employed this time to use fluorescence (FL). Particularly
alumina screen of Chromium (Cr) doped Al2O3 has highly
light emission and longer persistence. These
characteristics become advantage for sensitivity up,
because larger light yield is gained with longer exposure.

MULTI-SCREEN AND OPTICAL SYSTEM

Figure 1: The multi-screen. (a) solid Screen, (b) holescreen, (c) alumina screen.
The multi-screen consists of triple circular screen
housed in a rectangle frame as shown in Fig.1. Each inner
diameter of the ring is 120 mm and the pitch is 150 mm.
The frame moves horizontally by linear actuator with
stepping motor for changing screen and for positioning
edges of alumina screen.
The un-flatness of the solid screen (Fig.1 (a)) made of
titanium foil is 22 (± 7.5) mm [2]. The hole-screen having
50 mm diameter hole in the center (Fig.1 (b)) has a role of
using in measurement around the beam core by OTR,
alumina screen (Fig.1 (c), Kyocera A486) has a role of
halo detection using FL.
The optical system had been designed with assumption
of OTR light produced by 3 GeV proton beam. OTR light
has characteristics strongly depends on relativistic factor
of . Emitted photon number is described below as a
function of emitted wavelength region between 1 and
2[3],

N

2e 2
1 
ln 2   ln 2
c
2 1

In case of 3 GeV proton incident, emitted photon
number in visible light region becomes 2.5×1010 photons
/ 1013 protons [1]. Next angular distribution of the emitted
light is depends on  and light velocity ratio of  as
described below [3],
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The opening angle of 3GeV proton incident has large
peak separation angle of about 27 degree (Fig.2).

Figure 4: A result of a grid pattern test (10 mm spacing).

DETECTOR

Besides our typical beam size including halo at the
setting point was estimated as about 100 mm. Then we
had fabricated an optical system based on an Offner relay
optical system (OOS), which having large angle
acceptance of about 30 degree [1, 2] (Fig.3). For an
original Offner scheme, in our scheme a concave mirror is
separated into two segmented mirrors of the upper and the
lower, further the upper concave mirror has beam hole at
the center of 120 mm diameter. The outer diameter of the
concave mirrors is 300 mm, and the radius of the
curvature is 500 mm. At the focal point of OOS, a
projection screen was placed. The observation optics is
focused on the screen.
The characteristics of OOS were measured at a test
bench. The focal depth was ± 10 mm against total path
length of 1640 mm between beam target (object) and the
projection screen. By a grid pattern test, a clear aperture
was 200 mm in the horizontal direction and 90 mm in the
vertical direction as shown in Fig.4. At the central region
spatial resolution was almost 0.2 mm. A reason that the
field of view was poor in upper side than lower side one
was shadow of the convex mirror.

Figure 5: The solid view for the beam profile monitor
using multi-screen.

Table 1: Specifications of the Detecting Devices
Device

Item

Specification

Focus Lens

Focal Length

17 mm

[YakumoYMV2595N]

F number

0.95

Front Aperture

26.8 mm

Image Intensifier

MCP

Single Stage

[HPK V2697U]

Luminous Gain

12000[lm/m2/lx]

CID Camera

Radiation

300kGy

[ThermoFisher8725D]

Tolerance
Sensitivity

0.1 lx

Figure 3: Large acceptance optics.
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Figure 2: Calculated OTR opening angle (I ()).

The detector consists with a focusing lens, an image
intensifier (II), a relay lens, and a charge injection device
(CID) camera as shown in Fig.5, and these main
specifications are summarized in Table 1. The distance
between the projection screen and the focusing lens front
is 560 mm. The output analog video signal from CID
camera is transmitted to a local control room via a coaxial
cable (5D, about 400m). Then the video signal is
converted into digital signal by a 10 bit video ADC.
The gain curve of II is shown in Fig.6. This curve was
obtained by measured light quantities of beam profiles.

TUCL2
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Figure 6: The gain curve of the image intensifier.

BEAM PROFILE MEASUREMENT
High Intensity Beam Profile by OTR
A trial was done with intense beam of 4.2x1013 protons /
2 bunches which was greater than usual operating
intensity of 3x1013 protons / 2 bunches. A beam profile
with good S/N was measured by one-shot taking of two
bunches as shown in Fig.7. The MCP voltage of the II
was 850 V. Its projections were almost agreed with a
Gaussian fit.
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Combination Measurement
Beam profiles from beam core to halo region were
measured with two bunch beams having constant intensity
of 9.6x1012 protons / 2 bunches, which beams were the
same condition for the slow-extraction operation. In these
measurement, three kinds of screen as shown in Fig.1
were worked. Suited II gain was adopted in each
measurement. The gate time of II was fixed with 10 s,
and all measurements were done with five-shot taking
including two bunches. Also all data were subtracted by
background data taken without beam. Whole taken data
were superimposed in one image as shown in Fig.8 (a). A
ellipsoid beam core placed central was taken with screen
of the solid screen by OTR, crescent-shaped tail-part

Figure 8: A superimposed beam profiles. (a) beam image,
(b) projections in the horizontal direction with
normalization by each own peak value.
images positioned just both outside of the core were taken
with the hole-screen by also OTR, and set of three pieces
of images positioned left and light respective further
outside regions were taken with the alumina screen by FL.
Note that all analysis after this was made with horizontal
projection.

Scaling for Obtaining Unified Projection
In order to obtain a unified profile in common vertical
scale with all data of Fig. 8, we use two ratio as follows:
i) gain ratio of the image intensifier (GR), ii) yields ratio
between FL/OTR (YR). Thus, we scaled the data with
simple treatment as below.

OTR data scaled  data G R

(3)

Fluorescence data scaled  data G R YR

(4)

For obtaining a yield ratio between FL and OTR of YR,
a comparison measurement of OTR with FL was done.
The OTR data was taken by the hole-screen, and the FL
data were taken by the alumina screen set at ± 25 mm, as
shown in Fig.9. The MCP voltages of II were 1000 V and
500 V for OTR and FL measurement respectively. The
yields ratio of YR, is expressed as next equation, by YMR
means the measured light quantity ratio and by the image
intensifier gains of each measurement of GOTR and GFL.

YR  YMR  G OTR G FL

Figure 7: A one-shot beam profile by OTR with a two
bunches its total intensity was 4.2x1013 protons. (a) The
beam image, (b) the horizontal projection, and (c) the
vertical projection. Each fitting is Gaussian.
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(5)

Firstly measured light quantity ratio (YMR) was
obtained by integration of the interval of [26.5, 35] mm
absolutely in the projections (Fig.9). The results of the
ratio were 1.90 and 1.77, on the beam left and on the
beam right sides respectively. YMR was determined their
average of 1.84 (± 0.07). they yielded an average of
FL/OTR area ratio corresponds to FL/OTR light
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measured ratio equaled 1.84 ( ±3.7%). Secondly, we
obtained the ratio of image intensifier gain by the gain
curve (Fig.6). By using the curve, GOTR was 5.0e4 (1000
V), and GFL was 7e1(500 V), then the gain ratio of
GOTR/GFL was obtained as 714.3. Finally YR (Eq. 5) was
obtained as 1314.6.
Though note that two conditions should be considered
about this result as below. Firstly gate time of II causes
integration effect in FL measurement because a longer
persistence as more than several hundred ms. On the
other hand, in case of OTR, the emitting interval is net of
the beam time. In our case gate time of II was fixed 10 s,
then FL were persisted during whole gate time, against
net beam time was 400 ns (two bunches) for OTR. The
second one is different opening angle of light emission on
the screen between OTR and FL. Because the FL one is
distributed to isotropic, then its transmission efficiency in
the optical system is higher than the OTR’s.

TUCL2

B'. It might be shown the cut beam generated new hello.
By changing the collimating position, we plan to study on
the correlation with the shape of the beam hello with the
collimating in near future.

Results of Combination Measurement
Figure 10: A unified projection curve with OTR and FL.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECT
We demonstrated a high sensitive measurement as
horizontal spatial distribution of a beam by around six
orders of light intensity ratio with using combination
measurement by OTR with FL from a chromium doped
alumina screen. To obtain a unified projection, we used a
simple scaling method by the image-intensifier-gain ratio
and by the light yield ratio between FL and OTR. For the
next step we are planning a one-shot measurement for
beam core and halo in the horizontal and the vertical
direction simultaneously.
Finally we would like to thank Y. Hori, M. Uota, M.
Shimamoto, Yoshihiro Sato for their useful advice in
designing and fabrication for this equipment. We wish to
acknowledge continuing interest and encouragement with
T. Koseki, and Yoichi Sato of beam commissioning group.
We appreciate the help received from H. Saito of the
company SEIWA with precise designing for the
equipment. In addition, these fine measurement were
become possible by efforts by Y. Omori, H. Akino, and H.
Tsuruta of the Mitsubishi Electric System & Service Co.,
Ltd..
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By adopting the same scaling procedures (Eq. 3, 4) to
remaining profile data, we obtained unified curve as
shown in Fig. 10. Thus whole data were converted into
FL equivalent one with a constant II gain. Whole data
were connected approximately smoothly, and we
confirmed that the data to 10-6 or less for a peak were
obtained. The yellow solid line is a curve of a Gaussian
fitting only using the data of the OTR from beam core,
and its  was 10.3 mm. We understood that the spatial
beam region extended to 100 mm or more. In addition,
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GAS ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS
VERSUS MULTIWIRE PROPORTIONAL CHAMBERS
Serge Duarte Pinto∗ , TU Delft, Netherlands
Jens Spanggaard, CERN , Geneva Switzerland
Abstract
Gas Electron Multiplication technology is ﬁnding more
and more applications in beam instrumentation and at CERN
these detectors have recently been adapted for use in transverse proﬁle measurements at several of our facilities. In
the experimental areas of CERN ’s Antiproton Decelerator,
low energy Gas Electron Multipliers successfully replaced
all multiwire proportional chambers in 2012 and another
detector type has now been developed for high energy applications in the experimental areas of the SPS , totaling a
potential of more than a hundred proﬁle detectors to be
replaced by GEM detectors of different types. This paper
aims to describe the historical evolution of GEM technology
by covering the many different applications but with speciﬁc focus on its potential to replace multiwire proportional
chambers for standard transverse proﬁle measurement.
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INTRODUCTION
The Gas Electron Multiplier ( GEM ) was invented at CERN
in 1997 by Fabio Sauli [1]. Although it was originally introduced as a preampliﬁer to help the then novel microstrip gas
chambers cope with the high particle rate in the HERA - B
experiment at DESY [2], the GEM soon became the basis
of a detector in its own right. Once it was recognized that
GEM -based detectors had many attractive features besides
the demonstrated superb rate capability, these detectors also
gained ground in other ﬁelds than high-energy physics experiments [3]; including notably in beam instrumentation.
In the experimental areas of CERN , GEM detectors have
been developed in the past few years to replace multiwire
proportional chambers ( MWPC ) as transverse proﬁle monitors. At the beam lines of the Antiproton Decelerator ( AD )
all wire chambers have been replaced by single GEM detectors of a very lightweight design [4, 5, 6, 7], to avoid
affecting the measured proﬁle through interaction of the low
energy beam (5.3 MeV) with the detector. Prototype triple
GEM detectors have also been tested at various high energy
beam lines; these detectors are of a different design and
sometimes different size, as will be discussed below.

THE TECHNOLOGY
The working principle of MWPC s and GEM -based detectors is very similar. The ionization electrons liberated by
passage of a charged particle through a gas medium are
attracted by a low electric ﬁeld (< 10 keV) to a region with
a higher ﬁeld. This higher ﬁeld (typically in the range of
∗
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Figure 1: Working principle of MWPC (left) and GEM (right)
illustrated. Electron avalanches as simulated by Garﬁeld†
are shown for both technologies; black paths are electron
trajectories, the drift of ions is not indicated.
10–100 keV, strongly depending on gas mixture and pressure) causes a proportional mode gas avalanche, in which
the electrons cause further ionization, thereby exponentially
increasing the total charge. As all these charges (electrons
and ions) drift towards electrodes where they are collected,
their motion induces a signal on readout electrodes.
Figure 1 illustrates how this is implemented in the case
of wire chambers and GEM s. The strong ﬁeld region where
multiplication takes place in a wire chamber is the 1/r ﬁeld
close to an anode wire, which also collects the electrons,
and often serves as a readout electrode. In a GEM foil, the
strong ﬁeld is formed in millions of microscopic holes in a
dielectric foil by biasing the top and bottom electrodes. The
ﬁgure shows a computed ﬁeld line pattern in a GEM hole,
strongly focusing in the center of the hole.
There are some intrinsic differences between these two
gas detectors. In a GEM detector, the GEM foil screens the
movement of ions (above the GEM ) from the readout elements (below), thereby eliminating the characteristic ion
tails in the signals of MWPC s. In wire chambers, ions generated in the avalanche remain in the gas for tens or hundreds
of microseconds, reducing the ﬁeld strength around the anode wires (and therefore the gas gain). The ions generated
in a GEM avalanche leave the hole within ∼ 100 ns, which
explains the orders of magnitude higher rate capability of
GEM s.
† A Monte Carlo simulation program developed at CERN . Author: Rob
Veenhof (http://garﬁeld.web.cern.ch/garﬁeld/)
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 beam direction 
Rohacell/fiberglass panels

drift gap: 3 mm

cathode

3 mm

GEMs

2 mm
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induction gap: 2 mm
XY-readout
berglass frames
polyimide foil

Wire chambers also suffer from aging. The mechanisms
and failure modes depend on the radiation environment and
gas mixture. The avalanche plasma tends to introduce free
radicals in the gas, and deposit various sorts of chemical
compounds on the wire surface. The results are often nonuniformity of gain over the sensitive area and broken wires.
G EM s have proven to be much less prone to aging, and their
limits of integrated charge still need to be found.
An advantage of wire chambers that may be of critical
importance for some applications is the fact that they can
be designed such that they present very little material to the
beam. The delay wire chambers [8] in use in the CERN
experimental areas have only two thin polymer ﬁlms, even
thinner metal wire planes and a few millimeters of gas in
the beam, resulting in a material budget of ∼ 0.03%X0 . By
contrast, the lightest triple GEM we could build would still
present at least 0.15% of X0 .

DEVELOPMENTS
We will brieﬂy describe some of the recent GEM detector
developments. More details on the AD beam proﬁle monitor
can be found in [5, 6, 7].

Low Energy Antiprotons
The wire chambers that were previously used at the Antiproton Decelerator to measure transverse beam proﬁles
consisted of separate chambers to measure the horizontal
(upstream) and vertical (downstream) proﬁles. The 5.3 MeV
antiproton beam was entirely absorbed by the upstream
chamber, so that the downstream chamber only measured
the proﬁle of annihilation products. The GEM -based successors to these wire chambers are designed to read out
both proﬁles in one plane, by a readout board that shares
charge equally between horizontal and vertical elements.
This detector also has a very transparent polyimide entrance
window, with a ∼ 100 nm chromium layer used as a cathode
to bias the drift gap above the GEM foil. This ensures that
almost all beam particles enter the detector, cause ioniza-

Beam Profile Monitors

tion in the drift gap, and then mostly stop and annihilate in
the GEM foil and the readout board. The left hand side of
ﬁgure 2 shows this schematically.
The low beam energy of the AD demands that the beam
vacuum is uninterrupted during normal operation. Only
during machine development are detectors put in the beam
for a destructive proﬁle measurement. To this end, the
detectors are installed in a pendulum that can swing in or
out of the beam, with the inside of the pendulum in contact
with ambient atmosphere. Figure 3 shows how a detector is
installed in a pendulum.
These detectors have now been installed throughout the
AD . They have delivered proﬁles reliably, without the severe
distortions common with the wire chambers. The shape of
the proﬁle does not depend on particle rate or gas gain, indicating that the detector itself does not introduce distortions.
In addition, the integrated charge of the horizontal proﬁle
matches that of the vertical proﬁle, which shows that the
sharing of charge between readout elements is working as
predicted. The ionization from the 5.3 MeV beam is so
strong that even the ampliﬁcation of a single GEM is not
strictly needed. We have demonstrated that at the nominal
AD intensity (∼ 3 · 107 p̄ per spill) the detector could be
operated as an ionization chamber, with just a cathode and
ambient
atmosphere
continuous
vacuum

pendulum
thin window
detector

p beam

Figure 3: Left, a schematic view of how a proﬁle detector is
situated in a pendulum that can move through teh beam vacuum. Right, a single GEM detector installed in a pendulum,
just before closing the lid.
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Figure 2: Schematic view of how some of our detectors are built up. Left, a single GEM detector with a light entrance window,
as installed in the Antiproton Decelerator. Right, a triple GEM detector made robust by light and stiff ﬁberglass/foam panels
on front and back.
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Figure 4: A screenshot from the graphical user interface from which the AD proﬁle monitors are operated and read out.
a readout board, yielding equally good proﬁles. But since
the AD occasionally runs at a higher energy of 126 MeV for
the ACE experiment, a GEM is included to provide about
three orders of magnitude dynamic range. Figure 4 shows a
screenshot of the graphical user interface AD operators use
to control and read out the monitors.

High Energy Beams
The high energy beam lines at CERN use various kinds
of MWPC s for transverse proﬁling and spectroscopy downstream of the production targets. Most detectors have an
active area of 10 × 10 cm2 , with some larger 20 × 20 cm2
detectors on the M2 muon beam line used by the COMPASS
experiment.
With energies of many GeV, these beams ionize the gas at
least two orders of magnitude less than at the AD . The gain
required is therefore much higher, but multiple scattering
and the angular distortions it causes are much less of a concern. These constraints led us to a design of a triple GEM
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detector of a more robust build, schematically pictured on
the right of Fig. 2, and photographed in Fig. 5. The front
and back of the detector is covered with stiff, light panels

20×20 cm²
active area

Figure 5: Prototype of a 20 × 20 cm2 triple GEM detector,
with stiff foam panels on the front and back.
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of a Rohacell structural foam‡ , sandwiched between thin
sheets of ﬁberglass. These stiff panels contribute substantially to the material budget, which for these detectors is
0.85%X0 . But the panels eliminate any issues with the entrance window and cathode bulging due to the gas pressure;
and these prototypes are invulnerable to rough handling or
repeated mechanical shock. Also, the production of these
panels, with integrated readout and high voltage circuitry
and gas features, is very efﬁcient in terms of time and cost,
and leaves relatively little work to be done to assemble a
chamber. Moreover, all these detectors are motorized and
can be moved out of the beam thus minimizing the importance of material budget. Figure 6 shows the ﬁrst proﬁles
measured with a 20 × 20 cm2 prototype, at the M2 beam
line.
We also tested 10 × 10 cm2 triple GEM s without the foam
panels on the H4 and H6 beam lines. They gave ﬁne proﬁles
consistent with the ones from the existing wire chambers.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have studied the possibility to replace the MWPC s
used as transverse proﬁle monitors in different experimental
areas at CERN with GEM -based detectors. We built and
tested single and triple GEM detectors, for the low energy
antiproton beam of the AD and the high energy beams in
the experimental areas, respectively. The AD needed replacement most urgently, and all their wire chambers were
successfully replaced by well-performing single GEM s.
The way we designed our GEM detectors allows us to
customize many parameters (number of GEM s, width of
gaps, robustness/material budget) during assembly. We have
thus produced a family of detectors from a 2D ionization
chamber to a rugged 20×20 cm2 triple GEM detector. These
detectors all perform well, and are credible candidates to
replace the MWPC s as proﬁle monitors.
Compared to a typical MWPC , a typical triple GEM detector represents roughly 3 times the material budget. In
many other aspects GEM detectors exceed the performance
of wire chambers. Most notably, GEM detectors feature
probably the highest rate capability of any gaseous detector.
G EM s are also much more resilient to aging, particularly in
‡ Rohacell

Ar/CO2 gas mixtures. What makes GEM detectors attractive
from a practical point of view are a relatively low cost of
production and operation, and the fact that they are essentially maintenance free. The single-GEM detectors now
installed at the AD are greatly appreciated for their simultaneous proﬁle measurements of both planes allowing for
reliable proﬁle readout at low energy. There are even more
beneﬁts to GEM detectors that our studies have not at all
explored, such as an excellent spatial resolution (< 50μm
[9]) and time resolution (< 5 ns [10]). With a growing number of GEM detectors used as beam proﬁle monitors, both at
CERN and elsewhere, we expect this technology to become
increasingly common in beam instrumentation.
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Figure 6: Proﬁle readouts from the ﬁrst 20 × 20 cm2 GEM
prototype in the M2 beamline.
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OVERVIEW OF THE EUROPEAN SPALLATION SOURCE
WARM LINAC BEAM INSTRUMENTATION
B. Cheymol, C. Bohme, A. Jansson, H. Hassanzadegan,
I. Dolenc Kittelmann, T. Shea, L. Tchelidze,
European Spallation Source ESS AB, Lund, Sweden
BEAM POSITION MEASUREMENT

Abstract
The normal conducting front end of the European Spallation source (ESS) [1] will accelerate the beam coming for
the ion source up to 90 MeV. The ESS front end will consist in an ion source, a low energy beam transport line, a
radio frequency quadrupole, a medium energy beam transport line and a drift tube linac. The warm linac will be
equipped with beam diagnostics to measure the beam position, the transverse and longitudinal profile as well as beam
current and beam losses. This will provide efficient operation of ESS, and ensure keeping the losses at a low level.
This paper gives an overview of the beam diagnostics design and their main features.

INTRODUCTION
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ESS Normal Conducting Linac
The ESS ion source is based on ECR technology and its
currently develop at INFN-LNS in Catania. The beam will
be extracted with an energy of 75 keV. The ion source will
be followed by a magnetic Low Energy Beam Transport
line (LEBT), which consists of 2 solenoids, a pre chopper
system and a set of beam diagnostics. A Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ) will accelerate the beam up to 3,6 MeV
and will be followed by a Medium Energy Beam Transport
line (MEBT), fully instrumented and also equipped with
a fas beam chopper . The last section of the normal conducting linac consists in 5 Drift Tube Linac (DTL) tank
which accelerate we beam up to 90 MeV. It employs a permanent magnet FODO lattice leaving empty drift tubes for
diagnostics. The inter-tank regions will each house a set of
diagnostics.

Beam Instrumentation
The warm linac will be equipped with beam diagnostics
to measure the beam position, the transverse and longitudinal profile as well as beam current and beam losses.This
will provide efficient operation of ESS, and ensure keeping the losses at a low level. A list of the different type
of monitor foreseen to be used in the ESS warm linac are
presented in Table 1.
The interceptive devices can not be used with the full
beam power, special beam modes have been determined
for commissioning and machine tuning, in these modes, all
the diagnostic can be used. The beam parameters for the
different modes are summarized in Table 2.
The beam instrumentation layout foreseen for the ESS
warm linac are represented in Fig.1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3.
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21 BPM will be installed in the warm linac they will
measure (a) the absolute beam position, (b) the relative
beam current among monitors, (c) the average beam energy via the time-of-flight between two monitors. In order
to maximize the space available in the MEBT, the BPM
electrodes will be inserted between the quadrupoles pole
tips.
In the DTL, 3 BPM per tank are foreseen and will be
installed in the drift tube. The design of the electrode will
be similar to the SNS shorted striplines design.
The BPM front-end will include a fast analogue frontend, where the BPM signals are picked up by some sensitive electronics, level-adjusted, down-converted (to be confirmed), filtered and conditioned. The signals are then digitized and fed into an FPGA for position, phase and intensity calculations, linearization, memory read/write etc. The
BPM electronics will be integrated into the future EPICS
control system [2].

BEAM CURRENT MEASUREMENT
Two Beam Current Transformer (BCT) will be installed
in the LEBT, a first one is positioned before the first
solenoid, for ion source monitoring. The second BCT will
be installed before the RFQ input and will measure the
beam transmission in the RFQ with another BCT installed
at the beginning of the MEBT. The time resolution shall be
less than 1 µs, and the effect of the pulsed magnetic field
in the MEBT shall be studied.
At the end of each DTL tank, a BCT will be inserted
in the tank flange,. The requirement for these devices are
similar to the other BCT installed in the linac [3].
A FC will be positioned between the two solenoids in the
LEBT, where the beam sizes are larger in order to reduced
the thermal stresses on the cup. The FC shall be design to
measure the beam current at full duty cycle, the signal shall
be sampled at 1 MHz.
In total 5 FC will be installed in the DTL section, each
Faraday cup will be equipped with an energy degrader, in
order to study the transmission of the beam in function of

Figure 1: Beam instrumentation layout in the LEBT.
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Table 2: ESS Beam Parameters
Nominal Fast tuning mode
I [mA]
6 to 70
6 to 70
Pulse length [µs]
2860
10
Repetition Rate [Hz]
14
14

the RF phase in the DTL cavity. The material and the thickness of the energy degrader are summarized in Table 3 .

Table 3: Material and Thickness of the Energy Degrader of
the Different FC Installed in the DTL
Material
Thickness Ethreshold
[mm]
[MeV]
FC1
carbon
1
13
FC2
carbon
6
34
FC3 Molybdenum
4
53
FC4 Molybdenum
7
73
FC5 Molybdenum
10
88
The transmission of the beam is not 100 % and at the
end energy of the DTL, the transmission is around 90 %.
In consequence, these monitors will not be used for absolute current measurement.Fig. 4 shows the transmission as
function of the beam energy for the 5 FC.
The FC will be used only during the slow and fast tuning mode, nevertheless, mechanical stresses induced by the
thermal load can be huge as well as the induced activation
at high energy. These issues will be studied in the next
months.

BLM
7

Slow tuning mode
6 to 70
100
1

The last FC will be installed in the MEBT, and will also
used as a beam stopper for dedicated studies in the injector
(IS, LEBT, RFQ and MEBT). It will be positioned at the
end of the MEBT, the mechanical integration is challenging, the longitudinal length of the cup shall be less than 5
cm, to fit between two quadrupoles.

TRANSVERSE PROFILE
In the LEBT, 2 profiles measurement (H+V) based on
rest gas luminescence are foreseen to be installed in the
line. These devices will be used as primary diagnostic for
beam profile measurement and to set up the steering strategy.
At higher energies, in the MEBT and in the DTL sections, transverse beam profile will be measured by wire
scanner and non invasive technics. Due to lake of space in
the MEBT, profile measurement by rest gas luminescence
method is the preferred solution.
Thermal load is an issue for the wire scanner and as to
operate at low duty cycle, while non invasive method can
be used at full duty cycle. More details about wire scanner
can be found in [4]. The luminescence monitor will be
positioned in the same plane as the wire scanner. The type

Figure 2: Beam instrumentation layout in the MEBT.

Figure 3: Beam instrumentation layout in the DTL.
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Location
LEBT
MEBT
DTL

Table 1: List of Diagnostic Foreseen in the ESS Warm Linac
Energy [M eV ] BPM BCT profile FC Emittance BSM
0.075
2
2
1
1
3.6
6
2
4
1
1
1
3.6 to 90
15
5
5
5
1
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BEAM LOSS MONITORING

Figure 4: Transmission of beam for the 5 FC foreseen to be
installed in the DTL.
of photon detector is still under discussion and the optical
system will be developed during the next months.
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EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT
An Emittance Measure Unit (EMU) is foreseen in the
LEBT, this device will be based on Allison scanner [5] and
shall be able to measure the emittance at full duty cycle.
Two Alison scanner are requested for emittance measurement in both transverse plane. The development is under
going.
Transverse emittance measurement is also required in
the MEBT and will be perform with a slit and grid system. The slit will not be able to stand the ESS beam power,
therefore, the beam pulse has to be reduced to 100 µs or
less even with material with high melting point. From the
studies done for the LINAC4 emittance meter [6], graphite
is the best candidate for the slit material, in addition the slit
has to be inclined w.r.t the beam axis in order to spread the
energy deposition on a larger surface, a cooling system is
also requested.
For emittance reconstruction, two profile monitors are
needed. SEM grids equipped with tungsten wires are the
primary option, nevertheless other detectors are also considered to increase the dynamic range of the emittance meter like Faraday cup and solid sate detector.

LONGITUDINAL PROFILE
MEASUREMENT
A bunch length measurement is foreseen in the MEBT,
this device will be used during commissioning and operation in order to monitor the beam at the output of the RFQ.
Due to the strong effect of the space charge at 3.6 MeV, the
detector shall be installed as close as possible to the RFQ
exit or to a buncher cavities. The exact location is still under discussion. The detector will probably be based of a
Bunch Shape Monitor (BSM) [7].
A similar device will be installed at the end of the DTL
section.
348

The beam loss monitoring (BLM) is arguably the most
important diagnostic system of the ESS linac [8]. It has
the dual purpose of keeping the machine safe from beam
induced damage and avoiding excessive machine activation by providing critical input to the machine protection
system. Ionization chambers will be the main beam loss
detector. Nevertheless, at low energies, ionization chambers are not effective to detect beam loss due to the self
shielding from the copper cavities. In the warm linac, the
differential current measurement between two consecutive
BCT will be the primary input to the Machine Protection
System.
Few neutrons detectors will be installed close to the line,
in addition of the 5 ionization chamber positioned in between each DTL tank. The possibility of using detector
inside the DTL tanks to measure µ−loss is under discussion.

OTHER TYPE OF DIAGNOSTIC
In addition of beam current and profile measurement, a
4 grids analyzer or a Hughes-Rojanski analyzer [9] can be
installed in the LEBT in order to measure the degree of
space charge compensation compensation. A measurement
of the ions species fraction extracted by the ions source
shall be also installed between the solenoids. A non invasive method based on Doppler shift measurement [10] are
under study.
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PROTON BEAM PROPERTIES

Approaching construction phase in Lund, Sweden, the
European Spallation Source (ESS) consists of a superconducting linear accelerator that delivers a 2 GeV, 5 MW proton beam to a rotating tungsten target. As a long pulse
neutron source, the ESS does not require an accumulator
ring, so the 2.86 ms pulses, with repetition rate of 14 Hz
arrive directly from the linear accelerator with low emittance. To avoid damage to target station components, this
intense beam must be actively expanded by quadrupoles
that produce a centimetre size beamlet, combined with a
fast rastering system that paints the beamlet into a 160 mm
by 60 mm footprint. Upstream of and within the target station, a suite of devices will measure the beam’s density,
halo, position, current, and time-of-arrival. Online density
measurements are particularly important for machine protection, but present significant challenges. Diverse techniques will provide this measurement within the target station, based upon secondary emission grids, ionisation monitors, luminescent coatings, and Helium gas luminescence.
Requirements, system descriptions, and performance estimates will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
As a 5 MW long pulse neutron source, the ESS facility
presents significant challenges for beam transport to the target and for beam instrumentation in the target region. Unlike a short pulse source, no accumulator ring is employed,
so the transport line must expand the low emittance beam
of the linac, and the beam instrumentation systems must
assure that the beam remains safe for the target.
During commissioning and setup, the instrumentation
systems will see a wide range of beam current, pulse length,
and transverse size. With short pulses, measurement performance must support qualification of the transport system and synchronisation of the target wheel. Only then
can beam power be increased to production levels. During
neutron production, the instrumentation protects the target
components by detecting any off-normal beam conditions,
and via the machine protect system, inhibiting beam before
damage occurs. Because of this function, the instrumentation system must exhibit very high reliability even though
some devices live within the harsh environment of the target station.

Overview and Commissioning

The beam transport line to the target fulfils several goals.
Primarily, it expands the small beam from the linac into a
size that the target components can survive. While serving
this function, it keeps beam loss to a minimum, thus reducing component activation and allowing hands-on maintenance. At full power, beam losses above a part in 107 per
meter can produce too much residual activity. Because existing techniques cannot convincingly simulate beam properties as this level, the transport line retains the small beam
size throughout much of its length, only expanding the
beam in a shielded drift region downstream of the last magnet.

Figure 1: Plot of the vertical beam centroid (magenta) and
the 10 sigma envelope (blue) along the transport line to the
target. The raster magnets are located at about 128 m, the
neutron shield wall at 139 m, and the target at 160 m.
A beam line design based on linear raster scanning
achieves these goals [1] with the layout shown in Figure 1.
The line focusses the beam through a final waist, thus producing a centimetre-size beamlet at the target. A raster
magnet system then scans this beamlet across the target
face. The intensity of the moderated neutrons depends on
beamlet position. Given the finite moderation time, a raster
frequency of tens of kHz will minimise this effect. A neutron shield wall with a small aperture isolates the beam line
from target back shine. The beamlet waist and the stationary point about which the beamlet pivots both reside within
this aperture.
Table 1 summarises the beam parameters in the transport
line and the resulting beam properties at the target station,
while Figure 2 depicts the 2-dimensional current distribution at the target face, averaged over time. This distribution
represents full power beam during neutron production.

MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
Analysis of the reference design described in the previous section resulted in a set of measurement requirements
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Table 1: Proton Beam Parameters
Parameter
Value
Nominal Power
Energy
Pulse current
Pulse Length
Repetition rate
Bunching frequency
RMS width in linac
RMS width at waist
RMS width at target
Scanning frequency
Footprint width at target
Footprint height at target
Peak density at window
Peak density at target

5 MW
0.5 to 2 GeV
6.2 to 62.5 mA
5 to 2860 µs
14 Hz
352 MHz
2 mm
200 µm
6 mm
up to 40 kHz
160 mm
60 mm
90 µA cm−2
55 µA cm−2

Table 2: Beam-on-Target Measurement Requirements
Parameter

Value

Errant beam detection
Damaging pulse detection
Density accuracy
H centroid accuracy
V centroid accuracy
Beamlet centroid precision
Beamlet measurement interval
Target position accuracy
Availability goal

60 ms
10 µs
20%
3 mm
2 mm
2 mm
1 µs
6 mm
99.9%

rotates to the next sector. The instrumentation systems will
verify that the beam pulses hit the centre of each sector. Finally, the instrumentation that must be operational during
neutron production must have high availability.
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BEAM INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
Figure 3 shows a schematic layout of the beam instrumentation along with the magnets of the beam delivery system. A proton beam window (PBW) isolates that transport
line vacuum on the left from the helium (at atomspheric
pressure) within the target monolith on the right. As seen
in Figure 4, this window is located near the edge of the
monolith, 4.4 m upstream of the target surface. Within the
monolith, the beam instrumentation is concentrated in the
proton beam window plug and the proton beam instrumentation plug.
In addition to the requirements, the following guidelines
informed the development of this instrumentation layout:
• Enough redundancy to meet the availability goal
Figure 2: Predicted beam density at target surface.
summarised in Table 2. Errant beam and damaging pulse
conditions represent two timescales for off-normal conditions that may damage equipment. Beamline and target
hardware should survive a full pulse of errant beam; for
example, a current density at the target up to one order of
magnitude higher than nominal. If instrumentation detects
and reports this condition within 60 ms, the machine protection system could inhibit beam before the next pulse arrives. Damaging beam represents a worst credible beam
condition, and all hardware should survive this condition
for 20 µs. The accelerator from ion source to target contains about 4 µs of beam and the machine protection system will inhibit beam at the source within 5 µs. Therefore,
10 µs remain for detection of the damaging condition.
The accuracy requirements on density and centroid position measurements are about one half of the allowed variation of these parameters. During the pulse, measurement
of the beamlet position versus time will verify proper operation of the raster scanning system. These pulses occur
every 71 ms, and in that time, the 33-sector target wheel
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• Beam Loss Monitors (BLM) located to allow full coverage with no blind spots
• Wire Scanners (WS) and Non-invasive Profile Monitors (NPM) co-located to allow cross calibration
• Beam Current Monitors (BCM) at each end to measure transmission and support redundant reporting of
beam on target measurements; BCMs located uptream
of interceptive devices to reduce impact of charged
particle showers.
• A Beam Position Monitor (BPM) on nearly every
quad with three BPMs in a row to measure trajectory
into monolith
• No instrumentation between neutron shield wall and
the target, a region activated by back shine and difficult to maintain.
• Outside of monolith, no interceptive devices continuously in beam as this could increase local activation
in the beam line and background in the neutron instruments.
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Luminescence from this gas will provide a strong signal
for the luminescence profile monitor described in the next
section. For the imaging systems, this light only provides
an undesirable background. With the long pulse of ESS,
time-gating will not isolate the coating emissions from the
gas emissions, but spectral filtering will accomplish this.

Gas Luminescence
Residual gas luminescence [3, 4] offers the most promising non-invasive profile measurement technique for this region. At the JESSICA experiment in Jülich, this method
was successfully tested near a spallation neutron source
[3, 5]. At the ESS, observation of the rastered beamlet
within the pulse will require a rather fast readout with µs integration time. The expected residual gas pressure is about
10−6 Torr (Nitrogen) in the transport line, and atmospheric
pressure (Helium) in the target monolith. The 2 GeV proton energy results in a luminescent cross section for Nitrogen in the transport line of about 2.35 · 10−20 cm−2 , and by
extrapolation from cross sections in the lower MeV-range,
for Helium, of about 5·10−21 cm−2 . This will lead to an estimated signal rate of 10 counts per µs in the transport line.
This low count rate makes acquisition of sufficient statistics
challenging, so a local pressure bump will be considered.
In contrast, the atmospheric pressure within the monolith
leads to a signal rate near 109 counts per µs. The next steps
in system development include experimental verification of
the luminescent cross section for Helium, studies focussed
on measuring the sub-mm beam waist, and conceptual design of the optical system for the instrumentation plug.

Grids
Figure 4: The target monolith. Beam arrives from the left,
passing through the proton beam window, then the instrumentation plug, and finally hitting the edge of the rotating
target located near the monolith center.

Imaging
Two imaging systems will measure the 2-dimensional
current density on the proton beam window and the target wheel surface. In Figure 3, the measurement locations marked“Im” represent luminescent coatings applied
to these two surfaces and observed via optical systems installed in the instrumentation plug. Building on the success of the target imaging system originated at SNS [2],
development focusses on addressing the unique challenges
of the ESS application. These include: higher current densities, higher surface temperatures, and the thinner coating
required for the proton beam window. To calibrate the system as well as to monitor target synchronisation, the imaging system will provide an image of each beam pulse relative to fiducial marks on the target surface.
The objective mirrors and both of the coated surfaces
reside within the helium gas environment of the monolith.
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Due to the reduced current density of the expanded
beam, wires near the target will survive in the full production beam. Wire grids will monitor the beam profile at two
locations within the monolith: just upstream of the proton
beam window, and near the centre of the instrumentation
plug. Each will contain both horizontal and vertical planes
of 100 µm diameter Tungsten wires with a spacing of about
2 mm. They will remain in the beam at all times, and reach
a maximum temperature of less than 900 degrees K, safely
below Tungsten’s melting point and also low enough to
avoid thermionic emission. This temperature estimate only
takes credit for radiative cooling and is therefore realistic
for the wires in the vacuum upstream of the proton beam
window, but conservative for the wires in the Helium environment surrounding the instrumentation plug.
As estimated by a FLUKA simulation, the central wires
in the proton beam window assembly will produce a peak
signal of about 0.3 µA. Energetic charged particles dominate this signal. The grid located in the instrumentation
plug will operate in ionisation mode and with a wire plane
spacing of 10 mm, central wires will produce peak signals
above 3 mA. Saturation effects remain to be studied, but
even with this issue, the device could probably measure
beamlet position within the pulse.
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The requirement to detect errant beam will be met with
multiple techniques. A primary concern is a failure of the
raster system leading to elevated current density. Integrating over all or most of a pulse, this density can be observed
directly by the profile monitor systems including imaging,
multi-wire grids, and the non-invasive monitors based on
gas luminescence. Also, BPMs and some of the profile
monitors will observe operation of the raster magnets by
recording beamlet position versus time within the pulse.
Increasing the beam current density to even more damaging levels would result in the waist moving toward the target station. Since the beam size in the shield wall aperture
would simultaneously increase, the loss monitors could detect this damaging condition within the requisite short time.
The same loss monitors also catch most mis-steered beam
although the BPMs could also be used. Two instrumentation systems will help synchronise the beam pulses with the
the target wheel’s angular position. Beam time of arrival
from the BCMs will be compared to target angular position
and more directly, images of the beam will be compared
to fiducial marks on target surface. The following sections
briefly describe the instrumentation systems.
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Figure 3: Schematic layout of the beam instrumentation upstream of and within the target monolith. The 8 raster magnets
are shown on the lower left, and the neutron shield wall (marked “Col”) is shown surrounding a BPM and NPM. The
proton beam window is marked “PBW” and appears on the lower right.
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Position and Current
In most of the linac, button electrodes will provide signals for beam position and phase measurements, but in the
target region, additional challenges merit consideration of
alternative designs [6]. These challenges include the large
rectangular aperture, the reduced high frequency content
of debunched beam, and the requirement to measure beamlet position at 1 µs intervals. Arrays of electrodes could
provide coverage of the entire aperture at the cost of increased electronic complexity. Striplines could enhance
signal strength over that of the buttons. Special electrodes
must also be integrated within the aperture of the neutron
shield wall.
Fast toroids will provide current measurements in the
accelerator-to-target transport line. Concerns about radiation damage to the magnetic core restricts their use to
regions upstream of the neutron shield wall. Redundant
devices will provide peak current measurements and accumulated charge measurements to assure that the facility operates within its allowed envelope. Combined with
time-of-flight energy measurements from the BPM system,
the current monitors measure power delivered to the target,
an important performance metric for a high power facility such as ESS. As an additional monitor of target synchronisation, the target wheel position will be measured at
the pulse arrival time provided by the last BCM. Finally,
the BCM system will deliver pulse waveforms to the neutron instruments. To be conveniently included in an instrument’s event stream, this data from each pulse will be delivered before arrival of the next pulse.

Halo and Loss
Throughout the accelerator, beam loss monitors based
on ionisation chambers provide the primary machine protection input to guard against beam-induced damage. The
system will detect total beam loss within 2 µs after the
loss commences, and will have the sensitivity to detect 10
mW/m of distributed beam loss. The transport line to the
target introduces some special machine protection situations. Two severe faults have been previously introduced:
off-nominal settings of the final quad doublet, and total failure of the raster system. Detection of the first fault can rely
upon beam loss and halo monitors, while detection of the
second fault depends on direct measurements of the beam
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density, or time resolved beamlet position measurements.
The final doublet focusses the beam through a waist
in the neutron shield wall. In the worst case scenario,
the beam could instead be focussed downstream, possibly
damaging a beam window within one pulse. This situation
would result in an increased beam size within the shield
wall, leading to easily detectable beam loss in that region.
As usual, loss monitors could then provide the primary fast
protection input to interrupt beam production within the
time of the damaging pulse. If the beam is focussed too
strongly, the location of the waist moves upstream, producing a larger beam footprint in the target station. The halo
monitors, based on robust thermocouples would detect this
situation, but with a response time much longer than that of
the loss monitors. Faster signals, such as those induced by
the charged particle shower will also be considered.
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Abstract
of over 163 mW. An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) picks

INTRODUCTION
One of the most important characteristics of free electron lasers is the generation of very short light pulses. At
the Free Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) current generated electron bunches have a full width at half maximum
of about 100 to 400 fs, resulting in a SASE radiation pulse
duration below 50 to and up to 200 fs (FWHM) [1].
There are several options to shorten the emitted SASE
radiation pulse, one of them is to decrease the electron
bunch length. At FLASH this is usually done by two bunch
compressors. Using the standard FLASH injector laser
with an rms laser pulse length of 6.4 ps one would have
to achieve a compression factor of 2000 in order to reach
an rms bunch duration of 3 fs [2]. This would require a
technically challenging radio-frequency phase stability.
A much more stable method is to use a shorter incident
laser pulse. This can only be done by a new photo-injector
laser system that is able to provide sub-picosecond laser
pulses.
This paper describes the commissioning and developed
diagnostics of such a laser system at FLASH.

LASER SYSTEM
For short-pulse operation at FLASH a new photoinjector laser system has been installed and commissioned.
The laser system consists of an oscillator1 and a Yb:YAG
amplifier2 [3].
The oscillator provides 400 fs pulses at 1030 nm with a
repetition rate of 54.16 MHz and an average output power
∗ This project has been supported by BMBF under contract 05K10GU2
and FS FLASH 301.
† tim.plath@desy.de
1 Origami 10XP by Onefive (http://www.onefive.com/)
2 Amphos (http://www.amphos.de/)
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1 MHz pulses which are amplified up to 10 W average output power, at which one pulse has an energy of about 10 µJ.
While FLASH operates with 10 Hz bunch trains with a
duration of 800 µs, the intra-train spacing of the bunches
can be as small as 1 MHz. Therefore, laser pulses have to
be picked by a second AOM to provide the cathode with a
suitable pulse pattern. This second AOM allows for arbitrary pulse picking.
The frequency of the remaining pulses has to be converted into its fourth harmonic to suit the electron’s work
function at the cathode. This is done by two non-linear
crystals, each generating the second harmonic of the incident light.
During the first SASE shift in January 2013 a setup with
2 BBO crystals was used. In order to achieve a high conversion efficiency the laser beam was strongly focussed into
both crystals. A high beam divergence at the crystal’s position causes leading to increased instabilities in the harmonic generation, which in the end deteriorates the charge
stability. With this setup a overall conversion efficiency of
about 1 % was achieved.
Before the next measurement shifts the frequency conversion needs to be upgraded to get higher efficiency and
stability. A non-critical LBO crystal will convert the light
into its second harmonic and a thin BBO crystal generates
the fourth harmonic. The design efficiency of this setup is
about 10 %.
The converted laser pulse has a duration of about 800 fs.
A laser pulse of this length would generate a short bunch at
the cathode and depending on the charge a high longitudinal space charge force could appear and therefore would
expand rapidly in this direction. To optimise the bunch
length at the cathode, one can stretch the laser pulse with
an optical stretcher consisting of two transmissive gratings
with 4000 lines per cm. With this, we are able to choose an
arbitrary pulse length between 1 and 5 ps (fwhm).
To optimise the emission process, we installed a variable telescope followed by an iris with different diameters,
called beam shaping aperture, which allows us the choice
of a transversal beam size at the cathode. The beam shaping aperture supplies 15 different aperture diameters. With
this part of the laser beam line we can choose an optimal
laser spot size and profile in order to minimise emittance.
Information about the laser system’s snychronisation
system can be found in [4].
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In order to extend the parameter range of FLASH towards shorter electron pulses down to a few femto-second
self-amplified stimulated emission (SASE) pulses, shorter
bunches with very small charges of a few tens of picocoulombs directly at the photo injector are necessary. To
achieve so short bunches at FLASH, a new injector laser
delivering pulses of 1 to 5 ps duration has been installed and
commissioned. The influence of the laser parameters on
the electron beam was studied theoretically. In this paper
we discuss the required laser beam diagnostics and present
measurements of critical laser and electron beam parameters.
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part of the Gaussian within |r| < CCut · σinp is used. The
parts of the Gaussian outside the region are cut away..
Another essential bunch parameter a for stable singlespike operation is the bunch duration. As explained before
we need the new photo-injector laser system to produce
short electron bunches in order to keep the compression
factor reasonably low.
Therefore, when optimising the injector laser parameters
a small bunch duration in combination with a reasonable
small transverse emittance are the goal bunch parameters.
In order to find the best σinp and CCut , simulations using
the particle tracking code ASTRA have been performed.
Table 1 shows the most important simulation parameters.
Table 1: Important Simulation Parameters
Parameter

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the setup of laser system.
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SIMULATIONS
In order to generate short FEL pulses with a sufficient
power we have to minimise emittance. The linear accelerator at FLASH conserves normalized emittance during
acceleration and therefore, the initial emittance at the gun
needs to be small.
The transverse emittance at the gun mainly consists of
three contributions [5]:
q
 = 2rf + 2cath + 2sc
(1)
Here, rf describes the emittance caused by the radio frequency, sc the emittance contribution caused by space
charge forces and cath emittance contribution of the cathode often called thermal emittance.
While cath and rf are functions of the laser pulse dimensions, sc is a function of the laser pulse shape. The
thermal emittance depends on the laser spot size on the
cathode and the rf induced emittance on the bunch duration.
The gun itself is accompanied by a focussing magnetic
solenoid lens. The solenoid’s focussing forces are proportional to the radial distance to the center of the magnet:
F (r) ∝ r

(2)

A linear magnetic field can compensate only for linear
space charge forces. This is why the radial space charge
forces should be linearized. This can be done by achieving
a transversal laser profile at the cathode that is referred to
as truncated Gaussian [6].
A truncated Gaussian can be modeled using two parameters. The first is the standard deviation of the Gaussian,
called σinp , the other is the cut parameter CCut . Only the
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Value

laser pulse duration (RMS)
bunch charge
macro particles
gun gradient
laser spot profile
laser spot size (rms)
aperture size

1.0 ps
20 pC
20 000
50 MmV
truncated Gaussian
0.25 - 3.0 mm
0.4 - 3.0 mm

Figure 2 shows the outcome of the simulations. Low values of σinp and especially small beam shaping apertures result in a high bunch length at the entrance of the first accelerating module. With high bunch length the compression
factor would stay high which is why we aim to get small
bunch length at the injector.
While the bunch length prefers bigger apertures and
higher values of σinp , we get low emittance at the other
end of the parameter range. The search for a good working point is therefore a trade off between low emittance
and small bunch length. The final decision on the working
point is subject to further discussions and measurements,
but simulations suggest to choose a small σinp of about 0.5
to 1 mm with a beam shaping aperture within the same order of magnitude.
Figure 3 shows a Gaussian distribution for one of the
parameter sets with low emittance and small bunch length.
The distribution clearly shows a truncated Gaussian and not
a flat-top.

DIAGNOSTICS
In order to measure the above mentioned laser parameters and correlate those with the corresponding properties
of the electron bunch, we designed and started to install
new diagnostics.
The laser intensity and transversal stability can be measured with a set of quadrant diodes, for transverse profile
measurements a UV camera3 was installed which is also
used as a spectrometer together with a grating.
3A

JAI CM-140 GE-UV was used.
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Figure 2: Simulated bunch properties at a grunphase of 0 degrees which corresponds to maximum energy gain. The left
graph shows the longitudinal bunch rms length as a function of σinp and the size of the beam shaping aperture (BSA). The
right graph shows the transverse emittance at the entrance of the first acceleration module of FLASH again as a function
of the BSA diameter and laser spot size. The light grey area has been excluded because of too long bunches. (In this case
a threshold of 0.45 mm as maximum rms bunch length of the the gun was chosen.)
train and study laser satbilities on a pulse to pulse basis.
The diodes are not set up yet which is why we cannot
present stability measurements in this paper.

Another way to measure the overall laser stability (in
terms of energy and position) is to use the charge stability
of the generated electron bunch. To measure charge stability a series of charge measurements is taken, the standard
devieation of these measurements then is the charge stability. This is measured using the dark current monitor at
FLASH [7]. Measurements and the discussion of those can
be found in the next section.
Figure 3: One of the possible transverse laser profiles.
The blue curve shows a truncated Gaussian with a σinp of
0.5 mm and a aperture size of 0.5 mm radius. The violet
curve shows a Gaussian with a σinp of 1.0 mm which is
already much closer to a flat-top, but has also bigger emittance.
For laser pulse length measurements a Streak Camera4
is used.

Spectrometer
The spectrometer was built using the same gratings that
are used in the stretcher setup in the laser beam line with
4000 lines per cm. The laser beam is widened before passing through the grating at its blazing angle to illuminate
enough lines.
After passing the grating the beam is focussed with a
small focal length lens to get a small enough spatial distribution.

Quadrant Diodes
The quadrant diodes5 have a cutoff frequency of 20 MHz
which allows us to observe single pulses within a pulse
4 FESCA
5 S4349,

200, Hamamatsu
Hamamatsu
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MEASUREMENTS
First measurement shifts have been conducted in
September of last and January of this year.

Charge Stability Measurements
During the shift in september the charge stability for
the new photo-injector laser was measured at three different gun phases (see figure 4). The charge instabilities
have been measured with to 0.43 pC at 32 pC total charge
and 15°gun phase, 0.66 pC at 56 pC and 38°and 0.71 pC at
56 pC and 78°.
The uncertainty of the measurements of the dark current
monitor is in the order of about 0.8 pC. All measurement
results have statsitical errors below 0.8 pC and are limited
by the dark current monitor’s resolution.
To calculate an upper boundary of the laser amplitude
ability we took the measurement on the plateau (78°),
which is less influenced by gun phase jitter. On the other
hand we can neglect the position instabilities, because of
a nearly uniform quantum efficiency around the laser spot
position. An upper boundary for the laser’s amplitude jitter
is then 83 pJ at a total power of 6.5 nJ mostly dominated by
the resolution of the dark current monitor.
Figure 4 shows a gun phase scan with the points marked
at which the measurements were taken. Figure 5 shows
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Stability Measurements
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a typical charge stability measurement for the new shortpulse laser at the typical working phase at FLASH.
Figure 5 shows a charge stability measurement of the
short-pulse injector laser taken during a shift in September 2012. Here the charge stability is much better than in
January 2013 due to the already mentioned frequency conversion setup in January.

Laser Pulse Duration
The laser pulse duration was measured using a streak
camera with a resolution of 500 fs in the UV. Measurements dertemine the laser pulse length without usage of
the stretcher to 1.3 ps (FWHM). First SASE in January has
been seen using a stretcher setting providing a pulse length
of 2.4 ps (FWHM). [2]

Electron Bunch and SASE
In January 2013 first SASE radiation was generated using the new photo-injector laser. The laser pulse was
stretched to a pulse duration of 2.4 ± 0.5 ps.
Two setups with a bunch duration of about 35 fs with a
bunch charge of 35 pC as well as 80 pC and an electron
bunch length of 78 fs successfully generated SASE. Due
to the short injector laser only a small compression factor
of 25-60 was needed, which significantly improved SASE
stability compared to short pulses with the standard injector
laser.
For more information about the shifts refer to [2].
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OUTLOOK
Figure 4: Scan of the charge as a function of the gun phase,
made with the new short-pulse injector laser. The three
measurement points refered to in the text are marked as
orange lines. This scan of the gunphase however does not
show the same charge values as given in the table because
it was done at a different laser attenuator setting.

The new photo-injector laser system for short pulse operation at FLASH should be ready for regular operation by
the beginning of next year.
With the setup of the quadrant diodes the diagnostics
will be finished which allows for full characterisation of
the laser properties and optimisation of the system.
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An accelerator test stand has been constructed at SLAC
to characterize laser-assisted photocathode processing,
electron beam emission physics and front-end RF gun
performance. The objective of the research program is to
identify definitive ‘recipes’ for high-reliability
photocathode preparation resulting in persistent high
quantum efficiency and low beam emittance. In this paper
we report on timing, optics and instrumentation for the
Ti:Sapphire drive laser and diagnostics for the electron
beam.

INTRODUCTION
The ASTA photocathode research program at SLAC
features a frequency-tripled Ti:Sapphire laser targeting
the backup RF gun for the LCLS injector [1,2]. The nearterm goals are to develop reliable and repeatable methods
for laser-assisted cathode processing leading to high
quantum efficiency, low emittance and long cathode
lifetime [3,4]. For optimal quantum efficiency (QE) it is
desirable to illuminate the copper cathode with short
wavelength UV light. Tests include replicating controlled
and uncontrolled cavity venting, cathode swaps, laser
processing under a range of fluence conditions and
systematic QE mapping of the cathode surface over the
course of time. Also of interest are QE dependence on
cathode reflectivity and surface roughness, the effect of
vacuum gas composition, dependence on laser beam
intensity profile [5] and alternative cathode surfaces.
Functionally the laboratory closely resembles the LCLS
injector [6] including laser hall, photon beam transport
optics, PAC/PAD timing systems, RF power delivery and
a subset of electron beam diagnostics. The laboratory
layout consists of three adjacent rooms - a conventional
control room running EPICS on linux computers, a Class
4 laser room containing the Ti:Sapphire laser, and a
concrete bunker housing the electron gun. The RF
modulator and klystron reside in a separate part of the
building. This paper reports on technical aspects of the
overall RF photocathode system with an emphasis on
diagnostics and instrumentation.

DRIVE LASER
The Ti:Sapphire laser laboratory has been documented
in reference [7]. Of note the laser system serves two
independent research programs – the ASTA photocathode
program (2ps UV pulses at 120Hz) and development of
ultrafast timing diagnostics for the LCLS (25fs IR pulses
at 1kHz). The basic laser components include a 68MHz
Coherent Vitara oscillator operating at 760nm center

frequency and a Legend Elite regen amplifier with dual
stretcher/compressor optics for ps and fs operation,
respectively.
To achieve laser/RF timing synchronization, the
oscillator cavity is frequency locked at 476MHz to the
119MHz LCLS timing fiducial [8] via a Coherent
SynchroLockAP® chassis. An internal photodiode
connected a synchronized/delay generator (SDG)
communicates the 68MHZ pulse arrival time to the regen.
A second, external photodiode triggers SLAC-built
PAC/PAD timing modules which provide a synchronous
120Hz clock to the regen for the pump laser and Pockels
cells. The RF system is independently locked to the
119MHz LCLS timing fiducial via a second set of
PAC/PAD modules using gun cavity field probes and
forward RF power as input. The net effect of the parallel
PAC/PAD timing systems is to synchronize the UV laser
pulse to the RF drive at the photocathode gun.

UV Beam Conditioning
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the 68MHz oscillator seed beam
first passes through a Pockels cell/thin film polarizer
(TFP) combination to extract time-synchronous IR pulses
for cross-correlator pulse length measurements. The seed

Figure 1: UV beam conditioning optics.
beam is then stretched, amplified and compressed (CPA)
in the regen. Upon exit from the regen, the compressed IR
beam enters a frequency tripler to generate ~300µJ UV
pulses at 253nm. Dichroic mirrors isolate the 253nm
component and a half-waveplate/TFP combination
extracts a fraction of each UV pulse for the crosscorrelator. A second HWP/TFP with an EPICS controlled
Newport rotation stage adjusts UV power at the cathode.
The UV transport line begins with a three-lens
telescope consisting of a beam expander/collimating lens
combination mounted on a sliding rail to illuminate the
primary iris. By varying the iris diameter and/or UV beam
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size the impact of laser intensity profile on beam
emittance can be studied [5]. The iris plane is imaged via
relay optics onto the photocathode surface with a 4.5:1
beam size reduction ratio and 33% power transmission.
Three evacuated transport tubes equipped with DUV
grade fused-silica viewport windows route the UV beam
onto a 50cm x 100cm optical bench adjacent to the
electron gun.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, a fraction of the UV beam is
sent to a Coherent PowerMax® joule meter to monitor
pulse energy. The ratio of laser energy at the joule meter
to laser energy at the cathode is 1:9. A motor-controlled
steering mirror (M2) positions the photon beam at the
photocathode. The steering system is used to center the
electron beam in the magnetic solenoid, raster the laser
during cathode processing and for QE surface scans.
A beam splitter downstream of M2 deflects a fraction
of the beam to the UV-sensitive ‘virtual cathode camera’
(VCC) positioned at the same path length as the gun
cathode surface. Also shown in Fig. 2 is an insertable
focusing lens used for cathode surface processing. With
the lens inserted, a 3.5µJ UV pulse into a 30um spot size
generates an energy density of ~1mJ/µm2. During a
typical processing scan the laser dwell time is 30
shots/spot. The motorized HWP/polarizer combination in

Figure 3: (a) Plan view image of UV/IR cross- correlator
and (b) typical cross-correlation scan.
Spatio-temporal overlap is achieved by first centering
the two beams in a 100µm diameter pinhole centered at
the BBO crystal plane and then monitoring diffuse
scattering of the UV and IR pulses with a fast photodiode
to achieve synchronization at the few hundred ps level.
The cross-correlation signal is then found by careful
rotation of the BBO about the vertical axis and fine tuning
time synchronization with the vernier delay stage.
Conservation of photon momentum places the 380nm
blue beam exiting the BBO to the left of the 253nm UV
beam as shown. A limiting iris and 380nm bandpass filter
isolate the blue beam entering the photodiode. The output
signal is read into the same analog signal digitizer used to

Figure 4: LCLS photocathode gun with solenoid, water
feeds and RF waveguide.
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of beam diagnostic system
at the photocathode gun location.
front of the VCC is used to protect the CCD camera
during laser processing.

UV/IR Cross-Correlator
A scanning cross-correlator (CC) was constructed to
measure the UV pulse duration. The CC mixes a fraction
of the UV beam power with 25fs pulses from the IR
oscillator in a Type-II BBO crystal. As shown in Fig. 3,
the UV and IR pulses are routed to a 30cm x 30cm optical
breadboard containing the BBO. To optimize the overlap
signal both beams are focused just beyond the BBO
medium. Coarse timing between the UV and IR beams is
adjusted with a gold mirror retro-reflector delay line
mounted on a 1 m rail. The vernier delay stage shown to
the lower left in Fig. 3 is controlled by a Newport motor
under EPICS control.
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measure beam charge at the Faraday cup (see below). A
typical cross-correlation scan for a 2.5ps rms pulse is
shown in Fig. 3(b).

PHOTOCATHODE GUN
The LCLS electron gun design features a 120Hz, 1.6cell cavity design with dual-feed RF coupling to minimize
the dipole field component [9]. The high-purity copper
cathode material was chosen in part to permit the entire
end plate of the half cell to be formed from a single piece,
allowing gun operation at the highest possible field
values. The complete gun assembly includes a solenoid,
bucking coil, vacuum pumps, and steering magnets.
Diagnostics include cavity probes, waveguide directional
couplers, a cold cathode vacuum gauge, RGA,
thermocouples and RTDs. Typical cavity pressures are
~1.3nT under at full RF power. The RGA provides an insitu diagnostic to monitor gas components for different
environments, such as RF/laser on/off and laser cleaning
on/off.
Following a sequence of hydrogen furnace braze,
diamond flycut and vacuum firing, a typical LCLS
cathode yields an initial QE ranging from low 10-6 to mid
Overview and Commissioning
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Faraday cup located 1.4 m downstream of the cathode.
Corrector dipole magnets provide beam position and
steering control. A beam position monitor has been
installed in front of the Faraday cup but signal processing
electronics have not yet been connected.

Beam Energy

10-5 after RF cavity processing. For LCLS operations, QE
values >2x10-5 are needed to produce a few 100pC beam
charge with ~10 µJ UV pulse energy.
To date laser-assisted cathode surface processing has
proven to be the most effective means to achieve the
desired QE.

Cathode Imaging System

In the course of processing the photocathode surface it
is important to understand the physical impact of the laser
beam on the cathode surface. For this purpose a
conventional 1600x1200 pixel GigE CCD camera is
configured to view the cathode via a second in-vacuum
mirror adjacent to the primary UV beam input mirror. The
photocathode camera is mounted at a working distance of
527 mm. It uses a 235 mm focal length lens NIKKOR
zoom lens (Nikon AF-S DX 55-300mm f/4.5-5.6G ED
VR) with a 190 mm extension tube composed of a 150
mm variable Zykkor Macro Bellows and CCTV lens
tubes to give an overall magnification of 0.807.
Ambient lighting can be either normal to the
photocathode surface or incident at 30 degrees depending
on the desired image contrast. Images are acquired within
a few seconds exposure time. Due to aperture restrictions
the system has a diffraction limited spatial resolution of a
few tens of microns. Imaging is fine-focused by
minimizing the size of image features while varying the
working distance.
Figure 5 shows high-resolution images of the
photocathode surface after laser processing. The images
were obtained with 90° and 30° white-light illumination
from a fiberoptic lamp. Each composite picture was made
by stitching together individual images in software.
Although the data are indicative of surface reflectivity,
behavior in the UV is expected to vary. Further
magnification of laser processed areas clearly shows the
physical ‘crater’ impact of the laser beam at each
processed point.

ELECTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
The electron beam line is equipped with vacuum
pumps, diagnostics, and isolation valves to facilitate
cathode swaps, gun changes and future modifications.
The e- beam is focused by a magnetic solenoid onto a
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The beam energy is calculated using the measured X-Y
rotation due to the solenoid. For this measurement, the
laser steering mirror M2 is swept in one plane (X) and the
horizontal and vertical motion on the profile monitor is
noted, dX/d(M2) and dY/d(M2). The rotation angle is
given by
𝜑𝑟𝑜𝑡 =

𝑑𝑥

𝑑(𝑀2)
atan � 𝑑𝑦 �
𝑑(𝑀2)

= 𝐵𝐿/2

with BL the integrated solenoid strength (kG-m) [10]. For
10MW forward power into the gun and the rf phase set to

Figure 6: Quantum efficiency map across photocathode
with 7 laser-processed spots indicated.
-30o, the beam energy was measured to be 5.5±0.05MeV.
The error on the measurement is taken as the standard
deviation of 3 data points taken at 3 different solenoid
settings.

Faraday Cup

An LCLS style Faraday cup is used to measure the
charge out of the gun. The charge collection efficiency of
the Faraday cup is estimated to be 78% [11]. Charge
collected in the cup is feed into an LMR-241 cable and
monitored using a CAEN V965 QDC and a Textronic
TDS3054B oscilloscope. Both the QDC and scope signals
are read into the ASTA EPICs control system. The
dynamic range for the QDC system varies from about
40pC to 1 nC; the dynamic range for the scope system
varies from about 0.5pC-2nC. Figure 6 shows an example
of a QE surface map measured by scanning the UV beam
across the photocathode.

Beam Profile and Emittance Diagnostic

The ASTA profile monitor consists of a 50 mm
diameter, 100 micron thick Ce:YAG screen and an AVT
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Figure 5: High-resolution photocathode images with 90°
incident light (left) and 30° incident light showing laser
processed areas and grain boundaries.
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Prosilica GE 1660 camera with 5.5 micron pixel size. The
YAG screen camera is mounted at a working distance of
293 mm. It uses a 87 mm focal length SIGMA zoom lens
(Lambda II Nikon F 75-300mm f/4.5-5.6) with a 37 mm
extension tube, giving a magnification of 0.424. Images
of the YAG screen are nominally acquired in 0.1-0.2
seconds. The imaging system has a pixel limited spatial
resolution of 13 microns. Full system resolution (screen,
lens, camera) is estimated to be ~35µm, rms.
Emittance measurements are made using the Ce:YAG
screen in conjunction with the gun solenoid. A Matlab
GUI application which has been copied over from the
LCLS is used to control the machine and process the raw
data. This application has the ASTA-LCLS beamline
geometry hard-coded into the calculation. An addressable
MatlabPV allows the user to enter the beam energy; a
thick lens model of the solenoid is used and the computed
beam energy is referenced to the entrance of the solenoid.
Space charge is not included in the calculation and
rotation through the solenoid is ignored, i.e. it is assumed
that the beam is round. Because of space charge, beam
emittance has been typically measured for bunch charges
of 1-2pC with the Schottky phase -15 degrees. For
solenoid scan emittance measurements, the minimum
beam size is ~100 microns. For beams at the center of the
cathode, γεx=γεy=0.30±0.01 m-rad for a 250µm rms
incident laser spot size.
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SUMMARY
The LCLS electron gun is presently operating with a
third photocathode. Experience has shown the initial QE
can be well below the few 10-5 target value without laser
cathode processing and that the evolution of QE can be a
complicated function of time. The ASTA program
provides a facility to systematically investigate cathode
physics under a variety of controlled laser, RF and
vacuum conditions. Significant diagnostics at ASTA
include laser power meters, the VCC, a white-light
cathode imaging camera, Ce:YAG scintillation screen,
Faraday cup and emittance measurement via solenoid
field scan. Instrumentation not described in this paper
include timing jitter measurements and RF power
diagnostics.
In the near term the ASTA program will continue to
carry out detailed photocathode characterization and test
fs e-beam pulse production using a CsBr-coated copper
cathode. Future plans call for the addition of an energyresolving spectrometer and installation of quadrupoles
with a pepperpot screen for emittance measurements
while leaving the gun solenoid at fixed field.
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STATUS OF BEAM DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEMS FOR TRIUMF
ELECTRON LINAC*
V.A.Verzilov#, P.Birney, D.P.Cameron, P.Dirksen, J.V.Holek, S.Y.Kajioka, S.Kellogg,
M.Lenkowski, B.Minato, W.R.Rawnsley, TRIUMF, CANADA
J.M.Abernathy, D.Karlen, S.Storey, University of Victoria, CANADA
Abstract
TRIUMF laboratory is currently in a phase of the
construction of a superconducting 50 MeV 10 mA CW
electron linac to drive photo-fission based rare radioactive
isotope beam (RIB) production. The project imposes
certain technical challenges on various accelerator
systems including beam diagnostics. In the first place
these are a high beam power and strongly varying
operating modes ranging from microsecond beam pulses
to the CW regime. Diagnostics development interleaves
with the construction of the diagnostic instrumentation
required for the test facility which delivered the first beam
in fall of 2011. The paper reports the present status of
various diagnostics systems along with measurement
results obtained at the test facility.

variety of beam modes. As for today most of these
projects have been completed. Production of mechanical

As a part of the effort to substantially expand the Rare
Radioactive Isotope Beam (RIB) program, TRIUMF is
currently in a phase of the construction of a 50 MeV
10mA CW superconducting electron linac as a driver for
production of neutron-rich isotopes via photo-fission
reactions [1]. Putting in operation the linac, new target
stations and a new mass separator will double the amount
of RIBs that can be delivered to the users simultaneously.
A planned addition of a new proton beam extracted from
the existing 500MeV cyclotron will complete the
expansion project (Fig.1).
The electron accelerator will comprise a gridded 10mA
300 keV thermionic electron gun operated at 650 MHz, a
50 MeV superconducting CW lina and, a 70 m long beam
transport line. The linac will consist of three cryomodules
housing five 1.3 GHz 9-cell cavities of the TESLA type.
Future upgrade foresees a recirculation ring to nearly
double the final beam energy. It is also proposed to use
the same ring to accommodate an infrared free electron
laser. To prove the chosen design and operation strategies
the injector test facility has been setup and produced the
first beam in November of 2011.
Design challenges are primarily associated with a
substantial (half a Megawatt) beam power in the CW
mode. Clearly, commissioning and tuning modes are
necessary to safely deliver the beam all the way to the
targets or dedicated beam dumps. It is presently seen that
the beam tuning will be accomplished with beam pulses
as short as few microseconds. A number of development
projects were launched about three years ago in order to
design the diagnostics capable of supporting all the
___________________________________________

*Finding is received from National Research Council of Canada
#verzilov@triumf.ca
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Figure 1: Layout of the TRIUMF Advanced Rare Isotope
Laboratory which includes the electron linac and a new
proton beam line, target hall and mass separator.
and electronic devices is in progress. Part of them is
mounted at the injector test facility where it will be used
for beam studies and relocated to the accelerator hall at
later times. Installation of other systems to the final
destination is planned to start in a month or two.

DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEMS
The diagnostics of the linac and the transport line
includes a noticeable number of various devices and
systems. The list of devices requested by beam physicists
consists of 55 beam position monitors, 14 wire scanners
and 28 view screens, 11 Faraday cups and beam stops,
two DC current transformers, several beam defining slits
and special monitors to protect targets and beam dumps.
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Most of the diagnostics will be mounted on octagonal
boxes to share the same space longitudinally. To
minimize the wake impedance presented by a diagnostics
box to the beam a so-called RF-shield device will be
inserted into the box during routine operation. Not all the
e-linac diagnostics systems are presented and discussed in
this paper. Some were reported elsewhere [2, 4]. The
beam loss monitoring and machine protection, which are
both critical for the operation of the facility are subjects
for a dedicated paper.
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Beam Position Monitor (BPM)
The absolute accuracy of beam position measurements
is expected to be better than  ȝP 7KH UHTXLUed
relative position resolution of 5ȝPis not very high and
is easily achievable. Both button and stripline BPMs have
been designed for the project. Although the stripline BPM
delivers higher signal strength, the button BPM, which is
substantially smaller in dimensions, was eventually
chosen for production due to tight space constraints.
Each button electrode, that is 12 mm in diameter, is
mounted at the pin tip of an SMA vacuum feedthrough
welded to a NW16 flange (see Fig. 2). A special
alignment groove is machined in the flange to improve
the installation accuracy. The button pickups were
manufactured by Kyocera Corporation according to
TRIUMF
supplied
drawings.
The
requested
manufacturing tolerance of 50 ȝm for the button
concentricity and surface parallelism with respect to the
alignment groove were verified in the dedicated
mechanical measurements. About 80% of 216 buttons
passed the tolerance requirement and all buttons are
acceptable in achieving the expected absolute accuracy.

The stripline BPM was also developed by adjusting
the Cornell design to comply with the 650 MHz bunch
repetition frequency and a smaller diameter (50 mm) of
the beam pipe. Position sensitivity of both button and
stripline BPMs is around 1.4d B/mm. The estimated
signal VWUHQJWK RI WKH EXWWRQ %30 LV DERXW í G%P at
the nominal beam current of 10mA (confirmed by
measurements). The stripline BPM signal is expected to
be stronger by 13 dB. The prototype of the stripline BPM
was recently manufactured, characterized and scheduled
for installation at the test facility.
The BPM signal processing electronics was challenged
to operate in both the pulsed beam tune-up mode with the
pulse width as short as 1 ȝs and in the CW operation
mode. The electronics development has consumed a
substantial amount of efforts. Each BPM module (Fig.3)
processes all four signals from a single BPM and consists
of three interconnected boards each implementing a welldefined function: a front-end unit, a digitizer and a digital
signal processing (DSP) module. The modular approach
permits combination of custom and commercial blocks in
the same module. It will also facilitate possible future
upgrades.

Figure 3: BPM signal processing electronics with the top
cover removed.

Figure 2: The button
measurements.

electrode for beam position

A torque adjustment in situ of the fastening bolts will
be used to balance the calibration signal strength
delivered by individual pickups composing each BPM. It
is also planned to perform BPM calibration by using
inter-electrode coupling. Three complete BPM were
installed at the injector test facility. First beam data have
been obtained and demonstrated good agreement with
design values.
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The front-end unit is a modified commercial BERGOZ
Instrumentation AFE board customized for the operating
frequency of 650MHz. This four channel plug-in module
down converts the input signals to the IF frequency of
26MHz and performs subsequent amplification. The
modification to the board included addition of a 20dB low
noise RF- amplifier and replacing the IF amplifier to
increase an overall gain by 30dB. The IF signals are
digitized by an in-house developed custom module based
on a 14-bit ADS6445 ADC from Texas Instrument The IF
signal sampling is performed at rates of up to 125 MHz.
Data are then transferred to a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA.
The FPGA performs the ADC data deserialization, signal
demodulation and digital low pass filtering. Fresh data are
available approximately each microsecond. The data are
also stored in 1k sample deep buffers that can be latched
by an external signal for post mortem analysis. The same
FPGA runs the Xilinx MicroBlaze soft processor that
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and RS232 ports. The electronics is assembled inside a
1U rack enclosure and currently is in production phase.
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optical pathway is encompassed into the light tight
enclosure. The camera is protected by a lead shield. The
monitor control, image acquisition and processing are

Current Monitors

View Screen
Sixteen view screen monitors will be installed at the
beginning and this number is likely to increase in the near
future. Each monitor includes two or three targets, optics
and a camera (Fig. 4). Possible target options are a 0.5
mm thick piece of gold-plated Yttrium Aluminium Garnet
(YAG) scintillator, an Optical Transition Radiation
(OTR) screen and a calibration target. To sustain higher
beam currents we presently plan to use a 10 to 30 ȝP
thick Pyrolytic Graphite foil as the OTR screen. The
targets are positioned into the beam with a stepper motor
driven actuator. All targets are rotated by 45° with respect
to the beam direction.
Light produced by the beam on targets is extracted
through a fused silica window, reflected by a flat mirror
by 90° and collected by a lens on a 12bit GigE CCD
camera. The camera is tilted by 7° with respect to the
optical axis to correct for the target tilt. A motorized iris
adjusts the light intensity on the camera. The whole
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Figure 4: The view screen monitor.
entirely implemented within the EPICS environment.
View screens will be slightly different at low and high
beam energies to account for a smaller field of view at
higher energies. Substantial part of the hardware have
been manufactured and installed at the test facility.
Software support is intensively tested. OTR target
development is in progress.

Wire Scanner
In addition to view screens, wire scanner monitors are
being developed to extend capabilities of beam profile
measurements. Wire scanners typically possess a much
higher dynamic range that makes possible measuring the
beam halo. Another attractive possibility is to design the
device sufficiently fast so it can operate at the full beam
current. Calculations show that a carbon wire needs to
travel through the beam at speeds of about 3m/s to
survive the 10 mA and 50 MeV electron beam with the
size of about 0.5 mm FWHM.

Figure 5: Second prototype design of the fast wire scanner.
The wire scanner is similar to the DESY-Zeuthen
design [3] with a drum cam replacing the slot winding
cylinder. The cam has flat ends enabling acceleration of
the cam to full speed before the scanner motion begins.
The scanner follows a sinusoidal velocity profile up to a
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The beam current will be measured using Faraday Cups
(FC) and current transformers. There have been
developed three different versions of Faraday Cups. Even
at low energies of 100-300 keV the beam power reaches
substantial values making the design quite challenging. A
300W low energy version was designed to operate in
combination with a 1 mm slit scanner, thus, allowing
measuring the beam transverse profile at beam currents
substantially higher than it is possible with view screens.
Four FC monitors of this type are currently in use at the
test facility. The devices were proved to have a bandwidth
of about 1 MHz on a 50 Ohm load.
A kW-level low energy version was recently designed
with the aim to intercept the full beam and is currently in
the production stage. It can dissipate up to 3kW of the
beam power provided the beam size is not too small
(typically larger than 1 mm rms). The design was verified
by thermal and stress analysis using COMSOL
Multiphysics.
For beam tuning purpose a high energy version of FC
was designed. The cup is made of tungsten alloy and will
fully stop electrons with the energy of up to 75 MeV. This
one can take only 100W of beam power. At present
manufacturing of the prototype unit is in progress.
The beam current in the CW regime or with long beam
pulses will be measured using DC current transformers.
Presently, one unit, model NPCT-115-HR, has been
purchased from Bergoz Instrumentation. The associated
development is reduced to the design of the transformer
enclosure which has to provide the required attenuation of
the external magnetic field, in particular, the residual field
of the TRIUMF cyclotron. The transformer protection
during bake-outs and temperature control with an
accuracy of better than 0.2 C are incorporated into design.
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constant speed section before a similar deceleration. Two
orthogonal wires pass through the beam at 45 degrees.
There will be slow and fast modes of operation. With low
duty cycle beam pulses, wire motion may be paused for
each measurement. For high power CW beams the wires
will fly through the beam at a high speed. The motor
control electronics based on commercially available
components have been purchased and is presently in the
evaluation phase
The first prototype has been built and bench tested.
During evaluation, the prototype ran consistently at 3.0
m/s. A second prototype design is complete and being
reviewed before manufacture. It focuses on providing an
increased stroke, more compact dimensions, a stiffer
frame, and improved wire fork design. The first prototype
will be installed at the injector test facility for continued
testing.

Beam Phase and Bunch Length Monitors
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The thermionic gun produces electron bunches with the
duration of about 100 ps and longer. Two broadband
devices were designed with a purpose to evaluate the
bunch length on this time scale. The first one is a beam
intercepting pickup resembling a piece of a tapered
coaxial line attached to a high frequency vacuum SMA
feedthrough. The pickup is built into a standard ConFlat
flange (see Fig.6) and was simulated and later measured
to have a bandwidth of 8-10 GHz. A bunch length of
200 ps (fwhm) was measured with this device that was
consistent with the beam dynamic expectations.

position dependence of phase measurements both outputs
need to be combined.
After bunches are compressed by the buncher cavity to
sub 10 ps durations they are outside of the reach by the
described monitors. An RF deflecting structure was
designed and successfully applied for this purpose.

Figure 7: RF-shield device will be used to derive beam
phase and intensity.
A special device, an rf-shield, was designed to
minimize wake impedance exhibited by a diagnostics box
to the high power beam (Fig.7). The device is essentially
an actuated cylinder of the same inner radius as the
adjacent beam pipe. It is inserted when no other device
occupies the box inner space and ensures the continuity of
the vacuum enclosure seen by the beam. The cylinder is
electrically isolated and a broadband signal generated by
the beam is available for pick-up. The device will be used
to measure the phase and amplitude of the ac component
of the beam induced signal. Few such devices were built
and installed at the test facility [4].
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DESIGN AND IMPEDANCE OPTIMIZATION OF THE SIRIUS BPM
BUTTON
H. O. C. Duarte#, L. Sanfelici, S. R. Marques, LNLS, Campinas, SP, Brazil
Abstract
Design of several BPM Buttons is presented with detail
impedance, heat transfer and mechanical analysis. Special
attention is given to the application of ceramics as
materials with low relative permittivity inside of the BPM
Button and to the geometric shape of the BPM Button.
The heat dissipation is evaluated based on the loss factor
calculated for a 2.65 mm bunch length. The narrow-band
impedance is discussed and its dependence on applied
ceramic materials is compared.

(BN) composite materials have been chosen for analysis
as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Properties of Dielectric Materials for Simulations
Considered Properties

Value (AlN ± BN)

Permittivity, İr

9±4

Thermal Conductivity, ıt

160 ± 46 W/K.m

Loss TangentWDQįİ, @1MHz

0.003 ± 0.0034

One of the main concerns in the BPM Button design,
especially for the storage rings with short, high-current
circulating bunches, is heating due to Higher Order
Modes (+20¶V) [1]. The BPM Button geometry and the
materials choice need to be optimized from impedance
and heat transfer points of view to avoid BPM Button
overheating due to the resonance modes generated
between the housing and the BPM Button itself by a
passing bunch [2].
In this paper we discuss the results for three different
BPM Button geometries. The main attention has been
paid to: 1) The frequency spectrum of +20¶V and their
electrodynamics
parameters,
2)
The
electrical
conductivity of the BPM Button, 3) The thermal
conductivity of ceramics materials, 4) The dielectric
permittivity of ceramics, 5) Geometric dimensions of the
BPM Button and the BPM housing, 6) Manufacturing
process of the ceramics and BPM Buttons, 7) The
magnitude of the signal out of feed-through at RF
frequency of 500 MHz.

IMPEDANCE OPTIMIZATION
In this paper we present three candidates of the BPM
Button for the 3GeV Sirius storage ring. The thirdgeneration light source is under construction at LNLS, the
Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory. The work has
been started from analysis of already existed BPM Button
geometries and from their optimization process.
Blednykh, Ferreira and Krinsky [2] have shown the
possibility of resonance modes suppression due to
changes in geometric dimensions of housings for the
BPM Button. We were interested in further impedance
optimization of the BPM Button geometry and applied
different dielectric materials to understand their effect on
the broad-band and narrow-band impedances. Several
dielectric materials as the vacuum insulator have been
considered with high thermal conductivity to provide
good heat transfer between the BPM Button and the BPM
housing. Aluminum Nitride (AlN) and Boron Nitride
___________________________________________
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Two geometries, the standard BPM Button and the
modified BPM Button are shown in Fig. 1a and in Fig. 1b
respectively. The difference between two geometries is in
location of the vacuum insulator. In modified BPM
geometry (Fig. 1b), the dielectric material lies on top of
the button. It helps to improve the heat transfer efficiency.
The BPM Button with 6 mm diameter is connected to the
inner pin. The pin diameter near the button is optimized
based upon the dielectric material to match the
characteristic impedance of the feedthrough: 0.54 mm
with AlN and 1.24 mm with BN. The gap between the
BPM housing and the BPM Button is 0.3 mm. The BPM
Button is located on the round vacuum chamber with
R = 11.7 mm radius.

Figure 1: a) The inner profile of the standard BPM
Button geometry. b) Modified BPM Button with
dielectric material on top of it. All units are in mm.
The GdfidL code has been used for numerical
simulations [3]. As can be seen from the results presented
in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, there are additional resonant
modes, which are generated inside the dielectric material
by a passing bunch. The dielectric material is seen by the
beam and it agrees with that was found for the NSLS-II
BPM Button [4]. The electromagnetic fields, excited in
dielectric materials, radiate back into the chamber through
the tiny gap. The resonant modes in dielectric material
have been classified. It is Hm1p-Mode as in the coaxial
dielectric-filled cavity. The preliminary frequencies of
those modes can be found using the following equation

frHm1 p

1

c
H r 2S

§ 2m
¨
¨ r p  rh
©

2

· § Sp ·
¸ ¨ ¸ .
¸ ¨© t c ¸¹
¹
2

(1)
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where İr is the dielectric permittivity and m and p are
integers. The integer m is the azimuthal index and p is the
longitudinal mode number. The geometry parameters r p,
r h and tc are the pin radius (within the insulator), housing
radius and ceramics thickness, respectively. Since the
electromagnetic fields of those modes can propagate
through the gap (modes are not strongly trapped) we
would expect some differences between simulated data
and the frequencies due to Eq. (1). As an example, the
dielectric thickness tc in Eq. (1) has been fitted to obtain
the same frequency as numerically calculated.

presence of the dielectric. The frequency of H110-mode is
f = 10.5 GHz for AlN (black curve) and f = 13 GHz for
BN (red curve).
One of the possibilities from impedance optimization
point of view is to increase the cutoff frequencies of the
generated modes beyond the bunch spectrum. It can be
done due to modification of the button geometry. The
effect of the vacuum insulator on narrow band impedance
needs to be taken into account. One of the solutions is to
hide the vacuum insulator from the beam.

CANDIDATE GEOMETRIES

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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Figure 2: Real part of the longitudinal impedance for:
a) Standard BPM Button. b) Modified BPM Button. The
frequency axis is shown in frequency range 8 GHz35 GHz since there are no other modes below 8 GHz.
Frequencies are in a good agreement for the standard
BPM Button if tc is taken as 2.5 mm vs. 2 mm originally
used. Frequencies of H111-Mode due to Eq. (1) with
tc = 2.5 mm are f = 20.6 GHz for AlN and f = 30.9 GHz
for BN, which is still above the frequency numerically
obtained, fBN, H111 = 28.5 GHz. The frequency spectrum of
the modified BPM Button looks different from the
standard one, since the dielectric material is located right
on top of the button (Fig. 1b) and there is no additional
gap between the dielectric material and the button surface.
In this case the frequencies of H111-Mode are
fAlN = 18.3GHz and fBN = 25 GHz.
For the thin BPM Buttons without dielectric material,
frequencies of the trapped modes, generated between the
BPM housing and the button itself, can be defined as
fcHm1

c

m
.
S rb  rh

(2)

where r b is the button radius. The frequency of H11-Mode
(fH11~fc,H11) is 15.2 GHz for geometric parameters
specified in Fig 1. As can be seen from Fig. 2a, the
frequency of the trapped mode due to the button geometry
is shifted down in frequency scale. It happened because of
dielectric material (AlN) in the geometry with high
dielectric constant İr = 9 (black curve). In the case of BN
with İr = 4, the frequency of H110-mode does not change
significantly and remains as defined by Eq. (2). The
resonance frequencies in the modified BPM Button
geometry, exhibit a much stronger dependence on the
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Three BPM Buttons have been designed and their first
prototypes are under way. Several button geometries have
been analysed. The process of choosing the three
candidates (Fig. 3) was based on keeping the best two
geometries (Bell-Shaped Button and Flat Button) from the
electromagnetic analysis point of view and having the
Step-Shaped one as a safe plan. The last one (Fig. 3b) is
based on a well-known button geometry implemented at
ALBA [5], just like the standard button geometry
presented in Fig 1a. The Flat Button geometry (Fig. 3c)
has been designed in a way to hide the vacuum insulator
from the beam. The Bell-Shaped geometry (Fig. 3a) has a
special form, which not only allows us to also hide the
insulator, but to increase the button cut-off frequency
(Eq. 2), without losing its sensitivity, since its bottom face
area was kept the same as the other geometries.
The BPM Button diameter is taken to be 6 mm for all
geometries to provide about 100 nm position resolution at
100 mA. This resolution considers a 15 dB noise figure
(cables + electronics) integrated in a 2 kHz bandwidth.
The gap is 0.3 mm for each button. The instrumentation
feedthroughs are designed for 50 ȍ coaxial connectors:
SMA, 3.5 or 2.4 mm types, to be defined.
The longitudinal narrow-band impedance is shown in
Fig. 4. In the BPM Button geometries with BN insulator
the lowest resonant modes exist at higher frequencies than
in geometries with AlN. It agrees with the frequency
dependence of the dielectric constant in Eq. (1). The
frequency shift of the lowest mode is varied within
1-2 GHz for considered geometries. The lowest mode is
the superposition of the electromagnetic fields in the gap
and in the ceramics material.
As a conservative approach we can assume that the
bunch length in the Sirius storage ring with passive thirdharmonic Landau cavities will be extended at least by a
factor of two, making DOOJHRPHWULHVDV+20¶VIUHHRQHV.
The loss factor due to single bunch was calculated as a
function of bunch length for all three geometries using the
GdfidL simulated ReZ||(Ȧ) or W||(s). Summary results of
țloss are shown in Table 2 for different ıS. In the BPM
Buttons design and in their optimization process, the
results and experience at other synchrotron radiation
facilities [6-8] were taken into account. As can be seen
from Table 2 two new optimized BPM Buttons, BellShaped and Flat, have the advantage over the standard
Step-6KDSHG%30%XWWRQDWDQ\ıs.
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Figure 3: Engineering drawing of the BPM Buttons for: a) Bell-Shaped BPM Button. b) Step-Shaped BPM Button.
c) Flat BPM Button.

MECHANICAL ASPECTS

Figure 4: Real part of the longitudinal impedance for:
a) Bell-Shaped BPM Button. b) Step-Shaped BPM
Button. c) Flat BPM Button. Bunch profiles are in gray
FRORUIRUıS = 2.65 PP VROLG DQGıS = 5.3 mm (dotted).
The power loss goes from 1.9 to 4.4 W, for
ıS = 2.65 mm, at Iav = 500 mA in M = 864 bunches and
1.73 ȝVUHYROXWLRQSHULRG70.
Ploss

T0

I a2v
N loss .
M

(3)

Table 2: Summary results of the loss factor for 2.65, 4.5,
and 6 mm bunch lengths, for the BPM Button geometries
including the ceramics materials, AlN and BN.
țloss, mV/pC
Geometry

Bell-Shaped

Step-Shaped

Flat

ıS, mm

2.65±4.5±6.0

2.65±4.5±6.0

2.65±4.5±6.0

AlN

4.5±0.9±0.3

8.9±2.5±0.8

5.6±0.9±0.2

BN

3.6±0.8±0.4

8.3±2.3±0.7

4.6±0.7±0.2

BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 5: First Sirius BPM Prototype of the Bell-Shaped
Button. a) BPM Assembly in the perspective view.
b) One-half of the BPM Button located on the circular
vacuum chamber (zoomed part).
Based on experience at other facilities [4], the coaxial
cavity effect of the BPM Housing with the Body needs to
be eliminated. The idea of using threads came up to
obtain more benefits beyond the RF shielding: a better
thermal contact between the housing and the body is
required. After tightened with appropriated torque, the
housing can be welded to the BPM body. However, it is
well known that such threads can cause virtual leaks that
can violate vacuum requirements. In order to reduce this
problem, some valleys were designed to work as gassing
channels, highlighted in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Housing of the Bell-Shaped Button, with
highlighted gassing channels: a) Side channel. b) Bottom
channel.
Other mechanical aspects are briefly discussed:
x Reverse polarity connectors: the button pin can be a
male conductor, avoiding the need of BeCu spring
fingers that can be easily damaged. The price is a
drawback;
x Constant pin diameter: brings improvements in
mechanical resistance and in the thermal contact
area between the pin and the ceramics. Also it
allows to have the button and the pin as a single
piece;
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The BPM Assembly of the Bell-Shaped button is shown
in Fig. 5 in a perspective view:
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x Tiny dimensions require very small tolerances and
precise alignment. It makes the brazing process
harder (small filler sites, short circuit risks, etc.);
x Materials choice: The higher the button electrical
conductivity, the lower the button power dissipation
[8]. Brazing and welding process play also a big role
on materials choice;
x Vacuum insulation between the BPM body and
housing: only test of the first prototypes will show
the success of the welding. Flanges tightened by the
housing outer threads can be used as an alternative.
Several tests will be carried out to verify the
required torque.

HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS
Due to thermo-mechanical aspects, the materials were
initially chosen as: Stainless Steel ıt = 15.1 W/K.m) for
the BPM Body, Kovar ıt =17.3 W/K.m) for the Housing
and Molybdenum ıt = 138W/K.m) for the Button. The
temperature of BPM body was specified 30 ºC for all
three geometries, which is related to the nominal
temperature of the Sirius vacuum chamber. Radiation heat
transfer was ignored and air convection was set on
respective surfaces. One Watt per button was applied to
each bottom face as a worst-case scenario (Eq. 3).

since the brazing technique of this ceramics is well know
by the LNLS Materials Group.
The Step-Shaped Button has lower temperatures due
higher contact area between the button and ceramics. All
buttons have a temperature gradient (from bottom face to
the top of the pin) of ~1.2 ºC. AlN ceramics drains more
heat from the button due to its higher thermal
conductivity. Button temperature gradient was of ~1.1 to
1.6 ºC.

CONCLUSIONS
Three different presented geometries of the BPM
Button are good candidates for the Sirius storage ring.
Their design, electromagnetic analysis and thermal
analysis have been discussed as well as the mechanical
aspects. The kind of design we choose one will be
determined mainly by the entire construction process:
machining, assembling, brazing and welding. The BellShaped BPM Button and the Flat BPM Button have
shown promising electromagnetic performance. However,
these geometries require more effort in production than
the standard design.
The entire project is very
challenging; many techniques still need to be improved.
The first prototypes are underway.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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DESIGN AND IMPEDANCE OPTIMIZATION OF THE LNLS-UVX
LONGITUDINAL KICKER CAVITY
L. Sanfelici#, H. O. C. Duarte, S. R. Marques, LNLS, Campinas, SP, Brazil
Performance evolution of parameters achieved during
the electromagnetic design of the longitudinal kicker
cavity for the LNLS UVX storage ring is presented. The
effort on the electromagnetic optimization process of the
heavily loaded cavity has been made to reach the required
electrodynamic parameters of the kicker. The results for
three different geometries are compared and a good
compromise between the longitudinal shunt impedance
and the effect of the longitudinal Higher Order Modes
(HOM’s) on beam stability has been found.

INTRODUCTION
The UVX storage ring, the actual light source from
LNLS, the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory, have
always been suffering from longitudinal Coupled Bunch
Mode Instabilities (CBMI’s) since its RF System
commissioning. The adoption of the RF phase modulation
keeps the instabilities under control [1] for most of the
experiments. The bunch lengthening caused by the RF
phase modulation does not affect the users. The initial
purpose of implementing a longitudinal feedback system
was using the present light source as a bench test for
Sirius, the next Brazilian 3rd generation synchrotron light
source. More recently some drawbacks of the RF phase
modulation appeared:
 During the commissioning of the fast orbit feedback
(FOFB) [2] the negative effect of the huge
synchrotron oscillations was clearly observed;
aliasing of the synchrotron sidebands produced low
frequency noise in the BPM readings. A fine tuning
of the FOFB clock signals had to be done in order to
reduce the noise produced by the aliasing. The
tuning system needs to be applied in every event that
provokes a change in the amplitude or frequency of
the synchrotron oscillations;
 The studies for implementing a low-emittance optics
in the LNLS UVX storage ring also highlighted the
need of bunch-by-bunch (BBB) feedback systems.
Large vertical instabilities showed up during the
tests limiting the beam size reduction. The tests with
beam indicated that huge longitudinal instabilities
can prevent the transverse feedback systems of
working properly. This may be the main reason for
implementing a longitudinal BBB feedback system.
This paper presents the evolution of the performance
parameters achieved during the electromagnetic design of
a longitudinal kicker for the UVX storage ring. The
presented design is based on the worldwide reproduced
waveguide overloaded cavity kicker developed originally
at DAΦNE in 1995 [3] and improved at Pohang Light
___________________________________________
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source (PLS) [4]. Three different geometries are
compared along this document aiming to propose a good
compromise between the longitudinal shunt impedance
and HOM’s content.

BASIC LNLS UVX RING PARAMETERS
The UVX ring is not equipped with a full-energy booster.
Every 12 hours the ring is ramped down, refilled to 250 mA,
and ramped back up. The energy ramp goes from 490 to
1370 MeV in about 40 s. The main LNLS storage ring
parameters are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Main UVX Parameters at High Energy
Parameter

Value

Unit

Nominal Energy, E0

1.37

GeV

Circulating current, Iav

250

mA

Circumference, C

93.2

m

RF frequency, FRF

476.066

MHz

Harmonic number, M

148

--

Bunch length, σS

11

mm

Horizontal tune, νx

5.27

--

Vertical tune, νs

4.17

--

Synchrotron frequency, ωs

25*2π

krad/s

Momentum compaction, 

0.0083

--

Energy spread, ΔE/E

0.281

%

Horizontal damping time

7.8

ms

Vertical damping time

7.5

ms

Synchrotron damping time

3.7

ms

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROJECT
The LNLS longitudinal BBB feedback system is
equipped to modulate the correction signal at 2.5*FRF.
Based on this, as well as on CBMI’s theory, the nearest
possible center frequency for the longitudinal kicker can
be 2.25 and 2.75 multiples of RF frequency, i.e., with the
fundamental mode centered at these frequencies, all
possible CBMI’s can be covered within a ½ FRF
(238 MHz) bandwidth (BW). The shunt impedance
increases with Fc and our decision is to take Fc = 2.75*FRF
(1.31 GHz). The initial goal was to achieve the higher
shunt impedance as possible with several geometry
parameter sweeps. The HOM’s analysis was made
together with CBMI’s growth rate (GR) calculations to
achieve a conservative GR, under 10% of UVX storage
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ring damping rate (DR). The main design goals of the
electromagnetic project are summarized in Table 2.

is is rotated around the longitudinal axis by 45º relative to
the four upstream ones.

Table 2: Required Parameters for the LNLS Kicker
Cavity

Table 3: Geometric Parameters for the Three Kicker
Models Considered for the UVX Storage Ring

Parameter

Value

Center Frequency (11/4 FRF), Fc

1.31GHz

Min. Bandwidth (1/2 FRF), BW

238MHz

R2

84

82

84.7

Max. desired CBMI GR

10% of DR

R3

79

77

79.7



0.42

0.42

0.2



0.25

0.25

0.39

d

74

67

52.8



50.2

55

42

b

52.3

52.3

25

Geometry Sketch
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The kicker parameterization pattern presented in Fig. 1
follows the same one employed by PLS for
electromagnetic modeling [3]. The entire design process
of the longitudinal kicker for UVX can be divided into
stages that can be represented by three different
geometries, whose parameters are shown in Table 3. As
will be presented in the next sections, Geometry 3,
depicted in Fig. 1, was chosen as the final geometry since
it satisfies the requirements presented in Table 2.

Geometric Parameters (mm or rad)
Parameter

Geom. 1

Geom. 2

Geom. 3

Design Process
The procedure for designing the overloaded cavity
which would attend UVX requirements was based on
initially rescaling PLS design to our vacuum chamber
diameter and desired center frequency. The entire design
process consists on correctly setting the shunt impedance
curve and analysing the CBMI’s brought by the cavity.
Since solving one can affect another, the process may be
done iteratively.
Multiple parameter sweeps were performed to set the
longitudinal shunt impedance curve, with maximum
amplitude and with minimum required BW. The CST
Microwave Studio code [5] has been used for the
electromagnetic simulations. The longitudinal shunt
impedance is defined by

Rsh 

Vgap
2P

2

.

(1)

where P is the kicker total input RMS power and Vgap is
the gap voltage defined by
L/2

V gap 

E

z

 z

j   E ( z ) 
c

 dz
e

.

(2)

L / 2

Figure 1: Geometry sketch of the longitudinal kicker [4].
a) Axial-cut view. b) Side-cut view.
Such cavity can be represented as a pillbox cavity with
4 ridged waveguides (see Fig. 1a) on each side. Each
ridge waveguide has one attached feedthrough. One side
of the kicker receives the correction signal from the
amplifiers, which is dissipated on external dummy loads
attached to each waveguide output from the opposite side
of the cavity. The BW of the fundamental TM010 mode
increases significantly with the number of waveguides in
the cavity. The downstream Four Waveguides Assembly
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where L is the kicker length and Ez(z) and ϕE (z) are the
longitudinal electric field magnitude and phase,
respectively, along the beam axis. Fig. 2 illustrates the
electric field pattern of the TM010 mode.
After dimensioning the geometric parameters to obtain
a satisfactory Rsh curve, the HOM’s content of the cavity
must be carefully analyzed. With the obtained coupling
impedance spectrum, the CBMI’s GR can be calculated in
order to check if it is below the desired 10% DR factor.
This work will show results only for the longitudinal case.
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No concerns have appeared for any of the 3 geometries
that for the results obtained by the transverse analysis.

Comparing blue and orange lines from Fig. 3, we can see
how strongly the L3 mode was damped. For doing this, we
considered three options: a) introducing ferrite; b) inserting
loop antennas; c) or performing a fine optimization of the
ridged waveguide, as presented at next subsection.

Figure 2: The electric field pattern of TM01 mode
calculated with CST.
The CBMI’s GR has been calculated according to the
Wang formalism [6], resulting in the Eq. 3 below for the
longitudinal case, at zero chromaticity:

Figure 3: The longitudinal coupling impedance for the
three different geometries.
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for the dipole mode a = 1 and for Gaussian bunches with
uniform filling. The related parameters follow Table 1
notation. Additionally, IB = Iav/M is the average bunch
current, ω0 = 2πFRF/M is the revolution frequency and
R = C/2π is the average ring radius.
If the designed cavity did not attend an acceptable GR
value, solutions that implied changes in geometry
parameters were tried. Since modifications in geometry
also change the shunt impedance curve, all design loop of
this subsection, described up to this point, must be
redone, until all requirements are reached.
Geometries Optimization can be illustrated by Fig. 3,
which shows the longitudinal beam impedance for the
three geometries. The process has started with Geometry
1 being the one that came up from rescaling and adapting
PLS design. However, from Eq. 3, its CBMI’s GR was
found to be 20% of synchrotron DR. The own
fundamental mode was exciting the fastest CBM. From
Geometry 1 Fc = 1.31 GHz, we found that if we apply a
40 MHz center frequency shift on the fundamental mode,
the CBMI’s requirements would be reached. This shift was
then applied onto Geometry 2 with the changes listed in
Table 3, leading to wider bandwidth and lower coupling
impedance, generating higher growth rates though (~25%
of DR). In this case, the longitudinal mode L3 at frequency
3.32 GHz is trapped and excites the fastest CBM.
Therefore we started working with the possibility of
damping L3, which later led to Geometry 3. The calculated
fastest CBM excited by this final geometry has its GR in
the order of 9.7% of the synchrotron DR.
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The ridged waveguide model (vacuum profile) used on
the optimization process can be seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Vacuum profile of the ridged waveguide.
a) Perspective view. b) Port 1 and port 2 assignment.
The simulated S-parameters are compared for the three
geometries, which are discussed in this document. The
transmission coefficient (S2,1) is shown in Fig. 5. As can
be seen by the markers 2 and 3, the cutoff frequency of
the ridged waveguide for Geometry 3 has been reduced
by 216 MHz to allow the trapped longitudinal mode L3
be coupled through the coaxial feedthrough. One can also
see why this mode grew stronger from the first to the
second kicker design, when markers 1 and 2 are
compared. The cutoff frequency has increased by
22 MHz.
After waveguide optimization, its geometric parameters
were kept fixed and the remaining parameters of the
global kicker structure were readjusted in order to have a
700 Ω shunt impedance, 1.35 GHz center frequency and a
300 MHz BW. The BW was set larger than requirements
in order to compensate the +40 MHz center frequency
shift.

Figure 5: Ridged waveguide – S2,1 for all 3 geometries.
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EM CHARACTERIZATION
Geometry 3 was later sent to engineering design and
machined at our local Machine Shop. Fig. 6 shows the
resulting structure.

Figure 6: Machined UVX kicker cavity. a) Disassembled:
one side of the cavity (left) with 4 waveguides and the
cavity chamber (right). b) Assembled structure.
After assembling the waveguides with the chamber and
attaching all feedthroughs, the microwave measurement
setup was set, just as shown in Fig. 7. The
characterization process was focused on comparing the
measured S-parameters and the shunt impedance curve
with the simulation results [7].

One important point to that needs to be highlighted here
is the difference between the parameters obtained from
Rsh and S1,1 curves on simulation: later gives a
BW = 320 MHz
and
Fc = 1.36
GHz,
against
BW = 300 MHz and Fc = 1.35 GHz from the former (as
already mentioned on previous section). Therefore, in
order to calculate the shunt impedance using the
measured data, a 330 MHz BW was considered.
The bead-pull method was applied for shunt impedance
measurement. It was set-up with a sliding platform which
moves with the rotation of a threaded axis attached to a
step motor (Fig. 7). The platform movement was
measured by an encoder attached to it. A nylon string,
which was holding a 6 mm radius metallic bead, was
centered by a pulley system and had one end tied to the
platform and other to a load. For each platform movement
step, the center frequency was tracked due to S1,1. The
measured Rsh is 700.7 Ω, for a 330 MHz BW.

CONCLUSIONS
The LNLS longitudinal kicker geometry has been
modified during the optimization process. To be more
specific, the ridged waveguide geometry has been
optimized from reflection and transmission coefficients
point of view in order to improve the kicker coupling
impedance by damping L3 mode. The overloaded cavity
is already installed in the storage ring and the BBB
longitudinal feedback system is in commissioning phase.
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Figure 8: Measured (blue) and simulated (red) S1,1
parameters.
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Figure 1: An overview of TFB system of BEPCII.

Figure 2: The sidebands of beam with the transverse
feedback turning off (right) and turning on (left).
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BEPCII is an upgrade project of the Beijing Positron
Electron Collider (BEPC), in which a new inner ring has
been installed inside the old one. BEPCII will provide
colliding beams with 910mA at the centre-of-mass energy
1.89GeV in colliding mode.
When the current reaches to 200mA, strong transverse
instabilities occurred in both BEPCII electron and
positron rings which limited the maximum storable
currents. In order to cure these instabilities, two sets of
analog transverse bunch-by-bunch feedback systems
(TFB) for both rings have been developed and put into
operation. The transverse feedback systems suppress the
instabilities and make the beams stable to collide [1]. In
colliding mode, there are more than 100 bunches in every
rings, the bunch spacing is 4ns or 6ns. In the last run, over
750mA beams have been successfully stored in both
rings. The colliding luminosity has been reached to
7.08×1032 cm-2s-1.
In the operation of BEPCII, we found that the bunch
luminosity decreases along the bunch trains even the
transverse instabilities were cured. Many experiments
have proved that this phenomenon was caused by
longitudinal instability. So in the year of 2010, we set up
and commissioned digital longitudinal feedback systems
(LFB) for both rings. The LFB system is composed of
front-end electronics and back-end electronics (FBE500L), signal processing electronics (iGp) and power
amplifier and kicker. The electronics are bought from
DIMTEL Company, USA. The longitudinal kicker is
drift-tube type which borrowed from the SLAC. The

TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
BEPCII TFB system is same as the systems developed
in ALS [2], PLS [3]. It consists of pickup electrodes,
signal processing electronics, power amplifiers, and a
stripline kicker. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
transverse feedback system. Two x (or y) signals from
pickups located about 90 degrees apart in betatron phase
are added together with appropriate coefficients to
produce a 90-degree betatron phase shift between the
pickup signal and the kicker. The beam oscillation signal
is detected at 1.5GHz in order to take advantage of the
good sensitivity of the button pickups at this frequency.
The signals then are demodulated to the baseband with
heterodyne receivers. The DC offset at the pickups is
removed by using a two-tap notch filter. The one-turn
delay is provided by coaxial cable. In each ring there is
one stripline kicker and four 75-watt power amplifiers for
both directions to apply the correction kick signal to the
beam.

H-183-4
M/A COM

INTRODUCTION

longitudinal feedback system performed well and has
increased luminosity up by 30%.
In this paper, we will describe the components of
feedback systems and the performing results of them.

H-183-4
M/A COM

In order to cure the transverse and longitudinal coupled
bunch instabilities caused by higher order modes of RF
cavities and resistive wall impedance in the BEPCII
storage rings, two type bunch by bunch feedback systems
of longitudinal feedback system and transverse feedback
system are used. The electronics of LFB system are
digital system produced by Dimtel Company, the
longitudinal kicker is drift-tube type borrowed from the
SLAC. An analog bunch-by-bunch transverse feedback
system was designed and used. The main components are
two sets of beam oscillation detectors, betatron phase
adjuster, notch filter, and stripline kicker. This paper will
describe the achieved results of curing the coupled bunch
instabilities by using the LFB and TFB together with
current status.

H-183-4
M/A COM
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In any ring, when the beam current is over 200mA, the
transverse instabilities occurred and the beam blows up. It
can be seen in Fig. 2 that sidebands disappear when the
feedback is on. The beam profile is stable and then the
beam current can be increased again, as shown in Fig. 3.
At last, we have stored 805mA in positron ring and
911mA in electron ring respectively. We have realized
750mA colliding beams, and the luminosity is 7.08×1032
cm-2s-1.
Figure 2 shows the beam sidebands with the transverse
feedback turning off and on. It was measured by a
spectrum analyser when the positron ring operated on the
colliding mode at 243mA with 93 bunches. The
background frequency lines are revolution frequency
harmonics and the dark-coloured lines are instability
sidebands. We can see that the magnitude of instability
sidebands is attenuated more than 30dB when the
feedback is on.
Figure 3 shows the beam profiles with the transverse
feedback turning off and on.

attenuator and amplifier, and then to the Mixer to transfer
the signal to baseband, the detection frequency is 1.5GHz.
Baseband output signal from the front-end was sampled
by the iGp-396F bunch by bunch feedback processor at
the RF frequency. IGp-396F generates analog bunch by
bunch kick signal after 16-tap FIR processing, then this
digital signal be input to back end channel, to be upconverted the baseband longitudinal kick signal to the
kicker frequency for driving the power amplifier and the
kicker.
The kicker is drift-tube type which was borrowed from
SLAC, as shown in Fig. 5. We also used absorptive filter
to protect the amplifier.
LFB systems performed well. When LFB system turns
on, the longitudinal sidebands were eliminated and the
bunch luminosity became almost same along the bunch
trains, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Figure 5: Drift-tube kicker.
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Figure 3: Beam profile with TFB turning on (right) and
turning off (left).

LONGITUDINAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM
Transverse feedback system performs well on BEPCII,
but when the current increases, we found that the
luminosity don't increase with the current up. The
severely longitudinal sidebands were found on the
frequency spectrum. At the same time, beam signals on
oscilloscope and beam size measured by gated camera
both pointed out that the beams are unstable in
longitudinal direction, we also measured the rise time
used the digital feedback system [4].

Figure 6: Sidebands on the spectrum when LFB turns on
or not.

Figure 7: Bunch luminosity when LFB turns on or not.

SUMMARY

Figure 4: The front-end and back-end electronics.
The BPM sum signal was processed and detected by
the FBE-500L RF signal processor which includes frontend and back-end channels. The detailed information is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The BPM sum signal was sent to
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The transverse feedback systems and longitudinal feedback systems of BEPCII performed well and played an
important role during the running of BEPCII double rings.
They can suppress the strong multi-bunch instabilities at
the higher beam current of over 750mA. In the last run of
BEPCII, we have stored 805mA in positron ring and
911mA in electron ring respectively. 750mA colliding
beams have been realized.
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OPERATION OF DIAMOND LIGHT SOURCE XBPMS WITH ZERO BIAS
C. Bloomer, G. Rehm, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
Abstract
Tungsten blade X-ray Beam Position Monitors
(XBPMs) have been used at Diamond Light Source
since 2007, however a long-standing problem with these
devices has been the growth of leakage current through
the ceramic insulation within the XBPMs over time, often
becoming greater than 10 % of the signal current after a few
years of operation. The growth of these leakage currents
has been found to be exacerbated by the application of
a negative bias (-70 V) to the tungsten blades, a bias
suggested for optimum position sensitivity. This bias is
applied in order to accelerate free electrons away from the
surface of the blades and to prevent cross-talk, however,
we have found that the operation of the XBPMs without
bias has negligible impact on our measurements. Removal
of the bias has been found to prevent the growth of leakage
currents over time, and can also significantly reduce the
cost of our signal acquisition by removing the need for a
low-current amplifier with a bias supply.

Figure 1: An illustration outlining the principal of
operation behind the XBPMs. The ceramic insulation
that is used to hold the XBPM blades in place, and
to electrically isolate them from the rest of the XBPM
chamber, is indicated by the resistor.

Figure 2: A schematic showing the insulation, and how the
tungsten blade is fixed to the copper blade holder.
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INTRODUCTION
A critical requirement of synchrotron users is a stable
X-ray beam. In order to help achieve this at Diamond
Light Source (DLS) most beamlines have two tungstenblade XBPMs located in their front ends. These devices are
most commonly used to monitor for medium- to long-term
(weeks, months) angular movement of the X-ray beam.
When monitoring for longer time periods then problems
with the electrical leakage within the XBPMs had been
found to influence the calculated beam position. This paper
discusses the cause of this problem, and the steps taken to
counter it.
The XBPMs operate on the principal of photoionisation:
incident X-ray photons strike the surface of the tungsten
blades and eject electrons. This loss of electrons from
the blade material is measured by a sensitive ammeter.
Ceramic insulation electrically isolates the blade material
from the copper ‘blade holder’ and the XBPM assembly.
This basic principal has been used for some decades as the
basis for photon beam monitoring [1][2][3][4].
As the signal currents measured are typically low, ~ µA,
the integrity of the insulation used to isolate the blades
from the XBPM chamber is vital. A degradation of
this insulation will lead to current leakage, leading to
position measurement inaccuracies. Figure 1 illustrates
the principal behind the XBPM operation, and Fig. 2
shows how the tungsten blades are fixed within the XBPM
assembly.
Commonly, an electrical bias is applied within the
XBPM to either: repel ejected electrons away from the
376

XBPM blades [1]; to attract these electrons to some
‘collection electrode’; to attempt to discriminate against
photons of a certain energy (usually background light from
optical elements); or a combination of all of these [2]. This
biasing is designed to improve the signal/noise ratio, and to
reduce cross-talk between the four blades, thus improving
the linearity of the XBPM response.

MEASUREMENTS OF LONG-TERM
ELECTRICAL DRIFT IN OUR XBPMS
Over many years of operation at DLS it has been
observed that the insulation between the copper blade
holder and the tungsten blades within our XBPMs has
been degrading. On the worst affected XBPMs after three
years the insulation resistance had fallen from ~ 100 GΩ
to ~ 10 MΩ. Figure 3 shows the effects on two XBPMs
over this period of time. Data is sampled only during
shutdown periods (i.e. when there is no beam illuminating
the blades). What is seen here is the ‘leakage current’
through the ceramic insulation, driven by the -70 V blade
bias. Starting with ~ 1 pA leakage currents seen during
XBPM commissioning in 2007, this leakage current is
seen to have increased by 7 orders of magnitude by
2011. The photoionisation currents seen with beam
on these XBPMs are ~ 100 µA, so the leakage current
represents > 10 % of this normal signal, and while easily
measurable, it contributes towards an uncertainty in the
XBPM measurement.
Figure 3 also illustrates that the increases in leakage
BPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 4: The ceramic sleeves that electrically isolate the
XBPM blades from the XBPM vessel. Dark-coloured
deposits are visible on the white ceramic surface.
an analysis of the dark deposits on the ceramics found the
presence of various metals1 , but no tungsten.

Figure 3: Blade currents (blade A, B, C, D) for XBPM-02
on the I11 beamline, top, and XBPM-02 on the I22
beamline, bottom. These two XBPMs exhibited the
largest leakage currents seen at DLS. In November 2010
the ceramic insulation was replaced in the I11 XBPM,
reducing, but not eliminating, the leakage current.
current were not uniform over time: it varies by XBPM,
and by blade. ‘Jumps’ in current are measured, sometimes
seen across all four blades on an XBPM, sometimes on
just one blade. There was no obvious correlation found at
DLS between the XBPMs with the highest leakage current
and those that saw the most flux, or those with a certain
blade geometry, or those of a particular Insertion Device
(ID) type. The only consistency found was that in the
affected XBPMs all four blades were always found to have
significant leakage current.
In November 2010 the XBPM-02 on I11 was removed
in order to examine it and attempt to determine the cause
of the leakage current. New ceramic insulation components
were installed, and these succeeded in reducing the leakage
current significantly, but they did not return to their
2007 levels. The removed ceramics were found to be
discoloured: a dark-coloured deposit had formed on the
surface of the ceramics where they had been in contact with
the blade holder clamp plate. Figure 4 shows the ceramic
insulation sleeves removed from I11, while Fig. 2 shows
their location within the XBPM.
This leakage current is not unique to DLS, and has been
reported at other light sources [5]. A similar black residue
has also been found in XBPMs at other synchrotrons, and

BPMs and Beam Stability

During XBPM commissioning at DLS it was found that
increasing the bias applied to the tungsten blades, up to
-70 V, had the effect of increasing the measured signal
current, see Fig. 5. The increased signal current also
improved the signal/noise ratio. These improvements were
seen to taper off beyond -70 V, so there was little need to
increase the bias further.
The XBPMs at Diamond also have an HV collection
electrode, a copper aperture located close to the blades. It
is possible to bias this up to +1000 V in order to attract
the electrons ejected from the surface of the XBPM blades.
This is designed to help prevent the ejected electrons from
colliding with neighbouring blades and causing cross-talk.
However, it has been found that biasing this HV electrode
makes negligible difference in either reducing cross-talk,
or improving the signal/noise ratio of the XBPM signals.
The sensitivity of the XBPM, as measured during stepper
motor scans, was found to be unchanged. Figure 6 shows
the effect that this positive bias has on the XBPM blade
response during normal operation: there is no change in
the signal seen.
Experiments at the DLS Test Beamline, B16, demonstrated that the -70 V blade bias preferentially ‘selects’
soft X-rays, the bias amplifying the photoionization effect
for photons of ~ 5 keV, discriminating against photons of
> 6 keV. These results can be seen in Fig. 7. At other light
sources, XBPMs that utilize a large negative bias have been
developed that discriminate against low energy photons,
< 1 keV [2], however for our B16 test the X-ray window
we had available limited us to a minimum photon energy
of 4 keV, so we were unable to confirm the effectiveness of
this technique.
When we analysed these empirical results during initial
XBPM commissioning in 2008 at Diamond we reached
1 Metals found included C, Fe,

Ne, Al, Cu, Ni, Si, Cr, Zr, Y, K, and Ca!
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the conclusion that, for our DLS IDs with tungsten-blade
XBPMs, a blade bias of -70 V produced a satisfactory
ratio of signal/noise, and a higher bias than this provided
no benefit. For our Dipole beamlines with copper-blade
XBPMs the same empirical techniques suggested a suitable
blade bias to be -20 V. In both cases we found that the
HV electrode biasing had no effect. Anecdotal evidence
from other third generation light sources corroborated our
results.
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Figure 5: Measured XBPM blade response for varying ID
gaps on I11. As one increases the bias voltage from 0 V to
-70 V the signal increases, improving signal/noise.

Figure 6: Results from I16, XBPM-01. As the HV
electrode was ramped up to +1000V under nominal
conditions (300 mA stored beam current, ID at 7.0 mm
gap) the XBPM blade response was recorded. Negligible
difference was seen to either the overall currents, or the
signal/noise ratio.

THE EFFECTS OF LEAKAGE CURRENTS
AND EFFORTS TO PREVENT THEIR
FUTURE GROWTH
When the -70 V bias is present, a leakage current of some
µAs is always present, however this leakage current is not
constant and varies over time. This introduces an error into
the position measurement. As of 2011, the leakage currents
represented a significant fraction (1 %-10 %) of the signal
seen on the majority of beamlines at DLS.
One XBPM (on beamline I06) was returned to the manufacturer, where it had the insulating ceramics removed and
upgraded. An in-house effort to remedy the degradation of
the insulation was made on beamline I11, where XBPM-02
was removed from the storage ring to have its insulating
ceramics replaced. This turned out to be a time-consuming
procedure though. To remove the XBPMs a vacuum
intervention is required on the beamline front end, exposing
the machine to some degree of risk. The procedure also did
not remedy the problem as well as had been hoped, and
relatively high leakage currents remained (see Fig. 3).
After some consideration, a better solution was found to
be to turn off the XBPM blade bias. This does not ‘fix’
the insulation, however it does eliminate the variable offset
seen in the signal current due to leakage.
By eliminating the -70 V blade bias the only signal
seen at our ammeter is the loss of electrons via the
photoionization process. (There is still some leakage
current that flows through the ceramic. However the
internal resistance of the ammeter is tiny, measured to be
in the region of 1 kΩ, compared to the 10 MΩ resistance of
our residue-coated ceramic. The amount of current flowing
through the ceramic becomes totally negligible.) By 2010
it had been noted elsewhere that the bias was not absolutely
required for operation, and that satisfactory signal/noise
ratios and linear response could both be achieved without
it [6][5].

XBPM MEASUREMENTS USING ZERO
BIAS
Figure 7: Experimental results showing the % increase in
XBPM signal that a -70 V bias causes (compared to no
bias), for various X-ray energies. The -70 V bias has a
tendency to preferentially select soft X-rays. These results
were obtained using dedicated beam time on the B16 Test
Beamline at Diamond.
378

In January 2011 we turned off the bias for XBPMs on
all beamlines following successful test results. Figures 8
and 9 show the measured XBPM response without bias.
The position measurement remains good at 0 V bias, and
even across a wide range of beam positions (±1.0 mm)
there is no noticable increase in cross-talk between the
blades.
BPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 10: A sense resistor can be substituted for the
ammeter, so long as the Isense >> Ileakage .

Figure 8: Results from a 2D stepper motor scan of the
I24 XBPM-01 with, and without bias. The recorded
∆/Σ position measurements are shown, with points evenly
spaced: each represents a 200 µm stepper motor movement.

However, for dipole sources the signal current from the
XBPMs remains within a very narrow band for virtually
all machine conditions (whilst top-up is running). In this
case four thermally-stable resistors and a 4-channel 16-bit
0-10 V ADC offer the same resolution as a specialised ‘low
current amplifier’, but at a fraction of the cost. Figure 10
shows the schematic for such a measurement circuit.
Our tests have shown that we can still operate with submicron position resolution using this method, and we plan
to use this system on the upcoming B24 beamline.

Figure 9: The linearity of the XBPM measurements for
horizontal and vertical stepper motor displacements.
It was found that the linearity of the XBPM position
measurements remained, and that the scale factors were
improved by the removal of the bias. This has the
unanticipated effect of making the position measurement
more sensitive. Without bias we still achieve 100 nm
resolution at kHz bandwidths, as measured by acquiring
XBPM data synchronously with electron BPM data from
directly either side of the X-ray source. The two sets of data
correlate extremely well, and are able to give us a value for
the resolution of the XBPMs.

THE SCOPE FOR NEW ELECTRONICS
The option of running without any form of bias on
the XBPMs has opened up the possibility of simplifying
our acquisition electronics chain. Previously, for each
XBPM (two per beamline) we purchased a 4-channel low
current amplifier with a built-in bias source. However,
generally speaking, on our XBPMs for dipole sources and
for standard in-vacuum IDs we measure signal currents
on each blade of >10 µA and >100 µA respectively. At
these currents, the requirement for a ‘low current amplifier’
is relaxed: one can even measure these currents with a
standard 0-10 V ADC, by measuring the voltage drop seen
across a resistor in series with the signal cable.
For IDs there is the difficulty that if a beamline operates
at a wide range of ID gaps then a single resistor may
not produce a suitable voltage drop for all conditions.

BPMs and Beam Stability

A bias voltage is unnecessary for the operation of
XBPMs at DLS. The addition of the bias voltage was introduced at earlier synchrotrons where beam currents were
smaller and flux was reduced: boosting the signal/noise
ratio was of great importance in order to improve XBPM
position resolution. We speculate that significantly lower
flux seen in the past may be the reason for older facilities
not seeing the same degradation of the insulating ceramics
seen by modern light sources (or seeing these effects at a
much slowed rate).
At DLS there is sufficient flux that the use of a bias on
the XBPM blades, or on an HV electrode, to increase the
signal/noise is not necessary. In any case, running with
slightly reduced signal/noise is certainly a better alternative
to dealing in the long-term with growing leakage currents.
Without bias we still measure 100 nm resolution at kHz
bandwidths when using a low current amplifier.
The option to simplify the acquisition chain on some
future beamlines by using a 0-10 V ADC rather than a low
current amplifier should help to reduce costs. The long
term performance of this system will be tested over the
coming months.
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BEAM-BASED MEASUREMENT OF ID TAPER IMPEDANCE
AT DIAMOND
V. Smaluk#, R. Fielder, G. Rehm, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
R. Bartolini, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK and JAI, Oxford, UK
Abstract
New insertion devices (IDs) are being designed now for
a Diamond upgrade. For in-vacuum undulators, one of the
important topics of the design is the coupling impedance
of the ID vacuum chamber. To get complete and reliable
information of the impedance, numerical simulation and
beam-based measurement have been performed. The
impedance of an existing ID taper geometrically similar
to the new one has been measured using the orbit bump
method. It turns out that in spite of the small magnitude
(few µm) of orbit distortion to be observed in this case,
the BPM resolution is sufficient for this measurement.
The measurement results in comparison with simulation
data are discussed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
Current upgrade plan for the Diamond Light Source
includes introducing additional insertion device (ID)
straights to increase the capacity of the facility. It is
proposed to convert some of the DBA lattice cells into a
double-DBA, with a new ID straight between the two
achromats [1]. The new lattice allows the introduction of
a 2-m long in-vacuum ID with 5 mm gap without
impacting the limiting aperture of the existing ring and
with negligible impact on emittance and energy spread.

chamber. The chamber includes flat tapered transitions,
vertical aperture of which can be changed from 5 mm (ID
closed) up to 30 mm (ID open), see Fig. 1. The entry and
exit vertical aperture of the ID vacuum chamber is
18.4 mm, the length of taper is 108.5 mm, and the width
of parallel copper plates forming the transition is 84 mm.
A possibility of decreasing the taper length has been
studied because of the limited longitudinal space in the
new ID section. To get complete and reliable information
of the coupling impedance, numerical simulation and
beam-based measurement have been performed.

CST SIMULATION
Both longitudinal and transverse wake fields and
impedances of the new ID section vacuum chamber have
been calculated using 3D simulation code CST Particle
Studio [2]. Transverse wake fields have been simulated
for a range of the ID gap values. To reduce the computing
time, a model with simplified geometry was used, see
Fig. 2. The length of the central part is 20 mm in the
model, whereas the real undulator is 2480 mm long, the
entrance and exit apertures are 84x18.4 mm2, and the
vertical size of the central part varies from 4 mm up to
30 mm with 2 mm step.

Figure 2: CST model.

Figure 1: Layout of the tapered transition.
A standard U21 in-vacuum ID was assumed for the new
beamline, although a CPMU is also under consideration.
For the in-vacuum undulators, one of the important issues
of design is the coupling impedance of the ID vacuum
___________________________________________
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To compare with the measurement results, the vertical
kick factor k⊥ was calculated using CST Particle Studio
simulation data. The kick factor k⊥ is a function of the
transverse dipole impedance Z⊥(ω) and the bunch power
spectrum h(ω)=λ(ω)λ*(ω), or, in time domain, a function
of the wake potential V⊥(t) and beam linear density λ(t):

k 

1





 Im Z
0





( )h( )d   V (t ) (t )dt ,

(1)



where λ(ω) is the Fourier transform of λ(t).
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Figure 3 shows an example of simulated vertical wake
potential (a) and impedance (b), beam linear density is
also shown.
0
y

100

(3)

λ

−100

q
k  y0
Ee

−150

where Δq is the bunch charge variation, ν is the betatron
tune, β is the beta function, and µ is the betatron phase
advance. This wave-like orbit deviation can be measured
using beam position monitors (BPMs), and the wave
amplitude gives the information about the reactive part of
dipole transverse impedance at the bump location.
To reduce the systematic error caused by intensitydependent behaviour of the BPM electronics, this error is
also measured and then subtracted. First of all, after the
initial global correction of orbit to zero, two reference
orbits y01 and y02 are measured at the high and low values
of beam current. Then, after creating the orbit bump, two
orbits y1 and y2 are measured again at the same beam
current values. In the four-orbit combination
Δy=(y2 − y1) − (y02 − y01), the systematic error is
eliminated, as well as the bump itself.
Relative accuracy of the kick factor measurement
depends on the BPM resolution δyBPM as

50
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Figure 3: Wake potential (a) and impedance (b)
calculated by CST Particle Studio.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
To estimate impedance of the new ID taper, the kick
factor of an existing ID taper geometrically similar to the
new one has been measured using the orbit bump method.
The measurement technique has been developed and
realised fist at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics [3,4].
Later, this technique was used for measurements of the
narrow-gap ID chambers impedance at APS [5] and
impedance of a movable beam scraper at ELETTRA [6].
The method is based on the fact that an off-axis beam
passing through the vacuum chamber section with a nonzero transverse impedance is deflected by the wake-fields.
If a bunched beam is displaced from the equilibrium orbit
at the location of the transverse impedance, the beamimpedance interaction results in a kick of the beam
transverse momentum Δy′ proportional to the beam
displacement y0 at the impedance location:

y ' 

q
k  y0 ,
E e

(2)

where q is the bunch charge, E is its energy, and k⊥ is the
kick factor (1).
Thus, if an orbit bump is created at the impedance
location s0 and two orbits are measured with different
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where N>>1 is the number of BPMs. In spite of the small
magnitude (few µm) of orbit deviation to be observed, the
resolution of Diamond BPMs is sufficient for this
measurement.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The vertical kick factor of ID16 has been measured for
7 values of the ID gap height. Note that a single-bunch
effect was measured and the orbit deviation (3) is
proportional to the single bunch charge variation. But due
to the limitation of a single-bunch current in the Diamond
storage ring, the measurements were carried out with a
special beam filling pattern: 5 or 10 equally-spaced
bunches. This was done to improve the BPM
performance, because the BPM sensitivity is proportional
to the average beam current. We assume that the bunchto-bunch distance was large enough to let the short-range
wake fields disappear, and there was no bunch-to-bunch
interaction.
Figure 4 and Fig. 5 show the orbit deviation (3)
measured with the same gap height of 5 mm (ID closed),
but the first measurement has been performed with the
bunch charge difference Δq = 1.4 nC and the bump height
y0 = 1.0 mm, whereas for the second measurement
Δq = 2.5 nC and y0 = 1.5 mm. As one can see, the orbit
wave amplitude increases proportionally.
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beam intensity, the orbit deviation caused by the beamimpedance interaction is:
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ID gap:5mm ΔIb=0.8mA ΔIp=56.6A Δqb=1.4nC y0=1.0mm βy0=3.3m ky=697.1±153.5V/pC/m
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Figure 4: Orbit deviation: Δq = 1.4 nC, y0 = 1.0 mm.
ID gap:5mm ΔIb=1.4mA ΔIp=101.1A Δqb=2.5nC y0=1.5mm βy0=3.3m ky=508.2±76.8V/pC/m
4
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Figure 5: Orbit deviation: Δq = 2.5 nC, y0 = 1.5 mm.
In these graphs, the red dots represent average values of
10 consecutive measurements of beam position and the
error bars – standard deviations. The solid line is the
model orbit deviation (3) fitting the measured data with k⊥
as a fit parameter. Note that the pure BPM noise resulting
in uncorrelated beam position uncertainty is not expected
to be that large. So we can suspect that there were real
orbit fluctuations (correlated motion due to a single or
several unstable correctors), which might have some
impact on the error estimate. As a result, the error bars in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 represent the integral error of the orbit
measurement including both BPM noise and beam
position fluctuations.
Note that formula (3) is derived for a short bump, with
the beta function β(s0) and betatron phase advance µ(s0)
assumed constant through the bump length. As for the
real measurements, the bump length is a couple of meters,
and the beta function and betatron phase has been taken
averaged over the bump length. Thus the measured orbit
deviation represents effects of all impedances located
within the bump.
The measurement results are summarized in Fig. 6.
There are values of the vertical kick factor ky calculated
using the measured data in comparison with the CST
Particle Studio simulation data. Since the simulation has
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been carried out for the simplified ID taper and the
contribution of the other environment was not taken into
account, an offset has been added to the simulation data
for better fit of the measured kick factor. Actually, the
offset should be measured at 18.4 mm gap, where the
taper is flat and the impedance of the taper itself is zero.
ID16: 2d=18.4 mm l=108.5 mm

700

measurement
CST (taper only)+offset

600
500

ky, V/pC/m
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Figure 6: Vertical kick factor vs ID gap.
The gap-height dependence of the measured and
simulated data looks quite consistent, except the point
corresponding to the ID completely open (29 mm), where
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the measurement conditions were different: Δq = 0.9 nC
(10-bunch pattern) and y0 = 1 mm, whereas for all other
gap values measurements were performed with Δq = 2 –
2.5 nC (5-bunch pattern) and y0 = 1.5 mm. So there are
two possible reasons of the overestimated ky value
measured at 29 mm gap: either the measurement accuracy
was poor because of smaller effect, which is proportional
to y0Δq, or the bunch-to-bunch interaction was not
negligible because of smaller bunch-to-bunch distance.
Nevertheless, we can conclude that the BPM system of
Diamond storage ring provides sufficient accuracy to
measure such small effects.
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STATUS OF THE STRIPLINE BEAM POSITION MONITOR
DEVELOPMENT FOR THE CLIC DRIVE BEAM*
A. Benot-Morell, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland and IFIC (CSIC-UV), Valencia, Spain
L. Søby, M. Wendt, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
A. Faus-Golfe, IFIC (CSIC-UV), Valencia, Spain
J.M. Nappa, S. Vilalte, IN2P3-LAPP, Annecy-le-Vieux, France
S. Smith, SLAC National Accelerator Lab, Menlo Park CA, USA
Abstract
In collaboration with SLAC, LAPP and IFIC, a first
prototype of a stripline Beam Position Monitor (BPM) for
the CLIC Drive Beam and its associated readout
electronics has been successfully tested in the CLIC Test
Facility linac (CTF3) at CERN. In addition, a modified
prototype with downstream terminated striplines is under
development to improve the suppression of unwanted RF
signal interference. This paper presents the results of the
beam tests, and the most relevant aspects for the modified
stripline BPM design and its expected improvements.
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INTRODUCTION
CLIC, a Compact electron-positron LInear Collider
proposed to probe high energy physics (HEP) in the TeV
energy scale, is based on a two-beam scheme. RF power,
required to accelerate a high energy luminosity beam is
extracted from a high current Drive Beam (DB), whose
decelerator requires more than 40000 quadrupoles, each
holding a BPM. These BPMs face several challenges, as
they will be operated in close proximity to the Power
Extraction and Transfer Structures (PETS), while the
accuracy requirements are demanding (20 μm). They
have to be compact, inexpensive and operate below the
waveguide (WG) cut-off frequency of the beam pipe to

ensure purity of the position signals, which rules out the
signal processing at the 12 GHz bunching frequency. Also
wakefields, and hence the longitudinal impedance, should
be kept low. The first proposed solution was a compact,
downstream shortened stripline BPM utilizing a lowfrequency (<40 MHz) signal processing scheme operating
in the accelerator tunnel. The system has been recently
tested with beam in the CLIC Test Facility 3 (CTF3), in
presence of low and high power interfering 12 GHz RF
signals from the PETS. In parallel, a second prototype
stripline BPM, with improved notch-filtering properties at
12GHz, has been developed.

BEAM TESTS ON A PROTOTYPE BPM
Following a comprehensive laboratory characterization
[3][4], a stripline BPM prototype with short-circuited
electrodes at their downstream end has been tested under
realistic beam conditions in CTF3. The BPM pickup was
installed in the Test Beam Line (TBL) in close proximity
to a de-accelerating structure, to study the immunity to
high power RF pulse (Fig. 1). The beam tests have been
performed in two configurations: with 6 MW and 60 MW
of PETS power at 12 GHz, running a beam current of 10
A and 22 A, respectively.

Figure 1: Layout of TBL girders n° 8 and 9 showing the test setup.
___________________________________________

*Work supported by MINECO contract FPA2010-21456-C02-01,
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For both configurations, the performance of the
acquisition electronics, located in a shielded area behind
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the beam dump was satisfactory, as the expected
waveforms [3] were obtained (Fig. 2).
60

A, Up Right
B, Down Left
C, Up Left
D, Down Right

Voltage (mV)

40
20
0
−20

the vertical sensitivity, for both PETS settings the
measured BPM parameters are very similar, indicating
only little from the effect of the PETS RF power on the
beam position measurement. Figures 4 and 5 display the
measured data along with linear fits, showing the change
in the electrical offset (EOS) for the two power settings.
The data also indicates a tilt between quadrupole
QDR0800 and our BPM in the order of 5 mrad for the
horizontal plane and 7 mrad for the vertical plane.
Table 1: Linearity and Sensitivity Parameters

−40
−60
1.25
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Parameter
V sensitivity SV (m-1)
H sensitivity SH (m-1)
V offset EOSV (mm)
H offset EOSH (mm)
V RMS lin. error (ȝm)
H RMS lin. error (ȝm)
Ibeam (A)
tpulse (ns)

1.75

Figure 2: Output signals of the electronics for a centred
beam (beam pulse: 140 ns, PETS RF power: 60 MW).

Linearity and Sensitivity

BEAM 60
75.3±0.6
94.2±1.4
-1.91±0.02
0.46±0.04
92.73
120.00
22
140

0.4
0.2
0
(Δ/Σ)x (60MW)

Δ/Σ

In this first beam test, the stripline BPM was installed
into the beam-line at location 0860 – under a 450 rotation,
to account for synchrotron radiation issues in some arc
areas of the final design of the CLIC drive beam-line.
Figure 3 gives an idea of the expected position sensitivity
and linearity, based on a 2D electrostatic analysis in the
horizontal plane. It calculates to d(ǻ/Ȉ)/dx|x=0=101.8 m-1
at the centre, but varies to more than 10% for beam
displacements >±3 mm.

BEAM 6
72.4±1.8
98.1±1.7
-1.76±0.07
0.24±0.05
250.42
182.87
10
240

(Δ/Σ) (60MW)
y

−0.2

lfit (60MW)
x

lfit (60MW)
y

−0.4

(Δ/Σ)x (6MW)
(Δ/Σ) (6MW)
x

−0.6

lfit (6MW)
y

−6

Some brief tests on sensitivity and linearity on the
entire BPM system, i.e. stripline BPM and read-out
electronics, have been made using a stretched wire setup
[4], and now with beam as well. The wire, respectively
the beam, has been moved in a ±5 mm range, horizontally
and vertically. The beam movement was realized by
physical movements of a preceding quadrupole
(QDR0800), while crosschecking the beam displacement
by recording the beam positions of the neighbouring
BPMs, BPS0850 and BPS0910. Table 1 summarizes the
results based on linear fits to obtain the sensitivity, the
electrical offset (EOS), the linearity error and the
nonlinearity contribution to the overall precision, giving
the uncertainty in the position measurements. However, it
has to be mentioned that these results are not taking the
effect of the quadrupole at position 0900 into account,
which may explain the discrepancy between calculated
and measured sensitivity, particularly in the vertical plane.
The beam measurements have been performed for two
different settings of the PETS RF power, 6 MW (BEAM
6) and 60 MW (BEAM 60). Despite the general issue on
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Figure 4: Dependency of the difference-over-sum ratio on
the beam displacement in the horizontal plane for PETS
RF power values of 6 MW (dashed lines) and 60 MW
(solid lines).
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Figure
3:
Horizontal
position
characteristic
(equipotentials of ǻ/Ȉ) of the stripline BPM, in a 450
rotated installation.
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Figure 5: Dependency of the difference-over-sum ratio on
the beam displacement in the vertical plane for PETS RF
power values of 6 MW (dashed lines) and 60 MW (solid
lines).
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Resolution
Currently the prototype electronics have not been
integrated into the control and timing system of CTF3, so
we were unable to synchronise shot-by-shot data to the
other 16 BPMs in the beam-line, thus to entangle beam
motion from the residual noise systematics of the BPM.
Simply analysing the RMS value of 85 consecutive beam
shots gives an upper resolution limit of 43.3 ȝm and 54.9
ȝm for the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively.
These values are consistent with the analysis of the
neighbouring BPMs: BPS0850, 64.2 ȝm (H) and 80.9 ȝm
(V), and BPS0910, 73.3 ȝm (H) and 66.9 ȝm (V).

1st or 2nd notch results in a quite short physical length of
the electrode, having a similar dimension as the beam
pipe diameter, which causes unwanted resonances [4].
Operating the BPM with a stripline length of l=37.5
mm in the CTF drive beam with a bunching period of
83.33 ps results in a time delay of 3x83.33 ps = 250 ps
between the direct and the reflected BPM signals The
ideal response to a multi-bunch train will then only show
the first and last triplets of bunches, the signals from all
other bunches in-between will cancel, assuming the notch
filter effect is perfect and precisely tuned to 12 GHz (Fig.
7). Table 2 compares the relevant design parameters and
dimensions for this new prototype and the initial design.
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MODIFIED STRIPLINE BPM DESIGN
The first 4-port stripline BPM prototype, as presented
in the previous section, is not providing the expected
transfer response of an ideal stripline BPM. The
discrepancy is particularly large at high frequencies, also
due to geometry constraints as described in [4], and as a
result this BPM with short-circuited stripline electrodes at
their downstream end provides insufficient filtering at the
12 GHz CLIC DB beam harmonics. In order to improve
this issue, a modified version with downstream
terminated electrodes, thus 8 ports, has been developed. It
provides an improved suppression of unwanted 12 GHz
RF signals, while offering a loop-thru calibration with test
signals using the downstream ports.
The impulse response of an ideal stripline BPM (Fig. 6)
is a pair of pulses of opposed polarity delayed 2l/c0,
where l is the electrode length and c0 is the speed of light
in vacuum. In the frequency domain, the transfer response
will be given by (1):
H(Z )

j

je

Zl

c 0 sin §¨ Zl ·¸
¨ ¸

© c0 ¹

(1)

The minima (notches) of its magnitude will be located at
multiples of c0/2l and its maxima at odd multiples of c0/4l,
as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7: Multi-bunch train response of the modified
prototype.
Table 2: CLIC Drive Beam Stripline BPM Parameters
Parameter
Stripline length
Angular coverage
Electrode thickness
Outer radius
Ch. Impedance
Duct aperture
Resolution
Accuracy
Temporal resolution

Shortened BPM
25 mm
12.5 % (45°)
3.1 mm
17 mm
37 ȍ
23 mm
2 μm
20 μm
10 ns

Terminated BPM
37.5 mm
5.55 % (20°)
1 mm
13.54 mm
50 ȍ
23 mm
2 μm
20 μm
10 ns

The signal processing scheme from the first design
(operating at baseband frequencies, ranging from 4 to 40
MHz, to stay well separated from the microwave PETS
frequency), can be reused with minor adjustments in the
attenuation and gain stages of the readout electronics. A
thorough description of the acquisition system and further
details of the design can be found in [3] and [4].

Geometry Considerations

Figure 6: Stripline BPM impulse response (left) and
transfer function (right).
In this approach we tried to optimize the geometry
within the given real estate to achieve a decent transfer
response, i.e. an effective notch filter effect at 12 GHz.
This was achieved by optimizing the physical length of
the electrode such that the 3rd notch of the stripline pickup transfer response hits this frequency. This solution
seemed to be the best compromise, as optimizing on the
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Similarly as in the first prototype [1], it is necessary to
damp a strong resonance peak of the transverse wake
impedance observed in EM simulations around 12 GHz. A
ring of SiC has been placed at each end of the striplines,
separated from their rounded end by a narrow gap (Fig. 8,
right). However, while successfully damping higher order
modes (HOMs), the dielectric ring also increases the
electrical length the stripline electrodes, thus shifts the
notches to lower frequencies. Therefore, to obtain the
desired frequency behaviour with electrodes of 37.5 mm
physical length, the distance between the upstream and
downstream port pins was reduced to 36.6 mm, which
compensated the lengthening effect of the SiC dampers.
As Figure 8 shows, the stripline electrodes of the
terminated design are less wide (200 vs. 450 coverage) to
ensure a TEM-like field propagation, which reduces
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unwanted spurious resonances and results in an improved
transfer response (see Fig. 11). Evidently, the coupling of
these narrow striplines to the beam is reduced by ~8 dB,
which is not an issue as of the high beam current in the
drive beam.

TUPC12

resembles that of an ideal stripline BPM up to higher
frequencies (~8 GHz). An unavoidable resonance appears
around 10 GHz, which seems to be caused by the TM01
waveguide mode of the vacuum chamber [4]. However, a
substantial notch effect at 12 GHz is still present, and
should improve the suppression to the PETS high power
RF fields.
−135

Terminated
Shortened

−140

Figure 8: Initial (left) and modified (right) stripline BPM
prototypes for CLIC DB.
A conical transition between electrode and coaxial
feedthrough was included in the new BPM design (Fig.
9). This improved the return loss without altering the
frequency response. While changes in the radius of the
cone base causes a slight frequency shift in the transfer
function, the appropriate height of the cone allows to
optimize for the best 50 ȍ impedance matching
compromise, i.e. minimize the reflections in a Time
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) as shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 11: Shortened (green) and terminated (blue) Drive
Beam Stripline BPM Frequency Response.

Figure 9: Transition region to the coaxial feedthrough.
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Figure 10: Effect of the conical transition height in the
impedance matching.
In contrast to the prototype with shortened electrodes,
the frequency response of the modified pick-up (Fig. 11)
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CONCLUSIONS
A first stripline BPM prototype with downstream
terminated electrodes and its acquisition electronics have
performed satisfactorily during the beam tests at CTF3,
providing the expected output signals and levels and the
foreseen radiation-hardness. In the presence of high
power RF interferences from the PETS, a small effect in
the offset was observed, which seems to be caused by
insufficient suppression of 12 GHz CLIC RF fields. This
problem has been addressed by the development of a new
stripline prototype with improved notch filter effect at 12
GHz, providing also the possibility of loop-thru
calibration via the downstream ports.
The performance of both prototypes will be tested
under beam conditions at CTF3, and compared to EM
simulations of a coaxial cavity BPM.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF THE BPM
SYSTEM OF THE ESS LINAC
H. Hassanzadegan, A. Jansson, A. J. Johansson, R. Zeng, ESS AB, Lund, Sweden
K. Strniša, Cosylab, Ljubljana, Slovenia
A. Young, SLAC, Menlo Park, California
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The ESS Linac will include in total more than 140
Beam Position Monitors of different sizes and types. The
BPM system needs to measure the beam position, phase
and intensity in all foreseen beam modes with a pulse rate
of 14 Hz, duration of 2.86 ms and amplitude ranging form
5 mA to 62.5 mA. With respect to the BPM connection to
the Machine Interlock System, the total response time
must be less than 10 μs. The signal level variations from
one BPM to another along the Linac should be as small as
possible to meet the requirements on the analog gain of
the front-end electronics and the dynamic range of the
digitizer card input. The other requirement is that the
BPM system needs to give at least a rough estimation of
the beam position and phase, even if the beam is
significantly debouched, ex. during the Linac tuning
phase. These requirements and their impact on the design
of the BPM detector, the analog front-end electronics and
the selection of the digitizer card are discussed in this
paper along with a general description of the BPM
system.

BPM SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The ESS Linac will include in total more than 140
BPMs (Beam Position Monitors) of different sizes and
types. Most of the BPMs will be mounted and centered in
the quadrupole magnets. Furthermore, 6 BPMs with a
special design are foreseen for the MEBT (Medium
Energy Beam Transport), 8 compact-size BPMs for the
DTL (Drift Tube Linac) and a few wide-aperture BPMs
for the Target monolith. Table 1 summarizes the main
parameters of the ESS beam and the BPM specifications.
According to the current design, most of the BPMs will
be electrostatic button type with a modified version of the
European XFEL (X-ray Free Electron Laser) button style
design. The exceptions are the DTL BPMs, which will be
stripline, and the target monolith BPMs, where
conventional button BPMs may not have the required
performance; therefore another BPM type might be used.
The BPMs will measure the beam position and phase as
well as a rough estimation of the beam intensity. The
position measurement will be used for the purpose of
beam diagnostics and providing input to the BIS (Beam
Interlock System), while the phase measurement in
mainly intended for RF tuning and time-of-flight energy
measurements.
One of the requirements of the ESS BPM system is that
it should be able to measure position and phase of a debunched beam. This is particularly important during
Linac commissioning when an RF cavity is being tuned
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while all downstream cavities are unpowered, resulting in
a significant bunch length growth before the beam is
dumped. As the beam gets de-bunched, the S/N (Signalto-Noise) ratio of the BPM signal will degrade resulting
in a less accurate measurement. Nonetheless, in this
condition, it is still necessary to know the beam phase and
position to tune downstream cavities and ensure that the
beam does not deviate from its foreseen path.
It is planned to use a rastering system upstream of the
target station to uniformly enlarge the interaction area of
the beam with the tungsten target, thus avoiding damages
and increasing the operational life of the target wheel.
The rastering system will move the beam horizontally and
vertically so that the beam sweeps a rectangular area on
the target wheel in a cycle before starting a new one. It is
foreseen to use a few BPMs in the target monolith to
monitor the beam deflection. The associated electronics
of these BPMs need to do some additional processing to
ensure that the beam follows the foreseen path and shut
the beam off if the deviation of the actual position from
the expected one exceeds a limit. A few requirements
should be considered in the design of these BPMs, being
a low signal level due to high beam velocity and large
aperture, a fast response and an augmented robustness
level to work reliably under high radiation.
Table 1: ESS Beam Parameters and BPM Specification
Parameter

Value

Unit

Beam
Max Energy
2
Pulse repetition rate
14
Pulse duration
2.86
Max pulse current (nominal)
62.5
Longitudinal bunch size (1 σ)
2-3
RF frequency
352, 704
BPM detector and electronics
Position measurement accuracy (rms) 100
Position measurement resolution
20
Phase measurement accuracy (rms)
1
Phase measurement resolution
0.2
Phase measurement range
±180
Beam pipe diameter
60, 100
Measurement radius w.r.t. beam pipe
50
BPM cable length
~60
Electronics response time
1-2
ADC sample rate
50-100
ADC bit number
16

GeV
Hz
ms
mA
mm
MHz
μm
μm
°
°
°
mm
%
m
μs
MSa/s
bits

The amplitude of the signal induced in a BPM button is
a function of several parameters including beam velocity,
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button size and beam pipe diameter. As these parameters
vary substantially from the beginning to the end of the
ESS Linac, the frontend electronics needs to include an
adjustable amplifier/attenuator stage to equalize the
amplitude of the BPM signals, so that the full dynamic
range of the ADC input can be utilized.
It is planned to use a custom analogue front-end and a
commercial digitizer module for the implementation of
the BPM low-level electronics. In the analogue front-end,
either the 352 MHz or the 704 MHz harmonic of the
BPM signals will be picked up by some low-noise
electronics. The BPM signals will be level-adjusted,
down-converted, filtered and conditioned before being
fed into the digitizer module. The signals will then be
sampled and fed into an FPGA for the required digital
signal processing including position, phase and intensity
calculations, linearization, interfacing to the control
system, memory read/write etc.

TUPC13

the specifications. At lower energies, the S/N ratio is
higher, resulting in a better BPM resolution.
As the amplitude of the BPM voltage is relatively low
at high beam velocities, larger buttons with a diameter of
25 mm and above are foreseen for the high-energy part of
the Linac.

BPM VOLTAGE CALCULATIONS

BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 1: Calculated BPM signal level along the Linac as
a function of BPM number. The exponential-like decay is
due to the increase of the beam velocity and the sharp
changes are due to differences of the beam pipe diameter
and the button size.

BEAM DEBUNCHING
The ESS BPM system needs to give at least a rough
estimation of the position/phase of a debunched beam.
This will be required, for example, during a cavity phase
scan while the beam is being sent to the nearest beam
dump. As in this case, all downstream cavities will be
unpowered, the beam can become significantly
debunched in the longitudinal direction. Nonetheless, it is
important to know the beam phase and position to tune
downstream cavities and dump the beam without facing a
risk of damage to the Linac components. Fig. 2 shows the
simulated longitudinal beam size growth with no powered
cavity after the spokes section.
As the bunch length gets larger, the 352 MHz and 704
MHz harmonics of the electrode signal become weaker,
degrading the S/N ratio and the BPM resolution. The
distance over which the beam is debunched can be as
large as a few hundred meters and the bunch length can
grow to 400 mm and above. In this condition, the beam
current will be almost DC due to the large overlap of
successive bunches, resulting in very small 352 MHz and
704 MHz components of the BPM signal. Calculations
show that the BPM resolution will degrade by more than
one order of magnitude if the bunch length changes from
the nominal 2-3 mm to 170 mm [2]. The situation will get
even worse if the beam current is decreased, for example
in the diagnostics beam mode. That, at some point, may
even make it impossible to measure the beam
position/phase as the BPM signal cannot be distinguished
from noise.
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The voltage induced on a BPM button can be calculated
by multiplying the beam image current flowing through
the button by the button impedance [1]. The button
impedance is the parallel combination of the
characteristic impedance of the BPM cable and the
parasitic capacitance of the button. At several hundred
MHz, capacitances as low as a few pF can significantly
reduce the overall button impedance, resulting in a low
BPM voltage. Therefore, for the ESS BPMs, the aim is to
use buttons with a large gap (similar to the XFEL design)
to minimize the parasitic capacitance and get enough
voltage out of the button.
Calculations show that with a centered beam, the
voltage induced on the BPM buttons ranges from less
than 100 mV up to several hundred mV depending on the
beam velocity and the beam pipe diameter (see Fig. 1).
Also, the electrode voltage changes significantly as the
beam moves transversally within the beam pipe.
Considering a measurement radius of half the beam pipe
radius, cable length of 60 m and final beam energy of 2
GeV, an amplification factor of about 16 dB will be
needed to utilize the full ±1 Vpp dynamic range of the
ADC input. In the low-energy part of the Linac, the signal
level will be much higher due to the low beam velocity
and smaller aperture, and the BPM signal should be
attenuated by as much as 14 dB in order not to saturate
the ADC input.
The total noise acting on the BPM signal has been
calculated as the sum of the thermal noise and the
effective input noise of the front-end electronics.
Assuming an analogue bandwidth of 10 MHz and an
effective input noise of 10 μV (rms) for the RTM, at the
maximum beam energy, the resultant S/N ratio at the
ADC input is equivalent to about 23 μm, slightly
exceeding the required BPM resolution. In practice,
however, the S/N ratio can be lower due to other noise
sources not taken into account in the calculations.
Therefore, some digital filtering might be needed to meet
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In order to make sure that the BPM system will be able
to measure the beam position and phase in all foreseen
beam modes, it is important to ensure that the amplitude
of the first and the second harmonic is large enough so
that it can be sampled satisfying a minimum S/N ratio.

response time for acting on the BIS system should not
exceed 100 μs. As these BPMs will be installed close to
the target wheel, they need to work reliably under high
radiation levels in addition to having a small size due to
the limited space in the target monolith.
Meeting these requirements simultaneously can be
challenging with the current design of the BPM system.
The 1 μs acquisition time is about the fastest response
time that can be achieved with the currently-planed BPM
electronics. On the other hand, meeting the 1 mm
accuracy might be difficult due to the degraded S/N ratio
caused by the high beam velocity, large aperture and
significant BPM non-linearity with an off-centered beam.
For those reasons, it may become necessary to use a
different BPM type for the rastering system, or relax the
rastering requirements.

BPM ELECTRONICS
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Figure 2: Simulated bunch size along the x, y, z and time
axis with no powered cavity after the spokes. Courtesy of
Ryoichi Miyamoto (ESS Beam Dynamics group).

BPMS FOR THE RASTERING SYSTEM
In order to avoid damages to the target wheel and
increase its operational life, a series of quadrupole
magnets combined with a rastering system will be used to
uniformly enlarge the area where the proton beam hits the
tungsten target [3]. The rastering system will move the
beam horizontally and vertically so that it paints a
rectangular area on the target wheel, thus spreading the
power over a larger area.
Beam deflection will be done by two sets of horizontal
and vertical dipole magnets powered by some ramping
power supplies. The horizontal and vertical movements
will be synchronized with each other so that the beam
does not hit a single point on the target wheel more than
once during a complete sweep.
It is foreseen to use two BPMs in the target monolith
for the rastering system; one upstream and one
downstream of the proton window right before the target
wheel. These BPMs will be used to measure the beam
deviation from its expected path and send a beam abort
request to the BIS if the deviation exceeds a certain
threshold, ex. due to a failure of the magnet power supply.
The BIS will then shut the beam off to avoid damages to
the target monolith or the upstream Linac components.
According to the current design, the BPMs of the
rastering system need to measure the beam position
within a large aperture of about 160 mm by 60 mm with a
time resolution of 1 μs and accuracy of 1 mm. The total
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In the BPM electronics, either the 352 MHz or the 704
MHz harmonic of the BPM voltage will be processed to
calculate the beam position and phase. The processed
frequency will be opposite to RF to minimize potential
disturbances from nearby RF sources. The BPM
electronics will be based on a custom analogue front-end
connected to a commercial digitizer module. MTCA.4
(Telecommunication Computing Architecture for Physics
Research) standard is currently planned for the
implementation of the electronics.
Two options are currently under investigation for the
detection of the BPM signals, being 1) sampling directly
in RF and 2) sampling after down-mixing to IF. One of
these methods or both will be used later on after their
performances have been checked in practice.
It is planned to develop a new RTM (Rear Transiton
Module) through external collaborations for the detection
of the BPM signal with a potential use for the LLRF
(Low Level Radio Frequency) system as well. In order to
meet the requirements on the BPM resolution and the fast
response time, a 16-bit ADC with a sampling frequency
more than 100 MSa/s will be used in combination with
high FPGA processing power for the required digital
signal processing. A prototype MTCA.4 crate (see Fig. 3)
including a commercial RTM and AMC (Advanced
Mezzanine Card) has already been procured and
successfully tested at low RF frequencies.
A BPM test bench has been designed and will be used
later on for testing the electronics and the BPM detector.
The timing and synchronization signals required for the
BPM system includes a 352 MHz RF phase reference, an
ADC clock synchronized to RF, and a 14 Hz trigger for
the synchronization of the data acquisition to the Linac
repetition rate. Implementation details of these signals are
currently under discussion with the RF group and the ICS
(Integrated Control System) division.
Also, a digital interface to the BIS is being discussed
with the MPS (Machine Protection System) group to shut
the beam off within 10 μs in case a fault has been
detected by the BPM system.
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The BPM electronics will be integrated into EPICS
(Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System). A
preliminary version of the required software including a
user-space driver for the digitizer card, an EPICS
application and a GUI (Graphical User Interface) has
been prepared by Cosylab and tested on the prototype
MTCA.4 system with promising results.

TUPC13

SUMMARY
The ESS Linac will include in total more than 140
BPMs of various sizes and types. The BPMs will be
mostly button type and will be mounted and centered in
the quadrupole magnets. Several requirements have to be
fullfilled in the design of the BPM detectors and the lowlevel electronics, being equalization of the BPM voltages
along the Linac, position/phase measurement of a
debunched beam as well as a fast response and a wide
aperture in particular for the rastering system. Meeting
these requirements needs a careful design of the BPM
detector and the front-end electronics. It is planned to use
a custom analogue front-end combined with a commercial
digitizer to detect the BPM signals and digitally process
them for position, phase and intensity measurements.
MTCA.4 standard is planned for the implementation of
the electronics. A prototype MTCA.4 system has already
been procured and successfully tested through external
collaborations.
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Figure 3: Picture of the prototype MTCA.4 system.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A LOW-BETA BUTTON BPM FOR PXIE PROJECT*
A. Lunin#, N. Eddy, T. Khabiboulline, V. Lebedev, V. Yakovlev,
FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
The button Beam Position Monitor (BPM) is under
development for a low beta section of the Project X
Injector Experiment (PXIE) at Fermilab. The presented
paper includes an analytical estimation of the BPM
performance as well a direct wake field simulation with
CST Particle Studio (on a hexahedral mesh). In addition
we present a novel approach of a low beta beam
interaction with BPM electrodes realized with ANSYS
HFSS Time Domain (TD) solver on unstructured
tetrahedral mesh. Both methods show a good agreement
of BPM output signals for various beam parameters.
Finally we describe the signal processing scheme and the
electronics we are going to use.

INTRODUCTION
The Project X Injector Experiment (PXIE) is an
undergoing project at Fermilab [1]. The PXIE layout
includes two low beta superconducting cryomodules
capable of accelerating 1 mA average current of H- beam
up to 30 MeV. The beam parameters of PXIE
superconducting section are listed in the Table 1.
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Table 1: Beam Parameters at PXIE SC Section
Operation Mode

CW

Beam Energy

2.5 ÷ 32 MeV

ȕ

0.07 ÷ 0.26

Average Beam Current

1 mA

Bunch charge

30 pC

Bunch length, rms

1 ÷ 2 mm

The beam instrumentation within the cryogenic
environment needs an extra care to meet ultra-high
vacuum, cryogenic and clean room requirements
simultaneously. Thus, it is limited mostly to beam orbit
monitoring with button BPM pickups due to its simple
mechanical design and reliability. For a low energy beam
the button-type pickups yield good compromise between
amplitude and time responses. In order to optimize the
response for precision beam position measurements we
used both simple analytical estimations and full 3D
simulations using both CST Studio wake-field and
ANSYS HFSS TD solvers [2,3]. First prototype of a cold
BPM is currently under production as a part of the Half
Wave Resonator (HWR) cryomodule for PXIE
developing by ANL [4]
___________________________________________

* Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, contract No. DEAC02-07CH11359
#lunin@fnal.gov
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ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATION
A point-like low-beta bunch of charged particles
moving inside a hollow metal beam pipe is followed by
electromagnetic field with longitudinal extension of about
chamber radius. The field on the inner wall of a beam
pipe induces a surface wall current which will generate a
voltage from pickup electrodes.
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Figure 1: Electrostatic solution for surface electric field
produced by 1pC point charge located on the axis within
the circle beam pipe of Ø36 mm.
For non-relativistic bunch and vacuum chamber with
constant radius we can neglect the relativistic shortening
of bunch field. Then an instant electric field distribution
for a point charge moving along the pipe axis is the same
as for a charge in the rest [5]:
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Here r and z are the transverse and longitudinal
coordinates, q is the charge, a is the beam pipe radius and
k is the wave-number. The central part of the field
distribution on the surface can be fitted by a Gaussian:
ܧ ሺܽǡ ݖሻ ൎ
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where ıE § 0.55a is the rms width of the field distribution.
The example of a surface electric field distribution in the
Ø36 mm circle beam pipe is illustrated in Fig. 1 in a
comparison with the instant field distribution for the 2
mm rms bunch moving with ȕ=0.15 speed obtained by a
numerical simulation with CST Studio. Both, analytical
and numerical, results show a good mutual agreement.
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Because of a long tail of field distribution, about a half of
the beam pipe radius, the longitudinal dimension of a
button pickup has to be order of the 2ıE value or larger,
otherwise two signals coming from opposite gaps
between a button and a beam pipe will cancel each other
resulting a reduced output voltage.
b)

CST STUDIO SIMULATION

Figure 2: Scheme of a pick-up electrode equivalent circuit
(a) and the upper limit of the button electrode capacitance
in the beam pipe of Ø36 mm (b).
For the estimation of pickup signal amplitude we
consider a simple equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2a.
The Kirchhoff's current law is:
Ȳ
ܷ݀ ܷ
 ൌ
ሺܫሺݐሻ െ ܫሺ ݐെ ݐ ሻሻሺ͵ሻ
ܥ
݀ߨʹ ߩ ݐ
where U is an output voltage, I(t) is the beam current
distribution on the wall, tb = Lp/Ec, Lp is the pickup length,
C is the button capacitance, ȡ is the impedance of coaxial
line and Ȍ is the button angular width. Evidently, the
maximum voltage is achieved with a capacitance
approaching to zero. Here we took into account that the
current flowing on the wall is repeating the Er field profile
with characteristic time ĲE= ıE/ȕc. It sets an upper limit
for the button capacitance Cmax< ĲE/ȡ (see Fig. 2b) and
determines boundaries of DC approximation use for
Eq. (3):
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The important part of a button BPM design is a position
sensitivity analysis including simulation of a non-linearity
in pickup response versus the beam center displacement.
A theoretical solution of this problem was first published
by R. Shafter in Ref. [6] for a low-beta button-type BPM
and 2-dimentional approximation. However, for making a
precise map of the beam position through the BPM crosssection suitable for a further correction with read-out
electronics, the full 3D simulation using actual BPM
geometry is required.

Figure 4: Low-beta button BPM 3D model
We performed numerical simulations of a button pickup
response with CST Studio 2013 wake-field solver on a
hexahedral mesh. The 3D BPM mechanical model was
developed at ANL in a frame of HWR cryomodule
production [4]. The BPM geometry is presented in
Figure 4. It consists of four square curved 18 mm buttons
hidden in a beam pipe of Ø36 mm. The position of the
simulated beam was varied in 1 mm steps within the
transverse plane in a range of ±5 mm. We used the perfect
magnetic boundary condition in vertical XZ plane in
order to lower a mesh size and speed up simulations.
We started first with an investigation of output voltages
convergence versus mesh size. The calculated BPM
signals are shown in Fig. 5 for 4mm rms, ȕ=0.15, 1nC
bunch. The CST wake-field solver demonstrates a solid
convergence for low frequency part of output signal
spectrum and visible differences in high frequencies
above 2 GHz.
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Figure 3: Output signal from a button pickup induced by a
single bunch moving with ȕ=0.15 velocity along the axis
within circular beam pipe of Ø36 mm.
Finally, for the above consideration and using Eq. (2),
the BPM output voltage is given by:
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The expected output signal induced by a single bunch
(ȕ=0.15) moving along the axis of 36 mm beam pipe is
plotted in Fig. 3 for a button pickup with capacitance of
few pF and 20mm size. One can see that the analytical
approach yields good initial approximation for pickup
parameters for further numerical analysis
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Figure 5: BPM output voltage in time (left) and frequency
(right) domains vs. mesh size (CST Studio, 4mm rms,
ȕ=0.15, 1nC bunch).
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The longitudinal rms bunch size varies within 1-2 mm
range in the superconducting section of PXIE linac.
Despite we have neglected the influence of a bunch size
in our analytical estimations for low-beta beam we made
such simulation with CST. The result is presented in
Figure 6. There is only 10% difference in output signal
amplitude for 2 mm and 5 mm bunches respectively, but
the shorter bunch requires significantly denser mesh and,
thus, a longer simulation time. Also the CST wake-field
solution becomes unstable for bunch length shorter than
2mm, and, therefore, we decided to use 4mm rms bunch
length for the position sensitivity analysis.
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The dependence of BPM output signal versus bunch
velocity is illustrated in Fig. 7 for the beam beta range
of 0.06 to 0.16. The signal amplitude grows almost
linearly with low betas, while the signal spectrum is
extended from 1GHz to 2.5 GHz.
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ANSYS HFSS SIMULATION
The main drawback of the CST wake-field solver on a
hexahedral mesh is its inability of a local mesh refinement
or sub-gridding. Therefore, it demands a large mesh size
for the description of a complex geometry with tiny
details like a narrow coaxial gap, which leads to
significant increase of a simulation time and a required
memory. There is an alternative full-wave 3D Finite
Element Time Domain (FETD) method which uses an
unstructured conformal mesh [8] with respect to all
details of the 3D model geometry. For example, the FETD
method was realized at Ace3P T3P solver [9] and
demonstrated a fast performance and a good accuracy by
developing the curved–button BPM for LHC [10].
Recently ANSYS announced the HFSS Transient module
utilizing a finite-element mesh and it led us to consider
the HFSS code for the design of low-beta BPM [11].
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Figure 7: BPM output voltage in time (left) and frequency
(right) domains vs. beam velocity (CST Studio, 4mm rms,
1nC bunch).
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Figure 8: Vertical beam position calculated using ‘deltaover-sum’ method (left) and linear BPM position
sensitivity (right).
Finally the BPM position sensitivity simulations were
performed. The positions in vertical direction were
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Figure 9: The moving smooth pulse of current approach
for a Gaussian bunch emulation at HFSS TD solver.
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Figure 6: BPM output voltage for different bunch lengths
(CST Studio, ȕ=0.15, 1nC bunch).

calculated from amplitudes of the signals induced in the
opposite BPM electrodes using the ’delta over sum’
method [7]. We applied two methods for the ’delta over
sum’ calculation, first is conventional manner using
maximum value of the output voltage and second is by
integrating voltage over the pulse time. The results are
shown in Fig. 8 for both methods. The integral
algorithm gives better beam position linearity but its
practical realization with modern electronics is still
questionable.
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Figure 10: The button BPM position linear sensitivity
calculated numerically (HFSS and CST) and analytically
(2D) using 2-dimentional approximation.
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Because there is no direct beam excitation source
available in the HFSS Transient module, we imitate a
Gaussian bunch with the moving smooth pulse of current
approach. To this purpose we place a set of current pulses
along the beam trajectory with appropriate duration and
delays equal to a beam flight time tdelay= L/ȕc. The idea is
illustrated in Fig. 9. The amplitude of each current
pulse is normalized to the bunch charge. We repeated the
BPM position sensitivity simulations for 4mm rms,
ȕ=0.15 bunch charge. Both HFSS and CST solutions are
compared in Fig. 10 with analytical 2D approach
proposed by R. Shafter in [6]. The numerical results are
very similar to each other while the HFSS solution looks
more accurate for small beam displacements.
12
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V
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Figure 12: Block diagram for BPM electronics.

SUMMARY
A button-type BPM for the low-beta section of Project
X superconducting linac was designed. The BPM
electrical performance was numerically simulated with
two independent codes, CST Studio and ANSYS HFSS.
Both codes demonstrated excellent mutual agreement and
well corresponded with theoretical predictions. Besides,
we found that HFSS TD solver is a versatile tool for
designing fine aspects of BPM pickups and simulating
short bunches.
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Figure 11: BPM output voltage for different bunch
lengths (HFSS Transient, ȕ=0.15, 1nC bunch).
Finally the HFSS capability to simulate BPM response
from short bunches was investigated. Thereto we refined
a mesh near the axis and ended up with ~300k total
tetrahedral mesh elements for 1mm rms bunch length.
The results of HFSS simulations are shown in Fig. 11
for bunch lengths up to 1mm rms. We found that it is
possible to go beyond the 1mm, which requires just
further mesh refinement. It is worth to mention that HFSS
TD solver is highly parallelized (almost linear with
number of CPUs) and using it on modern workstations
can greatly save the simulation time.

READOUT ELECTRONICS
The standard BPM readout electronics for PXIE will
measure position, intensity, and phase using direct digital
down-conversion to measure the amplitude of the 2nd
beam harmonic for each electrode. As seen in Fig. 5,
the 2nd harmonic will produce more signal from the
electrode while also minimizing noise pickup at the
fundamental. A simplified block diagram is shown in
Figure 12. A 2D polynomial fit to the difference over
sum in each plane will be used to correct position and
intensity for nonlinearities in the button pickup shown
here. To study bunch by bunch effects, high bandwidth
20+GS/s scopes will be used to directly sample the button
which will provide reasonable signal integration.
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BPM ELECTRONICS UPGRADE FOR THE FERMILAB H- LINAC BASED
UPON CUSTOM DOWNCONVERTER ELECTRONICS *
E. McCrory, N. Eddy, F. G. Garcia, S. Hansen, T. Kiper, M. Sliczniak,
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
Abstract
As part of the Fermilab Proton Improvement Plan [1],
the readout electronics for the beam position monitors
(BPMs) in the Fermilab H¯ Linac [2] have been upgraded. The new custom electronics provide a low cost solution to process the 2nd harmonic of the 805 MHz RF. A
single four-channel NIM-bin module is used to readout
each four-plate stripline BPM pickup. Each module is
locked to the external 805 MHz machine reference from
the low level RF. A number of measurements at each
BPM are provided, including average horizontal and vertical position, average intensity, and average relative
phase for variable pulse lengths up to 50 µsec. The system is being exploited in a number of ways with new operations applications.
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INTRODUCTION
New readout electronic modules for all 67 BPMs in the
Linac and in the Booster injection line have been installed. These modules are housed in NIM bins inside 15
crates throughout the Linac and Booster equipment galleries, see Fig. 1. Up to six modules per crate are used. Each
module has four input channels which are connected directly to the four BPM striplines.
The specification for this system is to provide a position resolution of 0.1 mm with a long-term stability of
0.25 mm, and phase resolution of 0.2º. These specifications have been achieved.
In this paper, the hardware design is covered first, and
then the microcontroller and the front end software. Next,
the high-level, operations software developed for this
system is outlined. Finally, the measured resolution of
the new BPMs in the operating Fermilab Linac is shown.

HARDWARE
A block diagram of a single input channel along with
the key timing components is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: A typical installation of Linac BPM modules.
can be a Master, but only one per crate is so designated.
The Master is connected to the Ethernet and is responsible
for sending triggers and data requests to all the modules
in the crate and for gathering binary data and then distributing it over the Ethernet. The Master also receives the
Fermilab 10 MHz clock system, TCLK [3], from which it
decodes machine events and generates the trigger signals.

Signal Path
The input signal path consists of a band pass filter (290490 MHz) to select the 2nd beam harmonic, an analog
quadrature mixer (Analog Devices AD8348), and a dual
channel 12-bit ADC (Linear Technologies LTC-2265) to
digitize the in-phase and quadrature signals. There is also
a 20 dB directional coupler used to inject a test signal and
a 3 dB pad to limit the out-of-band reflections from the
band pass filter. The local oscillator (LO) for the mixers
is generated to produce an intermediate frequency (IF) of
3.125 MHz. There is a 5 MHz low pass filter on the IF
signals. The mixers include a 40 dB variable gain amplifier in order to increase the usable dynamic range.
The IF is digitized at 50 MHz (805 MHz/16) with the
12-bit digitizers. The digitizer clock is phase locked to the
RF reference, which simplifies the digital portion of the

Timing and Control
Each board receives an 805 MHz reference signal from
the Linac RF system, which is used to generate all onboard clocks and the phase-locked reference signals.
There are three RJ-45 connectors on the front panel: One
is for the Ethernet and the other two are for a local serial
link among the modules.
The Master module is identified by a 50 Ω terminator
inserted into the front panel of a module. Any module
* Operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DEAC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy.
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Figure 2: BPM Module Signal Path.
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Digital Section
Data from the digitizer is processed by an Altera Cyclone II FPGA. Up to 40 µs of raw data can be stored in
the FPGA static memory. Phases and magnitudes are calculated at 50 MS/sec using pipelined Cordic rotators. The
position is calculated using a simple difference-over-sum
algorithm. This algorithm could be changed to account
for non-linearities in the BPMs, but it is not required at
this time. Attached to the FPGA is 64 MB of low-power
double data rate (DDR) random-access memory (RAM)
operating at 100 MHz. This allows considerable diagnostic data to be saved.
The FPGA data are connected to an on-board microcontroller, an ARM Cortex-M3 processor operating at 80
MHz. The FPGA contains a memory controller and presents DDR RAM data on demand to the microcontroller
bus. The microcontroller is used to respond to requests
originating from Ethernet and to send data over the local
bus or Ethernet, see below. The 100 Mbit Ethernet interface is attached to the microcontroller bus. This chip contains hardware support of multiple protocols and 128 kB
of buffer memory.
Each module contains 1 kB of non-volatile flash in
which is stored configuration parameters.

MICROCONTROLLER SOFTWARE
Software for the microcontroller in the BPM modules is
written in C using IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM.
This software is responsible for the configuration of the
module, for the communications among the modules
within a NIM crate and for the communications between
the modules and the outside world via Ethernet.
On power up a data link between the Master and the
slave modules is initialized. The Master is Module 0 and
the slaves are assigned as Module 1 through Module 5.
Each module has four low-voltage differential signal
(LVDS) serial data links at 1.48 Mbytes/sec, which are:
 2 transmitters
o Binary data return path
o ASCII data return path
 2 receivers for,
o ASCII commands from the expert or the OAC
o Reference clock and event timing codes
Each Master services up to three Telnet sockets over
the Ethernet. These sockets are used to,
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 Interact with an expert for module configuration and

control. (TCP/IP)
 Interact with the Linac Control System through a cus-

tomized binary protocol (see below). (UDP/IP)
 Interact with the Open-access Client (OAC) front end

(see below). (TCP/IP).
Additionally, each module has a serial port, implemented through a USB connection. This port allows for the
initial configuration of a module and is a fully reliable
connection in case of a problem.

FRONT END SOFTWARE
The Fermilab Linac runs synchronously to the Booster
at 15 Hz and the Linac control system [4] runs synchronously to the Linac.
The following data are sourced by the Linac BPM system at each and every BPM at 15Hz:
 Five scalar, floating-point readings
o Horizontal and vertical positions
o Beam phase and beam current
o Pulse length
 Decimated data vectors of the beam positions (H
and V) within the Linac beam pulse.
A local application [5] in Linac control system front
ends named BPMD handles all the interactions between a
Linac front end and a Master module. This application
runs for a few milliseconds after every 15 Hz clock tick.
Each instance of BPMD communicates with one BPM
Master via UDP over the private Accelerator Controls
Ethernet. All data are returned to BPMD by the 24 milliseconds mark in the 66.7 millisecond 15 Hz cycle. There
are 15 instances of BPMD.
Many BPMD messages are sent in one UDP datagram.
A reply message is always less than 1 Kbyte (plus headers) so that a datagram fits in a single network frame.
Consequently the receiving front end does not have deal
with dropped fragments; it will know at the end of the
timeout if a packet has not arrived in time.
Table 1: Java Operations Applications
Application
Summary
Show summary data from the BPMs
Linac BPM
during normal operations
Display
Display and control of the registers,
Linac BPM
flash memory and calibration of the
Expert
BPMs, one BPM at a time.
Shows the value of one register for
Linac BPM
Expert Over- each BPM in the entire system.
view
Control the setup and display of mulLinac BPM
Multiplex WF tiplexed waveforms
Control and display of the SynchroLinac BPM
nous DAQ Waveforms throughout
Sync DAQ
the system.
Show the readings and the RMS deLinac BPM
viations of the scalar values produced
All Readings
by all the BPMs.
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down conversion. The FPGA does not need to track any
phase drift between the IF input and the digitizer clock.
A fifth mixer is employed to measure the phase of one
output of the LO driver with respect to the input RF reference. This phase difference is subtracted from the four
phases derived from the plate signals. This differential
measurement is robust with respect to the various sources
of drift. A bench measurement shows a phase resolution
of 0.05º RMS of the 402.5 MHz signal when averaged
over an 8 µs interval. Assuming a Gaussian error distribution, a digitization sample has a phase uncertainty of ½º,
or 4 picoseconds.
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Figure 4: BPM resolution from an SVD analysis.
Figure 3: BPM Overview Application screen shot.
Since the front end and the Master are sensitive to
TCLK, event-based requests for data are supported. Also
there is support for time stamps on the data.

SOFTWARE FRONT END
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A software front end has been implemented in the
Fermilab Open-access client (OAC) framework [6]. This
front end communicates with each of the BPM Masters
via TCP/IP over Ethernet to provide 1Hz access to the
registers and the flash memory in each module, and to the
various large vector data sets provided by the modules. A
single OAC instance handles all the BPMs in the Linac.

OPERATIONS SOFTWARE
Several operations applications have been deployed, all
written in Java, see Table 1.
A screen shot of the Linac BPM Expert Overview application is shown, in Fig. 3. This capture shows the
value of the main control register for each of the BPM
modules installed in the Linac. The proper value for this
register is 0x29A8 for the Master and 0xA1A8 for the
slaves. Note how this display shows the modules in
MTABP7 are incorrect. The correct values can be set
through the box at the bottom of the page. Each of the 53
(0x35) registers can be shown using the radio button array.
The Linac BPM Expert application gives the expert
command and control over one module’s registers. Many
features are implemented here, like save/restore, data
plotting, flash memory control and calibration.

RESOLUTION MEASUREMENTS
Data have been collected from the BPMs at each 20
µsec Linac beam pulse over a 4 hour period with no
changes in the machine. The resolution has been calculated from these data using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique [7]. The results for both horizontal
(blue) and vertical (red) position are shown in Fig. 4. The
specified 0.1 mm resolution is achieved.
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Figure 5: Phase resolution from an SVD analysis.
The phase resolution measurement is shown in Fig. 5.
The three curves in the phase chart are for unmodified
data (blue), and then for the first (red) and second (green)
strongest correlations in the SVD removed. It is believed
that most of the correlations are from beam effects, but
systematic changes in the RF phase signal cannot be ruled
out. The specified 0.2º resolution is achieved. (Note that
these are 402.5 MHz degrees, but the resolution is for 805
MHz degrees.)
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BUNCH-BY-BUNCH FEEDBACK AND DIAGNOSTICS AT BESSY II
A. Schälicke, F. Falkenstern, R. Müller, HZB, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
At the light source BESSY II new digital bunch-bybunch feedback systems [1] have been put into operation
in January 2013, replacing the existing analog as well as
the obsolete digital systems. From the ﬁrst days of operation the new system successfully suppresses transverse and
longitudinal beam instabilities in wide range of machine
parameters. The system offers also many new diagnostics
opportunities. In this contribution ﬁrst operational experience, the developed data analysis techniques and experimental data will be presented.

The integration of external triggers permits the analysis
of post-mortem data and the characterization of beam-loss
events, as well as monitoring of the injection process.

FEEDBACK OPERATION
BPM

Stripline

ampliﬁer

Table 1: BESSY II Beam Parameters
Parameter
Value

BPMs and Beam Stability

1.70 GeV
300 mA
240 m
499.6 MHz
400
4.4 kHz
1060 kHz
928 kHz

FE

iGp

BE

Trigger

Figure 1: Bunch-by-bunch feedback overview: beam position monitor (BPM), Hybrid network, front-end receiver
(FE), 12-bit integrated giga-sample processor (iGp12),
back-end electronics (BE), HF power ampliﬁer, kicker
stripeline/cavity.
A schematic view of the updated conﬁguration of the
bunch-by-bunch feedback systems is given in Fig. 1. The
transversal and longitudinal beam signals are derived from
the 4 pickups of a beam position monitor (BPM) using a hybrid network. An analog front-end receiver (FBE-LT [1])
is used to adjust amplitude and phase of the 1.5 GHz signal from the hybrid network and converts the input to the
baseband. The central component of the feedback system
consists of three digital iGp12 processing units, with fast
12-bit ADC (operating at 500 MHz), 32 tap FIR-ﬁlter and
DAC [1]. For the transverse feedback the iGp12 is directly
connected to the power ampliﬁer driving a 1 ns stripline.
The DAC signal for the longitudinal feedback is used to
modulate the carrier frequency of 1.5 GHz in the back-end
part FBE-LT unit. A dedicated longitudinal kicker cavity
is driven by a 4-port power ampliﬁer [5].
The iGp12 unit allows storing of bunch positions for all
400 buckets for up to 32000 turns (ca. 25 ms). In order to
fully exploit the diagnostics capabilities of this system two
external triggers are connected. A fast beam-loss signal is
used to trigger data acquisition on unexpected beam-loss
events. A dedicated memory region on the iGp12 stores
480 turns (ca. 0.4 ms) prior to the beam-loss event. An injection trigger signal is used to study the impact of injection
process on the stored beam.
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BESSY II is a 3rd generation light source, with a beam
energy of 1.7 GeV. Typical beam parameters are listed in
Tab. 1. In the past year the facility has seen an number of
improvements in order to react to steadily increasing user
requirements concerning beam quality and beam stability.
Since September 2012 it is operated in top-up mode, using
the full-energy injector synchrotron to continuously replace
lost electrons during user operation [2]. In addition a faster
orbit feedback has been commissioned successfully reducing beam orbit disturbances up to 10 Hz [3].
In January 2013 new digital bunch-by-bunch feedback
(BBFB) systems [1] have been put into operation, replacing the existing analog as well as the obsolete digital controllers, while reusing established ampliﬁers and transverse
and longitudinal kickers [4, 5, 6]. From the ﬁrst days of operation the new system successfully suppresses transverse
and longitudinal beam instabilities in wide range of machine parameters. The system offers also many new diagnostics opportunities, these include the analysis of instability modes, measurement of the feedback loop gain, and
determination of the transfer function. In addition the analysis of the input data stream allows a passive determination
of machine properties like betatron and synchrotron frequencies as well as the longitudinal phases for every bunch.

Hybrid

INTRODUCTION

Energy
Total beam current I
Circumference 2πR
RF Frequency fRF
Harmonic number h
Synchrotron frequency fs
Horizontal betatron frequency fx
Vertical betatron frequency fy

Cavity
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Figure 3: Typical hybrid-mode bunch pattern for BESSY II
storage ring.
Figure 2: Grow/damp measurements in the horizontal pane
at BESSY II in nominal operation mode.
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Commissioning
The new digital feedback system has been commissioned
during the ﬁrst week of 2013. The commissioning procedure included: the determination of front-end phase and attenuation, ADC and DAC timing, back-end phase and the
ﬁlter coefﬁcients. Due to tight time constrains all three systems had to be installed within a couple of days. Special
emphasis was put to the adjustment of the DAC output to
the response function of the power ampliﬁer. The iGp12
unit includes two shaper coefﬁcients, extending the 2 ns
pulse by weighted contributions to preceding and following pulses. By careful optimization of shaper coefﬁcients
the bunch-to-bunch isolation could be improved from 12 db
to 18 db leading to an optimal utilization of the ampliﬁer
bandwidth. The procedure is documented in [7].
From its ﬁrst day of operation the new feedback system showed excellent performance. At BESSY II coupled bunch instabilities occur under present operation conditions mainly in the horizontal plane [8], as illustrated in
Fig. 2 with a typical grow/damp measurement. The dominant mode in this measurement is “-1” corresponding to
a resistive wall instability. The measured grow and damp
times are 6.5 ms and 0.8 ms resp.
The feedback also demonstrated good damping capabilities in more challenging conditions, like reduced chromaticity in both planes, horizontal and vertical, or modiﬁed
bunch patterns.

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
A big advantage of a digital system is the capability to
store and analyze the input data (see e.g. [9, 10]). This includes the possibility to passively measure tune spectra of
the complete beam and also of a single buckets. Due to
the speciﬁc bunch pattern at BESSY (see Fig. 3), different buckets exhibit different tune spectra. An example is
given in Fig. 4. Obviously there is a large difference between multi-bunch area (bucket 258–400 and 1–146) and
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high-current bunches (bucket 147,165,183 and 201). In addition the visible shift in the side bands indicates a change
of the synchronous phase over the multi-bunch train, see
Fig. 5. The current dependence can be studied explicitly
during dedicated commissioning times. Figure 6 gives an
example of this kind of studies. It is shown that with increasing current the frequency of the dominant resonance
is increased in steps of 4 kHz.

Figure 4: Vertical tune spectrum as measured by the BBFB
system for two bunches in the multi-bunch train (bucket 2
and 258), and one high current bunch.

Instabilities
The primary aim of BBFB system is the mitigation of
coupled-bunch instabilities [8]. The ability to measure and
quantify the feedback strength via grow/damp measurement (Fig. 2) is essential in order to guarantee stable operation at all times. In addition the measurements of unstable
beam conditions (i.e. feedback off state) can help in understanding the origin of instabilities and their mitigation. In
Fig. 7 a rare longitudinal beam instability is depicted. This
is a narrow resonance at 6.63 kHz. Its is only observed
under certain beam conditions, and only affects a number
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Figure 6: Vertical tune spectrum vs. single-bunch current.
of bunches in the middle of the bunch train. The origin is
not yet understood, but the feedback system is well able to
control this instability.

Post-Mortem Data
The feedback system at BESSY II is connected to two
external triggers. The ﬁrst is connected to a fast beam-loss
monitor signal, which is used to trigger data acquisition of
unexpected beam-loss events. Fig. 8 illustrates the capabilities to characterize beam-loss events in very different time
domains: 30 ns (unwanted kicker pulse), 90 μs (RF failure triggered by a hardware interlock signal), and 0.8 ms
(quadrupole failure). Thus, the feedback system is now an
important instrument for the diagnosis of otherwise unclear
beam-loss events (i.e. no clear hardware failure).

Injection Studies
Since September 2012 the BESSY II storage ring is routinely operated in top-up mode, using the full-energy injector synchrotron to continuously replace lost electrons dur-
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Figure 7: Longitudinal instability affecting the middle of
the bunch train, f = 6.63 kHz.
ing user operation. Due to the constant heat load on mechanical and optical components in combination with an increased average intensity the quality of the photon beams is
superior to the operation in decaying mode. Since BESSY
was not designed for operation in top-up mode, a number
of safety measures had to be put in place. These include an
interlock for the injection efﬁciency to be above 90%, limits on minimal injection interval to be 10 s, and a life-time
requirement of at least 5 hours.
The BBFB system is a useful tool to monitor the effects
of the injection procedure on the stored beam [11]. Therefore a dedicated trigger signal is provided. Fig. 9 illustrates the induced beam disturbances during a typical injection process in the vertical plane. The observed orbit
jitter is quite large. The aim is to use the data from the
feedback system to reduced the impact on the stored beam
while keeping the injection efﬁciency above 90%.

SUMMARY
Beginning of 2013 a new completely digital bunch-bybunch feedback system was put into operation. From the
very ﬁrst day the system enabled BESSY to be operated
with chromaticities near zero with the clear beneﬁt of improved lifetime (∼1h) since all emerging instabilities have
been reliably suppressed by the newly well tuned BBFBsystems within a wide range of beam conditions. The capabilities to store and analyze the input data adds new diagnostics capabilities to the BESSY facility. The incorporation of these new features into the standard operation
procedure is topic of current research.
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Figure 5: Vertical tune spectrum for all buckets. Buckets
above index 250 are mapped to the negative axis in order
to show the multi-bunch area continuously.
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A MULTICONDUCTOR TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL
FOR THE BPMS AT THE 3-50 BEAM TRANSPORT LINE IN J-PARC
T. Toyama#, M. Tejima, Y. Hashimoto, K. Satou, KEK/J-PARC, Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan
D. Arakawa, KEK, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
K. Hanamura, Mitsubishi Electric System & Service Co. Ltd., Japan
We have developed an accurate and efficient analysis
method with a multi-conductor transmission line model.
This method combines the two-dimensional electrostatic
analysis including beams in the transverse plane and the
transmission line analysis in the longitudinal direction.
The loads are also included in the boundary condition of
the transmission line analysis. Calculation of 2D
electrostatic fields can be easily performed with the
boundary element method. Taking low frequency limit of
the formula, we have obtained an accurate expectation of
the BPMs of 200 mm diameter at the 3-50 Beam
Transport Line in J-PARC.

 V   p
 p1n
 1   11
     
 V   p
 pnn
 n   n1
 p  p 0 0 ,

Solution of the Maxwell Equation
Using the coordinate system, x, y, z where the z-direction
coincides the beam and pipe axis, x and y are in the
transverse plane. Under the above conditions the
Maxwell’s equations result in the Poisson equation for the
transverse plane and a multi-conductor transmission line
equation for the longitudinal plane. The electric and
magnetic fields have the relation:

E(x, y, z)  c  B(x, y, z) .

(1)

The electric fields can be expressed as
.

(2)

and obey the 2D Poisson equation:

V (x,y)= 

 (x, y)
.
0

(3)

Using the potential coefficients and the line charge
densities n and 0 of n-th conductor and the beam,



 0
 (4)


the traveling waves are expressed as

MODELING OF BPMS
A system we analyze is as follows. Pickups in a beam
pipe, both of which are longitudinally uniform and made
of a perfect conductor, are terminated by some load
impedances at some longitudinal points. A beam runs
longitudinally with ultra-relativistic velocity. We neglect
higher order modes, which means there exist only TEM
modes in the pipe.

    p
 1   10
     
    p
 n   n0

1
V e  jkz = p I e jkz  p 0 0 e jkz ,
c

(5)

1
V e jkz = p I e jkz ,
c

(6)

where  and 0 are the charge densities of the conductors
and beam, V+ and V- (I+ and I-) are the voltages (currents)
of forward and backward waves, k the wave number
(=/c), c the light velocity, 0 the line charge density of
j t
the beam. The time variation is assumed to be e . The
beam propagating forward z-direction is expressed as ejkz
. The beam affects only the forward wave as Eq. 5.
There is subtlety that concerns the integral on the
boundaries in the transverse plane [1]. The boundary
conditions are

V  V =  R 0 (I  I ) ,

(7)

V e jk  V e jk =R  (I e jk  I e jk ) ,

(8)

if the terminations are done with the impedances, R0 and
R  , at z = 0 and  . As an example the geometry of one
electrode and the beam is shown in Fig. 1. Other
configurations as the center termination and so on can be
also included in the boundary conditions in a similar
manner.
When the upstream termination is an open circuit as the
3-50 BT BPM (Fig. 2), and R   R  E, the voltage at z =
 is
V()
=  cos k  j sin k  cR q 

1

j e jksin k  R q  p 0 I 0

(9)

where E is the unit matrix and I0 the beam current.
As described above the boundary conditions are
included in the formulation without artificial
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manipulations or non-physical assumption as grounded
electrodes.

1


V()=  j q  R 1
  j q

Beam
y

z
0

ℓ

b

d

Zc
R0

Rℓ

At the low frequency ( k    / c  1 ) Eq. 9 can be
approximated up to the first order of k . For the pickup
with one conductor the voltage reads
P0
I .
1 c 0
j C 
R

The capacitance C in Eq. 10 corresponds to the
coefficients of capacitances and inductions q in Eq. 11,
the termination load R  to the matrix R  , the coefficient
of potential P0 to P0 and division to matrix inversion.

ANALYSIS OF 3-50BT BPM

Low Frequency Limit

j C

(11)

x

Figure 1: Example: one conductor and a beam.

V () 

p0
I0 .
c

(10)

For the pickup with multi-conductor the voltage reads

There are 14 BPMs in the “3-50BT”, the beam transport
line from the 3 GeV RCS to the 50 GeV main ring [2] [3].
The beam from the RCS is collimated by the collimator
situated upstream of the 3-50 BT. Then the beam is
bended down to fit the MR tunnel level.

BPM Structure
The schematic of the BPMs with inner diameter of 200
mm is shown in Fig. 2. The opening angle is 60 degree
and the gap between the electrode and pipe wall is 1 mm.
The loads, impedance matching transformers, are set at
the downstream end of the electrodes.

Beam
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Beam

Figure 2: Geometry of the BPM at the 3-50 BT in J-PARC. Left to right, the side view, the cross section and the
photograph of the BPM. The load is the impedance matching transformer (15:2) with 50 Ω load.

Numerical Calculation with BEM
The coefficients of capacitance and induction q, and
the coefficient of potential P0 are obtained using the
boundary element method (BEM) with two-dimensional
BPM geometry and the beam point charge [4]. These
quantities are independent on a conductor’s specific
boundary condition.
Using Eq. 11 we map the transverse beam position
(Fig. 3) onto the BPM  space (Fig. 4). In this
mapping we use the same q and varying q0 depending on
the beam position (x,y). The 10-mm-interval grid lines
in Fig. 3 are mapped onto the blue lines in Fig. 4.
The difference between the present calculation and
the usual calculation with grounded electrodes was
remarkable at the radius > 70 mm.

404

Figure 3: Mapping of the BPM of the 3-50BT. The grid
lines represent the beam position, spanning to the BPM
aperture with 10 mm interval in the transverse plane.
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Stretched-Wire Measurement

Figure 4: BPM response to the beam or wire. Blue lines
are calculated response to the beam on the grid lines in
Fig. 3. Dots are the results of the stretched-wire method
measured with 10-mm step.

The stretched-wire has been utilized for BPM
calibration [5][6]. The setup is shown in Fig. 5. A
copper-plated steel wire of 0.26 mm diameter is
stretched in the BPM. Dummy pipes are connected at
both ends of the BPM to attenuate HOMs which may
otherwise disturb the TEM signal. The wire is tensioned
with the weight and terminated with the matching
resister. The BPM and dummy pipes are moved in x- and
y-direction with stepping motors. The positioning error
is estimated less than 30 m. The measured frequency
range is 0.85 M – 10.2 MHz. The result measured at 1.7
MHz is superposed on the calculated lines in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4 the x- and y-offset and tilt in the measured data
was corrected by shifting and rotating all the data. The
calculated vs. the beam position and the measured
 vs. the wire position on the x-axis are plotted in Fig.
6. The both plots agree very well. The straight line is a
linear approximation at the origin. To reduce the error
with the linear approximation, a 3rd order polynomial
calculation routine was implemented in this May [7].

Pulley
Wire
R
Impedance-matching
Transformer

Att.
Weight

Port1

Port5 Port3 Port4

AMP
Port2

Network-analyzer

Figure 5: Calibration with stretched-wire method.

BPM at the 3-50BT Collimator
We are preparing three additional BPMs at the 3-50 BT
collimator section [8][9]. The goal is to measure the beam
positions and to calibrate the collimator jaw position. As
large beam loss is expected at this section, the rod is
chosen as an electrode due to its small surface area that
may minimize the charge-up on the electrodes.

Figure 6: BPM response on the x-axis. Blue curved line:
the calculated vs. the beam position, blue dots: the
measured  vs. the wire position, and blue straight line:
a linear approximation at the origin.
Figure 7: Geometry of the BPM in preparation for the 350BT collimator.
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CONCLUSION
We have developed an accurate and efficient analysis
method for multi-conductor pickups with the 2D
electrostatic analysis including beams in the transverse
plane and the transmission line analysis in the
longitudinal direction. The method is successfully applied
to the BPM with four electrodes at the 3-50BT in JPARC. The additional BPMs with loop couplers planned
for the 3-50BT-collimator section will be analyzed with
this method.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGHLY EFFICIENT ENERGY KICKER FOR
LONGITUDINAL BUNCH-BY-BUNCH FEEDBACK
M. Masaki#, T. Fujita, K. Kobayashi, T. Nakamura, M. Oishi, H. Ohkuma, S. Sasaki, M. Shoji,
Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute (JASRI/SPring-8), Hyogo, Japan
Abstract
Highly efficient new energy kicker has been originally
designed and developed at SPring-8 for longitudinal
bunch-by-bunch feedback (LBBF). The kicker consists of
three cells with each cavity length of 96 mm, its resonant
frequency of 1.65 GHz, which is 3.25 times of RF
reference frequency of the storage ring, and low Q-factor
of 4.2. In beam kick test, the synchrotron oscillation
amplitude of 0.64 ps was excited by kick voltage with
continuous amplitude modulation at synchrotron
frequency when the RF input power was 132 W/3cells.
The kick voltage evaluated from the experimental result
is 920 V/3cells, and shunt impedance of 1.1 kΩ per each
kicker cell is obtained. As we intended, the shunt
impedance per length is about three times higher than
those of waveguide overloaded cavity (WOC) type
kickers [1-3] widely used for LBBF.

Figure 2 shows the inner structure of one cell with
symmetric structure about the beam axis. Each cavity
length is 96 mm and kicker driving frequency is
(3+1/4)fRF = 1.65 GHz, where fRF is frequency (508.58
MHz) of RF reference signal of the storage ring. The
electron bunch is longitudinally kicked by a single
resonant mode excited at the driving frequency. The
mode is required to have low Q-factor, i.e. fast damping
time of several nanoseconds for bunch-by-bunch control
of the kick voltage. The Q-factor of 4.2 is obtained by
Lorentzian fitting of calculated broad longitudinal wake
impedance as shown in Fig.3. The driving power signals
are fed to symmetrically attached two ports (I-port) at the
same timing. Two pairs of other ports (H-port and V-port)
are also attached symmetrically to remove unwanted
higher order modes inside kicker cavity.

In the SPring-8 storage ring, the hybrid filling
composed of a high-current singlet bunch and a bunch
train with low bunch current has been applied to user
operation. Bunch current of the singlet is 5 mA/bunch in
the present operation, but we have a plan to increase the
bunch current up to 10 mA/bunch. The LBBF could be
useful to suppress the synchrotron oscillation observed
with increasing the bunch current. And in a future
upgrade plan of SPring-8, if lower electron beam energy
is to be adopted for emittance reduction and electric
power saving, the LBBF system will be indispensable to
have a higher threshold current for longitudinal multibunch instability, which leads to increase of the total
stored beam current.
Through the performance test using a prototype kicker
[4], a new water-cooled copper kicker was fabricated and
has been installed in the storage ring after tests of highfrequency characteristics with high power. The new
kicker performance is reported with the results of
response to a single bunch beam and beam kick test.

Figure 1: Longitudinal energy kicker installed in the
SPring-8 storage ring.

HIGHLY EFFICIENT ENERGY KICKER
The longitudinal energy kicker (see Fig.1) installed in
the storage ring is made some improvements in the
prototype kicker design. The kicker body which is made
of copper with large thermal conductivity and power
feed-through ports are water-cooled to remove the heat
from electron beams and input RF signals with high
power. The vacuum chamber contains three kicker cells.

Figure 2: Inner structure of a kicker cell. One-half part is
shown in figure.
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Figure 3: Calculated longitudinal wake impedance of one
kicker cell (red dots). Q-factor of 4.2 is obtained by
Lorentzian fitting process (blue line).

Figure 5: FFT analysis of the beam signal from the I-port
shown in Fig. 4. Red and green curves show the measured
and calculated data, respectively.

RESPONSE TO A SINGLE BUNCH BEAM

BEAM KICK TEST AND KICKER
PERFORMANCE

We checked the beam response characteristics of the
installed energy kicker by observing signals from a single
bunch beam of 1mA. The signal waveforms observed at
each port (I-port, H-port and V-port) have similar shapes
to simulation results. Here, the measured I-port signal and
its FFT analysis are shown with the simulation results in
Fig.4 and Fig.5, respectively. The observed signal has the
main frequency component of 1.65 GHz and fast damping
time of several nanoseconds. The simulated signal has
larger amplitude and higher frequency components than
the measured signal. This is because the high frequency
components of the observed signal are filtered out by the
effect of frequency characteristics of a circulator inserted
in the input power line (see Fig.6).
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Figure 4: Response to a single bunch beam. The beam
signal from the input port. Red and green curves show the
measured and calculated data, respectively.
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Kicker Drive Circuit
The performance of the longitudinal energy kicker was
experimentally evaluated by beam kick test. The kicker
drive signal, which is a three-wave pulse of frequency
(3+1/4)fRF = 1.65 GHz, is generated by a drive circuit
assembled as shown in Fig.6. A rectangular pulse of
duration about 200 ps synchronized with the RF reference
signal is output from a fast pulse generator (Agilent:
81134A). The pulse is differentiated by an impulse
forming network (IFN) to convert to a bipolar pulse.
After the IFN, the bipolar pulse is divided into three
pulses. Each pulse passes cable delay to make time lag
corresponding to one wavelength of 1.65 GHz. The threewave pulse is generated by combining these pulses after
the cable delays. The three-wave pulse is amplified and
divided into three sets of two I-ports signals to input into
three kicker cells. The phase shifters enable us to tune the
input timing of these signals. The circulators are inserted
in the input signal line because the most power reflects
back to the I-ports.
The kicker drive signal is amplitude-modulated with a
function generator by a mixer (see Fig.6) to kick the
electron bunch longitudinally using resonance of the
synchrotron oscillation. The equilibrium beam amplitude
between the oscillation excitation and radiation damping
can be controlled by the amplitude and frequency of the
sinusoidal modulation signal from the function generator.
In the beam kick test, 84 electron bunches were filled
with equal spacing, i.e. bunch interval of 57 ns. All
bunches were kicked by the driving signals with
repetition rate of 17.5 MHz (1/57 ns). The amplitude
modulation frequency was frev+fs, where frev and fs are
frequencies of the beam revolution and synchrotron
oscillation, respectively. The excited temporal oscillation
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Residual Kicks to Adjacent Electron Bunches
After the tuning of kick timing, to estimate residual
kicks to other electron bunches in RF buckets adjacent to
the target bunch to be kicked, we measured the
synchrotron oscillation excited while shifting the kick
timing in steps of 1 bucket (1.966 ns). The residual kicks
to the electron bunches of bucket numbers from -3 to +3
are less than one-tenth of the kick to the target bunch in
bucket of number 0 (see Fig.8). We think that these
residual kicks have little effect on practical performance
as the LBBF kicker.
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Figure 8: Residual kicks to electron bunches adjacent to
the target bunch in bucket 0, measured by shifting the
kick timing in steps of 1 bucket (1.966 ns).

Resonance Curve Measurement
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Power
Splitter

Phase Shifter

Circulator
Input Port

We obtained a resonance curve of the synchrotron
oscillation by measuring the excited temporal amplitude
as a function of the modulation frequency applied to the
kick voltage (see Fig.9). The excitation amplitude τs is
related with the modulation frequency ω = 2πf as a
following Lorentzian formula,

High Power Line (3-sets)
Figure 6: Diagram of kicker driving circuit.
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was measured by a spectrum analyzer using the sum of
signals from four electrodes of a button-type beam
position monitor (BPM) installed near the kicker. As
shown in Fig.7, we can see a sharp peak at frequency
2fRF+frev+fs when the RF power was fed into the kicker.
The kick timing was tuned to maximize this spectrum
peak corresponding to the excited synchrotron oscillation.
The temporal amplitude can be evaluated from the ratio
of the peak value to that of a carrier spectrum at
frequency 2fRF.
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where parameters Vkick, αc, T0, E0, τd are the total kick
voltage of three kicker cells, momentum compaction
factor, beam revolution time, electron beam energy,
longitudinal radiation damping time, respectively. And
parameter ωs is equal to 2πfs. The kick voltage Vkick was
920 V/3cells, evaluated by fitting the equation (1) to the
measured resonance curve. The input power Pw per each
kicker cell was 44 W/cell, which was obtained from the
power signals measured at each I-port (see Fig.10). The
shunt impedance Rs=(Vkick/3)2/Pw/2 which is a main
parameter to describe the efficiency of the longitudinal
kicker is 1.1 kΩ per one cell, calculated by using the
measured kick voltage and input power. Since the length
per cell is shorter than half that of the widely used WOC
type [1-3] for this purpose, our kicker has about three
times shunt impedance per unit length.

SUMMARY
We have developed the highly efficient energy kicker
for the longitudinal bunch-by-bunch feedback and
installed it in the SPring-8 storage ring. The shunt
impedance, just as we designed, was experimentally
evaluated by the beam kick test. Our kicker is very useful
when installation space is limited and high kick voltage is
required in large storage rings of high energy, because of
about three times kick efficiency per length compared
with the conventional WOC type. We are planning to
complete the LBBF system by combining with a signal
processing circuit [5] developed at SPring-8 for the
bunch-by-bunch feedback.
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FIRST BEAM TESTS OF A PROTOTYPE BEAM POSITION MONITOR
FOR THE CLIC MAIN BEAM∗
F. J. Cullinan† , S. T. Boogert, A. Lyapin, J. R. Towler (JAI, Egham, Surrey),
W. Farabolini, T. Lefevre, L. Søby, M. Wendt (CERN, Geneva)
Abstract

CAVITY SENSITIVITY

Beam position monitors (BPMs) throughout the CLIC
(Compact Linear Collider) main linac and beam delivery
system must routinely operate at 50 nm resolution and be
able to make multiple position measurements within a single 156 ns long bunch train. A prototype cavity beam position monitor, designed to demonstrate this performance,
has been tested on the probe beamline of CTF3 (the CLIC
Test Facility). Sensitivity measurements of the dipole mode
position cavity and of the monopole mode reference cavity
have been made. The characteristics of signals from short
and long bunch trains and the dominant systematic effects
have also been studied.

One of the main goals of the first beam tests was to measure the sensitivity of the monopole reference cavity signal
to charge and the sensitivity of the dipole position cavity
signal to beam offset. The results are compared with values predicted from the external quality factors Qext , measured previously [2], and the normalised shunt impedances
R/Q, which were calculated for the modes of interest using ACE3P [5] and GdfidL [6]. The theory on which the
predictions are based can be found in [7].

A cavity beam position monitor (BPM) has been installed on the CLIC Test Facility (CTF3) probe beamline,
which is described in detail in [1]. It includes a microwave
pick-up with two cavities. When the electron beam passes
through, it leaves behind electromagnetic fields which oscillate in cavity modes. The position dependent first dipole
mode (TM110 ) is preferentially coupled out of the upstream cavity while the first monopole mode (TM010 ) in
the downstream reference cavity is used to normalise for
charge and to provide a reference phase. The modes of interest in both cavities are at 15 GHz.
The signals from each cavity are filtered and then
mixed down to an intermediate frequency (IF) with downconverter electronics near the pick-up which also include
a gain stage after the downconversion. Currently, the IF is
set to about 200 MHz and the signals are digitised with a
2 GS s−1 10-bit digitiser outside the tunnel. More detailed
descriptions of the pick-up and installation can be found in
[2] and [3] respectively.
A digital down-conversion (DDC) algorithm similar to
the one described in [4] is applied to convert the digitised
signals to base-band so that the amplitudes and relative
phases can be measured. The bandwidth of the digital signal processing is 80 MHz so that the envelope of a short
pulse signal is accurately represented. One of the two outputs of the reference cavity has a diode rectifier installed
and this is partly used for measurements of the beam arrival time, as is also done in [4]. In this way, the signal
amplitude and phase can be sampled consistently.
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Figure 1: Example of digitised signals from the cavity
BPM as excited by a short beam pulse (top) and long beam
pulse (bottom) with the amplitude as measured using DDC.
To be able to determine the sensitivity of the pick-up,
it is necessary to know the gain of the full system from
the cavity output to the digitiser. A signal generator was
used in place of the pick-up and the output power from the
continuous-wave input was measured using the digitiser.
The gains were measured to be -6 dB for the position channels and -17.7 dB for the reference channel. The 3 channels
are identical in design but differ in the amount of fixed attenuation at the cavity outputs: 6 dB for the position cavity
channels and 20 dB for the reference channel.

Multiple Bunch Excitation
During the reference cavity sensitivity measurement, the
charge was measured using an integrating current transformer (ICT). In order to be able to vary the charge easily within the limited dynamic range of the ICT, long beam
pulses were used. The sensitivity of the reference cavity
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must be converted from the long pulse response to the single bunch response for two reasons. The first is to be able
to compare it directly with the theoretical estimate, which
applies to a single bunch excitation. The second reason is
so that the reference cavity signal can be used as a charge
diagnostic for the position cavity sensitivity measurements.
These were performed with a short pulse length of 2.1 ns,
which corresponds to 2 or 3 bunches separated by 2/3 ns.
This provided the best charge stability while exciting the
cavity in a similar way to a single bunch but also meant the
charge was too low to be measured using the ICT.

the single bunch signal amplitude A0 . The real exponential factor in Eq. 1 tends to zero with increasing n so the
amplitude converges to
lim

N →∞

A
1
=√
.
tb
2tb
A0
1 − 2e− τ cos(ωtb ) + e− τ

(3)

The signal therefore reaches a steady state and is periodic
at the bunching frequency. In the case where the cavity
resonant frequency is an exact multiple of the bunch arrival
frequency, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 reduce to
N tb
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Figure 2: Signal amplitude against beam pulse length for
the reference cavity signal.
Examples of raw digitised signals from short and long
beam pulses are shown in Fig. 1. The form of the signal
excited in the mode of interest by a single bunch passing
through a pillbox cavity is a decaying sinusoid. When multiple bunches separated by time tb pass through the cavity,
the signals from each are summed. If all the bunches are of
the same charge and in the case of a non axially symmetric
mode, have the same offset and tilt, their signals differ only
according to their arrival time. The voltage at the arrival of
bunch number N is then given by
Vout (N ) =

N
∑

A0 e−

ntb
τ

ei(nωtb +ϕ0 )

(1)

n=0

where A0 and ϕ0 are the amplitude and phase of the output
signal from the single bunch excitation, ω is the resonant
cavity mode frequency and τ is the signal decay time. It can
be seen that Eq. 1 is the summation of a geometric series
tb
where the geometric ratio is given by eiωtb − τ . Evaluating
the summation gives
v
u
u 1 − 2e− Nτtb cos(N ωtb ) + e− 2Nτtb
A
=t
.
(2)
tb
2tb
A0
1 − 2e− τ cos(ωtb ) + e− τ

(4)
(5)

Eq. 4 tells us that a pulse length of 2.1 ns is short enough
since, for decay times as short as 4 ns, the signal amplitude from one bunch will only be 15 % larger than the signal from 3 equally sized bunches of the same total charge,
which is the worst case for this pulse length.
The form of the signals from multiple bunches was investigated by varying the pulse length of the laser in the
photo-injector. This was done in steps of 2 ns which corresponds to an additional 2 or 3 bunches. The signal amplitude, as determined by the DDC algorithm, was then sampled at its maximum level in the 30 ns after the signal rise.
20 pulses were recorded for each pulse length. The results
for the reference cavity signal, which is the most suitable
since it is not affected by beam position jitter, are shown
in Fig. 2. The rise in amplitude is of the form expected
from Eq. 4 which was fitted to the data to obtain a value for
the reference signal decay time τr . The result is shown in
Table 1 along with the decay time from a fit to the tail of
the raw signal and the value predicted from the monopole
mode bandwidth measured in the lab [2]. The large difference between the three measurements of the decay time
suggests that the processing has a large effect on the signal
shape.
Table 1: Results of Different Decay time Measurements for
the Reference Cavity
Fit data
Lab measurement
Raw signal tail
Pulse length scan

Decay time τr /ns
2.8
4.82 ± 0.03
6.1 ± 0.2

The frequency of the signals of different pulse lengths
was also determined from the phase of the base band signal, as is done in [4]. A data set was used where the signals
from the position cavity channels were not so affected by
position jitter. The results are shown in Fig. 3. For short
pulse excitations, the measured frequency is defined by the
geometry of the excited cavity mode and is different for

for the ratio of the multiple bunch signal amplitude A to
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Table 2: Summary of the Results of the Charge Sensitivity Measurement of the Monopole Cavity with the Single
Bunch Result Calculated for Two Different Decay Times
Pulse
Length/ns
30
60

the three channels. However, it is expected from the convergence of Eq. 1 that for long beam pulses, the signals
become periodic at the bunching frequency. The dominant
frequency is then the same for all three channels and is the
nearest harmonic of the bunch arrival frequency.

Reference Cavity Sensitivity

Figure 4: Measured monopole signal amplitude against the
charge as measured by the ICT divided by the number of
bunches that corresponds to the pulse length.
The reference cavity sensitivity was measured by varying the beam intensity via the attenuation of the photoinjector laser. Successful measurements were made with
pulse lengths of 30 ns and 60 ns. For this measurement
only, a narrower bandwidth of 45 MHz was used for the
digital processing to ensure a clear signal maximum that is
still at the steady state level of the multiple bunch signal.
The results are displayed in Fig. 4 and are summarised in
Table 2 where the total system gain is accounted for. The
BPMs and Beam Stability

results for the two different pulse lengths are close even
though they were taken on different days. The systematic
offset in the absolute values that can be seen in Fig. 4 does
not affect the sensitivity measurement. The single bunch
sensitivity has been estimated using Eq. 5 and the decay
times in Table 1 that were obtained from the lab measurement and the pulse length scan. The latter includes effects from the processing and gives a result that is far from
the estimated sensitivity of 117 V nC−1 (R/Q = 50.6 Ω,
Qext = 204) because the addition of the signals from different bunches happens in the cavity before any processing.

Position Cavity Sensitivity
The position cavity sensitivity was measured by varying
the beam offset at the location of the BPM over a known
range. This was done using a pair of dipole correctors.
One of these correctors could be used to vary the beam position and angle or both could be used antagonistically to
change the beam position only. The response of the beam
to these correctors was measured using the downstream inductive BPMs and screen monitor, both of which feature a
calibrated position scale. Since the inductive BPMs are not
so sensitive and the screen is a destructive measurement,
this had to be done separately from measurements using
the cavity BPM. Measurements were made of both the individual correctors as well as their combined effect. For
both types of monitor, combining the measured individual
corrector responses gives a result that is consistent with the
measurement of both correctors together.
The amplitudes of the cavity BPM position channel signals were then measured at different beam offsets with the
2.1 ns pulse length. The time difference between the rise
of the diode rectified reference signal and the maximum
in the position channel signals was measured beforehand.
This was used for the timing so that the position signals
were always sampled near the maximum, even when the
beam is centred in the cavity and their amplitudes are low.
The signal maximum voltage V̂ was fitted to the expression V̂ (x) = A|x − B| + C where x is the beam offset,
and A, B and C are fit parameters. B is the beam offset corresponding to the electrical centre of the cavity and
C is the non-zero minimum signal. The signal amplitude
is non-zero when the beam is centred because of contributions from the beam tilt and the tails of non-dipole resonant
modes. A quadratic fit was also made to the square of the
signal maximum, which is proportional to the peak power.
The results of the two fits for both position channels
413
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Figure 3: Measured IF against pulse length.

Sensitivity/V nC−1
Long train τr = 2.8 ns τr = 6.1 ns
623 ± 3
131.9 ± 0.6
64.5 ± 0.3
608 ± 2
128.8 ± 0.5
63.0 ± 0.2
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Figure 5: Measured peak signal amplitude and power from the horizontal channel of the position cavity against predicted
change in horizontal beam position.

CONCLUSION

bandwidth of 66 MHz [2] and so the signal shape should
be less affected by the processing. Its measured sensitivity
16.5 V nC−1 mm−1 is close to the predicted value.
If the position cavity sensitivity measurement were repeated with another charge diagnostic or with a high
enough bunch intensity so the ICT can measure the short
pulse, this would remove the uncertainty associated with
the conversion of the reference cavity sensitivity to short
pulses. However, increasing the bunch intensity will make
the beam position jitter larger which will increase the statistical error. The channels of the cavity BPM will also
require attenuation which reduces the signal to noise ratio.
There are other systematics which affect a sensitivity
measurement performed in this way. The theoretical model
used to predict the sensitivity from the radio-frequency
characteristics is based on instantaneous excitation but it
is clear from Fig. 1 that the signal maximum does not correspond to the moment where the beam leaves the cavity.
Rather, there is a finite signal rise time that is longer than
the beam pulse. A comparison of the total energy rather
than the peak signal may be better. This can be measured
by integrating the processed signals. This method may also
prove to be less sensitive to the conversion between short
and long pulse excitation.

The sensitivity of the reference and position cavities of
a cavity BPM have both been measured. The result for
the reference cavity had to be converted from the measurement of a long pulse. The 115 MHz bandwidth of the reference cavity is large and the measured decay time is far
from the value predicted from lab measurements, suggesting that the signal shape is changed by the processing. An
estimate for the single bunch sensitivity, based on the lab
measurement, gives 131.9 ± 0.6 V nC−1 which is close to
the predicted value. A different number based on a pulse
length scan, 64.5 ± 0.3 V nC−1 , is used for short pulse
charge measurements. The position cavity has a narrower
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Table 3: Summary of the Results of the Position Sensitivity
Measurements of the Dipole Cavity where the Charge Has
Been Determined Using the Reference Cavity to Give the
Result in V nC−1 mm−1
Direction,
Fit
X, Linear
X, Quadratic
Y, Linear
Y, Quadratic

Sensitivity/
V mm−1
V nC−1 mm−1
1.08 ± 0.04
16.6 ± 0.2
1.10 ± 0.04
16.75 ± 0.10
1.04 ± 0.05
15.9 ± 0.4
1.08 ± 0.04
16.6 ± 0.3

are consistent and are summarised in Table 3. The resulting measured sensitivity is close to the theoretical value
of 17.1 V nC−1 mm−1 (R/Q = 3.27 Ω mm−1 , Qext =
615). The charge was measured using the reference cavity
for which, the sensitivity measurement was used as a calibration. Fig. 2 was used to convert the calibration to single
bunch since the measurement is of short pulses. The conversion factor is the same as for the single bunch sensitivity
estimate in Table 2 for the decay time of 6.1 ns.
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TECHNOLOGIES AND R&D FOR A HIGH RESOLUTION CAVITY BPM
FOR THE CLIC MAIN BEAM∗
J. R. Towler† , T. Lefevre, L. Søby, M. Wendt, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
S. T. Boogert, F. J. Cullinan, A. Lyapin, JAI, Egham, UK
Abstract
The Main Beam (MB) linac of the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) requires a beam orbit measurement system
with high spatial (50 nm) and high temporal resolution (50
ns) to resolve the beam position within the 156 ns long
bunch train, traveling on an energy-chirped, minimum dispersive trajectory. A 15 GHz prototype cavity BPM has
been commissioned in the probe beam-line of the CTF3
CLIC Test Facility. We discuss performance and technical
details of this prototype installation, including the 15 GHz
analogue downconverter, the data acquisition and the control electronics and software. An R&D outlook is given for
the next steps, which requires a system of 3 cavity BPMs
to investigate the full resolution potential.

15 GHz frequency. The amplitude of the TM010 mode is
linearly proportional with beam charge, but independent of
beam offset. It is used to normalise signals from the position cavity and as phase reference to indicate the sign of the
beam position.
The prototype was manufactured from stainless steel,
chosen for its lower conductivity than other common materials for cavity BPMs. This lowers the Q factor, and thus
improves the temporal resolution. All signals from both
cavities are extracted using vacuum RF coaxial, flangemount feedthroughs. The 180◦ rotational symmetry of the
pickup means that two ports are available for each of the
horizontal, vertical and reference signals. Fig. 1 shows the
BPM system installed in TBTS.

CLIC is a proposed next generation linear collider which
will have a center of mass energy of 3 TeV. The main linac
is 40 km long and the beam delivery system (BDS) is 10
km long in total. Over this distance, a precise, reproducible
measurement of the beam orbit is mandatory – almost 4800
BPMs will be needed to achieve this goal [1]. The BPMs
are required to have a spatial resolution of 50 nm and a
temporal resolution of 50 ns, to distinguish the beam displacement along an energy-chirped 156 ns bunch train on a
dispersive trajectory.
A prototype cavity BPM has been manufactured and
installed in the main beam of the Two Beam Test Stand
(TBTS) at CTF3. The BPM consists of a cylindrical pillbox position cavity with waveguides which strongly coupled to the two polarisations of the first order dipole mode
(TM110 ). These modes are excited at 15 GHz, as this is a
harmonic of the 1.5 GHz bunching frequency allowing signals from each bunch to add constructively and dominate
signals from other modes. The chosen harmonic frequency
is sufficiently high, to ensure a high shunt impedance, i.e.
high position sensitivity, while staying well below the fundamental TM01 beampipe cutoff frequency of 29 GHz. The
bunch spacing used at CTF3 differs from that proposed for
CLIC. There, the spacing frequency will be 2 GHz, so a
cavity with a dipole frequency of 14 GHz will be used.
The signal amplitude of the TM110 mode, excited in the
position cavity by a displaced beam, is linearly proportional to beam offset and charge for small offsets. The BPM
is also equipped with a reentrant reference cavity, where the
first order monopole mode (TM010 ) is excited at the same
∗ Computing
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Figure 1: Prototype cavity BPM installed in TBTS.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
AND PERFORMANCE
To extract signals from the BPM a system of electronics
is needed in addition to the pickup. Fig. 2 gives an overview
of the data acquisition and control components.
The 15 GHz cavity BPM signals are downconverted to
a 200 MHz intermediate frequency (IF) by mixing them
with a 14.8 GHz CW signal and rejecting unwanted signal
frequencies. The 14.8 GHz signal is provided by a local oscillator (LO) assembly, located in the tunnel. The voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO), generates the LO frequency,
which can be tuned remotely by means of an external DC
voltage controlled through a PC running LabVIEW. The
downconverter unit also contains step attenuators to scale
the dynamic range of the signal processing, they are controlled remotely via a PC interface. The downconverted IF
415
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the cavity BPM installation in the CTF3 probe beam line.
signals are transferred to a 2 GS/s 10-bit digitiser, located
in the klystron gallery, via high quality coaxial cables. The
raw waveform data is then available for offline processing and analysis. The digitiser receives the TBTS acquisition trigger, allowing signals to be synchronised with other
beam instrumentation in the line (other BPMs, etc.). The
downconverter is equipped with three identical channels for
horizontal and vertical position and reference cavity signals.
A prototype diode rectifier system was installed alongside the downconverter electronics to provide additional
amplitude and timing information from the cavity BPM
signals. This system has been attached to the spare output of the reference cavity, utilising a specially designed
amplifier. The input impedance of the amplifier was optimised to ensure the 10/90 % rise time of the rectified diode
signal met the time resolution.
An optical transition radiation (OTR) screen is installed
downstream of the BPM to aid the steering of the beam in
the BPM, as well as giving shape and position information
of the beam.
The beam position measurement is based on the precise
determination of the signal levels of the beam excited horizontally and vertically polarised eigenmodes of the dipole
mode resonator, which need to be normalised to the beam
intensity by measuring the signal level of the monopole
mode in the reference resonator.
Therefore each channel of the downconverter unit was
extensively tested before and after installation. Table 1
shows the key characteristics measured in the lab, as well
as gain measurements after installation from the downconverter input to the digitiser including insertion losses of cables, etc.
Table 1: Single Downconverter Channel Characteristics
Measurement
3 dB Bandwidth (∆f3dB[dc] )
3 dB Frequency Range
Gain - Downconverter Only
Gain - D.C. Input to Digitiser

416

Value
201 MHz
14.97-15.18 GHz
+5.0 dB
+2.4 dB

To meet the temporal resolution of ∼50 ns, the decay
time, τ , of the downconverted signal power was determined. This is essentially set by the loaded Q values, QL ,
of the resonators, as the bandwidth of the downconverter
∆f3dB[dc] =200 MHz is larger than the bandwidth of the
detected signal ∆f3dB[cav] ∼60−120 MHz. Eq. (1) shows
the relationship between QL , τ and ∆f3dB at a given resonant frequency, f0 :
QL =

f0
= 2π f0 τ
∆f3dB

(1)

The QL ’s for dipole and monopole mode cavities have been
measured in the lab and compared with the beam stimulated measurement of τ . For the position cavity τ =
2.1 ns ⇒ QL = 198 was measured in the lab, the value
calculated during the beam tests was 227. For the reference cavity there was a larger discrepancy, 130 (lab measured), 212 (beam measured). Exciting the cavity BPM
with a long beam pulse (>50 ns), it takes about 10 time
constants (∼25−30 ns) for the voltage signal to decay to
zero (within 1 %) after the stimulus.
The temporal resolution requirement was also met by
the diode detector. A 10/90 % rise time of 11 - 12 ns
was measured from the diode-amplifier combination. The
signal levels recorded at the digitiser are consistent with
the design calculations made, and include the measured
cable losses. The system is able to resolve beam pulses
with charges as low as 25 pC. The system performed well
enough to warrant a system of three diodes and amplifiers
based on the prototype.

PROTOTYPE SYSTEM REDESIGN
The first run of beam tests has been performed with prototypes of the cavity BPM and the 15 GHz downconverter
electronics, as well as a commercial PCI digitiser for the
data acquisition at CTF [2]. Although the performance of
the prototype was promising, we found several points in all
areas, cavity BPM pickup, downconverter and DAQ, where
this system can be improved substantially.

Position Cavity
One such point is the Q factor of the position cavity. The
overall or loaded Q factor, QL , of a resonator is determined
by the internal Q factor of the resonator itself, Q0 , and by
an equivalent external Q, Qext , caused by the loading effects when coupling to the external network. Eq. (2) gives
the relationship between these three values [3].
1
1
1
=
+
QL
Qext
Q0

(2)

The Q factor of the cavity can be optimised for highest
resolution. From that perspective, Q0 should be as high as
possible, minimising the internal losses and therefore unnecessary wastage of the beam energy. When Qext is high,
the energy coupled from multiple bunches add up within
the cavity, but only a fraction of it is extracted into the external network. In turn, a very low Qext means that most
BPMs and Beam Stability
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of the energy is extracted from the cavity before signals
from multiple bunches can add up, hence, there is little or
no gain due to multiplication. This suggests that there is
an optimum value for Qext . Simplistic simulations suggest
that for CTF3 probe beam parameters, using copper as the
material with other aspects of the cavity design unchanged,
the optimal Qext is around 500 (Fig. 3), which still allows
for a 50 ns temporal resolution. Simulating a copper cavity
in CST Microwave Studio (MWS) and ACE3P yielded a
QL of 517 and 525 respectively. These values correspond
to voltage signals that take just over the required time to decay to >1 %, 50.5−51.3 ns. However, the simulations do
not take into account the surface roughness of the material,
which will inevitably lower the QL below the goal. Further
simulations should demonstrate the combined spatial and
temporal resolutions required for dispersion measurements
in CLIC.

the wall. The strongest coupling is achieved when this separation is small: 0.169 mm in simulation and 0.1 mm in
lab measurement [4]. This small distance causes capacitive
coupling between the waveguide and antenna, explaining
the sensitivity to this separation. To compensate this sensitivity, the prototype features tuning mechanisms. These
tuners push against the waveguide wall, allowing the control of the separation to optimise the coupling. The need
for these tuners can be removed by reducing the sensitivity
to separation. MWS was used to simulate this transition.
The return loss from the waveguide port was calculated
while the separation was altered. As a way of quantifying the sensitivity to this distance, the range of separation
where the return loss was kept below -30 dB at 15 GHz
was recorded. For the prototype design, this range was 29
µm. Fig. 5 shows examples of return losses for different
separations which are below -30 dB at 15 GHz.

Figure 3: Results of optimisation simulations using BPMs
with various Q factors.

Figure 5: Return losses of the current waveguide to coaxial
transition for three different antenna separations.

Another issue that needed to be improved was the tolerances on the waveguide to coaxial transition of the position
cavity. The transition, shown on the left of Fig. 4, is simply
a feedthrough mounted on the side of the waveguide with
the inner antenna extending into the waveguide close to the
opposite wall.

New feedthroughs will be used in future BPMs to provide stronger coupling. They have different dimensions and
will feature a threaded antenna, allowing it to be changed
with an alternative design. When these new dimensions
were simulated the sensitivity to separation was still high.
An investigation into a new feedthrough antenna was made,
where several designs were simulated. The most promising
of which was an antenna with a bead on the tip. In simulation, the beaded design gives a separation range of 63
µm, with a larger optimum separation of 0.516 mm. Fig. 4
shows the new antenna design in comparison with that used
in the current prototype.
With the new feedthrough antenna design the simulated
QL of a copper cavity is virtually unchanged at 524. A summary of the measured [5] and simulated QL ’s of the position cavity are shown in Table 2.

Figure 4: Waveguide to coaxial transition in the current
prototype (left) and the new design with a bead on the antenna tip (right).
The external coupling from the waveguide is very sensitive to the separation between the feedthrough antenna and
BPMs and Beam Stability

Reference Cavity
The new dimensions of the feedthroughs in the reentrant
reference cavity cause f0 to increase. When simulating the
417
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Table 2: Simulated and Laboratory Measured Loaded Q
Factors at Different Stages in the Position Cavity Design
Geometry
Prototype
Copper Cavity
Copper w/ Bead

MWS QL

ACE3P QL

Lab QL

268
517
-

293
525
524

198
-

cavity, although the calculated f0 is lower than the measured value, the increase seen was similar in MWS and
ACE3P, 16 MHz and 20 MHz respectively. The dimensions
of the reference cavity needed to be altered to compensate
this change and also to match the QL of the cavity to that of
the position cavity. Previously it had been 130, lower than
the value from the position cavity of 198. Through simulation, the cavity geometry was altered to restore f0 close
to the original value. Increasing the separation between the
feedthrough antenna and the opposite wall of the reentrant
part increases the QL with little effect on f0 , allowing the
QL of the cavity to match the position cavity. A cross section of the reference cavity with new dimensions is shown
in Fig. 6. Table 3 shows the measured and simulated f0 ’s
and QL ’s.
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Table 3: Simulated Resonant Frequencies and Loaded Q
Factors at Different Stages in the Reference Cavity Design
Geometry, Code

f0 /GHz

QL

St. Steel Prototype, Lab Measurement
St. Steel Prototype, MWS
St. Steel Prototype, ACE3P
Copper w/ New Feedthrough, MWS
Copper w/ New Feedthrough, ACE3P
New Cavity Dimensions, MWS
New Cavity Dimensions, ACE3P

15.012
14.941
14.938
14.957
14.958
14.938
14.939

130
149
149
245
247
527
497

Figure 6: Cross-section of reference cavity with new dimensions and feedthroughs.

components, it will likely be in the form of a PCB. The IF
will be in the range 70−100 MHz, and with a smaller IF
bandwidth. In this way the waveforms are defined by the
IF filter, not by the cavity resonances, thus providing very
similar waveforms for position and reference signals to be
digitised. In addition to the LO VCO the system will also
be equipped with a calibration signal VCO. This CAL signal can be split and fed into the unused, symmetric ports
of the BPM, and may provide a loop-thru system check at
times when no beam is present. Other features will include
remote sensing of signal levels, supply voltages, temperatures, etc. A higher resolution 14-bit, 250 MS/s digitiser
with 70 dB dynamic range is foreseen to demonstrate the
spatial resolution. The lower sampling rate allows an IF of
up to 100 MHz to be digitised in the 1st Nyquist passband.
As the required system bandwidth is 30 MHz, this lower IF
should cause no performance limitation. The layout of the
proposed downconverter electronics is show in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Diagram of a single channel of the proposed
downconverter electronics.

OUTLOOK
The next beam tests of the BPM will take place in the
autumn with some modifications to the system. These include translation stages to control the beam position inside
the pickup, a system of three diode rectifiers and magnification in the OTR system. Dimensions of the redesigned
prototype BPM have been finalised and passed on to a designer. If it is feasible to construct such a design from copper then the manufacturing process can begin. As with the
current prototype, the new pickup will have to be extensively tested.
In the longer term, the goal is to have a system of three
BPMs installed in CTF3, along with a dedicated electronics system. This will allow a determination of their spatial
resolution. Ultimately, the combined spatial and temporal
resolution required for CLIC needs to be demonstrated by
introducing position modulation into the beam at CTF3.
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CAVITY BEAM POSITION MONITOR IN MULTIPLE BUNCH
OPERATION FOR THE ATF2 INTERACTION POINT REGION
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John Adams Institute at the University of Oxford, Oxford, OX1 3RH, UK,
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Y. Honda, T. Tauchi, N. Terunuma, J. Urakawa, KEK, 1-1 Oho, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan,
J. Frisch, D. McCormick, J. Nelson, G. R. White
SLAC National Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA
Ultra-high position resolution cavity beam position monitors (BPMs) have been developed to measure the beam position and to be linked to control the beam position stability within a few nanometres in the vertical direction at the
focus, Interaction Point (IP), of the Accelerator Test Facility 2 (ATF2). In addition, for feedback applications a
lower-Q and hence faster decay time system is desirable.
Specialised cavities which is called Interaction Point BPM
(IPBPM) has been tested in the ATF2 extraction beam line.
Using IPBPMs, a position resolution of less than 5 nm has
been measured in single bunch operation. Multibunch operation is also planned at ATF2 for the beam stabilisation.
The nominal operation bunch spacing for the International
Linear Collider (ILC) is 308 ns so the multibunch operation bunch spacing is ILC like. The IPBPM should be able
to measure beam position to nanometre precision in multibunch modes. Therefore the position resolution in multibunch operation was also measured at ATF2 extraction line.
The analysis method of cavity signals, calibration and results of multibunch operation are discussed in this proceeding.

goal, with a measured vertical beam size of < 100 nm [4]
although only at relatively low bunch charges.
This paper is mainly related to the second goal which
is the beam stabilisation in the vertical plane. The position resolution has been measured less than 5 nm for a
0.7 ×1010 e/bunch beam with a range of 5 μm [5]. The
IPBPMs should be able to measure beam position with
nanometre precision in multiple bunch mode for nanometre
scale stabilisation. It is also essential to understand the signal processing of the cavity signals for the IP feedback [6].

Interaction Point Cavity Beam Position Monitor
The IPBPM system is described detail in [5, 7] so only
the key parameters are shown in here. Figure 1 shows a
photo of one of the IPBPMs which was installed at IP area
of the ATF2 beam line.

INTRODUCTION
The Accelerator Test Facility 2 (ATF2) at KEK, Japan,
is a scaled test beam line for the international linear collider (ILC) [1] final focus system [2]. High resolution beam
position monitors around the IP area (IPBPMs) have been
developed in order to measure the electron beam position
in that region with a resolution of a few nanometres in the
vertical plane. Currently, the standard operation mode at
ATF2 is single bunch, however, multiple bunch operation
with a bunch spacing similar to the one foreseen for the
ILC, around 300 ns, is also possible. This paper describes
analysis of the signal, processing methods and results for
multibunch mode.

Accelerator Test Facility 2
There are two goals of the ATF2: firstly, to demonstrate
focusing to a vertical beam size of 37 nm; secondly, to
achieve an orbit stability at the few nanometre level at the
focal point in the vertical plane [3]. The ATF2 collaboration has recently made significant progress towards the first
∗ Youngim.Kim@physics.ox.ac.uk
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Figure 1: IPBPM assembly as installed at IP area of the
ATF2 beam line [8].
Table 1 shows simulated parameters of the IPBPM, resonant frequency of the dipole modes f0 , the coupling
strength β, the loaded quality factor QL , the internal quality factor Q0 ,the external quality factor Qext and decay
time τ .
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Figure 2: Layout of the ATF2 from the β matching section onwards to the IP and dump. A zoom of the IP region is shown.

Table 1: Simulated Parameters of IPBPM [7].
Parameter
x direction y direction
f0 [GHz]
5.7086
6.4336
β
1.578
3.154
QL
2070
1207
Q0
5337
5015
Qext
3382
1590
0.549
1.598
R/Q at 1 mm (Ω)
τ [ns]
58
30

ning of second bunch signal of zero IF, possible transients.
It is not clear to see on nonzero IF signals. We discuss
about DDC in here because nonzero IF signal processing
is more complicated than zero IF signal. The DDC algo-
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MEASUREMENT
We operated the ATF2 beam in multibunch mode during
the 2012 - 2013 operation, using two bunch of 0.3 × 1010
particles per bunch separated by Δtb =274 ns. It is long
enough compared to the in thedecay time of the cavity, τ =
30 ns for QL = 1200 in the y direction.
Figure 2 shows the layout of the ATF2 from the β matching section onwards to the IP and dump. The IP region is
zoomed. Four IPBPM cavities were installed at upstream
of ATF2 beam line for the ultra-high resolution measurement [5], just upstream of QM16FF on Figure 2. Two cavities were installed inside of the IP chamber at ATF2 focus
area [9]. Two additional C-band cavity BPMs [10] have
been installed to measure the resolution of IPBPMs, one
upstream and one downstream of the IP.

Signal Processing
There are two main methods used for cavity BPM signal
processing; zero intermediate frequency (IF) and nonzero
IF. The zero IF signal processing scheme is useful for realtime feedback applications, as additional signal processing is not required. The digital down-conversion (DDC)
algorithm, which is used for C and S band ATF2 cavity
BPM signal processing, is used to extract information for
nonzero IF signals [10].
The signal processing of the multibunch operation data
is the same as single bunch operation data. Figure 3 shows
an example of the raw zero and nonzero IF frequency digitised waveforms in two bunch operation. The green trace
is DDC amplitude. There is a strong peak at the begin420

Figure 3: An example of the raw zero and nonzero IF frequency digitised waveforms from the IPBPM electronics in
two bunch operation. Green trace is DDC amplitude.
rithm requires three parameters: the digital local oscillator
(LO) frequency ωDDC , digital filter bandwidth ΔDDC and
sampling time tDDC . A Gaussian filter is applied to the
down-converted signals. The IPBPM has a lower Q than
regular C band cavity BPM at ATF2 so a wider filter width
is chosen. The filter width for two bunch data analysis is
set the same for the single bunch data analysis.
If the cavity decay time τ is much longer than the bunch
spacing it is not easy to extract information of each bunch
due to the signal overlapping which means pollution from
previous bunch. The bunch spacing is longer than the cavity decay time τ = 30 ns in y direction so their signal overlapping is smaller than regular C-band cavity BPMs [11] at
ATF2. Signal subtraction is not used in IP feedback so we
do not use signal subtraction for this analysis.
Figure 4 shows an example of the DDC amplitude and
BPMs and Beam Stability
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phase of dipole and reference cavity signals. The reference
cavity has a higher Q so the decay time is much longer than
dipole cavity as shown in Figure 4. The DDC phase should
be constant [10]. If there is gradient then the software oscillator for DDC is at the wrong frequency. As reference
cavity has higher Q the signal overlapping is larger than
IPBPM so sample point should be chosen carefully.

Figure 5: An example of vertical calibration for the first
bunch with 10 dB attenuation.

Calibration
Calibration is needed to convert electronics output signals and waveforms information into the beam position [10]. Figure 5 and 6 show an example of vertical
calibration for zero IF signal processing for the first and
second bunches from cavities which were installed at the
IP area. The top left plot shows I and Q as a function
of pulse number, the top right plot shows I versus Q, the
bottom left shows I  as a function of beam position, the
bottom right is Q as a function of beam position. There is
phase advance with respect to each other [11]. From Figure 5 and 6 I versus Q plots we can see phase advance
of 0.13 rad. which agrees well with the expected 2π×
100 kHz × 274 ns = 0.17 rad.
The typical calibration range for cavity BPM system at
ATF2 is ± 250 μm to ± 500 μm [10] depending on the
beam jitter. The IPBPM system has narrow range, up to a
few μm. The calibration range could be tens of micrometers with attenuation and few micrometers without attenuation. This is why we cannot see clear steps with different
beam positions in Figure 5 and 6.

Resolution
The BPM resolution is defined as the root-mean-square
(RMS) of the residual between the position measured in the
BPM in question and the position predicted in this BPM
by the other BPMs. The residual was calculated using the
BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 6: An example of vertical calibration for the second
bunch with 10 dB attenuation.
singular value decomposition (SVD) method. For the upstream study, calibration was done with attenuation due to
narrow dynamic range and large beam jitter. The calibration constants were therefore extrapolated from the calibration results with attenuations to unattenuated for the resolution data [5]. Dedicated 500 pulse data were taken twice
directly after the calibration, once with the same attenuation as the calibration and repeated without attenuation.
The resolution of the first bunch is 14 nm and the second
one is 24 nm without attenuation and 432 nm and 718 nm
for the first and second bunch, respectively with 30 dB attenuation. These results are well agreed with and without
attenuation as expected.
Measurement of the BPM resolution in the IP area is
complicated by the large angular divergence of the focusing beam. It is not easy to reconstruct the beam orbit using
other BPMs in the IP area. The vertical focus of the ATF2
was shifted by varying the strength of QD0FF magnet cur421
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Figure 4: An example of the DDC amplitude and phase of
dipole and reference cavity signals. Blue vertical bar is the
location for the sampling.
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rent to put an upper limit on the resolution of the IPBPMs.
The minimum measured jitter on IPBPMs at IP area is below 100 nm.
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Using cavity BPMs for IP feedback and beam stabilisation at the ATF2 is an important goal for the ATF2 project.
IPBPMs were installed at upstream and IP area of the ATF2
for high resolution and IP feedback studies. As the decay
time τ of the IPBPM is 30 ns and bunch spacing is 274
for two bunch signal overlapping is small. The signal subtraction is not applied for the analysis. The resolution of
IPBPM at upstream is 14 nm and 24 nm for the first and
second bunches, respectively. Determining the resolution
of the IPBPMs at IP area is complicated due to the large
angular divergence around the IP.
The signal subtraction can be applied to improve the precision for multibunch operation. The reference cavity has
higher-Q so mixer is still on when the next bunch arrives.
It is not easy to extract information from reference cavity.
It could be good to have low-Q for reference cavity. The
resolution measurement at IP area can be improved with
careful steering beam which means not saturated BPM signals for better reconstruct beam orbit. The present IPBPM
system has a narrow dynamic range so we sometimes need
to use attenuation due to large beam jitter and bunch offset
which has the effect of decreasing the BPM resolution. It
would be good to think how to stabilise the beam at IP area
in nanometre scale with IPBPMs with and without attenuation.
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THE DESIGN STRATEGY OF ORBIT FEEDBACK SYSTEM IN THE TPS
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NSRRC, Hsinchu 30076, Taiwan
Abstract

TPS (Taiwan Photon Source) is a 3 GeV synchrotron
light source which is being constructed at NSRRC. The
BPM electronic is based on micro-TCA platform and
used for various requests and function reasons. The orbit
feedback system design is based on open structure,
modularization and highly integration. There are many
advantages that orbit feedback system is embedded in the
BPM crate with FPGA modules. High throughput
backplane, data transfer and processing support rich
function for waveform record, diagnostic, beam study and
transient analysis. The design and implementation result
of the system will be reported in this conference.

installed on the bellows site as to obtain higher correction
bandwidth. These correctors have fast response but
smaller kick strength around 30 µrad. Thus the orbit
feedback system is planned to use two kinds of correctors
simultaneously. The DC component of the fast correctors
will be transferred from fast to slow correctors smoothly
and avoid saturation of the fast correctors as well as
provide capability to suppress orbit drift.
Slow Correctors (7 VC/ 7 HC)
CV/CH

CV/CH

CV/CH

CV/ CH

CV/CH

CV/CH

CV/CH

INTRODUCTION

BPMs and Beam Stability

Fast Correctors (4 VC/ 4 HC)

Figure 1: The slow (winding on sextupoles) and fast
correctors layout in one cell of TPS storage ring. One cell
of 24 double-bend cells for TPS lattice layout.

BPM SYSTEM
BPM Electronics
The TPS BPM electronics was contracted to the
Instrumentation Technologies in May 2011 for the Libera
Brilliance+ as BPM electronics which is the latest
member of the Libera family [2]. The family covers the
various requirements and adopted by many modern
synchrotron light source. The Libera Brilliance+ delivers
unprecedented possibilities for either building powerful
single station solutions or architecting complex feedback
systems. New electronics allows even more extensive
machine physics studies to be conducted due to large data
buffers and the new true turn-by-turn position calculation.
The instrument also possesses a useful feature which
provides two approaches to process from ADC data to
turn-by-turn data. One is classic DDC approach; another
is time domain processing (TDP). This functionality is
useful for peculiar filling pattern.
There are 168 BPM units at the storage ring except
some special BPM at straight sections. All 168 BPM
electronic modules will be installed at 48 BPM platforms.
The first field tests of the new product had been
performed on real beam at Taiwan Light Source (TLS) [3,
4] to test validation for the usage for the TPS. Fig. 2
shows the tested installation.
Intensive test for performance and functionality were
performed for the prototype to ensure that the new
electronics satisfy the requirement of TPS. The test
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The TPS [1] is a latest generation of high brightness
synchrotron light source which has been under
construction at the National Synchrotron Radiation
Research Center (NSRRC) in Taiwan since 2010. It
consists of a 150 MeV electron Linac, a 3 GeV booster
synchrotron, and a 3 GeV storage ring. The design of the
storage ring has 24 cells. There are 7 BPMs and 7
horizontal/vertical correctors are winding on the
sextupoles in each cell. Current generation state of the art
BPM electronics is designed and delivered more than 5
years ago. To avoid obsolesce of the components, to take
advantages of advanced devices and enhance functionality,
it was decided to adopt new design of BPM electronics.
To satisfy stringent orbit stability requirement of the TPS,
low noise corrector power supply system, and orbit
feedback system are also designed.
The design of the storage ring has 24 cells, each cell
equipped with 7 BPMs and 7 horizontal/vertical
correctors are winding on the sextupoles in each cell. The
lattice layout is as Fig.1. The locations of BPM and
correctors are to satisfy DC orbit correction under the
constraint of installation space. Since vertical beam size at
centre of straight section for insertion devices is around 5
µm in sigma, better than 0.5 µm beam stability are
required. To meet the tight orbit stability requirement, an
orbit feedback system is indispensable. Standard
correctors are winding on the sextupole magnets. These
kinds of correctors could provide about 600 µrad kick
while their bandwidth could be limited only several tens
of Hertz due to the eddy effect of the alumina vacuum
chamber. The vacuum chamber is 4 mm thick elliptical
chamber with 30 mm and 60 mm in minor axis and major
axis respectively. Due to eddy current effect, the possible
bandwidth in horizontal and vertical plan is around
several tens of Hertz. This bandwidth is not sufficient to
eliminate perturbation below 100~200 Hz. Therefore,
extra four horizontal/vertical correctors per cell will be
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combined by using simulated signals from signal
generator. The long-term stability has been tested for
bench measurement where input power level was set to
several power level between -20 dBm and 0 dBm.
Position stability is around 100 nm in rms for both planes
during one day record. The temperature dependence has
also been tested and almost could be ignored while
ambient temperature was controlled within ± 0.1˚C. The
resolution of FA data at 10 kHz meet specification where
σx andσy is less than 150 nm. Besides, turn-by-turn
data has been achieved 10 µm resolutions for short bunch
train.
Up to 4 BPM Module

processed in this module. There are four SFP ports on the
front panel. There are several LVDS links in the BPM
modules that can collect all ring BPM data with 10 kHz
rate. The data is through the bi-directional multi-gigabit
links to the adjacent nodes. Each FPGA module will serve
as one node of the BPM grouping around the ring. We
refer to this functionality as BPM grouping. The
communication of the grouping is done by two SFP ports.
The bitrate of the grouping can be up to 6.25 Gbit/sec.
One of the remained SFP port will be used as fast
corrector control interface with AURORA protocol. The
last SFP port will provide functionality for grouping data
output either use AURORA protocol or UDP/IP protocol,
to support the slow corrector control or the diagnostic
related application. The Ethernet packet supports jumbo
frame to satisfy all BPM data grouping. Due to BPM data
grouping and orbit feedback control using the same FPGA
module, orbit feedback is also a part of BPM platform.
TPS Control System
EPICS

MCI

MCI

Timing Module for:
Synchronization
Orbit Feedback Control

FPGA Module for:
10 kHz Synchronized Data Buffer
BPM Data Grouping
Orbit Feedback
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Figure 2: Libera Brilliance+ installation.
For turn-by-turn data, the resolutions are 150 um for
0.5 mA and 10 um for 10 mA respectively. FA data
resolution is around 100 nm for 100 mA.
The filling pattern and temperature dependency are also
verified. Current dependency is less than 200 nm for 40
dB input power level changes. Different camshaft mode
filling patterns are tested to observe position almost not
changed
(<<100nm).
Additionally,
temperature
dependency are smaller than 100 nm/˚C [5].

BPM Data Access and Grouping

There are several data format flows are provided by the
BPM platforms with EPICS interface including of 10 Hz
rate data for DC closed orbit correction, turn-by-turn data
with software/hardware trigger and on demand access for
accelerator physics study, streaming 10 kHz fast data for
orbit feedback application. The fast data is also very
useful for beam diagnostic.

The BPM platform is composed of a COM Express
CPU module running Linux to control up to 4 BPM
modules. Embedded EPICS server on this module could
deliver 10 Hz rate access of BPM information, includes
matrix elements of the orbit feedback system as well as
handle the basic configuration.
A FPGA module will be installed at the BPM platform
to support 10 kHz synchronized data buffer for 4 BPM
modules, and grouped with the other BPM platforms for
the whole storage ring together. The fast orbit feedback
control and fast corrector interface protocol are also
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Registry
Signals

Libera Application
Algorithms,
Control and Monitoring
(Application Daemon)

Platform Managemnet
(Platform Daemon)

Linux Kernel Module

BMC
IPMI

Hardware

PCI Express

FPGA

Figure 3: BPM platform software structure.

BPM Platform Software Structure
BPM platform software is organized in a few layers as
Fig. 3. In the bottom layer there are BMC library and
Linux kernel module which communicate with FPGA and
hardware through IPMI (Intelligent Platform Management
Interface) and PCI Express respectively. On the top of
that there is signal processing library and the application
daemon for control and monitor algorithms processing.
Besides application, there is also platform management
(Platform Daemon), which is responsible for monitoring
health status of the hardware. The application and
platform daemon communicate with outer world through
the MCI (measurement and control interface) which uses
registry and signal library underneath for accessing
application properties, signals, changing the application
behavior, etc.

CORRECTOR POWER SUPPLY
CONTROLS
The power supply for both fast and slow corrector
magnets are in the range of ±10 Amp corresponding to +/30 µrad and 600 µrad maximum kick angle respectively.
These power supplies will be controlled by analogue
interface directly. The CPSC is dedicated to be designed
for both EPICS control system and fast orbit feedback
BPMs and Beam Stability
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application which is based on AURORA of Xilinx to
support high speed settings required for fast feedback.
There will be 8 power supply modules in one crate and
the center slot will be plugged in one CPSC. Besides
general control, monitor and configuration, the fast
correctors will be also applied for the fast orbit feedback.
The CPSC with EPICS IOC is therefore dedicatedly
designed and the embedded FPGA will handle fast update
application. Built-in waveform and synchronization
mechanism are also supported. Fig. 4 shows the corrector
power supply crate which includes 8 power supply
modules and one CPSC at the middle slot. The setting
reference of the corrector power supply is generated by 20
bits DAC and readback is from 24 bits ADC. This
controller is also embedded EPICS IOC for slow control.
Fast setting ports are to receive fast data from orbit
feedback FPGA module in BPM platform [7].

TUPC24

vertical slow correctors (7 PS modules), and combined
horizontal (4) and vertical (4) fast corrector as Fig. 6
shown.
Besides fast correctors computation executed in FPGA
modules, the slow corrector control will be handled from
general console via EPICS channel access channel keep
away from fast corrector saturation.
- GDX serve for Fast Feedback (FOFB) only
- It can serve for SOFB as well, more details later
The SOFB might need to do some tedious work, a more flexible solution might
easily!
GbE Port
EPICS, TCP/IP

EPICS Setting (For DC orbit Correction) : Disable after the feedback loop ON
One FPGA or PC/Linux Platform serve the whole ring at 10 Hz rate

Reference Orbit
Equivalent orbit
change due to DC
value of fast
correctors

Slow Corrector CPSCs
Up to 168 for each plane

Slow Feedback Control Rules
(Slow Response Matrix)

GbE, UDP/IP
Sampling Rate: 10 Hz

Accelerator
(Slow + Fast Correctors)

BPM

Fast Correctors DC Values
Fast Corrector DC Value Removal Algorithm (EPICS, up to 10 Hz rate)
(Fast Response Matrix)

GbE Port
EPICS, TCP/IP
Fast Corrector CPSCs
96 for each plane

Fast Correctors DC Removal Loop
Fast Feedback Control Rules
(Fast Response Matrix)

Fast Feedback
Setting (10 kHz
Rate , from GDXs)

AURORA

Figure 5: Control infrastructure in one cell of TPS storage
ring power supplies.

ORBIT FEEDBACK INFRASTRUCTURE
The TPS aluminium vacuum chamber of storage ring is
4 mm thickness that prevents fast orbit correction by
standard correctors in both planes which are back winding
on 168 sextupole magnets. In order to satisfy fast orbit
feedback request, 96 sets of fast corrector at bellows site
are added. So, the TPS orbit feedback system is a global
orbit feedback system combined fast and slow corrector
in one system. Similar implementation were adopted in
several facilities [9, 10]
The infrastructure configuration of orbit feedback with
fast and slow corrector is shown in Fig. 5. There are 24
cells in the TPS storage ring. Each cell will be equipped
with two BPM platforms, include of 7 BPM modules.
Each BPM platforms has a slot which can allocate an
FPGA module used for communication with the other
module in other cells as a clockwise and counterclockwise multi-gigabit redundancy link to group BPM
data for the whole ring. Two FPGA modules of each cell
will handle fast orbit feedback control algorithm and
control 4 fast correctors in horizontal and vertical plane
respectively. Correctors are controlled by a custom
designed Corrector Power Supply Controller (CPSC) of
each cell [6, 7, 8]. The CPSC module will be installed at
the middle slot of power supply crate to control up to 8
modules in the same chassis. At each cell, there are three
CPSC modules installed at three power supply crates
include of horizontal slow correctors (7 PS modules),
BPMs and Beam Stability

INTEGRATION BETWEEN FAST AND
SLOW ORBIT FEEDBACK
Aluminum vacuum chamber of TPS would prevent fast
magnet field penetration. So, two kinds of corrector were
designed to stabilize orbit motion from DC to 250 Hz.
Slow correctors are winding on sextupole magnets for DC
orbit correction and slow orbit compensation. The slow
corrector has slow response with high kick angle. The fast
correctors installed at bellow sites have fast response with
small kick angle. The fast feedback system has capability
to suppress fast transient disturbance, but corrector is
easily satisfied. Integration of two kind loops will keep
from fast corrector extinguishment when meet with large
field leakage in the insertion device action.
GigE Grouping Data
(< 100 update/sec)

Global Slow
Feedback
CPU

Slow Corrector
Feedback
Network
CPSC for slow
horizontal
corrector
7

To Cell N-1
PS output x 4

PS output x 4

To Cell N+1

Fast
Corrector
CPSC
HC x 4
VC x 4

CPSC for slow
vertical
corrector
7
4 horizontal
fast
corrector
4 vertical fast
corrector

CPSC: Corrector Power Supply Controller

Figure 6: Configuration of global orbit feedback for
corrector power supply.
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Figure 4: Corrector power supply crate. There are 8 power
supply regulation modules in one crate and the most left
slot will be plugged in one CPSC.
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The fast orbit feedback loop will be performed in the
FPGA modules in the distributed manner; each FPGA
module control four fast correctors. The matrix elements
download and feedback parameters will be done by the
EPICS IOC located at the platform of the FPGA module.
All feedback loop of platform will be synchronized by
grouping and external signal, such as feedback on/off.
The relation interface FPGA modules are shown in the
Fig. 7.
The slow orbit feedback loop processing will use PC
running Linux. The general computer can be implemented
rich control algorithms in the feedback loop that will
enhance system stability. The individual BPM and fast
corrector setting value in each cell will be combined in
the local net, and concentrated to a waveform type data of
EPICS interface to satisfy software real-time access
request for slow orbit feedback control. The CPSC is also
EPICS IOC that will receive slow setting value from
typical EPICS interface. Each CPSC module would
extract their setting data by specific address within the
packet.
Fast Corrector (Installed
at Bellows Site)

Slow Correctors
(Windings on Sextupole)
BPM Platform

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
Copyright ○

Fast Corrector
Power Supply
(Fast)

BPM
Platforms
(2 units/cell)
Fast Data
Grouping Links

Fiber Link

Corrector Power Supply Controller
(EPICS IOC with Fast Setting FPGA Design)

BPM Data Grouping and Fast Orbit
Feedback Processor

Figure 7: Relationship between major components of the
orbit control in one lattice cell.
There are two solutions implemented to deal with orbit
feedback. The first solution is to combine fast and slow
orbit feedback system together and communicate both
loops to prevent interference each other. The second
solution is that the fast orbit feedback covers frequency
range from DC to 250 Hz. The DC value on the fast
corrector will remove to nearby slow corrector by add fast
corrector setting information in the slow loop to prevent
saturation of the fast correctors.
Concept of the combine fast and slow feedback loops
are shown in the Fig. 8. There are two options in the slow
feedback loop. Option 1 don’t need two response matrix
operation, simple processing and avoid unstable
probability, but slow corrector selection must be closed to
fast corrector. Option 2 is inversed to option 1, but
flexible corrector can be selected. In the same time, must
be developed robust control to keep system stable.
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However, corrections for both loops are updated
simultaneously.

Figure 8: Feedback loop block diagram with slow and
fast channel.

SUMMARY
BPM system and corrector power supply control
system are ready for installation. Integration test for both
systems will be possible in the 2nd or 3th quarter of 2014.
Orbit feedback code were development and to do
preliminary test. Test with beam can be proceeding in
early phase of commissioning. Short deploy is foreseeable.
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DESIGN OF THE SWISSFEL BPM SYSTEM
Boris Keil, Raphael Baldinger, Robin Ditter, Waldemar Koprek, Reinhold Kramert, Fabio
Marcellini, Goran Marinkovic, Markus Roggli, Martin Rohrer, Markus Stadler, Daniel Marco
Treyer (PSI, Villigen, Switzerland)
SwissFEL [1] is a Free Electron Laser (FEL) facility
being constructed at PSI, based on a 5.8GeV normally
conducting main linac. A photocathode gun will generate
two bunches with 28ns spacing at 100Hz repetition rate,
with a nominal charge range of 10-200pC. A fast beam
distribution kicker will allow to distribute one bunch to a
soft X-ray undulator line and the other bunch to a 0.1nm
hard X-ray undulator line. The SwissFEL electron beam
position monitor (BPM) system will employ three
different types of dual-resonator cavity BPMs, since the
accelerator has three different beam pipe apertures. In the
injector and main linac (38mm and 16mm aperture),
3.3GHz cavity BPMs will be used, where a low QL of ~40
was chosen to minimize crosstalk of the two bunches [2].
In the undulators that just have single bunches and 8mm
BPM aperture, a higher QL will be chosen. This paper
reports on the development status of the SwissFEL BPM
system. Synergies as well as differences to the E-XFEL
BPM system [3] will also be highlighted.

INTRODUCTION
Table 1 gives an overview of the SwissFEL BPM
requirements and specifications. For the BPMs in the
undulator intersections (“BPM8”), the performance
requirements are driven by beam based alignment and
trajectory stabilization, aiming for optimal electronphoton beam overlap and high X-ray pointing stability
(<0.1σ) as well as low orbit-induced X-ray intensity
fluctuations.
Table 1: BPM Requirements/Specifications
Parameter
BPM38
BPM16
Quantity
6
114
Length
250 mm
100 mm
Inner Aperture
38 mm
16 mm
Position Range
±10 mm
±5 mm
Position Noise
<10 µm*
<5 µm*
Drift/Week
<10 µm
<5 µm
Charge Noise*** <0.1%
<0.1%
Charge Range
10-200 pC
# Bunches/Train
1-3
Train Rep Rate
100Hz
Bunch Spacing
28 ns
* Within 30% of max. position range.
** Within 50% of max. position range.
*** Or 30fC, whatever is larger.

BPM8
50
100 mm
8 mm
±1 mm
<1 µm**
<1 µm
<0.1%
1
-

For BPMs in the other parts of the accelerator
(“BPM38” and “BPM16”), the specified position
resolution will allow to measure the beam energy in the
bunch compressors with a relative energy resolution of
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<10-4, by placing BPMs at dispersive locations between
the 1st and 2nd as well as the 3rd and 4th bunch compressor
dipole. The BPMs will also be used to measure the bunch
charge, using other dedicated charge monitors (e.g.
current transformers) for absolute calibration. Finally, the
BPMs will also be used to correct position or charge
dependent readings of other monitors, e.g. beam arrival
time monitors or wire scanners. Since SwissFEL will
have dedicated beam arrival time monitors based on
electro-optical modulators, the BPMs do not need to
measure the arrival time, thus simplifying the design and
reducing the costs of the BPM system and its reference
clock distribution.

BPM PICKUPS
The design of the SwissFEL cavity BPM pickups [2] is
based on designs from SACLA/SPring-8 [4] and E-XFEL
[5], but was optimized e.g. for improved resolution at low
bunch charge and low production costs. The pickups have
two resonators: The TM010 (monopole) mode of the
“reference resonator” is used to measure the bunch
charge, while the horizontal and vertical TM110 (dipole)
modes of the “position resonator” provide the product of
bunch charge Q and position in the horizontal (X) or
vertical (Y) plane. In the position cavity, the dipole modes
for X and Y plane are coupled out using four waveguides
that are machined into the pickup body at 90° angles, with
one RF feed-through per waveguide. The waveguide
coupling suppresses the monopole mode that would
otherwise limit the performance of the BPM system.
For the present prototypes, we successfully used very
cost-efficient RF feed-throughs designed at PSI and
fabricated by a Swiss company, with glass ceramics as
isolator between inner and outer conductor. The three
parts of the stainless steel pickup body are brazed together
using foils. The feed-throughs are then welded to the
pickup body. Due to comparatively relaxed mechanical
tolerances, the pickups do not need any frequency tuning
during or after production, with typical deviations of a
few MHz from the nominal frequency and <10% from the
nominal loaded quality factor QL.
Figure 1 shows longitudinal cuts through the BPM38
and BPM16 pickups. BPM8 is similar to BPM16 but has
somewhat different dimensions, as shown in the overview
of pickup parameters in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4.
BPM38 is longer than BPM8 and BPM16 (255mm vs.
100mm) since the larger aperture needs a larger spacing
of the two resonators in order to reduce the crosstalk from
reference to position cavity to a negligible level that
corresponds to ~100nm beam offset error.
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Pickup Type Considerations

Figure 1: Longitudinal cross section of BPM38 (left) and
BPM16 (right) cavity pickup.
The RF parameters in the tables were obtained from
HFFS simulations. “Gap” denotes the distance between
the resonator walls that is crossed by the beam. The
chosen gap size is a compromise between high position
sensitivity and high ratio of position to (undesired) angle
signal generated by a beam with no offset but at an angle
to the pickup axis. The angle signal has 90° phase to the
position signal (induced by the offset of a beam without
angle). Since it has a negative impact on the performance,
it will be minimized by beam-based pickup angle
alignment and digital suppression methods.
Table 2: General Pickup Parameters
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Parameter
Material
Distance From Position
To Ref. Resonator [mm]

BPM38 BPM16 BPM8
Stainless Steel 316LN
180
60
50

Table 3: Position Cavity Resonator Parameters
Parameter
BPM38 BPM16
Gap [mm]
14
7
QL
40
TM110 Frequency [GHz]
3.284
TM010 Frequency [GHz]
2.389
2.252
Position Signal [V/mm/nC]
5.74
7.07
Angle Signal [µm/mrad]
15.5
4.3

BPM8
14
200
2.202
5.23
9.5

Table 4: Reference Cavity Resonator Parameters
Parameter
Gap [mm]
QL
TM010 Frequency [GHz]
Charge Signal [V/nC]
No. of Couplers

BPM38 BPM16 BPM8
7
40
200
3.284
66.4
135
47.5
2
1
1

Using the same frequency of 3.284GHz for the
operation mode of reference and position resonator
minimizes drift of the measured beam position, since
frequency-dependent gain drifts of the symmetrically
designed position and reference signal channels in the
BPM electronics cancel out when the beam position is
calculated from the ratio of the signals.

For the BPMs in the undulator intersections, dualresonator cavity BPMs are a common choice due to their
potential to reach sub-micron resolution and drift over a
wide charge range with reasonably low design effort and
investments. For injector and linac, the more relaxed
performance requirements would also have allowed the
use of stripline BPMs that are used e.g. in the SwissFEL
Injector Test Facility (SITF) [6]. However, the
development of the final SwissFEL systems had just
started when SITF became operational. Therefore SITF
was equipped with a BPM system largely based on
existing (older) hardware that was not intended and is not
suitable for SwissFEL due to electronics age, limitation to
10Hz single-bunch operation, integrated profile monitor
that will be different for SwissFEL, etc. Due to
comparable costs of stripline and cavity BPM pickups, we
decided to use only cavity BPMs in SwissFEL, thus
obtaining a homogeneous high-performance BPM system.
Moreover, the similar beam pipe apertures of E-XFEL
and SwissFEL allowed to choose the same 3.3GHz
working frequency for E-XFEL and SwissFEL pickups.
Therefore SwissFEL can re-use E-XFEL cavity BPM
electronics presently developed by PSI with small
modifications, thus maximizing synergies and minimizing
development and long-term maintenance efforts.

Two Bunch Operation and Crosstalk
One specific challenge for the SwissFEL BPM system
is the independent position and charge measurement of
two bunches with 28ns bunch spacing for BPM16 and
BPM38. For bunches with roughly equal charge, the
desired bunch-to-bunch crosstalk (after application of
crosstalk suppression techniques in the BPM electronics)
should ideally be smaller than the resolution, so that
position, charge and energy of both bunches can be
measured independently. Therefore the QL of BPM38 and
BPM16 was reduced to 40, compared to 70 for E-XFEL,
to minimize bunch-to-bunch crosstalk. When the 2nd
bunch arrives after 28ns, the signal of the 1st bunch has
already decayed to 0.07% (-63dB) of its initial amplitude
for QL=40, compared to 1.6% for QL = 70.

Figure 2: Signals of SwissFEL BPM16 pickup (top) and
E-XFEL undulator pickup (bottom).
Figure 2 shows the oscilloscope signals of a SwissFEL
BPM16 and an E-XFEL undulator BPM pickup,
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measured at a BPM test area at SITF (see Figure 3). The
measured position and charge sensitivity as well as QL are
consistent with HFSS simulations and lab tests.
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bunch charge, higher QL (for BPM8) and different
interfaces to the control, timing and feedback systems.
Figure 4 shows a simplified block schematics of the
cavity BPM RFFE that we used for beam tests of a
BPM16 pickup prototype. Figure 5 shows the BPM
electronics for two cavity BPMs. The standalone unit
provides SFP(+) interfaces, supporting Ethernet, PCIe, or
custom protocols for control, timing and feedback system
interfaces.

Figure 3: BPM test area at SITF. Left to right (beam
direction): Three E-XFEL undulator cavity BPMs, one EXFEL beam transfer line BPM (255mm long), one
SwissFEL BPM16 pickup (support not shown).

Development Status

Undulator Pickup QL
The baseline version of the BPM8 pickup consists of
stainless steel to simplify design and production by
keeping it similar to BPM16 and BPM38. Since BPM8
sees only one bunch, its QL may be higher than for
BPM16 and BPM38. A higher QL is attractive since it
increases the ratio of position range to resolution at high
charge, because more ADC samples can be used to
calculate the position, thus reducing the impact of the
ADC noise on the position noise. On the other hand, the
low charge resolution for steel cavities gets worse for
higher QL due to increasing resistive cavity wall signal
losses. Therefore we decided to use QL =200, where the
resolution at very low charge is only 15% worse than for
a copper cavity.
While the stainless steel version of BPM8 represents
the baseline design for SwissFEL, we also started R&D
on an alternative pickup using copper (or copper-coated
steel) with even higher QL and higher frequency (e.g.
~4.8GHz). While the different material would cause more
work for development and production, the higher
frequency would improve the resolution at low charge,
and the higher QL would increase the ratio of position
range to noise at high charge.

BPM ELECTRONICS
The SwissFEL BPM electronics will be based on the EXFEL cavity BPM electronics that is presently being
developed by PSI [3][7][8], with some SwissFEL-specific
adaptations of the hardware and firmware e.g. for the
shorter bunch spacing (for BPM16 and BPM38), lower
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Figure 4: Simplified schematics of cavity BPM RFFE.
The RFFE filters the pickup signal, adjusts the signal
level via amplifiers and variable attenuators, and performs
IQ downconversion to baseband (for BPM16 and
BPM38), using a locally generated LO frequency locked
to an external machine reference clock. After mixing, the
signals go through another lowpass/bandpass filter. The
resulting RFFE output signals are connected via
differential signalling to a digitizer board with 16-bit
160MSample/s ADCs and FPGAs for digital signal
processing and interfacing to control, timing and feedback
systems. For BPM8 with its higher QL, we are considering
mixing to an IF and using digital downconversion as
alternative to the signal processing of BPM16 and
BPM38.

Figure 5: PSI Cavity BPM electronics for two cavity
BPMs, with digitizer/FPGA board (bottom) [8] and two
RFFEs (top) [7], and disconnected cables from RFFE to
ADCs.
For BPM16 and BPM38, an FPGA on the digital ADC
carrier board continuously and automatically adjusts the
LO phase as well as the bunch-synchronous ADC sample
clock phase, in order to sample the RFFE output signals
pulses exactly at the top and with fixed IQ phase for
minimal systematic errors due to IQ imbalance (that will
nevertheless be corrected by the FPGA using calibration
lookup tables). While the SwissFEL RFFE prototype we
used so far had four gain ranges with 23dB overall range
and ~8dB steps, the final version that was recently tested
(so far with E-XFEL pickups) has 63dB range with 0.5dB
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The BPM16 pickup for which the largest quantities are
needed has so far been fabricated in smaller pre-series
quantities and will soon go into series production. For
BPM38, the mechanical construction is in progress. For
BPM8, a prototype with QL=70 has been fabricated and
tested in the lab [2], while the final version with QL=200
will soon be fabricated.
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steps for each RFFE channel. This allows to use the full
ADC range over wide position and charge ranges.

FIRST BEAM TEST RESULTS
2-Bunch Operation and Crosstalk
The present SwissFEL BPM16 RFFE prototype (also to
be used for BPM38) uses the same PCB as the E-XFEL
cavity BPM RFFE, but the passband frequency range of
the filter downstream of the IQ mixer was changed from
10-45MHz to 0.3-80MHz by soldering different
components, thus reducing bunch-to-bunch signal
crosstalk that is dominated by the filter. Figure 6 shows
the RFFE output signal of the reference pickup signal for
the SwissFEL RFFE and BPM16 pickup.

charge independent, and 8fC RMS at very low charge
where the absolute charge resolution is charge
independent. The product of charge and position
resolution of BPM16 is <15µm·pC (compared to
22µm·pC for the E-XFEL undulator BPMs), which is
already better than the requirement of 50µm·pC. At
135pC, the position resolution of BPM16 is <0.8µm RMS
for 0.35mm beam offset. The resolution was determined
by comparing the BPM16 position readings with a
predicted position obtained from a linear combination of
the readings of adjacent E-XFEL BPMs (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Left: Charge noise correlation of E-XFEL and
SwissFEL BPM that has <0.1pC resolution at 136pC.
Right: Measured minus predicted position at BPM16.
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Figure 6: RFFE output signal of SwissFEL BPM16 (only
Q signal of RFFE IQ signal outputs shown).
The signals were recorded at SITF, with 28pC in the 1st
bunch, 22pC in the 2nd bunch, and 28ns bunch spacing.
The SwissFEL BPM has about 10 times less overlap of
the signals of the two bunches than the E-XFEL BPM,
thus enabling an easier and better separation and crosstalk
suppression of the signals of the two bunches. Since the
only non-negligible signal crosstalk for the SwissFEL
BPM is caused downstream of the RFFE mixer, the
crosstalk can simply be removed by subtracting a certain
percentage p(n) of the peak amplitude of the 1st bunch
from the ADC samples at the location of the signal pulse
of the 2nd bunch. p(n) depends on the sample number n,
but is rather insensitive to the bunch spacing since the
crosstalk is purely additive (exponential decay) for each
ADC
channel,
without
constructive/destructive
interference like for high-Q cavities. It should be noted
that for SwissFEL the signal pulses of the two bunches
will have the same polarity and IQ phase. This is achieved
by choosing 3.284GHz for the (programmable) LO phase
frequency and pickup frequency, since this is an integer
multiple of the SwissFEL machine reference clock of
142.8MHz. For our STIF tests, we used 3.3GHz LO
frequency with a 214MHz reference, resulting in different
IQ phases for the signals of the two bunches as shown in
Figure 6.

Position and Charge Resolution
Charge and position resolution measurements of a
complete SwissFEL BPM16 system with the modified
RFFE were conducted at SITF. The BPM16 charge noise
was determined by correlation with E-XFEL BPMs and is
<0.07% at higher charges where the relative resolution is
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
First beam tests of a SwissFEL linac BPM16 prototype
at the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility showed that the
necessary charge and position resolution has already been
reached or exceeded, for an electronics that was
optimized for low bunch-to-bunch crosstalk. Further
beam tests of BPM16 and of future BPM38 and BPM8
(undulator) pickup prototypes that are currently being
developed are planned for 2014, where parameters like
drift, linearity, arrival time dependence, and 2-bunch
position and charge crosstalk will be characterized.
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G. Boorman#, S. Gibson, RHUL, Egham, UK
C. Gabor, S. Lawrie, A. Letchford, STFC/RAL, Didcot, UK
R. D’Arcy, S. Jolly, UCL, London, UK
The H– ion source and beam-line at FETS will require
the beam current and beam position to be continually
monitored. Current transformer toroids will measure the
beam current and beam position monitors (BPMs) will
determine the beam position. The ion source delivers
pulses at a rate of 50 Hz with a current up to 60 mA, each
pulse is 2 ms long, and a 324 MHz micro-bunch structure
imposed by the radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ)
accelerating structure.
The toroid outputs will be
acquired on a fast oscilloscope. Two BPM designs are
under consideration (shorted strip-line or button type) but
the processing for both types is similar and has been
designed, with simulated measurements made. Each
BPM uses four pickups, at a frequency of 324 MHz,
which are mixed using RF electronics to an intermediate
frequency of 10.125 MHz. The resulting signals are then
digitized at 40.500 MHz and processed in an FPGA to
produce the position and phase of the beam at each BPM
location, with a precision of better than 100 µm and 0.05
rad. The measurements from the toroids and BPMs will
be available via EPICS servers at every pulse.

FETS BEAM-LINE
The ion source delivers pulses up to 2 ms in length with
energy of a few tens of keV. After the ion source and post
acceleration is the beam-line as shown in Fig. 1. The
beam-line consists of a low energy beam transport
(LEBT), diagnostics vessel, radio-frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) and medium energy beam transport (MEBT). The
MEBT contains focussing quadrupoles, re-bunching
cavities, fast and slow beam choppers, BPMs and a
laserwire emittance scanner [1, 2]. A number of toroids

are located along the length of the beam-line. The LEBT
has been built and has run successfully [3]. The RFQ and
MEBT, along with the relevant diagnostics, will start to
be installed in summer 2014. The 2 ms bunch is
accelerated in the RFQ to 3 MeV with a 324 MHz bunch
rate.

TOROIDS
A suite of nine conventional AC current transformer
toroids, eight of which have been designed, constructed
and tested in-house, will be used to measure the beam
current at various locations along the beam-line. The
toroids have varying response times according to the
pulse parameters at its location as described in Table 1.
The toroid immediately after the ion source is a Bergoz
ACCT with a very fast response. Fig. 2 shows one of the
toroids built in-house for use in the MEBT.
Table 1: Toroid Locations and Parameters
Toroid

Location

T1

Ion
Output

T2

LEBT pumping
vessel input
LEBT pumping
vessel output
RFQ input
RFQ output
Slow chopper
beam dump
Fast
chopper
beam dump
Straight-through
beam dump
After-dipole
beam dump

T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9

Figure 1: FETS Beam-line schematic.

source

tr

Droop

ID

0.35µs

<2 %/ms

82 mm

10 µs

1 %/ms

94 mm

10 µs

1 %/ms

94 mm

5 µs
5 µs
5 µs

1 %/ms
1 %/ms
1.2 %/ms

82 mm
82 mm
46 mm

5 µs

1.2 %/ms

46 mm

5 µs

1.2 %/ms

46 mm

5 µs

1.2 %/ms

46 mm

Figure 2: In-house designed and built toroid.
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Toroid Functions

Toroids T1-T3 are already installed in the LEBT and
have been running for over a year with no problems.
More testing of the toroids T4-T9 will take place in the
lab before being installed in the beam-line in 2014. In the
future it is envisaged to have all toroid outputs digitized
and the data served via EPICS IOCs.

The outputs from toroids T1-T3, T8 and T9 will be
displayed on oscilloscopes. The signals from toroids T4T7 will be digitized using a National Instruments PXI5152 two-channel 1 GS/s digitizer and the digitized
waveforms served via an EPICS IOC. The beam current
as measured by toroids T2 and T3 should be identical and
any difference will indicate any H– stripping losses. The
current difference between toroids T4 and T5 will indicate
the transmission of the RFQ. Toroids T6 and T7 should
show notches in the 2 ms macropulse due to the chopping
action, although the toroids aren’t fast enough to show
individual chopped bunches. The final two toroids, T8
and T9, indicate transmission through the dipole and how
much power is absorbed by the beam-dumps.

Each BPM will produce a position of the beam centroid
a number of times during the duration of the macro-pulse
of 2 ms. Between three and six BPMs are envisaged when
the beam-line is completed, depending on the final design
of the MEBT. The BPM signals are mixed in analogue
front-end electronics before being digitized for processing
by a commercial FPGA card running custom software.

Toroid Evaluation

BPM Specification

Two of the toroids built in-house have been tested to
determine the rise-time and droop. The results are shown
in Fig. 3 and 4. As can be seen both toroids meet the
specification for rise time, but one has a droop of about 3
%/ms, possibly due to a lower than expected core
permeability.

Each BPM is identical, as is its signal processing chain.
Each has four electrodes, spaced at 90⁰ apart. The BPM
type is still to be decided (button or strip-line) since there
are merits to both types. The button-type requires less
longitudinal space, but the output signal is lower than a
strip-line type. As part of the development of LINAC4,
prototypes of several BPM designs have been simulated
and tested, an example strip-line BPM is shown in Fig. 5.
Since the BPM requirements for FETS and LINAC4 are
almost identical the FETS BPMS will be modelled on the
LINAC4 design.

BEAM POSITION MONITORS

Figure 5: LINAC4 strip-line BPM.
Figure 3: Toroid rise time.

Front-End Electronics
The signal from each BPM electrode is taken to the
front-end electronics where it is first amplified and then
mixed with a local oscillator (LO) signal of 334.125 MHz
to produce an intermediate frequency (IF) signal of
10.125 MHz. The electronics was developed at CERN for
use with the LINAC4 BPM system [4]. The LINAC4 RF
is 352 MHz and the IF is 22 MHz, whereas the FETS RF
of 324 MHz and IF of 10.125 MHz, necessitating some
simple changes to the filtering components on the
electronics card.

IQ Sampling

Figure 4: Toroid droop.
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A periodic waveform can be sampled at intervals of π/2
radians (exactly four times its frequency) to produce
samples that equate to the in-phase and quadrature
components I, Q, -I and –Q, as shown in Fig. 6. The
magnitude (Vpeak) of the signal is given by Eq. 1and Eq. 2.
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The phase of the signal is given by Eq. and 3 Eq. 4.
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Each adder output is then divided (right-shifted) by the
number of cycles added. The resulting means are passed
to a processing block in the FPGA, where the magnitude
and phase are calculated. Finally the position for each
BPM is calculated. The BPM positions are passed along
the PXI bus to the PXI host processor where the data is
served via EPICS IOCs. The BPM electrode processing
algorithm is shown schematically in Fig. 7. The time to
calculate the beam position for each BPM is 3.1 µs when
the FPGA is running at 40 MHz. The beam position
processing time can be reduced by further pipelining of
the stages of calculation, with a target time of below 1 µs.

Figure 6: IQ Sampling of waveform.
The digitizing and processing of the BPM IF signals is
performed by a National Instruments PXI-7954R FPGA
card and NI-5752 modular Digitizer card. After
evaluating options for processing the BPM signals, this
was deemed the most cost effective option whilst
retaining the position and phase precision required. The
PXI-7954R contains a Xilinx Virtex5 FPGA and can host
a variety of front-end modules, including the NI-5752 32
channel 50 MS/s simultaneously sampling digitizer
module. The FPGA code is programmed using National
Instruments LabVIEW with the FPGA module.

BPM Position Calculation
The position of the beam centroid within the BPM is
given by Eq. 5 and Eq. 6.
=

∗

=

∗

−
+
−
+

OTHER DIAGNOSTICS
(5)
(6)

where kx and ky are constants and Vleft etc are the peak –
to-peak magnitudes of the respective BPM electrodes.
The phase difference between successive BPMs can be
used to calculate time-of-flight.

FPGA Algorithm
For each BPM channel (up to 24 in total) the FPGA
acquires data from the Digitizer channels at a rate of 40.5
MHz which is then buffered in a FIFO. The FIFO is read
at 40.0 MHz and the data passed sequentially into four
adder units, representing the I, Q, -I and –Q samples.
BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 7: BPM electrode processing in FPGA.

The other main diagnostic on the beam-line is a
laserwire emittance scanner [5]. A pulsed laser is
focussed and scanned across the H– bunches to strip
electrons, with the resulting neutrals passing into a
scintillator, which is viewed by a camera. A small fraction
of the laser power is directed to a photodiode and the
signal monitored via a digitizer channel on a card in the
PXI chassis, in order to determine the laser power hitting
each bunch. A slit-slit emittance scanner has been used in
the commissioning of the LEBT but will not be part of the
final beam-line. Various parameters such as temperatures,
voltages etc will also be monitored and the data available
via EPICS.
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PXI SYSTEM & EPICS IOCS
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The toroid and laserwire emittance scanner data
acquisition cards and the BPM FPGA/Digitizer card are
housed in an eight-slot PXI chassis. The chassis has a
PXI-8106 controller running Windows XP and the
LabVIEW development environment. A clock and trigger
card for distributing triggers and a 10 MHz reference
clock, as well as an eight-channel counter card and also
installed. The controller is networked with a 100 Mbit
Ethernet connection.
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EPICS IOCs
All of the data from the toroid signal acquisition and
the BPM position data will be available on for EPICS
clients to read. The toroids and BPMs will have their
own IOC running on the PXI controller, and a watchdog
configured to ensure each IOC automatically starts upon
system power-up.

FUTURE WORK
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The FETS beam-line will have the RFQ and MEBT
installed starting summer 2014. The FPGA code for the
BPM processing has been developed and testing has
already started using simulated IF signals. When
completed, the front-end electronics will be added to the
test set-up using BPM-like RF signals. The BPMs will be
investigated in a test-jig at CERN, along with the
electronics and digital processing, starting late 2013, to
determine the constants for the BPM position calculation.
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STRIP LINE MONITOR DESIGN FOR THE ISIS PROTON
SYNCHROTRON USING THE FEA PROGRAM HFSS
S.J. Payne, STFC, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX, UK
This paper reports the development of a strip line
monitor for the ISIS accelerator main ring. The strip line
is still in the design phase and the work reported here is
the results of the FEA programme HFSS. The strip line
will eventually form part of a beam instability feedback
system and will be used to control instabilities both in the
current ISIS machine and for all future ISIS upgrades
where higher intensities and energies could be realised.
The strip line consists of two pairs of 550 mm by 160 mm
broad flat electrodes configured to allow damping in both
the horizontal and vertical planes. The paper describes the
efforts to achieve a bandwidth of 280 MHz which will
allow the feedback system deal with instabilities such as
those caused by electron clouds. Design of the electrodes
including matching of the feed throughs to the electrodes ,
concerns of materials for the electrode supports are
considered. Also considered are methods used to improve
inter-electrode decoupling (to better than -30db) . Results
in the form of scattering parameters, time domain
reflectivity and shunt impedances will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) is home to
ISIS, the world’s most productive spallation neutron
source. ISIS has two neutron producing target stations
(TS1 and TS2) driven at 40 Hz and 10 Hz respectively
by a 50 Hz, 800 MeV proton beam from a rapid cycling
synchrotron, which is fed by a 70 MeV H- drift tube
Linac [1]. As a result of the current ISIS upgrade program
[2] work has started on developing a beam feedback
system as one measure against possible beam instabilities
e.g. head-tail, electron clouds.

The proposed ISIS feedback system is shown in figure
1. Two identical strip lines will be used, one as the pickup
and one as the kicker. The strip line device has four
electrodes to measure and correct for instabilities in both
the horizontal and vertical planes. The electronics to
provide the damping signal to the power amplifiers is still
in development and will most likely use fast FPGA
technology. The main complication that needs to be
overcome is the fact that the strip line with be installed in
an accelerating ring and thus the comb filter, which
removes beam revolution signal, and the timing of the
delay for the kicker will need to track the beam energy.
For this reason the timing for the electronics will be taken
from the accelerator RF system. So far only the strip line
monitor design has been completed which is described
here.

STRIP LINE DESIGN
The first stage in the design the ISIS strip line was
carried out using FreeFEM [3], a 2-d FEA
electromagnetic solver. This program provided a good
starting model in terms of the electrode dimensions and
position plus the internal structure of the strip line all of
which could then be reconstructed within the 3-d FEA
solver HFSS [4].

Figure 2: HFSS model of the ISIS strip line monitor
showing the copper electrodes, the PEEK supports and
the launches used to provide a matched RF path between
the feed through and the electrode. The overall size of the
monitor is 850 mm long by 425mm wide.

Figure 1: Proposed ISIS Feedback System.

BPMs and Beam Stability

The strip line model is shown in figure 2. The copper
electrodes are mounted to the stainless steel body using
25mm diameter PEEK posts. This material was chosen
over ceramic because of the lower dielectric constant (3.2
against ~9 for ceramic) which preserves the high
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frequency performance of the strip line. There is also one
thinner (12 mm diameter) post in the centre of the
electrode for extra stability. The plate distance from the
beam centre (120mm) is a compromise between achieving
a low electrode coupling (-30db or better) and the highest
possible shunt impedance for the kicker strip line (see
HFSS Simulation). Minimal reflections at each port
(better than -44db across full bandwidth) was also
achieved by careful design of the electrodes launches (see
electrode design).

The PEEK supports are shown in blue and the launches in
orange. For reference to the scattering parameters the port
numbers are P1, P3, P5, and P7.
Another consideration was signal coupling between
electrodes. Figure 4 shows the cross section of the strip
line monitor. The 45 degree blades are specifically
designed to reduce such coupling. The effect of the blades
are shown in figure 5

HFSS SIMULATION
Electrode Design

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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The electrodes were made a long as possible to
improve the low frequency performance. ISIS suffers
from a 200kHz instability at around 2ms during the
acceleration cycle and the idea is to have a system that
could damp this frequency as well as take care of higher
frequency instabilities, >100MHz, that might be expected
with electron clouds [5].
The corners of the electrodes were tapered (see fig 2)
to compensate for the increased capacitance in that region
due to the PEEK supports. Figure 3 shows the S(1,1)
scattering parameters with and without the corners
tapered.

Figure 3: S(1,1) when removing corners of the electrodes
to compensate for the capacitance of the PEEK supports.

Figure 5: The blades give a -10db improvement in the
decoupling of the electrodes. S(3,1) refers to the top
electrode in fig 4 and S(5,1) to the left electrode.

Figure 6: S(1,1) red trace is for a launch mechanically
designed only to secure the feed through electrode. S(1,1)
blue trace for the fully optimised launch.

Launches

Figure 4: Cross section of the strip line monitor. Note the
angled blades that reduce electrode coupling by -10db.
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The launches are copper cylinders mounted on each
end of the electrodes. They provide a mechanical fixing
point for the feed through electrodes (shown as red
‘wires’ at the ports in figure 4) as well as a RF matching
path between the feed through and the electrodes. Figure
6 shows the effect of the launches on the S(1,1) scattering
parameter. The (top) trace shows the S(1,1) for a copper
cylinder of arbitrary dimensions (diameter 12mm, height
25mm) where only the mechanical aspects of securing the
feed through electrode were considered. The (bottom)
trace shows the S(1,1) for an optimised launch (diameter
37mm, height 50.5mm). To optimise the launch careful
selection of the launch height and diameter must be made.
Since both parameters are strongly coupled the approach
taken was first selecting a ‘sensible’ height for the launch,
and then finding the best value for the diameter. The
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height was chosen such that the top of the launch was
5mm from the wall of the vacuum vessel. This is a
practical value that avoids potential electrical breakdown.
Also if one makes the launch too short the diameter of the
launch can get unacceptably large. Once the height is set
then the diameter can be quickly found. To finish a final
adjustment of the height can then be performed.
Figure 7 shows the final adjustment to the launch height
for a diameter of 37mm. The graph shows the % power
reflected from port 1 as a result of changing the launch
height Similar plots can be produced for the diameter of
the launch verse reflected power.

TUPC28

line (280 MHz) as achieved by modelling a thin wire
through the monitor to form port 9.

Figure 9: Shunt impedance verses frequency.

Figure 7: The final tuning of launch height. The y axis is
% reflected power and the x axis the launch height in mm.

SUMMARY

Figure 8: time domain reflections at port 1 showing
optimised launch (top) against general launch (bottom)
which although mechanically suitable gives a power
reflection of 11%.

Shunt Impedance
The shunt impedance describes the ease at which the
beam can be influenced by the kicker. The higher the
impedance the more efficient the kicker is. Typical values
range from 1kΩ to 5kΩ’s even as higher a 10kΩ
depending on the configuration of the strip line. Because
of the relatively low value of this strip line shown in
figure 9 we may need to compensate with larger power
amplifiers. Figure 10 shows the bandwidth of the strip

BPMs and Beam Stability

The HFSS design of the strip line monitor has been
completed. Results obtained from HFSS show the strip
line to act as a low loss 50Ω loss transmission line over
the required bandwidth. Properly designed launches are
important to avoid loss of power to the kicker. Ensuring
the coupling between electrodes is around -30db or better
is desirable to ensure good sensitivity when used as a
pickup. The use of blades worked well reducing coupling
by -10db over the full bandwidth. The next stage is to
build the strip line and compare the HFSS results directly
to those obtained from a network analyser. Thin wire
measurements of the strip line impedance will also be
carried out.
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GROUNDED COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE TRANSMISSION LINES AS
PICKUPS FOR BEAM POSITION MONITORING IN PARTICLE
ACCELERATORS∗
A. Penirschke† , A. Angelovski, R. Jakoby
Institut für Mikrowellentechnik und Photonik, TU Darmstadt, Germany

Energy beam position monitors (EBPM) based on
grounded co-planar waveguide (CPW) transmission lines
have been designed for installation in the dispersive sections of the bunch compressor chicanes at the European
XFEL. In combination with beam position monitors at the
entrance and exit of the bunch compressor chicanes, measurements of the beam energy with single bunch resolution
are feasible. The EBPM consists of transversely mounted
stripline pickups in a rectangular beampipe section. The
signal detection for the measurement of the phases of the
pulses at each end of the pickups is based on the standard
down-conversion and phase detection scheme used for the
low-level RF-system. A measurement resolution within the
lower micrometer range can be achieved for input signal reflections at the pickup of less than −25 dB at 3 GHz In this
paper, simulation results of a novel pickup geometry utilized with CPW pickup structures and optimized transitions
to perpendicular mounted coaxial connectors are presented.
The simulation results exhibit small reflection coefficients
with reflected signal components having less than 2% of
the peak voltage signal.

INTRODUCTION
The operation of the European XFEL will require multiple special diagnostic tools to study and adjust the properties of the electron bunch. For the longitudinal properties
Energy Beam Position Monitors (EBPMs) are utilized at
three different locations along the European XFEL LINAC.
Here the EBPM consists of two transversely mounted
striplines and signal detection system, which measures the
phases of the pulses emerging from both ends of the pickup
in the dispersive section of a bunch compressor chicane
[1]. The bunch energy can be determined from the phase
differences that are directly proportional to the beam position by the formalism of the bunch compressor [2]. The
principle of operation is visualized in Fig. 1 that shows a
realized EBPM in FLASH [3]. It consists of two transversely mounted striplines within a rectangular beampipe
section. The striplines are open coaxial transmission lines
fixed with ceramic disks at both ends for mechanical support. Towards the connectors the rods are tapered. The
bunches excite signals on the coaxial lines that travel to
∗ The

work was supported by the MSK group at DESY Hamburg.
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Figure 1: CAD model of the EBPM installed in the second
bunch compressor at FLASH [3].

both ends. The phase difference between the measured
phases on the left and right side is direct proportional to
the bunch position. The measurement resolution is defined
by the minimum detectable phase-difference between both
pulses. The phase of the pulse is defined by the phase constant of the transmission line that is the imaginary component of the propagation constant. It represents the change
in phase per meter along the path by the wave at any instant.
Without any distortions on the transmission line the phase
constant is directly proportional to the frequency of operation. The higher the operation frequency, the higher the
phase constant and thus the phase-difference between both
ends of the line. The measurement resolution is limited by
the maximum operation frequency of the pickup, the limitations of the detection electronics and the length of the
active sensor region which imposes the wavelength, below
which the phase detection will be no longer unique [4]. The
mechanical and electrical requirements for future EBPMs
at the European XFEL differs significantly from the ones at
FLASH. The opening of the rectangular beamline section
is increased from L = 183 mm, H = 8 mm for FLASH to
L = 400 mm, H = 40.5 mm for XFEL and at the same
time the minimum detectable bunch charge is reduced from
1 nC for FLASH to 20 pC for XFEL. First results of planar transmission line pickups as a baseline for the XFEL
EBPM monitor were presented in [3]. This paper shows a
possible upgrade of the EBPM by a quasi-grounded coplanar waveguide that combines the advantages of microstrip
BPMs and Beam Stability
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transmission lines and coplanar waveguide structures.

vias

Figure 3: Model of a grounded coplanar waveguide structure.
is concentrated within the substrate and the rest radiates in
the air. The field is concentrated in the gap between the
signal layer and the ground layer. As for the microstrip
transmission line, the coupling from the beam to the CPW
and from the CPW to the coaxial line is a function of substrate height. The conductor with and the overall dimension of the the microstrip and the CPW transmission line
as a function of substrate height is displayed in Fig. 4. It

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0

Figure 2: Model of a microstrip transmission line.
layer with a dielectric material in between. The electrical field is concentrated underneath the conductor strip and
stray fields radiate within the substrate and air. The signal is
usually coupled to a orthogonal attached coaxial line. The
beam induces a signal to the stray field of the microstrip
line. The thickness of the dielectric substrate is a tradeoff
between the coupling to the beam and the reflection coefficient of the transition to the coaxial line. The thicker the
substrate, the better the coupling to the beam, but the worse
the reflection is from the microstrip to coaxial transition.
The second design, that was investigated, was a grounded
coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure as shown in Fig. 3
The grounded coplanar waveguide consists of a signal layer
surrounded by two ground layer on top of the substrate and
a third ground layer below the dielectric substrate. The
ground layer are connected to each other by vias consisting of metallic posts in order to prevent substrate waves.
The necessary lateral dimension is limited to the distance
of the metallic posts. Here a fraction of the electrical field
BPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 4: Conductor width and overall dimension of a microstrip and a GCPW line for a 50Ω geometry as a function
of substrate height.
can be seen that for low substrate heights also the conductor and thus the coupling to the beam is weak. With increasing substrate height up to 3 mm the conductors for
both lines rise up to about 7 mm and 5.8 mm for the microstrip and CPW line respectively. On the right side of
the graph the necessary overall dimension for both line are
displayed. It is remarkable that the microstrip line needs
about three times more space than the CPW line. For 3 mm
substrate height the overall dimension needed for the CPW
line is less than 10 mm whereas the microstrip line needs
about three times more space [6]. The drawback of the
grounded CPW line is the more complex design compared
to microstrip which is even more difficult to mount within
a vacuum environment[7].
The microstrip transmission line approach has a large substrate dimension in beam direction. Due to the low lateral size, a grounded CPW line is investigated. To make
the CPW approach applicable for usage in accelerators, the
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Due to the large dimensions of the rectangular beam pipe
for the European-XFEL a mechanical stable pickup design
with high sensitivity is necessary. The current solution
for FLASH utilized with cylindrical rods and two ceramic
disks as support create miss-match and thus reflections of
the signal [3]. The reflections of the signal strongly influence the detection accuracy and need to be minimized
for the upgrade of the detection scheme for the E-XFEL
EBPMs introduced in [4]. In the current implementation
ceramic disks at both ends of the line fixes the inner conductor to the outer one. Due to the miss-match of the line
section with the discs, reflections of the induced signal are
generated, which makes it not feasible to be used together
with the upgraded detection scheme, since the error in the
detected position scales with the reflected pickup signal.
Simulations as well as measurements of non-hermetic prototypes exhibits high signal quality as well as low reflections of the planar designs [3, 5]. For the baseline design
at E-XFEL, a microstrip line, as shown in Fig. 2 was utilized. The line consists of a conductor layer and a ground

signal
layer

strip width / mm

PLANAR TRANSMISSION LINE PICKUP
DESIGN
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taper

line

Figure 7: Field distribution versus time; left, e-field maxima travels to the taper; middle, e-field maxima at transition to
coaxial line; right, e-field within the coaxial line.
CPW structure needs to be adapted to fulfill the vacuum
requirements. In the proposed structure, the vias are exchanged by two metallic walls. Furthermore the metallic
walls are shifted to the edge of the ground strips on the top
layer as shown in Fig. 5. For maintaining the 50 Ω ge-

e-field is concentrated at the edge of the taper to the coaxial
line. It can be seen, that still a small fraction of the field radiates at the edge of the conductor line. On the right figure
the field is already within the coaxial line and no backwards
traveling wave is visible.
Fig. 8 shows the simulated S-parameters of the structure.
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Figure 5: Simulation model of the quasi-grounded CPW
structure.
ometry, the gap between the line and the ground layer was
increased slightly compared to a standard grounded CPW
line. To match the wave impedance for the smaller line
width, either the gap needs to be reduced for a constant
substrate thickness or the thickness needs to be reduced
for a constant gap. The matching to the transition is performed by a tapered reduction of the substrate thickness
due to the parasitic effects in the transition section. Fig. 6

feedthrough

taper

line

Figure 6: Modified grounded CPW line with perpendicular
coaxial line transition. Upper, cross-section of the sensor
structure; lower left, taper; lower right, top view.
shows the cross section and the top view of the structure.
The transition is performed by a reduction of the line from
5.75 mm down to 1.8 mm and a thickness reduction from
3 mm down to 0.8 mm. Fig. 7 exhibits the electrical field
at the CPW to coaxial line transition in the cross-sectional
view. In the left figure, the field is concentrated below the
conductor traveling to the taper section. In the middle the
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Figure 8: S-parameter results of the grounded CPW structure.
The input reflection of the transition is less than −25 dB in
the frequency range from 1 GHz up to 6 GHz. The transition was adapted to the BPM structure with EuropeanXFEL beam pipe aperture the grounded CPW is simulated
with a beam excitation. The results are shown in Fig. 9.
As expected, a part of the signal is reflected at the opposite
end of the transmission line and travels back. The reflected
pulse has a signal strength less then 2 % of the signal pulse
in the case of grounded CPW structure.
In order to fabricate the structure for usage within hermetic
sealed environments, a micro machined substrate cannot be
used, since gaps between the substrate and ground needs to
be realized to secure no air inclusions below the substrate
layer. This would significantly reduce its electrical characteristic, so that the signal reflections be worse that the
proposed microstrip line in [3]. In order to prevent gaps
between the glass-substrate and the metal ground layer, the
usage of special glass composites to be melted and filled
in the hollow structures are currently under investigation.
Besides the omission of gaps between the substrate and
ground, also the hermeticity is secured. At the same time
the mechanical stability is increased and thermal expansion
would not be critical anymore.
BPMs and Beam Stability
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line design a new grounded coplanar transmission line concept was investigated. Simulation results exhibit excellent
input matching lower then −25 dB over a broad frequency
range from 1 GHz up to 6 GHz. For both structures the
reproducibility in hermetic environment was taken into account. To verify the simulations the structure will be manufactured with vacuum flanges and characterized with Sparameters.
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[7] C. Peschke et al., “Planar pick-up electrodes for stochastic
cooling”, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A: Accelerators, Spectrometers, Detectors and
Associated Equipment, Vol. 532, Issues 12, Oct. 2004, p. 459.
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DESIGN OF STRIP-LINE BPM FOR LARGE THERMAL STRESS
CONDITIONS
P. Evtushenko, F.E. Hannon, JLAB, Newport News, Virginia, USA
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Abstract
Jefferson Lab FEL operates DC photo gun and GaAs
photocathode. Operation with average current of several
mA and sufficiently long cathode lifetime requires pressure in the gun region at least at the 1E-11 Torr level or
better. To achieve such low pressure the gun chamber and
the adjacent beam line are baked for an extended period
of time. This imposes an additional requirement of withstanding the bake on all diagnostic elements. Additionally,
analyzing beam line temperature in a high current energyrecovering linac as ones considered for future light sources,
it was found that due to the short bunch length the resistive
wall losses can be very high, which can cause large thermal
stress to the beam line elements. With these in mind we
have designed a modified strip-line beam position monitor
with a flexible connection between the stip-line electrode
and the central pin of conflate mounted SMA feedthrough.
The design is based on a BPM previously developed for radiation source ELBE. To make manufacturing of the BPM
more precise and less costly, brazing is used in place of
welding. Mechanical and microwave design of the BPM is
presented with initial microwave characterization.

CONTRIBUTION NOT RECEIVED
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NEW DESIGN OF HIGH ORDER MODES ELECTRONICS IN MTCA.4
STANDARD FOR FLASH AND THE EUROPEAN XFEL

Abstract
At free-electron linear accelerators, various High Order Modes (HOM) - both monopole and dipole - are excited. Extensive studies at DESY have shown that monitoring and analysis of some of these modes can be used
for different applications including Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) and the reduction of wake-fields, the measurement of the beam phase with-respect-to RF signal in
cavities, and the measurement of cavity alignment in the
1.3 GHz cryo-modules. Three frequencies were chosen
for further experiments: the 1.3 GHz base frequency from
the klystron, the 1.7 GHz dipole mode and the 2.4 GHz
monopole mode. In order to realize the monitoring and
analysis requirements, very high resolution measurements
in amplitude, phase and shape (time resolution) are required for all three frequencies simultaneously. In this paper, we present the new HOM electronics prototype including a microstrip and stripline RF tri-passband filter design
and measurements and the specialized MTCA.4 Rear Transition Module for HOM measurements with an ultra-fast
high-resolution AMC digitizer.

INTRODUCTION
At modern free-electron linear accelerators, like the
FLASH[1] and XFEL[2] at DESY in Hamburg, a high performance electron beam is accelerated in superconducting
cavities. This beam causes various High Order Modes to
be excited inside the cavities. Extensive studies at DESY
have shown that some of these modes can be measured and
analyzed for different purposes and applications. Among
these applications are: Beam Position Monitors (BPMs)
and the reduction of wake-fields, the measurement of the
beam phase with-respect-to RF signal in cavities, and the
measurement of cavity alignment in the 1.3 GHz cryomodules.

HOM MEASUREMENTS IN SC CAVITIES
The HOM-based beam monitors transform beam excited
Higher Order Modes in the superconducting cavities into
information about the transverse beam position and phase.
For the measurement of beam position, a dipole mode at
1.7 GHz is filtered out of the spectrum, with a bandwidth
of 20 MHz. This is one of several modes with the highest R/Q, i.e. higher interaction with the beam, therefore
giving signals with higher power and, as a result, better
resolution. The amplitude of this mode is proportional to
∗ S.BouHabib@elka.pw.edu.pl,samer.bou.habib@desy.de
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the offset from the cavity center of the bunch which excited
it, therefore enabling the beam position measurement. The
signal has to be normalized to the bunch charge. Monitoring dipole fields also enables the alignment of the beam
in the cavity center. This leads to reducing the transverse
wakefields, which are the sum of all transverse modes, and
therefore reducing their negative impact on the beam quality.
The current electronics for beam alignment and position measurement has been installed at 40 cavities in
FLASH[3]. A mode around 1.7 GHz is filtered, downmixed to 20 MHz and then digitized with a 108 MHz clock.
The raw HOM signals are used for operation, particularly
for beam alignment during commissioning phases of the
accelerator. When used for beam position monitoring, a
single bunch resolution below 10 µm rms has been shown.
HOM-based beam position monitors for 3.9 GHz superconducting cavities have been also investigated at FLASH[4]
and are being planned for the XFEL [5] However all those
monitors have the problem of unstable calibration. While
the reason is not yet fully clear, one cause may be phase
drifts in the LO generation.
For phase measurement a higher order monopole mode
at 2.4 GHz is filtered out of the HOM spectrum, together
with the 1.3 GHz accelerating field. In the classical phase
measurement one measures the beam excited and the accelerating field, both at 1.3 GHz. Therefore somewhat higher
charges are needed, in order to distinguish the beam excited
signal from the strong accelerating field. When monitoring
a monopole mode at a higher frequency, the signals can be
easily separated. Therefore this would also allow the permanent monitoring of the beam phase with respect to the
RF and therefore be used by the LLRF for phase regulation. A proof-of-principle of this method has been made
using a broadband scope[6]. A resolution of 0.1 deg over a
short time has been observed.

DIRECT SAMPLING USING
UNDERSAMPLING
The standard HOM measurements all involve the process
of downconversion, which introduce many problems and
drawbacks into the measurement systems. Of these problems there is need for complex LO generation which can
introduce big drifts in the system as well as non-linearities
characterizing analog mixers. The solution for these problems is the use of direct sampling in the measurement systems. Modern technology advancements have resulted in
the possibility of using very high-speed ADCs (~1GSPS)
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with large input bandwidths (~3GHz) for sampling RF analog signals.
Even though the signal frequencies of the HOM systems
are much higher than the Nyquist bandwidth of the ADCs,
direct sampling can be used along with the undersampling
technique[7]. Using this technique, the measured signals
are seen shifted to the first Nyquist zone in the frequency
domain (fig. 1). This technique can be used as long as the
sampling frequency is higher than two times the bandwidth
of the input signal, and not the actual frequency. Information about this frequency is lost during the process, but
the amplitude phase and shape1 of the signal are preserved
which is enough for the HOM measurements.

HOM Filter Design The signals for the HOM modules from couplers at the accelerator are a wide spectrum
of different frequencies (Fig. 3), out of which only three are
interesting for the HOM-based measurements. Moreover,
relative measurements are crucial between the frequencies.

Figure 3: Example full spectrum from coupler.
A special state-of-the-art tri-bandpass filter was specially
designed for the system. The filter combines microstrip and
stripline design that is implemented directly on the PCB in
order to optimize the occupied space in addition to filter
parameters. The filter is made of three sub-filters, each for
a single frequency that are combined in a special design.
Figure 4 shows the filter implemented in two PCB layers
seperated by a ground reference. The transmittance and
matching of the design is shown on Fig. 5 while Fig. 6
shows the prototype PCB 3D model.

SYSTEM CONCEPT
The new system design concept implements monitoring
and measuring the amplitude, phase and shape of three different frequencies using direct sampling. The frequencies
are 1.3 GHz, 1.7 GHz, and 2.4 GHz. The measurement
system concept can be broken down to single HOM measurement channels. Each HOM channel measures all three
signals simultaneously.

HOM Measurement Channels
Each HOM channel consists of a specialized HOM filter, signal conditioning circuits and a high speed ADC. The
block diagram of a single channel is shown on Fig. 2.
ͳǤ͵

Figure 4: Filter design (left part is a microstrip, right is a
stripline below the first part).
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Figure 1: Harmonics moved to first Nyquist Bandwidth due
to undersampling.
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Figure 2: Single HOM ADC channel.
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Figure 5: HOM filter spectrum.
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The three frequencies, as stated before, are the 1.3 GHz
with a 37 MHz BW, 1,7 GHz with a 54 MHz BW and a
2.4-2.74 GHz BW as can be seen on Fig. 5.
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new overall system of the accelerator. Moreover, the new
improved HOM modules are to be installed in the XFEL
accelerator (Fig. 7):
• The injector (I1) requires 16 HOM ADC channels i.e.
2 modules,
• the first sector of the LINAC (L1) requires 32 channels
i.e. 4 modules,
• the second sector (L2) requires 48 channels i.e. 6
modules,
• the third sector (L3) requires 384 channels i.e. 48
modules.
This results in 60 HOM measurement modules required for
the XFEL accelerator, which gives 480 channels. A single
module for the HOM measurements consists of two cards
in the MTCA.4[8] standard: an ultra-fast high-resolution
digitizer and a specialized HOM-filter card with analog
front-end circuits and clock generation. Figure 8 shows the
main boards of the XFEL MTCA.4 crate with two HOM
modules.
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High Speed ADCs with Matching Circuits The three
signals in one channel have different RF power so in order
to maximize ADC performance and individual attenuators
are implemented for each frequency. The three signals are
then combined, the result amplified and differentiated to be
fed to an ADC. All connections must be carefully matched
to insure proper RF operation in a wide bandwidth.

Slave
Master An n = [1...26]
Slave An

Figure 7: XFEL accelerator block diagram with 4 major
sectors and MTCA.4 crates.

ADC Clock Frequency Using undersampling for the
measurements is benefiting from the aliasing phenomenon.
The different frequencies are shifted to the first Nyquist
zone. The shifted frequency is a result similar to mixing
with the ADC clock frequency. Thus, the frequency must
be carefully chosen such that the shifted signals do not
overlap in the spectrum. Moreover, the frequency must be
generated using the 1.3 GHz coming from the accelerator’s
Master Oscillator, without introducing too much clock jitter. This frequency calculated for the HOM measurements
is 660 MHz.

MTCA.4 HOM Measurement Modules for
FLASH and the European XFEL
As stated before, the HOM measurement systems using the downconversion scheme in the VME standard are
already installed in FLASH accelerator at DESY. An upgrade to the MTCA.4 is forseen to be compliant with the
BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 8: MTCA.4 crate diagram with HOM modules.
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Figure 6: HOM filter prototype.
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Fast Digitizer Card The fast digitizer named DAMCDS800 developed at DESY is an Advanced Mezzanine
Card (AMC) compliant with the MTCA.4 standard and following the analog A1.1 class design recommendation. It
holds eight very high speed ADCs that can sample RF signals of frequencies up to 2.7 GHz with sampling rates up
to 800 MSPS. It contains a very powerfull Xilinx Virtex 6
FPGA that can handle data from all eight ADCs with the
maximum sampling rate, as well as all other circuits and
processes on the board. Among these processes is the acquisition of the gathered data in implemented high speed
SRAM modules that can hold up to 4MS of data from each
ADC channels2 . The saved data can then be used for future analysis of the HOM measurements. Even though the
board implements a low-noise clock distribution circuit, for
optimal performance ADC clock generation and distribution for the HOM measurement system will be done on the
RTM module. The board is shown on Fig. 9.

It is prepared in the MTCA.4 standard, and involves a
very high-speed digitizer and a specialized RTM module.
The design uses direct sampling for data acquisition, so no
complex LO nor downconversion is needed. This process
would eliminate problems with LO drifts and nonlinearities resulting from downconversion, as well as simplify the
construction of the electronics system. The construction of
the system involves state-of-the-art design techniques in all
aspects of modern electronics, from specialized analog RF,
to ultra fast analog-to-digital conversion and very low noise
clock distribution, in addition to high speed digital circuits.
The next steps would be to measure and tune the single
modules of the system and install them in the accelerators
for live HOM signal measurements.
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Figure 9: DAMC-DS800 MTCA.4 Fast Digitizer .
Specialized HOM RTM The specialized module for
the HOM system, also developed at DESY, is a Rear Transition Module (RTM) named DRTM-HOM and is also
compliant with the MTCA.4 standard and following the
analog A1.1 class design recommendation. Thus, it can be
paired with the DAMC-DS800 digitizer and or other digitizer boards compliant with the standard. The RTM would
consist of eight of the specially designed tri-bandpass filters
to isolate the frequencies required for the HOM measurements. It also holds very low noise clock genetration and
distribution circuits for the ADCs as well as synchronization of the digital parts of the AMC card.
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SUMMARY
A new HOM measurement system is being designed and
implemented at the DESY accelerators FLASH and XFEL.
2 SRAM blocks from 512 KS/channel to 4MS/channel can be assembled depending on the needed variant
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FEMTOSECOND STABLE LASER-TO-RF PHASE DETECTION
FOR OPTICAL SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEMS
T. Lamb∗ , M. K. Czwalinna, M. Felber, Ch. Gerth, H. Schlarb, S. Schulz, C. Sydlo,
M. Titberidze, F. Zummack, DESY, Hamburg, Germany,
Ewa Janas, Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland,
Jaroslaw Szewinski, National Centre for Nuclear Research (NCBJ), Swierk, Otwock, Poland
LASER-TO-RF SETUP

Optical reference distributions have become an indispensable asset for femtosecond precision synchronization of
free-electron lasers. At FLASH and for the future European XFEL, laser pulses are distributed over large distances
in round-trip time stabilized ﬁbers to all critical facility
sub-systems. Novel Laser-to-RF phase detectors will be
used to provide ultra phase stable and long-term drift free
microwave signals for the accelerator RF controls. In this
paper, we present the recent progress on the design of a fully
integrated and engineered version of the L2RF phase detector, together with ﬁrst experimental results demonstrating
so-far unrivaled performance.

INTRODUCTION
Tight locking of microwave signals to an optical pulse
train from a mode-locked laser can be performed in different ways. A photo diode in conjunction with a narrow
band-pass ﬁlter at a laser harmonic and mixing to baseband
is the standard and most straight forward method. However, to overcome photo diode drifts and excess noise more
elaborate arrangements using a balanced Sagnac loop interferometer where proposed and successfully demonstrated at
a rather high radio frequency (RF) of 10.2 GHz [1]. Our proposed technique is also well suited for lower frequencies, e.g.
the 1.3 GHz accelerating frequency at FLASH, where the
time-to-phase conversion constant is proportionally smaller.
Femtosecond stability at lower RF frequencies therefore requires a signiﬁcantly improved phase detector sensitivity of
the laser-to-RF (L2RF) converter and by careful engineering
ultra-low drift characteristics have to be ensured.
The L2RF phase detector output is fed to a phase-lookloop (PLL) for either locking a low noise RF source to the
laser reference, or vice versa, to lock laser oscillator to an
RF reference e.g. to overcome the pure noise behavior of
mode-locked lasers at low offset frequencies. For FLASH
and the European XFEL, 1.3 GHz RF reference will be distributed through coaxial cables providing low phase noise
microwave characteristics, but the RF signal will be subjected to drifts in the 100 fs range [2]. Here, the L2RF setup
will be used in the optical reference module (REFM-OPT)
to remove low offset phase noise and drifts using a simple
phase shifter for corrections. Further details on the optical
and RF synchronization system can be found in [3, 4, 5].
∗ Thorsten.Lamb@desy.de
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The heart of the L2RF setup is a commercially available
Mach-Zehnder amplitude modulator (MZI) where the ultrashort laser pulses with sub-picosecond duration sample the
amplitude of the RF. No laser pulse modulation is observed
if the optical pulses hit the zero-crossing of the RF wave.
To distinguish MZI bias-offset drifts or laser power variations from phase changes of the RF, the laser pulse train is
split and recombined such that the laser pulses now sample
the positive and negative zero crossings of the RF wave.
Phase errors now impose a (sub-)harmonic amplitude modulation onto the recombined laser pulse train which is ﬁltered,
strongly ampliﬁed and readout by a synchronous detection
circuit with high precision. Further details of the operation
principle of the L2RF phase detector can be found in [6].

Engineered Opto-Mechanics
The opto-mechanics for the free-space split, delay and
recombination of the laser pulses is shown in Fig. 1. It
consists of a solid aluminum base-plate with cutouts for
the various optical components. The laser beam exiting the
input collimator (in), passes optionally motorized λ/2 and λ/4
waveplates (L/2 and L/4) for polarization control. A small
fraction of the optical power is tapped to generate the local
oscillator (LO) signal required for the synchronous detection
electronics. The optical beam is then split and recombined
by a polarizing beam cube where the ﬁrst delay length can
be adjusted with high precision. A cleanup polarizer and λ/2
waveplate are used to adjust the polarization launched into
the polarization maintaining input ﬁber of the MZI.

Figure 1: Engineered Opto-mechanical setup.
The MZI is mounted at the corner of the aluminum base
plate in order to minimize the cable length to the MZI-RFinput. The selected MZI has an RF output port permitting
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higher RF power transmission before thermal destruction.
The MZI bias voltage for balanced transmission can be
provided by the central SMA connector. The selected MZI
features two output ports (b, b). If both ports are recombined
by a certain delay (second adjustable delay) the sensitivity
of the setup can be further improved and the susceptibility
to mechanical movements causing pulse train amplitude
imbalances of the recombined pulse train in the ﬁrst delay
line be removed (see [6]).
The humidity and temperature stability of the optical
setup is crucial for the L2RF performance. Thus carefull
engineering was conducted and experimentally veriﬁed. On
top of the base plate sits a housing of high density polyethylene (HD-PE). The housing seals the box from humidity
changes and it is supporting the thermal insulation of the
box. The different elements of the housing are glued together in order to seal the joints, the ﬂexible connections
include rubber gaskets. The RF-feed-throughs are sealed
with o-ring gaskets, while in- and outgoing ﬁbers are guided
through the cover’s gaskets in a special area.
box with gasket
box with gasket and silica gel
climate chamber
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Figure 2: Humidity stability of the L2RF base plate.
The sealed box limits air transfer into and out of the housing, but humidity changes still slowly affect the inner conditions. For further stabilization a dust-proof sachet ﬁlled with
250 g of a special silica gel called pro sorb [7] is mounted
inside the housing. This sachet buffers the remaining humidity variations. At 50 % RH pro sorb can store about
30 % of water relative to its own weight. This is higher
than the capability of standard silica gel at this relative humidity. Measurements of two closed housings (one without
silica gel) in a climate chamber reveal, that this humidity
433.3 MHz

LO

optical
pulses

photo
diode

stabilization works very well (see Fig. 2). For a sudden
change of 15 % RH, the box with silica gel follows only
about 2.3 % RH peak to peak within almost two weeks. The
box without silica gel, which was only passively sealed,
followed in the same time with a full 15 % RH change.
The temperature stabilization was also tested in a climate
chamber. The aluminum base plate is mounted with two
peltier elements onto a heatsink. The Peltier elements can
cover a maximum of 30 W thermal load each. Both Peltier
elements are connected in series to one analogue temperature controller (Team Wavelength PTC10k-CH) and the
loop sensor was placed close to the MZI on top of the base
plate. The measurement reveals, that due to thermal losses
through the outer insulation (9 mm thick elastomeric thermal foam, 0.035 W/K m) and ﬁnite thermal conductivity of
the base plate (aluminum, 235 W/K m), a temperature gradient
is formed over the base plate. Additionally, this gradient
slightly changes with the outer temperature and in this way
limits the performance of the temperature control. The test
was performed with a temperature step of 30 °C. At the MZI,
a temperature variation of 0.3 K has been detected, while
in a the base plate corner next to the sensor 1.4 K and in
the farthest corner 3.1 K have been measured. For different
positions of the base plate one can now calculate suppression factors between 100 and 10. The expected temperature
stability in the low-level RF (LLRF) racks in the accelerator
is ±1 K, which leads to the conclusion that the achievable
temperature stability will be between 0.1 K and 0.01 K.
To further improve the temperature stability, one could
increase the thickness of the outer insulation to reduce the
temperature gradient over the plate, but this is difﬁcult due
to space constraints in the 3 HU 19 ” box, the optics have to
ﬁt in later. Alternatively one could use a second temperature
controller. Regulating both Peltier elements individually
will minimize the gradient over the base plate and therefore
also the sensitivity to variations of the outer temperature.

Engineered Electronics
The detector electronics have been integrated into a single printed circuit board (PCB) within a custom housing.
This provides signiﬁcant advance over the original setup,
which was composed of dedicated RF components, large
manual phase shifters and various cable connections. The
compact, integrated readout electronics is now well suited
for an accelerator environment.
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Figure 3: Simpliﬁed block diagramme of the L2RF readout PCB.
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To enable drift measurements with femtosecond precision
over long time periods special care on the interconnecting
RF cables has to be taken. Measurements in a climate chamber revealed, that even so called ultra phase stable RF cables
suffer from a signiﬁcant humidity dependence. We found a
1/e time constant of typically ten to twenty hours inﬂuencing
our precise phase drift measurements. Thus proper cable
selection and environmental control turned out to be crucial. The humidity coefﬁcients of different coaxial cables
have been determined by applying a large humidity step in
a climate chamber while recording the phase change of the
cables. The phase changes were detected using AD8302
based phase detectors and an Agilent 34970A data acquisition unit. The measurements were carried out at 1.3 GHz at
a temperature of 25 °C. The measurement results are presented in Table 1, including cable temperature coefﬁcients at
25 °C. While most laser rooms are meanwhile temperature
stabilized to ± 0.1 K or better, for precision synchronization systems humidity control turns out to be even more
important.
Table 1: RF Cable Properties
cable type
Pasternack [8]
PE-SR402FL
Huber & Suhner [9]
Sucoﬂex 404
Teledyne Storm Microwave [10]
Phasemaster 190-874

fs/%RH m

fs/K m

9.6

-183

3.5

26

3.4

15
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Voltage Spectral Density [dBV/Hz]

The achievable short-term accuracy of the L2RF phase
detector is limited by the noise ﬂoor of the photo diodes and
read-out electronics. In Figure 4 the output noise within a
bandwidth of 1 Hz to 10 MHz is plotted for different gains
of the switchable low-noise output ampliﬁer and without
RF connected. The lower plot shows the integrated noise,
converted to femtoseconds using separately at 1.3 GHz obtained calibration constants (see Table 2). In the upper part
of this plot, the decade wise integrals are given.
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Figure 4: Detection limit of the L2RF detector .

For the highest gain setting of 100, the noise over the full
bandwidth amounts to only 1.1 fs, while for frequencies up
to 50 kHz all curves accumulate about 0.8 fs noise ﬂoor.
Table 2: L2RF Calibration Constants
gain
Kϕ [V/ps]

10

20

50

100

0.72

1.41

3.48

5.73

To evaluate the long-term performance two L2RF phase
detectors have been built. L2RF 1 was used to synchronize a
low phase noise dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO) using
an analog PPL. The RF output of L2RF 1 was connected to
the RF input of L2RF 2 in order to perform an out-of-loop
measurement (see Fig. 6).
The long-term measurement was conducted with a gain
of 20. The two L2RF setups were connected with a 250 mm
Phasemaster 190 cable. The Kϕ of the in-loop detector
is 1.41 V/ps, while the out-of-loop detector showed a lower
Kϕ of about 0.73 V/ps. The data was taken with an Agilent
34970A data acquisition unit, with a sample rate of 0.1 Hz.
The measurement result is shown in Fig. 5.
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Humidity Inﬂuence on RF-Cables

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

Timing Jitter [fs]

The board has internal PT1000 sensors for temperature
monitoring. RF-gains are remote selectable, as well as gain
and bandwidth of the low noise output ampliﬁers after the
demodulator. The internal LO phase is remote controllable
with on-board electronic phase shifters (see Fig. 3). The
board has three main output signals which can all be used
to set up feedback loops on dedicated parameters. The most
important output signal is the phase signal which drives the
actual PLL. Additionally, bias drifts of the MZI are detected
and the bias voltage of the MZI is continuously stabilized.
The third output detects drifts of the ﬁrst optical delay line.
He is only monitored, In a later revision it would also be
possible to actively stabilize this optical delay line if needed.
The digital interface for remote control is right now connected to the ﬁrst prototype of a general purpose FPGA
based controller board (TMCB), which is meant to be used
in many LLRF units for the European XFEL. The board
will be replaced with a second revision and is also meant
to perform monitoring and temperature control tasks in the
future. Additionally, the board will also take care of the
actual PLL. As the TMCB will be the only digital controller
involved, it is easily possible to integrate the whole L2RF
setup for later usage in the accelerator.
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Figure 5: Out-of-loop timing of the L2RF drift measurement.

A ﬁrst measurement was interrupted by a power cut after only a few hours. The power cut also affected the climate control unit and all the auxiliary electronics in the lab.
The burn-in phase of roughly 24 h at the beginning of the
presented measurement while conditions in the laboratory
stabilize again is a result of this power cut.
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The feature at 66.5 h measurement time was caused by
an accidentally restarted server in the control system. After
recovery, the measurement returned exactly to the same
value as before the incident. Therefore this spike can be
neglected.
The peak-to-peak stability ﬁnally amounts to only 12 fs
for the last 48 h while the last 24 h show 3.6 fs peak-topeak stability.
At this moment, this performance for a 1.3 GHz laser-toRF phase-locked loop is unmatched and the stability requirements of sub-10 fs for the complete chain including ﬁber
link is reachable.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
The stability of the laser-to-RF phase detector was demonstrated with 3.6 fs peak-to-peak over 24 h.
The opto-mechanical setup and the readout electronics
have been successfully integrated and are ready for installation into the accelerator. The 1.3 GHz integrated control
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PRECISION SYNCHRONIZATION OF OPTICAL LASERS BASED ON
MTCA.4 ELECTRONICS∗
U.Mavrič†, Ł. Butkowski, H.-T. Duhme, M. Felber, M. Fenner, Ch. Gerth, P. Peier, H. Schlarb, B. Steffen
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, D-22603 Hamburg, Germany
T. Kozak, P. Pr˛edki, K. Przygoda
DMCS, Łódź University of Technology, Poland
Abstract

INTRODUCTION TO MTCA.4
The MTCA.4 (Micro Telecommunication Computing
Architecture - Enhancements for Rear I/O and Precision
Timing) offers a compact environment for transmission and
parallel processing of larger amounts of data. The mechanics and connectivity is defined by the standard PICMG
MTCA.4 specification [1, 2]. The basic architecture follows the idea of a centralized powerful processing unit
that is connected to various AMC I/O boards over several
PCIe lanes, gigabit ethernet links, dedicated trigger lines,
SATA connections, clock lines and platform related management lines. The AMC backplane offers also 4 ports
for low-latency-links connections (eight differential pairs,
full-duplex) that can reach up to 10 Gbit/s in order to interconnect boards with fast serial interconnections (e.g. multigigabit transceivers). The MTCA.4 is defined as a redundant and highly reliable standard that uses IPMI (Intelligent
Platform Management Interface) over I2C for system related management. The platform is managed by the MCH
(MTCA Carrier Hub) which takes care of the crate management, PCIe lanes switching and generation of timing
signals. In this paper, we present a compact MTCA.4 system for laser synchronization to an external RF source.
∗ This work has partly been funded by the Helmholtz Validation Fund
Project MTCA.4 for Industry (HVF-0016).
† uros.mavric@desy.de
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the MTCA.4 board setup.

BASIC CONCEPT AND SYSTEM
COMPONENTS
Besides the basic crate infrastructure composed of
MCH, CPU, power supply, AMC backplane and cooling, the laser-locking application comprises four boards in
MTCA.4 standard that are used for processing analog and
digital signals as is illustrated in Fig. 1. The laser pulses
are translated to RF and processed accordingly in an external RF front-end 19” chassis. The output is then fed
to the down-converter DRTM-DWC10 [3] that is placed
as a rear-transition module (RTM) in the MTCA.4 crate.
The signals are down-converted and the IF is transmitted
via the Zone 3 connector to the AMC side of the crate
where it is sampled by a 10-channel digitizer SIS8300-L
[3]. The processing algorithm implemented in the FPGA
is described in [4]. The processing includes I/Q detection
of the sampled signals, amplitude and phase transformation, feedback controller and feed-forward table. In order
to achieve suppression of eigen-modes of the piezo, a notch
filter has been included. The output of the controller is
routed to the DAC outputs on the digitizer (for monitoring
purposes) and shipped over low-latency links on the AMC
backplane to the neighboring AMC board DAMC-FMC20.
The DAMC-FMC20 is a low-cost FMC carrier board which
consists of two FPGAs. One FPGA is used for backplane
interconnects (PCIe, multi-gigabit transceivers etc.), and
the second FPGA is used for interconnecting with the reartransition module (RTM) over the Zone 3 connector. The
RTM module is a MTCA.4 compliant piezo driver called
DRTM-PZT4 [5]. The output of the piezo driver is directly
connected to the piezo of the laser.
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Optical laser have become an integral part of freeelectron laser facilities for the purposes of electron bunch
generation, external seeding, diagnostics and pump-probe
experiments. The ultra-short electron bunches demand a
high timing stability and precision synchronization of the
optical lasers. In this paper, we present the proof-ofprinciple for a laser locking application implemented on
a MTCA.4 platform. The system design relies on existing
MTCA.4 compliant off-the-shelf modules that are available
on the market or have been developed for other applications within the particle accelerator community. Besides
performance and cost, we also tried to minimize the number of out-of-crate components. Preliminary measurements
of laser locking of a Yb-fiber laser, developed for electroptical diagnostics, to an external RF source are presented,
and an outlook for further system development in the area
of laser-to-RF synchronization is given.
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Ytterbium-Fiber Laser
The Yb-fiber laser was developed at the Paul-ScherrerInstitute PSI for electro-optical bunch length measurements
[6] and will also be used at the European XFEL. The entire laser is housed in a 19” chassis with 6 height units. It
delivers 1 nJ pulses at a wavelength of 1030 nm with a repetition rate of 54 MHz. The laser consists of a ring oscillator
with a fiber and a free space part as is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The amplification and pumping is done in fiber while the
free space part is necessary for dispersion compensation
and the mode locking mechanism, which is based on nonlinear polarization evolution. A piezo stretcher modulates
the resonator length and therewith the repetition rate, which
is used to synchronize the laser to an external reference RF
signal. A motorized stage in the grating compressor can
be used for coarse repetition rate tuning. A 10 mW optical
monitor signal is split into a fiber to the RF front-end for
the laser locking.

Figure 3: : Block diagram of the RF front-end 19” chassis.
DESY. It consists of 5 dual 16 bit ADCs that sample up to
125 MSPS. All the signals on the digitizer are differentially
routed from the Zone 3 connector to the ADCs. The board
uses a Virtex-6 XC6VLX130T FPGA for data processing
and interconnections. The front panel allows for connections via SFP modules and feeding of external CLKs (both
not used in this application). The sampling CLK for the
ADCs is generated directly from the 1.3 GHz LO reference
with a divider and routed through the DRTM-DWC10 to
the ADCs (see Fig. 3).
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PZT4 Piezo Driver and FMC20 FMC Carrier

Figure 2: Simplified schematic of the Yb-fiber laser.

RF Front-E nd
The RF front-end 19” chassis is used as an interface unit
between the photodiode signal generated from the laser
pulses and the MTCA.4 based electronics developed originally for low-level RF (LLRF) applications [7]. The RF
front-end uses a novel approach for signal detection where
instead of generating an extra LO signal (RF + IF), we use
the generally available reference signal at 1.3 GHz as the
LO input. The RF input at 1354 MHz, which is the 25th
harmonic of the laser repetition rate, is generated with the
help of a fast photodiode signal and a bandpass filter. The
basic concept of the RF front-end is depicted in Fig. 3. The
down-conversion from 1354 MHz to 54 MHz is done using
the MTCA.4 compliant down-converter DRTM-DWC10
(see [2]). Activities have started for unifying the 19” RF
front-end and DRTM-DWC10 module into a single RTM
board. A proof-of-principle set-up with PCB mounted
components has been realized and been used for measurements presented in this paper.

The DAMC-FMC20 is a general purpose FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) carrier board compliant to the MTCA.4
standard. The design is based on two Xilinx FPGAs:
One Spartan-6 XC6SLX150 manages the FMC and RTM
functionality and one Spartan-6 XC6SLX45T works as a
PCIe and Gigabit Link bridge. The AMC ports 12-15 are
connected to a cross point switch for flexible routing of
interconnection between different AMC cards. Figure 4
shows a picture of the MTCA.4 compliant piezo driver
RTM module PZT4 [5, 2] is equipped with 4 power amplifiers supplied from internal DC/DC converters (0V÷100V,
-100V÷100V). The software programmable span DACs
(500 kSPS) have been applied to fulfil all demanded control
signal ranges: ±5V, ±10V, 0V÷5V, 0V÷10V. Each power
amplifier gain has been fixed to 10 V/V. The RTM module
can drive up to four parallel piezos with capacitances of up
to 10 µF.

Digitizer SIS8300-L
The digitizer SIS8300-L [3] is a MTCA.4 compliant
AMC module designed for the LLRF systems [7] of the accelerators of the FLASH and European XFEL facilities at
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Figure 4: Photograph of the DRTM-PZT4 4-channel piezo
driver board.
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Application Server

0

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The design allows to check intermediate signal processing in the FPGA. Figure 5 shows a plot of the I and Q detected signals when the feedback loop is unlocked (dotted
lines) or locked (solid lines). The beat note corresponds to
the frequency offset between the 1.3 GHz LO reference and
the corresponding laser frequency. Monitoring points are
placed also after the CORDIC [8] algorithm. The feedback
acts on the phase component only. The amplitude component is accessible for monitoring.
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Figure 6: Phase noise (top) and integrated timing jitter (bottom) of the 1.3 GHz reference (blue), free-running laser
(red) and locked laser (green). The numbers in the lower
plot represent the timing jitter per frequency decade.
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Figure 5: I and Q detected in the digitizer SIS8300-L board.

Phase Noise Performance
The performance of the laser lock is given by the phase
noise of the locked laser at the locking frequency. For the
measurements, all components, i.e. the Yb-fiber laser, RF
front-end and MTCA.4 crate, were placed in the same rack.
Figure 6 shows the phase noise of the 1.3 GHz LO reference signal, free-running laser and locked laser.
The measurements show that the system is capable of
achieving a good lock up to 100 Hz. There is a stronger
peak at 500 Hz which exhibits a correlation to the fans in
the MTCA.4 crate and is not fully reduced by the locking system. The measured phase noise of the free-running
laser lies above the reference phase noise at all frequencies
which can be attributed to a poor performance of the photodiode for frequencies above 10 kHz. We have observed
spurious lines at higher frequencies (∼ 200 kHz) which are
coupled to the piezo connection. Since the piezo has an internal low-pass filter at 100 kHz we are assuming that these

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Synchronization of a laser to an external RF source has
been demonstrated for an ultra compact system based on
commercially available MTCA.4 components. All system
components, i.e. laser, RF front-end and MTCA.4 crate,
were placed in one 19” rack. The preliminary results of
this proof-of-principle all-MTCA.4-based laser synchronization system demonstrate the successful locking of a
laser but show also that further investigations on the phase
noise response are required to reach a desired sub-50 fs timing jitter. The RF front-end will be reduced to a compliant
form factor after careful investigation in the near future.
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UPGRADE OF THE READ-OUT ELECTRONICS FOR THE ENERGY
BEAM POSITION MONITORS AT FLASH AND EUROPEAN XFEL
U. Mavrič, Ch. Gerth, H. Schlarb DESY, Hamburg, Germany
A. Piotrowski TUL-DMCS, Łódź, Poland
Abstract
The dispersive sections of magnetic bunch compressor
chicanes at free-electron lasers are excellent candidates
for beam energy measurements. In the rectangular
beamline sections of the bunch compressors at FLASH,
energy beam position monitors (EBPM) with transversely
mounted stripline pickups are installed. In this paper, we
present the upgrade of the read-out electronics for signal
detection of the EBPM installed at FLASH. The system is
based on the MTCA.4 standard and reuses already
available MTCA.4 compliant modules. This is also true
for gateware and software development which fits into
standard MTCA.4 framework development. The
performance of the instrument was studied at FLASH
during user operation and the results are presented.

discs. The MCH is a NAT-MCH-PHYS version of the
Gen3 MCH manufactured by NAT and capable of
connection over zone 3 to the rear side
(www.nateurope.com). The power will be provided by a
600 W Telkoor (www.telkoor.com) AC power supply and
the foreseen hosting chassis is the 2U Schroff crate
(www.schroff.de). It is planned to use the SIS8300-L
digitizer (www.struck.de) which hosts 5 dual channel 16 bit
ADCs which can sample up to 125 MSPS. The digitizer is
paired with the rear-transition module; a 10 channel
down-converter DRTM-DWC10 developed at DESY and
licenced by Struck Innovative Systeme. In order to be
synchronized to the global machine timing the instrument
will also need the X2 timer. Fig. 1 shows one such EBPM
unit with only one digitizer.

INTRODUCTION TO THE MTCA.4
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The MTCA.4 (Micro Telecommunication Computing
Architecture – Enhancements for Rear I/O and Precision
Timing) offers a compact environment for transmission
and parallel processing of larger amounts of data. A
general overview of the form factor and the standard is
given in [1].

MTCA.4 Based Energy Beam Position Monitor
In this paper we present a system that uses the MTCA.4
platform for beam energy measurements by performing
beam position measurements inside the dispersive section
of the bunch compressor chicane. The development
philosophy of the instrument follows the idea of having
one common framework for the MTCA.4 based
instrumentation the group at DESY is involved in. Among
which the development of the LLRF for the XFEL is
leading the effort (see [2]). Other systems that fall under
the same umbrella are laser synchronisation (see [3])
related systems, bunch-arrival monitors, energy beam
position monitors and others.
The first proof-of-principle of the EBPM instrument is
presented in [4]. The proof-of-principle using the
MTCA.4 environment is presented in [5]. In this paper the
focus is in presenting the proposal for the final version
that will be installed in the XFEL and tentatively at
FLASH. FLASH is equipped with two EBPM pick-ups
and XFEL will have 3 EBPM pick-ups that are being
currently developed [6].

SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The infrastructure components are COTS available and
have been tested at DESY and optimized by the
corresponding vendors. The CPU is a CCT AM900
(www.gocct.com) i7 Intel 2 core CPU with 128G SSD
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Figure 1: The MTCA.4 based EBPM.
For proper operation of the system we also need a unit
that will generate the sampling clocks and the local
oscillator for down-conversion. This same unit will host
also the required band-pass filters for proper pulse
stretching as described in [5]. Fig. 2 shows the block
diagram of the main system components.

Figure 2: Main
interconnections.

system

components

and

their

The external components will be placed in a 2U 19” rack
mounted unit. There will be up to 5 m long cables that
will interconnect the crate and the pick-ups.

PROCESSING OF THE SIGNALS
For the XFEL implementation it is foreseen to have
detection at 2 frequencies (2997 MHz and 397 MHz) due
to phase ambiguity that are related to the width of the
chicane (see [5]). This will require using 2 pairs of
SIS8300-L and DWC. One of the DWCs will be designed
for detection at lower frequencies (397 MHz). Phase
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information of the main component is lost in case of
direct sampling; therefore conversion to an intermediate
frequency will be used also for the course/lower
frequency channels.
The broadband pulses coming from the pick-ups are
first split and fed into the low frequency and high
frequency DWCs. Since each pick-up has 4 channels,
there will be 4 channels used per DWC-digitizer pair.
Each signal is then fed into a band-pass filter (2997 GHz
and 397 MHz). The down-converted signal is then
sampled. The processing algorithm in the FPGA is
described in [5].

RF Front-End Design
The architecture of the external RF front-end unit
depends on the expected levels and required resolution of
the instrument. Fig. 3 shows the expected signal levels
and noise levels at different points through the processing
chain.

TUPC35

influence the output signal-to-noise ratio is the integral of
. Due to
the impulse response of the filter ∑
limitations in repetition rate (the filter should not have
responses longer than the spacing between bunches) and
noise floor (we can only take samples at a decent level
above the noise floor) filters that maximize this integral
within the bunch repetition rate are required.

CALIBRATION OF THE EBPM
The absolute calibration of the system was performed
by using an OTR camera located by the chicane. After
placing the beam position to the middle of the chicane
(measured by the OTR camera) a correction factor for the
EBPM was measured. After including this correction
constant to the EBPM read-out the energy of the first
accelerating module was scanned. The results of the
measurements are shown in Fig. 4.

A signal path analysis shows the expected SNR at the
ADC and if the presented layout is used the thermal noise
from the RF front-end is noise matched to the noise
power of the ADC. This allows the usage of a full
specified ADC resolution. This can only be achieved if
there is an amplifier after the band-pass filter. In order to
keep same resolution at lower charges (100 pC) and at
high charges (1 nC) there is a need for a variable
attenuators in the chain.
Besides increasing the signal power, the SNR can be
significantly improved also by averaging of multiple
samples. The band-pass filter plays a crucial role in the
SNR since it influences both; pulse amplitude and
transient length. A simplified model of the system can be
represented with Eq. 1 which shows that for best
resolution the aim is to achieve best product between
bandwidth and ringing time and maximize the integral of
the impulse response of the band-pass filter.
∙

∙∑

(1)

represents the output signal-to-noise
Where
is the input signal-toratio of the detected signal.
is the bandwidth of the
noise ratio at the pick-up. The
is the input bandwidth of the signal
filter and the
is the transient time. Since the
before filtering. The
product of the ringing time and the filter bandwidth is for
a simplistic model constant, the only parameter that can
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Figure 4: Scan of the beam energy results in position
change in the chicane.
The calculated value is based on the formalism
developed in [4]. It is not understood why the slope
changes for energies lower than 145 MeV. The slope
change is by a factor of 1.5.
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Figure 3: Signal and noise levels through the processing
chain of the EBPM.
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Abstract
For the control and optimization of electron beam parameters at modern free-electron lasers (FEL), transverse
deflecting structures (TDS) in combination with imaging
screens have been widely used as robust longitudinal diagnostics with single-shot capability, high resolution and
large dynamic range. At the free electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH), a longitudinal bunch profile monitor utilizing a TDS has been realized. In combined use with a fast
kicker magnet and an off-axis imaging screen, selection
and measurement of a single bunch out of the bunch train
with bunch spacing down to 1 µs can be achieved without
affecting the remaining bunches which continue to generate FEL radiation during user operation. Technical obstacles have been overcome such as suppression of coherent
transition radiation from the imaging screen, the continuous image acquisition and processing with the bunch train
repetition rate of 10 Hz. The monitor, which provides the
longitudinal bunch profile and length, has been used routinely at FLASH. In this paper, we present the setup and
operation of the longitudinal bunch profile monitor as well
as its performance during user operation.

INTRODUCTION
High-resolution longitudinal electron beam diagnostics
has been highly demanded for the control and optimization at FELs and can be utilized to provide an estimate on
the FEL photon pulse length [1]. One of the challenging
tasks is to provide diagnostics that is non-disruptive to the
generation of FEL radiation with single-shot capability. At
FLASH, an on-line longitudinal bunch profile monitor has
been realized which is routinely used to assist in setting up
the longitudinal compression of the electron bunches and
monitor their bunch length variations during user operation.
The longitudinal bunch profile monitor, which is comprised of a TDS, fast kicker magnet, off-axis scintillation
screen and imaging system, is located directly upstream of
the FEL undulators. A schematic layout of the monitor is
shown in Fig. 1. It is operated in bunch-stealing mode,
in which one bunch out of each bunch train is taken for
the measurement and the remaining bunches continue the
generation of FEL radiation. The super-conducting accel∗ minjie.yan@desy.de
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erator is operated with RF macro pulses of up to 800 µs
at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Each RF macro pulse can be
filled with a train of up to 800 bunches at a maximum repetition rate of 1 MHz. Stealing one bunch out of a bunch
train with 1 µs bunch spacing puts stringent requirements
on the technical realization of individual components. For
the integration into the control system and machine operation, several technical aspects need to be considered and
dedicated control software has to be implemented.

DIAGNOSTIC COMPONENTS
The 3.65 m long TDS is of LOLA-type [2] with a frequency of f = 2.856 GHz and induces deflection of the
particles in the vertical plane. The particle motion of an
electron is given by [3]
y(s) = y0 (s) + S · z · cos(φ) + S ·

sin(φ)
,
k

(1)

eV0 k p
βy,TDS βy,Screen · sin(∆µy ).
(2)
pc
The second term in Eq. (1) relates to a deflection depending on the longitudinal position z of the electron inside the
bunch, and the last term denotes a constant offset for all
electrons in the bunch, i.e. an offset of the bunch centroid.
When operated at the zero-crossing of the RF phase (φ = 0
or φ = 180), the TDS performs a linear transformation
of the longitudinal distribution into a vertical distribution,
which can be imaged with the help of imaging screens and
used to reconstruct the longitudinal distribution. The longitudinal resolution is given as σy0 /S. In order to simultaneously meet the requirement on a good longitudinal resolution and allow the matching into the undulator section,
the accelerator optics has been carefully designed.
Downstream of the TDS, a fast kicker magnet generates
a strong field with a pulse length of 1.2 µs and deflects
the streaked bunch horizontally onto an off-axis screen.
The imaging screen is a scintillation screen (CRY19 [4],
25 × 20 mm2 , 100 µm thickness) which is mounted at an
angle of 35◦ between the screen normal and the beam
axis with a horizontal offset of 15 mm. The scintillation
light emitted in the direction perpendicular to the beam
axis is captured by the imaging system consisting of an
objective and a CCD camera with GiGE-Vision interface.
The performance of the imaging system is characterized in
Ref. [5].
S=
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the longitudinal bunch profile monitor consisting of a TDS, fast kicker magnet, off-axis
scintillation screen and imaging system (not to scale). The set-up is located directly upstream of the FEL undulators.
Quadrupoles and other components are omitted. The bunch-stealing mode is illustrated with blue (for the measurement)
and yellow bunches (for the generation of FEL radiation).

Fast Kicker Magnet
In order to deflect one bunch out of the bunch train onto
the off-axis screen, a fast kicker magnet with a length of
542 mm has been installed downstream of the TDS. The
kicker magnet consists of a ceramic vacuum chamber that
has been sputtered at the inside with a layer of 1 µm thick
stainless steel and a single air coil made of flat copper bars
outside the vacuum. A pulser that generates a half cycle of
a sine wave with a pulse duration of tp = 1.2 µs is directly
attached to the kicker magnet. The maximum pulse current and high voltage generated by the pulser are Ip = 5 kA
and Up = 16 kV, respectively. The experimental result the a
cross-calibration for the kicker magnet with a beam corrector magnet is shown in Fig. 2. The deduced kick strength
amounts to k(rad)= 0.41 Up (kV)/E(MeV).
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p
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Figure 2: Cross-calibration of the kicker magnet with a corrector magnet for the determination of the kick strength k.
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Suppression of COTR
Local peak or substructures inside the longitudinal current profile of the bunch may induce the emission of coherent optical transition radiation (COTR) at the boundary of
vacuum and the scintillator, which renders the imaging of
the bunch impossible. By applying the spatial separation
technique, COTR with a strong angular dependence can be
suppressed while the incoherent isotropic scintillation light
can be used for bunch profile measurements [6]. The scintillation screen for the longitudinal bunch profile monitor is
installed at an angle of 35◦ between the screen normal and
the beam axis, which allows the imaging with scintillation
light and strongly suppresses the detection of COTR.

CONTROL AND OPERATION
In addition to the diagnostic components described in
the previous section, reliable operation of the longitudinal
bunch profile monitor requires comprehensive measures
concerning various technical aspects such as induced beam
loss, image processing at a rate of 10 Hz and a slow TDS
RF phase feedback for keeping the beam in the centre of
the imaging screen.

Beam Loss
In order to prevent damage to the accelerator in case of
beam loss, a machine protection system [7], which includes
beam loss monitors (BLM) and a toroid protection system
(TPS) [8], is in operation at FLASH. The MPS stops the
generation of electron bunches in case of beam loss by utilizing a fast shutter in the photo-cathode injector laser with
a total response time below 4 µs. On-line TDS measurements in bunch-stealing mode utilizing an off-axis imaging
screen in combination with a fast kicker magnet intentionally cause beam losses. The electron bunch that is kicked
out of the bunch train onto the off-axis screen is stopped
in a copper absorber behind the off-axis screen (see Fig. 1)
and generates a shower of secondary particles. As a result, the BLMs in the FEL undulator section, which is located directly downstream of the copper absorber, generate
alarms although these alarms do not represent unwanted
beam loss inside the undulators. Furthermore, the absence
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By setting the trigger timings for the TDS, kicker magnet
and camera to one and the same bunch, the on-line monitor is configured in bunch-stealing mode, in which one
bunch out of the bunch train is streaked and deflected onto
the off-axis screen for the measurement while the remaining bunches continue the generation of FEL radiation (see
Fig. 1). Shifting the trigger timings for all components by
the same amount allows for monitoring any bunch within
the bunch train.
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of the kicked bunch downstream of the off-axis screen is
detected by the TPS and an alarm is generated. Electronic
circuits have been developed to mask both the analogue signals generated by the BLMs and a bunch gate received by
the TPS for the duration of the kicked bunch (≈ 1 µs). The
timing of the BLM and TPS mask can be set in accordance
with the kicked bunch used for diagnostics.

Data Acquisition and Slow Feedback
A simplified diagram which illustrates the data flow
for the longitudinal profile monitor is depicted in Fig. 3.
At FLASH, communication with hardware is realized by
front-end servers of the distributed object-oriented control
system [9]. The beam images taken with the camera and
the bunch charge recorded with the toroid are read out by
their corresponding front-end servers, and the data is transferred to the shared memory of the data acquisition system
(DAQ) [10]. All front-end servers receive unique identifiers from the timing system for each bunch train, and collector processes take care that the data from all distributed
front-end servers is sorted according to the bunch train in
the shared memory of the DAQ. In case data is received, the
DAQ delivers the raw image and bunch charge to the image
processing server, which is a middle-layer server that runs
on the same central processing unit (CPU) as the DAQ. After image processing, the current profile, root mean square
(rms) bunch length and centre-of-mass position are calculated and sent back to the shared memory of the DAQ.
c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
Copyright ○
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calculate:
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TDS RF phase setpoint
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TDS Front-end
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Toroid Front-end
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Camera Front-end
Server

RF phase setpoint

bunch charge

raw image

Figure 3: Simplified diagram of the data flow for the longitudinal bunch profile monitor and slow TDS RF phase
feedback (for more detail see text).
In order to retrieve the bunch parameters for each kicked
bunch, the image processing server has to reach a performance of 10 Hz. The raw image is first processed by subtracting an average background, which is recorded either
during initialization of the monitor or on demand by the
operator. A sophisticated algorithm is then applied to recognize the beam and remove noise. Figure 4 shows one
example of an image after background subtraction (left)
in comparison to the final processed image (right). The
real beam has been successfully distinguished from the disturbances, e.g. the screen edges, and the noise around the
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beam has been removed. In case of an image without a
beam, the image processing server recognizes the absence
of the beam and halts sending results back to the DAQ. The
longitudinal beam parameters are obtained from the processed image using the bunch charge read out by the nearest toroid and the calibration constant for the longitudinal
(time) coordinate. A calibration of the longitudinal coordinate is performed once at the start-up of the monitor.
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100

200
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Figure 4: Example of the image processing algorithm with
a raw image after background subtraction (left) and the final processed image (right).
Any timing change between the arrival time of the
bunches at TDS and the TDS RF phase, i.e. change of the
phase φ in Eq. (1), results in a centroid deflection of the
bunches. Arrival-time changes can be caused by RF amplitude or phase changes of accelerating modules upstream
of the bunch compressors that lead to path lengths changes
in the magnetic chicanes. Changes of the TDS RF phase
may originate from length changes of the RF cables due to
temperature drifts. In order to keep the beam in the centre of the imaging screen, a slow TDS RF phase feedback
has been implemented as a middle-layer server. The server
is an adaptation of the slow phase feedback [11] for the
accelerating modules. When the image processing server
sends a centre-of-mass position to the shared memory of
the DAQ, the centre-of-mass position is sent to the slow
TDS RF phase feedback server as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
value of the centre-of-mass position is compared to the target value, and a proportional-integral (PI) controller calculates the corrected TDS RF phase setpoint which is then
written to the corresponding property of the TDS RF frontend server. The feedback loop as depicted in Fig. 3 can
be operated at the 10 Hz bunch train repetition rate for a
pre-selected region of interest of the CCD camera image.
A screenshot of the operator control panel of the slow
TDS RF phase feedback can be seen in Fig. 5. The upper
plot shows a history of the centre-of-mass position of the
beam image on the imaging screen over 8 hours and the
lower plot the corresponding TDS RF phase setpoint. During the first hour the accelerator settings were optimized
for FEL operation and the slow TDS RF phase feedback
was switched off. Until about 17:00 hours, the TDS measurement setup was optimized and the slow TDS RF phase
feedback switched on. As can be seen, the TDS RF phase
setpoint was changed by the slow feedback by about 4 degrees over a period of 5 hours. At around 22:00 hours, the
accelerator settings were again tuned for FEL operation.
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Figure 5: Operator control panel of the slow TDS RF phase
feedback showing histories of the centre-of-mass position
of the beam image on the imaging screen (top) and TDS
RF phase setpoint (bottom).

TUPC36

Figure 6: Operator panel for the longitudinal bunch profile
monitor: Processed single-shot image (upper left), current
profile (lower left), history of bunch length (upper right)
and history of peak current (lower right).
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CONCLUSION
The longitudinal bunch profile monitor, based on a transverse deflecting structure, a fast kicker magnet and an offaxis imaging screen, has been established at FLASH in
front of the FEL undulators. The beam optics in this section has been optimized for measurement performance as
well as matching into the FEL undulators. The monitor operates in the bunch-stealing mode in which one bunch is
deflected out of the bunch train onto the off-axis screen for
diagnostics. As this cannot be distinguished from an unwanted beam loss, masking of single alarms generated in
the beam loss and toroid protection system has been realized to prevent the machine protection system from stopping beam operation. A slow TDS RF phase feedback that
keeps the beam in the centre of the imaging screen has been
implemented, e.g. to act against TDS RF phase changes due
to temperature drifts. The monitor has an update rate of
10 Hz and is routinely being used during FEL user operation to monitor possible bunch length variations.
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Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the operator panel for
the longitudinal bunch profile monitor: Processed singleshot image (upper left), current profile (lower left), history
of bunch length (upper right) and history of peak current
(lower right). The period shown from 15:00 hours to 23:00
hours is the same as in Fig. 5. During this user operation
run, the energy and wavelength of the FEL radiation were
about 7 µJ per photon pulse and 31 nm, respectively. From
a bunch train with 401 bunches, the last one is used for
the monitor. The local spikes in the histories are due to the
absence of the beam, which are not displayed appropriately.
After tuning around 17:00 hours, a stable bunch length of
about 150 fs and a peak current of 325 A were reached.
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PRESENTATION OF THE SMITH-PURCELL EXPERIMENT AT SOLEIL∗
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Abstract
The potential of Coherent Smith-Purcell radiation as
a longitudinal bunch profile monitor has already been
demonstrated and has recently been extended to the subpicosecond range. As a critical step toward the construction of a single shot bunch profile monitor using Coherent
Smith-Purcell radiation it is important to measure very accurately the distribution of such radiation. Optimum background suppression techniques need to be found and relatively cheap detectors suitable for the far infra-red need to
be qualified. To perform these tasks a test stand has been
installed at the end of the linac of the synchrotron SOLEIL.
This test stand and the first results from its commissioning
will be presented here.
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INTRODUCTION: COHERENT
SMITH-PURCELL RADIATION
The potential use of Coherent Smith-Purcell radiation
(CSPR) as a beam longitudinal profile monitor has been
discussed in several publications [1, 2, 3]. Like most coherent radiative phenomena at accelerators, the CSPR encodes the longitudinal form factor of the particle bunch
in its wavelength distribution. CSPR is generated by approaching the beam with a diffraction grating. This has the
advantage of spreading the radiation emitted in different
directions depending on its wavelength, allowing an easier rejection of the background noise coming from other
sources (see Figure 1). Several theories have been proposed
to described CSPR [4, 5] and some comparisons have been
done at low energy [6]. However to use CSPR as a single shot longitudinal profile monitor an accurate and experimentally validated description of the distribution of the
radiation is necessary. The aim of SPESO (Smith-Purcell
Experiment at SOLEIL) is to perform such measurement.

SPESO: LAYOUT
SPESO is installed at the end of the SOLEIL linac. At
this location the electrons have an energy of 100 MeV and
during normal operations of SOLEIL trains of bunches pass
there every 2-3 minutes. The setup is designed so that it
does not affect the electrons injected in the synchrotron and
∗ Work supported by the IN2P3, the Université Paris-Sud (programme
“attractivité”) and the French ANR (contract ANR-12-JS05-0003-01).
† delerue@lal.in2p3.fr
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Figure 1: Smith-Purcell radiation is emitted when an electron beam passes near a grating.

therefore data can be taken during normal synchrotron user
operations.
The layout of SPESO is shown on Figure 2. We use a
40mm × 20mm diffraction grating with grooves spaced by
1.5mm blazed at 30 deg made of aluminum. The diffraction grating is mounted on an in-vacuum linear actuator
supplied by UHV design. This actuator can travel between
two chambers separated by a vacuum valve. When the actuator is retracted, the grating is in the “antechamber” and
the vacuum valve can be closed. This allows to change the
grating without breaking the vacuum of the linac. When
the valve is opened the grating can be moved to the main
chamber where it can be approached to the electron beam.
A large (210mm × 86mm) z-cut crystal quartz window
supplied by Crystran is installed opposite to the grating to
allow the radiation to exit the accelerator vacuum. Outside the vacuum several detectors mounted on a translation
stage are installed. In the final configuration these translation stages will allow to move 2 sets of detectors along 5
axes (3 translations and 2 rotations), allowing to map the
intensity of the radiation as a function of the position of
the detectors along these axis. A picture of the setup in its
present configuration is shown on Figure 3.
It is foreseen that toward the end of this year the single grating will be replaced by a set of up to 8 gratings
mounted on a carousel, allowing comparison between different gratings (different materials, different blaze angle,
different pitch,...) without requiring an access to the linac
at each configuration change.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Figure 2: The experimental setup of SPESO at the end of the SOLEIL Linac.
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Figure 4: Simulations of the signal expected by SPESO for
a 2ps long bunch with a 1.5mm grating at 100 MeV. The
red line gives the total intensity of the signal expected. The
blue and green curves give the signal expected for the two
polarization components.
Figure 3: The experimental setup of SPESO at the end of
the SOLEIL Linac.

PREDICTED YIELD

Simulations have been performed using a dedicated software based on [4] to estimate the expected signal intensity
and distribution. Some of these simulations are shown on
Figure 4.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

FAR INFRARED DETECTORS
In the SOLEIL linac the length of the electron bunches is
expected to be of the order of a few millimeters. The wavelength of the CSPR is therefore expected to be in the same
range. The only far infrared broadband detectors available
in that wavelength range are either pyroelectric detectors or
bolometers. Although bolometers have a much better sensitivity they require regular liquid helium refilling which is
not possible at our location hence we use pyroelectric detectors. We have tested detectors from several suppliers and
with different type of amplification. Prior to installing the
detectors in the linac we measured their relative sensitivity
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by installing the detectors in front of a blackbody radiation
source on a translation stage and measuring the signal attenuation as we increased the separation (see Figure 5).
1
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Figure 6: Magenta line: signal observed when the grating
approaches the beam; the other lines correspond to other
detectors not in front of the window.

Figure 5: Study of the sensitivy of different pyroelectric
detectors. The sensitivity is measured by increasing the
distance between an infra-red source and the detector.
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As the expected signal yield at SOLEIL is rather low,
the signal will have to be amplified significantly. Different amplification strategies using either FET or operational
amplifiers are currently under considerations.

RECENT RESULTS
SPESO has been installed during the April 2013 shutdown of SOLEIL. The first step of the commissioning was
to check that there were no radioprotection issues. This
was done by inserting the grating slowly into the beam and
checking that the radiation detectors outside the accelerator tunnel did not detect any increase in radiation. Once
these tests had confirmed that no radiation had been observed outside, further tests were done to find the closest
position at which the grating did not affect the beam injected in the booster, allowing the operation of the experiment to be compatible with user mode.
These tests were also an opportunity to test the signal
measured at close range. An example of signal observed
as the grating was approaching the beam is shown on Figure 6. During a subsequent shift we studied the signal observed and confirmed that its intensity is correlated with the
position of the grating (Figure 7).

OUTLOOK
The Smith-Purcell Experiment at SOLEIL is still in its
commissioning phase. The signal observed so far has been
with high charge beam and we now need to confirm that
we can also see signal with the nominal beam charge used
during users operations. Once this will have been done we
will use the multi-axis actuator to measure the signal distribution in several directions.
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Figure 7: Magenta line: 3 Hz signal observed when the
grating is inserted.
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Abstract
We report on recent measurements made at FACET by
the E-203 collaboration to test a longitudinal bunch profile
monitor based on Coherent Smith-Purcell radiation. The
capacity of this monitor to resolve sub-picosecond bunches
will be shown as well as a comparison of profile reconstructed for different data sets. We also present recent
electromagnetic simulations of the interactions between the
beam and the grating as well as the expected resolution of
such monitor with a “notch collimator”.
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INTRODUCTION
Smith-Purcell radiation was first observed in 1953 by
Smith and Purcell [1] in an experiment using a Van de
Graaf linear accelerator which accelerated a continuous
beam of electrons of 300 keV. With an optical grating
they observed an emitted radiation on its surface, the color
changing with the observation angle (see Fig. 1).
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for the incoherent and coherent processes respectively, T
and G are function describing the longitudinal and transverse profile respectively.
More details on CSPR can be found in [2, 3]. Past experiments have succesfully demonstrated that Smith-Purcell
radiation can be used as a longitudinal profile monitor in
the picosecond range [4, 5, 6].
The aim of the E-203 experiment at the FACET [7] User
Facility at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory is to
extend this demonstration to the sub-picosecond regime.
Early results and a description of the experiment can be
found in [8].

Figure 1: Smith-Purcell radiation is emitted when an electron beam passes near a grating.
Coherent Smith-Purcell radiation (CSPR) occurs when
the length of the bunch is comparable to that of the emitted
wavelength. In that case the radiation is emitted coherently
and encodes the form factor (longitudinal profile) of the
bunch (see equation 1):
∗ Funded by the John Adams Institute, the Fell Fund (University of
Oxford), the IN2P3, the Université Paris-Sud (programme “attractivité”),
the French ANR (contract ANR-12-JS05-0003-01and DOE Contract DEAC02-7600515.
† delerue@lal.in2p3.fr
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In the E-203 experiment, an aluminum grating is approached from the beam. A carousel supporting gratings
is used to changed them during data taking (this carousel
is shown on Fig. 2). We use three gratings with different
pitches (50µm, 250µm, 1500µm) and a further one without teeth for background subtraction. A motorized arm is
used to insert and retract the carousel with the grating in
the vacuum chamber. Pyroelectric detectors are used to
measure the infrared radiation produced. They are placed
around the interaction point over an angle of 100 degrees,
from 40 to 140 degrees. The radiation is concentrated on
our detectors by Winston cones. This arrangement is shown
on Fig. 3. The wavelengths covered by our experiment go
from 20 µm to about 2000 µm. Filters are used to select
only the wavelength relevant for each detector and to reject
background radiation.
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Figure 2: The carousel used to select the grating facing the
beam.
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Figure 4: Measured form factor of the beam. The red curve
corresponds to an average of 200 measurements whereas
each gray curve corresponds to a pseudo-shot (details in
text).
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The signal produced by the pyroelectric detectors is acquired by ADCs. The measured value is then corrected to
take into account the radiation losses between the gratings
and the detectors. This value is further corrected to take
into account the beam-grating coupling effects and grating
efficiency. Once these corrections have been applied the
resulting spectrum gives the form factor of the beam. Examples of such spectrum is shown on Fig. 4.
The measured form factor does not contain any phase information. To reconstruct the longitudinal profile, we need
to recover the phase information. This is done using the
Kramers-Kronig method [9]. Once this phase has been recovered the inverse Fourier transform of the measured form
factor gives the longitudinal profile of the beam. Examples
of such profiles are shown on Fig. 5.
At the moment a longitudinal profile reconstruction requires 6 measurements : first we measure the signal for
each of our 3 gratings with corresponding filters and then
we measure the background for each of the 3 sets of filters.
For each of these measurements we record 200 samples to
reduce the statistical errors on the data.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Figure 5: Reconstructed longitudinal profile using the form
factors presented on Fig. 4. The red curve corresponds to
an average of 200 measurements whereas each gray curve
corresponds to a pseudo-shot (details in text).

As part of our recent studies, we investigated the shot
to shot stability of the data taken. To do this we isolated
one shot in each of the 6 measurements necessary for one
reconstruction and we used the data from these shots to
produce a spectrum and reconstruct the beam profile. On
Fig. 4 and 5 the red line correspond to the spectrum and the
profile reconstructed using 200 shots and the grey line correspond to 10 spectrums and profile reconstruction using
only one shot from each of the 6 measurements. We can
see that there is a good agreement between the two types of
measures.
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RECONSTRUCTED PROFILES AND
SHOT TO SHOT REPRODUCIBILITY
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Figure 3: The E-203 experimental apparatus installed on
the FACET beam line and showing the array of pyroelectric
detectors used to detect the signal.
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NOTCH COLLIMATOR LONGITUDINAL
PROFILE MEASUREMENT
SIMULATIONS
At FACET it is possible to insert a “notch collimator”
that will create a special bunch longitudinal profile with
two bunches separated by only a few hundreds femtoseconds. Although E-203 has not yet had the opportunity to
take data in this configuration we have simulated what we
expect to see with such bunch. Figure 6 shows the spectrum
expected from such configuration and Fig. 7 compares the
profile that could be reconstructed with the original profile.
As we can see there is a rather good agreement between the
original profile and the reconstructed profile.

analysis of the recent data taking campaign should be published soon [10]. Additional analysis of that the recent data
set shows a good shot to shot stability. Recent simulations
show the capacity of the current experimental setup to measure the FACET beam with a notch collimator inserted.
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DISPERSIVE FOURIER-TRANSFORM ELECTROOPTICAL SAMPLING
FOR SINGLE-SHOT MODULATION MEASUREMENT IN A
PROTON-DRIVEN PLASMA WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR
O. Reimann∗ , R.Tarkeshian, Max-Planck-Institut für Physik, Munich, Germany

The concept of proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration has recently been proposed as a means of accelerating an electron bunch to high energies with very high
field gradients, and a demonstration experiment (AWAKE)
at CERN is now under development. For this a clear understanding of the temporal and spatial modulation of the
proton driver bunches after propagating through the plasma
channel is essential. A single-shot electro-optic sampling
system using dispersive Fourier-transform to exploit transverse coherent transition radiation is proposed here to determine the bunch modulation and electric field properties
in the frequency domain. Frequencies up to the terahertz
region with a resolution of less than 10 GHz are measurable. The system with a closed optical fiber path is based
on a semiconductor laser source to achieve easy handling
and robustness. The principle idea, estimations of the required sensitivity, and very first experimental results are
presented.

INTRODUCTION
Recently, proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration
(PWA) has been proposed as a concept for the acceleration of electron beams up to the TeV-region [1]. Numerical simulations have shown that a 1 TeV proton bunch with
1011 protons and an rms bunch length of 100 µm as a driver
could indeed excite a large amplitude plasma wave. Surfing the appropriate phase of the wave, an electron bunch
reaches energies over 600 GeV in a single passage through
a 450 m long plasma. Recent studies [2] [3] have also
shown that similar gradients can be reached with a much
longer but modulated proton bunch. By using the plasma
for the modulation, a strong plasma wave can be generated
by a series of micro-bunches. This effect opens the path for
immediate experimental investigations and a first test system (AWAKE) is planned using the SPS facility at CERN.
One of the most important parameters are the depth and
frequency of the proton bunch modulation after its passage
through the plasma channel. Exploiting (transverse) coherent transition radiation by means of electro-optical sampling in the frequency domain could be an adequate way to
acquire information about the longitudinal and transverse
properties of the modulated proton bunch. Single-shot capability is important because of the relatively large time
jitter and shot-to-shot variations of the bunches. To have
an easy-to-use and robust system, the distribution of the
needed optical signals should be fiber based. Making use of
∗ reimann@mpp.mpg.de
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semiconductor lasers is a cheap alternative to conventional
laser systems if measurement has to be done at different
positions along a hundreds of meters scale beam line.

TRANSVERSE COHERENT TRANSITION
RADIATION
It has been shown [4] that a charged particle passing a
metal-vacuum boundary emits transverse coherent transition radiation (TCTR) radially around its trajectory. The
emission has a dipole-like radiation pattern with an electric field vector normal to the metal surface. In case of
a charged particle bunch the TCTR field is proportional
to the particle density. A (periodic) density change at the
boundary is imprinted on the TCTR signal as an amplitude
modulation even when the bunch current per cross section
is constant.
In the described plasma wakefield experiment the bunch
radius is modulated with the electron plasma oscillation
(≈250 GHz for a density of 7·1014 cm−3 ) and the TCTR
has a spectral component at the same frequency. In a good
approximation the radius of the modulated bunch can be
described by
r(t) = r0 (1 + m sin(ωm t))

(1)

with r0 as the mean beam radius, m as modulation index,
and ωm as the angular frequency of the plasma oscillation. With an assumed inner and outer radius of 200 µm
and 1000 µm the modulation index is 0.66. These numbers
used in a numerical calculation of the TCTR first harmonic
signal have shown amplitudes of 40 kV/m at a distance of
40 mm from the beam axis for a typical SPS proton bunch
containing 1011 protons.
The simulated time domain signal is shown in Fig. 1
(left) for three different distances to the beam propagation
axis. The right hand side of Fig. 1 represents the frequency domain response function of the first harmonic for
two different modulation indices. The drop in amplitude
is larger for a higher modulation index corresponding to a
larger time variation of the beam cross section. This can
be explained by the loss in longitudinal coherence of the
elementary dipoles contained in the emitting surface when
the radiated wavelength becomes comparable to the beam
diameter variation.
It is planned to place a thin metallic foil perpendicular to the beam axis. Behind the foil small horn antennas with an aperture size of about 5x5 mm2 ending in a
WG10 waveguide will be arranged co-linearly around the
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Figure 1: Left: TCTR time domain signal for three different distances (10 mm, 40 mm, and 70 mm) to the beam propagation axis. The modulation index is m = 0.66. The bunch energy is 450 GeV with 10 11 particles in the bunch. The RMS
bunch length is 12 cm. Right: Frequency domain response function of the first harmonic for two different modulation
indices m = 0.33 (Blue) and m = 0.66 (black).
exit point of the beam. A small (1 mm thickness) ZnTecrystal will be positioned inside of each waveguide and
used as an electro-optic phase modulator. This sensor configuration will give us the capability to distinguish between
different effects like bunch density modulation, bunch displacement or ”hosing” from the sum and difference signals.
The antenna gain increases the effective electrical field seen
by the electro-optic crystal leading to a better sensitivity of
the following dispersive Fourier transform (DFT) detection
system.

DISPERSIVE FOURIER TRANSFORM

An optical pulse much shorter than the temporal proton
bunch length (≈ 400 ps) is used as a sampling signal phasemodulated by the TCTR field. As an example the optical
image spectrum of a sampled 100 GHz sinusoidal signal is
shown in Fig. 2. Higher harmonics from nonlinearities are
also included.
In a next step the amplitude spectrum is transformed to
the time-domain by means of a highly dispersive optical
fiber (dispersion compensating fiber or DCF). The relative
position in time of each frequency component is shifted by
a value given by D · ∆λ with D as the dispersion coeffi-

The time dependent amplitude of an electrical field
can be imprinted by means of crystals with noncentrosymmetric lattice structure to the momentary phase
of an optical signal. This so-called linear electro-optic or
Pockels-effect can be found in materials like ZnTe or GaAs
and has inherent bandwidth limitations above 5 THz. Phase
modulation of a signal leads to the development of new
frequency components depending on the modulating signal
and can be described by a sum of Bessel functions. For
low modulations the process is to the first order linear and
equivalent to an amplitude (or intensity) modulation. Under this boundary condition the optical signal spectrum is a
two-sided replica of the sampled electrical field spectrum.
The amplitude of the first harmonic of the sidebands in the
linear regime (π · V̂ /Vπ < 0.5) can be calculated as
|ã(fO ± fS )| =

π V̂
âO
2 Vπ

(2)

Herein fO and fS are the frequencies of the optical wave
and the modulating signal, respectively, V̂ is the amplitude
of the modulating signal, âO the amplitude of the optical
wave, and Vπ the half-wave voltage of the electro-optic
crystal (about 10kV for ZnTe).
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Figure 2: Simulated phase-modulation of a 193 THz signal with a temporal length of 1 ns (FWHM). The modulation signal is a 100 GHz sine-wave with a field strength of
5 MV/m in a 100 µm thick ZnTe-crystal.
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nonlinear wave-coupling in the photodetector. The mixing
of two slightly different frequencies will result in additional
artifacts superposed on the transformed signal in the timedomain. A detailed discussion is outside the limit of this
paper and will be reported elsewhere.

Figure 3: Theoretical frequency resolution of the proposed
DFT setup for different dispersion coefficients D. The assumed optical pulsewidth of 100 ps (FWHM) for the laser
system using a fiber with a total anomalous dispersion of
-3 ns/nm leads to a frequency resolution of about 7 GHz.
cient of the fiber and ∆λ as the wavelength difference to
the center wavelength of the optical pulse. The output signal of the fiber is a convolution of the (dispersion broadened) sampling pulse with the time-transformed shape of
the frequency spectrum. It can be detected using a fast
photodetector and displayed with an oscilloscope. Using
a real-time sampling oscilloscope gives the ability to do
single-shot measurements. Fourier-transformation using
dispersive fibers has been recently proposed and experimentally tested for applications in the field of absorption
spectroscopy [5]. Our system differs significantly in the
capability to measure externally generated (electrical) signals.
The equivalent bandwidth of the system is given by a
convolution of the transformed spectral width using the dispersion coefficient D and the FWHM pulsewidth TP I of
the sampling signal at the DCF input. It can be calculated
by
√
TP2 I c2
k2
Bequ =
+ 2P
(3)
2
4
D λ
TP I
Herein λ is the center wavelength of the sampling pulse, c
is the vacuum speed of light, and kP is the time-bandwidth
product of the sampling pulse (0.44123 for the assumed
Gaussian pulse shape). The calculated bandwidth using
equation 3 is shown in Fig. 3 for different dispersion coefficients. One limit is the Fourier limit of the sampling
pulse, the other is given by the input pulse width. A higher
dispersion coefficient results in a better resolution because
of the larger time-domain separation of the pulses. Higher
dispersion can be achieved by longer dispersive fibers, but
this lowers the sensitivity of the system because of higher
attenuation.
Another effect limiting the frequency resolution is the
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A first experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. The optical pulses are generated by a gain switched semiconductor
laser at a center wavelength of 1553 nm (193 THz). A distributed feedback (DFB) laser or self-seeded Fabry-Perot
laser [6] driven by a short electrical pulse to excite only
the first relaxation oscillation is well suited. The main
advantage of the self-seeding setup is the low optical jitter (<500 fs) and it has been used very successfully for
electrooptical sampling systems in the past [7] [8]. The
typical pulse length of a relaxation oscillation is in the
range between 20 ps and 100 ps, depending on the laser. A
subsequent erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) increases
the signal intensity to a level slightly below the nonlinear
regime of the following optical fibers. The output signal
is filtered by a bandpass centered at the laser wavelength
to decrease the broadband noise generated by the amplified
spontaneous emission of the EDFA.
In the described here, very first experiment the electrooptic modulation is realized using a traveling wave phasemodulator made out of LiNbO3 for easier use in the laboratory. The bandwidth limit is therefore at about 40 GHz.
Later this modulator will be replaced by a ZnTe-crystal. In
case of the latter one, the linearly polarized light is transmitted through an electro-optic crystal with 100 µm thickness in a direction perpendicular to the (100)-surface. The
polarization axis is adjusted at an angle of 45 degrees to
both optical axes of the crystal. With this arrangement for
electro-optic modulation in conjunction with the following
polarizer one can suppress the unmodulated fraction of the
high intensity center wavelength. Only the modulated signal passes through the setup because of the polarization
change in the crystal. Using a Mach-Zehnder configuration
is an alternative way for base signal reduction, but probably much more difficult to implement. The crystal should
be placed inside the mentioned waveguide in the vicinity of
the proton beam path to probe the TCTR electrical field.
The frequency-time transformation is done by means of
the DCF with a total dispersion of -3 ns/nm followed by
a fast photodetector with a bandwidth of 40 GHz and an
8 GHz real-time sampling oscilloscope. To increase the
sensitivity of the setup, distributed Raman-amplification in
the DCF is proposed [5], but has not been used here.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First tests of the setup has been performed recently and
show good agreement with theory and simulations. In Fig.
5 one can find a comparative measurement between the
described setup (black curve) and a conventional grating
based optical spectrum analyzer (Yokogawa AQ6370B, red
469
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Figure 4: Principle setup for dispersive Fourier transform. A radially modulated proton bunch passes a conductive foil
and generates the TCTR (red). The electrical field is causes a phase modulation of a short (100 ps FWHM) optical pulse.
The modulated pulse is dispersed in the DCF and detected using a conventional real-time oscilloscope/photodetector
combination.
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curve). Shown is a phase modulated optical signal with a
line spacing of 8 GHz at a center wavelength of 1553,3 nm
(193 THz). Clearly visible is the predicted resolution limit
of the DFT system for the used sampling pulse width of
100 ps (FWHM). The equivalent sensitivity of the setup is
300 kV/m for a 1 mm ZnTe-crystal. Using Raman amplification this value should be lowered to less than 20 kV/m.
Further improvements can be done by using the previously
mentioned horn antennas.

shot spectral-analysis. Terahertz bandwidths and resolutions below 10 GHz should be feasible using a gainswitched semiconductor laser as a pulse source. Electrooptic modulation can be used to extract the proton bunch
modulation information to the optical signal exploiting
transverse coherent transition radiation. Considering the
simple and robust fiber based setup, the described system
appears to be very attractive for multi-point measurements
in a harsh environment as a many meter long proton-driven
plasma wakefield accelerator will be.

SUMMARY
From simulations and first experiments we have seen that
dispersive Fourier-transform of short optical pulses with
narrow spectral width is a promising concept for single-
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Figure 5: Comparitive measurement of a phase-modulated
signal using a conventional grating-based optical spectrum
analyzer (red) and the DFT method (eight averaged singleshots, black curve).
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BUNCH LENGTH MEASUREMENTS USING CORRELATION THEORY
IN INCOHERENT OPTICAL TRANSITION RADIATION
B. Smit, V. Schlott, F. Frei, G.L. Orlandi, R. Ischebeck∗
Paul Scherrer Institut, 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

As Free Electron Lasers create ultra-short bunch lengths,
the longitudinal diagnostic for such femto-second bunches
becomes more difficult. We suggest a bunch length method
using the spectral analysis of Optical Transition Radiation
(OTR) in the visible frequency domain.
The frequency content of OTR is measured by inserting
an aluminium coated silicon wafer into the electron beam.
The OTR light is collected with mirror optics into an optical fibre, which is coupled to a spectrometer (316 THz to
1500 THz). The resolution of the spectrometer allows us to
measure bunch lengths lower than 100 fs rms.
The bunch length was varied from 100 fs down to a few
fs. The spectral content of OTR showed an increase of
the correlation between neighbouring frequencies as bunch
length was reduced.

INTRODUCTION
Conventional diagnostic methods of bunch length measurements in Free Electron Lasers (FELs) have difficulties
in measuring electron bunches in the femtosecond range.
As FELs are developed, the temporal resolution of the user
experiment depends on the electron bunch length. The FEL
design is for femtosecond X-ray pulses thus the electron
bunch length must be in the same order of magnitude. In order to characterise these electron bunches, diagnostics need
to be developed to measure such femto-second bunches.
The bunch length may be diagnosed by measuring the
spectral response of Optical Transition Radiation (OTR).
OTR is generated as the high energy electron beam experiences a dielectric discontinuity between vacuum and metal.
The backward emitted OTR light is then coupled into the
spectrometer. If bunch length information is stored in the
spectra, the correlation between frequencies will increase.
In this paper we show that the correlation of OTR spectra depends on bunch length. The spectra show fluctuations
which increase in width as bunch length decreases. The
analysis of these frequencies is done by first order correlation theory. The width of the correlation from neighbouring
frequencies increases with reduced bunch length.
Similar studies have been performed using two different methods. Firstly, bunch length studies using spectral
correlation have been performed using undulator radiation
[1, 2, 3], all of which use correlation theory to analyse the
data. Lutman et al. used bunch lengths below 100 fs, 1.5
keV photons. Bunch lengths in the ps range have been analysed by the other cited authors, but in contrast use ’visible’
∗ rasmus.ischebeck@psi.ch
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light from undulator radiation. Secondly, ps long bunch
lengths have been measured using fluctuations in the ‘visible’ spectrum domain [4, 5]. Statistical methods were used
such that bunch length could be correlated to fluctuations
in a narrow bandwidth. We make use of both experimental
methods, namely radiation in the visible domain, sub 100
fs bunch length and correlation theory to measure bunch
length.
We begin by describing the accelerator setup and outlining the experimental conditions. Secondly, results are presented which strongly indicate a dependence of fluctuation
versus bunch length. Finally, the conclusions and outlook
complete this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL
All experiments presented in this paper were performed
at the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility (SITF) [6]. The SITF
was built as a test bed for the future SwissFEL. Fig. 1
shows the layout of the SITF.
The gun laser is a Titanium-Sapphire laser. The pulse
length is 10 ps FWHM. The momentum after the gun is 7.1
MeV/c with a bunch charge of 200 pC.
Four accelerating structures are employed to bring the
electron momentum up to 200 MeV/c. A magnetic chicane is used for bunch compression. Accelerator structures
A3 and A4 in Fig. 1 introduce a momentum chirp. The
dispersive section, i.e. magnetic chicane, employs the momentum spread to longitudinal position matrix element to
reduce bunch length.
The X-band compensates second order effects in the longitudinal phase space, i.e. linearises the longitudinal phase
space. The X-band decelerates the bunch, which is compensated by A3 and A4 in Fig. 1. The X-band phase is set
on-crest with a π phase shift.
In the FODO section the transverse and longitudinal
phase space are analysed. The transverse deflecting structure employs the angular to spatial transfer matrix element
to analyse the longitudinal profile. Point Grey Flea cameras C2 and C3 are used to view the temporal profile and
the longitudinal phase space respectively.
A Point Grey Flea camera and an OceanOptics QE65000
spectrometer are installed at position C1. OTR light is coupled into an optical fibre using aluminium coated off-axis
parabolic mirrors. Mirrors are used to avoid chromaticity
effects because of the wide spectral band range. The spectral range of the spectrometer is 316 THz to 1500 THz (950
nm - 200 nm). The resolution of the spectrometer is 1.1
THz FWHM in the infrared (316 THz) and 25 THz FWHM
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RESULTS
From OTR theory we know that the single particle electric field response of OTR is unity in the frequency domain.
The low and high frequency cutoffs are determined by the
screen size and the plasma frequency respectively. The
spectral power of OTR may be described as [7, 8]:
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dI
= |e(ω)|2 [N + N (N − 1)|f (ω)|2 ]
dω

h(Iωi (t) − hIωi (t)i)2 ih(Iωj (t) − hIωj (t)i)2 i

(3)

Where Iωi (t) and Iωj (t) denotes the temporal evolution
of the intensity at frequencies ωi and ωj .
Bunch length information is stored in the width of the
correlation function. As bunch length reduces the width
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dI
= |e(ω)|2 N
(2)
dω
In which the radiated intensity is linear proportional to
the charge as shown in Fig. 2.
Single shot OTR spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Towards
higher compressions we observe a gain in spectral intensity
at the lower frequencies. The gain is a coherence effect,
possibly from space charge and/or synchrotron radiation.
Superimposed on the gain we observe fluctuations, which
broaden as the bunch length is reduced. Moreover we see
that the fluctuations’ period is constant along frequency.
Because fluctuations are variant under repetition, statistics need to be built up. The first-order correlation function
is defined as [9]:
hIωi (t)Iωj (t)i − hIωi (t)ihIωj (t)i

1.5

(1)

In which e(ω) is the radiated electric field of a single
particle, N the number of particles and f (ω) is the Fourier
transform of the temporal profile, i.e. form factor. If the
bunch length is long, the form factor becomes zero and
hence the above equation reduces to:

C=p

Intensity [J THz−1]

2

0

0

50

100
Charge [pC]

150

200

Figure 2: Spectral intensity versus charge at 667 THz of
incoherent spectra. The dashed line guides the eye to a
linear fit of the data. The errorbars show the standard error. Bunch charge was reduced using scrapers in the bunch
compressor.
of the correlation peak is expected to increase. Figure 4
shows the correlation of a pixel at 333 THz to neighbouring
frequencies. 1000 Spectra were used for the correlation
computation.
The correlation plot confirms that in the uncompressed
electron bunches no correlation was present. The frequency
is exclusively correlated to itself, C = 1. As bunch length
is reduced the general correlation over all frequencies increases, e.g. the base of the ‘< 40 fs rms’ line goes up to
C = 0.8. This is due to the ‘coherence domain’, see Fig. 3,
which fluctuates as a whole. Moreover it can be seen that
the correlation peak of neighbouring frequencies becomes
wider as the bunch length decreases. This is where bunch
length information is stored.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Figures 3 and 4 show a clear indication that the fluctuations depend on bunch length. The fluctuations sit on a
coherence effect, possibly from space charge effects.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Electro-optic longitudinal profile diagnostic systems
with intrinsically improved reliability and a time
resolution of 20 fs rms are being developed for the CLIC
Project at CERN. Exploiting the electro-optic effect, the
bunch electric field 'pulse carves' an optical replica from a
narrow bandwidth nanosecond-duration laser probe. Alloptical characterisation of the optical replica is via
spectrally resolved auto-correlation, providing a sub-20fs
resolution capability. An optical parametric amplification
stage following the pulse carving, driven by same
nanosecond laser that provides the probe, enables
sufficient intensity for single-shot measurement. By
basing the optical system on nanosecond Q-switched
lasers, bypassing complex femtosecond laser systems, the
potential for robust instrumentation development is
enhanced. Experiments on the optical subsystems, using
laser-produced THz as an electron bunch mimic, are
presented. We also describe the observation and
interpretation of an unexpected effect of small beam
misalignments on the electro-optic signal, which has
implications for EO diagnostics in general.

INTRODUCTION
Electro-optic (EO) techniques have for some time held
the promise of high time resolution non-destructive bunch
longitudinal profile diagnostics. A range of EO diagnostic
systems has been developed and demonstrated, such as
Spectral Decoding [1], Spatial Encoding [2], Temporal
Decoding [3], and Spectral Upconversion [4]. Despite the
large number of demonstrations of EO diagnostic
concepts, there are only a very limited number of
examples of EO diagnostics being integrated into
operational accelerator diagnostic systems [5-7], which
can partially be attributed to the complexity and limited
reliability of the ultrafast laser systems that have until
now been necessary.

ELECTRO-OPTIC TRANSPOSITION
We present a variant of electro-optical temporal
characterisation, which we label Electro-Optic
Transposition (EOT) [8], which eliminates the need for
ultrafast femtosecond lasers, and also provides a higher
optical time resolution capability than previous
approaches. As in other electro-optic schemes, the
technique is based on the χ(2) nonlinear encoding
processes, although a variant based on a χ(3) process is
also being developed to address electro-optic material
bandwidth limitations. In the χ(2) scheme presented here,
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the interaction between particle beam and optical laser
probe can be described as frequency mixing between the
Coulomb field and the (general) optical probe field,
Eˆ xout ( )  Eˆ xin ( )  i x  Eˆ xin (  ) Eˆ bunch()d
Eˆ yout ( )  Eˆ yin ( )  i y  Eˆ yin (  ) Eˆ bunch()d

(1)

where the subscript refers to orthogonal polarisation
components in the interaction principal axis frame,
Eˆ out ( ) , Eˆ in ( ) refer to the optical probe input and
signal output, while Eˆ bunch( ) is the Coulomb field
spectrum. For ultrafast pulses, with a broadband
transform limited optical probe then Eˆ in (  )  Eˆ in ( )
and the effect of the interaction can be reduced to the
bunch
phase change Eˆ out ( )  Eˆ in ( )eiE ( ) , as expected for
x

consistency with the commonly employed picture of a
Coulomb field-induced refractive index change. We
instead choose to probe with a narrow band quasi-CW
laser Eˆ ( )  Eˆ (0 ) (  0 ) , so that Eq. 1 simplifies to
Eˆ xout ( )  Eˆ xin (0 ) (  0 )
 i x Eˆ xin (0 ) Eˆ bunch(  0 )

(2)

This describes the creation of additional spectral
components in the optical probe, an amplitude rather than
a phase change. The measurement of this spectral content
constitutes the “EO Spectral Upconversion” (EOSU)
technique, which has been described and demonstrated
elsewhere [4]. Here we instead target a direct temporal
measurement of the upconverted signal, which has an
intensity envelope of
d

E out (t )   E in (t )   E bunch(t )
 dt


(3)

From equations 2 and 3 the same process can be
viewed as a spectral upconversion in the frequency
domain, or the creation of an optical replica if viewed in
the time domain. It is this combination that gives rise to
the labelling as EO Transposition [8]. While the χ(2)
encoding interaction is identical to that of EOSU the
temporal measurement is free from the ambiguity
associated with loss of phase information in the spectral
measurement.
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To measure the optical envelope time profile, the EOT
scheme uses Frequency Resolved Optical Gating
(FROG), an established laser technique which allows
unambiguous retrieval of the optical pulse envelope with
resolution better than 10 fs [9, 10]. As the FROG
measurement will be a self-referenced spectrally resolved
autocorrelation, it requires no additional ultrafast lasers
and is inherently insensitive to timing jitter. This enables
the technique to be used for characterising very weak,
high repetition rate pulses (bunches) having a significant
timing jitter that prevents their measurement in another
way. For single-shot diagnostics however, a signal pulse
energy of significantly greater than 10 nJ is required.
Such optical signal pulse energies are generally not
realistically achievable directly from the EO process. To
overcome this problem, our scheme includes an integrated
Non-Collinear Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse
Amplification (NCOPCPA) stage for the signal; the
amplification stage is driven by the same nanosecond
laser system that produces the input probe, maintaining
the overall laser system robustness and expected system
reliability.
A prototype system with a resolution approaching 50 fs
FWHM (20fs rms) is shown in Fig. 1. The system is
centred around a robust Q-switched Nd:YAG with
frequency-doubled 532 nm output of 10 ns duration and
>10 mJ energy. The 532 nm output pumps an Optical
Parametric Oscillator (OPO) to generate the optical probe.
The integrated optical parametric oscillator produces a
narrow line-width (~0.1 cm-1) pulse at ~830 nm with an
energy of around 1 mJ. The 532 nm output will also pump
optical parametric amplification of the probe signal
following the electro-optic interaction with the bunch,
raising the signal levels to that necessary for single-shot
FROG.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

In order to verify the performance of the system design,
a test bed has been built around a regeneratively amplified
femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser- driven terahertz source. In
this system near-unipolar terahertz pulses were emitted
from a large area photoconductive antenna (PCA) [11]
excited by the ultrafast Ti:Sapphire pulses, providing a
pulsed field as a mimic of the bunch Coulomb field. A
synchronised narrow bandwidth optical probe was
obtained by spectrally filtering a picked-off fraction of the
50 fs, 800 nm pulses that were exciting the PCA. The
spectral filter was tunable in both bandwidth and
wavelength, and was free from angular, spatial and
temporal chirp. Transform limited 10 ps pulses were used
for the narrow band probe results described here, with the
pulse duration verified via autocorrelation.
The optical probe was mixed with the terahertz pulse in
a 4 mm thick ZnTe crystal; the higher bandwidth response
achievable with alternative EO materials was not
necessary because of the ~3 THz bandwidth of the PCA
emission. The electro-optically transposed pulses were
then separated from the input probe through polarisation
selection, and coupled into a spectrometer for analysis. In
this system the spectral filter could be fully opened to
allow the 50 fs pulses through, allowing a conventional
terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)
measurement of the pulse temporal profile, and hence
spectrum, to be taken as a reference.
The electro-optically transposed spectrum obtained
with a narrow bandwidth probe is shown in Fig. 2(a), both
with and without the THz pulse Coulomb field mimic.
The terahertz spectrum is closely replicated in the optical
domain as sidebands on the probe, with the fundamental
probe attenuated through polarisation rejection.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the electro-optic transposition system. The system can be considered as 3 separate stages:
generation of the optical probe and subsequent up-converted signal pulse; amplification of the signal pulse to a level
that can be characterised, and finally measurement of the signal to reveal its temporal structure.
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Figure 2: (a) Sideband spectra as measured by EO
upconversion, and as measured via THz-TDS. The TDS
spectrum has been offset to enable a clear comparison
with the upconverted spectrum. (b) The sum-frequency
components of the sideband spectra presented on a
wavelength scale, along with the phasematching
efficiency of the NCOPCPA scheme.
The lower resolution of the upconverted spectra shown
in Fig. 2 is due to a combination of the resolution of the
spectrometer used, and the convolution of the ~35GHz
linewidth of the probe used (currently limited by the
spectral filter). The spectra are also presented in Fig. 2(b)
against the equivalent wavelength components of the
bunch Coulomb field, along with a plot of half of (as sum
and difference frequencies are to be amplified) the
calculated phasematching efficiency of the NCOPCPA
system. The measurement of spectral components down
to DC (infinite wavelength) is possible as they are now
carried at the narrow-band probe’s frequency. The
measurements in Fig. 2(b) are shown truncated to the
resolution of the spectrometer, but could indeed also have
a DC component, i.e. at the 0 THz offset in Fig. 2(a).
Measurements of the energy conversion efficiency in
the electro-optically transposed pulse, combined with the
properties of the rest of the system, have allowed us to
estimate that for CLIC bunch parameters a transposed
pulse energy of ~15 nJ should be produced for an input
probe intensity of 100 kW (or 1 mJ in 10 nS).

Amplification
The electro-optically transposed pulse energy obtained
directly from the EO interaction is insufficient for the
implementation of a single-shot FROG [9]. Our system
will use NCOPCPA to overcome this problem.
NCOPCPA is a commonly used technique for the
amplification of ultrashort pulses and is regularly used to
amplify Fourier-transform-limited pulses by 6 or 7 orders
of magnitude with minimal distortion.
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In chirped pulse parametric amplification, efficient
amplification of a sub-picosecond pulse by the fewnanosecond duration parametric amplifier pump is
achieved by stretching the seed pulse in time to improve
pulse overlap. With a subsequent compensating pulsecompressor, the original input pulse duration can be
regained post-amplification. Such temporal manipulation
is readily achieved through the spectral dispersion
induced by a pair of diffraction gratings. This noncollinear amplification geometry has an additional benefit
of a broad bandwidth gain, allowing for amplification of
the spectral content associated with sub 10 fs duration
pulses. An even broader bandwidth could be arranged at
the expense of a greater phase distortion, but is
unnecessary in this case.
For the EOT diagnostic, an NCOPCPA system based
around a type 1 phasematched BBO crystal has been
designed with an expected single-pass gain of an input
pulse greater than a factor of 1000. The gain and
bandwidth of the amplification stage has been tested
through its ability to amplify 50 fs FWHM pulses
obtained directly from an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser
system. This provided a bandwidth comparable to that
generated from transposing the Coulomb field of a 50fs
FWHM bunch, which the PCA was unable to deliver. For
the concept tests, the amplifier was pumped by a custommodified Continuum Leopard Nd:YAG laser delivering
532 nm pulses of 50 ps duration and up to 30 mJ energy,
which were attenuated to provide the same irradiance as a
the pump pulse described in the previous paragraph. The
predicted 103 gain and preservation of the pulse
bandwidth was verified by attenuation and subsequent
amplification of the 50 fs pulse back to its original energy.
The impact on the spectral phase of the amplified pulse
must also be considered. In the typical case where
NCOPCPA is used to generate very high energy pulses,
systems are often operated such that the energy of the
amplified pulse becomes large enough to cause a
significant depletion of the pump pulse. In the system we
have designed the pulse will be amplified to ~1 μJ, which
is sufficiently small when compared to the pump pulse
energy of 10 mJ for the depletion-induced phase
distortion to be negligible. For this condition, the spectral
phase change can be calculated using the equations
derived in [12, 13], and does not exceed ±π/4 across the
phasematched bandwidth.

ANGULAR AND ALIGNEMENT EFFECTS
IN EO DIAGNOSTICS
During the experiments with the laser produced THz
test-bed it was found that the measured sideband spectra
were unexpectedly sensitive to the alignment of the THz
beam. According to Eq. 2, and as described in [4], for
few-THz bandwidth pulses the probe beam is expected to
develop equal positive and negative frequency sidebands,
corresponding to the sum and difference frequency
mixing of the THz (Coulomb) field spectrum. It has
however been found that the sum and difference mixing
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Figure 3: Measured upconversion spectra for a 10 degree
incident THz pulse at a number of sampling angles.
Traces are offset for clarity.
The red trace in Fig. 3 indicates the measurement made
along the axis of the probe beam, where the system would
typically be optimised. The potential for producing
erroneous measurements is clear. However, with an
understanding and inclusion of these alignment effects in
the optical design a robust and consistent diagnostic can
be achieved. A communication that includes a more
complete model of this phasematching, and reports on
experiments analysing the potentially wide-reaching
implications, is currently being prepared for publication.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

CONCLUSIONS
We have described the underlying principles and layout
of an electro-optic detection system that will be capable
of measuring relativistic bunch longitudinal profiles in a
non-destructive manner without the need for femtosecond
laser systems. Experiments have been performed and
reported that verify design parameters. A dependency of
the EO signal on optical and Coulomb-field alignment has
been found that has significant implications for EO
diagnostic systems, and more generally also for many
THz-TDS set-ups. A complete prototype based on an
industrial, reliable, nanosecond Nd:YAG laser is currently
in the final stages of development.
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spectra are often asymmetric, and that the asymmetry is
dependent on the alignment of the probe and THz beams,
together with details of the probe collimation and optical
collection system. This sensitivity to parameters that are
usually considered of secondary importance has
implications for the EOT scheme, and indeed for all EO
measurements. In the particular case of EOT, the
symmetric nature of the upconverted spectrum of Eq. 2 is
implicit in obtaining a time-domain optical envelope
proportional to the square of the bunch temporal profile.
In other EO techniques, for example sampling
measurements, the symmetry of sum and difference
frequency mixed components is implicit in the
expectation of a phase change in the optical field.
It has been determined that the asymmetry is due to the
up-converted spectra being angularly dispersed under the
conditions of non-collinear phase matching, a condition
present with small off-axis misalignments of the THz (or
probe) beam, combined with a limited spatial/angular
acceptance into the optical fibre. In this case one would
expect to see the higher frequency components (those
further from the probe wavelength) being generated at an
angle higher than those at lower frequencies due to the
relative scaling of the k-vectors.
To verify this
experimentally the THz pulse was deliberately misaligned
with respect to the probe beam by an angle of 10 degrees,
keeping the probe and ZnTe fixed, and a slit translated
across the front of a large aperture fibre coupler to
observe the spatially dispersed spectra. The slit was set to
150 microns, and measurements made at 300 micron
intervals. The results are presented in Fig. 3.
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BUNCH LENGTH MEASUREMENT WITH STREAK CAMERA AT SSRF
STORAGE RING
J. Chen, R.X. Yuan, Z.C.Chen, K.R. Ye, Y.B. Leng, SINAP, Shanghai, China
Abstract
A streak camera is installed to measure the bunch
length of storage ring at SSRF. The principle, structure,
configuration and error analysis of the measurement is
introduced. Some result of the measurement are analysed
to explain the physical meaning of beam status. The
system is used in daily operation and machine study at
SSRF.

directed towards an MCP (micro-channel plate) where
they are amplified, and then directed to the phosphor
screen where they are converted back into light. The
optical image produced on the phosphor screen is called
the "streak image", and this serves the intensity
distribution in the vertical axis direction as time passes. In
this way, the temporal intensity distribution is substituted
for a spatial intensity distribution on the photocathode.
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MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON BEAM
BUNCH LENGTH
There are two kinds of techniques to measure beam
bunch length: Time-domain measurement techniques and
frequency domain measurement techniques. Time-domain
measurement techniques include streak camera, RF kicker
cavity, energy spread measurement’s, electro-optic
sampling, electro-optic sampling with chirped laser pulses,
and frequency domain measurement techniques include
Fourier transform spectroscopy, Hilbert transform
spectroscopy and so on. Time-domain measurement
techniques are usually applied to single bunches and
deliver on-line information of the longitudinal charge
distribution. Frequency domain measurement techniques
are ideally suited for shorter bunches but have the
drawback of longer data acquisition times and rather
indirect Fourier analysis methods. [1] At the storage ring
of SSRF, the designed beam bunch length is about 13
picosecond,s and it’s a suitable size to be measured with a
streak camera.

STREAK CAMERA
We adopt a C5680 Streak Camera to measure the bunch
length at SSRF storage ring. The C5680 Streak Camera is
developed at HAMAMATSU, and features extremely
high-level time resolution. The C5680 Streak Camera can
be used as a high-speed single-sweep model (with a time
resolution of 2 ps or better), as a low-speed single-sweep
model (with a time resolution of 50 ps or better), or as a
synchroscan sweep model (with a time resolution of 2 ps
or better), simply by replacing the plug-in module. The
streak camera converts incident light into electrons and
sends them through a high speed sweep (the electrons are
swept in the direction from top to bottom) in order to
determine the intensity distribution of the incident light in
relation to time. The operating principle of the streak tube
is shown in Fig. 1.
The light passes through a slit and forms an image on
the photocathode of the streak tube. The photocathode
converts the light into electrons, and these electrons are
directed towards a phosphor screen by accelerating
electrodes. A high-speed and high voltage is applied to
the sweep electrodes, so that the electrons are swept in the
direction from top to bottom. The swept electrons are
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Figure 1: The Operating Principle of Streak Tube.[2]
In addition, if the light is passed through a spectroscope
or other equipment and directed to the photocathode, the
spatial information is output to the horizontal axis
direction, thus the time resolution of the light spectrum is
measured using a single streak image. Furthermore,
Applying a high-speed and high voltage to the horizontal
sweep electrodes enables analysis in both axis, which is
applicable to applications such as Synchrotron and Linac
electron bunching measurement.[2]

OPTICAL LAYOUT
The source point of SRM is bending magnet near
injecting point. The synchrotron light is extracted by a
water-cooled beryllium mirror. Then three mirrors guide
the light to the dark room. The setup of all diagnostic

Figure 2: Layout of the Optical Diagnostic Beamline. [3]
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beam line, it is include interferometer, x-ray pinhole
camera and streak camera as shown in Fig. 2.[3]
In front of the streak tube, an optical relay system is
employed to form an image of the entrance slit onto the
photocathode of the streak tube. Conventional streak
cameras use lens systems with refractive optics, which
induce certain dispersive effects (e.g., optical path
differences (OPD)) in the bunch length measurement. On
the other hand, reflective optics is free from dispersive
effects because the light does not pass through the inside
of glass material. The Offner’s relay system, comprising
two nearly concentric spherical mirrors, yields images
with one-to-one magnification at a high resolution and
low distortion. [4]
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Figure 4: (a) System Layout, (b) Timing Chart, (c) Streak
Image. [2]

RESULT OF THE MEASUREMENT
Time Structure of Beam Bunch
The synchroscan unit was used to measure the time
structure of the beam, the pictures in Fig. 5 shows the
structure within two different time range. In synchroscan
mode, the horizontal direction illustrates time scale, the
scale of the streak in vertical direction shows the bunch
length. In Fig. 5(a), the time range in horizontal direction
is 100 ns, every spot indicates one bunch, and about 20
bunches were contained in the picture. The photon is too
few to generate clear image, the picture in Fig. 5(a) was
integrated by 50 shots. In Fig. 5(b), the time range in
horizontal direction is 20 μs, every spot indicates multi
bunches in one circle of the storage ring. The horizontal
gap between the spots demonstrates the filling pattern of
the injection: about 500 of 720 time slots in the heading
were filled, and the rest were spared. The RMS bunch
length can be calculated by Gaussian fit to the profile in
vertical direction, but the static image should be deducted.
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The streak camera (HAMAMATSU C5680) uses a scan
streaking of 125 MHz (1/4 RF) and also dual time
streaking is available. The attainable phase stability is
good: less than 2 ps, and a bunch separation of 2 ns, while
the revolution frequency is 694 kHz. The synchroscan
unit operates at 125 MHz allowing the bunch train to be
analysed bunch-by-bunch, even bunches on one sweep
and odd bunches on the return sweep. The temporal
resolution of the synchroscan unit is less than 2 ps which
will allow an individual bunches to be resolved clearly
and analysed.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), the trigger signal is from timing
system, 1/4 of the RF frequency. The trigger section
controls the timing of the streak trigger. This section has
to be adjusted so that a sweep is initiated when the light
being measurement arrives at the streak camera. The
delay unit C6878 is used to control how long the trigger
signal which initiates the streak sweep is delayed, and a
frequency divider, which divides the frequency of the
external trigger signal by 1/4. In the other way, A signal of
1.44 μs(Rep rate) was sent in as the sweep trigger. Fig.
4(b) illustrates the time relationship between the trigger
and sweep signals, and Fig. 4(c) shows the corresponding
streak image.

800ps

CONFIGRATION OF THE
MEASUREMENT

800ps

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of the Offner relay system
installed in the streak camera. [4]
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The algorithm of FFT was executed to the sampling
sequence, and the result is shown in Fig. 6. The main
peak off the Y axis is at the frequency of 50 kHz, and this
is the frequency of longitudinal oscillation. The second
peak is separated the main peak by 1.2 kHz, and the result
is correspond with a noise study of BPM system, the
source of the noise is suspected to a set of low level RF
equipment.
(a)Time range:
100ns(H),1700ps(V)

(b) Time range: 20us(H),
700ps(V)

Figure 5: Time Structure of Beam Bunch.

Longitudinal Instability Measurement
A MATLAB script was written to analysis the
longitudinal instability in frequency domain, as shown in
Fig. 6. The raw image is the same as the picture in Fig.
5(b), the pixel number of the image is 512*512, every
pixel in horizontal direction represent 39ns (20us/512),
and every pixel in vertical direction represent 1.37 ps
(700 ps/512). All the columns were connected one by one,
and the interval slots were filled by zero, so it became a
sampling sequence with 1.46E7 points (20 us/1.37 ps),
every column with data in 700 ps were placed in one
horizontal pixel (39 ns), the rest samples were set to zero,
as shown in the second picture in Fig. 6.
Raw image
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The streak camera of C5680 was plant at the storage
ring of SSRF to measure the bunch length and observe the
longitudinal structure of the beam. The longitudinal
instability can be analysed by FFT of the transformation
of the streak image. There are more applications of streak
camera to be carried on, and the frequency domain
analysis can be penetrated deeply.
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DOSFET-L02: AN ADVANCED ONLINE DOSIMETRY SYSTEM FOR
RADFET SENSORS
L. Fröhlich∗ , S. Grulja, Elettra – Sincrotrone Trieste, Basovizza, Italy
F. Löhl, PSI, Villigen, Switzerland
Exposure

I =const.

Read-out

−

+

Vt

Radiation-sensing field-effect transistors (RADFETs)
are integrating dosimeters that have found wide application in space and particle accelerator environments. We
present a new system, the DOSFET-L02, for the readout
of up to four RADFET sensors. The system features enhanced readout stability, support for long sensor cables,
an adjustable exposure bias voltage of up to 30 V, and integrated temperature measurement. Recent measurements
demonstrate the performance of the system with RADFETs
at bias voltages of 9 V, 25 V, and under zero bias.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of a RADFET in exposure and readout configuration.

INTRODUCTION

DOSIMETER PRINCIPLE

Radiation-sensing field-effect transistors (RADFETs)
are integrating dosimeters that have found wide application in space and particle accelerator environments. Over
the past decade, the accelerator community has used these
miniature sensors in several facilities for the monitoring of
ionizing radiation doses from the mGy to the kGy range
[1–5].
One of the recent installations is in operation at the
fourth-generation light source FERMI@Elettra [6]. More
than 70 RADFETs monitor radiation doses in various positions along the linac, especially in the sensitive permanent magnet undulators. This dosimetry system has been
in continuous operation since the end of 2010. It employs a
custom readout unit, the DOSFET-L01, which takes measurements from up to four sensors and communicates them
to the control system over Ethernet. The system and its
performance are described in detail in [7].
From the experience gathered with the DOSFET-L01,
we have identified a few desirable improvements for the
next version of the system:

−

Vbias
gate +

source

p

drain

p

source

gate

drain

p

p

n

n

bulk

bulk

A RADFET is basically a p-channel MOSFET with an
unusually thick layer of silicon dioxide below the gate electrode (Fig. 1). Ionizing radiation causes the removal of
electrons, leaving behind a stationary positive space charge
in the oxide layer. The build-up of this space charge can
be substantially enhanced by applying a positive bias voltage to the gate electrode, but it also takes place when all
electrodes are short-circuited (under zero bias).
The more dose is deposited on the dosimeter, the higher
is the amount of positive charge stored in the oxide layer.
The presence of this positive electric potential makes it
harder to put the MOSFET into its conductive state – in
other words, a stronger negative potential has to be applied
to the gate electrode in order to create a conductive inversion layer in the bulk silicon below the oxide. The readout system (or reader) uses this effect by forcing a welldefined constant current through the transistor: The higher
the threshold voltage (Vt ) needed to obtain this current, the
higher the dose absorbed by the RADFET.

SYSTEM DESIGN
•
•
•
•

Higher and adjustable sensitivity
Temperature measurement
Better handling of long cables
Remote firmware update capability

In this paper we present a new version of our readout system, the DOSFET-L02, which addresses these points. After
a short overview of the system design we discuss its performance on the basis of data taken with the first prototype
boards.
∗ lars.froehlich@elettra.eu

Beam Loss Detection

Like its predecessor, the DOSFET-L02 is a 19-inch rack
mount unit with a height of 1 RU (4.4 cm). Up to four external RADFET sensors can be connected using inexpensive USB 3 cables. We use the commercial RFT-300-CC10
RADFET from REM Oxford Ltd.1 which contains two
transistors that are read out separately. A custom RADFET
mount board connects the sensor to the cable and serves
as a convenient mounting support (Fig. 2). It also carries a
digital thermometer with an absolute accuracy better than
1 REM Oxford Ltd., 64a Acre End St., Eynsham, Oxford OX29 4PD,
United Kingdom
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ADC

Figure 2: Photo of a DOSFET-L02 prototype board with
two RADFET mount boards and sensors.

Figure 3: Schematic of one readout channel of the
DOSFET-L02.

±0.5 °C (rms) that has been chosen for its good properties
under exposure to ionizing radiation.
Figure 3 shows a strongly simplified schematic of one of
the four channnels of the DOSFET-L02. While the reader
is in stand-by (while no readout is in progress), it applies
an adjustable bias voltage between 0 and 30 V to the gate
electrodes (G1 /G2 ) of the connected RADFETs; all other
electrodes remain grounded.
The four-wire measurement technique is used for readout. A constant current of 490 µA is forced through one of
the transistors via the common bulk/source (B/S) terminal
and the respective drain terminal (D1 or D2 ). The threshold
voltage Vt is tapped on the RADFET mount board with independent, practically current-free sense lines. This eliminates the resistances of cables and connectors from the
measurement. The value of Vt is digitized through a high
precision instrumentation amplifier and 24-bit ADC.
The DOSFET-L02 is controlled via Ethernet using a simple ASCII-based protocol. In the prototyping stage, we
have been taking data with a directly connected PC and
a custom data acquisition tool. As we proceed to the installation of the new devices in FERMI, the existing Tango
server will be upgraded to allow full integration into the
control system of the facility.
The firmware of the DOSFET-L02 can be updated via
the Ethernet port without the need to physically access the
device. This can be a major advantage at facilities where
most of the electronics is installed in an accelerator tunnel. A jumper allows to disable the remote update feature
if desired.

Table 1: List of Sensors and Irradiation Parameters

PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION
All measurements presented here have been performed
with prototype boards of the DOSFET-L02. The final version will incorporate several modifications that should improve the performance of the electronics.
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Sensor

Dose rate
(Gy/h)

Bias
(V)

002
003
009
012
018

5.00
4.88
5.00
4.88
5.00

25
25
9
9
0

Noise and Useable Voltage Range
The voltage noise of the readout with the internal ADC
was examined with RADFETs of various irradiation states,
i.e. at different values of Vt . The measurement noise is
typically on the order of 60 µV (rms) and does not exceed
100 µV (rms) in the worst case. At this level, the measurement is practically always limited by thermal or postirradiation drifts of the RADFET. The electronics can track
the threshold voltage linearly up to 26.4 V. An extended
range of up to 26.7 V can be used with negligible error.

Irradiation Tests
We irradiated a number of RFT-300-CC10 RADFET
sensors with gamma radiation from a Caesium-137 source
at PSI2 . Three sensors were aligned to the source point of
the radiation so that they received a dose rate of 5.00 Gy/h,
two others at a slightly larger distance were exposed at
4.88 Gy/h. Two of the sensors were biased with 25 V, two
with 9 V, and one was kept at zero bias. Table 1 shows a
summary of the irradiation parameters.
The sensors were irradiated in three intervals of 1, 4.5,
and 37 hours, with short breaks in between. During these
breaks, significant fading (downward drift) of the voltage
2 Paul

Scherrer Institut, 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
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Figure 4: Measured calibration curves for bias voltages of
0, 9, and 25 V.
was visible for the RADFET exposed under zero bias. This
is in line with the observations reported in [7]. The biased
sensors showed only a small upward drift of the voltage,
which is an expected effect from the detrapping of electrons
from “slow interface states” in the transistor [8].
MOSFET dosimeters are usually calibrated in dose vs.
voltage shift ∆V . This voltage shift is defined as the difference between the current threshold voltage and the threshold voltage of the unirradiated transistor, ∆V = Vt − Vt0 .
Figure 4 shows an overview of the responses obtained from
the irradiated sensors. While reserving a detailed discussion for a separate paper, we may state that RADFET response at positive bias voltages is much higher and more
linear than at zero bias. The remaining nonlinearity can be
roughly described by a power law with an exponent close
to unity. The following fit functions approximate our data
at 9 V and 25 V:
Vbias = 25 V :

∆V = 0.2326 V · (D/Gy)0.9624

Vbias = 9 V :

∆V = 0.1683 V · (D/Gy)0.9462
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Figure 5: Temperature effects on the threshold voltage of
RADFETs that have absorbed different radiation doses.
A(blue)–Unirradiated sensor with 5 m cable. B(green)–
Unirradiated sensor with 100 m cable; C(purple)–41 Gy at
zero bias; D(red)–1000 Gy at zero bias; Light and dark
traces of the same color indicate transistors on the same
chip.
of Vt to a minimum for unirradiated sensors. However,
temperature effects gradually become more important as
the RADFET absorbs more dose. We have performed a few
preliminary measurements using the digital thermometers
of a DOSFET-L02 prototype with four connected sensors:
• Sensor A: Unirradiated with 5 m of cable.
• Sensor B: Unirradiated with 100 m of cable.

The inverse functions may be used to convert measured
voltage shifts to doses:
Vbias = 25 V :
Vbias = 9 V :

D = 4.552 Gy · (∆V /V)1.0390
D = 6.578 Gy · (∆V /V)

1.0569

The behavior of RADFETs at zero bias cannot be described
by a simple power law. It is necessary to take the fading of
charge from the oxide into account in order to obtain a useable calibration function. For our RFT-300-CC10 sensors,
such a function has been proposed in [7].

Temperature Effects
The DOSFET-L02’s fixed readout current of 490 µA has
been chosen because it reduces the temperature coefficient

Beam Loss Detection

• Sensor C was irradiated to a dose of 40.9 Gy under
zero bias about two years ago (5 m cable).
• Sensor D was irradiated to a dose of 1 kGy under zero
bias about two years ago (5 m cable).
Figure 5 shows the drift of the threshold voltages over three
days. To make comparison of the small effects easier, the
Vt curves have been shifted to start at zero at the beginning of the measurement. The temperature has day–night
excursions of more than 3 °C, overlaid by a ripple of about
0.5 °C from a remote air conditioning unit.
As expected, the unirradiated sensors show almost no
temperature dependence. Even the reading from RADFET
B on the far end of a 100 m long cable spool is practically
stable, which we interpret as a positive effect of the fourwire measurement technique. The moderately irradiated
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sensor C shows a temperature-correlated drift on the order of 1 mV. A somewhat bigger effect of more than 4 mV
peak-to-peak is visible on kilogray-dose sensor D. However, with respect to the full threshold voltage shift of several volts, the relative drift remains below the percent level.
Apart from temperature effects, other uncorrelated drifts
are clearly present in the data. A temperature correction of
the measured threshold voltages is therefore not straightforward and we will defer a discussion until a study under
more controlled conditions can be done.
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CONCLUSION
With the DOSFET-L02, we have developed an advanced
measurement system for RADFET dosimeters that allows
us to overcome several limitations of previous devices.
Application of a positive bias to the sensors vastly increases their responsivity at the expense of limiting the
measurable dose range. The fine-grained adjustability of
the bias voltage implemented in the new system therefore
allows us to adapt it to the particular requirements of various measurement environments. Based on the data presented in this paper, we estimate that a sensitivity on the
order of 10 mGy can be reached.
Temperature effects become more important as the
RADFETs get irradiated to higher doses. Although their
relative impact is quite small, thermal drifts can easily be
mistaken for the absorption of radiation dose. A temperature reading from the immediate vicinity of the sensor, as
implemented on the new RADFET mount boards, is therefore a welcome information. An automatic correction of
the threshold voltage readings for temperature seems possible but requires further study.
Finally, the DOSFET-L02 is much better suited for dose
monitoring in remote locations than its predecessor. The
capability of updating the device firmware via Ethernet
limits the need for local maintenance access, and the measurement performance is not impaired by the use of sensor
cables up to a length of at least 100 m.

[3] F. Ravotti, “Development and characterisation of radiation
monitoring sensors for the high energy physics experiments
of the CERN LHC accelerator”, CERN-THESIS-2007-013,
Université Montpellier II, France, 2006.
[4] D. Makowski et al., “AMC-based radiation monitoring system”, in: Proc. EPAC’08, pp. 505–507, Genoa, Italy, 2008.
[5] F. Schmidt-Föhre et al., “A new embedded radiation monitor system for dosimetry at the European XFEL”, in: Proc.
IPAC’11, pp. 2364–2366, San Sebastián, Spain, 2011.
[6] C. J. Bocchetta et al., “FERMI@Elettra conceptual design report”, Elettra – Sincrotrone Trieste, Basovizza, Italy,
2007.
[7] L. Fröhlich et al., “Online monitoring of absorbed
dose in undulator magnets with RADFET dosimeters at
FERMI@Elettra”, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 703 (2013) 70–
79.
[8] A. Holmes-Siedle and L. Adams, “The mechanisms of small
instabilities in irradiated MOS transistors”, IEEE T. Nucl.
Sci. 30 (1983) 4135–4140.
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BEAM LOSS MONITORING STUDY FOR SIS100 AT FAIR
L. Bozyk, A. Reiter, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
O. Kester, V. Lavrik#, IAP University of Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
FAIR, the facility for antiproton and ion research,
planned as a multi-disciplinary accelerator facility, will
extend the existing GSI complex in Darmstadt, Germany.
In the FAIR start version, the new synchrotron SIS100
will provide proton or heavy ion beams for a variety of
experiments. The GSI synchrotron SIS18 will operate as
injector for SIS100. The current study focuses on beam
loss measurements for SIS18 and SIS100. The aim of this
study is to find quantitative methods to measure beam
losses around the machine, mainly SIS100, on an absolute
scale. The contribution will present results of two pilot
experiments carried out in the high-energy beam lines and
at the SIS18 with Uranium ions in the energy range up to
900 MeV/u. In the first experiment the Uranium beam
was totally stopped in a Copper target and the particle
shower measured with LHC-type ionization chambers. In
the second experiment, the beam was slowly excited in
the SIS18 synchrotron to create controlled losses on a
scraper. The loss rate was calculated by the ROOT code
based on data from DC current transformer and plastic
scintillation beam loss monitor. Experimental data are
compared against the predictions of FLUKA simulations.

MOTIVATION
The FAIR facility is based on operation modes, which
allow performing up to four experiments at the same
time. It will provide vary species of ions and particles.
The most important species for beam loss monitoring
investigation purposes are protons and uranium ions.
Designed energies and intensities for protons and uranium
ions are: p - 30 GeV
particles, U(28+) - 200
MeV/u,
particles and U(73+) - 850 MeV/u,
particles. The beam should be delivered from the
synchrotron SIS 18 to SIS 100 and along the high-energy
beam transfer line HEBT, to experiments. The most
critical points where one can expect beam losses are:
injection, acceleration and extraction of the beam.
The FAIR beam loss monitoring (BLM) system planned
to be based on the different types of particle detectors. It
will be helpful in observing the beam losses around the
SIS 100 synchrotron and useful in protecting the machine
components and unnecessary activation.
In order to investigate and determine possible loss
scenarios and prove a new and existing BLMs the beam
loss monitoring study in frame of Ph.D. work was started.
In this paper two experiments with two different particle
detectors are described. The first part concentrates on the
experimental test of BLMI (Beam Loss Monitor
Ionization chamber) LHC-type of ionization chamber[1]
which is a new BLM for existing GSI BLM system
ABLASS (A Beam Loss Acquisition and Scaling

System)[2] and the second part describes the beam loss
experiment with scintillation detector which is already
used in the BLM system of SIS 18 at GSI.

BLMI EXPERIMENT
The experiment took place on the high-energy beam
line at GSI and had two aims.
At the first, the test of the beam loss monitor was
performed and the signal response of such BLM was
measured in mixed radiation field at various energies and
intensities.
At the second, the simulation of the response function in
known radiation field using FLUKA code[3] was done
and compared with experimental data and at the third, our
simulation concept was proven, based on the comparison
between experimental and simulation data.

Experimental Part
The experimental setup consists of a uranium ions
beam, beam loss target and a set of three BLMIs.
Uranium ions were delivered from SIS18 via highenergy transfer line to the experimental cave. The
energies and intensities of uranium ions were varied in
range of 300-900 MeV/u and
particles
respectively.
The beam loss target is made of copper cylinder 4 cm in
radius and 2 cm thick. The target was 45 degrees inclined
with respect to the beam line. The effective thickness of
copper target is about 2.8 cm, which is more than the
range of uranium ions in copper for the highest of chosen
experimental energies[4].
The BLMs are the LHC-type of ionization chambers.
The uncovered BLM is shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1: The BLM LHC-type ionization chamber
without steel cover [1].
The BLM has a cylindrical shape and consists of a set
of 61 aluminum plates, which are held by 6 stainless steel
connection rods. The inner diameter of the cylinder is
8.8 cm. It is covered by 2 mm thick stainless steel. The
top and the bottom of a BLM are closed by 5 and 4 mm
stainless steel plates respectively. The inner volume of the
BLM is isolated from the atmosphere and filled with
nitrogen at 1.1 bar.

____________________________________________
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BLMIs were situated in three different positions
downstream from the beam loss target. The BLMI1 was
located on the distance of 40 cm in front of the target and
30 cm underneath the beam. The BLMI2 was situated on
the distance 120 cm at the left hand side from the target,
60-degree shifted with respect to the beam line and had
the same height level as the BLMI1. The BLMI2 was
shielded by support construction. The BLMI3 was stand
on the left hand side from the target on a distance of
150 cm and was shifted on 24-degree with respect to
beam line. BLMI3 had the same height position as a beam
line.
The signal from the detectors is converted to frequency
via charge to frequency converter[5] and collected by
ABLASS. The example of output signals from BLMIs in
ABLASS system produced by uranium ions at energy 600
MeV/u is shown in Fig. 2.

experimental cave and BLMIs was created in the FLUKA
code. The BLMI response function was obtained as
follows.
The energy deposition (ED in units of GeV/primary) in
effective volumes between the electrodes of BLMI was
calculated. Knowing the ED we can divide ED by the
average energy needed to produce an electron-ion pair in
nitrogen and obtain the total amount of created electronion pairs. Assuming that the electrodes collect all created
electrons we can calculate response as a charge per
primary in units of C/p according the formula:
(1)
Q – charge in Coulombs per primary particle [C/p],
ED – energy deposition in GeV per primary particle
[GeV/p],
W – average energy needed to produce an electron-ion
pair for nitrogen is 35 eV/e-ion pair[6]
e – elementary charge in Coulombs [C].
The simulation of BLMI experiment was divided into
two parts: the 1st part is done for BLMIs where the inner
structure of the detector was not taken into account. The
energy deposition in this case is calculated in the effective
volume; the 2nd part of simulations takes into account the
inner structure of the BLMI and calculations of energy
deposition were done in volumes between electrodes.
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Results
The result for the first part of simulations is shown in
Fig. 3.

Figure 2: The signal from Reference detectors and BLMIs
in arbitrary units.
The first curve from the top is the signal from a DCtransformer in the SIS 18. After the acceleration the
uranium beam reached a flattop and then was slowly
extracted to the high-energy beam line. The 2nd and the 3rd
signals are from reference detectors, which allow us to
calculate the intensity of the beam. The 4th-6th curves are
signals from BLMIs. Experimental data were taken for
300, 600 and 900 MeV/u and normalized by intensity of
the beam.

Simulation Part
FLUKA code was used for performing simulations of
BLMI response function. A full-scale model of the
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Figure 3: The simulated response function of LHC-type
ionization chamber.
Analysis of the result shows that the response function
of BLMI depends linearly on energy of primary ion in
half-logarithmic scale and also on the position of BLMI
in respect to the beam loss point.
The response function for the BLMI2 is about one order
of magnitude lower than for BLMI 1 and 2 due the
shielding effect of support construction of the beam line.
Beam Loss Detection
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The contribution of different particles to the total
response function of BLMI1 is shown in Table 1.

CONTROLLED BEAM LOSS
EXPERIMENT AT SIS18

Table 1: Contribution to the Total Response Function
from Different Particles

The experiment with controlled beam losses on ion
scraper was performed at SIS 18 section.
The aim of the experiment is detecting the losses in
known position and obtaining information concerning the
relative losses along the SIS 18 ring.
Uranium ions were utilized in order to produce losses
on ion scraper at SIS 18 section. In normal operation the
uranium beam is injected from the UNILAC to SIS 18 for
further acceleration and extraction. In this experiment
uranium beam is injected to SIS 18 ring, accelerated and
stored for several seconds. During that time the beam was
excited by beam exciter and increased in transversal
direction. Excited beam hit the scraper producing beam
losses.
The information on the experiment is shown in Fig. 5.

Percentage

All
100

p
78.1

0.39

1.4

n
4.4

1.3

4.1

0.2

0.12

0.7

Protons make 80% contribution to the total response
function. The second largest contributors are electrons
and neutrons, which together yield about 8%.
The result of simulation for the 2nd part, where the inner
structure of the 1st beam loss monitor was taken into
account, is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: BLMI1 response function of LHC-type
ionization chamber. Comparison between experimental
data and simulations.
The analysis of the figure shows that the simulations
where the inner structure was taken into account give
better agreement to experimental data.
The ratio between experimental data and simulations
with inner structure for all beam loss monitors are shown
in Table 2.
Table 2: Comparison Simulation vs. Experimental Data
BLMI1
BLMI2
BLMI3
300 MeV/u
0.8
1.02
1.8
600 MeV/u
0.8
0.7
2.0
900 MeV/u
0.6
0.7
0.9
The discrepancy between simulation and experimental
data for the BLMI3 should be checked additionally.
Nevertheless, taking into account experimental
uncertainty which is about 20% one can see that the ratio
between simulation data and experiment allow using the
FLUKA approach in future investigation of BLMI in
different radiation fields.
However more experiments with different species and
energies are planned for future benchmarking of the
simulations.

Beam Loss Detection

Yellow curve is a beam current, which was measured by
the beam current transformer. One can see that after
injection the energy of the beam increases then the beam
reached a flattop where accelerator works as a storage
ring and then the beam spot was blown up by exciter
(green curve).
As beam loss monitors two scintillation detectors were
utilized. Beam loss monitors were situated downstream
with respect to the beam losses position on a distance 2
and 5 meters respectively. The data are collected through
the ABLASS data acquisition system and used in further
analysis with a ROOT code[7]. The beam loss experiment
was performed with uranium beam of different energies
and intensities in range of 100-900 MeV/u and
particles respectively. Figure 5 shows the signal from
beam loss monitor (red curve) and DC transformer black
curve.
The loss rate is calculated by the ROOT code. The
calculation is based on the following concept: during the
storage time (when the accelerator works as a storage
ring) the beam experiences small losses due to intra beam
scattering, gas scattering, etc. Within the period, when the
exciter is off, the total amount of beam particles is fitted
by an exponential function, in order to determine the life
time of the beam. If the beam would not be excited, the
intensity would follow this exponential function (see the
Fig. 6, red curve). Throughout the machine cycle, in case
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Figure 5: Beam profile and signal from the BLM based
on scintillation detector.
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when the beam is excited, one can calculate the number
of lost particles on the collimator for each time bin by
taking the difference between the extrapolated life time
function and the actual number of particles measured by
DC transformer.
The Fig. 6 shows the measured beam intensity (black
curve) and BLM signal (blue curve) in arbitrary units. At
the beginning of flattop one can see BLM signal mostly
from background. At the 2nd second of machine cycle
beam was excited and we can observe the BLM signal.

Figure 8: Blm signal to loss rate ratio in dependence on
beam energy.

OUTLOOK
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Figure 6: The signals measured by DC transformer and
scintillation beam loss monitor.
The Fig. 7 shows the diagram BLM signal vs. loss rate
for several beam energies. The analysis of this diagram
shows, that BLM signal and loss rate depend linearly on
each other for given position of beam loss monitor. For
each energy, the data were approximated by a linear fit
and the ratio between BLM signal and loss rate was
retrieved.

Two experiments on beam losses were performed.
During the first experiment, the new beam loss monitor
LHC-type ionization chamber was tested. Experimental
data were crosschecked with FLUKA simulations. Based
on the result we can say that our simulation approach
gives reliable result. However, further testing of BLMI
with different ions is needed.
Also a beam loss experiment at SIS 18 synchrotron was
performed. The loss rate depends linearly on beam
energy. For the future investigation it was concluded to
use the BLMI jointly with scintillation beam loss monitor
in order to crosscheck the performance of each type of
BLM.
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C-ADS INJECTOR II
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The injector of C-ADS (Chinese Accelerator Driven
Sub-critical System) project is a high current, fully superconducting proton accelerator. Meanwhile, a BLM system
is indispensable to this facility, especially in low energy
segments. This paper presents some basic simulations for
10MeV proton by Monte Carlo program FLUKA, as well
as the distributions on different secondary particles in three
aspects: angular, energy spectrum and current. These results are beneficial to selecting the detector type and its
location and determining its dynamic range matching different requirements for both fast and slow beam loss. Further, the major impact of the background is analyzed, such
as superconducting cavity X radiation and radiation caused
by material activation, in this paper as well. This work is
meaningful in BLM system research.

INTRODUCTION
The advantages of the Accelerator-Driven System
(ADS) had been widely investigated, including the ability
of transmuting High-Level radioactive Waste (HLW). The
Injector-II, as a possible front-end of C-ADS linear accelerator, consisting of an ECR ion source, a 2.1 MeV roomtemperature RFQ at 162.5 MHz and superconducting half
wave resonator (HWR) cavities at 162.5 MHz. The sc accelerating section will stimulate the proton from 2.1 MeV
to 10 MeV. The Injector-II will operate in cw mode with a
high average current of 10mA [1].
Beam loss control is one of the bottlenecks for beam
power increasing for this high intensity machine.Different
from the room-temperature accelerating section at the
front-end of SNS or J-PARC, C-ADS will accelerate the
proton by sc section from 2.1 MeV. Moreover, the sc cavity is more sensitive to beam loss than room-temperature
accelerating section. Thus, its necessary to provide a high
level beam loss monitor system. In this paper, studies on
radiation field caused by beam loss of C-ADS injector II
would be fully discussed.

tions, for example proton and electron accelerator shielding, target design, calorimetry, activation and dosimetry,
cosmic ray studies, and radiotherapy [2].

Interaction Between Proton and Niobium
Protons lose their energy by ionization and atomic excitation while passing through matters such as the niobium,
and the main formula governing this process is the BetheBloch equation [3]. While, the proton range and its secondary particles distribution are concerned about in this paper hereafter. The average range of the 10 MeV proton in
silicon is 667.4 µm [4]. The 10MeV proton range in niobium could be figured out according to the formula below:
√
ρo Ai
Ri
= √
Ro
ρi Ao
Where ρ is the density; A means the atomic mass number; R represents the particle range. Consequently, the average range of the 10 MeV proton in niobium is 330.7 µm.
Then, 10 MeV proton pencil-beam bombarding the niobium target is simulated by FLUKA. The niobium target
is a cylinder of 10 cm in diameter and 0.3 cm in thickness.
The simulated range of proton is 312.3 µm, which approximates to the estimate based on the formula.

Figure 1: Photon angular distribution in case of three different proton incidence angles.

FLUKA SIMULATION
FLUKA Code
The detailed analysis of radiation field of C-ADS injector II presented in this paper have been performed by
the latest version of FLUKA Monte Carlo Code (version2011.2). FLUKA is a well benchmarked general purpose tool for calculations of particle transport and interactions with matters covering an extended range of applicaBeam Loss Detection

Figure 1 demonstrates the secondary photon angular distribution of different proton incidence angle. The angle
is between the particle direction and the cylindrical bottom. The angular distributions for three incidence angles
are simlar due to the short proton incident range. In conclusion, the distribution of secondary particles is irrelevant
to the proton incidence angle when the proton energy is
below 10MeV.
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The curve in Fig. 1 reaches the summit around 45◦ ,
and this phenomenon explains more exhibiting in Fig. 2.
According to Fig. 2, the maximum fluence of photon performed in the center point. Besides, the fluence distribution
of electron and neutron is similar to photon which is favorable to electron detect. Because of the very short electron
range, electron could provide proton loss location. However, for photon or neutron, it’s difficult for the detector
to distinguish where they derived from. On the other side,
photon or neutron detector will provide larger detection region.

of niobium and titanium are equally 3 mm. The protons
pass through the sc cavity by the vacuum part in the center
of HWR cavity, with liquid helium filling the gap between
niobium and titanium to keep the low temperature.
Two representative beam loss points were selected and
exhibited in Fig. 4. If a detector is assigned on the right
side of the cavity, the detected photon fluence of Fig. 4 (b)
will be two magnitude lower than Fig. 4 (a). Its resemble to
secondary electron and neutron which represents that monitoring the loss of situation (b) is more arduous than (a) until the detectors could perform rightly in the liquid helium
or be placed in both side.

Figure 2: Photon fluence of cylindrical bottom.
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Proton Loss in SC Cavity
C-ADS Injector II accelerates the proton from 2.1 MeV
to 10 MeV by sc cavity which has higher accelerating gradient than DTL or CCL and is more sensitive to beam loss
for its superconducting state and difficult cleanliness requirements of cavity surface. This is the reason why the
sc cavity demands concentrating from us. Because this research is attempting to explore the possibility of beam loss
monitor for sc cavity, the 10MeV beam energy which will
produce the most secondary particles is selected.

Figure 4: Two representative beam loss points simulation.

Field Emission in SC Cavity
Acknowledgedly, Field Emission (FE) [5] is due to quantum tunneling of electrons from microscopic defects on the
RF surface, assisted by the cavity’s electric field. Most field
emitters occur in the high-electric-field regions near the
cavity irises. In the process of accelerating the FE charges
(electron mostly), the sped current impacts the cavity walls
with diffracting bremsstrahlung x rays.
Since the accelerating voltage is 0.78 MV for the C-ADS
sc HWR cavity, the energy of FE electron would be less
than 0.78 MeV. If 0.78 MeV electrons hit the sc cavity at
the point as show in Fig. 4 (a), the FLUKA simulation
result shows that a electron would produce more photon
than a single proton and has no neutrons yielded.

Figure 3: Upside one is left-view of HWR cavity and the
below is top-view of FLUKA model.
Figure 3 depicts the sc HWR cavity and FLUKA simulation model. In the sc HWR cavity (the upper figure in
Fig. 3), the white structure is niobium cavity and the green
one is titanium as insulation and support. The thickness
490

The Simulation of Delayed Process
For the simulation purposes, the normal loss which is
homogeneously distributed along the HWR cavity inner
surface should be taken into consideration. The accepted
average beam loss limitation is 1W/m, representing that 1
cm2 surface would suffer 1E+8 protons (10MeV) per second. As indicated by an irradiation simulation executed by
Beam Loss Detection
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THE BLM SYSTEM
The ultimate goal of a Beam Loss Monitor system is to
identify the loss level and, if possible, the losss location
and time structure. For C-ADS Injector II, nevertheless,
the primary intention is to protect the machine. As a result, the BLM should detect the uncontrolled loss as soon
as possible and shut down the accelerator in 20 µs.
Table 1: Secondary Particles Peak Yield Out of SC Cavity
in 1 cm2 (s=second, e=electron, p=proton)
photon
proton loss
FE electron
nuclide decay

3.37E-5 /p
2.26E-3 /e
1.81E+3 /s

neutron

electron

1.43e-5 /p
non
non

4.34e-7 /p
8.42e-7 /e
non

somewhere. Micro-bunches with length of 6 ns (the specific condition with beam current 10 mA, frequency 162.5
MHz) will yield 3.8E+8 protons. One micro-bunch will
produce 1.28E+4 photons, which is higher than the background without FE. Its divergent to estimate the influence
of FE unless we shield the low energy photons as show in
Fig. 5.
According to the experience of SNS and J-PARC, neutron and photon are the main detecting particles. In JPARC, scintillator and photomultiplier tube loss monitor
(S-BLM) is provided at low energy region for its fast time
response [6]. In SNS, Neutron Detector is useful for machine protection in MEBT and DTL while the ionization
chamber is not sensitive enough at lower energy [7]. Because of the sc cavity, the selection of beam loss detector is more difficult for CADS injector. It’s unknown that
whether the detector is on job in low temperature like 80 K.

SUMMARY
In this paper, the radiation field caused by beam loss of
C-ADS injector II was simulated. The yield of secondary
particle is small and the X-ray radiation produced by the
RF or sc cavities is relatively big enough. Take the sc cavity of the CADS injector in to account, special consideration is needed for its BLM detector choosing and design, a
combination of both neutron and gamma detection would
be the solution, and the selection of the BLM detector location should be paid enough attention also.
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Figure 5: Photon energy spectrum in three loss mechanism.
Table 1 and Fig. 5 give a complex relationship between
the three main beam loss mechanisms and their secondary
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FLUKA, beam current is 1E+8 protons/second after oneweek-long irradiation.
The main short half-life radionuclides are Zr(90m),
Nb(93m), and Mo(93m), whose half-life period each is
809.2 ms, 6.263 m and 6.85 h, and their activity would
reach balancing after two days. Hereafter, the secondary
particles could be detected outside the titanium, with some
photons, a few electrons and no neutrons. These photons,
whose energy are below 2.425MeV, are γ photons and have
characteristic spectrum.
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High luminosity and high polarization in RHIC require
good control and measurement of emittance in its injector, the Brookhaven AGS. In the past, the AGS emittance
has been measured by using an ion collecting IPM during the whole cycle. The beam profiles from this IPM are
distorted by space charge forces at higher energy, which
makes the emittance determination very hard. In addition,
helical snake magnets and near integer vertical tune for polarized proton operation distort the lattice in the AGS and
introduce large beta beating. For more precise measurements of the emittance, we need turn-by-turn (TBT) measurements near injection and beta function measurements
at the IPM. A polarimeter target has been used as wire scanner for proton beam. A new type of electron collecting IPM
has been installed and tested in the AGS with proton beam.
The vertical beta functions at the IPM locations have been
measured with a local corrector near the IPM. This paper
summarizes our current understanding of AGS emittances
and plans for the further improvements.

The major emittance measurement device in the AGS is
an ion collecting IPM [3] installed back in 1980s. They
are installed at βmax locations and measure both horizontal
and vertical emittances. The device showed that the vertical emittance increased four times in the AGS. There are
several problems with this measurement. First, the optics
is greatly distorted by the helical dipole magnets. Since the
beta function is not a constant along the ramp. Second, the
space charge of the bunched beam is stronger at higher energy due to smaller beam size which results larger reported
emittance [4]. To resolve these issues, several steps were
taken. First, a corrector dipole was installed next to the
vertical IPM and was used to measure beta function at the
IPM. Second, emittance was measured by the IPM with debunched beam at various intensities to quantify the space
charge effect. Third, an electron collecting IPM (eIPM)
was installed and commissioned in the last run. There are
two advantages of the eIPM. It does not have the space
charge effect and it can provide the TBT emittance which
is critical to check optical match at injection.

INTRODUCTION
Emittance is an important parameter for high luminosity in colliders. For RHIC operation, as the only polarized proton collider in the world, polarization preservation is dependent on emittance preservation. In general,
larger emittance results in larger depolarizing resonance
strength and consequently, larger polarization loss. Many
techniques have been employed in the AGS to preserve polarization, such as partial snakes [1], horizontal tune jump
quadrupoles [2] and harmonic orbit corrections. To further
reduce polarization loss in the accelerator chain, it is necessary to control the emittance growth. As the first step, we
need to measure emittance reliably.
The two partial snake magnets are helical dipole magnets with constant fields during the whole AGS cycle. Several compensation quadrupoles have been installed on both
sides of each helical dipole to mitigate the optical effect but
their effect is limited. Particularly at injection energy, these
magnetic fields cause significant optical distortion which
abates at higher beam energy. To convert measured beam
profiles to emittance, the beta functions have therefore to
be measured along the ramp.
∗ Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under Contract No. DE-AC02-98CH10886 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
† huanghai@bnl.gov
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Figure 1: A horizontal beam profile measured by polarimeter. The smooth curve is the Gaussian fit. The horizontal
axis is the step count. This particular profile gives beam
sigma as 1.02mm. With dispersion contribution subtracted,
the normalized emittance is 12.6πmm-mrad. Standard beta
function 10m is used.
The AGS polarimeter measures proton beam
polarization with a thin ribbon carbon target
(50µmX30nmX25mm) and Si detectors sitting inside vacuum. The carbon target flying through beam
provides beam profile and consequently measurement of
emittance. One example of the measured profile is given
in Fig. 1. The drawback of the device is that the ultra thin
target could be stretched due to beam heating and deform
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One possible mechanism for emittance growth is noise
on the ramp, such as noise from the main magnet or RF
systems. Since the beta function changes on the ramp due
to optics distortion of helical snakes and other effects, the
emittance calculation has to be based on the real beta functions. A vertical dipole was installed at the vertical IPM in
the AGS. This is used to generate a cusp in the closed orbit
at the vertical IPM. The local beta function is measured by
measuring the change in the profile center at the IPM as the
current in this corrector is changed.
The shift in measured position of the beam centroid
(∆YIP M ) and the known dipole kick (∆θdipole ) can be
used to calculate the beta function.
∆YIP M
tan(πQ)
β=2
∆θdipole

(1)

where Q is betatron tune and β is the beta function in
the corresponding plane. The measured beta functions are
shown in Fig. 2. The beta functions at the IPM location
should be around 22m (βmax ) from model without helical
snake magnets. Due to these magnets, the injection beta
function is only about half of model value. The rise of βy
starts at 250ms, and the dip at 300ms could be a bad measurement due to transition crossing.
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Figure 3: AGS emittance on the up and down ramp with
2×1011 intensity. Constant beta function of 22m was used
for both vertical and horizontal planes.
in the vertical plane, the measured βy is used. Fig. 4 shows
the vertical emittance in the AGS on the ramp with various
intensities. The spikes around 300ms are due to transition
crossing. The emittance “growth” on the ramp is partially
due to space charge: the reported emittance drops down
at flattop with RF system turned off. The growth seems
stronger with higher intensity. Similar to the down ramp
plot, the emittance almost doubled from injection to flattop
at 2×1011 intensity.
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Figure 2: The measured vertical beta function along the
AGS ramp. The flattop is reached at 581ms from the AGS
T0. Transition is crossed around 300ms.

VERTICAL EMITTANCE
The reported vertical emittance by IPM showed a four
times increase on the ramp. Several factors distort the reported emittance. First, the beta function is actually smaller
at injection as shown by the beta function measurement.
Second, the space charge due to bunched beam gives also
larger emittance. To illustrate this effect, the beam was
accelerated to flattop then decelerated back to injection
without much beam loss. As Fig. 3 shows, the horizontal emittance does not show much change before and after
Beam Profile Monitors

Vertical Emittance (95% Normalized, pi-mm-mrad)
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Figure 4: Vertical emittance in the AGS on the ramp with
various intensities. At 1100ms, RF is turned off. The reported emittance is reduced as the space charge force is
diminished.
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the whole up and down ramps. Since the main purpose of
the plot is to compare the emittance at injection energy, a
constant beta function was assumed. It shows that the vertical emittance is larger by a factor 2 after up and down
ramps, while the horizontal emittance does not show much
change. The vertical emittance reduction on the down ramp
shows that the large emittance reported at flattop is not real.
It probably is due to space charge. To derive true emittance
Normalzied Emittance (pi-mm-mrad), Momentum (GeV/c)

during motion. The obtained profile is then distorted. This
method can only give an upper limit of beam size.
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One possible source of emittance growth is the optics
mismatch at injection. Due to the large distortion fields
from the helical magnets, the optics is hard to model near
injection. To measure the effect, a multi wire profile monitor was used to get TBT profiles. The noise from nearby injection kicker was overwhelming and we could not obtain
the TBT profile. The other two devices can not provide
TBT emittance either: the ion collecting IPM uses slow
electronics and needs long integration time (in the order of
1-2ms or 350-700 turns) and polarimeter takes even longer
time (about 500ms) to cross the beam. To get TBT emittance near injection, an electron collecting IPM similar to
RHIC design [5] was installed in the horizontal plane and
has been commissioned.
To save cost, permanent magnets are used as electron
guide magnet. The advantage of eIPM is that it does not
have space charge effect. Moreover, the fast electronics
can give us TBT profiles with a pressure bump of 10−8
Torr for protons. Due to the time limit, the gas leak and the
fast pre-amplifiers were not available for this commissioning period. The profile was taken with slow pre-amplifiers
instead. In addition, without gas leak, the profiles for each
turn have to be accumulated from about 100 AGS cycles.
Clearly, it demonstrated the TBT capability for the device.

part of “reduction” indicates βx actually is larger due to
helical magnets. The spikes around 300ms is due to transition crossing. The emittance “growth” after 350ms is not
real: as the reported emittance drop back to the level around
350ms at flattop when the RF system was turned off. The
instrumentational effect is due to space charge effect. The
eIPM data is also plotted for comparison. These data were
taken with various intensities in different AGS cycles. In
general, eIPM reports smaller emittance values. This could
indicate different beta functions at the locations of the two
devices (beta beating).
Horizontal Emittance (95% Normalized, pi-mm-mrad)
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Figure 6: Horizontal emittance in the AGS on the ramp
with various intensities. At 1100ms, RF is turned off. The
reported emittance is reduced as the space charge force is
diminished. The eIPM data was included for comparison.
It is seen that the values reported by the eIPM is smaller
than IPM (with RF off) by about 1-2pi.

SUMMARY

Figure 5: The average TBT profiles for the 300 to 600 turns
at AGS injection.

HORIZONTAL EMITTANCE
To derive true emittance in the horizontal plane, in addition to subtracting the space charge effect, the dispersion
contribution has to be removed. The longitudinal emittance
at AGS extraction has been measured as 0.78eVs. The dispersion function at horizontal IPM location is about 2m.
Since we have not done horizontal beta function measurement in the AGS yet, the βmax of 22m is assumed for the
following analysis. Due to the distortion introduced by the
helical snake magnets, The βx will be larger than 22m.
Thus the reported emittance near injection will be larger
than the true values. Fig. 6 shows the horizontal emittance
in the AGS on the ramp with various intensities. The early
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To determine AGS emittance, the vertical beta functions
have been measured along the AGS ramp. Emittances have
also been measured with beam debunched at flattop to eliminate the space charge effect. The preliminary results suggest some vertical emittance growth in the AGS, but the
source is not fully understood. A new electron collecting
IPM has been installed in the horizontal plane and commissioned. It has potential to collect TBT emittance information near injection, which is critical for optical match. The
plan is to have a similar device for vertical in the coming
run. Beta function measurements will continue and extend
to vertical plane. With reliable emittance measurements,
the emittance preservation through the injector chain will
be possible. This will lead to higher luminosity and higher
polarization for RHIC polarized proton operation.
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Abstract
metallic foil biased to a negative potential, a grounded
Beam profile monitoring of low intensity keV ion and
antiproton beams remains a challenging task. A Secondary electron Emission Monitor (SEM) has been designed to measure profiles of beams with intensities below
107 and energies as low as 20 keV. The monitor is based
on a two stage microchannel plate (MCP) and a phosphor
screen facing a CCD camera. Its modular design allows
two different operational setups. In this contribution we
present the design of a prototype and discuss results from
measurements with antiprotons at the AEḡIS experiment
at CERN. This is then used for a characterization of the
monitor with regard to its possible future use at different
facilities.

metallic mesh, a two-stage MCP stacked in chevron configuration with a phosphor screen, and a CCD camera.
The primary beam goes through the mesh at an angle of
45◦ and produces eV-range secondary electrons from the
surface of the foil. These secondary electrons are accelerated by the negative foil potential and fly through the
mesh towards the beam imaging system. When the electrons reach the MCP, they travel through it generating
many more electrons that will eventually hit the phosphor
screen, producing visible light that is finally registered by
the CCD camera. A sketch showing the working principle
of this monitor is presented in Fig. 1.

Low-energy beams, both matter and antimatter are
very interesting for various fundamental research studies.
A world-class facility for low-energy antiproton and
ion research (FLAIR)[1] will provide low-energy (300
keV/u) beams, which can be further decelerated using the
ultralow-energy storage ring (USR), allowing energies
down to 20 keV/u. Profile measurements of these beams
are only part of the challenging diagnostic systems
required in these accelerator facilities in order to monitor
and tune the beam. Although the Secondary Emission
Monitor (SEM) is a destructive one, it is a very helpful
tool as a first diagnostic system in beam transfer lines
when properly optimized for minimal image distortion
due to strong electric fields and annihilation dose[2].
This monitor has been succesfully tested at INFN
using protons[2] and also at the AEḡIS experiment
(Antihydrogen Experiment: Gravity, Interferometry,
Spectroscopy)[3] located at the Antiproton Decelerator[4]
facility at CERN, using a low-energy antiproton beam.

PRINCIPLE
The monitoring of antiproton beams with electron
multiplier microchannel plates (MCP) has already been
demonstrated[5][6]. This foil-based SEM consists of a
∗ Work supported by the EU within the DITANET and CATHI
projects under contracts 215080 and 264330, HGF and GSI under contract VH-NG-328 and STFC under the Cockcroft Institute core grant
ST/G008248/1.
† alejandro.garcia.sosa@cern.ch
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Figure 1: Working principle of the Secondary Emission
Monitor.
In this system, only the secondary electrons generated
at the foil reach the surface of the MCP placed at a certain
distance, due to the fact that the direction of the strong
electric field between the foil and the mesh will accelerate only the negative charged particles towards the MCP.
The limitations of the device are that such an electric field
(2·105 V/m) could affect the response of the monitor for
keV energy beams, while posing no risk for high-energy
or heavy-ion applications. In Fig. 2, a very simple model
of the SEM is simulated with SIMION[7]. The influence
of the SEM on primary beams is simulated for various
beam energies and foil voltages. The MCP at 2 kV and
the phosphor screen at 5 kV were present in all simulations but are shown only in the last figure.
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Figure 2: SEM influence on primary beams.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This experimental monitor was installed downstream of
the 1T magnet, at the end of the AEḡIS line in the AD Hall
at CERN[4], as shown in Fig. 3; The monitor is mounted
inside a CF 6-way cross vacuum vessel. Inside this chamber two possible configurations of the monitor are possible: A foil-based SEM and a stand-alone MCP-based
SEM placed directly in the beam path. A sketch of both
settings is shown in Fig.4.

Figure 3: Cross-section through the 5T and 1T magnets
showing details of the cryostats, transfer section and electrodes. The SEM was located downstream of the 1T magnet.

Equipment
The SEM can be retracted from the beam by means of
a pneumatic actuator when not in use. In the foil+mesh
assembly, a 200 µm thick UHV clean aluminium foil is
used together with a nickel mesh with 80 lines per inch
(3 wires per mm approx.) being each wire 25 µm thick.
This means around 85% beam transmission.
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Figure 4: Two possible configurations of the monitor: (a)
a foil-based SEM, and (b) MCPs placed directly in the
beam path.
The stack comprises two MCP 50-15 from TOPAG[8].
Each MCP has a channel angle of 8 ◦ and gain of
104 at 1100V. The phosphor screen is a P-43 from
ProxiVision[9] with a 42mm active diameter and phosphor layer of 4µm. The CCD Camera is DCU223C with
C-mount lens MVL5WA from Thorlabs[10].

Electrical Design
A 3-channel HV power supply 19” THQ from
ISEG[11] is used to supply voltages to the MCP, phosphor and foil. Two DPS series modules with a switchable
polarity and 5 kV SHV output connectors can supply
up to 3 kV/4 mA and 5 kV/2mA to the MCP and the
phosphor screen respectively. Peak-to-peak ripple and
noise for DPS modules are typically less than 2 mV and 7
mV maximum. A single CPS module with a fixed polarity
and 16 kV LEMO output connector can supply up to -10
kV/1mA to the foil (the mesh is connected to ground).
Peak-to-peak ripple and noise for the CPS modules is
typically less than 200 mV and 500 mV maximum.
For the interface between air and vacuum, four 5 kV
SHV feedthroughs and one 10 kV SHV feedthrough were
welded to the actuator flange. The first three feedthroughs
supply voltage to the front, middle and rear of the MCP
assembly, the fourth 5 kV SHV is used for the phosphor
screen, while the 10 kV SHV is used to bias the foil.
The chevron type MCP can be supplied with a maximum of 2 kV, giving a signal gain of approximately 106 .
No more than 1 kV should be applied to a single microchannel plate. The MCP and phosphor assembly is
stacked in a sandwich with metal rings placed between
Beam Profile Monitors
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the components, as shown in Fig. 5. Kapton insulated
wires rated up to 5 kV were soldered to the contact rings.
For the foil, a more stiff Kapton insulated wire rated up to
10 kV was used.
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• MCP stack biased at +1.95 kV
• Phosphor screen biased at +4.75 kV
• Camera exposure time between 2 and 10 ms
In this configuration, the two-stage MCP is tilted at
45◦ with respect to the beam, together with the phosphor
screen stacked right behind them. This stack is also at
45◦ with respect to the camera, as shown in Fig. 4. This
90◦ configuration allows the profile of the beam to remain
undistorted, as the camera is facing the MCP stack at 45◦ ,
thus correcting the first 45◦ distortion.

RESULTS
A dedicated detector and beam instrumentation test
chamber was installed behind the AEgIS 5T and 1T magnets in order to carry out a series of detector tests with
300 keV antiprotons to characterize detector performance
and to identify suitable technologies for a permanent
installation in AEḡIS. The SEM shared the chamber
with nuclear emulsions[12].
The nuclear emulsion
detector confirmed that approximately 0.4 p̄ /mm2 per
shot reached the end of the line. Unlike other detectors,
the SEM was the only beam monitor working online,
therefore proving to be crucial for the commissioning of
all other detectors in that run.

In this run the p̄-beam and several traces of antiproton
annihilations were observed, as well as evidence of other
particles. These secondary particles that appeared in the
monitor are pions, kaons and other particles coming from
annihilations. Thanks to a gate valve just upstream of the
SEM, the image seen on the SEM could be switched between measuring only secondary particles going through
the gate valve or measuring the p̄-beam together with
some secondaries. Further analysis from those pictures
confirmed that about 90% of the beam reaching the SEM
was composed of antiprotons. A superimposed image
composed of 8 beam pictures (to increase visibility) taken
with the SEM is shown in Fig. 6.

Background and Alpha Source Checks
Prior to the beam run, the leakage current of each
MCP was measured at increasing voltages, to check their
resistance. The trigger of the camera was adjusted to take
shots synchronously with the p̄ beam, which delivered
one shot every 110 s. Being the SEM in vacuum, the
background of the camera was checked and an alpha
source was installed inside the chamber facing directly
the MCP stack. When the vacuum reached the working
level of 10−7 mbar helium nuclei from the alpha source
could be seen with the SEM, confirming that the monitor
was ready to start monitoring the antiproton beam in
AEḡIS. The alpha source was removed and measurements
began with the first configuration (i.e. MCP stack directly
hit by the beam).

Stand-Alone MCP Configuration
During the first p̄ shots the gain and brightness of the
MCPs and phosphor were adjusted respectively, reaching
the following nominal settings:

Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 6: Antiproton beam detected by the SEM in the
MCP stand-alone configuration. Scale in 8-bit grayscale
palette.
The black saturated stains present in the image correspond to damage on the surface of the phosphor screen,
probably due to some high-voltage sparks under vacuum.
In Fig.6 the magnets’ B-field was off, the beam degrader
was in, as well as the beam counter, the gate valve was
open, and the Faraday cup was out of the beam path. All
these devices are located upstream of our chamber.
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Figure 5: Sketch showing the order and connections of
the two-stage MCP and the phosphor screen that form the
SEM’s main piece.
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Some antiproton annihilation traces are visible on the
far left of the picture. Further image correction algorithms
were applied using MATLAB[13] in order to substract the
background coming from other particles, as well as trying
to isolate the p̄ beam to estimate beam size. Eventually
this was not possible due to the fact that the beam was
very blown up after the 1T magnet and very difficult to
steer into the SEM aperture in a stable fashion.

Foil-Based SEM Configuration
In this second configuration, the foil+mesh assembly is
put in front of the SEM, at a distance of 52 mm. This distance is a compromise between the spatial resolution and
the maximum beam diameter that can be observed. With
this assembly, a beam as large as 20 mm in diameter can
be monitored. The thin foil of the assembly was biased
to -9 kV to allow all electrons produced in the foil to accelerate past the mesh towards the MCPs with minimum
divergence. In Fig. 7 a superimposed picture of the antiproton beam in this configuration is presented. It is clear
that the image intensity is weaker and the resolution worse
compared to the previous configuration. The advantage of
this configuration is an extended operational life of the
monitor as the MCP will not get degraded as quickly as in
the stand-alone configuration.

for either configuration of the device.
No significant differences in beam image brightness
were observed between 1.6 and 2 kV in MCP gain
for this test. No collimator tests were performed, but
previous studies account for <2 mm spatial resolution
for the foil-based configuration[2]. For the first time, the
stand-alone MCP configuration was succesfully tested,
showing clearer beam images, but introducing a little
background noise from high energy secondary particles.
The SEM was the only online monitor in the latest
AEḡIS run and the only one sensitive enough for the initial
(low intensity) beam steering. This monitor has proven to
work both with protons and antiprotons, yielding promising results as a detector for future installations such as the
accelerator FLAIR at GSI, Darmstadt[1]. More studies
are needed in order to fully characterize the SEM capabilities as a permanent monitor for low energy ion and p̄
beams.
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intense enough to extract a beam profile. The beam was
also blown-up and quite defocused after the 1 T magnet
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF WIRE-SCANNERS AT CERN
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Abstract
This article describes the current fast wire-scanner
devices installed in circular accelerators at CERN with an
emphasis on the error studies carried out during the last
two runs. At present the wire-scanners have similar
acquisition systems but are varied in terms of mechanics.
Several measurement campaigns were performed aimed
at establishing optimal operational settings and to identify
and assess systematic errors. In several cases the results
led to direct performance improvements while in others
this helped in defining the requirements for new detectors.

WIRE-SCANNERS AT CERN

WIRE-SCANNERS ERROR SOURCES
Providing an accurate measurement of the beam
emittance from this instrument depends on the accuracy
of the wire position determination, the linearity of the
signal chain measuring the secondary particles generated
while the wire crosses the beam and the stability
conditions of the beam. In this paper we will concentrate
on the studies and improvements performed on the wirescanner and its acquisition chain during the last two runs
to guarantee the correct usage of the instrument and
reduce as much as possible any systematic errors.
Identified error sources are mechanical uncertainties,
electronics drifts and noise, non-linear behaviour of the
photomultipliers, timing errors and limitations of the
fitting algorithm. Errors due to beam instabilities are not
discussed in this article, although they do affect the
measurement results provided by the devices to the end
users.
These error sources are summarized in Fig. 1, linking
them to their origin in the wire-scanner system, and
grouping them by how they affect the measurement.

Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 1: In blue, the different layers of the measurement
chain. In orange, the potential sources of error linked to
each layer.

POSITION ERRORS
In this section, we focus on the sources of uncertainty
linked to the actual position of the wire when it crosses
the beam. These errors need particular attention, as they
immediately affect the accuracy of the profile width
measurement. While with the LHC and SPS scanners the
determination of the wire position with the measurement
device is relatively straightforward, the rotational
scanners of the PS and PSB have complex kinematic
introducing large mechanical play which needs
calibration before the installation in the accelerators on a
dedicated calibration bench [1].

Mechanical Issues
In the current design of rotational wire-scanners for the
PS and PSB, shown in Fig. 2, the number of fixed and
moving rotation axes makes the wire scanner subject to
mechanical play. At the same time, the large accelerations
applied to the system will create vibrations of moving
elements.

Figure 2: schematic of a PS and PSB rotational wire
scanner.
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Wire-scanners are the reference devices for beam
emittance measurements in the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) and its injectors. They are also used for calibrating
“online” instruments, such as Ionization Profile Monitor
(BGI) or Synchrotron Radiation Monitor (BSR), when
applicable. It is therefore essential for them to be accurate
and reliable with any error sources well understood.
Beam characteristics, sampling conditions and
infrastructure differ a great deal all along the accelerator
chain, and the wire-scanner systems are adapted to handle
these differences. In the LHC, the devices are linear with
a constant speed of 1 ms-1. In the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS), both linear scanners with a speed
around 1 ms-1 and rotational ones with nominal speed of 6
ms-1 are used. In the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and Proton
Synchrotron Booster (PSB), all devices are rotational fast
wire-scanners with speeds of 10 or 15 ms-1.
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Motion model optimization is currently underway to
reduce mechanical vibrations by smoothing the
acceleration phase and maintaining a constant speed while
the wire crosses the beam, and a whole new mechanical
design has been made for the next generation of wirescanners [2] [3].

Potentiometer Reading Noise
For the linear wire-scanner used in the LHC, the
sampling noise of the potentiometer signal whilst in the
parking position has a standard deviation of 6 ADC bins,
which corresponds to an interval of confidence (2σ) of +/54 µm. As the typical beam size σbeam in the LHC ranges
from 240 µm to 1.7 mm, some processing is needed to
reduce this noise and improve the position accuracy. 5-tap
averaging filters are therefore used, reducing the error
range to +/- 18 µm.
For rotational wire-scanners, the reading noise on the
ADC is smaller. In SPS, its standard deviation is only 0.5
bins, thus having an error range of 0.187 mrad, i.e. around
+/-33 µm in the center of the vacuum tank. In PS, the
reading noise standard deviation is around 1.5 bins,
leading to an error of +/-90 µm in the center of the tank.

laser alignment precision, distance between calibrated
positions, number of measurements per position and
fitting or interpolation algorithm.
The statistical precision of the calibration is obtained
by applying the calibration tables to the measured
potentiometer values. The distance between dips in the
photodiode response should then be a constant
corresponding to the laser beam separation. Latest
calibrations give an average laser beam distance of 2.80
mm with an rms of 0.08 mm.
In order to check the calibration of installed wirescanners, the operation crew performed a set of
measurements with closed-orbit bumps at the beginning
of each run. These measurements have been particularly
important in the SPS (see Fig. 3) where the theoretical
position tables are now corrected by linear calibration
factors that are different for IN and OUT scans. Similar
measurements repeated the following year turned out to
be reproducible and the correction remains valid
indicating a systematic mechanical effect.
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Position Sensor Calibration
For the current generation of rotational PS and PSB
wire-scanners, the relationship between potentiometer
position and projected wire position is a complex
function, subject to many mechanical plays, requiring
offline calibration. A calibration bench has been designed
[1], from which a series of measurements is run to extract
calibration tables and an interval of confidence for each
scanner.
The calibration is performed by moving a
laser/photodiode system and recording the photodiode
signal versus angular position while the wire is scanning.
The laser is mounted on a stepping motor with a known
position from the centre of the vacuum tank, with the light
split into two beams with a fixed distance between them
of 2.80 mm. As the wire crosses the laser beam it
produces two dips in the photodiode response for which
the potentiometer value can be extracted.
Initially, the calibration procedure consisted of
displacing the laser and its sensor in steps of 5 mm,
measuring three times at each known position.
Translation tables were then built by interpolating the
averages. The introduction of new bellows to extend the
lifetime of the wire-scanners in the machine in 2011
allowed increasing the number of scans for the
calibration, which now uses steps of 0.5 mm. In parallel,
new fitting algorithms were incorporated to profit from
the smaller calibration steps. Different fitting routines
including trigonometric formulas are being studied to
further improve the reliability of the calibration.
The calibration set-up used has the advantage of
eliminating systematic errors but the calibration is not
perfect, as seen by the spread on measurements obtained
for the same laser position. The calibration errors depend
on many factors including the mechanical reproducibility,
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Figure 3: 2011 and 2012 SPS position calibration with
closed orbit bumps.

AMPLITUDE ERRORS
Photomultiplier Saturation
Photomultipliers usually have a very good response
time (around 2 ns) and are therefore suitable for highfrequency acquisition such as the 40 MHz required for
bunch-by-bunch measurement in the SPS or LHC.
The detection of saturation in the photomultiplier has
been one of most difficult issues to deal with during the
everyday use of the wire-scanner. The current acquisition
electronics use a logarithmic amplifier and ADC to
sample the signal transmitted from the photomultiplier,
allowing it to cover a large dynamic range and saturation
of the photomultiplier itself may be hidden.
Saturation occurs when the incoming light intensity to
the photomultiplier is too high. After some tens of
microseconds, no more local charges are available in the
supply capacitors and the measured intensity drops
quickly even if the incoming light continues to increase.
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Several studies on the photomultiplier behaviour have
been carried out in all machines to determine linearity
limits and compare them with laboratory tests.
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Photomultiplier Gain Settings
The detection of the saturation was still not enough to
operate the instrument in an easy, reliable fashion. Further
studies on the influence of the photomultiplier working
point on the beam size proved that the best range of use is
when using the largest possible optical attenuation with
the corresponding maximal photomultiplier gain below
saturation, even if the electronic noise is slightly
increased [4].

Digital Acquisition Noise

The total area under the Gaussian curve representing
the beam profile should be proportional to the intensity of
the beam, but as shown in Fig. 4, this proportionality is
only maintained up to a certain point. This point is the
upper limit of the working range in terms of beam
intensity times the total photomultiplier gain.
The linearity of the photomultiplier response to the
incoming light depends almost entirely on the intensity
and energy of the beam since the recharge time is an order
of magnitude higher than the beam crossing time. Thus,
another series of measurements were performed to
establish an empirical threshold defining the limits of the
intensity signal exiting the photomultiplier before
reaching saturation. Based on the acquired profile, the
front-end software computes the total intensity
transmitted from the photomultiplier and provides the
application software with an indication of the current
signal level with respect to the saturation threshold.

Parasitic Photomultiplier Signal
The first studies performed in the PS and PSB and later
in the LHC showed that the effect of the optical filters
installed before the photomultiplier to limit the incoming
light had a transmission much higher than expected. This
was actually due to the direct impact of the secondary
particle shower on the photomultiplier. This effect
reduced the working range even when the optical filters
were properly adjusted for the light produced by the
scintillator and meant that beams with high intensity
could hardly be measured without photomultiplier
saturation.
This problem has been solved by either installing
smaller photomultipliers which could be shielded with a
few cm of lead in the PS and PSB or, in the SPS, by
moving the photomultiplier further away from the beam.
The parasitic contribution of the secondary shower on the
photomultiplier signal in the LHC is between 1 and 3%
compared to the total scintillator light intensity. This
could be the dominant contribution, depending on the
scintillator light attenuation.
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Cross-Talk Between Bunches
In the bunch by bunch mode, where wire-scanner
particle shower measurement is gated for a single bunch
acquisition, a part of the signal comes from the preceding
bunch. This crosstalk has been estimated in LHC to be
about 2.5% for 50 ns bunch spacing and 8% for 25 ns
bunch spacing [5], while it is around 20% for 25 ns
spacing in SPS which can be explained by the low pass
filtering effect of the different configurations of the preamplifier and twice longer signal cables.

TIMING ERRORS
For measurements in the PS machine, the optimal
setting of the scanner start timing is particularly important
because of RF gymnastics occurring during the magnetic
cycle. The LHC beam in the PS, for example, is stable
only during a few milliseconds before extraction at 26
GeV. In order to check the time when the wire is crossing
the beam, an external signal initiated from the machine
timing electronics is acquired at the same time as the
profile. The application can thus display the beam profile
with respect to both beam position and time.

FITTING ERRORS
The main reason for fitting errors is having too few
points in the Gaussian curve to obtain good result.
Experience shows that fitting algorithms need at least 3
points per σ of the Gaussian curve to perform well [6].
In the SPS, the precision error is significant due to the
small beam size at wire-scanner locations, especially
when measuring the high energy beams. In order to
reduce this error, it was proposed to use the bunch by
bunch measurement, and provide an average profile
constructed from the bunch profile overlaying all bunches
and taking into account the actual position of the wire for
each bunch within the turn.
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Figure 4: Photomultiplier response versus beam intensity.

Noise was measured on the 14-bit Digital Acquisition
Boards used in LHC and SPS bunch by bunch
measurements, showing a standard deviation of less than
5 ADC bins, representing 2.5 mV on a scale from -2V to
2V. This translates to a relative error around 0.25% if the
photomultiplier gain is properly set to use about half of
the +/-8000 range of ADC units.
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Wire-scanners are deployed at CERN in the LHC and
all its injector chain and need to cover a large range of
beam characteristics (size, energy and intensity). Actions
have been taken to correct systematic errors using
calibration techniques and defining empirical optimal
ranges with respect to intensity and photomultiplier gain.
Some improvements are still needed for the SPS to
achieve the expected accuracy and precision.
A new generation of rotational wire-scanner is now also
under development [3] and a prototype will be installed in
SPS for the next run (2014). Mechanical uncertainties
with the new design have been thoroughly studied in [2].
It will use an optical position sensor to replace the
potentiometer, with diamond detectors considered to
replace the photomultipliers.
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PARTICLE TRACKING FOR THE FETS LASER WIRE EMITTANCE
SCANNER

Abstract
The Front End Test Stand (FETS) is an R&D project at
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) with the aim to
demonstrate a high power (60 mA, 3 MeV with 50 pps
and 10 % duty cycle), fast chopped H- ion beam. The
diagnostics of high power particle beams is difficult, due
to the power deposition on diagnostics elements
introduced in the beam, so non-invasive instrumentation
is highly desirable. The laser wire emittance scanner
under construction is based on a photo-detachment
process, utilizing the neutralized particles produced in the
interaction between Laser and H- beam for beam
diagnostics purposes. The principle is appropriate to
determine the transversal beam density distribution, as
well as the transversal and longitudinal beam emittance
behind the RFQ. The instrument will be located at the end
of the MEBT with the detachment taking place inside a
dipole field. Extensive particle tracking simulations have
been performed for various settings of the MEBT
quadrupoles to investigate the best placement and size of
the 2D scintillating detector, and to determine the range
and resolution of the instrument. Additionally the power
distribution in the following beam dumps has been
determined.

INTRODUCTION
In order to contribute to the development of high power
proton accelerators in the MW range, to prepare the way
for an ISIS upgrade and to contribute to the UK design
effort on neutrino factories, a front end test stand (FETS)
is being constructed at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) in the UK [1,2]. The aim of the FETS
is to demonstrate the production of a 60 mA, 2 ms, 50 pps
chopped beam at 3 MeV with sufficient beam quality.
FETS consists of a high brightness ion source [3] and a
magnetic 3 solenoid LEBT [4], both of which are
operational. [2]. A 4-vane 324MHz radio frequency
quadrupole [5] accelerating the beam to 3 MeV is

manufactured and will be assembled and tested in the next
month. Following the RFQ is the medium energy beam
transport (MEBT) [6], containing a high speed beam
chopper [7] and non-destructive photo-detachment
diagnostics. The MEBT is in the design phase; with the
particle dynamics design finished and the transition to the
mechanical design started. The layout of FETS is shown
in Fig. 1.
While the original aim of FETS was the test of the
fast/slow chopper scheme, in 2005 while FETS was still
in an early stage it was decided to include tests of laser
based beam diagnostics (LD). The concept of the
envisaged laser wire emittance scanner to be realized at
FETS is based on the experiments on this subject
performed at Frankfurt University [8, 9]. While the most
appropriate position for these experiments on FETS has
been identified to be after the RFQ for reasons of residual
gas pressure and the time structure of the ion beam [10],
the overall time schedule for FETS allowed for pre
experiments using a laserwire setup at the beginning of
the LEBT to investigate the beam profile shortly after
post acceleration [11, 12].
The final part of the FETS MEBT (Fig. 1 red box) is
now to be optimized to allow for the test of the laser
based beam diagnostics (LD) under construction. A more
detailed layout of the MEBT section under design for the
Laser wire emittance scanner is shown in Fig. 2. It
consists of the main beam dump in straight forward
direction (1), a quadrupole duplet (2) to diffuse the beam
after the LD dipole, the laser delivery system (3), a
quadrupole duplet (and optional rebunching cavity) (4) at
the entrance to the LD dipole, the LD dipole to separate
the neutralized particles from the beam ions (5) and a
quadrupole duplet (6) in front of the secondary beam
dump (7). Barely visible from the shown perspective
between the beam dumps is the particle detector
(scintillator) for the neutralized atoms and CCD camera
for readout (8).

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the Front end test stand at RAL consisting of (left to right) ion source, LEBT, 4 vane RFQ,
MEBT with fast & slow chopper followed by the laser diagnostic section.
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second step was the simulation of the particle transport
into the second beam dump assuming the dipole field is
switched on. This simulation also produced the particle
distribution at the point of interaction with the laser beam
as input for the final step. In the third step the particles
were tracked from the laser interaction point to the
particle detector. In this last step of simulations ether the
full beam distribution was tracked, or by introduction of a
slit aperture, a sequence of “ribbon” beams of variable
width, similar to the ones produced by the laser, could be
simulated. Figure 4 presents a trajectory plot of all 3
simulations combined.

Figure 2: Details of the LD set up defining the lattice for
the particle tracking. See text for further explanation.

PARTICLE TRACKING SETUP
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The particle tracking has been performed using the
general particle tracer GPT [13]. A first simulation from
the exit of the RFQ to the end of the chopping section at
4.13 m was performed to produce the input distribution
(shown in Fig. 3) for the following simulations.

Figure 4: Trajectory plots for all three steps of the
simulations combined. While in step 1 no change of
coordinate system (C1 see insert) is required. For
convenience the beam leaving the dipole in step 2 is
referenced to coordinate system C2. The beam of
neutralized particles after the laser interaction (step 3) is
given in the coordinate system C3.

PARTICLE TRANSPORT SIMULATION
RESULTS
Following a summary of the particle tracking results
from a large number of simulations is given. Figure 5 and
6 show the distribution of the particle beam in the
transversal direction for different z positions when the
dipole is off (Fig. 5) and the dipole is on (Fig. 6).
Without dipole field the beam distribution is nearly
homogeneous and divergent in both transversal planes.

Figure 3: Particle distribution at position 4.13 m behind
the RFQ exit used for the following simulations as input.
The presented results have then been produced for each
lattice variation in 3 different steps. In the first step the
dipole was assumed to be switched off and the particle
tracking into the main beam dump was simulated. The
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Figure 5: Plots show the particle distribution at the exit
(A) and 0.5 m behind the exit of the dipole (B) in
direction of the main beam dump.
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Due to the weak focussing of the dipole in the x direction,
the beam size in direction of the second beam dump is
significantly smaller (in x) than towards the first dump.
Additionally a focal spot can be observed (in x) between
position A and B. As this effect cannot be avoided the
lattices following the dipole will be different to
accommodate for this effect.

Figure 6: Plots show the particle distribution at the exit
(A) and 0.5 m behind the exit of the dipole (B) in
direction of the second beam dump (C2 coordinate
system). In comparison with Fig. 5, the influence of
weak focussing of the dipole on the beam distribution in x
is clearly visible.
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second phase of the setup. Furthermore it is planned to
allow for a focus of the laser beam in the interaction
region as an additional parameter for improved data
reconstruction.

Influence of Dipole Fringe Fields
To evaluate the influence of the fringe field of the LD
dipole on the particle transport, the hard edge assumption
of the dipole field has been replaced by the use of an
Enge function to describe the fringe fields produced by
the dipole. Two distributions of the fringe field for
different parameters of the Enge function are shown in
Fig. 8. The expected real function of the fringe field
was very recently evaluated using a full 3D map produced
by the OPERA code (green dashed line in Fig. 8). For
the following simulation results the parameters dl=0.04
and b1=50 were chosen, which should reproduce the real
effect of the fringe field reasonably well.

Particle Tracking to the Particle Detector

Figure 8: Dipole fringe fields calculated using Enge
functions (red, blue) in comparison with the result of a
recent 3D simulation using OPERA (green).
Compared with the simulation using a hard edge dipole
field distribution (Fig. 9 a) in the following the peak
magnetic field was reduced by a factor of 0.874 to
achieve the same integrated field and correcting for the
additional influence of the fringe fields on the beam
transport (Fig. 9b).

Figure 7: Upper plots show the development of the
neutralized particle distribution as a function of the
distance to the laser interaction point (left to right :
z=0mm, z=370mm, z=800mm, C3 coordinate system) for
a laser position y=+3mm, lower plots for the same
positions but the laser at y=0mm.
While the movement of the centre of gravity and the
developing spread in the y direction from the width of the
laser (in z=0mm) directly allows to determine the y,y'
emittance using different laser positions, a detector
movable in the z direction will also offer the possibility to
investigate the x,x' phase space simultaneously. For FETS
it is planned to allow for a scintillator movement between
0.4 and 0.7 m behind the laser interaction point, in a
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Figure 9: Left plot (A) shows the particle distribution at
the exit of the dipole in direction of the second beam
dump (C2) without fringe fields, the right plot (B) shows
the distribution at the same position with fringe fields
included. In plot B the maximum field strength was
adjusted to produce the same integrated field.
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In Fig. 7 one example for the particle tracking from
the interaction point with the laser towards the particle
detector is shown for two different y-position of the laser
in respect to the ion beam (+3 mm and 0 mm).
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4) Due to weak focussing of the beam by the dipole; the
additional use of edge focussing is considered.
5) While the effect of the dipole fringe fields can be
corrected for the beam in the direction of the second beam
dump, this is not possible for the particles that will be
neutralized. This effect requires a redesign of the
diagnostic vessel, but needs also be considered in the
reconstruction of the beam emittance. The next steps of
investigations will include:
- Further variation of QP positions and settings to allow
for highest phase space sampling.
- Investigate power distribution on beam dumps.
- Investigate optimum for laser size and stepping in y.
- Determination of neutralisation yield, calculation of
expected scintillator output and subsequent the
expected signal strength in the CCD camera.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
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A wire grid with 21 wires each vertically and horizontally with a spacing of 1 mm has been developed for beam
analysis at Siemens’ novel electrostatic accelerator. The
wire grid is integrated in a Faraday Cup and profile measurements can therefore be combined with current measurements. The grid is used to analyse the 10 keV H− beam
coming from the ion source and the obtained beam parameters will be used as input for simulations of the beam transport in the accelerator. All 42 wires can be read out simultaneously with a multi-channel precision electrometer
and the data can be fitted instantly with LabVIEW code
that was developed for this purpose. This paper reports on
some details of the mechanical design and the data analysis procedure in LabVIEW as well as some results of first
measurements at the novel accelerator.

INTRODUCTION
Siemens is currently building a prototype for a novel
electrostatic accelerator [1] for industrial applications such
as radioisotope production for medical imaging. The novel
accelerator makes use of a modified form of the CockcroftWalton accelerator principle. It integrates capacitors, grading electrodes and beam tubes resulting in a simple as well
as very compact machine which offers many advantages in
an industrial environment.
The novel accelerator consists of two sets of concentric
hemispherical metallic shells with the highest potential being in its centre. The accelerator will therefore be operated
in tandem mode with a carbon stripper foil in its centre
and a H− negative ion source as injector. In order to contribute to the compactness of the machine, a bespoke H−
volume cusp ion source has been designed for the system
(see [2]). The ion source produces H− ions in a hydrogen
plasma, which is contained in a magnetic field. The plasma
is ignited, maintained and heated by a discharge current between a heated tungsten filament cathode and the walls of
the source volume itself. It is fueled by a constant inflow
of hydrogen from a pipe and pumped by a vacuum system
on the extraction side of the source. In order to provide
an ideal environment for the formation of H− , the plasma
chamber is divided into two major regions by a magnetic
filter field. The first area is the one on the cathode side
of the source where the discharge takes place. It serves
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for heating the plasma and Ro-vibrationally exciting H2
molecules. The second area is on the extraction side and
has a much lower electron temperature, which is ideal for
the formation of H− ions through dissociative attachment
of electrons. H− extracted from plasmas usually forms non
space charge compensated beams with a Bennett profile
j(x, y) = Ibeam ·

1

πbx by

1
1+

x2
b2x

+

y2
b2y

2

(1)

As soon as space charge compensation begins these
beams develop a Gaussian profile
2

j(x, y) = Ibeam ·

2

− x2− y2
1
e 2σx 2σy
2πσx σy

(2)

It is not clear which one of the two profiles is to be expected for our ion source and therefore the beam instrumentation has to be able to deal with both of them.
In order to contribute to the compactness of the proposed
accelerator the ion source will directly inject into the DC
structure without any LEBT or beam instrumentation inbetween. Therefore the beam coming from the ion source
needs to be well characterised, stable, reliably repeatable
and matched to the beam transport in the DC structure.
For this reason temporal instrumentation has been developed and used to characterise the beam extracted from the
ion source with repeatable ion source operating parameters
prior to the installation of the cascade accelerator structure.
The obtained results serve as a basis for beam transport
simulations in the accelerating structure.
The presented system consists of a Faraday Cup with a
magnetic suppression of electrons at its entrance as well as
a secondary electron suppression field. Integrated in the
cup is a wire grid for horizontal and vertical beam profile measurements. As the beam is expected to be round
it might seem possible to measure the beam diameter with
just one set of wires. However, in order to measure the
beam position as well, and include its effect into the signal reconstruction process, a second set of wires is necessary. The whole cup sits on rods and the distance to the ion
source is therefore variable. This enables measurements at
different positions and hence makes a measurement of the
beam divergence possible.
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Figure 1: The Faraday Cup with the integrated Wire Grid.

The expected beam diameter from the ion source is in
the range of 1-20 mm.
The Faraday Cup has permanent magnets at its 20 mm
entrance aperture which create an orthogonal magnetic
field in order to deflect electrons with their 1000 times
higher q/m ratio. This ensures that electrons extracted from
the ion source do not contribute to the measurement. The
H− ions then hit the collector electrode at the back of the
cup where the current is measured. The suppression electrode in front of this electrode can be biased up to 1000 V in
order to suppress secondary electrons incident from the H−
ions hitting the cup, however measurements have shown
that a suppressor voltage of 500 V is sufficient (see Fig. 2.

Beam Current (µA)
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Figure 3: The Wire Grid with its ceramic assembly and
grub screws for every single wire.
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Figure 2: Relation between the applied suppressor voltage
and the measured beam current. Without suppression one
secondary electron for every ten H− leaves the cup and falsifies the measurement. 500 V are sufficient to suppress
most of this effect.
On the inside of the beam collector electrode sits a piece
of ceramic that holds the 42 stainless steel wires, 21 horizontally and 21 vertically (see Fig. 3). All wires are electrically isolated and individually connected to a 50 way vacuum connector at the back of the cup. The individual wires
are spaced vertically by 1 mm and have a width of 0.2 mm
each. The vertical and horizontal set of wires are spaced by
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the ceramic ring which has an effective thickness of 4 mm.
The collector electrode has an aperture of 20 mm which ensures that the beamlet incident on the grid is no wider then
20 mm, which is important for the accuracy of the analysis procedure. The collector electrode could potentially be
biased for suppression of secondaries.
Due to the filigree design the assembly of the wires has
proven rather challenging. Both the set on the top and on
the back of the ceramic piece have to be assembled wire by
wire, fixing each wire with tiny grub screws on each side
and fixing its electrical connection with another grub screw.
During the assembly process the ceramic piece broke and
the design had to be improved to make assembly easier. For
the new design the wires have been etched as one large harp
from a sheet of steel. Therefore they are rather bands than
wires and can be laid on top of the ceramic as one large
piece. The wires can then be fastened with the grub screws
and afterwards disconnected from each other by cutting the
sides of the harp.

Each individual wire of the grid is connected to a separate channel of a 64-way high precision electrometer. All
wires can be read out at the same time by the electrometer.
The electrometer itself is implemented into a LabVIEW environment via a serial interface. Measurements can be triggered from the LabVIEW user interface and results can be
viewed on the screen instantly.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
The beam profile can be reconstructed by fitting the experimental data to the expected current density distribution
function. Each electrometer channel measures the integrated current on the surface area of the connected wire,
i.e. a long very narrow rectangle.

Gaussian Profile
Taking the current density distribution from Equation 2
we can do the integration in the y-dimension over a narrow
wire with width dwire and infinite length to calculate the
measured current Imeas :
Beam Profile Monitors
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With Erf(x) being the error function. This factor between
0 and 1 depends on σy , zy and x but not on the fit parameters σx and zx . A Gaussian fit in x can be done once the
factors have been calculated using the numbers from the
y-distribution. For the fit of the y-distribution from the ywires’ data there will be a correction factor depending on
σx and zx . Therefore an iterative procedure needs to be
carried out until convergence:
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this is the distribution from Equation 7 multiplied with a
correction factor C to take account of the finite length of
the wires:
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2. Do Gauss fit on the y data, determining σy and zy
3. Use σy , zy to correct x data (Equation 5)
4. Do Gauss fit on corrected x data yielding σx and zx
5. Use σx , zx to correct y data
6. Do Gauss fit on corrected y data yielding σy and zy
7. Go to step 3

Bennett Profile
For the Bennett profile in Equation 1 integration along
an infinitely long wire in the y-dimension yields:
Imeas (x)
Ibeam 1
1
=
· · q
dwire
bx
2
1+

Again an iterative procedure needs to be carried out fitting
the x and y profiles until the numbers converge. The correction and fit procedure for both the Bennett and Gauss
distributions has been implemented into LabVIEW and can
be carried out simultaneously for both of them along with
the actual measurement. The fit residues can then be compared to see whether the beam looks more Gaussian or Bennett like.
The approach we have chosen relies on an elliptical
beam profile and on a matching between the axes of the
ellipse and the vertical and horizontal wires. The reconstruction would not be correct for an ellipse which is tilted
towards the coordinate system given by the wires. However, as we expect the beam to be round, this does not play
a role in our considerations.

FIRST RESULTS

1. Measure data with x and y wires

x2
b2x

3

(7)

However, according to the argument in the treatment of the
Gaussian profile, the limited length of our wires lead to a
smaller current actually measured on the wire:
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This is the 1D Gaussian distribution in x from Equation 3
multiplied with a correction factor C which accounts for
the finite length of the wire:
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In order to test the analysis software module of the control software a simulation environment has been implemented in the control system. This software component
creates dummy data for each channel of the electrometer,
adds a certain noise level to the dummy data and then feeds
it into the analysis module. The tests of the analysis software have shown that the procedure is capable of reconstructing the correct beam distribution parameters within
ten iterations for beams with diameters of the order of
20 mm or less at reasonable noise levels. The larger the
beam diameter is, the higher are the corrections of Equations 6 and 10 and therefore the higher the number of iterations required. In this case the procedure is also much more
sensitive to noise and more likely to diverge. The residue
of the fit makes it possible to decide whether the distribution looks more like a Gaussian or like a Bennett profile,
however as Fig. 6 shows this effect goes down with noise
levels. This implies that at high noise levels it is impossible to distinguish between a Gaussian shaped and a Bennett
shaped beam.
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Imeas (x)
= Ibeam ·
dwire

√

(3)

This is a 1D Gaussian distribution. However, our wires are
not of infinite length and parts of the wire will be shadowed by the circular aperture and therefore not contribute
to the measurement. With (zy ) being the displacement of
the whole distribution in the y dimension and r the radius of
the aperture, the y integration needs to be performed along
the length 2y with y 2 = r2 − x2 :
√
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Figure 6: A photo of the ceramic piece holding the wires.
The tiny threads for the grub screws are rather fragile and
assembly using simple wire is difficult as wires start bending when the screws are fastened. The future design therefore uses the bands of a harp etched from a sheet of steel.
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Figure 4: The analysis software reconstructing simulated
data.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
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Figure 5: Ratio of the residue from Bennett and Gaussian
fits from simulated Gaussian beam data with σ = 8 mm,
displacement z = 5 mm and beam current Ibeam =
150 µA. At low noise levels it is easy to tell that the data
comes from a Gaussian beam as the residue from the Bennett fit is far higher.
Unfortunately a broken ceramic wire holder has so far
prevented real measurements. The ceramic component and
the way of assembling the wires have been redesigned and
the assembly of the new parts is under way. First measurements will take place immediately after this conference.
These will aim to confirm the round beam shape as well
as to demonstrate that small beam diameters of a few mm
can be achieved. Another objective will be to reach sufficiently low noise levels to be able to reliably distinguish
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between Gaussian and Bennett shaped beams. This will
enable us to investigate how the space charge compensation of the beam evolves. Later on a full characterisation
of the extracted beam will be carried out. This will focus
on how the different ion source operating parameters affect
the beam diameter and divergence and the data will then
serve as input for beam simulations for the subsequent DC
accelerator. These simulation studies will aim to find the
ion source settings which are matched to the unchangeable
beam transport in the machine.

A versatile beam instrument has been presented which
is suitable to characterise the novel accelerator’s ion source
in order to provide data for beam simulations in the subsequent machine as well as for the actual operation of the
accelerator. The analysis procedure allows for the use of a
circular aperture which is very practicable in conjunction
with the circular beam coming in through the Faraday Cup
outer aperture. The analysis software has been successfully
tested and validated with dummy data sets. Up to a certain noise level it is able to distinguish between a Gaussian
and Bennett beam profile. Problems with the assembly of
the ceramic wire holder have made a redesign of this component necessary and hence prevented measurements with
real beams. However the assembly of the new component
is underway. Measurements with beam are expected to take
place within the next couple of weeks and a full characterisation of the ion source will then be carried out.
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COVARIANCE AND TEMPORAL CAUSALITY IN THE TRANSITION
RADIATION EMISSION BY AN ELECTRON BUNCH

Abstract
A model of the transition radiation emission by a N electron bunch must conform to covariance and causality. The
covariance of the charge density must imprint the transition radiation energy spectrum via a proper formulation of
the charge form factor. The emission phases of the radiation pulse must be in a causality relation with the temporal sequence of the N electron collisions onto the metallic screen. Covariance and temporal causality are the two
faces of the same coin: failing in implementing one of the
two constraints into the model necessarily implies betraying the other one. The main formal aspects of a covariance
and temporal-causality consistent formulation of the transition radiation energy spectrum by an N electron beam are
here described. In the case of a transition radiator with a
round surface, explicit formal results are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Transition Radiation (TR) can be observed as a relativistic charge crosses the dielectric interface between two different media [1, 2]. For a relativistic charge at a normal
angle of incidence onto the dielectric interface, the radiation is emitted backward and forward along the incidence
axis according to a double conical spatial distribution with
vertex at the collision point and angular aperture scaling
down with the Lorentz factor γ of the relativistic charge
(γ = E/mc2 ). The bigger the discontinuity across the dielectric interface, the larger the intensity of the emitted radiation. The most suitable condition for the radiation emission is given by a metallic screen in vacuum. This case being the most common in a particle accelerator will be considered in the following. In beam diagnostics, TR is mainly
observed in the visible [3] - to monitor the beam profile
by imaging with a camera the so called Optical Transition
Radiation (OTR) - or in the THz region to measure the
bunch length from the analysis of the coherent enhancement of the TR spectral intensity [4]. In these relevant
wavelength region for beam diagnostics, the TR radiator
surface behaves practically as an ideal conductor. Ideal
conductor properties of the TR radiator will be supposed
in the following. Under such a hypothesis, the metallic surface of the TR radiator can be modeled as a double layer
of charge. TR emission can be therefore interpreted as
the result of the dipolar oscillation of the conduction electron that is induced by the incident relativistic beam on the
ideal conductor surface, see Fig.(1). Such a dipolar model
of the TR emission can indeed explain how a relativistic
∗ gianluca.orlandi@psi.ch
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beam - colliding in a rectilinear and uniform motion onto
a charge distribution (the charge double layer) at rest in
the laboratory reference frame - can originate not only forward but also backward emitted radiation. This model also
permits to deeper understand the kinematics of the radiative mechanism and to recognize the common relativistic
nature that TR shares with other electromagnetic radiative
mechanisms by relativistic beams. From the point of view
of the kinematics, the collision at a normal angle of incidence of a relativistic charge onto a charge distribution at
rest in the laboratory reference frame - so the TR kinematics can be indeed schematized - is equivalent to the head-on
collision of two distributions of charge in a rectilinear and
uniform motion when the collision is observed in the reference frame of rest of one of the two colliding charged distributions. The backward and forward double conical TR
emission can be thus equivalently interpreted as the photon
bremsstrahlung emission that two head-on colliding electron beams can originate. Taking into consideration the
common kinematics and relativistic nature that TR shares
with other electromagnetic radiative mechanisms - such as
the synchrotron or the bremsstrahlung radiation - it is thus
reasonable to expect that, even at a very short wavelength,
some spectral modifications of the radiation intensity due
to the beam transverse density should also affect the TR
emission in a similar way as, in other electromagnetic radiative mechanisms of charged beams, the beam transverse
size contributes to determine the so called Brilliance or Luminosity properties of the radiation source. The issue of
the formal dependence of the TR emission on the transverse distribution of the N electron coordinates - even at a
very short wavelength - is strictly joined to the issue of the
covariance and causality in the TR model. The formal expression of the TR energy spectrum must indeed meet the
two following constraints [5, 6, 7]: causality and covariance. The train of the emission phases - from the metallic surface - of the N single electron radiation field amplitudes must be in a causality relation with the temporal sequence of the N electron collisions onto the metallic screen.
The distribution of the N electron transverse coordinates is
a Lorentz invariant under a Lorentz transformation from
the laboratory to the rest reference frame of the colliding
bunch. The dependence of the charge density and of the
electric field traveling with the N electrons - the so called
virtual quanta field - on the distribution of the N electron
transverse coordinates is invariant whether this is observed
in the laboratory reference frame or in the reference frame
of rest of the charged beam. The TR field resulting from
the wave propagation of the virtual quanta field scattered
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by the metallic surface is expected to preserve the signature of such a Lorentz invariance and to show a covariant
dependence on the distribution of the N electron transverse
coordinates. In the following, it will be demonstrated how
failing in implementing the causality constraints in the formal expression of the TR energy spectrum of a N electron
beam necessarily implies a covariance defect in the formula
and viceversa. From the derivation of the formal results, it
will be also evident that the covariance in the formal expression of the TR energy spectrum is expected to manifest
itself - as a function of the beam transverse size - as a spectral and angular modification of both the temporal incoherent and coherent components of the TR energy spectrum.
It will be also demonstrated how the well-known results of
the Frank-Ginzburg formula and of the TR emission of a
single electron hitting a round metallic radiator can be obtained as a limit case of the covariance and causality consistent model of the TR emission from a round metallic
surface.

Causality and Covariance

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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In the following, a bunch of N electrons in a rectilinear and uniform motion along the z-axis of the laboratory
reference frame with a common velocity w
⃗ = (0, 0, w) is
supposed to normally hit a round metallic surface with an
arbitrary radius R which is placed on the plane z = 0. The
harmonic component of the TR field resulting from the collision of the N electron reads
N
∑

Hx,y (⃗κ, ω, ρ
⃗0j ) e−i(ω/w)z0j

(1)

j=1

where [⃗
ρ0j = (x0j , y0j ), z0j ] (j = 1, .., N ) are the N electron spatial coordinates at the collision reference time. Under far-field approximation [5, 6, 7],
Hx,y (⃗κ, ω, ρ
⃗0j ) =

iek
×
(2)
2π 2 Dw
∫
∫
τx,y e−i⃗τ ·⃗ρ0j i(⃗τ −⃗κ)·⃗ρ
× d⃗
ρ d⃗τ
e
,
τ 2 + α2
S

where D is the distance of the screen from the observation point, k = ω/c = 2π/λ is the wave number,
⃗κ = (kx , ky ) = k sin θ(cos ϕ, sin ϕ) is the transverse comω
ponent of the wave-vector, α = wγ
(γ being the relativistic
Lorentz factor), the vector ρ
⃗ = (x, y) is the integration
variable on the screen surface S whose size and shape are
arbitrary, in principle. With reference to Eqs.(1,2), the TR
energy spectrum can be finally obtained
( N
cD2 ∑ ∑
d2 I
2
|Hµ,j |
(3)
=
dΩdω
4π 2 µ=x,y j=1
+

N
∑

j,l(j̸=l)=1
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Figure 1: In the picture sequence [(a) → (e)], a qualitative and simplified representation of the TR emission is
described. The charge double layer - i.e., the metallic foil
- experiences a dipolar oscillation induced by the incident
charge. With the charge approaching the metallic foil, the
conduction electrons, initially at rest on the metallic surface, undergo a tangential displacement due to the electric
component of the Lorentz force (the transverse component
of the electric field is γ 2 stronger than the longitudinal one).
Subsequent to the initial transverse motion, the conduction
electrons are also displaced along the longitudinal direction because of the magnetic component of the Lorentz
force. Resultant event is a dipolar oscillation of the double layer of charge that generates the TR emission. Due to
the simplicity of this pictorial representation, charge oscillation and radiation emission are artificially distinct in two
different phases. In reality, such two phases are intrinsically and temporally indistinguishable.
where Hµ,j = Hx,y (⃗κ, ω, ρ
⃗0j ) (µ = x, y), see Eq.(2).
The signature of the causality constraint in the both the
expression of the TR field and energy spectrum is evident. The emission phases from the radiator of the N single electron radiation field amplitudes Hµ,j are in a causality relation with the temporal sequence of the N electron
collision on the metallic screen, which only depends on
the distribution of the N electron longitudinal coordinates
z0j (j = 1, .., N ), see Eqs.(1,2). Causality consistent is
also the reciprocal interference of N single electron ampliBeam Profile Monitors
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tudes in the TR energy spectrum - see Eqs.(3) - being this
only ruled by the reciprocal emission delays (z0j − z0l ),
j, l = 1, .., N .
The covariant dependence of the TR energy spectrum
formula - see Eqs.(1,2,3) - on the distribution of the N
electron transverse coordinates (x0j , y0j ) (j = 1, .., N )
can be rendered explicit performing the integral calculus
in the Eq.(2) in the case of a round radiator surface with a
finite radius R, see [5] for more details. For a screen radius larger than the mean beam radius (R >< ρ0j >=<
√
2 >), the TR field - Eqs.(1,2) - reads [5]
x20j + y0j

=

N
∑
2iek

κ
e−i[(ω/w)z0j +⃗κ·⃗ρ0j ] ×
2 + α2
Dw
κ
j=1
(
)[
cos ϕ
×
ρ0j Φ(κ, α, ρ0j ) −
sin ϕ
]
(R + ρ0j )Φ(κ, α, R + ρ0j ) ,
(4)

where, with (J,K) Bessel function of 1st and 2nd kind,
Φ(κ, α, ρ0j ) =

αJ0 (κρ0j )K1 (αρ0j ) +
α2
J1 (κρ0j )K0 (αρ0j ).
κ

(5)

the TR field - Eq.(4) - tends to

With reference to Eqs.(3,4,5), the explicit expression of the
TR energy spectrum of a N electron bunch normally hitting
a round radiator with a finite radius R (0 ≤ R < ∞) reads
d2 I
d2 Ie
=
dΩdω
dΩdω
+

N
∑

(∑
N

|Aj |

2

(6)

j=1

Aj A∗l e−i[(ω/w)(z0j −z0l )+⃗κ·(⃗ρ0j −⃗ρ0l )]

j,l(j̸=l)=1

)

where
(eβ)2
sin2 θ
d 2 Ie
= 2
dΩdω
π c (1 − β 2 cos2 θ)2

(7)

2iek
κ
2
Dw κ + α2

(

cos ϕ
sin ϕ

)

(11)

from which the Frank-Ginzburg formula follows, see
Eq.(7). Furthermore, in the case of a single electron with
ρ01 → 0 and a radiator with a finite radius R the wellknown result of the TR field of a single electron hitting a
round radiator can be obtained from Eq.(4,5,10)
)
(
2iek
κ
cos ϕ
tr
×
(12)
Ex,y (⃗κ, ω) =
sin ϕ
Dw κ2 + α2
]
[
α2 R
× 1 − αRJ0 (κR)K1 (αR) −
J1 (κR)K0 (αR) .
κ

Causality and Covariance Defect

Aj = ρ0j Φ(κ, α, ρ0j ) − (R + ρ0j )Φ(κ, α, R + ρ0j ). (8)
In Eqs.(6,7,8), the N electron transverse coordinates
(x0j , y0j ) (j = 1, .., N ), on the one hand, contribute to determine the well-known three-dimensional form factor, on
the other hand, leave a covariant mark on both the temporal incoherent and coherent components of the TR energy
spectrum. The case of the TR emission from an infinite
metallic surface (S = ∞) can be obtained by applying the
limit R → ∞ to the above results. Under the limit R → ∞,
the quantity in Eq.(8) - see also Eq.(10) - reads
(9)

Finally, with reference to Eqs.(6,7,9), the formula of the TR
energy spectrum of N electrons hitting an infinite radiator

Beam Profile Monitors

tr,e
Ex,y
(⃗κ, ω) =

See Eq.(12) and compare it with Eqs.(8, 9) in [8].

is the well-known Frank-Ginzburg formula and

Aj → ρ0j Φ(κ, α, ρ0j ).

(S = ∞) can be obtained. The formal procedure leading to
the infinite radiator (S = ∞) results deserves to be emphasized: first, in the implicit expression of the TR field - see
Eq.(1,2) - the integral calculus with respect to the radiator
surface S is performed for a finite screen radius R; finally,
the limit R → ∞ is applied to the so obtained explicit expression of the TR field. In the following subsection, the
consequences of applying directly the limit S → ∞ to the
implicit expression of the radiation field - Eq.(1,2) - will be
described. Numerical simulations of the angular distribution of the TR intensity - refer to the temporal incoherent
part of the TR energy spectrum, see Eqs.(6,7,9) - are shown
in Fig.(2) for a given value of the beam transverse size and
different values of the observed wavelength and beam energy. A beam transverse size dependent diffractive cut-off
clearly affects both the angular and spectral distributions of
the TR intensity, see Fig.(2) and [5, 6, 7] for more details.
Some relevant results already well-known in literature can
be derived from the above reported results, see Eqs.(6,7,8).
In the case of a single electron travelling on the z-axis, it
can be indeed demonstrated [5] that under the limit R → ∞
and ρ01 → 0
{
(R + ρ0j )Φ(κ, α, R + ρ0j ) → 0
(10)
ρ0j Φ(κ, α, ρ0j ) → 1

In previous section, the formula of the TR energy of an N
electron beam normally hitting an infinite metallic surface
(S = ∞) - see Eqs.(6,7,9) - was derived according to the
following procedure: first, the integral calculus in Eq.(1,2)
with respect to a finite screen size (S < ∞) is performed;
finally, the limit S → ∞ is applied to the so obtained result.
If this procedure is inverted, i.e., if the limit S → ∞ is
directly applied to the implicit expression of the TR field see Eq.(1,2) - before performing the integral calculus with
respect the radiator surface S, what are the consequences?
If the limit S → ∞ is directly applied to Eq.(1,2), then
the following formula for the TR field can be obtained [7]
N
∑
tr,e
tr
Ex,y
Ex,y (⃗κ, ω) =
(⃗κ, ω) e−i[(ω/w)z0j +⃗κ·⃗ρ0j ] , (13)
j=1
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as the absence of any dependence on the N electron transverse coordinates (x0j , y0j ) (j = 1, .., N ) in the N single electron radiation amplitudes - see Eq.(13) - and in the
temporal incoherent part of the TR energy spectrum - see
Eq.(14) - is indicating. Moreover, looking at the formula
of the TR field - Eq.(13) - it turns out that the causality
role played by the N electron longitudinal coordinates z0j
(j = 1, .., N ) in determining the emission phases of the
N single electron radiation amplitudes is completely mixed
up (indistinguishable) with the role of the N electron transverse coordinates (x0j , y0j ) (j = 1, .., N ) which do not
determine the emission phases but only contribute to determine the observation phases as a function of the N electron
distances from the z-azis of the reference frame.

0.6

0.4

Causality and covariance are physical constraints which
a model of the TR emission of a N electron bunch must
meet. In case of normal incidence, the covariance signature
in the TR model is represented by the intrinsic dependence
of the N single electron radiation field amplitudes on the
related electron transverse coordinates whose distribution
is a Lorentz invariant. The direct connection between the
temporal sequence of N electron collisions onto the metallic screen - in the present context, only dependent on the
distribution of the N electron longitudinal coordinates - and
the emission phases of the N single electron radiation field
amplitudes from the radiator surface constitutes the causality signature in the TR model. The improper formal implementation of the limit of infinite surface into the integral
calculus of the TR radiation field is the cause of a causality and covariance defect in the formula of the TR energy
spectrum.
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According to the above reported results, the covariant role
of the N electron transverse coordinates is completely lost
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CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPRESSED BUNCHES IN THE SwissFEL
INJECTOR TEST FACILITY

Abstract
The quality of the beam transverse emittance at the cathode and the uniformity of the longitudinal compression of
the electron bunch are essential for the lasing efficiency
of a Free Electron Laser. In SwissFEL the longitudinal
compression of the electron beam is performed by means
of two magnetic chicanes and an off-crest acceleration
scheme. The curvature induced on the beam longitudinal
phase-space during the compression can be compensated
by means of an X-band cavity. The longitudinal phasespace of the beam can be experimentally characterized by
means of a Transverse Deflecting Cavity (TDC) and a profile monitor in a dispersive section. Longitudinal phasespace measurements at the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility
under compression with and without X-band linearizer are
presented. In addition, energy spread measurements done
by monitoring the Synchrotron Radiation (SR) emitted by
the electron beam in the dispersive section of the chicane
are shown. A comparison with numerical simulations is
presented.

INTRODUCTION
The SwissFEL will provide a coherent X-rays source in
the wavelength region 7-0.7 nm (phase-2) and 0.7-0.1 nm
(phase-1) accelerating 200/10 pC electron beams up to an
energy of 5.8 GeV [1]. For such a goal, the high brilliance features of the electron beam (normalized emittance
0.4/0.2 mm.mrad) has to be preserved during the acceleration - operated by a RF S-band Travelling Wave (TW) injector up to 330 MeV and, finally, by a RF C-band TW
linac - and during the linear compression of the bunch
length from 3/1 ps (RMS) up to 20/3 fs (RMS). The linear
compression of the electron beam is provided by two magnetic chicanes downstream two X-band RF cavities compensating the quadratic distortion of the longitudinal phase
space due to the off-crest accelerating scheme of the Sband structures and of the non-linear contribution of the
magnetic dispersion. After the linear compression and a
further linear acceleration, the electron beam - emitted at
a repetition rate of 100 Hz with a 28 ns two-bunches temporal structure from a Copper photocathode illuminated by
a Ti:Sa laser with a flat-top longitudinal profile (3.6/10 ps,
FWHW) - is splitted via a magnetic switchyard to simultaneously supply two different undulator lines: the hard Xray undulator line (ARAMIS) and the soft X-ray undulator
∗ gianluca.orlandi@psi.ch
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line (ATHOS).
The 250 MeV SwissFEL Injector Test Facility (SITF) is
the test-bed of the SwissFEL [2], see Fig.1. The Gun section is composed of a Ti:Sa laser extracting photo-electrons
from a Copper cathode and a Standing-Wave (SW) S-band
2.5-cell RF gun accelerating a 200/10 pC electron bunch up
to 7.1 MeV/c at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The booster section is composed of four S-band TW RF structures accelerating the beam up to a maximum final energy of 250 MeV.
The bunch linear compression section is composed of a Xband cavity upstream a magnetic chicane. Finally, a SW
S-band 5-cell Transverse Deflecting Structure (TDS) upstream a FODO section, which is equipped with several
beam profile monitors, and an energy spectrometer allow
the experimental characterization of the longitudinal and
transverse phase space of the beam.
Main goals of the SITF are: to demonstrate that the
high brilliance quality of the electron beam - as required
by the SwissFEL specifications - can be preserved during
the acceleration and the linear compression; to test diagnostic solutions and measurement techniques to be adopted
for SwissFEL. The experimental work so far carried out at
SITF confirmed the achievement of the specifications imposed by the SwissFEL [3, 4, 5] and the reliability of the diagnostic solutions foreseen for SwissFEL [6]. A report on
the bunch-compression operations and on the related beam
longitudinal phase-space characterization, which has been
carried out at SITF with and without the X-band linearizer,
will be presented in the following.

Figure 1: SITF schematic layout.

BUNCH-COMPRESSION OPERATIONS
Bunch-compression at SITF is obtained by a longitudinal dispersive path, a so called chicane, in combination
with an energy chirped electron beam. The energy chirp
of the electron beam is provided by off-crest acceleration
in the last two S-band injector modules. An X-band system, which is operated at 180◦ , can be used to linearize the
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dynamics. Without initial linear and quadratic correlations
in longitudinal phase space, the approximate longitudinal
dynamics of such a system reads:
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∆s

=

2
ES (
EX kX
s2 −
sin(φ)kS s
(1)
E 2
E
(
)
)
ES2
cos(φ) 2 2 )
+ T566
kS s
sin2 (φ)kS2 s2 ,
+
2
E2

R56

(

with the total energy after compression E, the energy gain
of the S and X-band systems ES and EX , the off-crest RF
phase φ, the longitudinal dispersion parameters R56 and
T566 , and the wave numbers of the two RF-systems kS and
kX . The linear term in s is the linear energy chirp used for
uniform compression. The X-band voltage EX is chosen to
compensate the other quadratic terms. Compression is implemented by setting the off-crest RF phase in the last two
S-band accelerating structures, which determines the compression factor and matches the X-band voltage accordingly. Energy loss generated by the X-band system is compensated with more S-band acceleration. In the following,
a description of the main machine components involved in
the bunch-compression operations at SITF is given.
The X-band cavity foreseen for the SwissFEL resonates at the forth harmonic of the European S-band
(11.992 GHz). The RF power is supplied by the SLAC
XL5 klystron, which is developed in the framework of a
SLAC-CERN-PSI-Sincrotrone-Trieste collaboration. The
RF structure has a length of 75 cm (RF active length), constant gradient, phase advance per cell of 5/6π and an average iris diameter of 9.1 mm. The geometry adopted, similar to NLC type H75, is a good compromise between a
high shunt impedance, associated with small apertures, and
a low transverse kick, associated with larger iris apertures.
It is composed of 73 cells and integrates two alignments
monitors for accurate beam steering and trajectory correction [7]. The cavity is placed on a rigid support that can
be remotely motorized for fine 3D mechanical adjustments
(maximum deviation of 2 mm with a resolution less than
2 µm and a reproducibility of the positioning better than
5µm).
Downstream the the bunch-compressor (BC) a Transverse Deflecting Structure (TDS) permits to make absolute measurements of the bunch length and to calibrate
the near and far-field longitudinal beam diagnostics. The
TDS at SITF is an S-band 5-cell βλ/2 RF structure resonating to the π-mode T M110 with a length of 45 cm
(flange-to-flange). For a maximum input RF power of
5 MW (repetition rate of 10/100 Hz), the TDS integrated
voltage is 4.89 MV. Resolution of about 15/10 fs can be
reached by the TDS at 250MeV in the two operation modes
(200/10 pC).
The movable magnetic chicane (BC) is designed to accept - with a sub-millimeter precision - a beam horizontal dispersion in the range 0-404 mm, corresponding to a
BC bending angle between 0◦ and 5◦ . The fine adjustment of the horizontal dispersion of the beam trajectory
516

in the BC can be achieved thanks to the flexible design of
the chicane vacuum chamber - composed of two arms and
a central part whose rigid components are joined together
by vacuum-bellows - and a movable girder, where the two
inner dipoles of the chicane are mounted, which can be
stiffly translated horizontally by means of a micro-meter
stepping-motor. The BC is equipped with diagnostics measuring: charge and beam center-of-mass [BPM: Resonant
Strip Line (7 µm resolution 5-500 pC) and Cavity BPM];
beam phase jitter (BAM, resolution better than 5 fs); bunch
length [Electro-Optical monitor (resolution of 200 fs), THz
pyrodetector monitors of coherent synchrotron radiation
from the fourth dipole of the chicane and of the coherent
diffraction radiation emitted by a diffraction radiation iris
[8] just after the magnetic chicane].
Two beam profile monitors are in operation in the
BC [9]. A YAG:Ce screen (BC-YAG-Screen) in the
mid symmetry plane of the BC and a Synchrotron Radiation monitor (BC-SR-monitor) which, with an acceptance between 3◦ and 5◦ of the BC bending angle, can
image the SR light spot emitted by the electron beam
at the entrance of the third bending dipole of the magnetic chicane. A sCMOS-Camera(PCO.Edge, 100frame/s)
equipped with a a 300 mm lens (projected pixel size resolution of 0.040 mm) and a CCD camera (Basler SCOUT)
equipped with a 45 mm lens (projected pixel size resolution
of 0.115 mm) are the sensors of the BC-SR-monitor and
BC-YAG-screen, respectively. At the nominal BC bending
angle (4.07◦ ) the relative energy spread resolution (∆E/E)
of the transverse profile monitor are: 1.2 × 10−4 (BC-SRmonitor) and 3.5 × 10−4 (BC-YAG-screen). The sCMOS
cameras (PCO.Edge) are connected via a CAMERLINKFiber bridge to a PC with a Windows operation system.
The CCD camera (Basler SCOUT) is connected via a direct GigE-Link to another PC. The cameras synchronization is done with a TTL-puls generated by the event based
timing-system (Micro Research Finland). The software
(IOC/EPICS) controls the camera via the vendor software
interface and delivers the picture over EPICS or saves the
pictures directly to a filesystem. An analysis C/C++ code
directly running on the camera server and interfacing the
IOC/EPICS channels of the camera allows to process the
SR-camera single shot image within (8+/-2) ms. The camera setting and the relevant chicane parameters (the dispersion, for instance) needed for the analysis code as well as
the IOC/EPICS flow of the analyzed data can be controlled
by a Graphical User Interface (GUI) which displays - vs.
time - the measured values of the horizontal centroid and
RMS distribution of the single bunch SR light spot. The
analysis tool of the BC-SR monitor, recently commissioned
at SITF with a beam repetition rate of 10 Hz, meets already
the 100 Hz timing constraints of SwissFEL.

MEASUREMENTS
Studies of bunch compression are currently carried out
at SITF. Compression studies were already performed before the installation of the X-band cavity [9]. They are
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Figure 2: Beam energy of 200 MeV and charge of 180 pC
(before Xband installation). (a) Relative energy spread
measurements: BC-SR-monitor (red curve); BC-YAGscreen (blue curve); HE Spectrometer (black curve); numerical simulation (green curve). (b) Bunch length measurements: experimental data (black curve) and numerical
simulation (red curve).
on-going now after the commissioning of the X-band cavity. A new campaign of measurements with X-band linearizer has been recently carried out. Measurements of
the longitudinal phase space under compression with and
without X-band linearizer are in the following presented,
see Figs.(2,4). During compression operations, the X-band
cavity was operated with a RF power in the range 4.77.0 MW. For a compression factor 2 and for two different X-band RF power - zero and a ”linearizing” power of
4.7 MW - the images of the longitudinal phase space of the
beam have been reproduced in the view screen of the High
Energy (HE) spectrometer by vertically streaking the beam
with the TDS, see Fig.(3). In Fig.(2,4), measurements of
the relative energy spread and bunch length vs. compression phase are compared with results of numerical simulations obtained by means of beam tracking codes ASTRA,
ELEGANT and LiTrack.
At SITF, the high energy characterization of the electron beam in a horizontal dispersive path can be done in
the magnetic chicane - with the BC-SR-monitor and BCBeam Profile Monitors

Figure 3: Image of the beam streaked onto the view screen
of the HE Spectrometer by means of the TDS (beam longitudinal phase space) for a compression factor 2 (26.8◦ offRF-crest): (a) Xband OFF and TDS(0.07MW); (b) Xband
ON (4.68MW) and TDS (0.20MW). Horizontal axis is the
energy axis, vertical axis is the longitudinal axis.

YAG-screen - and in the HE spectrometer thanks to a view
screen. For a bending angle of 4.07◦ the nominal value of
the horizontal dispersion in BC is about ηx = 331 mm.
The nominal horizontal dispersion of the HE spectrometer
is about ηx = 275 mm (relative energy spread resolution
8 × 10−5 ). From the determination of the RMS horizontal size of the measured beam transverse profile in the dispersive sections, the relative energy spread can be finally
evaluated. From the analysis of the reported data, a good
agreement between expected and measured values characterizes both measurement campaigns. This agreement is
particularly significative for the measurements done before
the installation of the X-band cavity, see Fig.(2). In the
measurements with the X-band linearizer - see Fig.(4) - a
mismatch between the relative energy spread measured by
the BC-SR monitor and the HE spectrometer can be observed at a very high compression factor. This discrepancy
can be in part explained as the result of a non-homogeneity
of the energy spread distribution (filamentation) observed
in the HE Spectrometer, see Fig.(5). The BC-SR-monitor
images indeed the beam profile at the mid point of the magnetic chicane when the bunch compression is still not com517
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Figure 4: Beam energy of 160 MeV and charge of 160 pC
(Xband in operation). (a) Relative energy spread measurements: BC-SR-monitor (black curve); HE Spectrometer
(blue curve); numerical simulation (red curve). (b) Bunch
length measurements: experimental data (black curve) and
numerical simulation (red curve).
pletely accomplished. The increase of the correlated energy spread observed between the mid point of the magnetic chicane and the high energy spectrometer can be thus
in part explained in terms of a longitudinal space charge effect originated by a longitudinal density modulation which
become relevant at a very high compression factor. Further
experimental and simulation studies - including a calibration check of the monitors - are foreseen to better understand the longitudinal phase space dynamics under a high
compression regime.

CONCLUSIONS
Results on the experimental characterization of the longitudinal phase space vs. compression are here reported for
two different SITF machine configurations: before and after the installation of the X-band cavity. The analysis of the
experimental data shows a good agreement between measurements and numerical simulations. Further bunch compression studies with X-band linearizer are foreseen for a
deeper understanding of the beam dynamics at a high com518
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Figure 5: Compression factor 12 (41.8 deg off-RFcrest):(a) BC-SR-monitor; (b) HE Spectrometer. The beam
energy distribution shows a non-homogeneity (filamentation) more pronounced at the HE spectrometer than in BC.
The horizontal axis is the energy axis.
pression regime where a non-homogeneous increase of the
correlated energy spread was observed.
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COMMISSIONING EXPERIENCE AND FIRST RESULTS FROM THE NEW
SLS BEAM SIZE MONITOR*

Abstract

V. Schlott, M. Rohrer, A. Saa Hernandez, A. Streun , PSI, Villigen, Switzerland
A. Andersson, J. Breunlin, MaxLab, Lund, Sweden
N. Milas, LNLS, Campinas-SP, Brazil

In the context of the TIARA work package “SLS vertical
emittance tuning” (SVET), an extremely small vertical
beam size of 3.6 m, corresponding to a vertical
emittance of 0.9 pm, was verified using an optical
monitor based on imaging of -polarized light. Since the
existing beam size monitor reached its limit of resolution,
a new monitor beam line was designed and installed at the
08BD bending magnet of the Swiss Light Source (SLS)
storage ring. Larger magnification and operation at
shorter wavelength provide improved spatial resolution.
Reflective optics enables convenient switching between
different wavelengths. An optical table is located in a
hutch outside the storage ring tunnel to provide access
during operation. Movable obstacles in the beam path
create interference patterns and thus provide redundancy
of model based analysis of the images. In this paper we
report on our commissioning experience and provide a
comparison of the different measurement methods at
different wavelengths.

imaging the interference pattern of the vertically polarized
SR from horizontal obstacles in the beam line according
to the interferometric method [6]. While both
measurement methods are capable of providing the
required high spatial resolution of < 2 m (rms) for SLS
emittance optimization studies (at 266 nm wavelength),
the -polarization imaging allows for the additional
detection and compensation for beam tilts, which makes it
most suitable for supporting the nominal SLS user
operation in the control room (0.13 % coupling at ~ 10
m vertical beam size). The resolution limits of the two
measurement principles applied in the new BX08 beam
size monitor and the existing monitor at the BX09
bending magnet have been estimated with SRW
(Synchrotron Radiation Workshop) [7] simulations for an
interference fringe visibility of 2%. Figure 1 shows the
corresponding resolution curves for the shortest
transmitted SR wavelengths of 266 nm at new beam size
monitor compared to 364 nm at the old monitor.

During the last years, a systematic coupling correction
of the SLS [1] storage ring has been achieved in the
context of the TIARA (Test Infrastructure and Accelerator
Research Area) work package 6 [2, 3]. Several iterations
of beam-assisted re-alignments of the storage ring
magnets and vertical dispersion minimizations using
model-based skew quadrupole corrections lead to a
minimum vertical beam height of 3.6 ± 0.6 m and a
corresponding world record vertical emittance of
0.9 ± 0.4 pmrad [4]. So far, the vertical beam size has
been determined with the existing BX09 -polarization
monitor, which has reached its resolution limit through
this optimization campaign. Further minimization towards
the so called quantum limit of the vertical emittance,
which in case of SLS corresponds to 0.2 pmrad, required
an improved design for a second beam size monitor,
which was installed at the BX08 bending magnet during
the 2013 SLS winter shut down.

WORKING PRINCIPLES AND
RESOLUTION
For cross-checking of results, the new BX08 beam size
monitor combines two complementary modes of
operation. They both overcome the diffraction limitations
for imaging of visible and UV synchrotron radiation (SR)
by (a) direct imaging of the vertically polarized light
according to the π-polarization method [5] and by (b)
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Figure 1: Simulated peak-to-valley ratios for different
measurement methods at the old and new SLS beam size
monitors for wavelengths of 266 nm (new monitor) and
364 nm (old monitor). The resolution limit has been set to
a fringe (peak-to-valley ratio) visibility of 2%.

BX08 BEAM SIZE MONITOR DESIGN
The new BX08 beam size monitor has been designed to
provide an increased vertical acceptance of ± 4.5 mrad to
allow the imaging of the two vertically polarized SR lobes
with 180° phase difference (-polarization) in the visible
to UV spectral range without obstruction. A water-cooled
finger absorber of 4 mm height can be positioned in the
beam line, such that the heat load on the downstream
optical elements caused by the hard X-ray photons (with a
much smaller opening angle ~ 1/) is minimized and
corresponding distortions of the SR imaging is prevented.
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Figure 2: Optical layout (top) and CAD overview drawing (bottom) of the new SLS BX08 beam size monitor. The insert
shows the present set-up in the optics hutch.
In the present (phase-1) configuration of the monitor, the
SR beam is re-directed and focused into an optical hutch
outside of the SLS shielding wall by two plane mirrors
and a plano-convex fused silica lens. In the final (phase2) configuration, which will be implemented during the
SLS November 2013 shut down, the combination of the
first SiC mirror and the lens will be replaced by a toroidal
Si mirror, while the UV-enhanced, Al-coated fused silica
second mirror remains unchanged. The surface quality of
all optical elements has been defined through SRW
simulations, resulting to a roughness of < 10 nm (rms) for
the fused silica lens and 20 nm (rms) for the phase-1 and
phase-2 mirrors. Imaging with a toroidal mirror allows the
use of different and potentially shorter SR wavelengths
without movement of the image plane (266 nm for the
new BX08 monitor compared to 364 nm at the old BX09
monitor). The selected focal length of 3.045 m provides a
magnification of -1.45, which results in an increased
measurement precision of almost a factor of two
compared to the existing BX09 monitor. Horizontal
interference obstacles with different slit separations (15,
20 and 25 mm) can be moved in the beam to change
quickly from the -polarization to the interference
method. In order to meet the stringent alignment
tolerances of the beam line [8], both mirrors have been
clamped to in-vacuum gimbal mounts, which allow a
precise rotation of the mirrors without moving their
centers. Pre-alignment and in-situ check of the beam path
can be achieved with external alignment lasers and
pinholes. Additional horizontal and vertical blades as well
as a YAG:Ce screen can be moved in the SR beam in
order to observe the footprint of the light and any possible
obstructions before exiting the UHV system. On the
optics table in the BX08 beam line hutch, a set of neutral
density filters (30%, 10%, 3% or 1%) as well as bandpass
and laser line filters (2 nm FWHM) can be moved into
the beam. A Glan-Taylor polarizer can be rotated such
that any residual horizontal polarization component of the
SR is suppressed. The visible SR light is imaged to a
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Basler scA 1300-32gm CCD camera with 3.75 m pixel
size, while the UV radiation (266 nm) is imaged onto a
PCO sensicam UV with 8 m pixel size. Both cameras
are mounted on a motorized translation stage for fine
adjustment of the position of the image plane. Figure 2
gives a schematic overview of the monitor design (final
configuration) and shows a CAD drawing of the beam
line as well as the optics set-up in the beam line hutch.

BEAM LINE COMMISSIONING AND
FIRST MEASUREMENTS
Careful laser alignment of the two plane mirrors and
the plano-convex lens from the source direction (optics
table in the SLS tunnel) and the beam line hutch allowed
rapid commissioning of the beam size monitor with SR.
This included the exact positioning of the finger absorber

Figure 3: Screen shot of smallest vertical beam size of
y ~ 4 m measured so far with the new SLS BX08 beam
size monitor using the -polarization imaging method.
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Figure 4: Beam size measurements and corresponding SRW simulations during nominal SLS user operation for SR
wavelengths of 325 (top) and 266 nm (botton) using the -polarization imaging (left) and interference methods (right).

Figure 5: Comparison of vertical beam sizes measured
with the old and the new monitor for both measurement
methods: -polarization imaging and interference.

Beam Profile Monitors

OUTLOOK
During the SLS November 2013 shut down, a Si
toroidal mirror will replace the lens as the focusing
element of the new beam size monitor. This will ease
operation at different SR wavelengths, since the location
of the image plane in the optical beam line hutch will
remain
unchanged.
Further
vertical
emittance
optimizations are planned with this final beam monitor
configuration.
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for minimum heat load on the first mirror, the
determination of the acceptance angles with the horizontal
and vertical blades and the location of the image planes
for the different SR wavelengths. The latter will not be
necessary during phase-2, when the toroidal mirror will
be installed as the focusing element.
Typical beam size measurements during nominal SLS
user operation are shown in figure 4 for different SR
wavelengths (325 nm and 266 nm) and for both
complementary measurement methods using the polarization imaging and interference. During one of the
TIARA WP6 emittance optimization runs, a minimal
vertical beam size of 4 m could be measured with the
new BX08 monitor (see figure 3). The consistency of the
results from both measurement methods of the new
monitor has been cross-checked with the “old” BX09
beam size monitor. Figure 5 shows the comparisons of the
vertical beam sizes, which were taken simultaneously.
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Abstract
A new concept to attain ion beam emittance through
measuring the forward neutral beam without intercepting
the beam transportion was proposed at PKU. The forward
neutral beam produced by space charge compensation and
seperated from the transporting ion beam with the help of
a deflecting magnetic field, carries the entire emittance
information of the original particle beam and becomes a
fast and non-interceptive beam diagnostic tool. This idea
was tested on PKU ion source test bench and the
experimental results show that the neutral beam
fluorescence method is feasible. Based on these
qualification results, a formal non-intercepting emittance
measurement device was designed. It is a 90 degree fullscale dipole analysis magnet combined with the classical
pepper-pot technique. Testing and commissioning of the
device have been performed on the PKU test bench.
Details of design and comnissioning results will be
presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
The knowledge of transverse phase space such as beam
emittance is of essential importance for beam matching
and beam loss in high-intensity high-brightness particle
accelerators. Conventional emittance measurement
techniques are generally classified into the slit-wire
method, the pepper-pot method and the Allison-type
scanner. At Peking University, several Emittance
Measurement Units (EMUs) of these kinds have been
developed for high intensity ion beams [1-3]. However,
all these techniques are interceptive systems and cannot
be able to meet the on-line, real time, non-interceptive
measurement requirements of the large high-intensity
LINAC such as accelerator driven clean nuclear system
(ADS), spallation neutron source (SNS).
For this purpose, some non-interceptive beam
emittance measurement devices have been developed
recently, i.e., Optical Diffraction Radiation Interference
(ODRI) method [4] for high brightness electron beams,
laser wire based method [5] for high energy H- beam, and
the residual gas illumination method [6] for high intensity

proton or deuteron beams. A new non-interceptive
emittance measurement approach based on neutral beam
fluorescence was proposed at PKU and a proof-ofprinciple demonstration was conducted in Ref. [7]. Based
on the principle experimental results, a formal nonintercepting emmitance measurement device has been
developed and installed in the PKU ion source test bench.
It is a 90 degree full-scale dipole analysis magnet
combining with the classical pepper-pot technique. The
device enables a measurement of the transverse emittance
in both directions with non-intercepting.
In this paper, we describe the details about design, and
commissioning results of the non-interceptive emittance
measurement system based on neutral beam fluorescence
method. In order to verify the new device, comparison
experiments with slit-wire emittance monitor have also
been presented in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Measurement Principle
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the non-interceptive beam
emittance measurement system based on neutral beam
fluorescence. It is in principle a pepper-pot style
emittance device combining with a dipole analysis
magnet. When the particle beam, for example the H+
beam, interacts with residual/extra injected gas, a certain
number of the ions are meutralized in the space charge
compensation (SCC) zone [8] and then separated from the
charged beam path by the deflecting magnetic field.
These hydrogen (H0) atoms preserve the angular
distribution of the original H+ beam. Therefore, the
measurement of the neutral beam (H0) divergence can
lead to the determination of the proton beam divergence.
The measurement of the neutral beam (H0) angular
distribution is performed by a classic pepper-pot device.
The pepper-pot sampling plate intercepts the forward H0
beam to form multiple beamlets by a array of small holes.
These beamlets transmitted through these holes illuminate
the fluorescence screen located at a certain distance. By
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meauring the images of these neutral beamlets on the
fluorescence screen by a CCD camera, the disribution of
the H0 beam which corresponds to the divergence of the
H+ beam can be obtained. Finally, analysis and calculation
of the spot size of the images can show the twodimensional transverse emittance. Because the scattered
images of these beamlets cannot give all detailed
information o of the distribution of H0 beam before data
processing, an approximation method with grid data
function is used to reconstruct the H0 beam transverse
profile.

System Layout
The new emittance measurement device was installed
and tested on the PKU ion source test bench (shown in
Fig. 2) [8]. The test bench consist of a compact 2.45 GHz
Permanent Magnet Electron Cyclotron Resonance (PKU
PMECR) ion source with its microwave system, a trielectrode extraction system and a vacuum chamber for
beam diagnostic device. In order to verify the results
acquired by the neutral beam fluorescence based
emittance measurement device, a multi-slit single-wire
(MSSW) beam emittance monitor is installed in the
vacuum chamber. The space charge compensation
happens in the chamber with extra injected gas.

Figure 2: PKU ion source test bench and new emittance
measurement system.

Beam Profile Monitors

The neutral beam fluorescence based emittance
measurement system is located about 550 mm away from
the PMECR ion source. As shown in Fig. 2, the new
system consists a 90 degree full-scale dipole analysis
magnet and a conventional pepper-pot unit along the
straight line direction. The dipole installed right behind
the SCC zone is used to bend the H+ beam and separate
the neutralized hydrogen beam (H0) from the main beam
trajectory. The pepper-pot plate containing 61 identical
holes (diameter of 0.2 mm) with thickness of 0.2 mm is
installed in the straight beam line, about 680 mm
downstream to the MSSW emittance monitor. The
distance between the plate and the fluorescence screen is
120 mm. The Faraday Cup (FC2) at the end of the dipole
is used to collect the bending ion beam.

TESTS AND COMMISSIONING
During the commissioning, the background vacuum is
9.5×10-5 Pa and the compensation vacuum is 5.2×10-3 Pa
with extra Argon gas. The initial test of the system was
conducted using a 30 mA/50 keV proton beam with 10%
duty factor (1 ms, 100 Hz). Fig. 3 shows an output image
of the neutral beamlets obtained by the CCD camera after
subtracting background noise. In this image, all the H0
beamlets on veritcal direction were acquired by the
fluorescence screen, while on the horizontal direction
there was a lack of several H0 beamlets because of the
limitation of the screen size. Therefore this image can
only provide the information for the vertical emittance
calculation of the H+ beam.
A data analysis program written with Matlab was
performed to calculate the transverse emittance of the ion
beam. A grid data function was chosen to reveal the entire
beam emittance distribution with the scattered spots of H0
beamlets in the image (shown in Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows the
measurement result for the vertical emittance distribution
(vertical) of the proton beam. The measured normalized
rms emittance is 0.0973 π mm mrad. Under the same
conditions, the measurement result (on the vertical
direction) by the MSSW emittance monitor is shown in
Fig. 5 and the measured normalized rms emittance is
0.0826 π mm mrad.
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Figure 1: Outline of beam emittance monitor based on neutral beam fluorescence.
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The spatial resolution of a pepper-pot emittance
monitor is determined by the requirement that different
beamlets do not overlap in the fluorescent target [9].
Under this precondition, the distance between sample
holes should be as small as possible to reduce the
measuring error.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Image of H0 beamlets on the fluorescence
screen.

We have described the system configuration,
commissioning results, and error analysis of the neutral
beam fluorescence based emittance measurement device
at the PKU ion source test bench. The system has
demonstrated a high speed, high accuracy and noninterceptive transverse emittance measurement method
for the H+ beam. And meanwhile it is greatly helpful for
further study of the space charge compensation in the
intense ion beam at low energy. In order to measure beam
emittance in both vertical and horizontal directions, the
size of fluorescence screen should be improved in the
future.
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DESIGN AND INITIAL DEMONSTRATION RESULTS OF LASER WIRE
SCANNER FOR ENERGY RECOVERY LINACS
B. Jacobson, T. Campese, A. Murokh, RadiaBeam, Santa Monica, USA
A. Bartnik, B. Dunham, CLASSE, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA

Energy Recovery LINACs (ERL’s) can produce electron
beams of smaller emittance than in synchrotron rings, with
high average current, and without inefficiencies involved
in dumping a high-powered accelerated beam. The ERL
group at the Cornell Lab for Accelerator-based ScienceS
and Education (CLASSE) is currently testing an injector
for an ERL based X-ray light source: a superconducting
RF (SRF) accelerator coupled to a DC electron gun and
high rep rate (1.3 GHz) photocathode drive laser, capable
of producing a CW beam of 80 pC bunches (100 mA ave
current). Traditional transverse diagnostics are incapable
of operation with such high average currents, motivating
the the use of a Laser Wire Scanner (LWS). RadiaBeam
Technologies, in collaboration with the Cornell ERL group,
is developing a LWS system capable of measuring e-beam
profiles in both transverse dimensions as well as obtaining
the longitudinal beam profile. Due to the low energy of the
injector output (5-15 MeV) and beam halo scraping, detection of laser-scattered photons is significantly more challenging than in previous LWS system. This contribution
presents a LWS prototype design and initial demonstration
results.

CONTRIBUTION NOT RECEIVED
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DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH RESOLUTION BEAM PROFILE IMAGING
DIAGNOSTICS
A. Murokh, G. Andonian, A.A. Bechtel, B. Jacobson, M. Ruelas, S. Wu,
RadiaBeam, Santa Monica, USA
M. Fedurin, BNL, Upton, Long Island, New York, USA
J. Rosenzweig, UCLA, Los Angeles, California, USA
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Accurate characterization of an electron beam profile
is often a critical instrumentation task at modern light
sources and advanced acceleration facilities. Yet ultrasmall emittances presently achievable in photo-injectors
are often testing the limits of the traditional diagnostic systems such as scintillating screens or optical transition radiation (OTR) monitors. To mitigate some of the limitations on resolution and accuracy of beam profile measurements, a number of novel experimental approaches are
presently under development at RadiaBeam, including optical fiber based Cerenkov radiation monitors, all-reflective
optics OTR monitors, and DUV/EUV transition radiation
monitors with sub-micron resolution. We report development status and initial experimental results.

CONTRIBUTION NOT RECEIVED
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DESCRIPTION OF LASER TRANSPORT AND DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR
THE FETS LASERWIRE EMITTANCE SCANNER
A. Bosco, G. Boorman, S. Emery, S. M. Gibson, JAI at Royal Holloway University, Egham, UK
J. K. Pozimski, P. Savage, Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, UK
A. P. Letchford, STFC/RAL, Chilton, Didcot, UK
C. Gabor, STFC/RAL/ASTeC, Chilton, Didcot, UK
T. Hofmann, CERN, Switzerland
A beam emittance monitor for H- beams based on laserinduced ions neutralization is being developed at the
Front End Test Stand (FETS) at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL). In this paper we present a full account
of the laser system that will be used for the photodetachment experiment, the optical transport system and
the final delivery assembly. All the relevant
measurements such as power, spatial and temporal
characteristics of the laser, fiber coupling efficiency and
final delivery laser beam parameters will be reported.

INTRODUCTION
Laser-based diagnostics of accelerator beams have been
of interest for at least the last two decades [1, 2]. The
promise of non-invasive operation at extremely high
accelerator beam parameters is an attractive aspect of
these diagnostic technologies. Originally envisaged for
operation with electron machines [3], the technology of
the laserwire profiler has recently found its way into Haccelerator diagnostic, for profile and more generally
emittance measurements of the beam [4]. Among the
latest developments in this technology, the idea of laser
transport by means of optical fiber has been of increasing
interest thanks to the obvious simplification of the system
and virtually alignment-free optical delivery.

Table 1: Summary of Laser Parameters
Laser Parameter

Value

Wavelength

1080 nm

Average Power
(CW Pump)

28 W

Repetition rate

30 - 100 kHz

Energy per pulse

0.9 mJ @ 30 kHz

Pulse duration
(FWHM)

110 ns

Pulse peak power

8 kW

Beam quality:

Gaussian profile.
M2x =1.8, M2y =1.6,

LASER SYSTEM
The laser system that will be used for the photoneutralization of the H- beam is a master oscillator and
power amplifier (MOPA) fibre laser emitting 110 ns
pulses at λ = 1080 nm with a peak power of 8 kW. It is
composed of a Q-switched Yb:fibre oscillator that
produces low energy pulses at a repetition rate of 30 kHz
and a diode pumped fibre amplifier. The amplifier pump
diode laser can be modulated by a TTL signal with a
repetition rate of up to 5 kHz, enabling the train of
amplified pulses to be synchronised to an external source.
A summary of the laser parameters is reported in Table 1.

Laser Measurements
A measurement of the laser average power versus diode
current both with CW pumping and with the pump driven
by a TTL signal at 250 Hz and 50% duty cycle is shown
in Fig. 1 (top). The maximum average power is 28 W.

Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 1: Measurement of laser average power.
As shown in Fig. 2, the rise time necessary to reach the
amplification regime was 434 s, after which the pulseto-pulse stability was 7% RMS.
In routine operation, the duty cycle of the laseramplifier should be reduced to match that of the
accelerator, while maintaining the pulse peak power. This
will be achieved either internally by controlling the
pumping regime or by means of an external modulator.
Figure 3 reports the measurement of the spatial mode
quality M2 for the two orthogonal axes. The laser beam
was focused by a plano-convex singlet lens of 500 mm
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focal length. The laser spot images were acquired by a
CCD camera with 6.7 m square pixel size mounted on a
motorized translation stage. The M2 factors were
calculated by fitting the data with the beam propagation
equation for non-ideal Gaussian beams [4], resulting in
1.81 for the horizontal axis and 1.61 for the vertical axis.

LASER TRANSPORT
The laser will be conveyed to the interaction area over
a distance of 100 m via an optical fiber. An assembly of
two remotely controlled motorized translation stages will
enable the system to scan across the H- beam along its
vertical profile (Fig. 4). A motorized beam expander will
control the output size of the collimated laser beam in
order to enable the system to operate with different spatial
characteristics of the ions beam. A photograph of the final
focus assembly is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 2: Amplification traces with pulsed pumping.
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Figure 4: CAD model (top) and photograph (bottom) of
the laser beam delivery assembly.
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Figure 3: Measurements of the laser horizontal (top) and
vertical (bottom) spatial quality.
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The optical fibre used for the beam transport is a large
mode area (LMA) fibre with a core size of 20 m and a
numerical aperture NA=0.08 (equivalent M2 = 2.35). A
lens with a focal length of 6.25 mm is set to collimate the
beam to a waist w0 = 0.5 mm (1 mm diameter). The
variable beam expander has a range of magnification
from 1 to 8X so the final beam will be collimated to a
diameter adjustable from 1 to 8 mm with a step of 1 mm.
In Table 2 is reported the laser spot-size and the Rayleigh
range for the different settings of the beam expander.
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W0 (mm)

Rayleigh range (m)

0.5

0.31

1.0

1.25

1.5

2.82

2.0

5.02

2.5

7.85

3.0

11.30

3.5

15.39

4.0

20.10

The values in Table 2 represent the size of the
collimated laser beam directly after the beam expander,
without any further focussing optics. The optical delivery
system offers the possibility to include a planar convex
focusing lens after the beam expander to enable the waist
of the laser beam to be longitudinally centred on the
particle beam position. This would create smaller spot
laser sizes to overlap with the particle beam position. For
example, in the case that a 500 mm focal length lens is
selected, the size of the waist that interacts with the
particle beam and the corresponding Rayleigh lengths are
given in Table 3. A collimating lens of f6.4mm and a
beam with M2 of 1.7 is assumed. It can be seen that spot
sizes as low as 70 m are achievable. Increasing the focal
length of the collimation lens can further reduce the spot
size, however, care must be taken to avoid reducing the
Rayleigh length to within the nominal transverse size of
the particle beam under study.
From these results it is seen that the delivery optics
will cover a wide range of particle beam sizes can be
measured, with either an automated change of the beam
expander, or by changing the lens combination. From
these studies a collimating lens of focal length 6.4 mm
and a nominal beam expander setting of x3 and a
focussing lens of focal length 500 mm has been selected
as the baseline design.

Beam Profile Monitors

Table 3: Laser Spot Size at the Focus of a 500mm
Focusing Lens After the Beam Expander and the
Corresponding Rayleigh Range for Different Beam
Expander Settings. A 6.4 mm Collimating Lens After the
Fibre Is Assumed
W0 (mm)

Rayleigh range (mm)

0.56

549.1

0.28

127.3

0.18

61.0

0.14

34.3

0.11

22.0

0.09

15.2

0.08

11.2

0.07

8.5

Laser Measurements After Fibre Transport
Two main measurements have been performed on the
laser beam output from the optical fibre: coupling
efficiency and transverse mode quality.
The coupling efficiency has been calculated as the ratio
between output and incident average optical power. The
measurements have been recorded at low power (90 mW)
and high power operation (4.5 W). In both cases the
recorded efficiency was over 65%. The value for the
average power used in the efficiency measurement at high
power setting corresponds to the highest diode current
settings and a duty cycle of 15% and it is a higher limit
for the average power beyond which the fibre would be at
risk of surface damages. The FETS H- accelerator is
expected to produce macro-pulses with a pulse length of
2ms and a repetition rate of 50 Hz. The duty cycle is
therefore 10% and the laser average power at which the
laser will operate during the photo-detachment
experiment is about 3W, well below the fibre damage
threshold.
The spatial mode quality of the laser beam at the output
of the fibre has also been assessed. Results are reported in
Fig. 5. The beam expander was set to a magnification
factor of 3X. The output beam from the beam expander
had a diameter 2w0 = 3 mm and the laser spot was
focused on the CCD camera with a lens with a focal
length of 500 mm. In Fig. 5 are reported the plots for the
horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) profiles. The
resulting M2 value after the fibre transport are
respectively 1.75 and 1.76.
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Table 2: Collimated Laser Size Directly After the Beam
Expander and Rayleigh Range for Different Beam
Expander Settings, Without Focusing Optics
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0.00070

W=2*W0*(((1+(((z-z0)^2)*(M2
^2)*((lambda*0.000001)^2))/((
pi^2)*(W0^4))))^(0.5))

Equation

0.00065

6.45853

Reduced
Chi-Sqr

0.99774

Adj. R-Square

Value

0.00060

W0
z0

Clip2U

M2

Standard Error

1.75536E-4

1.42101E-6

-0.01349

3.92256E-4

lambda

0.00055

Clip2U

The final optical assembly has been developed to
ensure the widest flexibility of system for use with a
range of H- beam parameters.
The next planned set of measurements will include the
analysis of the temporal laser profiles in order to ensure
that the fibre transport does not affect the pulse shape
significantly during transport.
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Figure 5: Measurements of the laser horizontal (top) and
vertical (bottom) spatial quality after the fibre.
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[4] C.Gabor, D.A.Lee, J.K.Pozimsik, A.P.Letchford,
“Laser based beam diagnostics for the front end test
stand (FETS) at (RAL)”, EPAC2006, TUPCH019.

The laser beam profile taken by the CCD camera is
shown in Fig. 6. The shape of the beam shows only a
slight ellipticity (it is 95% spherical) and has a very near
Gaussian profile.

Figure 6: Picture of the laser at the focal plane.

CONCLUSION
The laser transport via optical fiber has been
successfully developed. The coupling efficiency has been
optimized to a value of 65% and the transversal mode
quality of the laser beam has been preserved or even
slightly improved.
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Abstract

beams. Laserwires were originally developed to measure
micron-sized electron beams via Compton scattering [1],
though have since been applied to larger beam-size, high
power H− ion beams to routinely monitor beam profiles[2].
In this paper we focus on recent developments for a
generic laserwire emittance scanner that is suited to noninvasive beam profile and emittance measurements at highpower H− linacs. A fibre-coupled laser delivery system
with motorized collimation optics has been designed to offer ease of installation and flexible operation modes. Whilst
originally developed in the context of the Front End Test
Stand (FETS) [3, 4] at RAL, the optical system is portable
and will first be deployed for tests this Autumn 2013 in
the new LINAC4 beamline at CERN, as the first stage of a
planned collaborative study [5].
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Figure 1: Overview of the FETS beamline components.
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Layout of the PD-EMI

Figure 1: Sketch of the FETS project. Shown are the main
components ion source, LEBT, RFQ, MEBT 531
and photodetachment diagnostics.
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LINAC-4
The new Linac-4 under construction at CERN will accelerate H− ions to 160 MeV and will ultimately replace the
existing 50 MeV proton linac, as part of the CERN SPL [6].
The switch over to Linac-4 as the main proton source for
LHC is envisaged during the 2017/2018 long shutdown,
as the first step towards the High Luminosity LHC. The
Linac-4 ion source, 3 MeV RFQ and MEBT which includes
a chopper, have been commissioned on the surface and
beam diagnostic results obtained [7]. The system is currently being moved to the tunnel in readiness for commissioning initially at 3 MeV and later with the full Linac-4
chain at 160 MeV.

background of neutral particles on top of the signal from
the photodetachment process, and this background must be
combated.
In FETS layout the background is avoided by arranging
the laser interaction point one third into the dipole field,
such that the neutral background particles are first separated from the H− ion beam, before the second separation
of the photodetached neutral particles and ions, as shown
in Figure 2. The neutralised particles emerge through the
central of the three exit ports from the chamber, where the
signal is recorded using a scintillator and camera, as shown
in Figure 3. At the 3 MeV front end of Linac-4, the laser
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Collaborative Effort
In future after Linac-4 installation in the tunnel, a noninvasive laserwire system is planned to measure the transverse emittance [5] and the fruitful beginnings of a collaborative effort to develop the laserwire delivery system is described here. As a first step, the laserwire delivery system
will be tested during the commissioning of the 3 MeV front
end of Linac-4. Although the beam energy is therefore the
same as at FETS, the layout and timing of the accelerators
is different, especially in terms of the arrangement of the
dipoles so the measurement priniciple at the two accelerators is first reviewed in the subsequent sections of this paper. The optical fibre-based laser beam delivery system is
then described and optimisation of the laser parameters discussed in the context of maximising signal to background
in the detector.

Figure 2: Photodetachment principle in the interaction
chamber of the FETS laserwire emittance scanner.

MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
The basic principle of the laserwire emittance scanner
is to neutralise H− ions in the narrow slice of the particle
beam that traverses the path of the laser. The interaction
with a photon energy of 1.16 eV is sufficient to liberate a
weakly bound (0.75eV) electron from the H− ion. The
photodetached electrons can be collected directly in a Faraday cup to determine the beam intensity of the slice, so that
the transverse beam profile can be measured as the transverse laserwire position is scanned. Alternatively, a dipole
magnet can be used to separate the main charged H− ions
from the neutralised particles. The beamlet of neutralised
particles then drifts downstream where the spatial profile
is recorded by a suitable detector. This spatial profile contains angular information related to the propagation of the
beamlet, from which the transverse emittance in one plane
can be reconstructed. In principle, the transverse emittance
in the orthoganol plane can also be accessed by adjustment
of the MEBT quadrupoles before the laser interaction to
suitably vary the twiss parameters [8].

Background and Timing
A complication occurs from stripping of H− ions via interactions with the residual gas in the beam pipe upstream
of the laser diagnostic instrument. This can generate a
532

Figure 3: External view of the FETS MEBT and laserwire
diagnostic chamber within the dipole magnet.
interaction region is before the dipole, so the neutrals from
the residual gas interactions will pass directly through the
dipole and will strike the same detector as collects the photodetachment signal. However, detailed studies [5] have
shown that background level is roughly constant throughout the 400 µs Linac-4 pulse, whereas the signal from the
laser is matched with the timing of the laser pulses. In principle a fast enough detector and DAQ could therefore reduce the integrated background, detailed investigations are
ongoing.
Beam Profile Monitors
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LASER, TIMING AND BEAM DELIVERY
Fibre-Laser System
The laser is a Q-switched, diode pumped, all-fibre Master Oscillator and Power Amplifier (MOPA) laser, model
ML-30-PL-R-TKS manufactured by Manligh S.A.S. (Lanion, France). The oscillator generates 110 ns pulses at a
repetition rate selectable between 30 and 100 kHz, at a
wavelength of 1080 nm, with a pulse peak power of 8.5 kW
and a measured average power of 28 W in CW mode. Further details and measurements characterizing the laser system are given elsewhere [4, 9].

Accelerator Synchronization
The laser pulse duration of 110 ns is much longer than
the time between micro-bunches (3.1 ns for FETS and
2.84 ns for Linac-4), enabling the each laser pulse to interact with multiple micro-bunches. The chopped accelerator
beams will operate at low duty cycles (<%), so the amplified envelope of the laser pulses can be matched to that of
the accelerator. This alleviates the need to handle higher
than necessary average laser power in the transport fibre,
and greatly reduces the risk of surface damage to the fibre.

The laser has an output collimator and Faraday isolator
after 2m length of fibre. To have the option to avoid operating the laser within the radiation environment very close
to the accelerator, a long transport fibre has been made that
allows the laser to be operated remotely. The transport fibre is Nufern PLMA-GDF-20/130, which has a core size
of 20 µm and a numerical aperture of 0.08. A portable fibre coupling box has been designed to easily couple light
from the laser and a coupling efficiency of 65 % has been
achieved in recent measurements. After the coupling optics, the fibre is protected in a custom made 100 m armoured and safety interlocked cable which conveys light
from the MOPA laser source to beam delivery collimation
optics, as laid out in Figure 4.
The collimation optics are designed to enable fine control of the position and thickness of the laserwire that is
delivered into the interaction chamber. A pair of translation stages control the vertical and longitudinal position of
the laser beam, with micron-level resolution. Additionally
a motorized beam expander (Sill Optics S6EZN5976/126)
enables various laser spot sizes to be obtained in eight magnification steps. Further adjustment can be made by careful selection of the collimating lens at the output of the fibre
and the focusing lens after the beam expander. The set up is
flexible and offers the possiblity to generate a range of different beam sizes, as detailed in [9]. In the system planned
for Linac-4, the light will be brought to a focus at the centre of the particle beam position, with a beam size small
enough to ensure adequate photon density, while retaining
πw2
a Rayleigh length (ZR = λM02 ) that exceeds the transverse
dimension of the particle beam. From initial studies, a collimating lens of 6.4mm, a BE magnification of x3 and a
Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 4: Optical layout of laser transport and beam delivery system.
focusing lens of f = 500 mm is selected as the baseline
design. This will create a laser beam waist w0 = 0.18 mm
with a Rayleigh length ZR = 61 mm.

Fibre

collimating
Lens
f=6.4mm

focusing
Iris for
motorized
lens
alignment
beam expander
f=500mm

camera and filter wheel
on translation stage
around beam focus

BE control

Figure 5: Beam delivery system set up for M2 measurements.
Using the above parameters for the collimation optics,
the system was set up as shown in Figure 5, with the beam
directed at a camera on a longituinal stage. The size of the
beam was recorded as the stage was translated and the output after the fibre collimation was measured to have a Gaussian beam quality of M2 < 1.76. This is marginally better
than the raw quality from the laser output, most likely due
to mode cleaning qualities of the long fibre [9]. The beam
profile directly out of the fibre and after the collimating and
focusing optics are shown in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.
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CONCLUSION
The development of a laserwire emittance scanner has
been described that enables non-invasive beam diagnostics at high power proton accelerators. The beam delivery
system developed for FETS has been optically tested and
found to meet the specified beam quality after the transport
fibre. The system is planned to be tested in the Linac-4
beamline at CERN in late 2013 as part of a collaborative effort to develop an laserwire emittance scanner for the next
generation LHC injector.
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SIGNAL DETECTION & OPTIMISATION
The exact optimisation of the beam delivery optics parameters will depend on the signal levels obtained during
the tests at CERN. The system is therefore designed with
flexibility, and an optional camera from a fold back mirror
has been proposed to measure the beam profile (and M2 ) in
situ should it be required. Detailed particle tracking studies
for FETS and Linac-4 are underway to estimate the signal
yield at the detector plane and initial results of the FETS
particle tracking studies are in these proceedings [10].
The detection system planned for FETS is a scintillator which is viewed by a camera located off the central
of the three exit ports in the interaction chamber. The intergration time of the detector is not critical, because the
residual gas background exits the interaction chamber from
the straight through port. At Linac-4 a faster detector is
planned to aid reduction of the background through the timing cuts around the laser pulses, as described above. A 5
strip, poly-crystalline diamond detector is under consideration [5], which offers the advantage of radiation hardness
to fluences beyond that readily achievable with silicon detectors. The timing and DAQ requirements of these system
are described in [11].
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ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS OF INR LINAC
IONIZATION BEAM CROSS SECTION MONITOR*
S. Gavrilov, A. Feschenko, Institute for Nuclear Research of RAS, Moscow, Russia
& Moscow Institute of Physics & Technology (SU), Dolgoprudny
P. Reinhardt-Nickoulin , I. Vasilyev, Institute for Research of RAS, Moscow, Russia
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)RUPHUO\LW ZDVDVVXPHGWKDWH[WUDFWLQJDQGDQDO\]LQJ
ILHOGVLQWKHGHWHFWRUZHUHXQLIRUPEXWLQIDFWEHFDXVHRI
BCSM design features WKHVH HOHFWURVWDWLF ILHOGV DOZD\V
KDYH VRPH nonuniformities, which lead to errors in
measurable coordinates of ions.
For X-axis systematic error is:
ிௗ௦
ߜܺீ௩௧௬௧
ൌ ܺ െ ܺௗ ǡ

where ܺ ± observed ion coordinate in case of real
fields, ܺௗ ± ion coordinate in case of uniform fields.
Analysis of ions motion in real fields shows beam
gravity center offset which is defined by initial coordinate
at slit plane in extracting condenser (Fig. 1), however
there is no influence on ߪ௦௨ௗ .

,1752'8&7,21
BCSM was proposed in [1, 2]. Configuration design
and image processing system, realization features and
some experimental results at INR linac were described in
detail in [3, 4] 6HFRQGDU\ LRQ IOX[ DIWHU H[WUDFWLRQ DQG
VXEVHTXHQW HQHUJ\ DQDO\VLV UHSURGXFHV D EHDP FURVV
VHFWLRQ %&6 DWHOHFWURQ-RSWLFDOFRQYHUWHU7KHLPDJHLV
RSWLFDOO\WUDQVPLWWHGWRD&&'-FDPHUD
BCSM is intended for measurements of the twodimensional beam density distribution:
ܮሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݐሻ ൌ ߩ ሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖǡ ݐሻ݀ݐ݀ݖ,
where x and y are transverse coordinates, z is a
longitudinal one, ߩሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ ± is a beam density
distribution, t ± time. Integrating ܮሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݐሻ over one of the
transverse coordinates one can get a conventional beam
profile along the other coordinate which is normally
measured with wire scanners or one-dimensional
ionization profile monitors.
BCS image is forming vertically (X-axis) and
horizontally (Y-axis) under the different influence of the
same factors, therefore it is necessary to describe each
axis separately. Besides, the key measurable parameters
are position of beam gravity center and rms beam size
ߪ௦௨ௗ . It is measurement errors of these parameters
that determine accuracy, precision and consequently
spatial resolution of the Monitor.
___________________________________________

:RUNVXSSRUWHGE\5)%5JUDQW³0\ILUVWJUDQW´ʋ--
#s.gavrilov@gmail.com
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Figure 1: Beam gravity center offset depending on initial
coordinates X/Y at slit plane in extracting condenser.
Also beam region is shown in the center of this plane.
In case of Y-axis fields nonuniformities influence
depends on not only initial coordinate, but also on rms
beam size. Ions observed coordinates obtain systematic
offset from condenser edges to Y-axis, that corresponds to
ிௗ௦
effective decreasing (οܻ௦௦௭
ൌ ȁܻ ȁ െ ȁܻௗ ȁ ൏ Ͳ)
of observed rms beam size (Fig. 2):
ிௗ௦
ଶ
െ ሺοܻ௦௦௭
ሻଶ .
ߪ௦௨ௗ ൌ ටߪ

In order to minimize these errors new design of the
Monitor was proposed (Fig. 3) and now being developed
for operation in JINR project NICA at LU-20 and
HILAC.
New design contains extra correction electrode, and
also general Z-axis symmetry of extracting condenser is
provided. )LHOGV VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV ZLWK GLIIHUHQW ILHOG
FRPSRQHQWVIRUERWKGHVLJQVDUHVKRZQLQ)LJ
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$EVWUDFW
Residual gas ionization beam cross section monitors
(BCSM) are installed at LEBT and HEBT of INR RAS
proton linac to measure cross section, profiles and
position of the beam. BCSMs provide two-dimensional
non-destructive real-time beam diagnostics at linac
operation with repetition frequency from 1 to 50 Hz,
pulses duration from 0.3 to 200 V and wide range of
amplitudes, particle energy 400 keV and 209 MeV.
The analysis of systematic measurements errors
(accuracy) because of nonuniform electrostatic fields,
determined by BCSM design features, is presented. New
detector model, minimizing these nonuniformities, is
shown. Besides that, the analysis of statistical errors
(precision) due to the method features, in particular, ions
thermal motion and a beam space charge, is done.
The simulation results make it possible to estimate
measured cross sections size, profiles and beam positions
and to draw conclusions about the reliability of BCSM
results for beams with various parameters.
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)LJXUH  Decreasing of observed rms beam size
depending on initial coordinates X/Y at slit plane in
extracting condenser. Also beam region is shown in the
center of this plane.
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Uniformity of the field in analyzing condenser is
especially important since there are ions moving in two
planes simultaneously, and fields nonuniformities lead to
BCS image distortions both axes. New design provides
uniformity improvement and consequently decreases the
distortions by an order of magnitude. Moreover such
uniformity is reached with wider aperture: 9 cm to 6 cm
in previous design.

)LJXUH  '-GHVLJQ RI %&60 SURSRVHG IRU 1,&$
 ± KLJK YDFXXP ER[  ± H[WUDFWLQJ DQG DQDO\]LQJ
FRQGHQVHUV UHVSHFWLYHO\ ZLWK FRUUHFWLQJ HOHFWURGHV  ±
HOHFWURQ-RSWLFDO FRQYHUWHU  ± IRUHYDFXXP UHJLRQ IRU
HOHFWURQLFV±DQDO\VHGEHDP

)LJXUH)LHOGVVLPXODWLRQIRUROG%&60GHVLJQ WRSURZ DQGQHZRQH ERWWRPURZ ;<=-FRPSRQHQWVRIILHOGVDUH
VKRZQLQGLIIHUHQWSODQHV =-D[LVFRUUHVSRQGWREHDPGLUHFWLRQ 1HZGHVLJQSURYLGHVILHOGVuniformity improvement
by an order of magnitude.
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The finite width of the slits determines one effect: Zdistribution of ions is transformed to X-distribution in
analyzing condenser, leading to systematic spreading of
X-peculiarities in image fine structure to segments with
width equals slits width ܮ௦௧ . At the same time rms beam
ଶ
size is: ߪ௦௨ௗ ൌ  ටߪ


మೞ
ଵଶ

TUPF16

, where

మೞ
ଵଶ

±

variance of continuous uniform distribution.
In order to reduce this spreading it is necessary to
minimize slits width, that leads to decreasing of BCSM
sensitivity. Therefore slits size is a compromise between
spatial resolution and sensitivity of the Monitor.
In Y-direction there is not any influence of slit filter.

(/(&7521-237,&$/&219(57(5
$1'&&'-&$0(5$
Typical resolution of HOHFWURQ-RSWLFDO FRQYHUWHU ZLWK
WZR PLFURFKDQQHO SODWHV DQG SKRVSKRU VFUHHQ
ܴெା ̱ͷͲɊ is defined by size and position of
channels and also phosphor grain size. Besides, it should
be taken into account, that converter is placed under 45
degrees to X-axis, and therefore X-resolution is improved
by ξʹ times.
The Monitor resolution also depends on CCD-camera
resolution ܴ , which is better than ̱͵ͲɊ for up-todate cameras.

For simulation of space charge effects it is necessary to
take into account not only beam parameters, but also ions
thermal motion as initial conditions, because ions with
different velocities move in different fields of analyzed
beam, i.e. thermal motion and space charge are dependent
quantities and have nonzero correlation coefficient. Space
charge, like other factors, influences differently at X/Yaxes of BCS measurements.
For X-axis error is beam gravity center offset:
ௌ
ߜܺீ௩௧௬௧ ൌ ܺ െ ܺௗ .
Besides, there is asymmetric separation of BCS image.
It is a distinctive feature of two-dimensional ionization
diagnostics, that is specified by asymmetric configuration
of beam and BCSM own fields in extracting condenser.
This effect appears when the beam field exceeds the
extracting field. An example of such separation is shown
in Fig. 6 as simulation for U-70 IHEP, where field of the
beam with ͳǤ ή ͳͲଵଷ protons per pulse is 6 times greater
than BCSM probable field (5 kV/cm) [5].

A contribution of ions thermal motion to X-errors is
negligible, but for Y-axis there is BCS image spreading,
which is defined by the ions tracking time in extracting
and analyzing condensers, which in turn depends on the
Monitor geometry, fields value and residual gas type. For
INR linac with water vapor as residual gas (Fig. 5) and
existing BCSM design this error is ̱ʹͷͲɊ.
)LJXUH  %&6 LPDJH DQG SURILOHV VLPXODWLRQ IRU 8-
,+(3$QDO\]HG beam (blue) with ͳǤ ή ͳͲଵଷ protons per
pulse and measured BCS image (red) at 5 kV/cm
extracting field. Y-profile spreading is 45%.

)LJXUH0DVVVSHFWUXPRIUHVLGXDOJDVLQ%&60UHJLRQ
DW,15OLQDF:DWHUYDSRXUGRPLQDWHV
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In case of Y-axis the beam space charge spreads
ௌ
, and
measured rms beam size by οܻ௦௦௭
depending on the sign of charge of analyzed beam
particles and utilized component of ionized residual gas
this quantity defines both broadening effect
ௌ
(οܻ௦௦௭
 Ͳ)
and
narrowing
effect
ௌ
(οܻ௦௦௭
൏ Ͳ) on BCS Y-axis profile, for instance
for beam of negative ions or utilization of electron
component of ionized residual gas.
INR linac beam is debunched in BCSM installation
point at the output of the linac. In this case, for the proton
beam with following parameters: W = 209 MeV,
Ipulse = 15 mA, Ĳpulse = 120 s, ıX = 2 mm, ıY = 1.5 ɦɦ ±
beam rms size errors are: ߪ௦ ൌ ͵ͲͲɊ, ߪ௦ ൌ
ʹͲɊ, that corresponds to relative errors ̱ͳΨ.
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For bunched beam at the output of the last accelerating
resonator beam rms size errors are: ߪ௦ ൌ ͵ͲͲɊ,
ߪ௦ ൌ ͵ͲͲɊ, and consequently in case of INR
linac ions thermal motion is a key contribution in
comparison with beam space charge and is comparable
with errors because of BCSM fields nonuniformities.
ௌ
Beam gravity center offset ߜܺீ௩௧௬௧ ൌ ʹͲͲɊ
in both cases.
For estimations of rms beam size errors in new BCSM
design for NICA beam with following parameters was
ଷଶା
simulated: ݑܣଵଽ
, W = 5 MeV/nuclon, Ipulse = 10 mA,
Ĳpulse = 10 s, acceleration frequency 145 MHz, rms phase
extent ʹͲι , ıX = ıY = 3 ɦɦ. In this case, with extracting
field 3 kV/cm, measurements errors are comparable with
errors at INR linac: ߪ௦ ൌ ͵ͲͲɊ, ߪ௦ ൌ
ௌ
͵ʹͲɊ, ߜܺீ௩௧௬௧ ൌ ʹͲͲɊ, that with a glance of
beam size is visually unobserved (Fig. 7).

ௌ

ிௗ௦
 ߜܺீ௩௧௬௧ .
ߜܺீ௩௧௬௧ ൌ ߜܺீ௩௧௬௧

Besides, there is a distinctive feature of twodimensional ionization diagnostics ± asymmetric
separation of BCS image, when beam field exceeds
extracting field.
For Y-axis rms beam size, measured by BCSM is:
ଶ
ଶ
ߪ௦௨ௗ ൌ  ටߪ
 ߪ௦
ǡ

൯ 

where the sign for beam space charge contribution
depends on the sign of charge of analyzed beam particles
and utilized component of ionized residual gas.
This allows to describe accurately both broadening
HIIHFW ³´  DQG QDUURZLQJ HIIHFW ³-³  IRU %&6 <-axis
profile. There are no horizontal offsets of beam gravity
center.
Hence the Monitor resolution for two Gaussian beam
ܴ
images is:
 ൌ ʹǤ͵ͷͷ ή ߪ௦௨ௗ  ܮ, ܴ ൌ ʹǤ͵ͷͷ ή ߪ௦௨ௗ
and corresponds to threshold response, when BCS
envelope of two beams has no local minimum.
The resolution for image fine structure is:
ோ
ܴ ൌ  ܮ ಾುశು  ܴ ,
ξଶ
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ௌ ଶ

ଶ

ிௗ௦
ଶ
ߪ௦
ൌ െ൫οܻ௦௦௭
൯ േ ൫οܻ௦௦௭
ଶ
ଶ
ܴெା  ܴ ,

ௌ

ிௗ௦
 οܻ௦௦௭
 ܴெା  ܴ .
ܴ ൌ οܻ௦௦௭
Obtained estimations for BCSM measurement errors
are confirmed in experiments at INR linac and indicate
possibility to use the Monitor for real-time twodimensional beams diagnostics at Nuclotron and Buster
injectors in NICA project.

5()(5(1&(6
)LJXUH  %&6 LPDJH DQG SURILOHV VLPXODWLRQ IRU /8-
1,&$ -,15 $QDO\VHG beam (blue) and measured BCS
image (red) at 3 kV/cm extracting field. Relative errors of
measurements of rms beam size and position of beam
gravity center are ̱ͳΨ, and profiles difference is
indistinguishable.
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[5] S. Gavrilov, et al., Probl. of At. Sc. and Tech., 3 (2012), p. 19

&21&/86,216
Beam space charge simulation and analysis of
electrostatic fields nonuniformities, determined by BCSM
design features, show the necessity to take into account
the correlations between BCS measurement errors with
different nature and to describe effects on X/Y-axes
separately.
For X-axis rms beam size, measured by BCSM is:
ଶ
ଶ
ߪ௦௨ௗ ൌ  ටߪ
 ߪ௦
ǡ
ଶ
ൌ
ߪ௦

మ
ଵଶ

ቀ

ோಾುశು ଶ
ξଶ

ଶ
ቁ  ܴ
,

and observed offset of beam gravity center is:
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PHASE SPACE MEASUREMENT
USING AN X- RAY PINHOLE CAMERA AT SSRF
K.R. Ye, J. Chen, Y.B. Leng, Z.C.Chen, L.Y. Yu, G.Q. Huang, W. M .Zhou
Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics, China
The first one has been used at SSRF.

INTRODUCTION
Measurement bunch size, the diffraction effect is very
obvious, simple imaging systematic measurement error is
large, the use of X-ray imaging system to measure the
bunch size, can increase the resolution.[1][2] When using
an x-ray pinhole camera to measure phase space, a
pinhole cannot see the whole beam vertically, because of
the small opening angle of the radiation. The following
two methods were tried to solve this problem. The first
measurement was made by moving the pinhole
vertically. The second was made by using multiple
pinhole plate. An image on a fluorescent screen is
observed by a digitize CCD camera, and stored. The
phase space and the real space profiles are then
reconstructed. A nonlinear least square program fits the
resultant profiles to a two dimensional Gaussian
distributions to get the Twiss parameters and emittances.

PINHOLE CAMERA SETUP
An X-ray pinhole camera has been installed and
operating since 2009 at the storage ring of SSRF. In
Shanghai synchrotron radiation facility (SSRF) storage
ring, the pinhole and imaging system are in air, and the
X-ray beam from the bending magnet, X-ray pinhole
camera system consists of the front end, attenuators,
holes, YAG target, camera and PXI Controller and image
acquisition, etc., and data acquisition and processing
software platform developed using Labview, and control
system interface through EPICS Shared. Memory IOC
core technology.

X-Ray Diagnostic Beamline Layout
The layout of the X-ray pinhole camera system is
shown in Fig. 1.
The synchrotron radiation exports from a copper block,
a rake angle of a few degrees was imposed on the surface
to minimize undesired reflections. The defining vertical
aperture blades are fixed to a copper plate (10 mm thick)
which absorbs most of the radiation except that going
through a 2mm diameter hole tapered.
The pinhole is actually an array of pinholes that
transverse dimension can be flexibly switched. An array
of 3 x 3 rectangular pinholes was made from 3 pairs of
tungsten plates which is 3.0 mm thick, 10mm wide, and
25mm long. The distance between every plates of
tungsten are respectively 20μm，50μm，100 μm,
each with a set of horizontal and vertical. The large
pinhole is used for alignment purposes using a laser. The
small pinholes are used during the measurement. The
size 20μm by *50μm pinhole can get good resolution
image for high storage current more than 200mA.

9.25m

6.19m
0.5m

Si mirror
Source point
C01B2, 0.8

1mm Al
window

Pinhole
4D adjustable
20/50um

YAG
Screen
400um

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the X-Ray Diagnostic Beamline viewed from side on.
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Since 2009 an X-ray pinhole camera that has been
used to present the transverse beam size on diagnostic
beamline of the storage ring in Shanghai Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (SSRF). Transverse beam profiles in
the real(x,y) and phase (Y,Y’) spaces are obtained by an
X--ray pinhole camera sensitive by moving one pinhole.
The large amount of collected data has allowed a detailed
reconstruction of the transverse phase space evolution in
this paper. An image on a fluorescent screen is observed
by a CCD camera，digitized and stored, then the phase
space and the real space profiles are reconstructed．A
non — linear least square program fits the resultant
profiles to a vertical dimensional Gaussian distributions
to derive the phase space and emittances for SSRF
storage ring．

CCD

Abstract
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Pinhole Camera
The pinhole is placed behind the window, as close as
possible from the source, the distance is 6.19 m from the
source. (2D gaussian, r.m.s 20μm by 50 μm). A YAG:
Ce fluorescent screen was used to get image of source, it
absorbs X-rays and fluoresces in the visible. Whole
tungsten block of rectangular pinhole can be moving by
step motor in four dimensions. A copper wedge-shaped
attenuator is place between source and pinhole as shown
in Fig. 2.

moving pinhole was chosen both the beam size and
divergence can be measure simultaneously. The images
have been recorded with the shift distance of pinhole and
camera. Both the beam displacement and inclination can
be determined from the shift of beam images with
respect to the initial position and the shift of images
envelope.
The pinhole camera has been calibration by the point
spread function (PSF) of the system. PSF include
geometrical and diffraction components, also including
the screen, the mirror, the lens and the CCD camera is
hard to be calculated, but it can be acquired by
calibration experiment without any approximation
problem. A tungsten blocker was used to assist measure.
The differential results of the reference image and the
calibration image can be used to get the PSF directly, as
described in [3].
For every image, the corresponding Full Width Half
Maximum (FWHM) of the point spread function at the
source is:

d

W  a 1  
 D
Here a is the hole diameter. The effect of diffraction can
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Figure 2: Pinholes with copper wedge-shaped attenuator.
The YAG:Ce phosphor screen is located at 9.25 m
away from the pinhole, so that the image is magnified by
a factor ≈ 1.49. Only a very small space could be
devoted to this detector on BL2. The whole detector
includes a YAG:Ce phosphor screen, a Si mirror, a
magnifying lens and a CCD camera, it’s confined in a
25mm x 215 mm x 250 mm tank.
A wedge-shaped copper block, it can be inserted into
the beam by remote control to filter the photon beam.
The integration time of the CCD camera is between 0.1
and 30ms and by moving the copper attenuator in and
out. Adding filters reduces the intensity of the x-ray
beam at high electron beam currents and improves the
resolution of the measurements.

PHASE SPACE MEASUREMENT
Emittance is an important property of beam. The
invariability of the emittance due to Liouville’s theorem
makes it a good estimate of the performance of the
particle accelerator. It is not directly possible to make a
measurement in the phase space but indirect
measurements can be made, a measure for the
consistency in position momentum phase space.

Video Data Calibration
X-ray pinhole camera has been used phase space
measurement at the storage ring of SSRF. The opening
angle of the synchrotron radiation in the X—ray region is
so small that a pinhole cannot vertically accept the
radiation from all particles vertically distributed．So a
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be neglected, in a  2 D case. With the further
decrease the size of hole, the resolution of diagnostics is
determined mainly by diffraction, and the apparatus
function can be written down as; [2]

W

1.1  10 6 d
E ph (eV )a

Critical energy（Ec）for SSRF: 9.94 keV；Eph is a
few Kev, which is the photon energy, eV. It gives a limit
to the measured size. The typical resolution of pinhole
cameras is approximately a few μm.
In a bending magnet, the curvature of the electron
trajectory in the horizontal plane, under the action of the
vertical magnetic field, results in an effective horizontal
divergence at the source. Large divergence is not the case
in the vertical plane; therefore, consider a photon beam
with no divergence at all, after passing through an
infinitely small pinhole the beam, neglecting diffraction,
zero vertical divergence. The experiment has done
moving pinhole in vertical.

Phase Space Reconstruction
A Gaussian approximation to the photon distribution
from a single electron is an upright ellipse in (y, y‘)) with
an angular extent given by σy’ and a spatial extent given
by σy. [5]

 y ' (mrad ) 
 y y ' 


4

0.289  0.425
(
)
and
E (Gev) crit

Where E is the electron energy, λ is the wavelength
of the synchrotron radiation, and λcrit is the critical
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wavelength. For the wavelengths of interest, σy is very
small, and can be negligible. The vertical size of the
image at the screen is simply D/d times the vertical
electron beam size, it would give a factor of 1.49 in
SSRF x ray case.
As shown in Fig. 3, let the radiation intensity
distribution in the phase space at the source be I(ys,y0)，
and that at the screen be，I1(ys,y0;y)．A point (yp.yp')
at the source is transformed to the screen by the relation:

Beam current amplitude normalization, data processed
from image plane data.

Figure 3: The x-ray incident on a hole to pass through to
the screen monitor.
The shift distance of pinhole and camera with beam
intensity, depending on the original image data calculated
vertical projection profile, the projection data using
Gaussian function fitting, each image obtained amplitude
(Amp), center position (Pos), width (Sig) three
characteristic parameters of the fitting after normalization
of the beam current amplitude, data processed image
plane data. The translation of these results point to the
light source will be done.
For each profile, based on their corresponding holes in
the acceptance of a straight line, calculate the light source
point in the phase space Y, Y 'coordinate. Depending on
the obtained Y, Y ', Profile data contour map can be
drawn, namely photon phase space distribution, as shown
in Fig. 4.

Figure 5: Reconstructing phase space from M plant
image information.
A 20 μm identical size hole has been chosen to measure.
Ideally the tungsten plate stops the beam, allowing only
the x-ray incident on a hole to pass through to the screen
monitor. Moving pinhole step by step and adjustment
camera to get image corresponding. The total intensity of
each beam let as a function of the position of the defining
hole still provides a spatial profile of the beam. The
profiles of individual beam lets can be used to extract
information on the angular distribution of the beam at the
position of the hole.
The pinhole plate is shown in Fig. 3 as plane M and the
beam monitor as plane P, a distance D from the plane P.
The transverse spatial axes x and y are defined on M and
a parallel set of axes x0 and y0 on P. The origins of these
coordinate systems are connected by a line parallel to the
optic axis of the beam. A single collimated beam let is
shown. If a particle is known to pass through the point
(x0; y0) on M and strike P at the point (x; y), then the
slopes of the particle’s path with respect to the optic axis
are given by

x '  ( x  x0 ) / D  k ( x  x0 )
y '  ( y  y0 ) / D  k ( y  y0 )
k  1/ D
Thus the beam let spatial profiles in (x; y) are a direct
measure of the angular distribution of the beam sampled
at (x0; y0). So we were moving pinhole in different
position and taking the image data of screen to
reconstructing phase space from M plant image
information as shown in Fig.5. The dashed line is shown
the maxima value in the phase space trajectories with a
slope kc as:

kc 
Figure 4: Photon phase space distribution.
The points on the light source corresponding to the
pinhole are expressed by a line y’=(y-y0)/D in the phase
space ． As given in Fig. 4. The image on the screen
I(y,y0) is the integration of I(y,y’;y0) over y’. i.e. [4].
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k (Yc  yc )
ky
k c
Yc
Yc

To understand exactly what is imaged by the pinhole
camera, one must consider the photon distribution in (x,
x’, y, y’) phase space. The photon distribution is given by
the convolution of the electron distribution with the
photon distribution from a single electron. The photon
distribution from a single electron is not Gaussian, but for
x ray using a Gaussian approximation to this distribution
will be only negligible very small error to the results.
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CORRECTION EXPERIMENT
In order to get a smaller vertical beam size, methods are
chosen that correct betatron coupling and vertical
dispersion. If the skew quadrupoles used for coupling
correction are included as the fit parameters, the fit result
will give the skew quadrupoles strength that produces the
same effect. Then the opposite values are used to adjust
the vertical emittance to minimize. The experiment of
coupling correction was done at SSRF storage ring. The
skew quadrupoles strength have used for correction
experiment.
When changing the current value of quadrupole magnet
Q5, the variation can adjustment coupling. Phase space
will be change. It is shown on Fig. 5 while the Q5 current
change from 204.7A to 194.7A; the beam size y from 160
μ m to 100 μ m. Emmittance is getting smaller.
Corresponding tune working points move qx: from
0.2500 to 0.2215 qy: from 0.2846 to 0.2932 at different
coupling situations obtained using a scannable pinhole
camera, it is shown in Fig. 6.

how to implement small emittance measurement crucial.
Beam emittance and secret nature of the overall
transverse oscillation cutting contact with elliptical beam
area of the same in different locations, but the shape.
Shape is different, so the storage ring beam cross-section
shape and envelope undulant Changes with position. This
characteristic is determined by the relative position of the
oval-shaped Like, that depends on the Twiss parameters.
Lattice parameter β measurement by the position monitor,
in addition, the need to accurately measure the beam
profile. According to Rayleigh Criterion, by the light
source wavelength resolution is limited using visible
light Measurement bunch size, the diffraction effect is
very obvious, simple imaging systematic measurement
error is large, the use of X-ray imaging system to measure
the bunch size, can increase the resolution.
Coupling correction experiment indicate that more
skew quadrupoles are required if a smaller beam
emittance is demanded. When the skew quadrupole
number rises, the vertical dispersion and the coupling
from quadrupole rolls are more corrected.
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CONCLUSIONS
Commissioning of the SSRF storage ring with nominal
energy of 3.5 GeV was started in 2009. The storage ring
provides a high brightness source of x-rays from bending
magnets. The x-ray pinhole camera has been using to
achieve the parameter for beam spot size measurement
and real-time monitoring. SSRF storage ring has been
designed specifications for the 3.9 nm · rad emittance,
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VERTICAL UNDULATOR EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT:
A STATISTICAL APPROACH

Abstract
Direct measurement of low vertical emittance in storage
rings is typically achieved via interferometric techniques.
Proof of low vertical emittance is demonstrated by the measurement of a null radiation field, which is also the crux
of the vertical undulator emittance measurement. Here we
present strategies to improve the sensitivity to low vertical emittance beams. We move away from photon spectrum analysis to a statistical analysis of undulator radiation,
showing the measured increase in signal-to-background.
Reproducing simulations of previous work, we demonstrate that photon beam polarisation extends the linearity
of the technique by several decades in emittance. These
statistical and polarisation improvements to the signal-tobackground allow realistic measurement of smallest vertical emittance.

Photons at pinhole (1011 ph s −1 )

K.P. Wootton∗ , R.P. Rassool, School of Physics, University of Melbourne, VIC, Australia
M.J. Boland, B.C.C. Cowie, R. Dowd, Australian Synchrotron, Clayton, VIC, Australia
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Figure 1: Insertion device photon flux measured and fitted
for orbit bumps through the insertion device. Photon energies correspond to undulator harmonics 13, 14 and 15.

INTRODUCTION

ORBIT BUMPS
One of the most significant systematic uncertainties in
this flux measurement is the size and transverse position of
the pinhole mask. In particular, the technique is sensitive
to vertical transverse offsets of the pinhole [1].
The technique employed previously aimed to simultaneously minimise the size and centring of the pinhole formed
by closing four white beam blades. Instead in this work the
blades are closed to the minimum possible aperture, and
transverse orbit bumps are performed of the electron beam
through the insertion device to optimise centring. The pinhole flux measured in vertical angular bumps through the
insertion device is illustrated in Fig. 1, and for small amplitude bumps around the diffraction pattern central lobe
in Fig. 2. The small angular bumps through the insertion
device are used to recover the angular distribution of undulator radiation. As an approximation, the angular distribution of undulator radiation can be fitted by the double-slit
∗ k.wootton@student.unimelb.edu.au
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diffraction distribution [3]


2πσy θy
I(θy ) = I(0) sinc2
λR1



2πσr θy
× 1 + γ cos
+φ ,
λR1

(1)

where λ is the photon beam wavelength, R1 the distance
between the undulator and pinhole, σy is the electron beam
vertical size, σr the transverse deflected amplitude of the
electron beam in the undulator, γ the magnitude of the complex degree of spatial coherence, θy the angle of the orbit
bump (or angle of observation of the photon beam) and φ
an arbitrary phase offset (odd harmonic, φ ≈ 0, even harmonic, φ ≈ π). The transverse oscillation amplitude of the
electron beam in the undulator is approximated by a double
slit.
Fitting for the undulator radiation distribution, the angle of the electron beam through the insertion device can
be varied to recover the angular distribution of undulator
radiation, illustrated for small angles in Fig. 2.

REPEATED ACQUISITIONS
Statistical uncertainty in a measurement can be minimised by making repeated independent measurements of
a single quantity [4]. We aim to measure the photon flux
passing through a pinhole, for a given stored electron beam
current. To compensate for the decaying electron beam current, the quantity measured here is photodiode drain cur543
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Measurements and simulations of vertical emittance using a vertical undulator are presented. In previous work,
vertical undulators were observed as highly sensitive to the
electron beam vertical emittance [1,2]. In order to measure
beams of smallest vertical emittance, a concerted effort has
been made to understand and minimise systematic and statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 2: Measured and fitted vertical profile of undulator
radiation through orbit bump. Photon energies correspond
to undulator harmonics 13, 14 and 15.

Figure 4: Relative standard uncertainty in diode current
measured using a picoammeter over 80 acquisitions, for
various acquisition times and current ranges. The mean
diode current measured was approximately 1.1 × 10−7 A.
The highest current range shown is the auto range. Colour
scale shows measured (δµ/µ).

rent, normalised to a nominal 200 mA stored beam current
by the measured DCCT current. For n repeat measurements Gaussian-distributed about some mean value µ, the
standard uncertainty in the estimate of the mean δµ is given
by [4]
σ
δµ = √ ,
(2)
n

choices of acquisition range, statistical uncertainty in the
measured pinhole flux can be an insignificant contribution
to the uncertainty in measured pinhole flux.

where σ is the standard deviation of measured values. The
interpretation of this statement is that as the number of samples n is increased, the measured mean converges toward
the true mean of the distribution. For comparison, in Figs. 3
and 4 the measured relative standard deviation is shown for
12 and 80 acquisitions, over various acquisition ranges and
times. Figures 3 and 4 highlight that over appropriate

One approach in the minimisation of systematic uncertainties is by selective observation of the polarisation components of the photon beam flux. This was first outlined
for a proposed SPring-8 vertical undulator measurement of
vertical emittance [5]. The intensity of horizontal Ix and
vertical Iy linear polarised light is described in terms of the
Stokes parameters by [6]

10

Acquisition range (A)
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PHOTON POLARISATION

I x = 1 × S0 + 1 × S1 + 0 × S2 + 0 × S3 ,
I y = 1 × S0 − 1 × S1 + 0 × S2 + 0 × S3 ,

(3)
(4)

where the Stokes parameters are defined in terms of the intensity of light with respect to polarisation orientations S1
denotes linear polarisation, S2 linear at 45◦ , and S3 circular
polarisation [7],
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Figure 3: Relative standard uncertainty in diode current
measured using a picoammeter over 12 acquisitions, for
various acquisition times and current ranges. The mean
diode current measured was approximately 1.1 × 10−7 A.
The highest current range shown is the auto range. Colour
scale shows measured (δµ/µ).
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S0 = 2I0 ,

(5)

S1 = 2I1 − 2I0 ,

(6)

S3 = 2I3 − 2I0 .

(8)

−6

S2 = 2I2 − 2I0 ,

(7)

We have undertaken simulations of the undulator brilliance
using the SPECTRA code [8]. The code returns several
polarisation parameters in the form,
I 0 = S0 ,

(9)

P L = S1 /S0 ,
P L45 = S2 /S0 ,

(10)

P C = S3 /S0 .

(12)

(11)
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Hence, we can calculate the intensities of horizontally and
vertically polarised light as given by Eq. 3, 4 by
Ix = I0 (1 + S1 /S0 ),

(13)

Iy = I0 (1 − S1 /S0 ).

(14)

10
10
10
10
10

18

16

CONCLUSION
The measurement of a null radiation field is the crux of
this vertical emittance measurement. Techniques are presented to minimise sources of statistical and systematic uncertainty. To reconstruct the angular distribution of undulator radiation, transverse orbit bumps of the electron beam
are promising, as is the rejection of horizontal polarised
photons for the measurement of lowest vertical emittance.
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¡
¢
Brilliance ph mm −2 mrad −2 s−1 per 0.1%

This simulation is presented in Fig. 5 for an ideal sinusoidal
undulator and beam with parameters matching our experimental conditions [1]. It is seen that a significant contribution to the on-axis brilliance of even harmonics arises
from horizontally polarised light. The ratio of fluxes for the
14th and 15th undulator harmonics with varying emittance
is presented in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the measurement
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APPLE-II UNDULATOR MAGNETIC FIELDS CHARACTERISED FROM
UNDULATOR RADIATION
K.P. Wootton∗ , R.P. Rassool, School of Physics, University of Melbourne, VIC, Australia
M.J. Boland, B.C.C. Cowie, Australian Synchrotron, Clayton, VIC, Australia
Abstract
Bx
By

0.6
0.4
Bx,y (T)

The spatial proﬁle of APPLE-II undulator radiation has
been measured at high undulator deﬂection parameter, high
harmonic and very small emittance. Undulators are typically designed to operate with small deﬂection parameter to
push the fundamental mode to high photon energies. This
unusual choice of parameters is desirable for measurement
of vertical emittance with a vertical undulator.
We present 1-D and 2-D measured proﬁles of undulator radiation and show that this is reproduced in numerical
models using the measured magnetic ﬁeld of the insertion
device. Importantly these measurements conﬁrm that for
these parameters, the spatial intensity distribution departs
signiﬁcantly from usual Gaussian approximations, instead
resembling a double-slit diffraction pattern. This could be
an important consideration for photon beamlines of ultimate storage ring light sources.
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Figure 1: Magnetic ﬁeld of APPLE-II insertion device in
vertical polarisation mode, scaled from Hall probe measurements [4].

Crucial to the vertical undulator emittance measurement
technique we have developed is the availability of a high
deﬂection parameter vertical undulator [1, 2]. At the Australian Synchrotron, we use an APPLE-II elliptically polarising undulator in a magnet phase conﬁguration for vertically polarised light [3, 4]. The parameters of these experiments are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Undulator and Electron Beam Parameters for Experiment and Simulation
Parameter

Value

Electron beam energy
Beam energy spread
Horizontal emittance
Vertical emittance (nominal)
Undulator K
Undulator period length
Number of full periods
First harmonic photon energy

3.033 GeV
0.0011
10 nm rad
100 pm rad
3.85
75 mm
25
134.7 eV

UNDULATOR MAGNETIC FIELD
The model used in our previous analyses of the emittance measurements assumed an ideal horizontal, sinusoidal electron beam trajectory though the undulator. An
∗ k.wootton@student.unimelb.edu.au
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Figure 2: Trajectory of a 3 GeV electron beam through
measured magnetic ﬁeld map of Fig. 1 [4], calculated using
SPECTRA [5].
improved model is presented which accounts for the deleterious effects of phase errors on the electron beam trajectory, using the measured magnetic ﬁeld of the insertion device. The magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle of this APPLE-II
insertion device was measured at the time of acceptance,
at the design magnetic gap of 16.0 mm [4]. The magnetic ﬁeld was measured along the device centreline with
a three-axis Hall probe. Lamentably, at the time of writing we possess no equipment at the Australian Synchrotron
with which to measure insertion device magnetic ﬁelds ourselves. For the purposes of safe clearance of the electron
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Figure 3: Spatial proﬁle of undulator radiation from a vertical undulator, 15 m downstream of the insertion device. (a)
Measured spatial proﬁle of 6th undulator harmonic, at 808 eV. (b) SPECTRA [5] simulation of spatial proﬁle of 6th
undulator harmonic, at 808 eV. The magnetic ﬁeld proﬁle of Fig. 1 was used for the simulation of the insertion device.

The angular distribution of spontaneous radiation from
an undulator is theoretically described [6–8]. Devices of
interest to storage ring lightsources typically employ undulators of small deﬂection parameter (K ≈ 1), and prefer to
use low undulator harmonics to achieve high photon beam
brilliance. Figure 3 presents measurements and simulations
of the projection of undulator radiation from this APPLE-II
undulator.
The beamline used for these experiments does not have
a pinhole for characterising the spatial proﬁle of radiation [9]. Several other beamlines do, for this speciﬁc
purpose [10]. Instead, we close four blades of the whitebeam slits to form a rectangular pinhole aperture, which
are scanned to measure the proﬁle of Fig. 3. A photodiode which captures the full beam passed by the white-beam
slits was used for this measurement.
The important features of Fig. 3 are the central two lobes
of the 6th harmonic, and the outer ring of the 7th harmonic.
This narrow interference pattern is characteristic of undulator radiation, but is seldom observed. Storage ring light
Beam Profile Monitors

Integrating over the central 3 mm width of the distribution in Fig. 3, the vertical proﬁle of undulator radiation at
808 eV is presented in Fig. 4.
Figure 4 highlights that the measured vertical asymmetry in the distribution of undulator radiation is partially accounted for by using the measured magnetic ﬁeld distribution in simulations. The central on-axis null at y = 0 mm
is similarly well-described.

Measured
Simulated - ﬁeldmap
Simulated - ideal

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

−2

−1

0
y (mm)

1

2

Figure 4: Vertical proﬁle of undulator radiation in Fig. 3.
The intensity is integrated over x = −1.5 mm to 1.5 mm.
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PINHOLE SCANS (2-D)

sources typically operate with very large horizontal emittances of order nm rad, convolving the narrow angular distribution of undulator radiation with the broad horizontal
beam emittance. The interference pattern is observed here
speciﬁcally because of the vertical deﬂection by the undulator and the low vertical emittance of order pm rad.

Flux (a.u.)

beam vacuum chamber, we limit the minimum operating
gap to 17.0 mm, and these experiments are conducted with
a gap of 17.1 mm. To compensate for this in our model,
the magnitude of the measured magnetic ﬁeld components
at a gap of 16.0 mm have been scaled down. The ﬁeld was
scaled down until the simulated on-axis peaks of the undulator harmonics were at the same photon energies as the
measured spectrum. This scaled ﬁeld is presented for the
horizontal Bx and By components in Fig. 1.
The synchrotron radiation code SPECTRA was used to
simulate light produced by the insertion device [5]. Using
the ﬁeld illustrated in Fig. 1, the trajectory of a 3 GeV electron was calculated and is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 5: Measured undulator radiation intensity blade
scans at different undulator harmonics. The lower whitebeam slit is scanned vertically upwards from y < 0 to
y > 0.

CONCLUSION

2

The spatial distribution of radiation from a vertical insertion device has been characterised at very low vertical
emittance. Both 2-D and 1-D spatial distributions of radiation have been measured, using a combination of blade
scans. Simulations of the insertion device radiation are
given, using a magnetic ﬁeld distribution scaled from the
measured ﬁeld. It is shown that these simulations accurately reproduce the measured photon beam distribution.
This close agreement between simulation and experiment
is important both for the vertical emittance undulator technique, and potentially also for insertion devices at proposed
ultimate storage ring light sources.

0
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Figure 6: Gradient of Fig. 5 with respect to vertical blade
scan direction. The vertical proﬁle of undulator radiation
is recovered and is compared to simulation. Compare also
with Fig. 4.

BLADE SCANS (1-D)
The spatial proﬁle of radiation was characterised in the
vertical direction alone using blade scans. With a horizontal aperture of 0.5 mm, the lower blade of the white beam
slits was stepped vertically upwards through the radiation
distribution. The change in measured photon ﬂux through
the aperture with blade position is plotted in Fig. 5. Taking
the derivative of this distribution with respect to the vertical
position of the blade, the intensity distribution of undulator
radiation is recovered. This is plotted in Fig. 6.

DISCUSSION
These measurements conﬁrm assumptions regarding the
spatial distribution of undulator radiation, which is sensitive to vertical emittance. The angular distribution of un548

dulator radiation departs from usual Gaussian approximations, and at such low emittances resembles a narrow interference diffraction pattern. This is observed because the
vertical emittance is so small relative to the transverse deﬂection of the undulator in the vertical direction.
Low emittance light sources are beginning to produce
undulator radiation of interesting spatial distributions [10].
As electron beam light sources approach diffraction limits, the spatial distribution of radiation may become a
topic of interest. Diffraction-limited ultimate storage rings
are currently proposed with horizontal emittance of order
100 pm rad [11–13]. Such proposals should be aware of the
diffraction-limited spatial distribution of undulator radiation, and its departure from usual Gaussian-approximated,
emittance dominated photon beams.

KPW is very grateful for useful discussions with Takashi
Tanaka (SPring-8) in the implementation of measured magnetic ﬁeld distributions within the SPECTRA code. This
research was undertaken on the soft x-ray beamline on the
storage ring at the Australian Synchrotron, Victoria, Australia.
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LOW NOISE AND HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE OPTICAL
INTERFEROMETER BEAMSIZE MEASUREMENTS
M. J. Boland, Australian Synchrotron, Clayton, Victoria 3168, Australia
T. Mitsuhashi, KEK, Ibaraki, Japan
K. P. Wootton, The University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010, Australia
Abstract

INTENSITY IMBALANCED
INTERFEROMETER

vessel and are to overcome without major reconstruction
of the steel chamber. Design options are being considered
to extract the beam symmetrically from the top and bottom
part of the radiation fan but presently the beamline frontend
aperture limits the spacial frequencies that are transmitted
into the interferometer and prevent it from measuring beam
sizes below approximately 40 µm.
5

10

data
fit
min/max envelope
4

10
intensity [a.u.]

The technique of optical interferometry to measure beam
sizes requires a low noise and high dynamic range digitisation system to push the performance to ultra low emittance
on storage rings. The next generation of camera sensor Scientific CMOS (sCMOS) promises to provide the technology to improve optical interferometry. A series of measurements was performed on the Australian Synchrotron storage ring using a sCMOS and a intensity imbalance optical
interferometer. The coupling in the storage ring was varied
from maximum to minimum using the skew quadrupoles
and the beam size at the optical diagnostic beamline was
varied from over 100 microns to around 1 micron. A comparison is made between interferometer measurements using the sCMOS with and without an intensity imbalance
and with previous measurements using a CCD system.
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10

The method of directly determining the beam size using an optical interferometer was pioneered at the Photon
Factory [1] and later improved upon for measuring ultra
small beam sizes at ATF [2] using the intensity imbalanced method [4]. The experimental setup used to make
beam size measurements using an intensity imbalanced interferometer at the Australian Synchrotron in this paper
are explained elsewhere [6]. This work is motivated by
the achievement of ultra low vertical emittance in the Australian Synchrotron storage ring [3] and the desire for a direct measurement. The intensity imbalance method pushes
the fundamental limit that can be measured with an interferometer down to approximately 1 µm under ideal conditions. The measurements presented here use the latest
sCMOS technology to test the detectors ability to fulfill
the interferometer requirements of low noise, high dynamic
range and a linear response with light intensity variations.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental set-up is described in Ref. [6] and the
resultant typical interference pattern is shown in Fig. 1.
These interference patterns are fitted to extract the interference fringe visibility from which the beam size is determined as described below. The optical diagnostic beamline
uses a frontend designed for x-ray extraction and is limited
to extracting 1 mrad of visible light from the top part of the
beam and thus only samples a fraction of the 5 mrad vertical opening angle of the optical synchrotron radiation. The
limiting apertures of the beamline are in the dipole vacuum
550
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Figure 1: Typical interference pattern with the nodes in the
envelope function returning to the background noise levels.
A log scale is use on the vertical axis to illustrate the clarity
of the higher harmonics of the interference pattern.

IMAGE SENSOR PERFORMANCE
A new sCMOS detector [5] was tested for its suitability
to measuring interference patterns on the intensity imbalance interferometer.
Firstly, the dynamic range of the sensor was tested by observing an interference pattern and looking for higher order
diffraction fringes (see Fig. 2). For the given field of view
of the system the fringes were visible right to the edge of
the sensor and above the background noise up to the 18th
node of the sinc pattern.
Secondly, the linearity of the sensor was measured by
recording the peak value on the image for a range of single bunch currents in the storage ring. A single bunch was
injected into the same RF bucket and the current recorded
with a DCCT. Figure 3 shows that over a one order of magnitude change in single bunch current the fitted peak amplitude varies linearly with a high degree of accuracy.
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At the higher intensities there is trend away from linearity
by approximately 1%.

160
140

counts

Finally, the background noise of the sCMOS was observed in water cooled mode which drops the temperature
of the sensor to approximately −20C. The camera was covered with a light tight cap and a dark field image was taking
with a 9 ms exposure time (see Fig. 4). The noise level was
100 ± 3 counts per pixel or 0.15% of the full 16 bit ADC
range. Even when the sensor is illumination with 300 ms
exposure time is still has a background count of 100 per
pixel (c.f. Fig. 1 and Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Dark field measurement using the sCMOS camera.

BEAM SIZE MEASUREMENTS
To extract the beam size from an interference pattern, a
fit is made of the visibility V using the relation [4]
2πa
I(y) = I0 sinc
y
λR

2 



2πD
1 + |V| cos
y+φ ,
λR

and the beam size is then given by
s
 
1
πD 1
ln
.
σy =
λR 2
|γ|
Figure 2: Image of the interference pattern recorded by the
sCMOS sensor illustrating the high dynamic range.

|γ| = V
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The complex degree of coherence γ is related to the visibility by the intensity imbalance through the two slit by
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Figure 3: Peak beam spot intensity for a range of single
bunch currents
The performance of the sCMOS seems ideal for taking
high quality images of the interferometer beam size measurement apparatus.
Beam Profile Monitors

(1 + I2 /I1 )
p
.
2 I2 /I1

The beam size was measured for a range of different
emittance coupling values to observe the change in the vertical beam size. For each setting of the coupling a optical model parameters of the storage ring lattice were obtained using LOCO measurements [7]. The Twiss parameters were then used to get a prediction of the beam size
for comparison to the interferometer measurements. Figure 5 shows the vertical beam size increased with higher
emittance coupling as expected and the measured values
are slightly higher than predicted by the model fitted to the
LOCO measurement.
The overestimate of the beam size compared with the fitted model is not unexpected since there is a well know 50
Hz beam orbit motion of the order of 10% of the beam size,
as observed on the BPM measurements. Since the interference patterns were taken using 300 ms exposure times the
pattern will become smeared by this motion and the visibility will be made worse than the instantaneous visibility.
For the very low coupling values the vertical emittance
is only a few picometre and the corresponding beam size
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is a few micron. However, due to the cutoff of the higher
order spacial frequencies by the beamline frontend mask as
mentioned earlier, the minimum beam size measured with
the interferometer is of the order of tens of micron. This
indicates the ultra low vertical emittance cannot be directly
measure with the present optical beamline and a new larger
opening angle frontend needs to be designed to push the
interferometer apparatus down to the fundamental limit.
In anticipation of being able to achieve a larger opening angle, the intensity imbalance measurements have been
made to demonstrated that the apparatus works as intended.
Figure 5 shows that the balanced and imbalanced measurements are in good agreement while Fig. 6 shows how the
visibility is kept low in the imbalanced apparatus even for
the lowest emittances, allowing the interference patterns to
stay well above the noise floor of the sensor.
200
balanced
imbalanced
LOCO

180

120
σy [µm]
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The sCMOS sensor has very low noise, high dynamic
range and a linear response that is ideally suited to recording the interference patterns from an optical interferometer.
The vertical beam size was measured using the SCMOS
sensor for a range of different emittance coupling values
in the Australian Synchrotron storage ring. The ultra low
vertical emittance could not be observed due to the limiting factors of 50 Hz beam orbit motion and a small 1 mrad
vertical opening angle on the optical diagnostic beamline.
A new design of the visible light extraction system is being
investigated to decrease the lower limit of the beam size
that can be observed with interferometer apparatus.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the visibility measurements using
the balanced and the imbalanced interferometer.
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RESPONSE OF SCINTILLATING SCREENS TO FAST AND SLOW
EXTRACTED ION BEAMS*
A. Lieberwirth1,2,#, W. Ensinger1, P. Forck 2, B. Walasek-Höhne2
1
TU Darmstadt, Germany; 2GSI Darmstadt, Germany
$EVWUDFW

MOTIVATION

particle numbers and by a Secondary Electron
Emission Monitor for higher number with a resolution
of 5% [3].
- For fast extracted beam current-measurement was
performed by a resonant transformer with a detection
threshold of about 105 particles per pulse and a
resolution of 1% [4].
In our experiment (see Fig. 1), plates of scintillating
materials were inserted into the beam under an angle of
45°. The screens were observed with two standard CCDcamera-systems (AVT Marlin F033B with 8bit mode,
VGA resolution, Firewire-Interface). Both cameras were
mounted parallel to the scintillating screens at a distance
of 40 cm. The reproduction scale was 4.1 px/mm. A
remote-controlled lens system (Pentax, 16 mm focal
length) as well as a 5% transmission neutral-density-filter
on the second camera were used to increase the dynamic
range for the experiment.

Scintillating Screens are a direct intercepting method to
observe transverse beam profiles. Profile measurements
are important for controlling the spatial distribution of the
particle beam, as well as matching of different sections of
the accelerator. Scintillating materials should fulfil
several requirements [1], among them we investigated
here:
• dynamic range and linearity between the
incident particle flux and the light output
• radiation hardness to prevent damages
• availability in variable sizes at moderate costs
For FAIR high energy beam transport lines scintillating
screens for profile measurements are foreseen at 31
different locations.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All measurements were performed at GSI (Darmstadt,
Germany). The results, described here, were achieved
with a 350 MeV/u Uranium beam from SIS18. Before
reaching the target location the ions had to cross different
materials (e.g. stainless steel foil). Thus the projectile
charge at the target can be estimated to have a mean value
of Zeff=91 and energy of 320 MeV/u for slow extraction
(with 200 ms) and 340 MeV/u for fast one (within 1 s)
[2]. The number of particles per pulse (ppp) was
determined in two ways:
- For slow extracted beam intensity-measurement was
performed by an Ionisation Chamber for lower
____________________________________________

*Work supported by BMBF, contract number 05P12RDRBJ
#corresponding author, a.lieberwirth@gsi.de
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Figure 1: Principle of experimental setup. The
scintillating screen target ladder is tilted by 45° with
respect to the beam and is moveable perpendicular to the
plane of the paper. Camera system is mounted at an angle
90° in respect to the screens.
The camera was triggered with the beam delivery. Prior
to the beam delivery a background picture was recorded.
The data acquisition software BeamView [5] was used to
store individual images. Light recorded on CCD chip
(grey-value) corresponds to light output in this
publication.
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For FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research)
imaging properties of inorganic scintillators for high
energetic heavy ion beams were studied. In order to
investigate the characteristics of scintillation response and
transverse beam profile, several experiments were
conducted with slow (200 ms) and fast (1 s) extracted
350 MeV/u Uranium beams from SIS18. The extracted
particle number was varied between 105 and 109 particles
per pulse for the irradiation of five different scintillators:
Cr-doped alumina as well as two phosphors P46 and one
P43. Additionally radiation resistance tests for two
phosphor screens and the Cr-doped alumina screen were
performed by irradiating with more than 700 pulses with
109 ions each.
Linear response in scintillation light output over the
large range of ion intensities is observed and for each
material statistical moments were calculated.
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Table 1: Overview of the Investigated Screen Materials, their Layer Thickness, Initial Energy Loss and Material Phase
Material

Supplier

Thickness

dE/dx [2]

Phase

P43 (Gd2O2S:Tb)

ProxiVision [8]

50 m

1.6 keV/m

powder crystals

P46 (Y3Al5O12:Ce)

ProxiVision [8]

50 m

1.0 keV/m

powder crystals

P46 (Y3Al5O12:Ce)

Crytur [9]

20 m

1.0 keV/m

powder crystals

Al2O3

BCE [10]

0.8 mm

2.1 keV/m

ceramics

Al2O3:Cr

BCE [10]

0.8 mm

2.1 keV/m

ceramics

The results for five inorganic materials are described;
an overview of the used scintillators is given in Table 1.
All targets were chosen such that a part of their optical
emission takes place within the working region of the
used optical system, which is within 400 nm and
1000 nm.
It is important to mention that all measurements were
performed in air.

RESULTS
/LJKW2XWSXWYV%HDP&XUUHQW
For the measurements the particle number was varied
between 105 and 2 · 109ppp.
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To analyse the recorded images, a dedicated python
code was developed. The code includes the properties of
the experimental setup as well as the beam parameters
(e.g. number of particles). The code performs various
steps for image evaluation, including backgroundsubtraction, image-smoothing and scaling of grey-values
to the given optical setup. To minimize noise a Region Of
Interest (ROI) is chosen with identical area for each
target. An example of the chosen ROI is given in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Light output of P43 phosphor screen vs. particle
number. Each dot represents one beam pulse, the lines are
linear functions. Beam parameters: 340 MeV/u (fast
extraction) respectively 320 MeV/u (slow extraction)
Uranium beam (Zeff=91) with number of particles
between 105 and 2 · 109 per pulse.

Figure 2: Processed image from recorded scintillation in
false colors and the projections of the beam spot in
horizontal and vertical axis with chosen ROI.

As shown in Fig. 3, the light output of the investigated
scintillators shows linear response over four orders of
magnitude for both, slow and fast extracted beams.
Noticeable is that light output for fast extracted beams is
two times lower than for slow extracted beams.
Systematic studies for different materials (Fig. 4)
showed that the light output differs by two orders of
magnitude between materials and rises almost linear over
a large intensity range for both, slow and fast extracted
beams. As expected from former studies [6], the purpose
built scintillator P43 is most sensitive followed by
Al2O3:Cr and P46 phosphor.

Horizontal and vertical projections as well as calculated
light output and recorded beam width  are stored into
ASCII-files.
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Transverse beam profiles were analysed in both,
horizontal and vertical direction. An example of vertical
profiles is shown in Fig. 5. A qualitative comparison of
recorded beam width, by calculating the square root of the
second statistical moment , is still under investigation.
From the first data evaluation, we can see that no
saturation was observed over the complete range of
particle numbers. The small change in the shape of
distribution was observed during irradiation with different
beam currents as shown in Fig. 5. It can be due to change
in the beam itself or in the material response.

more than 700 pulses (according to a period of
45 minutes). After a break of 10 minutes a second
irradiation of 15 minutes (according to 50-100 pictures)
was performed to see if any change in material response
can be observed.
Among the screens, a constant light output is observed
for Al2O3:Cr and P46 (Crytur) as presented in Fig. 6. The
light output from ProxiVision sample P43 decreases
slightly upon irradiation.
After the break no significant difference in light output
was observed for all phosphor samples that can indicate
that no thermal influence on the materials occurred during
irradiation. The results are, in agreement with former
investigations, on slow extracted beam [7].
The beam profile reading remains stable for all
examined samples during the irradiation hardness tests.

CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Normalized vertical projection of the beam spot
obtained for P43 at different beam intensities with fast
extracted 340 MeV/u Uranium pulses.

5DGLDWLRQ6WDELOLW\7HVWV
In addition to the constant profile reproduction
behaviour, the linear light output from the investigated
scintillation screens enhances our interest in these
materials for further studies. The radiation stability of
Al2O3:Cr, P43 phosphor and one P46 phosphor were
investigated using fast extracted 2 · 109 Uranium ppp with
340 MeV/u. The ion beam irradiated each target with

Beam Profile Monitors

Several inorganic materials were investigated under
irradiation of high energy heavy ion beams. The light
output for all studied materials is noticeably linear with
respect to the number of particles and differs only by a
factor of two between slow and fast extraction, even for
P43 phosphor screen with a decay time 1000 times higher
than spill duration of fast extraction. Also radiation
hardness tests look very promising. Phosphor screens as
well as common used Al2O3:Cr seem to be adequate for
FAIR applications.
Further experiments (e.g. spectrometry) are required for a
proper understanding of scintillation process and material
modification due to radiation. This experimental
programme will be continued for different ion species and
energies to provide the necessary data required for an
appropriate choice of scintillating materials keeping in
mind the large variety of ion species and intensities at the
FAIR facility.
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Figure 4: Light output from three scintillating screens as function of number of particles. Beam parameters: 340 MeV/u
(fast extraction) respectively 320 MeV/u (slow extraction) Uranium beam (Zeff=91).
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Figure 6: Light output and recorded horizontal beam width from various scintillators as function of integrated particles.
After 45 minutes of irradiation a 10 minutes break was introduced to let the screen relax, followed by additional 15
minutes irradiation. The difference  in between P43 (ProxiVision) and P46 (Crytur) to Al 2O3:Cr indicates a modified
beam setting. Beam parameters: 340 MeV/u Uranium beam (Zeff=91) with 2 · 109 fast extracted particles per pulse.
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BEAM HALO MONITOR BASED ON AN HD DIGITAL MICRO MIRROR
ARRAY*

Abstract
A beam halo monitor is an essential device to pursue
studies of halo particles produced in any particle
accelerator as to investigate the effects of disturbances,
such as field kicks, gradient errors, etc. A fast, least
intrusive, high dynamic range monitor will allow the
detection and potentially control of particles at the tail of
a transverse beam distribution. Light generated by a beam
of charged particles is routinely used for beam diagnostic
purposes. A halo monitor based on a digital micro-mirror
device (DMD) used to generate an adaptive optical mask
to block light in the core of the emitted light profile and
hence limit observation to halo particles has been
developed in close collaboration with CERN and
University of Maryland. In this contribution an evolution
of this monitor is presented. A high definition micro
mirror array with 1920x1080 pixels has been embedded
into a MATLAB-based control system, giving access to
even higher monitor resolution. A masking algorithm has
also been developed that automates mask generation
based on user-definable thresholds, converts between
CCD and DMD geometries, processes and analyses the
beam halo signal and is presented in detail.

INTRODUCTION
For any high intensity accelerator, it is of central
importance to have a detailed understanding of the beam
halo formation to possibly control and detect beam losses.
The latter are associated with potentially negative effects,
such as activation of the surrounding vacuum chambers,
emittance growth, increased signal background and
therefore complicate machines maintenance and increase
costs. Beam halo is present in beam phase-space and can
be described as the low intense particles at large radii
away from the more intense ‘core’ part of the beam,
where the majority of the particles are normally
concentrated. Experimental studies into the mechanisms
controlling the formation of halo and their interactions,
such as space-charge or parametric resonances, etc. need
to be performed to verify measurements with theory or
simulation [1]. A major challenge in beam halo
monitoring is detection of the small number of particles in
the transverse tail region of the beam distribution. This
needs a high dynamic range measurement able to
distinguish between the intense ‘core’ and the faint ‘halo’
part of the beam. Here, a beam halo monitor is devised
exploiting light generated by charged particle beams,
either through optical synchrotron radiation (OSR),
------------------------------*Work supported by the EU within the oPAC project under
grant agreement 289485 and the STFC Cockcroft Institute Core
Grant No. ST/G008248/1.
#blaine.lomberg@liverpool.ac.uk
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optical transition radiation (OTR) or luminescent screens
[2]. This monitor measures halo particles by performing a
special observational technique with an adaptive masking
method that can image a beam halo with a high dynamic
range (HDR) [3]. The monitor uses state-of-the-art highdefinition digital micro-mirror-array device (HD-DMD)
technology equipped with the unique ability to program
mirrors to adapt to any desired shape of a particle beam.
This monitor is investigated in the laboratory with a
proof-of-principle experiment by using HeNe laser and a
14-Bit (A/D) CCD sensor. This is incorporated into a
simple optical imaging system that employs a flexible
core masking routine to suppress the core part of the
beam by deflection using a number of micro-mirror arrays
on the HD-DMD, to allow the observation of halo. In
addition, this imaging technique is hampered by dynamic
range (DR), since the CCD sensor has only an intrinsic
DR of 10,000. Neutral density (ND) filters are utilized to
reduce the core intensity and avoid the CCD sensor from
being saturated at short exposure times. An HDR 105 is
imperative to clearly observe a halo profile within the low
intense ‘tail’ distribution of the beam. The monitor can
then be used to properly benchmark beam models in
accelerators. Here, a layout of an improved higher
resolution monitor is presented together with initial
measurements of transverse beam profiles with various
mask sizes to identify halos and illustrate the performance
of the halo monitor.

HD-DMD TECHNOLOGY
The halo monitor is based on micro-optoelectromechanical system (MOEMS) technology known
as Digital Micro-mirror Device (DMD). The DMD uses
the DLP Discovery 4100 platform with a 0.95 1080p
chipset created by Texas Instruments for enabling highdefinition and high performance spatial light filtering [4].
This DMD consists of a DLP9500 2-D array of 1-bit
CMOS memory cells arranged in a grid of 1920×1080
micro alumina mirrors of size 10.8µm × 10.8µm. The
DMD has an optical fill factor of 85%, with a fast
crossing over time of 22 µs for the micro mirrors. The
device is used as an adaptive optical device where each
mirror in the DMD can be controlled individually to
direct light in different directions depending on the micro
mirror state. Individually each mirror can be set to two
stable binary ‘states’ that is either 0 or 1, corresponding to
an angle of -12o or +12o, respectively. The mirrors are
switched digitally to their angular positions,
corresponding to the contents of the CMOS memory cell
state (0 or 1), after a mirror ‘clocking pulse’ is applied.
This pulse corresponds to a waveform voltage of ±28 V in
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the DLP9500 when writing a logic 0 or 1 into the CMOS
memory cell. In the 1-state (on) the DMD mirrors are
tilted by +12o and the light is reflected in a direction 24o
with respect to the incident rays, while in the 0-state (off),
light is directed 48o away from this path, see Figs 1 and 2.
Therefore, DMD technology allows an adaptable
reflective mask to be generated by specific instruction of
a user-defined programmable spatial filter code to ‘flip’
micro-mirrors by either +12o or -12o.

Figure 3: SEM pictures of DMD mirrors, from [6].

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
Copyright ○

Figure 1: Schematic of DMD two pixels superstructure,
from [4].
The basic structure of each DMD pixel (mirror) is a
combination of opto-mechanical and electro-mechanical
elements, see Fig. 3. The operation of the (DMD) array is
determined by electrostatics with each mirror positioned
over the corresponding CMOS memory cell, which plays
a part in determining the state of the mirror. Mechanically
the DMD array is separated by sub- and super-structures,
where the substructure of the mirror pixels consists of a
silicon substrate that is rigidly attached to an underlying
yoke and a torsional hinge [5]. The yoke makes contact
with the surface below on the spring tips, as shown in Fig.
2. An insulting layer on the top of the substrate isolates
the super-structure from the substructure. Above the
insulating layer is a thin metallic layer which forms the
electrodes which holds the mirrors in position and
supports the hinge. When an electrostatic potential is
applied to the lower and upper electrodes an electrostatic
torque is created. This torque developed between the
underlying memory cell and the yoke and mirror against
the restoring torque of the hinges causes mirror rotation in
the positive or negative direction.

To test the beam halo monitor and the HD-DMD
technology, we present the filtering ability, the flexible
core masking technique and the automation process with
measurements using a simple light source in a laboratory
environment. A continuous HeNe laser with an output
power of 0.5mW and a single wavelength of 633nm is
ideal for a proof-of-principle experiment, as the opening
angle of the laser of 0.1o (1.41 mrad) is comparable to the
OSR/OTR emitted by an electron beam at some 100 MeV
[7]. Therefore, the radiation generated by a real-particle
beam can be simulated by using a laser beam. The laser
beam is Gaussian with sufficient light intensity and can
be attenuated by optical neutral density filters to observe
its beam halo.
Fig. 4 illustrates how beam halo monitoring with
optical methods is performed. It shows how the laser
beam is reflected by an HD-DMD into a 14-Bit CCD
sensor that measures the 2D beam profile. Thereafter, an
image is provided from the CCD, read into a mask
generation code in MATLAB, where an adaptive mask is
then created and applied to the beam core (red). The mask
information is then sent from the control PC to the DMD
to initialise the flipping of the mirrors. Now the central
beam core (red) will be deflected, while the halo (blue) is
still reflected into the CCD sensor. The challenge of
measuring with a high dynamic range is increased, when
measuring profiles at low intensities. One way to
overcome this challenge is to increase the exposure time
by scaling it with a factor of the mask size or threshold
level.

Figure 2: The Micro-mirror landing positions and light
paths.
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MASK GENERATION

In addition to the setup in Fig. 4, there are also two
rotational compensations required to correctly take the
geometry of the experiment into account. The first is to
rotate the DMD 45o about the optical axis as in Figure 5,
to make the rotation axis of each micro-mirror coincide
with the vertical, since the mirrors in the DMD are
skewed and the setup requires flipping by ±12 o about the
x-axis. The second compensation is to rotate the CCD
camera in the horizontal plane by 24.7 o, due to distortion
in the image plane of the beam [8].

Figure 6: Illustration of adaptive masking technique for
an arbitrary beam profile.
A MATLAB program was written to control the CCD
and to generate a mask to be sent to the DMD using a
script *.m file. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 7.
Key procedures including CCD image acquisition, image
processing and mask generation are highlighted.
Figure 5: Illustration of DMD rotation and mask
transformation procedure.
Mask generation requires re-scaling of the mask to the
desired size. In Fig. 5 a calibration is done for the size of
the DMD chip as the DMD pixel information needs to be
transformed, due to the different matrix size of CCD and
DMD. The different size and orientation of the DMD and
the camera chips requires transformation to generate any
arbitrary mask. The calibration performed in Figure 5
uses image processing in MATLAB to define the DMD
chip edges inside the CCD image. There-from, it
determines the DMD chip-size (∆x, ∆y) in terms of CCD
units (x’, y’). A translation of the chip is then created with
size ∆x*∆y and the pixels now set to 1 for inside the point
of interest (xo, yo) and 0 for values outside the point of
interest.
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Figure 4: Photograph of proof-of-principle experiment at
the Cockcroft Institute, UK.

The HD-DMD is fundamental in the mask generation
process as it operates as the programmable spatial filter
for a desired beam shape. The mask generation process is
illustrated in Figure. 6. Initially the profile of the beam is
measured with all mirrors in 1-state, so that all light is
detected by the CCD sensor using image processing
within MATLAB Imaqtools. The CCD image is a 14-bit
image with 16,383 different shades of black that is saved
in *.tiff file format. The HD-DMD has only two states of
operation and thus reads only a grey-scale image with a
1920×1080 matrix of elements with 0 or 1. Therefore, the
stored CCD image needs conversion to greyscale in order
to define a mask for the beam core. The mask threshold
value is link to the image matrix intensity value. A userdefined threshold value can then be set in the MATLAB
masking code which thereby can define various mask
sizes for the core region. The generated mask file is then
sent to the HD-DMD and causes the mirrors to tilt to +12o
and -12o. The final part of the process is where the image
is re-measured with the mask. In order to increase the
dynamic range this will usually be done with longer
exposure time. Finally, another image is acquired by the
CCD camera and stored as *.tiff file.
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Figure 7: Illustration of masking code and control
automation procedure for halo measurement.
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MEASUREMENTS
A MATLAB program was written to control, the CCD
and generate the mask, see Fig. 7. It creates the mask and
allows for precise positioning of it on the DMD. In Fig. 8,
when the HD-DMD is illuminated with the coherent laser
beam, the DMD acts as a 2-D optical grating that creates
diffraction pattern similar to a rectangular mesh in (a).
With the correct compensation angles implemented in the
geometry an undistorted image is observed in (c) as
compared to (b).

Figure 9: Different masks applied at various mask levels
and exposure times.

CONCLUSION
This paper presented the mask generation process and
the proof-of-principle setup of a halo monitor using stateof-the-art HD-DMD technology. The beam halo monitor
and first results obtained in a laboratory setup at the
Cockcroft Institute, UK were discussed. Initial results
indicate access to a dynamic range of better than 106,
opening up interesting opportunities with the highresolution micro-mirror array. Future experiments are
planned at the University of Maryland Electron Ring
(UMER), where the HD-DMD shall be used in
combination to existing halo monitors to study beam halo
dynamics in special beam regimes.
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE PROPOSED LOW ENERGY RHIC
ELECTRON COOLING PROJECT*
D. M. Gassner#, A. Fedotov, D. Kayran, V. Litvinenko, R. Michnoff, T. Miller, M. Minty,
I. Pinayev, M. Wilinski, BNL, Upton, NY 11973, USA
There is a strong interest in running the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at low ion beam energies of
2.5-20GeV/nucleon; this is much lower than the typical
operations with 100GeV/nucleon. The primary motivation
for this effort is to explore the existence and location of
the critical point on the QCD phase diagram. Electron
cooling can increase the average integrated luminosity
and increase the length of the stored lifetime. A cooling
system is being designed that will provide a 10 – 50mA
electron beam with adequate quality and an energy range
of 0.9 – 5MeV. The cooling facility [1] planned in RHIC
will include an SRF gun and booster cavity, and a beam
transport to one ring to allow electron-ion co-propagation
for ~ 12m, then a 180 degree U-turn electron transport so
the same electron beam can similarly cool the other
counter-rotating ion beam, then to a dump. The
instrumentation systems that will be described include
current transformers, BPMs, profile monitors, an
emittance station and loss monitors.

INTRODUCTION
The Low Energy RHIC electron Cooling (LEReC)
project is scheduled to begin commissioning components
in 2017, with operations planned for 2018-19 (see Figure
2). This will be the first bunched beam electron cooler
and the first electron cooler in a collider. The goal is to
achieve an efficient cooling system for Au+Au collision
beams at 7.7, 11.5 and 20GeV/u in the center of mass
corresponding to electron energies of 1.6, 2.7 and 5.0
MeV. An effective cooling process would allow us to
cool the beams to overcome or to significantly mitigate
limitations caused by intrabeam scattering and other
effects. It also would provide for longer and more
efficient stores, which would result in significantly higher
integrated luminosity. The LEReC project is presently in
its design stage. Cooling of ion and hadron beams at low

energy is also of critical importance for the productivity
of present and future Nuclear Physics Colliders, such as
RHIC, eRHIC and ELIC.
The electron beam diagnostics shown in Figures 3 and 4
will provide the necessary measurements to commission

Figure 1: Nine electron bunches (blue) placed on a single
ion bunch (red). Example for long ion bunches with 4.5
MHz RHIC RF at gamma = 4, time is in ns.[1]
Table 1: Electron Beam Parameters
Electron Parameters
Electron Beam Energy
Charge per Bunch

0.9-5 MeV
0.5 –1 nC

Electron Beam Current

10-50 mA

RMS Norm Emittance

 2.5 mm mrad

Bunch Rep Rate

84 MHz

Bunch Train Rate

4.5 MHz

RMS Energy Spread

5 x 10-4

FWHM Bunch Length

700 ps

RMS Trans beam size

5 mm

e-beam power

250 kW

Figure 2: LEReC beam line layout. The adjacent 12m cooling sections will be located in a RHIC warm region.
___________________________________________
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Particles per Bunch
Peak Current

0.75x109
200mA

RMS Norm Emittance

15 mm mrad

Rep Rate

75.85 kHz

RMS Energy Spread

5 x 10-4

RMS Bunch Length

5.8m

beam position in the common cooling regions can be
monitored by Libera Hadron [2] BPM electronics
connected to the same pick-up electrodes. These units will
require lower band-pass filter frequency (10-100 MHz).
The effect of the electron beam will be subtracted from
the data from ion BPM receivers. Calibration can be done
by running each beam independently. The electron-ion
beam transverse alignment in the cooling section needs to
be ~2% of the 5mm electron beam sigma, or ~100
microns.

RMS Trans beam size

5 mm

Space charge tune shift

0.019

Electron Beam Transverse Profile Monitors

Table 2: RHIC Ion Beam Parameters
Ions with gamma = 4
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the 84.45 MHz SRF gun, with a maximum energy of 2.5
MeV beam, that is coupled to the 84.45 MHz SRF 2.5MV
booster cavity in the same cryostat to provide the 5 MeV
beam into the straight transport line to a warm 500 MHz
(6th harmonic of the SRF frequency) copper cavity for
energy spread correction. The laser will provide 700ps
FWHM pulses with <150ps rise and fall times at up to
100MHz rates.
The electron beam will then be transported ~11m and
merged with the Blue RHIC ring to allow electron-ion copropagation for ~12m, then to a 180 degree U-turn
electron transport so the same electron beam can similarly
cool the Yellow ion beam and then transported to a dump,
as shown in Figure 2. See Figure 1 for one possible set of
bunch cooling patterns.

Transverse beam profiles will be measured at a variety
of pneumatically-driven plunging stations using 0.1 X 30
mm YAG:Ce screens. Images from the YAG screens are
transported through a mirror labyrinth to a GigE CCD
camera in a local enclosed optics box.

Electron Beam Emittance
There are several techniques planned to measure the
electron beam emittance. The expected rms normalized
emittance is  2.5 mm-mrad. A pepper pot station will be
used to measure the 5 MeV beam emittance in the
injection transport. This station will be comprised of a
multi-position plunging tungsten mask with a slit pattern
upstream of a YAG profile monitor. Additional
measurements will be made by varying the Linac rf phase
and analyzing the images on the downstream profile
monitors.

ELECTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
Electron Beam Position Monitors
As we are still in the early stages of the system design,
the development of a detailed commissioning plan is still
underway. There are 24 dual plane 15 mm diameter
button style BPM pick-ups planned in the ~40 meter
electron beam line transport. The BPM locations and
quantity may vary as the simulations and specifications
evolve. The position of the electron beam can be
monitored with Libera Brilliance Single Pass [2]
electronics from Instrumentation Technologies. With a
cooling section length of 12 meters, the allowable
transverse error for a single pass of a 1nC bunch is 10
microns with an angular resolution of one microradian.
The angle between the electron and ion beam should not
be more than 50 microradians, this specification comes
from the limitation of 50 microradian difference over the
2m distance between cooling section solenoids, it allows
100 microns transverse electron beam deflection over this
distance.
Averaging position data over multiple passes and
increasing number of bunches will increase the
measurement accuracy. To measure the short electron
bunch’s position while it co-propagates with the long ion
bunches, electronics with an input band-pass filter
frequency of 500 MHz can be used so the signal from the
ion bunches (5m rms bunch length, 7.5e8 ions) that have
lower frequency components will be suppressed. The ion
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Figure 3: Electron beam diagnostics in the injection
transport from the SRF Gun to the cooling region, and the
transport to the beam dump after the cooling process.

Figure 4: Electron beam diagnostics in the cooling and Uturn region, YAG is a transverse profile monitor screen.
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Bunch-by-bunch & bunch train charge will be measured
by a Bergoz [3] in-flange Integrating Current Transformer
(ICT). Beam charge signals will be processed by standard
BCM-IHR Integrate-Hold-Reset electronics feeding a
beam synched triggered digitizer. In order to increase the
range of commissioning modes that this system will be
compatible with, the 10 kHz measurement rate option was
included. An ICT will be installed in the upstream portion
of the 5 MeV transport, and another just upstream of the
dump to allow monitoring of the overall transport
efficiency.
There will be a set of Bergoz NPCT DCCT’s
configured in differential mode, installed to measure the
absolute beam current and transport efficiency, one near
the injector and one near the dump. We plan to employ a
similar system that is presently being designed for use at
the BNL ERL [4].

Electron Beam Loss Monitors
Efficient beam transport needs to be maintained and
elevated radiation doses need to be avoided in the electron
beam transport and in the common sections.
Photomultiplier tube (PMT) based loss monitors are a
candidate detector and will be installed at a variety of
locations. The design of the detector and signal
processing electronics [5] is based on ones developed at
Jefferson Lab and used at CEBAF. LEReC will plan to
use the Hamamatsu R11558 PMT in the detectors.

Electron Beam Stability
The stability requirement for bunch intensity variations
is required to be less than 7%. Shot-to-shot charge
variations at this level can be easily monitored with an
ICT and beam charge monitor electronics by Bergoz
which has a dynamic range of over 800. The bunch phase
jitter requirement is 100ps based on the 700ps electron
bunch length we are planning. The RHIC ion beam jitter
was measured to be less than 25ps.

Ion Clearing Electrodes
The design includes plans for ion clearing electrodes in
the beam transport line every 5m. Making a few
microsecond long clearing gaps in electron bunch current
could produce an alternative clearing method. Future
simulations will confirm the best strategy to use with the
LEReC beam parameters to avoid the impact of ionized
residual gas that is considered a source for instabilities in
accelerators.

Energy Spread, Halo, and Bunch Length
Simulations and tracking will be done to determine the
best method and location to measure and collimate the
beam halo. Early determinations show a preference to
locating halo related instruments after the first bend.
By accelerating off-crest in the accelerating cavity and
viewing the transverse beam profile images on a
downstream YAG screen we will get information about

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

the bunch length from the measured growth of the beam
energy spread.

Electron-Ion Energy Match
The diagnostics and method to match the electron
energy to the ion energy has to be detailed. The
synchronization between these bunches needs to be
determined, an early estimate of accuracy/resolution of
~10ps. We will need a transducer that can provide this
level of accuracy; a BPM pick-up may be useful
depending on the type of transducer chosen.

Beam Dump Diagnostics
A water-cooled dump will be designed to absorb the
250kW electron beam power. It will be modeled in
general after the 1MW dump used for the BNL ERL [6]
or after the Cornell ERL Dump, but will be optimized for
the LEReC beams. We plan to further develop the LEReC
beam dump diagnostics as we learn from experience
during ERL Dump [7] and Cornell Dump diagnostics
commissioning. The planned diagnostics include
thermocouples, loss monitors, screens and an IR camera.

RHIC ION BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
The primary diagnostics for monitoring of the cooling
process will be the RHIC Wall Current Monitor [8] and
Schottky monitors. A new wideband Schottky pick-up is
being designed for improved monitoring of the
longitudinal stochastic cooling characteristics that may
also be useful for LEReC. The valuable experience gained
using these instruments during the successful stochastic
cooling commissioning and Coherent electron Cooling
Proof of Principle [9] will be applied to the LEReC effort.
The existing RHIC BPMs located near the LEReC
region will be used to center the 1x109/ion bunch, 15 mm
mrad rms norm emittance ion beam in the cooling
regions. The RHIC orbit feedback system will ensure ion
beam position stability [10].

Recombination Measurement
We are considering methods to detect the number of Au
ions after recombination as a means of measuring the
cooling process efficiency. Our simulations show that
without the suppression of recombination the resulting
loss in integrated luminosity is negligible. Thus, for the
baseline design approach we do not require undulators
and will not have recombination suppression, this could
be a possible future upgrade. Recombination simulations
are planned to determine the possible beam loss locations
of these ions with non-ideal charge states. The use of pin
diode loss monitors and/or scintillators with PMT
detectors located near the collimators is an early strategy.
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BEAM CURRENT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM IN CSNS LINAC
Peng Li#, Taoguang Xu, Ming Meng, Fang Li
Institute of High Energy Physics, Beijng, China
The China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) is under
construction now at Dongguan, Guangdong province.
Beam Current Transformers (BCTs) have been designed
to measure the H-minus beam current in CSNS Linac.
The macro-pulse width is about 500µs which repeat
period is 40ms and the current will be 5~50mA in CSNS
Linac[1]. Besides, a FCT is planned to measure the
macro-pulse current also because there is no enough
space to install a BCT after DTL1.

INTRODUCTION
The CSNS accelerator consists of an 80MeV H- linac,
an 1.6 GeV Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS) and related
beam transport line. There are Low Energy Beam
Transport line (LEBT) after the 50KeV H- Ion Source,
Medium Energy Beam Transport line (MEBT) after the
3MeV Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ), Lianc to
Ring Beam Transport line (LRBT) after Drift Tube Linac
(DTL).[2] The layout of the CSNS linac is shown in Fig.
1.

Figure 1: Layout of CSNS Linac.
The repeat period of H- beam macro-pulse is 40ms and
pulse width is about 500µs. And the beam current will be
5mA to 50mA in CSNS. BCT can be used to measure
beam current and pulse width. We plan to install BCTs in
front and rear of each transport line and space between
DTL tanks. So we can got the beam’s pass through ratio
and evaluate the beam loss of each part.

L

0 r 2
N h ln r o
2
ri

(1)

The relative permeability µr larger, the inductance L
larger. We have been looking for soft magnetic materials
which have good performance in low magnetic loss, low
remanence, fast flux reversal, lineal hysteresis loop curve
etc. At last we choose a kind of Co-based alloy material
called CAL, whose main component are Co, Fe, Si etc.
It’s relative permeability µr is larger than 20000 in the
condition of 25Hz, magnetic flux density not more than
0.5A/m. Another need to be noticed is that the relative
permeability will decrease in the growth of frequency.
We can wind more coil turns properly to increase the
toroid inductance. However the turn number can not be
too large. The equivalent signal amplitude which input the
electronic module is I/N. The more turns, the smaller
amplitude, and the lower SNR. We choose 150 turns to
ensure the good SNR.
About toroid size, we are not so free to design each
dimension. There are so much various monitors would be
installed and the space along beam’s movement is limited
strictly. The inner diameter of toroid is main dependent on
outer size of vacuum pipe. The only free dimension is
toroid’s outer diameter.
Besides we plan to use the same electronic module, so
we designed the same toroid inductance although these
transport lines have different vacuum pipe outer size. We
designed different sizes of BCTs for each beam transport
line. The detail sizes are listed in Table 1. The inductance
is about 0.5H.
Table 1: Toroid Sizes
section

quantity

length

Inner

Outer

LEBT

2

17mm

110mm

157mm

MEBT

2

17mm

60mm

85mm

BCTS

DTL

3

17mm

60mm

85mm

The BCT measurement system contains a toroid
monitor and related electronic module. We do our best to
increase the toroid’s inductance L and decrease the input
resistance R of electronic module. So that we can got the
longer droop time constant τ=L/R. The waveform we got
more close to real beam pulse. The amplitude decay at
500µs is lower than 1%.
The main parameters on which toroid’s inductance
dependent are the coil turns N, the relative permeability µr,
and the size of toroid h, ro, ri [3]. the equation is:

LRBT

4

17mm

105mm

150mm

After winding 150 turn on the magnetic core of toroid,
we poured epoxy on it to be a regular whole. And each
side size will increase about 2mm.
The BCTs which will be installed in LEBT, MEBT,
DTL have been produced completely and so do their
vacuum pipes which be disconnected by ceramic on the
location of BCT. And we are about to make BCTs for
LRBT.

____________________________________________
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MEASURER MACRO-PULSE USING A
FCT
Between DTL1 tank and DTL2 tank, the space is too
narrow to install both a BCT and a FCT. The FCT is
planned to measure beam phase and the BCT will be not
installed. We try to measure macro-pulse using the FCT.
FCT is well known for fast response. It's rise time
lower than 1ns [4]. So it usually be used to measure each
bunch, which is called micro-pulse sometimes. And it can
be used to measure beam’s phase and energy etc. Due to
it’s powerful performance in high frequency, it’s low
frequency response is not so good, just like every coin has
two sides. It’s inductance is far smaller than CT and it’s
droop time constant τ is about 10~100μs normally. The
waveform we get decay apparently when you using a FCT
to measure a pulse long than 10μs. To solve this problem,
improving the electronic module is an effective method
but a difficult way. We introduce another idea to measure
long pulse using FCT [5].
When testing a ideal pulse signal, the shown waveform
we got using a BCT system is also a regular pulse shape.
The amplitude is same during the pulse continuance, it is
a straight line and we can get the current data easily. But
the shown waveform is a exponential decay curve when
using a FCT to measure a ideal long pulse signal. It’s not
so easy to get the current data because the amplitude is
different at every time point during the pulse continuance.
However we need noticed that the whole exponential
decay curve could deliver the tested signal’s information
alike. As long as the test signal is unchanged, the curve
got from FCT is unchanged also.
The transform
relationship is fixed in other words. And we could find the
response formula easily. Once we got the curve data, we
compute in PC using the formula and we could display
the original appearance of test signal. Furthermore we can
revert to the real waveform no matter what type of signal
is.
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It’s not hard to write the corresponding formula
between input signal and output signal of our FCT
measurement system if we have known all details of FCT,
the electronic module, and other parts else such as the
connected wire. Besides, analysing output signal of
known input signal is a more precise method. It’s also
called Impulse Response in many books. Computing in
frequency domain would be easier. However, FFT and
IFFT are unavoidable.
We have done some test in laboratory and revert to
original input signal offline successfully. Apparently it
need time to compute data when measuring macro pulse
using FCT. And we need high speed sample technology.
So this FCT installed after DTL1 has two functions. We
connect it to an oscillation directly when measuring beam
phase, and connect it to the normal BCT’s electronic
module when measuring beam macro-pulse.

CONCLUSION
Though different vacuum pipe sizes in CSNS Linac the
BCT monitors have been designing step by step. They all
have a good performance in laboratory. And the electronic
module is developing. So do related works such as data
acquirement and programming. The whole system error
will be controlled lower than 1%.
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LASER-BASED BEAM INSTRUMENTATION R&D WITHIN LA3NET*
C.P. Welsch#, Cockcroft Institute and The University of Liverpool, UK
on behalf of the LA³NET Consortium

Within LA³NET, Laser Applications for Accelerators
are being developed by an international Network of more
than 30 partner institutions from across the world. Laserbased beam instrumentation is at the core of this EUfunded project which will train 17 Fellows during its four
year project duration. In this contribution, we present the
consortium's recent research results in beam diagnostics,
ranging from development of a laser velocimeter to
measurement of the bunch shape with electro-optical
sampling in electron accelerators. We also provide a
summary of past training events organized by the
consortium and give an overview of future workshops,
conferences and schools.

INTRODUCTION
Lasers can be used for the generation of high brightness
electron and exotic ion beams, the acceleration of
particles with highest accelerating gradients, as well as for
the characterization of many complex particle beams by
means of laser-based beam diagnostics methods.
Without constant progress in laser technology and close
collaboration between laser experts and accelerator
scientists, many of today's most advanced experiments
would simply be impossible. The LA³NET consortium
combines developments in laser technology and sensors
with their application at advanced accelerator facilities,
providing complex beams ranging from the highest
brightness electron beams in fourth generation light
sources to high intensity proton beams in spallation
sources. This way a very broad, yet closely
interconnected, experimental program can be covered that
combines many different scientific disciplines, such as for
example mechanical and rf engineering, physics,
electronics, IT, material sciences, and medical
applications. The strong participation of the industry
sector within the consortium and their active input during
the definition phase of all research projects and along the
ongoing training within LA³NET ensures that the transfer
of industry-relevant skills is an integral part of all
individual research and training projects.
The project started on 1.10.2011 and has a duration of
48 months. With a maximum project budget of up to 4.6
M€, it is one of the very large projects funded within the
FP7 Marie Curie Actions ITN scheme [1].

RESEARCH
Research within LA³NET is distributed in five different
work packages: Laser-based particle sources, laser-driven
particle beam
acceleration, lasers for
beam
_________________________________________
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instrumentation, system integration and lasers and photon
detector technology. Beam diagnostics are of particular
importance
in
this
context
as
sophisticated
instrumentation reveals the properties of a beam and how
it behaves in a machine. Without an appropriate set of
diagnostic elements, it would simply be impossible to
operate any accelerator let alone optimize its
performance. The DITANET project [2] has pioneered a
new approach to researcher training in this field and the
concepts developed by this consortium have formed the
basis also for LA³NET. The following subsection present
some initial research results in beam diagnostics R&D
from individual LA³NET Fellows.

Laser Velocimeter
Gas jets have been successfully exploited for beam
instrumentation purposes and are, amongst others, a
promising way for online monitoring of the 2-dimensional
transverse beam profile [3]. For such monitor, it would be
highly desirable to have a compact sensor able to record
the jet velocity and density profile in order to understand
its dynamics in detail. It should be possible to integrate
such monitor in a simple way in an existing set-up to
provide accurate information about the velocity and
density of the gas jet. The sensor would ideally consist of
comparably cheap components. A promising option is a
velocimeter based on laser self-mixing (SM) which is
currently being developed by A. Alexandrova in the
QUASAR
Group
based
at
the
Cockcroft
Institute/University of Liverpool, UK.
SM is used to characterize some properties of a moving
object by using both, laser light and the cavity where the
laser originates from. It is based on the following
principle: Laser light is scattered or reflected from a
moving target and returned into the laser cavity. The laser
plays the rule of a coherent heterodyne receiver and at the
same time the amplifier of the signal. The initial radiation
interacts with the scattered or reflected radiation and
produces a signal in both, the power and frequency
spectrum of the laser. It is a system without a complex
optical system, based on an in-expensive and compact
diode laser, which can be easily installed and used to
provide central information about the target, such as
velocity, distances of movement and property of the
surface (for solid target), density and property of scattered
molecules (for liquids and/or gases). SM can be used with
any kind of laser as long as the properties of the laser are
correctly taken into account in the equations for the
electric field and carrier density. In the case of a
supersonic gas jet, a laser diode (LD) is going to be used.
Such system can be compact, easily integrated into an
existing set-up and is very cheap, thereby fulfilling all
central requirements on such detector.
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In first experiments the main goal was to investigate
ways to receive the right type of signal and how to
improve its quality and amplitude. It was found that in
order to receive a proper signal, many different things
need to be optimized, such as distance to the target, noise
in the diode, noise in the amplifier, and collimation. In the
regime of weak feedback a neat phase transition and a
linear decay following it should be achieved. As a result
of the optimization, the measured SM signal became very
close to the theoretically expected one, see Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Example signal received from SM with a mirror
as target.
The next part of the study was to derive the velocity of a
movable stage from SM measurements. For the
calculation of the velocity, a signal processing software
was written which allows to calculate the velocity of the
signal with an accuracy that mainly depends on noises
and system instabilities. The signal beats with the Doppler
shift frequency and is hence proportional to the velocity.
The program for calculating the spectrum was based on
FFT with different windows, and fitting the peaks
afterwards together with calculating the velocity. It was
found that the accuracy is increasing with distance
between target and LD, due to a reduction in the feedback
strength. Velocities were measured with absolute
accuracies of better than 1.5%. After having received
good results with a mirror target, similar experiments
were carried out with white paper, i.e. a target which
scatters the light strongly. Full results can be found in [4].

Electron Bunch Shape Detection
Typically, synchrotron light sources use incoherent light
in their experiments. Coherent synchrotron radiation
arises when the longitudinal electron bunch length is
smaller than the wavelength, which can normally only be
achieved for relatively long wavelengths in the (sub-)
THz regime. Substructures on the electron bunches
(micro-bunching) can then lead to strong «bursting» in
the emission of coherent radiation. The physics behind
these effects is still poorly understood, mainly because it
is rather difficult to measure the bunch profile with
sufficient temporal resolution.
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Figure 2: Photograph of an EO GaP crystal, mounted on
its support (image courtesy of N. Hiller, KIT).
Electro-optic measurement uses the linear electro-optic
or so called «Pockels» effect. This effect – usually a
change in polarization, which is turned into a change in
optical power at a polarizer – can then be measured with a
photo detector yielding the bunch signal. LA³NET Fellow
Andrii Borysenko is carrying out a project aiming at the
realization and use of a high resolution electron bunch
shape detection system at the new linear accelerator
FLUTE, currently being designed at KIT, Germany [5].
Within his project he is designing and building up an
electro-optic system for FLUTE. For this purpose, a
system currently being developed for the ANKA ring
shall be adapted. In addition, studies into performance
limitations with regard to temporal resolution shall be
carried out. Fig. 2 shows a photo of one of the crystals
currently under investigation.

EO Bunch Temporal Profile Monitor
Detailed temporal diagnostics of the shortest electron
beam bunches in free-electron lasers pose some of the
most significant challenges in accelerator beam
instrumentation. Electro-optical (EO) methods are a
promising approach for the single-shot non-intercepting
measurement of electron bunches with a time resolution
of better than 50 fs, but new, more reliable methods of
measurement require to be developed, and suitable
electro-optical materials need to be better understood and
carefully studied. These aspects are currently under study
in collaboration between the University of Dundee and
STFC Daresbury Laboratory, partially supported through
the EU-funded LA³NET project.
Current techniques, developed over the last decade by
the Dundee-Daresbury Group, are based on either spectral
or temporal decoding of the Coulomb field of ultrarelativistic electron beams. The former technique is
limited to beam bunches around 1 ps [6], while the latter
requires ultra-short-pulse lasers that are expensive and
potentially unreliable, making them unsuitable for turnkey accelerator control systems. The Group is currently
working with the CERN compact linear collider (CLIC)
project, with the intention of measuring the 150 fs CLIC
main beam bunches to an accuracy of 15-20 fs, and using
relatively simple laser systems, which is better than the
current state-of-the-art for such measurements.
This work is also of pivotal importance for future
advanced light sources, free-electron lasers and laser
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Figure 3: Ultra-short Laser configuration for materials
processing.
These modifications are generated by a combination of
nanosecond and picosecond pulsed high-power lasers
with a range of wavelengths in the UV, visible and IR facilities unique within the UK. Within the last six months
we have made significant progress in the fabrication of
silver-doped glass nano composites for EO applications in
accelerators, and have demonstrated dichroism and SHG
in these materials, a first step towards implementation as
an EO detector material, see Fig. 3. LA³NET Fellow
Mateusz Tyrk has made a major contribution to this
project. He has been responsible for setting up and
maintaining the recently-purchased Talisker picosecond
laser from Coherent, designed and installed the X-Y
scanning system to permit the Talisker to irradiate
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samples in a controlled pattern with a measured fluence,
produced spheroidal nanoparticle distributions within
these samples by picosecond-pulse laser irradiation at a
wavelength of 532 nm and measured the extinction
spectra of such samples, verifying the splitting of the
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) into two bands.
Moreover, he has verified the dichroism produced by the
polarised laser irradiation and has liaised with colleagues
at Daresbury Laboratory in the initial measurements of
second-harmonic generation from these samples, which is
an important precursor for an electro-optic effect.

TRAINING EVENTS
Training of all LA³NET Fellows is mostly through
specific project-based research, often carried out in the
frame of PhD studies. In addition, the consortium
organizes a number of network-wide events for them that
are in most cases also open to the wider accelerator and
laser communities.

International Schools
A first international School on laser applications at
accelerators was held at GANIL in Caen, France between
October 15th-19th 2012 [8]. 80 participants from inside
and outside the LA³NET Consortium were introduced to
the state of the art in this dynamic research area. Lectures
covered topics such as introduction to lasers and
accelerators, beam shaping, laser ion sources, laser
acceleration, laser based beam diagnostics and industrial
applications. Several prizes were also awarded during the
School. Jurjen Couperus (HZDR, Germany), Kyung Nam
Kim (Kongju University, South Korea) and Andrii
Borysenko (KIT, Germany) all received prizes for
excellent poster contributions.
A second School will be held in September 2014 at
CLPU in Salamanca, Spain and will cover advanced laser
and accelerator technologies, in particular the
combination of different fundamental techniques.
Registration for this event will open later in 2013.
In addition to their training through research, all
LA³NET Fellows also receive comprehensive training in
complementary skills. This shall provide them with a
solid basis for their future careers and key skills that are
important in both, industry and academic sectors. All
LA³NET Fellows descended on Liverpool from their host
countries on 17th March for a week-long School. The
School covered diverse skills such as presentation
techniques, project management, grant applications and
peer review. The concept for this School had initially
been developed by the DITANET consortium [9], but has
since been refined and is now offered to all PGR students
in the School of Physical Sciences at the University of
Liverpool. Discussions with other UK HEIs are ongoing
with the aim to let more students benefit from this
successful training scheme which was recently
commended as ‘success story’ by the EU.
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plasma wakefield accelerators, all of which share the
characteristic of few-femtosecond (and shorter) electron
bunches. There is therefore a pressing requirement to
devise methods of measuring and optimising such very
short electron bunch profiles, which will ultimately
extend to the attosecond regime.
All of these techniques rely on the generation of a
faithful ‘optical replica’ of the Coulomb field of the beam.
This is generated by a process termed ‘spectral upshifting’
or ‘pulse carving’, whereby the Terahertz pulse
representing the transverse Coulomb field is upshifted to
an optical frequency via sum and difference frequency
mixing in a suitable optical detector material placed
adjacent to (but not traversed by) the electron beam. This
is currently achieved using thin inorganic electro-optic
crystals such as GaP and ZnTe, but the optical bandwidth
of these materials (a few THz) renders them inefficient at
very short bunch lengths, partly due to the onset of
transverse optical phonon resonances [7]. Since 2011 the
Dundee Group have been investigating a range of
alternative materials to substitute for GaP, including
GaSe2, organic crystals such as DAST and MBANP, and
the development (at Dundee University) of novel “meta
materials” tailored to have the appropriate optical
characteristics.
The MAPS group specialises in the development of
nano materials, and specifically (a) metal-dielectric nano
composites (MDNs) such as silver-doped glasses and
polymers, and (b) surface-modification of metals and
other materials to produce periodic and aperiodic microand nano-structures.
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The first LA³NET Topical Workshop covered laser
based particle sources and was held at CERN in February
2013. 10 invited speakers gave 40-minute talks on their
current research in this area and an additional 22
delegates delivered shorter oral presentations providing a
good balance of talks on the generation of electron and
ion beams using laser methods. The following main topics
were covered:
 Lasers and photocathodes for production of high
brightness electron beams
 RF and DC photo injectors
 Hot cavity and gas cell ion sources for radioactive
ion beam facilities
 Laser systems for efficient resonance ionization
 Optimizing selectivity for RILIS
 In-source spectroscopy of rare nuclides.
All contributions to this event can be found in indico
[10]. Many more Workshops are already in the planning
and will be held over the next two years. The second
LA³NET Topical Workshop ‘Laser technology and optics
design’ will be held at ILT Fraunhofer in Aachen,
Germany from the 4th-6th November 2013 and is now
open for registration [11]. This workshop will cover
general optics design, provide an overview of different
laser sources and discuss methods to characterize beams
in details. Participants will be able to choose from a range
of topical areas that go deeper in more specific aspects
including tuneable lasers, design of transfer lines, noise
sources and their elimination and non-linear optics
effects. The format of the workshop will be mainly
training-based with the opportunity for discussion on the
state of the art in lasers and optics design and future
requirements for funding. A tour of the ILT laboratories is
also included in the programme. Also, a Workshop on
‘Novel Acceleration Schemes’, covering high power laser
acceleration, dielectric laser acceleration and plasma
wakefield acceleration will be held at LA³NET partner
HZDR in Dresden, Germany between 28th-30th April
2014. The program is currently being finalized and
registration will open soon. Full details and all
contributions can be found via the project home page [1].

CONCLUSION
Within an international consortium of more than 30
institutions, training of 17 Early Stage Researchers has
recently started across five thematic work packages. In
this paper, first results from investigations into novel
beam diagnostics tools were presented. In addition, a
summary of past events that LA³NET has organized for
the wider community and an outlook on future Schools
and Workshops was given.
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Conference on Laser Applications
In the last year of LA³NET, a 3-day international
Conference on R&D in laser applications at accelerators
will be organized on Majorca, with a focus on the
methods developed within the network. This event will
also serve as a career platform for the network's trainees
who will get the opportunity to present the outcomes of
their research projects.
Finally, a Symposium open to the general public will be
held on 26th June 2015 in Liverpool, UK to promote the
project’s research outcomes.
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AN ULTRA LOW-NOISE AC BEAM TRANSFORMER AND DIGITAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR CERN’S ELENA RING
M. E. Angoletta, C. Carli, F. Caspers, S. Federmann, J. Molendijk, F. Pedersen, J. Sanchez-Quesada
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
CERN’s Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA) ring is
a new synchrotron that will be commissioned in 2016 to
further decelerate the antiprotons coming from CERN’s
Antiproton Decelerator (AD). Essential longitudinal
diagnostics required for commissioning and operation
include the intensity measurement for bunched and
debunched beams and the measurement of 'p/p for
debunched beams to assess the electron cooling
performance. The beam phase information is also needed
by the Low-Level RF (LLRF) system.
The baseline system for providing the required beam
parameters and signals is based upon two ultra-low-noise
AC beam transformers and associated digital signal
processing. The AC beam transformers cover different
frequency regions and are an adaptation to the ELENA
layout of those used in the AD. Two AC beam
transformers will also be installed in the extraction lines
to provide beam intensity measurements. The digital
signal processing will be carried out with the leadingedge hardware family used for ELENA’s LLRF system.
The paper provides an overview of the AC beam
transformer and associated digital signal processing.

INTRODUCTION
CERN’s Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA) ring
[1] is a new synchrotron with a circumference of 30.4 m
that will be commissioned in 2016 to further decelerate
the antiprotons coming from CERN’s Antiproton
Decelerator (AD). Table 1 provides a summary of
ELENA’s main parameters.
Table 1: ELENA Ring Main Parameters
Parameter

Injection

Extraction

Momentum, MeV/c

100

13.7

Kinetic Energy, MeV

5.3

0.1

Revolution frequency, MHz

1.06

Expected number of particles
Number of extracted bunches
Extracted bunches length, m/ns

3·10

0.145
7

1.8·107

4 (operationally)
1.3/300

ELENA’s main task is to further decelerate the beam
injected from the AD at 5.3 MeV down to 100 keV so as
to increase the number of useful antiprotons captured by
the experiments by reducing the number of particles lost
in the post-AD deceleration. Furthermore, the beam
emittances will be reduced by an electron cooler. Figure 1
gives a schematic view of the ELENA cycle. Its duration
is expected to be of at least 20 seconds. The main actions
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performed in the cycle, namely bunched beam for
deceleration when RF is ON and electron cooling on two
plateaus, are also indicated.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the ELENA cycle.
The DC beam currents in ELENA are very low,
between a few PA and down to 0.23 PA, which e.g. rules
out to measure the intensity with a conventional DC beam
current transformer. Beside the most challenging
application of the described pick-up, the measurement of
the beam intensity with Schottky diagnostics, this device
will serve for many other applications such as the
estimate of the momentum spread of coasting beams and
bunched beam diagnostics
A distributed electrostatic pick-up [2] is studied as an
alternative to the device presented here.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Functionality
Essential longitudinal diagnostics required for
commissioning and operation include: a) the intensity
measurement for bunched and debunched beams; b) the
measurement of 'p/p for debunched beams to assess the
electron cooling performance; c) the tomoscope [3],
which will provide a measurement of the beam shape,
size and emittance; d) the analogue signals observation
system, which will digitize and display the analogue
signals. The beam phase information is also needed by the
low-level RF system to implement the beam phase loop as
well as the synchronisation loop at extraction. Bunch
intensity has to be measured as a single-pass device in the
extraction lines. The low frequency cut-off of the
measuring device should be of about 3 kHz to measure
the bunch length at the lowest value of revolution
frequency. The bandwidth of the measuring device should
be of 20 MHz or more to allow measuring the shortest
bunch length; this is also desired to measure Schottky
bands at high harmonics, thus allowing faster acquisition
and better statistics [4].
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Figure 2: ELENA ring intensity and Schottky measurement system. Keys: DDS - Direct Digital Synthesiser (DDS);
ADC - Analogue-to-Digital FMC board; DAC - Digital-to-Analogue FMC board; RTM - Rear Transition Module;
TPU - Transverse Pick-Up; CTRV - Timing Receiver Module; Men A20 – master VME board; BTrain - measured
magnetic field. The blue and the FMC blocks are custom hardware designed by CERN’s BE/RF group.

Space and Vacuum Constraints
Only up to 1 m in the ring and 50 cm in each extraction
line can be dedicated to the longitudinal.
A design pressure of 3·10-12 Torr is required in ELENA
to prevent beam blow-up due to the residual gas
scattering, The ring hardware needs to be bakeable to a
temperature of 200 degrees for special devices, and
NEG-coated whenever possible.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The baseline system for providing the required beam
parameters and signals is based upon an adaptation to the
ELENA constraints of the system successfully deployed
in the AD [5, 6, 7]. This consists of two ultra-low-noise
AC beam transformers, covering respectively the 0.003-3
MHz frequency range (low frequency type) and 0.8-30
MHz frequency range (high frequency type) and
associated digital signal processing.
Two AC beam transformers of the low-frequency type
will also be installed in the extraction lines to provide
bunch intensity measurements in single-pass mode.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the ring system, as it
is currently foreseen. The analogue outputs of the two AC
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beam transformers in the ring are sent via low-transfer
impedance cables to a summing unit located in the
instrumentation room. This unit filters and adds together
the AC transformer outputs to give a flat response over
the whole 0.003 – 30 MHz bandwidth. The summing unit
outputs are distributed to the various users of the signals,
such as the longitudinal diagnostics system and the LLRF.
The advantages of the single gap magnetic pickup
compared with a dual gap drift tube electrostatic pickup
are: a) better Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for most of the
frequency and momentum range; b) lack of vulnerability
to charge-up due to lost particles [8]. This makes
measurements possible for intensities much below
nominal. The closed orbit PU system will however be
conceived to also function for longitudinal Schottky
measurements, and the vulnerability to lost particles
charge-up addressed by the available redundancy [2].
Above the resonant frequency of the magnetic beam
transformer, the signal-to-noise power spectral density
ratio scales as 1/f3 (or -9 dB/octave), while for the dual
gap electrostatic drift tube it scales as 1/f (or 3dB/octave) due to the unfavourable influence of the
transit time factor at lower frequencies.
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HARDWARE
AC Beam Transformer and Summing Unit
As in the AD, the AC beam transformer will consist of
a doubly shielded, ferrite-loaded cavity with a ceramic
gap in the beam pipe, a secondary winding and an ultralow noise JFET head amplifier with low noise feedback
connected to the secondary winding and mounted close to
the cavity [5]. Figure 3 shows the ferrite loaded beam
transformer and amplifier.
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Second, the step-up ratio of the high-frequency device
will be changed from 2:1 (in the AD) to 1:1, thus
reducing the noise current by a factor 4 in power and
increasing the signal –to-noise ratio. This will also
introduce a higher frequency separation between low and
high-frequency devices, allowing to measure Schottky
signals at high harmonics, hence with better statistics,
even at low energies.
Third, the transfer function of the head amplifiers
connected to the low-frequency device will be changed to
provide a flat baseline for a duration of 6 μs, thus
allowing the bunch intensity measurement of each of the
four bunches extracted in one turn. This will be obtained
by lowering the transfer function low-frequency cut-off.
Finally, the beam transformers will have to withstand a
bake-out temperature of 200 degrees. Since the bake-out
of the machine is expected to happen rarely, the head
amplifiers will simply be removed during bake-out.

Figure 4: Picture of the two AC ferrite-loaded transformers
installed and operational in the AD ring.
A partial redesign will be needed for several reasons.
First, the total length of the combined high and low
frequency transformers in the ring will be of 100 cm only,
vs. the 112 cm allocated in the AD. As a consequence,
only 9 active disks instead of the 10 present in the AD
will be used. The inner diameter of the ferrite rings will
be decreased from the 146 mm in the AD to 110 mm, to
account for the smaller vacuum pipe used in ELENA. The
outer diameter of the ferrite will be of about 180 mm,
smaller than in the AD, thus reducing the global cost and
weight. An outer-to-inner diameter ratio higher than in the
AD would increase the inductance per meter and increase
the low-frequency response. However this increase is not
worth the additional cost and weight. The thickness of the
shielding copper wall will be reduced from 7 to 6 mm and
the outer-to-inner cavity insulation gap from 11 to 8 mm.
The head amplifiers gain will be controlled in real time,
thus taking the place of the second stage amplifiers
currently used in the AD system.
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The dynamic range of the AC beam transformer output
is of more than 100 dB, since it includes both strong
correlated signals for a bunched beam and weak Schottky
noise for a debunched beam. An additional challenge is
the need to minimise the noise pick-up in the cable that
goes from the output of the head amplifier to the signal
processing system, as it will reduce the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR). The baseline solution includes using a low
transfer impedance, magnetically loaded cable, as it was
successfully done in the AD and is planned in other
ELENA systems with similar needs [2]. Other solutions
have been considered. For instance, the signals could be
digitized directly in the ring and transmitted via optical
fibre, thus making them insensitive to noise pick-up. The
signals could then be converted again to analogue format
and distributed to the different systems requiring them.
The summing unit could also be moved to the ring, thus
allowing for shorter cables hence lower noise pick-up.
These solutions would however require studies as well as
new developments. For these reasons, the baseline
solution remains to implement a copy of what already
implemented in the AD.

Digital Acquisition and Processing System
The digital signal processing will be carried out with
the leading-edge hardware family that will be used for
ELENA’s LLRF system. Figure 2 gives an overview of
the main building blocks, which are detailed elsewhere
[9]. The longitudinal diagnostics system will be hosted in
the same crate as the LLRF, thus allowing a cheaper
solution.
The RF clock used for sampling the system inputs is a
signal at a high harmonic of the revolution frequency,
obtained from the LLRF via the VXS Switch board. A
revolution “TAG” (single or double) signal is also
distributed; this marks each revolution turn, thus allowing
to follow the bunch during deceleration, and synchronises
in phase all elements of the system.
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Ring-to-Processing-System Signals Transmission
Figure 3: Ferrite loaded transformer and amplifier.
Two such transformers will be installed in section 2 of
the ELENA ring, back-to-back to reduce the distance
between the gaps and inter-connected via a bellow to
reduce stresses on the vacuum flanges joining them. The
total bandwidth covered by the combined devices will be
0.003 – 30 MHz. Figure 4 shows a picture of the two AC
beam transformers successfully operating in the AD.
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SOFTWARE
The FPGAs and the DSP hosted by the DSP-FMCCarrier board will share the digital signal processing
implementation. The system will receive in real time from
the LLRF: a) the value of the cavity voltage, to determine
the beam status (bunched vs. debunched); b) the
revolution frequency value, to calculate the start of the
bunched-beam integration window.

Digital Signal Processing for Debunched Beams
The debunched-beam digital signal processing is
conceptually the same as that deployed in the AD [5].
This is based on windowing the input data and calculating
and averaging several Fast-Fourier Transforms (FFTs).
The noise offset measured in a dedicated cycle without
beam will be subtracted from the averaged FFT vector to
avoid including it in the intensity calculation. The spectral
density will then be integrated and the longitudinal
parameters obtained from it, as shown in Figure 5.

revolution “tag” signal and the revolution frequency value
distributed by the LLRF are used to determine the start of
the integration window.

MEASURED INTENSITY CALIBRATION
There are two independent methods of absolute
calibration for the intensity measurements.
First, the bunched and debunched beam intensity
measurements in the ring use the same cavity and
amplifier chain but have a different dependency on the
gain, respectively linear and quadratic. The gains are
correct if measured intensities are identical.
Secondly, the transformers on the extraction lines can
be calibrated on an absolute charge scale by discharging
into a resistive current divider a known capacitor charged
to a known value. This can be used for calibration of the
ring system by comparing intensities measured just before
extraction and extracted ones, under the assumption of
close to 100% extraction efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
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Figure 5: Debunched-beam parameters calculation.

Digital Signal Processing for Bunched Beams
Bunched beam intensity measurements were obtained
in the AD by measuring the RF amplitudes at the bunch
frequency and at its second harmonic. The intensity was
then obtained approximating a Gaussian spectral
envelope. This method will be available in ELENA
despite significant measurement errors are obtained for
long, non-Gaussian bunched.
The new hardware allows a bunched beam
measurement that is bunch length independent. This
consists in integrating the bunch shape, once the baseline
is identified, and subtracting the baseline value itself, as
shown in Figure 6. The intensity value will be obtained by
averaging a user-selectable number of bunches.

Figure 6: Integration window for bunched beams.
The baseline value is determined by sampling the
baseline and averaging its samples, making sure that the
bunch is not extending into that region. The analogue
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ELENA is a challenging machine, owing to its low
energy, low intensity beam and small size. The intensity
and debunched-beam parameters measurement are
essential diagnostics for commissioning and operation. A
plan based on adapting to ELENA the AC beam
transformers successful operational in the AD has been
established. The digital signal processing will be carried
out by the leading-edge hardware family to be deployed
in several CERN synchrotrons, thus allowing for easier
maintenance and better spares management.
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A LEADING-EDGE HARDWARE FAMILY FOR DIAGNOSTICS
APPLICATIONS AND LOW-LEVEL RF IN CERN’S ELENA RING
M. E. Angoletta, A. Blas, M. Jaussi, P. Leinonen*, T. E. Levens, J. C. Molendijk, J. SanchezQuesada, J. Simonin, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
The CERN Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA)
Ring is a new synchrotron that will be commissioned in
2016 to further decelerate the antiprotons transferred from
the CERN’s Antiproton Decelerator (AD).
The requirements for the acquisition and treatment of
signals for longitudinal diagnostics are very demanding,
owing to the revolution frequency swing as well as to the
digital signal processing required. The requirements for
the Low-Level Radio-Frequency (LLRF) system are very
demanding as well, especially in terms of revolution
frequency swing, dynamic range and low noise required
by the cavity voltage control and digital signal processing
to be performed. Both sets of requirements will be
satisfied by using a leading-edge hardware family,
developed to cover the LLRF needs of all synchrotrons in
the Meyrin site; it will be first deployed in 2014 in the
CERN’s PSB and in the medical machine MedAustron.
This paper gives an overview of the main building
blocks of the hardware family and of the associated
firmware and IP cores.

INTRODUCTION
CERN’s Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA) ring
[1] is a new synchrotron with a circumference of 30.4 m
that will be commissioned in 2016 to further decelerate
the antiprotons coming from CERN’s Antiproton
Decelerator (AD). Table 1 provides a summary of
ELENA’s main parameters.
Table 1: ELENA Main Parameters
Parameter

Injection

Momentum, MeV/c

100

Revolution frequency, MHz

1.06

Expected number of particles
Number of extracted bunches
ǻp/p of extracted bunches [95%]
Emittance (h/v) at extraction,
ʌ·mm·mrad, [95%]
Extracted bunches length, m/ns

Extraction
13.7

3·10

0.145
7

1.8·107

4 (operationally)
2.5·10-3
6/4

seconds. The main actions performed in the cycle, namely
bunched beam for deceleration when RF is ON and
electron cooling on two plateaus, are also indicated.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the ELENA cycle.
The ELENA Low-Level Radio-Frequency (LLRF)
system will be implemented by using a leading-edge
hardware family developed for CERN’s small
synchrotrons. Features implemented will include phase,
radial and extraction synchronisation loops. A doubleharmonic voltage operation is envisaged and the LLRF
will implement cavity voltage and phase loops. The
acquisition and data treatment for longitudinal diagnostics
will be implemented by the same family, for the baseline
solution [2] as well as for a novel method [3].
ELENA is a very challenging machine. The wide
revolution frequency fREV sweep requires a special
sampling frequency treatment. The synchrotron frequency
can reach a few kHz thus calling for a high beam phase
loop bandwidth. All noise sources in the cavity drive
chain must be minimised so as not to excite the beam.
The required cavity voltage dynamic range is 86 dB,
ranging from 25 mV to 500 V. The combined dynamic of
the bunched and Schottky beam signals is of 115 dB. The
digital signal processing to be implemented is very
demanding and the execution time allowed very short (the
expected sampling period for the LLRF loops is 5 μs).
Several boards have to collaborate and interact in real
time to carry out the required processing, since the
functionality and number of inputs required cannot be
taken care of by a single board.

OVERVIEW
1.3/300

ELENA’s main task is to increase the number of
antiprotons available to the experiments by reducing the
particles lost during the post-AD deceleration.
Furthermore, the beam emittances will be reduced by an
electron cooler. Figure 1 gives a schematic view of the
ELENA cycle. Its duration is expected to be of at least 20
___________________________________________

*Now with Hexagon Technology Center GmbH, Switzerland.
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This new hardware family described in this paper,
developed by CERN’s RF Group, is an evolution of that
successfully operational in CERN’s Low-Energy Ion
Ring (LEIR) since 2006 [4]. The building blocks are
conceptually the same, but differences exist in the actual
hardware and software implementation. The new family
is based upon the VME Switched Serial (VXS) [5]
enhancement of the VME64x standard, which supports
switched serial fabrics over a new, high-speed P0
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White Rabbit [9]. Under this scheme, the B-train
information is sent to the VXS-DSP-FMC Carrier board
that requires it via a spare full-duplex channel.

Figure 3: VXS interconnect structure obtained with two
Switch boards.

VXS-FMC-DSP-Carrier Board
The VXS-DSP-FMC Carrier board is a 6U unit board
carrying a SHARC Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
ADSP-21368 and two Xilinx Virtex 5 Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), referred to as Main
FPGA (XC5VLX110T) and FMC FPGA (XC5VSX95T).
The former is the hearth of the communication; the latter,
optimised for digital signal processing, controls the FMC
hardware and implements the required data treatment.
Two dedicated full-duplex VXS channels from each
Carrier board routing to Switch board B distribute RF
clock and TAG. The other six full-duplex VXS channels,
bonded to form three 32 bit data paths, are used to
transfer 10b8b-encoded data between Carrier boards at a
raw link rate of 2 Gbit/s or 100 MSPS (32 bit). Each
Carrier board can host up to two FMC daughtercards with
a high-pin count format. The Carrier board also includes
several memory banks for observation purposes. In
particular, two, 4Mx18 bit banks are clocked at 100 MHz
and two, 1Mx4x18 bit banks are clocked at the RF clock
frequency. Figure 4 shows a functional overview of the
Carrier board.
Front

Figure 2: Two-board LLRF test system installed in
CERN’s PSB during the 2012-2013 run.
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connector. The VITA57 standard FPGA Mezzanine Card
(FMC) [6] is used for the daughtercards. Many of the
selected components, such as the motherboard’s Virtex 5
FPGAs and the daughtercards’ 16-bit ADCs and DACs,
are amongst the most advanced units on the market. The
analogue signal acquisition and generation, and associated
processing, is clocked by an RF clock which as a
programmable high harmonic of fREV. A revolution
“TAG” (single or double) marks each turn and guarantees
phase synchronism between all boards in the system. The
RF clock harmonic is changed within each cycle to
maintain its frequency in the 60 to 120 MHz range; the
changes are synchronised via a double TAG.
The main benefits of using a digital system are its full,
remote and cycle-to-cycle controllability; built-in
diagnostics and extensive signal observation capabilities
are also important characteristics. Its digital nature grants
an excellent repeatability as well as the implementation of
extensive archiving capabilities; this will allow recalling
previously-validated sets of control parameters [7].
The hardware family provides a very high processing
power, is compact, flexible and modular. Before being
deployed in ELENA, this family will be commissioned in
2014 in the CERN’s PS Booster (PSB) and in the medical
synchrotron of MedAustron [8] to implement their LLRF
systems. It will be then retro-fit to CERN’s LEIR LLRF
to standardise the LLRF implementation across machines.
Figure 2 shows the two-board LLRF tests system installed
in CERN’s PSB during the 2012-13 run.

0
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Figure 4: VXS-DSP-FMC Carrier boards overview.
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The RTM is the VXS-DSP-FMC Carrier’s companion
board. Installed in the rear side of the VXS crate and
interfaced to the Carrier via the J2/P2 connector, it carries
all major secondary power supplies needed by the Carrier.
The RTM front panel provides sixteen general purpose
digital inputs and eight general-purpose digital outputs
using stacked LEMO 00 connectors. The digital inputs
can be configured as high impedance of TTL 50 Ohm.
These are directly interfaced to the Main FPGA. An I2C
bus, driven from the Main FPGA, is used to control the
RTM LEDs, the input impedance and to interface with the
RTM power manager.

FMC Modules
There are three types of daughtercards, namely the
Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS), the Analogue-toDigital Converter (ADC), and a Digital-to-Analogue
converter (DAC) FMC modules.
The DDS FMC daughtercard uses the AD9858 IC as
the DDS core; it is a high quality, compact clock
generator, featuring two independent channels
synchronised to the same reference and allowing up to
232 mHz frequency step resolution.
The ADC FMC daughtercard uses an AD9286 ADC
and includes four independent digitisation channels with
up to 125 MSPS of 16 bits resolution. Its analogue frontend, based on the LT6409 IC, provides signal
conditioning with DC coupling, low noise, low distortion
and a controllable gain switching of 18 dB, corresponding
to 3 LSBs. The measured wideband spurious-free
dynamic range exceeds 70 dB, the signal-to-noise ratio
exceeds 74 dB thus allowing 12.5 equivalent number of
bits. Figure 5 shows the ADC FMC; a scale in centimiters
at the bottom of the picture underlines the small
daughtercard size.

The DAC FMC daughtercard is based on the AD9747
IC and allows four independent digital-to-analogue
conversion channels with 16 bits resolution in the
conversion and programmable gain switching of 18 dB.
The output is DC coupled, with a 40 MHz analogue
bandwidth and a full scale, peak output voltage of 3.6 V.
The sampling rate of the DAC mezzanine can go up to
250 MSPS and the front-end, like the ADC board,
includes low distortion and low noise electronics.
ADC and DAC FMC daughtercards provide features
such as voltage/temperature monitoring, precise board
identification with a silicon ID chip, EEPROM for storing
board specific information, namely the FMC family type,
the version number and the current level. In addition,
ADC and DAC FMC both are equipped with a DAC (for
the ADC FMC) and an ADC (for the DAC FMC) to carry
out an automatic offset compensation.

SOFTWARE
Main FPGA
The firmware running on the Main FPGA implements
the essential infrastructure for the system communication
and data exchange. Several communication channels are
implemented, such as: a) VME64x (A32/D32); b) DSP
(A16/D32); c) Carrier-to-Carrier (VXS full-duplex dual
32 bit link with a transfer rate of 100 MHz); d)
communication and data exchange with the FMC FPGA
(full-duplex 32 bit Gigabit links); e) I2C link to control
the RTM configuration and LEDs; f) I2C link to control
the board front-panel LEDs; g) I2C to control the VXS
Switch module; h) I2C links to exchange IPMI [10]
information with the FMC FPGA. The communication
architecture is configured such that no arbitration is
required on any of the link nor bus interfaces for
simplicity and overall system reliability.
The same firmware implements other capabilities, such
as; a) a dual, 128 channel timing generator, b) 16
channels, 32 bit x 1024 vector function generators; c) 48
channels, 32-bit x 2048 programmable digital signal
observation. The firmware allows remote updating of
FPGA and DSP software. Finally, numerous diagnostics
functions are available. The firmware will be the same for
all boards; the capabilities will be enabled or disabled
through controls depending on the desired board function.

FMC FPGA

Figure 5: ADC FMC top (above) and bottom (below).
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The FMC FPGA is optimised for DSP resources and
implements the custom FMC hardware control and data
treatment. Digital signals observation will be possible via
configurable buffers clocked at the RF clock and located
in the fast memory on the Carrier board.
The code in the FMC FPGA is customized to the actual
FMC hardware via the instantiation of FMC IP cores.
Each daughtercard is complemented by an FPGA IP core
running on the FMC FPGA. These IP Cores are
developed in independent version-controlled libraries
through a collaborative design. The FMC FPGA common
firmware is held in a separate library; the FMC FPGA
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design instantiates the required IP Cores in each slot. An
overall “VHDL compile and generate” creates the
customized FMC FPGA source. Separate logic Synthesis
and Place & Route projects are used for each IP Core
configuration to allow using specific constraints. Figure 6
shows the IP-cores instantiation in the FMC FPGA.

The DSP code will entirely depend on the functionality
of the board hosting the DSP itself and will allow the full
system customisation. An advantage of this approach is
the short time required to compile the code and download
it into the hardware, as opposed to that required by a
complex FPGA. This will minimise the downtime due to
code modifications during machine studies.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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Development and Test Support Tools

Figure 6: IP-cores instantiation in the FMC FPGA.
The ensemble FMC daughtercard and corresponding IP
core implements the functionality of a of Master Direct
Digital Synthesizer (MDDS) for the DDS FMC, a Digital
Down Converter (DDC) for the ADC FMC and a Slave
Direct Digital Synthesizer (SDDS) for the DAC FMC.
The MDDS generates a clock that clocks all
daughtercards at a high fREV harmonic. The TAG signal
synchronises in phase all DDC and SDDS channels in the
system. The encoding protocol allows transferring both
the RF clock and the tag as two separate signals over
optical fiber (AC-coupled fabric). This will be especially
useful for the implementation of system described in [3],
since its crate might be about 200 m distant from the
LLRF system. Figure 7 shows the implemented RF clock
and TAG encoding.

Figure 7: RF clock and TAG encoding.
The DDC daughtercard performs digitisation, low-pass
filtering and decimation, thus greatly increasing by digital
signal processing the ADC equivalent number of bits.
The SDDS generates RF analogue signals of
programmable fREV harmonic and phase, as well as fullyprogrammable noise. Data acquisition and control are
done in {I,Q} coordinates.

DSP
The DSP code is developed in C language as interruptdriven; it does not make use of a real-time operative
system owing to the strict time constraints required. The
DSP code implements the core data treatment
functionalities, such as the beam and cavity control loops
for the LLRF, thus fully exploiting its floating point
processing capabilities.
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Several Python scripts have been developed to carry
out interactive, automatic or overnight tests of the various
boards. This has been a great advantage for the pre-series
validation/characterisation in the laboratory and is going
to be an essential tool when testing the series production.
A toolset [11] for memory map management and
automatic driver generation has also been developed by
CERN’s BE/RF group. The toolset allows the creation of
memory maps for all interfaces involved and the
generation of VME software driver definitions, VHDL
register banks and DSP header files.

CONCLUSIONS
A leading-edge hardware family is under development
at CERN to address the LLRF needs of several CERN;s
synchrotrons. After being deployed in machines at CERN
and abroad, it will be used for the LLRF and for the
longitudinal diagnostics implementation in the ELENA
ring. This hardware family provides very high processing
power by making advanced use of FPGA and DSP
resources. Furthermore, it is compact, flexible and
modular. Its planned wide-spread use will allow for an
easier maintenance and a better spares management.
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TUNE MEASUREMENT FROM TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK SIGNALS IN
LHC

Abstract
We show how bunch-by-bunch position data from the
LHC transverse feedback system can be used to determine
the transverse tunes. Results from machine development
experiments are presented and compared with theoretical
predictions. In the absence of external beam excitations
the tune is visible in the spectra of the position data with
the feedback loop as a dip, while with external excitation a
peak is visible. Both options, observation with and without
excitation, are demonstrated to be complementary. Periodic excitation and observation of the free oscillation can
also be used to determine the damping time of the feedback
in addition to the coherent tune. Plans are outlined for hardware upgrades of the LHC transverse feedback system that
will enable fast online processing of bunch-by-bunch, turnby-turn data using Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). By
using GPUs we gain the ability to compute and store the
spectrum of all bunches in real-time and the possibility to
reconfigure, test and deploy algorithms. This data acquisition and analysis architecture also allows changes to be
made without disturbing the operation.

INTRODUCTION
Maintaining the correct tune throughout acceleration is
of paramount importance for the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN. The procedure to adjust the tune and chromaticity prior to the injection of a high intensity beam for
physics involves injection of a low intensity pilot bunch of
between 5×109 and 1×1010 protons. Residual oscillations
of this bunch are detected by the BBQ system [1] which is
based on diode detection. For the low intensity bunches
that are used to adjust the machine, the transverse feedback system is not needed and the measurement of the tune
using the BBQ system is both reliable and precise [2]. For
the operational beam, used for physics, which has had up to
≃ 1.6×1011 protons per bunch and 1380 bunches per beam
during the first LHC proton run (2010-2012), transverse
feedback is needed throughout the cycle to stabilize the
beam against coupled bunch instabilities [3, 4]. The gain
of this feedback is high with damping times of the order
of 20 turns, suppressing not only instabilities but also reducing emittance blow-up by rapidly damping injection errors and reducing the detrimental effect due to external perturbations, such as noise on magnets that shake the beam.
Consequently, the residual oscillations of the beam are reduced as desired but, together with additional broadband
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noise injected by the feedback system itself, the signal-tonoise ration of the BBQ based tune measurement is greatly
reduced. During the ramp a tune feedback is needed and
the quality of the BBQ based signal has been a concern,
as an incorrect measurement of the tune can lead to wrong
adjustment of the tune quadrupoles effectively driving the
tune away from the desired value and leading to beam loss.
A number of options to improve the tune measurement
have been explored. A method that could be implemented
immediately was the reduction of the transverse feedback
gain for a single batch in the beam and a gating of the BBQ
signal to this particular bunch train. Standard operation of
the LHC in 2012 used this method which has improved the
reliability of the tune measurement and tune feedback. In
some cases, the oscillations have been enhanced by sweeping an excitation signal across the tune with the transverse
feedback kickers.
In the following we report on alternative methods of tune
measurement that use the digitized bunch-by-bunch oscillation data present in the transverse feedback loop itself to
derive a reliable tune measurement. With a set of eight
pick-ups, two per plane (horizontal and vertical) per beam,
generating data of 16 bit each at the bunch repetition rate
of 40 MHz, the total data stream present in the transverse
feedback system amounts to over 5 Gbit/s. The transverse
feedback system is a VME based and, due to limited bus
bandwidth, only allows a fraction of the data to be extracted
for analysis. The data stored during machine development
session (MDs) is being used for offline analysis to guide
the development more universal system based on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) that will receive the real-time
data via a serial link for online analysis in order to display
the tune and for the tune feedback system. It has been important to test the feasibility of different algorithms with
real data and on different GPUs in order to select the correct technologies for the planned system.
In general two options for tune measurement using the
transverse feedback data were tested: firstly a purely passive observation of the data stream and secondly active excitation on selected bunches using the transverse feedback
system to create measurable coherent oscillations. The latter can also be used to monitor the damping, however this
will lead to some blow-up of the selected bunches and is
thus invasive.

MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
In a continuous time model, the transverse betatron oscillations of the beam and the active damping by the feed579
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back system can be described by a second order differential
equation whereby the machine tune and damping terms are
determined by the complex eigen frequencies. A Fourier
analysis of the time domain data sampled at every turn
yields the tune of the beam and different regimes can be
distinguished. With active feedback, oscillations are driven
by residual noise on magnets and a tune line is visible, but
this is not very reliable as its strength is governed by an uncontrolled excitation. Active excitation can be used to drive
the beam and make the tune line grow above the measurement background noise, but usually this is at the expense of
emittance blow-up. In the following we describe the gated
periodic excitation that has been developed for, and tested
in, the LHC during 2012. Passive observations can also be
made without any additional excitation. With feedback on
a “trench” at the tune develops and we have to search for a
minimum in order to determine this value. This technique
has been used in electron storage rings [5] and a detailed
analysis using z-transforms has been presented in [6]. Note
that this technique can distinguish very well between the
external lines in the spectrum at multiples of 50 or 100 Hz,
observed particularly in the horizontal plane in the LHC,
and the real tune value.

Figure 1: Example of Tune Measurement with Selective
Excitation (time domain signal).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Tune Measurement with Selective Excitation
In the case of a tune measurement with selective excitation, the transverse feedback kickers are used to excite
the leading batch of the beam. For the standard 50 ns
LHC beam, the first high intensity batch in every physics
fill consists of 6 bunches and the applied excitation was
gated to these. As a single turn kick by the transverse feedback results only in a small oscillation amplitude, a series
of kicks is applied on successive turns, the amplitudes of
which is modulated at the nominal tune frequency. An excitation lasting for around four to five turns is sufficient
to generate an oscillation of approximately 100 µm at a
β ≃ 150 − 200 m and this can be detected with good precision by the transverse feedback system. The free oscillation following the excitation is recorded and the analysis
only considers the data from this free oscillation (see figure 1). The DFT of the data stream readily gives the tune,
figure 2 and, in the presence of active damping by the feedback, also the damping time.
In practice this method suffered from difficulties associated with the presence of spurious signals in the spectrum.
The data taken for 6 bunches (2730 turns per bunch) in the
presence of strong damping produces a wide tune signal
with some internal structure but, in the presence of such
strong damping, the different lines could not be resolved.
However, looking for the peak of the signal can generate
an output tune signal that jumps between different values
(lines) of tune, this can be seen on figure 3. It is not clear
if the different lines that are visible are artefacts, externally
driven, or a true representation of the beam’s eigen frequen580

Figure 2: Spectra for individual bunches (top) and averaged
spectra over 6 bunches (bottom).
cies. All six bunches exhibited the same behaviour.
Two possible remedies have been proposed. Firstly, the
reduction of the feedback gain for the leading six bunches,
which was prepared in 2012, but has not yet tested with
beam for this purpose. Secondly an analysis of the oscillations which will integrate out the different lines present
in the tune spectrum. The first approach will give more insight in the structure of the tune spectrum and the origin of
the spurious lines, while the second approach can be used
for a robust tune measurement in view of using the result
for the tune feedback. A means of integrating over the oscillations is to look at the average phase advance over a
given number of turns using Hilbert transforms of the time
domain data.

Non-Invasive Tune Measurement from Transverse Feedback
As mentioned in the previous chapter, when there is a
functioning transverse feedback, the tune observation can
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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be made without additional active excitation of the beam.
The tune value can be observed as a trench (or a “dip”)
in the in-loop signal spectrum. Provided that the in-loop
data is not too noisy, and that the record length is sufficient, the tune can be computed as a simple FFT for every
individual bunch. However, in the real system, the noise
floor of a typical single acquisition (1 bunch, 2048 turns) is
too high to obtain any meaningful reading of the tune. The
transverse damper in LHC treats every bunch individually,
and the in-loop data is available at the bunch-crossing frequency of 40 MHz. Providing that there is sufficient computing power, it is possible to acquire 2048 turns of data for
all of the circulating bunches (e.g. 1380 in 50 ns operation,
or 2808 in 25 ns operation), compute the individual FFTs
and average the magnitudes of the spectra. This will lower
the noise background and allow us to observe a clear trench
at the tune value.
This technique has been demonstrated for the first train
of 6 bunches during normal LHC operation. The data has
been collected for several minutes to accumulate a sufficient number of datasets for averaging and the data has later
been processed offline. Figure 4 and 5 shows the results of
the non-invasive tune measurement with an accumulation
value of 10 (i.e. 60 spectra averaged). The tune trench is
clearly visible. The resolution will significantly increase if
we average the spectra of all bunches, whilst still obtaining
a throughput of 5 tune values per second.

TEST OF ALGORITHMS ON A GPU
USING EXPERIMENTAL DATA
With data acquired during MDs, we have been able to
build an off-line analysis tool [7] and try different algorithms. To compute the tune in real time the data must
pass through the different steps within certain time constraints. The whole system has to be able to process all of
the bunches of the machine, up to a maximum of 2808, at a
rate faster than the acquisition rate. The idea is to produce
2048 point Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) faster than the
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 4: Tune Measurement (non-invasive), with low
damper gain (top) and with high damper gain (bottom).

Figure 5: Detail of Tune Measurement (non-invasive) with
spurious lines spaced by 100 Hz and tune (trench) in between.
speed of acquisition. Using conventional central processing units (CPUs), as shown on Table 1, we are slower than
the acquisition speed of around 100 ms.
Table 1: Speed for 3000 Acquisitions of 2048 Points Comparing Threads, Frequencies and Different Models of CPUs
and a GPU
Device

Type

i7-3720QM
i7-3720QM
Tesla M2090

FFTW
OpenCL
OpenCL

Threads

[GHz]

[ms]

8
8
512

2.6
2.6
1.3

310
272
35

A modular software design has allowed testing of an implementation using a mixture of processing between CPUs
and GPUs. OpenCL [8], the open standard for general purpose GPU programming, allows us to have the same code
running on both the CPU and the GPU. To have an external
comparison, the library FFTW [9] has been used and this
exhibits a very similar level of performance as OpenCL on
the CPU. On the GPU, computing is about ten times faster
than on the CPU, even when considering a GPU model that
is a generation old. This has showed that we can compute
the tune FFTs for each individual bunch faster than the acquisition speed. The time distribution of the different parts
of the algorithm is displayed in figure 6.
581
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Figure 3: Example of Tune Measurement (peak DFT) for
six bunches of beam 1 in the horizontal plane during the
ramp and squeeze with two lines spaced at 20 Hz. During
the squeeze the fractional tune changes from 0.28 to 0.31.
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replicated using fiber splitters and sent to a virtually unlimited number of sampling boxes which could be dedicated
to a particular user (e.g. operations group), or a particular analysis (tune measurement, instability trigger, various
online bunch by bunch analysis). By selecting an external
solution, based on off the shelf PC hardware, we can easily upgrade the sampling boxes provide extra capacity in
terms of storage space and GPU processing power without
disrupting the operation of the transverse feedback system.

Default Path
CPU (i7)

Optional Path

~4s (with 300 bunches)

SVD

CPU (FFTW)

~120ms

GPU (Fermi)
memory CPU -> GPU

~5ms

prepare (short -> ﬂoat2)

~5ms

FFT (radix2) * log2(N)

~20ms

CONCLUSIONS
memory GPU-> CPU

amplitude

~90us

accumulate

~55us

Normalize

~20ms

amplitude (length)
&
accumulate
memory GPU -> CPU

~5ms

~0.3ms

~30us
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Figure 6: Time flow with different implementations and
with 3000 bunches of 2048 points each.
Parallelization of FFTs on GPUs can be done by distributing all of the twiddling and multiplication steps between the available cores so that, in our case, we have
a maximum possible parallelization optimization of 2880
times 1024 which is three order of magnitude larger than
the number of core on the tested GPU. Therefore, by utilising GPUs with more cores, we should be able substantially
reduce the processing time through increased parallelisation. Acquisition and computing speed show that it is possible to build a real-time bunch-by-bunch tune acquisition
system. This system should allow us better diagnostics in
the LHC and allow a smooth transition to higher energy
after the current long shutdown of the LHC (LS1).

ARCHITECTURE FOR A FUTURE
ONLINE OPERATIONAL SYSTEM
In the transverse feedback system we have the digitized
radial position data available from each pick-up as a serial stream at a bunch by bunch rate of 40 MHz. This results a 1 Gbps serial line rate after 8b10b encoding and
comma padding. We plan to perform pre-processing of
the data streams in the ADT hardware in order to combine all pick-ups and produce a single 1 Gbps stream of
data for each plane. In order to decouple the tune measurement and observation from the operation of the transverse
feedback system, we will stream this data out of the feedback system over fiber to a dedicated sampling box based
on a PC platform. A dedicated fiber to PCI Express interface, based on the open-hardware “SPEC” card developed by BE-CO [10], will capture the serial stream into an
on-board memory buffer and make it available to the CPU
over the PCI Express bus. The serial stream can easily be
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In machine developments experiments in the LHC, we
have tested two methods to derive the transverse tunes from
the feedback data. The first method uses a several turn
excitation burst that is gated to a short train of bunches
and the second, non-invasive, method consists of observing the feedback signal of the individual bunches without
external excitation. Both methods produced promising results. Algorithms to calculate the DFTs required on GPUs
have been tested. The development of a hardware platform
based on GPUs is proposed to receive the streamed data
from the transverse feedback system for on-line processing.
This hardware platform can process the data stream without obstructing communications with the damper feedback
hardware which is realized in VME standard.
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R. Neubert, W. Vodel, FSU, Jena, Germany
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In the upcoming FAIR facility, it is foreseen at several
installation locations to have beam currents down to few
nA. The operational mode also demands for nondestructive beam current measurement. Since standard
non-disturbing beam current measurement techniques do
not offer the required current resolution, Cryogenic
Current Comparators (CCC) will be installed at various
locations of the FAIR facility [1].
The CCC for the ion beam current measurement was
first developed at GSI and was used for the current
measurements at the high energy beam transport section
after the GSI synchrotron SIS18. This system has now
been refurbished as a prototype for the new CCC design
for the FAIR facility. The refurbished CCC unit was
taken into operation and first test measurements have
been carried out. In this contribution we report the test
measurements using the refurbished CCC unit with a
simulated beam current. Since the magnetic noise field
components are one of the parameters limiting the
resolution of the detector system, the simulation on the
field attenuation is studied is by an FEM simulation
package and is also reported.

and a surrounding single turn pick up coil arrangement.
The dimensions of the basic simulation model were
chosen from a shield prepared for the new CCC prototype
having inner and outer diameters 95.5 mm and 140 mm
respectively with a gap width of 0.5 mm. The
assumptions for the simulations and their validity are
already described in detail [1] and hence only a brief
outline is given here. Comsol multiphysics simulation
package is used for the simulation with its magnetic
insulation boundary condition is applied to the
superconducting walls so that the field will be excluded
from the Niobium material boundaries and hence creates
a perfect conductor boundary condition. As it is
previously shown [1] that the axial component of the
magnetic field undergoes very strong attenuation
compared to the transverse field components, attenuation
only in the transverse direction is discussed in the
following sections.

SIMULATION OF THE MAGNETIC
FIELD ATTENUATION
The CCC measures the beam current by measuring the
azimuthal magnetic field associated with the beam current
[2]. However, this azimuthal magnetic field, in most cases
will be several orders of magnitude less than the magnetic
noise field present in a typical accelerator environment
(for instance, a beam tube of diameter 100 mm carrying a
beam current of 100 nA produces an azimuthal magnetic
field of 0.4 pT, compared to an average Earth’s magnetic
field of 50 µT). Hence the pick-up coil is enclosed in a
meander shaped superconducting magnetic shield which
is shown [3,4], to attenuate any magnetic field component
other than the azimuthal field carrying information about
the beam current as shown schematically in Figure 1. In
this work, we discuss the preliminary results from the
simulations in order to optimize the geometry of the
magnetic shield.
The magnetic shield geometry under investigation
consists of parallel plates of circular Niobium discs
arranged to form a meander structure. This shield ensures
any non-azimuthal magnetic field undergoes strong
attenuation before reaching the cylindrical cavity where
the field is measured with a high permeability ring core

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 1: Schematic view of the sensor unit of the CCC
system. The complete sensor part is operated at 4.2 K.
The magnetic field attenuation through meander shaped
magnetic shield geometries is analytically studied by
Grohmann et al [4, 5, 6]. However the analytical
formulation doesn’t give dependence of gap width (g)
plates on field attenuation between two consecutive
meander.
Since the magnetic field gradually tends to take
azimuthal direction while passing through the shield
geometry, a 180 degree rotation of the cylindrical
geometry has to be taken into the simulating model. This
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makes the number of mesh cells too large for the
simulation package to solve for field attenuation. Due to
these reasons, we present an analysis on the attenuation of
the external magnetic field in radial and axial directions
along with the dependence of the gap width on the
attenuation.

exponential increase. For the magnetic shield
manufactured for the new CCC prototype, great care has
been taken to keep the gap width minimal. A gap width of
0.5 mm has been successfully introduced without any
electrical contacts between the consecutive plates.

Magnetic Field Attenuation in Radial Directions
The radial dependence of the field attenuation is
studied by plotting attenuation against the radial distance
the shield. While passing through + direction, the field
undergoes exponential attenuation as shown in Figure
2(a). It should be noted here that the outer radius of the
shield is increased and the radial distance is measured
from a constant inner radius of 95.5 mm.
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Figure 3: Variation in field attenuation while passing
through a single meander curve as a function of gap
width, g.

Figure 2: Attenuation of the magnetic field in + direction
(a) and - direction (b) plotted for various gap widths.
In case of passing through - direction, the field
undergoes a relatively smaller attenuation compared to
the former case as shown in Figure 2(b). An exponential
fit shows that in both directions attenuation follows a
relation,

Preliminary results from simulations show an
attenuation factor of 115 dB for the magnetic shield
geometry having 10 meander plates (which is the case for
the shield prepared for the new CCC prototype). However
for the practical CCC sensor unit, the high permeability
ring core inside the magnetic shield is covered by single
turn Nb pick up coil. This will introduce further
attenuation of the field components.
Figure 4 shows the attenuation of an externally applied
magnetic field through magnetic shield geometry with 10
meander shaped plates having a gap width of 2 mm.

where k is a function of the gap width g and inner radius
ri. Further detailed analysis is required to introduce the
dependence of each geometrical variable into the relation.
In the - direction, the field components undergo an
exponential attenuation given by the equation as already
shown [2],

where ri and ro are the inner and outer radius of the
coaxial cylinder.

Dependence of Gap Width on Field Attenuation
Taking into account of the individual components in the
total attenuation of the magnetic field, variation of field
attenuation as a function of the gap width is shown in
Figure 3. Simulation results shows that as the gap width
of the meander plates is reduced, the attenuation shows an
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Figure 4: Field attenuation through a meander shaped
magnetic shield geometry. The attenuation is plotted
against the total path the field has to propagate through
the shield geometry.
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In order to meet the installation requirements at various
locations, CCC systems for the FAIR facility will have a
number of upgrades from the present system at GSI in the
sensor units to cryogenic and vacuum components. Hence
for the optimization studies and test measurements, the
existing CCC system was recommissioned as a prototype
for the new installations. The re-furbished CCC was taken
in to operation to measure a simulated test current applied
through a current carrying loop around the magnetic
sensor unit as shown schematically in Figure 6. The
current sensitivity of the SQUID sensor corresponding to
unit flux quantum (ɸ0) is found to be 175 nA/ɸ0. This was
the same value reported during the test measurements
throughout the previous operations [2] of the CCC which
also shows the excellent stability of the SQUID system
over long periods.

current drifts which as A. Peters et al [2] reported to have
exponential decrease over time. This was assumed to be
evolving from the remnant flux trapped inside the
superconducting magnetic shield since it is cooled from a
‘non-zero field’ condition. However during our
measurement, any temperature fluctuation inside the
dewar showed direct influence in the SQUID signal. By
connecting a flexible tube at the exhaust of the liquid
helium boil-off, the ambient pressure inside the cryostat
was changed hence introducing a temperature fluctuation
and this caused immediate zero current drifts. The current
measurements were taken with a stable system without a
measurable zero current drifts as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6: Schematic of the current measurement set up
with wire loop wound around the magnetic shield to apply
a known current to stimulate beam current. The CCC
sensor unit was maintained at 4.2 K during the
measurements.

Figure 5: Noise spectra given by the SUQID sensor.
The noise spectrum given by the SQUID sensor (UJ
111, developed in FSU, Jena) is shown in Figure 5. A
noise signal of 1.5 to 3.5 mVRMS/√Hz corresponds to a
current resolution of
at lower frequency
range (<100 Hz). The spectrum shows a number of
characteristic lines corresponding to various noise
sources. The strongest noise influence was from the
electrical disturbances caused by the roughing pump at
49.5 Hz, which was switched off during further
measurements. The turbo molecular pump frequency
(820 Hz) and its harmonics also show noticeable noise
amplitude in the noise spectrum. Three different peaks
were found around 70 Hz which were due to the
mechanical resonances of the dewar which were also
found during the previous vibration analysis tests [2].

Since the current measurement using CCC is position
independent, by applying a known current from “Keithley
261 picoampere current source” to a wire loop around the
detector unit, beam current was easily simulated. The
equivalent SQUID signal was measured as shown in
Figure 7 where 5 nA current signal is measured.

ZERO CURRENT DRIFT
During the current measurement, the CCC showed a
zero current drift which was found to be decreasing as the
cryostat became thermalized. Any mechanical disturbance
to the liquid helium cryostat was found to introduce

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 7: 5 nA peak to peak signal in full bandwidth.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Simulations on the field attenuation through the
superconducting meander shaped magnetic shield were
carried out and the preliminary results are reported.
However, further investigations will be performed to
introduce the pick-up coil and the high permeability ring
core into the simulation to estimate the total attenuation of
the external non-azimuthal magnetic fields.
It is planned to replace the present SQUID sensor and
read out electronics with commercially available parts for
the upgraded CCC for FAIR. These components will be
tested in the prototype for the beam current measurement
at a GSI beam line. Hence the current noise performance
of the sensor unit will be compared. Preliminary design of
the CCC unit has been prepared taking into account of the
boundary conditions at various installation locations. The
current drift of the SQUID signal will also be analysed in
detail.
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INTENSITY CONTROL IN GANIL’S EXPERIMENTAL ROOMS
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GANIL, Caen, France
The safety re-examination of existing GANIL facilities
requires the implementation of a safety system which
makes a control of the beam intensity sent to the
experimental rooms possible. The aim is to demonstrate
that beam intensities stay below the authorized limits
defined by the safety GANIL group. The challenge is to
be able to measure by a non-interceptive method a wide
range of beam intensities from 5nA to 5ȝA with a
maximum uncertainty of 5%, independently of the
frequency (from 7 to 14.5MHz) and the beam energy
(from 1.2 to 95MeV.A). After a comparative study, two
types of high frequency diagnostics were selected, the
capacitive pick-up and the fast current transformer. This
paper presents the signal simulations from diagnostics
with different beam energies, the uncertainty calculations
and the results of the first tests with beam.

INTRODUCTION
A safety review has been required to The National
Large Heavy Ion Accelerator (GANIL, Caen, France) by
the Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN, France). The beam
intensity monitoring has to be upgraded to protect
personnel from radiation hazards. A system that controls
the beam intensity delivered in experimental rooms in the
energy and frequency ranges used at GANIL has to be
developed. This project is called CIA for “Control of the
Intensity in experimental Areas”. At the end of the
project, seven equipments will be installed in beam lines
and experimental rooms. All of them will be classified as
EIS (Element Important to Safety). Hence they have to
meet a number of requirements in terms of safety, in
particular, an insurance of well-functioning stronger as
possible.

REQUIREMENTS
The system has to provide a high reliable measure of
the beam intensity with a relative precision better than 5%
in the range 5nA to 5μA. The detector response should be
independent of temperature, beam position, energy,
frequency and phase extension. The reliability is
enhanced through general care and periodic maintenance.

Uncertainty Calculation
One of the fundamental safety requirements is to check
if the beam intensity limit is not exceeded. In order to
avoid exceeding the limit, the threshold has to take into
account the global measurement uncertainty. As an
example, we consider a maximum beam intensity allowed
of 5nA and a global uncertainty of 1nA. The threshold
___________________________________________

#

must be set at 4nA and the maximum beam intensity that
could be delivered without triggering the alarm is 3nA.
Thus the uncertainty has to be as low as possible. The
uncertainty has to be characterized as regards its influence
quantities:
x beam energy
x beam phase extension
x beam lateral position
x temperature
x frequency
x extern magnetic fields
All these influence quantities generate systematic errors.
Stochastic errors as electronic noise and RF disturbance
have also to be taken into account. When the standard
uncertainties of every uncertainty component have been
estimated, the combined standard uncertainty attributable
to all of these components may be estimated.

Quality Assurance Process
In addition to specifications, a Quality Assurance
Process has to be followed. That involves:
x characterization of the measurement chain in
laboratory and with beam,
x verification and validation that the system meets
specifications,
x test procedure guides,
x certified reports,
x traceability of instruments,
x Follow-up study, periodic tests...

FEASABILITY STUDY OF TECHNICAL
SOLUTIONS
Two high frequency diagnostics have been selected: the
capacitive Pick-Up (PU) and the Fast Current
Transformer (FCT). The features of the FCT are its large
bandwidth (up to 2GHz) and its high sensitivity (5V/A).
A PU was developed at GANIL and a FCT was bought at
Bergoz Instrumentation [1].
The signal processing consists in measuring the second
harmonic of the signal receiving from the diagnostic. A
relative simple relation exists between the average value
of the outgoing signal and its second harmonic. The mean
value of the beam intensity can be then calculated by
taking account of the diagnostic transmittance. The
principal disadvantage of this method is the dependence
on beam energy and phase extension. This method is
already used in another GANIL project named CICS for
“Irradiation Control of the SPIRAL Target” and detailed
in a DIPAC’05 paper [5]. Compared to CICS, CIA has to
deal with two difficulties: the large range of beam

courtois@ganil.fr
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intensity (from 5nA to 5μA) requiring sensitivity
modifications and the large range of beam energy (from
1.2 to 95MeV.A).

The FCT is ten time less sensitive to energy variations
than the PU. However its sensitivity to energy must be
taken into account to avoid measurement error.

CHARACTERIZATION TESTS OF THE
FCT IN LABORATORY
Figure 1: FCT developed by Bergoz Instrumentation.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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SIGNAL SIMULATIONS
The FCT achieves its measurement via the beam
magnetic field while the PU measures the intensity via the
beam electric field. The electric and magnetic field-line
distributions depend on the beam energy. A high energy
leads to a significant Lorentz contraction of the
electromagnetic field. Hence a study on the energy
sensitivity of the electromagnetic field was conducted. A
simulation of FCT and PU signals was done. Its primary
goal is to model closely the physical interactions
involved, the detectors performance and the beam
parameters. There are few, if any, articles in scientific
literature about magnetic field generated by beam while
articles about beam electric field abound. Thus, we had to
start again from equations of the classical
electrodynamics [2][3][4]. First electric and magnetic
fields generated by a single particle e, with velocity v, are
modeled. The transverse electric field at a point a
perpendicular distance b from the straight line path of the
charge was found to be:

eJb

EA

2 2 2 32

b2  J v t

Figure 2: Coaxial line.

(1)

Table 2: Results

The origin of the time t is chosen so that the charge is
closest to the observation point at t = 0. Ȗ is the Lorentz
factor. The magnetic induction is related simply to the
electric field by the relation:

&
B

& &
vE
c2

(2)

These fields are then convolved with the charge
distribution of bunches. This model produces coherent
and reliable results with a previous study conducted with
beam. Consequently its use is considered relevant. On
table 1, is presented the second harmonic variation in the
range of energy for CSS1, CSS2 and CIME cyclotrons.

Table 1: Simulation Results
energy
range
(MeV.A)

frequency
range
(MHz)

CSS1

[4; 13]

CSS2
CIME

cyclotron
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Two series of laboratory tests were performed at
Bergoz Instrumentation and GANIL. The first purpose of
these tests was to ensure that the FCT meets its
specifications. The uncertainty with temperature and
frequency has to be at most equal to 1%. The cutoff
frequency has to be at least equal to 200MHz.
Tests carried out in GANIL aimed at a more detailed
characterization. The electronic setup is composed of an
amplifier and a Lock-In Amplifier (Stanford Research
Systems SR844). It has a frequency range of 25kHz to
200MHz. Its function of interest is the harmonic detection
(F and 2F). Tests were realized in laboratory with a
coaxial line (Fig. 2) developed at GANIL which
simulates the bunch beam. The table 2 presents simulation
results.

second harmonic
variation
FCT

PU

[7; 14]

0.007%

0.07%

[24; 95]

[7; 14]

0.01%

0.1%

[1.2; 25]

[9.6; 14.5]

0.9%

8%

specifications

measurements

lower cutoff
frequency

< 200kHz

6.485kHz

upper cutoff
frequency

> 200MHz

267.575MHz

cumulative
uncertainty

< 1% on 5-45ºC
and 14-29MHz

0.76% on 25-45ºC
and 14-29MHz

The uncertainty associated to frequency is the dominant
term. The FCT is relatively stable with respect to
temperature. As the FCT response in function of
temperature is linear and the relative uncertainty
(normalized by the mean value) associated to temperature
on the range 25 to 45°C equals 0.06%, it is a reasonable
assumption to say that the relative uncertainty on the
range 5 to 45°C would not exceed 0.6%. Moreover a
measurement on 6-41°C gave a relative uncertainty of
0.15%. This assumption involves a cumulative
uncertainty on 5-45°C and 14-29MHz lower to 1%.
The aim of the linearity test is to check that the relation
between the delivered intensity and the measured
intensity is truly linear. The measurement has been
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Figure 6: Stochastic uncertainty of measurement.
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Figure 3: Measurement chain linearity with coaxial line.

TESTS WITH BEAM
A prototype of each diagnostics, FCT and PU, has been
set on beam line. Figure 4 presents measurement
chains. In the PU measurement chain, the high input
impedance of the amplifier is used. The amplifier is as
close as possible to the PU in order not to distort the
signal.
FCT
SR844

beam
beam
m
amplifier
§G%

PU

The maximum stochastic uncertainty of FCT is 1.7%
and of PU is 1.8% on [1nA; 500nA]. These stochastic
uncertainties are composed of diagnostic uncertainty and
beam uncertainty.
One important purpose of beam tests is to characterize
the energy sensitivity of FCT and PU. A decrease of beam
energy leads to a rise of the bunch length which leads to a
second harmonic level decrease. A correction, a
posteriori, of the second harmonic is thus possible. An
energy correction of FCT measurements has been done.
First beam tests agree with this correction. Concerning
PU, beam tests have shown that the necessary correction
is more significant. As beam tests do not agree with
model, correction factors have to be adjusted. For now,
only three energy values have been tested. More beam
tests are required to realize this adjustment. Beam tests
are scheduled for the end of 2013.

SR844

bea
beam
am
amplifier

CONCLUSIONS

§dB

Figure 4: Measurement chains with beam.
The aim is to reduce the beam intensity to 1nA and
evaluate linearity, sensitivity and resolution of the
measurement chain.
1000

FCT

PU

A safety system based on a beam diagnostic involves a
Quality Assurance Process. A feasibility study has already
been done; simulations and tests in laboratory have also
been performed. It remains the characterization with
beam. Some beam tests have been realized in July and
other are scheduled for the end of the year 2013. The
choice of the equipment will depend on the intensity
range required and which should be decided soon.

intensity (nA)

100
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0,1
0,1

1
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100

1000

intensity measured by ACCT (nA)

Figure 5: Measurement chain linearity with beam.
The non-linearity error equals 1.54%FS (Full Scale) for
FCT and 1.15%FS for PU. The major disadvantage of
these beam tests is the reference diagnostic, an AC
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signal measured by bench test (dBm)

-10

Current Transformer used in routine at GANIL. This
ACCT is worse in terms of linearity and sensitivity than
diagnostics to be characterized. Figure 6 shows the
stochastic
uncertainty
(standard
deviation
of
measurements) of FCT, PU and ACCT.

stochastic uncertainty

performed with a signal of constant frequency (20MHz)
and decreasing the intensity from 50μA to 5nA. The least
squares method is used to find the best fit straight line.
The non-linearity error is the maximum deviation from
the best fit straight line. The percentage is quoted using
the normal full scale. The non-linearity error of FCT does
not exceed 1%FS on [1nA; 5μA] and equals 6.5%FS on
[50pA; 1nA] which is in good agreement with the desired
specifications.
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A CRYOGENIC CURRENT COMPARATOR FOR FAIR WITH IMPROVED
RESOLUTION *
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W. Vodel, Helmholtz-Institut Jena, Germany
R. Neubert, P. Seidel, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Germany
F. Kurian, H. Reeg, M. Schwickert,
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
A Cryogenic Current Comparator is a highly sensitive
tool for the non-destructive online monitoring of
continuous as well as bunched beams of very low
intensities. The noise-limited current resolution of such a
device depends on the ferromagnetic material embedded
in the pickup coil of the CCC. Therefore, the main focus
of research was on the low temperature properties of
ferromagnetic core materials. In this contribution we
present first results of the completed Cryogenic Current
Comparator for FAIR working in a laboratory
environment, regarding the improvements in resolution
due to the use of suitable ferromagnetic core materials.
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INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the absolute and exact intensity of
the beam current is one of the most important challenges
for each accelerator facility. A non-intercepting detection
of high brightness, high intensity primary ion beams as
well as low intensities of rare isotope beams is required
for the high-energy transport beam lines at FAIR. The
expected beam currents in these beam lines are in the
range of few nA up to several µA [1].
This requires a detector with a low detection threshold
and a high resolution. The online monitoring of the
longitudinal beam profile of continuous as well as
bunched beams requires a high bandwidth from DC to
several kHz. Superconducting pick-up coils allow the
detection of dc magnetic fields created by continuous
beams. A SQUID acting as current sensor for the pick-up
coil enables the detection of lowest currents. A
superconducting pick-up coil and a high performance
LTS-DC-SQUID are some of the main components of a
Cryogenic Current Comparator. Therewith the CCC
optimally fulfils the requirements for the FAIR beam
parameters.

DESIGN AND WORKING PRINCIPLE
The design of the CCC is depicted in Figure 1. The CCC
[2, 3, 4] consists of a meander shaped shielding, a toroidal
pick-up coil with a ferromagnetic core, a toroidal
matching transformer also including a ferromagnetic core
and an LTS-SQUID with the appropriated SQUIDelectronics acting as a precise current sensor.
__________________________________________
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shielding

ferromagnetic
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Figure 1: Circuit diagram of the CCC.
The azimuthal magnetic field of the particle beams passes
the ceramic gap in the beam line and is guided to the
pick-up coil by the meander-shaped shielding whereby all
other external magnetic field components are highly
attenuated [3].

Sensitivity
Since the CCC is an assembly of different parts with
own noise contribution, the total intrinsic noise of the
complete CCC is composed by the intrinsic noise of the
SQUID itself and its electronics as well as the
magnetization noise of the embedded coils. Using a
SQUID sensor with an adequate low noise level the
sensitivity depends on the pick-up coil and the matching
transformer. The current spectral density 〈 〉 of a coil at a
temperature T could be calculated with the FluctuationDissipation-Theorem (FDT) and the measured frequency
dependent serial inductance LS () respectively serial
resistance RS () in the equivalent circuit diagram of a
real coil, whereas RS () represents the total losses [5]:
RS  
I 2  4 k BT 
d (1)
2 LSQUID  LS   2  RS  2 .
For the presented noise measurements the pick-up coil
is directly coupled to the input coil of the SQUID. That
means that the total noise calculation has to include the
SQUID’s input coil inductance LSQUID. The input coil
does not contain a lossy core material. Therefore the
serial resistance could be neglected and the serial
inductance is assumed to be frequency independent in the
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CORE MATERIAL
From preliminary investigations we found that the
nanocrystalline ferromagnetic material Nanoperm [6]
shows highly satisfying results matching our requirements
[7].
The frequency dependent measurements of serial
inductance LS () and the serial resistance RS () of the
coils were measured with the help of a commercial
Agilent E4980A LCR-Meter [8].
Figure 2 shows the results of the LS () - RS ()measurements at 4.2 K of the FAIR-CCC’s single-turn
toroidal pick-up coil with Nanoperm M-764-01 core. The
Nanoperm pick-up coil has an outer diameter 260 mm, an
inner diameter of 205 mm and a width of 97 mm.

Figure 2: Comparison LS () and RS () of the welded
pick-up coil with Nanoperm M-764-01 core ((a) and (c))
and the DESY-CCC pick-up coil with Vitrovac 6025F
core ((b) and (d)) 4.2 K.
The corresponding curves of LS () and RS () of the
pick-up coil embedded in a CCC acting as dark current
monitor (DESY-CCC) [9] are used for reference
purposes. In this installation amorphous Vitrovac 6025F
[10] was used as core material for the pick-up coil which
is also well known for many other cryogenic applications.
It could be shown that the inductance of the welded coil
with the Nanoperm M-764-01 core is almost constant for
frequencies below 10 kHz (see (a) in Fig. 2). That would
provide a linear transfer function in this frequency range.
Moreover, it is shown that the inductance of the
Nanoperm M-764-01 coil is four times higher at 4.2 K
than the inductance of the DESY-CCC pick-up coil (see
(b) in Fig 2). Regarding Equation (1) this should lead to
an approximately four times lower current noise with a
serial resistance in the same range.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Noise Measurements
In the case of the FAIR-CCC a SQUID sensor CP2
blue and JESSY SQUID electronics, both from the
manufacturer Supracon [11], were used whereas the
DESY-CCC used a SQUID UJ111 and a SQUID Control
5.3 electronics of Jena University [12]. The pick-up coils
were directly coupled to the SQUID input coil by
superconducting wires and already enclosed into the
meander-shaped shielding. The output voltage noise
density of the SQUID electronics was measured by an HP
35670A dynamic signal analyser. The current noise
density was calculated using the flux and current
sensitivity of the SQUID sensor. The current sensitivity
was tested with the help of a battery powered current
source and an additional calibrating loop applied to the
pick-up coil (see Fig. 1). In the case of the FAIR-CCC the
flux sensitivity was measured to be 0.137 V/0 and the
current sensitivity was 190 nA/0. The flux sensitivity of
the DESY-CCC was measured to be 10 V/0 and the
current sensitivity was 450 nA/

Figure 3: The figure above shows the measured current
noise density of the improved FAIR-CCC with Nanoperm
M764 core (a) whereas plot (b) represents the intrinsic
current noise density of the Supracon SQUID sensor CP2
blue. For comparison the measured current noise density
of the DESY-CCC pick-up coil including a Vitrovac
6025F core is shown (c) whereas plot (d) represents the
intrinsic current noise density of the SQUID sensor
UJ111 from Jena University.
The measured current noise density of the FAIR-CCC
(see (a) in Fig. 3) is lower by a factor of 2 - 6 than the
current noise density of the DESY-CCC (see (c) in
Fig. 3). It was decreased to 21 pA/Hz1/2 compared to
110 pA/Hz1/2 at 7 Hz and to 2.4 pA/Hz1/2 compared to
9,6 pA/Hz1/2 at 10 kHz. Above 10 kHz the current noise
density of the FAIR-CCC is in the same range as the
intrinsic current noise density the SQUID sensor (see (b)
in Fig. 3). The total noise of the Nanoperm coil is
calculated to be 0.97 nA in the frequency range from
0.2 Hz to 10 kHz.
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considered frequency range. As one can see in Equation
(1) the current noise decreases while LS () is as high as
possible and RS (), which means the losses in the core
material, remains low over the whole frequency range.
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Step Function Response
Figure 4 shows the full-bandwidth response of the
FAIR-CCC to a rectangular current signal of 1.438 µA
(a), 185 nA (b), and 42.5 nA (c) applied to the additional
calibrating loop. There is no low pass filter or timeaveraging used. The step function response for lower
currents is quite linear as one can see from curves (b) and
(c). From this curves it is also visible that there is no drift
in the CCC signal during a time span of at least 15 s. At
higher currents (curve (a)) an overshooting appears at the
rising edge of the signal. The reason for this appearance
has to be clarified in subsequent experiments.

Figure 4: Full-bandwidth response of the FAIR-CCC to a
rectangular current signal of 1.438 µA (a), 185 nA (b),
and 42.5 nA (c) applied to the additional calibrating loop.
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Magnetic Field Attenuation
The attenuation factor of CCCs with a meander-shaped
shielding was analytically calculated by Grohmann et al.
in great detail [3].
The measurements of the attenuation factor were done
by applying a homogenous magnetic field which was
created by a modified Helmholtz coil outside of the
cryostat. The direction of the magnetic field could be set
either perpendicular (transvers field) or parallel
(longitudinal field) to the beam axis. The magnetic flux
density was varied sinusoidal with a frequency of 0.1 Hz.
The peak-to-peak values Bo were measured to be
Bo,t = 51 µT for the transverse field andBo,l = 100 µT
for the longitudinal field. The attenuated magnetic field
Bi inside the meander-shaped shielding in the area of the
pick-up coil could be calculated from the measured
response U of the CCC to the external magnetic field.
∆ ∙ ⁄
∙
(2)
∆ =
⁄
∙ ∙

Here dI/d0 = 190 nA/0 denotes the current
sensitivity of the SQUID sensor, LS = 100 µH the
inductance of the pick-up coil at 4.2 K, µr = 5.4×104 the
relative permeability of the pick-up coil at 4.2 K,
A = 37.5 cm2 the cross-section area of the pick-up coil,
and dU/d0 = 0.137 V/0 the flux sensitivity of the
SQUID sensor. The response of the CCC to the transvers
field was measured to be Ut = 0.032 V which gives an
attenuation factor At = 20·log(Bo,t/Bi,t) = 188 dB. The
response of the CCC to the longitudinal field was
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measured to be Ul = 0.016 V which gives an attenuation
factor Al = 20·log(Bo,l/Bi,l) = 199 dB.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The Cryogenic Current Comparator has shown its
capability as a beam monitor for ions as well as electrons.
With the usage of the presented material Nanoperm M764-01 a linear transfer function up to 10 kHz could be
expected. The current noise density of the pick-up coil
was reduced by a factor of two to five. With the increased
attenuation factor of the meander-shaped shielding a
further noise reduction in the low frequency range up to
1 kHz was achieved. This would enable the detection of
beam currents below 1 nA which means approximately
109 ions/spill of 238U28+ respectively 28×109 protons/ spill
for slow extraction with tspill = 5 s. The improved
resolution as well as the sensitivity to continuous and
bunched beams qualifies the CCC as a well suited
instrument for the beam diagnostics of FAIR.
There are still some challenges regarding the wiring
from the SQUID cartridge to the SQUID electronics. In
the presented measurements the wiring is at least in its
final configuration with all necessary feedthroughs but
there are some perturbances from interfering rf-signals
which causes an increased noise level. In subsequent
experiments the wiring should be optimized and the
matching transformer will be embedded, which again
increases the current sensitivity. Simultaneous to these
experiments which could be done in a wide neck bath
dewar the cryostat for the implementation of the CCC in a
beam line should be designed and fabricated.
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ELECTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTICS USING RADIATION FROM A FREE
ELECTRON LASER
M. Arbel, H.I.T., Holon, Israel
A. Eichenbaum, Ariel University Center of Samaria, Ariel, Israel

In most devices based on a high energy electron
beam, which used for electromagnetic radiation
production, great efforts are focused on the electron
beam quality improvement. This is the case in a
Free-Electron Laser (FEL) where electron beam
with a low normalized emittance is required. Thus,
diagnostic tools are required to investigate e-beam
properties, such as beam emittance, longitudinal
space charge, energy spread and velocity spread.
In this paper we present analysis of radiation
measurements obtained from a pre-bunched e-beam
FEL. The measurements were made for a wide
range of frequencies and for beam currents from
low currents to high currents, where space charge
effects can not neglected. We apply a frequency
domain formulation to analyze the measured
radiation. The spectral signature of the radiation
emission obtained from a pre-bunched e-beam can
provide vital information on e-beam properties. We
show that a rigorous analysis of the measured
radiation, allows characterization of the e-beam
parameters.
This analysis can provide some insights to the
development of e-beam accelerators and radiation
sources devices and to help physicists interpreting
radiated signals.

INTRODUCTION
In order to maintain a stable high energy electron
beam based devices a quality electron beam is
required. Devices such as FEL, Optical Klystron
(OK), Self Amplified Spontaneous Emission
(SASE) and Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR)
are based on the electron beam parameters and as a
result great efforts are made to maintain and
characterize the e-beam emittance, energy spread,
velocity spread and brightness [1-4].
In addition, for short wavelengths radiation
emission devices an ultra-short bunched electron
beam should be applied. To achieve such electron
beam, many techniques has been developed [5-7].
However, during the creation of such a bunched
electron beam, space-charge effects can change the
bunch profile, and can results in energy spread and
velocity modulation of the electron beam. This
energy spread can affect the profile of the coherent
radiation emission and can result in radiation
profile different than planed for the device.
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In this paper we describe an analysis of radiation
emission obtained from a pre-bunched electron
beam and we will investigate the velocity
modulation impact on the electron beam quality.
This analysis can give crucial information about the
influence of the velocity modulation on the electron
beam quality.

THE ANALYTICAL BASIS
In order to get some insight from the
experimental results we compare the measured
radiated power to the analytical model developed
by Schnitzer and Gover [8]. The analytical model is
based on cold beam fluid plasma and takes into
account collective effects and initial conditions of
e-beam current density and velocity modulation.
The radiated power is characterized in the low and
the high gain regimes, for a tenuous and for a dense
e-beam.
The total radiated power at the end of the wiggler
is given by P( Lw )  C ( Lw ) 2 Pq where C Lw  is the
field

amplitude

coefficient

and

Pq

is

the

normalization power. The total radiated power at
the output as expressed in [8] contains three terms:









P Lw   P0 FFEL  , p  PB FPB  , p 



P0PB FSPB  , p



(1)

where P(0) is the electromagnetic power injected
into the interaction region. P B is the prebunching
power parameter [8] and F ( ) are the detuning
functions for different regimes of operation.  p is
the plasma parameter (space charge parameter) and
 is the detuning parameter    v z  k z  k w  .
The first term on the right hand side (r.h.s.) of
Eq. (1) describes the stimulated emission radiation
in FELs in which an e-beam having randomly
distributed energy and density modulation passes
the interaction region and interacts with an injected
electromagnetic wave. In that case no initial
condition are introduced on the e-beam (no current
density or velocity modulation, MJ  MV  0 ). The
second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) describes the
additional radiation emission for the case where a
current density and/or velocity modulation are
introduced on the e-beam, but in the absence of an
injected electromagnetic wave into the interaction
region (i.e. P(0)  0 ). This term is called “Pre593
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bunched Beam” (PB) radiation or “Super-Radiance”
(SR). This term is the main subject of this work.
The third term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) describes the
radiation emission for the case where both current
density and/or velocity modulation are introduced
on the e-beam and an electromagnetic wave is
injected into the interaction region. This term is
called “Stimulated Pre-bunched Beam” (SPB)
radiation or “Stimulated Super-Radiance” (SSR).
The plasma parameter,  p , characterizes the collective
effects of the e-beam. As will be shown in the following,
the plasma parameter describes the different radiation
emission regimes for varying sets of e-beam parameters.
For a very high-energy e-beam and for a tenuous e-beam
the plasma parameter is negligible  p  0  , and thus, no
collective effects exist in the interaction process. On the
other hand, for a dense electron beam or for a low energy
e-beam, where the plasma parameter is  p   , the
space-charge (collective) effects in the e-beam cannot be
neglected, and  p is very important in description of the
interaction process. In the present work we do not neglect
the space charge parameter, as it provides the tool for
predicting the behaviour in the collective regime.





The FEL detuning function FPB  ,  p , defined in
Eq. (1), can be expressed in the form [8]:
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where    V  J and  J ,  V are the phases of the
current
density
and
velocity
modulation,
respectively, with respect to the ponderomotive
phase.
The current modulation index MJ is defined as
~ ~
MJ  J1z0 / Jo  MJ exp ( iJ ) and the velocity modulation
~
~
index MV is defined as M
V  MV exp ( iv )  kLw v1z(0) voz .
The phases J , V are the phases of the current density
and velocity modulation, respectively, with respect to the
ponderomotive wave phase.
In the collective regime synchronism with the fast
and slow space charge wave is achieved if the
condition    p  0 and    p  0 is satisfied
respectively. We calculated the prebunched beam
detuning function
FPB (  , p ) , based on the
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expression are plotted in Fig. 1. Note that the term
which is proportional to M j2 (solid curve) is  2
times larger than the term which is proportional to
M v2 (dashed curve). As can be seen from the r.h.s.
of Eq. (2) the first two terms (proportional to M j2
and M v2 ) are symmetrical functions around   0
(corresponds to f  5 GHz in Fig. 2). The third term on
the r.h.s. of Eq. (2) exists only if both the current
density and the velocity modulation are introduced
on the e-beam (proportional to M J M V ). We also
note that only the third term depends on the relative
phase  . Note that this term can be asymmetrical with
respect to  . Thus, for the case where both current
density and velocity modulation are introduced on
the e-beam, the detuning function F PB is not
necessarily a symmetrical function of the detuning
parameter  and depending on the relative phase 
may exhibit asymmetry properties.
0.012
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analytical expression (Eq. (2)), for the TAU FEM
experimental parameters (as per table 1), where an
e-beam current of 1.5A, an e-beam energy of
70keV were assumed. The plasma parameter is
 p  6.1 . The results obtained from the analytical
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Figure 1: The calculated prebunched beam detuning
function FPB ( ,  p ) based on the analytical
expression (Eq. (2)). The solid curve is for M J =0.2
and M V =0. The dashed curve is for M V =0.2 and
M J =0.
We also calculated the prebunched beam
radiation power P PB (or super-radiance power) for
the same parameters used for Fig. 1 calculations.
The obtained result is plotted in Fig. 2. The
difference between the two maxima of the radiated
power is due to the frequency dependence of the
prebunching power parameter P B (decrease with
frequency [8]).
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Figure 2: The calculated Prebunched Beam power (SuperRadiance) PPB based on the analytical expression (Eq.
(1)), for the TAU FEM experimental parameters (as per
table 1 with I=1.5A, Ek=70keV and  p  6.1 ).

THE FEM EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The gain and super-radiance power (prebunched
e-beam) measurements were carried out on a
unique, table-top Free Electron Maser (FEM)
developed at Tel-Aviv University (TAU) [9]. A
schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 3. The very wide range of FEM operating
parameters which are possible is given in table 1. The
pre-modulated electron beam is derived from a modified
Travelling Wave Tube (TWT) prebuncher. A Piercetype electron gun used in the prebuncher allows
attainment of a maximal e-beam current of 1.5A.
The electron beam modulation frequency and the current
density modulation level MJ are set by adjustment of the
r.f. input signal to the TWT prebuncher ( PRF in ).
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Figure 4: Comparison of measured (+ sign) prebunched
beam power vs. frequency with analytical calculations
(line) for parameters as per table 1 and for M J  0.1 . The
analytical curve is plotted for an e-beam current of 0.87A,
an energy of 68.3keV and a phase difference of   0.7
(instead of the measured 0.93A and 70keV) .
Table 1: The Parameters of the Prebunched Beam FEM
Electron beam energy
55-70 keV
Electron beam current
0.1-1.2 A
Prebuncher frequency band 3GHz  f  12GHz
m
Prebuncher input power

0  PRF  3W
in

Wiggler magnetic field
Wiggler period
Number of periods
Mode

300 Gauss
4.44 cm
Nw =17

Waveguide cross-section

TE10
2.215 cm  4.755 cm

Drift Region

Accelerating
Region

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the Travelling Wave
prebunched beam FEM.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
THE VELOCITY MODULATION
PARAMETER AND OF ITS RELATIVE
PHASE
The super-radiance power from a prebunched e-beam
was measured for a wide range of e-beam currents. In the
space charge dominated regime  p   it was found that





the maximal radiated power, of the fast and of the slow
space charge waves, are not equal. Assuming current
density modulation only due to prebunching in analytical
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The current density modulation (MJ) can be controlled
by adjustment of the r.f. power to the input of the TW
prebuncher. However, the velocity modulation depth (MV)
and the relative phase (  ) between the current density
modulation and the velocity modulation cannot be
adjusted and controlled externally. The two parameters
MV and  , which we input to the numerical calculations,
were chosen so as to obtain best correspondence with
measured data. From comparisons of measured and
calculated results it was found that if a velocity
modulation of about 0.05% and a relative phase of 0.7π1.3π is used in the calculations best fit with measurements
is obtained.
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Prebunched beam power [W]

27

Prebunched beam power [W]

and computer simulations (MJ ≠ 0) does not results in a
good correspondence between the calculated and the
experimental results; (the calculations do not predict
unequal maximal radiated power for the fast and for the
slow space charge waves in the low gain regime). Good
agreement with experimental data is obtained only if one
assumes that a velocity modulation (MV) exists in the ebeam having a relative phase of (  ) with respect to the
current density modulation (see Fig. 4).
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In the space charge dominated regime  p  



the

prebunched beam detuning function FPB ( ,  p ) reaches
maximal values for synchronism with the slow plasma
wave    p  0  and with the fast plasma wave
   p  0 . In the limit    p  0 the detuning function
FPB (  , p ) (Eq. (2)) is reduced to [8]:
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In each experiment we set the current density
modulation level MJ and the e-beam current (i.e. the space
charge parameter  p ). Using the chosen values of MJ and

 p in Eq. (3) gives two equations for the two unknowns
(MV,  ), which can be easily solved. The prebunched
beam power PPB (  , p )  PB (  ) FPB (  , p ) is obtained
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from Eq. (1) with P0   0 . The prebunched power
parameter PB ( ) can be calculated at the two maximal
radiated power levels. Using this calculated PB ( ) value
in the last expression gives the value of FPB (    p  0 )
for the fast and for the slow space charge waves.
We calculate the detuning function based on the
experimental results as plotted in Fig. 5 (the prebunched
beam power vs. detuning parameter  ). Based on the
experimental parameters used for this experiment we
calculate the plasma frequency parameter  p  3.46 .





The maximum power corresponds to the slow space
charge wave is PPB  4.72 W and is obtained at frequency
of 4.48GHz. The calculated prebunched power parameter
corresponding to this maximum is PB  976.76 W . Using

Figure 5: Measured prebunched beam power vs. detuning
parameter  for TAU FEM parameters as per table 1, for
an e-beam current of 0.93A, an e-beam energy of 70keV
and for a current density modulation M J  0.1 .

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have shown that e-beam parameters can
be obtained from comparison of analytical model and
measurements. We showed that the velocity modulation
of the e-beam can substantially affects the radiation
emission scheme. This experimental investigation can
contribute to the analysis of devices based on modulated
e-beam in the space charge dominated regime.
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these values in Eq. (1) gives FPB  5.21  10 3 . The
maximum power corresponds to the fast space charge
wave is PPB  1.67 W and is obtained at frequency of
5.12GHz. The calculated prebunched power parameter
corresponding to this maximum is PB  817.63 W . Using
these values in Eq. (1) gives

FPB  2.04  10 3 .

Substituting FPB  5.21  10 3 and FPB  2.04  10 3 in

Eq. (3) and solving for MV and  we found: MV=0.07%
and   0.75 . Those values of MV and  are closer to
those assumed for best fit between measured results and
the analytical model.
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INTRODUCTION
The electron cloud (EC) density in an accelerator can
be measured by coupling microwaves in and out of the
beam-pipe, typically using beam position monitor (BPM)
buttons. In contrast to TE wave transmission measurements [1, 2], TE wave resonance measurements rely on
the resonant response that is produced by changes in beampipe geometry [3, 4]. Changes in geometry such tapers and
longitudinal slots generate reflections of the TE wave and
result in resonant sections of pipe that can be less than a
meter in length.
The presence of the electron cloud created by a train of
bunches will shift the resonant frequency of the beam-pipe.
The decay of the electron cloud is short compared to the
2562 ns revolution time of the beam at CESRTA, so a short
train of bunches will produce a periodic modulation of the
resonant frequency. In order to calculate the EC density, the
effect of this resonant frequency modulation on measured
signals needs to be understood.
A fixed excitation frequency is used that is close to one
of the resonant frequencies of the beam-pipe. Figure 1
shows that a shift in the resonant frequency produces a shift
in both the equilibrium amplitude and phase of the response
signal. If the rate of change is slow compared to the damping time of the resonance, the phase shift will be proportional to the frequency shift. For more rapid changes in
resonant frequency, the phase shift will not follow the frequency changes exactly, but is convolved with the impulse
response of the resonance.
∗ This work is supported by the US National Science Foundation PHY-0734867, PHY-1002467 and the US Department of Energy
DE-FC02-08ER41538, DE-SC0006505.
† jps13@cornell.edu
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Figure 1: Equilibrium amplitude and phase shifts with a
fixed drive frequency and a changing resonant frequency.

CALCULATING SPECTRA
The resonant frequency shift produced by a low density
plasma in the absence of magnetic field is given by Eq. 1
where for a uniform plasma the (constant) EC density ne
can be brought outside of the integral over the resonant volume.
∆ω
ω

≈
≈

R
n E 2 dV
e2
e2
V
R e
→
ne
2ε0 me ω 2 V E 2 dV
2ε0 me ω 2
1.59 × 103
ne .
ω2

(1)

Near the resonance ω1 , the equilibrium phase shift φ1
across a resonator driven at frequency ω is given by Eq. 2.
For small shifts in the resonant frequency ∆ω near resonance, the change in equilibrium phase is given by Eq. 3.
The change in equilibrium amplitude should be small close
to resonance unless the modulation is very large [5].


ω2 − ω2
φ1 = tan−1 Q 1
(2)
ω1 ω
∆ω
(3)
ω
Combining equations 1 and 3 and values of physical constants, the equilibrium phase shift due to an EC density ne
is
1.59 × 103
∆φ ≈ 2Q
ne
(4)
ω2
If the rate of change in EC density ne (t) is rapid compared to the damping time of the resonance, the dynamic
phase shift ∆Φ(t) is obtained by convolving the equilibrium phase shift with the impulse response of the resonance, exp(-α t), where α is the the damping rate of the
resonance and τ = 1/α its damping time.
∆φ ≈ 2Q
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A change in electron cloud (EC) density will change
the resonant frequency of a section of beam-pipe. With
a fixed drive frequency, the resulting dynamic phase shift
across the resonant section will include the convolution of
the frequency shift with the impulse response of the resonance. The effect of the convolution on the calculated modulation sidebands is in agreement with measured data, including the absolute value of the EC density obtained from
ECLOUD simulations. These measurements were made at
the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) which has been
reconfigured as a test accelerator (CESRTA) with positron
or electron beam energies ranging from 2 GeV to 5 GeV.
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1.59 × 103
∆Φ(t) = 2Q
ω2

Z

t

ne (ξ)e(t−ξ)/τ dξ

(5)

cm


mωT t0 1 1
mωT2
)
− 2
2
π m (α + (mωT )2 )

mωT t0
αωT
exp j
.
(11)
−j 2
(α + (mωT )2 )
2

=

sin(

−∞

If ∆Φ(t) is a periodic function with frequency ωT =
2π/T , it can be written as a complex Fourier series
+∞
X

∆Φ(t) =

(6)

m=−∞

where
1
=
T

Z

g(t)

∆Φ(t) exp(−jmωT t)dt

(7)

0

=
≈

sin[ωt + M cos(ωT t)]
sin(ωt)
M
+ [cos(ω + ωT )t + cos(ω − ωT )t] . (8)
2

This will be true for each of the frequencies in the
Fourier series where Cm is the magnitude of |cm | + |c−m |.
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g(t) =
sin [ωt + ∆Φ(t)]
#
"
+∞
X
Cm cos(mωT t)
sin ωt +
m=1

sin(ωt)
+∞
X
Cm
+
[cos(ω + ωT )t + cos(ω − ωT )t] (9)
2
m=1

So the ratio of the amplitude of each of the sidebands to
the amplitude of the carrier is |Cm /2| = |cm |, expressed as
decibels below the carrier: dBc = 20log|Cm /2|.

Example with Rectangular EC Density
If the EC density has a fixed value ne from 0 ≤ t ≤ t0
and is zero otherwise (as sketched in Fig. 1), the dynamic
phase shift (convolving ne (t) with exp(−αt) ) would be

=

3

ne (1 − e−t/τ )
2Q 1.59×10
ω2

3
ne (1
2Q 1.59×10
ω2

−e

−t0 /τ

)e

−t/τ

0 ≤ t ≤ t0
t ≥ t0 .(10)

This function is periodic with frequency ωT = 2π/T
where T is the revolution period of the storage ring. The
Fourier transform of ∆Φ gives complex coefficients with
the magnitudes given in Eq. 11 and shown in Fig. 2
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A sine wave (carrier) of frequency ω that is phase modulated at a frequency ωT with depth M≪1 can be expressed
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Figure 2: A 126 ns rectangular EC density ne (t) (top) is
used to calculate the dynamic phase shift ∆Φ(t) (middle)
that is then Fourier transformed to obtain the sideband coefficients Cn (bottom) using a MATLAB script.
In the limit of a high damping rate α, Eq. 11 gives the
coefficients that would be obtained by the Fourier transform of the rectangular EC density without convolution.
We used this approximation in work published before 2013
where only the first upper and lower sidebands (m = 1)
were used. The correction to the first sidebands that includes
convolution would be an increased EC density of
√
2 times our previously published values in addition to
any errors in choosing an EC density duration.

MEASUREMENTS AT CESRTA
The analysis that follows will focus on a roughly 3 meter long resonant section of aluminum chamber near the
quadrupole at 15E in CESRTA. Longitudinal slots at the ion
pump ports generate reflections for TE waves and a number of resonances as shown in Fig. 3. The first resonance at
about 1.88 GHz has a Q of about 3000 (τ = 500 ns). Phase
modulation sidebands appear at multiples of the beam revolution frequency (390 kHz). Ten upper and lower sidebands
of the first resonance were recorded.

10-Bunch Data
A 10-bunch train of 5.3 GeV positrons with 14 ns
spacing was injected to 64 mA total current (about 1011
positrons/bunch). The sideband amplitudes are plotted in
Fig. 4, where this data is compared to different calculations
of the expected amplitudes. First, if the EC density is taken
to be rectangular with an amplitude of 1.5 × 1013 m−3 having a duration equal to the length of the train (126 ns) and
the phase modulation was also rectangular (without convolution), the calculated sideband amplitudes would follow

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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Figure 3: Resonances in the Al beam-pipe at 15E are generated between longitudinal slots that connect ion pumps to
the beam vacuum space.

TUPF34

resonant section of the TE wave measurement that can be
seen on the right side of Fig. 3.
The upper plot of Fig. 5 shows an ECLOUD simulation of a 10-bunch train at 60 mA total current
(1011 positrons/bunch. This simulation along with the
model for the SPU is in agreement with the measurement
made with this SPU. This same simulation of the EC density was used to calculate the expected sidebands for the
10-bunch TE wave measurement. As shown in Fig. 5, the
EC density is convolved with the impulse response of the
resonance and the FFT gives the coefficients Cn using a
MATLAB [10] script. The resulting sideband envelope is
shown as the solid orange lines of Fig. 4 that nearly coincide with the data points.
Simulated EC Density (m−3 )

12

the envelope of the green dashed line of Fig. 4. This is a
plot of the magnitude of Eq. 11 in the limit of large α. If
the phase modulation calculation includes convolution as in
Fig. 2, the result would be the cyan dashed line that appears
just above the data in Fig. 4.
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Figure 5: An ECLOUD simulation (top) for a 10-bunch
positron train with 1011 positrons/bunch is convolved
with the impulse response of the beam-pipe resonance
to calculate the expected sideband amplitudes dBc =
20log|Cn /2|.

Figure 4: 10-bunch data (squares) are compared with calculated envelopes of sideband amplitudes. The calculation
based on convolved rectangular density (cyan dashed line)
is in fair agreement with the measurement. The envelope
obtained using the ECLOUD simulation is the solid orange
line that (nearly) coincides with the data points.
One of the uncertainties in these calculations is the duration of the EC density. The recorded sidebands contain
information about this duration, but the spectrum is dominated by the response time of the resonance, which is long
compared to the changes in EC density. An alternative is
to use independent measurements and simulations of this
time evolution.
The simulation code ECLOUD [6, 7] has been used
extensively at CESRTA in understanding signals from
shielded pickups (SPU) that sample the flux of cloud electrons onto the inner surface of the beam-pipe [8, 9]. Simulation parameters as well as a model of the SPU are adjusted so that the simulation correctly predicts the signal
recorded at the SPU. There is an SPU detector within the
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

1-Bunch Data
Multiple sideband data was also taken with a single bunch of 8 mA 5.3 GeV positrons (1.28 ×
1011 positrons/bunch) . For calculation of the expected
sidebands, an ECLOUD simulation was used. In this case
the matching simulation and SPU data were made at a current of 3 mA (4.8 × 1010 positrons/bunch). Previous measurements of sideband magnitude versus current for a single bunch have been reasonably linear, so we assumed a linear scaling of the sidebands. The result is shown in Fig. 6
and the comparison of this calculated sideband envelope
with the measured data is shown in Fig. 7.
The calculated values are lower than the data by about
6 dB. This is probably explained by the following argument. For the 1-bunch data, the EC density will be more
or less proportional to the amount of synchrotron light at
each longitudinal position. The ECLOUD simulation was
made for the location of the SPU, which is near the end
of the resonant TE wave section as shown in Fig. 3. The
synchrotron light in this section decreases by a factor of
3, being smallest at the end nearest to the SPU. In contrast,
599
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the validity of the ECLOUD simulations and modeling.
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Figure 6: 1-bunch ECLOUD simulation (top) is used to
calculate sideband coefficients.
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Figure 7: 1-bunch data at 8 mA (squares) with scaled simulated sideband amplitudes (solid lines).
for the 10-bunch data at 6 mA/bunch the EC density is saturated at the SPU and the increasing amount of synchrotron
light in the other parts of the chamber do not result in a
significantly higher EC density there. So for the 10-bunch
data, the EC density should be more nearly uniform over
the resonant section of beam-pipe.
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SUMMARY
Our previous work used the approximation of a rectangular EC density without convolution and focused on the
first sidebands of the carrier. Even if the EC duration were
chosen correctly, this
√ would result in an under-estimate of
the EC density by 2. Use of a rectangular EC density
that is convolved with the impulse response of the beampipe gives an envelope of multiple sidebands that is in fair
agreement with measured data for a 10-bunch train. Use of
the simulated EC density gives further improvement in the
match of predicted to measured sidebands, including the
absolute EC density.
Under the same conditions, the agreement of two completely independent measurements of EC density – from
TE wave resonances and from shielded pickups – gives increased confidence in the measurement techniques and in
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RESONANT TE WAVE MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON CLOUD
DENSITY USING PHASE DETECTION∗
J.P. Sikora† , CLASSE, Ithaca, New York, USA
S. De Santis, LBNL, Berkeley, California, USA

The resonant TE wave technique can use the magnitude
of modulation sidebands to calculate the electron cloud
(EC) density in beam-pipe. An alternative is to mix the
drive and received microwaves to form a phase detector.
Using this technique, the phase shift across the resonant
beam-pipe can be observed directly on an oscilloscope.
The growth and decay of the EC density has a time constant
of 100 ns or less, while the resulting phase shift will include
a convolution of the changing EC density with the impulse
response of the resonant beam-pipe – typically about 500
ns. So any estimate of the growth/decay of the cloud requires deconvolution of the measured signal with the impulse response of the resonance. We have also used phase
detection to look for evidence of EC density with a lifetime
that is long compare to the revolution period of the stored
beam. These measurements were made at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) which has been reconfigured as
a test accelerator (CESRTA) with positron or electron beam
energies ranging from 2 GeV to 5 GeV.

record the change in resonant frequency under these different conditions [5].
A train of bunches in a storage ring will produce periodic
changes in the local EC density and in the resonant frequencies of the beam-pipe. If the duration of the electron cloud
is short relative to the revolution time of the bunch train, the
EC density will vary between zero and the value produced
by a single passage of the train.
If the beam-pipe is excited at one of its resonant frequencies, the shift in frequency results in a shift of the equilibrium phase across the resonator as illustrated in Fig. 2.
On a spectrum analyzer, the result will be phase modulation sidebands that can be recorded and used to determine
the EC density [4, 6]. There will also be some amplitude
modulation, but this should be small when driving on resonance.

INTRODUCTION
Electron cloud (EC) density in accelerators can be measured by coupling microwaves into and out of the beampipe, typically through buttons of the type that are used for
beam position monitors [1, 2]. The effect of the EC density on microwaves in the beam-pipe can be observed on a
spectrum analyzer. In the resonant TE wave technique, the
response contains a number of resonances just above the
cutoff frequency of the beam-pipe [3, 4]. These resonances
are produced by changes in beam-pipe geometry especially
horizontal dimensions or the inclusion of longitudinal slots
in the chamber. The response of the Q0 detector at CESRTA
is shown in Fig. 1.
The presence of an electron cloud (or other plasma)
shifts the beam-pipe resonant frequency upward by an
amount that is proportional to the EC density. There are
several ways of observing this frequency shift. If the EC
density is fairly constant in time, the frequency shift can
be observed directly with a spectrum analyzer. However,
the resonant frequency will also be shifted by temperature changes, and some means is needed to distinguish between thermal and plasma shifts. A technique that has been
used at DAΦNE is to turn clearing electrodes on or off and
∗ This

work is supported by the US National Science Foundation PHY-0734867, PHY-1002467 and the US Department of Energy
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Figure 1: The resonant response of the beam-pipe at Q0,
where the measurements of this paper were made, has its
largest peak occurring at 1.757 GHz.

Figure 2: With a fixed drive frequency, a change in the resonant frequency will produce a change in the equilibrium
phase and amplitude of the response signal.
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PHASE DETECTOR
A variation on the method outlined in the previous section is to measure the phase shift across the resonator directly by using a phase detector [7]. A fixed drive signal is
split and sent to the beam-pipe and to a mixer. The response
signal is routed to the second input of the mixer as shown
in Fig. 3. The mixer output is routed to an oscilloscope so
that the phase shift across the resonator can be observed directly. Along with other details of the setup, the amplitude
of the response will depend upon how close the drive frequency is to the resonance. In order to use the mixer output
directly, the response should be 0 dBm or higher. A simple
calibration of the phase detector is carried out by varying
the path length of one of the mixer inputs and noting the
range of output voltages, which correspond to ±π/2.

Figure 4: As a test, the drive frequency is modulated by
20 kHz for 1.5 µs. The response observed on the phase detector does not follow the frequency deviation exactly, but
is convolved with the impulse response of the resonance.
The time delay is due to cable lengths.
lower trace which reproduces the 400 ns long modulation
that had been applied to the resonator. The deconvolved
voltage peak of about 6 mV is similar to the equilibrium
value of Fig. 4. This is what would be expected since the
FM deviation is the same in the two cases. So it is possible
to extract the form of the original modulation by deconvolving the measured data.

A step change in the phase shown in Fig 2 is only valid
in equilibrium, when the changes in EC density are slow
compared with the damping time of the resonance. At
CESRTA this is generally not the case. The damping time
of a resonance is typically 400 to 500 ns and rapid changes
in the phase shift across the resonance will be limited by
this damping time. For comparison, the rise time of the EC
density can be tens of nanoseconds, its duration roughly the
length of the bunch train and the decay time of the electron
cloud is expected to be about 100 ns.
For measurements where changes in the EC density are
similar or shorter than the resonance damping time, the
phase shift should be proportional to the convolution of the
changing EC density with the impulse response of the resonance. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the signal generator output has been frequency modulated with a deviation
20 kHz for 1.5 µs.
The bunch trains injected into the CESRTA storage ring
are generally shorter than the 450 ns response time of the
resonance. So the next test had the modulation length reduced to 400 ns with the FM deviation still at 20 kHz. The
output of the phase detector was read into a MATLAB [8]
script which applied a 4-pole 10 ns filter to the data, then
deconvolved the data with the impulse response having a
450 ns damping time. Figure 5 shows the (filtered) input data in the upper trace and the deconvolved data in the
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Figure 5: The 20 kHz FM duration was reduced from 1.5 µs
to 400 ns. Data (upper trace) was deconvolved with the
450 ns resonator impulse response to obtain the original
400 ns modulation (lower trace) using a MATLAB script.

Detector Calibration
The trombone of Fig. 3 is varied in length to find the
range of voltages produced by the detector which were
±100 mV during the FM tests and ±150 mV with beam.
With the detector output near zero, the phase will be the
ratio of the voltage output to the maximum output voltage.
The voltage output during the FM test of Fig. 4 was approaching an equilibrium of about 6 mV. This gives a measured phase shift of 6/100 = .060 rad.
The phase shift across a resonator with a fixed drive frequency depends on the difference between the drive and
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∆ω
.
(1)
ω
The Q of the resonance was obtained by recording the
frequency response with a spectrum analyzer. The resonance used for all of the measurements presented here is at
1.75699 GHz. The -3 dB point is at f = 355 kHz below
resonance giving τ = 1/2πf ≈ 450 ns and Q = ωτ /2 ≈
2475. Using Eq. 1, a 20 kHz difference in frequency would
give a phase shift of 0.056 rad, in rough agreement with the
measured value.
To connect the measured phase shift to an EC density,
the relative frequency shift ∆ω/ω due to the presence of a
uniform low density plasma in the absence of a magnetic
field is given by Eq. 3 [3, 9] where a spatially uniform EC
density ne can be brought outside of the integral over the
resonant volume.

10

Volts

resonant frequencies ω − ω0 . Near resonance, a small
change in resonant frequency ∆ω will give a change in
phase ∆φ of approximately

Volts
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Figure 6: Unfiltered data (upper) is shown with a
14 ns spaced 40-bunch train of 2.1 GeV positrons at
0.5 mA/bunch (8.0 × 109 positrons/bunch) as well as the
deconvolved data (lower).The phase signal includes high
frequencies from the direct beam signal; the deconvolution is extremely noisy.
10

Volts

(3)

RESPONSE WITH BEAM
A 40-bunch train of 2.1 GeV positrons bunches was injected into the CESRTA storage ring with 14 ns spacing,
giving a train length of 546 ns. The revolution period is
2.562 µs and a synchronous timing system trigger was used
in averaging the phase signal data on an oscilloscope. Figure 6 shows unfiltered data from the phase detector as well
as the deconvolution of that data. The direct beam signal adds high frequency components that obscure the phase
shift to some extent and the deconvolution of that signal is
not usable. Digital filtering was applied to the input signal
– the same 4-pole 10 ns filter that was used in the test of
Fig. 5. With this filtering, the phase modulation produced
by the electron cloud is revealed as shown in Fig. 7. The
deconvolved phase detector output is about 8 mV, corresponding to a EC density of 8.4 × 1011 m−3 .
While the phase detector signal has an amplitude that decreases somewhat slowly over the 2.562 µsec turn, the deconvolution shows that the actual change in EC density is
relatively short lived. Figure 7 also shows that the EC density reaches equilibrium fairly quickly and there appears to
be a brief increase in EC density after the passage of the
last bunch of the train.
Data was also taken at a bunch spacing of 4 ns with a
30-bunch train of of 2.1 GeV positrons. The bunch intensity was 9.6 × 109 positrons/bunch, similar to that of the
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Figure 7: After filtering, the data from the 40-bunch train
(upper) shows less high frequency (beam induced) signal.
The signal can then be deconvolved to obtain a signal proportional to the EC density (lower).
14 ns data. The filtered 4 ns data shown in Fig. 8 has some
features that need further study. There is an initial decrease
in the phase detector signal for this 4 ns data that is not
present in the 14 ns data of Fig. 7. We have not yet determined whether this is an instrumentation artifact or an
actual change in EC density.

LONG LIVED CLOUD
One of the motivations for setting up the phase detector
was to look for EC density lifetimes that are long compared to the 2.5 µs revolution period of the bunch train at
CESRTA. While the data of the previous section shows that
the change in EC density is short lived, it doesn’t show
whether or not this change is on top of a persistent EC density. In the following experiment, the beam was removed
from the storage ring in a single turn by activating pulsed
magnets at large amplitude. If there is a long lived cloud,
the phase detector should show a shift in the baseline signal
that is lower than the value reached with stored beam.
The oscilloscope was reconfigured in the following way:
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ne ≈ ∆φ · 1.57 × 10 .
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Combining equations 1 and 2, for the stated values of Q
and ω,
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Figure 8: Filtered data for 4 ns spaced bunches in a 30bunch train of positrons at 2.1 GeV and about 18 mA total
current (9.6 × 109 positrons/bunch).
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averaging was turned off; a 10 MHz lowpass filter was
added to the scope input; a much longer time scale was
used and a system beam loss detection trigger was used
to trigger a single trace on the oscilloscope. A 30-bunch
train of positrons was stored with 4 ns spacing and 8.8 ×
109 positrons/bunch, similar to the 4 ns data of Fig. 8.
Figure 9 shows the phase detector output when the beam
in the storage ring was removed in a single turn. On this
timescale, nine turns are visible and there is not a large
shift in the phase detector baseline output after removal of
the beam.
In its present configuration, there are several limitations
to the sensitivity of this technique for measuring long lived
electron cloud. The signal levels are quite small, making
it difficult to observed more subtle effects. The sensitivity
of the measurement also depends upon the integral of Eq. 2
that is taken over the entire resonant volume. If the long
lived cloud were in only a small part of the resonant volume (ne not spatially uniform), the sensitivity of the measurement would be reduced by the volume ratio and scaled
by the square of the electric field in the volume of persistent cloud. It has been suggested that long lived cloud may
exist in quadrupoles and wigglers, which could occupy a
small fraction of the resonant volume.

CONCLUSIONS
A phase detector can be used to observe phase shifts due
to a rapidly changing EC density. The time evolution of the
EC density can be extracted from the measured phase shift
by deconvolving the signal with the impulse response of
the resonant beam-pipe. Systematic studies will be needed
to understand some of the features of the phase signal, especially with 4 ns spaced bunches.
This technique did not show evidence of significant long
lived EC density, but the present sensitivity of a few millivolts could be improved. If the long lived cloud is highly
localized, a better understanding is needed of the field distribution within the resonant volume in order to estimate
the sensitivity of the measurement at that location.
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Figure 9:
A 30-bunch train of 4 ns spaced
2.1 GeV positrons at 16.5 mA total current
(8.8 × 109 positrons/bunch) The signal recorded after ejecting the beam in a single turn does not show signs
of a significant long lived component of the cloud.
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ANALYSIS OF MODULATION SIGNALS GENERATED IN THE TE WAVE
DETECTION METHOD FOR ELECTRON CLOUD MEASUREMENTS*
S. De Santis#, LBNL, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
J.P. Sikora, CLASSE, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA

The Evaluation of the electron cloud density (ECD) by
measuring its effects on the propagation of
electromagnetic signals across portions of the beampipe is
a widely used technique and the most suited for
measurements over extended regions. Recent results show
that in a majority of cases the RF signal transmission
takes place by coupling to standing waves excited in the
vacuum chamber, rather than through propagating modes.
In such an event the effect of a varying cloud density
results in a simultaneous amplitude, phase and frequency
modulation of a fixed frequency drive signal. The
characteristics of the modulation depend not only on the
cloud density values as a function of time and its special
distribution, but also on the damping time of the standing
waves. In this paper we evaluate the relationship between
measured modulation sidebands amplitude and the
electron cloud density when cloud and electromagnetic
resonance rise and fall times are of the same order of
magnitude, as it is the case in the accelerators where we
have conducted our experiments.

INTRODUCTION
The fundamental principles of the TE wave detection
method have been described in [1-3]. Essentially, an
electromagnetic wave is excited at one point and detected
at another point after it has propagated along the beam
pipe, usually using existing beam position monitors
(BPM). The presence of the electron cloud changes the
propagation characteristics introducing a phase delay
proportional to the ECD.
More recently [4] it has been observed that in many
instances the signal that is transmitted from one BPM to
another is not due to a propagating wave, but to a standing
wave corresponding to a vacuum chamber resonance
excited in the region where the two BPM’s are located.
The shift in resonant frequency due to the ECD has
been verified experimentally on Cesr-TA and DANE [5]
In a previous paper [6] we have presented an analysis of
the signals detected under such circumstances. Instead of
a variable delay, resulting in the phase modulation of the
transmitted signal, simultaneous amplitude, phase and
frequency modulations are induced when the varying
ECD changes the resonant frequency of the standing
wave.
In our analysis we have limited ourselves to the case of
___________________________________________
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resonant frequencies instantaneously changing between
steady-state values. That is, we assumed that the changes
in ECD, which in turn cause the resonant frequency of the
standing wave to change, take place in a time scale much
shorter than the resonance time constant   2Q0 /  0 ,

where Q0 is the resonance quality factor and 0 its angular
frequency. We also assumed that the changes in ECD are
sufficiently spaced so that the transient response
generated by each change is completely vanished before
the next change takes place.
Actual situations encountered in practice are generally
different from such an idealized model: first of all,
changes in the ECD take a finite time for either filling the
pipe with electrons, or dissipating the accumulated
density. Also, the bunch pattern structure does not
necessarily present gaps or trains much longer than , so
that the description using a succession of steady-state
responses may not be an appropriate one.
In fact, our measurements on Cesr-TA and DANE
show that, although the two machines have rather
different vacuum chamber geometries, their resonances
near the beampipe cutoff, which are the ones used for the
ECD measurements, have similar time constants, of the
order of a few hundreds of nanoseconds (Table1).
Table 1: Standing Waves Typical Parameters
Cesr-TA

DANE

Frequency (MHz)

1900

300

Q0

1000’s

100’s

 (ns)

100’s

100’s

As the rise and fall times of the ECD are concerned, we
have observed that the formers are related primarily to the
bunch train structure, i.e. it takes up to a few 10’s of
bunches to reach a saturation level and depending on the
particular bunch spacing that means the ECD reaches a
constant value in the space of several tens up to a few
hundreds of nanoseconds. The decay time of the cloud has
been observed with localized measurements using
shielded pickups [7] and estimated of the order of a few
hundreds of nanoseconds. Since the beampipe size and
material are the main factors in determining the cloud
decay time, it wouldn’t be farfetched to assume that these
results are representative of the ECD decay in a
substantial number of accelerators.
These measurements show that ECD changes take place
on the same timescale of the transients they induce and
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therefore the analytical treatment presented in [6] is best
suited for application to long bunch trains and long gaps,
in large rings.
A first approach to including the effects of the finite
time constant of the standing waves used in the ECD
measurement is given in [8-9], where a transfer function
for the beampipe response is introduced, corresponding to
an exponentially decaying impulse response with a
400÷500 ns time constant. Such a method agrees quite
well with the experimental data in the case of both
frequency domain measurements, and direct phase
measurements in the time domain. Furthermore, the
beampipe response time constant value which best fits the
experimental data coincides with the actual standing wave
time constant, as measured experimentally.
In this paper we extend the analytical treatment of the
signal modulation from changing resonant frequency
presented in [6] to the case of a slowly varying ECD.
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where for the sake of brevity we have indicated r(t1)
with 1 and A1 and 1 are the quantities in Eqs.(3) and (4)
calculated for r=1. The two exponentially decaying
terms are the transient response generated by the ECD
change.
When the resonant frequency changes again at t = t2 > t1
Eq.(5) becomes:
s(t  t2 )  A2 sin( x t   2 ) 

(1)

+ A1e

Ax C



 2x

  2r


2

 2x 2r

(2)

(3)

Q02

 (t  t1 ) / 



sin 2 t  ( 1   2 )t2  ( x   1 )t1   0 

(6)
and a new transient is generated by the new frequency
change.
For a cyclical transition between two ECD, and
therefore two resonant frequencies, we can rewrite Eq.(6)
with A2=A0, 2=0, and 2=0. We can also assume that
 x   0   0  0 in order to make the expression
simpler (on resonance excitation) and obtain:

 A0 e (t t 2 ) /  sin( 0 t) 
 A1e

(t t1 ) / 

 A0 e

(t t1 ) / 



 2x   2r 
 x r 


(7)



sin 0 t  ( 1   0 )(t2  t1)1 

sin  0 t  ( 1   0 )(t2  t1)  1 

This can be further simplified assuming that A0≈A1, which
is certainly true for small frequency changes around the
resonant frequency (i.e. small changes in n(t)). We also
can write  1   0   and t1  t2 / 2  t and write



e


(4)

For a change in the resonant frequency at time t = t1,
Eq.(2) becomes
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+ A1e (t t 2 ) /  sin( 0 t  1) 

s(t  t2 )  A0 sin( 0 t) 

and

 0  tan 1 Q0

 (t  t 2 ) / 

s(t  t2 )  A0 sin( 0 t) 

where amplitude and phase depend on the difference
between x and r:

A0 



sin 2 t  ( x   2 )t2  1 

 A2 e  (t  t 2 ) /  sin  2 t  ( x   2 )t2   2 

A steady-state response is reached after the ECD remains
constant for a few decay times and can be written as:
s(t)  A0 sin( x t   0 )

(t t1 ) / 

+ A0 e

 A0 e

We assume to have a fixed sinusoidal excitation signal
of amplitude Ax, and angular frequency x. It excites a
standing wave of frequency 0, when no ECD is present,
and a fixed quality factor Q0 (this is true for high enough
values of Q0).
In the presence of a time varying ECD n(t), the resonant
frequency also become a function of time given by:
(18 )2 n(t)
2
0



sin 1t  ( x   1)t1   0 

 A1e (t t1 ) /  sin  1t  ( x   1)t1  1  (5)

 A1e  (t  t1 ) /  sin  2 t  ( 1   2 )t2  ( x   1 )t1  1 

ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION OF THE
RECEIVED SIGNAL

 r (t)   0 

s(t  t1)  A1 sin( x t  1) 

(t 2t ) / 

cos( 0 t  1 / 2)(1 / 2)

e (t t ) /  cos( 0 t  t  1 / 2)(1 / 2)



(8)

which represents the response measured when the
resonance is at  =0. When it is at  =1 when can write
the following expression:
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 e (t 2t ) /  cos( 1t  1 / 2)(1 / 2)
e (t t ) /  cos( 1t  t  1 / 2)(1 / 2)



(9)

and 1  2Q0 /  0 .

PHASE MODULATION
From the comparison of Eqs.(8) and (9) it is possible to
calculate the phase modulation index. A further
simplification comes from assuming that the term
t  1 / 2, which is true if t << . In such case
Eqs.(8) and (9) can be rewritten respectively as



s(t  t2 )  A0 sin( 0 t) 
e

(t t ) / 



(10)



(11)

cos( 0 t  1 / 2)

and



s(t  t1)  A0 sin( 0 t  1 ) 

e (t t ) /  cos( 1t  1 / 2)
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In Eqs.(10) and (11) exponentially decaying terms are
added to the steady-state responses. These terms vanish if
the resonance damping time is short enough, or if the time
 dne

is small enough.
derivative of the ECD change
t
dt
When neither condition is verified, the transient part of
the response contains a phase difference proportional to
 since  1   0   . This term can become dominant
over the steady-state response if the factor  >> 1.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have calculated the RF signal
generated by the excitation with a fixed frequency
sinusoid of a standing wave in an accelerator vacuum
chamber, when its resonant frequency shifts under the
effect of a varying ECD. We have considered time
constants longer than the ECD characteristic times, so that
transients are always present in the response. The phase
modulation index calculated when the ECD is cycling
between two values can be dominated by the transient part
of the response if the time derivative of the ECD is large
enough.
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Emittance is one of the main characteristic properties of
a beam of particles in an accelerator, and it is measured
generally by means of the particle beam profile. In particular, when the beam of particles is emitting an X-ray photon beam, a non perturbative way of measuring the particle
beam profile is to image it using the emitted X-ray photon
beam. Over the years, numerous X-ray imaging methods
have been developed, fulfilling the requirements imposed
by a particle beam becoming smaller, and approaching micron size for electron beam machine with vertical emittance
of the order of 1 pm-rad. In this paper, we will first recall
the properties of the X-ray photon as function of source and
its properties. From this we will derive some natural definition of a large aperture X-ray imaging system. We will
then use this selection criterion to select a number of X-ray
imaging devices used as a beam profile diagnostics in an
attempt to give an overview of what has been achieved and
what is possible to achieve with the selected devices.

INTRODUCTION
For a synchrotron radiation (SR) light source the emittance is the main parameter that describes its ultimate performance, as it is inversely proportional to the brilliance of
the emitted SR. From the first SR light source to the latest
ones under construction or proposed to be built in the next
decade, the emittance has been reduced from thousands of
nm.rad to nm.rad and even less. One of the main diagnostics for the emittance, and the emittance coupling (or vertical emittance) is a measurement of the beam transverse
size, which is proportional to the square-root of the emittance. As a result of the emittance reduction, the transverse
beam size as also been reduced to the range of 1 to 20 µm,
and the vertical emittance to 0.1 to several µm. Therefore,
the measurement of beam profile and beam size is becoming more and more challenging, due to the high resolution
imposed on the profile measurement system. A natural way
to measure the beam profile and thus the emittance, is to
image the particle beam using the SR. Since the resolution
required for the very small beam size is in the µm range,
large aperture imaging system and small wavelengths becomes a logical choice for such a measurement. In particular, large aperture X-ray imaging systems seem particularly
adapted, as they provide the required sub-micrometer resolution. In this paper, we will review the large aperture
X-ray beam profile measurements systems that have been
∗
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developed so far. Before that, we will refer to the work
referenced in [1–4], on the properties of the SR sources
and their image. This will then provide a definition of
what is understood by Large Aperture for an X-ray imaging system imaging a SR source. Using the Fourier Optics,
we will recall and illustrate relations between resolution of
an imaging system and its Point Spread Function. In the
same section, we will also report on deconvolution techniques, which are the natural following step to extract from
the image most of the information about the source. We
will see later that some of the imaging systems presented
here cannot be operated without deconvolution, in particular the class of imaging systems that constitute the coded
apertures. This class of systems include Uniformly Redundant Array (URA), Optimized RAndom pattern (ORA),
Hexagonal URA (HURA), Modified URA (MURA), but
also Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP). We will report on measurements of very small beam sizes using two of these systems.
One is a URA and requires deconvolution to extract information from the image, and the other is a FZP. For the case
of a FZP the diffraction limit point spread function has a
width of the order of the outer rings difference, which is in
the nm range for X-ray. As a consequence the resolution
is generally good enough so that deconvolution is not required. We will report on beam profile measurement with
FZP, but also on the new technologies for making diffraction limited FZP for hard X-ray. Another class of large
aperture X-ray imaging systems is known as Compound
Refractive Lenses (CRLs). In this section we will report on
the state of the art in making CRLs and we will illustrate
with beam profile measurements and their performances.
Finally, before concluding, we will be discussing the commissioning, operation, cost and performance of these systems and compare them to a small aperture X-ray beam
profile diagnostic which is the X-ray pinhole camera.

SR X-RAY SOURCES
The SR X-ray source, i.e. the relativistic charged particle
beam in a bending magnet or in an undulator has been described by G. Geloni et al. in a series of papers [1–4]. As it
is shown in these series, SR is a random stochastic process,
and as such the laws of Statistical Optics must be applied to
solve the image formation problem. In some cases, Statistical Optics is not the only possible description of the formed
images. For instance, in the case of an undulator SR, it is
shown that for a beam emittance much larger that the wavelength diffraction limit, Geometrical optics coincides with
the Statistical Optics description of the SR. In the follow-
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Bending Magnet SR
As shown in [1], the bending magnet SR properties for
imaging can be fully described by its transverse mutual
coherence. For X-ray, the source appears to be quasihomogeneous, and satisfies the condition for which Geometric Optics can be used for the image formation problem.
This condition is expressed as follow:
[
C = max

]
[
]
2π ε Lf
2π ε β
,1 ≫ 1
, 1 · max
λ Lf
βλ

(1)

where ε is the horizontal or vertical emittance, β is the betatron function at the source, λ is the wavelength at which
the SR is observed, and L f is the radiation formation length
1
and is defined for a bending magnet by L f = ( λ2 πρ ) 3 , with
ρ the bending radius. For 3rd generation light sources,
where vertical emittance can be of the order of 1 pm.rad,
a bending radius of the order of 10 m, for λ ≃ 0.1 nm, the
radiation formation length is of the order of 0.5 mm and
C ≃ 2000, so the necessary condition for which Geometric
Optics can be used is satisfied. It follows that when investigating the image formation of the source, one can use either
Fourier Optics together with Statistical Optics description
of the source, or Geometrical Optics with ray tracing techniques, whichever of the method appears the most suitable
to the problem to be solved. Any imaging system can be
treated by means of Fourier Optics, in which operators are
propagating the source through the optics elements of the
experimental setup. With incoherent imaging, the propagation operator is linear in intensity. The electric field distribution and associated phase have been described in many
papers [1, 5] and implemented in computer codes like for
instance SRW [6] and SPECTRA [7]. The equation for the
electric field for a single electron with offset lx,y and angle
ηx,y (equation (82) of reference [1]) is reported below:
iω e
Ẽ = 2 eiΦs eiΦo
c zo
]
)
) [ z ( 2
3
2
∫ ∞ (
iω
1+γ (θy −ηy ) + z 2
z
2γ 2 c
6ρ c
dz
x̂ + (θy − ηy ) ŷ e
ρ
∞
(2)
with
Φs =

)
ω zo ( 2
θx + θy2
2c

(3)

and

ωρ (θx − ηx )
Φo = −
2c
(
)
1
(θx − ηx )2
ω
2
+ (θy − ηy ) +
− (lx θx + ly θy )
2
γ
3
c
(4)
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and x̂, ŷ are the unit polarisation vectors in the horizontal
and vertical planes; ρ is the bending radius; θx,y is the observer angle from the source; ω = 2λπ is the frequency (λ
the wavelength) at which the SR is observed; c the speed
of light.
This expression shows the phase of the electric field to be
different from the spherical quadratic phase coming from a
point source. As a result, the point spread function (PSF)
is somehow blurred compared to the PSF of a point source.
The intensity of the field given by the square modulus of the
integral is constant in the horizontal plane and has a finite
distribution in the vertical plane. The integral can be expressed by either Airy functions or Bessel functions. In the
vertical plane, the function is even with the vertical angle
variable, goes through a maximum and decreases towards
zero with large angles. The vertical intensity profile has a
width which defines an opening angle1 for the beam θBM :

θBM ≃

1
γ

(

ω
ωc

)−0.425
(5)

The finite distribution in the vertical plane is limiting the
resolution of an imaging system to the natural opening vertical angle of the photon beam. In the horizontal plane, the
resolution will be limited by the opening angle of the imaging system observing the source. This will be discussed in
the next section.
Finally, another important parameter for the SR is the
flux of photons impinging on an imaging aperture. This
expression is given by:
dΦ
= 1.237
dΩ [Photons/0.1%BW /mrad 2 ]
2
× 1013 E[GeV
] I[A]
[
]
(
) 2
X2
2
y2 1 + X 2 K2/3
(ξ ) +
K
(
ξ
)
1 + X 2 1/3

(6)

3 c γ2
ω
ωc , and ωc = 2 ρ is the critical frequency, X =
)3
ω ρ ( −2
+ θy 2 ; Kν2 (ξ ) is the first order modified
3c γ

where y =

γθy , ξ =
Bessel function of order ν .
From Eq. 6 it can be seen that the number of photons/s
impinging on a large aperture is of the order of 1010 close
to the critical photon beam energy.

Undulator SR
The undulator SR and coherence properties of this
source has been extensively studied in [2, 4]. As function
of the beam size and divergence in the undulator, and for a
given wavelength, it can be shown that the non-stationary
source may be non-homogeneous (coherent or partially coherent) with non-Gaussian distribution, and in some other
cases the source is quasi-homogeneous and is described by
the Gaussian distribution of the relativistic particles’ beam.
1 The opening angle for the bending magnet and the undulator given
here are θ = 2 σ , with σ the r.m.s value of the Gaussian fitting the angular
profile
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In this case Geometrical Optics can apply to the image formation problem. The different cases depend on the valσ2 ω

σ 2′

′

ω Lw

ues of N̂ = cx,yLw and D̂ = x ,y c
, the normalised square
beam size, and the normalised square beam divergence, respectively; σx,y and σx′ ,y′ are the beam size and divergence,
and Lw is the undulator length.
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• Case Nx ≫ 1 and Dx ≫ 1: In this case, the source
can be considered quasi-homogeneous in the horizontal plane. Moreover, the cross-spectral density can
be factorised in two functions of horizontal and vertical variables. In addition, in the horizontal plane, the
source can also be described by Geometrical Optics,
and the virtual source corresponds to the beam distribution.
1. Case Ny ≫ 1 and Dy ≫ 1: this is the same situation as for the case of Case Nx ≫ 1 and Dx ≫ 1,
but in the vertical plane.
2. Case Ny ≫ 1 and Dy > 0: this corresponds also
to a situation in which the image of the source
through a lens will correspond to the beam distribution.
3. Case Ny > 0 and Dy ≫ 1: This is the case of a
source with non-Gaussian distribution in the vertical direction. The image of the source in the
vertical plane does not correspond to the beam
vertical distribution, but is a convolution of the
beam distribution with a universal function B̂
(see Eq. (186) in [4]. In the particular case
of Ny ≪ 1, which corresponds to the diffraction limit case, the image profile is described
by the universal function B̂. The source is nonhomogeneous.
4. Case Ny ≪ 1 and Dy ≪ 1: This is the fully
vertical diffraction limited case, the source is
non-homogeneous, and the image of the source
through a lens is described by a universal function Ψ given by Eq. (95) in [4]
• Case Nx > 0 and Dx ≪ 1: In this case, we have automatically Ny ≪ 1 and Dy ≪ 1 so that the source is
diffraction limited in the vertical plane. The image
of the source is given by Eq. (387) of [4]. It is not
Gaussian and is the convolution of a universal function given by Eq. (386) of [4] and the beam horizontal
distribution. In the case of Nx ≪ 1, corresponding to
the case of a diffraction limited source in both horizontal and vertical planes, the image is given by the
scaled universal function, Eq. (388) of [4].
In all these cases, the SR beam propagates from the undulator to the imaging system and has a defined aperture,
which for the nth harmonic has an opening angle of the order of
√
n (1 + K 2 /2)
(7)
θu, n =
2 Nw γ 2
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Nw is the number of undulator periods, and K is the undulator deflection parameter. As for the vertical opening angle
of the bending magnet, this finite opening angle defines a
limited resolution for the imaging of the source.
Finally, the flux of photons in the nth odd harmonic of a
planar undulator is given by the following equation:
dΦn
= 1.744
dΩ [Photons/s/0.1%BW /mrad 2 ]
2
× 1014 Nw2 E[GeV
] I[A] Fn (K)

(8)

and
Fn (K) =

n2 K 2

1 + (K 2 /2)2
(
(
)
(
))2
n K2
n K2
J(n−1)/2
− J(n+1)/2
4 + 2 K2
4 + 2 K2
(9)

with Jm (X) the modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order m and variable X.
It follows that for a first harmonic of a planar undulator
with 100 periods, K = 2, electron energy E = 3 GeV, and
a current I = 300 mA, the flux of photons is of the order of
first odd harmonics is of the order of 1018 photons/s/0.1%
bandwidth.

POINT SPREAD FUNCTION,
RESOLUTION, DECONVOLUTION
TECHNIQUE
The description of the SR source showed that SR propagates as a beam with a narrow opening angle. This directionality of the beam implies the beam is partially coherent in front of an imaging system. As a consequence,
the general treatment to solve the image problem imposes
knowledge of the spectral degree of coherence of the beam
in front of the imaging system. In addition, the opening
angle of the SR can be seen by means of the Fourier Optics
as a natural limiting aperture applied in front of an imaging
system. In that sense, we will first define as a large aperture X-ray imaging system any X-ray imaging device that
has a non-limiting aperture to the SR beam. Following this,
the PSF of the system, defined as the spatial Fourier Transform of the product of the autocorrelation of the aperture of
the imaging system and the spectral degree of coherence, is
dominated by the natural aperture of the SR beam.
In the previous section we have seen that for the bending
magnet SR, the horizontal opening angle is defined by the
aperture system intercepting the arc of emitted SR, and the
vertical opening angle is given by Eq. 5. Besides, for Xray and very small emittance beam, the condition given by
Eq. 1 is always satisfied so that Geometrical Optics can be
used to find out the image of the beam. As a consequence,
the PSF is expected to be a peaked function decreasing non
necessarily monotonically to zero at infinity. The width of
the PSF is also expected to be inversely proportional to the
Beam Profile Monitors
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present speckled images that are difficult to deconvolve due
to the non-linearity in intensity of the system. For incoherent imaging, many algorithm for image deconvoltion exist
and this is a very active research area in applied mathematics and applied optics. We will simply present here some
of the concepts and illustrate image deconvolution with a
set of pinhole apertures as shown in [9].
An image can be mathematically described by the convolution of the object intensity profile with the intensity
impulse response of the imaging device as:

Resolution (µm)

Diamond Bending Magnet
Diamond U21 Undulator
ESRF Bending Magnet
ESRF U21 Undulator

1

10

0

10

−1

10

1

10

EPh (keV)

100

i(x, y) = h(x, y) ⊗ o(x, y) + n(x, y)

Figure 1: Resolution for an ideal aberration free large aperture X-ray imaging system.
aperture of the imaging system in the horizontal plane, and
to the beam aperture in the vertical plane. The resolution
∆BM of the imaging system can be defined as the width of
the PSF, and is expected to be of the order of:

λ
λ
∆BM ≃
≃
2 sin (θBM ) 2θBM

(10)

as θBM is always a very small angle.
Similarly, for the case of the undulator SR, and for the
cases when the Geometrical Optics apply, the PSF width
will be defined as:
∆U ≃

λ
λ
≃
2 sin (θU ) 2θU

(11)

In the case of very small emittance in the diffraction limited
cases, it appears that Geometrical Optics cannot be used to
solve the image formation problem, and that the image is
not a scaled profile of the source. The use of undulator
SR for beam profile diagnostics has to be questioned and
wavelength carefully chosen in order to avoid a diffraction
limited source.
Figure 1 shows numerical examples for the vertical resolution, taking the case of Diamond and ESRF, for the case
of the bending magnet SR and a similar undulator with 90
periods, 2 m long. Clearly, the case of the bending magnet
SR is most favorable.

Deconvolution Techniques
It is clear from Fourier Optics [8] that for a given imaging system, the object to be imaged is convolved with the
impulse response of the imaging system, i.e. the PSF. Without any processing, the resolution is given by the width
of the PSF. However, it has been long seen and investigated that the information on the image can be restituted by
means of deconvolution, and provided a very good knowledge of the PSF of the system. Since imaging systems are
mostly sensitive to the intensity of the signal, incoherent
imaging favours deconvolution techniques because the system is linear in intensity [8]. Partially coherent systems will
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(12)

where i(x, y) is the image describe in 2-D coordinates,
h(x, y) is the impulse response of the system and n(x, y) is
the noise in the system. In any acquisition system, the presence of noise is inevitable, and requires to be introduced in
the model. Fourier Transform (FT) of Eq. 12 is shown
below, using the FT convolution properties.
I(ν , η ) = H(ν , η ) · O(ν , η ) + N(ν , η )

(13)

It appears that without any noise, and with the knowledge of h(x, y) and thus H(ν , η ), the object can be totally recovered. The introduction of the noise transforms
the problem into an ill-posed problem, which is addressed
by many deconvolution algorithms. An example of image deconvolution algorithm is the Lucy-Richardson (LR)
algorithm[10, 11]. It is an iterative converging algorithm
as shown in [12, 13] which assumes noise to be dominated
by Poisson statistics, which is characteristic to the photon
noise. An example of image deconvolution using LR algorithm is shown in [9], where a series of pinholes from 5 µm
to 100 µm has been used to image a 3 GeV electron beam
in a bending magnet with a vertical size σv = 5 µm. The
results of the deconvolution shows that even for a 100 µm
pinhole aperture, the retrieved vertical image size is converging to 5 µm. However, we want to put an emphasis
on the knowledge of the PSF. The restitution of the object
will be very precise but only to the accuracy of the PSF
description. The PSF might be measured, or modeled and
generated numerically as in [9].
Performance of a deconvolution is dependant on the
model of the PSF, but also on the model of the noise. In
the following we will see that for the coded apertures, deconvolution is necessary to recover the image, and indeed,
the noise in the image plays a role in the uncertainty of the
measured beam size.

CODED APERTURES
The concept of coded aperture has be first introduced
by Dicke [14] and Ables [15]. In this original version,
the aperture was simply a collection of pinholes randomly
distributed. They were used for X-ray and gamma-rays
imaging when no lenses were invented, and in order to increase the flux through a single pinhole camera. Later, new
arrangement were developed with the apparition of URA
[16], and later MURA [17]. Coded apertures are a large
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class of lensless imaging devices which consist in an array
of opaque and transparent elements, which placed between
an illuminated object or a source and an intensity recording device, produce a shadowgram that can be processed
to recover the object from the coded image. URAs have
been applied only recently as an X-ray beam profile diagnostics [18–21]. We will see they could provide information about beam size and position bunch by bunch and turn
by turn. FZPs also have been used for the measurement of
beam profile and emittance [22] reporting on a 4 µm vertical beam size [23].

URAs, MURAs, HURAs
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The particularity of the URAs, MURAs, HURAs coded
apertures is that they are built with the use of a class of
function called pseudo-noise functions. For instance an
URA is built as follow:
The aperture A is divided in a r × s array with r,s prime
numbers and r − s = 2, and each element of the array is either transparent A(i, j) = 1 or opaque A(i, j) = 0 following
the rules:

0, if i = 0



1, if j = 0, i ̸= 0
A(i, j) =
(14)
1, if Qr (i)Qr ( j) = 1



0, if Qr (i)Qr ( j) = −1
where the quadratric residue Qr is:


if ∃ x ⊂ Nand1 ≤ x < r
1,
( )
Qr (p) =
such that p = modr x2


−1, otherwise
With this pattern, the flux transmitted to the detector in
the image plane is 50% of flux that would pass through the
whole aperture area. This can be several orders of magnitude compared to the flux transmitted by a pinhole with the
unit cell area A(i, j).
The pattern of the coded aperture is chosen so that the
convolution with the decoding mask is a Dirac function.
For an URA, the decoding function, G can be built as
{
1,
if A(i, j) = 1
G(i, j) =
(15)
−1, if A(i, j) = 0
This way, retrieving the object from the coded image can
be expressed as:
Ô = I ⊗ G = ((O + N) ⊗ A) ⊗ G

(16)

Here we have introduce the noise (N) on the image. As
suggested by Eq. 16, noise but also diffraction and scattering [19, 21] may prevent the recovering of the object with
the direct deconvolution, and more advanced deconvolution or convolution algorithms may be used.
The resolution of an URA can be estimated with the evaluation of its Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), which
612

is the FT of the system PSF. MTF for an URA has been
derived in Eq. (17) of [24]:
MT F[URA] = F (A ⊗ Gδ ⊗ D ⊗ Q)

(17)

where F if the FT, A ⊗ Gδ the system PSF, D the single
element PSF, and Q the detector PSF. It shows that in the
ideal case, the MTF of the URA is equal to the single pinhole MTF.
We have briefly described here URA as an example of
coded aperture. However, many more coded aperture exist and have been designed to further improve the robustness of the object reconstruction. For instance, MURA,
and HURA can be decoded using a unimodular valued correlation inverse G for which the signal to noise becomes
uniform and insensitive to the source structure [17].

Fresnel Zone Plates
From the first FZPs [25] used to produce X-ray images to
nowadays, the techniques for making them have been constantly evolving to produce highly efficient FZPs for hard
X-ray [26]. The main challenges in making FZPs for hard
X-ray comes from the combined necessity to have alternating opaque transparent rings separated by a radius difference of the order of tens of nm to ensure a very small
diffraction limited spot size together with the large thickness of the opaque material to ensure a high efficiency of
the diffraction orders. The diffraction limited spot, i.e. PSF
of the FZP is of the order of the outer rings radii difference
of the FZP. The nth radius of a FZP is given by:
√
n2 λ 2
rn = nλ f +
(18)
4
where λ is the wavelength at which the FZP is designed,
f is the focal length (of the first diffraction order). Eq. 18
shows FZPs to be highly sensitive to chromatic aberrations.
Using Eq. 18, for 8 keV photon energy (λ = 0.15 nm), f =
0.25 m, and n = 11000, the difference of the outer rings is
of the order of 20 nm.
The diffraction efficiency, taking into account the phase
shift of the absorbing material is given by [27] and for a
perfect FZP
(
E=

1
πq

)2 (
)
Tδ
−4π Tλβ
−2π Tλβ
1+e
− 2e
cos 2π
(19)
λ

with β and δ the material index coefficient for absorption
and phase shift across the length of material T . An example for gold is given in Fig. 2. It shows that at 2 keV, the
efficiency of the first order diffraction is 23% for a thickness of 500 nm. For the same thickness, it drops to 7% at
8 keV. The height to width aspect ratio structure is in this
case larger than 30. It illustrates the manufacturing difficulties encountered in the production of high resolution hard
X-ray FZP.
Nevertheless, FZPs have been used to measure the beam
profile at ATF-KEK [22]. The system is a combination of
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background rises up making additional wings to the beam
profile [30, 31]. Investigation for the source of this background is still ongoing, and no conclusion whether aberration of the parabolic lens or real scattering is the main
contribution.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING
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Figure 2: Diffraction efficiency of a FZP, as given by Eq.
19.
2 FZPs in a telescope assembly which provide a magnification ×20, and a resolution of the order of 0.7 µm. The
smallest vertical beam size measured is of the order of 4µm
after suppression of 100 Hz vibration that was causing a
motion blur on the image. One of the remarks to be made
is that the image of the beam (Fig. 10 from [22]) are quite
specular. This is because the number of photons for the
image is small enough to be able to count them. Indeed,
a rough estimate shows that 106 photons/ms illuminate the
FZP assembly, and taking into account 20% efficiency for
each FZPs of the assembly, the number of photons illuminating the camera is approximatively of the order of 104
photons. In their case the illuminated CCD area at FWHM
is ≈ 50 × 12 pixels, which imposes the use of a highly linear camera, sensitive to single photons.

COMPOUND REFRACTION LENSES
The first CRLs invented and used [28], where applied
to focus SR X-ray beam. Similarly to FZPs, CRLs are
mainly used for SR X-ray micro and nano-focus experiments rather that beam diagnostics. However, like FZPs,
CRLs can be used to image the SR source offering a similar resolution, and a larger transmission. As shown in [29],
abberation of a CRL depends on the shape of the lens surface. For parabolic shape, aberration is pronounced and by
far the largest as compared to elliptical shapes or Cartesian
oval shape which appears to be the natural surface shape
solution for a point source. As shown in Fig. 7 of [29], for
large aperture, aberration appears to be significantly larger
than the Airy disk width, which is the PSF of a perfect circular aperture. This shows that the shape of the surface of
the lens has to be chosen as function of the source. For a
bending magnet source, the specific shape could be found
with the use of Statistical Optics as seen in the above section. Beam profile has been measured using CRLs [30], on
a bending magnet SR source, at very high photon energy.
Their expected resolution is supposed to match the beam
resolution with an aperture of 0.450 mm at 4.5 m. However,
at the high photon energies at which the beam is imaged,
scattering may be an issue. Indeed, on the beam images, a
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We have seen that SR sources are becoming more and
more diffraction limited for hard X-ray SR beams, as a result of small emittances and thus small beam sizes, in the
sub-µm range for the vertical. For the imaging of the source
using large aperture systems, i.e. larger than the natural
opening of SR, is it desirable to have quasi-homogeneous
sources for which Geometrical Optics applies and coincides with the general description from the Statistical Optics. Large aperture systems offer a suitable resolution and
can match the natural resolution offered by the SR beam itself. The resolution is certainly a parameter of the problem
to look at in detail, but this is not the only one. We have
seen that most of the larger aperture systems offer enough
resolution to allow µm beam size to be measured. However, commissioning, cost and operation are other very important parameters to consider before selecting one or the
other of these possible diagnostics. For the commissioning, all direct imaging systems, (FZPs, CRLs, etc.) should
be rather straightforward because the perception of the image matches our representation. In the case of the indirect imaging systems, like the coded aperture where image
processing is required, a large confidence has to be built
in the image processing in order to answer the first question that comes after image is acquired: what is the emittance and the coupling? The cost comes next as some of
the systems will need to include a monochromator and others not. This is an additional cost to the system and an
additional system to commission too. Also this is an additional system that needs to be designed taking into account the large coherence area of diffraction limited SR.
This will non-doubtably increase the surface tolerance of
the monochromator and thus its cost. Also the addition of a
monochromator constitutes another complete system with
more diagnostics to match the design performance of the
imaging systems that are highly chromatic, and ensure robustness in operation. Finally, the efficiency of the system
is to be considered too. For the coded apertures, the flux
transmitted is 50% of the total flux of the ’white’ beam.
This makes coded aperture a very sensitive system. As
seen this is a system capable of measuring beam size of
all individual bunches along a train. To match the performance, efforts and cost would have to be put on speed of
the data acquisition, but also on computing power for the
image processing.
In summary, none of the systems is ideal, FZPs or CRLs
offer the best resolution and direct imaging, but with a poor
sensitivity and additional system cost. Coded apertures offer enough resolution to measure ultra small beam sizes,
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but require complex deconvolution using large computing
power which is added also to the cost of the system.
We have focussed on large aperture X-ray imaging systems, but of course there are not the only possible imaging systems to be used for measuring micron size beams.
For instance, a very simple, robust and cost effective imaging system is the X-ray pinhole camera. The PSF width
might be larger than for these large aperture systems, but
after deconvolution, beam sizes of the order of 5 µm have
been measured at Diamond, corresponding to 1 pm.rad vertical emittance. Also the use of interferometry imaging
technique, in the UV-visible, is capable to measure micron beam sizes whenever Van Cittert Zernike can apply,
i.e. when the source is (quasi)-homogeneous. These system are also worth exploring as they can be quite robust,
relatively straightforward measurements and also cost effective.
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SUB-MICROMETER RESOLUTION USING OPTICAL TRANSITION
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Transition radiation (TR) appearing when relativistic
uniformly moving charged particle (or bunch of particles)
crosses a boundary between two media with different dielectric properties is widely used as a tool for diagnostics
of particle beams in modern accelerator facilities. The best
resolution which can be achieved using beam profile monitors based on TR in optical wave range has a limitation
caused by a spatial resolution of an optical system. Using
a method based on analyzing a visibility of the TR Point
Spread Function one can achieve a sub-micrometer resolution. In this report we shall represent the recent experimental results of a micron-scale beam size measurement
at KEK-ATF2. We shall discuss the hardware status and
future plans.

INTRODUCTION
Transverse electron beam diagnostics are crucial for stable and reliable operation of the future electron-positron
linear colliders such as CLIC or Higgs Factory. The-stateof-the-art in transverse beam diagnostics is based on the
laserwire technology [1]. It is capable to measure high
power micron-scale beam sizes in a non-destructive way.
This monitor was recognized by the scientific community
as a primary emittance diagnostics for future linear colliders. However, the use of high power laser significantly
increases the cost of the laserwire system. Moreover, the
laser maintenance will require a team of high qualified experts, which will increase its operation cost. Therefore, a
simpler and relatively inexpensive method is required. A
beam profile monitor based on Optical Transition Radiation
(OTR) is very promising. Although such monitor destroys
the beam or the beam can destroy the monitor itself, it is
still can be used as addition to the laserwire for diagnostics of low current ”pilot” beams. The resolution of conventional OTR monitor is defined by a root-mean-square
of the so-called Point Spread Function (PSF) - response of
an optical system to a source distribution generated by a
single charge. In optical wavelength range the resolution
is diffraction limited down to a few micrometers. The best
resolution achieved by conventional OTR monitors is about
few micrometers [2]. However, in [3] we demonstrated that
the OTR PSF differs from a conventional PSF of an optical
∗ konstantin.kruchinin.2012@live.rhul.ac.uk
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system. The vertical polarization component of the OTR
PSF has a two-lobe structure and the visibility of this can
be used to monitor vertical beam size with sub-micrometer
resolution. On the other hand if the beam is flat, which is
true for linear colliders, the horizontal projection of the distribution represents a direct measurement of the horizontal
beam size. It gives an opportunity to diagnose an electron
beam size in two directions in a single shot.

SETUP
In summer 2011 the experimental setup was relocated
downstream the beamline to the beginning of the ATF2 final focus. In our previous reports [4, 5] the experimental
setup was well described. However, during resent operation in spring 2013 the setup was slightly modified in order
to study the optical system and achieve better resolution. A
schematic of the setup is presented in Fig. 1.
OTR screen
Vacuum chamber
Electron beam
VW
Iris

Lens

S2
M2

S1

M1

QM14FF
quadrupole
magnet
M4

M3
Filter wheel

S3

Polarizer
CCD camera

Figure 1: Schematic of the OTR beam profile monitor experimental setup.
To produce the OTR beam a 30×30×0.3 mm aluminized
silicon target was used. The target was tilted at 45◦ with
respect to the electron beam direction. Vertical position of
the target was controlled by 4D vacuum manipulator installed at the top of the vacuum chamber. The OTR beam
passes through the optical system which consists of a mo615
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torized iris, a lens holder with a set of lenses, a periscope of
mirrors, a filter wheel with a set of optical filters, a polarizer and a CCD camera. The iris and the lens holder were
mounted on the same board to keep them centered. The
lens holder mounted on the board has a possibility of 3D
adjustment of the lens position. Filter wheel with a set of
optical filters followed by the polarizer were attached to the
CCD camera and mounted on a remotely controlled rotation stage. The whole setup was mounted on a bread board
and placed in a light protective enclosure. The full specification of the main components is presented in Table 1.
To align the optical system a special alignment laser system was used. This system is located approximately 50 m
upstream the beam line and consists of a laser stage, a continuous wave (CW), He - Ne (Helium - Neon) laser with
632.8 nm output wavelength, a spatial filter, a focusing lens
and a vacuum mirror. The vacuum mirror is used to send
the laser along the beam line to the ATF2 extraction line.
Changing the distance between spatial filter and the focusing lens one can focus the laser beam at each point of the
optical system. After tuning the laser and sending it to the
beam pipe an OTR screen was placed at 45 degrees with
respect to the beam line to reflect the laser out from the
vacuum chamber and to align the entire optical system.

500
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Figure 2: CCD image of the screen edge.
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In order to calibrate the optical system and measure
the magnification factor the following procedure was used.
The OTR screen was gradually moved out of the vacuum
chamber. At each step the image of the OTR screen edge
was recorded by the CCD. A position of the target was obtained from the manipulator motor controller encoder system with ± 5 µm precision. To obtain a position of the
screen edge the image of the target was digitized and vertical projection in a rectangular box (see Fig. 2) was fitted
using Eq. (1). The vertical projection of the screen edge
image with the fit function is presented in Fig. 3.

1.5

Here, a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 are the free fit parameters. Parameter
a2 represents the screen edge position. The dependence of
the screen edge position measured at the CCD versus manipulator position was used as a calibration curve. Then,
the calibration curve was fitted using linear function (see
Fig. 4). Gradient of the line is the magnification factor
which was 7.17.
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Figure 3: Vertical projection of the screen edge.
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Figure 4: Calibration curve.

RESULTS
Initially the accelerator was carefully tuned to minimize
the background level and provide a stable working regime
during the data taking. Longitudinal position of the focusing lens was adjusted to provide a clear OTR image
with a minimum distribution width. After that, the monitor
was ready to perform beam size measurements. All meaBeam Profile Monitors
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size a special LabView and Python based software for offline data analysis has been developed.

Component Properties
Vacuum window: CVI
W2-PW-2050-UV-532-0-27
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M2 - M3
M4
S1
S2

lens transverse stage: PI-410.2S
lens focus stage: Thorlabs PT1-Z8,
motor Z625B
lens vertical stage: Sigma-koki
SGSP 60-10ZF
rotation stage: Suruga seiki K402-160-5

S3
Lens

”CVI Laser Optics” cemented achromat,
f =120 mm, ø=30 mm

Iris

Standa 8MID98-4-90

Filter wheel

Thorlabs FW102B

Polarizer

Sigma-koki SPF-50C-32

surements were performed with a single bunch mode, with
bunch repetition rate of 3.25 Hz and ∼1 nC bunch charge.
Figure 5 represents a typical CCD image of the OTR spot
taken with the linear polarizer and the 550 nm optical filter.
Analyzing either vertical or horizontal projections of the
OTR image one can retrieve corresponding beam sizes.
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In order to analyze the OTR images and extract the beam
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Figure 6: Horizontal projection of the OTR image.
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Figure 7: Vertical projection of the OTR image.
Since the horizontal beam size much bigger than the vertical one, it can be directly extracted from the simple gaussian fit applied to the horizontal projection of the OTR image. From the projection shown in Fig. 6 the horizontal
beam size was 142 µm, which was consistent with expectations predicted by the SAD (Strategic Accelerator Design [6]) code.
To analyze the vertical projection a special empirically
found fit function has been proposed (see Eq. 2).

200

Figure 5: Typical image of the OTR spot taken with linear
polarizer and 550±20 nm optical filter.
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Where the fit parameters are: a0 is the vertical offset of
the distribution with respect to zero, a1 is the amplitude
of the distribution, a2 is the smoothing parameter, a3 is
the horizontal offset of the distribution with respect to zero
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and a4 is the distribution width. An example of the vertical
projection with the fit function is presented in Fig. 7.
The contrast ratio (minimum to maximum ratio) of the
distribution strongly depends on the electron beam size.
Using the fit function Eq. (2) one can calculate the contrast
ratio and then convert to the vertical beam size. In order
to recalculate the contrast ratio into the vertical beam size
a special self-calibration procedure was introduced. The
description of the self-calibration procedure can be found
in [7].
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Figure 8: Vertical RMS beam size as a dependence of the
QM14FF quadrupole strength.
Using described above method of beam size measurements a quadrupole scan was performed. The current of
the QM14FF quadrupole magnet was changed in a range
from -89 A to -95 A with -1 A step. For each value of
the quadrupole current, three OTR images were taken in
order to minimize statistical errors. The vertical projection of the acquired image was fitted with Eq. (2) and
the resulting vertical RMS beam size as a function of the
QM14FF quadrupole is presented in Fig. 8. As one can
see, the measured vertical beam size shows a good correlation with SAD simulations. The difference between the
minimal beam sizes can be explained by the fact that at
such small sizes small variations of the beam parameters at
extraction can change the beam size in the waist.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented recent experimental results
of transverse beam size measurements using the method
based on the analysis of the OTR PSF structure. We learned
that improvements in the experimental setup (such as using achromatic doublets), improving analysis software and
minimizing different optical effects (such as diffraction and
spherical and chromatic aberration) allows to achieve a
sub-micrometer resolution. The minimum measured vertical beam size was 0.754±0.034 µm which is approximately 5 times better than the resolution of conventional
OTR monitors.
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In order to further improve the resolution of the monitor,
effects (mainly aberrations of the imaging system) significantly influencing the PSF width need to be reduced. One
way is to use a special simulation tools for optical calculations (such as ZEMAX [8]) in order to better understand
of the PSF behavior and optimize the optical system. It
was shown in [9] that using such tools give good agreement with the experimental data. In the next step we are
planning to use ZEMAX to optimize the optical system,
apply either a multi-element optics or a reflective optics
to reduce the resolution of the monitor even further. For
example using an off-axis parabolic mirror can reduce the
chromatic aberration effects. However, using such mirror
in the real experiment becomes challenging because of the
mirror alignment. Even small deflection of an incidence
angle leads to significant image distortion. Using reflective
elements for OTR beam profile measurements as well as its
influence on the resolution needs to be further investigated.
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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
Next generation linear colliders such as the Compact
Linear Collider (CLIC) [1] typically operate using high
charge density beams. Therefore beam size measurement
using invasive optical transition radiation (OTR) based systems cannot be used without risking damage to the instrumentation. For this reason, DR is being investigated as a
non-invasive alternative [2] [3]. The transverse beam size
can be measured by using direct target imaging [4] or the
angular distribution of DR [3] [5]. At ATF2 the achieved
beam size sensitivity using angular distribution measurements was as small as 14 µm [6].
Table 1: Phase 1 Experiment Parameters for CesrTA and
Comparison with the CLIC Damping Ring Complex [1]

CesrTA
CLIC

E (GeV)

σH (µm)

σV (µm)

2.1

320

5.3

2500

∼9.2

2.86

∼10-200

∼65

∼1-50

CesrTA with beam parameters as shown in Table 1 was
primarily reconfigured as a test accelerator [7] for the investigation of beam physics of the International Linear Collider damping rings. At CesrTA we are conducting the
first DR beam size measurement experiment on a circular
∗ lorraine.bobb@cern.ch
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Figure 1: Layout of CesrTA [8].
machine. CesrTA provides a high energy 2-5 GeV electron or positron beam and the possibility to measure small
beam sizes. This allows the study of wakefields and synchrotron radiation associated with DR monitors on circular
machines. Here we can test the applicability of DR monitors for machines other than CLIC such as the LHC which
has a comparable Lorentz factor.
The DR experiment will run in two phases. In Phase 1
DR is measured in the near optical to UV regime. In
Phase 2 the optical system must be redesigned such that
DR at X-ray wavelengths can be measured. Over the last
year, the first phase of the experimental program has been
implemented whereby hardware has been installed and data
acquisition is ongoing.

EXPERIMENT SET-UP
The DR experiment is located in the L3 straight section
of CesrTA (Fig. 1). Directly attached to the DR vacuum
chamber is a 4-button beam position monitor (BPM). This
BPM is located approximately 30 cm upstream of the DR
target. Another BPM is located 30 cm downstream of the
target in the electron beam direction. The X-ray beam size
monitor (xBSM) [9] is used to measure the vertical beam
size σy and is located at the CHESS synchrontron radiation
(SR) station (see bottom-left of Fig. 1). The visible beam
size monitor (vBSM) [10] is used to measure the horizontal beam size σx and is located in L3 approximately 10 m
upstream of the DR target.
An overview of the DR tank is shown in Fig. 2. Inside the vacuum chamber there is a section of beam pipe,
which is moved out of the way during DR experimental
sessions, but which is required during high current operations for CesrTA to minimize the higher order mode loss
619
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Diffraction radiation (DR) is produced when a relativistic charged particle moves in the vicinity of a medium.
The electric field of the charged particle polarises the target
atoms which then oscillate, emitting radiation with a very
broad spectrum. The spatial-spectral properties of DR are
sensitive to a range of electron beam parameters. Furthermore, the energy loss due to DR is so small that the electron
beam parameters are unchanged. DR can therefore be used
to develop non-invasive diagnostic tools. To achieve the
micron-scale resolution required to measure the transverse
(vertical) beam size using incoherent DR in CLIC, DR in
UV and X-ray spectral-range must be investigated. Experimental validation of such a scheme is ongoing at CesrTA at
Cornell University, USA. Here we report on the test using
0.5 mm and 1 mm target apertures on a 2.1 GeV electron
beam and 400 nm wavelength.
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Figure 2: View of the DR target vacuum chamber from the
upstream direction.
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for the stored beams. On the opposite side of the chamber
the target is attached to a mechanism with two degrees of
freedom: translation IN/OUT and rotation about this axis.
The compact optical system shown in Fig. 3 consists of an
achromat for target imaging, a biconvex lens for imaging
the angular distribution in the prewave zone [11], a bandpass filter, a Glan-Laser polariser and an intensified CCD
(ICCD) camera .

Figure 3: Schematic and image of the optical system.

DIFFRACTION RADIATION TESTS
The first step at CesrTA was to install and test the vacuum chamber, optical system and controls and also to pass
a single bunch electron beam through a target aperture.
A dummy target was machined from unpolished stainless
steel with aperture sizes of 0.5 and 1 mm (see Fig. 4). The
apertures were etched. The reflectivity of this target was
relatively poor therefore beam size measurements were not
possible. However, the aim was to establish a method of
beam alignment to pass through the apertures and to observe the beam lifetime.
The beam energy was 2.1 GeV and approximately 1 mA
single-bunch beam current. The observation wavelength
was 400 nm and the vertical polarisation was selected. The
vertical polarisation is preferable to reduce background

620

Figure 4: Dummy target in the vacuum chamber viewed
from the downstream direction.
from synchrotron radiation (SR) which is predominantly
horizontally polarised. To align the beam with the target
aperture a combination of diagnostic instruments are required, these include: beam loss monitors (BLMs) positioned downstream of the target, beam position monitors
(BPMs), beam current/lifetime monitors and direct imaging of the target using the ICCD camera in the DR optical
system.
To determine the coarse vertical position of the target
aperture the target was rotated such that the incident beam
was perpendicular to the target thickness i.e. the largest target surface was parallel to the horizontal plane. A vertical
bump was used to pass the beam above the target. The
beam was gradually lowered to approach the target. The
position at which significant losses were detected on the
BLMs was recorded. The target was then retracted and the
process repeated from below the target. The centre of rotation of the target is at the aperture centre. Therefore taking
the average of these two vertical positions gave a coarse
estimate of the vertical position of the target aperture.
The fine vertical position of the target aperture was found
by inserting the target to a position at which losses could be
detected on the BLMs. The beam was then swept vertically.
The vertical position at which the minimum scraping was
observed was the central position of the target aperture.
The beam lifetime in the dummy target was 2-3 minutes
for the single-bunch beam with both aperture sizes. A 10bunch train with 1 mA beam current was also tested but no
improvement in the beam lifetime was observed indicating
the lifetime was not determined by a charge-per-bunch dependent process.
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A profile was selected and plotted against the expected
intensity distribution using the vertical polarisation com-
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ponent of the electric field defined in Eq. 1 where xi , yi
are the horizontal and vertical positions on the detector respectively, − 2πie2 ν = constant, t1 and t2 are the distances
of the particle to each aperture edge, using the integration
range [0, θm ] where θm is the maximum acceptance angle
of the lens in the optical system and [0, 2π] where φl is
the lens polar angle, M is the magnification factor, k is the
wavenumber and γ is the Lorentz factor. The intensity is
2
calculated as Iy (xi , yi ) ∝ Eyi i [4].
In Fig. 5 the amplitudes of the data peaks are symmetric
indicating the beam was well centred in the aperture. The
data is observed to be much broader than expected from the
theory. This broadening could be due to the finite beam size
used to acquire the data rather than a single particle used in
the theoretical model, misalignment of the polariser allowing some horizontal contribution and parasitic light from
SR background. The data and theory were also compared
to the simulated Zemax output for a single electron which
suggests that the broadening is not due to aberrations from
the optical system [12]. The exposure time of the camera
was 15 ms (CesrTA revolution period T = 2.56 µs), therefore beam jitter although not observed on the BPMs could
also contribute. In addition, the bandwidth of the filter was
10 ± 2 nm which could lead to some smearing of the data
from light with wavelength λ 6= 400 nm although this effect is presumed to be small.
Two fabrication techniques have been used for the targets: chemical etching and molecular adhesion. The targets are made of polished silicon. In addition to the aperture size, a crucial property of these targets is the coplanarity between the upper and lower tines. The coplanarity
δ should be within a fraction of the wavelength λ at which
DR is observed i.e. δ = 0.1λ. For λ = 400 nm, the coplanarity should ≤40 nm. The tines of the target must also
be etched such that given a target tilt angle θ0 = 70◦ , the
effective aperture size should not be further reduced by the
0.3 mm thickness of the target.
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Chemical etching is a process where silicon wafers are
dipped into an etchant which is traditionally an acidic mixture [13]. Although the 0.5 and 1 mm apertures could
be fabricated within tolerance the coplanarity of the tines
could not be guaranteed. Therefore an alternative fabrication technique was also investigated.
Bonding by molecular adhesion is a technique that enables two substrates having polished surfaces to adhere to
one another, without the application of adhesive [15]. The
upper and lower tines of the target are machined separately
in sets. The tines are then paired together in all variations
to identify which upper/lower pairs result in the best coplanarity. The aperture size was 1 mm only.
Metrology was conducted at CERN to measure the
coplanarity of the chemically etched targets. The molecular
adhesion targets were measured during manufacture. The
coplanarity of the four chemically etched targets showed a
wide variation from <0.1 µm to 10 µm. The coplanarity of
the best chemically etched target ranged from <0.1 µm at
the innermost (0.5 mm) part of the aperture to 0.75 µm at
the ends of the tines [14]. The coplanarity of the molecular
adhesion target was smaller than the chemically etched target as expected at approximately 60 nm with an rms 20 nm.
Although these coplanarity measurements do not meet our
requirements for λ = 400 nm they can be accounted for in
the data analysis.

Figure 6: Target holder with mask and target mounted.
A silicon carbide mask is used to reduce the contribution
of SR to background and is mounted upstream of the target
as shown in Fig. 6. The mask is not etched since it is orientated perpendicular to the beam. The mask aperture size
is 4 times larger than the target aperture size to minimise
interference effects [3].

Figure 7: Simulated SR distribution on the target.
Simulations were made using the Synchrotron Radiation
Workshop (SRW) [16]. In Fig. 7 the simulated vertically
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Figure 5: A plot of the intensity profile (solid line) and
expected distributions from Eq. 1 (dashed line) and Zemax
(dash-dot line).
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nents were also changed for 50 mm clear aperture versions
to avoid clipping. The whole system was also dismantled
and realigned. As part of the preparations for the next test
in the winter of 2013 a machine study is foreseen in the upcoming months to set-up the synchronous single-turn data
acquisition and possibly study the beam lifetime. The synchronous trigger will be used for the xBSM, BPM system
and DR camera.
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Figure 8: Simulated 400 nm vertically polarised DR distribution on the target using Zemax [12].
polarised SR distribution on the target surface is shown.
The 1 mm target aperture is marked by the dashed lines. It
is seen that the most intense areas of SR do not occur at the
slit edges. Therefore light emitted at the slit edge (see inset
Fig. 5 and 8) is from DR, possibly with a small contribution from transition radiation (TR). To verify the signal in
the images is DR the intensity profile from the target edge
is taken and fitted to an exponential curve. It is known that
the DR intensity should decrease exponentially with distance from the slit edge whereas SR is relatively uniform
over small regions [4]. Using simulations the DR intensity
is found to be approximately 50 times brighter than SR at
400 nm wavelength considering vertically polarised photons only. This difference was found to be a factor of approximately 25 from the chemically etched target images.
From the preliminary test it was noted that 5-10 minutes was lost for each beam injection and manual beam
alignment. A program was developed to automate this
task, reducing the time taken between data acquisition to
a couple of minutes. Initially the same manual beam alignment methods previously descibed were used to establish
the route (vertical bump setting and target insertion position) into the target aperture. This route was then used as
an input file for the program.
The beam lifetime with the target/mask assembly inserted was 2-3 minutes. This lifetime was the same for
the chemically etched and molecular adhesion targets. The
vertical beam size was varied from 13-52 µm. The horizontal beam size was approx. 490 µm. The beam lifetime was
not affected by the vertical beam size until σy = 50 µm
where it could then be regained by manually adjusting the
vertical beam position in the slit. It is thought that the beam
lifetime is primarily dependent on the roll of the beam and
the aspect ratio (σy : σx ) which for this test was 1:38.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Over the last year the hardware and instrumentation for
the first phase of the DR experimental program have been
installed and tested in CesrTA. A method of beam alignment in the target aperture has been established and the
typical beam lifetime was 2-3 minutes. DR signals have
been identified from SR background in target images.
Recently, improvements were made to the optical system. A plano-convex lens with 500 mm focal length will be
used for improved angular resolution. All optical compo-
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DOORZIRULWVXVHHLWKHUDVDSLFNXS IURP WKHXSVWUHDP
FRQQHFWRUV RUDVDNLFNHU GULYLQJLQWRWKHGRZQVWUHDP
FRQQHFWRUV   7KLV  SDUWLFXODU  GHYLFH  LV  RSWLPL]HG  DV  D
NLFNHU  ZLWK  WKH  XSVWUHDP  SRUW  WHUPLQDWHG  LQWR  D  KLJK
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GULYHDPSOLILHUFDQEHVLPXOWDQHRXVO\PRQLWRUHG :KHQ
XVHGVWULFWO\DVSLFNXSVWKHSRUWRSSRVLWHWRWKHVLJQDO
SRUWFDQEHVKRUWHGOHIWRSHQRUWHUPLQDWHG,IVKRUWHGRU
RSHQHG  WKH  GHYLFH  RULHQWDWLRQ  LV  LPPDWHULDO  VLQFH  WKH
SRZHUKDVQRZKHUHWRJREXWRXWWKHSURYLGHGFRQQHFWRU
SHUKDSVDIWHUDUHIOHFWLRQ
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SURJUDPPDEOHJDWHDUUD\V )3*$V DUHOLPLWHGWRF\FOH
WLPHV  RI  D  IHZ  KXQGUHG  0+]  H[SODLQLQJ  WKH  QHHG  IRU
XQGHUVDPSOLQJ    GLJLWDO  GRZQFRQYHUVLRQ  ZLWK  VLJQDOV
DERYHDERXW0+]

  
,W LV HVVHQWLDO WRNHHSWKH RYHUDOO SXUSRVH RID %30
V\VWHPLQPLQGDWWKHGHVLJQSKDVH>@2QHDUJXPHQW
IRU  IDVW  VDPSOLQJ  LQ  D  PXOWLEXQFK  VWRUDJH  ULQJ  ZKHUH
FRUUHFWLRQ  EDQGZLGWK  EHORZ    N+]  LV  GHVLUHG  LV  WR
LPSURYHQRLVHIORRULQWKHQDUURZFRUUHFWLRQEDQGZLGWK
7KHUH  DUH  KRZHYHU  PDQ\  FDSDEOH  GLJLWL]HUV  RSHUDWLQJ
ZLWKELWVDQGVDPSOHUDWHVRIKXQGUHGVRIN+])URPD
ZKLWHQRLVHSHUVSHFWLYHWKHVORZHUELWVROXWLRQZLQV
QRLVH  IORRU  UHGXFWLRQ  JRLQJ  IURP    06VHF  WR  
N6VHFJRHVDVWKHVTXDUHURRWRIWKHUDWLRRIEDQGZLGWKV
LHDIDFWRURILQWKLVFDVHZKLOHWKHELWUHVROXWLRQ
JRLQJIURPWRELWVJLYHVDQLPSURYHPHQWIDFWRURI
   2QFH  WKH  HOHFWURQLFV  QRLVH  IORRU  LV  VXIILFLHQWO\
EHORZWKHGHVLUHGVWDELOLW\OHYHOHPSKDVLVVKRXOGPRYH
IURPQRLVHIORRUUHGXFWLRQVWRDYDLODEOHIHDWXUHVHWZKLFK
IDVWVDPSOLQJDQG)3*$VRIIHULQVSDGHV 7XUQE\WXUQ
DQGHYHQEXQFKE\EXQFKGDWDVWUHDPVRSHQXSDORWRI
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SRWHQWLDOHJUHDOWLPHEHWDWURQWXQHPRQLWRULQJPXOWL
EXQFKLQVWDELOLW\PRQLWRULQJLQMHFWLRQWUDMHFWRU\WUDFNLQJ
DQG  FRUUHFWLRQ  SRVWPRUWHP  DQDO\VLV  DQG  PDQ\  RWKHU
FDSDELOLWLHV
%HFDXVH%30VLQVWRUDJHULQJVJHQHUDOO\XVHEXWWRQVRU
VWULSOLQHV  FKDQQHO  PDWFKLQJ  LV  FULWLFDO  LQ  WKH
GHWHUPLQDWLRQRIEHDPSRVLWLRQIURPLQGLYLGXDOEXWWRQVRU
VWULSOLQHV7KLVKDVEHHQDKRWWRSLFIRUWKHSDVWFRXSOHRI
GHFDGHV  VLQFH  ORQJWHUP  VWDELOLW\  UHTXLUHV  FKDQQHO
PDWFKLQJDWWKHOHYHORIG%DQGEHORZ$QXPEHURI
VWUDWHJLHVDUHXVHGIRUWKLVUIK\EULGVLQMHFWLRQRISLORW
WRQHV  RU  SXOVHV  HLWKHU  RII  IUHTXHQF\  RU  EHWZHHQ  EHDP
SXOVHVRUPXOWLSOH[LQJVFKHPHV
$W  WKH  $36  LQWXQQHO  UI  K\EULGV  WUDQVPLW  EXWWRQ
GLIIHUHQFHDQGVXPVLJQDOVDW0+]FHQWHUIUHTXHQF\
DQG0+]EDQGZLGWKWRDPSOLWXGHWRSKDVH $030 
FRQYHUVLRQ  HOHFWURQLFV  RXWVLGH  WKH  WXQQHO  WKH  VRFDOOHG
PRQRSXOVH  UHFHLYHUV  >@  7KH  $030  WHFKQLTXH  LV  D
QLFHPHWKRGWRFRPSXWHWKHUDWLRGHOWDVXPDWWKH,) 
0+] VLJQDOEDQGZLGWKDOWKRXJKLWVXIIHUVIURPLQWHQVLW\
GHSHQGHQFHDQGWLPLQJVHQVLWLYLW\$IWHUVDPSOLQJDW
0+]  VDPSOH  VHOHFWLRQ  DQG  GLJLWDO  ILOWHULQJ  DUH  DSSOLHG
EHIRUH  VHQGLQJ  WKH  VLJQDOV  RQ  WR  WKH  IDVW  FORVHGRUELW
IHHGEDFNV\VWHPDQGRWKHUGDWDVWUHDPV>@ $FOHYHU
WULFNGHYHORSHGDW&(51LVWRXVHDQUIK\EULGFRPELQHU
ZLWK D  GHOD\  OLQH RQ  RQH  OHJ  WR  SXW  WZR  SLFNXS  VLJQDO
SXOVHVRQWRWKHVDPHFRD[LDOOLQH'RLQJWKLVWZLFHWRJHW
HJ$GHOD\HG%YV%GHOD\HG$UHVXOWVLQDSDLURI
ELSRODUVLJQDOV7KHWLPHEHWZHHQ]HURFURVVLQJVRIWKHVH
WZRVLJQDOVWKHQEHFRPHVDPHDVXUHRIQRUPDOL]HGEHDP
SRVLWLRQ  LH  D  GLIIHUHQWLDO  DPSOLWXGHWRWLPH  FRQYHUWHU
>@   8VH  RI  QDUURZEDQG  UI  ILOWHUV  FRXOG  EH  XVHG  WR
DFTXLUHDQDUURZHUEDQGDPSOLWXGHWRSKDVHV\VWHP
$W16/6,,DSLORWWRQHVFKHPHLVXVHGWRFRPELQHRII
IUHTXHQF\FDOLEUDWLRQVLJQDOVLQWKHWXQQHOZLWKWKHEHDP
VLJQDOV7KHLUGHWHFWLRQLVXVHGLQWKHGLJLWDOGRPDLQWR
FRUUHFWIRUYDULDWLRQVLQFKDQQHOJDLQ>@6HQVLWLYLW\RI
WKHUIIURQWHQGWRVPDOOFKDQJHVLQIUHTXHQF\PDNHVWKH
RIIIUHTXHQF\SLORWWRQHPHWKRGUDWKHUFKDOOHQJLQJ
$ZHOONQRZQPXOWLSOH[LQJVFKHPHLVHQJHQGHUHGE\
WKHPXOWLSOH[HGUHFHLYHULQYHQWHGE\%LWWQHUDQG%LVFDUGL
LQ  WKH  V  >@  DQG  QRZ  PDUNHWHG  E\  %HUJR]
LQVWUXPHQWDWLRQ   ,Q  WKLV  VFKHPH  HDFK  RI  IRXU  EXWWRQ
VLJQDOVDUHVZLWFKHGLQWXUQWRDFRPPRQUIUHFHLYHUDW
VRPHWHQVRIN+] $QDQDORJGLIIHUHQFHFRXSOHGWRDQ
DXWRPDWLF  JDLQ  FRQWURO  UHJXODWLQJ  WKH  UHFHLYHU  JDLQ  IRU
FRQVWDQW  DQDORJ  VXP  SURYLGHV  DQ  DFFXUDWH  '&
PHDVXUHPHQW  RI  QRUPDOL]HG  EHDP  SRVLWLRQ  DOEHLW  ZLWK
SRRU  QRLVH  SHUIRUPDQFH  LQ  FRPSDULVRQ  WR  PRGHUQ
V\VWHPV  7KH  UI  IURQW  HQG  IRU  WKH  ,QVWUXPHQWDWLRQ
7HFKQRORJLHV ,7HFK HOHFWURQEULOOLDQFHDQGEULOOLDQFH
VHULHV  RI  %30  SURFHVVRUV  PDNHV  XVH  RI  D  SURSULHWDU\
FURVVEDU  VZLWFKLQJ  V\VWHP  WKDW  F\FOHV  WKH  IRXU  SLFNXS
VLJQDOVWKURXJKDVHWRIIRXUUIFKDQQHOVLQVHTXHQFH)DVW
VDPSOLQJ  DW  DSSUR[    06VHF  WRJHWKHU  ZLWK  )3*$
ORJLFWRGHDOZLWKWKHVZLWFKLQJDWWHQXDWLRQILOWHULQJDQG
RWKHUORJLVWLFDOWDVNVSURYLGHDKLJKSHUIRUPDQFHV\VWHP
ZLWK  H[FHOOHQW  QRLVH  IORRU    QP  ¥+]  DQG  ORQJWHUP
VWDELOLW\DWWKHOHYHORIKXQGUHGVRIQDQRPHWHUVRYHUD
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7KH  FKDOOHQJHV  IRU  OLQDFV  DQG  )(/V  DUH  VLJQLILFDQWO\
GLIIHUHQWWKDQIRUVWRUDJHULQJV)RU)(/VWKHSDUWLFOHDQG
SKRWRQEHDPVPXVWRYHUODSRQWKHVFDOHRIDJDLQOHQJWK
XVXDOO\  VRPH  WHQV  RI  PHWHUV  WR  VXSSRUW  ODVLQJ  EXW
WUDQVYHUVHEHDPVL]HVDUHDWWKHOHYHORIWHQVRIPLFURQV
7KH\WHQGWRXVHVPDOO Q& UHODWLYHO\ZLGHO\VSDFHG
EXQFKHV  RU  EXQFK  WUDLQV  VR  WKHUH  LV  LQVXIILFLHQW  VLJQDO
VWUHQJWKIRUVWRUDJHULQJ%30V\VWHPVZKLFKDUHJHDUHG
PRUHIRUFZW\SHSURFHVVLQJHJQDUURZEDQGGHWHFWLRQ
DQGSURFHVVLQJ7KH/&/6RSHUDWHVZLWKDIUDFWLRQRID
Q&RIFKDUJHLQDVLQJOHEXQFKDQGPD[LPXPUHSHWLWLRQ
UDWHRI+] )RUVXSHUFRQGXFWLQJOLQDFVVXFKDVWKDW
EHLQJ  EXLOW  IRU  WKH  (XURSHDQ  ;)(/  PXFK  KLJKHU  GXW\
F\FOHVDUHSODQQHGZLWKPLFURVHFRQGORQJ*+]
EXQFKWUDLQVSXOVHGDW+] 7KLVLVVWLOOOHVVWKDQ
GXW\F\FOHDQGWKHDYHUDJHFXUUHQWLVP$YVKXQGUHGV
RI  P$  IRU  VWRUDJH  ULQJV  7KH  LQWHQW  LV  WR  SHUIRUP
WUDMHFWRU\FRQWUROZLWKLQWKHVDPHEXQFKWUDLQ
)(/  EHDP  FKDUDFWHULVWLFV  GURYH  WKH  GHYHORSPHQW  RI
FDYLW\VW\OH  %30V  ZKLFK  FRXSOH  YHU\  VWURQJO\  WR  WKH
EHDPLQFRPSDULVRQWREXWWRQVW\OHSLFNXSV%HFDXVHWKH
SRVLWLRQVHQVLWLYH  FDYLW\  PRGH  RXWSXWV  D  VLJQDO  GLUHFWO\
SURSRUWLRQDO WRWKHSURGXFWRIEHDP SRVLWLRQRIIVHW DQG
EHDP  LQWHQVLW\  DQG  EHFDXVH  WKH\  FDQ  EH  PDFKLQHG  WR
H[WUHPHO\WLJKWWROHUDQFHVWKH\SURYLGHH[FHOOHQWDEVROXWH
SRVLWLRQGHWHUPLQDWLRQZLWKUHVSHFWWRH[WHUQDOILGXFLDOV
%HDPEDVHG  DOLJQPHQW  WHFKQLTXHV  DUH  DOVR  XVHG  LQ
DGGLWLRQWRIXUWKHURSWLPL]H)(/SHUIRUPDQFH

)LJXUH(;)(/FDYLW\%30WHVWHOHFWURQLFV>@

)LJXUH/&/6FDYLW\%30HOHFWURQLFV>@

8VLQJ  HOHFWURQLFV  GHYHORSHG  DW  WKH  3DXO  6FKHUUHU
,QVWLWXWHWKHHOHFWURQLFVVKRZQLQ)LJWRJHWKHUZLWKWKH
FDYLW\%30GHVLJQVKRZQLQ)LJZHUHGHPRQVWUDWHGWR
KDYHDVLQJOHVKRWUHVROXWLRQRIQPUPV 7KLVZDV
DFFRPSOLVKHGXVLQJVWHHO YVFRSSHUDQGLQVSLWHRIDQ
RSHUDWLQJ  IUHTXHQF\  VLJQLILFDQWO\  EHORZ  WKDW  IRU  /&/6
>@
7RJLYHDQLGHDRIWKHW\SHVRIDSSURDFKHVEHLQJWDNHQ
VKRZQ  LQ  )LJV        VKRZ  D  YDULHW\  RI  OLQDF  %30
HOHFWURQLFVFRQILJXUDWLRQV WKDWDUHHLWKHULQXVHRUKDYH
EHHQ  WHVWHG  ZLWK  EHDP   1RWH  WKDW  WKH  (;)(/  DQG
6$&/$  IDFLOLWLHV  KDYH  WDNHQ  WKH  SDWK  XVLQJ  LQSKDVH  
TXDGUDWXUH  ,4  GRZQFRQYHUVLRQ  ZKLOH  WKH  /&/6  LV
GLUHFWO\  GLJLWL]LQJ  WKH  GRZQFRQYHUWHG  VLJQDOV  DQG
ZRUNLQJ  ZLWK  DPSOLWXGHV  DQG  SKDVHV  RI  WKH  %30  DQG
UHIHUHQFHFDYLWLHVWRH[WUDFWQRUPDOL]HGEHDPSRVLWLRQ
$W6/$&WKHGDWDDFTXLVLWLRQVKRZQLQ)LJLVQRZ
LQWKH μ7&$IRUP IDFWRU ZKLFKLVXVHGJHQHUDOO\IRU
ORZOHYHOUIFRQWURODQGGLDJQRVWLFV,QWKLVLQVWDQFHWKH
UHDUWUDQVLWLRQPRGXOH 570 RQWKHOHIWUHOD\VXSWRWHQ
UIVLJQDOVWRWKHFRPPHUFLDO06VHFGLJLWL]HURQWKH
ULJKW   ,Q  WKLV  DSSOLFDWLRQ  WKH  FDYLW\  GLIIHUHQFH  DQG
UHIHUHQFHFDYLW\VLJQDOVDUHGLJLWL]HGDQGDQ)3*$RQWKH
GLJLWL]HUERDUGSHUIRUPV WKHFRPSXWDWLRQRIQRUPDOL]HG
EHDPSRVLWLRQ
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)LJXUH8SJUDGHGμ7&$/&/6%30UHDUWUDQVLWLRQ
PRGXOH 570OHIW DQG06VHFELWGLJLWL]HUDQG
)3*$SURFHVVRU ULJKW >@

)LJXUH6&66SURWRW\SHFDYLW\%30HOHFWURQLFV>@
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)LJXUH6$&/$FDYLW\%30HOHFWURQLFV>@

'DWDFDQEHFORFNHGLQWRWKH)3*$YLDWKH)0&SRUWV
LQSDUDOOHORUXVLQJQHZVHULDOSURWRFROVVXFKDVWKH-RLQW
(OHFWURQ'HYLFHV(QJLQHHULQJ  -(6' VWDQGDUG
ZKLFKDOORZVOLQHGDWDUDWHVDERYH*EVHFXVLQJPXOWL
JLJDELWWUDQVFHLYHUV0DQ\UHIHUHQFHGHVLJQVDUHDYDLODEOH
IURPWKH)3*$YHQGRUVZKLFKDLGVFRQVLGHUDEO\LQWKH
GHVLJQ  HIIRUW  :LWK  JUHDW  SRZHU  FRPHV  JUHDW
UHVSRQVLELOLW\KRZHYHUDQGDVLJQLILFDQWFRPLWWPHQWLQ
WHUPVRIKXPDQHIIRUWLVQHHGHGWRV\QWKHVL]HDGYDQFHG
IXQFWLRQDOLW\XVLQJWKHVHGHYLFHV)RUH[DPSOHVKRZQLQ
)LJLVDQLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKH)3*$DERYHDSSOLHG
WRDJOREDOFORVHGRUELWIHHGEDFNV\VWHPXSJUDGHDWWKH
$36



  

.

$W  WKH  OHYHO  RI  EHDP  VWDELOLW\  UHTXLUHG  IRU  PRGHUQ
DFFHOHUDWRUV  KDYLQJ WKH EHVW %30 HOHFWURQLFV  DQG GDWD
DFTXLVLWLRQ  LV  RI  QR  DYDLO  LI  WKH  SLFNXS  HOHFWURGHV  
YDFXXP  FRPSRQHQWV  DUH  PHFKDQLFDOO\  XQVWDEOH   6XE
PLFURQPHFKDQLFDOVWDELOLW\LQWKHSUHVHQFHRIYDULDEOHDLU
DQG  ZDWHU  WHPSHUDWXUH  EHDP  FXUUHQW  YLEUDWLRQ  DQG
GLIIXVLYHJURXQGPRWLRQLVSDUWLFXODUO\FKDOOHQJLQJ:LWK
UHJDUG  WR  WKHUPDOO\  LQGXFHG  PRWLRQ  JLYHQ  WKDW  PRVW
PDWHULDOV  WKDW  DFFHOHUDWRUV  DUH  FRQWUXFWHG  IURP  KDYH
WKHUPDOH[SDQVLRQFRHIILFLHQWVQHDUGHJ&LWZRXOG
UHTXLUHWHPSHUDWXUHVWDELOLW\DWWKHOHYHORI&WR
DFKLHYH  PHFKDQLFDO  VWDELOLW\  GRZQ  EHORZ    PLFURQV
+HURLFPHDVXUHVFDQUHVXOWLQDLUWHPSHUDWXUHVWDELOLW\DW
RQO\WKHOHYHORI&VRDGGLWLRQDOPHWKRGVDUH
QHFHVVDU\  >@   $  FULWLFDO  GHYHORSPHQW  IRU  VWRUDJH
ULQJEDVHG  OLJKW  VRXUFHV  LV  WRSXS  RSHUDWLRQ  XVHG  WR
UHJXODWH  WKH  VWRUHG  EHDP  FXUUHQW  DQG  FRQVHTXHQWO\  WKH
EHDPLQGXFHGWKHUPDOORDGVDWWKHOHYHORIRUEHWWHU
(YHQ  VR  PLFURQVFDOH  PHFKDQLFDO  PRWLRQ  KDV  EHHQ
FOHDUO\  VHHQ  DW  WKH  $36  ZKHQ  WRSXS  LV  LQWHUUXSWHG
UHVXOWLQJLQDGURSLQEHDPFXUUHQW>@
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)LJXUH$PRGHUQ)3*$HYDOXDWLRQERDUG
6KRZQ  LQ  )LJ    LV  WKH  PHFKDQLFDO  PRWLRQ  VHQVLQJ
FRQFHSW  LPSOHPHQWHG  DW  /&/6  >@   ,Q  WKLV  FDVH  D
K\GURVWDWLF  OHYHOLQJ  V\VWHP  +/6  ZDV  XVHG  LQ
FRQMXQFWLRQZLWKDSDLURIZLUHVVWUXQJWKURXJKDQHWZRUN
RI  ZLUH  SRVLWLRQ  PRQLWRUV  :30V  WR  DVVXUH  WKH
VWUDLJKWQHVVRIFULWLFDOFRPSRQHQWVDORQJWKHOHQJWKRIWKH
)(/XQGXODWRU 7KH:30VHQVRUVSK\VLFDOO\UHVHPEOH
%30SLFNXSHOHFWURGHVEXWZLWKDFXUUHQWFDUU\LQJZLUH
LQSODFHRIWKHFKDUJHGSDUWLFOHEHDP 6\WHPDWLFHUURUV
LPSDFWLQJ  WKH  :30  DUUD\ KDYH WR GR DOVR ZLWK WXQQHO
WHPSHUDWXUH  YDULDWLRQV  ZLUH  VDJ  HWF   7KH  K\GURVWDWLF
OHYHOLQJ  VHQVRUV  XVHG  ZHUH  LQWHJUDWHG  ZLWK  D  PRYDEOH
VXSSRUWVWUXFWXUH6HWWOLQJWLPHVIROORZLQJJLUGHUPRWLRQ
DUHRQWKHRUGHURIVHYHUDOKRXUVPDNLQJDQ\FORVHGORRS
PHFKDQLFDOIHHGEDFNV\VWHPSUREOHPDWLF
+\GURVWDWLF  OHYHOLQJ  V\VWHPV  DUH  EHVW  VXLWHG  IRU
WUDFNLQJRI VPDOOPRWLRQVRYHUORQJHUWLPHVFDOHVVXFK
DV  GLIIXVLYH  JURXQG  PRWLRQ  >@  7KHLU  XVH  LQ
FRPELQDWLRQZLWKFDSDFLWLYHSUR[LPLW\VHQVRUVDQGVXSHU
LQYDU  VXSSRUWV  LV  SODQQHG  WR  PRQLWRU  WKH  YHUWLFDO
PHFKDQLFDOPRWLRQRIFULWLFDO%30SLFNXSHOHFWURGHVDW
WKH$36>@*URXQGPRWLRQKDVEHHQPHDVXUHGDWWKH
62/(,/  OLJKW  VRXUFH  WR  EH  DW  WKH  OHYHO  RI    ȝP
P\HDU  XVLQJ  D  K\GURVWDWLF  OHYHOLQJ  V\VWHP>@  
$FKLHYLQJORQJWHUPVWDELOLW\EHORZPLFURQVZLWKDQ
+/6LVH[WUHPHO\FKDOOHQJLQJDQGDVXEMHFWRIRQJRLQJ
UHVHDUFK

   
0RGHUQ  DFFHOHUDWRUV  ZLOO  UHTXLUH  D  GHJUHH  RI  EHDP
VWDELOLW\DWWKHOHYHORIKXQGUHGVRIQDQRPHWHUVRUOHVVLQ
WKHFRPLQJ\HDUV 7KHUHDUHDQXPEHURIQHZDQGROG
WHFKQRORJLHVWKDWDUHQRZQHFHVVDU\WRPHHWWKHVHWLJKW
VSHFLILFDWLRQV  LQFOXGLQJ  IDVWVDPSOLQJ  GLJLWL]HUV
DGYDQFHGUHDOWWLPHGLJLWDOSURFHVVLQJPHWKRGVXVLQJERWK
FRQYHQWLRQDO&38VDQG)3*$VDQGDX[LOLDU\HTXLSPHQW
WRFRPSHQVDWHIRUWKHUPDODQGPHFKDQLFDOLQVWDELOLW\
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6KRZQLQ)LJLVDQH[DPSOHRIDPRGHUQ)3*$
WKH;LOLQ[=&HYDOXDWLRQERDUG7KHVLJQDOSURFHVVLQJ
SRWHQWLDO  RI  WKHVH  PRGHUQ  FRPSRQHQWV  LV  LPPHQVH
LQFOXGLQJIHDWXUHVOLNHGXDORQFKLS$50&38VORDGVRI
PHPRU\  DQG  PDQ\  LQWHUIDFLQJ  RSWLRQV   7KH  )3*$
PH]]DQLQHFDUG )0& FRQQHFWRUVDORQJWKHWRSHGJHRI
WKHERDUGFDQEHFRQQHFWHGWRGLJLWL]HUVGLJLWDOWRDQDORJ
FRQYHUWHUV  '$&V   VPDOOIRUPIDFWRU  SOXJJDEOH  6)3 
SRUWV  HWF  ZLWK  PDQ\  QHZ  RIIWKHVKHOI  FRPSRQHQWV
EHFRPLQJDYDLODEOH
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)LJXUH$GYDQFHG3KRWRQ6RXUFHUHDOWLPHIHHGEDFNV\VWHPXSJUDGH)3*$DUFKLWHFWXUH

)LJXUH0HFKDQLFDOPRWLRQVHQVLQJIRU/&/6

  
>@ &RUQHOO  (QHUJ\  5HFRYHU\  /LQDF  6FLHQFH  &DVH  DQG
3URMHFW'HILQLWLRQ'HVLJQ5HSRUW  
>@ /&/6,,&RQFHSWXDO'HVLJQ5HSRUW  
>@ (XURSHDQ;)(/7HFKQLFDO'HVLJQ5HSRUW  
>@ 6ZLVV)(/&RQFHSWXDO'HVLJQ5HSRUW  
>@ $368SJUDGH3UHOLPLQDU\'HVLJQ5HSRUW  
>@ &<  <DR  'HYHORSPHQW  RI  D  +RUL]RQWDO  'ULYH
6WULSOLQHIRUWKH$367UDQVYHUVH)HHGEDFN6\VWHP
%,:¶1HZSRUW1HZV783*  
KWWSZZZ-$&R:RUJ
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>@ *  :DOGVFKPLGW  5  /LOO  DQG  /  0RUULVRQ
(OHFWURPDJQHWLF  'HVLJQ  RI  WKH  5)  &DYLW\  %HDP
3RVLWLRQ  0RQLWRU  IRU  WKH  /&/6  3$&¶
$OEXTXHUTXH78301S  
KWWSZZZ-$&R:RUJ
>@ 6WHSKHQ  6PLWK  HW  DO  &RPPLVVLRQLQJ  DQG
3HUIRUPDQFH  RI  /&/6  &DYLW\  %30V  3$&¶
9DQFRXYHU78*5&S  
KWWSZZZ-$&R:RUJ
>@ +0DHVDND HWDO%HDP3RVLWLRQ0RQLWRUDW6&66 
3URWRW\SH  $FFHOHUDWRU  $3$&   ,QGRUH  ,QGLD
 S:(30$KWWSZZZ-$&R:RUJ

>@ ' /LSND

HW DO

 2UWKRJRQDO &RXSOLQJ LQ &DYLW\
%30ZLWK6ORWV',3$&¶%DVHO023'S
 KWWSZZZ-$&R:RUJ
>@ KWWSZZZGVSFRP
>@ 5  6KDIHU  %HDP  SRVLWLRQ  PRQLWRULQJ  %,: 
8SWRQ$,3&RQI3URFS  
KWWSSURFHHGLQJVDLSRUJUHVRXUFHDSFSFV
>@ *  9LVPDUD  6LJQDO  3URFHVVLQJ  IRU  %HDP  3RVLWLRQ
0RQLWRUV%,: &DPEULGJH$,3&RQI3URF
 
>@ (  .DKDQD  'HVLJQ  RI  %HDP  3RVLWLRQ  0RQLWRU
(OHFWURQLFV  IRU  WKH  $36  'LDJQRVWLFV  %,: 
1HZSRUW1HZV$,3&RQI3URF  
>@ +  %XL  HW  DO  3HUIRUPDQFH  RI  )3*$%DVHG  'DWD
$FTXLVLWLRQ IRU WKH$36 %URDGEDQG %HDP 3RVLWLRQ
0RQLWRU6\VWHP%,: 7DKRH&LW\78373)
S  KWWSZZZ-$&R:RUJ
>@ '&RFT7KH:LGHEDQGQRUPDOLVHU±DQHZFLUFXLW
WRPHDVXUHWUDQVYHUVHEXQFKSRVLWLRQLQDFFHOHUDWRUV
DQGFROOLGHUV1,0$    
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>@ +'1XKQHWDO3RVLWLRQ6WDELOLW\0RQLWRULQJRIWKH 
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Abstract
Two low-latency, sub-micron, beam position monitoring
(BPM) systems have been developed and tested with beam
at the KEK Accelerator Test Facility (ATF2). One system
(upstream), based on stripline BPMs, uses fast analogue
front-end signal processing and has demonstrated a position resolution as low as 400 nm for beam intensities of
1 nC, with single-pass beam. The other (IP) system, based
on low-Q cavity BPMs and utilising custom signal processing electronics designed for low latency, provides a single
pass resolution of approximately 100 nm. The BPM position data are digitised by fast ADCs on a custom FPGAbased feedback controller and used in three modes: 1) the
upstream BPM data are used to drive a pair of local kickers nominally orthogonal in phase in closed-loop feedback
mode; 2) the upstream BPM data are used to drive a downstream kicker in the ATF2 final focus region in feedforward
mode; 3) the IP cavity BPM data are used to drive a local downstream kicker in the ATF2 final focus region in
closed-loop feedback mode. In each case the beam jitter is
measured downstream of the final focus system with the IP
cavity BPMs. The relative performance of these systems is
compared.

applied to the incoming other beam (Fig. 1). In addition
a pulse-to-pulse feedback system is envisaged for optimising the luminosity on timescales corresponding to 5 Hz.
Slower feedbacks, operating in the 0.1 − 1 Hz range, will
control the beam orbit through the Linacs and Beam Delivery System. The key components of each system are
BPMs for measuring the beam orbit; fast signal processors
to translate the raw BPM pickoff signals into a position output; feedback circuits, for applying gain and taking account
of system latency; amplifiers to provide the required output drive signals; and kickers for applying the correction to
the beam. Previous results [2], [3] have demonstrated an
upstream closed-loop feedback system that meets the ILC
jitter correction and latency requirements.
We report the latest development and beam testing
results from the Feedback on Nanosecond Timescales
(FONT) project. We have extended our ILC prototype
systems, incorporating digital feedback processors based
on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), to provide feedback and feedforward correction systems for submicron-level beam stabilisation at the KEK Accelerator
Test Facility (ATF2). The ultimate aim is to attempt beam
stabilisation at the nanometer-level at the ATF2 IP [4]. Initial achievements in this new area were reported in [5].

INTRODUCTION
FONT5 DESIGN

Figure 1: Schematic of IP intra-train feedback system with
a crossing angle.
A number of fast beam-based feedback systems are required at future single-pass beamlines such as the International Linear Collider (ILC) [1]. For example, at the
interaction point (IP) a system operating on nanosecond
timescales within each bunch train is required to compensate for residual vibration-induced jitter on the final-focus
magnets by steering the electron and positron beams into
collision. The deflection of the outgoing beam is measured
by a beam position monitor (BPM) and a correcting kick
630

An overview of the extraction and final focus beamlines
at the ATF, showing the positions of the FONT5 system
components, is given in Fig 2.
The upstream feedback system (Fig. 3) incorporates two
stripline BPMs (P2, P3) which are used to provide vertical beam position inputs. Two stripline kickers (K1, K2)
are used to provide fast vertical beam corrections. A third
stripline BPM (P1) is used to witness the incoming beam
conditions. Each BPM signal is processed by a front-end
analogue signal processor; the analogue output is then sampled, digitised and processed by the digital feedback board.
Analogue output correction signals are sent to a fast amplifier that drives each kicker.
The IP feedback system (Fig. 7) comprises two C-band
cavity BPMs (IPA, IPB) and a stripline kicker (IPK). The
final focus magnets (QF1FF, QD0FF) can be used to steer
the beam by introducing a position offset or to move the
x and y beam waists longitudinally along the beamline. A
high speed cable is strung along the beamline connecting
the upstream and downstream systems and allowing a feedforward signal to be transmitted to the IP region.
BPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 2: Layout of the ATF extraction and final focus beamline with the FONT regions marked.

BPM PROCESSORS
Upstream Stripline BPM Processor
Stripline BPM processors have been designed and constructed in-house [2]. The top and bottom (y) stripline
BPM signals are added with a resistive coupler and subtracted using a hybrid, to form a sum and difference signal
BPMs and Beam Stability

respectively. The resulting signals are band-pass filtered,
down-mixed with a 714 MHz local oscillator signal which
is phase-locked to the beam, and low-pass filtered. The hybrid, filters and mixer were selected to have latencies of the
order of a few nanoseconds to yield a total processor latency of 10 ns. Recent results have demonstrated position
resolution of order 0.4 µm [7], [8].

IP Cavity BPM Processor
The cavity BPM processing scheme [9] consists of a
two-stage downmixing system, the first downmixing the
cavity signal to 714 MHz and the second to baseband. The
baseband signal is then digitised in a local digital processor.

BEAM TEST RESULTS
We report the results of beam tests of the FONT5 system
in the spring 2013 running period; earlier tests were reported in [2], [3] and [5]. The system was operated in three
experimental modes: upstream feedback, feedforward, and
IP feedback. The effects of each mode on the beam in the
IP region were measured.

Accelerator Setup
The ATF facility was set up to provide two bunches per
pulse of beam extracted from the damping ring, with a
bunch separation of 274.4 ns. This separation was found
typically to provide a high degree of measured vertical spatial correlation between the two bunches. The feedback and
feedforward tests therefore involve measuring the vertical
position of bunch one and correcting the vertical position of
bunch two. The system was typically operated in an ‘interleaved’ mode, whereby the feedback/feedforward correction was toggled on and off on alternate machine pulses; the
feedback/feedforward ‘off’ pulses thereby provide a continual ‘pedestal’ measure of the uncorrected beam position.
For the purpose of recording data with BPM IPA or IPB
the longitudinal location of the beam waist in the IP region
631
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The ATF can be set up to provide an extracted train that
comprises two bunches separated by an interval selectable
within the range 140 − 300 ns. We have previously demonstrated bunch-by-bunch feedback in the extraction line with
a latency below 140 ns, meeting the ILC minimum bunch
spacing specification of around 150 ns. For the beam tests
reported here the latency was relaxed so as to allow for several different experimental setups. For these purposes two
custom digital feedback processor boards were installed at
ATF, one upstream and one at the IP (Figs. 3, 5, 7). On
each board there are nine analogue signal input channels
digitised using ADCs with a maximum conversion rate of
400 MS/s, and two analogue output channels formed using
DACs, which can be clocked at up to 210 MHz. The digital signal processing is based on a Xilinx Virtex5 FPGA.
The FPGA is clocked with a 357 MHz source derived from
the ATF master oscillator and hence locked to the beam.
The ADCs are clocked at 357 MHz. The analogue BPM
processor output signals are sampled on peak to provide
the input signals to the digital processor. The gain stage
is implemented via a lookup table stored in FPGA RAM.
The digital output is converted back to analogue and used
as input to the kicker amplifier. A pre-beam trigger signal
is used to enable the amplifier drive output from the digital
board.
The driver amplifier was manufactured by TMD Technologies [6] and provides ±30 A of drive current into the
kicker. The rise-time is 35 ns from the time of the input signal to reach 90% of peak output. The output pulse length
was specified to be up to 10 µs.
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Figure 4: Distribution of the vertical position of bunch two in (a) P2, (b) P3 and (c) IPB with (red) and without (blue)
application of the upstream feedback correction.
IPB, and Fig. 4(c) shows that the average beam position
was corrected from 2.82 ± 0.02 µm to 0.34 ± 0.02 µm.
However, the corresponding vertical beam jitter correction
was from 0.36 ± 0.02 µm to 0.30 ± 0.01 µm. The system
therefore successfully centred the beam at IPB, and did reduce the jitter, although the level of jitter correction was
much smaller than that observed upstream. One possible
explanation is that there are additional sources of vertical
beam jitter between the upstream and IP regions; work is
ongoing to understand this.

Feedforward
Figure 3: Schematic of upstream feedback system showing the relative locations of the kickers, BPMs and other
elements.
was adjusted by varying the strengths of the two final focus
magnets QF1FF and QD0FF. For the results reported here
the beam waist was typically set near the position of IPB.

Upstream Feedback
In this mode (Fig. 3) the system records the measured
beam position of bunch one in the two upstream BPMs P2
and P3 and calculates a coupled-loop feedback correction
which is applied locally to bunch two using the upstream
kickers K1 and K2. The latency of the upstream system
has been measured previously and demonstrated to be less
than 140 ns [3]. The impact of the upstream feedback correction was measured in the IP region using IPB. Figure 4
shows the vertical position of bunch two recorded in BPMs
P2, P3 and IPB. In the upstream region the feedback reduced the incoming vertical beam jitter at P2 and P3 from
2.5 ± 0.1 to 1.4 ± 0.1 µm and 0.90 ± 0.04 µm respectively.
The system was set up to centre approximately the beam at
632

The feedforward system (Fig. 5) uses as input a linear
combination of the bunch one vertical position recorded in
the two upstream BPMs P2 and P3. This is used to generate
a correction signal which is transmitted down the feedforward cable to the IP region, where it is amplified and used
to deflect bunch two with a stripline kicker (IPK) placed
just after QD0FF. Using this setup the effect of a correction
based on the upstream beam position can be measured locally at the IP using IPB. Fig 6 shows the vertical position
of bunch two recorded in BPM IPB. The effective latency
of the feedforward system was measured and found to be
202 ns. The system was set up to centre approximately the
beam at IPB; the mean vertical beam position was corrected
from 2.40 ± 0.02 µm to 0.14 ± 0.01 µm. The corresponding vertical beam jitter was reduced from 0.30 ± 0.02 µm
to 0.17 ± 0.01 µm. This is a significant degree of correction, and work is ongoing to interpret it in terms of a model
of beam transport down the ATF2 beamline.

IP Feedback
IP feedback (Fig. 7) uses as input the bunch one vertical
beam position measured in IPB. The IP digital processor
evaluated a correction signal which was amplified and apBPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 5: Schematic of feedforward system showing relative locations of the kickers, BPMs and other elements.
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Figure 7: Schematic of IP feedback system showing the
relative locations of the kickers, BPMs and other elements.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the vertical position of bunch two
in IPB with (red) and without (blue) application of the feedforward correction.
plied to bunch two using the IP kicker IPK. The IP feedback system latency was measured and found to be 134 ns;
however this could be reduced if a greater effort was made
to optimise cable lengths etcetera. The feedback algorithm
used in the upstream system was utilised to a take as input the I and Q signals from the homodyne IPB processing system. The response of the system was measured using BPM IPB. Fig 8 shows the vertical position of bunch
two recorded in IPB. The IP feedback reduced the vertical
beam jitter from 168 ± 7 nm to 98 ± 5 nm. It also improved the average vertical position from 1.68 ± 0.01 µm
to 0.81 ± 0.01 µm. The performance is consistent with a
BPM resolution of somewhat better than 100 nm.
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Figure 8: Distribution of the vertical position of bunch two
in IPB with (red) and without (blue) application of the IP
feedback correction.
ongoing to understand these results in terms of beam transport and jitter sources in the ATF2 beamline. During the
summer 2013 recess the IP BPMs at ATF2 have been replaced; with a better understanding of the beam physics
and improved BPMs it is hoped that improved results will
be obtained in the next running periods.
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WAKE FIELD MONITORS IN A MULTI PURPOSE X BAND
ACCELERATING STRUCTURE
M. Dehler, S. Bettoni, B. Beutner, PSI, Villigen PSI, Switzerland
G. de Michele∗ , PSI, Villigen, EPFL, Lausanne and CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
In a collaboration between CERN, PSI and Sincrotrone
Trieste (ST), a series of four multipurpose X-band accelerating structures has been designed and fabricated. These
feature integrated wake ﬁeld monitors (WFMs), which are
used to measure the alignment (offset and tilt) between
structure and beam. One structure has recently been installed in the SwissFEL Injector Test facility (SITF) at
PSI. The WFM front end electronics will be developed
within the EuCard2 framework, so for the measurements
described in this paper we used the raw WFM signals. We
compare these measurements to the theoretical results obtained via an equivalent circuit model used in the design
and numerical calculations. The beam tests show that by
minimizing the WFM signals, the emittance dilution given
by the transverse wakes, crucial because of the small aperture of the structure, is minimized as well.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 2: Correction of longitudinal phase space nonlinearity using the X band structure: Charge distribution
at the end of SITF streaked with an RF deﬂector, horizontal axis corresponds to longitudinal coordinate inside the
bunch. Left with X band structure, right without.
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Table 1: Speciﬁcations
Beam Voltage
Max. Power
Frequency (40◦ C)
Iris diameter
Wake ﬁeld monitors
Operating temp.
Fill time
Repetition rate
Structure length
Figure 1: General view of accelerating structure.
A series of multipurpose X band structures (Fig. 1) at the
European frequency of 11.99 GHz has been developed and
built in collaboration between CERN, PSI and ELETTRA.
At PSI and ELETTRA, it will serve for longitudinal phase
space compensation at the respective FEL projects (Fig. 2
shows an example for SITF, for ELETTRA see [1]). CERN
will use one of the produced structures to test break down
limits and rates in the high gradient regime.
The design employs a large iris, 5π/6 phase advance
geometry, which minimizes transverse wake ﬁeld effects
while still retaining a good efﬁciency. The basic speciﬁcations are given in Table 1, more information for the
∗ he would like to thanks A. Grudiev for suggestions and discussions
on GdﬁdL EM simulation
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30 MeV
29 MW
11.991648 GHz
9.1 mm (avg.)
up/downstream
40◦ C
100 ns
100 Hz
965 mm

design can be found in [2, 3] and for the fabrication in
[4, 5, 6]. Beam degradation due to transverse single bunch
wake ﬁelds are a concern for the application for free electron laser: Two wake ﬁeld monitors, providing signals from
the dipole modes inside the structure, have been integrated
to monitor the beam to structure alignment with a resolution better than 10 μm.

Wake Field Monitors
One of the characteristics of a constant gradient structure is the smooth variation of the cell dimensions along the
structure, which compensates for internal losses and keeps
the gradient of the fundamental mode constant. This leads
to a spread of the synchronous frequency of the position dependent dipole modes. Upstream, an offset beam will excite lower dipole mode frequencies than downstream. Also,
BPMs and Beam Stability
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tant difference. We are having signals which are directly
proportional to the wakes and so to the degradation of the
beam and the golden orbit with respect to the structure is
given by minimum amplitudes, whereas a BPM needs a
secondary procedure like e.g. based alignment alignment
to get this reference. This acts also as a self diagnostic
tool: elevated amplitudes at the minimum indicate problems with the internal alignment.

RESULTS WITH BEAM

the modes will not extend throughout the structure, but will
be conﬁned. To capture as much information as possible,
two sets of monitors were used, one sitting in the middle
coupling to dipole modes in the upstream half of the structure and another towards the downstream end for the other
part.

Figure 4: Theoretical signal spectrum.
As the signals of interests are in the sub milliwatt
range, while the fundamental mode is powered with tens
of megawatts, an important criterion in the design of the
WFM is to eliminate any coupling of the fundamental mode
into the monitor output. Furthermore we would like to
see a purely position dependent signal, meaning that there
should be no trace of higher order longitudinal modes. This
was achieved by the coupling geometry shown in ﬁgure 3, a
hollow waveguide is coupled to the coupling cavity so, that
it rejects any longitudinal modes by symmetry. The chosen cutoff frequency further attenuates any trace of the fundamental 12 GHz before transitioning into a coaxial feedthrough. Figure 4 shows the theoretical spectrum [2, 7].
It should be mentioned, that higher order misalignments
show up as distinctive patterns in the spectrum, something
we show practically in the next section.
A WFM is comparable to a classical cavity BPM in that
we have position dependent signals, but there is an imporBPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 5: Measured signal spectrum.
Figure 5 shows the signal spectra of the up- and downstream monitors with an offset structure. The two complementary frequency spectra of the two monitors corresponding to the different parts of the structure match the
theoretical results of ﬁgure 4 quite well, which have been
computed with an equivalent circuit model. The signal distortion due to reﬂections at the cable transitions, which is
clearly visible in the time domain, make is somewhat difﬁcult to compare signal levels. But nonetheless the measured
peak amplitudes of 10 V/nC/mm (corrected for the attenuation in the connecting cables) ﬁt relatively well with the
value of 6 V/nC/mm of the equivalent circuit model (which
omits high order dipole bands) and 4 V/nC/mm calculated
635
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Figure 3: Wake ﬁeld monitors geometry.

In the absence of a dedicated RF front end (which will
be developed in the next years as part of the EuCARD2
project [8]), we restricted ourselves to the measurement of
raw signals. The wake ﬁeld monitors were connected to a
fast real time scope outside the tunnel via 8 meter long cables (Huber & Suhner Sucoform 86). Most of the measurements were done using a LeCroy SDA816zi digital scope
with 18 GHz bandwidth and 40 GS/s sample rate. To get a
view of the wide bandwidth response, we were able to rent
a LeCroy 9Zi-A scope with 45 GHz bandwidth and 120
GS/s.
As was mentioned before, the signal minimum gives also
the minimum degradation of the beam due to transverse
wakeﬁelds. Since there is a golden orbit given by the optimum beam trajectory through the focusing magnets, the
accelerating structure is sitting on a mover system to align
the structure to the beam. For best beam performance in
terms of emittance, we used this system to measure the response versus the beam offset.
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with CST Particle Studio [9] (which, due to CPU time restrictions, had to use a relatively long bunch length in the
simulation also affecting the result).
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Figure 6: Signal amplitude versus beam offset.

Figure 8: Comparison of signal spectra: structure tilt shows
up as a characteristic hole in the spectrum as compared to
an offset.
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Figure 7: Emittance versus vertical offset.
The ultra fast scopes used for the measurement exhibit
quite a bit of noise, which explains the relatively low resolution of the monitors as seen in ﬁgure 6. A dedicated front
end, which is under development, should still give a strong
improvement. Extremely interesting is to compare the optimum position given by the monitors with a measurement
of the beam emittance versus beam offset. The monitors
give the minimum at a vertical structure offset of -100 μm.
Within the current resolution, the emittance measurement
(Fig. 7) ﬁts well with a result of -75 μm, proving the utility
of this type of monitor.
To give an example of the measurement of a higher order misalignment, we tilted the structure (rotated around
the vertical axis) and took the spectra. With a tilt, the center cells stay aligned to the beam, while the extreme parts
of the structure see an offset. Given the correlation between
frequency and position inside the structure, we expect a
corresponding hole in the signal spectra as a typical pattern. Figure 8 conﬁrms this quite clearly.
636

The cables, connectors and feed throughs used were only
speciﬁed up to 18 GHz, therefore the following results
should only be interpreted qualitatively and not quantitatively.
Figure 9 shows the wide band responses of the monitors.
For this measurement, there was no RF power in the structure. We see additional signals at 25 and 30 GHz. Aligning the structure to the beam minimizes also these spectral
peaks, so that we can conclude them coming from higher
order dipole bands, which was numerically veriﬁed by the
simulations discussed in the next paragraph. No trace of a
longitudinal, position independent mode was seen, which
is an indication of an excellent internal mechanical alignment of the structure.
While the response for the lowest dipole bands can be
compared to results using an equivalent circuit, the wide
band response needed to be validated by a numerical calculation using GdﬁdL [10]. Both the complexity of the geometry and the large frequency bandwidth require a ﬁne
discretized structure, hence a necessity of parallel computing using up to 2 weeks of CPU time (the maximum time
allowed at CERN). A grid resolution of 50μm is needed in
terms of amplitude of spectra, the wake was calculated up
to a length of 14m to give a reasonable frequency resoluBPMs and Beam Stability
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Figure 10: Wide band spectrum as calculated with GdFidl.
tion. Figure 10 shows the results for one of the downstream
monitors. Up to 20 GHz, measurement and calculation correspond well. At higher frequencies, the amplitudes are not
comparable due to the factors mentioned above, but none
the less the dipole bands at 25 and 30 GHz are clearly visible.
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The signal levels and spectra correspond well to theoretical results obtained with numerical codes and equivalent circuit models. We were able to measure pure offsets
as well as also higher order misalignments as tilts, which
show up as a distinct pattern in the signal spectrum. An important result is the proof, that the monitors directly predict
the optimum alignment position with respect to a minimum
degradation of beam emittance.
A good indication of the precise internal assembly and
alignment is the fact that we saw only position dependent
signals in the wide band spectrum up to 45 GHz, neither
the 12 GHz fundamental nor other longitudinal higher order modes were visible. Some leakage of the second and
third klystron harmonic were visible - this will not cause
problems for the operation of the monitor, but possibly for
other wide band devices in the vicinity like e.g. a bunch
arrival time monitor.
The measurements presented are limited in resolution by
the noise in the very preliminary setup. Within the framework of EuCARD2 [8], we are currently in the process of
starting the development of a dedicated front end, which
should give us vastly better resolution. We would hope to
reach theoretical resolution limit of a few μm determined
by the mechanical precision of the structure assembly.

[1] G. D’Auria et al. ”RF Activation and Preliminary Beam
Tests of the X-Band Linearizer at the FERMI@ELETTRA
FEL Project”, IPAC 2012, New Orleans, USA, TUPPP054
p. 1721 (2012)
[2] M. Dehler et al, “X-Band RF Structure with Integrated Alignment Monitors”, Phys.Rev.ST Accel.Beams 12,
062001 (2009)

Figure 11: Harmonics of the X band klystron showing up
in the WFM spectrum (no beam).
When switching on RF power in the order of 20 MW
and without beam, there is no trace of the fundamental frequency (meaning a rejection of better than 120 dB), but we
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OPTICAL FIBER BASED LOSS MONITOR
FOR ELECTRON STORAGE RING
T. Obina#, Y. Yano, KEK, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan
Abstract

A beam loss monitor using optical fibers has been
developed to determine the turn-by-turn loss point of an
injected beam at the Photon Factory (PF) 2.5-GeV
electron storage ring. Large-core optical fibers were
installed along the vacuum chamber of the storage ring
that can cover the entire storage ring continuously. There
are many kinds of beam loss monitors for high energy
accelerators, such as PIN diode detector, ionization
chamber using coaxial cable, Cherenkov light detector,
etc. Among these methods, optical fibers are suitable to
determine the beam loss point because of the ease of
covering the entire ring with them, they have better time
and position resolution, and they are cost effective. In this
report, review of beam loss monitors for electron storage
rings and LINACs are reported at first, then the result of
the optical-fiber beam loss monitor at the KEK-PF are
reported. Long-term deterioration by radiation is also
reported.

INTRODUCTION
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Overview of Loss Detection
Beam loss detections are one of the most important
instruments to operate particle accelerators. It can be
classified according to the purpose of the system, namely,
personnel protection system (PPS) and machine
protection system (MPS). The PPS requires absolute
radiation level monitor to ensure the personnel safety and
its typical time range is from seconds to minutes order,
and typical MPS is used in faster time range from seconds
down to micro seconds. The importance of MPS depends
on the beam power of the accelerator. Reliable and fast
MPS are mandatory tool at high power proton machine
such as LHC, J-Parc and SNS, high beam current electron
machine such as KEK B-Factory or PEP-II, and highaverage DC machine such as ERL or ELBE.
On the other hand, beam loss monitors are not only
instruments for PPS and MPS but also quite useful for
advanced beam diagnostics. With the aid of fast loss
monitors, machine commissioning becomes easy and
further machine tuning can be realized with such loss
monitors. In this paper, basic principle of loss monitor
that is common for PPS, MPS and tunings are described
shortly, and the principle of optical fiber loss monitor
which can be useful for machine tuning are described in
detail.
There are many good reference papers and textbooks
have been published already. As a reference to general
overview and implementation, CERN Accelerator School
(CAS) 2008 by K. Wittenburg [1] and an invited talk at
____________________________________________
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Beam Instrumentation Workshop (BIW) 2010 by A.
Zhukov [2] and their referenced papers are nice summary
to start. In case you have more interest on beam
collimation and machine protection, CAS 2011 textbook
by R. Schmidt [3] are good point to start.

Motion of Lost Electrons and Simulation Codes
When an electron passes through some kinds of
medium, it interacts with the medium depending on its
energy. Mathematical representations are well described
in the review of particle physics data group [4,5].
Stopping-power and range tables for electrons are
available on the web site by NIST [6].
Interactions between photons and medium are also well
represented in many papers. X-ray form factor,
attenuation and scattering tables are referenced at the web
site of NIST [7,8].
Wide varieties of simulation codes are available in
these days. There are so called “five major codes”,
MCNPX, FLUKA, MARS, PHITS and GEANT4. These
codes have different characteristics and a comparison of
these codes is available on the web [9]. In this paper, we
used EGS5 code [10] which can simulate electron gamma
shower developed by SLAC and KEK. Figure 1 show an
example of electron trajectory when a stray electron hits
the vacuum chamber wall. It is clear that the effective
thickness of the chamber is much longer than real
thickness, and produces many secondary particles. We
can detect many secondary electrons where the thickness
is much thin such as bellows.

Figure 1: Simulation example of EGS5. Trajectory of a
2.5 GeV electron into 1 cm thickness Aluminum vacuum
chamber. Red, blue and yellow line represents electron,
positron and photon, respectively.

History of Loss Monitor Using Optical Fibers
Usually we can put beam loss monitors at the outside of
the vacuum chamber. In the electron storage ring or
injector linac, widely-used loss monitors are scintillation
counter, PIN diode, Ionization chamber, Optical fiber, etc.
The optical fiber based loss monitors are described in
detail in this paper. Please refer to refs [1-3] for other type
of loss monitors.

Beam Loss Detection
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Cherenkov Radiation in Optical Fiber
A Cherenkov radiation is produced when a charged
particle passes through a medium at a speed greater than
the phase velocity of light in that medium. In case of glass
with the refraction index n is equal to 1.6, threshold speed
is
where the speed of light in vacuum, and the
⁄
Cherenkov angle
is equal to 52 degree.
Number of photons per unit length per unit energy
interval N is expressed using wavelength as [5]
(

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of detection principle for:
one loss point (a), and two loss points (b). In both cases,
the loss is coming from a single bunch.
resolution than the downstream end, and the small
reflection produced by the opposite side of a fiber can
determine the exact location of the light pulse.
With one loss point, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the source
position is determined by measuring the arrival time of
the direct light (t1 in the figure) and the reflected light (t2),
using simple arithmetic x=L – (t2 – t1) *vfiber/2, where vfiber
is the speed of light propagation in a glass medium, which
is equal to 2/3 the speed of light in a vacuum (vc).
Figure 2(b) shows a case where two light pulses are
produced by a single passage of a bunch. The time
difference between two direct pulses becomes longer
because the direction of the electron bunch and the light
pulse are opposite. It is useful to introduce an “effective”
propagation time for the calculation of two direct pulses:
veff = 2/5*vc (equivalent to 8.3 ns/m).
The beam loss timing and Cherenkov light propagation
is also described in step-by-step slides in the presentation
file of this talk.

Determination of Loss Location
Figure 3 shows an example of PMT output measured in
the PF-Ring during injection. Details of measurement
setup are shown in later section. We can observe large
peaks marked as B, C, and D in the figure and small
peaks at E and F. In order to determine which pulses are
coming from a direct path or a reflected path, we attached
a reflector on the downstream end of the fiber.

)

where  is file structure constant. By using photo
multiplier tube (PMT) with its effective wavelength range
from 300 to 600 nm [31], we can get enough photons.

PRINCIPLES OF LOSS DETECTION
Electrons that are not captured in the storage ring hit
the vacuum chamber wall and produce secondary
electrons outside the vacuum chamber. Secondary
electrons that run through quartz fiber generate
Cherenkov light provided the energy of the electrons is
high enough. As shown in Fig. 2, a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) is used for the detection of a light pulse. There are
three candidates for the PMT layout: one PMT at the
upstream end, one PMT at the downstream end, and a
PMT at both ends of the fiber. We adopted to use one
PMT on the upstream side because of its better time

Beam Loss Detection

Figure 3: Example of loss signal during injection. These
peaks disappear when we stop electron beam injection.
Figure 4 shows an example with and without a
reflector. In this way, we determined that peaks E and F in
Fig. 3 are reflections from the downstream end. Next, by
assuming peak E to be a reflection from D and by
applying the method in Fig. 2(a), the distance from the
PMT to peak D is estimated to be 23.08 m. In the same
way, the distance of peak C is estimated to be 19.86 m
from the PMT by assuming peaks C and F are a pair. We
can conclude that the distance between peaks C and D is
3.23 m from the reflection signal.
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Before 1990s, optical fiber is mainly used as light guide
of scintillation detector or scintillator. As reported in ref
[11], Pishchulin suggested to use optical fiber as beam
current monitor. In 1995, P. Gorodetzky and R. DeSalvo
et.al. reported papers about the calorimetry with quarts
fiber [12-14] for LHC detector. They performed many
calculation, simulation and experiments using Cherenkov
radiation produced in optical fibers.
From 1990, at the Tesla Test Facility 1 (TTF1), 100-m
length Germanium- and Phosphorus-doped fiber was used
as dosimeters [15]. It is possible to detect the loss point
by using optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR). In
order to detect the loss point with high position resolution,
Cherenkov light in the fiber is also used at TTF1 [16, 17]
and in successive experiments at FLASH [18, 19].
Many accelerator laboratories used optical fiber as loss
monitor. For example, T. Kawakubo already reported the
fast response loss monitor using fiber in 2000 [20, 21]. At
DELTA [22] and Metrology Light Source [23] adopted
same system as DESY. Fiber loss monitor at Advanced
Photon Source (APS) is reported in ref. [24]. At SPring-8,
SCSS and SACLA, fiber loss monitor has been
intensively developed and has been used as very effective
tool for commissioning and beam tuning [25-28]. At
ALICE in Daresbury developed a spliced fiber for loss
detection [29]. Recently, in 2012, J. W. van Hoorne
developed fiber loss monitor for CLIC, and summarized
as his master thesis [30]. Note that this is not a complete
list of fiber loss monitor for accelerators.
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MEASUREMENT SETUP

Figure 4: Signal without (blue) and with (red) reflector.
To cross-check this measurement, it is important to
utilize the time difference of peaks C and D. By applying
the procedure in Fig. 2(b), the distance between C and D
is estimated to be 3.1 m, which shows good agreement
with 3.23 m. On the downstream-end of the fiber, peaks B
and C are squeezed and only one peak—F—is observed.
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LOSS MONITOR AT KEK-PF
As a summary talk of the conference, following
sections include similar description in the previous work
[32] except for the effect of radiation deterioration in two
years of operation.
The KEK Photon Factory (PF) is 2.5-GeV electron
storage ring for dedicated synchrotron radiation source.
An electron bunch is injected directly from a linear
accelerator that is shared by KEKB-HER, -LER and PFAR [33]. The three rings (PF, KEKB-HER, -LER) share
the linac pulse-by-pulse at a maximum rate of 50 Hz.
Because ambient temperature affects the stability of a
large water cooling plant, we sometimes need to adjust
the injection parameters—such as injection energy or
injection angle to the storage ring. A beam loss monitor
which can cover whole ring with high position and time
resolution is strongly desired for this kind of tuning
procedure.
Optical fibers are suitable for our purpose because of
the ease of covering the entire ring with them, they have
better time and position resolution than other methods
such as PIN diode or ionization chamber, and they are
cost effective. On the other hand, they have
disadvantages, such as needing an external trigger, their
difficulty in detecting CW loss, they provide small
coverage in the plane perpendicular to the beam, and
there is difficulty in the calibration of absolute beam loss.

Figure 5: Black cables mounted on the side of the
vacuum chamber are the optical fibers for the loss
monitor. The fibers can be fed through the magnet due to
the non-magnetic nature of the medium.
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In this study, first we tested the fiber beam loss
monitor in a location where the normalized horizontal
aperture is small, and then we installed a total 10 fibers to
cover the circumference of the entire ring circumference.
We selected 600-m core, all-silica, low-OH, stepindex large-core optical fibers, manufactured by OFS
Furukawa (parts number:CF01493-14) [34]. They were
installed along the inner wall of the vacuum chamber to
cover the entire storage ring continuously. Figure 5 shows
an example of installation. The fibers can be fed through
between magnet and vacuum chamber due to the nonmagnetic nature of the medium. In total, 10 optical fibers
with a length of 30 m were used. Both ends of the fibers
are fed out through the radiation shield of the ring, and a
photomultiplier tube (H10721-110, Hamamatsu Photonics
[31], with spectral response from 230 to 700 nm, gain
from 104 to 106) is attached to the upstream side of the
fibers. The sensitivity of the PMT is sufficiently high to
detect loss at the PF-Ring, and its short rise-time of about
0.57 ns is fast enough to determine the location of the
beam loss point. The PMT has a built-in high-voltage
power supply. A standard oscilloscope (Rohde&Schwarz
RTO1024) together with the external injection trigger was
used for the measurements.
In order to reduce the number of PMTs and fibers, the
PMTs can be sited on the inside of the radiation shield
wall or optical fiber cables longer than 50 or 100 m can
be used. The disadvantages of such an approach includes
the fact that identification of the beam loss point becomes
slightly more complicated, connecting or removing PMTs
during machine operation is not possible, and the
attenuation of the light pulse becomes larger. We are
reviewing the optimal number and length of fibers, before
putting optical fibers on the outside, top and bottom of the
vacuum chamber.

RESULTS
Figure 6 shows the results for turn-by-turn loss
detection of an injected beam. Note that the vertical axis
is auto-scaled, and not every turn is plotted. On the first
turn, the beam is lost upstream of undulator U#02
indicated as 1 and 2 in red in the figure. On the second
turn or fourth turn, a large loss is detected downstream of
the pulsed sextupole magnet (PSM). Large losses are
observed on the 2nd , 4th , 7th turns because the
horizontal tune is equal to 9.60 in the KEK-PF. Taking
into account the injection angle and normalized apertures
of the storage ring, the result agrees with the simulation.
Triggering the septum and kicker magnets without an
injection beam does not show any peak in the PMT
output, and we confirmed the beam loss shown in Fig. 6 is
not coming from stored beam. The signal-to-noise ratio is
good enough to distinguish the loss from the stored beam
or other PMT noise from the beam loss signal only from
the injected beam.

Beam Loss Detection
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The peaks in the figure appear in locations where the
fibers are attached to bellows or the thickness of the
chamber wall is thinner than in other locations.
Position resolution depends on the rise time of the PMT
and the length of the fibers and cables between the PMT
and oscilloscope. From the output signal, we can
distinguish two peaks at 2-3 ns apart, which correspond to
a position resolution of about 30 cm. The resolution is
good enough compared with the distance between
accelerator components.

Beam Losses of Entire Ring Circumference
Figure 7 shows beam loss for the entire ring. We used
the same PMT with the same gain to measure all 10 fibers
to ensure the output voltage of the PMT is equal to the
same beam loss. Of course this is not an accurate
measurement because the detected losses depend on the
thickness of the walls of the vacuum chamber, however, it
is still useful for an estimation of beam loss around the
ring. The beam loss shown in Fig. 7 is the summary of 10
injections. The peak voltage of each signal depends on the
charge, energy spread and position of the injected beam.
We confirmed the output voltage and the loss location are
sometimes different pulse-to-pulse, but show almost a
similar loss pattern. Figure 7 shows a typical pattern
during kicker injection.
In the KEK-PF, the horizontal normalized aperture is
small at three locations: septum magnet, vertical wiggler,

Beam Loss Detection

Figure 7: Beam loss over the whole ring. In each row,
the horizontal full scale corresponds to the entire ring
circumference of 187 m.
and pulsed sextuple magnet. These locations show a large
loss, as expected. The aperture is large at a normal cell,
and there is almost no loss there.

Kicker and PSM Injection
Two injection systems have been used for routine
operation: kicker magnets and a PSM [35]. Schematic
diagram of two injection system are shown in Fig. 8. The

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of kicker injection and
pulsed sextupole injection.
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Figure 6: Layout of storage ring components and
optical fibers (top) and detected loss signal (bottom)
on each turn. The electron beam travels from left to
right in the figure.
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fiber loss monitor is useful for analyzing the turn-by-turn
difference of the beam loss pattern. Figure 9 shows an
example of PMT voltage with the two injection methods
measured downstream of the vertical wiggler. Kicker
injection shows a large loss at the first turn and fourth
turn, whereas PSM injection shows no loss of beam at the
first turn, but a large loss at the second turn. The pulsed
sextupole magnet deforms distribution in the phase space
of the injected beam, so the loss point is different from
kicker injection. Detailed analysis and optimization of
injection parameter for PSM injection are under way.

Figure 9: Beam loss measured using two injection
systems: kicker magnets (top) and a pulsed sextupole
magnet (middle). The bottom figure shows the signal
from a button pickup electrode near the vertical
wiggler. No beam is stored in the ring prior to
injection. The horizontal axis represents the turn
number, namely, time in unit of revolution of the PFRing

DETERIORATION BY RADIATION
The optical fibers have been mounted on the vacuum
chamber for about two year after installation. Total
operational time of the PF-Ring is about 18 months
during this period. We measured the transmission factor
of the optical fibers and found that there was no
significant deterioration after the 18 months of operation.
Some fiber showed a 10 % decrease in transmission
factor, but that was located in the normal cell where there
is no loss during injection. The factor of 10 % has almost
no effect on loss measurement. There remains ambiguity

Figure 10: Transmission ratio of optical fiber and its
change after installation.
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in the transmission factor measurement. Because we did
not have a good light source in the range of PMT, we
measured the transmission using a wavelength of 850 nm.
This is different from the PMT range and is not the
wavelength of Cherenkov light. We plan to prepare a light
source of PMT range.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLAN
A beam loss monitor using optical fibers was
developed to determine the loss point of an injected beam
at the PF-Ring. The time resolution was good enough to
distinguish a distance of about 30 cm along the vacuum
chamber, and turn-by-turn measurement was achieved.
Development of a real-time display system that can
cover the entire ring with every injection bunch is under
way. This will become an indispensable tool for the
tuning of the linac, beam transport line and injection
parameters. The same beam loss detection system has
been used for the compact ERL (cERL) in KEK, where
beam loss detection is a key issue for operation. During
the commissioning of cERL, we measured beam loss with
the beam energy about 5 MeV. We plan to use the optical
fiber loss monitor for the Super-KEKB.
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RADIATION DAMAGES AND CHARACTERIZATION IN THE SOLEIL
STORAGE RING
N. Hubert#, N. Béchu, P. Brunelle, L. Cassinari, C. Herbeaux, S. Hustache, J-F. Lamarre, P.
Lebasque, F. Marteau, A. Nadji, L. S. Nadolski, Synchrotron SOLEIL, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Abstract

After six years of operation, equipment located close to
some vacuum chambers of the SOLEIL storage ring show
unexpected damages due to radiation. It has been pointed
out that, inside the so called “quadrupole” vacuum
chambers, fluorescence X-rays are emitted by the
materials that intercept upstream dipole synchrotron
radiation. The energy of the emitted X-ray is too high to
be significantly attenuated by the aluminium of which the
vacuum chamber is made. Diagnostics and means used to
characterize this radiation are presented, and
measurements are compared to calculations.

 Insulator of some corrector cables
 Insulator of some Beam Position Monitor (BPM)
cables
 Glue between some of the baking out film layers
(Fig. 2)
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INTRODUCTION
SOLEIL, the French 2.75 GeV third generation
synchrotron light source is delivering photons to users
since January 2007. 26 beamlines have been taking beam
and 3 new ones are under construction [1]. Primary
operation mode is 430 mA with hybrid filling pattern and
top-up injection.
Premature radiation induced damages in some
equipment of the storage ring that could affect the
machine reliability have been detected and required
investigation to understand their origin. For that purpose
dedicated diagnostics have been used, and first remedies
established.

EQUIPMENT DAMAGES
Description
After six years of operation, damages have been
detected in some of the SOLEIL storage ring equipment.
Plastics, cable insulators or glues are the most affected
materials and their conditions are characteristic of
radiation damages: loss of flexibility, brittle… For
example, the following equipment items are affected:
 Insulator of some sextupole cables (Fig. 1)

Figure 2: Glue that sticks together different kapton foils
of some baking out films is damaged by radiation.

Location
All damages are located in the vicinity of given socalled “quadrupole vacuum chamber (VC)” in the arc
sections of all the 16 cells of the storage ring. Moreover,
damages are always located downstream a dipole magnet,
each cell having 2 of them (Fig. 3). Equipment located
elsewhere in the straight sections, before the first dipole
magnet or even around the dipole VC (around the crotch
and the longitudinal absorber), is in perfect condition.

Figure 3: Example of damaged area for one cell of the
SOLEIL storage ring. Damages are located around the socalled “quadrupole vacuum chambers” installed
downstream dipole magnets.

Remedies

Figure 1: Insulating layer of some sextupole magnets has
become brittle due to radiation.
___________________________________________
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Deterioration of cable insulators poses of course a risk
to the machine reliability (short circuits) and they have
been quickly repaired either by replacing the insulator
itself (sextupoles) or the cables (correctors). BPM cable
insulators have not been damaged enough to have any
consequences on the position measurement quality. To
avoid additional damage requiring an expensive
replacement, disposable pigtails have been inserted
between original cables and BPMs (Fig. 4).
Beam Loss Detection
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DOSE MEASUREMENTS
Dose Spatial Distribution
To characterize the origin of the radiation, a
measurement of the dose distribution has been done on
cells C08 and C10 of the storage ring. Gafchromic XRRV3 [3] radiology films have been used for that purpose.
Those films are usually used in the medical field for
surface peak skin dose measurement. They are big enough
(14”x17”) to cover a large area around the VC. Their dose
range is 0.01 Gy to 30 Gy. Those films do not need any
processing and can be directly scanned (Epson perfection
V700 Photo) after exposition.
A preliminary calibration has been done to determine
the Red, Green and Blue (RGB) response to radiation.
Calibration has been done at the Meditest Company [4]
with a 40 keV X-ray tube for the source and a solid state
dose sensor for absolute measurement (Radcal DDX6
[5]).
Calibration curves show a good sensibility to radiation
for the red (low dose) and the green (high dose) colours,
while the blue cannot be used (Fig. 5).
Beam Loss Detection

Figure 5: Calibration curves: amplitudes of the red, green
and blue colours in function of the dose. For their better
sensitivity only red and green can be used for dose
measurement.
Films have been installed longitudinally on all the
surface of the VC and also transversally on the upstream
and downstream faces of quadrupole and sextupole
magnets (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Gafchromic films installed on the VC and
against a sextupole magnet in cell C08 (before
exposition).
Films have been exposed during 12 minutes with a 16.4
mA current stored in the machine (equivalent to a 3.2
mA.h integrated current). Measurements confirmed that
radiations are localized only around quadrupole VC
installed downstream a dipole magnet. There, dose
distribution read on the films is not uniform but shows a
source that is localized in the quadrupole VCs and
distributed all along their length (Fig 7).
Doses measured in the straight sections, before the first
dipole or even around the dipole VC (around the crotchs
and the longitudinal absorbers) are negligible.

Figure 7: Dose distribution measured longitudinally on
the surface of one of the quadrupole VC. Scanned image
has been converted in dose scale.
The dose measured on films installed transversally
confirms that the radiation source is located in the
quadrupole VC.

Absolute Dose Measurements
The highest doses are on contact with the VC and
decay quickly with the distance. Absolute dose
measurement has been done at the location of the
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Figure 4: Insertion of disposable pigtails between BPM
and its cables to avoid damages of the long and expensive
cables.
Nevertheless the most concerning issue is the damage
of the baking out films. All the SOLEIL quadrupole VCs
are coated with Non Evaporable Getter (NEG) to reduce
photon stimulated desorption rate [2]. This NEG layer
needs to be activated at 180°C. To perform this baking
out, thin films made of resistors stick between kapton
foils have been glued on those VCs. In that way, baking
out can be done in-situ without opening and removing
quadrupole and sextupole yokes installed around the
chambers.
Thereby replacing damaged and unusable films is a
tedious and very time demanding task that will be done
only if necessary. Moreover with nominal operation at
430 mA, new films are damaged rather quickly (less than
2 years), so preventive replacement is not an option.
A study is on-going to find new glue material more
radiation hardened than the present one.
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equipment that is damaged by radiation. By normalizing
with the integrated current during the exposition time,
dose rate and the total dose received since the
commissioning of the machine have been estimated
(Table 1). Baking out films are the equipment receiving
the highest dose rate (31 kGy/Ah) as they are in direct
contact with the VC. Estimated total dose received by this
type of equipment since the start of the machine is
extremely high: 300 MGy.
Table 1: Absolute Dose Measurement at the Location of
Equipment Damages. Doses Have Been Measured for an
Integrated Current of 3.2 mA.h. Normalization by this
Value Gives a Dose Rate (in Gy/Ah) and Total Dose
Received Since the Start of the Machine (9800 A.h
Integrated Current)
Equipment

Distance
to VC
(cm)

Meas.
dose
(Gy)

Dose
Rate
(Gy/Ah)

Total
Dose
(Gy)

Corrector
Cables

20

0.5

156

1.5 106

Sextupole
Insulators

25

0.3

94

0.9 106

BPM Cables

25

0.3

94

0.9 106

contact

100

31250

300 106

Baking out
Film
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RADIATION SOURCE

Fluorescence
Under the effect of the incident photon beam produced
by the upstream dipole, materials of the VC and the NEG
coating fluoresce and emit X-rays isotropically (Fig. 9).
Depending on their energy, those X-rays are then possibly
absorbed by the material (VC, air…) encountered during
their diffusion.

Figure 9: Cross section of a quadrupole VC. Minimum
thickness is 3 mm. Upstream dipole synchrotron radiation
is intercepted by the chamber inducing X-ray
fluorescence of its materials.
Dose distribution measured with Gafchromic films in
the transversal plane shows lobes with very high dose (~
12 Gy) and area with low dose (<0.1 Gy) even at the
contact of the VC. Fluorescence X-rays go through a
thickness of aluminium determined by their angle of
emission. Transmission coefficient calculation, depending
on the emission angle (and thus the crossed Al thickness)
is perfectly correlated to the dose distribution that has
been measured in the transverse plane (Fig. 10)

Machine Design
When going through each of the 32 dipole magnets, the
electron trajectory is bent by an angle of 196 mrad;
therefore photons are produced within that angle in the
horizontal plane. A large part of those photons is
absorbed by three different elements: the crotch absorber
(first 102 mrad, 7.6 kW at 500 mA), the longitudinal
absorber (following 69 mrad, 5.1 kW) and by the
quadrupole VCs (Fig. 8) installed downstream the dipole
(last 25 mrad, 1.8 kW).

Figure 8: Photons produced in the dipole magnets are
absorbed by one of the following elements depending on
their emission angle: crotch, longitudinal absorber or
quadrupole VC (top view).
The crotch and the longitudinal absorber, made out of
copper are inside or just behind the dipole stainless steel
VC. Quadrupole VCs are made out of extruded
aluminium and NEG coated for vacuum improvement.
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Figure 10: Correlation between the dose distribution
measured with Gafchromic films and the calculation of
15 keV X-ray transmission factor (blue curve) as a
function of the crossed Al thickness (transversal plane).

Photon Energy Measurement
To determine the materials that fluoresce, X-ray energy
measurement has been carried out with a Röntec Silicon
Drift Detector (SDD) installed in the storage ring tunnel.
X-rays entering such a detector ionise the silicon and the
electron cloud created is drifted to an anode. The charge
of each electron cloud is proportional to the energy
Beam Loss Detection
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deposited by the incoming X-ray. Measured energy
spectra exhibit characteristic fluorescence lines coming
from material entering in the composition of VC or the
NEG coating (Fig. 11):
 Fe (0.7%), Cu (0.15-0.4%) and Zn (0.25%) are
impurities in the aluminium VC. Their spectrum lines
are respectively at 6.4 keV (Kα) and 7.06 keV (Kβ),
8.05 keV (Kα) and 8.64 keV (Kα).
 Zr is one of the three NEG coating components (Zr,
Ti, V), with fluorescence lines at 15.78 keV (Kα) and
17.67 keV (Kβ).
Detected Kr fluorescence lines may be residuals from
NEG coating process (done under Kr atmosphere). The
origin of Sn spectrum lines is not yet understood.
Fluorescence from other main components such as Al
(VC, 96%), Ti and V (NEG-coating) have not been
detected. Indeed their fluorescence lines are at lower
energy: respectively 1.49 keV, 4.51 keV and 4.95 keV,
and probably attenuated by the VC (see next paragraph).

WECL2

by 3 mm of Al (Fig. 12). Typically Zr (NEG coating)
fluorescence X-rays at 15 keV are attenuated by a factor
3.102 with 3 mm thick Al VC (to be compared with an
attenuation factor of 6.1053 for the same thickness of SS).

Figure 12: Attenuation factor applied to X-rays crossing 3
mm of Al (green), Fe (blue) or Cu (red) depending on
their energy.

Figure 11: X-ray spectrum analysis acquired with a
silicon drift detector. Measurement confirms the
fluorescence of NEG coating material (Zr) and of some
impurities in the Aluminium of the VC (Fe, Cu and Zn).

VACUUM CHAMBER MATERIAL
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Shielding Effect
As the fluorescence occurs inside the VC, the first
‘obstacle’ seen by the produced X-rays is the VC itself.
Depending on the thickness and the type of material
crossed, X-ray intensity is attenuated following the
formulae given in equation 1:

I  x   I 0  e  x ,

(1)

where I0 is the radiation intensity at the entrance of the
material, x is the thickness of the material and µ is the
linear attenuation coefficient of the material (building-up
factor included).
A comparison with other materials as Cu or Stainless
Steel (SS) usually used for the VC manufacturing shows
that Al is the one with the poorest “shielding effect”. In
particular X-rays in the 10 to 30 keV energy range are
well attenuated by 3mm of Cu or SS whereas they are not
Beam Loss Detection

Origin of the radiation that damages some of the
equipment in the storage ring is understood and
characterized: fluorescence X-rays are emitted when the
NEG coated quadrupole vacuum chamber is hit by
synchrotron radiation issued from the upstream dipole.
Those X-rays are mainly emitted by the zirconium from
the NEG. Their energy (15 keV) is too high to be
efficiently attenuated by the 3 mm aluminium thickness
of the vacuum chamber.
SOLEIL experience shows that NEG coated aluminium
vacuum chamber is not a relevant solution in case this one
has to intercept part of the upstream synchrotron
radiation. The use of stainless steel or copper with NEG
coating is probably a more appropriate combination to
limit fluorescence radiations and damages on equipment.
Such quadrupole vacuum chambers will be tested in the
next months as a dedicated experiment on the machine.

The authors would like to thank Mr Koji Tsumaki from
SPring-8 for useful discussion about dose distribution
measurement. They are also grateful to Mr Thibault
Tailleur from the Meditest Company for its collaboration
in the Gafchromic film calibration.
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Abstract
The Long interval, Ultra-wide dynamic Pile-up free
Neutron rem counter (LUPIN) is a novel detector initially
developed for radiation protection purposes, specifically
conceived for applications in pulsed neutron fields. The
detector has a measurement capability varying over many
orders of neutron burst intensity, from a single neutron up
to thousands of interactions for each burst, without
showing any saturation effect. Whilst LUPIN has been
developed for applications in the radiation protection
fields, its unique properties make it also well suited to
support other beam instrumentation. In this contribution,
the design of LUPIN is presented in detail and results
from measurements carried out in different facilities
summarize its main characteristics. Its potential use as
beam loss monitor (BLM) and complementary detector
for non-invasive beam monitoring purposes (e.g. to
complement a monitor based on proton beam “halo”
detection) in medical accelerators is then examined. In the
context of its application as a beam loss monitor for
hadrontherapy accelerators, results of measurements
performed at the Italian National Centre of Hadrontherapy
(CNAO) are presented and analysed.

INTRODUCTION
LUPIN is a state-of-the-art instrument for the detection
of pulsed neutron fields (PNFs). In the last years
numerous investigations focused on the development of
detectors specifically conceived to work in PNF, but
limitations were always present in terms of saturation
issues, low sensitivity or poor gamma rejection. LUPIN,
due to its innovative working principle, overcomes all
these limitations and meets four of the requirements
needed by an ideal survey meter for PNF:
 It can withstand very high instantaneous neutron
fluxes with values of H*(10) up to 16 nSv per burst
[1] without showing any saturation effect.
 It has a high sensitivity, comparable to that of
commercially available rem counters, i.e.
0.28 nSv/count for the 3He version and
0.48 nSv/count for the BF3 one.
 It has a measurement capability ranging over many
orders of neutron burst intensity, varying from a

single neutron interaction up to a reaction rate of
2∙106 s-1 [2].
 It can efficiently reject the photon contribution that
accompanies the neutron field [1].
Whilst LUPIN has been developed for radiation
protection applications, its unique properties make it also
potentially suited to be employed as a BLM and to
support other beam instrumentation.

THE LUPIN DETECTOR
LUPIN is a rem counter type instrument consisting of
either a 3He, see Fig. 1, or a BF3, see Fig. 2, proportional
counter placed inside a spherical (3He) or cylindrical
(BF3) moderator. The first version shows the advantage of
having an isotropic response, while the second one has a
much higher sensitivity. The front-end electronics
consists of a current-voltage logarithmic amplifier, whose
output signal is acquired with an ADC and processed with
a LabVIEW© program running on a personal computer.
The idea of the analysis software is simple: the voltage
signal is converted into a current signal and integrated
over a time that can be set by the user. The result of this
calculation represents the total charge generated in the
proportional counter by neutron interactions. This
quantity, divided by the average charge expected by a
single neutron interaction, represents the number of
neutron interactions occurring during the integration time.

Figure 1: Picture and scheme of the 3He version of
LUPIN. The counter is electrostatically shielded with an
aluminium tube connected to the electronics case. It is
inserted in the moderator from the top. The sphere is
placed on a small iron pedestal.

___________________________________________
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Figure 2: Picture and scheme of the BF3 version of
LUPIN. The counter is electrostatically shielded with an
aluminium tube and inserted in the moderator from the
top. Dimensions are given in cm.
The absence of an intrinsic dead time allows the
detector not to be affected by dead time losses that
characterise all conventional rem counters. On the other
hand the logarithmic amplification of the signal allows it
to work over a very wide dynamic range of neutron
bursts, from a single interaction up to 2∙106 interactions
per second.

BEAM LOSS MONITOR
The aim of a BLM is to detect an unintentional
interaction of beam particles with media causing
radiation. A great variety of BLM types exist: ionization
chambers (ICs), scintillators, PIN diodes, secondary
emission monitors, Cherenkov light detectors. ICs are the
most widely used detectors, even if the optimal detector
cannot be defined a priori for a certain accelerator [3].
The potential use of LUPIN as a BLM is considered by
evaluating its performances on the basis of the features
required by Zhukov [4] for an ideal BLM and by
comparing them with the typical features of an IC. An
ideal BLM system is a radiation detector that:
 Has a high dynamic range to be used for both regular
(low) losses and irregular (high and fast) losses.
 Is sensitive only to radiation caused by a beam loss.
 Allows one to find out the amount of lost beam.
 Resolves the time structure of the loss.
 Resolves the spatial distribution of the loss.

LUPIN easily satisfies the first requirement: it can
efficiently measure over a wide dynamic range, being
able to detect a neutron burst intensity varying over more
than six orders of magnitude. It can detect the presence of
a few neutrons generated by a loss of a small fraction of
the beam interacting with the accelerator structures, as
well as a fast and intense burst generated by an
instantaneous and complete loss of the beam in a single
impact. An IC can meet this requirement, even if
problems can arise when the currents to be measured are
too low.
The second requirement refers to synchrotron radiation
and cavity X -rays, i.e. sources of radiations that do not
involve direct interaction of primary particles with
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materials. These sources of radiation can be well
discriminated by the stray field caused by a beam loss due
to the very high gamma rejection of LUPIN. Due to the
fact that an IC cannot implement such a powerful
rejection property, an efficient discrimination between the
two sources of radiation cannot be carried out.
According to the third requirement, the order of
magnitude of the beam loss can be conveniently derived
from the intensity of the neutron burst revealed by
LUPIN. This correlation cannot be achieved with a high
precision, but usually the attention is mainly focused on
the distinction between small and big losses rather than on
the precision of the measurement.
The time structure of the loss is derived from the
LUPIN signal by taking into account that the shape of the
signal is dominated by the thermalization and drift time of
the neutrons in the moderator.
The spatial distribution of the loss cannot be obtained
with LUPIN, because it responds to any loss, close or
remote, being incapable of an exact determination of the
point where the loss originated. However, one could
compare the signals obtained by two detectors placed at a
given distance to derive information on the loss
originating point. The intensity of the signal is in fact
much higher than what can be obtained with an IC. This
is explained by the neutrons ability to penetrate beam
pipes, the usual materials being copper and steel, which
effectively attenuate photons but not neutrons. This
results in a much higher efficiency of a neutron detector if
compared to an IC.
Other potential advantages offered by LUPIN as a
BLM are:
 its radiation hardness (significant degradation in the
performance have been observed only after operation
of 1011 registered counts for BF3 detectors, while no
degradation issues are known for the 3He [5])
 its high sensitivity in terms of nSv per count
 its cost, comparable with a high precision IC
 its calibration factor, that depends solely on the
detector geometry and the applied voltage, which is
supplied by an internal power supply

APPLICATION AROUND A
HADRONTHERAPY SYNCHROTRON
The previous section presented the general advantages
of LUPIN as a BLM. This chapter focuses on its use as a
BLM around a hadrontherapy accelerator. In fact the
original development of LUPIN was triggered by the need
of a BLM at CNAO in Pavia, Italy.
In a synchrotron hall LUPIN could become useful both
for machine diagnostics and radiation protection, in order
to give a posteriori a control on the parasitic beam loss
inside the synchrotron vault. In fact two typical loss
situations can be encountered around a hadrontherapy
accelerator during its functioning [6]: an instantaneous
and complete loss of the beam in a single impact or a
continuous loss of a fraction of the beam, such as 1%
during the beam spill, all around the accelerator. The first
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situation results in the production of an intense neutron
flux caused by the interaction of the beam with the
accelerator structure and shielding (with a neutron fluence
at 1 m from the interaction point that can be as high as
105 n/cm2 [7]), while the second causes neutron fluxes of
much lower intensity. LUPIN is able to correctly detect
the intensity of the neutron burst in both cases. In the
event of a sudden beam loss, the time width of the
neutron burst to be detected would be dominated by the
thermalization and drift time of the neutrons inside the
moderator. The reaction rate in this case can easily reach
4∙105 s-1, as seen in preliminary measurements carried out
with LUPIN in the BF3 version at CNAO, see Fig. 3. The
measurements were performed with LUPIN placed at 1 m
from a copper Faraday cup hit by a 7 MeV proton beam
accelerated by the injector LINAC.

Figure 3: Signal obtained at CNAO with a 7 MeV proton
beam accelerated by a LINAC and impinging on a copper
Faraday cup.
From the signal it can be derived that most of the
interactions occur in the first 500 μs, whereas the rare
events that occur later can be ascribed to delayed
neutrons. The total charge generated in the detector by the
neutron burst is 93.2 nC. By dividing this value for the
average charge expected by a single neutron interaction
(247 pC) one obtains 378 neutrons. Assuming that all the
neutrons have been detected in 1 ms, one derives the
reaction rate, i.e. 3.78∙105 s-1. This neutron interaction rate
cannot be properly detected by a proportional counter
coupled to a conventional electronics and data acquisition
chain due to dead time losses. For example the measured
interaction rate of a detector with a 5 μs dead time would
introduce a 65% underestimation of the true interaction
rate.
LUPIN seems to be an optimal solution for this
problem, since its wide dynamic range of operation would
allow it to operate in both loss situations listed above,
from single neutron interaction up to very intense neutron
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bursts. Moreover, its operating principle allows it to work
without any saturation effects even in presence of very
high neutron interaction rates during the radiation burst.

SUPPORT TO NON INTRUSIVE BEAM
MONITORING TECHNIQUES
In view of potential applications of LUPIN around
hadrontherapy accelerators, its use as complementary
detector for non-intrusive beam monitoring techniques
should also be considered. In fact one problem still open
in hadrontherapy facilities is the development of an
effective device for on-line beam monitoring. This device
should produce negligible effects on the few nA clinical
beam and should have a beam current measurement
resolution of few percent [8]. Up to present this has not
been possible, since existing interceptive monitors
interfere with the beam, causing significant beam
disruption at therapeutic kinetic energies. At the same
time non-interceptive instrumentation is not sensitive
enough to detect average beam intensities from a few pA
to a few nA, with extracted beam duration of the order of
1 s [9].
This open issue will possibly lead in the future to the
development of a comprehensive system constituted by
different detectors to be integrated into the treatment
beam line. This system should in principle be able to
detect all the beam parameters such as position, intensity
and dose profile in a non-intrusive way.
An example of detector to be used as a part of this
system could be the one proposed in a recent study by
Cybulski et al. [10]. With an innovative method the LHCb
VErtex LOcator (VELO) detector has been integrated into
a treatment beam line at the Clatterbridge Centre for
Oncology, where a 60 MeV proton beam is used for eye
cancer therapy. The operating principle is based on the
fact that the proton ‘halo’ region hit rate which impinges
on the VELO monitor can be related to the absolute beam
current. Thereby, halo signal-dose mappings shall be
determined to allow for a true online monitoring system
during patient treatment However, studies to determine
the reliability of this signal cross correlation are still
ongoing.
Another part of this system could be constituted by
LUPIN that, acting as an efficient BLM, could provide
useful information on the beam intensity, and could hence
act as a cross-check monitor to complement the
information obtained by the main on-line monitoring
system, playing at the same time an essential role for
beam diagnostics, for radiation protection purposes and
for the machine protection system.

CONCLUSIONS
Due to its unique properties, LUPIN seems potentially
suitable for use not only in the radiation protection field,
but also as a versatile beam loss monitor around particle
accelerators. There, and more specifically around
hadrontherapy synchrotrons, its potential use has been
assessed. The results obtained in the stray field generated
by a 7 MeV proton beam impinging on a copper Faraday
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cup at CNAO in Pavia confirmed its reliability in
measurements of very intense neutron bursts. At the same
time LUPIN could become useful as a complementary
detector for a comprehensive on-line beam monitoring
system.
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Abstract
The PROMETHEUS Project is ongoing for the design
and development of a 4-vane radio frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) together with its H + ion source, a low energy beam
transport (LEBT) line and diagnostics section. The main
goal of the project is to achieve the acceleration of the low
energy ions up to 1.5 MeV by an RFQ (352 MHz) shorter
than 2 meter. A plasma ion source is being developed to
produce a 20 keV, 1 mA H + beam. Simulation results for
ion source, transmission and beam dynamics are presented
together with analytical studies performed with newly developed RFQ design code DEMIRCI. Simulation results
shows that a beam transmission 99% could be achieved at
1.7 m downstream reaching an energy of 1.5 MeV. As the
ﬁrst phase an Aluminum RFQ prototype, the so-called cold
model, will be built for low power RF characterization. In
this contribution the status of the project, design considerations, simulation results, the various diagnostics techniques
and RFQ manufacturing issues are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
An energetic proton beam is indeed a very useful tool:
It’s usage ranges from basic scientiﬁc research (like in the
case of the LHC) to a medical application (such as Hadron
Therapy) or from production of secondary beamlines to
simply being a tool for educational and test purposes. The
common properties of all proton (linear) beamlines is to
start with an ion source, followed by a Low Energy Beam
Transport (LEBT), and an accelerating structure effective at
low beta (β = v/c). The structure of choice for the accelerating structure is a Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ)
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since 1980s. The PROMETHEUS project, at the Turkish
Atomic Energy Authority’s (TAEK) Saraykoy Nuclear Research and Training Center (SANAEM), aims to gain the
necessary knowledge and experience to construct such a
proton beam. A Proof of Principle (PoP) accelerator with
modest requirements of achieving at least 1.5 MeV proton
energy, with an average beam current of at least 1 mA. PoP
project also have the challenging goal of having the design
and construction of the entire machine in Turkey, from its
ion source up to last diagnostic station, including its RF
power supply and to complete it in three years. There are
also two secondary goals of this project: 1) Training accelerator physicists and RF engineers on the job; 2) To encourage local industry in accelerator component construction.

BEAMLINE DESIGN
The beamline design originates from previous setups and
past experience of SANAEM. It consists of an ion source,
a low energy beam transport (LEBT), a radio frequency
quadrupole (RFQ) and a beam dump with diagnostic stations inserted at the appropriate places. A schematic view
of the beamline can be seen in Fig. 1.
Ion Source

LEBT

RFQ
PSU

Diagnostic

Figure 1: Layout of the SANAEM beamline.
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The H ion source, consisting of two parts (plasma generator and extraction system) is being redesigned to match
the required input parameters of the main accelerator structure, i.e. the RFQ. It should give as much current as possible at a low energy to keep the RFQ length as short as
possible. Therefore, the main parameters of the ion source
are: 20 keV output energy, at least 1mA of average beam
current and a total normalized transverse emittance smaller
than 1.5 π.mm.mrad. The actual design is realized with
IBSimu[1] and SimIon[2] software packages. Although
the ion plasma can be generated by various methods, this
work focuses on two options: By heating a ﬁlament with
DC to provoke thermionic emission and alternatively by
using an RF antenna. The plasma conﬁnement system is
achieved with 8 rod permanent multicusp magnets with a
ﬁeld of 4000 Gauss each. The requirement of using H +
ions simpliﬁes the extraction system to only 3 electrodes.
The whole system is designed to be water-cooled housed in
a Plexiglas vessel. The 3D representation of the ion source
currently under construction is shown in Fig 2.

4-vane decision and also results in a compact size RFQ cell
that is compatible with the local CNC capabilities. The actual design is made by the use of two computer programs
(LIDOS and DEMIRCI discussed below.), cross-checking
each other.
The SANAEM RFQ has been designed using LIDOS
[5], one of the two commercially available computer programs. The main design parameters can be found in Table
1. The preliminary result from ”LIDOS.Advisor”, satisﬁes the initial design requirements, namely obtaining 1.5
MeV energy in less than 2 meters with two sections less
than 90 cm each. This software package provides a total
solution including the ﬁnal vane design ﬁles that can be fed
directly to the CNC machines. However some difﬁculties
in running it in batch mode and in obtaining some design
parameters as a text ﬁle lead lead us to develop a similar
computer program, DEMIRCI, with local resources.
Table 1: RFQ Main Design Parameters
Parameter

Value

Unit

Ein
Eout
fcav
I
N
Vo
KP
R0
ρ

20
1.5
352.21
1
1
60
1.5
2.799
2.5

keV
MeV
MHz
mA
π.mm.mrad
kV
mm
mm

Figure 2: 3D drawing of the Ion source.

LEBT
The LEBT is used to transport the beam exiting the ion
source with a minimum loss of particles up to the input of
the RFQ and also to match its input parameters. The desired beam parameters will be achieved by the use of two
solenoid magnets of length 15 cm each. The LEBT design is obtained with TRAVEL [3] software library and the
solenoids themselves by the use of SUPERFISH [4]. The
magnetic ﬁelds of the two solenoids have been calculated
as 2830 Gauss at z = 7.5 cm and 2480 Gauss at z = 72.5
cm.

RFQ
The decision on the ion type, namely the selection of
H + , also dictates the type of the RFQ as 4-vane type.
Considering the local manufacturing capabilities and constraints, the inter-vane voltage was selected to be 60 kV,
constant throughout the RFQ. Similar arguments lead to 1.5
as the Kilpatrick value. The decision on the RF operation
frequency was not based on the readily available material
but on the collaboration possibilities with CERN. Choice
of 352.21 Hz operations frequency is compatible with the
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Figure 3: A snapshot from DEMIRCI’s GUI.
DEMIRCI, uses the classical RFQ formulas based on
two term potential. It incorporates ROOT [6] library for
user interaction and plotting facilities (see Fig. 3). It interfaces other available software like LIDOS, TOUTATIS
[7] and SUPERFISH. It has also a command line interface,
designed to be used in batch mode, where GNUPLOT is
used for plotting. Although DEMIRCI results are found
to be compatible with LIDOS and TOUTATIS within few
percent error margin (see Table 2), its development continues as it does not yet provide CNC compatible vane design
ﬁles. The difference between the results is believed to be
originated from potential function expansions, i.e. 8 term
multipole versus classical 2 term potential.
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Table 2: DEMIRCI-TOUTATIS-LIDOS Comparisons
Parameter

DEMIRCI

LIDOS

TOUTATIS

Length (m)
Energy (MeV)
Time (ns)
Transmission(%)

1.555
1.54
249.9
n/a

1.585
1.52
265.8
99

1.549
1.49
243.8
97

Figure 5: Beam proﬁles along the RFQ.

The SANAEM RFQ was designed using the Los Alamos
National Laboratory’s (LANL) traditional Four Section
Procedure (FSP). After the static design, the real vane
shapes and actual beam dynamics were primarily calculated by ”LIDOS.RFQ.Designer” simulation code. In addition, a similar computer program, TOUTATIS, was used for
beam dynamics design to validate the preliminary design
by comparing it’s results with LIDOS. Two beam dynamics
results obtained with TOUTATIS and LIDOS were compared with each other with the use of relevant DEMIRCI
module. Additionally, LIDOS enables the segmentation of
the RFQ design to the be with CNC manufacturing capabilities. The dividing gap is selected to be at z = 80 cm with
a separation of 1 mm. The resulting total structure is about
156 cm long, consisting of 176 cells with an inter-vane distance of 2.8 mm and a constant vane tip radius of 2.5 mm.
The mismatch ratio is given by LIDOS as 1.03, which is
a measure of the emittance match between the beam at the
end of the LEBT and the ideal beam accepted by the RFQ.
Also one should note that as the average current is modest,
the space charge effects are negligible. Finally, the RFQ
transmission is found to be about 99% for all particles and
about 96% for accelerated particles. The beam dynamics
design results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
3

RFQ ELECTROMAGNETIC
CONSIDERATIONS
SANAEM RFQ electromagnetic studies were performed
by using Superﬁsh, RFQﬁsh and CST MWS [8] simulation programs to ﬁne tune the cavity physical parameters.
The ﬁrst step was to start with the beam dynamics parameters and to achieve a preliminary design in 2D with Superﬁsh which was subsequently optimized with RFQﬁsh.
The vane structure obtained after this last step was an input
to CST MWS program which was used for 3 dimensional
design. The cross sectional view and the geometrical properties can be seen in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: 2D Electromagnetic design of the SANAEM
RFQ.
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Figure 4: Beam dynamics parameters along the RFQ.
SANAEM RFQ exit ends with a Crandall cell which
makes the beam properties time independent by canceling
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the phase difference between x and y dimensions. The proton beam at the RFQ exit can be guided by solenoid magnets into the next structure for further acceleration.

SANAEM-RFQ

Sync. Phase (deg)

Cell Length (cm), Energy (MeV), m (#), Bore Radius (mm)
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RFQ BEAM DYNAMICS

The quadrupole and dipole modes of the SANAEM RFQ
are calculated by applying Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions and found 352.199 MHz with a quality factor of 10342 for the former, whereas the latter is at 341.903
MHz with a quality factor of 10173. The electrical energy
density inside the SANAEM RFQ is shown in Fig 7. The
power loss on the RFQ walls per quadrant is calculated to
be 126 W/cm which gives a total ohmic loss of 91 kW
at a total length of 164 cm which also include input and
output matching sections. The volume power requirement
has been calculated as 115 kW, which gives total power re-
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quirement of 206 kW. Including a conventional safety margin of 25% (∼50 kW) to account for losses in the transmission lines and RF connection, the RFQ power supply has
to deliver 250 kW. Following the project principles, the RF
power supply will be built by the local industry under the
guidance of the project members. The RFQ operation will
start in pulse mode with a relatively low duty factor of 5%.
During the later stages of the operation, this value will be
increased by upgrading the RF psu. The relevant (brief) list
of physical parameters for the cavity is given in Table 3.
Table 3: RFQ Cavity Physical Parameters After 3D Design
Parameters

Superﬁsh

CST MWS

Frequency (MHz)
Quality Factor
Power Dissipation (W/cm)
Kilpatrick Factor

352.200
10341.6
123.5637
1.52

352.199
10216.4
125.0779
1.53

WEPC02

and bolting through. The silver paste provides high RF and
thermal conductivity and protection against high vacuum.

Figure 8: Different options for vane and body assembly.

CURRENT STATUS AND CONCLUSIONS
As of September 2013, the last pieces of the ion source
are being manufactured so that it can be assembled and
tested before the end of the month. The LEBT solenoids
and diagnostic stations are also being produced with the
goal of doing the basic measurements (current, emittance,
etc.) before the end of the year. As the production of the
RFQ is somewhat more difﬁcult, a number of engineering
models will be produced to test and a so called cold model
(from Aluminum) to understand the machining capabilities
and to further test other properties such as vacuum and low
power RF. The ﬁrst accelerated protons are expected to be
available by the end of 2015.

The authors are grateful to TAEK for their enduring support and encouragements.
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Abstract
The Brookhaven National Laboratory 200 MeV HLinac beam instrumentation has been in operation for four
decades with various changes implemented over this
period. There is a need to upgrade the beam
instrumentation systems of the Linac to improve the
diagnostics of the beam from the Low Energy Beam
Transport Line through the Linac and into the Linac
Booster Transfer Line and BLIP Line. Profile Monitors,
Current Monitors, Beam Position Monitors, Long
Radiation Monitors, and Emittance Measurement devices
are to be designed and implemented over the next three
years. This upgrade will improve the operation reliability,
beam quality; and reduce beam losses. Additional
improvements will be obtained by designing the beam
instrumentation systems to integrate with other proposed
diagnostics and malfunction detection and display
upgrades in the Linac Control Room to improve the
overall performance of the Linac.

INTRODUCTION
The Brookhaven National Laboratory 200 MeV
Linear Accelerator [1] has met and exceeded performance
demands and goals through changes and modifications to
its design over a period of four decades. The Linac had
milestone performances in 1975 achieving an average
current of 60 microamps; in 1984 with the
implementation of the H- Source; in 1990 with the
implementation of the RFQ Pre-Injector; in 1996
achieving an average current of 90 microamps with the
implementation of RF upgrades and changes in the Low
Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) and Medium Energy
Transport (MEBT) Lines; in 2000 with the addition of the
Optically Pumped Polarized Ion Source (OPPIS)
polarized proton source; in 2010 achieving an average
current of 110 microamps with design changes to
LEBT/MEBT; in 2013 achieving an average current of
137 microamps based on the implementation of the new
Cu Bunchers, Einzel Lens and Solenoid combination
implemented in recent years. An upgrade is necessary as
beam instrumentation systems have aged and are not
functioning at their full design capabilities.
The Linac accelerates two types of ions for users on a
pulse-to-pulse basis. An H- ion beam and a Polarized Hion beam. The instrumentation for the acceleration of the
two types of ions differs primarily due to the magnitude
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of the currents. Polarized H- currents range in magnitude
from a few hundred microamperes to 1.5 milliamperes;
whereas, the H- Source provides beam currents in the
range of several tens of milliamperes. In addition, the
energy of the ions can be configured for each user on a
pulse-to-pulse basis. This type of accelerator performance
can only be accomplished at the BNL 200 MeV Linac.
The beam instrumentation and diagnostics must be able to
accommodate these performance requirements.
The beam instrumentation upgrade proposal will
modernize hardware and software for Current
Transformers (CT), Secondary Emission Monitors
(SEM), the Slit Aperture Insertion Device (SAID), the
Energy Measurement Absorber Insertion Device
(EMAID), Harp Multi-wire Profile Monitors (Harp),
Long Radiation Monitors (LRM), and Beam Position
Monitors (BPM); and a Laser Profile Monitor (LPM) will
be added to the BLIP beam line instrumentation. This
upgrade will improve diagnosing the characteristics of the
beam, its position in the accelerator, losses in the beam
line, and improvements in tuning the beam.
The integration of systems will be a secondary aim of
the upgrade. Methods to utilize the information obtained
by subsystems are proposed to optimize beam
performance, minimize down time, and improve the
diagnosing of conditions observed by personnel and
detected by system monitors.
The recent prototype software Linac Early Symptoms
Detection (LESD) and the proposed Linac Central
Malfunction User Interface System (CMUI) will be
integral components in the focus of the integration of
systems.

SYSTEMS UPGRADE
Hardware in good condition will remain in operation
and have their electronics upgraded and signal cables
replaced; other systems will have both the electronics and
hardware upgraded.
All systems will have a data acquisition form that
promotes systems integration. The user interface for the
beam instrumentation and diagnostics will be determined
by the functionality of the systems. All devices described
below will have a data acquisition system upgrade in
which analog to digital conversions will be completed in
local stations to minimize the travel of the signal to
improve reliability and signal integrity. The digital
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Table 1. Listing of Device Quantities
Devices
CT
SEM
SAID
EMAID
Harp
LRM
BPM
LPM

Present
25
14
1
1
4
33
20
1

Upgraded
27
14
1
1
6
33
21
2

Secondary Emission Monitor
A single-wire Secondary Emission Monitor (SEM)
System is utilized to obtain a vertical and horizontal
profile of the beam density. They are installed at 45
degree angles in the beam line and are motor driven in
steps, into and out of the beam line. There is a SEM
located at the downstream side of RF Cavity 2, and in
between each RF cavity through RF Cavity 9; each
labeled SEM-2 to SEM-9 in a manner shown in Fig. 1.

Slit Aperture and Absorber Insertion Devices
There is a Slit Aperture Insertion Device (SAID) and
an Energy Measurement Absorber Insertion Device
(EMAID) utilized at the Linac. The SAID, SAID-BM4, is
located upstream of Bending Magnet BM4 in the HEBT
Line. The EMAID-RFCAVITY1/2 is located in between
RF Cavity 1 and RF Cavity 2. EMAID-RFCAVITY1/2
has a highly precise thickness for use in optimizing the
energy of the RF Cavity 1. It is used in conjunction with
the Current Toroid CT-2, as shown in Fig. 1, to optimize
the RF cavity amplitude to 10.4 MeV. The H- beam must
have an energy of 10.4 MeV to transit the EMAIDRFCAVITY1/2 and be measured by CT-2. The controls
for EMAID-RFCAVITY1/2 will provide a status
indication to the CMUI System.
SAID-BM4 is used to reduce the beam size of the Hbeam for energy and energy spread measurements in the
HEBT Line as shown in Fig. 2. This SAID is precisely
positioned to have the H- beam travel on the center of
the beam line through Bending Magnet BM4 and the
center of the beam line of SEM-H6 located downstream
of BM4. The BM4 magnetic field has a precision of +/0.025%.
The motors for SAID-BM4 and EMAIDRFCAVITY1/2 will be replaced to improve the reliability
of the operation of the devices.

Figure 1: EMAID-RF CAVITY 1/2, SEM, CT.
The current state of their motors and wires limit their
functionality. They are presently not utilized due to the
status of their reliability. The motors and the 50.8 µm
thick tungsten wires will be replaced as necessary. The
required stepping motor increment is 0.25 mm for each
SEM. The SEMs H1 through H6 are distributed in the
HEBT Line. They have a stepping motor resolution of
0.50 mm. There are no SEMs in the BLIP Line. The
required rate of the motion of the SEMs will range from
100 milliseconds to 5 seconds.
The signal cabling for the HEBT SEMs will be
replaced with shorter length cables to improve the analog
signal reliability and performance prior to the conversion
to a digital signal. This will require that the analog to
digital conversion occur as close to the HEBT Line as
possible outside of the tunnel.
Six SEMs in the HEBT Line are required for a beam
emittance measurement. SEM-H6 is also used for
momentum and momentum spread measurements of the
H- beam.
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Figure 2: HEBT SEM-H5, SAID-BM4, and SEM-H6.

Harp Multi-Wire Profile Monitor
There is currently a Harp multi-wire profile monitor
permanently stationed in the path of the beam in the BLIP
Line and HEBT Line. The resolution of these Harps is
3.175 mm with 32 wires in the horizontal plane and 32
wires in the vertical plane. Note the fixed Harp in the
BLIP Line will be replaced at the same location with a
Laser Profile Monitor as indicated in Fig. 3.
There are two new plunging Harp multi-wire profile
monitors proposed for the BLIP Line. One Harp monitor
will be at the 7.5 degree bend of the BLIP Line and the
other will be at the 22.5 degree bend of the BLIP Line.
The spacing of the wires for each of the Harps will be
3.175 mm.
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information will be transmitted via an existing network to
servers for storage and for access by operators. The use
and capabilities of front-end computers and the capacity
of the data storage servers will be assessed to
accommodate the increased demand.
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The installation of the CTs and SEMs should be
completed simultaneously as the RF Cavities will need to
go from a vacuum state to an atmospheric pressure state.

Beam Position Monitors

Figure 3: BLIP LPM, Harps, CT, BPM.
The Polarimeter Harp in the HEBT Line will be
assessed for replacement. The motor and electronics of
this Harp will be upgraded.
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Laser Profile Monitor
The BLIP Line will have the Laser Profile Monitor
(LPM) installed as part of the Raster Project. This project
will provide a more uniform current density on the target.
The project is currently under review. This LPM will
replace the existing fixed Harp in front of the BLIP Target
as shown in Fig. 3. There is an existing LPM downstream
of RF Cavity 9 which does not need to be upgraded. It is
also used for energy and energy spread measurements.
The LPM utilizes a las signal to neutralize a cross
section of the H- beam [2]. Stripped electrons will be
measured as a function of the laser position. The data
acquisition of the LPM will depend on a Faraday Cup
(FC) which is located at 90 degrees from the H- beam.

Current Transformers
The CTs located in the vacuum of the beam line
throughout the Linac have deteriorated in performance or
are not functioning due to damage and aging of the
devices. New CTs are required for all locations. Vacuum
CTs are utilized due to limited space. The current
transformers should be able to detect a minimum current
of 100 µA and a maximum current of 100 mA. There are
various beam pipe sizes that needs to be accommodated.
There will be a new replacement CT in a vacuum
upstream of RF Cavity 2 and upstream of each RF Cavity
thereafter through RF Cavity 9; 8 new vacuum CTs in the
HEBT Line; and 4 new vacuum CTs in the BLIP Line.
There will be two additional vacuum CTs implemented in
the BLIP Line for the Raster Project.
The Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) Line and
Medium Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) Line have CTs
that are fully functional. These CTs are at atmospheric
pressure.
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There is a BPM upstream of RF Cavity 2 and
upstream of each RF cavity thereafter through RF Cavity
9; there are 9 BPMs in the HEBT Line; and there are 3
BPMs in the BLIP Line currently. These BPMs utilize a
copper pick-up loop for which a ferrite wraps around the
loop to improve the linearity of the detection with respect
to position. The position resolution requirement for the
BPMs is 1 mm. The typical peak current for BLIP is 40
mA independent of the energy of the H- beam. A
maximum current of 100 mA and a minimum current of
100 µA are to have their positions detected in the beam
lines.
There will be a new BPM installed in the BLIP Line
as part of the Raster Project to verify the operation of the
Raster magnet. The existing BPMs are not currently
utilized as they do not have data acquisition electronics
and RF electronics to obtain the RF phase of the beam.

Fast Pickup Beam Monitor
The Fast-Pick Beam Monitor (FBM) is a beam
monitoring design that acquires signals in the 200 MHz
range. The status, benefits, and viability of the Fast
Pickup device will be evaluated as part of the upgrade;
and ideas on how to achieve the goal of reading signals in
the 200 MHz range for the H- beam will be explored.

Radiation Monitors
There are Long Radiation Monitors comprised of
Argon gas filled 3.175 mm diameter tubes 3 meters in
length lining the tunnels of the beam line. The pressure of
the tubes is lower than their design pressure of 10 psi due
to a deterioration of the material of the tube. New tubes
will replace the existing tubes. The addition of a new
radiation detection system utilizing a Neutron Detector is
currently being explored. The goal of this method is to
detect radiation levels produced by beam energies at or
below 100 MeV throughout the Linac.
All radiation monitoring schemes will have new
cables installed, electronics upgraded, and a new data
acquisition scheme implemented to integrate the data with
existing systems as described in the Systems Integration
section.
Temperature measurements are made at locations in
the HEBT beam Line and BLIP beam Line that are
proportional to the magnitude of the H- beam currents
colliding with the beam line. This system consists of
thermocouples attached to the exterior of the beam line.
New thermocouples will be installed based on the
condition of the existing thermocouples.
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SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

SCHEDULE PROJECTIONS

Currently some of the beam instrumentation systems
described and other existing related systems operate in a
stand-alone fashion. The implementation of new data
acquisition hardware will allow for access to available
database servers and software for data analysis from
networked resources. This will improve the diagnostic
capabilities of operators. The centralized and universal
access of data will be one of the focuses of this upgrade.
A related focus will be to utilize the LESD system to
automate aspects of tuning for the H- Source and Linac;
and to integrate all instrumentation statuses into the
CMUI system.

The completion of the performance specifications of
this upgrade is expected by the end of the calendar year
2013. An assessment of the required software operations
and the data acquisition sampling rate, the storage of data,
and the movement of this data for use by operators will be
completed in February 2014. The goal is to complete this
upgrade by November 2016.

Data Acquisition
The sampling rate of the data acquisition required for
the beam instrumentation and beam diagnostics will need
to be 6.67 Hz typically; and have the capability of being
increased up to 10 Hz. There is a micro-sampling rate to
reconstruct the characteristics of the beam current which
can have a pulse width of a few microseconds or 500
milliseconds; the minimum sampling rate is to be 1 MHz.
An assessment of the analog-to-digital conversion
requirements, the capabilities of front-end computers and
storage servers available in the existing Controls System
will need to be completed for this upgrade.
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The current software utilized for several of the beam
instrumentation systems operate off-line and are not
capable of being placed on the network due to an
incompatibility of their operating systems and the
network requirements. The upgrade of the software for
the SEM operations, and other beam instrumentation
software as well as the addition of new software will
improve the beam instrumentation and diagnostics for the
Linac. Resources for software and operating system
maintenance will be managed through the Controls
System. The software requiring unique operations will be
designed in-house with the existing software platform
tools available such as Java, C/C++, etc.
A current software development is the Linac Early
Symptoms Detection (LESD) system. This is a prototype
software design that accesses the database of information
collected from data acquisition systems and compiles the
data in a manner that assists the operators in
understanding the behavior of the machine. This software,
currently under development, monitors the available data
of the Quadrupole Magnets, RF Cavities, and additional
systems to check for 'symptoms' of potential failure or
trends that could lead to failure. The software is proposed
to include the beam instrumentation data and diagnostics
data to automate the tuning of the machine and
adjustments to the parameters of the H- Source.
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The AMIT cyclotron will be a 8.5 MeV, 10 µA CW H−
accelerator which aims to deliver a beam for radioisotope
production. In order to properly validate all the beam commissioning steps, a set of diagnostics needs to be implemented. They must cover all the commissioning phases:
ion source characterization, medium energy acceleration
and nominal energy at full current. Due to compactness of
the design, the number of beam diagnostics is limited and
restricted to the most essential ones during operation. An
overview of the diagnostics that are planned for the characterization of the cyclotron will be discussed in this contribution. In all the commissioning phases, beam current
probes are essential to validate the cyclotron and each subsystem. As a main diagnostic, a movable probe has been
designed and simulated for optimization of the cyclotron.
The thermal simulations of the probe and the mechanical
integration are presented.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most growing requests nowadays by the hospitals equipped with positron-emission tomography (PET)
is the delivery of efficient radioisotopes. The most effective positron-emitting radioisotopes for biomedical human imaging, like 11 C or 18 F , have a short half-life (from
20 min to 2 h, respectively). In order to be able to spread
the installation of PET diagnosis in more locations, it is
required then, the use of smaller, lighter and cheaper accelerators that can be installed in small rooms, without the
need of a big facility. Superconducting cyclotrons fit those
requirements, as they reduce the size of the orbits, making
the cyclotron more cost efficient and compact. The Spanish AMIT (Advanced Molecular Imaging Technologies)
project [1] aims to developing the smallest possible superconducting cyclotron. The figures of the cyclotron -proton
beam of 8.5 MeV and 10 µA- are requested for the medical
experts for the production of the radioisotopes. With those
figures, it is expected to deliver 11 C and 18 F in single doses
for PET diagnostics. The cyclotron is presently finishing
the design phase (Fig. 1) and entering into the manufacturing phase [2].
∗ Work partially funded by the CDTI and supported by the Spanish
Ministry of Science and Innovation under project AMIT, within the subprogramme CENIT-2009.
† ivan.podadera@gmail.com
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Figure 1: Mockup of the AMIT cyclotron.

DIAGNOSTICS LAYOUT
The compactness of the cycltron design makes the beam
diagnostics very challenging. In addition, the diagnostics
will be working inside a high magnetic field and a high radiation dose from the target producing the radioisotopes.
The combination of those constraints limits the installation
of some of the most common diagnostics so as to characterize the beam at the different stages of the cyclotron [3].

Beam Commissioning
Before the final operation of the cyclotron is mandatory
to perform a beam commissioning in several stages of the
machine. All the phases will start by producing the minimum possible current in order to protect the machine and
limit the radiation exposure.
Phase 1: Ion source tests. This phase willl be performed in order to comission the ion source. A special high
voltage test bench is being designed, as detailed later on. In
this test bench, several beam diagnostics will characterize
the hydrogen beam current delivered by the ion source and
the possible particle contamination. The description of the
beam diagnostics in this stage is given later on.
Phase 2: Low energy tests. The goals of this stage
are the validation of the design of the central region,
below 2 MeV, [2] - especially to validate the electrical
defocusing-, and the minimization of the radiation before
permitting higher beam energies. The mandatory diagnostics are the following: 1) a movable beam probe in radial direction to scan the beam current at the several cyclotron trajectories and 2) neutron and gamma detectors in the room
Overview and Commissioning
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that will be used as personal protection interlocks. In addition, as optional or more complex diagnostics, the following can be used: 1) a current monitor coupled to the ion
source for fast check of ion source behaviour; 2) a current
monitor downstream the stripping foil -depending on the
travel range of the foil-,3) foil burns or similar to locate the
position of beam losses and 4) slits for the characterization
of the radial and axial behaviour of the beam.

Phase 4: Stripping foil and target commissioning.
Before target installation and nominal operation of the cyclotron the output beam has to be characterized at the target position in order to have the better knowledge of the
beam quality delivered by the cyclotron. For that purpose,
a Compact Diagnostics Line (CDL) will be installed in the
space normally occupied by the target, with the following instrumentation installed as basis: 1) a current monitor (Faraday cup or similar), 2) a energy monitor especially
developed at CIEMAT and 3) a transverse profile monitor.
The profile monitor could be interceptive (foil burns, SEM
grid or wire scanner) or non-interceptive, or a combination
of both of them.
Summary: Table 1 lists the diagnostics that will be installed and used during all the commissioning phases of the
cyclotron and Fig. 2 sums up the layout of the most important diagnostics during those stages.
Table 1: Beam Instrumentation for the Different AMIT
Commissioning Phases. x Stands for Mandatory Diagnostics for a Certain Phase, and o for Optional.
Measurement

1

Spectrometer
After puller beam probe
Movable beam probe
Stripping foil current
CDL current monitor

x
o

Interceptive transverse profiler
Non-interceptive transverse profiler

o
o

2

3

4

o
x
o

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
o

Energy meter in CDL

x

Foil burns
Gamma detectors
Neutron detectors
Transverse emittance meter
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Figure 2: Layout of beam diagnostics during AMIT operation.

Operation
During operation, the aim is using as much as nondestructive or quasi non-destructive diagnostics as possible, in order to maximize the availability of the machine for
radioisotope production. However, as for some diagnostics
this is almost precluded due to technical reasons, for some
operations, like to analyze the transmission in the machine,
it will be necessary to stop and analyze the machine. To
overcome this issue, a set of small and non-interceptive diags just upstream the target are being analyzed. However,
the issue is challenging, since the compactness of the machine and the weak focusing at the extraction precludes the
installation of a long diagnostics line -with or without magnetic transport- in this area.

STATUS OF BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
DESIGN
The main work until now has been the definition of the
diagnostics that are expected during the commissioning
and operation of the cyclotron, the conceptual design of
most of them, a preliminary design of the most critical ones
like the movable beam probe, and a engineering design of
the devices for the characterization of the ion source at the
test bench.

Beam Probes
Beam probes will monitor the total beam current at several accelerator positions. There will be made of a simple sheet of material, electrically insulated from the driven
stage. Unlike the typical faraday cups, there is no need
of secondary electron supressor thanks to the presence of
the high magnetic field, which gets the electrons back to
the beam probe. The most critical one in terms of both
mechanical integration and thermomechanical robustness
is the beam probe which is inserted in radial direction to analyze the beam during commissioning and during nominal
operation. The probe will have a movement range of more
than 50 mm so as to approach as close as possible to the
first beam turns, and to be totally removed during normal
beam operation. The beam probe will cover then stopping
beam energies from hundreds of keV to less than 10 MeV.
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Phase 3: Intermediate energy tests. Once the central region is well characterized and radiation levels under
control, the following phase will consist of increasing the
beam energy and bring the beam down to the stripping foil.
For this stage the following instrumentation is needed: 1)
a current monitor coupled to the ion source, 2) the beam
current in the movable beam probe, and 3) the current in
the stripping foil.
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To maintain the compactness of the vacuum chamber, an
in-vacuum actuator will drive the probe movement. Since
the operation under a high magnetic field is complex, several tests, including the use during the ion source characterization, are foreseen. The main problem for the high energy
beam probe is however the continuous beam power deposition. A maximum beam power of 85 W is expected as input
design condition (10 µA at 8.5 MeV). Since the footprint
at high energy is very small (around 1x4 mm), the power
density is very stringent, more than 2000 W/cm2 . Thermomechanical simulations have been performed in order
to evaluate the temperature reached by the beam probe in
these conditions. The beam probe is made of graphite to
maximize the maximum temperature accepted. The power
deposition is assumed to be at the surface, which is a conservative approach, since the power is then not distributed
over a volume. As boundary conditions, the model assumes
thermal conductivity and radiation, with an emissivity of
0.7 at the surface exposed to vacuum. As seen in Fig. 3, in
the stationary regime, the graphite reaches almost 2500o at
the beam impact region. The temperature drops smoothly
on the beam probe surface down to around 1000o . The
temperature is well bellow the graphite melting point (c.a.
3700 o C), but yet very high for normal operation. Some attempts to decrease the temperature by increasing the beam
probe volume have failed since the main contributions for
the equilibrium temperature are the deposition power and
the radiation. To avoid this, several options are available:
1) to monitor the beam probe temperature or 2) to limit either the beam current or energy used with the beam probe
or3) to pulse the beam by using the RF. However, this last
option should be carefullly studied as it could produce uncontrolled losses that damage or activate the machine.

particles which disturb the high voltage operation loading
the puller [4]. To overcome this issue, the method used
in [4] will be used. This technique proposes the use of a
electrical shielding box to insert all the diagnostics inside a
metallic box where there are no interferences from gas ionized particles or a high electric field. The design plans the
installation of a movable probe to scan the beam current at
several positions, depending on the high voltage extraction
and the magnetic field strength (see Fig. 4. The tests will
start with small high voltage extractions (around 3 keV) but
it is planned to increase the voltage. A maximum of 30 keV
are accepted at the test stand. During the tests, both the ion
source and the vacuum chamber are grounded, while the
puller, the metallic box and the beam diagnostics are kept
at high voltage. A special rack with the acquisition electronics of the beam probes are floating at high voltage. The
acquisition electronics of the beam probes is a typical picoammeter (Keithley 6485) which is connected directly to
the beam probe by a low loss BNC cable and in-vacuum
connections. The picoammeter is to be grounded to the
same high voltage than the metallic box. A fix beam probe
at the exit of the puller is foreseen in order to measure all
the charges going through the aperture of the puller. More
sophisticated measurements to characterize the transverse
beam phase space are prepared by using a movable slit and
a movable beam probe, similar to the method used in [5].

Figure 4: Layout of beam diagnostics during ion source
characterization with DC high voltage.

Figure 3: Example of temperature distribution (in o C) in
the probe during nominal beam impact.

Ion Source Characterization
As a first stage of the cyclotron beam commissioning,
an ion source will be assembled and characterized in a special test bench developed by CIEMAT in collaboration with
CERN. The tests will consist of using a high magnetic field
dipole (around 0.8 T) to validate the ion source design. The
magnet is placed at a CERN building where a high voltage
cage will be set for the tests. During this phase, the energy
of the extracted ions will be limited due to the negative
662

Energy Measurement
Since the energy region of the output cyclotron beam is
very close to the radioisotope production limit of the target
-for 11C- [6], it is essential the characterization of
the energy of the beam hitting the target. This measurement
has several requirements:
• It should be possible on-line or at least by exchanging
the target for a fast check.
• The device has to have a high energy resolution due
to sensitivity mentioned of the radioisotope yield to
energy variations.
Overview and Commissioning
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• It should be valid for operation inside electromagnetic
and high magnetic fields.
• A wide range of beam currents should be accepted.
• A wide range of input beam energies can be measured.
In order to fulfill all the constraints, a new device is under
development at CIEMAT. The device can be installed permanently during beam commissioning for constant monitoring of the mean energy 5. During normal operation the
device can be placed in replacement of the target in case
there are some doubts arising about the energy of the particles out of the cyclotron (see Fig. 5).

WEPC04

CONCLUSIONS
A complete set of diagnostics is proposed for the proper
commissioning and operation of a brand new compact cyclotron for PET production. The proposal has a minimum
number of diagnostics not to counteract the compact nature of the machine. However, it combines well-established
monitors, like beam probes, with more complex instruments, like beam energy monitors for characterization online. A first set of those monitors is designed, and some of
them will be tested for the first time during the measurements of the AMIT ion source at CERN.
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THE ELENA BEAM DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEMS
G. Tranquille†, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The Extra Low ENergy Antiproton ring (ELENA) to be
built at CERN is aimed at substantially increasing the
number of antiprotons to the low energy antiproton
physics community. It will be a small machine which will
decelerate low intensity beams (<4x107) from 5.3 MeV to
100 keV and will be equipped with an electron cooler to
avoid beam losses during the deceleration and to
significantly reduce beam phase space at extraction. To
measure the beam parameters from the extraction point of
the Antiproton Decelerator (AD), through the ELENA
ring and all the way to the experiments, many systems
will be needed to ensure that the desired beam
characteristics are obtained. Particular attention needs to
be paid to the performance of the electron cooler which
depends on reliable instrumentation in order to efficiently
cool the antiprotons. This contribution will present the
different monitors that have been proposed to measure the
various beam parameters as well as some of the
developments going on to further improve the ELENA
diagnostics.

and essentially the same physical phenomenon is
exploited to multiply ionization charge. Two such
detectors are already installed in the existing 7000 line
just after extraction from the AD. Another two GEMs will
be installed in the new part of the transfer line; one after
the AD shielding and a second before the ELENA
injection septum.
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INTRODUCTION
ELENA was approved as a CERN project in June 2011
and work is continuing in fine-tuning the machine
parameters in order to meet all the physics requirements
[1]. Ring commissioning is scheduled for 2016 with the
installation and setting-up of the electrostatic beam lines a
year later.
The biggest challenge for the beam instrumentation is
to measure all the parameters of a very low intensity
antiproton beam in an energy range from 5.3 MeV to 100
keV. At such low energies the ELENA ring will operate
with a dynamic vacuum of less than 2x10-12 Torr.
Particular attention has to be paid to design of all the
elements that will be installed in the ring as they will be
baked-out at 300C and must be NEG coated. The layout
of the new ring is shown in Fig. 1. One sees the ADELENA transfer line, the ELENA ring and the new 100
keV electrostatic beam lines to the experiments.

AD-ELENA TRANSFER LINE
As the antiprotons are transported from the AD to
ELENA their position and transverse profile will be
measured by four gas electron multiplier detectors (GEM)
and luminescent screen monitors (BTV).
GEMs have been deployed extensively in the present
AD experimental areas [2] and give excellent results for
both position and profile measurements. Like multi-wire
proportional chambers these detectors are also gas-filled,
________________________________________

† On behalf of the BE-BI ELENA instrumentation team
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Figure 1: ELENA layout in the AD hall.
At present in the AD, Al2O3 scintillating screens are
installed in the transfer lines and coupled to a CCD
camera have provided information on the antiproton beam
position and size. One such device will be moved from its
current location in the 7000 line and will be installed after
the second bending magnet that will deflect the antiproton
beam from the AD to ELENA.
A new system is also being developed that will be
capable of measuring the beam position and size just
before the injection kicker and at the first turn in the ring.
It consists of two distinct systems each incorporating a 6
cm x 4 cm screen, a CCD camera, filter wheel, optical
elements and a pneumatic in/out movement.

ELENA RING
Beam Position
The ELENA orbit measurement system will consist of
20 circular BPMs mounted inside the ring quadrupoles
and dipoles. The proposed design is based on a stainless
steel body containing 2 diagonally cut plates. Two such
elements will be inserted in to a 100 mm diameter
vacuum tank in order to have a position measurement in
both planes [3].
Both difference and sum signals will be generated in
the head amplifier. After signal amplification by low
noise amplifiers located very near to the BPMs, the
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difference and sum signals will be transported by ~50m
cables, digitized and processed using digital
normalization for the position calculations.
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installed in two quadrupole magnets in sectors 3 and 6 of
the ring. Their integration is at present being studied.

Profile Measurement
The profile of the circulating beam will be measured
destructively using a scraper system. In this device a
blade is moved quickly across the beam and creates a
particle shower due to the interaction of the beam with the
blade. A simultaneous detection of the intensity of the
particle shower outside the vacuum chamber with a
scintillator/photomultiplier assembly and the blade
position gives an image of the beam profile.

In order to test the response of the pick-up to particle
beams at various velocities, a 3D model of the monitor
was created in CST Particle Studio. With this model one
can estimate the signal linearity, expected output voltage
as function of beam energy, electrode capacitance, signal
shape as function of beam position and shape, pickup
bandwidth, as well as the longitudinal coupling
impedance and the effects from wake fields.

Tune Measurement
Base-Band Tune (BBQ) measurement systems are
highly sensitive and based on a direct diode detection
principle [4]. The AD will soon be equipped with such a
system and it is planned to use a similar setup for
ELENA.
As with all BBQ setups the system will consist of:
 Diode detectors, converting beam-induced pulses
from electrodes of a position pick-up to slower
varying signals, from which DC offsets
corresponding to the beam orbit is removed with
series capacitors.
 An analogue front-end amplifying and filtering the
detector signals.
 Two 16-bit ADC for parallel acquisition of horizontal
and vertical betatron oscillation signals.
 A VME, FPGA based Digital Acquisition Board
(DAB) providing the read-out and processing of the
ADC samples, spectra calculation, data buffering and
storing for subsequent transmission through the VME
bus to a front-end computer.
 Two 12-bit DACs implemented as a DAB mezzanine,
used to generate signals for beam chirp excitation,
independently for horizontal and vertical machine
planes; the DAB can also provide tune kicker triggers
synchronised with the acquisition.
The optimisation of the diode detectors and filters
depends on the beam signal bandwidth and expected
amplitudes from the machine tune pick-up. If the orbit
pick-up is used, the expected signal level is about 4 mV
and this will need to be amplified by at least 20 dB with a
high impedance J-FET amplifier. A dedicated strip-line
pick-up and kicker for the tune measurement could be
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Longitudinal Schottky Diagnostics
To measure the efficiency of the electron cooler a
magnetic Schottky pick-up similar to what has been used
on the AD will be installed. The design of this system is
under the responsibility of the radio frequency (RF) group
and is discussed elsewhere [5]. This pick-up will also be
used to initially estimate the bunched beam intensity.

Recombination Monitor
During the electron cooling process the centre of mass
energy difference between the electrons and circulating
beam becomes very small. The probability of the capture
of an electron by radiative or di-electronic recombination
is enhanced. For proton beams, neutral hydrogen atoms
are formed and travel straight towards a detector.
For commissioning at 100 keV with the proton source,
optimisation of the electron cooler will be performed by
measuring the recombination rate of electrons with the
circulating protons. The choice of detector depends on the
required information. A scintillator coupled to a
photomultiplier will be used to measure the
recombination rate from which the transverse energy of
the electron beam can be evaluated. It will be a good
means to correct any angular deviations between the
electron and ion beams as the maximum signal is obtained
when the beams are correctly aligned. Using an imaging
monitor such as a GEM behind the scintillator, one can
derive the profile and position of the proton beam from
the profile and position of the recombined beam.

EXPERIMENTAL BEAM LINES
The 100 keV antiproton beam extracted from ELENA
will be transported to seven experiments using
electrostatic beam lines of total length >100 m. The
dipoles and quadrupoles comprising the beam lines must
be precisely tuned to focus the antiprotons into the
acceptance of the trap experiments. The repetition rate of
antiprotons extracted from ELENA is relatively low (0.01
Hz), and so to facilitate rapid tuning, the position of the
beam at several positions along the beam lines must be
measured simultaneously. A set of micro-wire beam
profile monitors will be installed for this purpose. They
are based on the devices used by the ASACUSA
collaboration since 1999 to measure 100 keV antiproton
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Figure 2: Dipole BPM assembly.
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or proton beams that emerged from the Radiofrequency
Quadrupole Decelerator (RFQD).
The semi-non-destructive monitor allows most of the
antiprotons to pass through without any degradation,
while the small portion (1-3%) intercepted by the wires
produces the signal. The device is sensitive to antiproton,
proton, and H- beams of energies between E =10 keV and
5.3 MeV. It consists of two position-sensitive
photocathode grids providing the X and Y projections of
the beam, sandwiched between three anode grids with a
distance l = 2 mm between them. Each grid consists of
between 32 and 48 gold-coated tungsten wires of
diameter d = 5–20 µm stretched over a ceramic frame,
with a pitch 0.5–1.5 mm between neighbouring wires.
The cathode grids at ground potential are irradiated by
the beam, and the secondary electrons emitted from them
are accelerated toward the anode grids biased at 50 V.
The beam profile is obtained by using charge-sensitive
preamplifiers to measure the charge Qi ejected from the
cathode wires on the X- and Y-grids with high sensitivity.
The preamplifiers are application-specific integrated
circuits (ASIC, IDEAS VA32 or VA64) mounted on
hybrid ceramic circuit boards. The amplitude Vo of its
output signal is related to the input charge Qi by a
conversion ratio dVo/dQi = 0.45 V/pC. The preamplifier
has a shaping time constant of 500 ns, and a full range
between -1.5 and 1.5 pC. This voltage signal is amplified
using a bipolar operational amplifier (Analog Devices
AD8051) and digitized using a CMOS analogue-to-digital
converter (ADC, AD9240).

Figure 4: The measured spatial profiles of a pulsed beam
containing 2x106 antiprotons (solid lines), and a laser
beam of wavelength 289 nm (broken lines).

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Calculations on Schottky signal levels show that the
S/N-ratio from a single BPM is ~12dB. By digitally
adding the 20 sum signals from the BPMs this value is
improved by 13 dB. After applying time of flight
corrections it should therefore be possible to measure the
longitudinal beam distribution for un-bunched beams and
the current intensity when the beam is bunched.
If the summing of the BPM sum signals is successful it
is foreseen to replace the magnetic Schottky pick-up with
a cryogenic current comparator (CCC) used with a
SQUID magnetometer as a magnetic field null detector to
measure the circulating beam intensity. A prototype is
under development for the AD [6] which could then be
installed on ELENA if shown to give reliable values of
the beam current.
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BEAM INSTRUMENTATION IN THE ESS COLD LINAC
C. Böhme∗ , B. Cheymol, I. Dolenc Kittelmann, H. Hassanzadegan, A. Jansson
European Spallation Source AB (ESS), Lund, Sweden

Parts of the linac of the European Spallation Source
(ESS) will consist of cryogenic cavity modules. In between these will be warm sections at room temperature to
host amongst others the beam instrumentation. Each of
the warm sections will host two beam position monitors
and one or two other instruments, which might be a beam
current monitor, invasive and non-invasive transverse beam
profile monitor, bunch shape monitor, or halo monitor. The
concept of the warm section layout will be shown and the
planned instrumentation will be presented.

INTRODUCTION
The ESS is a multi-disciplinary research center based on
the worlds most powerful neutron source. This new facility
will be around 30 times brighter than today’s leading facilities, enabling new opportunities for researchers in the fields
of life sciences, energy, environmental technology, cultural
heritage and fundamental physics.
The ESS is an accelerator-driven neutron spallation source,
using a linear accelerator. While the first part of the linac
is at room temperature, accelerating protons to 90 MeV,
the final energy of 2 GeV will be reached by a cryogenic
linac. This part is constructed in a way that between two
cryogenic modules, hosting a certain amount of cavities, a
warm section at room temperature is located, shown in Figure 1. The total length of this warm section will be 1373
mm. It will contain of two quadrupole magnets with a gap
in between, giving 460 mm space in between them to host
beam instrumentation and vacuum instruments.

MODULE LAYOUT
The space between the cryogenic modules is filled with a
standardized module. This gives the flexibility to decide on
the specific location for a beam instrumentation instrument
in a later stage of the construction process. All modules
host vacuum systems, bellows, the vacuum pipe within the
quadrupole magnets and two sets of BPMs. The middle
part, between the quadrupole magnets, hosts one or more
of the following beam instrumentation instruments:
• Beam Current Monitor
• Bunch-Shape Monitor
• Halo Monitor
• Non-Invasive Beam Profile Measurement
• Wire Scanner

In addition, but not in the focus of this paper as they are not
integrated in the modules, are several beam loss monitors
installed close to the beam pipe. Details are presented in
[1].
The cryogenic linac is devided into three parts. At this
moment it is foreseen that at the beginning of each part a
module hosting a beam current monitor and a bunch shape
monitor is located. Afterwards there will be another bunch
shape minitor module and then 4 modules hosting the beam
profile monitors. As example the layout of the middle part
is shown in Figure 2.

Profile Measurement
One module will be hosting the beam profile measurement devices. This will be an invasive and a non-invasive
device co-located within the same module. It has been
found necessary to combine two profile measurement devices. First, during commissioning the beam will start with
a low current and short pulse length, which later is increased to the full production beam. While with the production beam an invasive device will be damaged, the necessity for a non-invasive device is given. On the other
hand, usually the cross sections for non-invasive devices
are rather low, making it hard to archive profiles during the
low current / short pulse phase of the commissioning. For
the invasive device a wire scanner based on the LINAC4
[2] development has been chosen as a possible baseline
for the development . For the non-invasive profile monitor as baseline an ionization profile monitor based on the
FAIR development has been chosen [3]. Still, there have
to be major modifications done to the ionization monitor
in order to fulfill the requirements of the ESS linac. One
modification that seems to be necessary is to avoid the usage of Multi-Channelplates. These devices show usually
a strong aging behavior, making constant calibrations and
replacements necessary. Through the positioning between
cryogenic cavities, at least the replacement could become
an issue. Therefor the direct usage of a phosphor screen
or a scintillation crystal together with an image intensified
optical readout seems to be a promising option. The other
modification is the increased electrical field to guide the
generated residual gas ions to the detector. Because of the
intense electric field of the ESS primary ion beam the trajectory of the secondary ions will be deviated from the intended path. First simulation showed that an electric field
strength of 600 kV/m give a reasonably good image of the
initial beam. To avoid to big high voltages a symmetric
voltage of ± 30 kV is planned.

∗ christian.boehme@esss.se
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Figure 1: Example of a warm section between two cryogenic modules. The total length of the module will be 1373 mm.
Within the extend of the quadrupole magnets there will be two sets of beam position monitors installed (dark blue). In
between the magnets there is 460 mm of space hosting the beam instrumentation and vacuum components (partly shown).
This module is a early prototype of a beam profile measurement device hosting a wire scanner and an ionization profile
monitor. On the outside there will be magnetic shields to shield the cavities from the magnetic field of the quadrupole
magnets.
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Halo Monitor
The beam halo is the beam profile far away from the
beam core. Using a single device for this measurement,
e.g. a beam profile monitor, requires a very high dynamic
range of the instrument. One idea is to use the existing wire
scanners [4], which can not be used during full production
beam for profile measurements anyway, as a halo monitor.
Other devices under consideration are vibrating wire monitors [5] or diamond detectors [6]. However, the usage of
the wire scanner is preferred, as this would save longitudinal space of the linac.

Beam Position Monitor
The pulsed ESS Linac will include BPMs with a European XFEL style button design. The required accuracy and
resolution of the position measurement are 100 µm (rms)
for the low current commissioning beam and 20 µm (rms)
with the production beam at 62 mA and 2.86 ms length.
In addition to the position measurement, the BPM system
needs to measure the beam phase in the nominal pulse as
well as several low current commissioning modes. After
a study of the possible electronics platforms, MTCA.4 is
now considered as the main prototyping platform for the
high performance subsystems at ESS. It is foreseen to prototype a Rear Transition Module for IQ-based RF signal
measurements intended for both the BPM and LLRF systems. The detailed requirements and specifications of the
BPM system are presented in [7].
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Bunch Shape Monitor
The bunch shape, also called longitudinal profile, will be
the most difficult to measure. The length of the bunch, depending on the ion energy, will be as short as 3 ps. For measuring the profile several methods have been developed,
based on secondary emission. At one method [8] the emission of electrons from a wire in the proximity of the beam
is used. Another [9] uses the emission of x-rays from e.g.
a gas jet target. But then again the signal is converted to a
electron signal by a photo cathode. This electron signal is
then converted from a time to a length information, using a
RF-deflector. The length can then be measured with traditional methods like a phosphor screen. While these methods has been proofed to be working [10], it had been never
used with such short pulses as expected at the ESS linac,
and therefor further investigations have to be performed if
the method is efficient enough to measure the bunch shape
in the expected environment.

Beam Current Monitor
Most of the installed Beam Current Monitors will be of
AC Current Transformers (ACCT) type, to measure the average current over the beam pulse, the pulse charge and the
longitudinal pulse profile. It is also planned to use a few
Fast Current Transformers (FCT) to check the performance
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Figure 2: Example of a layout of beam instrumentation in respect to other linac components in the medium β section
[11], the second of the three cryogenic sections. In the first warm cell a bunch shape monitor and a beam current monitor
are co-located. This is followed by another bunch shape monitor. Then followed by 4 beam profile monitor sections,
consisting of a wire scanner and an ionization profile monitor. It is planned that the wire scanners can as well serve as
halo monitor. Almost at the end of the section a Faraday Cup will be inserted, but only to be used with a beam up to
200 MeV during commissioning. Due to the modular design, the locations of each instrument can be changed easily till
the final construction of the linac, if the necessity will be given.

UPGRADE SECTION
The last 170 m of the planned ESS linac are be reserved
for further upgrades. But the principle structure will be
maintained in this part as well. The only difference will be,
that as a placeholder for the cryogenic modules a simple
beam pipe will be inserted. In terms of beam instrumentation the same structure as before will be built and inserted.
The only difference will be in the non-invasive beam profile measurements. For this measurement a residual gas
luminescence device [13, 14] is foreseen to be inserted in
this part, because the residual gas pressure is expected to be
much higher than between the cryogenic modules, giving a
sufficient signal rate which can not be archived in between
the cryogenic modules. But as the ionization monitor in
the cryogenic part is foreseen to be read out with an image
intensified optical system, this might be, slightly modified,
used also for the luminescence monitors.
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of the fast beam choppers with a rise time as short as 10 ns.
In addition to the absolute current measurement, the BCM
system needs to measure the differential beam current and
act on the Machine Interlock System if the difference exceeds some thresholds. But this differential current measurement is mostly important in the low energy part of the
Linac, where Beam Loss Monitors cannot reliably detect
beam losses. In [12] a detailed overview of the ESS BCM
system is given and some preliminary test results with a
commercial ACCT and MTCA.4 electronics are presented.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE RF FRONT END ELECTRONICS FOR THE
SIRIUS BPM SYSTEM
R. A. Baron, F. H. Cardoso, J. L. B. Neto, S. R. Marques, LNLS, Campinas, Brazil
J.-C. Denard, SOLEIL, Paris, France
Abstract
Tight stability requirements for new low emittance light
sources, such as SIRIUS being built in Brazil, strongly
depend on the BPM RF Front-End performance. Small
nonlinearities, uneven temperature drifts and excess noise
can spoil the performance of the whole digital BPM
system and orbit correction. Calibration and temperature
control schemes have been tested in order to suppress
position measurement drifts during user beam delivery
down to a fraction of micrometer. A method for
measuring electronic component nonlinearities at mdB
scale is also presented.
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INTRODUCTION
SIRIUS is the new third-generation light source under
construction at LNLS, the Brazilian Synchrotron Light
Laboratory. The 3 GeV machine, has a 518 m
circumference with a natural emittance of 0.28 nm.rad.
To fulfil the beamline user’s requirements for stability
of the small and high brilliance photon beams, a very
stable and linear electronics is required to perform the
signal conditioning of the electron BPM system. Less
than 0.14 m drift for one-hour and less than 5 m for
one week rms are required. These values comprise all
drifts and noise from electronics, BPM mechanics and
BPMs support stands. The BPM system requirements are
listed in [1].
The BPM electronics is central to beam stability
performance. Since an orbit feedback system is going to
lock the electron beam onto a well centred golden orbit
measured by the BPM system, the stability of the beam is
that of the BPMs.
The BPM electronics must achieve the desired
resolution and stability in all modes of operation of the
light source. To achieve the specifications the SIRIUS RF
Front-End (RFFE) is based on a design that ensures linear
operation over a broad range of input power and counts
on an active temperature stabilization control and a
crossbar-switching scheme designed to provide a stable
operation.
The entire electronics, not only the RFFE, was
designed according to the Open Hardware approach
which makes it available to the whole accelerator
community [2].

RF FRONT-END OVERVIEW

gain for machine commissioning. The specifications of
the RF Front-End electronics for SIRIUS are summarized
in Table 1. The assembled board without its RF shielding
is shown in Figure 1.
Table 1: Sirius RF Front-End Specifications
Parameter

Value

Dynamic Range

40 dB

Noise Figure

10 dB

Crosstalk

< -50 dB

Bandwidth (3 dB)

80 MHz

1 dB Compression Point

> 20 dBm

Long Term Stability (1 week)

< 5 10-4

RFFE MTBF in user beam delivery

10 years

The RFFE electronics prototype has been designed for
the 476 MHz RF frequency of the electron UVX
accelerator currently in operation at LNLS [3], but it is
easily adaptable for 500 MHz. The main idea is to use the
existing 1.37 GeV machine to test some basic parameters
of the electronics as well as its reliability for long periods
of operation. As the UVX nominal bunch length is not as
short as the SIRIUS one, 40 ps versus 10 ps (RMS
values), the electronics response for higher bandwidth
signals will be more carefully verified by other means.
Figure 2 shows the RFFE board schematic diagram.

Figure 1: RFFE board. Ten layers of the Rogers RO4350
RF substrate.

RF Design
The SIRIUS RF Front-End is made up of four channels,
grouped by two. They provide up to 50 dB of adjustable
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Figure 2: RF chain developed for the SIRIUS RF Front-End of the BPM electronics. Only one pair of channels is shown
since the electronics is symmetric.

Considerations on Linearity
The linearity of the RF channels plays an important role
in the overall electronics performance. Measuring beam
position deviations of the order of one micrometer means
to detect relative differences of input signals in the 10-4
range. For this reason it is important to keep insertion
losses of the channels as similar to each other as possible
in several situations. In the commissioning phase usually
the beam has low intensity and few variations of the
filling patterns. During the first months of operation the
top-up injection is not going to be available, and the BPM
electronics must work properly with the storage ring in
decay mode. Besides that, we also anticipate filling
patterns different from the standard uniform multibunch
presently foreseen.
The switched-electrode scheme is insensitive to
temperature induced gain drifts. Only the relative drifts of
the switches and upstream devices and cables have an
effect. If these elements have a total attenuation of about
20%, the stability is improved by a factor of 5 with
respect to a non-switched scheme. Also, the volume to be
stable on the PC board is very small and easier to control
if needed. Linearity measurements will be presented in
the next sections.

BPMs and Beam Stability

Strategies for Achieving High Stability
The stability of the BPM electronics strongly depends
on the RF Front-End drifts. The beam stability
requirements for SIRIUS demand a very small
temperature dependence of the channels. The long-term
(one week) unbalance among the channels gain must be
smaller than 5 mdB. Four schemes have been
implemented on the RF Front-End board aiming to
achieve the long-term stability requirements, two out of
the four strategies were extensively tested up to now.
The crossbar switching technology was first used by
the I-Tech digital BPM electronics [4] and its
effectiveness in improving the long-term stability is well
known everywhere. In the case of the SIRIUS BPM
electronics, this scheme works by forcing the diagonal
input signals to be subjected to the same gain drift. In
other words, each diagonal signal cyclically passes
through two different signal paths; the digital postprocessing is responsible for unscramble the data. This
scheme improves the stability performance with the
drawback of adding spectral lines on the signals spectra
and provoking a small power loss in the RF harmonic as
the digitized RF signals must be discarded during the
switching process. With that in mind, it is easy to verify
that slow switches degrade the performance of the BPM
system by reducing the signal to noise ratio. For the
SIRIUS RFFE the attenuation of the carrier is less
than 3 dB if the switching frequency is below
approximately 100 kHz. Figure 3 shows a measurement
on how the switching speed affects the RF signal
attenuation.
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The crossbar switching scheme was implemented on
the first stage of the RF chain, allowing short and long
term drift compensations of the whole downstream part of
the electronics. As the switches themselves are not
compensated, the higher the 1 dB compression point and
IP3 are, the better the crossbar switching performance.
The isolation between channels must achieve more than
50 dB in order to keep well below 1 % the horizontal to
vertical coupling errors. The electronic compensation
method based on an on-line pilot-tone strategy satisfies
this crosstalk specification.
For keeping a low beam current dependence (BCD) in a
high current single (or few bunch) mode it is necessary to
insert a bandpass filter in front of the switches in order to
prevent them from saturation.
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Figure 3: Switching speed effect on the RF signal
attenuation. The switches used in the test have 2 μs
stabilization time (10 - 90 % specification).
An onboard temperature control is also present in
the RFFE board and can achieve ± 0.05 ºC peak-to-peak
stability using heating elements. This feature also reduces
the thermal stabilization time of the circuits by a factor of
6 (15 minutes against 90 minutes). The disadvantage of
this solution is the reduction of the theoretical MTBF, as
the average temperature is 40 ºC with the control turned
on, 10 ºC higher than normal temperature. After
computing the MTBF data provided by the electronics
component vendors we estimated the MTBF degradation
for each board from 15 years to 10, applying the
reliability theory described in [5].
The temperature dependence of each RF channel is
around -22 mdB / °C for a wide range of temperatures and
the channels’ behaviours are roughly identical. The RFFE
board has been divided into 8 mechanical regions by a
shielding enclosure that creates small environments inside
the board. Each environment has one temperature sensor
as input variable for the control loop and four resistors
distributed through the RF channel as heating elements.
The loop has been implemented and optimized into the
control board as a PID controller based on eight transfer
functions.
Online and offline calibration tones are the last two
strategies implemented for reaching high stability rely on
calibration tones, both were not tested yet. The on-line
strategy is based on coupling the external calibration tone
to the beam signals. A circuit based on cascaded hybrid
couplers guarantees the high isolation (better than 50 dB)
among the beam signals with the online pilot circuit
activated. The offline pilot tone has been developed to
inspect the general behaviour of the electronics. In this
scheme the beam signals are disconnected of the signal
chain and a reference tone is injected in each channel,
allowing the determination of parameters like the
channels S21 and crosstalk among channels. The offline
pilot generator was implemented in a separated board
which is also responsible for communication,
temperature, switches and attenuators control.
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All the tests described hereafter were performed
without RF channels swapping; the input RF switches
were kept static.
The key to achieve high linearity is to keep the
operation point of all the devices in the signal chain
around 30 dB below the 1 dB compression point (P1dB).
In other words, the circuit must operate below the
0.001 dB compression point as much as possible. This
approach, combined with the crossbar switching scheme
provides a good performance for both, linearity and longterm stability.
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of a test bench
developed to measure the nonlinearity of each RFFE
channel and to determine the safe operating range of input
power (beam current) that affects the position
measurement less than approximately 1 µm.

Figure 4: Block diagram of the setup used for measuring
nonlinearity of RF electronics.
With highly linear switches it is possible to measure the
nonlinearity of the DUT in the mdB range. The network
analyzer must have about 0.001 dB resolution in the
amplitude scale. It is not necessary to know the insertion
loss of the switches and attenuators with high precision; it
only needs to be constant over input power. For the tests
performed with the RF components as well as the RFFE
board, the so called linearity box, the DUT and the
network analyzer were installed in a temperature chamber
with a ± 0.1 ºC stabilized temperature.

Figure 5: Main idea of the linearity test setup. It is
possible to determine the linearity of the response of an
RF device by measuring the difference in the output
power for a known difference in the input power. If the
difference between adjacent points on the output power
remains constant, this determines the range of input
power within which the system is linear.
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Nonlinearity (mdB)

The scheme showed in Figure 4 is based on the
principle of determining the slope of the saturation curve
of the RF chain. Figure 5 shows the main idea of the
measurement.
Automated test bench have been developed to measure
the nonlinearity of the electronics. This procedure was
repeated several times to allow for a statistical data
analysis. As mentioned, all the instruments and
electronics have been installed in a climatic chamber to
avoid coupling thermal drifts to the nonlinearities under
analysis. A typical result of linearity test is presented in
Figure 6.
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even more by including input bandpass filters before the
crossbar switching scheme.
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The SIRIUS RF front-end electronics has been
presented. A method for measuring nonlinearity with mdB
precision was used with excellent results.
The Sirius RFFE is part of a digital BPM electronics
being developed at LNLS that consists on a MicroTCA.4
platform using ADC mezzanine cards in ANSI/VITA 57.1
FMC form factor and standalone RFFE boards. It has
been developed for the new Brazilian low emittance third
generation machine which has tight requirements in terms
of linearity and stability. For beam currents from 100 mA
to 500 mA the input power will change from -31 to
-17 dBm at RFFE input; in this range the RF channels are
linear within ±1 mdB, even without the switching
scheme.
The first prototype of the Sirius BPM electronics has
been tested. The more general results such as beam
current dependence, filling pattern dependence and
stability are presented in [1].
Some improvements are being planned for future
prototypes. Tests with the complete BPM system showed
there is still room to enhance the performance: the noise
floor can be reduced and the linear range can be extended,
however the switching scheme, not completely explored
up to date, can overcome the differences among the
channels. The modifications for a possible second version
of the board are well understood, the RF chain linearity
range can be improved by upgrading the output RF
amplifiers for highly linear ones, faster RF switches can
improve the resolution and the stability can be improved
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VIBRATION MEASUREMENT AND ITS EFFECT ON BEAM STABILITY
AT NSLS2*
W. Cheng#, C. Spataro, A. Jain, S. Sharma, S. Krinsky
NSLS-II, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

Abstract

Vibration measurements have been carried out at
NSLS2. The floor has more than 100 nm RMS vertical
motion during workdays (>1Hz). This motion reduces to
30 nm RMS during nights and weekends. Traffic on the
nearby expressway is considered to be the major source of
ground motion. Weather (wind) and utility system
induced vibrations are other possible factors on floor
motion. Vibrations have been measured at various
locations, like the tunnel and experiment floor, HXN long
beamline satellite building floor, high stability BPM
support, Quadrupole magnets etc. Assuming a typical uncorrelated motion of Quadrpole magnets of 100 nm, beam
orbit jitter is around 4-7 microns. Fast orbit feedback will
control the orbit stability within 10% of beam size.

We define two parameters S1, S2 to normalize the
spectrum.

S1 

NFFT 1

 wn 

S2 

n 0
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NSLS2 is an advanced third generation light source
under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
with < 1 nm.rad horizontal emittance and 8 pm.rad
vertical emittance. Minimum vertical beamsize in NSLS2
storage ring will be around 3 m. Beam orbit needs to be
measured and controlled with very high precision,
typically within 10% of the beam size. For such a small
beam size, any external excitations like the mechanical
vibrations need to be well quantified.
The ambient floor vibration level of NSLS2 tunnel
was expected to be 25 nm from 4-50Hz [1]. Ground
motion below 4 Hz was expected to be correlated. Recent
measurements on the constructed storage ring floor and
experiment floor indicate that the floor motion is only
correlated below 1-2 Hz, at distance of one cell length.
Ambient floor motion is larger than specified.
To quantify the vibration level, two types of vibration
sensors are used: geophones and accelerometers. The
geophones have voltage output proportional to the
velocity in the working frequency range while
accelerometers measure the acceleration. High resolution
low noise digitizers are used to record the sensor output
voltages, DFT of digitized voltage signal reveals the
vibration spectrum, as shown in Eq. (1), where x(n) is
sampled voltage, w(n) is DFT window, NFFT is number
of FFT points.
X k  

NFFT  1

 x n   w n   exp 

j 2  kn / NFFT



n0

k  0,1,2, ...  NFFT- 1 ,

(1)

 w n 
2

(2)

n 0

Normalized equivalent noise bandwidth NENBW and
effective noise bandwidth ENBW of the Fourier spectrum
are:

NENBW  NFFT

S2

S 1 2

ENBW  NENBW 

INTRODUCTION

NFFT 1

Fs
S2
 Fs
NFFT
S 1 2

(3)

Where Fs is the digitizer sampling rate.
From the voltage spectrum, one can get the velocity
spectrum for geophone, knowing the sensor sensitivity.
Displacement spectrum is calculated from Eq. (4), by
integrating velocity spectrum once. For accelerometers,
two integrations are needed to get displacement spectrum
from acceleration spectrum.

Dk  

Vel k 
j k

 k  2f k  2k

Fs
NFFT

(4)

RMS displacement power spectrum (PS) and power
spectrum density (PSD) are:

PS k  

2  Dk 

2

, k  1,2,... NFFT/ 2
S12
2
PS k  2  Dk 

PSD k  
ENBW
Fs  S 2

(5)

In Eq. (5) PS calculation, the factor of 2 comes from
converting double sided FFT to single sided FFT. The DC
term (k = 0) is ignored. In real measurement, average of
PS/PSD from many FFT frames can improve the
measurement resolution. Amplitude spectrum and
amplitude spectrum density are square root of the
averaged power spectrum and power spectrum density.
Correlation of two channels’ signals is defined as:

____________________________________________
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(6)

sensitivity ~ 1 V/(m/s2) in the working frequency range
0.1Hz to 200Hz. Using digitizer integrated IEPE
excitation, no extra signal conditioning is needed. Matlab
scripts are prepared to do the data acquisition and signal
processing.

Where PS1 and PS2 are power spectra of two channels,
as defined in Eq. (5). PS12 is cross spectrum of Channel 1
and 2.

Fig. 1 shows the measurement setup photo in NSLS2
storage ring tunnel. Two horizontal L4C seismometers,
two vertical L4C seismometers and PCB 393B31
accelerometers are aligned on the tunnel floor, near one of
the magnet supporting girders. Laptop running the Matlab
scripts is communicating with the digitizers. Typical
digitizer sampling rate was set to 5 kHz.

PS12 

PS1 PS 2

2
D1 k   D2* k 
2
S1

We define correlated difference spectrum, which gives
the uncorrelated motion between these two channels:

CorrDiff  21  Correlation PS1 PS2

(7)

MEASUREMENT SETUP
Two types of sensors are used for NSLS2 vibration
measurements. Sercel L4C seismometer [2] has open
circuit electrodynamic constant ~270 V/(m/sec). It has
resonant frequency of 1 Hz. By adding damping resistors,
the sensor constant is:

Gd 

Rs
G
Rs  Rc

(8)

Where Rs is damping resistor, Rc is coil resistor and G
is open circuit constant.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A typical floor motion spectrum in vertical plane is
shown in Fig. 2. Compare the displacement spectrum
results from seismometer and accelerometer. Both types
of sensors have spectra in agreement between 0.5Hz and
200Hz. Above 200Hz, the vibration level is negligible.
Peak ~30 Hz is induced by air handler. Peaks around
55Hz and 59Hz are coming from the cooling water
pumps. Effects of utility system induced vibration on the
beam may increase when the machine is fully operational.
Vibration level at 1 Hz and above is around 130 nm
during normal working days. The level is lower during
night and weekends, as one can see later on the long term
results.

Typical measurements used two L4C vertical (or
horizontal) sensors. Correlation information was obtained
from two channels’ cross spectrum. Sensors are
connected to damping resistor boxes. The output signal is
amplified before being fed into 8-channel 24-bit PXI
4472B digitizer. Another portable digitizer with USB
interface USB-9234 is used for hard to access locations.
Noise spectra of the digitizers are well below the sensor
output spectrum.

Sensor

Figure 2: Typical ambient vibration spectrum measured
on NSLS2 storage ring floor.
Figure 1: Vibration measurement setup in the NSLS2
storage ring tunnel.
Second type of sensor used is PCB [3] accelerometer.
High sensitivity seismic accelerometer 393B31 has

BPMs and Beam Stability

Locating two sensors at different separation, correlation
of the two channel outputs are measured as described in
Eq. (6). Shown in Fig. 3, when two sensors are sitting side
by side (0.1m separation), correlation is good all the way
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up to 200Hz. As the sensors are moved apart, correlation
at higher frequencies decreases. The correlation at NSLS2
site is good around 1.5Hz when two sensors are separated
by one cell, which is about 26 meters. For NSLS2 storage
ring lattice (Qx/Qy = 33.36/16.28), one horizontal
betatron oscillation wavelength is about one cell distance,
vertical betatron wavelength is even longer. Typically we
integrate the motion 1Hz (or 2Hz) and above, to reflect
this correlation spectrum.

believed to be the dominant source of ground borne
surface waves.

Figure 3: Two channel correlation at various sensor
separations.
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Figure 5: Integrated RMS motion in different frequency
ranges for ~ 1 week period.
Green field measurements were carried out at different
locations on BNL campus. Closer to the freeway,
vibration level is higher at similar times of working days.
These measurements confirm the traffic is major source
of NSLS2 site vibration. There are some high frequency
spikes on working days, coming from the installation
work inside the tunnel and on the experiment floor.

Figure 4: PSD spectrogram plot of NSLS2 tunnel floor
motion during ~ 1 week period. Horizontal axis is
frequency and vertical axis is the time at 10 minutes
intervals. Color reflects the PSD spectrum amplitude.
Floor vibrations have been recorded for long period of
time. Using a timer, Matlab script can collect and analyze
vibration data for a given interval. Fig. 4 shows the floor
vibration PSD spectrum during ~ 1 week period. From the
PSD spectrogram, diurnal pattern was clearly observed,
especially for the motion below 10 Hz. Air handler
induced vibration peak (~30 Hz) and water pump skids
induced peak (~ 60 Hz) exist although the levels are low.
Our utility system has dynamic flow rate adjustments,
which is why utility induced vibration peaks vary during
this long period of time. Fig. 5 plots the integrated RMS
motion level in three different frequency ranges. For 2 Hz
and above, the motion has clearly day/night difference.
Floor vibration level is lower on weekends. Freeway
traffic about one mile south of NSLS2 site is suspected to
be a major cause of this diurnal pattern. Large trucks are
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If we integrate the RMS motion from 1 Hz and above,
the diurnal pattern is not obvious for this particular week.
Further investigation reveals weather, especially wind
speed, affects the floor motion near 1 Hz range. Lower
frequency motions are correlated to the wind speed.
To further understand the wind induced ground motions,
floor motion measurements were carried out on the HXN
(Hard X-ray Nanoprobe) beamline satellite building.
HXN beamline is a long beamline that extends outside the
NSLS2 ring building. Its floor motion requirement is even
more stringent than NSLS2 experiment/tunnel floor. The
satellite building floor has a thickness of one meter and is
isolated from the rest of the building. Fig. 6 compares the
vibration spectrum on HXN satellite building floor at
three different times, with different wind speed and traffic
volume. Red curve shows the spectrum during a windy
midnight, when the traffic induced motion is low. Blue
curve is a typical daytime with quiet weather and Green is
midnight data without wind. Comparing the red and
green, we can see motion around 1Hz was elevated due to
the wind. During gust of wind, the building may excite
several Hz resonant peaks and couple to the floor.
Compare the blue and green curves, it is clear that
daytime traffic induced motion is in 2-10Hz range.

BPMs and Beam Stability
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misalignment. The difference is vibration is a transient
effect, while misalignment is “static”. With ground
motion, the dominant effect will produce transverse offset
of elements (Quadrupoles). This transverse offset will
introduce a kick angle to the beam:



Px e  k  x  L ec

 kxL
P//
E /c
E

(9)

Where k is Quadruple strength in T/m; x is beam offset
to the Q-center; L is Quadruple length and  is kick angle
introduced by offset x in Quadruple magnet.
Closed orbit variation at i-th BPM xi with j-th kick
angle j can be expressed in Eq. (10)

xi   j
 a j k jl j

Preliminary measurement for one high stability BPM
support shows the support has no vertical amplification.
Horizontally the support has resonant peak around 42 Hz,
which agrees with the mechanical design. Fig. 7 compares
the horizontal spectrum of high stability BPM stand,
where Ch0 is ground motion near the support and Ch1 is
sitting on top of the stand.

2 sin Q 



 i  j cos i   j  Q
2 sin Q 





(10)

Where i, j, i, j are beta function and phase at BPM
and Quadruple magnets. Q is the ring betatron tune.
Based on the NSLS2 vibration measurements,
assuming each Quadruple magnet has 100nm uncorrelated motion, simulation of NSLS2 storage ring
lattice shows orbit variation of 4-7 microns at BPM
locations. This is about 45% of vertical beam size, which
exceeds the 10% beam size stability requirement. The real
machine is more complicated since nearby magnets
vibration has less un-correlated motion. Measurement
shows un-correlated motion is less than 20 nm between
quadruples on the same girder. Storage ring global orbit
feedback system is expected to reduce the orbit motion by
at least 20 dB. This will ensure that the orbit variation is
within 10% of beam size.

SUMMARY
Vibration measurements have been carried out at
NSLS2. Ambient floor motion level exceeds the 25 nm
specification. Long term floor motion shows diurnal
pattern, which indicates nearby freeway traffic is the
dominant source. There is clear evidence that weather
(wind) increases the floor motion at low frequency in
several Hz range. With help of global orbit feedback
system, 10% beam size orbit stability shall be achievable.
Figure 7: NSLS2 high stability BPM horizontal motion
spectrum. Ch0- sensor sits on the floor; Ch1- sensor sits
on top of the BPM stand.

The authors thank Yong Chu and Evgueni Nazaretski
from HXN group for their support on the HXN floor
vibration measurement.
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Figure 6: HXN satellite building floor vibration spectrum
and cumulative RMS displacement at three different
times.
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PERFORMANCE OF NSLS2 BUTTON BPMs*
W. Cheng#, B. Bacha, B. Kosciuk, O. Singh, S. Krinsky
NSLS-II, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
Abstract
Different types of button BPMs are used in NSLS2
machines. Coaxial vacuum feedthroughs are used to
couple the beam induced signal out. The feedthroughs are
designed to match the external transmission line and
electronics with characteristic impedance of 50 Ohm.
Performances of these BPM feedthroughs are presented in
this paper.

INTRODUCTION
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NSLS2 is an ultra low emittance third generation light
source under construction at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. It includes 200MeV LINAC, low energy
LINAC to Booster (LtB) transfer line, 200MeV to 3GeV
Booster ring, high energy Booster to Storage ring (BtS)
transfer line and 3GeV Storage Ring. Button type beam
position monitors (BPM) are used in these machines to
measure the beam position. Table 1 summarizes different
button BPMs used at NSLS2.
Table 1: NSLS2 Button BPM Summary
Type
Qty. Button dia. Chamber size
[mm]
LINAC
5
10.8
Round, R=20mm
LtB
5
15
Round, R=20mm
Round
LtB
1
15
Elliptical,
Elliptical
90mm*40mm
Booster
28
15
Elliptical,
Arc type
41mm*24mm
Booster
8
15
Elliptical,
Straight
62mm*22mm
BtS
8
15
Round, R=20mm
Ring LA 180
7
Octagon
76mm*25mm
Ring SA 9
4.7
Rectangular,
EPU
and DW chambers
There are six large aperture BPMs in one storage ring
cell. These BPMs are mounted on the girder using carbon
fiber plates. In straight sections where In-Vacuum
Undulators (IVU) are installed, the same large aperture
BPMs will be installed. Two button assemblies rotate 64
degree to increase vertical sensitivity. Damping wiggler
(DW) and EPU straight sections will be equipped with
small aperture BPMs. The small aperture BPM has a
button size of 4.7mm diameter and the button to button
horizontal separation is 10mm. Two button assembly sets
___________________________________________

will be installed on the chamber rotated by 60 deg, so that
the effective horizontal separation is 5mm in order to
increase the vertical sensitivity. The damping wiggler
chamber size is 60mm*11.5mm. The EPU chamber is
60mm*8mm. All IVU straight section BPMs are installed
on high stability supports. There are several special BPMs
in the storage ring injection straight which are not
included in Table 1. Injection straight BPMs are
geometrically shifted horizontally to measure the bumped
stored beam or injected beam.
To verify BPM pickup performance, CST [1]
simulations were carried out as well as in-situ
measurements. The results are presented in the following
sections.

FEEDTHROUGH TDR

Button
capacitance

Figure 1: (Top) CST model of NSLS2 storage ring large
aperture BPM feedthrough; and (Bottom) TDR simulation
result together with real measurement. Fitted results from
Eq. (1) were ploted as dashed lines.

*Work supported by DOE contract No: DE-AC02-98CH10886
#
chengwx@bnl.gov
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CST Microwave Studio was used to optimize the small
aperture BPM feedthrough. To verify the simulation
result, we calculated other installed button BPMs as well.
Measurements of production feedthrough agree well with
the CST simulation results. Fig. 1 shows the example for
the storage ring large aperture BPM. The button has 7mm
diameter and 2mm thickness. The vacuum glass seal and
heat sink are shown as green and pink pieces in the
model.

WEPC09

To avoid the trapped mode effect on BPM
measurements, vacuum compatible BeCu springs were
installed in the antechamber gap, which shifts the TE10
cutoff frequency above the RF frequency [2]. For even
cell S2 chamber, with RF shielding installed, TE10 cutoff
frequency was calculated to be ~ 959.1MHz. Using Eq.
(2), possible trapped TE10p modes resonant frequencies
can be calculated.

In button BPM TDR curve, reflectivity can be written
as:

  1  e  ( t t
  R  Cb

0 ) /

(1)

Where R is feedthrough characteristic impedance and
Cb is button capacitance. Fitting the TDR results to the
Eq. (1), button capacitance can be measured. CST
simulation TDR curve fitting gives button capacitance of
2.42pF and measurement from 20GHz TDR gives 2.32pF.
Measurement and simulation has <5% difference.

TRAPPED MODE

Table 2: Comparison of Trapped TE10p Modes
Frequency
Mode #
Equation
CST [MHz]
Measure
p
[MHz]
[MHz]
1
960.1
958.4
958.0
2
963.1
961.6
961.0
3
968.0
966.4
966.0
4
974.8
973.6
973.5
5
983.5
982.0
983.0
6
994.1
992.8
994.5
7
1006.5
1004.8
1008.0
8
1020.6
1019.2
9
1036.3
1034.4
1039.5
10
1053.6
1052.0
1058.0
Resonant mode frequencies of multipole chamber can
be written as Eq. (2). Where c is waveguide cutoff
wavelength. Lowest modes exist in multipole
antechamber structure are TE10p like. NSLS2 multipole
chamber has cutoff frequency ~ 432MHz, which is below
the RF frequency of 499.68MHz.

c
fp 
2

 2

 c

2

  p
   
 L
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2

(2)

Figure 2: (Top) CST model of NSLS2 even cell S2
multipole chamber with BPMs and shielding installed,
excitation ports were defined at BPM buttons and beam
chamber. (Bottom) CST simulation result and real
chamber measurement.
Using CST frequency domain solver, resonant
frequency of trapped modes can be determined from Sparameters between predefined ports. Table 2 compares
the TE10p modes frequency from simulation,
measurement and Eq (2) calculation, knowing the cutoff
frequency from waveguide simulation. With shielding
installed, the lowest possible trapped mode will not occur
until above 950MHz, which will guarantee BPM
electronics free from high order modes. Fig. 2 shows the
CST model and S-parameter comparison between
simulation and measurement. S21 measured shows the
result between two top buttons of the same BPM set. One
can see the results agree very well not only with the
resonant frequencies, but also with the coupling
amplitude between buttons. Measurement and simulation
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NSLS2 storage ring vacuum chamber has key-hole like
geometry. This antechamber structure shifts the chamber
cutoff frequency down below the RF frequency where the
BPM electronics work at. All 180 large aperture BPMs in
the ring, mounted on multipole chambers may detect high
order modes, if proper shielding is not installed [2].
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S21 amplitude has less than 5dB difference. There are no
resonant peaks around 500MHz, which is in favor of
detecting electronics.

Standard deviations of all 36 Booster BPMs’ offsets are
126 m horizontally and 164 m vertically.

Due to synchrotron radiation, RF shielding plate cannot
extend in the full length of the S6 chamber. The last BPM
in each cell will not be protected from the trapped modes.
CST simulation and measurement results of S6 chamber
are shown in Fig. 3. The measurement was carried out at
C22 chamber installed in the ring tunnel. Lowest resonant
mode is below 500MHz. The chamber was not under
vacuum during the measurement, putting the chamber
under vacuum may shift the resonant frequencies.
Different production chambers resonant frequencies may
shift due to mechanical tolerance.
There are other BPMs installed at positions with no
antechamber sections, near the beginning of the cell. This
configuration makes sure there are enough useable BPMs
for machine commissioning and operation.

Figure 4: Booster BPM measured offsets.

BPM NONLINEARITY
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When the beam has a large offset to the chamber
center, the BPM has large nonlinearity on the position
read back. As discussed in BIW’2012 paper [3], one or
two dimension correlation will be implemented to have
read back position as accurate as possible.

Figure 3: Simulation and measurement results for NSLS2
even cell S6 multipole chamber downstream BPM
buttons. RF shielding was installed at upstream part of the
chamber but not near the downstream BPM location.

OFFSET MEASUREMENT
Assuming mirror symmetry of the button BPM and
housing chamber, offset between the chamber geometry
center and BPM electrical center can be measured using a
4-port network analyzer. Description of measurement
method can be found in previous paper [3].
All installed BPMs (will) have the offset measured,
which will benefit the early stage of commissioning.
These measurements also make sure installed button
BPMs function as expectation. Ultimately the BPM offset
will be measured and corrected with beam based
alignment, which determines offset between BPM
electrical center relative to the nearby quadruple magnetic
center. Fig. 4 presents measurement result for all Booster
BPMs, including the arc type and straight section type.
680

BPM four button SUM signals can be very useful for
the machine commissioning and operation. Using fourbutton SUM signal of all 180 BPMs in the storage ring,
it’s possible to measure the beam lifetime precisely and
fast. The DC beam current, filling pattern, electronics
gain, and cable loss can all change the measured SUM
signal. For a given filling pattern and fixed electronics
gain, SUM signal should be determined by the beam
current and cable attenuation. Once cable attenuation is
known, SUM signal can be useful to measure the beam
current. With 180 BPMs distributed along the ring, BPM
SUM signal can be especially helpful during
commissioning, before the beam stored. One can compare
the SUM signal of all BPMs to determine where the beam
loss occurred.
Similar to the BPM measured position nonlinearity,
when the beam is far from the chamber center, SUM
signal has nonlinear effect. With 2D beam offset, one can
fit the SUM signal to a polynomial equation. Eq (3) writes
the polynomial fit up to 4th order. Due to symmetry, all
the odd terms can be neglected.

 x, y  p00  p20 x 2  p11xy  p02 y 2
 p40 x 4  p31x3 y  p22 x 2 y 2  p13 xy3  p04 y 4  ...

(3)

As an example of BPM Sum signal nonlinearity, Fig. 5
plots the SUM signal of LINAC BPM at different
horizontal/vertical offsets. The value is normalized to
central position (0,0) data. There are two mesh plots in
BPMs and Beam Stability
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the drawing. One is calculated raw data and the other
layer of mesh plot is fitted result according to Eq. (3). The
fitted result agrees well with the raw data, the fitting error
is less than 2% in the full range of +/-10mm.
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Figure 5: NSLS2 LINAC BPM Sum signal nonlinearity.
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Where Q = A+C-B-D, x = A+D-B-C, y = A+B-C-D,
given A, B, C, D are four buttons starting from top left
corner, counting clockwise. c is a constant determined by
the BPM chamber geometry.

Figure 6: NSLS2 large aperture BPM Q-term
nonlinearity. (Top) Q-term vs. distance from chamber
center. (Bottom) Q-term vs. x*y.

Calculation result of Q-terms for storage ring large
aperture BPM is presented in Fig. 6. Beam positions
varied on 10mm*5mm grids. The horizontal grid space
was 0.5mm and vertical grid space was 0.25mm. It’s clear
that Q-term shows nonlinearities even with beam offset as
small as ~ mm range. From the plot of Q versus x*y,
one can see for NSLS2 storage ring large aperture BPM,
more than 2nd order nonlinear terms need to be included.
Measurement of this Q-term nonlinearity will be carried
out with beam. Using turn-by-turn or slow orbit data from
BPM electronics, four feedthrough gain variation (offset)
can be measured. The measurement will include the gain
variation in the digitizer channels.

For NSLS2 production BPMs, TDR measurements
agree well with CST time domain simulation. Possible
trapped mode and its effects to BPM readings have been
measured and compared with simulation in agreement
with ref [2]. BPM offsets due to four feedthrough gain
variation are being measured using network analyzer.
Nonlinearity of BPMs, including position, Sum and Qterm have been investigated.

BPMs and Beam Stability

SUMMARY
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Q  c x  y

Q [a.u.]

Quadratic term Q of four button BPMs can be a useful
tool to diagnose the health of buttons, cables and
electronics. With small beam offset, where button
response is linear, Q-term is close to zero. As the beam
moves away from the center, nonlinear effects on Q-term
appears. Taylor expanding of button signal to second
order, one gets the following relation [4]:

0.05
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CAPABILITY UPGRADE OF THE DIAMOND TRANSVERSE
MULTIBUNCH FEEDBACK
M.G. Abbott, G. Rehm, I.S. Uzun, Diamond Light Source, Oxfordshire, UK
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We describe an upgrade to the Transverse MultiBunch Feedback processor used at Diamond for control
of multibunch instabilities and measurement of betatron
tunes. The new system will improve both feedback and
diagnostic capabilities. Bunch by bunch selectable control
over feedback filters, gain and excitation will allow finer
control over feedback, allowing for example the single
bunch in a hybrid or camshaft fill pattern to be controlled
independently from the bunch train. It will also be
possible to excite all bunches at a single frequency while
simultaneously sweeping the excitation for tune measurement of a few selected bunches. The single frequency
excitation can be used for bunch cleaning or continuous
measurement of the beta-function. A simple programmable
event sequencer will provide support for up to 8 steps
of programmable sweeps and changes to feedback and
excitation, allowing a variety of complex and precisely
timed beam characterisation experiments including growdamp measurements in unstable conditions.

INTRODUCTION
At Diamond we stabilise transverse oscillations of the
bunches with two FPGA based Transverse Multi-Bunch
Feedback (TMBF) processors, one operating horizontally,
one vertically. Each processor is a Libera Bunch-by-Bunch
from Instrumentation Technologies [1], packaged as a 1U
unit containing 4 14-bit ADCs running at 125 MHz, a
Virtex-II Pro FPGA clocked at 125 MHz, a 14-bit DAC
running at 500 MHz, and an embedded Single Board
Computer (SBC) ARM microprocessor running Linux to
provide the control system.
The system was delivered as a basic development
platform with basic interfacing software on the Linux
board and a layer of FPGA code for interfacing to the
external signals and the processor board. The initial
implementation of the Transverse Multi-Bunch Feedback
(TMBF) processor was done at Diamond [2] based on work
at the ESRF [3]. The Diamond implementation consists of
FPGA code together with an EPICS driver running on the
embedded processor board.
The first version of the TMBF system has now been
running at Diamond since 2007 and provides good support
for beam stabilisation through transverse feedback and
tune measurement, but limited support for more advanced
experiments.
The developments described in this paper, still very
much work in progress, provide support for more detailed
682

measurements, finer control, and more complex experiments. In particular, the following major functionality is
added in this update:
• Separate feedback parameters for individual bunches.
For example, we can now use one feedback filter for
the hybrid bunch and a different filter for the rest of
the fill.
• Concurrent tune measurements on up to four different
bunches.
• Program sequencing, allowing a sequence of different
control parameters to be applied to the beam at the
same time as data capture.
• Output gain pre-emphasis to compensate for high
frequency roll-off.
A key concept here is the bunch number: in the train
of 936 bunches in the storage ring, each bunch is assigned
its own sequence number, and processing parameters are
configured separately for each bunch. The location of
bunch zero is defined through an external trigger.

MOTIVATION
Diamond has been using transverse multibunch feedback
since 2007 [2, 4]. This system, while using the Libera
Bunch-by-Bunch hardware utilises an in-house developed
FPGA code and EPICS interface. The firmware and software have continued to develop and include functionality
beyond the pure feedback action required for suppression
of multibunch instabilities. A Numerically Controlled
Oscillator (NCO) with a programmable sweep function
together with a numerical I/Q mixer and accumulator
has enabled continuous measurement of the betatron tune
oscillation frequency [5] with minimal disturbance to the
beam.
New operational requirements demand further functionality so a major upgrade of the FPGA and supporting
EPICS interface has been implemented to enhance the
capabilities of the existing system. These requirements can
be classified as follows:

Timed Sequence Experiments
Some experiments require several states of the system to
be processed in a tightly timed sequence. One example
is “grow-damp” experiments where a certain mode of
oscillation is first grown (either forced by the NCO or
naturally due to an instability), and subsequently damping
BPMs and Beam Stability
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Differing Actions per Bunch
Some experiments require different actions on different
bunches. With the old implementation this was partially
possible, allowing for a selection of feedback or NCO
excitation on a bunch by bunch basis. However, all
bunches had to see the same NCO excitation. We have
demonstrated an approach for measuring the beta function
of the storage ring during user mode operation [6], which
requires continuous excitation of all bunches at the betatron
frequency which is then detected by all electron beam
position monitors. In order to make this compatible with
continuous measurement of the betatron tune, the TMBF
must be able to feedback on all bunches except one and
simultaneously excite these with a fixed frequency NCO,
while at the same time sweeping an excitation for one
bunch to measure the tune. The new implementation allows
bunch-by-bunch selection of any combination of feedback,
NCO1 (fixed frequency) or NCO2 (swept frequency).

which leads to a low pass behaviour in the frequency
response. We concluded that this can be mitigated to
some degree by implementing a digital “pre-emphasis”
filter acting on the samples just in front of the final digital
output to the DAC.

IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the TMBF is a mixture of FPGA
code (written in System Verilog) and the EPICS driver
(written in C). The structure of the FGPA implementation
is shown in Fig 1. The development strategy has been
to ensure that high speed and intensive processing is
performed in the FPGA but to off-load as much complexity
as possible into the internals of the EPICS driver. For
instance, there are numerous places within the TMFB processing chain where the bunch number affects processing:
this is measured and compensated in software, rather than
creating long delay lines in the FPGA.
One interesting complication in the FPGA implementation arises from a speed mismatch: the machine RF frequency is 500 MHz with bunches separated by 2 ns, but the
ADCs and core FPGA processing can only run at 125 MHz.
This is resolved by running four concurrent channels of
processing inside the FPGA. Mostly this is hidden and
demultiplexed in software, but we take advantage of this to
implement simultaneous bunch detection on four separate
bunches.
The FPGA provides the following elements:
• Core processing chain from ADC to DAC.
• Data capture from FPGA to EPICS clients.
• Frequency generator and detector, the basis of tune
measurement.
• Sequencer and bunch configuration selection.

Capturing High Volumes of Data

Core Processing Chain

Experiments which require large amounts or frequent
collection of bunch-by-bunch data: in the previous implementation access to the large bunch-by-bunch data
buffer was not possible through the EPICS interface
and instead required command line access, which was
cumbersome and unreliable. Collection of data from
frequently occurring events, like from the disturbance due
to the injection kickers during each injection cycle was
not possible. The new implementation has access to this
buffer fully integrated into the EPICS interface. Access
to large amounts of bunch-by-bunch data will facilitate
a continuously updating display of an instability analysis
mode by mode.

This is the core feedback chain consisting of data
capture, filtering, excitation injection and output preemphasis. This chain comprises the following stages:

Improving System Impulse Response
Improving the impulse response of the system: measurements of the impulse or frequency response of the TMBF
system have shown cross talk between adjacent bunches,
BPMs and Beam Stability

Input. Interfaces to the ADC and performs offset compensation for small ADC voltage offsets between the four
ADCs.
Filtering. Filters with up to ten taps can be applied to each
bunch in turn. Each bunch can have its own filter,
from a choice of four programmable filters. The result
of filtering is scaled and checked for overflow: any
overflow is reported through the EPICS interface.
Output Selection. For each bunch the generated output
signal can be selected as a sum of up to three sources:
the filtered input, or one or both NCOs. Also, each
bunch has its own scaling applied at this stage. Again
overflow is checked for and detected.
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is observed (either synchrotron radiation damping or forced
damping using the feedback). In the old implementation, only a “permanent” and a “temporary” state were
available, allowing for “feedback-off-feedback” or “offNCO-off”. However, there are interesting operational
conditions near the instability threshold which cannot be
adequately investigated using just one temporary state.
Also, observing the natural growth of an instability is
highly unpredictable unless the growth rate is already very
high. In this case the desired sequence would be “feedbackNCO-off-feedback” to drive a potentially unstable mode
first, then observe whether it is damping naturally, then
switch back to feedback. Another sequence of steps would
be repeated measurements of the tune using a fast sweep
(while exciting one or many bunches), followed by a slow
sweep of a narrower range with strong excitation of just
a few bunches which are supposed to be cleared from the
storage ring to improve the purity of the fill pattern.
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Figure 1: Functional architecture of TMBF processor and FPGA internals.
Output. The output data stream is filtered with a three
tap filter for output pre-emphasis and delayed by a
programmable delay of up to a full machine turn to
compensate for external delays to align bunches.
All timing and delays inside the TMBF processor are
in steps of 2 ns: sub nano-second precise alignment of
bunches is performed during installation with carefully
trimmed external cabling delays.

Data Capture
Min/Max ADC and DAC. For both the incoming
bunch measurements (after offset compensation) and the
outgoing drive signal the FPGA internally records the
minimum and maximum value read and written for each
bunch. These measurements are read and reset by the
control system and used to generate EPICS waveforms to
provide a very helpful overview of bunch movements and
system activity.
Long Buffer. A very long buffer can capture up to
64 M samples, or around 100 ms, of ADC, FIR or DAC
data. This acquisition can be triggered by software or from
an external trigger.
The EPICS interface provides an overview of the captured data and a defined mechanism for reading out the
entire waveform. Data can be read out at around 1,000,000
samples per second, mainly limited by control processor
capacity.
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Short Buffer. A short double width buffer can capture
up to 16,384 samples of two out of three of ADC, FIR or
DAC data, or can be used to capture IQ detector data when
a frequency sweep is being generated.
The I/Q data is processed in the control system to
generate tune response data as EPICS waveforms and a
tune value is extracted.

Frequency Generator and Detector
NCO1 has a fixed programmable frequency which can be
added into selected bunches for fixed excitation. NCO2 is
controlled by the sequencer to generate a swept frequency
which can also be added to selected bunches.
The swept NCO dwells for a programmable number of
turns at each frequency and during this dwell an IQ detector
mixes the NCO output with either the ADC or FIR signal
to generate a response measurement at this frequency. The
detector can either observe all bunches or a single selected
bunch.
The resulting IQ value generated by the detector is
then written to the short buffer, and so after performing a
complete sweep the response waveform can read out and is
used to compute the tune response.

Sequencer and Bunch Selector
At the heart of the advanced experimental functionality
of the TMBF is the sequencer and bunch selection array.
The sequencer has up to seven states (plus a quiescent
BPMs and Beam Stability
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state for normal operation) which can be programmed
and then triggered. When triggered the sequencer will
progress through the selected states, changing the operation
of the TMBF accordingly, and capturing IQ detector data as
appropriate.
Each state of the sequencer defines the following controls:
• Start frequency and frequency step for NCO2 .
• How many turns to excite at the selected frequency, or
“dwell time”.
• Total number of frequency steps: so total duration is
number of steps multiplied by dwell time.

One of the goals of the TMBF is to operate on each
bunch independently of its neighbours. There is enough
bandwidth in the system for this to be a sensible goal, but
there is some spill-over between adjacent bunches in the
DAC output. Much of this effect can be cancelled out by a
simple three tap pre-emphasis filter on the output.
Fig 2 shows three oscilloscope traces measured on a
high bandwidth scope showing the raw DAC output and the
cancelling effect of pre-emphasis. Note that with all three
taps it is possible to cancel out most interference between
bunches.

CONCLUSIONS

The bunch configuration selection provides the flexibility of this system: up to four different bunch configurations
can be programmed, and each sequencer state can select
a different configuration. For each of the four available
bunch configurations the following parameters are defined
for each bunch:
• Filter: one of four different programmable filters can
be selected for each bunch.
• Output selection: any or none of the FIR, NCO1 or
NCO2 outputs can be combined and accumulated per
bunch.
• Output gain: each bunch can be driven with separately
selected intensity.
For example, in one configuration feedback can be
enabled on one bunch, active excitation can be driven onto
its neighbours, and finally the rest of the train can be left
undisturbed.
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Figure 2: Effect of output pre-emphasis on DAC output.
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• Bunch configuration selection.

normalised output amplitude

OUTPUT PRE-EMPHASIS

At the time of writing this is still very much work in
progress. Results from live operation on the Diamond
synchrotron should be available towards the end of the year.

• Excitation gain.
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RADIATION RESISTANCE TESTING OF COMMERCIAL COMPONENTS
FOR THE NEW SPS BEAM POSITION MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
C. Deplano∗ , J. Albertone, T. Bogey, J. L. Gonzalez, J. J. Savioz, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
A new Front-End (FE) electronics is under development
for the SPS Multi Orbit POsition System (MOPOS). To
cover the large dynamic range of beam intensities (70 dB)
to be measured in the SPS, the beam position monitor signals are processed using logarithmic ampliﬁers. They are
then digitized locally and transmitted via optical ﬁbers over
long distances (up to 1 km) to VME acquisition boards located in surface buildings. The FE board is designed to
be located in the SPS tunnel, where it must withstand radiation doses of up to 100 Gy per year. Analogue components, such as Logarithmic Ampliﬁers (LA), ADC-Drivers
(ADC-D) and Voltage Regulators (VR), have been tested at
PSI (Paul Scherrer Institute) for radiation hardness, while
several families of bidirectional SFP, both single-ﬁber and
double-ﬁber, have been tested at both PSI and CNRAD.
This paper gives a description of the overall system architecture and presents the results of the radiation hardness
tests in detail.
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INTRODUCTION
The SPS orbit and trajectory measurement system relies on 216 Beam Positions Monitors (BPM) distributed
all around the machine. Most of the pick-ups are electrostatic rectangular “shoe-boxes”, measuring either horizontal or vertical beam positions. The upgrade of the present
MOPOS aims at developing a radiation hard electronic system capable to provide both high dynamic range measurements to cover the various beam conﬁgurations available
on the SPS and a fast enough data sampling rate to resolve
the 2 μs long multi batch structure of the beam.
The analogue part of the Front-End (FE) board is based
on dual Logarithmic Ampliﬁers (LA), which provide a direct measurement of the beam position. For each BPM,
the input stage is made of a low-pass ﬁlter that minimizes
the bunch shape variation during acceleration, followed by
band-pass ﬁlters, which create suitable signals for the LAs.
Three LA stages are necessary to cover the large SPS dynamic range related to different kind of particles, energies,
and ﬁlling schemes. Each plane generates three analogue
position signals, called Delta 200 MHz, Delta 40 MHz Low
Sensitivity and Delta 40 MHz High Sensitivity. In addition,
the summation of each LA output provides an estimate of
the beam intensity measurement, which is used to detect
the beam presence and validate the acquisitions.
The digital part of the FE board consists of an octal
14-bit ADC (Analog Devices), an FPGA (Xilinx Spartan6) and a Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) optical
∗ caterina.deplano@cern.ch
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transceiver. Analogue data are digitized at 10 MS/s and
serialized. In the FPGA, each ADC measurement is tagged
with a time-stamp with respect to the rising-edge of the SPS
turn-clock. Data are then packed in a frame every turn and
transmitted to the readout board using a 2.4 Gb/s optical
transmission link.
The ﬁrst FE prototype, installed out of the ring and connected to a “shoe-box” (vertical BPM) and to a Stripline
(horizontal BPM), has been successfully tested with beams
on the SPS [1]. The radiation tests done to validate some of
the commercial components of the FE board are described
in this paper.

LOGARITHMIC AMPLIFIER, ADC
DRIVER AND VOLTAGE REGULATOR
RADIATION TESTING
The Devices Under Test (DUTs), Logarithmic Ampliﬁers (LA), ADC drivers (ADC-D) and voltage regulators
(VR), are all soldered on the same analogue test board (see
Fig. 1). Since the working total dose foreseen in the SPS
is about 100 Gy/year, the total dose targeted for the irradiation test is 1 kGy per DUT.



Figure 1: Analogue test board developed for the LA, ADCD and VR Radiation Test at PSI.

Test Setup
The devices tested at PSI at the Proton Irradiation Facility (PIF) under very stable beam conditions are listed in
Table 1. The beam conditions used during the test are presented in Table2, each DUT being exposed to the Total
Dose of 1 kGy accumulated over 3.5 hours.
The analogue test board is composed of 3 units of each
DUT for reproducibility and statistical reasons. The test is
then performed moving the proton beam across the board
over seven different zones as shown in Fig. 1.
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Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) optical transceivers,
listed in Table 3, have been tested up to a total dose of 1 kGy.
A dedicated test bench has been developed and installed at
PSI PIF and at CERN CNRAD (TSG 45, Area 451) facilities. The experimental apparatus used in both cases is very
similar as described in the next paragraph.

Table 1: LA, ADC-D and VR Radiation Test: DUTs.
Device
Company
DUT

Table 3: SFP Radiation Test: DUTs. All components are
single-ﬁber except FTTX-FT3A05D.

Logarithmic
Ampliﬁer
ADC Driver
Voltage
Regulator

Analog Devices
Analog Devices
MAXIM

AD8302
ADL5519
MAX2016

Analog Devices
Texas Instruments

ADA4932-2
THS4521

Linear Technology
Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments

LT1963AEQ
TL1963-KTT
LP3875-ADJ
TPS7A4501KTT

Table 2: LA, ADC-D and VR Radiation Test: Beam Conditions.
Particle Type

proton

Energy [MeV]

230

Flux [p/cm2 /sec]

1.6 108

Collimator [cm]

5.8

2

Fluence [p/cm ]
Angle [deg]

1.874 10

DUT

Tested
PSI

Tested
CNRAD

FTTX-FT3A05D

5

1

FTTX-FTA05D-35
FTTX-FTA05D-53

-

2
2

LTE5350-BC
LTE3550-BC

3
1

1
1

Source
Photonics

SPL-35-GB-CDFM
SPL-53-GB-CDFM

2
3

2
2

Yamasaki

541315L-15B
541315L-15Y

1
1

-

Lightron

WSP24-313LC-I5A
WSP24-513LC-I3A

2
3

2
2

Huihong

HGLC-BX-D
HGLC-BX-H

-

1
1

FTT
double-ﬁber
FTT
Ligent

Test Setup
12

90

Test Results
The logarithmic ampliﬁers and the ADC drivers have not
shown any sign of failures nor deterioration. The output
voltages remain the same with respect to the reference values, measured both during and after irradiation [2].
The test of voltage regulators has indicated that they are
quite sensitive to radiation. Depending on the type of component, the output voltage starts drifting with respect to
the expected value. Voltage regulators TL1963-KTT and
TPS7A4501KTT have shown for all components very little output voltage variation, lower than 100 mV over 3.5 V.
This would correspond to a change in Voltage of 2 % over
10 years in the SPS. The LP3875-ADJ have presented a
behavior worse than the previous components with voltage
drifts as high as 700 mV for all 3 components. The test of
LT1963AEQ is not conclusive since one component died
after only about 100 Gy of irradiation while the two others
have shown a relatively good resistance to radiation.
BPMs and Beam Stability
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The SFP-Test board supports 20 SFP cages, as depicted
in Fig. 2, but only the SFPs under test were plugged. At PSI
up to 3 DUTs were exposed to radiation at the same time
while at CNRAD all the 12 DUTs were tested in parallel.
The SFPs convert optical signals into electrical signals or
vice versa. On the PCB the electrical TX (transmission)
and RX (reception) channels are in loop-back conﬁguration
and the data coming from the read-out board are simply
retransmitted.
During the test at PSI, the power supply board was located in a safe room, not exposed to radiation, while at
CNRAD it was sitting nearby the SFP-Test board inside the
irradiation facilities. The power supply board was remotely
switched off and on in case of latch-ups, which happened a
few times.
The read-out board (see Fig. 3) is a custom made VME
FMC carrier, called VFC [3], which has been developed
as a general beam instrumentation acquisition board. On
the VFC there are two Xilinx Spartan6, conﬁgured to manage the 6 SFPs modules pluggable on the board: 2 on the
front panel and 4 on the two FMC mezzanine boards. Each
test line is independent from the others. Once the communication between the read-out and the front-end optical
link is established, the VFC generates a frame of 32-bit
687
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SFP RADIATION TEST

The analogue test board is powered by a custom-made
power supply located in an adjacent technical room and
therefore not exposed to radiation. The power supply is
switched-off every 60 minutes to avoid latch-ups. The acquisition of each DUT output voltage is performed every 3
minutes using a Keithley multimeter, remotely controlled
by LabView.
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and RX voltage values which are only used for monitoring
purposes during the runs. The time interval between two
acquisitions can be set via software, typically 3 minutes at
PSI and 30 minutes at CNRAD.
The irradiation conditions for the two tests are very different and summarized in Table 4.
Table 4: SFP Radiation Test: Beam Conditions

Particle Type
Energy [MeV]
2

Figure 2: SFP-Test board developed for the SFP Radiation
Test.

PSI

CNRAD

proton

mixed

230
7

8

Flux [p/cm /sec]

1.2 10 ÷ 1.7 10

Collimator [cm]

5.8

-

Angle [deg ]

90

-

0.6 ÷ 9.5

0.005

(12 ÷ 820) 102

0.35 105

Mean Dose Rate [rad/s]
Total Dose Rate [rad]

-
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Test Results

Figure 3: VFC read-out board used for the SFP Radiation
Test.
words in free running mode. This frame is sent to each
SFP, which transmits it back to the VFC board at a communication rate of 1.25 Gb/s. The FPGA in the VFC crosschecks the validity of data sent and received back at a rate
of 31.25 MHz. The ﬁrmware identiﬁes Single Event Upset (SEU) or Multiple Bit Upset (MBU), with respectively
one bit-error or multi-bit errors on the 32-bit word received
back from the DUT. Three 8-bit counters are implemented
to monitor both single, multiple and the total numbers of
errors. All the FPGA settings and the data read-back are
managed via the VME interface through a CAEN USBVME bridge (PSI) or through a MAN CPU (CNRAD). The
control of the VME interface is performed using a Python
script which reads back the counters every second. A report
ﬁle is then uploaded if the values of the counters change or
if the communication is interrupted. Once the “total error”
counter reaches its maximum value (255 counts), the program reset the communication protocol, clears the counters and restarts the measurements. In addition a Keithley
multimeter controlled by LabView reads the front-end TX
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For each DUT the measurements have been analyzed and
are presented plotting the Total-error as a function of the
Total-dose. As an example some data of PSI and CNRAD
are respectively presented in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 5. As a general trend, the same components present similar behavior in
both cases. In addition to the SEU and MBU errors, an unexpected behavior, referred herein as step-error, has been
observed during both tests. It refers to consecutive readings
of a full counter, which we interpret as a major failure rate
that our setup cannot quantify precisely. The error rate is
in this case higher than 8.16 10−6 .
Another failure mode, observed both at PSI and
CNRAD, appears as a deﬁnitive loss of communication,
which typically indicates the death of the component.
For each DUT, the Cross-section [Number of Errors /
(p/cm2 )] has been estimated and the results can be found in
[4] for PSI and in[5] for CNRAD.
At PSI, the Ligent LTE3550-BC did not work at all under radiation. Ligent and Yamasaki components are in general quite sensitive to the irradiation, working at best up
to 300 Gy and 80 Gy respectively. SFPs from SourcePhotonics resist up to 350 Gy but with step-errors. Doubleﬁber FTT and Lightron-I3A SFPs are more promising as
they showed a good radiation resistance up to 300 Gy and
800 Gy respectively.
Concerning the test performed at CNRAD, Huihong
SFPs have been rejected, since they had a mechanical issue with the ﬁber connection, producing error counts even
without radiation. Ligent SFPs work up to 250 Gy, but
produce many step-errors. FTT double-ﬁber and Source
Photonics SFPs keep working correctly up to 250 Gy and
200 Gy. Single-ﬁber FTT SFPs (with almost no steperrors) and Lightron SFPs (with few step-errors) present
BPMs and Beam Stability
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Dose Rate [rad/s] 4.695/3.71/3.71/3.73/3.71/3.5/3.5
7000

FTTX_FT3A05D_4
SourcePhotonics_53_3
SourcePhotonics_53_2
SourcePhotonics_35_1
SourcePhotonics_35_2
Lightron_WSP24-513LC-I3A _2
Lightron_WSP24-513LC-I3A _3

Number of total errors

6000
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Figure 4: SFP data from Radiation Test at PSI. Vertical holes are step-errors, horizontal holes are missing data.
the best radiation hardness with no degradation throughout
the whole run (up to 350 Gy).
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Figure 5: SFP data from Radiation Test at CNRAD. Vertical holes are step-errors, horizontal holes are missing data.

CONCLUSIONS
The Logarithmic Ampliﬁers and the ADC-Drivers have
withstood radiation doses up to 1 kGy without any sign of
degradation (see Table 2). The measured voltages remain
constant with respect to the reference values measured in
our laboratory, both during and after the irradiation [2].
Voltage regulators TL1963-KTT and TPS7A4501KTT
have shown very little output voltage variation during the
test. Any of these components can be selected for our application.
The SFP optical transceivers are in general much more
sensitive to radiation (see Table 4). For all the components
tested, multi-bit errors dominate [4] [5]. Many SFPs have
shown very high failure rates, visible in our analysis as
step-errors, for which our test setup cannot precisely measure the error count. Only 2 SPFs (FTT and Lightron)
families tested here have shown a good radiation hardness
up to 350 Gy. For our current renovation program of the
SPS BPM front-end electronics, we are now considering to
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EVALUATION OF STRIP-LINE PICK-UP SYSTEM FOR THE SPS
WIDEBAND TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
¨
G. Kotzian∗ , W. Hofle,
R. J. Steinhagen, D. Valuch, U. Wehrle
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
The proposed SPS Wideband Transverse Feedback system requires a wide-band pick-up system to be able to detect intra-bunch motion within the SPS proton bunches,
captured and accelerated in a 200 MHz bucket. We present
the electro-magnetic design of transverse beam position
pick-up options optimised for installation in the SPS and
evaluate their performance reach with respect to direct time
domain sampling of the intra-bunch motion. The analysis also discusses the achieved subsystem responses of the
associated cabling with new low dispersion smooth wall
coaxial cables, wide-band generation of intensity and position signals by means of 180 degree RF hybrids as well as
passive techniques to electronically suppress the beam offset signal, needed to optimise the dynamic range and position resolution of the planned digital intra-bunch feedback
system.
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INTRODUCTION
Transverse motion is caused by impedance and electron
cloud driven instabilities, in particular in the vertical plane
in the SPS and represents a limitation to the bunch intensity
and therefore the performance of the SPS as injector for the
High Luminosity Upgrade of LHC [1].
The proposed High Bandwidth SPS Transverse Feedback System requires that the internal bunch transverse motion of a proton bunch is sampled at several GS/s. The task
of the feedback is to damp this internal motion within an
analog bandwidth in excess of 1 GHz [2]. In the framework of the SPS for the LHC Injectors Upgrade Project
(LIU) development of a prototype system has started using
an existing exponentially tapered stripline as pick-up and
an identical stripline as kicker.
In the following we will first look at the existing pickup system and analyse limitations relevant to the transverse
feedback system followed by design guidelines for a new
pick-up.

OPTIONS FOR PICK-UP
Stripline pick-ups are widely used in accelerators today
and represent the most simple approach to resolving in time
domain the internal bunch motion [3]. As the requirement
is to cover a bandwidth from the very low frequency end
up to beyond 1 GHz, button pick-ups and slotted pick-ups,
the latter frequently used for stochastic cooling systems,
∗ Gerd.Kotzian@cern.ch
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have either a strong dependence of the amplitude on frequency or phase on frequency over the desired range of
frequencies. A slotted coaxial structure has been proposed
as kicker for this system as an option in the future [4].
In a matched homogenous stripline with constant
impedance and coupling to the beam, the signal extracted
at the upstream port is composed of two pulses, separated
in time corresponding twice the length of the stripline. The
first pulse is generated directly at the upstream port where
time domain direct sampling yields the bunch internal motion. Untreated, the second inverted pulse generated at the
downstream port creates notches in the frequency response.
In time-domain this is typically suppressed through gating
on and measuring only the first pulse, which produces a flat
frequency response within the bandwidth of the strip-line.
The wide-band feedback tests used an exponentially tapered strip-line in the SPS [3, 5, 6]. The strips are exponentially tapered both in width and distance to the vacuum chamber in order to maintain a 50 Ω characteristic
impedance. This tapering suppresses the secondary pulse.
This stripline has a length of one quarter of an RF bucket
(200 MHz) so that for a bunch length of 2.5 ns signals from
two adjacent bunches remain completely separated. However, a drawback of the tapering is that both the amplitude
and phase response are non-linear. The varying delay with
frequency can be compensated electronically [7].
Optimisations of the tapered pick-up consist of changing the width (i.e. beam coupling) in a different way so as
to reduce the amplitude ripple. As an example, pick-ups
with linear coupling have successfully been built and were
recently tested at CERN [8]. With their simple triangular shape they are easier in the manufacturing, and with a
steeper low-frequency roll-off w.r.t. exponentially tapered
striplines their improved low frequency reach is an attractive variant of tapered pick-ups.
Another alternative is a resistive wall pick-up as described in [9].
Alternatively, wide-band electro-optic and synchrotronlight-based beam position monitors are being studied, that
aim at providing bandwidth in excess of 12 GHz [10].

SIGNAL FROM PICK-UP PLATES
A transverse beam position monitor system determines
the beam position from a difference of two signals in a
usually perfectly symmetric structure in which the beam
induces a voltage depending on the dipole moment of
the beam, i.e. charge × displacement or current ×
displacement. The difference is usually generated with
BPMs and Beam Stability
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a hybrid which we will assume for the moment to be perfectly generating the sum (Σ) and the difference (∆) signals.
The time varying voltages Va (t) and Vb (t) before the
hybrid induced by a beam offset by x0 in the pick-up and
oscillating in time x(t) can be expressed by
Va,b (t) =

ZT

Rt 

1±

−∞

x0
2d

±

x(τ )
2d



× qλ(τ )ca,b ha,b (t − τ ) dτ

(1)

where the factor d accounts for the position sensitivity of
the PU, and ha and hb are the impulse responses of the
system before the hybrid, including cabling and PU transfer characteristics differences between the two sides. Index
a refers to one side of the pick-up using the upper sign
and b to the other side. ZT denotes the nominal transfer
impedance of the pick-up (single sided) and λ(t) a normalised bunch shape distribution.
The difference voltage after an ideal hybrid follows from
√
(2)
V∆ = (Va − Vb )/ 2
Assuming the two sides of the pick-up are identical and the
transfer functions match
hPU (t) ≡ ha (t) = hb (t)
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In practice we use a resistive combiner so that the combined transfer impedance of a pair of strips is reduced to the
single strip transfer impedance of 4.39 Ω. The peak voltage
without further attenuation for a bunch of charge 1011 and
a 4σ bunch length of 2.5 ns is 44.8 V. The signal amplitude
is reduced by a fixed value of 9 dB of attenuation, 6 dB at
the level of the pick-up to improve matching and 3 dB on
the surface installed as a protection. The resulting voltage
peak amplitude of 15.9 V is then still further reduced by
cable losses and dispersion by a factor 0.595 to 9.5 V. The
voltage from each pair of strips passes through a variable
delay to the hybrid that calculates the sum and difference
signal (+3 dB). Taking into account the insertion losses of
1.4 dB results in a voltage peak amplitude of 11.9 V.
With the installation of a new pick-up in the SPS also
new low dispersion smooth wall coaxial cables are installed. The new pick-up location allows for shorter cables
of only 182 m (the current cable measures 291.7 m). With
a length difference of 110 m and thus considerable lower
losses these cables have a transmission factor of 0.714
which is a gain of 20% with respect to the existing cables.
As outlined in the transfer function plot in Fig. 1 one identifies a phase retarding effect ∝ f 3 [11]. This is probably
attributed to losses in the dielectric material.

(3)

ca,b =

1
.
1 ± x2d0

(4)

For the difference voltage one obtains

V∆ (t) =

1
1−

x20
4d2

ZT q
√
2

Zt
λ(τ )

x(τ )
hPU (t − τ )dτ (5)
d

−∞

which only has a small dependance on the absolute position x0 of the beam and in a feedback system would only
influence the gain, by a small amount.

SPS EXPONENTIALLY TAPERED
PICK-UP
For transverse beam observations the SPS is equipped
with four exponentially tapered striplines. These have a
length of 375 mm corresponding to a quarter of a period
of the 200 MHz SPS main RF system such that the signals
from adjacent bunches do not overlap in time domain (for
bunch lengths shorter than 2.5 ns).
There are four electrodes at ±45◦ to the horizontal plane,
the signals of which can be combined to have either a horizontal pick-up or a vertical pick-up. A single strip has
a transfer impedance of ZT,s = 4.39 Ω and when
√ combined using an ideal hybrid each pair has ZT = 2ZT,s =
6.21 Ω.
BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 1: Comparison of new 7/8-inch smooth wall transmission line vs. typical coaxial cable with corrugated outer
conductor.
Each electrode at ±45◦ senses both√the horizontal and
vertical position reduced by a factor 1/ 2, however, when
combined to a pair of strips the odd components cancel.
Taking this geometrical factor into account one obtains for
d = 19.5 mm and a peak difference signal of 0.3V for a
1 mm deviation.

IMPACT OF IMPERFECTIONS
Having a good isolation between the strong sum signal
and the difference (11.9 V on the sum signal vs. 0.3 V
on the delta signal) is of great interest for the performance of the receiver circuit. Amplitude and phase bal691
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the coefficients ca and cb can be chosen to cancel the term
related to the offset of the beam
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ance, crosstalk of the sum signal to the difference signal
port, and imperfect matching can be limiting factors for the
performance of a beam position monitor system.

Imperfect Attenuation
For the case of non matching attenuation where one
branch deviates from the otherwise identical transfer function by a factor hPU ×(1−k) one obtains for the difference
voltage (here ca = cb = 1)
Zt
ZT q
λ(τ )hPU (t − τ )
V∆ (t) = √ ×
2
−∞



x0 + x(τ )
k
×
k+
1+
dτ .
d
2

(6)

The non matching attenuation between the two branches
introduces a fake position signal that is proportional to the
amount of mismatch k. For example a difference of 0.1 dB
in attenuation causes a faked position reading of ≈ 1 %.
The additional factor k/2 scales the position reading and
consequently affects also the gain in the feedback system.

Delay Mismatch before Hybrid
Consider the voltages (phasors) to have slightly different
delay and attenuation
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Va,b = (1 ± a)V0 × e±j∆φ/2 .

(7)

The difference signal will become
V0
Va − Vb
√
= √ [2a cos(∆φ/2) + j2 sin(∆φ/2)]
2
2
(8)
A delay mismatch in the two branches generates a fake
position reading. A phase difference of 1◦ gives an error
|V∆ /V0 | of about 1%. This number roughly doubles for
0.1 dB attenuation added per branch.
V∆ ≡

At this point it is worth noting that for a known electrode
width one can determine the pick-up impulse response also
from a measurement of the stripline matching. It can be
shown that by computing the local line height from S11
the coupling function can be extracted, and the impulse response following as the time derivate of half the coupling
function.

Imperfect Hybrid
The RF 180◦ hybrid junction has four ports and generates the analog equivalent of a sum (Σ) and difference (∆)
signal of the two input electrodes.
The H-9 is a commonly used wide band hybrid and is
specified for operation between 2 MHz and 2 GHz and can
support up to 5 W input power [12]. The hybrid ferrites
may saturate for high peak power, which in turn may add
as spurious ringing to the delta output. For a typical application with bunch length 2.5 ns and a charge of 1011 protons one would expect a peak power of 2.88 W, however,
for shorter bunch lengths more attenuation on the input is
recommended.
Figure 2 shows the nominal transmission and common
mode rejection of a tested batch of H-9 hybrids. The transmission of the common signal from the hybrid inputs (A)
and (B ) to the sum output indicates an insertion loss of
better than 0.5 dB below 200 MHz. This factor is largely
independent of the bunch length since most of the beam
spectral power of a typical SPS bunch with 4σ = 2.5 ns is
below 500 MHz where the attenuation is reasonably flat.
As indicated in the bottom plot of Fig. 2 the expected
crosstalk between Σ and ∆ has considerable scatter among
different hybrids of the same type, the values varying in the
order of 10 dB.

Imperfect Pick-Up Response
Assuming a perfectly centred beam in the pick-up it follows from (2) and with x0 = x(t) = 0 that any discrepancies in the impulse responses ha and hb result in an error
signal e∆ (t) = ha (t) − hb (t). This spurious signal is most
disturbing when it appears within the wanted bunch signal
(5 ns RF bucket). In particular imperfections of the pick-up
electrodes fold directly into the bunch signal.
The main sources for spurious signals are local deviations in the stripline height provoking signal reflections that
cause an additional beam signal to be induced. Both effects
are less critical in case the height transitions are smooth and
are not very localised.
The matching of each of the four electrodes of the wideband exponential pick-up BPWA 321.01 in the SPS was
measured (S11) in time domain. The responses were found
to be approximately similar and in the same order of magnitude, with reflection coefficients less than 8%.
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Figure 2: Measured attenuation (top) and crosstalk (bottom) of a set of H-9 Hybrids showing significant spread.
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OPTIMUM SUPPRESSION OF COMMON
MODE SIGNAL
The dynamic range of the planned intra-bunch feedback
system is reduced when the sampling ADC has to cope with
additional bias voltages originating from closed orbit offsets in the pick-up. As shown in (6) this biasing term can
be suppressed by selectively attenuating the signals before
the hybrid. Evaluating the values for ca,b suggests an attenuation range of -2.0 dB to +2.6 dB for ±10 mm displacement, or equivalently 0.2 - 0.26 dB/mm depending on side.
As suggested above using a step size of 0.1 dB requests for
46 steps to cover the entire range of 4.6 dB and would allow
to compensate down to 0.45 mm/step.

These wake-fields manifest as ringing after the bunch at
frequencies which may fall well into the operational bandwidth.

REALISATION OF DYNAMIC PASSIVE
CLOSED ORBIT SUPPRESSING
A simple and robust way to passively compensate for
beam orbit offsets is to selectively insert discrete attenuation elements into the signal path using RF switches. Resistive attenuators usually are intrinsically linear from DC up
to several GHz and have high power handling capabilities.
Another technique uses PIN diodes as current controlled
resistors. Here, PIN diodes are placed in a bridged Tattenuator. State of the art PIN diodes have excellent
power handling capabilities and range over several octaves
in bandwidth.

CONCLUSION
Bunch intensities in the SPS are limited by electron
cloud, in particular by instabilities in the vertical plane. It
is panned to mitigate this effect by a wide-band transverse
feedback system with an analog bandwidth in excess of
1 GHz. The resolution of the system is limited by the systematic offset due to orbit and electronics (noise). Using
the presented suppression scheme the off-centered beam
can be compensated down to the level of imperfections of
hybrid, cabling, pick-up, and attenuator granularity. For
bunch lengths of 1.0 ns we expect residual off-set errors of
1.0% w.r.t. the quarter aperture of the pick-up.
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From measured S-Parameters the normalised mode conversion calculates to κ = (S41 +S42 )/(S41 −S42 ) which is
a measure for the cross talk – or, how much of the common
signal relative to the differential signal is visible at the difference output. The normalised cross talk appears slightly
higher due to the losses in the hybrid. The underlying
high-pass characteristic in the response to mode conversion
suppresses to a great amount the dominant beam spectral
power at lower frequencies (assuming Gaussian distribution) leaving the mode conversion for a typical hybrid from
Σ to ∆ to below 0.7% for a bunch lengths of 4σ=1.0 ns.
More generally, all evaluated hybrids were found to be below 1.5 % for the same bunch length.
Other hybrid options are for example the H-183-4 [13],
with a slightly higher operation range from 30 MHz to
3 GHz and comparable characteristics with the H-9, or a
custom built multi-octave RF hybrid design with lower frequency range (4 kHz to 400 MHz) [14]. According to [14],
the upper frequency could be further pushed by an octave
when using dedicated ferrite materials.
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OPTIMISATION OF THE SVD TREATMENT IN THE FAST ORBIT
CORRECTION OF THE ESRF STORAGE RING
E. Plouviez, F. Epaud, L. Farvacque, J.M. Koch, ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
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The ESRF fast orbit correction system has been in
operation since May 2012 [1]. The orbit correction
scheme relies classically on the calculation of an orbit
correction based on the SVD analysis of the response
matrix of our 224 BPMs to each of our 96 correctors. The
rate of the calculation of the corrections is 10 KHz; we
use a PI loop achieving a bandwidth of 150Hz completed
with a narrow band pass filter with extra gain at 50Hz. In
order to make the best use of the correctors dynamic
range and of the resolution of the calculation, it can be
useful to limit the bandwidth of loop for the highest order
vectors of the SVD, or even to totally remove some of
these vectors from the correction down to DC. Removing
some of the eigen vectors while avoiding that the loop
becomes unstable usually increases a lot the complexity
of the matrix calculations: we have developed an
algorithm which overcomes this problem; The test of this
algorithm is presented. We present also the beneficial
effect at high frequency of the limitation of the gain of the
correction of the highest SVD eigen vectors on the
demand of the peak strength of the correctors and on the
resolution of the correction calculation.

The ESRF Orbit Control System
The 224 BPM pick up sets of our storage ring are
equipped
with
Libera
Brilliance
electronics
interconnected by the so called Communication
Controller [2] network broadcasting the position data of
the 224 Libera at a rate of 10 KHz. The orbit correction is
applied by a set of 96 corrector magnets; the bandwith of
these correctors goes from DC to 500Hz. The dynamic
range of the correctors is 75rad up to 50 Hz but
decreases down to only 7.5 rad up to 500Hz. We are
using the corrector magnets embedded in the sextupole
magnets cores to steer the beam; the control of the magnet
power supplies and the orbit correction calculation are
performed by 8 separate processor boards as shown on
figure 1. For this processing, we selected PMC boards
embedding a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA.

SVD BASED ORBIT CORRECTION
Since the number of the BPMs is not the same as the
number of the correctors we derive the orbit correction
from the BPM measurements using a correction matrix
obtained by the classical Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) method [2]; we measure the orbit and refresh the
corrector settings at a rate of 10 KHz. We have used for
this a 10 KHz iteration of the values of the correction
currents with a PID algorithm combined with an
additional 50 Hz notch filter aimed to improve the
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damping of the perturbation at the AC main power supply
frequency.

Figure 1: Layout of the new orbit correction system.

SVD Principle
SVD of the response matrix R of the BPMs to the
correctors turns the initial Mr matrix into a set of three
matrixes U,S,V with R=U*S*V’; U performs the
projection of the effect of the 96 correctors on the orbit, as
measured by the 224 BPMs on a set of 96 unitary eigen
vectors; V performs the projection of an orbit measured
by the 224 BPMs on the same set of 96 unitary eigen
vectors; the effect of the correctors is given by the S
diagonal matrix, then the combination of eigen vectors
produced by the action of the correctors is converted into
BPMs outputs by the matrix V as shown on figure 2.

U1-1

S1

U1-96

*
U224- U224-96

Excitation
eigen
vectors

Response
eigen
values

Response
eigen
vectors

V1-1

t

R1-1

V96-1

R224-

=

*
S96

Response
matrix

V1-96

V96-96

R224- R224-96

Figure 2: SVD of the response matrix.
S coefficients are positive in decreasing order. The C
correction matrix, inverse of the R response matrix will
then be given by: C= V*S-1*U’. We can see on figure 3
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Purple:response eigen values
Blue: correction eigen values

horizontal

vertical

Figure 3: Pattern of the 96 eigen values of the response
matrixes and correction matrixes; dashed lines: correction
eigen values limitation used for the tests of the eigen
vectors weighting.

Iteration
The result of the multiplication of the orbit error by the
correction matrix is performed after every period of the
10KHz; however this result is not applied all the way to
the correctors input but by a loop combining a PI
corrector and a selective 50Hz damping filter, resulting
for each of the eight feedback processor in the data flow
shown below
Correction matrix

Set points .

(partial for 12 steerers)
Cx1-

∆ix1

=

∆X1

Cx224-

*

*

∆ix12

Beam
position
sample

Cx1-14

Cx224-14

∆X224

Figure 4: Loop iteration step.

Effect of the Eigen Values Manipulations
When generating the correction matrix, it is possible,
instead of using the original S-1 coefficients given on
figure 2, to apply a ponderation on these eigen values, or
-1
even to set to zero the coefficients corresponding to some
of the eigen vectors. If a weighting is applied to the S
correction matrix coefficients, the final DC orbit will be
not be modified by the weighting, due to the effect of the
integrator in the PI corrector, but the frequency response
of the loop will be different for each eigen vector,
depending on the value of the weighting factor. If we
want to limit the effect of the correction on the lower
eigen vectors down to DC, we must then set to zero the
ponderation coefficients; the orbit correction will not be
performed at all on these vectors and the the final orbit
will be slightly different; this can be beneficial if the
vectors ignored are mostly sensitive to imperfections of
the orbit correction system like response matrix
measurement errors or BPM misalignment rather than real
beam orbit distortion.

BPMs and Beam Stability

Reduction of the Loop Gain for the Highest
Order Vectors
As shown on the figure 2, in order to obtain the same
frequency response on all the eigen vectors, the gain of
the iteration loop, must be much higher on the upper
vectors; it means that if the correction matrix is slightly
incorrect, the noise applied on the beam due to this
slightly wrong correction will come mostly from the
highest order eigen vectors. At DLS this is avoided with
the application of a weighting based on the so-called
Tikhonoff regularisation on the eigen values of the
correction matrix [2], resulting in a significant reduction
of the spurious beam orbit distortion at high frequency.
We tested the application of a simple weighting limiting
the value of the coefficients of the S-1 matrix to a
maximum value (dashed line on the plots of the figure 3).
We found that the effect of such a normalisation on the
final stability is visible (at least in the vertical plane) but
not dramatic on the ESRF storage ring beam; the average
vertical beam motion integrated from 0 to 1KHz is 1.2m
without feedback, .59m with feedback and no eigen
values weighting, and .55m with weighting; the
horizontal beam motion is 3m without feedback, 1.04m
with feedback and without weighting, and 1.08m with
feedback and weighting; we think it is because, compared
to the effect on the DLS beam, the original ESRF beam
stability is worst, and the Libera Brillance used at ESRF
have a lower noise than the Libera Electron used at DLS,
so the relative effect of the noise reduction due to the
matrix regularisation is then small compared to the rest of
the residual beam motion. However such a weighting
have other beneficial effects for us: the FPGA used for
the correction calculation are performing fixed point
calculation, which limits the resolution of the calculation;
we choose to set our regularisation parameters in order to
achieve a reduction by a factor 2 of the range of the
absolute value of the coefficients of the correction matrix,
resulting in a more accurate correction calculation for a
given number of bits used in the calculation.

Figure 5: Plot of the column 10 of the horizontal
correction matrix, without (left plot) and with (right plot)
weighting applied to the S-1 coefficients.
Another beneficial effect of this weighting is to reduce
the peak amplitude of the correction applied in response
to some fast and localized orbit distortion; on our storage
ring the injection bump is not perfectly closed, and the
parasitic kick applied to the stored beam at each injection
results in a large correction bump applied by the orbit
correctors in the kickers vicinity. The maximum
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that the correction of the higher order eigen vectors
contribution to the orbit distortion puts a very high
demand on the correctors for a small effect, compared to
the contribution of the lower order vectors.
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amplitude of the short current pulses delivered to these
correctors reaches half their fast signal dynamic range.
Reducing the loop gain on the highest eigen vectors also
reduces the demand on the correctors in the region of the
injection kickers without spoiling the quality of the orbit
correction for the beam delivered to the users between the
injections.

at records of the BPM and correctors data, we noticed a
continuous increase of the correctors setting; the SVD
analysis of these settings, showed a normal and small
level on the first 66 vectors, the correction level increase
is present only on the upper vectors, as shown on figure 8.

600 ms
25% of the corrector
dynamic range

Figure 6: Plot of the horizontal correction applied during
an injection kick (left: no weighting, right: weighting
applied

Total Suppression of Higher Order Vectors
It can also be useful to totally suppress some eigen
vectors in the correction matrix; If we suspect that the
BPM alignment will always be slightly imperfect and that
the static orbit reading projection on the highest eigen
vectors is mostly due to these misalignment, we will get
an orbit closer to the optimal orbit by not using them at
all. A simple way to do this is to set to zero in the S-1
matrix the coefficients corresponding to these
vectors:
1/Response
eigen values
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Figure 7: Simplest but unstable method of suppression of
the higher orders vectors.
However, in this case, if the result of the multiplication
of the BPM data by the correction matrix generates some
spurious signals at the iteration loop input (and it will!),
the part of this spurious signals generating an orbit
distortion on these highest eigen vectors will not be any
longer cancelled by the loop, now limited to the lower
order vectors, and will accumulate since the integrator is
the last stage of the loop, and eventually will drive the
correctors to saturation, even if the effect on the beam is
actually small.
We have tested the effect of our orbit correction with
the correction matrix shown on figure 7 with the 67th to
96th upper vectors suppressed; we observed that just after
the loop closure, the initial damping of the fast beam
motion was normal but after a few seconds the correctors
settings reached values higher than their dynamic range,
leading eventually to a loss of the orbit control. Looking
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A clean way to overcome this problem would be to
split the correction calculation as shown on figure 9:
1/Response
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*
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Figure 8: Drift of the correctors setting when method of
the figure 7 is used for the higher vectors suppression (left
pattern of the plot current drift on a set of three of the 96
correctors, right SVD analysis of the 96 currents during
the drift)
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Figure 9: Stable method of suppression of the higher
orders vectors.
In this way there is not any more the possibility of an
accumulation of spurious correctors settings on the
highest eigen vectors. The drawback is that this scheme
would now require at least one 96*224 matrix
multiplication followed by the iteration step and a 96*96
matrix multiplication instead of one 96*224 matrix
multiplication followed by the iteration step if the
calculation is performed on one single processor. This
drawback is even worse in the case of the ESRF system
where the normal correction calculation, is split in eight
96/8*224 matrix multiplications, since it is performed on
eight FPGA, and would then require eight time a 96*224
matrix multiplication followed by the iteration loop step
and a 96*96/8 matrix multiplication; it is not possible to
implement it in the FPGA used on our system. The
solution that we found was to keep all the eigen vectors
active for the fast calculation of the orbit correction but to
prevent the DC damping on the higher order eigen vector
with a trim of the input BPM data: the low average
settings of the correctors is multiplied by RHOEV, the
system response matrix limited to the higher order eigen
vectors that we want to suppress; the result of this
calculation is then subtracted from the BPM data at the
input of the loop every 30 seconds; this prevents the loop
from applying any DC correction on these higher order
eigen vectors; all this data treatment being made at a slow
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rate, it puts no extra demand on the FPGA processing
power.
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Figure 12: Plot of the drift over one hour of the correctors
settings with the upper vectors correction suppressed
(right plot: SVD analysis).
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Figure 10: Principle of the DC suppression of the orbit
correction on the highest order SVD eigen vectors.

We have tested the effect of the cancellation of upper
SVD eigen vectors on the orbit correction of our storage
ring; the parameters of the additional loop acting on the
position offsets added to the main loop input have been
set in order to cancel the vertical DC correction of the
vectors 67 to 96. We have then tested the orbit correction
just after a full refill of the SR, in order to see how the
system will behave during the significant changes in the
orbit correction pattern caused by the thermal stabilisation
of the ring. The figures 11 and 12 shows the evolution of
these position offsets and the evolution of the average
value of the correctors settings over one hour, while the
fast orbit correction was active. The figure 13 shows the
evolution of the BPM readings, with the offsets
subtracted; the orbit drift is low and the level of the higher
order vectors contribution to this drift is one hundred time
lower than the offsets applied on the BPM readings
(figure 11), which shows the effectiveness of the
algorithm. The left plots shows BPM and correctors
settings and the right plot shows the projection of this
settings on the eigen vectors space. The effect of the
additional loop is obvious: while the BPM offsets
addition is done only on the upper vectors, the change in
the setting of the correctors is limited to the 66th lower
vectors of the SVD.

CONCLUSION
We have tested the effect of the application of different
gains on the different eigen vectors of the SVD of our
orbit correction system; if a total cancellation of the gain
is needed, when we want to suppress the contribution of
some higher order eigen vectors down to the DC orbit
correction, we also found an algorithm which allows a
stable operation of the loop, without increasing the
complexity of the part of the correction calculation which
must be performed at the full 10KHz iteration rate of the
loop.
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Figure 11: Plot of the offsets applied to the input data
(BPM) to cancel the correction on the 67th to 96th upper
eigen vectors (right plot: SVD analysis).
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TESTS

Figure 13: Plot of the drift over one hour of the BPM
readings (real position minus figure 4 offsets) with the
upper vectors correction suppression algorithm active
(right plot: SVD analysis).
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Abstract
The SuperKEKB accelerator complex is now being
upgraded to bring the world highest luminosity
(L=8x1035 /cm2/s). Hence, the KEKB injector linac is
required to produce: electron: 20 mm mrad (7 GeV, 5 nC),
positron: 10 mm mrad (4 GeV, 4 nC). To achieve this, the
accelerator components have to be aligned within
± 0.1 mm (1 σ). A beam position monitor (BPM) is
essential instrumentation for beam-based alignment
(BBA), and is required to be one magnitude better
position resolution to get better alignment results. Since a
current BPM readout system using oscilloscopes has
~50 μm position resolution, we decided to develop high
precision BPM readout system with narrow bandpass
filters. It handles two bunches with 96 ns interval and has
a dynamic range between 0.1 nC (for photon factory) to
10 nC (positron primary). To achieve these criteria, we
adopt semiconductor attenuators and optimized two-stage
Bessel filters at 300 MHz center frequency to meet both
time and frequency domain constraints. To correct
position drift due to gain imbalance during operation,
calibration pulses are output to the BPM between beam
cycles (20 ms). The beam position and charge
calculations are performed by onboard FPGA to achieve
fast readout cycle.

dynamic range. In addition, there may be readout position
drifts due to several reasons, we implemented calibration
tone generator on the readout circuitry. This gives BPM’s
electrode calibration tone pulse and induced pulses at the
adjacent two electrodes are readout to measure the interchannel gain balance. We employed FPGA to calculate
beam position/charge on board within 1 ms. This paper
reports current development status of the BPM readout
system.

INTRODUCTION
KEKB Injector Linac is now being upgraded as a part
of SuperKEKB accelerator complex [1] to achieve the
world brightest luminosity. In order to obtain the
8x1035 /cm2/s luminosity, electron and positron beam
emittances have to be 20 mm mrad (5 nC) and 10 mm
mrad (4 nC), respectively. To realize this, due to the beam
optics reason, accelerator structures have to be align
within ±0.1 mm accuracy. To perform the BBA stably,
BPMs are required to have one magnitude better position
resolution than the required alignment accuracy.
However, current BPM readout system with oscilloscopes
[2-4] has ~50 μm position accuracy, is not met the
requirement. To accomplish <10 μm position resolution,
we have designed dedicated narrow bandpass filter (BPF)
type readout circuitry with 250 MSa/s 16 bit pipeline
ADC. Since at the SuperKEKB two bunches with 96 ns
interval are accelerated, we have optimized BPF
configurations to keep both position accuracy and bunch
separation. As the SuperKEKB injector injects electron /
positron beams into four different energy rings
(SuperKEKB HER/LER, PF and PF-AR) simultaneously,
we employed electrical attenuators to keep enough
___________________________________________
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Figure 1: Photograph of BPM Readout System Board.

READOUT SYSTEM OVERVIEW
At the KEKB injector linac, there are 100 BPMs
(electrode inner diameter Φ=27 mm, electrode length
l=132.5 mm) installed and almost BPMs will be
remained. BPMs for positron line will be replaced with
large diameter ones (Φ=63 mm, l=132.5 mm) [4].
In this design, we employed narrow bandpass filter
(BPF) type readout system [5], which uses only specific
frequency component of short beam impulse and forms
into long burst signal to measure the beam power
precisely. Figure 3 shows our BPM frequency response to
the beam with 35-m-long cable losses. We have chosen
300 MHz for the BPF center frequency to meet both BPM
frequency response and the Nyquist zone of the ADC
(fs=250 MHz).
BPF bandwidth and its filter characteristics were
determined to meet following criteria: (1) passband is
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enough within the ADC’s third Nyquist zone (250 MHz ~
375 MHz), (2) burst signal must be settled within 96 ns
not to disturb second bunch’s signal. Narrower passband
helps achieving first criterion, but it gives longer burst
signal.

Figure 3: BPF frequency response with 35-m-long cable
losses is shown. 300 MHz is at near peak response
frequency and at the center of third Nyquist zone.
We employed Bessel filter, which shows good burst
settle characteristics and gradual frequency cut-off
characteristics. We implemented second-order Bessel
filter (fw=34 MHz) third-order Bessel filter (fw=28 MHz)
in series using helical-coils. It gives ~60 ns burst length
and -45 dB isolation at the Nyquist zone edge. (Fig. 4
shows time domain response.)

BPMs and Beam Stability

Block diagram of the BPM readout system is shown in
Fig. 2. We employed four 16 bit 250 MSa/s pipeline
ADCs (AD9467-250) and each ADC clock can be
adjusted in 10 ps step (MC10EP195).
The KEKB injector provides wide range of beam
charge to four different accelerator ring simultaneously;
for PF ring, it provides 0.1 nC (2.5 GeV) and for the
SuperKEKB positron primary, it provides 10 nC
(3.5 GeV). Therefore, two 31.5 dB electrical attenuators
were implemented to operate in best operating point at
each condition.

60ns
Figure 4: BPF time domain response for beam impulse is
shown. Burst signal settles within 60ns.
During operation, measured position drifts may be
occurred due to unequally gain drift among opposite
channels. To compensate it, calibration tone generator
was implemented. This gives calibration tone pulse to a
BPM electrode and induced charges at two adjacent
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the BPM readout system.
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electrodes are readout. Their charge ratio gives offset
compensation factor.
All operations including beam position and charge
calculation are performed by onboard FPGA (Xilinx
Spartan-6 [6]) within 1 ms.

We took 300 events with this setup and resulted in
position
resolution:
δx=11.9 μm,
δy=9.8 μm
(preliminary).

Beam Test

Figure 7: Beam test setup of BPM readout system.
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Figure 5: Timing diagram of BPM readout system.
Readout timing diagram is shown in Fig. 5. Before
the beam injection, beam type information is provided
via an event system (MRF, EVR) and the BPM readout
system set proper value for its attenuators. When a
trigger signal is given, ADCs start conversion and
1024 cycle (4096 ns) × 4 channels data are fed to the
FPGA via each FIFO memories. FPGA performs beam
position and charge calculation and then issues an
interrupt (IRQ) to notice Single Board Computer (SBC)
data ready. When an EPICS IOC process detects the IRQ,
it read the data and updates its records.

PERFORMANCE TEST
Pulsar Test

Figure 8: Position histogram example of beam test
(0.3 nC). X-axis is position in μm.
We performed beam test to confirm the BPM readout
system performance at real condition. Actual beam is also
equally divided to two opposite electrode to emulate ideal
beam. In addition, 96 ns interval double pulse is emulated
with 20 m delay line. (Fig. 7)
We took 300 events with 0.3 nC per bunch and resulted
in δx=11.9 μm (1st bunch), δx=14.4 μm (2nd bunch),
δy=14.4 μm (preliminary).
We increased beam charge up to 0.45 nC per bunch
and took 100 events. It resulted in δx=5.7 μm (1st bunch),
δx=8.2 μm (2nd bunch), δy=5.1 μm (preliminary).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLAN

Figure 6: Pulsar Test setup of BPM readout system.
For the first step, we performed pulsar tests with a 1 kV
monocycle pulsar (Kentech Instrument, Model SPS/V/L
pulse width: 1ns, positive unipolar). Figure 6 shows
pulsar test setup. Pulsar output is equally divided to each
input in order to emulate ideal beam (no beam jitter)
passing through center of the beam pipe.
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This new BPM readout system will be needed in the
SuperKEKB injector linac commissioning, therefore we
plan to install this new BPM readout system at 2014
summer shutdown time. So far, we have confirmed it
achieve less than 10 μm at the beam test.
We will perform 3-BPM tests [4] to check it in real
conditions (identical with normal operation). Based on
the knowledge obtained in its debugging and tests, we
will make updated (final) prototype board. And then we
will perform final check and software preparation.
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Abstract
The SPIRAL 2 facility will deliver stable heavy ion and
deuteron beams at very high intensity, producing and
accelerating light and heavy rare ion beams. The driver
will accelerate between 0.15mA and 5 mA deuteron beam
up to 20 MeV/u and q/A=1/3 heavy ions up to 14.5
MeV/u. It is being built on the site of the Grand
Accelerator National d’Ions Lourds at CAEN (France).
The accurate tuning of the Linac is essential for the
operation of SPIRAL2 and requires from the Beam
Position Monitor (BPM) system the measurements of the
beam transverse position, the phase of the beam with
respect to the radiofrequency voltage and the beam
energy.
This paper addresses the advancement made during the
last twelve months on the realization of the 22 BPM
required for the SPIRAL 2 Linac. The BPM sensors are
now completed and tested. The design of the acquisition
card for the BPM of the SPIRAL2 Linac is given and will
be described. The prototype card is realized and under
test. The first results are given. The aim is to verify the
main parameters: sensitivity, position and phase
measurement, and the appropriate behavior of the BPM
acquisition card in all cases (pulsed, electrode signal
reconstruction, interlock, post mortem).

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
DRIVER OF SPIRAL2
The SPIRAL2 facility being to be installed in Caen,
France, is composed of a multi-beam driver accelerator
(5mA/40Mev deuterons, 5mA/14,5meV/A heavy ions)
and a dedicated building for the production of radioactive
ion beams (RIBs). RIBs will be accelerated by the
existing cyclotron CIME for the post acceleration and
sent to GANIL’s experimental areas. The injector
constituted by an ion source a deuteron/proton source a
L.E.B.T. and a M.E.B.T. lines and a room temperature
R.F.Q. will produce, transports and accelerates beams up
to an energy of 0,75MeV/u.
The accelerator is a superconducting LINAC equipped
with two types of cryomodules. The lower energy section
of the LINAC contains 12 modules of the first type “A”
including one λ/4 resonator tuned for β= 0.04 particles
velocity and 7 of the type “B” dedicated to the higher
energy section contains two λ/4 resonators (β= 0.2). All
the resonators operate at 88.0525MHz.
A doublet of magnetic quadrupoles takes place between
the cryomodules for the horizontal and vertical transverse
focusing of the beam. A diagnostic box is inserted
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between the quadrupoles and devoted to install beam
diagnostics and flanges for coupling vacuum pumps. The
total length of the LINAC is 30 m. In order to save room
the Beam Position Monitors (BPM) have been inserted in
the vacuum pipe inside the quadrupoles of the LINAC
and buried at their turn in the quadrupole magnet. The
Linac may accelerate deuterons, protons, heavy ions Q/A
= 1/3 and Q/A = 1/6 either up to the maximum energy of
20 MeV/A. The table 1 exhibits the main characteristics
in the particular case of deuterons.
Table 1: Main Beam Characteristics
Ions D+
(I = 5mA)
Energy
β
Bunch phase
extension (°;5σ)

Start of
Linac

Frontier between
families cavities

End of
Linac

1.46

8.6

40

0.0395

0.095

0.204

33

14.5

9

THE BEAM POSITION MONITORS
SYSTEM
BPM Sensors Design
Capacitive sensors have been selected. Twenty BPMs
measure both transverse planes, two electrodes for the
horizontal plane and two electrodes for the vertical plane
(Electrodes aperture diameter: 48 mm, length in the
direction of the beam: 39 mm, subtented lobe-angle: 62°).
In order to save room the BPM sensors are designed to be
inserted, after brazing with their flanges, in the vacuum
pipe inside the quadrupoles of the LINAC (see Fig. 1)
which are buried in their turn in the quadrupole magnet.
The BPM are mechanically indexed to the quadrupole to
insure that the location of the electrical center is known
better than 0.2 mm. BPM are made of stainless steel.

Figure 1: Left: view of the BPM sensor of the SPIRAL2
LINAC. Right: The sensor with its flanges.
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Due to the location of the BPM sensors, special care
has been taken for the quality insurance of the realization.
All the components of the sensor were individually tested
and measured. A test bench based on a coaxial
transmission line has be designed and built to check their
time response. Other measurements have been carried to
provide data concerning the mechanical and electrical
centres. The sensitivity of the BPM 1/Kx = 1/22.2 mm
has been measured for β = 1 at f = 88 MHz [1] and is
expected to be 1/15.6 mm (calculated value) for β = 0.04
at f = 88 MHz. This last value will be checked with two
BPM mounted on the “Intermediate Test Bench” which
will be used during the commissioning of the RFQ of
SPIRAL2.

BPM Sensors Characteristics
Electromagnetic modelling of the BPM has been
performed with “CST’s” simulation software.

Figure 2 : CST simulated Response of a BPM electrode
with CST to a square beam input of 1 ns duration.
Figure 2 shows the simulation of the response to a 5mA
beam input current (rectangular square impulsion)
centered in the beam pipe at β = 0.2.
The Fourier Transform processing of the signal
delivered by the electrode exhibits mainly an 88.0525
MHz component for low β beams at the beginning of the
LINAC and roughly six significant harmonics at the end
of the LINAC at the maximum energy. (β = 0.2)

Measurement Requirements
The main BPM specifications are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 2: BPM Specifications for the SPIRAL2 Linac
Position accuracy

150 µm

Position resolution

50 µm

Range of measurement

± 20 mm

Phase measurement error

± 0.5 °

Ellipticity measurement relative error

± 20 %

Input signal range

BPMs and Beam Stability

-63 dBm / -16 dBm

The horizontal and vertical transverse position
measurements of the center of gravity of the particle beam
are essential to achieve the beam transportation through
the LINAC. The phase measurement of the bunches of the
beam with respect to the radiofrequency reference voltage
has also to be performed for a proper tuning of the
acceleration of the beam through the LINAC structure.
The velocity of a particular bunch to travel from a BPM
to the next one will be calculated by the time of flight
method and their energy will be drawn from these
measurements. At last the beam shape based on the
transverse beam ellipticity information contained in the
second order moment of the transverse beam distribution
will be calculated. This parameter will be used to tune the
transverse matching of the beam in the LINAC.
Experimental studies at β = 1 have been carried on our
test bench [1].

LINAC Operation Modes
The accelerator normal daily operation mode is planned
to be C.W. mode that means a succession of beam
bunches at 88.0525 MHz.
Considerations on commissioning and tuning periods of
the LINAC lead to consider also a pulsed mode operation
in order to minimize the mean power of the beam. The
shortest duration of a macro-pulse will be 100 µs. The
repetition rate may be as low as 1Hz and as high as 1
kHz. The intermediate configurations have to be taken in
account in order to reach the C.W. operation. The step to
increase or decrease either the macro pulse duration or the
repetition rate will be 1µs

THE BPM READ OUT ELECTRONICS
The BPM read out electronics is being realized at
Electronics Division, of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
(BARC) in the framework of collaboration between
SPIRAL2 with “Bhabha Atomic Research Center” and
Tata Institute of Fundamental (India).

General Description
Each BPM sensor feeds a four inputs electronic module
card; through an eighty meter long coaxial cable. The 20
BPM electronics modules will be located in VME 64x
crate. Each module consists in an analog board sitting on
the rear side of the VME backplane and a digital board on
the front side. The block diagram of the BPM module is
shown in Fig. 3.
Due to the gradual widening of the frequency spectrum
of the successive expected BPM signals all along the
LINAC, the electronic board is able to work at 88.0525
MHz or 176.1050 MHz to deliver the required
information.
The design of the analog module is based on the
scheme of auto-gain equalization using offset tone having
frequency slightly offset from the RF reference. This tone
is added at the input using a directional coupler to the four
incoming sensor signals. The gain of the four channels is
equalized with respect to the offset tone in the digital
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domain. The offset tone is generated by feeding the DAC
with a corresponding discrete time sequence.
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Figure 3: Hardware architecture of the BPM electronics.
This tone is stabilized in amplitude and phase in the
digital domain using a feedback loop. The stabilized
offset tone is divided in four parts and added at the input.
The four analog channels corresponding to the
electrode signals, the selected RF frequency reference
signal (88.0525 MHz or 176.1050 MHz) and the
calibration tone signal are under-sampled and digitized by
six respective 14 bits ADCs (ADS62P48) at the sampling
frequency of 65.337 MHz: (256/345).88.0525 MHz. The
digitized data are then sent to a high density FPGA (from
Altera Corporation) for processing and calculations of the
various parameters. The required results are stored in
local memories. The discrete time sequence to generate
the offset tone is programmed in the FPGA. The offset
tone is selected by suitable filtering on the analog board
the spectrum of the output signal of a DAC and sent back
to the Digital board for amplitude and phase stabilization.

Software for the BPM System
The EPICS system has been chosen as the basic
framework for command control. The software is being
developed using SPIRAL2 topSP2 template for EPICS.
The hardware architecture relies on a VME crate in which
there is a Master CPU board MVME5500. The software
architecture relies on VxWorks and EPICS. The BPM
IOC, BPM Record EPICS DB, BPM record support, BPM
Device Support and MVME BSP Driver correspond to
the software components developed for BPM board data
acquisition. The BPM Driver interfaces the VME BPM
board with the rest of the BPM IOC on Master VME CPU
board. For this purpose it uses the VME bus to exchange
signals and data. The OPI is provided using CSS-BOY
which access BPM custom record PV for BPM
configuration and data acquisition.

Acquisition Modes
The BPMs data and measures are acquired in four
modes: Normal, Interrupt, post mortem and electrode
signal reconstruction. All the modes of acquisition are
available for both pulsed and CW operating mode of the
LINAC. In normal and interrupt modes 16 measures:
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Amplitude and phase of the four electrode signals and of
the RF reference, the corresponding vector sum, phase
shift between the vector sum and the RF reference, the X
and Y beam positions and ellipticity are continuously
acquired and stored in the internal memory of the FPGA
at a rate of 10 µs. An average over N (N= 2n) acquisitions
may be predetermined by the operator and sent to the card
via EPICS.
In normal mode the averaged data are made available
when the EPICS driver reads the data in a scanning mode
every 200 ms from the local VME memory.
In interrupt mode the data are transferred to the VME
local memory after a signal named “Beam Available”
(BA) which is distributed to each SP2 equipment to
indicate that the beam is delivered by the accelerator
while BA is “high” and cannot exist during its low
duration (maximum frequency of 1 KHz). During C.W.
mode a dummy signal “BA” is distributed to fix the
measurement repetition rate. An acquisition signal is
synthesized in the FPGA and its rising edge starts after
the signal “BA” one with a predetermined delay ΔD sent
by the operator via EPICS. Measures will be acquired in
the internal memory of the FPGA at a rate of 10 µs. The
maximum value of N must allow an acquisition duration
sequence over the maximum duration of the signal BA
(1s). The data are stored in the memory of the FPGA until
the arrival of the next acquisition pulse during the
duration of which former data will be overwritten.
When an accelerator running dysfunction occurs (beam
breakdown for instance), a stop acquisition signal is sent
to the card by the “Machine Protection System” and the
acquisition stops. The last acquired data memory address
is saved in a register. An interrupt signal is sent by the
BPM VME board to signify “Post mortem data”. The
CPU decides to DMA transfer the data from the memory
to the CPU local memory. The memory dedicated to post
mortem data is a 10 Megabytes one and allows roughly a
2.5 s recording sequence.
A special operating mode called “Electrode signal
Reconstruction Mode” is also foreseen. It allows the
capture of one beam bunch over 345 RF pulses (3.9µs).
This special mode of operation is not required for the
daily LINAC operation (the filters of the analog section
are needed to be then bypassed) but is expected to provide
information on the behaviour of the running of the
LINAC.

First Laboratory Tests Results of the Electronics
Due to the principle of the card, the equalization of the
gain of the analog part has been checked over the
dynamic range of the foreseen input beam current (β = 1).
For this purpose, a RF generator sends through a six
channels splitter Minicircuit ZBSC-015, (power
transmission discrepancy between the six channels: 0.04
dB, phase discrepancy: 0.1°) an 88 MHz or a 176 MHz
signal. Four channels are connected to the four inputs of
the card; one channel is used as a reference (the sixth is
left free). The amplitudes of the input signal range from 15 dBm down to -60 dBm. The discrepancies between the
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signals of each output of the analog card and the reference
channel were recorded and displayed on the Fig. 4, 5, 6,
7. All the measurements have been averaged over 64
samples sequence.
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Two signal generators phase locked to each other were
used. One of them supplies the RF Reference signal and
the other supplies the inputs to the electronic module.
Table 2: Dispersion Measurements over 200 Samples for
the Position and the Phase
88MHz
N

Figure 5: Maximum phase
difference between the
four channels at 88 MHz.

Figure 6: Maximum power
difference between the four
inputs at 176 MHz.

Figure 7: Maximum phase
difference between the
four channels at 88 MHz.

The variation of the powers ranges in a band of 0.04
dBm between -15 dBm and -55dBm at 88 MHz and less
than 0.03 dBm at 176 MHz and remain in the same
discrepancy band of the splitter.
As for the phase measurements, the variations stand
below 1.4 ° and 1° respectively at 88 MHz and 176 MHz.
Concerning the position measurement, the generator
signal was sent through the BPM sensor mounted on our
test bench. A comparison has been established between
the position calculated from both the power-meter and the
electronic card measurements. Figure 8 exhibits a good
agreement between the two kinds of measurements and
shows in the vicinity of the center of the beam pipe (the
most important zone to consider for the beam transverse
tuning and stabilization), a position error below 10 µm for
an input equivalent beam intensity of nearly 4 mA.

Figure 8: Results of a
sweep over the X axis.

Figure 9: Results of a
sweep over the Y axis.

Other Measurements
The other measurements deal with the reliability over
200 measurements carried in the “interrupt mode”.
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Input:-32 dBm

Input: -64 dBm

4

64

4

64

4

64

∆x (µm)

8.2

2.5

9.9

2.5

112

29.7

∆y (µm)

9

3.3

10.7

2.5

123

25

0.09

0.03

0.1

0.03

1.1

0.3

∆ph (°)

The output of the second signal generator is split in
four parts to serve as inputs to the BPM electronic
module. RF output of this phase locked signal generator is
pulsed modulated with the BA Linac signal. The data has
been acquired in “normal mode” at every BA linac pulse
using VME interrupt. N was fixed to 4 and 64
respectively during an 100 µs and 1 ms pulse duration and
a repetition rate of 2 ms. The results fulfil the
requirements. Similar results were obtained at 176 MHz.

Future Actions
The basic measurements concerning the position of the
beam and the phase in normal and interrupt modes are
now practically completed. The next step will be to test
the electrode signal reconstruction mode which requires a
special operation of the analog section (bypass of the
input filters) and we finally carry the tests for the
ellipticity measurements.
The accurate measurement of the phase of the beam
will need to put on operation a dedicated circuit for the
calibration of the phase lag through the four input cables
to the card. This will be done by analyzing returned
response to the offset tone signal sent towards the cable
connecting the BPM sensor to the card. This part of the
electronics will be determinant for the final accuracy of
the measurements.
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Figure 4: Maximum power
difference between the four
inputs at 88 MHz.

Input:-15 dBm
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GHVFULEHG LQ WKLV SDSHU ZKLFK LV FRQVWUXFWHG RI VLQJOHVWDJH DPSOLILHU DQG DQDORJ VZLWFK FDQ FRYHU WKH LQSXW
VLJQDOZLWKODUJHG\QDPLFUDQJH%HFDXVHRIWKHPLQLPXP
EXQFK OHQJWK QV  DQG WKH UHTXLUHPHQW RI SRVLWLRQ
UHVROXWLRQDELW0+]$'&LVDGRSWHGWRGLJLWDOL]H
WKH VLJQDO %HVLGHV WKH DOJRULWKP GHYHORSHG LQ )3*$ LV
DEOH WR PDNH %XQFK-E\-%XQFK SRVLWLRQ FDOFXODWLRQ DQG
&ORVHG2UELWSRVLWLRQFDOFXODWLRQLQUHDOWLPH,QDGGLWLRQ
VRPH SUHOLPLQDU\ WHVW UHVXOWV ZLOO EH SUHVHQWHG DQG
GLVFXVVHG ZKLFK VKRZ WKDW WKH UHVROXWLRQ RI %XQFK-E\%XQFKSRVLWLRQLVPP ZKHQWKHLQSXWVLJQDOLV P9
DQGWKHUHVROXWLRQRI&ORVHG2UELWSRVLWLRQLVP

'\QDPLF5DQJHRI3LFN-XS6LJQDO
In a beam cycle, the beam bunch in the RCS run about
20,000 circles, which can be divided into three stages:
injection, acceleration, extraction [2]. After the first
bunch is injected, it is painted in the next 250 circles. In
the duration, the beam bunch has a rectangular shape.
After that, the bunch is accelerated and compressed, with
the length of bunch varying from 500ns to 80ns. In the
end, the beam bunch is extracted after about 20,000
circles. In this time, the beam bunch has a shape of
cosine-square, and the beam current is in maximum.
Different beam bunch shapes generate different pick-up
signals, and the pick-up signals in injection and in
extraction stage are showed in Fig. 2.
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,1752'8&7,21
%HDP 3RVLWLRQ 0RQLWRU %30  LV LQGLVSHQVDEOH IRU
DFFHOHUDWRU RI VWDEOH UXQQLQJ ,Q WKH IXWXUH &KLQD
6SDOODWLRQ 1HXWURQ 6RXUFH &616   %30V ZLOO EH
LQVWDOOHG RQ WKH 5DSLG &\FOLQJ 6\QFKURWURQ 5&6  $
FRPSOHWH %30 FRQVLVW RI 3LFN-8S DQG HOHFWURQLFV 7KH
3LFN-8S LV PRXQWHG RQ WKH EHDP SLSH :KHQ WKH SURWRQ
EXQFK SDVVHV E\ WKH 3LFN-8S JHQHUDWHV FXUUHQW VLJQDO
ZKLFKLVUHOHYDQWWRWKHEXQFKGHQVLW\8VLQJWKH3LFN-8S
VLJQDO %30 HOHFWURQLFV FDOFXODWH WKH SRVLWLRQ GHYLDWLRQ
RIWKHEXQFK

Figure 2-1: Pick-up signal in injection.


&6165&6%303,&.-836,*1$/
(TXLYDOHQW&LUFXLWRI3LFN-8S
&616 5&6 %30 DGRSWV WKH OLQHDU-FXW SLFN-XS
HOHFWURGH7KHFDSDFLWRU&EHWZHHQWKHHOHFWURGHDQGWKH
EHDPSLSHLVS)DQGWKHSLFN-XSVLJQDOLVWUDQVPLWWHG
WR WKH HOHFWURQLFV WKURXJK D P FDEOH 7KH LQSXW
LPSHGDQFHRIHOHFWURGHVLVȳDQGWKHHTXLYDOHQWFLUFXLW
LVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH>@

Figure 2-2: Pick-up signal in extraction.

Figure 1: Scheme of a pick-up electrode and its equivalent
circuit.
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In calculation and simulation, the electrode signal has a
dynamic range of 9.4mV to 14.2V. This is the theoretical
result on the condition that the load of the electrode is
50 ȳ . For reliability considerations, this BPM system
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)HDWXUHVRI3LFN-8S6LJQDO
,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHG\QDPLFUDQJHRIWKHSLFN-XSVLJQDO
WKHUHDUHVRPHRWKHUIHDWXUHVRIWKHVLJQDOWKDWDIIHFWWKH
GHVLJQ RI HOHFWURQLFV :H PDNH D VXPPDWLRQ RI WKH
SDUDPHWHUVRIWKHVLJQDODVIROORZ
'\QDPLF range:
5.8mV~32V(75dB)
/HQJWKRIVLJQDO
QVaQV
$QDORJEDQGZLGWK
0+]
5HYROXWLRQIUHTXHQF\ 0+]a0+]

'(6,*12)(/(&7521,&6
$ %30 V\VWHP LQFOXGH  SLFN-XSV $%&'  SODFHG
V\PPHWULFDOO\ DURXQG WKH EHDP SLSH DV WKH )LJXUH 
VKRZV )RU D SDLU RI HOHFWURGHV SODFHG V\PPHWULFDOO\ LW
KDVWKHUHODWLRQVKLSDVEHORZ>@
ଵ

sů
sƌ
<
y
Z

ൌήܴ

 ିೝ
 ାೝ

;ϭͿ

>ĞĨƚĞůĞĐƚƌŽĚĞƐŝŐŶĂů
ZŝŐŚƚĞůĞĐƚƌŽĚĞƐŝŐŶĂů
WĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐ͕ŚĞƌĞŝƐϬ͘ϴϰ
ŝƐƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚŽĨƚŚĞďĞĂŵďƵŶĐŚĨƌŽŵĐĞŶƚĞƌ
dŚĞƌĂĚŝƵƐŽĨƚŚĞďĞĂŵƉŝƉĞ

The aim of the BPM electronics is to receive and
process the BPM electrode signal, and to calculate the
displacement of the beam bunch from centre in real-time.

Figure 3: Scheme of a set of electrode.

$UFKLWHFWXUHRI(OHFWURQLFV
&RQVLGHULQJ WKH DGYDQWDJHV DQG GLVDGYDQWDJHV RI DOO
%30 VLJQDO SURFHVVLQJ PHWKRGV WKH &616 5&6 %30
V\VWHPDGRSWWKHGLJLWDOοȀȭPHWKRGWRSURFHVVWKHSLFNXS VLJQDO >@ 7KH DUFKLWHFWXUH RI WKH HOHFWURQLFV LV
VKRZHG LQ )LJXUH  7KH IRXU SLFN-XS SODWH VLJQDO LV
SURFHVVHG DQG GLJLWDOL]HG LQGLYLGXDOO\ DQG WKH GLJLWDO
VLJQDOLVWUDQVPLWWHGWR)3*$,Q)3*$EXQFK-E\-EXQFK
SRVLWLRQ DQG FORVHG RUELW SRVLWLRQ LQIRUPDWLRQ LV
FDOFXODWHG EDVHG RQ IRUPXOD   7KH EXQFK-E\-EXQFK
SRVLWLRQLQIRUPDWLRQLVVHQWWR''5IRUVWRUDJHDQGWKH
FORVHG RUELW SRVLWLRQ LQIRUPDWLRQ LV VHQW RXW WKURXJK WKH
90( EXV %HVLGHV WKH HOHFWURQLFV XVH D &3/' DQG D
)ODVK WR LPSOHPHQW RQOLQH FRQILJXUDWLRQ ,Q DGGLWLRQ
WKHUH LV RQH FRQQHFWRU IRU UHFHLYLQJ H[WHUQDO WULJJHU RQH
FRQQHFWRU IRU H[WHUQDO FORFN DQG WZR FRQQHFWRUV IRU
RXWSXWRIEHDPEXQFKLQIRUPDWLRQ
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Figure 4: Architecture of BPM electronics of CSNS RCS.

7KH'HVLJQRI$QDORJ&LUFXLW
7KH %30 HOHFWURQLFV XVH WKH YDULDEOH JDLQ DPSOLILHU
9*$  LPSOHPHQWHG E\ DPSOLILHU DQG DQDORJ VZLWFK WR
UHFHLYHDQGSURFHVVWKHSLFN-XSVLJQDO7KHJDLQVHWWLQJLV
VKRZHGLQ7DEOH7KLVGHVLJQVHWJDLQV  
DQG WKH WKUHH JDLQV FRYHU WKH HOHFWURGH VLJQDO ZLWK ODUJH
G\QDPLFUDQJH
Table 1: Gain Setting of VGA Circuit
Gain

Cover range Process range

LSB

h16

0²125mV

0²125mV

0.0076mV

h1

0²2.0V

125mV²2.0V

0.122mV

1/16

0²32V

2.0V²32V

1.953mV

$FFRUGLQJWRWKHJDLQVHWWLQJZHSURSRVHDVWUXFWXUHRI
DQDORJ FLUFXLW DV )LJXUH  7KH FLUFXLW FRQVLVWV RI WKUHH
VWDJH DPSOLILHU %HFDXVH WKH PD[LPXP RXWSXW YROWDJH
VZLQJ RI WKH VHOHFWHG DPSOLILHU LV -9 WKH ILUVW VWDJH
DPSOLILHU KDV D JDLQ RI  WR UHFHLYH WKH SLFN-XS VLJQDO
ZLWKDOODPSOLWXGH7KHVHFRQGVWDJHDPSOLILHUFRPELQHG
ZLWK DQDORJ VZLWFK FRQILJXUH JDLQ   DQG  7KH
WKLUG VWDJH DPSOLILHU FRQYHUWV WKH VLQJOH-HQGHG VLJQDO WR
GLIIHUHQWLDO VLJQDO WR SURYLGH WR $'& ,Q DGGLWLRQ D ORZ
SDVV ILOWHU /3)  LV SODFHG EHWZHHQ WKH VHFRQG VWDJH DQG
WKH WKLUG VWDJH DPSOLILHU ZLWK D G% EDQGZLGWK RI
0+] 7KH /3) LV XVHG WR HQKDQFH WKH VLJQDO QRLVH
5DWLR













/3)

Figure 5: Scheme of analog circuit.
)RUWKHVHFRQGVWDJHDPSOLILHULWLVFKDOOHQJHDEOHXVLQJ
VLQJOH VWDJH DPSOLILHU WR LPSOHPHQW 9*$ ZLWK JDLQ
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requires the electronics has ability to receive and process
the signal with dynamic range of 5.8mV~32V.
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FKDQJLQJIURPWR :H SURSRVH DVWUXFWXUHRIWKH
VHFRQG VWDJH DPSOLILHU DV LV VKRZHG LQ )LJXUH  ,Q WKLV
VWUXFWXUH WKH UHVLVWRUV KDYH D UHODWLRQVKLS 5 5ˈ
5 5ˈ5  5:KHQVZLWFK6LV21DQG66
DUH 2)) WKH JDLQ RI WKH FLUFXLW LV  :KHQ RQO\ VZLWFK
6LV21 WKH JDLQRIWKHFLUFXLWLV :KHQRQO\ VZLWFK
6 LV 21 WKH JDLQ LV  %HFDXVH RQH VLGH RI WKH
VZLWFKHV LV FRQQHFWHG WR LQYHUWLQJ LQSXW RI WKH DPSOLILHU
WKH ³2II ,VRODWLRQ´ SDUDPHWHU LV QRW LPSRUWDQW LQ WKLV
VWUXFWXUH 6R WKLV FLUFXLW FDQ WUDQVSRUW VLJQDO ZLWK
EDQGZLGWKDVKLJKDV0+]
5

5

5

,1

287
6


6

6

7(67



%XQFK-E\-%XQFK5HVROXWLRQ



7HVW PHWKRG FKDQQHO $ DQG FKDQQHO % DUH SURYLGHG
ZLWK SLFN-XS VLJQDOV ZLWK WKH VDPH DPSOLWXGH DQG WKH
VDPHSKDVHDQGWKHDPSOLWXGHYDULHVIURPP9WR9
:H WHVWHG WKH EXQFK-E\-EXQFK UHVROXWLRQ LQ HDFK
DPSOLWXGHSRLQWDQGGHSLFWHGWKHUHVXOWLQ )LJXUH 7KH
UHVXOWVKRZVWKDWWKHUHVROXWLRQLVPPLQWKHPLQLPXP
DPSOLWXGHRIP9

Figure 6: Structure of the second stage amplifier.

7KHPLQLPXPOHQJWKRIWKHEHDPEXQFKLVQVKHQFH
KDOIRIWKHELSRODUVLJQDOLVQV%HVLGHVRQWKHEHKDOIRI
UHVROXWLRQRIWKHHOHFWURQLFV\VWHPD0+]ELW$'&
LVGHWHUPLQHG 7KH VLJQDO IURPWKH SLFN-XSVRID%30
V\VWHPLVGLJLWDOL]HGLQGLYLGXDOO\DQGWKHGLJLWDOVLJQDOLV
WUDQVSRUWHG WR )3*$ $FFRUGLQJ WR HTXDWLRQ   ZH
GHYHORS WKH ILUPZDUH WKDW FDQ FDOFXODWH WKH SRVLWLRQ
LQIRUPDWLRQLQUHDOWLPH
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Figure 8: Bunch-by-bunch resolution when beam in the
centre of beam pipe.
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Figure 7: The architecture of the firmware.
7KHDUFKLWHFWXUHRIWKHILUPZDUHLVVKRZHGLQ)LJXUH
)LUVWO\WKHGLJLWDOVLJQDOIURPWKHIRXU$'&VLVDOLJQHGWR
HDFKRWKHU7KHQWKHYDOXHLVFRPSXWHG:KHQWKH
EHDP VLJQDO FRPH WKH ILUPZDUH WULJJHUV E\ WKH
FRLQFLGHQFHRIVHOI-WULJJHUDQGH[WHUQDOWULJJHU$IWHUWKDW
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6,*1$/352&(66,1*

mm

5

WKH ILUPZDUH JHQHUDWHVD WULJJHU ZLQGRZ ,QWKH ZLQGRZ
YDOXHLVLQWHJUDWHG,QWKHHQGWKHLQWHJUDWHG
YDOXH LV VXEVWLWXWHG LQWR WKH HTXDWLRQ   WR FDOFXODWH WKH
EXQFK-E\-EXQFK SRVLWLRQ &ORVHG RUELW SRVLWLRQ LV
FDOFXODWHGE\DYHUDJLQJWKHEXQFK-E\-EXQFKSRVLWLRQ>@
7KHEXQFK-E\-EXQFKSRVLWLRQLVWUDQVPLWWHGWR''5IRU
VWRUDJH DQG WKH FORVHG RUELW SRVLWLRQ LV VHQW RXW WKURXJK
90(EXV
,Q DGGLWLRQ WR WKLV WKH ILUPZDUH KDV WKH IXQFWLRQ RI
ZDYHIRUP UHFRUGLQJ 8QGHU WKLV IXQFWLRQ WKH ZDYHIRUP
RI WKH  FKDQQHO FDQ EH UHFRUGHG DQG SDUWLDOO\ VHQW RXW
WKURXJK90(EXV0RUHRYHUWKHILUPZDUHKDVDPRGXOH
RI$XWR*DLQ&RQWURO ZKLFKFDQFKDQJH WKHJDLQVHWWLQJ
RI WKH DQDORJ FLUFXLW DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH DPSOLWXGH RI WKH
SLFN-XSVLJQDO

Closed Orbit Position Resolution
7HVW PHWKRG FKDQQHO $ DQG FKDQQHO % DUH SURYLGHG
ZLWK SLFN-XS VLJQDOV ZLWK WKH VDPH DPSOLWXGH DQG WKH
VDPHSKDVHDQGWKHDPSOLWXGHYDULHVIURPP9WR9
:H WHVWHG WKH FORVHG RUELW UHVROXWLRQ LQ HDFK DPSOLWXGH
SRLQW DQG GHSLFWHG WKH UHVXOW LQ )LJXUH  7KH UHVXOW
VKRZV WKDW WKH FORVHG RUELW UHVROXWLRQ LV P LQ WKH
PLQLPXPDPSOLWXGHRIP9
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Figure 9: Closed orbit position resolution.

&21&/86,21
7KLV DUWLFOH LQWURGXFHV WKH GHVLJQ RI &616 5&6 %30
HOHFWURQLFVZKLFKLVLPSOHPHQWHGE\GLJLWDOȟȀPHWKRG
7R DFKLHYH ORZ QRLVH DQG KLJK UHVROXWLRQ RI %30
HOHFWURQLFV WKH DUWLFOH SURSRVH D 9*$ FLUFXLW ZKLFK
FRQVLVWV RI VLQJOH VWDJH DPSOLILHU DQG DQDORJ VZLWFK WR
SURFHVV WKH SLFN-XS VLJQDO ZLWK G\QDPLF UDQJH RI G%
7KH SULPDU\WHVWVKRZWKDWEXQFK-E\-EXQFKUHVROXWLRQLV
PPIRUPLQLPXPVLJQDORIP9DQGWKH&ORVHG2UELW
UHVROXWLRQLVP
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DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF BEAM POSITION MONITOR FOR THE
CADS INJECTOR I PROTON LINAC*
Y.F. Sui#, J.S. Cao, H.Z.Ma, Q. Ye, J.H. Yue
Institute of High Energy Physics, Beijing 100049, China
Abstract
Beam Position Monitors (BPM) based on both
capacitive and stripe line pick-ups are designed for the
China Accelerator Driven Subcritical system (CADS)
Injector I proton LINAC. The BPM will be installed to
measure the transverse beam position in the LINAC, of
which the beam parameters are listed as current 10mA,
energy 10MeV and the repetition frequency 325MHz.
This contribution presents the status of the BPM design
and focuses on the geometry of the pick-ups and CST
Particle Studio simulation results, including impedance,
sensitivity, time domain, frequency domain response, etc.
The main goal of the simulation is optimization of the
mechanical design.
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INTRODUCTION
The driver linac of the CADS consists of two injectors
to ensure its high reliability. Each of the two injectors will
be a hot-spare of the other. Although the two injectors that
are installed in the final tunnel will be identical, two
different design schemes, named injector I and II
respectively are being pursued in parallel by the Institute
of High Energy of Physics (IHEP) and the Institute of
Modern Physics (IMP). The injector I proton linac is
composed of an ECR ion source, a low energy beam
transport line (LEBT), a radio frequency quadrupole
accelerator (RFQ), a medium energy beam transport line
(MEBT) and superconducting spoke cavities to boost the
energy up to 10 MeV. Table 1 shows the main
characteristics of the beam in injector I[1].
Table 1: The Beam Characteristics of CADS Injector I
Parameters

Value

Beam energy

3.5Mev~10MeV

Bunch frequency

325MHz

Beam pulse length

1ms-CW

Peak current

10mA

To monitor the parameters of injector I, Several beam
diagnostic and monitoring instruments are used. BPM as
an essential part of beam diagnostics was designed and
manufactured to measure the displacement of the beam.
The BPMs provide the basic diagnostics tool for
commissioning and operation of accelerators. The BPMs
will provide information about both the transverse
___________________________________________

*Work supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(NO. 11205172)
#syf@ihep.ac.cn
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position of the beam and the beam phase that can be used
to detect energy on line using the time-of-flight (TOF)
method [2]. 16 BPMs including 5 cold BPMs will be
installed on the injector-I, which is under development in
the IHEP.
This paper presents the status of the BPM design
development and focuses on the design of the pick-ups
and CST Particle Studio simulation results, including
impedance, sensitivity, time domain, frequency domain
response, etc. The main goal of the simulation is
optimization of the mechanical design.

STRIPE-LINE PICKUP DESIGN
Due to the beam energy varies from 3.5MeV to 10MeV,
furthermore, the location of beam is in both normal
temperature and cryostat. Two types of pick-ups are
designed: the stripe line type and the button type. The
stripe line type BPMs are used in normal temperature.

Mechanical Design
The stripe-line BPMs have four electrodes with one end
shorted. According to the 4-electrode BPM geometry,
there are four independent modes, namely a sum,
horizontal dipole, vertical dipole, and quadrupole mode.[3]
To optimize impedance for the sum and difference mode,
one should makes the four independent mode satisfied the
constraining equation. Given the symmetrical geometry,
=z
.
z
=
=
(1)

Figure 1: The four modes of one quarter of BPM
geometry modelling in POSSION.
For the broadband performance, each mode must be
matched to 50 Ohms. The analysis of the structures was
carried in POSSION. Even through the separator is
introduced to reduce the electrode coupling, it is hard to
match each mode to 50 Ohms. After a series of
computation in POSSION, the BPM geometry with four
32 degree electrode and 46 degree separators was
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determined as shown in Figure 2. The characteristic
impedance of the geometry is 51.9 in sum mode, 50.3 in
diploe mode and 49.7 in quadrupole mode. There is still
small discrepancy characteristic impedance among
different modes, because the weak coupling between each
electrode still exists.
Due to the geometry of pick-ups and the space of the
MEBT is limited. In order to save the room, BPMs are
mounted directly in the quadrupole magnet as the figure 2
shows.
Table 2: The Stripe-Line BPM Specifications
Parameters

Value

Beam pipe diameter

30mm

Electron thickness

1.5mm

Electrode length

76mm

Electrode angle

32 degree

Separator

46 degree

Position accuracy

30um

Position resolution

100um

WEPC17

excitation source was defined by a Gaussian-shaped
longitudinal charge distribution with the sigma 12mm,
beam bunch charge 30.7pC，beam energy 3.5MeV. The
signal induced by the beam is depicted in Fig. 3.
The simulations with the different displaced bunch
were performed to get the linearity of BPM. Fig.4 gives
the BPM linearity results simulated by CST PS, which are
signal logarithmic ratio ln(R/L)/2 and difference-oversum (R–L)/(R+L)[4]. From Fig. 4, it can be conclude that
signal logarithmic ratio has a better performance in
linearity than difference-over-sum.

Figure 2: The position of the BPM in the injector I proton
linac and the structure of BPM.

CST PS Simulation Result
Figure 5: Output signal of the BPM on the test beam line.
The bottom line is the frequency of the signal.

Figure 3: Voltages versus time during one period on four
BPM electrodes from a passing transversely displaced (x
= r/3; y =r/2) bunch.
As the geometry shown in Figure 2, numerical
simulations were done by using the code CST PARTICLE
STUDIO (CST PS) with the wake-field solver. The
computation is finished with the help of IMP, which
institute gets the copyright of CST software. The

BPMs and Beam Stability

After calibrating on the test bench, the BPM is installed
in test beam line with beam parameters frequency 352.2
MHz, energy 3.5MeV and the bunch length 25mm. the
output signal of the BPM is shown in Fig. 5. The upper
three are time domain signals of different electrode and
the peak to peak amplitude of the signal is 12 mv. The
bottom one is the frequency domain signal, in which the
amplitude is -15 dBm and -55 dBm at the fundamental
and the first harmonic frequency after 50 meters cable.
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Figure 4: Horizontal ratio S of the signal harmonics at 325
MHz (top line for S =ln(R/L)/2, bottom one for S = (R-L)/(R+L)
versus the beam horizontal displacement x/r, for the same
vertical beam displacement y/r =0.
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DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Figure 6: The position of the BPM in the cryostat and the
structure of BPM.

We optimize the stripe-line BPM mechanical design on
bias of the POISSON 2-D electrostatic field computations,
and the design with 4 one-end-shorted 32 degree
electrodes and 46 degree separators was chosen. We
simulated the model in CST PS, and the result of the
computation are given include the time domain and
frequency domain signal. Finally, experiment of the BPM
prototype is done with the low beta proton beam in the
test beam line, and the result is also shown in the paper.
Furthermore, the BPM model is under fabricating. The
model will be characterized after construction finishing in
the future. In the other hand, the cryogenic BPMs are
designed and the simulated in the CST software. More
tests need be done to choose the suitable and reliable
feedthroughs. The cable in the cryostat is another problem,
because it is not easy to get high quality RF cables with
good thermal properties. More studies, including other
cold BPM test with liquid N2 temperatures will be
performed in the future.
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Figure 7: Voltages versus time during one period on four
BPM electrodes from a passing transversely displaced (x
= 2r/7; y =r/7) bunch.

THE BUTTON PICKUP DESIGN
As mentioned above, there are five BPMs for each
cryostat. The button pickups are selected for cryogenic
BPMs. Removable feedthroughs are used in the cold
BPMs for maintenance and replacement. The button
diameter is 10mm and the beam pipe is 35 in diameter.
Also the cryogenic BPM is modelled and simulated in
CST PS. Though the beam energy varies from the
entrance to the exit of the cryomodule, we adopted the
unique beam energy 3.5 MeV to compute the model. The
signal induced by the beam is shown in the Fig. 7.
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPACT ELECTRONICS DEDICATED TO BEAM
POSITION MONITORS IN INJECTORS AND BOOSTERS
G. Jug*, M. Cargnelutti, Instrumentation Technologies, Solkan, Slovenia
K. B. Scheidt#, ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract

MOTIVATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
The electronics for BPMs have in the past focused on
storage rings and their requirements. The stability in the
storage rings should be as good as it can be. The key
component is therefore precise measurement of the beam
position at fast rates. This is addressed by high resolution
and high data-throughput instrumentation – typical submicron resolution @ 10 kHz data output.
For boosters, such performances are not needed; the
complexity of design can therefore be reduced. The beam
position measurement for boosters is in the tens of
microns or even millimetre ranges.
Active feed-back control of the beam position in the
booster is not required as the stabilization of the beam in
terms of lateral coordinates is not crucial. On-demand
information about the beam position is sufficient for the
operator.
Based on this, development was initiated to optimize
the functionality of the instrument to the booster
application needs in terms of performance and including
features such as digital-down-conversion (DDC) having
the mean average filtering (MAF) functionality to
optimize measurements at different fill patterns of the
booster.
___________________________________________

The goal of the project is to provide an instrument that
supports:
• micro-meter beam position resolution to cover the
acceleration cycle
• beam position data available on demand
• no maintenance instrument
• rapid adaptation to a different machine
A detailed description of the ESRF’s booster BPM
pick-ups and setup is available in [1].

DESIGN CONCEPT
The idea of the design concept was to cover more than
one booster application. This required a customizable
platform that could be reconfigured to suit more needs –
for instance, filters and amplifiers to customize gain and
bandwidth. The balance between the more general and the
optimized platform was taken into account, such as the
possibility of implementing phased-locked-loop (PLL), if
needed, the variable attenuation. An example of ESRF
booster implementation is presented. Details of the
ESRF’s booster are available in [3].
The design is such that the position will be available to
the user on demand. It will be calculated in the software
from I and Q data processed in the field programmable
gate array (FPGA) logic to make the FPGA design as
simple as possible and thus enable the developers/users to
further optimize or add complexity to booster
implementation. The refreshing of data will be at trigger
frequency, which can be max. 10 Hz. The position will be
available per request of the user through a Standard
Commands for Programmable Instrument (SCPI)-based
interface.
The plan was for the BPM instrument to comprise the
following functional blocks:
- hardware (HW)
- FPGA
- software (SW)
All three blocks are devoted to delivering position
measurement information to the operator in the control
system when he requests it. In the case of ESRF, it would
have to be integrated into the TANGO control system.

Hardware
For the HW, several goals were set:
• ability to deliver RF signals @ 352 MHz to the
analogue-to-digital converters (ADC) from the BPM
button pick-ups
• No maintenance needed
• Low power consumption

*gasper.jug@i-tech.si
#scheidt@esrf.fr
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The need for state-of-the-art electronics for dataacquisition and the processing of BPM signals in Injector
and/or Booster Synchrotrons is being addressed in a
development that aims to make such systems available
with less complexity while fulfilling precisely the needs
of such specific BPMs.
The ESRF Booster Synchrotron uses 75 BPMs in its
300 m circumference to measure the orbit along its
acceleration cycle of 50 milliseconds for the electron
beam from 0.2 to 6 GeV. The 25-year-old electronics of
these BPMs are in need of replacement.
While BPM electronics developments in recent years
have focused on devices for Storage Rings that face
extreme requirements such as sub-micron drift with time,
beam intensity, etc. that result in complicated
implementation schemes, this new development combines
both simplification in the measurement concept and the
implementation of new features such as compact design
that integrates RF electronics with power-over-Ethernet
supply and passive cooling, a powerful System-on-Chip
engine and easy communication via SCPI commands.
This paper will present the full design concept and its
intended functionalities as a BPM device that should offer
an excellent price/performance ratio.
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Processing capability on a single chip – System on
Chip (SoC) supports achievement of the expected
performances and has low power consumption. This
FPGA technology will be addressed in the FPGA section.
No maintenance was achieved by removing the fans.
This led to the decision to utilize passive cooling and, at
the same time, to reduce power consumption to a
minimum.
The ability to deliver RF signals to the ADCs is not so
straightforward with the constraints mentioned. Careful
attention should be paid to signal quality and power
consumption when selecting the components. This limits
the use of amplifiers and filters and necessitates the smart
design of the RF input stages.
The RF analogue part has a wide bandwidth (from DC
to ~500 MHz), but is expected to be limited by the use of
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters to enhance the
signal quality at selected bandwidth.
Sampling frequency is generated by a crystal oscillator
(XO) and can be set from 80 MHz to 125 MHz. Selected
ADCs support such sampling frequency and output 14bit data.
With low power consumption, Power-over-Ethernet
(PoE standard IEEE802.3af) power supply utilization is
feasible.
The basic block diagram is presented in Fig. 1. The
white structures are external interfaces and the gray
present the functional blocks.
The first development prototype boards are being
tested. Signal quality is proved to be sufficient for
providing micro-meter measurement resolution.

FPGA
SoC hosts both field programmable gate arrays (FPGA)
and the Central Processing Unit (CPU) – the hard-core
processor concept presented in [2]. With previous
technologies, the CPU was usually outside the FPGA chip
and communication between FPGA and CPU chips had to
be handled. With SoC, data transfer is no longer a bottle-

neck since the data is shared between the FPGA and CPU.
The SoC selected for this instrument is the Xilinx Zynq
7020.
The processing of the signals is designed as presented
in Fig. 2.
There are three types of data stored in the buffers:
• ADC data
• I and Q data, which is the ADC data processed
using the digital down-conversion (DDC) block [2]
and stored to the TbT buffer
• further decimated I and Q data, which is TbT data
decimated by 64 – see Fig. 2
Fig. 2 shows the FPGA part, which consists of:
• DDC
• ADC, TbT and TbT/64 buffers
The most direct data path is into the ADC buffer. From
the 14-bit ADCs, the data is converted to 16-bit words and
streamed to the ADC buffer – see Fig. 2. Sampling
frequency defines the timespan covered by data when the
buffer is full – see Table 1 for details. For the ESRF case,
the sampling frequency is approx. 108 MHz.
The data comes from the DDC into the TbT and TbTdecimated (shown in Fig. 2 as TbT/64) buffers. Its
function is digital-down-conversion by utilising the
Cascaded Integrated Comb (CIC) and Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filters [2]. The filters’ parameters are
optimized on the basis of the booster’s physical
dimensions and the RF at which they operate. I and Q
data is outputted from the DDC block.
I and Q data is then stored in the TbT buffer with a
decimation factor compared to the ADC buffer. In the
TbT/64 buffer, an additional 64 decimation factor to the
TbT data is applied before storage.
The partitioning of the buffer sizes is presented in
Table 1.

Figure 1: Basic HW design.
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Figure 2: Functionality in the SoC.

†

Buffer

Capacity
[kAtoms]

Capacity [MB]

Timespan
[ms]

ADC

1024

8

10

TbT

256

4

262

TbT/64

256

4

16777

Software
The software provides:
• further elaboration of the signals by the calculation
of the position, sum and amplitudes from data in
both TbT and TbT/64 buffers
• SCPI-like interface
SCPI-like commands enable the user to access the
signals and to set parameter values or check parameter
setting. For each signal, the instrument will provide data
in two formats:
• ASCII as human-readable format
• binary for reducing the data transfer load over the
network when the instruments are integrated into the
control system
The booting of SW is supported in two ways, from:
• a configurable server with TFTP, or
• a memory card, if inserted
As a consequence of this booting implementation,
upgrading of the SW is possible from a single location.
The CPU uses the standard delta over sum equations to
calculate position.

The initial results of the measurements on
development prototypes in the lab are within
expectations:
• crosstalk between channels: typically better than -60
dB
• unit boot options and ADC data buffer functionalities
were evaluated and confirmed
• PoE functionality within the specifications of the
IEEE802.3af standard.
Confirmation of the design and its implementation is
expected to be done on the development prototype at the
end of October 2013 at ESRF.
The idea is to put the instrument close to the BPM pickups (as the power is delivered over the Ethernet cable),
thus avoiding long RF cabling, using proper radiation
shielding.

Figure 3: Prototype board.

CONCLUSION
The development of the instrument is under way, with
the first prototypes being produced – see Fig. 3. The
first results of the measurements of the HW part are under
way using the already-implemented SCPI daemon and
FPGA. They are still in development, but have enabled
measurements on ADC data.

___________________________________________
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Table 1: Memory Partitioning
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PERFORMANCE OF INJECTION BEAM POSITION MONITORS IN THE
J-PARC RCS
N. Hayashi∗ , P.K. Saha, JAEA/J-PARC, Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan
T. Toyama, KEK/J-PARC, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract
It is important to monitor the injected beam trajectory
and position into a synchrotron ring. In the J-PARC RCS,
there are two specialized beam position monitors (BPM) in
the first arc section in order to perform continuous monitoring. They detect the linac RF frequency 324 MHz or
its second harmonics, these contributions quickly decrease
after a few turns in the ring. Therefore, they are mostly
sensitive just injected beam. The RCS adopts the multiturn injection and painting. These monitors are useful to
check the transverse painting process.
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INTRODUCTION
The J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) is a multi-purpose research center which consists of
three accelerators and three experimental facilities [1]. The
RCS (Rapid-Cycling Synchrotron) is the second accelerator to provide 1 MW beam power for a Spallation neutron
source target, the Material and Life science Facility (MLF),
and works as an injection booster for the Main Ring (MR).
The RCS has been operated with 181 MeV as the injection energy since 2007 [2]. The injection energy upgrade
to originally designed 400 MeV is planed in 2013 to 2014.
In this paper, it describes specialized BPM focusing on the
injected beam and their application.
The RCS adopts the multi-turn painting injection scheme
to reduce space charge effect of the high intensity beam.
Here, it describes the transverse painting scheme of the
RCS briefly, detail description is given in elsewhere [3].
For vertical painting, two smaller magnets at the L3BT
(Linac-to-RCS beam transport line) control vertical angle
at the injection point. In case of horizontal painting, it is
realized by the dedicated bump magnets in the ring. Two
are upstream and other two are downstream of the injection
point. These magnets controls time dependent bump orbit
during the injection period up to 500 µs.
There are 54 normal BPMs in the ring and their main
purpose to measure COD [4]. Since it is sensitive to average charge of the beam, there are two ways to study the
injected beam or painting performance using these normal
BPM. One is switching the RCS to the “single-pass extraction mode”. Another way is a combination of the RCS
“DC mode” and “single intermediate pulse injection”. Using turn-by-turn measurements mode, the betatron motion
∗ naoki.hayashi@j-parc.jp
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is monitoring to know the painting process [5]. These are
indirect methods, and they are not consistent with normal
user operation.
One may distinguish the just injected beam by detecting
the Linac frequency. Using this method, a study at KEK
booster detecting the Linac 200 MHz were performed and
an outlook for the J-PARC RCS was presented [6]. The
Linac RF creates the micro pulse structure whose fundamental frequency is 324 MHz in case of the J-PARC. Due
to slippage, this micro pulse structure disappear quickly,
after the beam injected into the ring. But it still survives at
the first turn. On the other hand, the revolution frequency
of the ring, used by normal BPM system (0.469 MHz at
181 MeV injection period), is much lower than that of frequency. This direct method can be applied to a continuous
injected beam detection, namely on-line monitoring.

FAST BPM SYSTEM
There are four BPMs which detects Linac frequency
around the RCS. Two at the L3BT lines and other two in
the first arc section of the ring. Former two are stripline
type and determine the injection line orbit into the ring.
One is called K-BPM and it is located inside the last L3BT
quadrupole magnet. The other is called I-BPM and it is
between two injection septum magnets.
The later two in the ring are located at some horizontal
dispersion section, about 1 m. The phase space advance
between them are about π/2 with the present tune setting.
The chamber inner diameter is 257 mm and its length
is 140 mm. Because available space is quite limited, an
electro-static type electrode was employed. They have four
electrodes for left, right, up, and down. Its size is 45 mm
of length and 49◦ as an open angle. Typical capacitance for
each electrode is about 33 pF.
In order to transport higher frequency, 324 or 648 MHz,
low attenuation coaxial cable1 is used and it is the same as
that of the linac BPM. Four cables for each electrode output bring the signal from the main-machine tunnel to the
electronics room. Their length are about 60 ∼ 70 m. Measured attenuation of the cable is about -5 dB at 324 MHz
and -7 dB at 648 MHz, respectively.
Table calibration was performed as same as the normal
BPM [4]. A wire which emulates the beam was moved a
step of 10 mm pitch over the range of ±60 mm and re1 Andrew

HELIAX LDF2RN-50.
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sponse signals of electrodes were taken. A network analyzer was used as both a signal source and a receiver. Two
frequency 324 and 648 MHz were used. A position calculation formula is based on that of the linac BPM [7, 8]. The
provisional position x and y are calculated as follow.
x=

1
· Vx.dif f
S

(1)

y=

1
· Vy.dif f
S

(2)

160 sin(ϕ/2) 1
·
·
(3)
ln 10
ϕ
r
and Vx.dif f , Vy.dif f are the difference between left and
right or up and down of output of a logarithmic amplifier.
Further, the calibration formula of position X and Y are
following. There are 15 parameters, aij , bij , required for
each orientation.

Log.amp diff. (V)

1

S=

-3
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A signal process unit is two-width NIM module, which
has four inputs and four logarithmic amplifier outputs for
every electrode. In addition, two more outputs which are
difference between two output channels. Usually they are
assigned to difference of Left-Right or Up-Down. There
are two versions of units to detect 324 or 648 MHz. Former
uses AD8310 and latter uses AD8313 as main log-amp.
The output voltage Vout in mV is expressed as

-20

-40
-50
-100

BPM1 position X
BPM1 position Y
BPM2 position X
BPM2 position Y
0

100

Figure 1: Log-amp difference signal output (upper) and
converted position (lower) versus time. The beam was unchopped beam.

5

(6)

0
Y position (mm)

Here, P is input signal power in dBm. A bias is 6000 or
10000 and an input range is from 0 to -50 dBm or from
-20 to -70 dBm for 324 or 648 MHz, respectively. Two
difference signals are read by a fast digitizer and processed
on-line position calculation. For study purpose, an oscilloscope was used, particularly to record raw signal (direct
from the electrode, not through the log-amp circuit) to assure high frequency bandwidth up to 1 GHz.

0
-10

-30

+b11 xy + b21 x y + b31 x y + b02 y + b12 xy
+b22 x2 y 2 + b03 y 3 + b13 xy 3 + b04 y 4
(5)

Vout = P × 200 + bias.
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0
X position (mm)
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Single-Pass Extraction Mode

Figure 2: Two BPM X versus Y during 500 µs injection period with various painting conditions. “H150” means only
horizontal painting with 150 πmm·mrad emittance.

This mode is so-called “1/3 mode”, because the beam
go through only one-third of the ring circumference and
directly extracted from the RCS. It is considered as just a
beam transport line. Because two BPMs are located at this
first arc-section, they can work with this mode. In normal operation, the beam is chopped to make a gap in order to match the ring RF bucket. But with this mode, the

Since there is two “position” information in the ring, one
can reconstruct the injected beam on the phase space. It is
also possible to track back by a transfer matrix to the phase
space position at the injection point, namely at the charge
exchange foil. Since the ring optics are well modeling, the
phase space position at the foil (x0 , x′0 ), can be expressed
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3

-1

30

= b00 + b10 x + b20 x2 + b30 x3 + b40 x4 + b01 y
2

0

-2

= a00 + a10 x + a20 x2 + a30 x3 + a40 x4 + a01 y
+a11 xy + a21 x2 y + a31 x3 y + a02 y 2 + a12 xy 2
+a22 x2 y 2 + a03 y 3 + a13 xy 3 + a04 y 4
(4)

Y

chopping can be off, because the beam does not circulate.
Difference output signals are plotted as functions of time
in Fig. 1. These data are converted to the positions X or
Y using the formula (4) or (5). In further, counter plot of
X and Y for both BPMs is shown in Fig. 2. Data were
taken with various painting conditions, horizontal, vertical
or their combinations.
2

where S is

X
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by two measured position x1 and x2 at two BPMs without
knowing their slope x′1 or x′2 .
(
)
(
)
x0
x1
=A
.
(7)
x′0
x2
Here, a matrix A can be determined from the model and
the effect of dispersion or COD are not included. A reconstructed injected beam footprint is shown in Fig.3. Its
beam condition was anti-correlated horizontal and vertical
painting with 150 πmm·mrad emittance. On-line painting
monitoring is working well with this “1/3 mode”.
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Figure 3: An injection beam footprint on the phase space. It
is easy to compare with the desired emittance and painting.
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Figure 4: A Log-amp difference output is compared with
“1/3 mode” (red: chopped, green: un-chopped, 500 µs injection) and normal circulation mode (blue, 200 µs).
It is interesting to see a comparison with “1/3 mode” and
“circulating mode”. It is shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the injection period is different, they should be compared up to
200 µs. The signal envelope is somehow similar, but the
normal mode seems to have more complex structure. It
maybe an interference between the circulating and the just
injected beam, or re-bunching.
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Figure 5: Top is a time domain signal of one intermediate
pulse (560 ns). A sampling speed is 5 GS/s. Second and
third are its enlargement. The bottom is the FFT spectrum
(4096 samples) of specific turn.
Due to a momentum spread ∆p/p, micro pulse time
structure dismissed. Naively, time spread ∆T is written
as
∆T
∆p
=η
.
(8)
Trev
p
Here, Trev is the revolution period 2.13 µs, η = α − 1/γ
is a slippage factor −0.69, α = 1/γt2 is a momentum comBPMs and Beam Stability
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It is presented one pair of high frequency BPM in the
RCS. It is very useful for monitoring the painting performance of the just injected beam. It is working very well for
“1/3 mode”. However, it seems to be happen, re-bunching
process may occur after 100 µs after the injection. Higher
frequency components re-appear. It is expected the situation changed after 400 MeV injection. The slippage factor
and the revolution period become -0.48 and 1.6 µs, respectively. They may make slower debunching and harder to
separate the present turn and the previous turn.
The micro pulse structure at the RCS is very sensitive
to various Linac beam conditions, this is certainly affect
the signal detection. It is important to do further study in
simulation in order to understand the micro pulse dynamics
at the beginning of the RCS injection and after in the ring.
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15mA one pulse
25mA one pulseB
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Figure 6: The direct raw signal from the electrode (upper)
and 324 MHz Log-amp output (lower) with various Linac
beam conditions. Raw data plot of “old debuncher setting”
is not shown, but it is about ±30 mV.
porting control system of digitizer and on-line monitoring
program.
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SUMMARY

15

Log.amp out (V)

paction factor and γ (γt ) is the Lorentz gamma at 181 MeV
(transition energy 9.2 GeV).
This is studied experimentally by observing only one intermediate pulse (one turn) injection. Figure 5 shows the
results of time domain and frequency domain of the signal. The Linac frequency (324 MHz peak) disappears after three turns and debunched. After 45th turns (around
100 µs), it indicates the pulse re-bunching. But re-bunched
beam spectrum is very broad. A synchrotron frequency
is about 3 kHz at injection. Due to the synchrotron motion, the envelope of the signal becomes a peak around
50 µs, but the micro structure re-bunching shows up around
100 µs (Top of Fig. 5). In fact, the timing of intermediate pulse injection is the beginning of 500 µs macro pulse.
Re-bunching behavior slightly different, if the intermediate
pulse injected in the middle or in the last of the macro pulse
time period.
Concerning the position measurement, only the difference of the signal is important, not each absolute signal
size. In 2009, it was about ±30 mV and it became smaller
about ±8 mV recently. There were two debuncher at the
end of linac and the second one was about 165 m upstream
of the RCS injection point [9]. The second debuncher was
used to control the momentum spread. The designed momentum spread is 0.1 % and it was confirmed by a longitudinal tomography technique [10]. Later some tuning
process, it was turned out that different debuncher setting
makes lower beam loss at the RCS collimator section and it
had been used as a default setting. In fact, it gave larger momentum spread [11]. It seems this is a reason why the high
frequency amplitude becomes smaller compared to the previous one. It is also depends on the Linac peak beam current. The raw signal height even gets lower, when the peak
current increased from 15 to 25 mA (Fig. 6).
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BUNCH EXTENSION MONITOR FOR LINAC OF SPIRAL2 FACILITY
R. Revenko, J. L. Vignet, GANIL, Caen, France
Abstract
Measurements of the bunch longitudinal shape of beam
particles are crucial for optimization and control of the
LINAC beam parameters and maximization of its
integrated luminosity. The non-interceptive bunch
extension monitor for LINAC of SPIRAL2 facility is
being developed at GANIL. The five bunch extension
monitors are to be installed on the entrance of LINAC
between superconducting cavities. The principle of
monitor operation is based on registration of x-rays
induced by ions of accelerator beam and emitted from
thin tungsten wire. The monitor consists of two parts:
system for wire insertion and positioning and x-ray
detector based on microchannel plates. The prototype of
detector has been developed and was tested using protons
and heavy ions beams.
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INTRODUCTION
The SPIRAL2 project [1] is based on a multi-beam
LINAC driver in order to allow both ISOL and lowenergy in-flight techniques to produce RIB. A
superconducting light/heavy-ion LINAC with an
acceleration potential of about 40 MV capable of
accelerating 5 mA deuterons up to 40 MeV and 1 mA
heavy ions up to 14.5 MeV/u is used to bombard both
thick and thin targets. These beams could be used for the
production of intense RIB by several reaction
mechanisms (fusion, fission, transfer, etc.) and technical
methods (ISOL, IGISOL, recoil spectrometers, etc.). The
production of high intensity RIB of neutron-rich nuclei
will be based on fission of uranium target induced by
neutrons, obtained from a deuteron beam impinging on a
graphite converter (up to 1014 fissions/s) or by a direct
irradiation with a deuteron, 3He or 4He beam.
The accelerating RF of LINAC [2] is 88,0525 MHz. It
means that time distance between two bunches is 11,26
ns. The extension of the phase for bunch (±2σ) is 60˚ or
~1,6ns for bunch length. The LINAC can operate at
continuous or pulsed mode with period of macropulse
varied at range from 100 µsec to 1 sec.
Correct adjustment of LINAC is necessary conditions
for obtaining maximal intensity and luminosity on the
target. Adjusting includes synchronization of phase for
each acceleration section. For this reason information
about spatial beam particles distribution is needed. While
the beam transverse profile will be measured by pick up
monitors (BPM) information about bunch longitudinal
distribution will be obtained by bunch extension monitor
(BEM). These diagnostic detectors will be placed in gaps
between superconducting acceleration cavities inside the
warm sections. Each warm section consists of two
quadrupoles and diagnostic box between them. Five BEM
will be mounted into first five diagnostic boxes on
entrance of LINAC.
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BEM DESCRIPTION
Bunch extension monitor is a non-destructive beam
diagnostic detector for estimation of longitude of LINAC
bunches. Principe of operation of BEM based on
registration of x-rays emitted from thin tungsten wire due
to interaction it with ions beam. Comparing to monitors
based on secondary emission of electrons there is not
applied potential on the wire and thus it is not produce
distortion of the beam optics. The LINAC will be
operated at vacuum level 10-8 mbar thus all components
of BEM should meet to UHV requirements. All materials
of BEM components must satisfy required conditions of
purity for preventing of cavity pollution.

BEM Working Principle
The photons emitted from the wire will be produced
due to ionization of atoms by hitting of ions beam. The
ions can knock-out electrons from inner shells and
produce electron vacancy. Electrons from outer shells fill
this vacancy and emit the difference of energy of bound
states as characteristic x-ray photons. The energies of
emitted characteristic photon are unique for each element
and in case of tungsten they are 60 keV and 11 keV for Kand L-shell ionization respectively. Due to interaction of
x-rays with material of MCP they produce photoelectrons
which than multiplied at two stages of MCP. The MCP
has a very fast response time with signal of few hundred
mV and rise time 700-800 picoseconds. Output signal is
transmitted thru coaxial cable on input of constant
fraction discriminator CFD 7174. Signal of accelerator
RF comes to another channel of CFD. Two logical signals
from CFD output as “start” and “stop” signals feed timeto-amplitude converter Ortec 566. The time difference
between two logical signals is measured. Output signal
from TAC with amplitude proportional to time difference
is digitized by multichannel analyzer Ortec 921. The
principal schema of BEM electronics operation is
presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Principal schema of operation of BEM
electronics.
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Gamma source of 55Fe with was used for estimation of
temporal resolution for electronics. Output signal from
prototype of x-ray detector was transmitted thru the long
coaxial cable 74 meters length and then splitted on two
signal by splitter. After splitter signals were going in input
of CFD with one of signal was previously delayed for
10ns. Measured time resolution for electronics was
FWHM=33±3.2ps.

BEM Design
The BEM constructively consist of two parts which are
installed inside the one diagnostic box and occupied two
flanges CF100 (see Fig.2).
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The second part of BEM is x-ray detector used for
registration of photons emitted from wire and it is based
on MCP design. Detector is placed at distance 240mm
from the wire. There is being used microchannel plates
Hamamatsu F1551 ( 18mm) with channel diameter
12µm. The two MCP are assembled at chevron
configuration and provide summary gain up to 108 at
applied voltage –2 kV. The MCP has electrodes covered
by Inconel alloy. For providing of short front of signal the
output electrons are collected by fast readout coaxial
anode which are matched on 50 Ohms impedance and
connected with N-type connector on the flange CF100.
Entrance of first MCP is covered by copper collimator
which has hole  4mm and thickness 8 mm and provides
registration of photons at solid angle 2×10-4sr.
To escape background signals from ions coming from
residual gas ionization at the front of detector is mounted
deflecting grid and positive potential +30V is applied on
it. All electronic components of HV divider a placed
inside a box and located on the air side of diagnostic box.
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The first part is system for wire insertion which allows
inserting the wire into the beam and making their
positioning with precision less than 100 µm. Tungsten
wires 150 microns diameter are fixed on stainless steel
frame inside of three holders. Each holder has dimensions
50 mm × 50 mm where tungsten wire is fixed at
diagonally across. Wires of the next BEM are fixed in
their holders at perpendicular direction to the wires of
previous BEM for minimization of influence one detector
to another and on LINAC beam. The three positions of
wires allow replacing on wire to another in case of
damaging one without disassembling all mechanism. The
frame with wire holders is connected thru isolator with
rod of linear actuator which has a length of the moving
178mm. The rod is moved by brushless motor thru the
system of screw-nut. The brushless motor is a part of the
Siemens SIMATIC 110 which also includes power supply
and control module. Motor and mechanical parts of
actuator are mounted on air side of flange CF100.
The system for wire insertion allows performing
measurements of current pick up from the wire. Frame
with fixed on it tungsten wires is electrically connected
thru vacuum feedthrough with BNC connector on the
flange. Current from the wire is measured by card of
chassis for current measurements which was developed at
GANIL by GEM group and also used for measurements
of current from FC and slits.
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Figure 2: General view of BEM installed at diagnostic
box of LINAC.

The first test of BEM prototype was performed at
proton beam of IPN’O tandem accelerator. Measurements
were done at energies 4, 10 and 18 MeV. This test
approved the principle of operation of this detector. High
value of background events were measured during this
test. Background events were case registration of ions
from residual gas ionization due to the bad vacuum
condition (10-5 mbar instead 10-8 mbar)
As improvement the deflecting grid was added to design
of BEM prototype. The second test was performed at
GANIL with beam of 36Ar+10 ions with energy 0,98
MeV/n. Measurements were done at different values of
intensity and applied voltage on MCP. The results of the
test were shown increasing of values measured bunch
length with increasing of applied high voltage on MCP
that can be explained by effect of saturation. The optimal
value of HV was chosen at –1,95 kV (see Fig. 3).
One more test at high intensities beam is needed for
estimation of dynamic range of detector.
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Figure 3: Measured bunch profile of 36Ar+18 beam at
different intensities. Value of applied voltage is –1.95kV.
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Results of the test were compared with analytical
calculation of x-ray production from the wire (see Fig 4).
To perform these calculations a cross section of tungsten
wire was divided into small elemental cells. For each cell
was calculated a value of ionization cross section of
atoms material the wire. The cross-section can be
implemented as a function of scaled velocity of projectile
ion to velocity of electron on the shell Vproj/Velect and can
be represented thru Gryzinsky function (see Eq.1) [3].
N  Z 2  0
(1).
 G (V )
 ionis ( E ) 
U2
Where N is a number of electrons on the shell (K-shell=2,
L-shell=8), Z is charge of projectile ion, U is binding
energy of electrons at the given shell, G(V) is a function
and
of
the
scaled
velocity
V=Vproj/Velect
 0    e0  6.56 10 14 cm 2 eV 2 .
To estimate scaled velocity the value of dE/dx for beam
energy is calculated in each cell. Also attenuation of xrays emitted at direction of x-ray detector is taken in
account by material.
The total value of emitted photon from the wire can be
obtained by summing x-ray production in each cell of
wire cross-section [4]. The final expression for total
numbers of photons emitted in solid angle dΩ/4 and
registered by MCP can be written as:
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Q


  L
   N atoms   k ,l   I ij   ionis E ( xi )   e ij
4
ij

(2).

where dΩ/4 is a solid angle of detector, ε is a efficiency
of registration photons by MCP, Natoms is concentration of
target atoms per cm2, k,l is fluorescence yields of
photons for K-, L-shell ionizations, Iij is number of
incident ions of the beam at ij-cell per second, σionis is
ionization cross-section for K-,L-shells as function of
incident ion energy, exp(-µ·Lij) is attenuation of x-ray at
material of target.
The calculations (see Eq. 2) were done for both case of
ionization for K- and L- shell. The relative yield of
photons due to ionization of L-shell is at almost 105 times
more than one for K-shell. For this reason in comparison
with experimental results mainly are using values of
calculations for L-shell.
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Figure 4: Comparison of count rates for different values
intensities and applied voltage. Theoretical estimation of
count rate due L-shell ionisation is presented.

SUMMARY
The prototype of non-interceptive beam diagnostic
detector for bunch length measurements was developed.
Test at proton and ions beams were performed at different
conditions. The temporal resolution for detector
electronics was measured and is 33±3.2 ps for analog
electronics. The results of test were compared with
theoretical estimation of x-ray production. The effect of
saturation is observed and test with high intensity beam is
needed. For estimation of background conditions test
BEM will be performed at proximity of superconducting
cavity.
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DESIGN AND BEAM TEST RESULTS OF BUTTON BPMS
FOR THE EUROPEAN XFEL*
D.M. Treyer, R. Baldinger, R. Ditter, B. Keil, W. Koprek, G. Marinkovic, M. Roggli,
PSI, Villigen, Switzerland
D. Lipka, D. Noelle, S. Vilcins, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
The European X-ray Free Electron Laser (E-XFEL)
will use a total of ~300 button BPMs along the whole
accelerator, and additionally 160 cavity BPMs. The
pickups for the button BPMs have been designed by
DESY, whereas the electronics has been developed by
PSI. This paper gives an overview of the button BPM
system, with focus on the RF front end electronics, signal
processing, and overall system performance. Measurement results achieved with prototypes installed at the
DESY FLASH linac and at the SwissFEL Injector Test
Facility (SITF) are presented. The position noise obtained
with button pickups in a 40.5 mm aperture beam pipe is
as low as ~11 m at 20 pC bunch charge.

INTRODUCTION
The E-XFEL 17.5 GeV superconducting linac and
undulator will employ different types of BPMs [1]. At
locations where sub-micron resolution is needed, e.g. in
undulators or few locations in the warm beam transfer
lines, cavity BPMs are chosen [2][3]. In other parts of the
machine, more cost efficient button BPMs are preferred,
e.g. in warm beam transfer lines, or the cold superconducting cryostats where ~70 button BPMs are complemented by ~30 re-entrant cavity BPMs.
For the standard BPMs the beam pipe apertures are
40.5, 94, and 78 mm depending on the location. Nominal
bunch charges range from 0.1 to 1 nC. The BPMs must be
able to measure position and charge of single bunches
with 220 ns spacing, in trains of up to 2700 bunches,
repeated at 10 Hz. Train-by-train averaged rms position
resolution must be better than 10 m, bunch-by-bunch
resolution better than 50 m. The same values apply for
hourly and weekly drifts, respectively. The range for
maximum resolution is ±3 mm. Monotonicity must be
guaranteed over ±10 mm. Identical electronics should be
used for all ~300 button BPMs. These requirements do
not allow to re-use BPM technology previously available
at PSI or DESY, therefore calling for new developments.

BUTTON BPM SYSTEM
The E-XFEL button BPM electronics consists of four
main blocks:
 Button pickups: The beam position sensor pickups
use four capacitive electrodes (buttons). The ratio of
signal amplitudes among the electrodes is related to
the transversal beam position.
____________________________________________

*Work supported by Swiss State Secretariat for Education, Research
and Innovation.
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 RF front end with RF/analog electronics (RFFE):
Four channels, each with RF pulse-stretching filter,
amplifiers and step attenuators, diode detectors and
hold capacitors, discharger, baseband buffer. An onboard pulser enables self-testing and linearization.
 Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) module: Base–
band signals are digitized simultaneously with 12-bit
resolution at sampling rates up to 500 MSa/s.
 Digital back end: The general purpose digital
platform "GPAC" provides generation of timing
signals, processing of ADC waveforms, position and
charge calculation, and interfacing to other accelerator subsystems.
The pickups have been developed by DESY, while the
electronics and firmware/software were developed at PSI.

Button Pickups
For the standard BPMs, button BPMs were chosen over
alternatives such as striplines, due to their lower costs and
compact design [4]. Their simpler geometry is also better
suited to the particle cleanliness requirements of the
superconducting machine. See photos in Fig. 1 below.

Figure 1: Cold button pickup mounted at SITF and copper
button electrode.
The button is designed to increase the signal level and
avoid resonances up to the upper bandwidth limit of the
electronics (2.7 GHz) by optimizing the button pickup
geometry. The reflections at the feedthrough should be
small and the transmission high to avoid loosing signal
level and depositing energy in the vacuum insulator.
Additionally, the cold button pickup must withstand a few
temperature cycles between 2 and 300 K. The cold
buttons consists of copper to minimize the heat loss from
higher order traveling modes of the nearby accelerator.
Beam position is calculated from the pickup electrode
voltage magnitudes vi as shown in Fig. 2, which is a firstorder approximation, valid close to the center of the beam
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pipe. A lower pickup geometry factor k [mm] implies
higher position sensitivity and lower BPM position noise.

d1  k

v1  v3
v1  v3

d2  k

v2  v4
v2  v4

Figure 2: Button pickup electrode configuration (beam is
into paper) and calculation of measured beam position.
For the cold button pickup in 78 mm aperture pipe the
button diameter is 20 mm and the geometry factor 17 mm.
For the warm button pickup in 40.5 mm aperture pipe the
respective numbers are 16 mm and 11 mm. A measure for
charge sensitivity or absolute signal level is the fraction of
beam image current that crosses a button. When the beam
is centered this is ~8.0 % for the cold and ~12.7 % for the
warm button. The expected charge limited position noise
of the cold button is 2.7 times worse than for the warm.
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RF Front End
The purpose of the RFFE is to convert the pickup
signals to a signal suitable for the digitizers, while
preserving relative amplitude information. Due to its
proven performance and simplicity, the concept of linear
filtering and peak detection is employed.
An RFFE contains four RF/analog channels on a VME
card, allowing parallel processing of all four electrode
signals per pickup (as opposed to time-domain multiplex–
ing). Fig. 3 shows the block schematic of one out of four
identical channels.

Figure 3: Block diagram of a single RFFE channel.
Pickup signals arrive through the RF inputs. A first low
pass filter removes undesired spectral components above
2.7 GHz to protect the first switch from the extremely
high pickup signal spikes. It also suppresses parasitic
modes of the pickup, i.e. slot resonances in the circular
gap around the buttons and resonances of the beam pipe.
A switch serves to select between the pickup signal and
the on-board test pulser. Test pulses are generated by an
avalanche transistor, and split equally to all channels.
They have a duration of ~300 ps full-width half-max, an
amplitude equivalent to a ~2 nC bunch, and the frequency
spectrum is similar to the beam signal of a button pickup.
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The pulser is used for in-situ self-tests and for characterization of the detector transfer functions.
The test pulser switch is followed by a chirp filter with
a bandpass frequency range from 1.5 to 2.3 GHz, realized
as add-on PCB in stripline technology (see Fig. 4). This
filter has a dispersive phase response to stretch the
resulting signal pulse, which relaxes the requirements of
the subsequent amplifiers and detector. While pulses
coming from the button have sub-nanosecond duration,
the chirped pulses have a 3-dB envelope width of ~8 ns,
and significantly lower signal amplitude. Compared to a
resonant pulse stretcher, the chirp filter preserves more
pulse energy and has a finite-duration response. The pulse
stretching reduces the linearity requirement of the
amplifiers and allows the detector circuits to acquire the
signal over a longer period of time. The filter also cuts out
the desired part of the pickups's broadband frequency
spectrum and rejects the machine RF of 1.3 GHz and
harmonics thereof.
A variable gain stage in front of the peak detector
allows adapting the analog gain to the beam charge. It
combines three selectable gain paths (20 dB steps) with a
31.5 dB range step attenuator (0.5 dB steps).
The gain stage is followed by a temperature-stabilized
balanced peak detector (Avago HSMS-282C). It detects
the signal amplitude and holds the value in capacitors.
A high-speed differential buffer, having high input
impedance and 50 Ohm output impedance, drives the
balanced baseband (BB) output of the RFFE. Because the
difference signal produced by the detector is unipolar
(pulse height is between 0 and 2 V), the buffer adds a
difference mode offset to match the ADCs differential
input voltage range (±1.15 V). It also adds a common
mode offset to comply with the ADCs input bias voltage
(+450 mV on each phase). The balanced baseband signal
is fed to the dc-coupled ADC via two coaxial cables.
Resetting the detector is done by discharge switches
across the hold capacitors, controlled by the FPGA of the
digital back end. Additionally, switchable resistors across
the hold capacitors provide control of the droop rate (selfdischarge), allowing operation in two modes as shown in
Fig. 7: a) High self-discharge, without activating the
discharge switches, since the discharge resistors prevent
signal pile-up over successive bunches; b) low droop rate,
with discharge switches activated by the FPGA for each
bunch. Mode a) can be used when the bunch arrival time
is unknown (self-triggering), e.g. during accelerator commissioning. Mode b) will be used for standard operation
of the BPM to achieve higher performance, resulting from
the larger signal and jitter-insensitive sampling.
All RFFE functions and adjustment parameters are
remotely controlled via digital interface. Supply voltages,
currents, and temperatures can be monitored. The board
supports live insertion. A non-volatile memory provides
storage for calibration data.
Photographs of the RFFE board are shown in Fig. 4.
The board was designed in a VME64x from factor (233 x
160 mm2). RF and BB connectors are located on the front
panel, power supply and user defined control I/O on the
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bus connectors. Using a modular approach for the critical
circuits (calibration pulser, chirp filter, detector, and
discharger/buffer) allows modifying these circuits without
having to replace the whole board.

Figure 6: Block diagram of GPAC board.

Triggering

Analog-to-Digital Converter
The ADCs are mounted on piggyback modules on the
GPAC digital carrier board. Each module has eight 12-bit
500 MSa/s ADCs (Intersil KAD5512P). Tests confirmed
10.5 bits effective resolution for 10 MHz sinusoidal input
signals, and 9.5 bits for 500 MHz. The module is shown
in Fig. 5. Its size is 85 x 145 mm2.
ADC clocks can be derived from either an externally
supplied reference or from an on-board oscillator. A PLL
can synthesize the ADC clock from a wide range of input
frequencies and clean jitter from noisy input references. A
clock splitter features adjustable delays for each channel.
The ADC module also provides timing signal outputs
for the RFFE's test pulser and discharge circuits.
Differential signaling and coaxial cables are used for the
connections to and from the RFFE.

SIGNAL PROCESSING
Pulse Height Analysis
The digitized waveforms are analyzed to find the pulse
heights (see Fig. 7). First the position of the rising edge is
determined. Then, a number of samples are picked just
before the edge and averaged to give the "baseline" value.
Also, a number of samples are picked just after the edge
and averaged to give the "top" value. The difference of
the two is the pulse height used in subsequent processing.

Figure 7: Digitized waveforms of one bunch (433 MSa/s).
Figure 5: 8-Channel 500MSa/s ADC piggyback module.

Digital Back End
The setup of digital electronics consists of one GPAC
board and two ADC mezzanine cards as a generic digital
platform developed by PSI and described in [5]. With two
ADC piggyback modules the digital carrier board can
serve up to 16 signal channels or four button BPMs.
A block diagram of the GPAC is given in Fig. 6. The
SYS FPGA handles communication between the machine
control system connected to one of the external interfaces
(VME bus or SFP fibre optic link), and all other FPGA
chips. The digital processing of the ADC signals is done
in the two BPM FPGAs (Xilinx Virtex-5). The BP FPGA
provides interfacing via backplane to the RFFE boards.
BPMs and Beam Stability

Detector Linearization
The RFFE channels have differing gain and non-linear
transfer characteristics, leading to large systematic errors
in measured beam positions if the beam is far off-axis.
To correct these errors, a model that accounts for
channel gain, detector threshold and curvature is used for
each channel. The models are calibrated by using the onboard test pulser to simulate equal pickup signals at each
RF input, and the step attenuators to sweep the level.
During BPM operation, the inverse models are applied
to correct the above described systematic errors. The
implementation is table-based for numerical efficiency
and low latency. The applied linearity correction doubles
the detector's usable dynamic range to a ratio of 5:1.
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Figure 4: RFFE board. Top side (left) with shield on RF/
analog sections; bottom side (right) with stripline filters.

The system can operate with an external trigger or selftriggered. In self-triggered mode, the trigger is derived
internally from the waveforms recorded by the ADCs,
independently for each BPM. The self-trigger algorithm
involves summation of the four signals, differentiation,
threshold checking, and peak detection. The self-trigger
fires at the instant when the edge speed of the sum of the
input signals exceeds a threshold and is maximum.
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Position and Charge Calculations
The measured beam position is calculated by applying
equations in Fig. 2 to the linearized baseband voltages. If
the electrodes are arranged diagonally as shown in Fig. 2,
the resulting vector must be rotated by 45°.
The beam charge is proportional to the sum of the
linearized baseband voltages. Charge measurement must
be calibrated by comparison to a dedicated charge sensor.

Firmware/Software Implementation
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The digital signal processing is implemented in FPGA
firmware in VHDL supplemented by C software in a
PowerPC processor on the same FPGA. The functional
topology is shown in Fig. 8. The lower three blocks form
a computation pipeline which process raw ADC data and
deliver calibrated position and charge values. The
pipeline is triggered with every bunch. The QDR II
SRAM block is an interface to off-chip memory, used to
store the ADC waveforms for off-line analysis. The
DDR2 SDRAM block stores position and charge values
of every bunch. Data from both memories is accessible by
the PowerPC and/or the accelerator control system.
The PowerPC executes high level procedures between
subsequent bunch trains or in off-line mode. It also
controls the RFFE boards (gain control, bias voltage
correction, monitoring), and handles the model fitting and
table generation for detector linearization.
The Timing Control block performs trigger detection. It
also synchronizes the computation pipeline, memory
acquisition, and generates interrupts to the processor.

Figure 9: Test crate with two RFFEs, a GPAC and ADC.
Bunch-by-bunch position and charge rms noise for 200
bunch trains and effective bunch charges QB from 4.5 to
55 pC (accounting for the signal split) are shown in
Fig. 10. Measured values are marked by circles. The
straight lines represent  = a/QB, with parameter a chosen
to match measurements below 20 pC. The charge limited
position noise is a = 200 pC·m. Above 50 pC, the
position noise settles at 5.5 m, and the relative charge
noise at 0.35 ‰.

Figure 10: Measured position and relative charge resolutions vs. bunch charge. Solid: bunch-by-bunch; dashed:
train-by-train (averaged over 40 bunches per train).

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 8. Block diagram of firmware in BPM FPGA.

TESTS
In 2012, a complete E-XFEL button BPM system was
first tested with beam at SITF/PSI. These tests used the
more challenging cold button pickup (and 25 m long
pickup cable), with single electron bunches rather than
bunch trains. The resolution obtained with the present
BPM electronics was <5 μm rms at 90 pC, which is about
ten times better than the minimum requirement. The
improved performance is highly beneficial for the new EXFEL operation modes at low bunch charges down to
20 pC, or at even lower charges during commissioning.
After single bunch tests at PSI, tests with trains of up to
400 bunches were performed at the FLASH linac at
DESY with a warm button pickup. The pickup signals
were split to two RFFEs, as shown in Fig. 9.
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We presented the design and first tests of the E-XFEL
button BPM system. Tests conducted at the PSI SwissFEL
Injector Test Facility and DESY FLASH were successful
and proved that the BPM hardware and software/firmware
work as expected so far. The most critical performance
parameter, the position resolution at low charge, safely
exceeds E-XFEL requirements. Further tests of resolution
at higher charge, linearity, and drift are ongoing at SITF.
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FIRST STEPS TOWARDS A FAST ORBIT FEEDBACK AT ALBA
A. Olmos, J. Moldes, S. Blanch, X. Serra, Z. Martí, R. Petrocelli, ALBA-CELLS, Barcelona, Spain
M. Muñoz, European Spallation Source, Lund, Sweden
A. Gutiérrez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
An optimum performance of the ALBA facility requires
a beam orbit stability on the sub-micron level up to
frequencies in the 100 Hz range. The Fast Orbit FeedBack
system (FOFB) is designed to achieve such a stability.
After investigation of possible system architecture, a
decision has been taken that exploits the available inhouse hardware. This “low-cost” first stage FOFB will be
an ideal test-bench to learn about beam stabilization and
find possible problems and improvements on it. This
report explains the current lay-out and status of the FOFB
at ALBA.

FOFB LAY-OUT
The ALBA FOFB topology is showed in Figure 1. It is
based on a distributed system of the different equipments
of it. The ALBA storage ring machine is divided in 16
sectors and so are distributed the different elements of the
FOFB.

EQUIPMENTS AND CONNECTIONS
Even though the machine has a grand total of 120
Beam Position Monitors (BPMs), only 88 of these will be
used for orbit correction feedbacks, together with 88
horizontal and 88 vertical corrector magnets. Reasons to
do that are: a) because the other 16 BPMs are so close to
their previous ones that do not give any position extra
information (no phase advance), b) using 88 BPMs by 88
Correctors makes the correction matrices square and
simpler and c) reduction on the costs of eBPM
electronics.

eBPM E lectronics
Induced signals on the BPM buttons are fed into the
widely used Libera Brilliance eBPM electronics [1] for
signal treatment and position calculation. These
electronics provide a continuous data flow of position
values at a 10kHz rate through their high speed serial
connection ports. Depending on the connection needs,
either copper links or optical links through transceivers
are used. eBPM electronics inside each sector share their
position data using copper links while the connection
between different sectors are done using optical links.
Position data of all BPMs are sent to each FOFB
Processing Node (cPCI in Figure 1) from one of the
eBPM electronics at each sector. The FOFB Processing
Node is a cPCI crate hosting the following subsystems:
one PMC FPGA board, one Correction Calculation CPU
and the Optical Link Interface.

BPMs and Beam Stability

PMC FPGA Boards
The PMC FPGA boards receive the position data from
all BPMs at a 10kHz rate and make it available for the
correction calculation CPU. After analysis of cost,
manpower availability and development time, decision
was to re-use some Micro-Research EVR-230 boards [2]
that we had in-house. These boards were meant for timing
system purposes on Beamlines but never installed. The
use of such boards has some drawbacks and pros.
The Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA on the board is an already
obsolete device and future maintenance of the boards
might be a problem. Regarding the needed redundancy on
any FOFB system, since these boards do only have one
single optical link for position data transfer, the failing of
the connected eBPM electronics can lead to a stop of the
whole FOFB loop, lowering the FOFB reliability.
On the other hand, the electronics and drivers are well
known by ALBA controls staff since they are in-use on
the machine Timing System. The overall cost reduction of
the FOFB becomes significant since each new FPGA
board of similar characteristics can cost up to 9.000€
(times 16 + spares). Same refers to the time-to-succeed,
since new boards require delivery times of 7-9 months
and a lot of development time. Also similar boards are
being used at Diamond on their FOFB system and we got
great support from them to make them work.
Analyzing all above, decision to “recycle” and use the
EVR-230 boards was taken because it was thought to be
the fastest way to have a running operational FOFB, that
will stabilize the orbit up to the 100Hz range and it will
also be an ideal test-bench to find FOFB system
bottlenecks, to understand and improve correction
algorithms and to better define possible future upgrades.

Correction Calculation CPU
The Correction Calculation CPU retrieves the position
data from the PMC FPGA board and performs the
calculation of the needed correction setpoints.
Adlink single, dual and 4-Cores cPCI CPUs have been
analyzed. Also different Kernel and Linux OS versions
were tested because the handling of the interruptions
forced CPU dead-times that were not compatible with the
required FOFB timing constrains. Finally the 4-Cores
cPCI-3970 CPU running soft real time Linux 2.6.27 was
chosen.

Optical Link Interface
Once the correction values are calculated, they are sent
to the correctors power converters (PC). This is done by
an optical link interface. This interface consists of
Transition Boards (Tx) to produce the optical signals,
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Figure 1: ALBA FOFB topology. Showed elements are: Libera Brilliance eBPM electronics (bpmsrXXYY, depending on
SR sector and unit), FOFB processing node (cPCI), data transition board (TX Board), corrector magnets power
converters (Correctors PC), optical patch panels on Network racks (NT Patch panel) and the main interconnection
panel in the center.
controllers embedded into IP modules (Industry Pack)
and cPCI carriers for the IP modules. Each Transition
board handles 4 IP modules and 8 correctors PC.

Power Converters and Correctors Magnets
88 vertical and 88 horizontal corrector magnets are
installed for orbit feedback purposes. The correctors coils
are extra wirings in the sextupole magnets. To have a
more effective penetration field, 1mm thickness reduction
on the vacuum chamber where the magnets are has been
done.
Power Converters have been provided by OCEM
company. Communication protocol from IP modules
down to the power converters is based on a PSI protocol
and is part of the correctors PC contract with the
company.
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Data Distribution
As it is showed in Figure 1, position data transfer
between sectors is accomplished by building an optical
network through the central patch panel. Optical links
from two eBPM electronics on each sector are laid to the
central panel. In there, routing of each link can be done
from-to any other sector. A ring-type topology is used for
the time being.
The Communication Controller protocol (CC) is used
to handle the position data transfer between units [3]. It
has been developed by Diamond and adopted by other
institutes like Soleil and ESRF. It is a broadcasting
protocol that sends all position values from-to all eBPM
electronics every 100us cycle. PMC FPGA boards do also
retrieve position data from the eBPMs using the CC
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protocol. Integration of the CC in the Libera Brilliance
units has been done by Instrumentation Technologies
company while the integration in the PMC FPGA boards
has been done by Diamond.
One dedicated FPGA board for data analysis purposes
is also installed (sniffer board). It is a VMETRO card
borrowed to ESRF that allows data acquisition of all
eBPMs into a ~10 seconds buffer. Data can be easily
retrieve from the board using a TANGO device server
also developed at ESRF. It was already installed on the
very early days of the FOFB project and it has been of
great help to analyze the machine BPM data, to
understand the synchronization process of the eBPM
electronics and to determine FOFB noise correction
limits.
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A simple backward integrator with only gain parameter
Kp has been used for the first simulations.

H(z -1 ) =

Kp
1 − z −1

(1)

Figures 3 and 4 show the RMS beam displacement at
each BPM before and after correction using a Kp=0.085.
The blue line corresponds to the input data while the
green line corresponds to the corrected one.

FOFB CURRENT STATUS
Noise Analysis
Using the 10 seconds data from the sniffer board, we
managed to make first noise analysis of the machine. A
comparison of integrated beam motion between different
machines was done by G. Rehm [4] and is showed in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Comparison of integrated motion as fraction of
beam size.
Data for ALBA and ASLS refer to machines without
FOFB while the others refer to machines with FOFB on.
So ALBA SR turns out to be a very “quiet” machine. The
data does not take into account neither the noise induced
by the Booster in future top-up operation nor the one due
to opening and closing of IDs. According to experience of
similar machines, motion of a few m will be induced at
the 5-20 Hz range when moving the IDs.

Correction Simulation
First correction simulations have been done in
Simulink. The model uses a measured response matrix as
well as real 10kHz position data from the eBPMs.
Position data was acquired while Booster was ramping
(big 3Hz injection contribution). ID movements and RF
trips have not been analyzed yet. The ID perturbations up
to 20Hz should be easily removed by the FOFB. The RF
trips usually induce perturbations at frequencies above
1kHz and hence are out of the FOFB scope.

BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 4: Vertical RMS beam displacement.
Typically, any FOFB has to ensure 10% beam size
stability at source point. At ALBA this implies being
below 10 m in horizontal and 0.5 m in vertical. As seen,
in the figures, the specifications are fulfilled at the
medium straight sections even without correction (and no
ID movements).
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NEXT STEPS AND FUTURE PLANS
Storage R ing Correction
The main FOFB limiting parameters at ALBA are the
vacuum chamber cut-off frequency and the loop total
latency. The first has been theoretically determined to be
230Hz for horizontal plane and 2.3kHz for vertical. The
loop latency parameter depends on the whole elements of
the loop, from the eBPM electronics to the correctors PC.
Regarding this, possible bottlenecks have been identified
on the data transmission between the PMC FPGA boards
and the correction CPUs, as well as between the CPUs
and the correctors PC.
In order to properly determine it, a correction test in
only one sector of the machine will be performed by the
end of September. After that, the plan is to test the
correction of the whole machine until end of the year and
to have an operational FOFB by the beginning of 2014.

Integration of xBPM

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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The integration of the photon monitor (xBPM) of
MISTRAL beamline is already implemented in the SOFB.
In order to have the possibility to also include it in the
FOFB loop, we have purchased a Libera Photon
electronics, although the real improvement of such
integration is not yet proved. With that, we will be able to
easily integrate the xBPM since it uses the same
interfaces and communication protocols as the other 88
eBPMs.

already existing in-house electronics and assuming some
performance limitations. The commissioning of it and the
routine operation will teach us how to improve and
upgrade it for the near future.
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New PMC FPGA Boards
As already mentioned, an identified possible bottleneck
of the FOFB performance can be the PMC FPGA boards
since the fulfilling of the correction timing constrains is
still to be proved. Nevertheless we’re confident about that
because of the relatively low frequency correction needs.
The already analyzed data of the ALBA machine shows
low noise at high frequencies and the expected
perturbations when moving IDs will remain in a relatively
low frequency range.
An issue that can put into troubles the long term
maintenance of the FOFB is the obsolescence of the PMC
FPGA boards and the no-support at all from the correctors
PC manufacturing company OCEM (went into bankrupt)
The future of the ALBA FOFB will include an upgrade
of the PMC FPGA boards. Main reasons for that are:
• Change obsolete electronics by new ones, more
powerful and with longer lifetime.
• Integrate in the new electronics the position data
reading, the correction calculation and the
interfacing with the correctors PC.
• Have the possibility to synchronize the correction.
• Improve the redundancy and reliability of the loop
with more data links between FPGA board and the
eBPM electronics.
What has been presented in this paper is a part-I beam
orbit correction loop for ALBA, based on the use of
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DESIGN OF AN ULTRA-COMPACT STRIPLINE BPM RECEIVER
USING MICROTCA FOR LCLS-II AT SLAC*
C.Xu, S. Babel, S. Hoobler, R. Larsen, J. Olsen, S. Smith, T. Straumann, D. Van Winkle,
A. Young, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA

The Linac Coherent Light Source II (LCLS-II) is a
free electron laser (FEL) light source. LCLS II will
produce 0.5 to 77 Angstroms soft and hard x-rays [1].
In order to achieve this high level of performance, the
beam position measurement system needs to be
accurate so the electron beam can be stable. The
LCLS-II stripline Beam Position Monitor (BPM)
system has a dynamic range of 10pC to 1nC bunch
charge. The system has a resolution requirement of
5µm [2]. The BPM system uses the MicroTCA (Micro
Telecommunication Computing Architecture) physics
platform that consists of an analog front-end (AFE) and
a 16-bit analog to digital converter (ADC) module.
This paper will discuss the hardware design,
architecture, and performance measurements of this
system using the SLAC LINAC. The hardware
architecture includes a bandpass filter at 300MHz with
15 MHz bandwidth, and an automated BPM calibration
process.

INTRODUCTION
The LCLS-II project is primarily modelled after the
LCLS-I project design with enhancements and minor
modifications. The LCLS-II project will be able to
provide users with two independently controlled x-ray
sources in a new undulator hall. It will be possible to
simultaneously provide tunable hard and soft x-ray
beams, one optimized for 250 to 2,000eV photons and
the other optimized for 2-13keV photons. (Fig. 1) The
high beam stability and accuracy needed for FEL
generation requires the BPM system to meet the
requirements shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Stripline BPM Operating Requirements [3]
Requirement

Value

Resolution and noise for single pulse
measurement, over 10% of the aperture
at 250pC

5 micron

Dynamic Range

0.01 – 1nC

Resolution and noise for charge <
250pC

1250/Q microns

Maximum drift

5 micron/hour

Maximum electrical offsets

100 micron

Maximum mechanical and alignment
offsets

100 micron

Calibration scale error

< 10%

Charge sensitivity

< 5%RMS

2-bunch cross talk

10%

Repetition rate

120Hz

The BPM system provides repeatable transverse
beam position data to the Main Control Center and the
SLAC global feedback system. In order to meet the
stringent requirements, the BPM system performs a
self-calibration process between each beam pulse.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The stripline BPMs are installed in the injector,
LINAC and transport line sections of the LCLS-II. The
motivation for this new design is to have a compact
stripline BPM system with high reliability and
scalability, while maintaining the performance of
original LCLS-I design. The system is realized using
the MicroTCA platform with a SLAC built rear
transition module (RTM) and Struck SIS8300 digitizer
module sampling at 109MHz.

SLAC LINAC Stripline BPM Structure

Figure 1: LCLS-II structure layout [2].
___________________________________________

*Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
Numbers DE-AC02-06CH11357 and WFOA13-197
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Each BPM has a diameter of 0.87in with a 7%
azimuthal coverage. There are four striplines inside the
structure, spaced by 90 degrees. The striplines are
4.75in long. To verify each BPM structure does not
exceed the maximum acceptable offset, each BPM is
tested using a network analyzer. The network analyser
measures the strip to strip coupling coefficient. To
increase efficiency a Python script was created to
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automate the testing process. Equation 1 shows the
formula used to calculate the horizontal (X) and vertical
(Y) axis offset. PCMM is the measured radius of the
BPM structure and S represents the coupling
coefficients between electrodes. [5]
(

) (

)

×

=

(

) (1)

attenuators and two RF amplifiers. Each attenuator
provides up to 31dB of attenuation in 1dB steps. The
first stage amplifier provides 16dB gain, and the second
stage amplifier provides 20dB gain. Before the signal
is sent to the ADC module, there is a 300MHz antialiasing filter with 60MHz bandwidth. After the antialiasing filter, the signal is converted from single end to
differential using a transformer.

Analog Front End/Rear Transition Module
The analog front end (AFE) has four processing
channels, one calibration network, and one Altera
MAX-V CLPD controlling the variable attenuators and
switches. (Fig. 2)

Figure 3: BPM structure frequency response.
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Figure 2: SLAC built BPM analog front end.
The original AFE processed the BPM signal at
140MHz, which is 35% of the maximum frequency
response from the BPM structure. [4] The new
AFE/RTM processes the BPM signal at 300MHz,
where the signal amplitude is 4.6dB higher in
comparison. (Fig. 3) The RTM’s first stage bandpass
filter is a 300MHz bandpass filter with 15MHz
bandwidth. When the BPM doublet signal enters the
RTM, the filter will create a 300MHz signal with
amplitude proportional to the input signal amplitude.
To meet the dynamic range requirement and maintain
good linear response, there are two digital controlled

The RTM performs a self-calibration process at
120Hz by injecting a 300-MHz tone at a known
amplitude into one stripline of each plane. The Y-plane
tone calibrates the X-plane via stripline to stripline
coupling and the Y-plane is calibrated via injecting a
tone on the X-plane. Figure 4 shows the X-plane
calibration process. The state-machine inside the
CLPD controls the switches and RF amplifier to
perform the calibration process.

Figure 4: 120Hz beam-calibration cycle.

Figure 5: BPM calibration process.
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Digitizer and Sampling Theory
The BPM system uses a Struck SIS8300 ADC
module. The SIS8300 is a 125MSPS 16bit 10 channel
ADC module. (Fig. 6)
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calibration waveforms and digitized signals. It also
provides user control of the attenuators’ attenuation
setting.

Figure 6: Struck SIS8300 digitizer.

Figure 8: EPICS EDM user interface.

TEST RESULTS
Three BPMs were installed into the LCLS-I LINAC
in December 2012. Since then, the three BPMs have
been collecting data like other BPMs. A dynamic range
and resolution study was conducted in winter 2012.
Figure 9 shows the dynamic range result from 12pC to
350pC bunch charge. BPM27201 - 27401 are using the
newly installed BPM system.

Figure 7: Using a 109MHz clock places the 300MHz
signal in the first Nyquist zone.
If any of the original signal leaks into the adjacent
Nyquist zone, then the image will be aliased to the first
Nyquist zone. This will decrease the signal quality. To
prevent the signal from leaking to the adjacent Nyquist
zone, the first stage band-pass filter has a second cut-off
requirement. 327MHz and 272.5MHz are the edges of
the sixth Nyquist zone. The bandpass filter has a 40dB
attenuation at 272.5MHz and 30dB attenuation at
327MHz.

Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The GUI is created using the EPICS EDM tool.
(Fig. 8) The GUI displays the calculated X, Y position,

BPMs and Beam Stability

Figure 9: Dynamic range study result.
Figure 10 shows the calculated resolution for the BPMs
in the entire L3 section of the LINAC at 250pC bunch
charge. The new BPM system was able to produce
position resolution between 2.8µm and 3.5µm, meeting
the requirement of 5µm. Despite the fact that the new
RTM has less gain due to space constraints, it performs
as well as the original design. In January 2013, another
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To sample the BPM signal, a bandpass sampling
technique is used with a custom clock frequency. An
ADC samples all frequencies within the ADC’s analog
input bandwidth. These input frequencies are all
aliased into the Nyquist band of the ADC. With careful
pre-filtering, only the frequencies of interest are being
sampled. To capture the maximum BPM signal, the
alias image should be placed in the middle of the first
Nyquist zone. The best choice of sampling frequency is
109MHz and thus the Nyquist zone is 54.5MHz wide.
A 300MHz signal creates a 27.5MHz alias signal,
which is placed in the middle of the first Nyquist zone.
(Fig. 7)
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resolution study was performed at 10pC bunch charge.
The new system produced 35µm resolution, for a
requirement of 125µm.

Figure 10: BPM resolution of the entire L3 section of
the LINAC.
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To achieve the best result possible. A higher gain RF
amplifier was put into the RTM, increasing the second
stage amplifier gain to 20dB. Lab test was done on the
modified RTMs. Lab test result showed at 150pC
bunch charge, the modified RTM was able to achieve
~3µm resolution. The result was 5µm better than the
requirement.

MicroTCA Platform
The MicroTCA platform is more compact and offers
robust system architecture.
It also significantly
increases real-time processing power and data transfer
bandwidth. For the LCLS-II injector stripline BPM
system, SLAC has tested many MicroTCA modules.
The BPM system is currently using; ELMA 12-slot
crate, NAT mTCA.4 MCH, Wiener 800W Power
supply, Struck SIS8300 ADC, MRF PMV EVR, and
Vadatech AMC100 PMC carrier. This configuration
has allowed the BPM system to have eight RTM and
eight SIS8300 in a single crate. (Fig. 11) Each pair of
modules consumes ~70W of power. The Wiener power
supply is the only power module that has the power
handling capability and has the fewest IPMI
communication issues with the MCH. The Struck
firmware has been modified to include an SPI interface
for the RTM and does block DDR writes.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS OF THE NEW X-BAND CAVITY BPM
RECEIVER*
A. Young, J. Dusatko, S. Hoobler, J. Olsen, T. Straumann, SLAC, Menlo Park, California, U.S.A.
C. Kim, PAL, Pohang, Kyungbuk, Korea
SYSTEM DESIGN

Abstract
SLAC is developing a new X-band Cavity BPM
receiver for use in the LCLS-II. The Linac Coherent Light
Source II (LCLS-II) will be a free electron laser (FEL) at
SLAC producing coherent 0.5-77 Angstroms hard and
soft x-rays. To achieve this level of performance precise,
stable alignment of the electron beam in the undulator is
required. The LCLS-II cavity BPM system will provide
single shot resolution better than 50 nm resolution at 200
pC [1]. The Cavity BPM heterodyne receiver is located in
the tunnel close to the cavity BPM. The receiver will
processes the TM010 monopole reference cavity signal
and a TM110 dipole cavity signal at approximately 11
GHz using a heterodyne technique. The heterodyne
receiver will be capable of detecting a multibunch beam
with a 50ns fill pattern. A new LAN communication
daughter board will allow the receiver to talk to an inputoutput-controller (IOC) over 100 meters to set gains,
control the phase locked local oscillator, and monitor the
status of the receiver. We will describe the design
methodology including noise analysis, Intermodulation
Products analysis.

The major subsystems for the LCLS undulator BPM
system are the cavity BPM, receiver, and data acquisition
components as shown in Fig. 4. The cavity BPM and
downconverter reside in the tunnel while the analog-todigital converters (ADC) and processing electronics are in
surface buildings.
Forty-one BPMs are installed on both HXR and SXR
undulator girders while there others placed in the linac-toundulator (LTU) transport line. The BPMs provide stable
and repeatable beam position data for both planes on a
pulse-to-pulse basis for up to a 120-Hz repetition rate.
Monopole
mode

The LCLS-II Project concept has been developed to
provide the new facilities with two new, independently
controllable x-ray sources in a new undulator hall, it will
be possible to simultaneously provide tunable soft and
hard x-ray beams, one optimized for 250-2,000 eV
photons and the other optimized for 2-13 keV. Each
undulator segment will be a variable gap permanentmagnet planar hybrid device with a nominal minimum
gap height of 7.2 mm and a total segment length of 3.40
m. The Hard X-ray (HXR) Undulator is made up of 26
individual undulator segments, each with 106 32- mmlong periods. The Soft X-ray (SXR) Undulator is made up
of 15 individual undulator segments, each with 61 55mm-long periods. Table 1 illustrates the design
differences between LCLS-I and LCLS-II.
Table 1: Specifications Differences
LCLS-I

LCLS-II

Frequency
11.384 GHz
11.424 GHz
Output
Waveguide
coax
Tuning
12 tuning stubs <= 4 tuners
Receiver 14dB I.L. with 28 <= 3dB I.L.
dB Gain step
1 dB step
Digitizer
SLAC/VME
uTCA
Ref. cavity Single output
2 couplers

Comments
multibunch
More flexible
Lower cost
Improved noise figure
and dynamic range
Lower cost
Improved mode centering

___________________________________________

*Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
Numbers DE-AC02-06CH11357 and DE-AC02-76SF00515 and
CRADA 13-230C
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Vertical dipole
mode
Figure 1: BPM Cavity with electric fields of position
(dipole) and reference (monopole) cavities.

X-Band Cavity
Figure 1 shows the cavity BPM design by Pohang
under a cooperative research and development agreement
(CRADA) 13-230C. Beam passes through the monopole
reference cavity on the right, exciting the TM010
monopole mode signal resonant at 11.424 GHz. The
specifications of the Monopole are illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2: Reference Cavity Specifications
Parameter
Nominal Frequency TM010
Tolerance TM010
Loss Factor
R/Q
Qext
Other modes

Value
11.424 GHz
+-10 MHz
 10 V/nC
 15 
~2438
TM110, TM020

The TM110 dipole cavity is located 36 mm downstream
through the 9-mm-diameter beam pipe. The position
cavity dipole mode is resonant at 11.424 GHz, its output
proportional to the product of beam position and bunch
charge. The X and Y position modes are nominally
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degenerate in frequency, with the appropriate component
chosen by the geometry of the couplers. The dipole
coupler geometry is chosen to reject (the generally larger)
monopole modes [2-6]. The dipole cavity was designed as
a 4-port device with two opposing X couplers orthogonal
to two opposing Y couplers. This is useful for cold testing
and preserves symmetry. Unused ports are terminated
with the potential for using them for future diagnostics.
Table 3 specifies the position cavity.
Table 3: Position Cavity Specifications
Parameter
Frequency TM110
Tolerance TM110
Loss Factor
R/Q
Qext
Mode centering
Offset due to Ref cavity
coupling
Mode frequency splitting
Other modes
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Distance to ref. cavity

Value
11.424 GHz
+-5 MHz
 13 V/mm2/nC
 3.5 /mm2
2000-3000
< 30 micron
< 30 micron

Figure 2: Reference Cavity Performance.

F < 2 MHz
TM010,TM020,TM210,
TM120
>= 4 pipe diameters

BPMs were designed to a bandwidth of ±5 MHz . The
performance of the Cavity is illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig.
3. The bandwidth of the cavity was measured to be 7
MHz. The Beta of the cavities was measured using a
VSWR approach, Measuring the loaded Q each cavity
was done using a S21 3dB bandwidth as illustrated in the
figures. Another measurement of loaded Q was performed
using a full-width-half-maximum and obtained similar
results. From these measurements one can calculate the
Q external and Q0 using equation 1.
=

∗

= (1 + )

(1)

Figure 3: Dipole Cavity Performance.
The peak output voltage from the cavity can derived from
equation 2. The R/Q was measured using a metal and
ceramic bead.
=
̝

(2)

Figure 4: System block diagram. The receiver is mounted on the undulator stand while the digitizers are upstairs.

Receiver
Since LCLS turn-on the cavity BPM receivers have
been losing gain due to hydrogen poisoning, SLAC has
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chosen to design a new receiver for LCLS-II that is low
cost and with not have the effects of hydrogen poisoning
using off-the-shelf integrated circuits. A four-channel
heterodyne receiver (Fig. 7) mixes incoming X-band
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gains, control the Phase-Lock-Loop (PLL) oscillator, and
monitor the status of the receiver.
The receiver is built on a composite board of Rogers
material 4350 and FR-4. The Rogers material is the top
and bottom cores while the FR-4 is the middle cores. This
allows for the board to be rigid but have the dielectric
constant for high frequency operation. The LO is
generated using a low noise Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)
with an integrated VCO were the reference locked to the
master oscillator at 119-MHz. This board was designed at
SLAC and is on another daughter card in the receiver
chassis. It is important to note that the receiver board and
the PLL were designed at a very broad frequency range
from 11GHz to 13GHz. The PLL can be configured to run
in a FracN or Integer mode. The phase noise of the PLL at
100 kHz offset is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Phase noise of the Lo Reference PLL.
Figure 5: Image rejection of then receiver.
Further improvements have be made in communication
with the receiver using a daughter card that contains a
small form pluggable that can communicate over the large
area network (LAN) to an input-output-controller (IOC)
over 100 meters. This will allow the operators to set

The only parts that narrow operating range of the cavity
BPM are the input filters which have a bandwidth of
200MHz.
The performance of the receiver has been measured to
have a dynamic operating range of greater than 75dB.
The output third order intercept is 30dBm.

Figure 7: Four-channel heterodyne receiver board.
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signals to a 25-60 MHz intermediate (IF) frequency. The
receiver is designed to detect the beam when the FEL is
configured for multi-bunch operation. Each receiver
input is limited to a 35 MHz bandwidth around 11.424
GHz. Out-of-band filtering of -60 dB prevents higher
modes from saturating the receiver input. A
programmable attenuator was added to handle the
dynamic range of the electronics instead of having a
discrete gain switching of the receiver as in LCLS-I.
Signals are amplified in a low noise stage (LNA), and
then translated to the lower IF by using an image rejection
mixer with a local oscillator (LO). Using Agilent
Advanced design System (ADS) and S-parameters for the
vendor, Fig. 5 illustrates the simulated image rejection of
the receiver ~21dB.
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Digitizer
SLAC has upgraded from VME to TCA as their new
hardware platform. The X, Y, and Reference signals are
digitized to 16 bits at a 119 MHz sampling rate in 4channel TCA digitizers designed by SIS. Waveforms are
transmitted over the backplane to a TCA processor
which reduces raw waveforms to beam position and
charge. Figure 8 illustrate the TCA rear transition
module RTM and the digitizer an AMC module.

Figure 9: EPIC Cavity BPM interface panel.

SUMMARY
Figure 8: TCA RTM and 119 MHz Digitizer.
The initial test on the digitizer has shown to have 11
effective number of bits with noise floor approximately 120dB.
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Software
An EPICS IOC communicates with the receiver via
UDP messages. The receiver acts as a server, responding
to commands and requests from the IOC. The IOC polls
the receiver periodically for current register values and
monitoring signals and provides this data via EPICS PVs.
The IOC will control the SPI interface to the PLL,
Attenuator control on the receiver board, and I2C
interface that monitors temperatures, and power supply
voltages. These set points PVs are also provided for users
to control receiver. This allows the receiver to be
configured for different beam currents. The PLL can be
remotely configured for FracN or Integer modes of
operation. When the IOC detects that the receiver has
recovered from an outage, it reconfigures the receiver
registers with the correct settings. Figure 9 illustrates the
EPICS interface.
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The two PCB boards (PLL and the Receiver) with other
supporting components are integrated into a 19in chassis
and installed on a shelf under the cavity BPM and
Undulator. The Pohang Cavity was installed at the end of
LCLS-I undulator and beam testing will begin later this
year when LCLS-I turns back on.
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OPTIMISATION OF A SPLIT PLATE POSITION MONITOR FOR THE ISIS
PROTON SYNCHROTRON
C.C. Wilcox, J.C. Medland, S.J. Payne, A. Pertica, M. Probert, ISIS, STFC, Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX, UK
A new beam position monitor (BPM) has been
designed for the ISIS proton accelerator facility at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK. The new
monitor, which will be installed in the beam line of Target
1, is of a ‘split plate’ design which utilises two pairs of
electrodes to allow the beam position to be measured
simultaneously in the horizontal and vertical planes.
Simulations carried out using the CST low frequency
solver have highlighted the inaccuracies in the measured
beam position caused by strong inter-electrode coupling
in such a monitor. This coupling, along with imbalanced
electrode capacitances, leads to reduced sensitivity to
changes in beam position as well as producing a
positional offset error. This paper describes how the
problems associated with inter-electrode coupling have
been removed with the addition of grounded rings placed
between each of the four electrodes. The design and
positioning of the rings also ensured that the four
electrode capacitances were matched. The results are
presented both as CST simulations of ‘thin wire’ beam
position measurements and results from bench
measurements of a prototype dual plane BPM.

monitor was still lower than expected and the positional
offset error was still relatively large.
To mitigate these issues, an extensive simulation
programme was adopted using CST studio suite 2012 [2].
The main aims were the removal of the positional offset
error and the adjustment of the position sensitivity to its
ideal value.

INTRODUCTION
The BPM described in this paper will be installed in the
beam line to Target Station 1 of ISIS. The standard
position monitors installed at ISIS are ‘split plate’
designs, using a pair of cylindrical electrodes with a linear
cut between them to measure the position of the beam in a
single plane. The beam position is determined by
measuring the electrical potential on each electrode and
dividing the difference between the two by their sum [1].
This quantity is known as the difference over sum (DoS)
and its use in the calculation of the beam’s position is
shown in equation (1).
This design has been expanded upon to measure the
beam position in both planes using two pairs of linearly
cut electrodes, with one pair rotated 90o around the
longitudinal axis of the monitor. Though more
mechanically complex, this requires less space than two
single axis monitors and is more economical.
Test stand measurements taken from a prototype
monitor showed that capacitive coupling between the two
electrode pairs caused reduced position sensitivity and
introduced a positional offset error, causing the electrical
and geometrical centres of the monitor to differ. A large,
earthed guard ring was added to the centre of the
prototype to lessen these effects by minimising coupling
between the two electrode pairs. Further measurements
showed this to be a success although the sensitivity of the
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Figure 1: CST model of the optimised BPM with the outer
casing removed. The second image shows a cross
sectional view. Earthed components are shown in blue,
electrodes in grey and ceramic spacers in red.
The sensitivity of split plate monitor is determined by
the rate of change in the electrode signals as the beam
position varies. The measured beam position along a
single axis is given by the equation below: [3]
=

∑

+

(1)

U represents the signals on each electrode in the pair, x
is the measured displacement of the beam with respect to
the centre of the monitor and δx is the positional offset
error. The constant of proportionality (k) is often used as
a measure of the monitor’s response to changes in beam
position [4] – the lower the value of k, the higher the
sensitivity of the monitor.
The relatively long proton bunches in ISIS (30-60m)
mean that a 2D electrostatic approximation can be used to
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calculate the ideal sensitivity of a cylindrical BPM. This
is provided that earthed guard rings are installed at each
end of the monitor to prevent external factors (such as
transitions in beampipe size) from influencing the
position measurement [5]. This theory shows that a
monitor with ideal sensitivity should have a value of k
equal to the inverse of the radius of its electrodes.
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METHOD AND RESULTS
Throughout the design process CST EM Studio 2012
was used to model and simulate the behaviour of the
monitor using both the low frequency (LF) and
electrostatic solvers. The LF solver was used to measure
the signals on each of the four electrodes while the
electrostatic solver was used to calculate the capacitances
between the different components.
Perfect electric conductor (PEC) was used as the
modelling material for the electrodes, guard rings and the
monitor body. A PEC cylinder with a radius of 1 mm was
used as a ‘thin wire’ approximation for the beam. This
had a Gaussian signal with a frequency of 2MHz applied
to it to simulate the signal given off by a proton bunch
travelling through the monitor. The amplitude of this
signal was set to 1V although this was arbitrary as the
DoS is a normalised quantity. The monitor body and
earthed guard rings were assigned fixed potentials of 0V,
whereas the electrodes were each given a “floating
potential” so that they would be able to receive a signal
from the beam.
Macor insulating strips were added to the design in the
latter stages of development. These were modelled using
alumina from the CST materials library, with the
dielectric constant adjusted to 6.03 to equal that of Macor.
EHM electrode peak potentials against beam
position

Figure 2: Peak electrode potentials in the horizontal
monitor (EHM).
To calculate simulated position measurements, the
peak electrical potentials on each electrode were
measured during each LF solver run. These peak values
were then used to calculate the DoS quantity for each of
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the two electrode pairs. The monitor’s response to
changes in the beam’s position was observed by sweeping
the beam along the axes of each electrode pair, with the
peak potentials being recorded together with the beam
locations. A plot showing the response of the optimised
horizontal monitor is shown in Fig. 2.
The DoS values obtained in the sweeps for each
electrode pair were plotted against the beam’s positions.
In split plate designs these graphs are linear while the
beam is in the central region of the monitor (extending
along approximately 60% of each transverse axis in this
design) but become nonlinear as the beam nears the
electrodes. The constant of proportionality (k, see Eq. 1)
for a monitor is given by the inverse gradient of the linear
region of this graph, which is shown in Fig. 3 for both the
prototype and optimised designs.
The primary aim of the simulation programme was to
reduce inter-electrode coupling, thereby increasing the
monitor’s positional sensitivity from the value observed
in the prototype (k=179 mm) to that predicted by theory
(k=1/R). The first modification was a reduction in the
thickness of the electrodes from 12 mm to 3 mm. This
reduced the coupling as much as possible without
compromising the structural integrity of the cylindrical
shape and increased the inner radius of the electrodes to
109 mm. The optimal value of constant of proportionality
was therefore set to 109 mm for the rest of the design
process.

Difference over Sum of the EHM electrode signals
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EHM Difference over Sum values against Beam
Position
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Beam Position along the horizontal axis of the monitor
(mm)

Figure 3: DoS graphs of simulated results from the
prototype (k=179 mm) and optimised (k=109.2 mm)
monitors. The dashed line shows the ideal sensitivity of
k=109 mm.
In addition to the central and side guard rings that were
present in the prototype a pair of thinner, grounded
‘separator’ rings were inserted in the linear cut between
the electrodes of each pair (shown in Fig. 1). The
inclusion of these rings provided the single largest gain in
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Table 1: Electrode-earth capacitances for the horizontal
monitoring pair along with the positional offset error of
the monitor, calculated in CST at various stages of the
design process.
Prototype
Optimised Design
Final Design

EHM1
92 pF
98 pF
160 pF

EHM2
107 pF
98 pF
160 pF

δx
1.31 mm
0.3 mm
0.3 mm

These increases in symmetry were found to further
reduce the positional offset error and so it was desirable
to apply the same approach to the interior profiles of the
separator rings. This required the thickness of these rings
to be substantially increased. Although this further
decoupled the electrodes in each pair, it also reduced the
total strength of the signals measured. This meant that a
compromise had to be found, and a separator ring
thickness of 6.3 mm along the longitudinal axis was
reached. This was enough to remove a large part of the
offset error whilst still leaving a strong enough signal to
be detected and measured accurately. However this
thickness did not leave enough room to chamfer the
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interior edges of the separator rings to match the profile
of the other guard rings.
To aid the ease of assembly of the monitor, it was
decided that each electrode pair, along with its associated
separator ring would be mounted on rails. These will
maintain the required gaps between each component
while allowing the electrode pairs to be slid into the
monitor enclosure, one either side of the central guard
ring. It was also required to increase the electrode-earth
capacitances to 160 pF in order to match with existing
electronics. To satisfy both of these requirements, four
evenly spaced Macor strips (shown in Fig. 1) were placed
around the outside of each electrode pair. These were
shaped to fill the gap between the electrodes and the
monitor enclosure, providing support for each electrode
and holding it in position. The volume of these strips was
chosen to increase the dielectric constant in this gap by
the amount required to set the electrode-earth
capacitances to 160 pF (shown in Table 1).

SUMMARY
Simulations carried out with CST EM Studio have
shown that the inclusion of earthed guard rings, placed
between each of the four electrodes, greatly reduces interelectrode coupling and the associated loss of sensitivity in
a split plate BPM. In particular the use of ‘separator
rings’, placed inside the linear cuts of each electrode pair
resulted in a substantial improvement in performance.
These rings, along with a focus on symmetry
throughout the design process enabled all the electrodeearth capacitances to be matched, reducing the monitor’s
positional offset error and achieving the optimum
positional sensitivity.
The next step will be to construct the monitor and
collect readings using the test stand. These readings will
be used to verify the results already obtained through
simulations.
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sensitivity of any step in the design process, decoupling
the electrode pairs and providing approximately 63% of
the desired sensitivity gain. Thick guard rings were also
placed at each end of the monitor, providing symmetry by
enclosing each electrode with a pair of earthed rings.
As well as the loss of positional sensitivity, bench
measurements of the prototype BPM showed imbalanced
capacitances between each of the four electrodes and the
earthed monitor body. While small discrepancies can be
controlled using tuning capacitors electrically connected
in parallel to the electrodes, they represent varying
sensitivities between the electrodes due to varying levels
of coupling and so were addressed in the design. A
consequence of closely matching these electrode-earth
capacitances was that the positional offset error observed
in the prototype would be minimised.
For studies of electrode-ground capacitances, the CST
model was adjusted to run in the electrostatic solver of
CST EM studio. The signal on the beam was replaced
with a static potential of 1V and the potentials set on each
of the electrodes were changed from floating to fixed
values to allow the capacitance matrix to be calculated.
The inclusion of the separator rings was found to
significantly reduce the discrepancies between the
electrode capacitances (see Table 1). To further balance
the four capacitances, a focus on symmetry in the design
was adopted [6]. The aim of this approach was to ensure
that the immediate surroundings of all four electrodes
were geometrically identical. Each gap in the longitudinal
plane between an electrode and an earthed component
was set to a standard length of 7.5mm. Additionally the
inner profile of each end guard ring was chamfered and
resized to match that of the central ring (see Fig. 1).
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PICKUP ELECTRODE ELECTRODYNAMICS INVESTIGATION
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We conducted a model-based investigation of wave
excitation and propagation in pickup electrode structures
up to the times of the order of gap length over c. A short
pulse in a TEM line was used to model a bunch. We
developed a capacitive-probe-based technique for wave
electric field measurements. The probe signals were
measured by a 20GHz oscilloscope. We introduced an
elementary electrode structure as a one-gap transverse flat
thin electrode. It was found that in the gap between the
electrode and wall, a shorter-than-gap bunch excites a TElike packet which length is of the order of gap length over
c. The packet propagates forward along the electrode to a
coaxial connector. At this low impedance common point
the packet partially reflects back and partially passes into
the opposite gap. The voltage appearing at the impedance
excites two TEM-wave packets: one propagates
backwards, another one propagates forward through
connector. The three packets propagating backwards
reflect at the electrode end and come back to the summing
point and generate output in a similar way. The same
processes occur in a two-gap electrode. This
phenomenological picture can be used as a guide in
pickup design and simulation.

INTRODUCTION
For a charged particle beam non-intercepting monitoring three basic structures can be differentiated. Those
are electrode, cavity, and loaded gap. Being inserted in
the vacuum pipe, the structure delivers a signal induced
by the beam, that bears information on its parameters.
For single short ultra-relativistic bunch the cavity has a
multi-band response. The loaded gap and electrode have
broadband responses. The band of the latter usually has a
low frequency cut-off. In high frequency range, the
electrode’s frequency envelope may have some multiband structure.
In routine electrode-based monitoring systems, some
filters are usually used. First of all, the cable transmitting
the electrode signal is a kind of low-pass filter. In
addition, band-pass filters are widely used to simplify the
following amplification and detection. For a short bunch
the response grows with shifting the band-pass to higher
frequency. In electron machines, the frequency is chosen
usually not higher than 1GHz due to engineering tradeoffs.
one
Introducing the equivalent wavelength
can see that for the case above the condition
is
valid where is a characteristic size of the electrode. This
condition allows use of quasi-static electrode models in
which the wave processes with characteristic times of
____________________________________________

the order of
and shorter are considered being
averaged.
Some remarkable quasi-static models can be found in
[1] (telegrapher’s equation solution for strip line pickup,
see an exposition of this paper (and other models as well)
in [4]), [2] (loaded gap), and [3] (button pickup).
Advance of novel accelerators to shorter bunches and
development of new specific diagnostic instruments as an
optical-modulator-based beam arrival time monitor, call
for development of electrode models that would cover a
time domain extended up to and over
As for our knowledge, in the present no mature
analytical electrodynamic models are there for this time
domain, that models that would provide with solutions for
fields and signals and could be used as a guide in
development of real devices. When the whole conception
of the device is laid then the available simulation
packages become useful to verify it and to refine and
optimise the design.
As an initial step to get some qualitative understanding
of the wave processes in the system electrode – vacuum
pipe, we constructed a model and using a probe, measured
time-domain envelopes of the propagating waves as well
as the output signal, excited by a short ‘bunch’ which was
a pulse in a coaxial line. The bunch half-height length was
about 5mm, the electrode characteristic sizes were in
range 10mm to 50mm, and the gap lengths in range 5mm
to 25mm. We used transverse electrodes of two kinds: a
novel one, a width-tapered flat thin electrode, and a
conventional cone-shaped button. Here we present the
results, and some analysis and conclusions.

PICKUP LARGE SCALE MODEL
The bunch was modelled as a pulse propagating in a
coaxial line. The available generator can deliver a pulse
of half-height width 18ps (measured in a regular part of
the line, see below) which corresponds to the length
5.4mm. This length that ideally is to be significantly less
that the electrode/gap size, lays down a model scale as
regards to a typical pickup. We put the scale as
approximately 5:1 and the sizes as shown above.
We simplified the construction and used not circular
but linear arrangement. A model is shown in Fig. 1. The
left corner part is turned out clockwise to make visible a
coaxial line (the copper strip seen over a white conducting
bottom plate), and a transverse electrode (the copper
width-tapered blade hanging down from the output Nconnector). A bunch pulse propagates along the strip from
the right (the input SMA connector is not seen) to the
strip’s open end on the left. This line is arranged as a thin
4.5cm-width strip between two 30cm-width plates
distanced by 10cm. The transition from the SMA
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Figure 1: The pickup model.
On the top plate, the electrodes are displayed. A coneshaped button electrode is on the right, together with its
enclosure. A set of flat electrodes of various widths and
thicknesses is shown on the left.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
Using an oscilloscope, we measured time-domain
envelopes of electromagnetic waves that propagate in the
model. The oscilloscope (mainframe HP86100C-M1 and
sampling module AT86112A from Agilent Technologies)
had the rise time about 17ps (bandwidth 20GHz).
The electrode output signal was measured directly
through a 50Ohm cable. To pick up the electric field in
various model cross-sections, a capacitive probe was used
connected to this cable and inserted through hole in the
wall.
The 1:1 probe (P6150 from Tektronix) is shown in Fig.
2 left as inserted in the wall near its edge. The hole
diameter is 3.5mm. The probe body protrudes from wall
by about 1mm, the tip length is 2mm.

integrating output signal, we integrated beam. Measuring
with probe, we used a step (directly from generator, fall
time 12ps). Measuring the electrode output signal, we
used a derivative of this step, obtained with a
differentiator. The derivative half-height width was 18ps
(generator 4015D-RPH and Impulse Forming Network
5208 as differentiator, both are from Picosecond Pulse
Labs). One can compare the results. In Fig. 2 right, two
signals are shown measured at the same point at the Nconnector, directly and with probe (the probe was inserted
in a transverse hole in N-SMA adaptor’s body). The
voltage electrode signal from ‘bunch’ is blue, and the
electric field probe signal from ‘beam’ as a step is red
(scaled in magnitude to match the blue one). One can see
that the method works satisfactorily.
We tried also an inductive probe to measure the
magnetic field. An attractive feature of the inductive
probe is that it produces the envelope but not its
and load
derivative (with the loop of about
50Ohm). From other side, it has parasitic coupling to the
electric field which considerably contaminates the output
with derivative. Effective electric shielding of the loop
was found difficult to achieve.
Signals from an unshielded inductive probe (same
P6150 probe with a rectangle loop connected to the pin
and body) taken in regular part of the beam line before the
gap, are shown in Fig. 3. For a short pulse, the green and

Figure 3: Signals of inductive probe, 50ps/div.
blue derivatives in the middle (they merge) are two
signals induced at the inductive probe by the electric field
when the probe is turned so that its loop is parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field. On the left, two blue signals
are shown taken when the loop is perpendicular and antiperpendicular to the field. The difference of them which is
a pure magnetic signal is shown in yellow. Compare it to
a capacitive probe signal from a beam as a step (top right,
blue).

Figure 2: Left: The probe inserted in the wall. Right:
Probe signal (red) in comparison with direct signal (blue),
50ps/div and 1mV/div.
A characteristic feature of the capacitive probe loaded
on 50Ohm is that its output signal is proportional to the
derivative of the electric field envelope. To restore
envelope, integration should be done. Instead of
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BEAM CHARACTERISATION
Propagation of the wave along the beam line (of 20mm
width) was measured at four points over the line axis: at
10cm and 1cm before the gap front edge, at 1cm and
10cm after the gap rear edge. Gap length was 20mm. The
signals are shown in Fig. 4, left. A magnitude difference
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connector to the line regular part is made tapered and has
length 20cm.
The top plane has a transverse variable-length gap
(from 10mm to 50mm) to which two transverse plates are
attached connected at the top. The electrode (length
15cm) is placed between these plates.
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~10% of the pulses 1 and 2 characterises loss in the line
on the length 10cm. Pulse 3 is significantly less than pulse
2 but pulse 4 is again big (differs by same 10% from
pulse 2). We interpret this as following. See Fig. 4 right.
The first cursor marks pulse 1, the second cursor is placed
at the moment when a pulse reflected from the gap is
expected to come. No short-pulse reflection occurs! Some
low-magnitude slow wave seen at the marker is probably
a back response of a gap which length is significantly
bigger than the pulse width. Most probably, pulse 3 is a
superposition of an incident wave electric field and a
quasi-static electric field of opposite polarity left in the
gap. Use of simulation computer package would clarify
this interpretation.
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Figure 4: Left: Propagation of a short pulse along the
‘beam’ line, 50ps/div and 7.5mV/div. Right: Back
response of a long gap, 100ps/div and 5mV/div.
A wave of a strip placed between two conductive planes
decays with distance from the strip. Fig. 5 illustrates this
for the case of strip width 45mm. It shows the electric
field (at the gap front edge) at the central point (the green
pulse), and then at four points along the edge distanced by
intervals 20mm. One can see that pulse magnitude
decreases with distance. This plane geometry effect
causes the electrode signal be non-proportional to the
electrode width.

45mm. It shows that the pulse arrival time increases with
distance from strip. One can interpret this as effective
bunch lengthening with increase of electrode width.

ONE-GAP ELECTRODE
Define an elementary electrode structure. It is a onegap transverse flat thin electrode. Its edge looks at beam
and has a circular profile same as the adjacent vacuum
pipe edges. The electrode has gaps on each side but one
only gap interrupts the wall current induced by beam.
Name it the active gap (it can be front or rear gap, no
difference). Another gap (passive) is short-circuited by a
circular ring which connects the electrode edge to one of
the vacuum pipe edges. In a linear model, all the edges
are linear, and instead of ring a long strip was used to
short-circuit the passive gap.
The opposite electrode end is normally connected to a
coaxial feed-through connector pin. In our model, this end
was also made short and open to identify the waves.
An example of such structure is a one-end-shortcircuited strip line pickup where the second gap is
screened by the strip itself. A button pickup is the
superposition of two one-gap structures. Real structures
may have gap(s) not linear but semi-circular, like a button
pickup has. Such gaps can be modelled by linear gaps,
and a circular electrode by a square electrode of the size
that is the effective distance between the gaps.
The waves excited in a single-gap electrode structure
were measured at either gap at four points: at 1cm, 5.5cm,
10cm, and 14.5cm distance from the electrode edge. First

Figure 5: Magnitude and arrival time of the bunch electric
field measured at the gap front edge, 20ps/div and
5mV/div.

Figure 6: Top left/right: One-gap electrode end is
short/open. Bottom left: The end is connected to pin. For
these three plots 100ps/div and 2mV/div. Bottom right:
Electrode output signal, 200ps/div and 7mV/div.

At the transition from the SMA connector (coaxial
circular) to the strip (coaxial flat), the pure TEM wave
transforms to a pseudo-TEM wave with non-zero
longitudinal components. The latter wave has a constant
phase surface not as a plane but as a convex centred at the
transition. Fig. 5 illustrates this for the case of strip width

of all, it was observed that the waves propagate as TE-like
compact packets guided by the electrode. The packet
length was about gap length over c and for a bunch length
shorter than this didn’t depend on bunch length. This
observation leads to a conclusion that the pickup
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TWO-GAP ELECTRODE
A two-gap electrode has each gap open and active. The
rear gap is excited by beam later than the front gap. For a
thin electrode, the delay is minimal and equal to gap
length over c. Packet propagation and reflection occur
analogously to one-gap electrode, with that difference that
one of the gaps and the internal coaxial line are now not
short but open. The electrode output is superposition of
two opposite polarity pulses spaced by gap length over c.
The output (divided by 2) is shown in Fig. 7 in green, the
packets in the front/rear gap are in blue/red. Superposition
of reflected and passed packets is seen on the right from
the grid central line. The two packets in a pair are spaced

BPMs and Beam Stability

by gap length over c and go in the gaps in reverse orders.
Two-gap electrode is considered in detail in [5] where its
features as a pickup for bunch arrival time monitor are
analysed.

Figure 7: Two-gap electrode, packets in gaps and the
output (divided by 2), 100ps/div and 3mV/div.

SUMMARY
We attempted a model-based investigation of wave
excitation and propagation in pickup electrode structures
up to the times of the order of gap length over c. A short
pulse in a TEM line was used to model a bunch. We
developed a capacitive-probe-based technique for wave
electric field measurements.
We introduced a one-gap transverse flat thin electrode
as an elementary electrode structure. It was observed that
in this structure a shorter-than-gap bunch excites TE-like
waves that propagate along the electrode as a compact
packet of the length of gap length over c. This packet
converts to a TEM output signal at the interconnection of
the electrode and coaxial connector. We discovered that at
this point the packet is principally unmatched which
causes multiply reflection.
We investigated also a two-gap structure which
represents a button pickup. The output is a superposition
of two opposite polarity one-gap electrode signals spaced
by an interval which minimal value is gap length over c.
The results can be used as a guide in pickup design and
simulation.
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electrode has a principal time-domain limit of the order of
gap length over c.
For the second point of each gap three plots are shown
in Fig. 6. They are (from left to right) for the end short,
open, and connected to pin. The electrode width was
30mm that tapered down to 10mm at the connection
point. Each gap had length 15mm that tapered down to
5mm at the end. The passive gap was rear. The plots for
the active/passive gap are in green/red.
For short-end electrode one can see in the active gap an
incident packet and a reflected packet of reverse polarity.
In the passive gap, a small packet is seen. Its features as a
small magnitude, the same polarity and some delay as
regards to the incident packet allow suppose that it is a
result of some residue coupling of a shielded gap and
beam. For open-end electrode the incident packet passes
over the end edge undisturbed into the opposite gap where
it is seen as a pulse of the same polarity. For electrode
connected to the pin one can see a quite small reverse
polarity packet reflected from the connection point, and a
quite big same polarity packet in the passive gap.
Analysis of the last observation leads to the conclusion
that at the connection point the active gap impedance
principally can’t be matched.
At this point, four lines are interconnected: an active
gap excited by beam, a passive gap, with its own
impedance, an output 50Ohm coaxial line, and one more,
internal coaxial line with the electrode as a central wire.
The voltage and current at this low impedance connection
point, generated by the incident packet, excite in the gaps
a reflected packed and a passed packet, and a TEM-wave
packet in each coaxial line. We didn’t measure gap
impedance. Analysis and search for optimal trade-off of
the impedances can be better done using a simulation
package.
The one-gap electrode output is shown in Fig. 6 bottom
right. It has some long tail (positive overshot) due to finite
pin inductance. The second pulse distanced by about 1ns
is superposition of three packets coming back after
getting reflected respectively from the active gap open
end, from the passive gap short end, and from the internal
coaxial line short end.
In quasi-static terms, the one-gap electrode is an
inductive pickup, and a two-gap electrode below is an
electrostatic pickup.
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BUNCH BY BUNCH TRANSVERSE BEAM POSITION OBSERVATION
AND ANALYZE DURING INJECTION AT SSRF *
Y.B. Leng#, Y. Yang, N. Zhang, Y.B. Yan, R. X. Yuan, SSRF, SINAP, Shanghai, China
Abstract
Top-up operation has been performed at SSRF since
Dec. 2012. Orbit disturbance every 10 minutes decreased
the quality of synchrotron radiation. In order to minimize
this disturbance the tilts and the timing of injection
kickers need to be tuning carefully based on real beam
information. A set of button type pick-up and a scope
based IOC were employed to capture the transient beam
movement with bunch by bunch rate during injection.
Several sets of observation and analyze will be discussed
in this paper.

closed and there will be no injection disturbances for
users. However, it is very difficult to provide the
complete closed bump because of the magnetic field
errors, timing jitters, and nonlinear effects such as from
sextupole magnets inside the bump.
Figure 2 shows a measured current waveforms and
current deviation of four kickers in SSRF. In this case
Top-up injection is not transparent for users. The leaked
magnetic field (IK) will be sensed by all bunches in
three turns. Orbit disturbances will be different for each
bunch and its amplitude will depend on the bunch index
in the train.
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INTRODUCTION
Top-up operation mode is becoming the standard mode
of operation in most of the third generation light sources.[1]
The basic aim of a top-up operation is to provide
practically constant beam current in the storage ring to
overcome lifetime limitations and to keep a constant
photon flux for a thermal equilibrium at the beamlines.
SSRF officially started top-up operation for user
experiments in December 2012.[2] Automatic processes
control the timing of the injection and select the bucket in
which to inject the single bunch. The bunch index at
every injection pulse is determined from a filling pattern
monitor and a comparison with the desired bunch pattern.
The injection interval is set to 10 min, and 30 bunches
with the smallest charges in 500 bunch train are refilled
with about 0.08nC each in one injection cycle.
Injection in a storage ring can excite significant
transient processes in the refilled bunch as well as perturb
stored bunches. It is crucial to suppress the stored beam
oscillation during the top-up injection because it
modulates the SR intensity and interferes directly with the
user experiments.
The SSRF injection scheme consists of four fast kicker
magnets placed in a long straight to create a closed beam
bump, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2: Measured current waveform of injection kickers.
During the past threes years the orbit disturbance as
large as mm level due to poor kickers matching had been
observed using Libera turn by turn data. However, the
bandwidth of Libera is not large enough to retrieve the
individual bunch information to analyze and locate
leaking sources of magnetic filed. In order to fully
understand what happened during injection and guide the
optimization of injection system a dedicated broadband
diagnostics tool is required. In this paper we present a
technique to characterize injection quality in the
transverse plane using an digital oscilloscope embedded
IOC with capability of bunch-by-bunch position
measurement.

DIAGNOSTICS TOOLS

Figure 1: Layout of SSRF ring injection system.
If the current pulses of four kicker magnets perfectly
match each in amplitude and phase the local bump will be
___________________________________________
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Two kinds of broad band instruments: digital transverse
feedback processor and fast gated camera (ICCD) have
been widely used to record and study transient behaviour
of individual bunch during injection. However, output
data of transverse feedback processor is relative position
and the sampling rate of ICCD is not truly bunch-bybunch. These technique shortages define an application
limit.
To solve this problem a digital oscilloscope embedded
EPICS IOC was developed in SSRF to do transverse
position measurement at bunch-by-bunch rate.[3] Broad
band beam signals coupled from four button electrodes,
passing through a BPF (central frequency 500MHz, BW
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Figure 4: A set of bunch by bunch measurements during
injection.

OBSERVATION

Figure 3: Raw data acquired by digital oscilloscope and
virtual re-sampled data using 3rd order spline interpolation
method.
After acquiring the peak value of signal waveform for
each bunch over  calculation can be used to get the
bunch charge and absolute postion. The sample size for
each bunch is up to 14400 turns due to the large buffer of
scope, which makes precise harmonic analyze for
individual bunch possible.
Figure 4 shows a set of typical measurements during
injection: (a) bunch filling pattern, refilled bunch index
can be identified by comparing filling pattern before and
after injection, which is 141 in this case; (b) orbit
movement of the refilled bunch, which is fixing of
betatron oscillation and synchrotron oscillation; (c) orbit
movement of a stored bunch, which is almost pure
betatron oscillation; (d) correspond FFT of (b) and (c).

BPMs and Beam Stability

Using above diagnostics instrument as large as 14400
turns of triggered bunch charge, absolute transverse
position data can be recorded during injection. Time
domain and frequency domain analyze of this data are
very good tools for injection quality investigation.

2SWLPL]DWLRQRIIQMHFWLRQKLFNHUV
Mismatch of magnetic field of kickers will result
residual betatron oscillation in horizontal plane. So
comparing orbit movement waveform and oscillation
amplitude in time domain will be an easy and direct way
to evaluate the performance of injection system.
Figure 5 and Fig. 6 show the comparison of average orbit
movement in different stages of SSRF. In the early stage
(Dec. 14, 2011) the matching of four kickers was quite
poor. Horizontal residual betatron oscillation was as large
as 6.8mm peak to peak. Tilts error of kickers also
introduced a large residual oscillation (0.4mm) in vertical
plane. During Summer shutdown of 2012 injection
system had been upgraded. Four remotely controllable
platforms were added to adjust the tilts of four kickers
independently. Delay line between pulsed PSs and current
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300MHz), are feed into four channels of scope directly.
To satisfy bunch-by-bunch analyze requirement an high
performance digital oscilloscope, practically Agilent
DSO9064A (analogue BW 600MHz, real-time sampling
rate 5GHz for 4 channels, and 100M samples/ch onboard
buffer), is adopted. Voltage waveforms from four
electrodes introduced by passing electron bunches will be
recorded simultaneous at 5GHz sampling rate. If the
sampling rate or its fraction is equal to machine RF
frequency (synchronized sampling) the peak value of raw
data can be used to calculate bunch charge and bunch
position using over  method directly. But for SSRF,
RF frequency is usually varying between 499.654MHz
and 499.674MHz depending on ground temperature. In
this case using raw data will introduce a large sampling
phase noise due to difference of RF and sampling
frequency.
A specific data processing method we called "virtual resampling" technique is employed to solve this problem.
With correct sampling frequency (or time interval
between two samples) and initial sampling phase (T0 of
the first sample), synchronizing sampled data can be
calculated using spline interpolation method. Ideal
sampling frequency, which is equal to practical RF
frequency, can be determined by using zero-padding FFT
method which makes the data length 128 times than the
raw data. Meanwhile the initial sampling phase can be
defined manually based on raw waveform. Fig. 3 shows a
pair of scope sampled raw data and virtual re-sampled
data.
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waveform were tuned based on beam experiments. After
that (Jan. 14, 2013) horizontal residual betatron
oscillation decreased down to 0.85mm and vertical
residual oscillation is smaller than 0.08mm. With very
careful tuning of injection kickers (Jul. 15, 2013) both
horizontal and vertical residual oscillation can be decrease
again (0.43mm H / 0.04mm V) but almost reach the
baseline.

bunch and the storage ring, can be used as a flag to help
injector optimization.

5HSHDWDELOLW\DQG6WDELOLW\RI,QMHFWLRQ
A stable and repeatable injection procedure is the
fundamental condition for any further improving effort to
minimize orbit disturbance. So stability and repeatability
of injection procedure need to be evaluated. Harmonic
analyze of each bunch position data and waterfall plot are
selected as investigation tools. Horizontal position
spectrum data in a week has been put together shown in
Fig. 8.

Figure 5: Measured horizontal orbit oscillation by
injection kick, which reflects the amplitude and phase
mismatch of kicker current waveforms.
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Figure 8: Waterfall displays of horizontal position spectrum
during injection in a week.

Figure 6: Measured vertical orbit oscillation by injection
kick, which reflects the tilts error of kickers.

(QHUJ\0LVPDWFKRI5HILOOHG%XQFK
Large synchrotron oscillation can be easily observed
with refilled bunch (Fig. 3). It is highly possible due to
energy mismatch between fresh beam and the storage ring.
If it is true oscillation amplitude should be linear related
to refilled charge. 23 samples in a week had been
analyzed to confirm this assumption, which is shown in
Fig. 7. Energy oscillation amplitude is acquired by FFT
analyze of refilled bunch position data.

Comparing the amplitude distribution pattern of
betatron oscillation we can easily find that stability and
repeatability of injection procedure are not good as we
expected. During in this investigation period beam
behaviour can be classified into three groups. Group one
includes day 2, 3 and 6. Group two include day 4, 5. And
group three includes day 1 and day 7. The differences
between three groups look like mainly coming from
timing shift of trigger signal of kickers.

CONCLUSION
A bunch-by-bunch position measurement instrument
based on commercial digital oscilloscope has been
implemented in SSRF to evaluate the injection quality.
Tilts error, amplitude and phase mismatch of injection
kickers, energy mismatch of fresh beam, and repeatability
of injection procedure can be investigated with this tools.
Further optimization of injector or injection system can be
done based on these investigations.
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NEW DESIGN OF THE 40 GHz BUNCH ARRIVAL TIME MONITOR
USING MTCA.4 ELECTRONICS AT FLASH AND FOR THE EUROPEAN
XFEL
M.K. Czwalinna∗ , Ch. Gerth, H. Schlarb, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
S. Bou Habib, Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland
S. Korolczuk, J. Szewinski, NCBJ Swierk, Otwock, Poland
A. Kuhl, University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany

At free-electron lasers, today’s pump-probe experiments
and seeding schemes make high demands on the electron
bunch timing stability with an arrival time jitter reduction
down to the femtosecond level. At FLASH and the upcoming European XFEL, the bunch train structures with their
high bunch repetition rates allow for an accurate intra-train
stabilisation. To realise longitudinal beam-based feedbacks
a reliable and precise arrival time detection over a broad
range of bunch charges, which can even change from 1 nC
down to 20 pC within a bunch train, is essential. Benefitting from the experience at FLASH, the current bunch arrival time monitors, based on detection of RF signals from
broad-band pick-ups by use of electro-optic modulators,
are further developed to cope with the increased requirements. In this paper, we present the new BAM prototype,
including an adapted electro-optical front-end and the latest development of the read-out electronics based on the
MTCA.4 platform.

INTRODUCTION
The bunch arrival time monitor (BAM) detects the time
at which an electron bunch passes an RF pick-up and compares it to a femtosecond precise reference. This is given
by timing stabilised laser pulses of the optical synchronisation system, as in permanent operation at FLASH [1].
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FLASH also provides the possibility to test new hardware and software for the European XFEL. Up to ten BAM
stations are planned to be installed at the European XFEL,
(see Fig. 1). Most of the BAMs will be included into the
longitudinal, intra-train feedback (ITFB) system together
with bunch compression and beam energy monitors. The
ITFB uses beam-based information from every bunch, i.e.
arrival time, compression and energy, to add corrections
to the LLRF regulation acting onto the RF field which is
fed into the accelerating cavities. At FLASH, a reduced
timing jitter of the bunches to well below 25 fs behind the
last accelerating module has already been achieved [4].

SA
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OXC

At this FEL user facility, five BAM systems are currently
installed, reflecting different design stages due to an
on-going development over the past 4 years. It has been
shown, that the BAMs in their current state achieve an
intrinsic measurement resolution of below 10 fs for bunch
charges above 300 pC [2]. These monitors are currently
subject to further improvements, in order to cope with
the raised demands associated with the amendment of
FLASH [3] and with the upcoming European XFEL. The
goal is to not only achieve a robust and reliable monitor
system as a standard diagnostic device for FELs, but to
also provide a high measurement resolution across a broad
range of bunch charges, i.e. as low as 20 pC and up to 1 nC
and above.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the European XFEL with locations of the longitudinal diagnostics. Besides the BAMs, there
are also: bunch compression monitor (BCM), energy beam position monitor (EBPM), electro-optical diagnostics (EOD),
transverse deflecting structure (TDS), coherent radiation diagnostics (CRD) and synchrotron radiation monitor (SRM).
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(a) Prototype FPGA based dual FMC carrier board.

(b) Prototype dual FMC mezzanine card.
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Figure 2: Photographs showing the new MTCA.4 BAM electronics, with (a) the prototype of the DAMC-FMC25 carrier
board and (b) the prototype of the DFMC-DSBAM FMC mezzaniane board.
In addition to the BAMs that are incorporated into
the ITFB, five more locations are foreseen for BAM
installations at the European XFEL, two behind the main
linear accelerator, L3, and three in the different branches of
the undulator sections, named SASE1 to SASE3 in Fig. 1.
Besides delivering the bunch timing information to the user
experiments, they could also provide valuable information
on timing drifts and jitter performance of the facility
infrastructure. In this case, it is foreseen to install two
identical BAMs, BAM6 and BAM7 (Fig. 1), next to each
other for out-of-loop and correlation measurements. The
destinctive feature of this setup is that one of those BAMs
will be connected through a 1.9 km link to the master
laser-oscillator, located close to the injector, whereas the
other identical BAM will be connected via a 1.5 km link to
the slave laser-oscillator, located in the experimental hall,
for details see [5].

ity to reach the projected resolution of 10 fs also for bunch
charges well below 300 pC.

Electro-Optical Front-End

The arrival time monitor system consists of three main
parts: RF front-end, electro-optical (EO) front-end and
electronics for read-out and control.

The central component of the EO front-end is the
electro-optical modulator (EOM) which translates the voltage signal into an amplitude modulation of the pulsed optical signals. It is difficult to find suitable EOMs on the market which not only allow to use the full RF bandwidth of
up to 40 GHz but which can also cope with the short laser
pulses (around 1550 nm) with 200 fs to 500 fs FWHM and
up to 46.3 pJ pulse energy. There are modulators available with different substrate materials, such as LiNbO3 ,
InP, GaAs and thin film polymer on silicon (TFPS). In a
comparative study in a laboratory test set-up, summarised
in [8], the most promising candidate has been found to be
a TFPS modulator from GigOptix [9], which offers a low
operation voltage (Vπ ), smaller than 3 V, with a high EO
bandwidth of up to 35 GHz and small dependance of the
modulation on the optical wavelength. This is important for
applications with pulsed signals. Further tests with actual
pick-up signals from the electron bunches are scheduled to
be performed at FLASH in late 2013.

RF Front-End

Electronics

The RF pick-up of the original BAM design provides a
bipolar voltage signal with a bandwidth from DC up to 10
GHz. This leads to a limited performance for small bunch
charges due to a too low amplitude and slope, as shown
in [2]. Two years ago, a new pickup with a higher bandwidth, from DC up to 40 GHz, has been developed [6]
and installed at FLASH for first tests. Since the required
RF components and cables have a considerably high attenuation at such high frequencies, the pick-up design has
been further optimised to compensate for those losses.
The expected peak-to-peak voltages from this pick-up at
a bunch charge of 20 pC is up to 4.5 Vpp with a slope of
300 mV/ps [7]. Those pick-ups will provide the capabil-

The existing readout electronics for the BAMs at
FLASH, described in [10], is based on the VME standard
and is limited by the available computational resources.
One of the major limitations was to transfer all data collected during a 2 ms accelerator RF pulse and process it
during the 98 ms time window (10 Hz repetition rate at
FLASH). It occurred that this task could not be completed
and data from the previous pulse was still being transferred when the new pulse was coming. In such cases, data
from the new pulse could not be recorded, but was simply dropped. In the worst case, about 80 % of the events
were lost. Another inconvenience of the VME based system is that it has no hot-swap capability, i.e. power cycling

GENERAL LAYOUT OF THE BUNCH
ARRIVAL TIME MONITOR
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of the entire crate is required, whenever a hardware change
is made, which affects all devices in the crate, also those
which are working correctly.

DESIGN OF NEW BAM ELECTRONICS IN
MTCA.4 STANDARD

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 3: FMC mezzanine card block diagram.

In comparison to the VME based system where
125 MSPS ADCs had been used, the new ADCs can sample
signals with a maximum frequency of 250 MSPS. The laser
pulses from the optical synchronisation system at FLASH
have a repetition rate of 216.7 MHz. Thus, the VME based
system was able to only measure every second pulse. The
new design will read and analyse all of the incoming laser
pulses, which is a big advantage.

FIRST MEASUREMENTS WITH THE
PROTOTYPE BOARD
The prototype MTCA board (carrier and mezzanine),
shown in Fig. 2, has been used to perform initial measurements of the pulse shape from the 216.7 MHz repetition
rate laser after passing the analogue electronics. It has been
measured in two setups: first, the output of the photodiode
has been sampled with an oscilloscope and, second, with
the on-board ADCs of the new system. In the latter case,
the pulse shape has been retrieved by measuring one sample per laser pulse and shifting the phase between data and
clock signal.
The phase shift was done in two ways: for the precise
short range shifting, the built-in fine delay blocks in the
clock distribution chip have been used, and for wide range
adjustments the optical delay length in single-mode fibre
has been changed. The on-board phase shifting covered the
range of up to 1 ns with over 32 steps. The data of the laser
pulse shape, as plotted in Fig. 4, was collected from several individual measurements. A total optical path length
of 80 cm was covered by subsequently adding short fibre
parts, and in between, short range phase sweeps were performed. For each measurement point, 1024 samples have
been collected in the FPGA memory and used for calculation of standard deviation (STD) and mean values.
At the flat regions of the baseline and at the peak of the
pulse, the STD was below 10 ADC counts. With the covered range of 24766 ADC counts, this gives a sampling pre751
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To solve the issues related with the VME system, it has
been decided to upgrade the BAM readout electronics to
the MTCA.4 standard. Instead of a parallel (multi-drop)
bus, shared between all boards in the crate, MTCA provides a backplane with different point-to-point connections
between particular units, such as AMC boards or to the MicroTCA Carrier Hub (MCH). Thus, a failure of one device will not affect communication between others, as it
could happen in case of the VME. Those connections are
optimised to handle serial protocols such as PCI Express,
Gigabit Ethernet, Serial ATA, Serial RapidIO, and many
more. Except faster communication, MTCA provides a
much more reliable environment, where all components
(boards, power supplies, fans) are remotely managed and
hot-swap capable.
Like in the previous generation of BAM readout electronics, a single device is made out of two parts: the base
board with digital electronics, and a mezzanine board with
analogue and optical input circuits, depicted in Fig. 2. The
base board has been designed as a MTCA dual FMC carrier, while the optical inputs with the analogue part have
been implemented as a dual FMC mezzanine card. The
versatile FMC carrier board, DAMC-FMC25, was developed at DESY in MTCA.4 standard [11].
The base board is equipped with a Virtex-5 FPGA, which
is the main data processing device. In addition to this, the
board also has a second FPGA dedicated to do common
board management tasks, such as Virtex-5 firmware upgrade and clock signal management. Thus, the Virtex-5
can fully be utilised for data processing. The carrier board
is equipped with many diagnostic devices, a Module Management Controller (MMC) which is responsible for handling IPMI communication with the MCH in the crate, several on-board voltage and temperature sensors as well as a
USB-Serial interface. All of these devices are foreseen to
provide flexibility and ease of use during both, firmware or
software development and in permanent installation.
The mezzanine board, schematic shown in Fig. 3, is
equipped with a clock distribution chip and with four 16-bit
ADCs. The board has three optical inputs, each with a photodiode of about 800 MHz bandwidth. One of those is used
as a source of the clock signal, and the other two receive
the data signals. Each data signal is then split and attached
to two ADCs, which are sampling the same signal with a
small difference in phase between each other, such that the
relative height of the laser pulse can be measured by sampling both, the peak of the laser pulse and its baseline. The
main task of the clock distribution chip is shifting the phase
of the clock signals for the individual ADCs. Further details can be found in [12].
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cision of 10/24766 · 100 % = 0, 04 %. On the rising and
trailing edges of the pulse, the STD amounts to 85, which
is a precision of 0.34 %. In the last case, the major contribution to the STD comes from the clock jitter, introduced
by the clock distribution chip AD9516-4 from Analog Devices. According to the datasheet, an additive jitter from
0.5 ps to 3.8 ps RMS is expected, depending on the parameter settings of the fine delay blocks.
The contribution of that chip to the STD of the ADC
trace has been estimated from the collected data. The plot
in Fig. 5 shows only the rising edge (from Fig. 4) with a linear fit applied to it, y = 47704.78 ns/bit·x + 89281.46 bit,
for a time calibration. The minimum value of the STD
(from signal noise mostly) is about 10, and is located on
the flat areas on baseline and peak of the pulse. The
maximum value of the STD (from the noise and jitter)
is located at the middle of the slope with values up to
60. Concerning this, the jitter contribution to the STD is
about 59. Using the time calibration, a timing jitter of
δτ =STDjit /47704 (ns/bit) results in a δτ of about 1.24 ps,
which fits to the value from the datasheet.

CONCLUSION
The BAMs at FLASH are subject to on-going improvements, especially with regard to the upcoming European
XFEL. This concerns the central components of all three
parts of the BAM system. In this paper, we present first
measurements with the prototype of the new electronics,
comprising carrier and FMC mezzanine board in MTCA.4
standard. Further investigations are scheduled to evalutate
their performance in comparsion to the old system. As soon
as the fully functional final version is available, one complete system will be installed at FLASH for firmware and
server development with actual BAM signals. Until end of
2014, it is scheduled to upgrade all of the existing BAMs
at FLASH to the new design.
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T. Kozak, P. Pr˛edki, DMCS-TUL, Poland
A. Kuhl, University of Hamburg, Germany

In this paper we report on the present status and performance of the laser-optical synchronization system at
FLASH, as well as its upcoming upgrades and new installations. These include the connection of the FLASH II extension, high-resolution electron bunch arrival time monitors
for low charges, an improved master laser pulse distribution
scheme, sub-10 fs jitter synchronization of the pump-probe
laser and arrival time measurements of the UV pulses on
the e-gun photocathode. Together with the planned connections of the acceleration modules to the optical master
laser and the migration of the low-level hardware to the
MTCA.4 platform, an outlook to slow and fast feedback
strategies is given.

INTRODUCTION
Fourth-generation linac-based light sources, like the
free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH) and the upcoming European XFEL, are capable of producing XUV and
X-ray pulses with a duration of a few femtoseconds. For
time-resolved pump-probe experiments and the externally
seeded operation mode it is crucial not only to stabilize
the arrival time of the electron bunches, but also to achieve
a synchronization accuracy of external lasers on the same
timescale. This can only be realized with a laser-optical
femtosecond-precision synchronization infrastructure [1].
At FLASH, this is realized by transmission of a highly stable periodic train of laser pulses to the critical subsystems
over actively stabilized optical fibers. Compared to other
synchronization schemes, for instance based on cw laser
signals, the use of laser pulses has a number of advantages.
The laser pulse train can be utilized directly in special beam
diagnostics, like in the bunch arrival time monitors, or external pulsed laser systems can be synchronized by means
of optical cross-correlation techniques with high precision.
Beginning in 2005 with the investigation and design of fiber
lasers suitable as timing reference and first prototype measurements at FLASH in 2007, the system is in development
for many years now and has quite matured.

ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The timing reference of the optical synchronization system is a passively mode-locked erbium laser oscillator,
emitting 200 fs long pulses at a 216.667 MHz repetition
∗ e-mail:

seb.schulz@desy.de
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rate at the telecom wavelength of 1550 nm. The distribution of the timing information over actively length and by
that transit-time stabilized optical fibers is laid out in a star
topology network, where all end-stations are referenced to
a single point – the master laser oscillator (MLO). A sketch
of the optical synchronization infrastructure at FLASH in
it’s projected fully expanded state is depicted in Fig. 1,
while Table 1 gives an overview of all presently installed
and planned connection to timing-critical subsystems.

Connection of FLASH II
Most notably, the figure shows the connection of the
FLASH II extension1 , which was built and installed during the recent shutdown of FLASH. In the FLASH2 beamline, a variable gap undulator is installed to allow for
SASE operation at different wavelengths than FLASH1 although the same linac is being used. Furthermore, it is
foreseen to operate FLASH2 as seeded FEL either using
the HGHG (high-gain harmonic generation) or the EEHG
(echo-enabled harmonic generation) scheme. In addition to
the existing and permanently operational eight fiber links
and connected subsystems at FLASH1 (Table 1, upper
half), four additional fiber links and end-stations will be
installed: two electron bunch-arrival time monitors, as well
as the synchronization of the laser system for pump-probe
user experiments and for the seed laser. In 2015, a third
beamline will be installed in the FLASH II tunnel for the
FLASHForward project.2 It is dedicated to experiments in
the relatively new field of laser- and beam-driven plasma
wakefield acceleration. This also requires the connection
of an external laser to the optical synchronization system,
as well as another electron bunch arrival time monitor for
sub-10 fs synchronization between an optical laser pulse
and the electron bunch.

Synchronization Laboratory Infrastructure
Since the optical synchronization system was planned
for 16 clients from the beginning, the additional endstations can be added easily to the existing installation.
While the optical fibers to the new stations are presently
being installed alongside with the accelerator components,
the synchronization laboratory is already equipped with the
required infrastructure. This includes digital control and diagnostics hardware, piezo- and laser diode drivers etc., as
1 http://flash2.desy.de
2 http://laola.desy.de
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the optical synchronization infrastructure at it’s full expansion state for FLASH, the currently built FLASH2 beamline and the future FLASH Forward project. The connection of the LLRF system for the
acceleration modules (ACC1 . . . ACC7) to the synchronization laboratory is not shown in the picture.
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well as a proper cabling from the optical table to the electronics racks. The optical table is equipped with a rigid
cover to minimize the influence of environmental changes.
Recently, another layer of thermal insulation was added to
the cover, resulting in a temperature stability of 0.007◦ C
(rms, measured over 12 h; 0.089◦ C peak-to-peak) on the
table while the room temperature fluctuated by 0.044◦ C
(rms). In this period, the relative humidity was stabilized
to 3.0% (peak-to-peak) or 0.6% (rms).

TIMING DISTRIBUTION
The best possible stabilization of temperature and relative humidity is essential, as, due to the star-like nature of
the system, the MLO pulse train is split on the table and
amplified for the individual fiber links. In the current implementation, the erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs)
used for the connection of the link to the MLO are not actively stabilized, which leads to a worst-case timing drift of
15 fs for the observed conditions and total fiber length of
1.4 m. However, since all EDFAs are built with an equal
length only a common mode error is introduced and the
mutual timing of the connected subsystems remains fixed.

Invar base. Each of them is equipped with motorized polarization control, two optical power monitors (one internal mounted by the manufacturer and one low-pass filtered
free-space photodiode) and phase-locked independently to
the accelerator’s RF oscillator. While one laser serves as
actual timing reference, the relative timing of both can
be measured by balanced optical cross-correlation and adjusted with a high-precision optical delay line. In case of
failure of the MLO, the spare laser can take over without
the need for timing scans. The common beam path for both
lasers starts with a port for the connection of the three injector lasers via passively stabilized fibers to the adjacent
laboratories. Then the light is split in a symmetric configuration for the connections of 2 × 8 fiber link stabilization
units (LSUs, [2, 3]). The geometric path length of these 16
ports is differs by less than 0.1% with respect to the lasers’
exit apertures, which has two advantages. First, thermal
expansion affects all ports equally. Secondly, a Galilean
telescope ensures maximum and equal coupling efficiency

Local Free-Space Distribution
The actual splitting of the MLO pulse train is realized in
a free-space optical setup (FSD) based on polarizing beam
splitters. A second version of this setup had been constructed and was commissioned during the recent shutdown
of FLASH. It is based on a single Invar plate with compact
custom-designed mounts for optics and optomechanical
components. Due to the low thermal expansion of Invar, the
additional timing error is below 1 fs. For redundancy, the
setup includes two identical commercial3 SESAM-based
erbium lasers as MLOs, which are also mounted on the
3 OneFive
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Figure 2: Master laser oscillator beam position measurement in the new free-space distribution unit.

Origami-15 with LP Linear Driver, http://www.onefive.com
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station

installation
(planned)

latest upgrade
(planned upgrade)

connection

latest modification
(planned)

2009
2010
late 2007
late 2007
2013
late 2009
2010, RF-based
2010, RF-based
2009, RF-based
2013

2014
2014
2014
late 2013
–
2014
2013, OXC
2013, OXC text
2012, OXC test
–

LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
passive from FSD
LSU
LSU
LSU
passive from F1PP

2013
2013
2012
late 2013
2013
2012
2012
2013
early 2014
2013

injector laser 1
injector laser 3
LLRF for ACC1
LLRF for ACC23
LLRF for ACC4567
BAM (“F2EXTR”)
BAM (“F2BURN”)
FLASH 2 pump-probe laser
FLASH 2 seed laser

mid 2014
-not decidedlate 2013
early 2014
-not decidedearly 2014
early 2014
mid 2014 (?)
mid 2014 (?)

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

passive from FSD
passive from FSD
RF-LSU
RF-LSU
-not decidedLSU
LSU
LSU
LSU

2013
–
late 2013
late 2013
–
late 2013
late 2013
mid 2014 (?)
mid 2014 (?)

BAM for FLASH Forward
FLASH Forward laser

2015 (?)
2015 (?)

–
–

passive from F2EXTR (?)
LSU

2015 (?)
2015 (?)

BAM 1 (“1UBC2”)
BAM 2 (“3DBC2”)
BAM 3 (“4DBC3”)
BAM 4 (“15ACC7”)
BAM 5/test stand
injector laser 2
pump-probe laser (F1PP)
seed laser
EO experiment laser
laser for THz experiments

into the fiber collimators, which has been measured to be
80%. In the former setup, the path lengths varied by more
than 100 mm preventing such an optimization. Additional
ports are available for providing the RF-based stabilized
fiber links [5] with the optical reference signal. These links
will be installed for referencing the LLRF system of the
acceleration modules to the MLO in late 2013/early 2014
[6]. Finally, the beam position is measured using a fourquadrant detector. The result of a 12-hour measurement
period is shown in Fig. 2. The pointing changes amount
to σx = 6.80 µrad and σy = 7.97 µrad for the horizontal and vertical dimension. Since the fiber collimators were
measured to accept several tens of micrometer deviation
from their center position, the pointing stability of the actual setup is sufficient not to deteriorate the coupling into
the fibers. This is a big improvement from the former setup
[7] where the MLOs and the FSD were mounted independently on the optical table. Taking all fiber links and diagnostics into account, the master laser pulse train is split for
24 ports, requiring appropriate distribution of the available
optical power. For this the previously underestimated loss
in all optical components was considered thoroughly.

Actively Stabilized Fiber Links
Recently, a dedicated test stand has been set up for further development of active stabilization schemes for fiber
links. The result of an out-of-loop evaluation of the present
link scheme is shown in Fig. 3. While fast fluctuations,
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i.e. the timing jitter, is 0.8 fs on average over 22 h and
well withing the jitter budget of the system, a drift with a
worst-case slope of 13 fs/h of the absolute timing can be
observed. Although the total fiber drift is suppressed by a
factor of approximately a factor of 800, an improvement
by a factor of at least 10 is desirable. Beside small thermal
effects and minor imperfections in the balanced measurement the main reason for the residual drift was found to

Figure 3: Performance of the current link stabilization
scheme measured out-of-loop by optical cross-correlation
with the reference at the test stand.
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Table 1: Summary of present and future clients of the laser-optical synchronization system and fiber link connections
at FLASH. Dates printed in a bold typeface mark upgrades and modifications since 2011 [4], while an italic typeface
indicates future installations. Items containing a question mark do not have a fixed schedule yet.
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be polarization mode dispersion (PMD), which is an inherent effect in optical fibers. Since the present link design is
sensitive to PMD a new fiber link stabilization scheme was
invented and is presently under investigation.
The software for the routine operation of the fiber link
stabilization units underwent a significant revision [8].
After hardware commissioning, the newly implemented
full automation includes signal search, periodical selfcalibration, timing jitter and drift calculation as well as
monitoring and error logging. At the same time, the implementation of algorithms and middle layer control system servers was done as portable as possible to reuse them
in the upcoming MTCA.4 computing platform4 . First tests
on locking a fiber link based on MTCA can be carried out
at the test stand, while the deployment for the synchronization system is planned for 2014. Before, the RF-based fiber
links [5] solely rely on the new platform and the synchronization laboratory has already been prepared for this.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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EXTERNAL LASER SYNCHRONIZATION
The phase-lock of external pulsed laser systems to the
optical reference is one of the main applications of the
synchronization system. For this, the pump-probe laser,
the laser for FEL seeding and a laser used for diagnostics are equipped with RF-based phase detectors [9], where
the RF signals are extracted from the laser’s and the reference pulse trains using photodiodes. Recently, the pumpprobe and the seed laser were equipped with balanced optical cross-correlators (OXCs) allowing for all-optical timing
detection. Preliminary measurements reveal the possibility to sustain sub-10 fs timing jitter over long time periods. This was only possible with a newly developed piezo
driver and a much faster digital PID controller. Albeit being implemented still on the outdated VME platform, the
possible locking bandwidth could be increased from below 10 kHz to theoretically 100 kHz. Using the more
powerful MTCA computing platform, together with an optimized OXC design under investigation, it is feasible to
achieve an even greater synchronization accuracy in the future. Like for the fiber links, automation and ease of use of
the software has greatly been extended. Furthermore, a new
control system server had been implemented for the optical cross-correlator installed at the photoinjector laser [10].
The measurement of the arrival time of the laser pulses and
user friendly display are an anticipated tool for machine operation. Additionally, it is possible to stabilize the arrival
time based on the OXC data with a low-bandwidth feedback. The measurement shown in Fig. 4 yields 63 fs (rms)
stability while a drift of ∼ 4 ps was compensated.

Figure 4: Long-term arrival time stabilization of the photoinjector laser oscillator pulses.
installed in the FLASH beamline for tests, is now based
on new 40 GHz pickups. Because it is difficult to find
suitable electro-optic modulators at these frequencies for
pulsed lasers, a comparative study had been carried out
[12]. Also, dedicated BAM electronics are developed for
MTCA, promising a much higher reliability and performance due to faster ADCs and larger signal-to-noise ratio.
The BAM signals are then used for a fast intra-train arrival time stabilization via the LLRF control of the accelerating modules, which already are operated based on
MTCA. An additional, slow feedback which also will include the injector laser arrival time data can be used to stabilized the accelerator on the long-term.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In the last years, the optical synchronization system matured and got easier to operate by more software automation. Impending upgrades include the connection of the
FLASH2 beamline and the LLRF stations, while the system is prepared for further expansion. Although machine
operation and user experiments rely more and more on the
system, it serves well as development testbed for the upcoming European XFEL – including the step-by-step upgrade to the MTCA computing platform.
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BUNCH ARRIVAL TIME MONITOR FOR
LOW BUNCH CHARGES
To cope with bunch charges as low as 20 pC, the electron bunch arrival time monitors (BAMs) are presently being redesigned [11]. The RF front-end, with two of which
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UPGRADE OF BEAM PHASE MONITORS
FOR THE ESRF INJECTOR AND STORAGE RING
B. K. Scheidt, B. Joly, ESRF, Grenoble, France

The measurement of the phase relation between the
stored beam in the Storage Ring and the beam circulating
in the Booster Synchrotron is now done with high
precision and at high speed using a single unit of
commercial
BPM
electronics.
The
quadrature
demodulation done in these digital electronics on each of
its four RF input channels and the availability of the I/Q
components at different output rates make the precise
measurement of the relative phase relation, easy and strait
forward. The RF signals of the relatively low current
Booster come from two stripline outputs while that of the
Storage Ring from two small BPM buttons. Treating
simultaneously four signals, thus with a redundancy of
two to measure the phase between two sources, allows to
perform intrinsic shot-to-shot cross verifications on
resolution and reproducibility. The long-term stability of
this device has also been assessed by verifications against
temperature drifts. An identical unit has now been added
for phase measurements between the Storage Ring beam
and the RF cavity signals.

THE HARDWARE USED AND THE
PRINCIPLE OF PHASE MEASUREMENT
The I/Q demodulation is a widely used RF signal
processing technique that is nowadays implemented fully
digitally and thereby offering inherent and significant
performance improvements [1]. At the ESRF the
electronics of the BPM system is the commercial Libera
Brilliance serving 224 units for orbit measurement and
control. [2, 3] These Liberas provide four channels for RF
signals that, after some analogue amplification, are
digitized at a rate of 304 times the orbit frequency
(355KHz) meaning an ADC sampling rate of nearly
108MHz. The RF signal itself at 352.2 MHz means an
effective under-sampling system with the RF input signal
being mirrored from its 7th Nyquist zone to an
intermediate frequency of 28.4MHz. This frequency is
being demodulated in a classical I/Q demodulation
scheme with a single numeric oscillator providing 2
signals at 90deg phase shift to 2 digital mixers. The
resulting I and Q outputs are further decimated in the
Digital Down Convertor (DDC) to Turn-by-Turn rate
(355KHz) and at a 1/64 rate (5548Hz) of that. The phase
information between the four input signals can then be
retrieved after some further simple calculation on these
(four each) I and Q values.
At the ESRF we dedicated 2 spare Libera units to such
phase measurements. These 2 units do not apply the socalled RF-crossbar-multiplexing calibration (essential for
stable BPM measurements) neither any Digital Signal
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Condition for amplitude & phase compensations. So each
unit operates simply as a four channel digitizer for RF
signals of 352.2MHz.

Relative Phase not Affected by the Pseudo PLL
The numeric oscillator being phase locked to the orbit
frequency through an external clock input and the ADC
sampling clock being generated by the 304 multiplication
factor implies that such an RF sampling system is not a
true phase locked loop (PLL) system. This limitation is
easily observed when e.g. using two Libera units with
strictly identical RF input signals and identical clock
input (355KHz) and then observing (the fluctuations of)
the obtained phase information between the 2 units.
However, this phase wobbling, due to this pseudo PLL,
affects the 4 input signals equally and is fully cancelled
out in their relative phase relation. This is shown in Fig.1
for two RF signals into one Libera unit with all 4 graphs
recordings over nearly 2sec at 5.5KHz (10Ksamples) :
The upper-left shows the I & Q values that show huge
fluctuations. The stability of the 2 RF signals (absolute of
I and Q) is very high as shown in the upper-right diagram.
Calculated angles on the I & Q values of these 2 RF
signals show huge drift (~7 rad !) in the lower-left plot.
But the difference between these (now in degrees) in the
lower-right shows a precise & stable differential phase
measurement with an rms of 5.5E-3 degrees.

Figure 1: The I and Q values of two RF signals in a single
unit (upper-left) and the final differential phase values
(lower-right), over a ~2sec recording at 5.5KHz.
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Matlab Calculations to Retrieve the Phase Values
At present these new Libera based phase monitors are
operated by Matlab routines that themselves read the I
and Q data from the device via a Matlab-Tango binding
and the existing Tango-device-server. Inside these
routines the essential Matlab operations [complex, angle,
unwrap and mod] are executed to subsequently put these
Is & Qs in complex numbers, to calculate their angles, to
correct these angles (i.e. smoothing 2pi phase jumps and
removing 2pi integers) so that the phase value is always
expressed in a value between 0 and 360degrees.
It is noted here that very similar use of the Libera
hardware and its I and Q data, and the above mentioned
operations makes it possible to e.g. calculate precisely the
cable difference length between the 4 RF cables of a BPM
system. [4]
A full application program is in elaboration that should
replace these Matlab routines and allow for (a more) userfriendly and non-expert operation and also for systematic
storage in the data-base system of the ESRF.
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Duplicating the RF Signals for Systematic and
Continuous Reproducibility C hecks
For our two applications we need to measure the phase
relation between only 2 signals per unit : for one system
the Booster Beam (SY) versus Storage Ring Beam (SR),
and for a 2nd system the Storage Ring beam (SR) versus
the RF cavity frequency (RF). Since a single Libera unit
treats 4 RF signals we exploited this by duplicating the 2
signals to be measured, and then measuring the phase
stability between these duplicated signals.
The phase calculations being done continuously on
each 4 channels means that the differential phase between
two duplicated channels yields a verification value of the
stability and the reproducibility of the phase information
that is yielded by the system. The Fig.2 illustrates this
hardware set-up for the SY-SR system, and shows that the
duplication is obtained by simply taking and transporting
2 signals from 2 buttons (or striplines) of the same
devices in the SR and SY Rings. A similar duplication of
the signals is also applied for the 2nd system (SR-RF).

Figure 2: The hardware and interconnections of the phase
measurement system between the Storage Ring (SR) and
the Booster Synchrotron (SY).
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PHASE MONITOR RESULTS FOR
BOOSTER VERSUS STORAGE RING
The RF signals from the Storage Ring come from 2
simple BPM buttons while for the Booster 2 outputs of a
¼ wave stripline are available to yield RF signals of
comparable amplitude for a (much weaker) Booster
current. While the SR signal is quasi permanent & stable,
the SY signal only lasts during the 50millisec of its
acceleration from 200MeV to 6GeV. The SY operates at
1Hz for so-called long-pulse filling mode (all 352
bunches filled) or at 10Hz for single bunch(es) filling
modes.
The SY beam phase is expressed with respect to the SR
beam phase in degrees. The minor drawback of this is that
SY phase measurements are not possible without a small
beam current stored in the SR. However, only a few mA
SR current is sufficient. The important advantage is that
the long-term stability is better ensured since the cable
length differences are very small (<6m) and the paths of
these RF cables have a large part (>70%) in common (i.e.
side-by-side in same cable trays). This would not be
practically possible if e.g. the SY phase was measured
with respect to the RF cavity signal.
The Libera provides data outputs (buffers) at 355KHz
(DD) and 5.5KHz (DD-64decimated). These buffers are
triggered in synchronization with the Injection into the
SY. For the fastest rate (355KHz, 2.8us) the coverage of
the full 50millisec from injection to extraction takes
~18KSamples. The Tango device-server cannot handle
the read-out of such sized buffers at a rate of 10Hz. So in
practice the system is triggered at a subharmonic of the
Injection frequency, typically 1 or 0.5Hz.

Booster Phase Evolution in its Acceleration Cycle

Figure 3: Phase evolution and oscillations of the Booster
beam during its 50millisec acceleration cycle.
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PERFORMANCE VERIFICATIONS WITH
ELECTRONIC PHASE SHIFTER
This new phase monitor system was assessed on shortterm fluctuations and noise in a set-up that uses an
electronic phase shifter in one of the RF inputs. With a
pulse generator connected to the control pin of this phase
shifter (MiniCircuits JSPHS-446) small phase variations
can be introduced at frequencies from DC upto 50KHz
and amplitudes upto 180degrees. Also the effect of the
strength of the RF signals on the final noise on the phase
results was assessed. The results of one such
measurement are shown in Fig.5. The DD (5.5KHz)
output is used here and a phase step value of 0.48degrees
(100mV at phase-shifter control voltage) is applied at a
period of 100millisec. The 2 curves show results for
different levels of RF input signal strength : the red curve
is for relatively weak RF signals (ADCs filled upto 6% of
their (32K) full-scale) while the black curve is for an RF
signal of 18dB more (50% of full-scale ADC). The rms of
the noise at this 5.5KHz output is evaluated at respect.
4.8E-3 and 2.4E-3 degrees. Note that a small phase jump
of 0.06degrees can be observed when the RF input signal
strength changes by 18dB.

Figure 4a: Phase evolution of the Booster beam during its
acceleration cycle for 63 consecutive shots.
Figure 5: Recordings of phase modulation introduced by
an electronically controlled phase shifter.

LONG-TERM STABILITY AND DRIFT
WITH TEMPERATURE

Figure 4b: Phase evolution during the acceleration cycle,
for first (black) and last (red) injection of a refill.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

The question of the long-term stability of such SR-SY
phase measurement system was raised and in particular
the impact of a variation of the cable lengths. These
rather long (~30m) cables inevitably do not follow
identical paths and relative variations, possibly caused by
a differential temperature variation, could introduce a
phase shift.
Firstly, care had been taken to minimize the length over
which the cables from one signal origin (e.g. SR) are
different from that of the cables of the other (SY). In our
case we could limit this to only 6.5meters. Furthermore a
test was set-up in which one such length of (RG214)
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The results of the SY beam phase behaviour during its
acceleration cycle are shown in Fig.3 with the fastest
output rate of 355KHz. These measurements where done
under 5-single-bunch mode for the SY and 16-bunch
mode for the SR. The 4 sub-graphs show the data of a
single injection. A global phase evolution of about
45degrees can be observed between the moments of
injection and extraction (upper-left graph). The graphs on
the right show time details in this phase record : next to
the 13KHz synchrotron oscillations a saw-teeth
oscillation at 1.1KHz with 10degrees amplitude is also
visible. The latter is attributed to the phase-loop-feedback
behaviour in the RF cavity control of this SY RF system.
The intrinsic reproducibility check via the phase
stability measurement of the duplicated inputs shows rms
values of 21 and 97 E-3 degrees on respectively the SR
and SY signals.
Similar SY phase measurements, but now done on the
slower rate of 5.5KHz, are displayed in Fig.4a in an
image showing phase evolution in colours for 63 injection
shots, and in Fig.4b with two plots of respectively the first
(black) and the last (red) injection of the re-fill. A small
phase shift of about 2 degrees can be observed.
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cable was being heated and the resulting phase drift
assessed with the system (see Fig.6). It showed a phase
drift of 1.3degree for 12C temperature difference, i.e.
0.11degree/C. For the usefulness and reliability of longterm phase measurements this value can be considered as
negligible.

(glitch) problem in the RF system. This is presently under
development with a modification in the device-server to
make I and Q values available from the PM buffer
readings.
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STORAGE RING RESULTS AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS OF PHASE MONITORING
The SR-RF system is presently mainly used for slow
measurements of any phase drifts or evolutions. It
measures through the DD buffer at 5.5KHz and then
simply averages this data to yield one phase reading
averaged in a 1 sec interval. An example of such
recordings is show in Fig.7 for an 8 hour period. The
stability verification values via the duplicated signals
attained less than 10millidegrees (rms) measured over this
same period.

Figure 7: Recordings of Storage Ring phase evolution
over an 8 hour period (16 bunch filling).
The same Libera device can also be used with phase
measurements on so-called Post-Mortem (PM) buffers.
These buffers are triggered by a separate and independent
trigger. The interest here is to trigger and save such
recordings at the time of an un-expected and un-explained
Storage Ring beam dump due to a possibly spurious phase
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TIME TREND OBSERVATION OF CERTAIN REMARKED BUNCHES
USING A STREAK CAMERA
T. Naito # , S. Araki, H. Hayano, K. Kubo, S. Kuroda, T. Mitsuhashi, T. Okugi, S. Sakanaka, N. Terunuma, J. Urakawa,
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization(KEK), Tsukuba, 305-0801, Japan

A streak camera with two-dimensional sweep function
enables the trend of the longitudinal beam profile in the
ring. In the case of the multi-bunch measurement, the
different bunch profile sit on same vertical position, thus,
we could not distinguish the behavior of each bunch. We
have been developed a trigger circuit to measure the
bunch-by-bunch longitudinal beam profile using a sweep
frequency, which is not the acceleration RF frequency
divided by integer. The bunch profile of each bunch sit on
different position in this measurement. We observed the
increase of the synchrotron oscillation amplitude from the
first bunch to the 20th bunch in the KEK-ATF Damping
Ring by using this system. This paper describes the
measurement system and the measurement results.

INTRODUCTION
The KEK-ATF is a test facility to develop the accelerator
technologies for the future Linear Collider. [1][2] The
damping ring (DR) produces extremely low emittance
beam and supplies the low emittance beam to the ATF2
beam line to test the final focus system. The DR operates
not only in single bunch mode, but also multi-bunch and
multi-train mode. To understand the instability in the
multi-bunch and the multi-train operation is one of
important issue in the KEK-ATF. Some fundamental
parameters of DR are listed in Table 1. The design fill
pattern of the multi-bunch and multi-train operation in the
DR is indicated in Fig. 1. The beam from the linac is not
injected equally filled in the RF buckets. The linac
accelerates one bunch train consist of up to 20 bunches in
one pulse. We have two types of beam train, one has 1 to
10 bunches with the bunch spacing of 5.6ns and the other
has 1 to 20 bunches with the bunch spacing of 2.8ns in
single train. The bunch spacing can choose by controlling
the laser timing of the photo-cathode RF gun. Each train
has 154ns spacing, when the linac injects 3 trains to the
DR.
To diagnostic the longitudinal beam characteristics, a
streak camera with synchro-scan and dual-axis sweep
units, is used for measuring visible light of synchrotron
radiation in the DR. We studied the damping time
measurement [3] and the impedance measurement [4]
using this streak camera for the single bunch operation.
The theoretical work has been done for the case of
multi-bunch operation [5]. From this work, some of the
___________________________________________
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different longitudinal behavior from the first bunch to the
following bunches are reported. So, it is important to
observe the bunch-by-bunch longitudinal behavior of the
instabilities in multi-bunch operation. We had used a
steak camera with a sweep frequency of 1/8 of the
acceleration RF frequency. Due to the slow horizontal
sweep, the different bunches coming in later timing would
be recorded in very close to the first one in the horizontal
axis. Then different bunches would overlap each other in
the horizontal direction. So, some other idea was
necessary to observe the behavior of individual bunch.
Table 1. Parameters of the DR
Beam energy
1.3 GeV
RF frequency
714MHz
Harmonic number
330
Revolution period
462ns
Synchrotron frequency
10.4kHz at Vc=300kV

Figure 1: Beam filling pattern in DR.

SINGLE BUNCH BEAM OBSERVATION
In this section, some results of the streak camera
measurement in single bunch operation in the DR is
described. The important parameters of the streak camera,
Hamamtsu C5680, are listed in Table 2. The dual-axis
sweep function enables us the observation of the slow
time-trend record of the longitudinal profile. Figure 2
shows results of observation for behavior of the beam after
the injection, 2a: injection to 100s, 2b: 0.6msec after the
injection to 0.7msec, 2c: 6msec after the injection to
6.1msec, and 2d: 60msec after the injection to 60.1msec,
respectively. The vertical scale is 800ps in full range and
the horizontal scale is 100s in full range. Because the
turn-by-turn streak images are horizontally overlapped
each other the change of the bunch length and the position
were recorded continuously. Due to the large off-energy
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injection, and the large energy spread at the injection, the
particles in the beam made the synchrotron oscillations
with different phases. The amplitudes of the synchrotron
oscillations are gradually damped and the phases are
converged into the same phase. The measured dumping
time of the bunch length is 24.5+/-4.5ms. This result is
agrees well with the theoretical damping time 20.5ms.
From the Fig. 2(d), no synchrotron oscillation is observed
at the timing of 60ms after the injection.
Table 2. Main Parameters of C5680 Streak Camera
Vertical sweep (synchroscan)
Streak time
280ps to 1/6fs
Sweep frequency(fs)
75MHz to 165MHz
Resolution
< 2ps
Horizontal sweep
Sweep range
100ns to 100ms
Rep. frequency
10kHz(max.)
MCP Gate time
50ns to DC
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(2a)

(2b)

(2c)
(2d)
Figure 2: Results of observation for behavior of the beam
after the injection - 2a: injection to 0.1ms, 2b: 0.6m after
the injection to 0.7msec, 2c: 6ms after the injection to
6.1ms, and 2d: 60msec after the injection to 60.1ms. The
vertical scale is 800ps in full range.

range, the streak image of the different bunches overlaps
each other. As a result, we cannot observe behaviour of the
individual bunch.
Then we developed a new idea, changing the different
the sweep frequency from 89.25MHz to 95.2MHz. This
frequency is 1/7.5 of the acceleration RF frequency, then
streak images of different bunches sit different vertical
positions on the sinusoidal sweep as shown in Fig. 3(b).
This frequency is selected to make appropriate phase
difference for each bunch. The synchro-scan sweep unit
needs to adjust the frequency after changing the frequency,
because the sweep unit has a narrow bandwidth. When
using the Hamamatsu C5680, the streak images are
displayed only in the narrow area around the centre of the
sinusoidal wave. By this reason, for the observation of the
all bunch, we need to change the delay timing of the sweep
frequency to bring the interested bunch in the display
window. Then we can observe any bunch of interest one
by one.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Longitudinal bunch profile position on the
sinusoidal sweep - (a) Longitudinal bunch profile position
for the 89.25MHz (b): Longitudinal bunch profile position
for the 95.2MHz, Horizontal scale is in radian.
The every 16th bunch will overlap again in the 95.2MHz
sweep frequency. In the case for the measurement more
than 16 bunches of the multi-bunch, we applied a gate for
the MCP. When the gate timing is adjusted to the interested
bunches, the other bunches are disappeared on the steak
display. The minimum gate width is 50ns and the
maximum repetition rate is 10kHz. Figure 4 shows the
timing of the gate signal. By scanning the gate timing, we
can select arbitrary bunches.

IDEA FOR MULTI-BUNCH BEAM
OBSERVATION
The sweep frequency of the streak camera was
89.25MHz, which is 1/8 of the accelerating RF frequency.
In the case for the multi-bunch beam having a 2.8 ns
spacing with this sweep frequency, the position of bunches
on the sinusoidal sweep of the streak camera is shown in
Fig. 3(a). Every 4th bunch, e.g., first, 5th, 9th, 13th, ….., sit
on the same position on the sinusoidal sweep. The
synchrotron oscillation frequency of the ATF DR is
10.4kHz at the acceleration voltage Vc=300kV. To
observe the synchrotron oscillation, the horizontal sweep
range has to be set 100s or more. In this measurement
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Figure 4: Timing of the gate signal.
When applied the gate to the streak camera, the streak
image is appeared with 100s interval, which is limited by
the maximum repetition rate of the gate. We cannot
observe the turn-by-turn longitudinal image in this case.
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But the time trend of the selected bunch in the multi-bunch
can be observed. Combining this gating and the 95.2MHz
sweep frequency, the oscillation amplitude of the arbitrary
bunch can be measured, even if the large number of
bunches are circulate in the ring.

OBSERVATION OF TIME TREND
BEHAVIOR IN MULTI-BUNCH
Observation of Multi-Bunch with 2.8ns Spacing

Figure 6: the amplitude of the synchrotron oscillation for
each bunch. Each line shows the different intensity of
2mA, 7mA, 13mA and 28mA, respectively.
We assumed that some wake sources induced the
longitudinal wake fields, which enhance the synchrotron
oscillation of the following bunches [6]. Longitudinal
wakefield of a bunch, whose synchrotron oscillation is
induced by some noise, excite an oscillation to the
following bunches. A calculation of the enhancement of
the synchrotron-oscillation amplitude in following
bunches and the oscillation phases are shown in Fig. 7. In
this calculation, the shunt impedance R/Q=100ohm, the
quality factor Q=50, the resonance frequency fres=2GHz
are assumed for the source and 20bunches, 2.8ns spacing
and 20mA are assumed for the beam. From Fig. 7, we can
see an exponential increase of the synchrotron oscillation
amplitude and the phase fluctuates. From this result, we
could explain a simple increase of the amplitude of
synchrotron oscillation, however, this result could not
explain the observed saturation in the synchrotron
oscillation at the high current, 28mA.

Figure 5: time trend of the longitudinal bunch profile
(2.8ns spacing multi-bunch) - The vertical scale is 1200ps
in full scale and the horizontal scale is 500s in full scale.
From this figure, we can see an increase of the amplitude
of the synchrotron oscillation as the bunch number
increase. We can also see a saturation of this increase
around bunch number 7 at 28mA. The small amplitude of
the synchrotron oscillation remains at the first bunch for
each intensity. Since the bunch currents for 18th, 19th and
20th bunches were too small at the moment for the
measurement, we could not observe the time trend
behavior of them.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 7: A calculation result for the amplitudes and
the phase fluctuation for the synchrotron oscillation [6].

Observation of Multi-Bunch with 5.6ns Spacing
We measured beam of 8 bunches with 5.6ns spacing in
the DR. The time trend behaviors of the longitudinal bunch
profiles are shown in Fig. 8. The intensity was 6mA. Since
the bunch spacing was twice of the bunch spacing the
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The observation result for the time trend behavior of the
longitudinal bunch profiles using the idea described in the
previous section is shown in Fig. 5. The bunch train has
20 bunches with 2.8ns spacing in the DR. The vertical
scale is 1200ps in full range and the horizontal scale is
500s in full range. The time trend is measured from
180ms after the injection. 180ms is about 9 times of the
damping time. For the convenience to keep enough
temporal resolution, 6 set of time trend for 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th,
12th and 14th bunches are indicated simultaneously in the
display. The other bunches are sit on the out of view of the
display. We can set the interested bunch to the center by
changing the delay of the sweep frequency. The different
amplitudes of synchrotron oscillation were observed in the
different bunches. The results for amplitude of the
synchrotron oscillation in 4 different beam currents (2, 7,
13, 20 mA), as a function of bunch number is shown in Fig.
6.
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previous measurement, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th bunch of
5.6ns spacing correspond to the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th bunch of
2.8ns spacing. There was no visible synchrotron oscillation
at this condition. We have not yet observed the other
conditions.
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Figure 8: Time trend of the longitudinal bunch profile
(5.6ns spacing multi-bunch) - The vertical scale is 1600ps
in full scale and the horizontal scale is 300s in full scale.
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SUMMARY
A new method to observe the time trend behavior of the
longitudinal beam profile in multi-bunch operation using a
streak camera has been developed. At first, the damping
phenomena of the single bunch were observed using a
streak camera with dual time scanning when the injection
beam had large energy offset and large energy spread. For
the individual beam profile observation in the multi-bunch
operation, we developed a new method in which we used a
combination of a sweep frequency of 95.2MHz (1/7.5 of
the RF frequency) and MCP gate. We succeeded to
measure synchrotron oscillations of the individual bunches
in the multi-bunch operation with this method. A simple
increase in the amplitude of synchrotron oscillation was
observed at lower beam current (2-13mA), and the
saturation in the amplitude was observed in high current
28mA. We performed a simulation for the coupled bunch
wakefield effects to the synchrotron oscillation. Result of
simulation shows a simple increase of the oscillation
amplitude along bunch train, but not the saturation at high
beam current.
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PROGRESS REPORT OF THE SPECTRAL DECODING BASED EOS
WITH ORGANIC POCKELS EO CRYSTALS
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K. Ogawa, RIKEN SPring-8 Center, Sayo-gun, Hyogo 6795198, Japan
T. Matsukawa and H. Minamide,
RIKEN Center for Advanced Photonics, Sendai, Miyagi, 9800845, Japan

EO signal intensities depending on electron bunch
charges were measured with the DAST crystal at EUV-FEL
accelerator, SPring-8/SACLA on March and April 2013.
Refractive indices and EO coefﬁcients of the crystal are
calculated based on experimental conditions and compared
with their references. Radiation damage is also quantitatively discussed with measured background level of EO
signal intensity spectra which are associated with a static
phase retardation based on biaxial natural birefringence of
the crystal.

INTRODUCTION
Measurement methods for temporal structure of ultrashort electron bunch has been examined and developed by
various kinds of electro-optic sampling (EOS) techniques,
such as temporal, spectral and spatial decoding method, at
several FEL accelerator facilities since early 2000’s. Inorganic Pockels EO crystals have been generally utilized for
the EOS.
Conventional EOS with inorganic Pockels crystals, such
as GaP or ZnTe, is well known to limit the temporal resolution by 120-210 fs (FWHM), since general inorganic Pockels EO crystals have their unique absorption properties in
frequency domain e.g. ∼5 THz for ZnTe and ∼11 THz for
GaP [1, 2], which are equivalent to the frequency region of
the Coulomb ﬁeld associated with the electron bunch.
On the other hand, since mid-1980’s, organic nonlinear optical materials have been extensively investigated
and 4-dimethylamino-N  -methyl-4’-stilbazolium tosylate
(DAST), which has fast temporal response in the EO effect, was developed by Okada et al. in 1986 [3]. DAST
is transparent in visible near to IR wavelength range and
absorbent in 0.8-1.3 THz [4].
In SPring-8/SACLA, three dimensional EOS with DAST
for a few tens of femtoseconds duration of electron bunch
was proposed [5] and R&D was proceeded since 2006.
Ultrabroadband THz generation up to 200 THz with the
DAST crystal was successfully achieved by Katayama et
al. [6] utilizing aspects of fast response of DAST and indirectly showed that DAST has temporal response less than
a few tens of femtoseconds. In order to realize EOS with
femtosecond order of temporal resolution, one octave of
linear-chirped probe laser pulse source is also required in
∗ okayasu@spring8.or.jp
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addition to the DAST crystal, and we are developing both
the laser pulse source and optical components [7].
We introduced the DAST crystal into our EOS system
and successfully demonstrated the ﬁrst observation of the
bunch charge distribution at EUV-FEL accelerator (SCSS),
SPring-8/SACLA on February 2012 [8]. Through the previous experiment, it is found that the EO signal intensity
was gradually decreased as radiation dose around the EO
test chamber increased. On March and April 2013, we
measured electron bunch charge dependencies on EO signal intensities with 0.5 mm thick DAST crystal in addition
to further investigation of the radiation dose issue.

EXPERIMENT
EO signal intensities depending on several electron
bunch charges were measured and compared with 0.5 mmt
of DAST crystal and 1 mmt of ZnTe crystal at SCSS on
March and April 2013.

Figure 1: Experimental setup for the DAST EOS.
Experimental setups and accelerator parameters are shown
in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Probe laser pulse (pulse width;
8 ps [FWHM], bandwidth; 799 ± 4 nm [FWHM]) was
generated in Ti:Sapphire laser source outside the accelerator tunnel, and propagated to an EO chamber located 0.5
m downstream from an OTR monitor. Phase retardation
of the incident probe laser was adjusted as 0 degree by
a λ/4 wave plate and its polarization was adjusted to be
parallel to a-axis of the DAST crystal (Fig. 2, upper) or
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Table 1: Experimental Parameters of SCSS
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Electron bunch
Energy
Bunch charge
Bunch duration
Reputation rate
Peak current
Probe laser pulse
Bandwidth
Pulse energy
Pulse width
Reputation rate
Chirp rate

250 MeV
180-390 pC
350-700 fs (FWHM)
30 Hz
>300 A
8 nm (FWHM) @ 799 nm
∼4 μJ (∼20 μJ/cm2 )
8 ps (FWHM)
30 Hz
0.97 ps/nm (w/ 0.5 mmt DAST)

[-1,1,0] axis of ZnTe by λ/2 wave plate and the 1st polarizer. Electron bunch (energy; 250 MeV, bunch charge;
190-310 pC) passed through the EO chamber, simultaneously with the probe laser pulse. Incident phase retardation
of the probe laser pulse was changed inside the EO crystal due to the birefringence associated with the Coulomb
ﬁeld of the electron bunch. Eventually, ellipsoid polarization components of the probe laser pulse were evaluated
and demodulated as a electron bunch charge distribution
by the 2nd polarizer (both 1st and 2nd polarizers consist the
crossed Nichole conﬁguration) and a spectrometer (Ocean
Optics, QE65000).
In the EO chamber, total four Pockels EO crystals and
a Ce:YAG phosphor were mounted as shown in Fig. 2
(lower). The Ce:YAG phosphor was used to calibrate electron bunch coordinates and adjust Pockels EO crystals coordinates for the electron bunch. For Pockels EO crystals,
one was 3W ×4D ×1T mm3 of ZnTe crystal and other three
were DAST crystals with different sizes and thicknesses.
Fig. 2 (upper) shows one of DAST crystal (4W ×5D ×0.5T
mm3 ) with crystal axis conﬁgurations and relative electron
bunch coordinates drawings.
Fig. 3 compares typical EO signal intensities measured by
the spectrometer for ZnTe (3W × 4D × 1T mm3 , left) and
DAST (4W ×5D ×0.5T mm3 , right). Electron bunch length
was ∼350 fs (FWHM) and bunch charge were 360 ± 10 pC
for ZnTe and 375±10 pC for DAST. For each ﬁgure, blacksolid curves are directly measured signal intensity spectra,
red-solid curves are background spectra without electron
bunch and blue-solid ones are their subtractions. In addition, distance between electron bunch center and Pockels
EO crystal edge was 1.5 mm for each crystal. One can ﬁnd
EO signal intensity spectrum of the DAST crystal has dips
on both sides of major peak, i.e. ∼3000 counts of negative
offset. This offset is due to static phase retardation components associated with the natural birefringence of biaxial
DAST crystal which is equivalent to a background signal
and cannot be canceled by crossed polarizers.
Next, peak counts of EO signal intensity spectra (bluecurves) are derived with single-Gaussian ﬁt and compared
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Figure 2: 4W ×5D ×0.5T mm3 of the DAST crystal (upper
left) and its crystal axes conﬁguration (upper right). Lower
shows various crystals mounted on a holder. a) Ce:YAG
for ﬁne alignment of crystal position with electron bunch,
b) ZnTe (1 mmt) for calibration, c)-d) DAST crystals with
different thicknesses and sizes.

Figure 3: EO signal intensity comparison between ZnTe
(3W ×4D ×1T mm3 , left) and DAST (4W ×5D ×0.5T mm3 ,
right) in wavelength domain. In each histogram, original
spectra measured by the spectrometer are drawn with black
curves, red curves are background spectra without electron
bunch and blue curves are subtractions of these above. Distance between bunch center and crystal edge was 1.5 mm
for each crystal.

in Fig. 4 for ZnTe (left) and DAST (right) crystals changing
bunch charge with green plots.
Phase retardation (Δφ) of ZnTe and DAST crystals are
described as [9];
Δφ

=

Δφ

=

2πEn30 r41 d
(ZnTe),
λ
πE(n3a r11 − n3b r21 )d
(DAST),
λ

(1)
(2)

respectively. d and λ are crystal thickness and wavelength

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

φ0 =

2π
(nb − na )d .
λ

(6)

In case of 0.5 mm thick DAST crystal and 799 nm of probe
laser pulse, φ0 is estimated to be ∼-3200 rad with refractive indices described above.
Measured bunch charge dependencies of EO signal intensities for ZnTe and DAST crystals are shown in Fig. 4 and
their calculation results are also overlaid with blue dot-lines
as a reference. Calculated refractive indices and EO coefﬁcients based on our experimental conditions for both ZnTe
and DAST crystals are listed and compared with references
in Table 2. The static phase retardation of the DAST crystal, which was used in our experiment, is estimated to be
φ0 = −3200 rad.
Through a series of our EOS experiments with DAST
crystals, it is found that optical characteristics of the DAST
crystal are very sensitive for radiation dose. In our former
experiment, which held in 2012, the EO signal of a DAST
crystal survived only for ∼30 minutes [8]. Decrease of EO
signal intensity was also observed through this experiment
which held on 2013. We considered that the decrease of the
EO signal intensity has consequence with the OTR monitor
usage. In Fig. 5, EO signal intensity spectra are compared
for the same 0.5 mm thick DAST crystal without (left) and
with (right) usage of the OTR monitor which was located
∼0.5 m upstream from the EO chamber. Probe laser pulse
energies for both conditions were equivalent. Data taking time was about one hour for each. Total spatial radiation dose was measured with Gafchromic ﬁlms on the EO
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Figure 4: Measured EO signal intensities depending on
electron bunch charge (green dots) for ZnTe (1 mmt, upper)
and DAST (0.5 mmt, lower). Calculations based on experimental conditions are also overlaid with blue dot-lines as
a reference.

chamber and estimated to be 74.6±6.8 Gy (phase 1; Fig. 5,
left) and 255.8 ± 66.8 Gy (phase 2; Fig. 5, right). Signal
level of the background, which is associated with the static
phase retardation described as Eq. (6), is explicitly reduced
in phase 2. As far as referring Eq. (6), refractive indices
are considered to be changed. As a result, we found that
radiation damage for DAST crystals can be controlled and
avoided by removing crystals away from the electron bunch
orbit in case of the OTR monitor usage.
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respectively. For each equation, V0 is a free parameter,
which depends on the incident probe laser pulse energy,
and φ0 is the static phase retardation which is written as;

WEPC35

1

EO signal intensity (I ) [Counts]

of the probe laser pulse, respectively. Refractive indices
and EO coefﬁcients for ZnTe (n0 and r41 ) and DAST crystals (both a and b-axes; na , nb , r11 and r21 ) at 800 nm are
reported as n0 = 2.85 and r41 = 4 pm/V [1], na = 2.70,
nb = 1.89 [11], r11 = 77 ± 8 pm/V and r21 = 42 ± 5
pm/V [12], respectively. E is the Coulomb ﬁeld associated
with the electron bunch (bunch charge; q and bunch length;
σ in rms);
q
,
(3)
E=
3/2
(2π) 0 rσ
where r is distance between electron bunch center and EO
crystal edge. Note that, refractive index changes in the EO
media can be written by sum of Pockels and Kerr EO effect
terms. However, since strength of the electric ﬁeld from
the electron bunch is estimated to be 20-40 MV/m in our
experimental condition, Kerr EO effects can be negligible
in such higher electric ﬁeld. EO signal intensity (I) can be
expressed by sin2 (Δφ/2) [10], thus signal intensities for
ZnTe and DAST crystals can be described as;


πEn30 r41 d
,
(4)
I = V0 sin2
λ


πE(n3a r11 − n3b r21 )d
+ φ0 , (5)
I = V0 sin2
2λ

EO signal intensity (I ) [Counts]
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investigated and we found that the radiation damage on the
Table 2: Calculated Refractive Indices and EO Coefﬁcients
DAST crystal can be controlled and avoided by moving the
Based on the Experimental Conditions for ZnTe and DAST
crystal away from the electron bunch while using the OTR
Crystals Comparing to References
monitor. Also, the static phase retardation of the DAST
crystal gives important information for radiation damages
Calculation
References
on the crystal.
(λ=799 nm) (λ = 800 nm)
For further investigation about the radiation damage isZnTe
sue, we proceed to establish an in-situ measuring system of
3
2.85 [1]
n0
EO coefﬁcient itself in addition to elements and structure
4
4 [1]
r41 [pm/V]
analyses, such as XPS, FT-IF and solid NMR analyses. We
DAST
also plan to investigate optical properties of DAST crystals
3
2.70 [11]
na
with coating techniques for deliquescence property of the
2
1.89 [11]
nb
crystal, and assembling to ensure the uniformity of crystal
77
77 ± 8 [12]
r11 [pm/V]
axes in wider region of the DAST crystal from November
42
42 ± 5 [12]
r21 [pm/V]
2013.
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Figure 5: EO signal intensity comparison with 0.5 mm
thick DAST crystal between phase 1 (74.6 ± 6.8 Gy) and
phase 2 (255.8 ± 66.8 Gy).

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Electron bunch charge dependencies on EO signal intensities were measured and compared with ZnTe (3W × 4D ×
1T mm3 ) and DAST (4W ×5D ×0.5T mm3 ) crystals by the
spectral decoding based EOS at SCSS, SPring-8/SACLA
on March and April 2013.
Refractive indices and EO coefﬁcients of both ZnTe and
DAST were calculated based on our experimental conditions which are consistent with their references. Much
more sufﬁcient statistics of the experimental data are required for further precise discussion about refractive indices and EO coefﬁcients investigation. The static phase retardation of the DAST crystal is also determined for probe
laser pulse with central wavelength of 799 nm. This static
phase retardation, which never exists in isotropic Pockels
EO crystals such as ZnTe and GaP, induces background
components on the EO signal intensity spectrum. Thus it
is important to control crystal axes conﬁguration not only
a and b-axes, but also c-axis during the DAST crystal production process to realize precise EOS. Especially for the
direction ambiguity of c-axis may induce conical refraction
for the probe laser pulse, which makes the situation more
complicated.
The causal relationship between the decrease of the EO
signal intensity and the radiation dose was quantitatively
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DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRON BUNCH COMPRESSION MONITORS
FOR SwissFEL

Abstract
SwissFEL will be a hard X-ray fourth generation light
source to be built at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI),
Switzerland. In SwissFEL the electron bunches will be
produced with a length of 1-3 ps rms and will then be compressed by a factor of more than 1000 down to a few fs in
order to generate ultra short x-ray pulses. Therefore reliable, accurate and noninvasive longitudinal diagnostics is
essential after each compressing stage.
In order to meet the requirements of this machine, new
monitors have to be developed, in particular for low-charge
operation at 10 pC. We will present recent results of setups
that measure electro-magnetic radiation, namely edge, synchrotron and diffraction radiation, emitted by the electron
bunches (far field, spectral domain). These monitors are
tested in the SwissFEL Injector Test Facility, together with
a state of the art S-band Transverse Deflecting Cavity.

the electron bunch gets longitudinally compressed while
passing the magnetic chicane. The bunch lengths planned
for SwissFEL are summarized in Tab. 1. To achieve the first
compression stage, the S-band cavity is planned to operate
around a nominal off-crest phase of approximately 23 deg.
To reach the envisaged performance of SwissFEL, the
phases of the accelerating structures have to be stabilized
up to 0.02 deg [1].
Therefore, compression monitors will be installed after
each of the bunch compressors (BC). Different detection
schemes and detectors are under consideration to meet the
required accuracy on a noninvasive single shot basis.
In order to demonstrate the capability of generating beam
properties that are suitable for SwissFEL, the 250 MeV
SwissFEL Injector Test Facility (SITF) is currently commissioned at PSI. In the following, results from the SITF
are presented for compression monitors after BC1.

INTRODUCTION

MONITORING BUNCH COMPRESSION

SwissFEL [1], a linac-driven X-ray free-electron laser
operating in the wavelength range 0.1-7 nm is currently under construction at PSI. A photocathode gun will produce
two electron bunches with a time delay of 28 ns and an
overall repetition rate of 100 Hz. These electron bunches
will then be accelerated up to 330 MeV by S-band Traveling Wave (TW) structures in the injector section and subsequently by C-band TW linacs up to the final energy of
5.8 GeV before reaching the undulator. To achieve a linearization of the longitudinal phase space, there is a Xband cavity included in the injector section. As indicated in
Fig. 1, three magnetic chicanes which can be used for longitudinal compression will be part of the machine design.
Shifting the phase of the RF-field in the accelerating struc-

The longitudinal electron bunch shape determines the
spectral content of the coherent radiation. By integrating
the spectral intensity of the coherent radiation in a certain
frequency range, variations in bunch compression lead to
a variation in the detected intensity. Using detectors fast
enough to resolve two consecutive bunches, enables single
shot measurements.
To measure the longitudinal shape of electron bunches
a RF transverse deflecting cavity (TDC) [2] in combination with a Screen Monitor is installed in the SITF.
Furthermore, a Martin-Puplett interferometer is currently
commissioned to measure the autocorrelation of coherent
edge and synchrotron radiation.

Table 1: RMS Electron Bunch Lengths After Each Bunch
Compressor Stage for Four Planned Operation Modes of
SwissFEL
Charge

BC1 [fs]

BC2 [fs]

BC3 [fs]

200 pC
200 pC
10 pC
10 pC

500
300
250
250

25-75
25
3
2

25-75
25
3
0.7

tures with respect to the electron bunch, will produce an energy chirp of the electron bunch. Due to this energy chirp
∗ franziska.frei@psi.ch
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The spectral density distribution radiated by a bunch of
N electrons is given by
)
d2 P
d2 P0 (
=
N + N (N − 1)|F (ω, Ω)|2
dωdΩ
dωdΩ

(1)

where d2 P0 /dωdΩ is the single electron spectrum for
the process under consideration and F the bunch form
factor. For the parameters used at SITF, the influence of the
transverse bunch shape can be neglected [3]. Therewith,
F is exclusively given by the longitudinal form factor,
defined by the Fourier transform of the longitudinal charge
distribution.
Regarding the operation modes for SwissFEL, after BC1,
coherent radiation is expected up to the THz spectral
region. To test different detection schemes, compression
769
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SwissFEL Injector Test Facility

CDR

THz
MPI

Figure 1: Schematic layout of SwissFEL with the indicated part which is currently in operation as the 250 MeV SwissFEL
Injector Test Facility. The instrumentation under consideration: the THz-transfer line, imaging the coherent edge radiation
(CER) of the entrance surface of the fourth bending magnet in the BC onto the roof of the tunnel where it can directly be
measured or analyzed with a Martin Puplett Interferometer (MPI). The transverse deflecting cavity (TDC) and a port to
extract coherent diffraction radiation (CDR).

The edge radiation of the last dipole magnet of the bunch
compressor is imaged via a THz transfer line onto the tunnel roof. The finite mirror sizes and the influence of the
vacuum windows result in the spectral transmission, shown
in Fig. 2. This simulation is based on Synchrotron Radiation Workshop (SRW) [4]. For a perfectly aligned system a transmission of roughly 20% is expected at 1 THz.
For the bunch compression studies, one fourth of the trans-
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9.6

0

0

200

300
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fer line output is subsequently focused onto a fast, quasioptical THz detector (ACST) which is sensitive up to more
then 2 THz. For nominal SwissFEL parameters of a bunch
charge of 10 pC and around a bunch length of 500 fs rms,
the off-crest phase of the accelerating S-Band cavity was
scanned. Figure 3a) shows, the integrated intensity over
the whole spectral range of the detector (50 GHz-2 THz) for
a beam energy of 200 MeV. The error bars indicate the standard deviation resulting of 100 single shot measurements
for each compression phase. The horizontal error is given

c)

700
600

intensity [a.u.]

10

Figure 2: Relative spectral transmission of the THz transfer
line, based on simulations using SRW [4].
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Edge and Synchrotron Radiation After the (First)
Bunch Compressor

by the fluctuating read-back of the corresponding phase.
For the same time period, Fig. 3b) indicates the charge fluctuation and Fig. 3c) depicts a rough estimate for the bunch
length measured with the TDC and a Screen Monitor.
For this long bunch and low charge operation mode, a clear

signal [S/N]

studies were performed at the SITF based on coherent
edge, synchrotron and diffraction radiation.

1
0.5
0

-1

0
1
time [ps]

500
400
-41

-40
-39
-38
off-crest S-Band phase [deg]

Figure 3: Measurements vs. compression around a bunch
length of 500 fs for 10 pC, 200 MeV. a) One fourth of the
edge and synchrotron radiation emitted at the fourth dipole
magnet of the BC is imaged onto a quasi optical THz detector. b) corresponding measured charge. c) corresponding
measured bunch length using the TDC. A typical longitudinal bunch profile is depicted as an inset.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

The dependency of the spectrally integrated CER and
CSR on the longitudinal electron bunch compression have
been studied experimentally at the 250 MeV Injector Test
Facility at PSI. Also for the two bunch mode (time delay of
28 ns) foreseen for SwissFEL operation, the fast response
of the quasi optical THz detector allows for single shot
measurements of the bunch compression after BC1. Due
to the high responsivity, also for 10 pC charge, the use of
THz highpass filters are under study to enhance the sensitivity with respect to very small (0.02 deg) S-band phase
changes in the accelerating structure.
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Figure 4: For different electron bunch compressions, the
longitudinal bunch profile for 65 pC and 200 MeV is measured with the TDC a). Therewith, the corresponding CDR
spectrum is derived b). Moreover the simulated transmission of a high-pass THz filter is shown in b). The inset illustrates the air filled hole array in a thick copper plate, used
as the highpass THz filter (a=600 µm, d=300 µm). The resulting characteristic of the spectrally integrated signal as
a function of the electron bunch compression angle is depicted in c). This data was taken without X-band.
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After the bunch compressor, a 1 µm thick titanium foil
with a hole diameter of 3 mm has been installed in the
electron beam pipe to produce coherent diffraction radiation [3]. Here, the coherent radiation is focused onto a
pyro-electric detector. To increase the sensitivity of the
measured signal with respect to small (0.02 deg) variations
in the accelerating phase, a THz high-pass filter was tested
in front of the detector. As illustrated in the inset in Fig. 4,
the high pass filter consist of hexagonally arranged holes in
a thick, conducting plate [5]. The spectral transmission (see
Fig. 4b)) of the THz filter was simulated by COMSOL.
As in the previous case, the spectral density distribution
of the CDR is given by Eq. 1. For various bunch compressions, the longitudinal bunch profile was measured
with the TDC (see Fig. 4a)). The longitudinal form factor derived therefrom was then multiplied by the radiation which was modeled with the M athematica package
T HzT ransport (developed by B. Schmidth, DESY). In
Fig. 4b), the resulting spectral intensities are depicted. The
spectrally integrated intensities with filter as a function of
compression shows a steeper slope as the unfiltered integration shown in Fig. 4c). For a better comparison, the traces
are normalized to the value for an off-crest S-Band phase
of 47 deg. The measurements agree well with the expected
increase by using the high-pass THz filter under consideration.

6 x 10

b)

CDR, intensity [a.u.]

Diffraction Radiation

integrated power [a.u.]

increase in signal is observed as the longitudinal bunch gets
more compressed. The main contribution to the vertical error bars might be due to charge fluctuations.
The high responsivity of the detector allows to use spectral filters for simultaneous detection of multiple spectral
bands. This configuration would then allow for distinguishing between a variation in charge and a variation in bunch
length, respectively in the phase of the accelerating structure.

longitudinal profile [a.u.]
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CURRENT STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL
SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM FOR PAL XFEL*
Chang-Ki Min#, Intae Eom, Heung-Sik Kang, Byoung Ryul Park, Sung-Ju Park, PAL, Pohang,
South Korea
Kwangyun Jung, Jungwon Kim, Jiseok Lim, KAIST, Daejeon, South Korea
Abstract
Optical synchronization system has been developed for
higher quality PAL XFEL with low timing jitter since
2011. In last two years, laboratory test was successfully
performed, and test in our accelerator environment is ongoing. In PAL laboratory, we tested the synchronization of
RF master oscillator (RMO) and optical master oscillator
(OMO), the stabilization of 610 m optical fiber link, and
the remote optical-to-RF conversion. We report recent our
development results and summarize on-going optical
timing project.

inside an acrylic box to reduce the effect of circulating air
and acoustic noise. Free space parts are further insulated
with Styrofoam as shown in Fig.1.

INTRODUCTION
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Optical timing synchronization, which incorporates low
loss optical fibers and phase-locked loops (PLLs) using
optical reflection from the end, has been an established
technique for low phase noise and long distance timing
transmission [1-2]. This technique is widely used in
femtosecond linear accelerators (LINACs) such as
FLASH, FERMI, and LCLS. ≈1.1 km long PAL XFEL
requires less than 50 fs timing jitter in the synchronization
of lasers and RF systems for normal operations, and even
less timing jitter is expected to improve the machine
performance. In literatures, sub-femtosecond jitter in a km
distance has been reported so far [3].
In XFEL, optical timing system has advantages to
provide timing signals with ≈10 fs accuracy in a long
distance without beam-based feedback. In this reason, we
have been considered to use an optical timing system for
PAL XFEL, and the development has been started since
2011.
In this report, we investigated the synchronization
performance of a RF master oscillator (RMO) and an
optical master oscillator (OMO), and a voltage controller
oscillator (VCO) including a 610 m stabilized optical
fiber link, which were demonstrated in our laboratory.
Tests in our accelerator environment will be discussed at
the end.

SYNCHRONIZATION TEST IN PAL
LABORATORY
In 2012, we set up an optical timing test laboratory in a
clean room. The typical configuration for the experiment
is shown in Fig. 1. The temperature of the lab is
maintained within 24±0.5 °C. Most instruments keep
___________________________________________

*Work supported by the PAL-XFEL Project, South Korea.
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Figure 1: Picture from the laboratory test.
The experimental scheme is shown in Fig.2. RMO is
synchronized to OMO using a balanced opticalmicrowave phase detector [4]. OMO is passive mode
locked Er:fiber femtosecond laser which generates less
than 100 fs pulses. RF frequency of RMO we used is Sband, 2.856 GHz and the repetition rate of OMO is 79.3
MHz, which is 36th sub-harmonics of RF. 10 nm band
pass filter (BPF) is used to limit the bandwidth of optical
spectrum before 610 m transmission. The limiting
bandwidth helps to reduce the anomalous S-curve shape,
which is originated from high order nonlinearity. Optical
fiber is dispersion compensated by splicing a single mode
fiber, SMF-28 and dispersion compensation fiber (DCF).
To stabilize the group delay of the 610 m optical fiber,
balanced optical crosscorrelator (BOC) detect the delay
changes by the fluctuation of environmental variables and
compensates the changes using a piezoelectric fiber
stretcher and a motorized delay stage. After 610 m
transmission, another phase detector, BOM-PD is used to
detect timing error between optical pulse trains and VCO,
which is also 2.856 GHz. The error signal feedback into
VCO to lack between them.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Figure 4: Residual phase noise measurement in the
synchronization of RMO and VCO.

The preliminary experimental results are summarized
in Fig 3~5. Fig. 3 shows RMO phase noise and the
residual phase noise after the synchronization of RMO
and OMO using BOM-PD. OMO repetition rate was
tuned by piezo electric transducer (PZT) to lock the
frequency. The integrated timing jitter between them is
measured 8.4 fs in the range of 1 Hz to 3 KHz. Fig. 4
shows the results of the synchronization of free running
OMO and VCO using BOM-PD, and out-of-loop test. The
control voltage of VCO was tuned to lock the frequency.
The residual timing jitter become less and shows 4.4 fs at
the same frequency range. Figure 5 shows in-loop timing
jitter measurement of 610 m optical fiber link. The
integrated jitter is as small as 0.5 fs in the range of 1 Hz to
100 KHz.

Figure 5: Timing jitter measurement of 610 m optical link.
Recently we measured the performance of OMO,
optical link, and RMO using out–of-loop test and reported
in FEL2013 conference. The results shows 2.7 fs jitter for
7 hours [5].

SYNCHRONIZATION TEST IN PAL
ACCELERATOR ENVIRONMENT

Figure 3: Phase noise measurement in the synchronization of RMO and OMO.

Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

We are planning to test optical synchronization system
in more realistic condition, our accelerator environment
after successful demonstration in the temperature
controlled cleanroom.
Figure 6 shows the schematic layout of OMO room and
injector test facility (ITF) in PAL. ITF was built in 2012
for XFEL injector test including two accelerator columns
to generate electron energy up to 135 MeV. The red line
in Fig. 6 is the route of optical transmission line. Two
optical fibers installed between OMO room and injector
laser room. Another two optical fibers are installed
between OMO room and ITF gallery. Two fibers will be
used to test the in-loop and the out-of-loop. The
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Figure 2: Experimental scheme and the spectrum of
optical master oscillator.
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experiment will test the immunity of our environmental
variables in more realistic situations. The results will be
able to be used to engineer real system in PAL XFEL.

transmission and RF regeneration in our accelerator
environment, which has less temperature stability, more
acoustic noise, and electrical noise. This would estimate
the robustness of our optical timing system in PAL XFEL.
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We have tested optical timing system for PAL XFEL
since 2011. The preliminary results show that the
performance of optical timing system is promising and
precise engineering is required 24/7 operation and
maintenance. We plan to test optical timing pulse
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FIRST TESTS OF THE TOP-UP GATING AT SYNCHROTRON SOLEIL
J-P. Ricaud*, L. Cassinari, P. Dumas, P. Lebasque, A. Nadji
SYNCHROTRON SOLEIL#, Saint Aubin, France
Abstract
Since 2006, Synchrotron SOLEIL is producing
photons. The beamlines became operational for the users
in 2008. Until 2012, thanks to the excellent performances
of the injection system of the storage ring, the
perturbation on the position of the stored beam during
Top-up injection was small enough to be accepted by the
users. For some specific experiments requesting higher
beam stability, few beamlines expressed their wish to be
able to freeze the data acquisition during the injection. To
fulfill this need, the diagnostics group of Synchrotron
SOLEIL designed the “TimEX3” board which was
integrated into the timing system in order to allow the
gating of the Top-up injection. This design was released
as open hardware. Towards this aim, we decided to design
it with the open source and free EDA software “KiCad”,
and to make it available under the CERN’s Open
Hardware Repository.

SOLEIL’s timing system is based on master
(CENTRAL) device and slave boards (LOCAL) [3]. The
architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. The CENTRAL
system generates frames containing the booster clock, the
storage ring clock, and events. Up to 255 events may be
defined by the user. LOCAL boards receive the optical
frames. Each of the 8 outputs of a LOCAL board is
configured to trigger upon a given event.

INTRODUCTION

SOLEIL TIMING SYSTEM
The kickers are triggered by the timing system which
can be used to signal an injection to the beamlines before
it occurs.
____________________________________________

* jean-paul.ricaud@synchrotron-soleil.fr
# http://www.synchrotron-soleil.fr
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Figure 1: SOLEIL timing system architecture.

THE TOP-UP GATING
Two events are dedicated to the Top-up gating. One to
warn before an injection occurs (pre Top-up), and the
other one to signal when the beam is lost (figure 2).

Figure 2: Top-up gating timing.
The pre Top-up event is sent approximately 2 s before
the injection. After a hold off delay (t1), the top-up gating
signal is activated during t2 seconds. The beam lost event
is sent when the current falls below a limit. After a hold
off delay (t3), the signal remains activated until the end of
the first Top-up injection. Therefore, we don’t need a
specific event for beam recovery. Additionally, the user
may keep the signal activated for an extra delay (t4). This
may be useful in case that the beamline needs to stabilize
the temperature of some optical devices before starting
again the data acquisition.
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Synchrotron SOLEIL, a French 3rd generation
synchrotron light source, is delivering a stable photon
beam to its users in Top-up mode (continuous injection of
electrons in the storage ring). The electron beam current
variation in the storage ring is held within a 0.5%
boundary. But each new injection in the storage ring
affects during a few ms the position of the stored beam.
The aim is to keep this orbit perturbation below 1/10th of
the beam transverse size.
The injection in the storage ring is made by 4 fast
kickers with a very good matching of their magnet fields
[1]. Many improvements of the storage ring pulsed
magnetic systems allowed to achieve an injection bump
which amplitude is 70 µm RMS in horizontal and 40 µm
RMS in vertical [2], during a very short time of about 7
ms.
These performances allow most users of SOLEIL to
work without noticing any perturbation on the beam
during the Top-up injection. But pushing always further
the limit of their experiments, some beamlines are now
sensitive enough to be disturbed by the residual injection
bump effect.
The Top-up gating allows them to stop the data
acquisition during the injection or to be able to surround
and extract those data before processing their
experimental results.
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Because the storage ring electron beam current value is
also broadcasted over all beamlines, users can use it to
stop the data acquisition by software means, without
using the gating signals. The choice between the hardware
and the software solution depends mainly on the device to
drive and whether it is sensitive to the current value or to
the injection perturbations.
The timing system at SOLEIL does not allow the Topup gating described above. It can only provide a 10 µs
width pulse for each event with a limited offset delay
range. To fulfill the requirements, we developed the
TimEX3 board.

TIMEX3 BOARD
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The TimEX3 board is a multipurpose compact PCI
board designed to perform simple to medium complex
logical functions. It is used for the timing system of
SOLEIL (signal duplication, Top-up gating, etc.). This
board is based on a XILINX’s Spartan-6 FPGA (figure 3).

Figure 3: TimEX3 architecture.
The FPGA communicates with the compact PCI bus
through a PLX’s PCI9030 interface. This chip is
connected to the FPGA with a simple 60MHz, 32 bits
microprocessor bus. An 8 bit address range and 2 chip
selects provide 2kB of memory which is enough for the
TimEX3 needs. The IOs can be configured either as
inputs or outputs. The configuration is fixed during the
manufacturing by soldering the corresponding
components. In Top-up gating mode, the board is
configured with 2 inputs and 3 outputs. The 2 inputs are
connected to the pre Top-up and beam lost event triggers
provided by a LOCAL board. The first output provides
the Top-up gating, the second the beam lost gating and the
third one is the combination of these two signals.
The TimEX3 board was developed as an open hardware
project. All source files (CAD, EDA, Gerber, VHDL, etc.)
are available on CERN’s Open Hardware Repository [4]
and may be used under the CERN’s open hardware
licence [5]. This design was also an opportunity to
evaluate the KiCad software [6] for the creation of the
schematics and of the printed circuit board. KiCad is free
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and open source EDA (Electronic Design Automation).
Using KiCad instead of usual commercials EDA tools
allows us to share more easily and widely our
development with the open hardware community as
anyone can download and use KiCad without any cost or
licence restriction. Even if today KiCad lacks some
functionalities to be able to fully replace commercials
software, our experience with it was positive and it can be
used in a wide range of projects [7].
With the TimEX3 board the users can adjust the delays
(t1, t2, t3 and t4) by steps of 1 ms over a range of more
than 1000 hours. This board was first used by SMIS
beamline, one of the two Infrared beamlines at SOLEIL.

FIRST RESULTS ON SMIS BEAMLINE
SMIS beamline is aiming to deliver an infrared beam of
high brilliance in the 1-100 µm spectral range, with a
spectral region optimized for investigation between 2.5100 µm. This synchrotron source is coupled to an infrared
microscope and spectrometers. The beamline is dedicated
to microscopic analysis of a variety of samples, spanning
from polymer films and multilayers, mineral inclusions,
biological and biomedical studies, to archaeology. In
general, infrared beamlines are very sensitive to
instabilities [8].
For such micron-range wavelengths region, a
Michelson type interferometer is used instead of a
monochromator. The scan time can vary between 0.25 s to
several minutes. After the interferogram recording, a fast
Fourier processing (FFT) transforms the intensity-time
domain into intensity-frequency domain. To improve the
signal to noise ratio, scans are accumulated. The total
recording time for one spectrum can range between few
seconds to minutes, depending upon the number of
accumulated scans. Figure 4 shows the injection spikes
recorded during a scan.

Figure 4: injection spikes recorded during a scan.
During the accumulation, the interferogram is strongly
perturbed and degrades markedly the signal quality as it
can be seen on the fast Fourier transform in Fig. 5. The
red curve is a scan with Top-up gating activated whereas
the green one is without gating.
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design of the TimEX3 board allows us to meet the needs
of the beamlines in a simple and efficient way.
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The Top-up gating has improved the signal to noise of
the spectrum by a factor of 12 to 15. It’s a very significant
enhancement for the data quality recorded at SMIS
beamline.

CONCLUSION
It took a few years before the Top-up gating becomes
required at SOLEIL. SMIS greatly improved some of its
acquisitions by using it. Today, it is also used by AILES
beamline, and other beamlines are asking for it. The
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Figure 5: FFT of a scan with and without Top-up gating.
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Abstract
In order to measure the arrival time of the electron
bunches in low (20 pC) and high (1 nC) charge operation mode, new high bandwidth pickups were developed
as a part of the Bunch Arrival-time Monitors (BAMs) for
FLASH at DESY [1]. The pickup signal is transported via
radiation resistant coaxial cables to the electro-optic modulator (EOM) [2]. Due to the high losses of the 40 GHz
RF frontend the signal in the RF path is attenuated well below the optimal operation voltage of the EOM. To improve
the overall performance, the signal strength of the induced
pickup signal needs to be increased and at the same time the
losses in the RF frontend signiﬁcantly reduced. In this paper, the analysis towards improving the induced pickup signal strength is presented. Simulations are performed with
R package and the results are
the CST STUDIO SUITE
compared with the state of the art high bandwidth pickups.
A non-hermetic demonstrator is built and the measurement
results are compared with the simulation.

INTRODUCTION
The Bunch Arrival-time Monitor (BAM) at FLASH
comprises pickup electrodes, electro-optical frontend and
RF frontend. It utilizes an electro-optical detection scheme
in combination with a beam induced pickup signal [3].
The bipolar pickup signal modulates an external laser pulse
train by means of Mach-Zender type EOM. For determining the relative timing, the pickup signal is sampled at the
ﬁrst zero-crossing by one of the laser pulses. An amplitude
modulation of the laser pulse occurs at the EOM when the
arrival-time of the bunch is changed compared to the relative one. The arrival-time is determined by comparing the
amplitude of the modulated laser pulse to the adjacent ones.
The measured intrinsic time resolution with these scheme
is better than 10 fs for bunch charges above 500 pC [3].
With the extension of FLASH II and the European XFEL a low charge operation mode is planned with bunch
charge of 20 pC. It was shown in [4] that the time resolution
does not depend on the bunch charge higher than 200 pC
but decreases signiﬁcantly when it drops below 150 pC.
In order to increase the time resolution for lower charges
∗ Work supported by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) within FSP 302 under the contract number 05K13RDC
† angelovski@imp.tu-darmstadt.de
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the bandwidth of the BAMs is increased from the current
10 GHz to 40 GHz [1, 2, 5].
As the bunch charge reduces, the induced voltage level
in the pickup reduces as well. The introduced cone-shaped
pickups in [1] have a peak-to-peak voltage (Vpp ) of 2.6 V
for bunch charge of 20 pC. For a high frequency signal,
the losses in the RF path are high and the pickup signal is
attenuated well below the optimal operation voltage of the
EOMs [6]. The ﬁrst measurements of the voltage signal at
the end of the RF frontend showed a Vpp of 1.09 V [7].
In this paper we present an improvement of the coneshaped pickups towards higher Vpp while maintaining the
operational bandwidth of 40 GHz and a slope at the ﬁrst
zero-crossing higher than 300 mV/ps.

CONE-SHAPED PICKUPS FOR HIGH
PEAK-TO-PEAK VOLTAGE
The beam induced pickup signal at the input of the EOM
depends on the bunch, the pickup and the RF frontend. For
given bunch characteristics (charge, length) the pickup signal bandwidth and the Vpp can be adjusted by tuning the
pickup and/or the RF frontend properties. For increasing
the Vpp of the signal, the active surface (cone diameter) of
the pickup needs to be increased in order to have stronger
coupling to the beam [8]. A comparison between the a
cone-shaped pickup for FLASH and a modiﬁed cone-shape
pickup with increased active surface is shown in Fig. 1.
Cut-out

Cone-shaped
pickup

Cone

Modified coneshaped pickup

Figure 1: Cross section of the cone-shaped pickup (left)
and the modiﬁed cone-shaped pickup for high peak-to-peak
voltage (right).
However, the 50 Ω geometry needs to be maintained and
the ratio between the outer conductor (the cut-out) and the
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Figure 2: Vpp and the slope at the ﬁrst zero-crossing as a
function of the cone diameter. The optimum area is shaded.
Figure 2 shows the Vpp and the slope at the ﬁrst zeroR simcrossing obtained with a CST PARTICLE STUDIO
ulation of the cone-shaped pickup with different cone diameters, bunch length of 1 mm, bunch charge of 20 pC and
a cone longer than the cut-out for 1 mm.
The curves show a certain trade-off between the Vpp and
the slope. Namely, the increasing of the cone diameter
leads to a longer duration of the voltage signal resulting in
a more gradual slope at the zero-crossing. An optimal point
would be the interception between the two curves. As the
slope is speciﬁed to be higher than 300 mV/ps one can take
an optimal area (marked in Fig. 2) for a maximum Vpp .
Table 1: Dimensions of the Cone and the Cut-Out for
FLASH and the Modiﬁed Cone
Cone-shape pickup Cone diameter Cut-out diameter
For FLASH
2.4 mm
5.6 mm
Modiﬁed cone
6 mm
13.6 mm
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Figure 3: CST PARTICLE STUDIO
cone-shaped pickup installed at FLASH and the modiﬁed
version of the pickup for higher Vpp . Voltage signal in time
domain (top), Voltage signal power spectral density (bottom).

NONHERMETIC DEMONSTRATOR
In order to measure the RF properties of the modiﬁed
cone-shaped pickups we have built a non-hermetic demonstrator (see Fig. 4). Due to the limited manufacturing precision of the in-house mechanical workshop the dimensions
of the produced pickups deviate from the ones presented
in Table 1. However, the ratio between the cone and the
cut-out diameter is 2.3 for a 50 Ω geometry in vacuum.
The diameter of the cone is 4.8 mm and the diameter of
the cut-out is 11 mm. All of the components are made of
brass. The four pickups are distributed in a four-fold rotational symmetry. The cone is paced in the middle of the
cut-out and soldered to the glass bead of a 2.92 mm connector. A series of S-parameter measurements was conducted
in order to characterize the pickups. The transmission co779
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The comparison between the cone-shaped pickup presented in [1] for FLASH and the modiﬁed cone-shaped
pickup is shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions of the cone and
the cut-out are given in Table 1.
From the results in Fig. 3 (top) one can see that the Vpp of
the modiﬁed cone pickups is for factor 2 higher (Vpp =5 V)
compared to the pickups at FLASH (Vpp =2.6 V). The slope
at the zero-crossing is 299 mV/ps. The voltage spectrum
of the modiﬁed cones (Fig. 3 (bottom)) on the other hand,
has several resonance peaks and is below −10 dB for frequencies above 30 GHz. The resonances correspond to the
increased diameter of the cut-out.

Voltage [V]

inner conductor (the cone) should be 2.3 in vacuum (see
Table 1).
The increase of the active surface is limited by the mechanical and the RF factors. The mechanical tension at the
connection point between the cone and the glass bead connector with a diameter of 0.3 mm can become critical due
to the increased weight of the cone and might lead to an
unstable connection between them. This is currently under investigation. The dimensions of the beam pipe are a
limiting factor as well.
As it is shown in [8, 9] the amplitude of the pickup signal
is proportional to the error function of the diameter of the
pickup. When the length of the pickup diameter is comparable to a few bunch lengths, the pickup voltage reaches
the maximum. Further increasing of the diameter will not
change the peak voltage level. Instead it will start decreasing when the cut-out opening will become resonant at the
operating frequency of 40 GHz.
The Vpp can be further increased if the cone is slightly
longer than the cut-out. However, this increases the inductance and in an extreme case the pickup signal loses the
bipolar and obtains a Gaussian shape.
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addition to that, the larger diameter of the cut-out causes
resonances which can be seen at 25 GHz and 34 GHz.
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Figure 4: Photo of the nonhermetic prototype. Four pickups are integrated in the body.
efﬁcient between the pickups which deﬁnes the cross-talk
was measured and the results are compared to the simulation. Figure 5 shows the obtained results.
The measurements and the simulation are in a good
agreement. Some resonance peaks in the measurement
curve do not appear in the simulation. This can be due
to the lack of resolution in the simulation over the broad
frequency range and it is a subject of further investigation.
The resonant peaks correspond to the distance between the
pickups. The maximum cross-talk level is −12 dB.
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0

-20

Figure 6: Top: Comparison between the pickup measurements of the nonhermetic prototypes for FLASH and the
modiﬁed cone pickups. Bottom: Photo of the nonhermetic
pickups.

CONCLUSION
In this paper a modiﬁed version of the cone-shaped pickups for FLASH introduced in [1] with improved peak voltage by factor two is presented. There is a certain tradeoff between the maximum voltage and the slope at the ﬁrst
zero-crossing of the pickup signal, i.e. bandwidth. An optimal area for the pickup design is proposed for obtaining
a maximum peak signal with a slope steepness higher than
300 mV/ps and a bandwidth of 40 GHz. A nonhermetic
demonstrator is built for measuring the RF properties of
the pickups and the results are compared with the simulation. The cross-talk of the modiﬁed pickups is up to 10 dB
higher than the one for the FLASH pickups.
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A comparison of the cross-talk between the pickups for
FLASH and the modiﬁed pickups is shown in Fig. 6. The
cross-talk level of the modiﬁed pickup is up to 10 dB higher
compared to the one of the FLASH pickups. This is due
to the lager cut-out diameter of the modiﬁed pickups. In
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Abstract
The currently installed Bunch Arrival time Monitors
(BAMs) at the Free electron LASer in Hamburg (FLASH)
achieved a time resolution of less than 10 fs for bunch
charges higher than 500 pC. In order to achieve single spike
FEL pulses [1] at FLASH, electron bunch charges down to
20 pC are of interest [4]. With these BAMs the required
time resolution is not reachable for bunch charges below
500 pC [5]. Therefore, new pickups with a bandwidth from
DC up to 40 GHz are designed and manufactured [6, 7, 8].
The signal evaluation takes place with a time-stabilized reference laser pulse train which is modulated by an ElectroOptical intensity Modulator (EOM) in dependency on the
pickup signal. The new high bandwidth BAM system also
requires new high bandwidth EOMs for the electro-optical
frontend. The available selection of commercial EOM candidates for the new frontend is very limited. Furthermore,
the EOMs are designed for cw laser, however the BAM
system use a pulsed laser with a peak power in the order
of 100 W. In this paper we present a comparison between
different EOM candidates for the new electro-optical frontend.

INTRODUCTION
FLASH is a source of short and extremely bright photon pulses tunable within a wavelength range from 4.2 to
45 nm [2, 3]. In order to reach FEL pulses with a duration of a single optical mode at FLASH, electron bunches
with a duration of a few fs are required. In order to create such a short bunch it is necessary to reduce the bunch
charge down to 20 pC to avoid elongation by space charge
forces [4]. The currently used Bunch Arrival Time Monitor (BAMs) at FLASH achieved a time resolution better
than 10 fs for bunch charges higher than 500 pC [5]. Because of the design and the limited bandwidth of 10 GHz,
the time resolution degrades strongly for bunch charges below 200 pC [5]. Therefore, a new pickup with a bandwidth
of 40 GHz has been developed [6, 7, 8] and installed at
work is supported by Federal Ministry of Education and Research of Germany (BMBF) within FSP 301 under the contract numbers
05K10GU2 and 05K10RDA.
∗ alexander.kuhl@desy.de
#The
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FLASH. Beside the new pickup, an electro-optical frontend with a new electro-optical modulator (EOM), which
has a corresponding bandwidth, is required for such a new
BAM.

ARRIVAL TIME MEASUREMENT
The electro-magnetic f eld of an electron bunch passing
the pickup induces a short bipolar RF signal in each of the
four pickup electrodes [10]. The RF signals of opposite
pickup electrodes are combined. One of these combined
signal will be used as a highly sensitive channel for low
bunch charges. The other combined signal will be used
as a channel for high bunch charges which basically operates like the low bunch charge channel but using components with lower bandwidth. Each of the combined RF signals is directed to an EOM, which additionally receives a
laser pulse from the synchronization system. By setting the
EOM to a modulation of 50 % of the modulation range by
using a DC bias voltage Ubias an optimized determination
of the timing difference between the RF and the laser pulse
at the EOM is feasible. The laser pulse from the synchronization system has a duration of approximately 200 fs and
is much shorter than the RF signal pulse from the pickup.
Herefrom, with an average power of 5 mW and a repetition
rate of 216.67 MHz, the peak power is about 100 W. With
a correct timing of the electron bunch, the zero-crossing of
the RF signal of the pickup reaches the EOM at the same
time as the reference laser pulse and thus the output of the
EOM is not modulated. When the electron bunch reaches
the EOM with a timing offset the pickup signal shows a
non-zero voltage at the RF input and therefore the amplitude of the laser pulse is modulated (see Fig. 1). The amplitude of the laser pulse is detected by a photodiode and digitized by a fast ADC. According to [10], the optical modulation Msignal which is imprinted onto the laser pulse of the
synchronization system by the EOM can be described as:
Msignal = (1 − r)
1 1
+r
+ cos
2 2



πUbias
πURF (t)
− δ0 +
+
Uπ,bias
Uπ,RF

!

(1)
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Therefore, the criteria for the EOM are a low Uπ,RF and
a high modulation depth r. A modulation depth close to
100 % is reachable. S is def ned by the pickup and can not
be inf uenced by the EOM.

MEASUREMENT OF DIFFERENT EOM
CANDIDATES

The device specif c intrinsic operation point is presented
by δ0 . Uπ,bias and Uπ,RF are the voltages to change the optical output power of the EOM from minimum to maximum
at the bias port respectively the RF port. The operation
point of the EOM is set by the Ubias . URF represents the RF
signal from the pickup. The EOM parameter r presents the
optical modulation depth. The base modulation without a
RF signal will be set with the bias voltage to:

!
1 1
πUbias
Mbase = (1 − r) + r
+ cos − δ0 +
2 2
Uπ,bias
1
≈ (1 − r) + r
set to
2
The real modulation M is calculated by:


1
πURF (t)
M = Msignal − Mbase ≈ r sin
2
Uπ,RF

(2)

(3)

The slope (S) of the RF signal of the pickup can be approximated as linear in a small time interval around the
zero-crossing:
URF (t) ≈ Stshift to reference
with tshift to reference ≪ RF pulse duration

(4)

(5)

arcsin( 2M
M
2M 3
r )
≈
+
+ · · · (6)
Taylor Kr
2K
3Kr3

The accuracy of the time measurement is inf uenced by the
error of the optical modulation ∆M . Using the f rst term
of the Taylor series from equation (6) the accuracy of the
time measurement is estimated to:
∆t ≈

∆M
2Uπ,RF
=
∆M
Kr
πSr
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manufacturer
model

bandwidth

active
optical material

1

PHOTLINE
MXDO-LN-20

≥ 18 GHz

LiNbO3

2

COGO optronics
40G MZM

≥ 33 GHz

InP

3

GIGOPTIX
LX8401

≈ 30 GHz

polymer

The EOM No. 1 has a bandwidth of 18 GHz only and
does not reach the desired bandwidth of 30-40 GHz. However, the manufacturer offers a further type with a bandwidth of 30 GHz with otherwise similar characteristics.
The test setup to characterize the EOM properties uses a
pulsed laser which is similar to the one in the synchronization system. The optical power can be set by rotating a
lambda-half-waveplate and a polarizing beam splitter. The
RF port of the EOM was connected to a DC voltage source
and the optical output power has been measured with a
powermeter or with a spectrum analyzer (see Fig. 2).

pulsed laser

the time shift between the reference laser signal and the
arrival time of the electron bunches can be calculated to:
tshift to reference =

EOM
No.

L/2

By using a calibration constant K with
πS
K=
2Uπ,RF

Table 1: List of Tested EOM Candidates for the new BAM
System

(7)

EOM
beam splitter

RF port

spectrum analyzer
DC voltage source

or
optical power meter

Figure 2: Schematic test setup used to characterize the
EOM No. 1 and No. 2.
The results from the EOM No. 1 have been carried out
without a voltage source at the bias port. The optical output power in dependence of the voltage at the RF port is
shown in Fig. 3. Based on the measured data the modulation depth r is determined with (96.4 ± 0.1) % and the
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Figure 1: Principle of the arrival time measurement. The
laser pulses are modulated by the EOM which is driven by
the RF signal from the pickup. Arrival time deviations of
the electron bunch cause different modulation voltages at
the laser pulse arrival time [9].

The commercially available EOMs are mostly produced
for telecommunication and designed with an RF bandwidth
with several 10 GHz. In contrast to the applications in
telecommunication, the BAM system uses a pulsed laser
and therefore the EOM candidates must be tested for their
suitability. Three types of EOMs with different active optical materials have been characterized (see Table 1).
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Optical output power normalized to maximum

value of Uπ,RF is calculated as (5.4 ± 0.4) V. The insertion
loss was measured with 4.7 ± 0.2 dB.
1

0.5

Table 2: Results for EOM No. 2 with Zero Volts at the Bias
Ports
voltage at
backplane
port

0
−5

−2.5
0
2.5
Voltage at the RF port of the EOM No. 1 in V

5

Figure 3: Measured optical output power of EOM No. 1 in
dependence of the voltage at the RF port. Based on these
data the values of Uπ,HF and r can be calculated.
The control of EOM No. 2 is more complex because the
active optical material is also an electronic semiconductor.
This EOM has two bias ports, one for each interferometer
branch which operate complementary. The bias ports of
the EOM operate only with positive voltage. Furthermore,
this EOM has an additional port at the substrate backplane.
A voltage at the backplane port reduces Uπ,RF . The measurement of the EOM No. 2 was carried out with different
voltage settings at the backplane port and different voltage
settings at the bias ports. The results with zero Volts at both
bias ports are shown in Fig. 4.
Optical output power normalized to maximum

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
Copyright ○

(see table 2). The insertion loss increases also with the
voltage at the backplane. With a backplane voltage of 5 V
the insertion loss with the pulsed laser was measured with
19.1 ± 0.2 dB. For comparison the insertion loss was also
measured with a cw laser at 10 mW power with 9 dB. This
means this type of EOM is not useable for the BAM system
which used pulsed laser from the synchronization system.

1

transmission minimum
in voltage area
neg.
pos.

5V

r
Up

(88.9 ± 0.3) %
(2.8±0.1) V

≥ 94.18 %
≥ 3.2 V

7V

r
Up

(87.8 ± 0.3) %
(2.3±0.1) V

(94.9 ± 0.2) %
(2.9±0.1) V

9V

r
Up

(88.1 ± 0.3) %
(2.1±0.1) V

(91.2 ± 0.2) %
(2.3±0.1) V

The EOM No. 3 indicates a high-pass characteristics and
a DC voltage source at the RF port show nearly no change
in the optical modulation. Thus a new test setup was build
to measure the properties of the EOM. In the new test setup
the DC voltage is replaced by a 1.3 GHz voltage source
with a temporal correlation to the pulsed laser source (see
Fig. 5).
L/2

L/2

pulsed laser

EOM
RF port

backplane = 5 V
backplane = 7 V
backplane = 9 V

2 GHz photodiode
1.3 GHz bandpass
spectrum analyzer
amp

0.5

amp

1.3 GHz bandpass
0

−3

−1.5
0
1.5
Voltage at the RF port of the EOM No. 2 in V

3

Figure 4: Measured optical output power from EOM No. 2
in dependence of the voltage at the RF port with different
backplane voltage settings. Based on these data the values
of Uπ,HF and r can be calculated.
The optical transmission in dependence of the voltage is
not symmetric and furthermore the minima and maxima of
the optical transmission in dependence of the voltage at the
RF port are different. Thus r and Uπ,RF had to be calculated
separately for negative and positive voltages at the RF port
784

or
optical power meter

phase shifter

Figure 5: Schematic test setup for the measurement of
EOM No. 3.
In this setup, a part of the laser pulse is applied to a
photo detector with a bandwidth of 2 GHz which produces
a frequency comb with harmonics of the repetition rate of
the laser source. By using a 1.3 GHz bandpass f lter with
a bandwidth of 50 MHz the sixth harmonic was f ltered
and amplif ed afterwards. The second bandpass f lter suppressed potential distortions of the amplif ers. By using
a phase shifter the timing between the laser pulse and the
electrical 1.3 GHz signal can be shifted (see Fig. 6).
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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360°

720°

1080°

1440°

1800°

2160°

a. u.

0

Laser pulse
Phase between laser pulse and RF signal
0

1

2

3
Time in ns

4

5

Figure 6: 1.3 GHz voltage signal which has been connected
to the EOM No. 3 (blue). The instantaneous voltage during
the pass of the laser pulse through the EOM can be approximately regarded as constant (red dots). By using the phase
shifter the timing between laser pulse and RF signal (green
arrow) can be shifted and therefore the instantaneous voltage can be changed.
The voltage during the pass of the laser pulse through the
EOM in dependence of the phase α of the phase shifter can
be described with:
(8)

U (α) = U0 sin(α + δe )

With U0 the amplitude of the 1.3 GHz signal and δe the intrinsic electrical phase offset of the test setup. The results
of the measurement with U0 = 3.5 V are shown in Fig. 7.
Based on the measurement data a f t was conducted by using equation 1 with a linear scaling and replacing URF (t)
with equation 8. The free f t parameters are the linear scaling factors, δe , δ0 , r and the value of Uπ,RF . The bias port
of the EOM was not connected to a source at this measurement. The results of the f t provide a Uπ,RF = 2.97 V ±
0.02 V and a r = 95.0 % ± 1.3 %. The insertion loss with
an averaged optical input power of 5 mW from pulsed laser
was measured with 8.7 ± 0.2 dB.

optical output power a.u.

2.5
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A high measurement accuracy of the BAM system requires a low Uπ,RF and a high modulation depth of the
EOM. The EOM No. 1 with Uπ,RF = 5.4 V is very high
compared to the two other EOMs. However, this EOM will
likely be used in the high charge channel of the BAM system [6].
The EOM No. 2 has an adjustable Uπ,RF which can be
set to a value below than 2.3 V by using a backplane voltage. However, this EOM has a problem with a pulsed laser.
By using a pulsed laser with a peak power in the order of
100 W, the insertion loss increases drastically. For the application in the BAM system, the insertion loss must be
lower than 10 dB and therefore this EOM is not suitable.
The EOM No. 3 with a Uπ,RF lower than 3 V and a modulation depth higher than 93 % is the most suitable candidate. The insertion loss is higher compared to EOMs based
on LiNbO3 which have been used in the currently BAM
system. However, the optical output power is suff cient by
using an averaged optical input power between 5 mW and
10 mW which corresponds to a peak power up to 200 W.
The next step is to install this type of EOM in the new
electro-optical front end of the BAM system.
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Abstract
Better diagnostics and understanding of beam halo are
needed for high average current CW SRF electron linacs.
Here longitudinal beam halo upstream of the linac evolves
in to transverse halo downstream of the linac. A diagnostic for measurements longitudinal phase space distribution
with large dynamic range (LDR) is needed for proper setup
of an injector and better understanding of beam halo formation. In addition, one of unsolved ERLs diagnostic problems is the transverse beam size monitoring of a high average current, few MeV energy beam. We present our design for a Thomson scattering based CW laser wire system
for LDR transverse beam profile measurements. It is designed to be used with CW beam starting with an average
current of about 150 A, but can, as it is non-destructive
and non-intercepting, be use at any average current. When
implemented in a dispersive section it can be used for energy distribution measurements. Using a short pulse laser
adds time resolution to the diagnostic. Combining time and
energy resolution, the system will allow measurements of
the longitudinal phase space distribution while keeping the
LDR due to the counting nature of the detection scheme.

CONTRIBUTION NOT RECEIVED
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UPDATE ON BEAM LOSS MONITORING AT CTF3 FOR CLIC*
LJ Devlin#, CP Welsch, Cockcroft Institute and University of Liverpool, UK
E Effinger, EB Holzer, CERN, Switzerland
EN del Busto, S Mallows, Cockcroft Institute and University of Liverpool, UK, CERN, Switzerland
E Branger, Linköping University, Sweden

The primary role of the beam loss monitoring (BLM)
system for the compact linear collider (CLIC) study is to
work within the machine protection system. Due to the
size of the CLIC facility, a BLM that covers large
distances along the beam line is highly desirable, in
particular for the CLIC drive beam decelerators, which
would alternatively require some ~40,000 localised
monitors. Therefore, an optical fibre BLM system is
currently under investigation which can cover large
sections of beam line at a time. A multimode fibre has
been installed along the Test Beam Line at the CLIC test
facility (CTF3) where the detection principle is based on
the production of Cherenkov photons within the fibre
resulting from beam loss and their subsequent transport
along the fibre where they are then detected at the fibre
ends using silicon photomultipliers. Several additional
monitors including ACEMs, PEP-II and diamond
detectors have also been installed. In this contribution the
first results from the BLMs are presented, comparisons of
the signals from each BLM are made and the possible
achievable longitudinal resolution from the fibre BLM
signal considering various loss patterns is discussed.

accelerate a probe beam in the CALIFES linear
accelerator and the second is the test beam line (TBL)
which is used to measure the stability of a decelerated
beam. The TBL consists of 16 modules each containing a
quadrupole, a beam position monitor and a PETS tank.
Table 1 below shows the comparison of TBL with the
CLIC drive beam.
Table 1: Comparison of Parameters of TBL at CTF3 and
the Future Drive Beam Decelerator at CLIC
Parameter

TBL

CLIC

16

1492

0.80

0.21

Initial average current (A)

28

101

Initial Energy (MeV)

150

2400

Mean energy extracted (%)

~54

84

8

524

Pulse length (ns)

140

240

Bunch Spacing (GHz)

12

12

Number of PETS
Length of PETS (m)

Number of FODO cells

INTRODUCTION
CLIC [1] is a proposed lepton collider capable of
reaching a centre of mass energy of 3 TeV. CLIC will use
a novel two beam acceleration method in which a drive
beam (DB) is decelerated to transfer RF power through
power extraction and transfer structures (PETS) to a main
beam (MB).
Strategies for the CLIC machine protection system are
described in [2]. Working within a machine protection
system, a BLM will detect particles lost from the beam
which could occur due to several reasons such as poor
beam alignment, scattering with residual gas etc.
CTF3 located at CERN is designed to test the charge
multiplication process using a delay loop and combiner
ring that will be used at CLIC to generate a high charge
DB required to transfer RF power to the MB. The beam is
transferred to the CLEX hall where it is directed down
one of two beam lines. The first is the two beam test stand
(TBTS) where a PETS tank transfers RF power to
____________________________________________

*Work supported by STFC Cockcroft Core Grant No.ST/G008248/1.
# l.j.devlin@liv.ac.uk.

Beam Loss Detection

The baseline technology for the CLIC BLM system is
based on ionisation chambers. However, due to cost
considerations an alternative choice of technology based
on optical fibres is currently under investigation [3, 4].
The advantage of an optical fibre BLM is that it can cover
large distances of beam line (it is limited to ~100 m, due
to attenuation effects).
This type of BLM technology has been shown to work at
Free
Electron
Laser
facilities
such
as
FERMI@ELETTRA [5]. However due to the beam
pulses at CTF3 and CLIC it is not clear whether the
longitudinal position resolution for various loss scenarios
makes optical fibres a suitable choice to locate the origin
of a beam loss.
The detection principle of a Cherenkov fibre BLM is
based on the production of Cherenkov photons, which
occurs when charged particles of sufficient velocity
traverse the fibre. The Cherenkov photons are emitted
along a cone with an opening angle defined by the
velocity of the particles and the refractive index of the
fibre core. Depending on the angle of incidence of the
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photons with respect to the fibre cladding, they either exit
the fibre or propagate to the fibre ends where they are
detected. The response of the detector is proportional to
the probability that a photon is produced, trapped and
exits the end face within the ‘nominal exit cone’. This is
dependent on the angle of the charged particle with
respect to the fibre axis and its velocity.
A multimode fibre has been installed along TBL at
CTF3 to test this technology under multi bunch beam
conditions. Along with the fibre, three localised detectors
are installed, namely: Aluminium Cathode Electron
Multipliers (ACEM), Cherenkov crystal PEP-II radiator
detectors and diamond detectors. Such localised detectors
are used as an independent measure of beam losses
detected by the fibre BLM.

DETECTOR INSTALLATION

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
Copyright ○

Optical Fibre BLMs
The fibres installed at CTF3 are made from Heraeus
preform and have a core and cladding thickness of
200 µm and 220 µm respectively. For the measurements
presented in this paper, a 28 m fibre was installed parallel
to TBL attached to a rope 28 cm above the beam line. A
fibre of 25 m is attached to the downstream end of the
fibre and a 75 m fibre attached to the upstream end of the
fibre using fibre couplers (measured to give
approximately 80% transmission). These fibres are used
to take the signal produced in the fibre parallel to the TBL
to the photon detectors located outside the accelerator
hall, where they are situated to protect them from
potential radiation damage.. Two additional fibres run
alongside the downstream and upstream read-out fibres to
subtract the background signals not generated along the
TBL.
The photon detectors used at the fibre end are avalanche
photodiodes (APD) operated in Geiger mode and referred
to as a silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) or multi-pixel
photon counter (MPPC). An SiPM is a segmented array
of APDs with the output of each cell summed together to
give the final output of the device. SiPMs are small robust
devices that are insensitive to magnetic fields and
compared to photomultiplier tubes they have a similar
gain (105/106) and reduced operational voltages (50100V). The SiPM currently being used is a Hamamatsu
S10362-33-050C [6]. It is biased with a voltage of 71.6 V
and is housed in a light tight box to protect the device
from ambient lighting. The charge produced by the SiPM
is converted to a voltage before exiting the box and sent
to a LeCroy 104MXi-A 10 Gs/s oscilloscope with 1 GHz
bandwidth.

788

Localised Detectors
Three detectors (ACEM, PEP-II and diamond) were
installed downstream of the 8th quadrupole of TBL in
order to perform direct comparison of their response.
Furthermore, six extra ACEM detectors were installed
immediately after the 3rd, 4th, 7th, 11th, 12th, 15th and
16th quadrupoles in the FODO lattice. A configuration
with one localised detectors in consecutive quadrupoles
was chosen to potentially study the fraction of beam
losses on the horizontal/vertical plane. To avoid
saturation the detectors were placed 40 cm below the
beam line.
The ACEM detectors are photomultiplier tubes with the
cathode replaced with a thin aluminium foil making it
sensitive to charged particles rather than photons. The rise
time of an ACEM detector is typically < 10ns but this is
not fast enough to measure losses from individual bunch
trains bust sufficient to measure some loss structure over
the train. ACEM detectors also require shielding to
protect from magnetic fields.
PEP-II detectors are small Cherenkov detectors made
from fused silica, 8 mm diameter and 10 mm long,
coupled to a photomultiplier tube. These detectors were
borrowed from the PEP-II experiment in Stanford [7].
PEP-II detectors also require shielding for the PMT tube.
Diamond detectors work like a solid state ionization
chamber. Diamond is a radiation hard material and with a
band gap of 5.5 eV, diamond is classed as a large band
gap semiconductor. This large band gap coupled with a
large thermal conductivity of 22 W/(cm.K) allows for the
operation of diamond detectors at room temperature with
low noise even in the presence of high intensity radiation.
The diamond detector used in these experiments was a
polycrystalline diamond detector bought from
CIVIDEC[8] as used at the LHC for beam loss
monitoring purposes [9].
These detectors are powered by a high voltage power
source. The ACEMs and PEP-II are biased negatively
with operational voltages in the range of -600 to -700 V
and -500 to -600 V, respectively. The diamond detector is
positively biased with an operational voltage in the range
of 500 to 600 V.
All three localised detectors were read out with a
250 MHz ADC

MEASUREMENTS
Various data samples were taken using the detector setup
described above during stable beam operation of TBL on
the 15th May 2013. The beam conditions during data
acquisition were a beam current of 16 A and a pulse
length of 150 ns. The fibre used for downstream
Beam Loss Detection
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background
subtraction
was
damaged
before
measurements had taken place; hence no measurement of
this signal was possible. Figure 1 represents an average of
25 pulse samples for the three localised detectors situated
downstream of the eighth quadrupole in the lattice. The
diamond detector produces a positive output since it was
biased by a positive voltage and likewise the ACEM and
PEP-II detectors were biased negatively which show a
negative signal output. A clear difference in the time
response between the detectors is observed. The PEP-II
and the diamond detector are fast enough to follow the
150 ns beam pulse, providing also some information of
the substructure of the beam losses within the bunch train.
However, a small delay and widening of the signal is
observed for the ACEM detector, which somewhat
averages the structures observed on the other two cases.
Note also the presence of a small pre-pulse starting at 400 ns for the ACEM detector. This effect is still under
investigation.

WEPC43

significantly higher amplitude compared to the upstream
fibres. This is due to the fact that more particles are
produced from losses in the downstream direction
producing more photons and a higher signal. Moreover,
the read out fibre connected to the downstream end of the
TBL fibre is 50 m shorter than the corresponding
upstream fibre, hence the signals travelling towards the
downstream end are less affected by attenuation. There is
a small rising edge and plateau observed between -530
and -430 ns in the downstream fibre, this is attributed to
the background contribution. The time shift between the
start of the upstream and downstream signals comes from
the different time of flight of photons travelling to
opposite ends of the fibre.

FIBRE SIGNAL DECONVOLUTION
Figure 1: Average of 25 samples from the localised
detectors.
Figure 3 shows the average for the same 25 samples on
the signals observed by the working optical fibres. The
blue (green) line corresponds to the upstream TBL signal
(background) fibre. The signal observed between -250 ns
and -150 ns is a background contribution, as both the
TBL signal and background fibre detect an identical
pulse. The plateau observed immediately after is
attributed to the positioning of the fibre at certain points
along TBL. Due to space limitations with the support
system used, the ends of the 28 m fibre were not parallel
to the beam line. As a result of the angular dependent
response of the fibre and the fact that the ends were
orientated at a more sensitive angle to the loss shower, a
higher signal is detected in these regions which generate a
higher signal than other angles. This means a
disproportionally higher signal is detected in these
regions which can be seen in Fig 2. The red line
corresponds to the signal downstream fibre, which shows

Beam Loss Detection

Fibre based BLM systems can provide information on
loss location with a good position resolution when used at
machines with pulse duration shorter than a few ns [5].
However, in CLIC-like conditions, the length of the beam
pulse is in the same order of magnitude than the length of
the foreseen optical fibres, making disentangling the
origin of the beam loss complicated. In this section, an
analysis technique based on a method proposed in [10] is
presented. The signals observed from a fibre can be
expressed as the following convolution:

S fiber   S bunch t   f t   d .

(1)

Sbunch represents the contribution from losses produced by
a single bunch to the total signal observed in the fibre,
Sfibre. The time evolution of beam losses throughout the
beam pulse, f (t-τ), is assumed to be provided by the
signal response in the installed PEP-II and diamond
detectors.
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Transforming equation (1) to the frequency domain, the
single bunch contribution can be expressed as:
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S bunch   

S fiber  
f  

.

(2)

The frequency domain does not contain any information
about the origin of the loss; however it may provide an
insight on the periodicity of beam losses. Beam losses are
expected to occur at every quadrupole. Assuming that the
signal is produced in the fibre at the same location and
simultaneously with the beam loss it is easy to obtain,
using the speed of light in the fibre as 2/3 c and a beam
travelling at c, that Sbunch should have a significant
contribution around 425 MHz. Equivalently, if losses
happen only on alternate quadrupoles the frequency
contribution should be 213 MHz. This second case is
interesting as the beam size in the TBL is significantly
higher in the horizontal plane. Hence, losses at every
defocusing quadrupole are more likely to occur [11].
Figure 3 shows the resulting power spectrum for Sbunch
for a single data sample. The signal of the upstream fibre,
with a correction using the corresponding background
signal, is used for the calculation of Sfibre (ω) via fast
Fourier transform (FFT). Two other FFTs are applied to
calculate f(w) as seen by the Diamond and PEP-II
detectors. There are large differences in the spectrums
obtained for the two localised detectors, as two clear
peaks are observed around 300 and 420 MHz only in the
case of the diamond detector. The common feature to the
two power spectrums is a peak at 200 MHz. For an
analysis over 20 pulses, a common peak at a frequency
ranging from 200 to 230 MHz was observed. A peak on
the spectrum on this range may indicate the detection of
losses in non-consecutive quadrupoles. Several factors,
such as the effect of noise and the systematic differences
encountered between the two localised detectors, require
further investigations

Figure 3: Power spectrum of the Sbunch. The red (blue) line
assumes the diamond (PEP-II) detector as time evolution.
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CONCLUSION
Multiple types of beam loss monitors have been installed
and tested at CTF3. Three localised detectors, ACEM,
PEP-II and Diamond, have been installed at a single
location at the TBL as well as an optical fibre along TBL.
It was shown that using data obtained during stable
conditions of CTF3 that there is a suggestion that losses
occur at every other quadrupole using the fibre BLM.
However, an optimization of the localised detectors needs
to be made to improve the analysis technique.
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OPERATION OF SILICON, DIAMOND AND LIQUID HELIUM
DETECTORS IN THE RANGE OF ROOM TEMPERATURE TO 1.9 K AND
AFTER AN IRRADIATION DOSE OF SEVERAL MEGA GRAY ∗
C. Kurfuerst† , M. R. Bartosik, B. Dehning, T. Eisel, M. Sapinski, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland,
V. Eremin, IOFFE, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation

At the triplet magnets, close to the interaction regions of
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the current Beam Loss
Monitoring (BLM) system is sensitive to the debris from
the collision points. For future beams, with higher energy
and intensity the expected increase in luminosity implicate
an increase of the debris from interaction products covering
the quench-provoking beam losses from the primary proton
beams. The investigated option is to locate the detectors
as close as possible to the superconducting coil, where the
signal ratio of both is optimal. Therefore the detectors have
to be located inside the cold mass of the superconducting
magnets in superﬂuid helium at 1.9 Kelvin.
Past measurements have shown that a liquid helium ionisation chamber, diamond and silicon detectors are promising candidates for cryogenic beam loss monitors. The
carrier parameter, drift velocity, and the leakage current
changes will be shown as a function of temperature. New
high irradiation test beam measurements at room temperature and 1.9 Kelvin will reveal the radiation tolerance of
the different detectors.

Figure 1: Simulated dose in the coil and signal in the BLM
shown for two different situations: one for the debris from
the interaction region (blue) and one for a simulated dangerous loss (red). The signal due to the debris can mask the
signal from a dangerous loss [2].

INTRODUCTION
The magnets close to the Interaction Points (IP) are exposed to radiation from the collision debris. With the
present conﬁguration of the installed BLM in this region,
the ability to measure the energy deposition in the coil is
limited because of the debris, masking the beam loss signal
(see ﬁgure 1).
To overcome this limitation a solution, based on placing
radiation detectors inside the cold mass close to the coils,
is investigated (see ﬁgure 2).
Low intensity beam tests in cold have been successfully
performed at CERN in the Proton Synchrotron (PS) beam
line T9 in 2011 and 2012 [1]. The silicon diode’s FWHM
of the signal from a Minimum Ionising Particle (MIP) is of
2.5 ± 0.7 ns and that for the diamond detector the FWHM
∗ This research project has been supported by a Marie Curie Early Initial Training Network Fellowship of the European Communitys Seventh
Framework Programme under contract number (PITN-GA-2011-289485OPAC).
† Christoph.Kurfuerst@cern.ch
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Figure 2: MQXF magnet cross section (courtesy of P. Ferracin) with the current BLM placement and the future possible Cryogenic BLM location.

is of 3.6 ± 0.8 ns at liquid helium temperatures. With these
detectors a fast detection system can hence be designed.
The main experimental challenge for this project was to
investigate the radiation hardness of the silicon and diamond detectors at liquid helium temperatures. The radiation dose at the cryogenic BLM placements was estimated
to be of 2 MGy in 20 years.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The irradiation experiment with the detectors immersed
in liquid helium could be performed in the end of 2012 in
the PS beam line T7, which is frequently used for sample
irradiation [4]. Figure 3 shows all detectors and their modules (see also [5]). At the outer extremities of the detectors
were aluminium foils to conﬁrm the total dose at the end of
the irradiation. Figure 4 shows the cryostat during installation inside the irradiation zone.

Table 1: The Relevant Silicon and Diamond Samples for
the Presented Measurements in this Work
Detector
Resistivity Thickness Active area
[Ωcm]
[μm]
[mm2 ]
Si-10kOhm-1
10k
300
5x5
Si-500Ohm
500
300
5x5
sCVD-1
500
4.7x4.7

Detector Samples
The Silicon (Si) and single crystal Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) diamond detectors (sCVD) under investigation are summarised in the table .
The liquid helium ionisation chamber prototypes consist of parallel metallic plates connected with stabilisation
rods. Between the plates is the liquid helium as detection
medium.

Measurement Procedure
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Figure 3: Detectors mounted on the ground plate of the
cryostat insert.

The current produced in the detectors by the beam particles was measured. In the ofﬂine analysis the current is integrated over the spill duration, the offset is subtracted and
the obtained charge is normalised with the spill intensity in
order to obtain the collected charge per MIP. The number
of protons is known from a Secondary Emission Chamber
(SEC) [3]. In parallel all relevant cryogenic information,
such as temperature, pressure and liquid helium level was
recorded.

SILICON AND DIAMOND DETECTOR
At the end of the irradiation a total integrated ﬂuence of
1.22 · 1016 protons/cm2 could be reached, corresponding
to an integrated dose of about 3.26 MGy for the silicon
detectors and 3.42 MGy for the diamond detectors.

Leakage Current
Figure 4: The cryostat during instalation in the irradiation
zone.

Beam Characteristics
The PS beam of the T7 beam line consists of protons
with a particle momentum of 24 GeV/c. The beam intensity
was of 1.3 1011 protons/cm2 per spill with an Root Mean
Square (RMS) size at the samples of about 1 cm2 . The
spill duration was 450 ms, with one to three spills within
45 s.
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Figure 5 shows that not only the reverse silicon leakage
current goes down to 50 pA at 100 V, but also the forward
current is only of 60 pA at -400 V for an irradiated silicon
detector in cold. Directly after irradiation, the silicon diode
showed a leakage current of 1.2 mA at 100 V and 288 K.
The diamond detector leakage currents stayed below
100 pA for all voltages and also for temperatures up to
room temperature, even after high irradiation, which is one
of the main advantages of diamond material compared to
silicon diodes.

Degradation Curves
Figure 6 and 7 show the signal decrease with increased
proton ﬂuence for the single crystal CVD diamond

Beam Loss Detection
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1

Si 500 Ωcm, 100 V reverse
-1

10

Si 10 k Ωcm, 50 V reverse
Si 10 k Ωcm, 100 V reverse
Si 10 k Ωcm, 200 V reverse
Si 10 k Ωcm, 300 V reverse
Si 10 k Ωcm, 400 V reverse
-1

10

Charge/MIP [fC]

detector and the silicon diode respectively. The curve for
the 500 Ωcm silicon sensor with 100 V reverse bias has
been plotted in all graphics as reference curve.

1

Si 500 Ωcm, 100 V reverse
sCVD 50 V

-1

10

sCVD 100 V
sCVD 200 V
sCVD 300 V
sCVD 400 V

2

10
10
Total fluence [1014 protons/cm2]

Figure 7: Silicon 10 kΩcm degradation curves under reverse bias with the silicon 500 Ωcm 100 V reverse as reference curve. The 100 V reverse curves of the two detectors
with different resistivity match each other.
Figure 8 depicts the degradation curves of the 10 kΩcm
silicon detector and the ones of the single crystal diamond
detector. The silicon diode had a larger signal than diamond detectors at a low irradiation level, but the situation
changed with increased ﬂuence. For the silicon detectors
at liquid helium temperatures, measurements could be performed under forward bias application, which is known
as Current Injected Detector (CID) [7]. The forward bias
modus of the silicon detector lead to high signals at the beginning of the irradiation, but the signal decrease at higher
ﬂuence was faster compared to the reverse bias operation.

sCVD -400 V

10

1

2

10
10
Total fluence [1014 protons/cm2]

Figure 6: Degradation curves of the single crystal CVD
diamond detector at different voltages with the silicon
500 Ωcm 100 V reverse as reference curve.
The decrease of the collected charge per MIP QM IP
with increased ﬂuence φ can be modelled [6] and the measured data can be ﬁt through:
 μi Eτi (φ)
QM IP (φ) = QM IP (0)
·
d
i=e− ,h


d
μi Eτi (φ)
−
1−(
)(1 − e μi Eτi (φ) ) (1)
d
where QM IP (φ) is the collected charge per MIP at a ﬂuence φ, QM IP (0) is the initial collected charge of the nonirradiated detector, the sum is performed over the electrons
and holes, μi is the charge carrier mobility, E is the applied
electric ﬁeld, d is the detector thickness and τi is the charge
carrier life time, which can be written as:
τi (φ) =

Beam Loss Detection

τi (0)
1 + τi (0) · φ

dτ

1
i (φ)

dφ

(2)

Charge/MIP [fC]

-1

1

Si 500 Ω cm, 100 V reverse
-1

10

Si 10 k Ω cm, 300 V reverse
Si 10 k Ω cm, 300 V forward
sCVD 400 V

10-1

1

102
10
Total fluence [1014 protons/cm2]

Figure 8: Degradation curves of single crystal diamond detector at 400 V compared with 10 kΩcm silicon detector at
300 V and the silicon 500 Ωcm 100 V reverse as reference
curve.

LIQUID HELIUM CHAMBER
The charge carriers in liquid helium build up special
structures, which contain up to several hundred of helium
atoms and slow down the drift of the charge carriers. No
fast detection system can be designed based on the charge
carrier collection, but the liquid helium chamber is insensitive to radiation damage.
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Figure 5: Silicon leakage current at liquid helium temperatures.
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During the beam tests, the collected charge at 1.8 K
with an applied electric ﬁeld of 200 V/mm was of
0.12 ± 0.01 fC/cm/MIP. Further the current design of the
liquid helium chamber enables protection from steady state
losses (happening in the order of seconds) and any losses
that are slower than 180 μs.

CONCLUSIONS
The expected reduction in signal over 20 years (2 MGy)
of LHC operation is a factor of 25 ± 5 for the silicon device and a factor of 14 ± 3 for the diamond detector. With
silicon and diamond sensors a fast detection system can be
designed allowing bunch by bunch resolution. The LHe
chamber on the other hand is an elegant solution due to its
insensitivity to radiation damage. The results hence show
the advantage of combining the two approaches, by using
solid-state detectors for a fast protection system, while the
LHe chamber can be used in parallel for calibration and for
the protection from steady state losses.
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OUTLOOK
An improvement of the radiation hardness can be obtain
through the use of thinner detectors, for which the Charge
Collection Distance (CCD) stays constant until a higher ﬂuence. Further measurements, models and simulations will
enable further conclusions. First CryoBLM prototypes (silicon and diamond detectors) have been installed on the cold
mass of an LHC magnet (see ﬁgure 9). This and additional
installations will enable to gain further experience with the
detectors long term performance and will bring an unprecedented insight to LHC beam losses.
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Figure 9: Silicon and diamond detectors installed on the
cold mass of the superconducting quadrupole magnet to install in the LHC ring.
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BEAM LOSS MONITORING AT THE EUROPEAN SPALLATION SOURCE
L. Tchelidze, H. Hassanzadegan, M. Jarosz, A. Jansson, ESS, Lund, Sweden

At the European Spallation Source proton linear
accelerator will generate 5 MW protons to be delivered to
a target. This high power accelerator will require
significant amount of beam instrumentation, among
which the beam loss monitoring system is one of the most
important for operation. An LHC type ionization chamber
is planned to be used with ~54 μC/Gy sensitivity. At most
1.5 mGy/sec radiation levels are expected close to the
beam pipe during normal operation, resulting in up to 80
nA current signal in detectors. Loss monitor electronics is
designed to be able to measure currents as little as 1% of
the expected current up to as much as 1% of the total
beam loss, thus ~800 pA – few mA. In order to study
beam loss pattern along the accelerator a coherent model
of the whole machine is created for the purposes of
Monte Carlo particle transport simulations. Data obtained
using the model will be stored in a database together with
the initial beam loss conditions. The contents of the
database will then be processed using custom neural
network algorithms to optimize number and position of
the loss monitors and to provide reference on the beam
loss localization during operation of the machine.

INTRODUCTION

beam is finally delivered to the target. Quadrupole
magnets in between the cold sections/cryomodules of the
accelerator will also be kept at room temperature.
A MARS model of spoke and medium/high beta
accelerating sections of the accelerator was composed. A
quadrupole doublet was inserted in the middle of every
adjacent cryomodule. MARS [2, 3, 4] Monte Carlo
particle transport code was used to simulate beam losses
and generate power density maps. MARS is a Monte
Carlo program for inclusive and exclusive simulation of
three-dimensional hadronic and electromagnetic cascades,
muon, heavy-ion and low-energy neutron transport in
accelerator,
detector,
spacecraft
and
shielding
components in the energy range from a fraction of an
electronvolt up to 100 TeV. The MARS15 code includes
links to the MCNP4C code for neutron and photon
production and transport below 20 MeV, to the ANSYS
code for thermal and stress analyses and to the STRUCT
code for multi-turn particle tracking in large synchrotrons
and collider rings.
Power density was calculated for normal operations,
when a maximum allowed beam loss equals to 1 W/m. A
shallow loss angle, 3 mrad was chosen in the simulations.
Power density, in Gy/sec is shown in Fig. 1 and 2 for
beam energy 200 MeV and 2 GeV respectively.

The European Spallation Source is a planned spallation
neutron facility in Lund, Sweden. The facility will
produce neutrons for science experiments via hitting a
target with an average 5 MW proton beam. Based on the
current design, the proton beam will be generated and
transported to a target by a linear accelerator (linac),
accelerating protons to a maximum 2.0 GeV energy. The
linac will create pulsed beam with 14 Hz and pulse
duration of 2.86 msec. These are the top-level parameters
that should stay the same despite the redesign process of
the current linac layout.
The beam loss monitoring (BLM) system is one of the
most important beam diagnostics systems during
commissioning and running of the facility. It is a tool to
measure and monitor both controlled and unexpected
beam losses. Ionization chambers will be used as a
primary beam loss detector at the ESS, and N2 filled
parallel plate ionization chamber, similar to those used at
the large hadron collider (LHC) is planned for this
purpose [1].

PREDICTED POWER DENSITY LEVELS
The ESS linac consists of an ion source, low energy
beam transport, medium energy beam transport, drift-tube
linac – all at room temperature, spoke accelerating
section, medium-beta and high-beta sections – all
superconducting, followed by a high energy beam
transport and accelerator-to-target sections where the

Beam Loss Detection

Figure 1: Power density, in Gy/sec, for 1 W/m distributed
beam loss on a beam pipe, at 200 MeV.
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In the Figures, two sections of two cryomodules and a
quadrupole magnet doublet in between them is displayed.
In Fig. 1, cryomodules with spoke accelerating cavities
are shown from a side, while in Fig. 2 part of
cryomodules with simplified elliptical cavities are seen.
Beam is lost on a beam pipe uniformly with a same
shallow angle.

was calculated. Calculations were done for proton beam
energy range of 5 MeV – 80 MeV only and for few
different beam sizes. Figure 4 summarizes the outcome
and shows that the response time strongly depends on a
beam size and gets relatively relaxed at energies above
~10-20 MeV. Note that the response time in Fig. 3 is a
detector reaction time (time in which a detector gives
measurable current signal) plus time for electronics to
issue a beam abort signal.

BLM LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION

Figure 2: Power density, in Gy/sec, for 1 W/m
distributed beam loss on a beam pipe, at 2 GeV.

EXPECTED CURRENTS
Beam loss monitoring system is required to be able to
measure at least 1 % of the maximum allowed beam
losses during normal operations up to 1 % of the total
beam loss. Ionization chamber, similar to those used at
LHC, is planned as a main beam loss monitor at ESS.
This detector has ~ 54 μC/Gy of se1nsitivity [1]. Based
on the expected power density levels at ~ 20-25 cm from
the beam pipe, as seen in Fig. 1 and 2, we require the loss
monitors to be able to measure a current in the range of
~800 pA – few mA.

TIME RESPONSE
One of the main purposes of the BLM system is to
protect accelerator from damage in case of
accident/high/full beam loss. The ESS machine protection
system will be linked to the BLM system and receive
beam abort signals if necessary. The system will be
designed to be fast enough to prevent accelerator damage.
To understand better how quickly one would have to
react, a time period in which a full beam would start
melting stainless steel or copper accelerator components
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Creating a complete and coherent model of the whole
accelerator is crucial for many aspects of the design phase
of the machine and also for later when the facility is
operational. Monte Carlo particle transport simulations
performed with this kind of model brings answers to the
questions raised by the machine and radiation protection
issues and complement beam physics particle tracking
works. At ESS, MARS based model of the accelerator is
being put together based on a computer-aided design
(CAD) drawings provided by the design group.
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Figure 3: Desired time response (in µsec) for ionization
chambers at different beam energies in the range of
5 MeV – 80 MeV.
Although the machine model is used for simulations of
various kinds, beam instrumentation focuses on using it to
predict consequences of beam losses in order to optimize
the number and positioning of the beam loss monitors. As
a result of first assessments it was requested that a beam
loss monitor is placed in front and back of each
quadrupole magnet. However, a more sophisticated
optimization studies are planned, namely using of neural
network for the necessary data processing. Successful
usage of similar techniques (i.e. genetic algorithms) in
problems of accelerator physics is shown in [5].
The results of the loss simulations, representing a
detector response, are stored in a database together with
the initial conditions (location of the detectors, type and
place of the loss etc.).
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Detector
Type

Beam
abort
time
(µs)

Elect.
B.W.
(kHz)

Elect.
dyn.
range
(dB)

Min.
inp. cur.
(pA)

Max.
inp. cur.
(µA)

Elect.
Platform

Digitizer

Detector
cable
length
(m)

Required
at ESS

IC

10

350

128

800

2000

MTCA.4

16 bit,
>100
MSa/s

60

SNS

IC

10

35 & 1

126

324

644

VME

16 bit,
100
kSa/s

23-91

DESYXFEL

Scint. +
PMT

4

MTCA.4

14 bit, 1
MSa/s

50-100

LHC

IC

89

VME

12 bit,
40
MSa/s

400

136

A large set of these input-output data is used to train the
neural network, while other sets are used to test the
system’s efficiency in detecting the loss. This allows not
only picking optimal locations for loss monitors, but also
makes it possible to establish rules for loss detection
during actual operation.

BLM ELECTRONICS
BLM Electronics of Other Labs
Table 1 makes a quick comparison between some of
the ESS BLM requirements and the BLM specifications
of spallation neutron source (SNS) [6], DESY-XFEL [7]
and LHC [8].
It can be understood that none of these systems is fully
compatible with the ESS requirements. The beam abort
time of the SNS and LHC BLM system does not meet the
ESS machine protection requirements. Also, the
electronics platform of these two systems does not
comply with the platform so far planned for ESS. The
DESY-XFEL system meets these two requirements, but
its front-end electronics is designed for a different type of
detector, which cannot be used at ESS due to dynamic
range considerations. Moreover, the timing requirements
of the DESY-XFEL system are different from those at
ESS.

Beam Loss Detection Methods
The above-mentioned systems each use a different
method in their analogue front-end for the detection of
beam losses. In the case of SNS, a fast analogue link for
acting on the machine interlock system is provided,
comprising a leaky integrator with a response time of 10
µs approximately. The output is fed into one input of a
comparator while the other input is provided by a digital

Beam Loss Detection

50

200

to analog converter; therefore it is user adjustable. If a
large and sudden beam loss occurs, a pulse is generated at
the comparator output for a fast shut-off of the beam. The
integrator then discharges, thus re-arming itself for next
loss measurement. In addition to the fast link, the current
from the detector is split into two signal paths with
bandwidths of 35 kHz and 1 kHz where the signals are
filtered and amplified before being fed into their
corresponding analog to digital converter (ADC)
channels. The signals are then digitized and processed to
calculate beam losses with some different integration
times.
The BLM electronics of DESY-XFEL is based on a
resettable integrator, which can measure beam losses due
to individual bunches with a repetition rate of 1 MHz.
The integrator voltage is sampled at the end of each
acquisition period, thus giving the integrated beam loss
corresponding to each bunch. The sampled value is then
fed into a field programmable gate array (FPGA), where
beam losses with three integration times are calculated
and compared to thresholds. The FPGA determines the
number of times that the ADC readout is above a userdefined threshold during the integration period. If the
count value is above a limit, it initiates a beam abort
request. After each acquisition, the integrator is reset
using an external pulse from the timing system.
The BLM system of LHC uses a current to frequency
converter (CFC) to measure the BLM signal and convert
it to digital. The CFC is based on an integrator, which is
automatically reset when its voltage reaches a fixed
threshold. The CFC generates a stream of pulses whose
frequency is proportional to the detector current. In order
to increase the dynamic range, an ADC measures the
integrated voltage as well. The count rate of the CFC then
gives a rough estimate of the loss as an integer number,
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Table 1: ESS BLM Requirements in Comparison with the SNS, DESY-XFEL and LHC Systems
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while the ADC value gives the fractional part of the loss.
These two values, when merged together, can give the
exact beam loss with a dynamic range larger than 140 dB.
The digitized data is then encoded and sent over a long
fiber optic link to an FPGA-based system where
integrated losses are calculated and compared to
thresholds.

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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Discussion of the Loss Detection and
Suggestion for ESS
A quick look at these three systems shows that they all
use an analogue integrator consisting of a low-leakage
capacitor which charges up with the detector current, thus
measuring losses. The difference, however, lies in the
way the capacitor is discharged so that the integrator is rearmed for next acquisition. The leaky integrator is a
simple design, which uses a resistor across the capacitor
for the capacitor discharge. The time constant of the RC
circuit should be carefully chosen so that the integrator
can measure fast losses, but does not discharge during a
loss measurement. Meeting these two requirements
simultaneously can be difficult due to the random nature
of the beam loss and that can result in some unreliability
in the measurement. For that reason, the leaky integrator
is not considered for ESS. The other two solutions are
currently being investigated in more details.
Another option, which is currently under study, is an
in-house development of the BLM electronics. In that
case, the front-end electronics can be in the form of a rear
transition module (RTM) measuring signals from several
BLMs. The RTM can be compatible with the micro
telecommunications computing architecture (MTCA.4)
standard so that it can be connected to a commercial
digitizer card where the signals are converted to digital
and FPGA processed for loss calculation and threshold
comparison.
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BEAM DELIVERY SIMULATION (BDSIM): A GEANT4 BASED TOOLKIT
FOR DIAGNOSTIC AND LOSS SIMULATION
S. T. Boogert, S. M. Gibson, R. Kwee-Hinzmann, L. J. Nevay, J. Snuverink,
Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, UK
L. C. Deacon, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
BDSIM is a Geant4 and C++ based particle tracking
code which seamlessly tracks particles in accelerators and
particle detectors, including the full range of particle interaction physics processes in Geant4. The code has been
used to model the backgrounds in the International Linear Collider (ILC), Compact Linear Collider (CLIC), Accelerator Test Facility 2 (ATF2) and more recently the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). This paper outlines the current code and possible example applications and presents a
roadmap for future developments.

For computations requiring both tracking particles
through long beam lines and simulating particle interactions with accelerator components, one often uses several
codes. For example, a fast tracking code is used to record
positions where particles hit a collimator or the beam-pipe,
and these positions are then input into a detailed MonteCarlo radiation transport code. However, this approach has
several drawbacks. Firstly, the geometry description capabilities of such codes are rarely equivalent as they commonly have a very limited description of the geometry and
secondly, the data must be transferred between the two
codes. BDSIM [1, 2] was developed to overcome these
drawbacks. It is an extension of Geant4 [3], a MonteCarlo framework, giving access to many electromagnetic
and hadronic interaction models as well as a powerful geometry description framework and visualisation tools. On
top of this, fast particle tracking routines and additional
physics processes are introduced, and a high level geometry
description language GMAD [4] is added. Since GMAD is
an extension of MAD [5], a standard for beam optics description, this allows complex accelerator descriptions to
be loaded from existing repositories with just a few modiﬁcations. The architecture of BDSIM is sketched in Fig. 1.
Each element has a magnetic ﬁeld and a "stepper" associated with it that implements its particle transportation. The
output of the simulated results can be conveniently written in either ASCII or in the ROOT analysis framework
format [6], widely used in particle physics. Due to the
integration with ROOT, the data analysis can be done internally ’on the ﬂy’. This paper gives an overview of the
latest code developments and some recent usage examples.
More information and installation details can be found at
www.pp.rhul.ac.uk/twiki/bin/view/JAI/BdSim.

Beam Loss Detection

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the BDSIM architecture.

NEW FUNCTIONALITY
Build System
BDSIM builds on top of Geant4, which has the option
to include many visualisation drivers and geometry description languages, and optionally the analysis framework
ROOT. The large number of package dependencies require
great care in the building stage, especially cross-platform
(currently Linux and Mac are supported). BDSIM previously used GNU Autoconf for building, but has switched to
CMake [7] for the aforementioned reasons. CMake is a free
software program for managing the build process of software using a compiler-independent method. Now that the
latest versions of Geant4 have also switched to CMake, the
building scripts have signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed and are more
robust. In addition, CMake provides a testing framework
CDash, which is easily integrated in the existing CMake
scripts. A server has been setup for testing the builds on
various platforms automatically on a daily basis.

Test System
The major components of an accelerator system are the
magnetic elements. A test suite of gmad ﬁles describing
the basic components has been developed to allow the efﬁcient unit testing of the tracking in the different classes of
magnets.

PYTHON UTILITIES
Python has been selected to provide utilities to augment
BDSIM, mainly because of the relative ease of developing scripts, it is open source and there are a large number
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of high quality scientiﬁc calculation and plotting libraries.
The utilities developed and their relationship with the main
BDSIM project is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Example BDSIM visualisation of a MAD8saveline conversion to GMAD of the ATF and ATF2 test
accelerator.
Figure 2: Python auxiliary utilities in relationship to BDSIM and the GMAD parser, the grey boxes indicate where
Python wrappers have been created.

Conversion
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To aid the efﬁcient conversion of optics simulation programs to BDSIM, conversion utilities have been written
from MAD8 and MADX to GMAD. The MAD8 conversion operates on the output of a MAD8 saveline command,
USE, LATTICE
SAVELINE, NAME="LAT", FILENAME="LAT.saveline"
whilst the MADX conversion uses the output of the twiss
command, so
select,flag=twiss, clear;
twiss, file=LAT.tfs,save;
As GMAD is close to the MAD8 syntax, no speciﬁc conversion tools were developed, and this led to cumbersome
manual checking of the conversion and could introduce errors. The new conversion requires no user input and has
been tested on medium sized lattices. This conversion was
tested on the ATF2 [8] MAD8 lattice and an example of the
visualisation is shown in Fig. 3.

GMAD Parser
Previously the only way to debug and diagnose geometry problems with the lattice was to visualise the BDSIM
model of the lattice using one of the Geant4 visualisation
systems described previously. Although this is valuable, a
python wrapper to the GMAD parser library has been written. This encapsulates the C based GMAD parser so that
the lattice can be interrogated without executing the entire
BDSIM executable.

Geometry
A signiﬁcant drawback of using Geant4 for the description of beam lines is that the other codes typically used for
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loss simulations use constructive solid geometry (CGS) as
opposed to the shape primitives used in Geant4. For example a large effort has gone into developing the FLUKA [9]
representation of the accelerator around the LHC interaction regions, but conversion from this format is particularly difﬁcult as there is no easy method to transfer between
the two geometry descriptions. We have developed a simple conversion technique which generates a Standard Tessellation Language (STL), which is essentially a raw unstructured triangulated surface description generated from
the constructive solid geometry representation using CUBIT [10]. There are multiple methods based of converting
CGS formats to STL formats but these only convert the geometrical aspects of the information required for the simulation. Simulations such as Geant4 and FLUKA also require a material description, which must also be converted.
The STL representation can be converted to a Geometry
Description Markup Language (GDML) format that can be
directly imported to BDSIM. It is not clear if such a conversion process will require too much memory for running
a large geometry like the LHC, but this memory requirement is only transitory before the geometry is converted
into voxels in Geant4.

Analysis
A Python package has been written to load and collate
the BDSIM output. This collation allows addressing of hits
at a single sample plane by the element name even though
the hits may have occurred in different passes in a ring geometry or when the particles shower. A suite of reference
plotting tools have also been implemented using the Matplotlib Python package for quick viewing of basic parameters throughout the lattice such as the number of particles,
the particle trajectory in average position x and y and average angle x and beam sigma matrix σij .

RECENT EXAMPLES
In this section some recent representative examples of
BDSIM usage are brieﬂy summarised.

Beam Loss Detection
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Muon Background Studies in CLIC
A study of muon backgrounds in the Compact Linear
Collider (CLIC) [11], a possible future e+ /e− linear collider, has been performed using BDSIM [12]. Halo particles in linear colliders can result in signiﬁcant losses and
serious background in the detectors that may reduce the
overall performance. Even if most of the halo is stopped
by collimators, the secondary muon background may still
be signiﬁcant. It is therefore important to include halo generation and tracking in collimation studies. Halo and tail
particles were generated by the halo generation code HTGEN [13] based on beam gas scattering and inelastic scattering. The particles were tracked through the CLIC lattice using its interface to the tracking code PLACET [14],
which was used for its collimator wakeﬁeld implementation. For particles that hit aperture limits, BDSIM was used
for the detailed interaction with matter and the tracking of
the secondaries towards the detector, where they could be
used as input to the CLIC detector simulations. An interface of PLACET and BDSIM has been created for these
kind of simulations. Particles are tracked alternately in
PLACET and BDSIM [15].

WEPC46

In addition, luminosity monitoring using the postcollision line was investigated. For this study the Geant4
physics process named ’QGSP-BERT-HP’ was modiﬁed to
enhance the cross-sections for the resulting muons in order
to be able to study muon signal in particular.

LHC
In the future the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will be
upgraded for high luminosity (HL-LHC) [17] with an order
of magnitude increase in luminosity. Such an increase will
require precise knowledge of the energy deposition in the
accelerator itself for protection of the cryogenic systems.
To this end, BDSIM has been recently modiﬁed to simulate
proton transport and energy losses. The magnetic description of the lattice has been used from MADX to construct
the ring and the generic component library used while conversion of the existing machine geometry in the FLUKA
geometry description to that of Geant4 is undertaken. A
segment of the beamline from the current simulations using generic magnetic components is shown in Fig. 5.

The 1.5 TeV Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) beams,
with a total power of 14 MW per beam, are disrupted at the
interaction point due to the very strong beam-beam effects.
The disrupted beam has a power of 10 MW. Some 3.5 MW
reaches the main dump in the form of beamstrahlung photons, and about 0.5 MW of e+ and e− coherent pair particles with a very broad energy spectrum as well as the
lower energy disrupted beam particles need to be disposed
of along the post collision line. Background and energy
deposition studies were developed using BDSIM [16].
Several shielding conﬁgurations for the special C-shaped
magnets, see Fig. 4 have been tested to calculate their magnet lifetime. The results indicated that further improvements may be required if the magnets are to survive in the
CLIC post-collision line radiation environment for a sufﬁcient length of time.

Figure 5: Progressive zoom of part of the LHC beam line
showing the geometry built from the generic component
library.
With 20 protons simulated for 5 turns the tracking gives
the plots shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The LHC is a particularly complex example for BDSIM,
both in terms of the multi-turn tracking, but also as little
of the beam geometry description is available in a Geant4
compatible format.

FUTURE PLANS

Figure 4: C-shaped CLIC post-collision line magnet simulation with detailed coil geometry. Left: a section of the
coil where the copper cables are shown in green, and the insulation is in orange. Right: The magnet yoke (red), coils
(orange) and beam pipe (grey).

Beam Loss Detection

BDSIM is an accepted tool for single pass machine simulations, such as the ATF/ATF2, ILC and CLIC. Particle
backgrounds at these machines mainly impact the diagnostics systems, collimation system and the low-β interaction
region. The beam instrumentation that will measure Compton scattered photons, like laserwires, Shintake monitors
and polarimeters will all require an accurate simulation of
the background environment for successful operation.
For use at the LHC various enhancements and upgrades
are required. The ﬁrst is in the accelerator particle tracking,
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and less prone to errors than previous methods. Finally we
tested the conversion on the entire LHC 3.5 TeV ring and
tracked particles around the ring for a few turns.
For ring systems, there are signiﬁcant upgrades required
that include symplectic tracking, recording the number of
turns primary beam particles have taken, and termination
conditions.
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which should include symplectic integration schemes. For
the HL-LHC the beam losses are dependent on the collimator and apertures seen by the particle beam and an accurate
and ﬂexible description of these needs to be implemented.
To improve the geometry of the machine beyond the beam
pipe, the conversion explained previously will be further
developed. Furthermore, an interface to SixTrack [18] will
be created to allow compatibility with existing LHC beam
loss simulations.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We report the development of BDSIM, there has been
signiﬁcant progress in refactoring the code base and build
system. This is essential for adoption by users who wish to
simulate beam loss and instrumentation sensitive to beam
losses. There has been signiﬁcant progress in automagic
conversion from existing beam line optics simulation tools,
such as MAD8 and MADX, to the BDSIM description using GMAD. This conversion is signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient
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ALIGNMENT OF A NOZZLE-SKIMMER SYSTEM FOR
A NON INVASIVE GAS JET BASED BEAM PROFILE MONITOR*
V. Tzoganis#, C.P. Welsch, Cockcroft Institute and University of Liverpool, UK
Abstract
A non-invasive gas jet-based beam profile monitor has
been developed in the QUASAR Group at the Cockcroft
Institute, UK. This shall allow monitoring ultra-low
energy, as well as high energy particle beams in a way
that causes least disturbance to both, primary beam and
accelerator vacuum. In this setup a nozzle-skimmer
system is used to generate a thin supersonic curtainshaped gas jet. However, very small diameters of both,
the gas inlet nozzle and subsequent skimmers, required to
shape the jet, have caused problems in monitor operation
in the past. Here, an image processing based technique is
presented which follows after careful manual initial
alignment using a laser beam. An algorithm has been
implemented in Labview and offers a semi-automated and
straightforward solution for all previously encountered
alignment issues. The procedure is presented in detail and
experimental results are shown.

supersonic jet traveling in vacuum. The jet passes through
a series of chambers separated by skimmers, which allow
for differential pumping, see Fig. 1. The role of the
skimmers is to collimate the jet, shape it into a thin sheet
and drive it towards the interaction chamber. The final
rectangular skimmer is fixed in such a way that it inclines
the jet at 45° to the beam axis.

INTRODUCTION

GAS JET DESCRIPTION
A prototype setup has been designed and built by the
QUASAR Group at the Cockcroft Institute, UK [1]. There,
a neutral gas (N2) from a high pressure tank (1 bar)
expands into vacuum through a 30 μm aperture nozzle.
Because of the pressure differential the gas expands into a
------------------------------*Work supported by the EU within DITANET under grant
agreement 215080, HGF and GSI under contract number VHNG-328, the STFC Cockcroft Institute Core Grant No.
ST/G008248/1, and a RIKEN-Liverpool studentship.
#vtzogani@liverpool.ac.uk
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Figure 1: Illustration of the gas jet setup.
In the current setup the gas jet interacts with a 5 keV
electron beam, generating ions and electrons. A 12 kV/m
electric field perpendicular to the beam then extracts the
ions and directs them to the detection system. The latter is
composed of a Micro Channel Plate (MCP) detector
paired with a phosphor screen. The ions produce a shower
of electrons in the MCP giving amplification of up to 106.
The produced electrons impact on the phosphor screen
generating light which is then imaged by a CCD camera.
The cross section for impact ionization of N2 molecules
by electrons, protons and antiprotons at energies between
20-300 keV is in the range of 1 – 5 Å2 [2]. For simplicity
it is assumed to be 1 Å2. For a gas target thickness of
about 0.5 mm and a density of ~2.5 x1016 particles/m3 a
reaction rate of about 1.5x109 ionizations/s per mA of
current can be expected, see [1]. The above mentioned
parameters were chosen to meet the requirements of the
Ultra-Low Energy Storage Ring (USR) [3] which shall be
built at the future Facility of Antiproton and Ion Research
(FAIR) in Germany.
After interaction with the beam the gas is evacuated
from the chamber efficiently via a dedicated dumping
section. This is basically a turbo molecular pump, tilted
by 45° thereby allowing extraction of the gas jet through
its blades, minimizing reflections. The differential
pumping along the jet’s path and the dumping section
give access to pressures as low as 10-11 mbar. Alignment
of the nozzle–skimmer system is a delicate task given the
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Modern particle accelerators produce very high energy
and high current beams, but there is also a growing
interest in low energy beams, particular antiproton and
radioactive ion beams. Whilst these beams are used for
very different applications and experiments, they share
the same high demands on the beam diagnostics system.
Least interceptive instrumentation is highly desirable to
preserve the quality of a particle beam and minimize
interaction between detector and beam. Established
techniques for transverse beam profile monitoring are in
many cases invasive and cannot be used e.g. at the energy
frontier. On the other hand, some non-invasive techniques
such as residual gas monitor take a significant amount of
time to acquire a profile which may not be acceptable by
all applications. A rather new technology that meets the
criteria for non-invasive measurements of the 2dimensional transverse beam profile applicable across a
large range of beam energies is based on the use of a
supersonic gas jet.
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very small nozzle diameter and tight tolerances. The most
crucial part is the nozzle-1st skimmer alignment as they
have the smallest dimensions in the system. The initial
manual alignment requires a laser beam to be shined
through the nozzle and all skimmers.
Misalignment of (parts of) the setup has been an issue
for a long period of time. Even when initial alignment
was correct, it was observed that it was not maintained

during operation, suggesting that elements moved during
pump-down.
For continuous monitoring of the setup and applying
any required corrections, two high definition (HD)
cameras were used. Their signals are then fed to an edge
detection algorithm in Labview. Similar techniques have
been used in machine vision applications and robotics [4].

Figure 2: Left: translating stage with 2 cameras for X and Y plane, right: image from the interior of the first vacuum
chamber, nozzle’s tube and first skimmer can be seen.

ALIGNMENT ISSUES
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Observations
It has been observed that when the pressure in the
vacuum chamber drops, alignment is lost. Measurements
of pressure profiles in the different parts of the setup
indicated that there might be problems related to parts of
the setup moving during pump down. For this purpose a
dedicated movement detection system had to be installed
to provide qualitative and quantitative information about
the observed displacements. The main source of the
above mentioned displacements is probably mechanical
tolerances of the translation stage that supports the gas
inlet tube, see Fig.2 (left): This yields to small
movements when the pressure in the chamber gets lower
than atmospheric pressure or when the translation stage
moves along Z axis to change the distance between
nozzle and 1st skimmer.

Methodology
In the current application the most important
considerations are the accuracy requirements due to the
small nozzle-skimmers dimensions. It is also very
important to identify good measurement spots, have
detection in different directions simultaneously, as well as
acquire and analyse information quickly. The movement
detection system consists of two HD Logitech C902
cameras. They are top of the line web cameras operating
at 2592 x 1944 resolution and 8 bit colour depth. They are
equipped with a high quality lens with 20 steps manual or
auto focus. The cameras come with USB2 connection that
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makes their control an easy task. For the edge detection
algorithm a pattern with high contrast gradient is required.
After trials with various combinations of shapes, a
pattern consisting of two perpendicular black lines of
known dimensions printed on white paper was selected,
see Fig. 3.

Figure 3 : Alignment pattern consisting of two lines.
Two of those patterns were placed on the two faces of
the translation stage for displacement in X and Y
direction, respectively. The cameras were fixed opposite
of the patterns at a distance of 20 cm, see Fig.2 (left).
Labview was chosen to control the detection system as
it offers drivers for a great range of cameras, a userfriendly environment and can be integrated into the
overall gas jet control system. The here-presented
solution consists of an image processing algorithm based
on pattern recognition and edge detection. Fig. 4 shows
the software’s flowchart.
The inherent parallelism of dataflow programming
makes the Labview environment ideal for parallel
execution. This allowed the algorithm to run in two
parallel loops for both cameras in real time. Note that to
start detection an initial Region of Interest (ROI) around
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each line had to be selected manually and also the edge
detection parameters have to be set.
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side. The algorithm recorded this position as reference
position and with the laser turned off a random
displacement in X and Y direction was introduced. Using
the dials and consulting the readings the initial position
was restored.

Figure 4: Labview algorithm flowchart.

Algorithm Description
Once images have been acquired a single colour plane
is extracted and a smoothing low-pass filter is applied.
The edge detection algorithm scans the ROI vertically and
horizontally along a group of 9 path lines until it detects
the set of 2 lines as shown in Fig. 5. The distance from
the edge of the ROI until the first point on the detected
line is then determined by Labview. Most important are
the central points which give the average linear
displacement from the edge of the ROI, as well as the 2
corner ones which are used to calculate any angular
displacement.
The end user interface consists of a table showing the
vertical and horizontal displacements for X and Y
direction for each camera. Angular displacements are of
the order of 1° and can hence be considered as negligible.
The algorithm takes the initial position when alignment
is achieved as reference position. After any displacement
occurs the new position is subtracted from the reference
position giving the difference in pixels. All distances
remain in pixels as there is no interest in the actual
displacement, but only for recovering the initial position.
When this difference is zero it means that the initial
position is restored. As the algorithm runs in real time, the
user can recover the reference position with the
translator’s dials to minimize the difference.
For the proof of operation of the algorithm a high
power laser was shined through the aligned nozzle–
skimmer system and imaged by a camera from the other
Beam Profile Monitors

For the apparatus to operate properly highly accurate
alignment is required. The same 2 cameras are also used
in this step but are placed in different locations. The
alignment starts with the last skimmer which is the closest
to the interaction area and has to be rotated by 45°. All
skimmers are mounted on disks which are fixed with
screws on specific locations in the vacuum chamber
thereby minimizing any movement. The second and first
conical skimmers with diameters of 400 and 180 μm,
respectively, are also manually fixed in position. The
following step is to shine a laser through all skimmers and
detect the light at the other side with a camera. The
intensity is then maximised while moving the skimmers
slightly with fine manipulation of the disks. After a few
iterations very good alignment can be achieved. It was
found that the most critical part in this procedure was the
alignment of the nozzle.
The nozzle is mounted on a hollow aluminium cylinder
of 2 mm internal diameter and 30 cm length. In a separate
setup, with the nozzle’s tube removed from the main
setup, a laser is shined through it and light is detected
using a web camera right after the nozzle. By observing
the image which has to match the diffraction pattern
through a circular aperture, the shape and the condition of
the aperture can be examined. If the aperture is blocked or
is not perfectly circular the diffraction pattern is affected
as can be seen in Fig. 5 (upper row). Because of the small
diameter of the aperture light that reaches the other side is
minimal so the camera needs to operate in high saturation
and high gain mode.

Figure 5: Upper row: orifice blocked; Lower row: orifice
is cleaned.
With the aperture tube mounted on the setup and the
laser in operation, two cameras are required for final
alignment. The first camera observes the interior of the
first vacuum chamber, see Fig.2 (right). The second one is
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placed after the dumping session, imaging light that
reaches the end of the line.
Using the first camera and the translating stage that
holds the aperture’s tube, the light is directed on the first
conical skimmer. Looking at the video stream from the
second camera while trying to find maximum intensity
and after very fine manipulation of the translation stage
the aperture is aligned with the skimmers.
The gas jet setup was recently upgraded to allow a laser
to be shined along the gas expansion path while the
chamber is evacuated, see Fig 6. Thereby one can verify
that the movement detection algorithm is tracking any
displacement as there is camera permanently positioned
after the dumping section imaging the laser beam. It is
composed of a T-connector that leads to the gas tank from
one side and to a glass viewport via a safety valve from
the other side.

various beam energies and a very wide vacuum pressure
range, reaching down to the XHV.
First operational experience has shown that careful
alignment of all components is crucial as otherwise the
ultra-cold gas jet will not form correctly. Here, an
alignment procedure was presented that offers a fast and
accurate solution for movement detection and correction
of any displacement. It was demonstrated that this image
processing technique can monitor and compensate for
displacements as large as ~500 μm that occur during
operation.
This system allowed to address all alignment issues of
the gas jet based beam profile monitor. However, there is
one more challenge related to the absolute position of the
jet and in overlapping it with the primary beam. Recent
results from simulations indicate that a Fresnel Zone Plate
could be used as a focusing element instead of a
rectangular skimmer [5]. Such system shall be integrated
into the existing setup in the near future.
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Figure 6 : Photograph of modified gas inlet section.

CONCLUSION
A gas jet-based beam profile monitor is highly
desirable for online non-destructive monitoring of the 2dimensional transverse beam profile. Due to its
functioning principle it could potentially be used in
almost any accelerator, covering different particle types,
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SCINTILLATING SCREEN MONITORS FOR TRANSVERSE ELECTRON
BEAM PROFILE DIAGNOSTICS AT THE EUROPEAN XFEL
Ch. Wiebers, M. Holz, G. Kube, D. Nölle, G. Priebe, H.-Ch. Schröder,
DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract

MONITOR LAYOUT
Figure 1 gives an overview of the monitor which is composed of three basic components: the vacuum chamber, the
mover, and the optic box. The mover is used to precisely
position the target, consisting of scintillation screens and a
test chart for calibration purposes, via a stepper motor.

Figure 1: Basic components of a screen station.

INTRODUCTION
Optical transition radiation (OTR) monitors are standard
tools for the measurement of transverse beam profiles in
electron linacs. Unfortunately, micro–bunching instabilities in high–brightness electron beams of modern linac–
driven free–electron lasers (FELs) can lead to coherence
effects in the emission of OTR [1]. Thus, in these cases it
is not possible to use OTR to obtain a direct image of the
electron beam. As a result, for the European XFEL it was
decided to use scintillation screens for transverse beam profile measurements [2, 3]. The required resolution is 10 µm
over the entire field–of–view (FOV). A series of experiments was performed to study the performance of different types of scintillators as a function of material property,
thickness and the observation geometry [4, 5]. Based on
these results it was decided to use 200 µm thick LYSO:Ce
and to observe the scintillator under an angle of 45 deg with
respect to the beam axis. In order to minimize depth–of–
focus effects, the Scheimpflug principle was applied for the
optical layout of the monitor [6]. In the subsequent sections, the monitor setup is described together with results of
test measurements in the laboratory and a first beam measurements at the VUV free–electron laser FLASH (DESY,
Hamburg).
Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 2: Observation geometry of 45 deg with respect to
the beam axis (top) and layout of the imaging optics (bottom).
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Transverse beam profile diagnostics in modern electron
linear accelerators as free electron lasers or injector linacs
is mainly based on optical transition radiation (OTR) as
standard technique which is observed in backward direction when a charged particle beam crosses the boundary between two media with different dielectric properties. The
experience from modern linac based 4th generation light
sources shows that OTR diagnostics might fail because of
coherence effects in the OTR emission process. As consequence, for the European XFEL which is currently under construction in Hamburg, transverse beam profile measurements are based on scintillating screen monitors. The
LYSO:Ce screens are oriented such that coherent OTR generated at the screen boundaries will geometrically be suppressed. An additional feature is that the imaging optics operates in Scheimpflug condition, thus adjusting the plane of
sharp focus with respect to the CCD chip, and significantly
increasing the apparent depth of field. This report gives an
overview of the measuring principle and the monitor setup
together with results of laboratory test measurements and a
first prototype test at FLASH.
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Figure 2 (top) illustrates the screen inserted in the vacuum chamber. Observation of the screen is performed under an angle of 45 deg. The imaging optics (bottom) consists of a tilted mirror, an objective lens and a CCD camera (Basler aviator avA2300-25gm). The camera with a
pixel size of 5.5 µm × 5.5 µm is mounted onto a motorized mover used for remote adjustment of the focusing distance. An important prerequisite for the CCD selection was
the requirement of a large chip size of 1 inch, thus allowing to observe electron bunches moving in a certain distance away from the nominal beam axis without additional
need to use different optical magnifications. In order to
correct perspective distortion caused by the 45 deg observation geometry over the whole CCD chip, the Scheimpflug
principle is applied. This principle states that a planar object (scintillation screen) which is not parallel to the image plane (CCD chip) will be completely in focus if the
extended object-, lens- and image planes will intersect in
one line. Furthermore the CCDs are used without cover–
glass and microlens–array. This helps to minimize the mis–
registration of light rays in adjacent pixels due to imperfect
imaging of the lenslet array which is caused by the CCD tilt
angle required for the Scheimpflug principle. Two monitor
versions with different optical magnifications of 1:1 and
1:2 are in use for the XFEL.
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LABORATORY TEST MEASUREMENTS

Figure 4: The recorded dot grid pattern (left) with a single dot. For each dot, the steepness of the transition was
analyzed resulting in a local resolution (right).
analyzed for each dot, see Fig. 4. This resolution averaged over the entire CCD chip amounted to 5.4 µm which
is far below the required resolution of 10 µm.

Resolution Measurement in Monitor Chamber
In the next laboratory measurement, the resolution was
studied in the monitor chamber itself (c.f. Fig. 2 bottom),
taking into account the light deflection by the tilted mirror.
Measurement and analysis were performed as before, i.e.
a dot grid pattern was mounted at the screen position and
imaged onto the CCD oriented in Scheimpflug geometry.
Figure 5 shows the local resolution along the CCD chip,

µm in
which
A series of test measurements was carried out
orderare
to
investigate the resolution requirement of 10
described in the following.

Scheimpflug Geometry under 45 Degree
The goal of the first measurement was to verify that the
required resolution can be achieved with the design components for the monitor. To do so, a dot grid pattern was
imaged onto the CCD with a magnification of 1:1 in linear
observation geometry, see Fig. 3.
For the determination of the local resolution along the
CCD chip, the steepness of the bright/dark–transition was

Figure 5: Local resolution along the CCD chip as measured
in the screen monitor chamber using a dot grid pattern.
resulting in a mean resolution of 10.5 µm which is in very
good agreement with the requirement of 10 µm.

PROTOTYPE TEST

Figure 3: Sketch of the Scheimpflug test measurement
setup in linear geometry.
808

Finally, a prototype of the complete monitor setup was
tested under realistic conditions with the electron beam of
the VUV–FEL FLASH (DESY, Hamburg). The monitor
was installed in a test dump section for single bunch operation, and beam profiles were recorded at a beam energy of
Beam Profile Monitors
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Figure 6: Beam profile images, measured for bunch
charges of 400 pC, 500 pC, 900 pC and 1 nC (from left
to right).
685 MeV and bunch charges between 50 pC and 1 nC.
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chip, and the resulting integrated intensities were plotted
as function of the bunch charge as shown in Fig. 7. As
result, it is concluded that the monitor shows a clear linear behavior over the whole range of bunch charges at this
beam spot size.
As next step, the quality of the Scheimpflug geometry
was tested. To do this, the vertical electron beam position was varied at the location of the LYSO:Ce screen by
changing the settings of an upstream corrector dipole magnet. Figure 8 shows examples of measured beam spots
for different electron beam positions (images rotated by 90
deg) together with a comparison of the vertical projections.
As can be seen from this comparison, it is not possible
to observe any beam profile broadening or distortion, thus
demonstrating that the Scheimpflug imaging works well in
this monitor setup.
In the last step, an upper limit for the achievable monitor
resolution was deduced. For this a slice was made through
a recorded beam spot, see Fig. 9. As can be seen, a beam
size of about 22 µm is clearly visible. Therefore beam sizes
in the order of 50 µm as expected for the XFEL can easily
be measured.

In the first series of measurements, the linearity of the
monitor was investigated by varying the bunch charge. Figure 6 shows typical beam images which were taken for different bunch charges. For the data analysis, the recorded intensities in each image were integrated over the whole CCD

Figure 9: Left: structure of the beam spot as measured at a
bunch charge of 100 pC together with the slice for resolution analysis. Right: evaluation of the slice profile.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Figure 8: Beam spots recorded at three different electron
beam positions at the scintillator screen (images rotated by
90 deg) and a comparison of the vertical beam projections.
No profile broadening or distortion can be observed.
Beam Profile Monitors

A screen monitor has been designed for the XFEL with
a resolution of 10 µm over a large field of view. A series of
test measurements has been performed to verify the design
goals and to study the influence of design decisions on the
resolution. Measurements performed in the laboratory to
study the optical resolution under a Scheimpflug geometry
with an observation angle of 45 deg indicate a resolution of
5.4 µm which is far below the required 10µm.
Subsequent measurements with the complete monitor
setup and a tilted mirror show negligible degradation of the
resolution, even considering the rather large Scheimpflug
angle.
A prototype test has been performed at FLASH under realistic beam conditions to study the linearity of the monitor
as well as the image properties of the Scheimpflug geometry. The linearity clearly indicates that scintillator and CCD
camera are not in saturated in the range of investigation.
The Scheimpflug imaging properties investigated at different beam positions at the scintillator screen show no beam
809
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Figure 7: The integrated intensity versus bunch charge for
two different CCD gain settings.
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distortion. As an upper guess, the effective resolution of
the monitor including the scintillator screen is better than
22 µm, thus render it possible to resolve transverse electron
beam profiles as expected for the XFEL. The final design,
construction and serial production of the screen stations for
the European XFEL is presently underway at DESY.
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A NEW COMPACT DESIGN OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL IONIZATION
PROFILE MONITOR (IPM)
+HLNR%UHHGH +DQV--UJHQ*UDERVFK/DS9DQ9X0DUWLQ6DFKZLW]
'HXWVFKHV(OHNWURQHQ6\QFKURWURQ3ODWDQHQDOOHH=HXWKHQ*HUPDQ\
$EVWUDFW

EHDPSURILOH VHH)LJXUH 

)LJXUH,PDJHRIWKH)/$6+ODVHUEHDP>@>@

,1752'8&7,21
7RHQVXUHDVPRRWKRSHUDWLRQRIWKHIUHHHOHFWURQODVHU
)/$6+ DW '(6< +DPEXUJ QXPHURXV GHWHFWRUV IRU WKH
SUHFLVH PHDVXUHPHQW RI WKH HOHFWURQ DQG ODVHU EHDP DUH
QHFHVVDU\ 7KH JUHDW DGYDQWDJH RI WKH KHUH GHVFULEHG
,RQL]DWLRQ 3URILOH 0RQLWRU ,30  LV DQ XQGLVWXUEHG
GHWHUPLQDWLRQRIWKHSRVLWLRQDQGLQWHQVLW\GLVWULEXWLRQRI
WKHODVHUEHDP

0($685,1*35,1&,3/(2)$1
,21,=,1*352-(&7,21021,725
,30
7KH )/$6+ ODVHU EHDP ZLWK D YDULDEOH ZDYHOHQJWK
IURP  WR  QP LV ORFDWHG LQ DQ 8OWUD +LJK 9DFXXP
8+9 EHDPSLSH'HVSLWHWKHYDFXXPDFHUWDLQDPRXQW
RI UHVLGXDO JDVHV VWLOO H[LVW ,I WKH ODVHU EHDP KLWV D
UHVLGXDO JDV DWRP LW EHFRPHV LRQL]HG DQG FKDUJHG
HOHFWURQV DQG LRQV DUH FUHDWHG %\ PHDQV RI D
KRPRJHQHRXV HOHFWULF ILHOG WKHVH HOHFWURQV DQG LRQV FDQ
EH GHIOHFWHG LQ D UHFWLOLQHDU ZD\ WRZDUGV WKH PLFURFKDQQHOSODWH 0&3 +HUHWKHLPSDFWLQJSDUWLFOHVFUHDWH
DQDYDODQFKHRIVHFRQGDU\HOHFWURQVLQWKHPLFURWXEHVRI
WKH0&3DQGDUHEHLQJYLVXDOL]HGRQWKHSKRVSKRU-VFUHHQ
7KHVHUHVXOWVLQDQLPDJHRIWKHLQWHQVLW\-GHSHQGHQWODVHU
___________________________________________

)LJXUH&RQYHQWLRQDO6HW8S>@.

&219(17,21$/6(783
Figure 2 shows an IPM module for the laser beam
position measurement as implemented in FLASH [1] [5].
Problems and disadvantages of this design are the
following:
x The large size of the monitor (approx. 400 mm x 300
mm x 200 mm) results in an insufficient
homogeneity of the electrical field applied. Therefore
the exact path of the electrons or ions from the origin
of creation to the MCP is unknown and the spatial
resolution is in the order of about ±50 microns.
x The size makes the IPM harder to manufacture and
more expensive due to the high number of high
voltage feedthroughs.
x To detect the horizontal and vertical parameters of
the laser beam (3D) two consecutive detectors have
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)/$6+ DW '(6< LQ +DPEXUJ LV D OLQHDU DFFHOHUDWRU
ZKLFKXVHVVXSHUFRQGXFWLQJWHFKQRORJ\WRSURGXFHVRIW[UD\ ODVHU OLJKW UDQJLQJ IURP  WR  QP7R HQVXUH WKH
RSHUDWLRQVWDELOLW\RI)/$6+ PRQLWRULQJRIWKHEHDPLV
PDQGDWRU\7ZR,RQL]DWLRQ3URILOH0RQLWRUV ,30 GHWHFW
WKH ODWHUDO [ DQG \ SRVLWLRQ FKDQJHV 7KH IXQFWLRQDO
SULQFLSOHRIWKH,30LVEDVHGRQWKHGHWHFWLRQRISDUWLFOHV
JHQHUDWHGE\LQWHUDFWLRQRIWKHEHDPZLWKWKHUHVLGXDOJDV
LQ WKH EHDP OLQH 7KH QHZO\ GHVLJQHG ,30 HQDEOHV WKH
FRPELQHG GHWHUPLQDWLRQ RI WKH KRUL]RQWDO DQG YHUWLFDO
SRVLWLRQDVZHOODVWKHSURILOH7KLVLVPDGHSRVVLEOHE\D
FRPSDFW PRQLWRU FRQVLVWLQJ RI D FDJH LQ D YDFXXP
FKDPEHU WZR PLFUR-FKDQQHO SODWHV 0&3  DQG WZR
UHSHOOHUSODWHVZLWKWRJJOHGHOHFWULFILHOGVDWWKHRSSRVLWH
VLGHV RI WKH 0&3V 7KH SDUWLFOHV FUHDWHG E\ WKH )(/
EHDP GULIW LQ D KRPRJHQRXV HOHFWULFDO ILHOG WRZDUGV WKH
UHVSHFWLYH 0&3 ZKLFK SURGXFHV DQ LPDJH RI WKH EHDP
SURILOHRQDQDWWDFKHGSKRVSKRUVFUHHQ$FDPHUDIRUHDFK
0&3 LV XVHG IRU HYDOXDWLRQ 7KLV LQGLUHFW GHWHFWLRQ
VFKHPH RSHUDWHV RYHU D ZLGH G\QDPLF UDQJH DQG DOORZV
WKHGHWHFWLRQRIWKHFHQWHURIJUDYLW\DQGWKHVKDSHRIWKH
EHDP7KHILQDOGHVLJQLVSUHVHQWHG
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to be implemented with perpendicular orientation to
each other demanding large space.
x To take a look at the single bunches rather than just
examining the whole train, the IPM needs a time
resolution of at least 100 ns, a value the conventional
set is not capable of achieving.

$1(:'(6,*12)7+(,21,=$7,21
352),/(021,725
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,Q RUGHU WR WDFNOH WKH FKDOOHQJHV GHVFULEHG DERYH WKH
IROORZLQJGHVLJQLVSURSRVHG
x Unification of the separate horizontal and vertical
monitors with an alternating homogeneous electric
field.
x A special cage protects the area of interest from
electrical stray fields to ensure an optimal
homogenous electric field.
x Decreasing the size of the device to 203 mm x 218
mm x 246 mm while at the same time reducing the
applied electrical voltage with the appropriate low
cost feedthroughs.
x With the Finite Element Method (FEM) a
comparison of different residual gas particles is
performed concerning their trajectories in the electric
field.
x This procedure offers an optimization of the design
by simulating the trajectory of the particles in the
electrical field with the deflection caused by the
inhomogeneity of the field. Varying the CAD
monitor model helps finding out the best possible
determination of the laser beam position.

x 1x 41-time electrical feedthroughts with plugs and
cables
o W-MPC2-41-DE-CE-SSG [6]
x 2x micro-channel-plate and P47 phosphor screen
assembly by HAMAMATSU
o F2222-27P227 [4]
x 2x grid bonded in a ring washer by Precision
Eforming
o MN49 bonded to 20mm SS Frame [7]
x potential support plates and pads consisting of
stainless steel
x an inner retainer of the cage consisting of MACOR
by MCI UG [9]
x a pulse generator for generating an alternating
orthogonal electrical field
o Matrixpuls 1x21 by
GBS ELEKTRONIK GmbH
o able to grant 100 kHz [8]
x Cameras, which could be chosen by user, but should
have a fast shutter time (for example 100 ns) and a
high frame rate to achieve a bunch resolution

electrical
feedthroughts

microchannel
plate &
phosphorscreen
scre

ceramic
isolator
(spacer &
case)

potential
support
grid

potential
support
pad

potential
support
plate

)ROORZLQJ WKH SULQFLSOHV GHVFULEHG DERYH LQ ILJXUH  WKH
UHVXOWLQJ QHZ GHVLJQ RI D ' GHWHFWRU LV SUHVHQWHG 7KH
LQQHU FDJH ZLWK D PHDVXUH RI  PP [  PP [ 
PPFRQVLVWVRIHTXDOO\VL]HGSDGVSODWHVDQGWZRPP
GLDPHWHU KROHV IRU WKH SDVVDJH RI WKH EHDP )LJXUH 
VKRZVWKDWGLIIHUHQWHOHFWULFDOSRWHQWLDOVDUHQHHGHGWR
DFKLHYHDKRPRJHQHRXVILHOG

Device Specifications
7KHIROORZLQJSDUWVZHUHFKRVHQ
x 1x stainless steel block with measures 140 mm x 203
mm x 203 mm
x 2x reducing flange 160 to 100
x 2x special reducing flange 100 to 40 with electrical
feedthroughts
o SPE-10046425-10 [6]
x 1x CF160 flange
x 1x CA100 flange
x 2x special coated sight glass
o VPCF40DUVQ-L-BBAR2 [6]
o Fused Silicia with anti-reflective
coating
o transmission range: 400 nm - 800 nm
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To analyse the homogeneity of the electric field and to
determine the trajectory of different particles obtained
with the design described above, a FEM analysis was
carried out using ANSYS 14 modules workbench [2] and
classic [2]. In the simulations different variations and
possible future developments of the design were included
directly from the CAD-model.

The first prototype of a 3D-IPM is currently under
construction and will be completed and tested in 2013.
Before any test with a toggling electrical field, there will
be tests with a rigid field. First practice tests are planned
in 2014 at FLASH in DESY Hamburg site.

Potential Ratios
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The electrically conductive potential supporting points are
assumed as being an ideal conductor with equal potential
at any point. The permittivity of the ceramic was assigned
to  ܭDQGRIWKHYDFXXPWR ܭ

)LJXUH(TXLSRWHQWLDOOLQHVRIWKHHOHFWULFDOILHOG>@.
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Simulation studies performed with the workbench
module package proved the potential ratios, as can be
seen in figure 4, to be optimal for a homogeneous electric
field and hence for a straight flight of particles. Since the
MCP has a diameter of merely 20 mm, only in the marked
³DUHDRILQWHUHVW´WKHHOHFWULFILHOGPXVWEHKRPRJHQHRXV
Also, the expected beam variation in X or Y is below ± 5
mm. Homogeneity in a larger space does not result in a
higher spatial resolution.

5()(5(1&(6
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AN ELECTRON BEAM DETECTOR FOR THE FLASH II BEAM DUMP
-*RRG1/HXVFKQHU)3HUOLFN 06DFKZLW]'(6<=HXWKHQ*HUPDQ\*.XEH
06FKPLW].:LWWHQEXUJ7:RKOHQEHUJ'(6<+DPEXUJ*HUPDQ\
$EVWUDFW
After the generation of the laser light, a dipole deflects
the highly energetic electron beam of FLASH (Free
Electron Laser Hamburg) into a dump. A detector is
developed to monitor the position, dimensions and profile
of the electron beam. Scintillation light is emitted due to
the electrons hitting a luminescent screen located in front
of the dump aperture. This light is guided by an optical
system external to the vacuum to a CCD camera for
optical analysis of the generated image.
In this paper the layouts of two different optical
systems are presented, both of which will be redundantly
installed at FLASH II. The conventional lens-mirrorarrangement consists of three single collecting lenses, two
mirrors and a zoom lens. The second optical system is
based on radiation-hard optical fibres. It can be shown
that the resolving capacity of both optical systems is
better than 0,5 line pairs per millimetre. Furthermore a
test setup to investigate the impact of radiation on the
optical qualities of the bundle by installing it into a
³UDGLRDFWLYH KRW VSRW´ DW WKH EXQFK FRPSUHVVRU LQ WKH
FLASH accelerator is presented.
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,1752'8&7,21
7KH)UHH(OHFWURQ/DVHU+DPEXUJ )/$6+ LVDOLQHDU
DFFHOHUDWRUSURGXFLQJEULOOLDQWODVHUOLJKWIURPWRQP
ZDYHOHQJWKVSURYLGLQJunique experimental opportunities
to investigate the atomic structure and the properties of
materials, nanoparticles, viruses, and cells $IWHU WKH
JHQHUDWLRQRIWKH ODVHUOLJKWLQWKH XQGXODWRUVHFWLRQVWKH
HOHFWURQV DUH VHSDUDWHG IURP WKH )(/ EHDP :KLOH WKH
ODVHU OLJKW LV JXLGHG WR WKH H[SHULPHQWDO VLWHV LQ WKH
H[SHULPHQWDO KDOO D GLSROH GHIOHFWV WKH HOHFWURQV
GRZQZDUGV DW DQ DQJOH RI  WR GLVSRVH RI WKHP LQWR D
GXPS VHH)LJ 


)LJXUHBeam dump section at FLASH II (schematic)
2ZLQJ WR WKH KLJK SRZHU WKH EHDP LV HDVLO\ DEOH WR
GDPDJH EHDP OLQH FRPSRQHQWV LQ WKH FDVH RI
PLVGLUHFWLRQZKLFKFRXOGLQWKHZRUVWFDVHFDXVHDWRWDO
EUHDNGRZQRIWKHOLQDF7KHUHIRUHDGHWHFWRULVUHTXLUHG
DW WKH GXPS WR HQDEOH FRQWURO RI WKH VKDSH DQG WKH
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SRVLWLRQ RI WKH EHDP 7KH GHWHFWRU ZLOO EH FRQWLQXRXVO\
PRQLWRUHGE\WKHDFFHOHUDWRUFRQWUROURRPWRLPPHGLDWHO\
GHWHFW DQ\ EHDP HOHFWUR-RSWLF IDLOXUHV 'XULQJ WKH
RSHUDWLRQ RI )/$6+ ,, WKH EHDP LV H[SHFWHG LQ WKH
PLGGOHRIWKHEHDPSLSH%HDPPLVGLUHFWLRQWRZDUGVWKH
SLSH ZDOO ZLOO ILUVW OHDG WR DQ DODUP VLJQDO DQG LI WKH
EHDP LV RXW RI WKH GHWHFWRU¶V YLVLEOH UDQJH )/$6+ ZLOO
EHVKXWGRZQLPPHGLDWHO\WRDYRLGSRWHQWLDOGDPDJH
'XH WR WKH LQDFFHVVLELOLW\ RI WKH EHDP SLSH WHUPLQXV
H[WHUQDO FRXSOLQJ LV QRW SHUPLWWHG LQ WKLV DUHD 7KH
GHWHFWRU PXVW DOVR EH DEOH WR RSHUDWH DQG VXUYLYH LQ D
KLJKO\UDGLRDFWLYH HQYLURQPHQW7KHUHIRUH D OXPLQHVFHQW
VFUHHQLVLQVWDOOHGDWWKH)/$6+,,GXPSDSHUWXUH%DVHG
RQ WKH UHVXOWV RI H[SHULPHQWV PDGH DW WKH 0DLQ]
0LFURWURQ0$0,LQZKHUHWKHOXPLQHVFHQFH\LHOG
RIGLIIHUHQWVFUHHQPDWHULDOVXQGHUHOHFWURQERPEDUGPHQW
ZDV VWXGLHG >@ DQ$O2&U &KURPR[  FHUDPLF ZLWK D
WKLFNQHVVRIPPLVXVHGDVVFUHHQPDWHULDO7KHVFUHHQ
KDVDGLDPHWHURIPPDQGWKHRSWLFDOV\VWHPKDVWR
EH DEOH WR GHWHFW WKH EHDP VSRW RYHU WKH HQWLUH VFUHHQ
VXUIDFH7KHUHTXLUHGUHVROYLQJFDSDFLW\LVOLQHSDLUV
SHUPLOOLPHWUH

237,&$/6<67(0
$V WKH EHDP GXPS LV FRYHUHG ZLWK PDVVLYH FRQFUHWH
EORFNV WR VKLHOG WKH UDGLDWLRQ WKH LQVWDOODWLRQ RI RSWLFDO
FRPSRQHQWV LV RQO\ SRVVLEOH DW GLDJQRVWLFV FKDPEHU
LQVWDOOHGDWDGLVWDQFHRIDSSUR[LPDWHO\PHWUHVIURPWKH
VFUHHQ7KHHQWLUHRSWLFDOV\VWHPFDQEHVHHQLQ)LJ
7KH HPLWWHG OLJKW LV ILUVW UHIOHFWHG E\ D YDFXXP PLUURU
WKURXJK D ZLQGRZ SHUSHQGLFXODU WR WKH HOHFWURQ EHDP
7KHOLJKWKDVWREHWUDQVPLWWHGWRD&&'FDPHUDRQHRI
WKH FRPSRQHQWV ZKLFK KDYH WR EH ZHOO SURWHFWHG IURP
UDGLDWLRQ7KHUHIRUHWKHFDPHUDLVSODFHGDERXWRQHDQGD
KDOI PHWHUV DZD\ IURP WKH EHDP OLQH VKLHOGHG E\ WKH
FRQFUHWH DW JURXQG OHYHO ,W LV IXUWKHUPRUH SXW LQWR D
FDPHUD ER[ ZKLFK FRQVLVWV RI UDGLDWLRQ VKLHOGLQJ
PDWHULDOV
)RU JXLGLQJ WKH OLJKW WR WKH FDPHUD WZR GLIIHUHQW
WHFKQLTXHV ZLOO EH DSSOLHG UHGXQGDQWO\ $ FRQYHQWLRQDO
OHQV-PLUURU-V\VWHP FRQVLVWLQJ RI WZR PLUURUV DQG IRXU
OHQVHVZLOOEHLQVWDOOHGQH[WWRDV\VWHPXVLQJUDGLDWLRQKDUG RSWLFDO ILEUHV 7KH VZLWFKLQJ EHWZHHQ WKH WZR
V\VWHPVZLOOEHSRVVLEOHZLWKLQDVKRUWSHULRGRIWLPH$V
FDQEHVHHQLQ)LJWKHORZHUOHQVHVDQGDOVRSDUWVRI
WKHILEUHRSWLFEXQGOHDUHDOVRSURWHFWHGDJDLQVW QHXWURQV
FRPLQJIURPWKHGXPS E\7HWUDERUR[LG-SODWHVZKLFKDUH
DWWDFKHG WR D IUDPH RI DOXPLQLXP SURILOHV $GGLWLRQDO
VKLHOGLQJ DJDLQVW HOHFWURPDJQHWLF UDGLDWLRQ FDQ EH
LQVWDOOHGLIQHFHVVDU\
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)LJXUH9DFXXPPLUURUPDGHRI*/,'&23

)LJXUH2SWLFDOV\VWHP '-&$'-PRGHO >@
7KH YDFXXP  PLUURU VHH )LJ   DW WKH GLDJQRVWLFV
FKDPEHU ZKLFK UHIOHFWV WKH HPLWWHG OLJKW WKURXJK WKH
YDFXXPZLQGRZLVDPDVVLYHPLUURUPDGHRI*/,'&23
$/D VLQWHUHG DOOR\FRQVLVWLQJRIFRSSHUDQGSDUWLFOHV
RIDOXPLQLXPR[LGH*/,'&23LVDEOHWRGHIOHFWWKHOLJKW
ZLWKWKHZDYHOHQJWKJHQHUDWHGDWWKHVFUHHQ)XUWKHUPRUH
LWFRPELQHVKLJKVWUHQJWKZLWKJRRGWKHUPDOFRQGXFWLYLW\
6LQFH WKH PLUURU H[WHQGV QR PRUH WKDQ  PP LQWR WKH
EHDPSLSHWKHULVNRIEHLQJKLWE\HOHFWURQVRIWKHEHDP
KDORLVUHGXFHG+RZHYHUDWKHUPDOVLPXODWLRQZDVPDGH
WR JHW D URXJK HVWLPDWH RI WKH UHVXOWLQJ PLUURU
WHPSHUDWXUHVLQFDVHRIHOHFWURQLQSXW>@7KLVVLPXODWLRQ
UHYHDOHG WKDW LI RQO\   RI WKH SRVVLEOH WKHUPDO EHDP
SRZHU  :  RI )/$6+ ,, FOLSSHG WKH SURWUXGLQJ
PLUURU LW ZRXOG UHDFK D WHPSHUDWXUH RI XS WR & ,Q
WKLVFDVH, the generated heat should be dissipated into the
environment as quickly as possible.Therefore, the mirror
is manufactured in one solid piece with a 70 mm diameter
round section, and it isVROGHUHGGLUHFWO\RQWRWKHYDFXXP
IODQJH *ROG IRLO LV XVHG DV EUD]LQJ VROGHU LQ RUGHU WR
DVVXUHEHVWSRVVLEOHFRQGXFWLRQ7KHUHIOHFWLQJVXUIDFHLV
ODSSHGSROLVKHGDQGPDQXIDFWXUHGDWDQDQJOHRIWR
WKH HOHFWURQ EHDP WR JXLGH WKH OLJKW WR WKH FHQWUH RI WKH
ILUVWFROOLPDWLQJOHQV
IORULDQSHUOLFN#GHV\GH
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The first optical system is a conventional one, using
mirrors and lenses to guide the light to the CCD camera.
Since this kind of optical system is commonly used, there
is a wide variety of suitable components. Disadvantages
can be seen in the specialized optics required to meet the
specifications, which increases the costs of such optical
systems.
The schematic design can be seen in Fig. 4. The
sensor size of the CCD camera is 5 mm (height) times 10
mm (width). Since the electron beam has to be detected
over the entire luminescence screen, the size of the object
to be imaged is 100 mm. Consequently, the reproduction
scale is 0.05. The lenses are biconvex collective lenses,
using different focal distances. Lenses made of
Borosilicate Crown glass with antireflective coating for
the visible range are suitable. To avoid the lenses being
GDPDJHG E\ UDGLDWLRQ WKH JODVV W\SH ³1-BK7-NH4
JUDGH´PDQXIDFWXUHGE\&9,0HOOHV*ULRWZLOOEHXVHG

Figure 4: Lens-mirror-arrangement (schematic).
To minimize aberrations and maximize the image quality,
the optical system was simulated with the help of the
program package ZEMAX [3]. Due to the long distances
between the mirrors and the camera, the use of four lenses
is preferable to get an adequate image quality. The first
lens is located in front of the vacuum window and relays
the light to the first mirror. It has a focal length of 325
mm. Since the light is then diverging again, the second
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and the third lens, both with a focal length of 500 mm,
relay the light again to the second mirror. Substitution of
the two lenses by one single lens proved insufficient due
to a significant loss of light intensity. The forth lens with
a focal length of 150 mm further scales down the image to
10 mm, which represents a reproduction scale of 0.1. To
reach the desired reproduction scale of 0.05, further
optimization is mandatory.
To get an estimate about the resolving capacity of the
optical system, a modulation transfer function diagram
(MTF) can be used. Figure 5 shows such a MTF-diagram
at the centre of the screen. The diagram displays the
resolution both in the sagittal and the tangential plane.
Ideally, in the screen centre the resolution in both planes
should be identical, but due to aberrations caused by the
mirrors the resolution in the tangential plane is inferior.
Therefore the resolution is determined in this plane. Here
the resolution, which is usually determined at 0.1, is about
3 line pairs per mm. Towards the screen margins the
resolution deteriorates and reaches only 2 line pairs per
mm.

Figure 5: Modulation transfer function (screen centre).
In addition to the theoretical estimate of the resolving
capacity, a practical verification was performed by
installing a test setup, using the same geometric
conditions as will later be found at FLASH. Since the test
was performed outside the vacuum, the GLIDCOP mirror
was substituted by a mirror dummy with similar
properties. The resolving capacity was defined with the
help of the USAF test target 1951 which was illuminated
from the backside by a constant light source. The image
as seen by the CCD is displayed in Fig. 6. Although this
test is quite subjective, it can be said that the observer is
able to distinguish between the lines at least in the
Element 6 of the group number -1, which represents a
resolving capacity of 0,89 line pairs per millimetre (see
table 1). This is only about one third of the theoretical
resolving capacity. However, this still meets the
requirements.
Table 1: Evaluation Table of the USAF 1951 Test Chart

Figure 6: Resolving capacity test with USAF test target.

Radiation ard optical fibre system
Light transport over rather long distances with a lensmirror arrangement requires considerable investment
concerning the amount of optical components as well as
their fine adjustment. When using flexible optical fibres
to transfer the beam image to the camera, the number of
optical components can be significantly reduced.
Furthermore fine adjustment is much less complex.
Despite this, there is still little knowledge about the use of
radiation hard fibres in accelerators and their long-term
radiation resistance.
As can be seen in Fig. 2., a zoom lens, located
approximately 50 mm from the vacuum window, captures
the detector image on the GLIDCOP mirror. The fibre
bundle is coupled directly to the zoom lens via an adapter.
At the far end of the bundle it is attached to the CCD
camera which is located inside the camera box. The fibre
bundle is fixed several times on the outer side of the rail
system.
The wound fibre optic bundles used for the beam dump
detector are delivered by the Schott AG. The bundles
available differ concerning image format size (2x2 up to
40x35 mm2) and length (standard lengths from 0.61 to 4.5
m). The single fibres, with a 60 micron diameter, are
combined in arrays of 6x6 (see Fig. 7). A transmission
of 40 % is guaranteed by the manufacturer. For the beam
dump detector a 2.7 m long bundle with a format size of
4x4 mm is utilized.

Figure 7: Optical fibre bundle (enlarged detail).
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As for the lens-mirror-system, the resolving capacity for
the fibre optic bundle was practically performed by using
the USAF test target (see Fig. 8). This test revealed that
the resolving capacity is about 1 line pair/mm, which is
even better then with the lens-mirror-system.

Figure 9: Optical deterioration test setup (schematic).

Figure 8: Resolving capacity test (optical fibre bundle).
Unlike information about the optical properties, detailed
information about the radiation hardness of the fibre optic
bundles is not available. Therefore a test setup is planned
to investigate the deterioration of the optical qualities
under irradiation. Therefore a second fibre optic bundle
with a length of 600 mm will be installed at FLASH at a
radioactive hot spot for several weeks. The fibre bundle
will be placed directly onto one of the Bunch
Compressors, where a radiation dose of several Grays is
expected during accelerator operation.
A scheme of the experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 9
An LED, mounted in a small enclosure and triggered
by a pulse generator, serves as light source. Two single
optical fibres diverge from the enclosure. The first is
attached directly to a photomultiplier and serves as
reference. The other one continues to the fibre bundle
which is connected to the second photo multiplier with
another single optical fibre. Both photomultiplier signals
are amplified and conducted to an oscilloscope which is
located outside the accelerator. The signal information is
saved to a PC in steady time intervals.
Since the optical components and the single optical fibres
are protected against radiation by a lead shielding, it is
assumed that radiation will exclusively lead to a
deterioration of the fibre bundle. The initial measurement
will be executed without the influence of radiation. These
first measuring results will be taken as standard values.
After the irradiation the measured results will be
compared to the standard values to get the rate of
deterioration.

Beam Profile Monitors
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6800$5<$1'287/22.
The development of an electron detector at the FLASH
II beam dump requires special efforts concerning the
optical system and means of radiation protection. Two
different optical systems will be installed: a conventional
lens-mirror-system and an optical system using a
radiation hard fibre optic bundle. Initial tests showed that
the desired resolving capacity of 0,5 line pairs per
millimetre can be achieved with both optical systems.
Eventually, an irradiation test will soon be performed at a
³UDGLRDFWLYHKRWVSRW´DW)/$6+ to get an estimate of the
radiation impact on the optical qualities of the fibre
bundle.
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A FAST SWITCHING MIRROR UNIT AT FLASH
J. Good, N. Leuschner, A.S. Ontoso, F. Perlick, M. Sachwitz, L.V. Vu
DESY Zeuthen site, 15738 Zeuthen, Germany
H. Schulte-Schrepping, DESY Hamburg site, 22607 Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
At the Free Electron Laser Hamburg the laser beam is
diverted towards 5 different test sites by massive silicon
mirrors, which are mounted into vacuum vessels. One of
these vessels can be operated in permanent switching
mode. The target switching frequency is 5 Hz. The initial
design of this particular vessel with a steel body permitted
a switching at 2,5 Hz at the demanded precision. By
substituting the steel body with one made of titanium and
with further mass reduction, the frequency could be
increased up to 5 Hz. Initial measurements revealed that
the demanded accuracy could roughly be met, but strong
vibrations necessitate further optimization of the test site.
By moving the mirror inside the vacuum by piezo motors,
the translator inertia can be reduced significantly, but the
heat generation of these motors proved problematic.
Measurements revealed that under vacuum conditions
parts of the motors reach temperatures up to 105°C, so the
development of suitable cooling provisions is mandatory.
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INTRODUCTION
The Free Electron Laser Hamburg (FLASH) is a linear
accelerator producing brilliant laser light from four to
sixty nanometre wavelengths, providing unique
experimental opportunities to investigate the atomic
structure and the properties of materials, nanoparticles,
viruses and cells. In the experimental hall, the laser beam
can be directed towards five different test sites by massive
silicon mirrors which are mounted into vacuum vessels.
The movement of the vessels is carried out perpendicular
to the beam by linear drives; the mirror itself is mounted
into a vessel with an angle of three degrees to the
incoming beam. With the vessel moved out of the beam
the laser goes through it into the beam line straight ahead
without being deflected, with the vessel moved into the
beam it is deflected into the diverging beam line.
One of these vessels can be operated in permanent
switching mode, allowing a simultaneous use of the laser
beam at two different test facilities. Since the laser beam
at FLASH is pulsed with a frequency of 10 Hz, the
motion has to be synchronized to the beam pulses (trains).
The ideal switching frequency would be 5 Hz, with one
train passing through and one being deflected
respectively. The motion is processed according to a
reference curve (see figure 1) which guarantees minimal
stress for the mirror. Nonetheless, when the rest state
begins, the mirror always shows a certain horizontal angle
distortion and a position misalignment. The limit of the
angle distortion is 1 arc second, while the position
misalignment must not exceed few micrometres. The
limits for these errors must be maintained repeatedly,
which in practice limits the switching frequency.
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Figure 1: Ideal motion scheme of the mirror at 5 Hz.

INITIAL DESIGN
Motion Concept
As can be seen in figure 2, the vacuum vessel consists of
a round tube with DN 250 flanges on each side. The
mirror is mounted in the middle of the vessel onto a
fastening plate, which is attached to the chamber flanges.
In case of heat input into the mirror by the FEL beam, a
cooling plate on top is supposed to ensure a fast heat
transport from the mirror towards the cooling pipe and out
of the vessel. The vertical fastening of the cooling plate
and the mirror is assured by screws. Additionally, on the
back side of the mirror, there are two taper keys pushing
the mirror towards elevations in the fastening plate.

Figure 2: Initial vessel design (3D-CAD-model). [1]
The overall mass of the original steel assembly is more
than 60 kg, which limits the maximum switching
frequency to 2,5 Hz. Measurements revealed that the
horizontal angular distortion as well as the positional
misalignment met the requirements (see figures 3 and 4)
[2].
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synchronize the timing of the motion of the chamber with
the measurements of a Newport Conex autocollimator.
The chamber was then driven at 5Hz and the angular
deflection measured at 200 ms intervals synchronized
with the roller-switch. 46 measurements were taken,
seemingly showing a distribution within the required 1
arcsecond deflection requirement (see figure 5).

Figure 3: Horizontal angular distortion (f = 1 Hz).

Figure 4: Positional misalignment (f = 1 Hz).

Implemented and Proposed Improvements
In order to increase the possible switching frequency,
the translatory inertia had to be reduced significantly.
This goal could be achieved by substituting the
construction material of the vacuum vessel. A suitable
material was found in titanium, a metal which is
applicable for the use under vacuum conditions, whose
mass is only half the one of steel and which offers a
sufficient stiffness. Nonetheless, first tests with a vessel
made of pure titanium (titanium grade 2) were not
successful. After being mounted 3 times, the sealing edge
of the flanges became unsuitable, showing deep striations
and mechanical flattening. As a result, for the second test,
the vessel was made of a titanium alloy (titanium grade 5
or TiAl6V4) which turned out satisfactory. The sealing
edge endured a 20-fold reutilization without showing any
damage.
By using titanium as vessel material, the mass of the
assembly could be reduced to about 42 kg. Further mass
reduction (ca. 5 kg) could be achieved by redesigning the
aluminium adapter plate between the motor and the
vessel. These provisions made it possible to enhance the
maximum switching frequency to the desired 5 Hz. For
the accuracy measurements, however, a roller-switch had
to be installed in the travel path of the chamber, and the
activation of which was correlated against the trigger
impulse of the driving PLC. The switch was then used to

Beam Profile Monitors

As the autocollimator was not completely insulated
from the significant vibrations resulting from the
movement of the chamber, nor protected against errors
resulting from air currents, and the low sample count, one
can only give a tentative conclusion that the angular
accuracy of the chamber may be acceptably within the 1
arcsecond tolerance requirement. Further tests are needed,
and a greater sample population to give a proper statistical
estimate of the accuracy of the chamber.

MIRROR MOTION WITH PIEZO
MOTORS UNDER UHV-CONDITIONS
The mirror motion executed from outside the vacuum
always requires components to compensate the motion,
i.e. bellows. These bellows have a limited lifetime; the
ones used guarantee 10 million cycles. Under a constant
switching frequency of 5 Hz this would necessitate their
replacement approximately every 23 days. With the
operation of the drive components inside the vacuum
vessel the bellows remain stationary. Furthermore the
masses can be reduced significantly, the assembly
becomes more compact. At the time of conception the
availability of motors suitable for UHV conditions was in
question, so the motion concept shown in figure 6 was
developed. The mirror is moved by four piezo motors.
These motors are attached to a stationary base plate which
is mounted into the vessel. Linear bearings assure the
motion perpendicular to the laser beam and two encoders
continuously measure the position and a possible tilt of
the mirror. The mass of the moved parts is approximately
10 kg.
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Figure 5: Angular deflection at 5 Hz.
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Temperature Tests

Figure 6: Motor test site with 4 piezo motors. [1]
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The installed motors are the most powerful ones of the
piezo motors series from the supplier Nanomotion (see
figure 7). The Nanomotion HR8 motor has 8 finger tips.
Through combining 2 oscillations with similar
frequencies, these fingers generate elliptical movements.
As the tips are pushed against ceramic driving strips, the
slide performs a translational movement along the strips.
Due to the small oscillation amplitudes the precision of
the motor is below 100 nm.

To achieve a high switching frequency, it was
necessary to make the motors operate out of the
specifications given by the supplier, risking motor failures
or even breakdowns due to overheating. Consequently,
studies investigating the temperature development of
these piezo motors under air as well as under vacuum
conditions (10-4 mbar) were performed.
Although the maximum motor temperature under
continuous motion is not given by the supplier, the bake
out temperature is specified to be 140°C and is therefore
considered the maximum temperature. At the beginning
of the investigation, the “hot spots” of the motor under
continuous motion on air were identified with the help of
a thermal camera (see figure 9). For further investigation,
a total of 6 thermal sensors (PT 100) were placed in these
spots (figure 9). For the initial measurements the covering
plate was left unattached. Motion was carried out with a
maximum speed of 100 mm/s over a period of 15
minutes, while the stroke was defined 30 mm.

Figure 7: Piezo motor Nanomotion HR8. [3]
The maximum velocity the motor is able to achieve
depends on the mass of the sliding carriage. Figure 8
shows a force vs. velocity diagram given by the supplier.
In the test setup shown in figure 6 each motor has to
move about 25 N, so the motion has to be executed in
accordance to line h. Since adequate motor cooling has to
be ensured (a total of 2 Watts has to be transported from
each motor), under vacuum conditions the supplier
permits a motion phase of only 40s, followed by a 400s
cool-down phase. Furthermore the speed is limited to
about 50 mm/s, which is far too slow for a mirror motion
at the desired frequencies.

Figure 8: Force vs. velocity diagram of HR8 motor. [3]
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Figure 9: Thermal image of one of the piezo motors with
PT100 sensor positions. [4]
The growth of the sensor temperatures in air can be seen
in figure 10. The plot shows a tendency of each sensor to
reach a stable temperature plateau after a short period of
time. The sensor at the hottest spot reaches approximately
65°C, a value which is less than half of the defined
maximum, so continuous motion can be assured.

Figure 10: Sensor temperatures over time on air.
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When measuring the sensor temperatures with the motors
running under vacuum conditions (10-4 mbar), a 25%
increase in temperature of the surface sensors can be
noticed (see figure 11). The maximum temperature is
measured by sensor 3 with 85°C. The lateral sensors were
affected even more by vacuum conditions and their
temperature raised by 30% due to the lack of convection.
The plot also shows that after 15 minutes the temperatures
of all sensors are still rising, a stable plateau is not yet
reached. This fact suggests performing additional
measurements with continuous motion longer than 15
minutes.

WEPF06

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
By using the present linear drive a motion from outside
the vacuum vessel at a switching frequency of 5 Hz can
be assured at the demanded precision. Problems occur as
due to the high frequency strong vibrations affect the
accuracy. Furthermore, vacuum bellows are inevitable,
which therefore necessitate a frequent replacement due to
their limited lifetime. By executing the motion of the
mirror exclusively inside the vacuum vessel by piezo
motors, masses can be reduced significantly and the
frequent replacement of the bellows can be avoided. As
the cooling of these piezo motors poses the biggest
problem, temperature measurements were performed both
in air and under vacuum conditions. It could be shown
that during the measurements the motors reached
temperatures up to 105°C. This issue is currently being
addressed, and a possible solution has been determined,
as can be seen in figure 13. It is planned to develop a new
temperature test setup, which will feature a new piezo
motor housing as well as provisions for water cooling.

In the final measurements the impact of the covering plate
on the sensor temperatures was studied. The period of
measurement in this case was 50 minutes, in the interest
of studying the cooling curve as well. It can be deduced
from the figure 12 that heat reflection due to the mounted
covering plate seems to play a major role. This can be
seen in the increase of more than 20°C in the temperature
of the hottest sensor, which now reaches 105°C.
Nonetheless, continuous motion was still possible. The
irregularities in the S1 sensor were caused by a bad
contact with the motor’s surface induced by the vibrations
during the movement. Concerning the cooling, it can be
described as a quite pronounced exponential.

Figure 13: Proposed temperature test setup. [1]
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Figure 12: Sensor temperatures under vacuum conditions
with mounted covering plate.
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Figure 11: Sensor temperatures under vacuum conditions.
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Abstract

MedAustron is a synchrotron based ion beam therapy
center located in Wiener Neustadt/Austria. The
MedAustron accelerator design is based on CERN’s
Proton-Ion Medical Machine Study (PIMMS) [1] and is
currently in the accelerator installation and beam
commissioning phase. One of the basic measurements for
commissioning of an accelerator is also beam profile
measurement.
The beam at the end of the Low Energy Beam
Transport (LEBT) line and in the Medium Energy Beam
Transport (MEBT) line (after the fast deflector) is pulsed.
Due to pulsed beam the Wire Scanner Monitor (WSX)
cannot be used. To measure a beam profile at these
locations a new monitor has been developed – Profile
Grid Monitor (PGX). The PGX is also known as harp grid
monitor and it contains 64 wires positioned vertically and
64 wires horizontally for measuring the beam profile in
both transverse planes. The PGX acquires the current of
all 128 wires simultaneously, converts it to voltage,
digitizes the values and processes the converted data. The
last part of the PGX is a graphical interface for control of
the PGX and the display of the beam profile.

The PGX is divided into three parts (Fig. 1):
 Mechanics
 Electronics
 Control
Electronics
Mechanics

Front End
Electronics

Back End
Electronics

Control

Figure 1: PGX readout block diagram.

MECHANICS
The mechanics (Fig. 2) moves the harp grid in and out
of the beam trajectory. The single wires of the harp are
charged up when hit by the beam. The resulting charge is
then brought to the electronics via four ultra-high vacuum
compatible signal feed-throughs.

INTRODUCTION
Precise knowledge of all beam properties such as
position, profile and emittance is crucial for the
commissioning of the accelerator and later on for quality
assurance checks. Within MedAustron [2] the workpackage “Beam Diagnostics“ is responsible for providing
all the required beam monitors [3].
Among all the beam parameters, the measurement of
the beam profile is of paramount importance. As the beam
at the end of the LEBT line and in the MEBT line is
pulsed, the standard MedAustron wire scanner, which is
designed for measuring the profile of a continuous beam,
cannot be used. In order to obtain the beam profile of one
single beam-pulse in both planes simultaneously, a new
Profile Grid Monitor (PGX) was developed. At
MedAustron the beam pulse length can vary between
20 µs and 100 µs (for testing purposes up to 500 μs) with
energy between 8 keV/u at the end of the LEBT line and
7 MeV/u in the MEBT line. A beam center measurement
precision of less than 100 μm is required. Because this
paper deals mainly with measuring of the beam profile
with the PGX, its moving mechanism will be mentioned
only briefly.
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Figure 2: PGX mechanics.
As the PGX is used at two different machine sections
two versions of ceramic frames (two different apertures)
were developed. For the LEBT line a ceramic frame with
64 wires with a pitch of 1.7 mm to cover transversally
108.4 mm (PGX-A frame; left in Fig. 3) and for the
MEBT line a frame with 64 wires and a pitch of 1 mm to
cover the beam transfer size up to 64 mm (PGX-B frame;
right in Fig. 3). For each aperture size vertical and
horizontal frame is needed. The wires used for acquiring
the charge are gold plated tungsten wires with a diameter
of 100 µm.

Beam Profile Monitors
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ELECTRONICS

Figure 3: Horizontal PGX ceramic frame types; A type on
the right and B type on the left side.
The routing on the ceramic frame is done with silver
traces which also serve as pads for soldering of the
tungsten wires. In order to achieve the required precise
position of the soldering a special holding system was
developed (see Fig. 4) for soldering the wires parallel to
each other within 100 µm over 106 mm and fixed in
position within 50 µm. Four different wire holding
systems were developed for the four different ceramic
frames.

The electronics of the PGX is responsible for
converting the charge captured by the wires into voltage
and amplification. The charge of all 128 wires has to be
acquired simultaneously as the beam is pulsed. The beam
profile can be acquired every 100 ms.
The electronics chain is divided into two parts:
 Front End Electronics (FEE) which is located next to
the accelerator
 Back End Electronics (BEE) is located in the Data
Center Room (DCR)
Front End Electronics

{

16
Blocks

Power Supply

{

8 Harp
wires

Digital signal receiver
Gain setting

Gain setting

Controll

Integrator

PGA

S/H

Integrator

PGA

S/H

Integrator

PGA

S/H

Address

Address

BEE

MUX
8ch
MUX
8ch

MUX
8ch

BEE

BEE

Figure 4: Holding system for soldering the wires on the
PGX-A ceramic frame.
For soldering of the capton insulated copper wires
which transfer the charge from the harp to the
vacuum-side connectors of the through-hole technology is
used. Ceramic wire holders are used to decrease the
mechanical stress on the solder joints and thereby
increase the lifetime of the PGX.
The pneumatic motion system moves the harp in and
out of the beam trajectory. The motion system is
connected to the interlock system to guarantee that the
PGX is outside of the beam during the patient treatment.
This system also checks for irregularities in air pressure,
monitors the position and reports the overall status to the
control system.

Beam Profile Monitors

In the FEE (see Fig. 5) the first stage integrates the
beam charge with an integrator that also converts the
acquired charge into voltage. The integrator integrates
during the “flat top” of the beam pulse. The integration
time can vary between 30 µs and 500 µs. The integrator
(integrated circuit) has a switch in the feedback loop for
selecting desired capacitor value for integration. The
capacitor value is one of the gain factors in the whole
PGX chain.
The second stage is mainly responsible for the
amplification by a programmable gain amplifier (PGA)
where the input voltage can be amplified by factor 1, 2, 4
or 8.
The last stage of the FEE is a sample and hold circuit
(S/H) and a two stage multiplexer. The S/H holds the
voltage values while the multiplexer switches between
different channels (128 wires) and the DAQ converts
them.
For beam pulses longer than 100 µs two consecutive
measurements on each channel are performed to
compensate the error that occurs due to charge injection
introduced by the switches in the integrated circuit.
Oversampling with at least factor of 10 lowers the noise
levels. The first measurement is called “zero
measurement” and is done before the beam pulse, and
serves as the reference measurement. The second
measurement is the actual measurement, called “current
measurement” where the charge from the beam is
acquired only during the flat top of the beam pulse. The
zero measurement readout of all 128 channels is done
while the integration of the flat top is performed. For
beam pulses shorter than 100 µs the zero measurement
cannot be performed. The minimum beam pulse length to
perform the zero measurement could be lowered with
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the Front End Electronics.
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faster S/H circuit, multiplexors and lower number of
samples. However this is not needed as with beam pulses
shorter than 100 µs only crude profile measurements are
performed.
The BEE (see Fig. 6) is responsible for conditioning the
digital and analog signals that come from and are sent to
the controller card. A manual check of the readout (e.g.
using an oscilloscope) is possible via SMA connectors on
the BEE. The actual signals for the manual readout are
provided by the controller card therefore the BEE
provides only the interface. One BEE is designed to
support 4 FEEs.
Back End Electronics

{

4
Front End
Electronics

Power Supply
Digital control

PXI

Filter, Receiver, Driver

PXI

Manual Readout

Oscilloscope
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the Back End Electronics.
The PGX needs individual calibration of all 128
channels. From the tests it was evident that the two
biggest errors are offset and capacitance value in the
integrator’s feedback loop. It was concluded that the
errors are reproducible so they can be mostly
compensated.

formula theoretically states that infinite gain options are
possible as time is one of the parameters. In the case of
MedAustron 4 gain factors were chosen to cover the
whole beam current range (Table 1).

-I 

Vin  C int
APGA  Tint

(1)

Table 1: PGX Gain Settings
Gain
setting

Integration
time (s)

Max wire
current (A)

1

450 µ

20 n

2

190 µ

1µ

3

170 µ

13 µ

4

30 µ

200 µ

The front end controller is also responsible for the
compensation of the errors. The measured values of each
channel are compensated with the calibration factors
obtained during the calibration.

MEASUREMENTS AND FIRST RESULTS
An example of one wire measurement for prototype
testing can be seen in Fig. 7. In this example the S/H
circuit is disabled as only one channel was measured.

CONTROL
Control of the electronics is done in real time with a
National Instruments R-series PXI FPGA card installed in
the PXI crate and is programed using LabView. The
FPGA on the card is a Xilinx Virtex 5 with a 40 MHz
clock. The card also contains differential input DAQ
which acquires and converts analog voltage values.
The FPGA card was selected to control the high speed
digital signals (address bus of the multiplexors, integrator
switches and S/H circuit) with the time resolution of
25 ns. The control of these signals is synchronised with
the main timing system of the accelerator. The integration
of the beam current is initiated only 1 µs after the beam
pulse rise time and has to stop before the end of the
bunch. The length of the beam pulse has to be predefined
depending on the beam current to not saturate the
integrator. The low speed digital signals (PGA
amplification, selection of the integrator’s capacitor) are
also controlled with the mentioned card.
The calculation of the current is described in equation
(1) where Vin represents the input voltage to the DAQ,
Cint is the integrator’s capacitance, APGA is the PGA’s
amplification factor and Tint is the integration time. The
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Figure 7: Sequence representation of measuring a
channel.
“Preparation for new sample” is the first stage in a
measurement where the integrator and its capacitors are
discharged. The second stage consists of “pre-integration”
and “charge transfer” where in parallel the “zero
measurement” is done; charge injection value is acquired
by S/H and sent via multiplexor to the DAQ. In the third
stage the charge acquired by the PGX harp is transferred
to the integrator’s feedback capacitor and the integration
continues. At the end the “current measurement” is done.
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After the calibration the differences between the
channels measured in the laboratory were below 1%
which fulfils the requirements for the profile
measurement.
The commissioning of the injector at the MedAustron
Injector Test Stand (ITS) at CERN was done with the
prototype PGX. One of the measurements with the
prototype system can be seen Fig. 8.

WEPF07

As it can be seen not all channels were working at the
time. For the horizontal profile one of the cards had a
problem with the power supply and the jumps that can be
seen in the profile are due to broken connections of the
silver deposition on the ceramic frames. As an
improvement, the control software has been modified so
that a channel can be disabled and current can be
interpolated for beam center calculation in case a wire of
the harp breaks or an analog channel malfunctions.

CONCLUSION
The PGX monitor meets the requirements and is ready
for beam commissioning of the MedAustron injector.
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Figure 8: Beam profile measurement with the PGX
prototype.
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PROFILE AND EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS AT THE CERN LINAC-4
3 MEV TEST STAND
)=RFFD(%UDYLQ0'XUDIIRXUJ*-)RFNHU'*HUDUG85DLFK)5RQFDUROR
&(51*HQHYD6witzerland
$EVWUDFW

$QHZ0H9+-/LQDFQDPHG/LQDF-ZLOOEHEXLOW
DW&(51WRUHSODFHWKHROG0H9SURWRQ/LQDF7KHLRQ
VRXUFH WKH  0H9 5DGLR )UHTXHQF\ 4XDGUXSROH 5)4 
DQG WKH 0HGLXP (QHUJ\ %HDP 7UDQVSRUW 0(%7  OLQH
KRVWLQJ D FKRSSHU KDYH EHHQ FRPPLVVLRQHG LQ D
GHGLFDWHG WHVW VWDQG :LUH JULGV DQG ZLUH VFDQQHUV ZHUH
XVHGWRPHDVXUHWKHWUDQVYHUVHEHDPSURILOHDQGDVOLWJULG
HPLWWDQFH PHWHU ZDV LQVWDOOHG RQ D WHPSRUDU\ WHVW EHQFK
SOXJJHG DW WKH 5)4 DQG 0(%7 H[LW LQ GLIIHUHQW VWDJHV
7KH HPLWWDQFH PHWHU VOLW ZDV DOVR XVHG DV D VFDQQLQJ
VFUDSHU DEOH WR UHFRQVWUXFW WKH WUDQVYHUVH SURILOH E\
PHDVXULQJ WKH WUDQVPLVVLRQ ZLWK D GRZQVWUHDP FXUUHQW
WUDQVIRUPHU 2Q WKH VDPH PHDVXUHPHQW EHQFK D
VSHFWURPHWHU LQ FRQMXQFWLRQ ZLWK D ZLUH JULG DOORZHG
PHDVXULQJ WKH HQHUJ\ VSUHDG RI WKH SDUWLFOHV 7KLV SDSHU
VXPPDUL]HV WKH PHDVXUHPHQW UHVXOWV WKDW DOORZHG
FKDUDFWHUL]LQJWKH0H9EHDPDQGGLVFXVVHVWKHSUHVHQW
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIPRQLWRUSHUIRUPDQFH
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,1752'8&7,21
$V SDUW RI WKH &(51 /+& LQMHFWRU FKDLQ XSJUDGH
/,1$&>@ ZLOODFFHOHUDWH +-LRQV IURPNH9WR
0H9 7KH OLQDF  OD\RXW LV VKRZQ LQ )LJ  7KH  LRQ
VRXUFH WKH  0H9 5)4 DQG WKH 0(%7 OLQH KRVWLQJ D
FKRSSHU KDYH EHHQ FRPPLVVLRQHG LQ D GHGLFDWHG WHVW
VWDQG >@ 'LDJQRVWLF GHYLFHV DUH LQVWDOOHG ERWK LQ WKH
0(%7 OLQH DQG LQ D PRYDEOH WHPSRUDU\ GLDJQRVWLFV WHVW
EHQFKZKLFKKDVEHHQSOXJJHGDWWKH5)4DQG0(%7H[LW
LQGLIIHUHQWVWDJHVDQG ZKLFK ZLOOEHUHPRYHGRXWRIWKH
PDFKLQH RQFH WKH EHDP FRPPLVVLRQLQJ KDV EHHQ
WHUPLQDWHG >@ 7KH 0(%7 OLQH RU ³FKRSSHU OLQH´ KRVWV
WZR %HDP &XUUHQW 7UDQVIRUPHUV %&7  DQG WZR :LUH
6FDQQHUV :6 ZKLFKZLOOEHSHUPDQHQWO\LQVWDOOHGLQWKH
PDFKLQH 7KH PRYDEOH WHVW EHQFK FRQWDLQV WZR %&7V
WKUHH %HDP 3RVLWLRQ 0RQLWRUV %30V  D %XQFK 6KDSH
0RQLWRU %60  D +DOR 0RQLWRU DQ (PLWWDQFH 0HWHU
(0  FRQVLVWLQJ RI D VOLW DQG JULG V\VWHP DQG D
6SHFWURPHWHU OLQH 7KH OD\RXW RI WKH 0H9 GLDJQRVWLF
EHQFKLVVKRZQLQ)LJ7KLVSDSHULVIRFXVHGRQWKH
LQVWUXPHQWDWLRQ IRU WUDQVYHUVH SURILOH DQG HPLWWDQFH
PHDVXUHPHQWVDQGGHVFULEHVWKHSUHVHQWXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI
WKH LQVWUXPHQWDWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH 7KH PHDVXUHPHQWV
UHSRUWHG UHIHU WR WKH ILUVW FRPPLVVLRQLQJ SHULRG RI WKH 

Figure 1: LINAC4 schematic layout.
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0H9 OLQH ZKLFK WRRN SODFH LQ D GHGLFDWHG WHVW VWDQG$
VHFRQGORQJHUFRPPLVVLRQLQJSHULRGLVIRUHVHHQDIWHUWKH
SHUPDQHQWLQVWDOODWLRQLQWKH/LQDFWXQQHO

:,5(6&$11(56,17+(0(%7/,1(
7KH ZLUHVFDQQHUV LQVWDOOHGLQWKHFKRSSHUOLQHFRQVLVW
RI WZR  P FDUERQ ZLUHV RQH KRUL]RQWDO DQG RQH
YHUWLFDO PRXQWHG RQ WKH VDPH IRUN VXSSRUW ZKLFK VFDQV
WKH EHDP XQGHU  GHJUHHV %RWK WKH KRUL]RQWDO DQG WKH
YHUWLFDO SURILOH FDQ WKHQ EH PHDVXUHG DW WKH VDPH WLPH
7KHZLUHVLJQDOLVDPSOLILHGDQGVDPSOHGE\DQ$'&ZLWK
N+]VDPSOLQJIUHTXHQF\VRWKDWWKHEHDPSURILOHFDQ
EHUHFRQVWUXFWHGZLWKDWLPHUHVROXWLRQRIVZLWKLQWKH
EHDPSXOVH,QWKHFDVHRIDQ+-EHDPWKHZLUHVLJQDOLV
JLYHQ E\ WKH EDODQFH EHWZHHQ VHFRQGDU\ HPLVVLRQ DQG
QXPEHU RI FKDUJHV VWRSSHG LQ WKH ZLUH ZKLFK LWVHOI
GHSHQGVRQWKH ZLUH PDWHULDODQGGLDPHWHUDQGWKHEHDP
HQHUJ\ >@ $W WKH  0H9 HQHUJ\ RI WKH /LQDF 0(%7
OLQHZLWKDFDUERQZLUHGLDPHWHURIPPWKHRXWHUPRVW
HOHFWURQV RI WKH +- LRQV DUH VWULSSHG LQ WKH ILUVW
QDQRPHWUHV RI PDWHULDO ZLWK D IUDFWLRQ RI WKHP FROOHFWHG
E\WKHZLUHZKLOHWKHUHPDLQLQJSURWRQVDUHQRWVWRSSHG
LQ WKH ZLUH 7KH +- LRQ HQWHULQJ WKH ZLUH WKH SURWRQ
H[LWLQJ WKH ZLUH DQG WKH VWULSSHG HOHFWURQV WKDW DUH
VFDWWHUHG DZD\ IURP WKH ZLUH DOVR JHQHUDWH VHFRQGDU\
HPLVVLRQ7KHUHVXOWLQJVLJQDODWWKLVHQHUJ\LVWKHUHIRUHD
EDODQFH EHWZHHQ WKH VWULSSHG HOHFWURQV FROOHFWHG LQ WKH
ZLUHDQGWKHVHFRQGDU\HPLVVLRQ)RUWKHZLUHVFDQQHUVLQ
WKH FKRSSHU OLQH WKH PHDVXUHG VLJQDO ZDV QHJDWLYH
PHDQLQJWKDWWKHGHSRVLWHGHOHFWURQVZHUHGRPLQDQWRYHU
VHFRQGDU\HPLVVLRQ
7KH ZLUH VFDQQHUV ZHUH H[WHQVLYHO\ XVHG QRW RQO\ IRU
EHDPSURILOHPHDVXUHPHQWVDQGHPLWWDQFHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
EXW DOVR WR PHDVXUH WKH EHDP GLVSODFHPHQW ZKHQ WKH
FKRSSHU ZDV VZLWFKHG RQ 7KH WLPH UHVROXWLRQ RI PV
ZLWKLQ WKH  PV EHDP SXOVH DOORZHG REVHUYLQJ WKH
SURILOHVRIERWKFKRSSHGDQGXQFKRSSHGEHDP ,Q)LJ
WKHEHDPYHUWLFDOSURILOHVDFTXLUHGDORQJWKHEHDPSXOVH
LQWLPHVWHSVRIPVDUHVKRZQ LQWKHFDVHRIDFKRSSHG

EMITTANCE
METER SLIT

BENDING
MAGNET

EMITTANCE METER WIRE GRIDS
SPECTROMETER GRID

Figure 2: The 3MeV movable diagnostic test bench.
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Figure 3: Vertical transverse profiles of the chopped beam
acquired with the wire scanner in the MEBT line in time
steps of 4Ps during the 250 Ps beam pulse.

Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 4: Wire scanner signals for different wire
positions, acquired in the beam waist condition, with a
pulse length of 250 Ps (top) and 150 Ps (bottom).

Figure 5: Simulated temperature profile along the wire in
the beam waist condition.

Figure 6: Simulated time evolution of the wire peak
temperature after ten consecutive pulses in the beam waist
condition.
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EHDP ZLWK WLPH JRLQJ IURP ERWWRP WR WRS 7KH
GLVSODFHPHQW LQ WKH YHUWLFDO SODQH GXH WR WKH FKRSSHU
VZLWFKLQJ-RQDWWKHHQGRIWKHSXOVHFDQEHFOHDUO\VHHQ
2QHRIWKHH[SHFWHGSUREOHPVZDVWKHZLUHKHDWLQJDQG
H[WHQVLYH PRGHO FDOFXODWLRQV KDYH WKHUHIRUH EHHQ
SHUIRUPHG >@ ,Q RUGHU WR PHDVXUH WKH EHDP HPLWWDQFH
XVLQJDTXDGUXSROHVFDQDKRUL]RQWDOZDLVWFRQGLWLRQZDV
FUHDWHG ZLWK D EHDP VL]H RI ı[  PP DQG ı\  PP
7KHEHDPSXOVHOHQJWKZDVVZKLFKFRUUHVSRQGVWR
WKH5)SXOVHOHQJWKRIWKH5)47KHUHSHWLWLRQUDWHZDV
+]DQGWKHDYHUDJHSXOVHFXUUHQWZDVDERXWP$,QWKH
XSSHUSORWRI)LJ. WKHZLUHVLJQDOVKDSHLVVKRZQIRU
GLIIHUHQW ZLUH SRVLWLRQV ZKLOH VFDQQLQJ WKH EHDP :KLOH
WKHZLUHLVLQWKHEHDPKDORWKHVLJQDOLVQHJDWLYHDQGWKH
VKDSHLVWKHH[SHFWHGRQH:KHQWKHZLUHLVDSSURDFKLQJ
WKH EHDP FHQWHU WKH VLJQDO VKDSH VWDUWV EHLQJ GHIRUPHG
DQGLQ WKHEHDPFHQWUHLWWXUQV IURP QHJDWLYHWRSRVLWLYH
ZLWK YHU\ ODUJH DPSOLWXGH DIWHU DSSUR[LPDWHO\ -
V 7KLV EHKDYLRU FDQ EH H[SODLQHG DV GXH WR WKHUPLRQLF
HPLVVLRQ >@ 7KHUPDO VLPXODWLRQV KDYH EHHQ SHUIRUPHG
DQG VKRZ WKDW WKH ZLUH ORFDOO\ UHDFKHV WHPSHUDWXUHV
ZKLFKDUH ZHOODERYHWKH WKUHVKROGIRUZKLFKWKHUPLRQLF
HPLVVLRQEHFRPHVVLJQLILFDQW,Q)LJ. WKH WHPSHUDWXUH 
SURILOH DORQJ WKH ZLUH LV VLPXODWHG IRU WKH GHVFULEHG
FRQGLWLRQ  ZKLOH LQ )LJ.   WKH WLPH HYROXWLRQ RI WKH
PD[LPXP WHPSHUDWXUH UHDFKHG LQ WKH ZLUH FHQWUH LV
VKRZQIRUWHQFRQVHFXWLYHEHDPSXOVHV,QWKHVLPXODWLRQ
PRGHO WKH ZLUH KHDWLQJ SURFHVV LV GXH WR WKH HQHUJ\
GHSRVLWHG E\ WKH EHDP SDUWLFOHV ZKLOH WKH ZLUH FRROLQJ
SURFHVV LV GXH WR HPLWWHG UDGLDWLRQ WKHUPDO FRQGXFWLRQ
DORQJ WKH ZLUH DQG WKHUPLRQLF HPLVVLRQ )LJXUH  VKRZV
WKDW FRROLQJ GXH WR UDGLDWLRQ LV WKH GRPLQDQW RQH LQ WKH
FRQVLGHUHG VHWXS )RU WKH FDOFXODWLRQ RI UDGLDWLYH HQHUJ\
ORVVHV WKH ZLUHLV WUHDWHGDV D³JUD\ERG\´ ZKLFK PHDQV
WKDW WKH HPLWWHG VSHFWUXP FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKDW RI D
EODFNERG\ RI WKH VDPH WHPSHUDWXUH EXW ZLWK RQO\ D
IUDFWLRQ RI WKH HPLWWHG SRZHU7KH HPLVVLYLW\ FRHIILFLHQW
LV VPDOOHU WKDQ  DQG IRU &DUERQ FDQ EH DVVXPHG DV 
DQGWHPSHUDWXUHLQGHSHQGHQW>@
,Q RUGHU WR HOLPLQDWH WKHUPLRQLF HPLVVLRQ DQG WKH
UHVXOWLQJGLVWRUWLRQLQWKHDFTXLUHGEHDPSURILOHZHWULHG
WROLPLWWKHSXOVHOHQJWKWRPV$VFDQEHVHHQLQWKH
VHFRQG SORW RI )LJ   WKLV ZDVDW   OHDVW SDUWLDOO\ 
VXFFHVVIXO 6LPXODWLRQV KRZHYHU VKRZ WKDW LQFUHDVLQJ
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WKH EHDP VL]H LV WKH PRVW HIILFLHQW ZD\ WR OLPLW WKH ZLUH
KHDWLQJ
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:,5(*5,'6
7ZRZLUHJULGVDUHLQVWDOOHGRQWKH0H9PRYDEOHWHVW
EHQFK VHH)LJ 2QHRIWKHPFRQVLVWVRIDKRUL]RQWDO
ZLUH SODQH RQO\ DQG LV XVHG IRU VSHFWURPHWHU
PHDVXUHPHQWV 7KH RWKHU JULG ZKLFK KDV ERWK D
KRUL]RQWDO DQG D YHUWLFDO ZLUH SODQH LV SDUW RI WKH
HPLWWDQFH PHWHU GHVFULEHG LQ WKH QH[W VHFWLRQ 7KH ZLUH
VLJQDO UHDGRXW LV WKH VDPH DV IRU WKH ZLUH VFDQQHUV
GHVFULEHG DERYH VR WKH SURILOHV FDQ EH PHDVXUHG ZLWK D
WLPHUHVROXWLRQRIV$W\SLFDOKRUL]RQWDOEHDPSURILOH
DFTXLUHGE\WKHJULGLQWKHVSHFWURPHWHU OLQHLVVKRZQLQ
)LJXUH  7KH VSHFWURPHWHU OLQH KDV EHHQ XVHG WR DGMXVW
WKHSKDVHDQGWKHDPSOLWXGHRIWZRRIWKHEXQFKHUVLQWKH
0(%7 OLQH ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH 5)4 DQG ZLWK UHVSHFW WR
HDFK RWKHU 7KH XVHG PHWKRG UHOLHV RQ WKH IDFW WKDW IRU
SKDVH YDOXHV DERYH WKH QRPLQDO EXQFKLQJ SKDVH WKH
DYHUDJHEXQFKHQHUJ\LQFUHDVHVDQGWKHUHIRUHWKHSDUWLFOH
FXUYDWXUH UDGLXV LQ WKH VSHFWURPHWHU PDJQHW LV ODUJHU
ZKLOH IRU SKDVHV EHORZ WKH QRPLQDO RQH WKH FXUYDWXUH
UDGLXV LV VPDOOHU :KHQ VHWWLQJ WKH SKDVH WR WKH QRPLQDO
EXQFKLQJSKDVHDQGLQFUHDVLQJWKH5)DPSOLWXGHVXSSOLHG
WR WKH EXQFKHU WKH SURILOH ZLGWK VKULQNV EXW WKH PHDQ
SRVLWLRQGRHVQRWFKDQJH7KHEHDPZLGWKDQGSRVLWLRQDW
WKH HQG RI WKH VSHFWURPHWHU OLQH ZHUH PHDVXUHG E\ WKH
KRUL]RQWDO ZLUH JULG 7KLV PHWKRG DOORZHG WKH UHODWLYH
SKDVH SRVLWLRQV RI WKH EXQFKHUV WR EH SUHFLVHO\
GHWHUPLQHGDQGZDVIRXQGWREHLQSHUIHFWDJUHHPHQWZLWK
D VLPLODU PHWKRG SHUIRUPHG XVLQJ WKH %XQFK 6KDSH
0RQLWRU>@.

352),/($1'(0,77$1&(
0($685(0(176
The emittance meter installed on the movable test
bench consists of a slit and grid system for a direct
sampling of the transverse phase space from which the
emittance can be calculated [9]. The slit selects a narrow
slice of the beam at a well defined position. The angular
distribution of the particles transmitted through the slit is
transformed into a position distribution in the downstream
drift space of about 3m and sampled using two wire grids
(horizontal and vertical) as profile monitors. By scanning
the slit across the beam, the whole phase-space can be
reconstructed. The slit consists of two blades mounted
with a 15° angle with respect to the beam axis in order to

Figure 7: Typical beam profile acquired by the wire grid
in the spectrometer line.
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dilute the energy deposition. Each blade consists of a
harmonica shaped, water-cooled copper structure covered
by a graphite plate. The 200 Pm gap separating the blades
allows the passage of the beamlet. The slit has been
designed to accept particle energies up to 12 MeV and is
capable of withstanding the full nominal beam intensity
of 65 mA if the beam pulse length does not exceed 100
μs. During this first commissioning period the beam
intensity after the RFQ did not exceed 15 mA, and
therefore could not damage the slit even with the longer
pulse length of 250 μs. The wire grids have 48 wires with
a pitch of 750 μm. Each wire has its own readout chain
consisting of an amplifier followed by an ADC with a
sampling frequency of 250 kHz, thus allowing the time
resolution of 4 μs. The slits and the SEM grids are driven
by stepping motors with 50 μm resolution. For a typical
emittance measurement the start position of the slit, the
end position and the step size are defined by the user. The
movement of the wire grid is determined by a scaling
factor with respect to the slit movement and for each slit
and wire grid position a predefined number of
measurements are taken. It is also possible to individually
define the positions of the slit and of the grid for each
scanning step through an input file provided to the control
software.
In the first commissioning stage the movable test bench
was directly connected to the RFQ without the MEBT
line being installed. In order to measure the beam profile
in the absence of the MEBT wire scanners, the edge of
the slit blades was used as a scraper and the beam
intensity not cut by the slit was measured by a
downstream BCT. Inverting this measured curve, which
corresponds to the beam lost on the slit, and
differentiating the loss curve, allowed the transverse
profile at the position of the slit to be deduced. An
example of this kind of measurement is shown in Fig. 8.
Even after the installation of the MEBT line the

Figure 8: Transverse profile acquired by using the
emittance meter slit as a beam scanning scraper.
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of the beam emittance at the slit location (at the output of
the MEBT line), we also got values of the order of 0.250.30 S mm mrad, lower than the expected 0.35 S mm
mrad. This was partially attributed to a low acceptance of
the emittance meter in this first period of commissioning,
due to the fact that only 32 wires (out of the 48 available
wires) were connected to readout electronics. Another
explanation comes from beam losses occurring in the 3 m
drift space between the slit and the grid. This was in fact
confirmed by a BPM positioned upstream of the grids
which saw particle losses falsifying its position signal.
Since no steering magnet was available upstream of the
test bench, it was difficult to try correcting this effect. In
the upcoming second commissioning period, after the
installation in the LINAC4 tunnel, we will profit from a
complete readout of the emittance meter wire grids and
from the possibility to use steerers in the MEBT line in
order to get more reliable emittance measurements at the
output of the chopper line.

scraping method was adopted as a fast method to measure
the beam profile at the position of the slit. The same result
was obtained with an emittance meter scan while
integrating the signals measured by all the wires of the
downstream wire grid for a given slit position. The two
methods were found to be in perfect agreement. We were
also able to reconstruct the beam profile by measuring the
intensity of the beamlets passing through the slit aperture
during a slit scan using the downstream BCT. The vertical
profile was very clean due to the smaller beam size and
therefore the higher beam intensity passing through the
slit. The horizontal signal-to-noise ratio was poorer, but
the profile was still measurable and indicated an intensity
resolution of the BCT better than 100 μA.
As far as transverse emittance measurements are
concerned, different kinds of measurements have been
performed during this first commissioning period. When
the test bench was directly connected downstream of the
RFQ, without the MEBT line being installed, the
emittance at the output of the RFQ was reconstructed by
quadrupole scanning and profile measurements using the
slit as a beam scraper. The normalized rms emittance
values obtained were 0.314 S mm mrad in the horizontal
plane and 0.344 S mm mrad in the vertical plane. The
emittance plots are shown in Fig. 9. The expected
values
from
simulations
were
respectively
0.357 S mm mrad and 0.371 S mm mrad. When the
MEBT line was connected downstream of the RFQ, the
emittance measurement was repeated with the same
method, this time using the profile measurements
provided by the first wire scanner in the MEBT line. In
this case the values obtained were significantly lower, of
the order of 0.25 S mm mrad, the reason for which has to
be further investigated. When we adopted the emittance
meter (slit and grid system) to make a direct measurement

Beam Profile Monitors

&21&/86,216$1'287/22.
A dedicated test stand was set up for the commissioning
of the 3MeV line of the Linac4 accelerator at CERN. The
beam instrumentation hosted in the MEBT line and in a
movable test bench was commissioned and used to
characterize the beam. Wire scanners, wire grids and a
slit-and-grid emittance meter capable of standing the 3
MeV beam power were successfully used for profile and
emittance measurements. A second commissioning period
will start soon after the permanent installation of the
3MeV line in the Linac4 tunnel and will allow the issues
encountered during the relatively short first
commissioning period to be addressed to better
characterize the 3MeV H- beam.
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Figure 9: Transverse emittance measurement at the output
of the RFQ at the energy of 3 MeV.
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WIRE SCANNER DESIGN FOR THE EUROPEAN SPALLATION SOURCE
B. Cheymol, A. Jansson, T. Shea,
European Spallation Source ESS AB, Lund, Sweden
Abstract
The European Spallation Source (ESS) [1] , to be built
in the south of Sweden, will use a 2 GeV superconducting linac to produce the worlds most powerful neutron
source with a beam power of 5 MW. The beam power is a
challenge for interceptive beam diagnostics like wire scanner, the thermal load on intercepting devices implies to reduce the beam power in order to preserve the device integrity. For nominal operation, non-disturbing technics for
profile measurements are planned, while for commissioning phase, accurate measurements and cross checking, wire
scanners will be used. This paper describes the preliminary
design of the wire scanner system in the normal conducing
linac as well as in the superconducting linac.
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INTRODUCTION
Wire scanners have been deployed successfully since
decade in accelerator, they represent a conservative choice
for beam profile measurement. However, in high power
hadron machine like ESS, these type of diagnostic can not
be used with full beam power (2.86 ms, 14 Hz, 62.5 mA).
In order to preserve the wire integrity the beam duty cycle
has to be reduced. In consequence, the wire scanners will
be used only during commissioning and dedicated beam
studies periods when high resolution beam profile measurements are requested, while at full duty cycle, non invasive
methods are the primary choice. The wire scanners and the
interceptive diagnostics will be used with 2 beam modes:
• A slow tuning mode (i.e.100 µs, 62.5 mA, 1 Hz)
(slow).
• A fast tuning mode (i.e.10 µs, 62.5 mA, 14 Hz)
(fast).
27 wire scanner will be installed in the linac. The number of wire scanner per section is presented in Table .
Table 1: Number of Wire Scanner in each ESS Linac Section
Section
Energy range
number of
[M eV ]
wire scanner
LEBT
0.075
0
MEBT
3.6
4
DTL
3.6 to 90
5
Spoke
90 to 220
4
Medium β
220 to 520
4
high β
520 to 2000
4
HEBT
2000
7
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In the DTL, a wire scanner will be positioned after each
tank, in the superconducting linac, the wire scanners will
be positioned at the beginning of each section in the same
location as the non invasive beam profile.

THERMAL LOAD
Two wire materials have been considered for the wire
scanner tungsten and carbon due to their high melting/sublimation point. For carbon wires, a diameter of
33 µm had been choose, while for tungsten wires the diameter is 20 µm.

Warm Linac
Carbon wire is the best choice for the wire scanner at low
energy [2], the energy deposition in the carbon wire is less
and the specific heat capacity of carbon much higher than
the tungsten, the estimation of the temperature increase for
the different location are presented in Table .
Table 2: Maximum Temperature on a Carbon Wire at Different Position in the Warm Linac
Section Energy beam sizes [mm]
Tmax [K]
[Mev] σx
σy
slow
fast
MEBT
3.6
2
1
3760 1620
MEBT
3.6
3
2
1900 1160
DTL1
21
1.5
1.5
1360 980
DTL2
40
1.5
1.5
1110 870
DTL3
61
1.5
1.5
970
790
DTL4
75
1.5
1.5
880
750
DTL5
90
1.5
1.5
820
710

In term of thermal load, the critical location is the
MEBT, the stopping power of 3.6 MeV proton is larger
than any other location in the ESS linac. Even with a beam
pulse reduced to 100 µs, the wire will not survive in the
MEBT, if the profile monitor is positioned at the location
of the smallest expected beam sizes. By reducing the beam
pulse by a factor 2, the temperature decreases to 2400 K,
sufficient to preserve the wire integrity, but the thermoionic
emission will perturb the measurement. According to the
results, the wire scanner shall not be installed where the expected beam sizes are small. For the other cases, the wire
will survive both modes without problem of thermoionic
emission.
The slow tuning mode is the most critical, the evolution of the maximum temperature on the wire along several
beam pulse for the DTL section is shown in Fig. 1, equilibrium is reached after 3 pulses.
Beam Profile Monitors
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The Secondary Emission Yield (SEY) can estimate with
the Sternglass theory [3]. The expected current on carbon
and tungsten wire as function of the beam energy is shown
in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Maximum temperature on a carbon wire after
each DTL tank (beam sizes are 1.5 mm in both planes).

Cold Linac

Table 3: Maximum Temperature on a Tungsten Wire at Different Location in the Superconducting Linac (Beam Sizes
are in mm)
Section
Energy beam sizes
Tmax [K]
[Mev] σx
σy
slow
fast
Spoke
90
2
1.6
1970 1490
Medium β
220
2
1.4
1640 1340
High β
520
1.6
1.8
1330 1160
HEBT
200
2
2
1080 950

The lowest energy is the worst case, nevertheless, the
wire will survive and the themoionic emission is negligible, as the energy increases, the energy deposition in the
wire decreases and in consequence the temperature. At the
minimum of ionization (i.e. ≈ 2GeV ) the temperature are
respectively 950 K and 1080 K for the fast and slow tuning
mode.

Figure 2: Maximum expected current on the wire in function of the beam energy, in red for a tungsten wire and in
black for a carbon wire assuming σx = σy = 2 mm.
For a tungsten wire, with the beam sizes presented in
Table the intensity of the signal varies from 52 µA for
a beam energy of 90 MeV to 30 µA at 220 MeV. For a
carbon wire the maximum signal is expected in the MEBT
with 0.85 mA, at the end of the 5th DTL tank, the signal
decreases to 16 µA.
At high energy, where the SEY is low, the effect of
δ − rays emission is significant and is in the order of magnitude of the secondary emission signal.
Above few hundreds of MeV, the secondary emission
signal becomes small, a better way to measure the profile
is to measure the shower created in the wire.

Measurement of the Shower Produced by the
Wire
In the cold linac, the beam instrumentation will be positioned in the warm section, between the quadrupoles, the
space available in this area is 46 cm (see Fig. 3).

SIGNAL ESTIMATION
Measurement of the Secondary Emission
The signal generated on the wire can be divided in two
main components:
• The emission of secondary electron emitted when the
protons are crossing the boundary between vacuum
and the wire
• The charge deposition due to proton stopped in the
wire.
Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 3: Warm Section Layout (courtesy of Aarhus University).
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Transverse profile measurement poses a challenge, particularly in the cold linac. There are concerns that fragments from physical wires, if broken, could contaminate
he superconducting cavities. Carbon wires are contraindicated by a test made at GANIL, where the effect of
sublimating different wire materials near superconducting
cavities was studied. Tungsten, seems to be an acceptable
material.
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Due to the low energy of the beam, the shower created in
the wire will be stopped on the quadrupole, in order to keep
a sufficient signal, both wire scanner actuator and scintillator shall be positioned between the magnetic elements. A
distance of 35 cm between the two components has been
chosen to keep enough space for mechanical integration of
the wire actuator and the non invasive profile.
The signal produced by the detector shall be independent
on the beam position, the ideal geometry is a cylinder with
a large diameter around the beam pipe (in the Medium and
High β section, the aperture is 10 cm). Due to mechanical constraints, a different geometry has to be used, the
geometry has been determined with the Monte Carlo code
FLUKA, by scanning the wire across the beam pipe aperture. For each position, a 1D gaussian beam (σ = 2 mm)
interacting with a thin tungsten foil has been simulated.
Different beam energies, form 200 M eV to 2 GeV , and
detector geometries have been simulated. The geometry
with less dependency on the position is shown in Fig. 4.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
At 2 GeV, the stopping power of protons is low, and
downstream the last cavity in the HEBT, carbon wires can
be used for profile measurement. Preliminary estimation
shows that a 7 µm or a 33 µm carbon wire will survive during production mode, the temperatures reached are 1800
K and 2300 K respectively, assuming beam sizes equal to
2 mm in both planes.
With fast movement the measurement can be done in one
pulse, assuming a speed of 20 m.s−1 the wire interacts with
the beam during 500 µs. The temperature increase during
this time, assuming a wire in the center of the beam without
movement, is 1260 K for the thicker wire far below the
sublimation point of carbon. More accurate thermal load
simulation and signal estimation will be perform in the next
months.
Flying wires mechanisms have been developed with
speed up to 20 m.s−1 at CERN [4] and KEK [5] or are
under development and can be used as a baseline for a future development at ESS.
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Figure 4: Scintillator geometry, in green the scintillator
with the light guide (black line) and in grey the beam pipe.

[5] Susumu Igarashi,”Flying wire beam profile monitors at the
KEK PS main ring”, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in
Physics Research A 482 (2002) 3241.

The detector consists in 4 scintillators positioned around
the beam pipe, the size of each active element is 5 × 3 ×
20 cm, while considering only 1 of the 4 detectors parallel
to the wire axis, the variation of the deposited energy is
50 %. By summing the signal from the 4 scintillators, the
variation is less than 2 % along the beam pipe aperture.The
choice of the scintillator will depend of light production
yield and the time response needed for the measurement.
3 scintillators type will be investigated:
• BGO (Bismuth germinate Bi4 Ge3 O12 ), medium light
production yield, slow decay time.
• LuY SiO2 , high light production yield, medium decay time.
• Lead Tungstate (P bW O4 ), low light production yield,
fast decay time.
Each scintillator will be connected to a PMT with a light
guide and the sum of the 4 signal will be done in an FPGA.
Optical grey filters shall be inserted between the light guide
and the PMT in order to modulate the light input on the
photocathode.
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EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT USING X-RAY LENSES AT THE ESRF
F. Ewald, J.-C. Biasci, L. Farvacque, K.-B. Scheidt, ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
During 2011, X-ray lenses were tested as an alternative way of emittance measurement in the ESRF storage
ring [1]. Following these tests it was decided to install a
new bending magnet diagnostic beam port dedicated primarily to a permanent emittance measurement using Xray lens imaging. The new beam port is equipped with a
thin (0.6 mm) double CVD diamond window instead of 3
mm aluminium used at the pinhole beam ports. This increases the X-ray transmission, especially at low energies.
The imaging and emittance measurement using aluminium
lenses is discussed in comparison to the emittance measurement based on pinhole imaging. Although the principle works correctly, the setup presents different practical
difficulties, such as low signal intensity and heat load.

solution to avoid ozone production between the window
and the lenses is to keep the beam path as much oxygen
free as possible. Since a setup in vacuum is complicated,
the beam path between the CVD window and the lens has
been confined within a bellow made of kapton foil (see Figure 1), the volume inside being filled with nitrogen via the
flow through the lens box and the CVD window. Unfortunately, even with this simple protection considerable corrosion on the attenuator as well as in the whole vicinity of the
setup is observed. A better solution for ozone confinement
or reduction has to be found.

The new diagnostic beam port is located behind the second dipole of cell 11. The second dipole of each storage
ring cell has a 0.4 T field at its entrance. The 0.86 T field
is reached at about s = 300 mm from the ideal entrance in
the dipole field, corresponding to an angle of X-ray emission of about −6 mrad. We decided to use the 0.86 T field
for its high photon flux and energies. A modified beam
port absorber allows to extract 0.35 mrad of the dipole radiation at a center angle of −11.9 mrad. In contrast to the
two existing diagnostics beam ports D9 and ID25, the beam
port window is not made of aluminium, but of a CVD diamond window. This choice was made because it allows to
work at much lower X-ray energies (even visible light) and
secondly it reduces a possible influence of X-ray scattering from the window material on the beam quality. We use
a double window as an additional security against venting
of the storage ring in case of leaks. Each CVD window is
only 300 μm thick with a diameter of about 4 mm. Both
windows are water cooled.
The power radiated from a 0.86 T ESRF bending magnet at a nominal stored current of 200 mA is P =
158 W/mrad. The CVD windows (= 0.6 mm thickness) absorb mainly low energy X-rays, transmitting still
125 W/mrad. The power transmitted through the absorber
opening is ≈ 44 W. This is a considerable power, that
will be absorbed by any elements in the beam path, inducing heating, radiation damage and corrosion. Therefore, if
needed, a wedge shaped copper attenuator can be inserted
into the beam.
The second CVD window (vacuum-air interface) is continuously flushed with a N2 flow, thus preventing corrosion
of the copper parts of the window assembly. The lenses are
mounted in a box with integrated nitrogen flow. The best
Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 1: Implementation of the nitrogen purged lens (aluminium box on the left with blue N2 tube). A Cu attenuator is installed at the CVD window exit (red tubes = water
cooling). The kapton bellow flushed with nitrogen should
reduce ozone production between the CVD window and the
lens.
To get the highest photon flux possible for the emittance
measurement, the Cu-attenuator is completely removed
from the beam. Collimators (∼ 2 cm brass) placed in front
of the lens reduce the incident beam size to 500 μm in
diameter. The power incident on the first lens is therefore
about 14 W. For the peak energy of the incident X-ray
spectrum about 6% will be absorbed in the first lens (see
expression for transmission trough parabolic lenses in [2].
This corresponds to roughly 1 W. The following lenes
will absorb less and less power. Thus the absorption is
distributed over the first layers of lenses instead of taking
place in the first lens only. A thermocouple measuring
the temperature very close to the first lens measures
temperatures reaching 95 ◦ C at 200 mA stored current.
This is an uncritical temperature concerning destruction
or deformation of the Al-lens. Indeed, the lenses show no
damage after a few months of exposure to the full beam ,
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as has been verified by scanning electron microscopy of
the first lens in the stack.

Emittance Setup
The main aim of the beam port D11 is the emittance
measurement using X-ray imaging with lenses. The X-rays
are imaged onto a scintillator screen (0.5 mm CdWO4 ).
The visible light emitted from the screen is then imaged
with a double achromat to a CCD camera (see sketch in
Figure 2. Downstream from the absorber the lenses are
installed. The X-rays transmitted through the lenses are
monochromatised with a Si crystal in Laue configuration
(diffracting planes are the (111)-planes). The choice of

Figure 4: Scan of vertical beam size of the monochromatic
beam as function of the X-ray energy. The optimum energy
for which the focal distance fits with the object and image
distances is 32 keV.

Source Position and Emittance Calculation
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Figure 2: Setup for emittance measurement at beam port
D11 (distances not to scale).
the number of lenses to be used is dictated by the magnification of the setup and by the maximum possible X-ray
transmission through the lens stack, the vacuum window
and the drift space in air. Therefore the optimum energy of
the dipole spectrum which results in the highest flux after
transmission has to be found. Figure 3 shows the transmitted flux as a function of the photon energy. The optimum energy is located around 31 − 32 keV. A number of
N = 13 lenses creates a sharp image for a photon energy
of E = 32 keV. Figure 4 shows the energy scan (vertical
beam size versus energy) used to experimentally confirm
the best focusing at this optimum energy.

Figure 3: Simulated photon flux detected by the scintillator.
For each X-ray energy, the number of lenses changes. The
optimum is found for E = 32 keV and N = 13.
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As for the pinhole setup, the emittance measurement requires the knowledge of the source-to-lens and source-todetector distances as well as the lattice functions at the
source. Therefore, first, the source point has to be determined correctly, then the lattice functions given at the ideal
starting point of the bent trajectory have to be transported
to the real source point. In the case of X-ray lenses the
imaged spot is for experimental reasons the vertical waist
of the X-ray beam and not the geometrical source point of
the chosen emission angle on the electron trajectory, from
where the observed X-rays are emitted. Waist position and
geometrical source point are determined in the following as
well as the expression for the electron beam emittance.
The phase-space ellipse of the electron beam at the ideal
entrance point into the dipole is:


σe2 −εα
,
(1)
Σ0 =
−εα σ 2
with σe being the electron beam size at this position, σ  the
divergence, ε the emittance, and α the usual lattice function. The X-ray source, however, is located at a distance
s = 435 mm from this point 0, corresponding to the observation angle of −11.9 mrad.
The phase-space ellipse has therefore to be transported to
this point s. In the present case we assume
 that thedipole is
1 s
, knowwell represented by a drift space Ts =
0 1
ing that focusing effects are negligible in our case due to
the large bending radius. The phase-space ellipse Σs of the
electron beam at the position s is:
 2

σe − 2sεα + s2 σe2 sσe2 − εα
T
Σs = T s Σ0 T s =
sσe2 − εα
σe2
The
 electron beam size σe,s at the position s is equal to
Σ(1, 1).
The X-rays detected by the lens imaging (or pinhole) setup
Beam Profile Monitors
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Figure 5: Left: Waist position X as function of the emittance in the case of the D11 beam port. The emittance values
were chosen around a nominal emittance of 6 pm. The waist position changes very little with the emittance. Center and
right: vertical and horizontal emittance scaling with XZ . The emittances for different supposed waist positions Xz were
calculated using a real measured beam size of 50 μm on the scintillator screen.


is the total X-ray beam divergence given by the
where σT
convolution of electron and photon beam divergence:
2
2
= σe2 + σph
σT

.

The natural intrinsic source beam size of synchrotron radiation being negligibly small, the photon beam size is equal
to the electron beam size σe,s .
Due to the extended electron beam size combined with
the synchrotron radiation divergence, the virtual photon
beam waist is not located at the point of photon emission.
This effect can be calculated using the matrix representation of the phase-space ellipse of the emitted photon beam.
In order to find the waist of the emitted synchrotron radiation beam, we translate Σph
s by a distance X:


2
σe,s
sσe2 − εα
ph
ΣX = T X
(3)
TXT .
2
σT
sσe2 − εα
At the waist position the phase-space ellipse is upright,
which means that Σph
X (1, 2) ≡ 0, from which X is calculated:
εα − sσe2
.
(4)
X = 2
2 (E )
σe + σph
ph
In practice the alignment of the setup is done on minimisation of the vertical beam waist (see Figure 4). Since in
the vertical plane η and η  are negligibly small, the vertical
waist position is then:
α − sγ
Xz =
2 (E )
γ + 1ε σph
ph

,

1 + α2
) .
γ=(
β

(5)

Using a typical emittance value of ε = 6 pm and the lattice parameters listed in Table 1 yields Xz = −1.2 mm.
Thus, the waist is located slightly upstream of the point
s = 435 mm. It is this waist that is imaged by the lens
Beam Profile Monitors

when the energy is optimised for smallest spot size on the
detector (see figure 4), while the source of X-rays is at the
point s.
The beam spot size as detected with the CCD will be
called Σtot . It contains a contribution σopt , describing the
resolution of the visible light imaging system (screen resolution, abberations, pixel size). The X-ray source size is
then
2
Σ2tot − σopt
2
=
,
(6)
σph,X
M2
with M being the magnification of the X-ray lens imaging:
M = (Dscreen − Dlens )/(Dlens − (s + Xz )) = 3.58 (7)
From equation 3, and 2 we get
2
σph,X

=

ε(β − 2α(s + Xz ) + γ(s + Xz )2 ) . . .
2
2
+ η(s+X
δ 2 + Xz2 σph
z)

,

(8)

with δ being the electron energy spread and



s + Xz
η(s+Xz ) = η + η  (s + Xz ) + ρ 1 − cos
(9)
ρ
the dispersion propagated to the position (s+Xz ) along the
dipole field (ρ is the dipole bending radius, ρ(0.86 T) =
23.49 m, ρ(0.4 T) = 49.76 m). Therewith the electron
beam emittance can be calculated from the lattice functions
given at the point s = 0:
 2

2
Σtot −σopt
2
2
2
− Xz2 σph
− η(s+X
δ
)
M2
z
(10)
ε=
β − 2α(s + Xz ) + γ(s + Xz )2
Obviously Xz is a function of the electron beam emittance itself (eq. 4). Therefore also the emittance calculated
by eq. 10 is a function of itself. In the left plot of Figure 5 the quasi linear dependence of the waist position on
the electron beam emittance is shown for the case of D11
(using eq. 5). The waist position is changing by less than
1 mm/pm with the emittance. In normal operation the vertical emittance does not vary by more than 2 or 3 pm and
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are originating from this point s. The phase-space ellipse
of the photon beam at the position s is:


2
σe,s
sσe2 − εα
Σph
=
,
(2)
2
s
σT
sσe2 − εα
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Figure 6: Horizontal and vertical beam sizes (σ) on the scintillator screen measured at the beam ports D11 (lens), D9
and ID25 (pinholes) during 16-bunch operation (∼ 80 mA, large vertical emittance due to artificial beam blow up). The
higher noise level of the D11 signal is obvious. (The decrease of beam sizes with time is due to the change of energy
spread (horizontal plane) and the lower efficiency of the beam blow up at low bunch currents (∝ time).
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Table 1: Lattice Parameters and Distances of Pinhole, Lens
and Scintillator Screen to the −11.9 mrad Source Point s.
βx =
2.5488 m βz = 32.1388 m
1.5229 m αz = −0.2083 m
αx =
ηx =
0.1 m ηz =
0m
ηx
= −0.0734 m ηz =
0m
δ
=
0.00106

σph
(32 keV) =
33.29 μrad
s
=
435 mm
=
−1.2 mm
Xz
Dpinhole
=
(4363 − s) mm
=
(4579 − s) mm
Dlens
Dmono
= (20677 − s) mm
Dscreen
= (20893 − s) mm
a small change of Xz on the magnification and the lattice
parameters is therefore small.
Using a first guessed value εstart , Xz is determined and
used in the calculation of the vertical emittance εz from the
measured beam size using equation 10. Iterating in this
way, the correct emittance is determined. Due to the weak
dependence of Xz on εz the result converges already after
the first iteration, and we decided to fix the first guessed
emittance value εstart , since a small change in Xz introduced by a varying εz is negligible. The center plot of Figure 5 illustrates this: in the expected range of variation of
Xz the calculated emittance is not affected within our measured precision of about 0.1 pm in the vertical plane. In
the horizontal plane (right plot) the influence is stronger
but still within the precision of measurement of 0.1 nm.
In comparison with the pinhole cameras the image intensity is low (due to monochromatisation). The CCD camera
is therefore always working close to its longest exposure
time and highest gain. This increases the noise level of the
signal significantly (see Figure 6). Additionally it reduces
the tolerance versus ageing cameras (degrading linearity,
increasing background level) and thus makes the lens setup
less reliable at low beam currents compared to the pinhole
systems. The analysis of the beam size fluctuation over
time measured at D11 during 16-bunch filling (Figure 6) re836

sults in relative rms emittance fluctuations Δε/ε = 2Δσ/σ
of ∼ 1% in the horizontal and ∼ 2% in the vertical plane.
In comparison to ∼ 0.2% (horizontal) and ∼ 0.4% (vertical) for the pinholes D9 and ID25, the D11 setup performs
clearly worse. The above data was taken during 16-bunch
mode, i.e. not with the highest possible storage ring current
and an artificial beam blow up (to increase the lifetime).
This leads to a low image intensity and stronger noise as
explained above. While at 200 mA stored current and low
emittance the performance of the D11 device is good, it
clearly looses precision at low electron beam current, as
e.g. during 4-bunch mode or machine studies.

CONCLUSIONS
The D11 lens system for emittance measurement has
been operating continuously for about 9 month (since January 2013). At the present status the results are not fully
satisfactory due to the above described problems. The potential higher resolution of beam imaging with lenses versus the pinhole is not exploited due to the high noise level
and low beam intensity.
The original idea of equipping the new beam port with
CVD diamond windows in order to take profit of less scattering and higher transmission of low energies proves during operation to be complicated owing to the high photon
flux. Ozone production in air is unavoidable, leading to
strong corrosion on all surrounding equipment, and the heat
load on the lenses is – without being above the damage
level – important.
If the problems related to the high photon flux can be resolved, this beam port will be available also for other diagnostics in future. Mainly those diagnostics that would need
low X-ray energies or even visible light can profit from the
CVD window.
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CHARACTERISATION OF Al-COMPOUND REFRACTIVE LENSES FOR
X-RAYS
F. Ewald, J.-C. Biasci, ESRF, Grenoble, France
We report on measurements of the surface quality
(shape) of aluminium compound refractive lenses using a
thin collimated X-ray beam from one of our bending magnet diagnostics beam ports. Two types of lenses were tested
for overall radius of curvature, surface quality and thickness: commercially available lenses (RWTH Aachen), and
lenses of the same type manufactured at the ESRF. The different surface qualities can be readily discerned with our
relatively simple setup. While the technique should be improved for more precise results, it already shows clearly the
imperfect surface structure of the ESRF lenses. The image
quality of the beam, however, is not affected to a visible
extent in our emittance measurement setup at vertical emittances of typically ∼ 6 pm.

INTRODUCTION
In order to characterise the quality of some aluminium
lenses made at the ESRF we performed beam deflection
and absorption measurements at our pinhole beam port
ID25 as well as imaging and phase contrast measurements
at the beamline ID6. These measurements allow to assess
the overall parabolic shape, the surface structure and the
apex thickness of the lenses. They are always compared to
the same measurements performed with lenses purchased
from RWTH Aachen.
For a detailed description of X-ray lenses and their properties see [1], [2] and references therein. Here we just recall the expression for the focal length of a stack of N single
lenses with radius of curvature R and the energy-dependent
index of refraction δ(E):
f=

R
2N δ(E)

.

(1)

This relation is correct provided that individual focal
lengths fi and distances between lenses di are such that
fi ≫ di . This condition holds, because di = 2 mm while
fi = 96.06 m.
By the geometry of the setup, the focal length is fixed
by the distances between source and lens g = (4.525 ±
0.001) m and between lens and screen b = (12.483 ±
0.002) m, respectively (see Fig. 1):
1 1
f = ( + )−1 = (3.3211 ± 0.0007) m
g
b

.

(2)

The number of lenses used during the tests were N = 29
(RWTH Aachen) and N = 23 (ESRF), corresponding theoretically through equation 1 to the energies 45.62 keV and
40.63 keV, respectively. If – and only if – the source is
Beam Profile Monitors

located at the position of a (vertical) beam waist, a sharp
image and the corresponding energy can experimentally be
found by scanning the (vertical) image size as function of
the energy. The minimum then corresponds to the energy
that fulfills equations 1 and 2. For the source point at the
beam port ID25 the waist is located X = 6 mm downstream the −1.5 mrad X-ray source position (see [3] for
explanation). The resulting optimum energies were found
at 45.5 keV (RWTH Aachen) and 40.4 keV (ESRF). The
energy resolution of the monochromator had been determined previously. It is 0.02 keV, and the absolute energy
is calibrated within this precision using the K absorption
edge of Sn. With ∼ 0.25 keV the uncertainty in the determination of the minimum energy from the energy scan
is considerably higher than the precision of the monochromator itself. This is due to the flat minimum and the noise
level. The total error of the measurement of the energy energy minimum is thus roughly ∆Eexp = 0.3 keV.

Parabolicity, Surface Quality, Radius of Curvature

Figure 1: Setup of the measurements performed at the
bending magnet beam port ID25. The X-ray beam is collimated with the help of the pinhole that is installed in front
of the lens (the usual pinhole for emittance measurement).
The lens can then be scanned across the beam for focal
length or absorption measurements.
In order to probe locally the lens surface, the dipole radiation was collimated using the pinhole situated in front of
the lens (see Fig. 1). Two pinhole sizes are available which
create pencil beams on the lens of either 15 µm × 65 µm
or 7.5 µm × 65 µm (vertical × horizontal). It has to be
noted that the footprint of the probing beam size is large
at the steep walls of the parabolically shaped lens. The
recorded signal is therefore always an average over a lens
surface area greater than the probe beam size itself. Since
the pinhole is wide in the horizontal plane, no scans in this
plane are performed, and the vertical scans contain an average over a horizontal stripe of roughly 70 µm. The first
measurements were done with the wide vertical pinhole
(15 µm). The lens was then scanned vertically across the
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Figure 2: Lenses from RWTH Aachen: Beam movement on the scintillating screen as function of vertical lens displacement for different photon energies (left plot) and measured focal length (black dots in the right plot), deduced from the
slopes of the beam displacement shown in the left plot. The lines show the theoretical focal lengths for different radii of
curvature R of the parabola.

Figure 3: Results of the beam deflection measurement of the ESRF lenses, using a probe beam size of 14 µm in the
vertical plane. Explanations of the plot as in the text and in Fig. 2.

Figure 4: Beam deflection scans and focal length measurement for the ESRF lens. In comparison to Fig. 3 the probing
X-ray beam size (in the vertical plane) is reduced using the small vertical pinhole of 7 µm size.
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beam. For an ideal parabola the dependence between beam
deflection and lens movement shall be strictly linear. If the
lens surface abberrates from the parabolic shape, the deflection will deviate from linearity. The left plots in Figs. 2
and 3 show the deflection scans for several photon beam
energies. The array of lenses from RWTH Aachen shows
an impressively linear behaviour, proving the nearly perfect
parabolic shape of these lenses. Instead, the ESRF lenses
show some deviations from linearity, even if the overall deflection is linear. This indicates some defects on the otherwise parabolic shape. It has to be noted that for the RWTH
Aachen lenses we do not know if there is a fixed orientation of the lenses with respect to the forming tool. As a
consequence, the individual lenses are randomly oriented.
Potential systematic defects in the lenses may then average
out. For the ESRF lenses, however, the orientation during
the forming procedure is fixed and a reference hole in the
lens frame allows to align all lenses with the same orientation in the beam. Defects generated by the forming tool
will therefore superpose and can be pin pointed.

WEPF12

Absorption Scans – Determination of Lens Apex
Thickness
The transmission of the collimated X-ray beam through
the lens was measured as function of the beam position on
the lens using the total flux on the camera. The measurement was done, using the polychromatic beam. In parallel
the transmission through the lens is modeled by calculating the absorption through N concave parabolic aluminium
lenses with the radius of curvature of R = 50 µm. The
apex distance of the parabola is then adapted until the modeled transmitted flux fits the data. The best fit is found for
d = 20 µm (RWTH Aachen) and d = 110 µm (ESRF).
This corresponds very well to the expectations, the RWTH
Aachen lenses being specified for d = 24 µm and the
ESRF lenses having a thick apex due to the non-perfect
forming tool.

From a linear fit of the deflection data, the overall slope
can be deduced, ignoring the local defects (which however
contribute to the quality of the fit). The focal length of the
lens set is then simply:
b
slope

,

(3)

where b is the distance between lens and detector (scintillator screen). Of course, fdefl depends on the photon energy.
In the right plots of Figs. 2 and 3 fdefl is plotted as function of the photon energy together with the focal length f
calculated from the index of refraction, radius of curvature
and number of lenses. For the set of RWTH Aachen lenses
the measured focal length lies perfectly on the theoretical
line for lenses with a radius of curvature of R = 49 µm
for all photon energies, while the ESRF lenses fit better to
a radius of curvature of R = 51 µm. The two points corresponding to the lowest energies are not to be taken into
account, because the data are not sufficiently good due to
the strong absorption of the lenses at 32 and 34 keV. Due to
the strong deviation from linearity of the slopes, the radius
of curvature cannot be determined with a better precision
than ∼ 2 µm.

Figure 5: Vertical profile of the X-ray beam imaged at the
beamline ID6. The X-ray energy was 12.5 keV and a stack
of N = 5 lenses was used.

Imaging Quality and Phase Contrast Images
Additionally to the measurements at the dipole beam
port ID25 we had the possibility to test the lenses at the
beamline ID6. A number of N = 5 lenses is needed to
image the source (E = 12.4 keV, g = 55 m, b = 1.25 m).
Figure 5 shows the vertical profile of the focused X-ray
beam. Theoretically, the vertical focus size should be

A second scan (only for the ESRF lenses) was done using the narrower 7 µm pinhole. Tiny defects in the lens can
be resolved better in this case as can be seen in Fig. 4. Indeed, the deviations from parabolicity which were already
visible with the lower resolution scan are more pronounced.
Since the deflection scans can be done only in the vertical direction due to the extended pinhole size in the horizontal plane, a new measurement was done with the lenses
turned by 90◦ . If the defects on the lenses are not rotationally symmetric, the deflection scans should be different
from those done at 0◦ . Indeed, the defects (data not shown)
appear at different locations after rotation.

Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 6: Phase contrast images of a single lens (camera
positioned out of focus). Left, a lens made at the ESRF.
Right, a lens from RWTH Aachen.
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2.27 µm (taking into account the demagnification, and
imaging resolution). The real measured beam size is 3 µm
and the profile shows clearly an asymmetric shape with
broad tails and shoulders, which indicates imperfections of
the parabolic lens shape. Turning the lens stack by 90◦ ,
the profile changes (no image shown here), confirming the
systematic shape errors due to the forming tool. The overall shape of the lens is nevertheless good, as is confirmed
by the comparison of the measured effective aperture of
90 µm compared to the ideal 95 µm obtained from calculation (data not shown).
Finally, a phase contrast image of a single lens reveals
the traces of the milling cutter left on the forming tool and
then imprinted on the lens (Fig. 6). They were already perceptible by eye and are the most probable reason for the
observed abberations. The absence of any perceptible surface structure on the Aachen lens sets the target for further
improvements in the lens making.
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CONCLUSIONS
All the performed measurements show that the overall
shape of the first lenses fabricated at the ESRF is already
acceptable. They have indeed, as aimed for, a radius of curvature of 50 µm within the precision of the measurements
(2 µm). However, the ”fine structure” of the lens surfaces
deviates locally from the parabolic shape, giving rise to abberations. For any serious X-ray imaging application these
abberations will have to be removed. Likewise the apex
thickness needs to be reduced, else the absorption of a lens
stack will be too important. An improvement of the forming tool will allow these two improvements.
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A NEW LOW INTENSITY BEAM PROFILER FOR SPIRAL2
JL. Vignet, J. Pancin, P. Gangnant, E. Gueroult, N. Renoux, GANIL, France

In the framework of SPIRAL 2 ion beams, several
beam profile monitors are presently being developed at
GANIL. One of them is a low-intensity beam-profile
monitor that works as a secondary electron detector. This
Emission-Foil Monitor (EFM) will be used in the
radioactive beam lines of SPIRAL2 and in the
experimental rooms of this new facility. The ions
produce secondary electrons when they are stopped in an
aluminium emissive foil. The electrons are then
accelerated using an electric field and guided using a
magnetic field to a double-stage microchannel plate
(MCP). A 2D pixellated pad plane placed below the
MCP is used to collect the signals. The magnetic field
created by permanent magnets in a closed magnetic
circuit configuration permits the beam-profile
reconstruction to be achieved with a good resolution.
The EFM can visualize beam-profile intensities between
only a few pps to as much as 109 pps and with energies
as low as several keV. This profiler has been under
development since 2009 and is currently manufactured.
Recent results of this monitor are presented in this
article.

INTRODUCTION

The new Spiral2 facility is under construction at Ganil
and the first extracted beams are scheduled for 2014. In
order to detect stable and radioactive beams, a new
profiler has been developed and will be installed on the
Spiral2 transfer lines and in the associated experimental
areas in 2014. The EFM (Emissive Foil Monitor) is
dedicated to stable and radioactive beams with an energy
range in between 5 keV/u and 25 MeV/u with beam
intensities from a few pps to 109 pps. A prototype has
been developed since 2009 [1] [2] and ten EFMs will be
constructed in 2013.

EFM DESCRIPTION
Several EFM have already been developed in the past
[3, 4]. It is however the first time a closed magnetic
circuit configuration using permanent magnet is used to
achieve a good spatial resolution. The Emissive Foil
Monitor (EFM) is fixed on a pneumatic cylinder mounted
on a CF150 flange to be installed and inserted easily in
the beam line. This detector, oriented at 45° in the beam
line, is composed of an aluminum foil (Emission Foil), a
magnetic and electrostatic drift area associated with an
amplification system with Micro Channel Plates (MCP)
(see figure 1) mounted on a pixellated kapton board (see
figure 2). Under the impact of the beam nuclei, secondary
electrons are emitted from the foil. They are then
accelerated by an electrostatic field applied between the
emissive foil (EF) (about -2 kV) and a grounded wire grid
positioned at 4 mm. Fours NeFeB permanent magnets of

Beam Profile Monitors

1,4 Tesla persistent magnetic field, inserted in a
magnetic circuit made of ARMCO Iron pieces, are used
to create a homogeneous magnetic field in between the
EF and the MCPs. Once the electrons have been
accelerated, they are guided on 55 mm only by the
magnetic field and follow a helical trajectory. They are
then slowed down by an electric field applied in between
a grounded grid and the first MCP surface. This grounded
grid is positioned at 4 mm from the MCPs and this gap
permits to optimize the electron energy for the MCPs.
The electric field is zero in between both grounded grids,
which is an advantage to avoid any deformations of the
field lines by the detector mechanics or the beam tubes.
The electron amplification system is composed of two
MCPs (Hamamatsu F1217-01) assembled in chevron
structure to provide a high amplification gain of 10 7. The
signal of the electrons exited the MCPs is read using one
X-Y matrix of 47 strips with 1 mm pitch.

foil

Grounded
grids

M
CP

Magnet

Figure 1: general view of the EFM head.
The circular active detection area has a diameter of 42
mm. The matrix board is composed of 500 µm x 500 µm
pixels connected alternatively to make X and Y strips (see
figure 2). These strips are connected via a Flex Kapton
cable to a digital electronic acquisition system developed
at GANIL of 2 x 47 channels. Each channel integrates the
charge of the associated strip in a capacitor and performs
a current-voltage conversion
X

Y
Figure 2: view of the XY matrix with a zoom on the strip
connection.
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TRAJECTORY SIMULATION
Electrons trajectories in between the emissive foil and
the MCP have been calculated taking into account the
electric and magnetic field. Simulations have been
performed using Mathematica 7.0 for magnetic field
calculation and Simion 8.0 for the electrons transport.
Different magnetic geometries were simulated with an
adapted electric field ensuring a minimum deviation of
the electrons.

configuration. The electronic acquisition used was the
standard GANIL electronic profiler and obtained profiles
were displayed with the GANIL profiler software.

Result with Stable 40Ar6+ at 4.8 MeV/u
Test with calibration pattern To estimate the profiler
spatial resolution, a mask was installed just before the
profiler (see figure 5). The position of each hole was
measured with the EFM and reported on figure 5.The
beam intensity was 5×106 pps and the high voltages
applied were -2kV on the foil and -1.2 kV on the
microchannel plates. The shift of 3 mm in Y is due to
misalignment of the profiler on the beam line.
10
8
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Figure 3: Best magnetic configuration calculated with the
simulations
The shifts in X and Y directions experienced by the
electrons from the EF to the MCP are calculated using the
simulations. An example of electrons trajectories
projected on the MCP surface is shown on figure 4.

-5

-6
-8

Figure 5: Holes of the mask in blue and measured
positions in red.
Obtained results are in good agreement with theoretical
positions with shifts below 0.5 mm.
Profiles comparison EFM beam profiles were compared with profiles from a wire gas profiler installed at the
same position on an opposite flange. The wire gas profiler
is composed of X and Y tungsten wires enclosed in a
volume filled with Ar+CO2 (20%) at 1 bar. Beam energy
must be at least 3 MeV/u because of the thickness of the
entrance window of the Gas profiler,

Figure 4: SIMION simulation results for secondary
electrons emitted from the foil with a high voltage of 2kV and a magnetic field of 280 G.
These shifts depend on the electron initial position and
are smaller in the center than on the edges because of the
magnetic field non homogeneities.
In the best configuration (figure 3), the systematical
deviations are in-between 0.1 and 0.8 mm for an emission
area of 30 mm x 30 mm2 and for a foil and MCP voltage
respectively of – 2 kV and-1kV.

Gas
gh=1.5 mh=3.75

gV=-0.3

mV=7

EFM
gh=0.8

mh=4

gV=3.8

mV=7.4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The EFM was tested at GANIL with Ar ions of 4.8
MeV/u and 4.8 keV/u. The beam intensity was varied
from 10 to 1010 pps.
Fours Permanent magnets of NdFeB with a magnetic
induction of 1.4 Tesla (N50) have been used. Two
magnets of 35 mm x 70 mm x 10 mm are assembled on
each side to create a homogenate magnetic field of around
300 Gauss in all the drift volume like the figure 3

842

Figure 6: Obtained profiles on the two profilers with 106
pps of 40Ar6+ beam: gH and gV are the centroid position
of the profile with respect to the central position of the
beam and mH or mV are the FWHM of each profile.
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Distances between each wire are 1 mm for the gas
profiler and distances between each strip are 1 mm for the
horizontal EFM profile and 0.7 mm for the vertical profile
(due to the 45° section projection in this plane).
Except the difference between vertical profiles
positions (the profiler was not aligned on the beam line),
EFM profile is quite similar to the one obtained with the
gas profiler.

Results with 40Ar6+ at 4.8 KeV/u
The EFM has been mounted on the LIRAT beam line
of the GANIL accelerator to test it with very low energy
radioactive beam. Foil high voltage was increased to
check if the low energy beams can be deflected. The
beam intensity was 7x109 pps. We can see figure 7 that
there are no effect on the horizontal profile and a small
effect on the vertical (0.5 mm for a foil high voltage
variation between -0.7 and -2 kV).
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CONCLUSION
A new beam profile monitor has been developed at
Ganil using magnetic and electrostatic field and microchannel plate amplification. Simulations have shown that
obtained results are good with a resolution below 1 mm
on the whole active area. Experimental tests have also
confirmed that the Emissive Foil voltage does not disturb
the very low energy beams before hitting the foil. The
profiles obtained with the EFM and a wire profiler are
quite similar enough to confirm the good working of the
device.
This new profiler will be installed on the new Spiral2
facilities in 2014. It might also replace the gas wire
profilers installed on the Ganil lines in order to visualize
beams profiles at low energy (below 3 MeV/u. Ten of
these profiler are built and will be assembled at the end of
this year.

2

Ht foil (kV)

Figure 7: Centroid profile position versus variation of the
foil High Voltage.
EFM Beam profiles have been compared whit a grid
profiler (SEM) at the same position (see figure 8). Beam
intensity has been increase to 1010 pps to be compatible
with the range intensity of the grid profiler. EFM profiles
are narrowed than SEM profile (respectively -14 and -6 %
for the horizontal and vertical).
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Figure 8: Profile comparison between grid profiler and
EFM.
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HIGH-POWER TESTS AT CESRTA OF X-RAY OPTICS ELEMENTS FOR
SUPERKEKB
J.W. Flanagan, M. Arinaga, H. Fukuma, H. Ikeda, KEK, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
A. Lyndaker, D.P. Peterson, N. Rider, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.
Abstract
X-ray beam size monitors at SuperKEKB must
withstand high, sustained incident power loads. Two
prototype optics elements were fabricated and tested at
CesrTA, using incident X-ray power densities comparable
to those expected at the SuperKEKB LER. One element
was based on a silicon substrate, the other a CVD
diamond substrate, with each substrate supporting a coded
aperture mask pattern in gold on its surface. The diamond
substrate mask showed superior performance to the
silicon substrate mask, with the the mask pattern on the
silicon substrate melting at the highest incident power
level tested, where the diamond-substrate mask survived.
We will present here the high-power test results, along
with a simulation of X-ray power absorption and heat
transfer in the two prototype elements, and the resulting
implications for the design of the optics, beam line and
heat sink for SuperKEKB.

chromium in those parts of the mask pattern where there
is no gold. The second type of mask, made by Cornes
Technology, is made of 8.7 m gold on a 350 m CVD
diamond substrate, with a 100 nm Cr buffer layer.

BURN TESTS
The burn tests were carried out at the CesrTA D Line,
using 5.3 GeV beam. In the first test carried out, the
silicon-substrate mask was exposed to 200 mA of beam
(corresponding to the heat load expected at the LER) for
approximately 5 minutes, after which it was removed
from the beam line and examined, as shown in Fig. 1; at
this stage, it appears completely unharmed.
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INTRODUCTION
X-ray beam size monitors will be used at SuperKEKB
to measure low-emittance bunch profiles in both the Low
Energy Ring (LER) and High Energy Ring (HER).[1][2]
The total beam currents in the LER and HER will be 3.6
A and 2.6 A respectively, which creates a high average
SR power load on the optics elements. Two types of
prototype optics elements (URA masks[3]) have been
fabricated and are being used for both imaging tests and
high-power burn tests at CesrTA. The latter tests are
described here.
Table 1: Mask Parameters
Parameter

Silicon mask

Diamond mask

625 m
monocrystalline
silicon

350 m
polycrystalline
CVD diamond

Buffer material

5 nm Cr

100 nm Cr

Mask material

18.75 m Au

8.7 m Au

Mask pattern

31 x 5 m URA

59 x 10 m URA

Substrate
material

The two types of mask tested are described in Table 1.
The first type tested, made by NTT-AT Nanofabrication,
was made of 18.75 m-thick gold on a 625 m-thick
silicon substrate. To prevent the gold layer from peeling
away from the silicon due to differences in thermal
expansion coefficients, there is a 5 nm buffer layer of
chromium between the gold and silicon. There is no
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Figure 1: Au+Si mask after exposure to 200 mA beam.

Figure 2: Au+Si mask after exposure to 243 mA beam.
To determine what margin of safety there may be, the
same mask was re-installed in the beam line, and exposed
to ~20% higher beam current, 243 mA. Figure 2 shows
the result of this second burn test. The gold coating in the
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center of the chip has melted and slumped down. The Si
substrate appears to be intact, and the Cr bonding layer
between the gold and the silicon appears to be still
attached to the Si. The center of the mask evidently
reached at least the melting temperature of gold (1064°C),
but not that of silicon (1414°C), or chromium (1907°C).
Following this somewhat alarming result, a similar test
was conducted on a prototype diamond-substrate mask.
A factory-reject sample was used, with scratches and
displaced traces. Photos of the Au+CVD diamond mask
before and after exposure to beam currents up to 243 mA
are shown in Fig. 3. No obvious damage resulting from
the beam exposure is seen.

WEPF15

mounted flush with a copper heat sink plate with a 2.38
mm diameter hole in it, through which synchrotron
radiation is incident on the mask. A stainless steel
mounting bracket is used to hold the mask in close
thermal contact with the copper heat sink, and the bracket
is mounted with stainless bolts that pass through the
copper plate. The assembly is water cooled at the center
of the top surface. A drawing of the holder assembly is
shown in Fig. 5; the simplified model of the assembly
used in simulation is shown in Fig. 6.
The total incident power on the mask and its holder was
calculated according to P[W/mr/A]=13.8Ee4[GeV]/[m]
(Ref. [5], Eq. 3.39, e.g.), and modeled as a heat source on
the surface of the mask and holder in the form of a
horizontal ribbon with a vertical width corresponding to
the projection of the critical angle at the mask’s distance
from the source.

The 5.3 beam current was raised in steps, with beam
image scans taken through the mask after each step at 4
GeV, as shown in Fig. 4. No change in the beam image
through the mask is seen between the scans taken after
exposure to 60 mA (left) and 243 mA (right) 5.3 GeV
beam.

Figure 5: Heatsink mount for coded aperture at CesrTA.

Figure 4: Beam image scans taken through Au+CVD
diamond mask (factory-reject ) after exposure to 60 mA
(left) and 243 mA (right) beam.
From the photographs and beam image scans, the
Au+CVD diamond mask would appear to have survived
the exposure to the maximum beam heat load possible at
CesrTA.
The superiority in high-power applications of the
diamond-substrate mask over the silicon-substrate, due to
the higher thermal conductivity of diamond than that of
silicon, was clearly demonstrated.

SIMULATIONS
ANSYS simulations were carried out to replicate the
burn test results, and to evaluate how much margin is
gained by using a diamond-substrate mask. The mask is
Beam Profile Monitors

Figure 6: ANSYS simulation of temperature distribution
over simplified model of heatsink mount.
For the simulation, we used the temperature-dependent
thermal conductivities of the mask and holder materials
from the AIST material properties database [6]. The
thermal conductivity data for diamond are only available
up to 400°C, so we fit the data (for the sample in the
database with the lowest thermal conductivity) to an
inverse power law in degrees Kelvin, and extrapolated the
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Figure 3: Au+CVD diamond mask (factory-reject) before
(left) and after (right) exposure to 243 mA beam.
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thermal conductivity data out to 1500°C, following the
model of phonon-phonon scattering dominance for
thermal conductivity dependence in that regime [7].

Fig. 9 shows the temperature distribution over the
stainless steel retainer bracket and mounting bolts.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows the temperature of the gold layer of
the Au+CVD diamond mask under the same incident heat
load.
The peak temperature of Au on the Si substrate reaches
863°C, close to melting temperature of Au of 1064°C.
The peak temperature of the Au on the CVD diamond
substrate, on the other hand, is 327 degrees lower at
536°C. As mentioned previously, the actual Au+Si mask
must have reached a peak temperature between 1064°C
and 1414°C. If the actual Au+Si mask temperature was
near the upper bound of 1414°C, then from the difference
in peak temperatures the Au+CVD diamond mask peak
temperature might have come quite close to the melting
temperature of gold.
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Figure 7: ANSYS simulation of temperature distribution
of gold layer on silicon substrate.

Figure 10: ANSYS simulation of temperature distribution
of gold layer on diamond substrate.

Figure 8: ANSYS simulation of temperature distribution
of silicon substrate behind gold layer.

EFFECT OF HEAT-SINK SHIELDING
Based on the above results, we simulated the effect of
placing a slotted screen in front of the mount, to prevent
SR power from being absorbed outside the mask aperture
and raising the base temperature of the copper heat sink
mount. The results are shown in Table 3. Placing a
slotted shield in front of the holder so that the SR fan hits
only the mask and not the copper heat sink lowers the
peak temperature a further ~200-300 degrees.
Table 3: Maximum Au Temperature Reached in
Simulation
Design

Figure 9: ANSYS simulation of temperature of stainless
steel retaining bracket behind substrate, and bolts.
Figure 7 shows the temperature distribution of the gold
layer of the Au+Si mask for an incident SR power
equivalent to 243 mA at 5.3 GeV at CesrTA. Figure 8
shows the temperature of the underlying Si substrate, and
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Silicon mask

Diamond mask

Unshielded heat sink

863oC

536oC

Shielded heat sink

586oC

352oC

In addition to lowering the temperature of the mask
itself, such shielding also keeps the stainless steel bolts,
which otherwise reach peak temperatures of 1100 degrees
under direct exposure to SR, from excessive temperature
build-up.
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Table 3 shows a summary of SR heat loads for the burn
tests conducted at CesrTA, and those expected for the
SuperKEKB LER and HER. Two types of heat load are
shown: the on-axis solid-angle power density in W/mr2/A
(calculated as per Ref. [5], Eq. 3.13 and following), and
the line power density as described above. Their
projections onto the mask in terms of peak W/mm2, and
integrated W of linear power, respectively, are also shown.
For the LER, while the maximum beam current is much
higher than that at CesrTA, the lower beam energy and
greater distance to the optics mount gives an area power
density the same as that seen at CesrTA at 200 mA, 23
W/mm2. Based on the burn test, this should be an
acceptable power density for the LER.
Table 3: X-ray Beam Line Heat Loads at CesrTA and the
SuperKEKB LER and HER
CesrTA

Parameter

SuperKEKB

D Line

LER

HER

5.3

4

7

Bend radius (m)

31.65

31.74

106

On-axis solidangle power
density
(W/mr2/A)

2,357

560

2,807

345

112

313

Distance from
source to optics
box (m)

4.549

9.39

10.27

Aperture width
(mm)

2.38

0.5

0.5
2.6

Energy (GeV)

Line power
density (W/mr/A)

Current (A)

0.200

0.243

3.6

Be filter thickness
(mm)

0

0

0

0

14

Zero-degree area
power density
(W/mm2)

23

28

23

69

23

Integrated line
power density
over aperture
width (W)

36

43

21

41

13

Si burn test result

PASS

FAIL

--

--

--

Diamond burn test
result

PASS

PASS

--

--

--

For the HER, the area power density is three times
higher at 69 W/mm2. In order to lower the area power
density at the HER to same level as the LER, 1.4 cm of
Be filter material need to be placed upstream of the optics
mount. Such a filter is also needed to keep the maximum

Beam Profile Monitors

area power density on a beam stopper, which will be
placed just upstream of the optics mount, below the limit
specified by the manufacturer (25 W/mm2).
For the mask substrate the Au+Si mask should be
acceptable during the early commissioning period, but for
better safety margin at full currents (and to allow for
possible increases in heat load in the future), a CVD
diamond substrate mask should be used. The mask tested
here was polycrystalline; for even better thermal
conductivity, a monocrystalline CVD diamond substrate
mask is also under development.
A slotted shield, with a horizontal aperture width of
500 m, will be placed in front of the optics mount to
prevent unnecessary temperature rise.

SUMMARY
We carried out burn tests at CesrTA on prototype x-ray
optics chips for SuperKEKB. Using an incident power
intensity equivalent to that maximum nominally expected
at the SuperKEKB LER, we verified that both the siliconsubstrate mask and the diamond-substrate mask survive
exposure to the beam. When the incident power was
raised 20%, however, only the diamond-substrate chip
survived, demonstrating the expected superiority of the
diamond-substrate mask in this application.
In order to increase the margin of safety further, we
found in simulation that it is effective to have a slotted
shield in front of the holder to prevent SR power
absorption in the area of the heat sink around the mask.
In addition, a 1.4-cm Be filter is needed at the HER to
lower the incident area power density to the level
expected at the LER, and demonstrated to be acceptable
at CesrTA.
In addition, a monocrystalline CVD diamond substrate
mask is under development, which should have even
better heat conductivity than the polycrystalline one tested
at CesrTA.
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In order to measure a beam profile with a wide
dynamic range covering the halo region around the core
region of intense proton beams, a non-destructive beam
profile monitor using a sheeted jet beam of nitrogen
molecules as a target has been developed for the beam of
the J-PARC main ring (MR). Two-dimensional detection
of the beam core will be performed using de-excitation
light of nitrogen molecule. On the other hand, beam halo
will be detected using ionized electron. In the detection of
the electron, a micro channel plate (MCP) will be used for
charge multiplication. To achieve a sensitivity of about
10-6, a phosphor screen will be employed for the anode of
the MCP, and its light will be detected by
photomultipliers array for position resolving. Thus beam
core and halo will be detected simultaneously in this
scheme. In this paper, two subjects working on now as
below are described: (1) Examination of the method for
measurement of the density distribution of nitrogen
molecules in the sheeted target area, and (2) Method for
background evaluation in halo detection.

simulation, when external parallel fields of ± 30 kV/ 75
mm in electric and 0.05 T in magnetic are applied for the
electron collection, and when intense proton beams of
MR are supposed, a position error of collected electron
was 0.3 mm at the maximum.

EQUIPMENT OUTLINE
Figure 1 and 2 show conceptual schematic view for the
equipment. We measure the de-excitation light of nitrogen
molecules occurring by a collision with the beam core and
the target of the jet, by using an optical system.

INTRODUCTION
This non-destructive profile monitor has a role of
diagnose circulating proton beam in the high intensity
proton synchrotron of MR with a high sensitivity. A
collision with a sheeted jet target of nitrogen molecules
with the circulating proton beam is used for the detection
of the beam profile with two methods described in
abstract.
Past developments are shown as below. For the metods,
examination and principle demonstration of the technique
were carried out so far [1, 2]. Further, by using these
techniques together, a high sensitive profile monitor
having a wide dynamic range of six orders was proposed
[3]. As for the light signal from the beam core is feeble
[2], a large acceptance optical system is required. Our
some members developed such an optical system in the
vacuum with big acceptance angle of 30 degrees for the
high sensitive beam profile monitor using the multiscreen [4]. Even this monitor can use this. In addition, a
radiation hardened image intensifier having two MCP
stages to use for the de-excitation light detection has
already developed [2] with HAMAMATSU. In case of
electron collection in the beam halo region, the position
error in electron collection was evaluated by a time
transient simulation during bunch time. The result of the
*Work supported by MEXT/JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 24310079
(Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research(B))
#yoshinori.hashimoto@kek.jp
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Figure 1: Horizontal cross-sectional schematic view of the
collision point.

Figure 2: Vertical cross-sectional schematic view of the
collision point.
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In addition, ionization electrons occurring by a
collision in the halo region are amplified by using MCP.
A phosphor screen for the MCP anode for high sensitively
detection is employed, and the light emitted from the
screen is transferred to outside photo multiplier array
(PMT’s) via light fibers. Figure 3 shows sensitivity
domain of the optical measurement and the electron
measurement.

WEPF17

The design density of the jet target is more than 5×10-4
Pa equivalent, and the target sizes are 100×100 mm2.
The design value of the target thickness is 1-3 mm. The
setup of measurements of the jet is shown in Fig. 5.

DENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF NITROGEN
MOLECULES IN THE TARGET
Table 1 shows the status of the jet beam generator.
Figure 4 shows a photograph and the assembling drawing
of the jet generator. The device consists of four
differential evacuation chambers. In the figure, #1 is the
nozzle chamber having the nozzle and the first skimmer,
#2 is the second skimmer chamber having the second
skimmer, and #3 is a slit chamber having a slit for shaping
jet into a planer form. The measurement of the jet uses
ionization gauge at the fourth (#4) chamber whose centre
is equivalent to the collision point with the proton beam.
Each chamber has turbo molecular pump of 500L/s. The
sizes of the nozzle, of the skimmer, and of the slit are
shown in Table 1. Because the skimmers and the slit
located at chamber border, they have a role of orifice for
differential pumping.

Figure 4: The jet generator. (a) assembling drawing, (b) a
photo of our test bench.

Table 1: Specification of the Jet Generator
Parameter

Value

Pulse Duration

100-1000 s

Source Pressure

1.0 MPa

Nozzle Size

1.83 mm dia.
H

V

Figure 5: The setup for jet measurement with ionization
gauges. CG: compression gauge, TG: thru gauge.
H

V

2

1st/2nd Skimmer Size

6.0 x 3.0 /20 x 5 mm

Slit #3-4

80H x 1.5V mm2

Beam Profile Monitors

Two types of ionization gauge are used as below: (CG)
compression gauge has a chamber with small slit at
surroundings of the gauge, (TG) thru gauge has a slit in
the surface of injection of the jet. The CG does time
integration for pulsed jet beam. TG measures the pressure
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Figure 3: Dynamic range for universal Gaussian beam
assumed bunch intensity of 2e13 proton or higher, colored
by detector segment.
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of the jet at the time of the passage. Because the beams
which passed TG are scattered in downstream chamber
wall and come back, region of early 500 μs of the pulse
can be measured. TG and the CG are used properly
depending on a purpose.
These gauges are attached to a linear actuator, and these
gauges can scan space. They can be attached to both of
horizontal and vertical directions at #4 chamber. The
gauge output signal is measured with a high-speed current
amplifier having rising time of 10 s (Keithley 428).
Results of the correlation of stagnation pressure and the
jet pressure are shown in Fig. 6. The pressure of the jet
increases as stagnation pressure rises, though the increase
is almost saturated at 1 MPa.

Horizontal spatial distribution was measured in the
region of ± 60mm by CG with a step of 5 mm. All CG
signal were taken 64 times of average (unevenness <3%).
The CG signals were plotted in Fig. 8 only the part of its
center ± 45mm. Because CG output expresses integration
of molecules inflow, when the slope is linear, it means
constant inflow. In the figure, there is a good linearity
region at 1.6 – 2.2 ms part. Values differentiated the CG
signals of this region were plotted in Fig. 9 as colored
contour map. This map expresses a density distribution of
the jet plane at the collision region. Because the terminal
velocity of the jet of nitrogen molecule is 730 mm/ms [5],
then the time scale is converted into the length scale with
this value. An enclosed region with black dashed line of
the figure means ± 10% non-uniform. The sizes of this
region is understood the length of 90 mm of the line of
the jet and the width of 80 mm. This region is a candidate
for the collision target. In order to stretch the width, the
aperture width of the second skimmer should be widened

Figure 6: Correlation of the stagnation pressure and the jet
pressure.
Figure 7 shows a vertical density distribution by the slit
(#3-#4) width of 2 mm when stagnation pressure was 1.0
MPa. The width becomes 6.2 mm in FWHM in this
profile. It might become around 3.5 mm by a slit of 2 mm
geometrically, but larger than it. The reason is that this tail
shows the scattering by the slit edges. In practical use, by
using another one step, a slitting is necessary.

Figure 8: A various [H: -45,+45 mm] jet-pressure
measured data by CG.

Figure 9: A contour map of jet density.

BACKGROUND EVALUATION

Figure 7: A vertical density distribution at #4 chamber.
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In the halo measurement to require high sensitivity, it is
necessary to evaluate a noise to be carried on light signal.
At first scheme of the halo measurement as shown in
Fig. 2 are discussed. In the method the ionization
electrons produced by the collision in the beam tail region
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are collected into the MCP’s with the external fields of Ee
and Be, and then electrons are multiplied. At the anode of
the MCP’s phosphor screens are used to convert into
monochromatic light. The converted lights are transferred
with optical fibers, and then they are detected by PMT’s.
In this scheme, the reason of using monochromatic light
is to reduce effects by external noise produced by beam
loss. At the entrance of PMT, light filter for around 550
nm will be set for noise reduction.
Considering such an external noise, remarkable
contribution is Cerenkov light by the second charged
particle occurring in beam loss in visible light region.
Cherenkov light is also used for beam loss detection,
beam loss monitors using optical fiber was reviewed by T.
Obina in this conference [6]. As for the number of
produced photons per unit length per wave length of this
light, come to next formula [6],
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The radiation of the proposed test site in MR was
already measured. A result of dose par week was around
50 mGy during continuous accelerator operation with
beam power of 220 kW.

Figure 11: A test device for background evaluation.

SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS
An evaluation for the uniformity of the jet target was
carried out. The measurement of the characteristics of
intense jet beams is studying continuously, and the
uniformity evaluation should be more reliable.
In addition, a sensitive actual background test will be
planned in MR tunnel for beam halo detection.
With the goal of installing it in the next fiscal year, the
practical designing for the collision chamber, for the
electronic collection electrode, and for the optical system
to measure the beam core are scheduled this autumn.
Finally the authors are grateful to T. Obina (KEK) for
lecturing on optical fiber based beam loss monitor and
giving us useful data. We would like to also thank H.
Saito of company SEIWA for fabrication of the jet
generator. We also appreciate the help received from H.
Akino, Y. Omori, T. Kawachi, and S. Otsu of Mitsubishi
Electric System & Service Co., Ltd..
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where : light velocity ratio, n: refractive index of
medium, : fine structural constant. The number of the
emitted photons per 10 nm band width in a glass of 10
mm thickness is plotted in Fig. 10 [6]. From this, the light
wavelength of the phosphor of MCP understands that one
as long as possible is not affected by the Cerenkov light.
For the phosphor, faster attenuation time is also required,
the time should be within a bunch separation time of 600
ns. A candidate characteristics of the phosphor are the
attenuation time is 300 ns (1/10) and its wavelength is
550 nm.
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Abstract
Diffraction Radiation (DR) and Transition Radiation
(TR) are produced when a relativistic charged particle
moves in the vicinity of a medium or through a medium
respectively. The target atoms are polarised by the electric field of the charged particle, which then oscillate thus
emitting radiation with a very broad spectrum. The spatialspectral properties of DR/TR are sensitive to various electron beam parameters. Several projects aim to measure the
transverse (vertical) beam size using DR or TR. This paper
reports on how numerical simulations using Zemax can be
used to study such a system.

rect results for any propagation distance, for any arbitrary
beam and can account for any surface aperture, including
user defined apertures. When the wavefront reaches an optical surface (e.g. a lens), it is decomposed into rays in
order to simulate aberrations and diffraction coming out
through the lens, then rays are recomposed into wavefront at the exit of the lens; therefore both, aberrations and
diffraction through optical lines, are simulated.
In POP mode, a custom electric field source provided in
a C file and compiled as a DLL can be used as an input to
Zemax. In this way, the simulation of any source of light is
possible (e.g. TR, DR, synchrotron radiation (SR))

INTRODUCTION

MOTIVATION

Optical system design is no longer a skill reserved for a
few professionals. With readily available commercial optical design software, these tools are accessible to the general optical engineering community. The Zemax Optical
Design Program is such a comprehensive software tool [1].
It integrates all the features required to conceptualise, design, optimise, analyse and tolerance virtually any optical
system. It is widely used in the optics industry as a standard
design tool.
Geometrical ray tracing is an incomplete description of
light propagation. Strictly speaking, the propagation of
light is a coherent process. As a wavefront travels through
free space or optical medium, the wavefront coherently interferes with itself. Modelling this coherent propagation
comprises the domain of physical optics. Physical Optics
Propagation (POP) is the capability of Zemax which uses
diffraction calculations to propagate a wavefront through
an optical system surface by surface. The coherent nature
of light is fully accounted for by this capability. When using POP, the wavefront is modelled using an array of points.
Each point in the array stores complex amplitude information about the beam. The array is user-definable in terms of
its dimension, sampling and aspect ratio.
To propagate the beam from one surface to another, either a Fresnel diffraction propagation or an angular spectrum propagation algorithm is used. Zemax automatically
chooses the algorithm that yields the highest numerical accuracy. The diffraction propagation algorithms yield cor-

The theories used to describe both, optical transition and
diffraction radiation (OTR and ODR), are highly simplified and use many assumptions, e.g. free-floating targets
and single-electron pass. In order to take account of realistic setups using real optical elements such as finite-size
lenses, filters, targets and other apertures, simulations using Zemax should be implemented. As a first step, simulations have to agree with the analytical expressions, given
the same assumptions used to derive those. Once agreement is shown, the simulations provide a powerful tool to
study experimental setups regarding their diffraction limitations, possible misalignments and beam size effects.
Using the target as the radiation source, the initial electric field is either defined in a user-defined two-dimensional
matrix in binary or text format or computed with a Windows Dynamic Link Library (DLL). When using POP, the
wavefront is modelled using an array of discretely sampled
points. For each point in the array, the complex amplitude
of the beam is stored. The entire array is then propagated
in free space between optical surfaces. At each optical surface, a transfer function is computed which propagates the
the beam matrix from one side of the surface to the other.
In this paper, only simulations in free-space are presented.

∗ tom.aumeyr.2008@live.rhul.ac.uk
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THEORY
OTR
Following the approach for calculating TR from a particle obliquely passing through a boundary between vacuum
and an ideal conductor [2] and applying an ultra-relativistic
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Figure 1: OTR Zemax output: source (a), detector plane (b) and horizontal cross-section of the detector plane (c).


approximation θx , θy , γ −1  1 , the following equation
is obtained for the angular distribution of intensity [3]:
α
θx 2 + θy 2
d2 WT R

= 2 −2
dωdΩ
π γ + θx 2 + θy 2

(1)

Here θx and θy are the radiation observation angles measured either from the mirror reflection direction or from the
particle trajectory, α is the fine structure constant. Eq. 1 is
TR in the case of normal incidence, i.e. with no target tilt.

ODR
The ODR model considers the case when a charged particle moves through a slit between two tilted semi-planes
i.e. only DR produced from the target is considered. In the
case of a horizontal slit, the vertical polarisation component
is sensitive to beam size [4]. Eq. 2 gives the expression for
the ODR vertical polarisation component convoluted with a
Gaussian distribution [4], where α is the fine-structure constant, γ is the Lorentz factor, θ0 is the tilt angle of the target,
tx,y = γθx,y where θx,y are the radiation angles measured
from the mirror reflection direction, λ is the observation
wavelength, σy is the rms vertical beam size, a is the target aperture size, ax is the offset of the beam centre
with


ty
.
respect to the centre of the slit and ψ = arctan √1+t
2
x
This model is applicable when the transition radiation contribution from the tails of the Gaussian distribution is negBeam Profile Monitors

ligible, which means approximately a ≥ 4σy .


p
2πa sin θ0
2
1
+
t
2 exp −
x
d2 Wyslit
γλ
αγ
=
×
dωdΩ
2π 2
1 + tx 2 + ty 2




 2 2

4πax p
8π σy
2
2
1 + tx
cosh
1 + tx
exp
λ2 γ 2
γλ


2πa sin θ0
− cos
ty + 2ψ
(2)
γλ
Generally, DR intensity is inversely proportional to the
aperture size and the sensitivity to beam size is inversely
proportional to the observation wavelength. The sensitivity
to beam size is dependent on the visibility (Imin /Imax ) of
the DR angular distribution, where Imin is the minimum
intensity taken at the centre of the distribution between the
two main lobes. Therefore the maximum and minimum
intensities of the DR angular distribution must be measured
accurately [4].

SIMULATIONS
Since this paper only deals with a free-space propagation
not involving any optical elements, the setup is straightforward. For either simulation, a source is defined using
a DLL. The field is then propagated in free space. Finally,
the detector plane is placed at a distance far enough to fulfil
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Figure 2: ODR Zemax output: source (a), detector plane (b) and horizontal cross-section of the detector plane (c).
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the far-field requirement for either radiation type, i.e. the
distance to the observation point must obey the following
2
condition L  γ2πλ [5]. Figure 1(a) shows the intensity at
the source, created by a single electron passing through an
ideal conductor (γ = 2500, λ = 550 nm). Figures 1(b)
and (c) show the intensity at the detector plane in the farfield. Figure 2(a) shows the intensity at the source, created
by a single electron passing through a 1-mm vertical slit
(γ = 4110, λ = 400 nm). Figures 2(b) and (c) show the
intensity at the detector plane in the far-field.

with the Zemax simulation. A nearly perfect agreement
can be observed. The far-field requirement for OTR is
2
L  γ2πλ = 0.55 m, therefore distance between source
and detector plane for the simulation was set to 100 m. The
size of the source was rmax = 10 · γλ
2π = 2.188 mm and the
aperture size in the theoretical model was set to a = 1 nm.

OTR
At the Accelerator Test Facility (ATF), the OTR monitor
uses an observation wavelength of λ = 550 nm for a beam
Lorentz factor of γ = 2500 [6, 7]. Figures 3 and 4 show the
Zemax simulated OTR irradiance horizontal cross section
at the source for a wavelength of λ = 550 nm with varying
energy and for a Lorentz factor of γ = 2500 with varying
wavelength respectively. After the field used to calculate
the distributions in Fig. 3 and 4 is propagated in free space
using Zemax, it can be compared with analytical theory.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the theoretical OTR angular distribution in far-field condition with the Zemax simulation.
Figure 6 shows the effect on the angular distribution
when moving the detector plane from the near-field into
the far-field. The distribution was again simulated for an
observation wavelength of λ = 550 nm for a beam Lorentz
factor of γ = 2500, at three different distances from the
2
2
2
source - γ2πλ , 2 · γ2πλ and 10 · γ2πλ . This figure is in excellent agreement with analytical calculations [5].

Figure 3: OTR irradiance horizontal cross section at the
source for λ = 550.

Figure 6: Zemax simulation of the OTR angular distribution for different distances from the source.

ODR

Figure 4: OTR irradiance horizontal cross section at the
source for γ = 2500.
Figure 5 compares the theoretical angular distribution
854

After using the field at the target surface and taking out
the part corresponding to a slit, as it is shown in Figure 2(a),
the ODR Zemax simulations can be compared with analytical theory. For an observation wavelength of λ = 400 nm
and a Lorentz factor of γ = 4110, which corresponds to the
experimental conditions at the ODR monitor at the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring (CesrTA) [8], the distribution at the
Beam Profile Monitors
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detector plane can be found in Figure 7, using a slit width
of 1 mm and an incident target angle of θ0 = 70◦ . Again,
nearly perfect agreement can be observed. The far-field
condition for the given parameters is fulfilled for a distance
2
L  γ2πλ = 1.08 m, as described by Eq. 2. The distance
between source and detector plane was set to 100 m, therefore angular distribution is fully defined. The size of the
source was rmax = 10 · γλ
2π = 2.617 mm.

WEPF18

next steps are comparing analytical equations for angular
distributions with Zemax simulations for a finite beam size,
which will involve the need for convolution or a Monte
Carlo type extension. After this, the software will have
been proven useful for studies of any type of optical system using OTR or ODR. It will enable simulations of all
misalignment errors and optimisation of an optical system
to be implemented in a real diagnostic station.
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
For OTR and ODR, it has been shown, that with assumptions similar to theoretical boundary conditions, Zemax simulations agree with the analytical expressions. The
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As in the OTR case, Fig. 8 shows the effect on the angular distribution when moving the detector plane from the
near-field into the far-field, this time using a slit width of
300 µm and an incident target angle of θ0 = 90◦ . The distribution was simulated for an observation wavelength of
λ = 400 nm for a beam Lorentz factor of γ = 4110, again
2
2
at three different distances from the source - γ2πλ , 2 · γ2πλ
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Abstract
The Free-Electron Laser Laboratory at the University of
Hawai‘i has constructed and tested a scanning wire beam
position monitor to aid the alignment and optimization of a
high spectral brightness inverse-Compton scattering x-ray
source. X-rays are produced by colliding the 40 MeV electron beam from a pulsed S-band linac with infrared laser
pulses from a mode-locked free-electron laser driven by the
same electron beam. The electron and laser beams are focused to 60 μm diameters at the interaction point to achieve
high scattering efﬁciency. This wire-scanner allows for
high resolution measurements of the size and position of
both the laser and electron beams at the interaction point to
verify spatial coincidence. Time resolved measurements of
secondary emission current allow us to monitor the transverse spatial evolution of the e-beam throughout the duration of a 4 μs macro-pulse while the laser is simultaneously proﬁled by pyrometer measurement of the occulted
infrared beam. Using this apparatus we have demonstrated
that the electron and laser beams can be co-aligned with a
precision better than 10 μm as required to maximize x-ray
yield.

The wire scanner described here is based on the designs
used at NBS-LANL[3] and the SLC[4] and adapted to the
constraints of our beamline conﬁguration. This system also
includes the capability to resolve the temporal evolution of
the electron beam proﬁle over the macropulse duration (approximately 4 μs).

HARDWARE
The wire scanner head shown in Fig. 1 consists of
two 34 μm-diameter graphite ﬁbers stretched across the
12.3 mm gap in an aluminum fork. The wires are oriented
such that when the scanner insertion axis is inclined 45◦
above the beam plane, the two wires are oriented horizontally and vertically. In this way a single axis of motion
allows the beam to be scanned in both axes.

INTRODUCTION
A compact high brightness x-ray source is currently under development at the University of Hawai‘i Free-Electron
Laser Laboratory, based on inverse-Compton scattering of
40 MeV electron bunches with synchronous laser pulses
from an infrared free-electron laser (FEL)[1, 2]. One of the
more challenging aspects of realizing a Compton backscatter x-ray source is co-alignment of the electron and laser
beams. With high intensities, and spot sizes as small as
30 μm, it is not possible to align these beams without special diagnostic tools. The resolution of available beam
position monitors (BPMs) and optical transition radiation
(OTR) screens is limited to about 100 μm by the sampling
electronics and video cameras used.
Wire scanners are commonly employed on accelerator
beam-lines as alignment aides. The “ﬂying wire” type
scanners, such as those used at CERN, are too large for
use in the space allocated on the Mk V beam-line at UH
and are incompatible with the bunch structure of our accelerator. The x-ray interaction point is shared by two other
insertable diagnostic devices in a crowded vacuum chamber, also housing the x-ray interaction point laser optics.
∗ Work supported by the US Department of Homeland Security DNDO
ARI program GRANT NO. 2010-DN-077-ARI045-02
† hadmack@hawaii.edu
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Figure 1: The wire scanner fork electrically isolates the
carbon ﬁber from the grounded fork. Fibers are soldered to
the signal lead and clamped at the other end.
The secondary emission current from the wire is conducted via the scanner shaft to a vacuum feedthrough on
the assembly shown in Fig. 2. The fork itself is grounded
to avoid charge accumulation from the beam halo.
Most wire scanners in operation today utilize
bremsstrahlung radiation detectors to measure beam
interception of the wire. However, on a linear machine it is
more difﬁcult to position a PIN diode detector close to the
source without substantial background radiation. Moving
the detector to a suitably shielded location results in a large
bremsstrahlung beam diameter, making efﬁcient detection
difﬁcult and introducing errors due to diffraction.
Figure 3 shows the assembly integrated in the x-ray
scattering chamber installed at the interaction point. The
wire scanner assembly consists of a precision vacuum
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secondary electrons ejected from the wire. The wire current
signal is terminated in 50 Ω and sampled with a 300 MHz
digital oscilloscope.
A pyroelectric detector viewing the transmitted beam
measures the occlusion of the laser beam by the wire. The
pyrometer’s response time is considerably slower than that
of the wire current. The pulse peak voltage is sampled with
a boxcar integrator and digitized with 12 bit precision.
The data acquisition software is implemented in Python
with a graphical user interface (GUI) built using wxPython.
The software acquisition is triggered using control lines on
an RS232 serial port to monitor the accelerator’s TTL trigger. When a trigger event is detected, data is read from the
oscilloscope and boxcar integrator, both of which are synchronously triggered. Data is also acquired asynchronously
from the LVDT controller via a serial connection.
Figure 4 illustrates the data acquisition system. The GUI
shown in Fig. 5 provides the operator with a live stripchart
of both the laser and current measurements throughout a
scan. The GUI allows for conﬁguration and control of automated scans and data storage. Data is stored in a custom
binary format and includes full oscilloscope waveforms for
every position step.
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Figure 3: The wire scanner installed with other diagnostic
devices in the x-ray scattering chamber.

translation stage, a linear-variable-differential-transformer
(LVDT) position sensor, and a DC motor drive.
The motor speed is controlled by software to achieve
high resolution at the 5 Hz beam repetition rate. Position is
measured with an LVDT attached to the translation stage;
its resolution is limited by 12 bit readout electronics to
7.2 μm steps over a 14 mm range. The LVDT read-back is
calibrated against the actual translation stage motion with
calipers.
Wire scans are typically performed with the actuator
speed set to 100 μm s−1 so that the position changes by
twice the LVDT limiting step size each macropulse event,
thus ensuring monotonic position data. A full 14 mm scan
using both the horizontal and vertical wire takes approximately 140 s. For each accelerator macropulse trigger three
quantities are measured: the current from the wire, the laser
pulse transmission, and the position. The intercepted electron beam current is inferred by the current resulting from
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Figure 4: A PC acquires beam current, laser intensity, and
scan position data and controls the drive motor.
The GUI stripchart is only used as a rough guide for scan
operation while detailed data analysis is performed using
an ofﬂine tool, also implemented in Python. Figure 6 shows
a sample wire scan analysis. The graphic in the upper part
of the ﬁgure is a representation of the evolution of the beam
current spatial distribution over a 4 μs macropulse. The
vertical columns in the image are individual oscilloscope
waveforms for each position along the horizontal axis; interpolation is applied to account for non-uniformly spaced
positions. The lower plot shows the transmitted laser pulse
energy compared to the wire current integrated over a particular duration of interest within the pulse. The integration
region is typically chosen to overlap the laser pulse in the
last μs of the macropulse.

RESULTS
Preliminary experiments have been conducted to measure the sizes, positions, and stability of the laser and elec-
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Figure 2: Beam proﬁler drive assembly with motor and
LVDT with an early prototype fork. The support rod conducts the signal to the vacuum feedthrough on the far end.
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150 mA electron beam and several mJ of infrared laser exposure. Since the carbon ﬁlament could not be wrapped
in the same manner as the more ﬂexible tungsten, it was
necessary to modify the wire scanner fork. Figure 1 illustrates how the carbon ﬁbers are clamped on one end between Vespel plastic discs while the other ends are soldered
to a copper tab attached to the signal lead.
The scan data in Fig. 6 shows an electron beam focused
to wx , wy = 350 μm, 115 μm, where the left feature is the
evolution of the vertical beam proﬁle and the right represents the horizontal. The total charge intercepted on each
wire is the same, so the area under the beam proﬁle curves
is constant, resulting in lower peak signal for the horizontal
scan. In this scan the laser is well aligned to the electron
beam resulting in suppression of laser operation while the
beam is intercepted by the wire.
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Figure 5: The GUI displays the electron beam (yellow) and
laser (purple) beam proﬁles in real time during a scan. Figure shows background data, not actual scan results.

Figure 7: Horizontal axis wire scan showing the laser displaced from the e-beam position. Interception of the ebeam by the wire inhibits lasing and results in a second
co-aligned peak.
Figure 6: Secondary emission current as a function of position and time within the macropulse. The lower plot compares the integrated current from 2 μs to 3 μs with the laser
signal (axis inverted). This scan includes both the horizontal (right) and vertical (left) proﬁles.

tron beams. The wire scanner was initially commissioned
with a 200 μm tungsten wire. This wire was operated successfully for several months with large beam diameters and
limited resolution; however, a microfocused (sub 100 μm
diameter) beam quickly severed the wire. Next, a 25 μm
tungsten wire was chosen to reduce the absorption volume and to enhance the spatial resolution of the scans by
a factor of eight. Again, however, a microfocused beam
destroyed the wire on the ﬁrst pass. Ultimately, 34 μmdiameter carbon monoﬁlament from Specialty Materials,
Inc. has proven robust enough to endure the highly focused
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Figure 7 shows an example where the laser is misaligned
from the electron beam. This horizontal scan (vertical wire
only) gives an electron beam width of 175 μm and a laser
beam width of 143 μm with a beam separation of 419 μm,
correctable with a motorized mirror. The laser was intentionally defocused at the interaction point for this scan to
preclude wire damage during these early experiments. It
is interesting to note that while the laser size and position
are measurable by transmission to the pyroelectric detector
(red trace), a laser signal also appears distinctly in the wire
current. We believe that this laser induced wire current is
the result of thermionic emission from the wire due to heating from laser exposure. This hypothesis is supported by
the observation that the laser induced current extends several hundred ns beyond both the end of the electron beam
and laser macropulses while in fact the laser beam exposure of the wire begins a microsecond earlier and is there-
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Figure 8: The Mark V FEL beamline at the University of Hawai‘i.

Figure 7 also illustrates the time resolved nature of this
wire scanner system. The trajectory in this image indicates
that the beam’s horizontal position slews nearly a mm over
the 4 μs macropulse. The large slew in the ﬁrst microsecond is an inevitable consequence of beam-loading in the
linear accelerator and is typically ignored for experimental purposes. The remainder of the macropulse, however,
also shows a position slew that is the consequence energy
slew in the beam. The diagnostic chicane shown in Fig. 8
contains a number dipole bend magnets upstream of the interaction point that produce energy dependent deﬂections
in the beam. Characterization and mitigation of this energy/position slew in the beam are of critical importance to
operation of the free-electron laser and for beam alignment
of the inverse-Compton scattering interaction. A naı̈ve integration of the wire current or a transition radiation image
would signiﬁcantly overestimate the instantaneous beam
size as well as produce an ambiguity in the centroid position during the time interval of interest for scattering. Even
with a signiﬁcant transverse evolution in the beam, the instantaneous size and position can be precisely measured.
The “ﬂying wire” type beam proﬁlers employed on many
large accelerators and storage rings employ a high velocity
wire capable of scanning many stored bunches in a single
sweep[5]. While this technique enables much faster proﬁle acquisition, the position becomes correlated with a particular time within the bunch train. Thus, these systems
are not capable of revealing the temporal structure of the
macropulse in the manner described above and can overestimate the beam size. Typically this is not a problem for
a storage ring that is ﬁlled with nearly identical bunches.
However, the transient beam loading experienced in a linac
with a thermionic gun results in beam evolution that must
be considered.
Wire scan repeatability was measured from the analysis of a scan sequence with the same e-beam conﬁguration.
The beam centroid can be measured with an uncertainty of
σx,y = 9 μm and a beam width uncertainty of σw = 4 μm.
Scans are always performed in the same direction to eliminate hysteresis due to a 30 μm backlash in the translator
lead-screw.
Beam Profile Monitors

CONCLUSION
A scanning wire beam position monitor has been successfully constructed and operated at the University of
Hawaii Free-Electron Laser Laboratory. This custom design satisﬁes the tight space restrictions imposed by the
need to share access to the interaction point of the inverseCompton x-ray source with other diagnostic devices and
laser optics. The use of a commercially available linear vacuum translator signiﬁcantly reduces the engineering
time and cost of the system. 34 μm carbon ﬁber has been
selected as a suitable material for scans of a sub-100 μm microfocused electron beam operated at 40 MeV with 150 mA
average current over 4 μs macropulses.
Further studies of the carbon ﬁlament damage threshold
for both electron beam and laser exposure are necessary
for effective optimization of the inverse-Compton scattering interaction point focus. The laser can easily be attenuated to avoid wire damage once this is known. However,
the electron beam current cannot be varied and the damage
threshold will impose a limit to the average current density
allowed on the wire. In principle, the 7 μm width resolution
is sufﬁcient to achieve the 30 μm focal spot speciﬁcation of
the UH x-ray source. Alignment of the beams can be veriﬁed with a scan repeatability of better than 10 μm when the
30 μm hysteresis is accounted for.
Combining time-resolved wire scans with quadrupole
magnet scans will give us the capability to perform timeresolved emittance measurements of the e-beam. This will
be a vital capability for our continued efforts to improve extended pulse length thermionic electron gun technology[6].
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fore presumed to be a thermal artifact. The photon energy
of the 3000 nm laser is not sufﬁcient to generate photoelectrons. This feature provides a useful way to measure both
laser and electron beams with a single sensor signal.
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Abstract

We are developing a design for a minimally perturbing
mini-chicane, which utilizes the optical synchrotron
radiation (OSR) generated from magnetic bends, to
measure the rms transverse emittance and other optical
parameters of the beam. The beam is first externally
focused at the first bend and the OSR generated there is
used to image the beam. Subsequently, pairs of bends
produce interferences (OSRI) whose visibility can be used
to determine the beam divergence or the energy spread.
The properties of different configuration of bends in the
chicane have been analyzed to provide an optimum
diagnostic design for a given set of beam parameters
which: 1) provides a sufficient number of OSRI fringes to
allow a measurement of the beam divergence; 2)
minimizes or maximizes the competing effect of energy
spread on the fringe visibility; 3) minimizes the effect of
coherent synchrotron radiation and space charge on the
beam emittance; and 4) minimizes the effect of
compression on the bunch length, as the beam passes
through the chicane. Diagnostic designs have been
produced for 100-300 MeV beams with a normalized rms
emittance of about 1 micron for application to
Fermi@Elettra and similar high brightness free electron
lasers.

Figure 1: Geometries for generation of synchrotron
radiation from two magnetic dipoles in a ‘U’ or ‘S’
configuration.

INTRODUCTION
OSR and optical edge radiation interferences from
magnetic bends and field transitions have been studied
and used to measure electron beam size and divergence at
storage rings and linacs [1-4].
To develop these ideas further we have developed a
computer code [4] that can specifically calculate the
angular distribution of SR in the far field radiated by
electron moving along a specified curved trajectory. We
have applied this code to calculate OSR interferences and
study the effect of beams with divergence and energy
spread on the resulting OSR interferences from two
magnetic dipoles separated by a distance L as is shown in
Figure 1. The two magnetic dipole fields can be oriented
such that the trajectory follows either a ‘U’ or an ‘S’
shape as indicated.
Figure 2 shows that for the ‘U’ configuration the SR
from the two magnets overlap and thus interfere only in a
limited angular region (Δθ ~ 3 / γ). To the contrary, in the
‘S’ configuration the SR from the two sources completely
overlap and the angular region of observable interference
is much larger than in the ‘U’ case. The visibility of the
interferences in both systems is affected by beam
divergence and energy spread and, for different pairs of
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Figure 2: Far field interference patterns for ‘U’ (black)
and ‘S’ geometries (red) shown in Figure 1.
magnets, the corresponding interferences can be used to
measure either of these quantities, as we shall see below.
The chief goal of this work is to develop a non-invasive
OSR emittance monitor (NIEM) diagnostic system that
can measure normalized emittances in the range of ~1
micron, i.e. that are typically produced by state of the art
photo-injector driven free electron lasers (FELs). To
accomplish this we have developed a design for a
compact mini-chicane which uses small electromagnets to
perturb the beam trajectories just enough to produce OSR
and OSR interferences. These radiations can be used to
diagnose the beam size and divergence in the bending
plane. The chicane then returns the beam to its original
trajectory axis.
In this paper we describe the features and expected
performance of a NIEM diagnostic. In particular we have
examined in detail the application of such a diagnostic at
two energies (100 and 285 MeV) for the FERMI@Elettra
accelerator [5]. This design study can provide a
benchmark for other similar accelerators.
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Chicane Design
A sketch of the chicane that we plan to use for the
NIEM is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Schematic of diagnostic chicane showing
electron trajectories (black) and deflection angles (red).
The first two magnetic bends (1,2) of the chicane form
an ‘S’ type interferometer that is used to monitor the
energy spread; and the second and third bends (2,3) form
a ‘U’ interferometer that is used to measure the beam
divergence. Figure 3 shows the trajectories (black lines)
and deflection angles (red) of the beam electrons as they
pass through the chicane. Note the very small (7 mm)
vertical shift of the trajectories (shown in black) from the
axis in comparison to the horizontal separation of bends
(2,3) (i.e. 0.6 m). Each dipole in the chicane is 0.1 m
long with a bending angle of 35 mrad (shown in red).

Emittance Measurement Technique
The rms beam emittance will be determined by
magnetically focusing the beam at the first bend of the
chicane with external quadrupoles upstream of the
diagnostics chicane. An optical imaging system focused
on the OSR from this bend will observe the beam here.
Two other imaging systems will independently observe
the far field radiation OSR interference patterns from
bends (1,2) and (2,3) respectively, to obtain the beam
energy spread and divergence similar to what is done with
optical transition radiation [6-9].
The beam size and divergence data will be processed to
obtain the emittance using a new methodology that we
have recently developed [10]. When this approach is
applied to a beam with negligible space charge, the
emittance for either the horizontal or vertical plane can be
given in a closed form in terms of the beam size and
divergence measured, respectively, at a beam size or
divergence minimum.
Alternatively, any two values of divergence and radius
taken at different focusing strengths can be used to
determine the emittance. These measurements do not
necessarily need to be at or even close to a minimum in
either parameter. This method is particularly
advantageous when the range of magnetic focusing is
limited. Furthermore, the statistical accuracy of the
measurement of the emittance can be improved by using
several pairs of values and the method can be applied to
beams with significant space charge as well as emittance
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dominated beams. The method has been tested using
simulated data and there is excellent agreement between
WARP simulations and calculations [10].

Beam Line Locations and NIEM Parameters
We have designed chicanes that can be used to monitor
the emittance at two locations of interest. The first
location is just upstream of a laser heater system at
FERMI [11] that is designed to suppress any microbunching. This process is produced by energy
modulations arising from longitudinal space charge (LSC)
fluctuations. The beam energy here is 100 MeV. This
point is interesting because from this energy onward
transverse space charge effects are negligible and, in
absence of other perturbations (e.g. CSR, wakes,
chromatic effects, etc., all of which are minimized as
much as possible in the FERMI design), the normalized
emittances should remain constant. This is also the point
before bunch compression, where the bunch is long and
the correlated and uncorrelated energy spreads are small.
Because of these two situations one expects little
disruption to the bunch from the NIEM.
A second location of interest for a NIEM device is after
the 1st bunch compressor where the beam energy is 285
MeV. This is an interesting region because a NIEM here
can observe any possible emittance blow up that might
have occurred in the compressor chicane. This location
presents a more delicate beam dynamics situation, since
the bunch will traverse the NIEM with the large
correlated energy spread (<=2%) that is required by the
preceding bunch compressor.
The parameters of the chicanes for these two locations
are: 1) a magnetic field strength, B = 0.12 Tesla for 100
MeV and 0.35 Tesla for 285 MeV; 2) magnet length, l
=100mm; and spacing, L= 0.6m, between magnets (2,3).
These parameters are required to easily measure both the
divergence and the beam size for normalized emittances
in the range of 1 to several microns.
We have also determined that the energy spreads
expected at each of these energies (0.005 and 0.02
respectively) can also be measured by independently
observing the OSR interferences from magnets (1,2).
As an example, we show the results of our OSRI
calculations using the above parameters for 100 MeV.
However, the code results demonstrate similar
sensitivities to divergence and energy spread for 285
MeV as well.

Divergence and Energy Spread Calculations
Figure 4 shows that a beam divergence of 70 microrad
can easily be measured with OSRI from magnets (2,3) in
the presence of the expected rms energy spread at
FERMI@Elettra, at 100 MeV, which is 0.5 MeV. Note
that (2,3) form a ‘U’ type interferometer, as shown in
Figure 3, where the interference from the two sources are
clearly visible only in a limited angular region; this is
shown by the fall off of the fringe amplitudes at angles
greater than a few times 1/ γ. In addition, because of the
small angular dispersion in the region between (2,3) there
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is practically no effect of energy spread on the OSRI
patterns; we have verified this by calculation and it is
seen by the nearly parallel electron trajectories between
bends (2,3) shown in Figure 3. Our simulations show that
it should be possible to measure divergence with the (2,3)
interferometer to about 50 microrad.
Figure 5 shows that the fractional energy spread (0.005)
severely alters the fringe visibility of OSRI from magnets
(1,2). In fact, the energy spread dominates over the effect
of the same value of divergence (70 microrad), which
dominates the visibility of the fringes from (2,3) as shown
in Figure 4. This is due to the large angular dispersion in
the region between (1,2) and is visible in the divergence
of the trajectories shown in Figure 3. Thus, we conclude
that interferometer (2,3) and (1,2) can be used to measure
the divergence and energy spread, respectively.
10

Beam Dynamics in the Chicane
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Figure 4: OSR interferences from magnets (2,3) showing
the fringe visibility for single electron (black) and a beam
with divergence = 70 micro radians (red).

σb is the one dimensional RMS value of this function. In
order to calculate the beam emittance we are interested in
the measurement of the RMS beam size from the OSR
radiation produced by the beam rather than its detailed
profile.
The resolution limit which limits the beam size
measurement is the point spread function (PSF), which
for OSR can be defined as the distribution of the OSR
produced by a single electron seen by the imaging optics
in the image plane. We can again characterize the PSF in
the same terms as we characterized the beam profile
above, i.e. by its RMS value σPSF, assuming the PSF is
approximately Gaussian. If the measured SR distribution
produced by the entire beam is likewise characterized and
has a RMS value, σm then σb2= σm2- σPSF2.
A simple estimate of the RMS value of the PSF can be
made by assuming that the vertical and horizontal
distributions of the OSR light are nearly equal (horizontal
aperture used) and can be described by a Gaussian with
an RMS value of 0.2 / γ. The above estimate is maximal
and it is based on the facts that a) the RMS of the PSF
becomes larger the smaller the angular size of the
radiation pattern; and b) that the smallest angular size of
OSR is in the vertical direction.
Then for an optics system with magnification m = 1, the
RMS of the PSF σPSF ≈ 1.6γλ. For example, for an electron
with energy 100MeV and an observation of λ=400 nm,
the RMS of the PSF σPSF ≈ 100µm. If the measured size of
the OSR spot is significantly greater than this value, it is
straightforward to estimate the rms beam size. However,
if it is comparable, the PSF will limit the measurement
and another technique, e.g. which measures the beam size
via a measurement of the transverse optical coherence
function, must be employed [12]. This is likely the case
for the higher beam energy of 285 MeV.

6
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Figure 5: OSRI from magnets (1,2) showing how the
fringes (black curve) are affected by energy spread (red
curve) and divergence (blue curve).

Beam Size Estimate
The transverse size of the beam must also be measured
to determine the beam emittance. The beam size usually
is characterized by its RMS value (σb), meaning that the
beam profile is approximated by a normal distribution





The NIEM chicane has the physical configuration of a
typical magnetic bunch compressor and poses the same
potential threats to the electron beam emittance: 1)
emission of coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) and its
associated increased projected horizontal emittance and
energy spread; 2) an enhancement of the micro-bunching
instability driven by longitudinal space charge (LSC); 3)
direct space charge effects at energies  100 MeV. Also,
contrary to a bunch compressor chicane, a diagnostics
chicane must not alter the bunch length. In order to study
these effects, we have run both ELEGANT [13] and
WARP [14] simulations for the two positions and
energies of interest to FERMI.
Table 1 shows the ELEGANT predictions for the
normalized emittances, bunch length and fractional
energy spread (all RMS) at the entrance and exit of NIEM
for the 100 MeV and 285 MeV cases for the FERMI
bunch charge, which is 0.5 nC. The simulations predict
that the NIEM will leave the beam characteristics
essentially unchanged at either position.

function, i.e. a Gaussian function: exp x2 / 2 b2 where
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Energy
(MeV)
100
285

Position
in the
chicane
entrance
exit
entrance
exit

Horiz.
emit.
(mmmrad)
1.00
1.00
1.05
1.05

Vert.
emit.
(mmmrad)
1.00
1.00
1.06
1.08

Bunch
length
(mm)

Energy
Spread

1.00
1.00
0.18
0.17

0.005
0.005
0.020
0.020

The effect of space charge on the transverse beam
emittance has also been estimated using the WARP
simulation code. The results show that space charge at a
peak beam current of 130A will have a negligible effect
on the emittance; and, furthermore, that one has to go up
to 1 kA peak current (1 nC in 1 ps) to see appreciable
space charge effects, i.e. a 1.25% change in the emittance
and a 26.4% change in the beam radius. The peak current
for FERMI (0.5 nC in a 13.4 ps bunch) is ~ 50A.
Moreover, theory predicts that the LSC-driven microbunching gain due to the NIEM only, at both energies, is
of the order of unity (1-D linear model, analytical). The
bunch length is unchanged by NIEM because the
geometry and bending angles of NIEM give very little
change in path length with energy deviation (R56 in
transport matrix terms). Also for this reason, LSC-driven
micro-bunching is estimated to have gain close to unity
(i.e. there will be no amplification in the NIEM).

CONCLUSIONS
We have evaluated a design for a non interceptive
emittance and energy spread diagnostic chicane (NIEM)
to measure the beam properties of high quality electron
beam accelerators with rms emittances ~ 1 micron. In
particular we have evaluated a NIEM diagnostic for use at
the FERMI FEL. Our OSR codes show that our design
can measure the expected the beam divergence and
energy spreads typically produced at two points in the
FERMI beamline, i.e. at 100 and 285 MeV.
ELEGANT and WARP simulations additionally show
that introduction of the NIEM chicane into the beam line
leads to minimal emittance blow up due to CSR, energy
spread and space charge as well as minimal bunch
compression. Thus, we conclude that NIEM meets the
requirements for a non-invasive emittance monitor for a
typical, high quality electron beam accelerator.
In future studies we will provide a more precise
calculation of the PSF of the OSR beam imaging system
as well as develop the measurement optics necessary to
isolate the OSR interferences from each pair of magnetic
bends.
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Table 1: Beam Parameters Before and After the NIEM
Chicane Computed from ELEGANT Simulations
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS R&D WITHIN OPAC
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on behalf of the oPAC Consortium
Abstract
Optimization of particle accelerators by combining
research into beam physics, beam instrumentation,
accelerator control systems and numerical simulation
studies is the goal of the oPAC project. Supported with 6
Million Euros by the European Union, the network is one
of the largest-ever Marie Curie Networks. During its four
year duration 22 Fellows will be trained and a very broad
international training program, consisting of Schools,
topical Workshops and conferences will be organized by a
consortium of currently more than 30 partner institutions.
Here, we give an overview of oPAC's beam diagnostics
R&D program, comprising instrumentation for
synchrotron light sources, cyrogenic beam loss monitors,
ultra-low emittance beam size diagnostics and
development of compact electronics for beam position
monitors. An overview of oPAC events is also given.
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INTRODUCTION
The oPAC consortium combines studies into the physics
and dynamics of particle beams, with an improvement of
existing accelerator and field simulations tools, the
development of beam instrumentation, and an R&D
program into accelerator control and data acquisition
systems. The network carries out a broad and closely
interconnected experimental program that combines
different scientific disciplines, such as for example
physics, electronics, IT, material sciences, and medical
applications. The presence of industry in the consortium
ensures that spin-off developments are actively sought
and that the training provides all ESRs with a skills set
that will give them an excellent base for their future
careers. All developments are closely linked to the much
wider experimental programs at the different oPAC
partner institutions. The network consists of 12
beneficiary partners (3 from industry, 3 universities and 6
research centers), as well as of 22 associated and adjunct
partners, 7 of which are from industry [1].

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS R&D
A versatile beam diagnostics system is crucial for the
successful operation and continuous optimization of any
particle accelerator or light source. A few years ago, the
DITANET consortium [2] set out to define improved
training standards in this research area and the
development of cutting edge beam diagnostics is also a
key aspect in the oPAC project. Here, we give a summary
of first research results from Fellows across the network.
___________________________________________
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Beam Instrumentation for Light Sources
Synchrotron Light sources are accelerator facilities
producing synchrotron radiation to perform experiments
in many fields of science. ALBA is a third generation
Synchrotron Light source, located close to Barcelona in
Spain with a 3 GeV electron beam available for users
since May 2012. The quality of the radiation used for the
experiments directly depends from the longitudinal and
transverse distribution of the electrons in the storage ring.
Therefore these characteristics have to be continuously
monitored with a non-invasive diagnostic system. To
monitor the longitudinal charge distribution, the so-called
filling pattern, different techniques were tested by oPAC
Fellow Laura Torino at ALBA using analogue and
electro-optical (EO) devices [3].
In the case of analogue devices, direct beam profile
measurements were performed using a Fast Current
Transformer (FCT) and the sum of the four buttons of a
Beam Position Monitor (BPM), both located in the
storage ring.

Figure 1: One train of the ALBA filling pattern measured
with FCT (blue) and PMT (red). The FCT has a better
time response, while the PMT is less affected by noise.
EO measurements are based on the correlation between
the longitudinal distribution of the electrons in the
machine and the temporal distribution of the produced
synchrotron radiation. To measure the filling pattern, the
visible part of the radiation was detected at the ALBA
optical beamline Xanadu using a Photomultiplier tube
(PMT). Results were observed directly with an
oscilloscope and analyzed later. The same PMT was then
used to measure the filling pattern with Time Correlated
Single Photon Counting (TCSPC). This technique
consists of measuring the distribution of the time
difference between a given trigger signal and the arrival
time of a single photon from the beam to the detector. In
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Cryogenic Beam Loss Monitors for the LHC
The protection ability of the current Beam Loss
Monitoring (BLM) system around the triplet magnets at
the LHC interaction regions is not maintained for all loss
scenarios for higher beam energies and intensities. The
envisaged solution is to install particle detectors as close
as possible to the superconducting coil, which means
inside the cold mass of the magnets. This allows
improved protection for the high-luminosity LHC. Prior
to work carried out by oPAC Fellow Marcin Bartosik at
CERN, no detector technology had proven to work under
the conditions encountered at this location. Three detector
technologies were selected for further investigation:
silicon sensors, diamond detectors and a Liquid Helium
(Hel) ionization chamber. Silicon detectors are widely in
use for particle detection and possess promising
properties at cryogenic temperatures [5]. Diamond
detectors have the main advantages to generate
significantly less leakage current at room temperature and
to be more radiation hard compared to silicon material.
The liquid helium chamber is a completely new in-house
produced prototype. Its main advantage is to be
insensitive to radiation damage. The downside is the
extremely low charge mobility, which is 5 orders of

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

magnitude lower than for diamond. Measurements in the
laboratory with laser and alpha source allowed drawing a
detailed picture of the charge carrier properties in the
semiconductor detectors down to Hel temperatures. The
setup for measurements with Minimum Ionizing Particles
(MIP) is shown in Fig. 2. The silicon detector Full Width
Half Maximum (FWHM) of the signal from a MIP is only
2.5 ± 0.7 ns. For the diamond detector the FWHM is
3.6 ± 0.8 ns, while the Hel chamber has a much longer
charge collection time of 180 ȝs.

Figure 2: Detector installation for immersion in liquid
helium and measurement in beam.
Finally, irradiation measurements at cryogenic
temperatures were performed. The measured radiation
induced signal degradation over 20 years (2 MGy) of
LHC operation is of a factor 25 ± 5 for silicon detectors,
while it is of 14 ± 3 for the diamond devices. With silicon
and diamond sensors a fast detection system can be
designed allowing bunch by bunch resolution. The Hel
chamber on the other hand is an elegant solution due to its
insensitivity to radiation damage. The results hence
motivate to combine the advantages, by using solid-state
detectors for a fast protection system, while the
Hel chamber can be used in parallel for calibration and for
protection from steady state losses. Further
measurements, models, simulations and the installation of
first CryoBLM prototypes during the first long shutdown
will allow additional conclusions.

Ultra-low Emittance Beam Size Measurement
Transverse electron beam diagnostics is crucial for
stable and reliable operation of the future electronpositron linear colliders such as CLIC or Higgs Factory.
The-state-of-the-art in transverse beam diagnostics is
based on the laser-wire technology. However, it requires a
high power laser significantly increases the cost of the
laser-wire system. Therefore, a simpler and relatively
inexpensive method is required. A beam profile monitor
based on Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) is very
promising. The resolution of a conventional OTR monitor
is defined by the root-mean-square of the so-called Point
Spread Function (PSF) which describes the response of an
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all cases the quantitative information on the charge per
bunch was achieved distributing the current read from the
DCCT in the storage ring. A similar data analysis was
applied to all acquired data to enable a comparison
between different techniques. Results show that
systematic errors induced by analogue or EO devices are
different. This yields a good overall characterization of
the filling pattern when combining the two techniques.
Fig. 1 shows one train of the ALBA filling pattern
measured with FCT and PMT. FCT (in blue) has a good
time resolution but is affected by noise in the gaps. PMT
(in red) has a slower decay time that makes identification
of the last filled bunch of the train difficult, but gaps are
not affected by noise at all. Currently the filling pattern is
monitored online using mainly the FCT. Further
developments of the TCSPC using a different detector are
foreseen. To monitor the bunch by bunch transverse
charge distribution interferometry is under development
[4]. Preliminary measurements were performed at the
ALBA optical beamline Xanadu where synchrotron
radiation was selected, focused and guided through a
double slit mask that produces an interference pattern.
Data was then collected by means of a CCD camera and
analyzed off-line. Good results were obtained for both,
horizontal and vertical beam-size with limitations mainly
coming from imperfection in the in-vacuum mirror used
to extract the visible radiation from the vacuum chamber.
Improvements are expected in December when a new
mirror will be installed. In the future it is planned to
replace the CCD camera by a Fast Gated Camera that can
be synchronized with the general ALBA timing system.
On-line data analysis will be implemented to provide real
time bunch by bunch transverse beam size measurements.
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optical system to a source distribution generated by a
single charge. In the optical wavelength range the
resolution is diffraction limited down to a few
micrometers. The best resolution achieved so far by
conventional OTR monitors is around a few micrometers
[6]. However, in [7] it was demonstrated that the OTR
PSF differs from a conventional PSF of an optical system.
While the vertical polarization component of the OTR has
a two-lobe structure which can be used to monitor the
vertical beam size with sub-micrometer resolution. On the
other hand if the beam is flat, which is true for linear
colliders, the horizontal projection of the distribution
represents a direct measurement of the horizontal beam
size which gives an opportunity to measure the electron
beam size in two directions in a single shot. Transverse
beam size measurements were recently carried out at the
ATF facility in Japan showing that it is possible to
achieve a sub-Pm resolution, see Fig. 3 [8].

Figure 3: Typical image of the OTR spot taken with linear
polarizer and 550±20 nm optical filter.
The minimum measured vertical beam size was
0.7541±0.034 Pm which is approximately 5 times better
than the resolution of conventional OTR monitors. In
order to further improve the resolution of the monitor,
effects significantly influencing on the PSF width need to
be reduced. One way is to use a special simulation tools
for optical calculations to better understand of the PSF
behavior. It was shown in [9] that using such tools lead to
results which are in a good agreement with real
experimental data and can be used for very accurate
simulations of the optical system to achieve the best
resolution. Another way would be to use reflective instead
of refractive optics. For example using an off-axis
parabolic mirror could reduce chromatic aberration
effects. However, using such mirror in a real experiment
becomes challenging because of mirror alignment. Even
small deflection of an incidence angle leads to significant
image distortion. The idea of using reflective elements for
OTR beam profile measurements and its influence on the
resolution are subject to further studies.
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Compact Electronics for BPMs
Electronics for BPMs have been focused in the past on
storage rings and their requirements, where the beam
stability needs to be as good as it can be. Precise
measurements of beam position and fast data delivery
rates are then provided. For boosters such performance is
not required: usually the beam position resolution ranges
from tens of microns to millimeters, and the operator
needs to access such information on demand. As a
consequence, the complexity of the design can be reduced
while other aspects could be improved. The idea behind a
new development in which oPAC Fellow Manuel
Cargnelutti is involved through Instrumentation
Technologies is to provide an instrument optimized for
both, booster and injector applications. This will support
beam position data with micrometer resolution, provided
for the whole acceleration cycle, digital-down-conversion
(DDC) feature with mean average filter (MAF)
functionality to optimize measurements at different fill
patterns, zero maintenance and passive cooling and
Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) supply. To combine all these
features, a new platform was required and a device was
developed that would be able to cover more than one
booster application. Special effort was spent in optimizing
the balance between flexibility and high performance in
special focus areas. A big novelty in the design is in the
System on Chip (SoC) – Xilinx Zynq 7020 – that hosts
both field programmable gate array (FPGA) and central
processing unit (CPU). Since the memory is shared
between the two parts, no data transfer protocols are
needed any more. Another advantage is a consequence of
fans removal and adoption of passive cooling: the system
can be powered through Power-over-Ethernet (PoE). The
interface with the instrument is based on the Standard
Commands for Programmable Instrument (SCPI) and
provides an easy way to integrate the instrument into the
control system.

Figure 4: Photograph of prototype board.
The development of the instrument is on the way with
first prototypes produced, see Fig. 4. First measurements
are underway using the already implemented software and
FPGA logics. Initial results are within expectations.
Confirmation of the design and implementation is
expected to be tested on the development prototype in the
end of October 2013 at ESRF [10].
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Training within oPAC is provided locally at the
respective host institute, primarily through cutting edge
research, local lecture and seminar series, as well as
network-wide training offered by the whole consortium.
In addition, the network also organizes a series of Topical
Workshops and international Schools for its Fellows
which are also open to the wider accelerator community.

International Schools
At the start of their training all oPAC Fellows
participated in either the CERN Accelerator School or the
Joint Universities Accelerator School. This provided them
a sound training basis as they take on their projects within
the Network. Both Schools included lectures and tutorials
covering accelerator physics, relativity and electro
magnetism, particle optics, longitudinal and transverse
beam
dynamics,
synchrotron
radiation,
linear
accelerators, cyclotrons and general accelerator design.
An oPAC School on Accelerator Optimization will be
organized by the consortium between 7th-11th July 2014 at
Royal Holloway University of London, UK. It will cover
advanced techniques for the optimization of particle
accelerator performance - in particular the combination of
different fundamental techniques to push the limits of
accelerators ever further.
All Fellows met already for a dedicated researcher skills
School in Liverpool, UK in June 2013. During the weeklong School they were provided with subject-specific
training in addition to generic topics, including project
management, scientific writing, problem solving
techniques and building bridges between academia and
industry. The Fellows were asked to present a short
summary of their projects as part of presentation skills
training and also to develop a detailed project plan of
their oPAC projects. A second complementary skills
School in the project’s final year will allow the Fellows to
build on project management with an advanced course in
addition to covering topics relevant to their future
employment, such as CV writing and job applications, as
well as an introduction to the careers market and writing
competitive grant applications.

Topical Workshops
oPAC will also organize a series of Workshops; most
will be open to external participants. Two expert training
days on 'Simulation Tools' (CST, Germany) and ‘Beam
Diagnostics’ (Bergoz, France) were already held for all
Fellows on June 25/26 . This was followed by a 2-day
Topical Workshop on the Grand Challenges in
Accelerator Optimization at CERN, Switzerland on June
27/28th 2013. This event provided an overview of the
current state of the art in beam physics, numerical
simulations and beam instrumentation and highlighted
existing limitations. Full details and all presentations can
be found on the Workshop web site [11].
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A Workshop on ‘Beam Instrumentation’ focusing on
beam profile and position monitoring will take place in
Vienna, Austria on 8th /9th May 2014 and many more are
in the planning. All events will be announced via the
oPAC web page [1] and in the project's quarterly
newsletter and Facebook page.

Conference on Accelerator Optimization
In the final year of oPAC, a 3-day international
conference on accelerator optimization will be organized,
with a focus on the methods developed within the
network. This event will also serve as a career platform
for the network's trainees who will get the opportunity to
present the outcomes of their research projects. In
addition, a Symposium open to the general public will be
held in Liverpool on 26th June 2015 to promote the
research outcomes beyond the scientific community.

SUMMARY
An overview of the beam diagnostics R&D program
within the recently approved oPAC project was given.
The network is one of the largest initial training networks
ever funded by the European Union and will train 22
early stage researchers over the next four years. The
consortium consists of universities, research centers and
industry partners and will also organize a rather large
number of training events. This includes Schools, Topical
Workshops and an international conference which will all
be open also for participants from outside the project.
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CHARGE MONITORS AT THE RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON GUN FOR
ATOMIC EXPLORATION – REGAE
H. Delsim-Hashemi∗ , K. Floettmann, M. Seebach, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Sh. Bayesteh, University of Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
Relativistic electron diffraction requires electron
bunches of extreme quality. Typical values are: electron
bunch charges of 100 fC, pulse duration of 10 fs, emittance
of 5 nm. In order to operate an accelerator in such
conditions proper diagnostics is needed. Furthermore
any possible shot-to-shot variation has to be monitored
especially when it comes to the analysis of the diffraction
pattern. Desired properties of electron bunches to be
diagnosed include: position, charge, emittance, bunch
length, energy and energy spread. In this paper the beam
charge as well as dark current monitors implemented at
REGAE are described with a main focus on Faraday cups.
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INTRODUCTION
Electron and X-ray diffraction are complementary tools
for exploring structural dynamics of matter. While in Xray diffraction a very large number of photons traverse the
probe material with a small scattering probability, the scattering cross section is some 6 orders of magnitude higher
for electrons than for photons so that only a small number of electrons is required to achieve comparable results.
However, the required electron beam quality is extraordinary. To study e. g. proteins a coherence length of 30 nm
is required which translates into a transverse emittance of
5 nm at a spot size of 0.4 mm. In addition short bunch
lengths down to 10 fs and a temporal stability of the same
order are required in order to study chemical reactions or
phase transitions in pump-probe type experiments. These
are challenging parameters for an electron source, which
demand improvements at many frontiers.
REGAE is a new linac constructed at DESY in cooperation
with the University of Hamburg and the Max Planck society as an electron source for relativistic electron diffraction [1]. REGAE comprises a photocathode located inside
a normal conducting 1.5 cell RF cavity to accelerate electrons to 2-5 MeV energy. Electron bunches with charges
from 10 fC to 100 pC can be generated as a function of laser
intensity. The fundamental harmonic of the laser is split
into two parts, one part is used to generate third harmonic
radiation for illumination of the photocathode, the other
part can be used for pump-probe experiments. At REGAE
a new scheme for an RF based laser synchronization is deployed [2]. Jitter of RF parameters transfers into time of
f ight variations of the electron bunch and must thus be
minimized. Preliminary measurements indicate that a tem∗ corresponding
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Table 1: REGAE Components
Element
Cathode
Gun center
Steerer pair 1
Solenoid 1
DDC (Double Diagnostics Cross) 1
port 1 (Faraday cup and prof le monitor)
port 2 Collimator 1
Solenoid 2
Steerer pair 2
Buncher
Steerer pair 3
DDC 2
port 1 (Faraday cup, prof le monitor
and cathode monitor mirror)

port 2 Collimator 2
DaMon
Spectrometer arm
Solenoid 3
Target chamber
Solenoid 4
Steerer pair 4
Detector
Faraday cup

Position(mm)
0
41
352
550
693
773
930
1192
1360
1654
1899
1979
2069
2369
5025
5506
5987
6317
9506
9836

poral rms stability below 50 fs has been achieved. Downstream of the gun are diagnostics stations which house
Faraday cups and transverse prof le measurement setups [3]
as well as electron beam collimators. Solenoids are located
before and after the f rst diagnostics station to meet beam
dynamics requirements. The next important element is an
S-band 4-cell normal conducting buncher cavity. It can be
used to introduce an energy chirp which results in velocity bunching when the beam propagates a drift space before arriving in the target chamber. A strong dipole can
be used to def ect the beam into a sideway before the target chamber. This provides the possibility to measure the
energy and energy spread using diagnostics as described
in [3]. In addition to the f rst single coil solenoid two double coil solenoids are used to prepare the beam condition
on the sample. Both these double coil solenoids as well
as one more downstream of the target chamber have oscillating, sine-like f elds which results in zero net rotation of
the beam. The third double coil solenoid installed downstream of the target chamber is mainly used to focus an
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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Figure 1: Voltage signal from Faraday cup in bunch charge
mode. An average over 5 shots is shown, the sample rate is
2 GHz.
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Figure 2: Voltage signal from Faraday cup in dark current
mode. A single shot with a sampling rate of 50 MHz is
shown.
cause open outputs load with a high electrostatic voltage.
Here closing the outputs with an attenuator, e. g. 0.5 dB
helps. At REGAE each Faraday cup can be selected with
a PXI multiplexer board. The input impedance of the digitizer board should be 50 Ω. For accurate measurement selection of an appropriate voltage range is needed. In order
to deduce the bunch charge an integration over the pulse
length is performed which results in a number that is proportional to the charge. When a cup is used for dark current
measurement on the other hand the amplif cation factor has
to be taken into account.

Readout Electronics and Software
A PXI system from ADLINK (currently ADLINK-3950,
in future a faster ADLINK-3980), as digitizer board a
NI-5152PXI (National Instruments) [8] and a 500MHzMultiplexer board NI-2593PXI are used. The digitizer NI5152PXI has a 300MHz analog bandwidth. The sampling
rate is 2 Gc/s in TIS-Mode (i. e. with 0.5 ns sample distance
resulting in 11 points at the length of 5 ns, in total 1000
points are recorded). The measurement precision is 8 bits.
With a sampling rate of 2 Gc/s the signal jitters naturally
with 0.5 ns. This jitter is due to the asynchronous clock
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As the most ordinary tool to measure charges REGAE
uses the well-known principle of a Faraday cup. The design of the Faraday cups – adopted from FLASH – employs a copper block which at the same time is used as a
holder for a scintillator thus enabling simultaneous charge
measurements and transversal diagnostics. Since at the low
charge levels required at REGAE beam position monitors
are not available this setup turned out to be very helpful for
machine operation from the very beginning. The charge
collected on the copper block is transfered via a 50 Ω resistor to ground. The voltage pulse over the resistor is measured with a fast ADC.
The Faraday cups at REGAE achieve a relatively good
lower charge detection limit by employing proper electronics. REGAE has four Faraday cups, each of which can
be used to measure the electron beam charge as well as
dark current if the selected cup is equipped with an amplif er. For electron beam charge measurements the cups
yields voltage pulses of about 5 ns length and a height of
33 mV/pC (with 50 Ω impedance) resulting in a large dynamic range of a few tens of fC to 100 pC.
In Fig. 1 a sample voltage signal of a Faraday cup is shown
which corresponds to a sub-pC charge. This is an average
over 5 shots, the error bars show the standard deviation of
the signal. Dark current pulses are as long as the width of
the RF pulse which is typically 4 µs long. A dark current
voltage signal is shown in Fig. 2. In total a trace of 10 µs
(500 points at 50 MHz) can be recorded at each RF pulse
in this operation mode. The charge in each bin of 20 ns
is below 100 fC in the presented case; the noise level – in
front of the pulse – is correspondingly small. A study of the
dependence of the dark charge on the gradient of the gun
is shown in Fig. 3. For this measurement the f rst Faraday
cup upstream of the buncher is used. No collimator was
used to reduce the dark current. In the lower plot of Fig. 3
a Fowler-Nordheim analysis [5] of the measurement is presented. Since the voltage signal shows no clear plateau –
as a result of the on-set of the emission and of the response
function of the electronics – an effective current as integrated charge divided by RF pulse length has been used for
this analysis. In order to accelerate electrons to 5 MeV gradients of not more than 80 MV/m are needed which would
mean less than 6 pC dark charge over 4 µs pulse length. If
the detection of the electron beam is gated fast down to a ns
level the contribution of the dark charge is negligible (a few
fC in the worst case). Unfortunately most detectors have
exposure times of at minimum a few µs therefore when
operating at sub-pC electron bunch charge collimators are
required to reduce the background due to dark charge.

0
Voltage / [ mV ]

FARADAY CUPS

Special care has to be taken with open-loop outputs, be-

Voltage / [ mV ]

image on a f ber optic scintillator. This last screen is monitored by the REGAE diffraction pattern detector which is
based on an EMCCD. Air coil steerer pairs [4] are installed
at four proper positions to correct the position and angles
as needed. In Tab. 1 a list of accelerator elements and their
rough position is given.
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CAVITY MONITOR
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A Cavity monitor called DaMon [7] developed by the
Machine Diagnostics and Instrumentation group (MDI) at
DESY has also been installed at REGAE. REGAEs fundamental RF frequency of 3 GHz is not a harmonic of
the monopole mode of the installed cavity (which is designed as dark current monitor for a resonance frequency
of 1.3 GHz). Therefore dark current cannot be measured
with this device at REGAE. Instead bunch charges of 10 fC
to 50 pC can be diagnosed. Two electronics branches are
used to measure the bunch charge each more suitable for a
def ned range of charge. The agreement with Faraday cup
results and independent calibration results from PITZ measurement gives conf dence on the measured values of both
monitors.
In Fig. 4 a measurement of charge versus laser intensity is
shown. At the extreme low charges of a few tens of fC the
Faraday cup measurement picks up dark current which is
always there independent of the laser intensity. The cavity monitor is insensitive to dark current at REGAE [7],
instead it shows its superior sensitivity at this very low
charges.

Faraday−cup @ DDC2
DaMon

200

CCD−Mon @ DDC2

of REGAE and the digitizer board. It could be avoided by
using the external REGAE clock for the digitizer. Tracking the peak of the voltage pulse and def ning the integration interval dependent on the peak position relaxes the
effect of this jitter. The analysis software is created with
LabVIEW 2010 at MS WinXP. As control system environment the Three-fold Integrated Network Environment
TINE [6] is used. The server software which runs at the
PXI controller acquires the pulse, and permanently calculates and archives the bunch charge, transmits the data to
the client and receives commands from the client (e. g.
switching the voltage range or switch between the four
Faraday cups). Pulse arrays are acquired continuously with
the Multi Record Acquisition Mode, i. e. the acquisition of
data blocks with multiple trigger events without restarting
the hardware. The client is also written in LabVIEW. The
client panel shows the pulse trace and a history of the calculated bunch charge. The control of the voltage acquisition
range and the selection of the Faraday cup is implemented
too. In order to perform some long term machine studies a
data archiving is prepared. It includes a central archive for
a long and a local history for fast archiving. The latter is
limited to one month storage. The central archive is used
for average values and the fast local history for every shot.
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Figure 3: Dependence of the dark charge on the gradient in
the gun cavity. Five shots are averaged for each data point.
The sample rate is 50 MHz. In the lower part a FowlerNordheim plot is shown.
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Laser intensity / [ a.u. ]

Figure 4: Comparison of charge measured with DaMon,
Faraday cup and a calibrated CCD-Monitor at DDC2 as
function of the laser intensity. An average of 10 shots for
each measurement point is shown.
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CCD-BASED CHARGE MONITOR
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Extensive calibration of scintillator radiance combined
with propagation function and CCD calibration can be used
to calibrate the screen monitors in the ultra-low-charge
regime [3]. In practice this semi-theoretical approach is
corrected by cross calibration of the CCD signal with other
monitors like the cavity monitor where these still give decent signals. Assuming linearity this can be extended to
ultra-low-charges down to the fC level (see Fig. 4). The
prof le monitors at REGAE use very sensitive photon detectors giving the possibility to resolve bunches that have a
few tens of electrons per a moderate pixel size of a CCD.
When this sensitivity is combined with a careful calibration, which is the case for REGAE, the transverse distribution recorded with the prof le monitors yields a precision
of a few electrons per pixel which contains more valuable
information than a charge integral. For all cases that are
foreseen at REGAE this monitor gives the charge distribution with a precision down to a total charge of 10 fC of the
entire bunch.
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Two destructive as well as one non-destructive charge
monitor at REGAE provide information on the charge as
well as on the transverse distribution down to the fC level
with high precision. Generally during routine operation of
an accelerator but especially during the commissioning of a
new electron beam line a tool to f nd the beam, i. e. charge,
is needed. Here Faraday cups can be used to detect any
charge down to some 10 fC. The qualitative characterization of the charge level by Faraday cups is independent of a
precise synchronization and, to a high extent, independent
of the electron beam optics. Faraday cups present therefore ideal tools to tune a machine for the early steps. For
the next steps and for more precise measurements the DaMon can be used which reads the charge, at the current
REGAE layout, only downstream of the second diagnostics cross. For total electron beam charges in the fC level
screen monitors can be used requiring synchronized laser,
RF and CCDs as well as proper electron beam optics. Dark
charge issues are very essential in ultra-low charge operation. Faraday cups that are equipped with additional amplif ers provide ultra sensitive means to measure dark charge
which in turn can be used to further optimize machine settings. These three monitors fulf ll thus all requirements on
this type of diagnostics at REGAE.
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RESONATOR FOR CHARGE MEASUREMENT AT REGAE
D. Lipka∗ , J. Lund-Nielsen, M. Seebach, DESY, Hamburg, Germany
Abstract

SETUP

A resonator is developed for the diagnostics of dark
current and charge measurements at the European XFEL,
FLASH and PITZ. The ﬁrst induced monopole mode TM01
at 1.3 GHz from charged bunches is used to detect the dark
current and charge with high resolution at these accelerators. At REGAE this resonator with electronics is installed
to detect the bunch charge because charges below pC are
used and this device can resolve it non-destructively. The
same electronics as for the dark current and charge measurement is used and the best resolution is measured to be
2.3 fC for 200 fC.

The device consists of a resonator made from stainless
steel with the frequency of the ﬁrst monopole mode at
1.3 GHz and a bandwidth of 6.4 MHz. Two antennas are
used for coupling-out the signals, see Fig. 1 and 2. The
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INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the beam properties during operation of an accelerator is an essential tool to control the
machine. Some of these devices measure the properties
destructively, but a setup with a non-destructive measurement is preferred because the running beam can be used
afterwards for the experiment. To be non-destructively the
ﬁelds generated by the charged beam produces signals at
the non-smooth formed tube. One of the ﬁrst beam property to be measured in an accelerator is the beam charge.
Here a resonator is used where the beam induces electromagnetic ﬁelds at certain modes. The TM01 mode is detected by using antennas inside of the resonator guided to
electronics. The amplitude is proportional to the charge of
the beam. This device is designed to be installed at the
European XFEL [1]. It is not only intended to measure
the beam charge, the second task is to detect the dark current produced by ﬁeld emission in the accelerator [2]. This
is done by superimposing the induced ﬁelds of the weakly
charged dark current bunches with their high repetition rate
generated by the 1.3 GHz accelerator to a measurable level.
The functionality is tested at the accelerators FLASH and
PITZ [1], here the notation of a Dark current Monitor (DaMon) is deﬁned.

Figure 1: Simulated electric ﬁeld strength with CST [4] of
the ﬁrst monopole mode TM01 .

At the Relativistic Electron Gun for Atomic Exploration
(REGAE) the bunch charges are expected to be small compared to the accelerators mentioned above. But the DaMon
has shown in the experiments that the beam charge resolution is good enough to resolved the low charges at REGAE [3]. Therefore this system of monitor including the
electronics is installed at REGAE. In the following the system is described and the measurement results are shown.
∗ dirk.lipka@desy.de
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Figure 2: Photo of the DaMon with feedthrough; later is
mounted with ﬂange and seal on the DaMon body.
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ﬁeld distribution is cylinder symmetric with an almost independent ﬁeld amplitude at the beam tube with 40.5 mm
diameter. The voltage of a monopole mode after a beam
passage is given by
t

U = U0 sin (ωt)e− τ ,

(1)

with ω = 2πf , the measured resonance frequency f =
1300.1±0.1 MHz, the decay time τ = QL /(πf ) and QL =
203 ± 5 the measured resonator loaded quality factor. The
amplitude is given by

WEPF25

work in a higher charge range compared to the dark current
input. Later is reserved to work at low charges. Therefore
both channel at REGAE are intended to measure the charge
of the beam. Each signal of the two antennas is processed
by electronics which consists of circulator, band-pass ﬁlter, limiter, down conversion to an intermediate frequency,
logarithmic detector and offset and gain control, see Fig. 4.
Due to the logarithmic detector the signal processing range

(2)
U0 = qS,

 
R
with the sensitivity S = πf QZext Q
, where q is the

Figure 4: Photo of the DaMon electronics. From left:
power control LED, dark current input, beam charge input,
3 dark current outputs (2 times single ended and 1 differential), 3 beam charge outputs.
is 80 dB. The processed signals are connected with a digitizer: 16 bit and 200 MS/s for each channel to not restrict
the resolution due to the ADC. The electronics is free running, only the ADC gets a beam trigger from the REGAE
timing system.

MEASUREMENT

Figure 3: Photo of the DaMon installed at REGAE.

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

The properties of the resonator, the cable attenuation and
the electronics responds function in a table are measured.
These data values are taken to calculate the amplitude back
to a charge for each channel. This results in a calibration
table which is used to convert the measured voltage amplitude in a charge value; the nearest calibration points from
the table are interpolated to the corresponding charge. The
output of the measurement is shown in Fig. 5. The lower
diagram shows the measured voltage as a function of time.
The amplitude of each channel is different because of different attenuation of the channels. The ﬁrst channel with
10 dB attenuation is deﬁned for higher charges: between
2 and 50 pC. The second channel is deﬁned for charges
between 10 fC and 2 pC. Therefore the second channel is
proposed for better resolution at lower charges; this can be
seen too at the number of digits of the charge values for
each channel below the diagram. In addition the charge of
the last 8 bunches are visible in bar charts with a calculated
average. A short history of the charge is shown on top of
the diagram.
To measure the resolution of the system the charge values of both channels are subtracted to calculate the resid-
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beam charge, Z = 50 Ω is the line impedance, Qext =
245 ± 4 is the measured resonator external quality factor
and (R/Q) = 82.9 Ω is the simulated normalized shunt
impedance [4]. All values (except for (R/Q)) are determined by laboratory measurements and in agreement with
the design values (the resonator is produced with high precision without tuners). Using equation (2) the beam charge
can be calculated by measuring the voltage amplitude. The
quality factor of the resonator is designed such that the signal is negligible after 1 μs.
The monitor is installed at REGAE after the accelerator,
see Fig. 3. One antenna is connected with the charge input
of the electronics, with a 10 dB attenuator in front of it to
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Figure 5: Graphical User Interface of the DaMon output. Top diagram: a history of the charge values for few minutes;
lower diagram: recent voltage as a function of time of both channels with blue the ﬁrst channel and red the second channel;
below: recent calculated charges for last 8 bunches of both channels with the same color deﬁnition including an average.

Figure 6: Residuals between charge measurement of both
DaMon channels for a charge around 200 fC with a Gaussian ﬁt.

Figure 7: Residuals between charge measurement of both
DaMon channels for a charge around 850 fC with a Gaussian ﬁt.

uals, see Fig. 6, as an example at 200 fC and Fig. 7 for
850 fC. Both diagram show a Gaussian ﬁt with the results.
For higher charges the mean difference differs to zero due
to a not perfect laboratory calibration. This is already improved by correcting the channel 2 values at the overlapping part of both channels but still a small difference is
left. The standard deviation results in an overall resolution

of both channels. Comparing both diagrams one can see
that the resolution for lower charges is better. Assuming
that channel 2 has a better resolution because of the 10 dB
attenuation the resolution can be divided with this factor. In
Fig. 8 the resolution is presented for different charges measured at the REGAE running period between March and
August 2013. As one can see that the resolution for chan-
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Figure 8: Resolution for each channel as a function of
charge used at REGAE. The resolution is corrected by
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nel 2 is better due to this additional attenuation of channel
1, furthermore the resolution depends logarithmically on
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The DaMon is installed at the REGAE beamline with
the same electronics which is used at PITZ and FLASH for
the measurement of beam charge and dark current. This
monitor is used to measure the charge with both channels
at REGAE. The resolution of this non-destructive monitor
resolve the requirement of the charge measurement at REGAE, the best resolution is measured to be 2.3 fC at 200 fC.
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TEST BENCH EXPERIMENTS FOR ENERGY MEASUREMENT AND
BEAM LOSS OF ESS-BILBAO
S. Varnasseri*, I. Arredondo, D. Belver, P. Echevarria, M. Eguiraun
ESS Bilbao, Leioa, Spain
Abstract
Various test benches have been developed at ESSBilbao in order to characterize different beam diagnostics
and control systems prior to their installation on several
parts of the accelerator. One test bench includes time-offlight (TOF) characterization for energy measurement
using fast current transformers (FCT). Using FCTs for the
TOF measurement would allow us to measure accurately
the delay between two successive bunched or un-bunched
beam pulses of low energy ions. The other test bench
includes a beam loss monitoring and interlock system
using ACCTs, cRIO and PXI chassis with some
acquisition modules and optical fiber link which represent
a complete system of beam loss detection, interlock logic
and trigger signal transmission. Having an integration on
the ACCT output also allows us to measure the beam
charge at the location of monitoring. In the test benches
the functionality of hardware and software, the logic and
required signal specifications like rise time, jitters and
delays are measured. An overview of test benches and
their measurement results are reported in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
Before the commissioning and installation of Mobile
Test Stand (MOTS) [1] as a general diagnostics
measurement stand, there will be various small separate
test benches for different diagnostics purposes. The idea is
to characterize each device and diagnostics system before
assembly on the accelerator sections. One test bench is
designed for energy measurement using fast current
transformers (FCTs). The other test bench consists of
beam loss monitor system using the ACCTs and electronic
modules.

characterize the delay and measurement uncertainty in the
time domain in order to define the accuracy of beam
energy measurement after ion source, LEBT and RFQ.
Since before RFQ, the beam is not bunched, then the
normal BPM pickup would not be used as the front end
sensors. In this case, two high bandwidth in-vacuum FCTs
are used as the beam passage detectors. As a
complementary scheme for beam energy measurement
after RFQ, also two shorted stripline BPMs with length of
61 mm are foreseen and designed. These shorted
striplines will be installed at a distance of 1m from each
other on the MOTS, as close as possible to the exit of
RFQ where the beam is well bunched. Due to the
characteristics of striplines, which in general do not have
good response to the low frequency or dc pulses without
bunches, the FCTs are foreseen for the measurement. In
order to maximize the accuracy of TOF measurement
with the FCTs, the manufacturer of FCTs (Bergoz®) [3]
was asked to fabricate the two in a similar condition and
with identical characteristics. The rise time of the FCTs
was 320 ps and a bandwidth of 950 MHz, appropriate to
the RF bunch level. The lower cut-off frequency of both
FCTs was 1.2 kHz and the droop was less than 1 %/µs. A
low attenuation coaxial cable with length of 15 ns was
used as the beam signal transporter and representation of
delay in the absence of real ion beam. For each FCT, two
covers with signal feedthroughs were designed in order to
keep the integrity of pulse signal at high frequency
modes. At the exit of the second FCT, a 50 Ω termination
was installed which minimizes the transient signal
reflection and possible timing error effects [4].

ENERGY MEASUREMENT
The energy measurement test bench is based on TimeOf-Flight (TOF) technique to measure the energy of the
non-relativistic beam [2]. The idea is to measure precisely
with subnano seconds resolution the delay of the signals
from two beam sensors. Since the velocity and energy of
the beam is calculated from the timing delay between two
sensors, therefore the resolution and accuracy of the
timing measurement are of high importance. The ion
source will give a fix kinetic energy of 75 keV to the ions.
The ions then cross the LEBT with the same initial energy
and therefore identical time of flight. Afterwards, they are
accelerated in the RFQ to the nominal energy of 3 MeV
[1]. The primary purpose of TOF setup was to
_________________________________________
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Figure 1: Two FCTs assembly on the test bench.
The energy measurement with FCTs could be used both
before RFQ where the beam is still un-bunched or after
RFQ where the beam is bunched with RF frequency.
Therefore bunched and un-bunched beam were fed as the
beam pulse.
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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Various pulse current amplitudes were fed to the
coaxial reconstructing the signal corresponding to the
working current amplitudes of ESS-Bilbao after the ion
source and the LEBT.

Figure 2: FCTs TOF for un-bunched pulsed current.
The un-bunched pulse measurement results show the
rms delay jitter of TOF gets higher with the decrease in
pulse current amplitude. For the current of 80 mA and 10
mA, the rms jitter of 85 ps and 130 ps were observed
accordingly. The mean energy accuracy for a beam
current of 40 mA was smaller than 0.5%.

Bunched Beam Pulse
The same TOF setup was used for the bunched beam
pulse energy measurement. This setup is simulating the
beam current working amplitudes after RFQ where the
beam is already bunched. For the same beam current
amplitude, the rms jitter value for a bunched signal was
smaller and accuracy was better. Furthermore the jitter
value for the bunched beam was changing with the bunch
frequency variation. For a beam signal with bunch
frequency of 352 MHz and current of 72 mA and 12 mA,
the rms jitter was 8 ps and 17 ps accordingly. The mean
energy accuracy for a beam current of 40 mA and 352
MHz was 0.1%.

Figure 3: Timing jitter measurement for FCTs rf signal.

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

BEAM LOSS MONITORING
Another test bench which is assembled prior to the
installation on MOTS is the beam loss monitoring (BLM)
using ACCTs as the beam detectors. The principle idea is
to measure the beam current at two locations, then by
comparing the corresponding beam charge values in the
FPGA, the beam loss can be detected and if required an
output interlock signal would be generated. In the current
system, the sole comparison of beam amplitude was
avoided due to possible beam pulse shape evolution
between two points at low energies. Beam charge was
deduced from beam current signal by integration the
signal over time. The data corresponding to the beam
current signal and its integration is performed by an
FPGA embedded in a NI (National Instruments) PXIe
chassis. The whole process is carried out in an online
manner.
It is worth mentioning that in order to detect the beam
loss, it is not always required to integrate over the whole
beam pulse. For less deshaped beam pulses between two
points, it could be possible to perform the integration on a
shorter interval than a whole pulse. Since the logic of
beam loss interlock is constructed within FPGA, it is
outmost flexible to introduce different schemes in order to
define the beam loss and generate the corresponding
interlock signal. The integration period and sample
number of the input signals from ACCTs can be
configured based on the shape and transient
characteristics of real beam current pulse. Furthermore the
beam charge in the locations of two ACCTs can be
deduced from the beam current integration considering a
conversion factor. This conversion factor depends on the
ACCTs electronics sensitivity, PXI controller and FPGA
signal reading.

BLM Assembly Setup
As presented in Fig.4, two ACCTs are used as the
front end detectors of the beam current. The beam current
loss between ACCT1 and ACCT2 is carried out by means
of R1 and R2. R1 is a fixed resistor of 100 Ω, while R2 is
a potentiometer ranging from 1 Ω to 3 kΩ. After
amplification and noise filtering, the signal from ACCTs
are fed to PXI-7852R NI card [5]. The card is
programmed for acquisition and logic generator of the
interlock signal. Due to the development in low energy
beam pulse from ACCT1 to ACCT2, the two signals are
integrated over a time duration of pulse width (or if
necessary a shorter interval) rather than directly used for
amplitude comparison. The interlock master is a cRIO
chassis with realtime controller cRIO-9024 [6]. cRIO
would make the acquisition and performs calculation or
logic in order to generate the global interlock signal with
the NI-9402 card.
In order to have a realistic scheme of the delays and so
on, the 30m optical fiber and its electrical to optical (EO)
and optical to electrical (OE) converters are also
integrated into the measurement test setup.
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cRIO, EO conversion, transmission via a 30m optical
fiber and OE conversion. The number of samples in this
specific measurement was 225 samples(450 µs). The
overall delay is measured to be 540 µs, which after
deduction of 450 µs of sample real time acquisition,
provides 90 µs time consumption for interlock activation.
The measured rms jitter on the output signal was 450 ns.

Figure 4: Schematic of laboratory test bench set up.
The EO/OE converter modules are 5MBd optical
transceiver which are fabricated at the laboratory for high
impedance TTL signal application.

LabVIEW Code and Interlock Logic
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The logic and interlock signal generation was
implemented within FPGA with the LabVIEW. This
gives the highest flexibility for signal acquisition,
conditioning and interlock logic generation. In the current
scheme, it acquires the input signal from ACCT1 and
ACCT2 and integrates the two values every 2µs. After a
defined number of sample-integration (e.g 450 samples),
the two resulted values, S2 and S1, are compared. If S2 is
less than factor×S1, then an interlock signal is generated.
factor is defined as a value related to the percentage of
beam loss, which acts as a threshold value of beam charge
loss between ACCT1 and ACCT2 (Fig. 5).

Figure 5: PXI FPGA simplified logic diagram.
Integration of the input signals from ACCT1 and
ACCT2 could be held to whole or part of the pulse width.
This mainly depends on the beam pulse transient time and
shape and the required speed to generate interlock signal.
The charge loss factor can be defined within FPGA
program, where the logic to produce the interlock is
software based and reprogrammable.

Measurement Results
Figure. 6 shows various signals as the input signal and
output interlock. In the Fig. 6, the beam current signal
output of ACCT1 and ACCT2 are coloured as red and
blue, respectively. The green colour signal is the output
local interlock from PXI. This signal will produce a
global interlock in the cRIO output, which is then
converted to optical signal with the EO. The optical signal
is transmitted through a 30m optical fiber and, at the end,
converted back to electrical signal in the OE (purple
colour signal). Due to characteristics of the optical
conversion, we have chosen to activate the interlock
signal from low to high, which is converted high to low
after optical transmission and conversion. The delay
between rising edge of interlock and falling edge of EO
shows a time duration of 400ns which includes the time
required for the cRIO acquisition, logic execution within
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Figure 6: Output signals, ACCT1 (blue), ACCT2 (red),
PXI-Out (green) and OE (purple).

CONCLUSION
In the test bench for TOF, the bunched and un-bunched
signal corresponding to the beam specs after LEBT and
RFQ are used. The jitter rms values for bunched beam of
352 MHz and current down to 10 mA was less than 20 ps.
The jitter values for bunched and un-bunched beam show
that using FCTs for the TOF measurement gives the
required accuracy for energy measurement of Ion source,
LEBT and RFQ. In the test bench for interlock, the
response time to a beam loss can be configured from
seconds down to a short slice of the beam. By reducing
the beam integration time, considering a clean beam
pulse, the process of interlock generation and optical
transmission can be reduced to less than 100µs. If it
requires to shutdown the beam within a pulse, it is
possible to have a shorter integration time to some extent
within the system, detecting the beam loss and providing
the interlock signal for the beam shutdown within the
same pulse.
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COHERENT ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION MEASUREMENTS OF LASER
INDUCED BUNCHING IN A SEEDED FEL
M. Veronese∗ , A. Abrami, E. Allaria, M. Ferianis, E. Ferrari,
M. Trovò, Elettra-Sincrotrone Trieste, Trieste, Italy
F. Cianciosi, ESRF, Grenoble, France.

Optimization of the bunching process in a seeded FEL
like FERMI is an important aspect for machine operation.
In this paper we discuss about the power detection of coherent radiation in the UV range as a valuable method for
optimizing the bunching induced by the seeding process
on the electron beam. Experimental results obtained at
FERMI are presented here. Measurements of UV coherent
transition and diffraction radiation have been used to quantify the bunching produced by the seed laser at lower laser
harmonics. The dependence of the laser induced CUVTR
signal on various parameters is experimentally studied. Future upgrades and possibilities for bunching measurements
at shortest wavelengths are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
FERMI is a seeded FEL operating in the spectral
range from VUV to soft x-rays [1]. It is based on
a SLAC/BLN/UCLA type RF-gun, a normal conducting
LINAC, currently operated up to 1.4 GeV. Longitudinal
compression is provided by two magnetic chicanes BC1
and BC2 (respectively at 300 MeV and 600 MeV). The
FEL has two undulator chains, namely FEL1 and FEL2.
The first, FEL1, is a single cascade HGHG seed system
designed to provide hundreds of micro joules per pulse in
the range from 100 nm to 20 nm. The second, FEL2, is a
double cascade seeded system designed to reach 4 nm at
the shortest wavelength. Optimization for a seeded FEL
is a multi-parameter optimization process. To reach optimal FEL emission several condition have to be met. One
of the key points is to guarantee that the correct amount of
bunching is produced. The bunching is the current modulation produced on the electron bunch by the combined
action of the seed laser, the modulator undulator and the
dispersive section. To guarantee optimal performance of
the FEL the bunching has to be sufficiently large to produce
high peak power FEL radiation but not too large, to avoid
degradation of the power and spectral purity of the FEL.
A diagnostics capable of measuring the amplitude of the
bunching induced on the electron beam before the final radiator chain would be a very useful tool for machine tuning
in seeded FELs especially for double or tripled cascaded
FELs where the optimization is expected to be more critical. In principle the bunching could be derived from direct
bunch profile measurements like the one performed using
∗ marco.veronese@elettra.trieste.it
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e.g. deflecting cavities DCAV or Electro Optical Sampling
(EOS) stations. However the bunching modulation has a
small amplitude (usually < 10% ) and it occurs at short
wavelengths. In these condition DCAV and EOS are limited by SNR and resolution issues. In the paper we describe
measurements made taking advantage of coherent radiation
properties such as intensity and spectral selectivity. Coherent radiations have been exploited in many accelerator diagnostics for bunch length measurements in the mm-wave
to THz wavelength range. More recently, coherent optical
transition radiation (COTR) due to microbunching has been
found impacting transverse profile measurements in several
of the most recent FELs like LCLS, FERMI@Elettra and
SACLA [2].

COHERENT RADIATIONS FOR A
BUNCHING DIAGNOSTICS
A general description of coherent radiation properties
can be found in [3]. The intensity depends on the square
of the number of electrons involved in the bunching, thus
greatly enhancing this radiation over the single particle
emission. The spectral properties depend on the single particle spectral-angular distribution multiplied by the form
factor squared. The form factor is the Fourier transform of
the longitudinal bunch profile. In a seeded FEL by the energy modulation induced in the modulator undulator by the
energy transfer from the seed laser to the electron beam is
converted in density modulation by the dispersive section.
Due to electron beam dynamics, the pure sinusoidal at the
seed laser wavelength λs , is converted in a distribution similar to a saw tooth distribution. This means that its Fourier
transform will have peaks at seed laser wavelength harmonics λs /n where n is an integer greater than 1. Moreover
the bunching amplitude is exponentially damped at higher
harmonics. This means that the coherent power emitted
at these wavelength is also expected to decrease as n increases. Considering the FERMI@Elettra case in standard
EL1
operation the seeding wavelength is λF
= 260 nm. For
s
FEL2 the second stage seeding usually occurs at the 8th
EL2
El1
harmonics i.e. at a wavelength λF
= λF
/6 = 43.3
s
s
nm. This means that the coherent radiation emitted by the
bunching will be outside the visible spectral range with
wavelengths extending from the ultraviolet (UV) to the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) range. In the present paper we report measurement of transition radiation (TR) and diffraction radiation (DR). Since they are emitted coherently in
the ultraviolet range we will refer to them respectively as
879
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coherent ultraviolet transition radiation (CUVTR) and coherent ultraviolet diffraction radiation (CUVDR). Considering the single particle emission, in both cases the plasma
wavelength plays a crucial role. For λ >> λp both forward and backward TR have about the same magnitude.
For λ << λp the backwards TR is strongly suppressed and
only forward TR is emitted up to wavelengths of the order
of λcr where λcr = λp /γ [4]. The case of forward diffraction radiation has been studied by [5] also for λ << λp
and indicate a longer critical wavelength and a generally
smaller intensity emitted from forward DR compared to
forward TR. In our case, for standard aluminum foils λp
is 37.8 nm [6] and the wavelength range of our interest,
between 100 nm and 20 nm. With these parameters λ is
neither much shorter nor much longer than λp and both approximated descriptions may not fully apply since the frequency dependence of the relative permittivity have to be
fully considered. The spectral range of interest poses also a
series of limitations in terms of radiation transport and detection. Moreover materials transmission becomes quickly
and issue as the wavelength reaches UV and VUV, to the
point were also the air absorption is not tolerable and filters
(like aluminum foils) have to be chosen with a thickness below 1 micron to achieve a reasonable transmission. Finally
in the VUV also the reflectivity has a dramatic dependence
on the incidence angle. In using coherent radiations we
gain on intensity since it has a quadratic dependence on the
number of the electrons involved in the emission process.
This effect increase greatly the emission intensity compensating to some extent the intensity drop due to the smaller
number of electrons involved and the decrease in the radiation emission yield in the UV-VUV range compared to the
visible.

dedicated for these development. The first, called MBSCR
is installed between the last radiator and the first dipole.
While the second, called PHSCR is installed on the straight
line downstream the first dipole. We have tested the three
configurations listed in Table 1 and depicted in Fig. 2. The
Table 1: Configuration Used in the Measurements
Layout

Emitter

Detector

A
B
C

double foil (TR FW)
double foil (TR BW)
pinhole (DR FW)

Al coated photo diode
Al coated YAG:Ce
Al coated photo diode

MBSCR has been equipped with the double-foil emitter
and a pinhole that can be moved transversely into the
beam. In the double foil emitter the 1st foil is a 1 µm thick
aluminum foil set at normal incidence, while the 2nd foil
is a 1 µm thick aluminum foil set at 45 deg of incidence
angle. Below the second foil we have installed a YAG:Ce
crystal coated with 100 nm of aluminum. The PHSCR
is installed 16 m downstream the MBSCR and it is a
multi-screen system equipped with several scintillators and
an aluminum coated AXUV100 photo diode from IRD Inc.
The photodiode is partially covered by a 3mm diameter
pinhole. The photo diode signal is acquired by a Lecroy
Wavesurfer MX 1GHz digital oscilloscope to allow for
direct detection. We have tested the three configurations
listed in Table 1.
In the double-foil arrangement the first surface of 1st

EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT
We have performed test measurements in the
FERMI@Elettra FEL. The layout of the free electron
laser in the undulator hall is depicted in Fig. 1. In the
figure the beam travel from left to right and is depicted in
yellow. The seed laser pulse is depicted in dark green, the
modulator undulator (MOD) in red, while the dispersive
section is in light green and the radiators (RAD) are in blue
and violet. After the last radiator the electron beam travels
towards bending dipoles that steers it to the main beam
dump. To perform the experiments described in this paper

Figure 1: FERMI FEL1 and FEL2 layout.
we used two diagnostics multi-screen stations that are
880

Figure 2: Experimental Layout.
foil is used to suppress unwanted seed laser radiation at
260nm. The second surface of the 1st foil emits forward
transition radiation, while the first surface of the 2nd
foil emits backward transition radiation and reflects the
forwards radiation from the 1st . This is the source of
radiation in layout B. The second surface of the 2nd foil
emits forward radiation and is the source for radiation in
scheme A. An aluminum plate with a transverse dimension
of 19x19 mm and a hole of 2 mm diameter is the pinhole
used in layout C as FW DR source. The aluminum coating
of the photo diode is designed to act as a band pass filter
in the wavelength range from approximately 17 nm to 80
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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1
Normalized Intensity

nm with a transmission which is no flat but well above
20% in this whole range. The spectral response of the
100 nm Al coating of YAG:Ce used in scheme B, is also
dominating the system spectral response and efficiency.
From the above discussion it is clear the in all cases the
measurement is performed on short wavelength harmonics
with harmonic number n > 3. This is particularly interesting because similar measurements could be applied to the
second stage of a double cascaded system whose seeding
wavelength, taking FERMI FEL2 as an examples, is in
the range 65-20 nm range. In all cases these measurement
are better performed downstream of a bending magnet ad
are not online in the sense that have limited compatibility
with an FEL operation because either the photo diode or
the double foil will probably not withstand full power FEL
flux density.
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Figure 4: CUVTR intensity measured as a function of the
seed laser power.
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Figure 5: CUVTR intensity as a function of the dispersive
section current for different values of seed laser power.

Figure 3: CUVTR intensity measured as a function of the
seed laser time delay.
attenuator angle. The seed laser power in this range of attenuation is inversely proportional to the attenuator angle.
In Fig. 5 we report the behavior of the CUVTR signal as
a function of the dispersive section current. The dispersion
R56 increases with the dispersive magnets current. The two
curves in the figure were acquired for different setting of
the seed laser power. The angle of 63.8 deg corresponds to
a lower seed power while the angle of 61 deg corresponds
to a higher seed power. The signal (i.e. the bunching) is
shifted towards higher dispersive section currents (higher
R56 ) in the case of lower seed power. This means that to
produce the same amount of bunching with a lower seed
power energy you have to increase the dispersive section
current, as expected by the electron beam dynamics of the
bunching section. It is worth noting that the above measurement are averages of five acquisitions. We attempted
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

using scheme B. This scheme is similar to ordinary OTR
diagnostics geometry but is more complex from the point
of view of involved radiations. The second surface of the
1st foil will emit forward TR which is then reflected by the
second foil, the first surface of the 2nd foil will emit backward TR and the two will also interfere to some extent.
We used a 100 nm aluminized YAG:Ce crystal to convert
UV radiation into visible while suppressing other unwanted
COTR visible radiations. With our standard multi-screen
optical systems (SIGMA 105 lens f2.8 and Basler Scout
1300-32gm CCD camera) we could not detect any signal
even averaging over multiple shots. Backward TR is expected to be weak. Forward TR in this arrangement is most
probably suppressed by the UV reflectivity of Al at 45deg
which is of the order of 1% at 40nm [7]. The expected
transmission of the 100 nm aluminum thin film is expected
to play a minor role within the transmission bandwidth.
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We have tested the scheme A and applied it to the study
of a few machine parameters. In Fig. 3 we show the CUVTR signal as a function of the seed laser temporal delay.
In Fig. 4 we show the CUVTR as a function of seed laser
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1

We have repeated the measurements of CUVTR with
another source of radiation: forward diffraction radiation
(scheme C of Fig.2). The DR source is the pinhole installed
in the MBSCR screen, used it in conjunction with aluminized photodiode as in the TR measurements. In Fig.6

Normalized Intensity

1

Pinhole

0.6

0.2
0

1
2
Seed laser time delay (ps)

3

we report the signal dependence on the seed laser time delay, while in Fig.7 we report the CUVDR dependence on
the seed laser power. It can be seen comparing to Fig. 3,
4 that the measurements show similar qualitative behavior. A direct comparison between CUVTR and CUVDR

1
Normalized Intensity
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WITH CSR
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60
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Dispersive magnet current (amp)

Figure 8: CUVDR intensity measured as a function of the
dispersive section current. The red signal is CUVTR +
CSR, while the blue is CUVTR only.

0.4

Figure 6: CUVDR intensity measured as a function of the
seed laser time delay.
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Finally we report the dependence of coherent diffraction
radiation on the dispersive section. In Fig. 8 we show two
curves for comparison. The red curve is obtained with the
standard measurement, while the blue one is obtain steering before it enters the bending magnet to remove contributions from coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR). From
the figure it is clear that although a contribution from CSR
is present the CUVDR is dominating the standard measurement. Finally future new arrangements have to be devised
to improve the compatibility of such a diagnostic with machine operation. These may include the use of ionization
monitors and/or coherent synchrotron radiation as a source.
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LONGITUDINAL BEAM DIAGNOSTIC FROM A DISTRIBUTED
ELECTROSTATIC PICK-UP IN CERN’S ELENA RING
M. E. Angoletta, F. Caspers. S. Federmann, J. Molendijk, J. Sanchez-Quesada, P. J. Secouet,
L. Søby, F. Pedersen, M. Timmins, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
CERN’s Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA) ring
[1] is a new synchrotron with a circumference of 30.4 m
that will be commissioned in 2016 to further decelerate
the antiprotons coming from CERN’s Antiproton
Decelerator (AD). Table 1 provides a summary of
ELENA’s main parameters.
Table 1: ELENA Ring Main Parameters
Parameter

Injection

Extraction

Momentum, MeV/c

100

13.7

Kinetic Energy, MeV

5.3

0.1

Revolution frequency, MHz

1.06

Expected number of particles
Number of extracted bunches
Extracted bunches length, m/ns

3·10

0.145
7

1.8·107

4 (operationally)
1.3/300

ELENA’s main task is to increase the number of
antiprotons available to the experiments by reducing the
particles lost during the post-AD deceleration.
Furthermore, the beam emittances will be reduced by an
electron cooler. Figure 1 gives a schematic view of the
ELENA cycle. Its duration is expected to be of at least 20
seconds. The main actions performed in the cycle, namely
bunched beam for deceleration when RF is ON and
electron cooling on two plateaus, are also indicated.

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 1: Schematic view of the ELENA cycle.
The DC beam currents in ELENA are very low,
between a few µA and down to 0.23 µA, which e.g. rules
out to measure the intensity with a conventional DC beam
current transformer. Essential longitudinal diagnostics
required for commissioning and operation includes the
intensity measurement for bunched and debunched beams
and the measurement of ∆p/p for debunched beams to
assess the electron cooling performance.
This paper describes a novel method for the calculation
of these parameters in the ELENA ring, based on
combining signals from the twenty electrostatic pick-ups
(PUs) used for orbit measurements to improve the Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR). This is not the baseline solution
chosen for ELENA, which is described elsewhere [2].

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The implementation of the novel method for the
longitudinal beam parameters calculation is done in the
same crate as the ELENA orbit system. This paper
focuses on the longitudinal beam parameters calculation
and does not describe the orbit measurement capabilities.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram for the system. Ten
horizontal and ten vertical PUs, optimised for high
bandwidth and high sensitivity are installed in the
ELENA ring and mounted inside quadrupoles and
dipoles. The sum (Σ) and difference (Δ) signals from each
PU are amplified by low noise amplifiers located very
near the PUs, then transported by ~50m cables to the
digitization and processing system.
Both Σ and difference Δ signals are needed for the orbit
measurement, whilst only the Σ signals are required for
the longitudinal parameters. The Σ signals are combined
by digital down-conversion, rotation and sum to improve
the debunched beam SNR. Calculations on Schottky
signal levels show that the SNR from a single PU of ~12
dB can be improved by 13dB by adding the twenty sum
signals from all PUs. In doing so the many electrostatic
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The CERN Extra Low ENergy Antiproton (ELENA) Ring
is a new synchrotron that will be commissioned in 2016
to further decelerate the antiprotons coming from CERN’s
Antiproton Decelerator (AD). Required longitudinal
diagnostics include the intensity measurement for
bunched and debunched beam and the measurement of
Dp/p to assess the electron cooling performance.
A novel method for the calculation of these parameters is
proposed for ELENA, where signals from the twenty
electrostatic Pick-Ups (PU) used for orbit measurements
will be combined to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
This requires that the signals be digitally down-converted,
rotated and summed so that the many electrostatic PUs
will function as a single, distributed PU from the
processing system viewpoint. This method includes some
challenges and will not be used as the baseline
longitudinal diagnostics for the initial ELENA operation.
This paper gives an overview of the hardware and digital
signal processing involved, as well as of the challenges
that will have to be faced.
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PUs function as a single, distributed PU from the
processing system viewpoint.
The advantage of this approach is that it provides the
sensitivity that could be obtained by a long electrostatic
PU as well as the high bandwidth that can be obtained
only with short electrodes [3]. However, electrostatic PUs
with slow time constants are known to be very sensitive

to charging from secondary emission of lost particles.
Recovery is slow due to a very large bias resistor. This
drawback as well as the need for significant efforts for
study and development prevents using the system
described in this paper as the baseline solution for
ELENA commissioning and initial operation.
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Figure 2: Beam orbit and longitudinal parameters measurement system. Keys: ADC - Analogue-to-Digital FMC board;
RTM - Rear Transition Module; CTRV - Timing Receiver Module; Men A20 – master VME board; PU H – Horizontal
transverse Pick-Up; PU V – Vertical transverse Pick-Up.

HARDWARE
Electrostatic PU Design
The design is based upon a stainless steel body
containing two diagonal cut PUs. Two such elements will
be inserted into a vacuum tank with a diameter of 100
mm, in order to provide a position measurement in both
planes. The sigma signal will be generated in the head
amplifier hence no sigma electrode is foreseen.
The design has been optimised for high bandwidth and
sensitivity. High Schottky harmonics should to be used to
obtain a better time-resolution of the intensity
measurement, since the acquisition time is inversely
proportional to the harmonic number. The SNR is also
inversely proportional to the harmonic number n, hence a
practical higher limit for the harmonic number is reached
when the power spectra envelope function expressed by
(1) has dropped by a factor two.
 sin(ω ( n )) 
 ω(n) 



For ELENA this will occur at n3dB = 111 if considering
an electrode length off 120 mm. A 120 mm electrode
length has thus been chosen for the PU, with an electrodeto-ground distance of 10 mm. The PUs are located inside
quadrupoles and corrector dipoles to gain longitudinal
space in the ring, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Figure 3: PU assembly inside a dipole.

2

(1)

where ω ( n ) = π ⋅ n ⋅ lPU ,
LCirconf
with lPU the PU length and LCirconf the ring circumference.
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Figure 4: PU assembly inside a quadrupole.
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Analogue Acquisition System
The signal level VPeak measured in Volts expected from
the PU electrodes beams is given by (2):

VPeak =

N ⋅ q lPU
π
⋅
⋅ ⋅ Bf
Ctot LCircomf 2

(2)

where N is the number of particles, Ctot the total
capacitance, q the elementary charge, π/2 the PU peak
amplitude form factor and Bf the bunching factor.
The requirements for the front-end electronics are
driven by the need to use the PUs for longitudinal
Schottky measurements on un-bunched beams as well as
intensity and position on bunched beams. A bandwidth of
forty MHz allows measuring Schottky signals up to the
110th harmonic as from 35 MeV/c.
The maximum gain is given by the signal induced by
the shortest possible bunch length of 1.5 m and with 107
particles, which should not saturate the system. The
highest possible signal amplitude at β = 0.1 is 3 mV,
which gives a maximum gain of 62dB, assuming ± 4V
output amplitude.
The minimum gain is determined by the head amplifier
output noise which must be 12 dB higher than the ADC
input noise not to decrease the SNR. A minimum gain of
58 dB is required when considering an ADC noise of 80
nV/sqrt (Hz) and a head amplifier input noise of 0.4
nV/sqrt (Hz).
The charge amplifier concept has been adopted for the
noise-optimized JFET input low noise head amplifiers [4].
This has several advantages compared with classical
voltage amplifiers. First, gain calibration can be made
without relays at the inputs, as the calibration signal can
be capacitively injected into a virtual ground. This
reduces cable lengths and parasitic capacities improving
the SNR. Secondly, a better stability is achieved as the
effective charge amplifier gain only depends on few
passive components in the feedback paths.
All components will be made of non-magnetic material,
since the amplifier box will be mounted very close to the
feedthroughs and thus close to the windings of the
magnets. The amplifier shielding box will include a triaxial connection between PU and amplifier to bypass
ground loop currents away from the input connectors.

Analogue T ransmission
The analogue transmissions between feed-through and
head amplifier as well as on the long cable between head
amplifier and digitizers located outside the ring are
crucial for the performance of the system.
Two main sources of EMI are expected, namely: a)
interference from the ELENA bunching. Signals on the
amplifier inputs develop due to the SMA connector
contact resistance which get amplified together with the
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wanted beam signals; b) interference from medium wave
radio stations induced on output cables.
Several solutions for an analogue transmission that
minimises the two above-mentioned EMI sources have
been considered. One solution was to use optical fiber
cables. This would require two separate cables and gains
for each sum signal since the combined dynamic range of
bunched and Schottky signals is higher than the 110 dB
available with a fiber optic. The optical fiber transmission
was discarded due to its cost; it might be considered in a
second noise reduction phase if necessary.
The solution retained for ELENA is the same used in
the AD for its AC-coupled low-noise beam transformer. It
includes: a) common mode magnetic shielding between
PU and amplifier using ferrite-loaded coaxial cable and a
tri-axial screen; b) low transfer impedance cables between
the head amplifier and the digitising system. This solution
will be tested in a laboratory setup, where RF currents
will be applied to measure the total transfer impedance of
connectors and cables.

Digital Acquisition and Processing System
The digital acquisition and signal processing will be
carried out with the leading-edge hardware family
planned for ELENA’s LLRF system. Figure 2 shows the
main building blocks, which are detailed elsewhere [5].
The five FMC-DSP-Carrier boards will co-operate to
carry out longitudinal measurements and will exchange
data in real time via dedicated full-duplex VXS channels
with transfer rate 2 Gbit/s.
The beam orbit and longitudinal diagnostics crate will
be connected to that of the LLRF system via fiber optic.
The LLRF will distribute a revolution “tag” signal and the
RF clock. The former marks each revolution turn and is a
common revolution phase reference synchronizing in
phase all numerically-controlled oscillators implemented
in the FPGA code attached to each ADC. The latter is a
signal at a high harmonic of the revolution frequency
which clocks the ADCs and corresponding FPGA.
Additional information received from the LLRF system
via the optical fiber includes the current revolution
frequency value and the harmonic hMDDS of the RF clock
to calculate the signals rotation. The harmonic hMDDS will
change during the cycle and its value will be needed to
update the hardware setup.
Different types of digitizing hardware could be used if
only orbits were to be measured. However, the flight time
and cable length correction needed for summing of the
sigma signals (see next section) requires the “tag” signal,
hence the choice of the hardware.

SOFTWARE
The FPGAs and the DSP hosted by each DSP-FMCCarrier board will share the digital signal processing
tasks. Measuring the beam orbit is a relatively simple
task, as each radial position involves dealing with only
the Σ and Δ signals from the same PU.
The digital signal processing for the longitudinal
diagnostics task is identical to that implemented in the
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The whole PU assembly will be bakeable to 250
degrees and NEG coating applied to electrodes, support
tubes and vacuum chamber.
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baseline solution [2] once the sum signals coming from
the various PUs have been combined. This will consist of
spectral analysis at a programmable Schottky harmonic
for debunched beams. For bunched beams it is planned to
integrate many bunches in the time domain, subtract the
signal baseline and averaging the result.
Combining the sigma signals from horizontal and
vertical PUs positioned all around the ELENA ring is a
somewhat laborious task. In fact, the location of the
revolution tag associated with the RF clock received from
the LLRF varies with respect to the acquired Σ signals
(for bunched beams) or phase of single turn Schottky
signal (for debunched beam) due to the beam time-offlight and cable length. The time-of-flight difference is
due to the ring azimuthal position φz,N of the nth PU. The
total cable delay Δtcab,N for the nth PU comes from several
contributions, such as a) cable delay differences between
head amplifiers and digital receivers; b) cable delay
differences in tag distribution to cavity gap receiver and
each PU-station receiver.
For Schottky measurements, the phase rotation φSch,N
required to bring the nth single turn Schottky (I, Q)
couple in phase is given in equation (3):
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ϕ Sch,N [rad ] = hSch ⋅ (ϕ z ,N + 2π ⋅ f rev ⋅ ∆tcab,N ) .

(3)

where hSch is the selected Schottky harmonic and frev is
the current revolution frequency value distributed from
the LLRF system.
For the bunched beam intensity, the RF clock offset
corresponding to the start of the integration window nbc,N
is given in equation (4):

ϕ
nbc, N = hMDDS ⋅  z , N + f rev ⋅ ∆tcab, N  .
π
2



(4)

A table containing the φz,N and Δtcab,N values for each
PU will be calculated as a one-time setup operation. This
will be done by plotting the phase of each bunched-beam
{I,Q} vector as a function of frequency for a chosen
harmonic. When the PU azimuth phases are set to their
correct values, the remaining phase shift measured will
have a linear phase shift versus frequency equal to the
total cable delay Δtcab,N. Measurement of cable lengths
will give a first approximation of the delay differences.
Similar rotations are routinely done on the same
hardware in the LLRF system to implement the low-level
RF loops.

MEASURED INTENSITY CALIBRATION
Three methods are available to obtain an absolute
intensity calibration.
First, the gains of the ADC and of the ensemble pick-up
and head amplifier charge gain can be calibrated in the
laboratory via a pick-up test stand with an inner coaxial
electrode simulating the beam. The induced charge on the
electrodes is fully defined by the pick-up length, the
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capacity-per-unit-length associated with the coaxial
structure and the voltage applied to the coaxial electrode.
Second, the bunched beam intensity can be compared
to that obtained via Schottky signals, as it is done for the
ELENA baseline method. Since the former scales linearly
with the gain and the latter scales with the gain squared,
the gain will be valid if the two measurements coincide.
Finally, the beam intensity can be compared with that
obtained via the baseline system [2] in the ring. The
bunched beam intensity measurement right before
extraction can be compared to that obtained with the
baseline system in the extraction lines.

STAGED IMPLEMENTATION
The novel intensity measurement method described in
this paper will not be available for the ELENA
commissioning, owing to limited manpower and to the
risk of saturation in the PU electronics from lost
antiprotons. Software measures to exclude the saturated
pick-ups from the sum will be devised, if required, once
the severity of this saturation is better known. The
intensity measurement method described in this paper will
then be implemented and deployed.
If the migration is successful, the system here described
could take the place of the baseline system for
longitudinal parameters measurement in the ring. The
space occupied by the ring AC beam transformer would
then be liberated and used to install a superconducting
DCCT, currently under study at CERN. This will provide
easier absolute intensity calibration and better time and
intensity resolution for de-bunched beam measurements.

CONCLUSIONS
A novel method for the calculation of longitudinal
beam parameters from a distributed electrostatic PU will
be implemented in ELENA. This method will not be the
baseline solution for ELENA owing to the possible
saturation of the electrostatic PUs from lost particles. If
successfully deployed it could however become the
workhorse for longitudinal diagnostics at a later stage,
thus allowing to remove the AC beam transformer and to
install a superconducting DCCT.
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THE LHC FAST BEAM CURRENT CHANGE MONITOR
J. Belleman, D. Belohrad∗ , L. Jensen, M. Krupa, A. Topaloudis, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

The modularity of the Large Hadron Collider’s (LHC)
machine protection system (MPS) allows for the integration of several beam diagnostic instruments. These instruments have not necessarily been designed to have protection functionality, but MPS can still use them to increase
the redundancy and reliability of the machine. The LHC
fast beam current change monitor (FBCCM) is an example. It is based on analogue signals from fast beam current transformers (FBCT) used nominally to measure the
LHC bunch intensities. The FBCCM calculates the magnitude of the beam signal provided by the FBCT, looks
for a change over speciﬁc time intervals, and triggers a
beam dump interlock if losses exceed an energy-dependent
threshold. The ﬁrst prototype of the FBCCM was installed
in the LHC during the 2012-2013 run.
The aim of this article is to present the FBCCM system
and the results obtained, analyse its current performance
and provide an outlook for the ﬁnal system which is expected to be operational after the long LHC shutdown.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Fig. 1 depicts the FBCCM system. The FBCCM uses
a beam signal provided by the LHC FBCTs to calculate
the magnitude of the beam signal’s strongest component at
40 MHz. It evaluates its change over a speciﬁc time interval
and triggers the beam dump interlock if the losses are not
acceptable.
The beam signal is ﬁrst ﬁltered by an active 6th order
low pass Bessel ﬁlter, then sampled at 160 MHz by a 16bit analogue to digital (ADC) converter (ADS5485). The
ﬁlter’s gain is set so that the ADC reaches full scale at 3 ×
1011 charges per bunch.
The data stream is further ﬁltered using a 256-tap bandpass FIR ﬁlter (f = 40 ± 2.5 M Hz) followed by an IQ demodulator calculating the signal magnitude on the ﬂy using
Eq. 1.

(1)
M = I 2 + Q2
The ADC is clocked by a 160 MHz sine wave derived
from the 40 MHz bunch synchronous timing (BST) provided by the LHC timing system [1]. The 160 MHz square
wave is produced by a PLL (Si5326), which reduces the
overall jitter of the BST (300 psrms ) to below 50 psrms .
An additional 160 MHz low-pass ﬁlter installed between
the Si5326 and the ADC reduces the amount of clock harmonics and improves SNR by 4.5dB to ≈75 dBFS, which
is in good accordance with the manufacturer’s speciﬁcations.

The signal magnitude provided by the IQ demodulator
is then fed into a set of moving averagers. Six averagers
are implemented, having window lengths of 1, 4, 16, 64,
256 and 1024 turns to cover a range of loss rates. Each
averager produces a value every one-sixteenth of its length.
Hence the 1-turn averager provides a value every 222 (or
223) bunch slots out of 3564 total, whereas the 1024-turn
averager provides a value every 64 turns. The use of such
treatment is to speed up detection of very high losses.
Each sample provided by any of the moving averagers
is individually compared to the previous sample from the
same window. If the difference between the two successive
samples exceeds a pre-deﬁned threshold, a ﬂag is raised,
indicating that the loss rate detector requests the beam to
be dumped. This signal is sent to the beam interlock system [2].
The loss thresholds are a critical parameter for the system’s operation. They are deﬁned for each window individually, as is the case for the Beam Loss Monitors (BLM)
of the LHC. The threshold is energy dependent [3] and the
energy value is taken from the LHC telegram or from the
BST. Currently the system implements 4 energy dependent
thresholds for each window. To avoid corruption of the
threshold tables they are hard-wired in the FPGA. Hence a
change of these thresholds requires the FPGA code to be
recompiled.

Data Logging
The quality of the data is analysed on-line on a statistics basis. This is done by using statistics modules, which
observe the data over a 10 s time interval, and calculate
the data average, minimum and maximum values. Two
such modules for each moving averager were implemented
in the FPGA. The ﬁrst one reports statistics on the magnitude provided by the output of the averager, the second
one reports statistics on the data presented to the threshold
comparator. The latter’s maximum value corresponds to
the maximum losses presented to the comparator. In case
of a ’normally’ operating machine this value sets the lowest limit on the threshold that should not cause false beam
dump requests.
For further debugging and post-mortem analysis the
1-turn moving averager data are also exported. The
FPGA on-chip memory can store two 8192-turn magnitude buffers. Each buffer covers ≈720 ms observation
time. Both buffers alternate, and thus provide a continuous stream of turn by turn data.
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Figure 1: The FBCCM system description.

PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION
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Hardware Layer
The FBCCM is implemented as a standalone 1U×19”
rack-mounted unit. As a ﬁrst approach, to speed up the
development time, several evaluation modules were connected together to build the system. The FPGA processing is performed using a Cyclone III 3C120 development
board. The board is equipped with two high speed mezzanine connectors (HSMC), which permit the connection of
user hardware. One connects to the ADS5485 200 MSPS
ADC evaluation module, the other is equipped with custom circuits providing a user interface and connection to
the machine protection system.
The beam synchronous timing is fed to the Si5326 evaluation module, which is set up to generate a 160 MHz singleended clock signal used to drive the clock input of the ADC
evaluation board. The ADC produces a data-ready signal, which is synchronous to the data stream and is used
by the FPGA to clock the incoming data. This sourcesynchronous data treatment minimises problems related to
clock domain crossing inside the FPGA as the entire core
uses a single clock source.
The FBCCM communicates using a 100 MBit Ethernet
connection. The Ethernet physical layer is provided by the
Cyclone development board. The TCP protocol was preferred over UDP. The TCP protocol cannot be easily implemented in hardware due to the complexity of the connection management. However it provides a reliable, errorchecked and ordered transmission to a connected client.
The IP stack is implemented in the soft-core NIOS CPU
residing in the same FPGA chip as the core hardware. The
CPU is responsible for fetching the data provided by the
statistics modules and turn buffers, and for publishing them
over Ethernet.
888

The IP implementation and the data processing represent a signiﬁcant load to the CPU. Hence the number of
TCP connections is limited to two, reserving one for the
ofﬁcial data communication, and one for debugging purposes. Communication with the FBCCM is unidirectional
to avoid possible security risks. Data are sent to the client
as soon as the TCP connection is successfully established.
Statistics data are sent over the channel in small packets
(300 bytes) every 10 seconds. Every 720 ms a 32 kiB data
block containing turn-buffer data is also sent. The average throughput is less than 50 kiB per FBCCM device per
connection.
An Altera Ethernet blaster is installed in the unit and
connected to the Cyclone development board. The Ethernet
blaster provides a bridge between the Altera Quartus compiler and the JTAG interface of the FPGA. This permits to
develop and improve the algorithms directly on the device
installed in the LHC tunnel, and remote observation of the
FPGA registers.

Software Layer
The software that allowed debugging of the FBCCM system during the initial commissioning consists of a FESA
class which makes a TCP connection to the tunnel electronics and listens to messages being sent continuously. The
header information on the TCP data is extracted and used
to decode the type of data sent in order to determine the
structure. The statistics information sent every 10 seconds
is normalised using static base-line offsets and calibration
factors for easier cross-correlation with intensity values
from other LHC measurement devices. The off-line analysis is simpliﬁed through the implementation of standard
LHC logging variables [4]. The higher frequency turn-byBeam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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turn data are normalised similar to the statistics data and
an expert application was developed to visualise the results
on-line. The data produced following beam dump requests
are stored in the post-mortem repository allowing data from
several systems to be correlated [5], in order to identify the
most likely causes for the beam dump.
The expert application allows the data from both LHC
beams to be observed. Each measurement consists of the
statistics and the turn buffer data. The latter is implemented
using a rolling buffer with a settable time span. This permits short-event disturbances to be caught on a larger time
span. The buffer values are displayed along with their minimum and maximum traces.

FIRST MEASUREMENTS
The FBCCM was installed in the LHC in 2012 and connected to a masked LHC machine interlock channel. This
allows observing the FBCCM’s dump requests in the MPS
logger, and thus to verify the entire FBCCM transmission
link.
The FPGA code constantly evolved right up to the end
of the LHC run in February 2013. The following measurements show a short analysis of the last 4 days of measurement.

WEPF29

measured values in a 10 second interval, and the green
trace corresponds to the average value. As can be seen, the
FBCCM shows larger variations than the FBCT. Measured
FBCCM data also show regions of positive slope. This
effect is caused by a position dependency of the current
transformer [6], which is of the order of 1 % per millimetre of beam displacement. It is also visible in the data, that
the current transformers of the FBCCM and the FBCT are
oriented in opposite directions as they react in an opposite
manner to such position changes.
The fact that the FBCTs are less sensitive to the position
is caused by the processing method: While the FBCTs integrate the 200 MHz bandwidth beam signal, the FBCCM
uses only the 40 MHz component, and calculates its amplitude. As the FBCT toroids exhibit strong beam position dependency for all spectral lines above ≈30 MHz, the
FBCCM is affected more than the FBCT. As this effect is
very slow, having a time constant much longer than the
longest (1024-turn) averager, it is not an issue for detecting fast current changes.

The magnitude measurements are provided by the statistics module at the output of the averagers (cyan block in
Fig. 1). In theory, the data provided by the FBCCM’s
statistics module should follow the FBCT measurements.
Analysing the measured data conﬁrms that this is the most
common behaviour. However differences can be seen in
the details, as shown e.g. in Fig. 2.
Figure 3: Comparison of the 1-turn and the 1024-turn
moving averager performance on the LHC pilot (1 × 1010
charges in a single bunch).

Figure 2: 1024-turn moving averager data compared to
FBCT measurements on the ﬂat-top of one of the LHC ﬁlls.
This ﬁgure shows the data provided by the FBCCM for
one of the LHC beams during preparation of the machine
for the physics run (ﬂat-top). The red trace shows a measurement of the beam intensity using the FBCT, the set of
blue traces identify the FBCCM minimum and maximum
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Fig. 3 compares the noise levels of the 1-turn and the
1024-turn averagers. The noise ﬂoor for the 1-turn window
is ≈ 2.2 × 1010 charges and ≈ 4 × 108 for the 1024-turn
averager, and it increases only by a few per-cent for a highintensity beam. The noise adds to the signal thus even the
magnitude of the low-intensity beams, such as the LHC pilot, is still visible in the max, min and average values of
the 1 turn averager. The ﬁgure also shows an effect of the
LHC Beam Dump System (LBDS) automatic check. This
consists of modifying the RF clock frequency of 400 MHz
by 1 kHz. As the RF frequency is directly used in the BST
to generate the 40 MHz bunch clock, the effect is visible
on the FBCCM measurements as well. This operation is
performed without beam and hence is not an issue.

Differential Measurements
While the magnitude measurements are used to validate
the IQ demodulation algorithm, the real information for
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the machine protection is contained in the rate of change.
The derivative is calculated in the FPGA by simple subtraction of successive samples generated by each averager.
Published loss data are generated by the FBCCM’s second
statistics module (shown pink in Fig. 1). Typical data, normalised to 1-turn, can be seen in Fig. 4.

System Resolution
The resolution of the FBCCM is given by the noise ﬂoor
of the loss rate signal. The combined effects of the noise on
the loss rate signal, and the asynchronous sampling at onesixteenth of the window length implies that the loss rate
needs to be at least 4 × DIF Fnoise,max to be sure that it
represents a true loss.
The ’average’ noise levels for each averager can be read
from Fig. 4. The single turn window background noise
corresponds to 5.5 × 109 charges/turn, for the 1024-turn
averager, the noise ﬂoor decreases to 2 × 108 charges/turn.
Hence the system is able to detect 2.2×1010 charges lost in
a single turn, or 8×108 charges lost in 1024 turns. This corresponds to 0.011 % of the total intensity for the single turn
averager. Currently, the threshold at 450 GeV is dictated by
the beam position dependency of the FBCT toroids.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
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Figure 4: Multiple injections and dump as seen by the
threshold comparators depicted in Fig. 1.
The graph shows multiple injections, followed by a
dump, and it is taken from the same data set as Fig. 2.
During the injection the FBCCM shows signiﬁcant, nonphysical losses of the order of 6 × 1011 charges. The effect is not yet fully understood, however it is believed that
the cause of this is a combined effect of an injection oscillation and the position dependency of the FBCT’s toroid.
This measurement was performed while injecting nominal
bunches (1.7×1011 ch./b.). For lower per-bunch intensities
the peaking is proportionally less, and hence the threshold
of 6 × 1011 charges per turn at 450 GeV sets the limits on
the FBCCM performance. During the physics part of the
cycle (starting at 06:30), the signal is free of any disturbances, and the threshold can be lowered.
For the purpose of testing, the FBCCM dump threshold
was set to the same value for all windows. It was set intentionally low (1.9 × 1010 ch./turn) to see how the system behaves during injection and physics at 3.5 TeV. Fig. 4 shows
the measured loss rates (DIFF1,max . . .DIFF1024,max ) and
overlays the MPS post-mortem buffer log (black dots).
These indicate real dump requests generated by the
FBCCM, and sent to the MPS system. It is important
to note, that even with the threshold set to 1.9 × 1010
charges/turn, the physics run does not contain any false
trigger until the beam is dumped.
In general the FBCCM behaves correctly, but within the
4-day data set, 3 dump events were detected without clear
evidence in the loss rate data. A possible cause of these
false dumps could be re-programming of the FPGA. This
is under investigation.
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The FBCCM presented in this paper is new equipment,
currently in its commissioning phase. Although it was installed in the LHC in 2012, there is not enough data to resolve all the issues described in this paper. During the LHC
long shutdown the main work concentrates on the replacement of the FBCTs with another technology, which would
minimise the beam position dependency.
The FBCCM is now being ﬁnalised with the evaluation
modules re-designed as a single PCB. One of the major
issues for debugging is the asynchronous fast sampling,
which impairs the cross-check of the loss rate and the intensity values during dump and injection events. The ﬁnal
version will use turn-synchronous sampling to ﬁx this issue.
It is foreseen that the LHC will start back up in 2015
with fast beam current change monitors installed on both
beams.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS OF THE ESS
BEAM CURRENT MONITOR SYSTEM
H. Hassanzadegan, A. Jansson, European Spallation Source ESS AB, Lund, Sweden
Klemen Strniša, Cosylab, Ljubljana, Slovenia
The ESS Linac will include in total 21 Beam Current
Monitors, mostly of ACCT type, to measure the average
current over the 2.86 ms beam pulse, the pulse charge and
the pulse profile. It is also planned to use a few Fast
Current Transformers to check the performance of the fast
beam choppers with a rise time as short as 10 ns. In
addition to the absolute current measurement, the BCM
system needs to measure the differential beam current and
act on the Machine Interlock System if the difference
exceeds some thresholds. The differential current
measurement is particularly important in the low energy
part of the Linac, where Beam Loss Monitors cannot
reliably detect beam losses. This paper gives an overview
of the ESS BCM system and presents some preliminary
test results with a commercial ACCT and MTCA.4
electronics.

INTRODUCTION
The BCMs (Beam Current Monitors) of the ESS Linac
will be primarily used to measure beam current and
charge, but they will also provide input to the BIS (Beam
Interlock System) and may also be used for the
synchronization of the target wheel to the beam arrival
time [1]. Table 1 summarizes the main parameters of the
ESS proton beam and the BCM requirements (these
parameters need to go through a refinement process and
may change in the future).
Table 1: ESS Beam Parameters and BCM Requirements
Max beam energy

2

GeV

Pulse repetition rate

14

Hz

Pulse duration

2.86

ms

Max pulse current (nominal beam)

62.5

mA

Min pulse current

6.25

mA

RF frequency

352, 704

MHz

BCM accuracy (nominal beam)

+/-1

%

BCM resolution (nominal beam)

<1

%

BCM response time

<1

μs

Beam pipe diameter

60, 100

mm

It is planned to install mo st of the BCMs in the low
energy end of the Linac (see Fig. 1) where BLMs (Beam
Loss Monitors) cannot reliably measure beam losses. In
addition to the absolute current measurement, some of the
BCMs will be configured for a differential current
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measurement. In the later case, the current difference
between two BCMs will be measured and compared to a
user-defined threshold. If the absolute or the differential
current exceeds its threshold, a signal will be sent to the
BIS for a fast beam abort with a total response time of
less than 10 μs. The differential current measurement is
particularly important during the commissioning phase to
detect large and sudden beam losses and shut the beam
off to avoid any damage.
It is planned to use ACCTs (AC Current Transformers)
for most of the BCMs. These devices can be used to
measure the pulse profile with a measurement rise/fall
time of a few hundred ns. In addition to the ACCTs, it is
planned to use a few FCTs (Fast Current Transformers)
wherever a faster response is required. The FCT has a
bandwidth up to a few GHz and can be used, for example,
to measure the performance of the MEBT (Medium
Energy Beam Transport) choppers.

Figure 1: Distribution of the current monitors along the
ESS linac.

TESTS WITH AN ACCT PROTOTYPE
A Bergoz ACCT was chosen for the tests. The ACCT
hardware consists of a toroid with a high-permeability
core, a power supply and an analogue module where the
ACCT signal is filtered and conditioned. Table 2
summarizes the main ACCT specifications [2].

ACCT Tests without Readout Electronics
The ACCT was primarily tested without connecting it
to data acquisition electronics. A waveform generator was
used to generate a 2.86 ms, 50 mA rectangular pulse with
a repetition rate of 14 Hz passing through the toroid. The
output of the electronics was then examined for
measuring the response time, droop, linearity, bandwidth
and noise.
Fig. 2 shows the ACCT settling time of less than 1 μs
from the start of the current pulse.
The lower cutoff frequency of the ACCT is about 3 Hz
resulting in a droop of 4.2% with a 2.86 ms pulse as
shown in Fig. 3.
As the output signal of an ACCT has no DC component
(it cannot measure DC currents), the baseline voltage
during the no-pulse period becomes negative so that the
average voltage always stays at zero volt. The mAequivalent of the baseline voltage just before the start of
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Input current

±100

mA

Output full scale

±5

V

Lower -3 dB cutoff freq.

3

Hz

Upper -3 dB cutoff freq.

1

MHz

The integration of the ACCT into the ESS EPICS
control system was mainly done by Cosylab. The
integration software consists of a SIS8300 kernel driver
(supplied by Struck), as well as a user-space driver, an
EPICS application and a GUI supplied by Cosylab.
A few functionalities were added later on to the GUI to
improve its usability. That includes algorithms for droop
compensation, DC level correction and a moving average
filter for noise reduction.
The ACCT system has been put into operation since
several months with the purpose of identifying any errors
in the MTCA.4 crate or the software. The system has
been running successfully and no problem has been
detected during this period except a few small bugs in the
software, which are currently removed.

Droop

<2

%/ms

FUTURE WORKS/IMPROVEMENTS

Slew rate

2

V/μs

Output offset

0.5

mV (max)

Noise at 100 mA full scale

< 20

μA (rms)

Power Supply

±5, 100

V, mA

Connectors

Sensor: BNO
Elect. in: BNO
Elect. out: BNC

In the current version of the ACCT system, the entire
digital signal processing after the A-D conversion is done
by the computer running the GUI. Although this worked
well in the preliminary tests for monitoring purposes, it is
not a fast and reliable method for acting on the BIS, nor
data capture on the AMC. It is therefore planned to
transfer part of the digital processing such as droop
compensation, synchronization to the trigger input, DC
level correction and filtering to the FPGA of the digitizer
card. This, on one hand, makes the signal processing
much faster, and on the other hand, reduces the
computing load of the console computer.
It is planned to use two 14 Hz triggers from the ESS
timing system to mark the start and the end of the pulse,
thus synchronizing the data acquisition with the repetition
rate of the Linac. A MRF (Micro Research Finland)
timing system has been configured by the ICS (Integrated
Control System) division to generate the triggers. The
option of providing an external clock for the ADC
sampling is currently under discussion with the ICS
division.
Differential current measurement and providing a fast
input to the BIS will be one of the first ACCT
functionalities needed for the commissioning of the low
energy part of the Linac. For that purpose, it is planed to
use two inputs of the digitizer card to measure the beam
current at two BCM locations. The FPGA will therefore
be programmed to compare the two current levels, and in
case the difference exceeds a user-defined threshold, send
a pulse to the BIS for a fast beam abort. Technical details
for the implementation of this system are currently being
discussed with the ESS ICS division and the MPS
(Machine Protection System) group.
A post-mortem data capture mechanism is planned to
be implemented at a later stage. In that case, the most
recent ACCT data will be stored in a buffer implemented
on the local AMC memory. The data can then be
retrieved and examined upon a user request or machine
failure. Trigger signals required for capturing the ACCT
data will be provided by the ESS timing system.

the pulse is measured at -4.6 mA for the 2.86 ms, 50 mA
pulse. The negative baseline voltage appears as an error in
the measurement, unless compensated by the readout
electronics.
In all these measurements, the results were in
agreement with the ESS requirements and the ACCT
specifications.
Table 2: Specifications of the Bergoz ACCT
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ACCT Tests with Readout Electronics
In the next stage, the ACCT was connected to a
prototype MTCA.4 (Telecommunication Computing
Architecture for Physics Research [3]) data acquisition
system, thus providing the user with the possibility to
digitally process the ACCT data and monitor the
measurement results on a GUI (Graphical User Interface)
running on a remote console. The MTCA.4 system, which
was used for these tests, consists of the following parts:







019 chassis from Schroff
Telkoor power module
NAT MCH
Gen. 2 CPU unit from Concurrent Technologies
SIS8300 AMC from Struck
SIS8900 RTM from Struck

The output signal of the ACCT electronics was fed into
a DC-coupled input of the SIS8900 RTM (Rear
Transition Module) and then sampled and fed into the
onboard FPGA of the SIS8300 AMC (Advanced
Mezzanine Card) communicating to the EPICS control
system. The ADC clock was set to 88 MHz and the data
acquisition was synchronized with the current pulse using
an external 14 Hz trigger.
Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of the ACCT GUI with a
graphical view of the pulsed current and its specifications,
being: average current, charge per pulse, cumulative
charge and baseline level. The GUI is refreshed at 2 Hz
approximately.
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Figure 3: The ACCT droop with a 2.86 ms pulse
measured at 4.2%.

Figure 4: Screenshot of the ACCT GUI showing the current pulse specifications and profile.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The BCM system of the ESS Linac will be mainly
based on ACCTs. However, a few FCTs may also be used
wherever a faster response is required. The BCM system
will be primarily used for monitoring the beam current
and charge, but it will also provide input to the Machine
Interlock System in case the absolute or the differential
current exceeds user-defined thresholds. The differential
measurement is particularly important in the low energy
part of the Linac where BLMs cannot reliably measure
beam losses. A BCM prototype based on a commercial
ACCT and MTCA.4 electronics has been procured and
integrated into the ESS EPICS control system and tested

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

with promising results. The system will be improved by
programming the on-board FPGA of the digitizer card to
perform the required digital signal processing including
differential current measurement and post-mortem data
capture, as well as providing a fast input to the Machine
Interlock system.
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Figure 2: Current pulse (above) and output signal of the
ACCT electronics (below) with a settling time of 674 ns.
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A FESA DAQ FOR FAST CURRENT TRANSFORMER IN SIS 18
O. Chorniy, H. Bräuning, T. Hoffmann, H. Reeg, A. Reiter, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
This contribution presents the development of the data
acquisition (DAQ) system for the readout of fast beam current transformers (FCT) as installed in the GSI synchrotron
SIS18 and as foreseen in several FAIR ring accelerators.
Fast current transformers are reliable devices that offer a
large analogue bandwidth and can therefore monitor bunch
structures with high resolution. At appropriate sampling
rates continuous measurements throughout repeated machine cycles lead to a large amount of raw data. The analysis of those raw data may range from simple bunch parameter calculations to complex longitudinal phase space
reconstructions. Consequently, a new DAQ system must be
carefully designed to allow for flexible acquisition modes
or to allow for data reduction methods in special applications. The aims of the development are discussed and the
status of the new DAQ is presented.
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INTRODUCTION
A typical SIS18 synchrotron cycle at GSI consists of injection plateau, acceleration ramp, plateau at top energy
and fast or slow extraction. Particles are injected at a kinetic energy of 11.4 MeV/u from a linear accelerator. Applying slowly increasing RF voltage at a harmonic number
h=4, four bunches are formed and afterwards accelerated
up to the maximum possible energy of 1 GeV/u. At top
energy the fast bunch compression and extraction are done.
The length of the total synchrotron cycle can range from
half a second up to several seconds.
The main timing characteristic of the particles inside the
bunch is the frequency of the synchrotron oscillations. In
the SIS 18 this frequency at any point of the machine cycle
is about 100-1000 times lower than the revolution period.
Typical values range in the few kHz region. Hence, for the
measurement of this frequency it is sufficient to monitor
bunches at larger time invervals with minimal loss of information. From the previous paragraph, a list of general
tasks can be extracted for the new DAQ system:

The DAQ system for fast current transformers should be
employed in all synchrotrons or storage rings of GSI and
FAIR. Hereby, the synchrotron SIS18 serves as test bench.
Apart from the DAQ hardware, the development includes
all required software such as graphical user interfaces and
follows all FAIR specifications for DAQ systems to guarantee full integration into the accelerator control system.
The development was also driven by shortcomings of the
existing acquisition and analysis tools. However, especially
the tomography tool was very valuable in gaining practical
experience and is therefore described in the next section.
Then the attention is turned to the description of the new
DAQ system and results of recent measurements.

TOMOGRAPHY IN SIS 18
Tomographic reconstruction of longitudinal phase space
has become an important tool in accelerator physics [1].
The SIS18 analysis was implented using Mathematica software and the CERN tomography code.

• Observation of bunch formation
• Calculation of bunch paramters (phase with respect to
cavity RF or amplitude)
• Observation of RF manipulations (merging, splitting
or compression of bunches)
• Injection optimisation by matching the frequency of
the RF cavity to that of the bunches
• Fast tomographic reconstruction of longitudinal phase
space
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Figure 1: GUI part of the Mathematica code. The parameters given by user are: a) the Acquisition parameters to
choose the data range for the contour plot, b) Data range
settings to choose the input data for tomography, c) Beam
and Machine parameters to prepare the input file for CERN
tomography code. The reference bunch defines the time at
which the phase space plot is shown.
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The phase space is derived from a set of longitudinal
bunch profiles as illustrated in Fig. 1. This graphical user
interface (GUI) allows to preview the raw data, define all
necessary cuts and analysis parameters and to visualize the
reconstructed longitudinal phase space. For the measurement, the FCT signal was connected to a 20 dB amplifier
and digitized with a Lecroy 6050A oscilloscope at a sampling rate of 5 GSa/s. A raw data block of 24 MSa was
stored locally for off-line analysis. There are several tasks
which the analysis code has to perform: reading the binary
raw data from the oscilloscope via LAN (in the GUI shown
on the left as contour plot), processing data (which includes
a cut to the required range and reduction of sampling rate
if required), preparing of input files for tomography.

WEPF31

LAYOUT OF DAQ SYSTEM
The SIS18 is equipped with a wide-band FCT [3] with an
upper bandwidth of 650 MHz. The FCT signal is directly
fed to a 20 dB amplifier at the output. In a second stage,
a variable-gain Femto DUPVA-1-60 amplifier matches the
signal level to the ADC input range in the electronics room.
This low-noise amplifier has a frequency range from 1 kHz
to 1.2 GHz. Its gain setting can be controlled remotely via
a digital interface.

The FCT signal is recorded by a 4 channel Struck
SIS3350 ADC with 500 MHz maximum sampling frequency, 12 bit resolution, and 1 GByte on board memory
[4]. This sampling rate may be a limiting factor in the
tomography for bunches at top energies where the bunch
length can be down to 200 ns, but is sufficient for all other
routine tasks. With the available RAM 256 ms of data can
be recorded with a single event trigger. The amplifier gain
was controlled by a 32 channel Struck IO board. For measurements of the bunch position or phase with respect to the
RF cavity voltage signal a reference timing signal is added
to the ADC of the DAQ system. The schematic setup is
shown in Fig. 3 and examples of FCT and reference timing
data are shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 2: Comparison of the data from the wide band FCT
and phase pick-up.

Measurements with a position pick-up and the FCT are
compared in Fig.2 which presents pick-up and FCT on the
left and right hand side, respectively. The signals at the
centre were acquired at exactly the same time and show the
detector responses to the same bunch. The number of data
sample in both profiles are exactly the same. At the bottom
the reconstructed phase space distributions are presented.
The resolution in horizontal and vertical axes as well as
the input parameters for tomography reconstruction were
identical. The number of profiles was 811 in both cases,
and on a single core processor the analysis required several
minutes in each case. As can be seen the phase space reconstructed from the FCT is much more detailed than the
one reconstructed from phase pick-up. In the present case,
the fragmented parts of the distribution, called filaments,
can be attributed to non-adiabatic capture [2].
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Figure 4: The FESA based FCT measurements showing the
bunches measured in the SIS 18 (upper plot) and reference
RF timings (lower plot).
A FESA (Front End Software Architecture) [5] class on
the front-end CPU controls amplifier stage, reads out the
ADC module and stores the data. FESA has been devel895
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Figure 3: General measurements scheme of the FCT DAQ
system.
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oped by CERN and has been chosen as standard for beam
instrumentation DAQ systems for FAIR. FESA is a framework to design, develop, deploy and test equipment software, called a FESA class. This realtime software runs on
front-end computers and has access to the hardware of e.g.
beam instrumentation devices and their electronics.
The GUI is designed in JAVA and based on concepts
used at CERN. It consists of the JAVA API for Parameter Control [6] and CERN libraries. The existing prototype
GUI can configure all main DAQ parameters such as start
and stop events, delays, signal amplification, sampling rate
and display the acquired data.
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TEST OF MULTI-EVENT MODE
Since the time scale for longitudinal motion is 100-1000
times longer than the revolution period Tr , sampling of
the entire SIS18 machine cycle results in an unnecessarily large amount of data. The DAQ system merely needs
to acquire a sequence of single-turn data blocks at intervals
larger than Tr , provided that these data blocks are synchronized to the radio-frequency signal. This data reduction is
achieved in a multi-event mode by triggering the DAQ system on a rate divider output to which the RF master oscillator is connected. For this purpose, a single board electronics has been developed which can be controlled remotely
via the FESA class.
For these measurements, the FESA class switches the
ADC to the multi-event acquisition mode. The number of
events and the acquisition length for each event are userdefined acquisition parameters controlled via the GUI. The
maximum acquisition length of one event is 16 kSamples
which is enough to provide a detailed acquisition of 4
bunches circulating in SIS 18. The maximum amount of
events is restricted by the onboard memory. In the GUI the
data are presented in a ”mountain range” plot. An example is shown in Fig. 5 for a sequence of 100 events or data
blocks, acquired during the acceleration ramp at harmonic
number h = 4 (four bunches in ring). Clearly, the formation of bunches and their time evolution can be observed in
the raw data. In a next step the present hardware will be
used to acquire data for tomographic applications.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The status of the present developments on the longitudinal diagnostics for SIS18 and FAIR synchrotrons has been
presented. The new DAQ system is based on FESA and
has been built with two aims in mind, routine machine tuning and dedicated beam physics experiments. The initial
development phase was concluded by successful test measurements in SIS18. In the next phase, the analysis on the
DAQ system will be enhanced in order to provide online
trending plots of basic parameters such as bunch length or
bunch position with respect to the RF timing. This includes
online measurement of the synchrotron frequency derived
by the bunch position oscillation. Cycle-by-cycle trending
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Figure 5: Beam profiles and RF reference timing measured
during acceleration. The time between two consecutive
events is 3000 revolutions. The vertical axis represents the
time in arbitrary units along the machine cycle.

of critical parameters evaluated at specific times of the cycle (e.g. injection or flattop) are also foreseen.
Successful implementations of the tomographical algorithms on the Graphics Processing Units are well known
worldwide. On a GPU a speedup of 1-2 orders can be
achieved in comparison to a CPU. Based on previous experience with the SIS18 tomography software one can expect analysis times of a few seconds in typical applications.
Thus, it is also planned to develop a FESA based longitudinal tomography software on a dedicated PC equipped with
a GPU.
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MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL OF THE BEAM ENERGY FOR THE
SPIRAL2 ACCELERATOR
W. Le Coz#, C. Doutressoulles, C. Jamet, G. Ledu, S. Loret, C. Potier de Courcy
GANIL, Caen, France
Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The beam energy at the exit of the LINAC will be
measured for the beam tuning but also for the energy
control. The energy is monitored in order to ensure the
respect of the accelerator operating range and the
protection of the machine (MPS). The energy is measured
by a method of time of flight (TOF) [1].
As the energy control is part of the safety functions,
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and the
measurement uncertainty are required on this control
device.

Figure 1: Electronic synoptic.

TEST BENCH IN LABORATORY
Phase coherence, which is a stable phase relationship
between signals, is essential when measurements require
more than one RF output. The inherent phase instability
among multiple signal generators is mostly overcome by
using a common signal/LO source for each generator [4].
The function generator Tektronix offers two tightly
synchronized outputs. The phases of each channel can be
independently adjusted.
The first output is used as the reference signal of the
TOF system. The reference frequency is 88MHz at a fixed
level.
The second signal is used to simulate the first harmonic
from a diagnostic and is connected to the inputs of the
TOF system, via a splitter. To adjust levels in a large
dynamic, various attenuators are located before the
splitter.

ELECTRONIC DESCRIPTION
The phase measurement of the TOF is based on an
electronic system which realizes the lock-in amplifier
function [2]. The pulse signals come from 3 pick-up
electrodes. The phase of first harmonic is measured by
the TOF device.
The TOF electronic system is composed by:
 ADCs card with a clock part
 FPGA card
 Microcontroller card
 High Frequency Amplifier
 Alarm card

Figure 2: Measurement chain.

VELOCITY AND ENERGY
UNCERTAINTY
Velocity Calculation

_________________________________________

#
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The level of the energy threshold has to take into
account the measurement uncertainty.
Threshold level = Required threshold-uncertainty
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The first part of the SPIRAL2 facility, which entered in
the construction phase at GANIL in France, will be
composed of an ion source, a deuteron/proton source, an
RFQ and a superconducting linear accelerator delivering
high intensities, up to 5mA and 40MeV for the deuteron
beams. As part of the MEBT commissioning, the beam
energy will be measured on the BTI (Bench of
Intermediate Test) at the exit of the RFQ. At the exit of
the LINAC, the system has to measure but also to control
the beam energy. The control consists in ensuring that the
beam energy is under a limit by taking account of the
measurement uncertainty. The energy is measured by a
method of time of flight; the signal is captured by nonintercepting capacitive pick-ups. This paper presents also
the results obtained in terms of uncertainties and
dynamics of measures.
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The Time of Flight Method consists in measuring the
time difference between signals produced by bunches on
two pick-ups. The time can be calculated from the pick-up
phase. As the length between pick-ups is known, the
velocity is obtained (see Eq. 1) [3].

measured between the phase of each chain and the
reference signal. The uncertainty of the delay correction is
thus the sum of the uncertainties determined above the
level of 0dBm.

However the number of bunches included between the
first two pick-ups has to be taken into account.
The third pick-up is thus used to determine this number
N of bunches.

Under normal conditions, the temperature in the
accelerator rooms is evaluated between 15°C to 31°C.

v

L12
L12
L12

 360.
.Facc
T 12 Tacc(N  12 )
360.N  12
360

(1)

L12 : Length between the pick-up 1 and 2
Facc : Accelerator Frequency

ENERGY UNCERTAINTY
The next datasheet (Table 1) resumes the uncertainties
for different input levels.
Table 1: Statement of the Phase Components Uncertainties
Source of
uncertainty

(delay )

phase noise

Uncertainty Formulas
The standard measurement uncertainty of velocity (see
Eq. 2) is related to the distance between electrodes and
the signal phase of pick-up.
uE

E

2*

u1  u2

Uv uv  ul
 (2)
 
,
v l
360N  (1  2 ) 
V

UE : Energy uncertainty
UV : Velocity uncertainty
UL : Length uncertainty
Uφ : phase uncertainty

Uncertainty of the Length Between Probes
The distance between the first two probes is 3878.8 mm
in the HEBT. The distance uncertainty is the sum of
uncertainties on:
 The measuring device
 The position of the fiducials
 The manufacturing of the fiducial position
 The dilation of the material due to the temperature
variations

Uncertainty of the Phase Linearity
At constant level, the measuring bench sets from 0 to
360° the phase of the channel 2 of the generator compared
with the reference phase. This method allows to measure
the linearity of the phase.

Uncertainty of Delay Correction
Cables between probes and electronics insert a delay.
Before making a measure of phase, a delay deduction of
each chain must be done. This delay correction is
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0dBm

-60dBm

-80dBm

0.03°

0.04°

0.21°

linearity

0.08°

0.7°

3.5°

temperature

0.016°C

0.016°C

0.016°C

distance

0.48mm

0.48mm

0.48mm

The figure 3 shows the expanded uncertainty of energy
depending of the signal level and the beam energy.
The energy uncertainty increases when the signal level
decreases and when the velocity increases.

expanded uncertainty of energy(k=2) [%]
10.00

expanded measurement uncertainty [%]

N: Bunch number between the pick-up 1 and 2
v: Beam velocity
φ12: Pick-up1 phase - Pick-up2 phase
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Uncertainty of Temperature

0.75 Mev/A
14.5 Mev/A
20 Mev/A
33 Mev

1.00

0.10

0.01
-80

-60

-40

-20

0

Input signal level [dBm]

Figure 3: Expanded uncertainty of energy.

For a level under -40dBm, the uncertainty increase is
due to the augmentation of nonlinearity and decrease of
the signal to noise ratio.
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MONTE-CARLO ANALYSIS
A Monte-Carlo method, adopted in the Guide to the
expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) [5], has
been also used (Fig. 4) to complete the uncertainty
calculations. This method gives the relation and the
influences between each input parameter.

Figure 5: Alarm function.
This checking concerns the threshold speed, the
difference of the signal levels, the dysfunction of the
measurement and the lack of the reference signal.

Figure 4: Matrix representation of the various parameters.
The phase input is sent randomly and all the parameters
of interest are memorized: the phase, the amplitude of
each way, the signal reference level, and the temperature.
Then a Matlab(R) tool is used to represent the data in
statistics representation, in diagonal. The left part of the
matrix represents the variations of each parameter with
one another. The right part of the matrix returns a matrix
R of Spearman's rank correlation coefficients calculated
from an input matrix X whose rows are the observations
and whose columns are the variables. The matrix is
related to the covariance matrix. The coefficient is
connected with a color in order to show the weight of the
correlation: red is strong, green is weak.
This type of method allows to examine more precisely
the influence level of each parameter on the uncertainty.

DYSFUNCTION CHECKING
The TOF system checks the correct operation of the
energy measurement.

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Currently, two TOF systems are realized to be used
during the MEBT commissioning in the BTI (Bench of
Intermediate Test).
For the beam energy control at the exit of the Linac,
and to respect the control requirements, new electronic
cards will be developed.
This control implies for the system:
- A quality assurance process
- An Analysis of the Failure Modes and a consideration
of these effects
- The consideration of the uncertainties
A test device by remote control is also planned which
allows, in operation, to be sure that the measurement
system is in good working order.
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MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL OF THE BEAM INTENSITY
FOR THE SPIRAL2 ACCELERATOR
S. Leloir#, T. André, B. Ducoudret, C. Jamet, G. Ledu, C. Potier de Courcy,
GANIL, Caen, France
NFS
Experimental Area

Abstract
The phase 1 of the SPIRAL2 facility is under
construction at the national heavy ion accelerator
(GANIL, Caen, France). The accelerator including an
RFQ and a superconducting LINAC will produce
deuteron, proton and heavy ion beams in a wide range of
intensities and energies (beam power range: a few 100W
to 200kW). The measurements of the beam intensities are
ensured by means of several AC and DC Current
Transformers (ACCT/DCCT).
These measurements are required for the accelerator
tuning and the beam controls for safety requests during
the daily operation. The uncertainty has to be taken into
account to determine the threshold values. This paper
presents the measuring chain description of ACCT/DCCT,
the signal processing by integration and the uncertainty
studies.

ACCELERATOR CHARACTERISTICS

DCCT

ACCT/DCCT
RFQ

Ion
Source

ACCT/DCCT

ACCT/DCCT
Beam
Dump

LINAC

Deuteron
Proton
source

3

S
Experimental Area
Future
Production
Building

Figure 1: Intensity measurement locations.
The use of two kinds of non destructive measurement
chains DCCT (Bergoz NPCT-175-C030-HR) and
homemade ACCT is justified by the difference of
detection principles and by their complementarities.
Intensity
10mA
5mA

SPIRAL2 will produce different beams (protons,
deuterons and heavy ions) at very high intensity. Table 1
recalls the main beam characteristics.

DCCT
&
ACCT

DCCT

ACCT
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50µA

Table 1: Beam Specifications
P

D+

Ions

5mA

5mA

1mA

Max. Energy

33MeV

20MeV/A

14.5MeV/A

Max. Power

165kW

200kW

48kW

Beam
Max. Intensity

The beam will be chopped so as to reduce the mean
intensity while keeping the same peak current. The
chopper is necessary in the tuning phases of accelerator in
order to increase the beam power progressively.
The duty cycle of the slow chopper ranges are:
 from 1/10000 to 1/2000 at 1Hz
 from 1/2000 to 1/1 at 5Hz

NON DESTRUCTIVE BEAM INTENSITY
MEASUREMENTS
In order to control continuously the intensities and the
losses, non-destructive beam intensity measurements are
set up along the accelerator [1]:
 at the entrance of the Radio Frequency Quadrupole
(RFQ)
 at the entrance and the exit of the LINAC
 at the Beam Dump entrance
___________________________________________

#

leloir@ganil.fr

900

Frequency

~5µA
CW

1Hz

10kHz

100kHz

Figure 2: ACCT/DCCT operating range.
The DCCTs measure the intensity of continuous and
chopped beams with a slow response time (about 50 µs
for a bandwidth of 10 kHz). The minimum intensity that
can be measured is few 10µA due to the offset level.
The ACCTs are faster with rise times about 1µs and
with minimum levels less than 10µA.
The measurements of intensities and transmissions are
required for the accelerator tuning (command-control)
and the beam controls for safety (Machine Protection
System: MPS). The difference of the measured intensities
gives the transmission of the MEBT, Linac and HEBT
lines.
Bergoz NPCT
Electronics
Ganil ACCT
Electronics

10V/10mA
10V/10mA

Command
Control

ACCT/DCCT
bloc

Threshold
Monitoring

Alarms

MPS

Figure 3: Setup of an ACCT/DCCT chain.
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Electronic M onitoring

The intensity controls are part of the Machine
Protection System (MPS) [2] which ensures the control
and the protection of the accelerator. The MPS is divided
into two subsystems:
The thermal protection system protects the accelerator
against direct beam thermal damage.
The enlarged protection system controls:
 the facility operating range
 the radiation produced by beam losses
 the integrity of beam dump and targets
The MPS receives alarm signals from several
diagnostics. Depending on the accelerator mode, when an
alarm is active, the MPS system triggers a beam cut.

To generate the alarm signal, the counter starts at the
threshold value and its inputs are inverted (count down
the pulses and count up the delayed pulses). Therefore,
the counter value is equal to the threshold value minus the
integrator value.
A negative value of counter is equivalent to the
exceeded threshold. In that case, the alarm signal is the
sign bit of the counter.
Threshold
Interface
Threshold
digital value
DCCT or
ACCT signal
10V/10mA

Voltage to
Frequency
Converter

Pulses 2MHz/10mA
DOWN

Pulse
Counter
Delay

ALARM SIGNALS

Exceeded
threshold
information
Alarm signal

UP

The mean intensities and losses are compared to
maximum allowed intensities i.e. thresholds. Each
threshold overrun generates an alarm.

Figure 6: Synoptic of threshold monitoring.

The slow chopper periods (1s or 200ms) and the
required response time (<1s) do not enable to use a simple
filter to extract the mean intensity.
A digital moving integration over 1s or 200ms allows:
 response times lower than slow chopper period
 response times depending on intensity level excess

A microcontroller is added to this architecture. It can
also perform the counting function and monitor the other
thresholds with less reliability but more flexibility. The
microcontroller manages the other functions like the
communication between the electronics and the command
control.

UNCERTAINTY IN MEASUREMENT

Beam Intensity

5
4
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0
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Figure 4: Threshold monitoring by moving integration.

Integrator P rinciple
The ACCT or DCCT signal is converted into a pulse
frequency. Continually, a counter adds up the pulses and
removes the delayed pulses. The delay corresponds to the
time interval of integration. This time is equal to a
multiple of the chopper period, the counter value is then
representative of the input average signal.
DCCT or
ACCT signal

Voltage to
Frequency
Converter

Digital
signal
average

Pulses
UP

Pulses

Delay

Delayed
pulses

Pulse
Counter
DOWN

Figure 5: Integrator principle.
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The threshold values must take into account the
measurement uncertainty [3]. The influence quantities in
the total uncertainty are:
 Offset
 Noise
 External Electromagnetic field
 Linearity and accuracy of the gain
 Temperature drifts (only DCCT)
 Low drop (only ACCT)
 Slew rate
 Time lag between two chains (only efficiency
transmission measurement by ACCT)
Tests and measurements were realized to study the
standard measurement uncertainties. A test bench was
developed to characterize the ACCT and DCCT chains.

Test B ench
The bench principle is to put ACCT/DCCT under real
operating conditions. The beam is simulated by a current
in a test spire through the ACCT/DCCT blocs. This
current is modulated by a function generator and a current
chopper. The output voltages of diagnostics are monitored
by a voltmeter synchronized on the function generator. A
computer drives the current generator and the voltmeter
for automatic characterizations of the ACCT/DCCT.
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Peak current
Modulation

Keithley263

Time

Agilent33521A

Device under test

Spire test

DCCT2
ACCT2

DCCT1
ACCT1

DCCT3
ACCT3

GANIL
ACCT

ACCT
electronics

Figure 8: ACCT/DCCT bloc section.

Statement of the U ncertainties

Synchro

Multimeter (voltmeter)
Acquisition
(Ethernet)

Keithley2701

Figure 7: Bench setup.
The linearity and the offset drift versus the room
temperature have been quantified with this bench.
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Insulating
gaps

Bergoz
DCCT

DCCT
electronics

Computer
(Labview)

Output

Current

Function
generator

Intensity
level

Several layers of
Magnetic shield

Chopper

Current
generator

The next datasheet (Table 2) resumes the uncertainties
for ACCT and DCCT.
Table 2: Statement of the Uncertainties
Sources of uncertainty

ACCT

DCCT

0.1%

0.6%

-

In progress

0.5µA

0.5µA

5µA

-

3nA/√Hz

200nA/√Hz

Low drop

2%/s

-

Slew rate

5µs

50µs

Linearity*
Offset vs. Temperature*

Optimization of ACCT Low Drop

Integrator Offset

The low drop is the gradual fall of the ACCT signal
during a constant pulse beam. The low drop uncertainty is
proportional to the pulse duration. A new electronic was
developed to reduce the ACCT low frequency up to few
10mHz.
A clamp function is implemented to generate the DC of
the ACCT signal. The negative component corresponding
to the beam off is set to zero at each chopper period by a
digital clamp. The low drop effect is minimized when the
clamp is trigged in the middle of the time off.

External magnetic field max.

Optimization of DCCT Offset
The DCCT offset arises mainly from the temperature of
transformers. Under normal conditions, the room
temperature varies between 15°C to 31°C. So, the offset
can be superior to 100µA.
A study is in progress to stabilize the temperature of the
ACCT/DCCT blocs.

Optimization of External Electromagnetic F ield
Three shielding layers (Armco, Mu-metal and copper)
protect the sensors from external electromagnetic fields.
A vertical shield plate between AC and DC sensors is
installed to minimize the disturbance produced by the
DCCT magnetic modulator on the ACCT.
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Noise

*measured by the GANIL test bench

CONCLUSIONS
The ACCT/DCCT blocs are made and qualified. The
Ganil electronics are in the prototype step. The
monitoring threshold system and the DCCT temperature
stabilization are being characterized.
The next step consists to measure the uncertainties of
the global chain (diagnostic, electronic and integrator)
with the Test Bench.
Another step is to improve the system after the Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA).
The last step will be the manufacturing of the final
version of the electronic cards and the re-characterization.
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ACCURATE MEASUREMENT OF SMALL ELECTRON BEAM CURRENTS
AT THE MLS ELECTRON STORAGE RING
R. Klein, R. Thornagel, G. Brandt, D. Herzog
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt PTB, Berlin Germany

The PTB, the German metrology institute, utilizes the
electron storage ring Metrology Light Source (MLS) in
Berlin - Adlershof for the realization of the radiometric
units in the ultraviolet and vacuum ultraviolet spectral
range. For this purpose the MLS can be operated as a
primary source standard of calculable synchrotron
radiation, by means of the Schwinger equation, with very
flexible parameters, especially in terms of electron beam
energy and electron beam current. We report on
improvements in the measurement of the electron beam
current in the nA and pA range. In this range the electron
beam current can be very accurately measured by
counting the number of stored electrons.

INTRODUCTION
The MLS is used by the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstat (PTB) as a primary source standard of
calculable synchrotron radiation [1] in the UV and VUV
spectral range. Therefore, special equipment has been
installed to measure all parameters entering the
calculation with small uncertainty. In this paper we focus
on the equipment for measuring the electron beam
current, the measurement of the remaining parameters is
described in [1]. The Schwinger equation [2] used for the
calculation, originally describes the spectral energy
irradiated per solid angle by one electron moving on a
circular arc, i.e. moving in a homogenous magnetic field.
Adapting this to electron storage rings, where the electron
revolves, the Schwinger equation has to be multiplied
with the revolution frequency , yielding the spectral
radiant intensity for one stored electron. If N electrons are
stored, which is equivalent to a stored electron beam
current I of
I = N e ,
(1)
then the spectral radiant intensity of synchrotron radiation
from electron storage rings is directly proportional to the
stored electron beam current, i.e. the number of stored
electrons [3]. With the necessary equipment installed to
measure and control the electron beam current over a
wide dynamic range, the radiant intensity of the
synchrotron radiation can be adjusted accordingly without
changing the spectrum. It should be mentioned that the
stated direct proportionality between N and the spectral
radiant power is only valid for wavelengths that are
shorter than the length of the stored electron bunches,
typically being in the mm range, and therefore no
coherence effects are present in the near IR, VIS, VUV
and soft X-ray spectral range.
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The variation of the electron beam current does not
change the spectral characteristics of the synchrotron
radiation. The spectral characteristics, on the other hand,
can be changed by adjustment of the electron energy. At
the MLS, e.g., the electron beam energy can be chosen to
be between 105 MeV and 630 MeV, which changes the
characteristic wavelength between 735 nm and 3.4 nm,
respectively. This allows creating a tailor-made spectral
shape for specific applications and avoiding unwanted
high-energy parts of the spectrum, which could lead to
instabilities due to thermal load, optics degradation,
higher diffraction orders or increased stray light.

MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRON
BEAM CURRENT AT THE MLS
At the MLS, the stored electron beam current can be
varied by more than 11 decades from a maximum current
of approx. 200 mA down to a single stored electron
(1 pA). As a matter of course, the equipment for a
controlled adjustment of the electron beam current must
be installed at the storage ring in order to utilize this
potential. This is implemented only at a few other
facilities worldwide [4], since most electron storage rings
are operated as large-scale synchrotron radiation user
facilities, which do not have the flexibility of changing
the operational parameters such as electron beam current
or electron beam energy. At the MLS, equipment is also
installed to monitor the beam size over the whole possible
range of electron beam current [5].

Upper Electron Beam Current Range
Currents in the upper range, i.e. above some mA, are
measured with two commercially available DC
parametric current transformers (PCT) [6]. For an
absolute determination of the electron beam current, the
offset signal of these monitors has to be carefully
measured and taken into account; this offset signal is
dependent on the electron energy, i.e. the magnetic
induction of the surrounding bending magnets [3]. The
relative uncertainty of the electron beam current
measurement by the PCT is given by the uncertainty in
the calibration factor and the non-linearity. The relative
uncertainty of each of these contributions is 1 · 10-4. A
further uncertainty is given by the oscillating drift of the
offset current, which is typically some A.

Intermediate Electron Beam Current Range
For the measurement of electron beam current below
approximately 1 mA LN2-cooled windowless Si
photodiodes [7] with linear response are used that are
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irradiated by the direct synchrotron radiation covering the
full spectral range from the vacuum UV to the IR. In a
special UHV front end section inside the storage ring
housing these photodiodes can be moved into the orbital
plane of the synchrotron radiation by means of computer
controlled stepper motors. Two individual pairs of photo
diodes with different filters in front are in usage right
now, as is illustrated in fig. 1 and described in table 1. The
photodiodes are connected by long low-noise cables to
electrometers that are placed outside of the storage ring
housing. Photodiode D1 and D3 are - by means of a
scanner [8] - alternatively connected to an electrometer
[9], as are D2 and D4, respectively. So always the
photocurrent from two photodiodes, one on each feed
through, can be measured in parallel.

part of the figure shows the number of electrons during a
calibration task, e.g. the calibration of an energydispersive detector. Occasionally an electron is lost due to
collision with the residual gas, resulting in a beam
lifetime of more than 30 h for these electron beam
currents. For the down-counting of the electrons after the
calibration task (right part of Fig. 3), the lifetime of the
electron beam is artificially reduced by means of the
scraper.

The calibration factor kD1, which relate the photocurrent
ID1 to the electron beam current IMLS by
IMLS = kD1 · ID1

c 2013 by JACoW — cc Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY-3.0)
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is determined for photodiode D1 by comparison with the
electron beam current measured at the upper end of the
range by the PCTs. The photocurrent of photodiode D2 is
then compared to that of photodiode D1 at currents in the
A range and the relating calibration factor kD2 is
determined. In the nA range the D3 or D4 photocurrents
can then be calibrated by comparison to the D2
photocurrent. The relative uncertainty in this intermediate
electron beam current range is dominated by the nonlinearity of the photodiodes and drifts and is estimated to
be well below 2 % (see below for an example).

Figure 1: Scheme of the photodiode set-up.

Lower Electron Beam Current Range
Electron currents in the lower range, i.e. below 1 nA,
are determined by counting the number of stored
electrons, first developed at the Tantalus electron storage
ring [10] and also utilized at the SURF electron storage
ring [4]. To do this, after the actual calibration task has
been completed, the electrons are gradually kicked out of
the storage ring by a mechanical scraper that can be
placed closely to the electron beam, while measuring the
step-like drop of the synchrotron radiation power by the
cooled, unfiltered photodiodes. The electron beam current
is then given by the product of electron number, electron
charge and revolution frequency (eq. 1). Once the number
of stored electrons has unambiguously been determined,
the relative uncertainty in the electron beam current
measurement is dominated by the relative uncertainty in
the measurement of the revolution frequency, which is
about 1 · 10-7.

Example
Figure 2 illustrates the reduction of the electron beam
current by means of a scraper over the whole range with
the overlapping measurement range of the PCTs (black
curve) and photodiodes (coloured curves). For electron
beam currents below 1 nA a step-like decrease of the
electron beam current becomes visible and is clearly seen
around 300 pA. Fig. 3 shows the measurement of the
electron beam current for a few stored electrons. The left
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Figure 2: Example of a current measurement over 11
decades.
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Table 1: Diodes used for Measurement of Small and
Intermediate Currents
Diode

Filter

Approx. calib. factors kDi
A/A

D1

8 m Al

34

D2

0.8 m Al

2.8

D3, D4

none

1
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synchrotron radiation. This drift is most likely due to a
change in the spectral responsivity due to charging of the
SiO2 top-layer of the photodiode or surface
decontamination, e.g. the desorption of an ice layer, of the
photodiode surface. At time t ≈300 s the electron beam
current has been further reduced into the sub-nA range. It
is known from experience that in this pA current regime
the drift in spectral responsivity is greatly reduced and
even reversed. So, e.g., at 75 pA (electrons), the spectral
responsivity decreases relatively with a rate of 1 · 10-4/
min. Thus taking the value of the current measurement of
D4 before the reduction of the electron beam current and
comparing it to the value measured with D2 at the same
time, both measurements agree within a relative accuracy
of better than 2 · 10-3. Nevertheless, this drift in spectral
responsivity, even if it is very small in the pA range,
prevents the calibration factors from being extrapolated
over a wide range of stored electrons.

Figure 3: Electron counting in the lower current range.

The current measurement over 11 decades as described
above works reliable. Nevertheless, there are some topics
that can be improved. A little bit cumbersome is, e.g., the
effect, that there a small changes (< 10-3 relative) in the
measured photocurrent when the measurement range of
the electrometer changes. Especially, care has to be taken
in the electron counting regime that not both
measurement channels (for D3 and D4) are rangeswitched simultaneously since the step in the current
measurement due to the shift in the measurement range
could be taken as a change in the electron number.
Figure 4 shows the electron beam current in the range
of 220 electrons for D3 (black) and D4 (red). Especially
the D3 signal shows a significant part of noise. This
electronic noise, inherent at the electron storage ring, is
most likely captured due to the long cables leading the
photodiode signal outside of the storage ring housing to
the scanner-electrometer unit.
Figure 5b shows a comparison of the electron beam
current measurement at the switching point from D2 to
D4 at approx. 56 nA. The calibration of D2 (blue curve) is
traceable to the PCT current measurement at around
10 mA, the calibration of D4 (red curve) is traceable to
the electron counting at approximately 440 electrons. At
time t = 0 s the current measurement is switched from
diode D2 to D4, the dashed curve shows the extrapolated
value that would have been measured by D2 after the
switching. The photocurrent of D4 first increases with
time, when the photodiode is initially irradiated by the
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 4: Noisy photocurrent from photodiodes D3
(black) and D4 (red).

Figure 5: Test of photodiode calibration at the transfer
point from photodiode D2 to D4 at 56 nA.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE LOW
ELECTRON BEAM CURRENT
MEASUREMENT
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In a first step, different equipment for the measurement
of the photodiode current has been tested. The small
photodiode currents are converted by means of
commercially available current-voltage (I/U)-converters
[11] before the signal is guided by the long low-noise
cable out of the storage ring housing, where the signal is
then measured by means of a digital voltmeter (DVM).
The I/U-converter covers a range of 10 decades. The
range switching has been done manually for this testing
but is planned to be performed computer controlled after
the testing of the equipment has ended. This set-up has
significantly reduced the noise level and allows the
counting of several thousands of electrons, as, e.g., can be
seen in Fig. 6. The signal in this graph shows a significant
improvement to the situation shown in Fig. 4, which was
measured with the old set-up at a much lower electron
number.
Even at an electron beam current in the range of 5800
pA (electrons) indications for the step-like decrease of the
electron beam current can be seen, Fig. 7. The next aim is
to reduce the small ripple of 50 Hz line frequency still
present at the photodiode current and to investigate the
source for the drift in senitivity.

Figure 7: Measured photodiode signal in the 5800 pA
range. Indications for a step-like decrease of the electron
beam current can be seen.
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Figure 6: Improved photocurrent measurement.

SUMMARY
The instrumentation for electron counting at the MLS
electron storage ring has been greatly improved. More
than 1000 electrons can be unambiguously counted now
and with further adaptation of the equipment even the
counting of much higher numbers seem feasible. This
improvement in the measurement of very low electron
beam current will reduce the uncertainty in the calculated
photon flux of the synchrotron radiation which is used for
calibration tasks, e.g. the calibration of photon counting
detectors.
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE SCHOTTKY SENSOR SYSTEM
AT THE CR AT FAIR
M. Hansli∗ , A. Penirschke, R. Jakoby, IMP, TU Darmstadt, Germany
Peter Hülsmann, Wolfgang Kaufmann, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

In this paper, the current status of the Schottky Cavity
Sensor development for the Collector Ring (CR) at FAIR,
a dedicated storage ring for secondary particles, rare isotopes, and antiprotons, is presented. Designed for longitudinal and transversal Schotty signals, the Sensor features a
pillbox cavity with attached waveguide filters utilizing the
TM010 -mode at 200 MHz for longitudinal and the TM110 mode at around 330 MHz for transversal Schottky measurements. Separated coupling structures are used for modeselective coupling to measure the different Schottky planes
independently. A ceramic vacuum shielding inside the pillbox is introduced to allow for non-hermetic adjustable coupling and tuning devices as well as waveguide structures.
Simulations of the structure are presented with focus on the
influence of the coupling structures and the ceramic vacuum shielding. Measurements of a scaled demonstrator are
compared to simulations.

INTRODUCTION
The collector ring at FAIR is a dedicated ring for accumulation of different particle species including antiprotons and heavy ions, as well as an isochronous mode for
mass measurements. For the observation of Schottky signals at very low intensities a resonant structure was proposed [1, 2]. It consists of two pillbox like cavities with
attached waveguide structures, one for each transversal
plane. Longitudinal measurements are utilizing the TM010 mode, called monopole mode in the following, while the
TM110 -mode (dipole mode) is used for transversal measurements in one plane. At the center of the beampipe, the
dipole mode is zero while the monopole mode has a maximum there, leading to a difference in excitation of around
four orders of magnitude. As the bandwidth requirements
from the Schottky spectra limit the Q of the cavity to
around 180, an independent coupling to both modes minimizes the interference. A magnetic coupling loop at the
zero-plane of the dipole mode is used to exclusively couple out the monopole mode. As there is no suitable position for an independent coupling to the dipole mode the
attached waveguide structures are used as frequency selective coupling. By using the difference signals from both
sides, the dipole mode can be extracted. To adapt to different revolution frequencies and frequency spreads, an adjustable coupling and adjustable perturbers will be used. A
scaled demonstrator was realized to compare simulation re∗ hansli@imp.tu-darmstadt.de
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sults and measurements and investigate the behavior of the
coupled resonator structures (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The proposed structure with E-field coupling
pins: (1) pillbox cavity, (2) ceramic vacuum shielding, (3)
coupling loop (4) waveguide structures (5) Coupling slots,
(6) coaxial ports.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE
DEMONSTRATOR

Figure 2: The realized demonstrator with movable shorts.
The four ports are: magnetic loop coupling on top, short
electric pin at the front and coupling loops at the shortening
waveguides.
A simplified demonstrator (see Fig.2) without the ceramic shielding was built from brass in a split block technique at a scale of around 8.6 enabling the use of standard waveguides and flanges (S band, WR-284/WG10).
The monopole mode frequency is 1.86 GHz and the dipole
mode frequency 2.77 GHz at this scale. In addition to the
coupling loop on top a weakly coupling electric pin is installed in the end plane to observe the dipole mode inside the cavity. Two different waveguide structures can be
mounted at the sides, either movable waveguide shorts with
coupling loops at the ends or pin coupled waveguides of
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fixed length. Aim of the movable waveguide shorts is to
find the optimum length and investigate the interaction between the three resonant structures. They consist of fitted
aluminum blocks which where fitted into the waveguides
and can be moved by a manual linear unit. Semi rigid coaxial cables are routed through the middle of the block ending
with an magnetic coupling loop each.

Measurements of the Movable Waveguide Shorts
The movable waveguide shorts where connected directly, without the cavity, to investigate the two different
loop sizes. Figure 3 depicts the measured transmission coefficient. From Tab.1 can be seen, that the strong coupling
of the big loops is lowering the third mode around 13.4%
while using small loops is leading to the frequencies up
to 0.4% higher than the analytic solution. Furthermore, the
transmission coefficient for the big loop still shows a strong
frequency dependence above the cutoff demonstrating the
importance of the length of the waveguide structure to the
overall sensor performance.

of the waveguide shorts are to close in frequency to the
cavity mode a clear attribution to the peaks is not possible
anymore. By tuning one waveguide short, all three peaks
are moving. Figure 4 shows the setting with the smallest
distance between the peaks. Using the bigger loops, the 2
waveguide resonance peaks in the transmission are not observable anymore, although the level of the transmission is
affected by the position of the short. The system was modeled as a parallel RLC-circuit with attached transmission
lines in AWR Design Enviroment [3] and fitted to the measurements. It can be seen, that the coupling between the
cavity RLC-circuit and the waveguides is determining the
minimal frequency distance that can be achieved.
0
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Figure 4: S-Parameter measurement of the demonstrator. Transmission from waveguide structure to waveguide
structure (see Fig. 2).

Perturbation Measurements

Figure 3: Transmission measurement of the movable
waveguide shorts in a back-2-back setup with a length of
164 mm, (black curve starts at 2 GHz).

Table 1: Comparison of Measured and Calculated Resonance Frequencies
Mode

analytic

Loops 2 mm

Loops 25 mm

1
2
3

2.270 GHz
2.768 GHz
3.440 GHz

2.276 GHz
2.775 GHz
3.454 GHz

2.216 GHz
2.521 GHz
2,980 GHz

S-Parameter Measurements of the Demonstrator
The interaction of the three resonant structures where investigated with a 4-port Vector Network Analyzer. Figure 4 shows the S34 -Parameter, the transmission from one
waveguide short to the other. With the coupling slots in the
cavity walls of 23 mm × 2 mm, the measurement shows
three peaks. The position of the peaks can be changed by
varying the length of the shorts. However, if the resonances
908
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To determine the field distribution inside the cavity, an
automated perturbation measurement [4] was performed,
using linear units to move the sensor and the perturber, a
20 cm long alumina tube with diameter of 1 mm on a fishing line. The long tube does not allow spacial resolution
along the longitudinal axis but gives the integration along
its length instead, which is the relevant parameter for the
coupling between the particles and the beam. The S34 Parameter was measured for different positions of the perturber on the horizontal plane, centered vertically and longitudinally. The resonance frequencies where extracted utilizing a fitting. The distribution of the electric field strength
E is extracted according to
f 2 − f02
∝ −χE 2 ,
f2

(1)

with χ beeing a constant depending on the perturber. To compare the result with simulations, an
Eigenmode-simulation was conducted with CST STUDIO
R
SUITE⃝and
the electric field was integrated along a longitudinal path, neglecting the thickness of the perturber. The
results where normalized to see the qualitative distribution.
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normed E−field distribution

1
0.8

Table 2: R/Q for Different Radii of the Vacuum Window, for 200 MHz Monopole Mode at a Coupling Slot of
2 cm×23 cm
Window
R/Q (offset/cm) /Ω
Dipole

meas.
sim.

0.6

ϵr

r/cm

Mono.

Di. (1)

Di. (5)

fr /MHz

4
4
4
4
9,6
9,6
9,6
9,6
4
9,6
1

15
20
25
30
15
20
25
30
cone
cone

175,51
170,46
166,86
165,88
171,93
159,46
154,13
151,76
184,88
188,94
173,74

0,44
0,40
0,36
0,33
0,61
0,47
0,35
0,28
0,5
1,05
0,34

11,07
10,12
8,98
8,16
15,87
11,67
8,77
7,09
12,78
26,31
8,57

341,20
335,38
329,65
325,74
347,92
330,55
318,09
311,17
349,05
371,07
333,07

0.4
0.2
0
−20

−10
0
10
horizontal position /mm

WEPF35

20

Figure 5: Normalized frequency deviation from the pertubation measurements versus simulated integrated field distribution.

STATUS OF THE SIMULATIONS

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
For the proposed Schottky sensor, a demonstrator was
realized and measured with different methods. Measurements of the movable waveguide shorts have shown the influence of the length on the coupling strength and estimated
the achievable levels. For the extraction of the dipole mode
the transition from the waveguide to the cables is important to avoid having the three resonance peaks. The sensor
design was upgraded with a ceramic vacuum shielding to
allow for non-hermetic environment outside the inner cavity. The influence of the ceramic onto the sensor was investigated. Following the results, a vacuum shielding with
a 20 cm radius was chosen made from alumina. The gap
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Table 3: Comparison of Different Gap Geometries for a
Vacuum Shielding of 20 cm Without Waveguides
Gap

Cavity

f /MHz

R/Q/Ω(offs. /cm)

l

h

r

Dipole

Mono.

Di.(1)

Di(5)

5
5
5
10
10
10
15
15
15
20
20
20
25
25
25

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

34.88
30.56
29.39
35.27
39.24
38.15
45.30
44.50
43.78
48.04
47.61
47.22
49.59
49.42
49.27

428.07
456.18
453.06
419.86
389.93
394.89
348.85
353.91
357.88
330.75
333.48
335.78
320.00
321.14
322.14

157.67
138.65
123.36
174.65
163.67
154.19
168.56
164.98
160.53
159.20
158.24
156.66
149.90
149.95
149.68

0.55
0.77
0.79
0.63
0.56
0.63
0.47
0.50
0.54
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.46
0.47
0.48

13.75
19.26
19.75
15.66
14.07
15.68
11.66
12.61
13.57
11.59
12.07
12.56
11.58
11.76
11.95

dimensions of 20 cm×1 cm result in a good trade-off between R/Q-value and dipole mode frequency.
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For the different use cases of the CR revolution frequency and frequency spread are varying. To maintain optimum performance, especially for the observation of very
small intensity beams, adjustable coupling and movable
perturbers are foreseen. These structures, as well as the
rectangular waveguide structures are much easier to fabricate and operate in an non-hermetic environment. Therefore a ceramic pipe is introduced as a vacuum shielding, as
depicted in Fig.1. In Table 2, the influence of the pipe on
the R/Q value, the frequency of the dipole mode and the
radius of the cavity are shown, as simulated with CST STUR To maintain the 200 MHz monopole mode
DIO SUITE⃝.
frequency the radius varies from 55.17 cm without shielding to 47.68 cm for alumina with 15 cm radius. It can be
seen, that the R/Q values are increased by the ceramic at
the expense of an rising dipole mode frequency. As a tradeoff, the shielding was chosen to be alumina with a radius of
20 cm, keeping the frequency at 330 MHz. For this selection, the influence of the gap geometry was investigated by
simulating the pillbox without attached waveguide structures to save simulation time. The results in Tab.3 show a
strong impact on the dipole frequency without identifying
an optimal configuration. Therefore, the gap is set to 20 cm
× 1 cm to keep the dipole mode at 330 MHz.
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X-RAY CHERENKOV RADIATION AS A SOURCE FOR RELATIVISTIC
CHARGED PARTICLE BEAM DIAGNOSTICS*
A.S. Konkov†, A.S. Gogolev, A.P. Potylitsyn
Tomsk Polytechnic University, 634050, pr. Lenina 30, Tomsk, Russia
P.V. Karataev, John Adams Institute at Royal Holloway
University of London, Egham, Surrey, TW20 0EX, UK
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Recent progress in development of accelerator
technology for future linear colliders and X-ray free
electron lasers has generated an interest in developing
novel diagnostics equipment with resolution surpassing
tunique beam parameters. Cherenkov radiation (CR) in
the X-ray region in the vicinity of the absorption edges is
one of the promising sources for relativistic charged
particle beam diagnostics. In this paper we have
demonstrated that the CR in the X-ray region is naturally
monochromatic, because the CR is only generated in the
frequency region in the vicinity of the atomic absorption
edges, where the well-known Cherenkov condition is
fulfilled. This peculiarity can be explained by a resonance
behaviour of the permittivity in the frequency range. It
will result in the fact that the CR will stand out of any
other types of polarisation radiation both on intensity and
shape of angular distribution giving a unique opportunity
to apply this phenomenon for charged particle beam
diagnostics.

INTRODUCTION
Intense development of future linear colliders and X-ray
free electron lasers has pushed the limits for the entire
range of diagnostics equipment with resolution
overpassing the unique beam parameters. The state-ofthe-art single shot monitors based on backward transition
and synchrotron radiation have proved their feasibility.
However, the developed techniques are either applicable
for a single facility or their accuracy is limited. Thus it is
necessary to develop novel methods with a wider
application range. The most promising techniques are
based on polarization radiation.
Polarization radiation appears due to dynamic
polarization of atomic electron shells in a medium by the
electric field of a relativistic charged particle moving
rectilinearly and with constant velocity. Depending on the
conditions of the particle motion in the medium (or in its
vicinity) there are different types of polarization radiation
generated: Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation (CR), transition
radiation (TR), diffraction radiation (DR), Smith-Purcell
Radiation (SPR), etc. One should note that DR and SPR
are more preferable for developing non-invasive methods
for charged particle beam diagnostics, because generating
the radiation the particle beam does not directly interact
with the target, and, therefore, the trajectory perturbation
will be minimal.
CR in the X-ray region is one of the promising sources.

In [1] the authors represented the first prediction of the
phenomenon. The authors have demonstrated that passing
through a plate of finite thickness an ultrarelativistic
charged particle generates CR which intensity
significantly overpasses the TR intensity generated from
the surface of the plate. Later on, the authors of [2–4]
have demonstrated that CR can be generated by
moderately relativistic electrons as well.
In this paper we used the method of “polarization
currents” [5] to determine the CR characteristics
generated by a charged particle at oblique incidence
through a plate of finite dimensions and finite
conductivity in the vicinity of the atomic absorption
edges.

THEORETICAL APPROACH
The theoretical approach is based on the method of
polarization currents. The field of the Polarization
Radiation (PR) emitted by medium atoms excited
(polarised) by the external field E0 of the passing particle
E
1

with energy  
moving rectilinearly and
2
mc
1  2
with constant velocity v   c in a substance (or in its
vicinity) can be represented as a solution of “vacuum”
macroscopic Maxwell equations. Here  is the charged
particle Lorentz-factor, c is the speed of light, and m is the
mass of the particle. For a non-magnetic medium the
density of the polarization currents in a right hand side of
the equations can be written as
j pol   ( )  E0  E pol ( j pol )  ,
(1)
where E0  E0 (r,  ) and E pol  E pol (r,  ) – are the
Fourier Image of the particle filed in vacuum and the field
generated by the currents induced in the medium. The
medium conductivity,  ( ) , is related to the dielectric
permittivity  ( ) as
i
 ( ) 
(2)
1   ( )  .
4
Here   2 с /  , with  being the radiation
wavelength. Solving the Maxwell equations in a wavezone for a target of finite volume VT one can derive an
expression for magnetic field, H pol , of the polarization
radiation emitted by the medium atoms excited by the
passing particle filed in the form

__________________
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H pol (r,  )  curl




and imaginary (♦) parts experience a resonant increase at
the photon energy of Еph = 284 eV.

1
 ( )E0 (r ',  ) 
c VT

exp i  ( ) r ' r  / c
r ' r

 d r '.
3
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(3)

In this model we assume the energy loss by the particle is
negligibly small in comparison to its total energy. One
should note that the Eq. (3) is an exact solution of
Maxwell equations, which allows us to avoid solving the
integral equation (1). When we took into account the
second term in Eq. (1), the wave number  / c in vacuum
was simply replaced by  ( ) / c . Such replacement
describes the “renormalization” of the particle field inside
the medium due to the field of the polarization currents
[5]. Despite of a simple form Eq. (3) describes all types of
polarization radiation generated in a medium of an
arbitrary conductivity and an arbitrary inhomogeneity (i.e.
in a target of an arbitrary shape), which is the main
advantage of the method.

Fig. 1 illustrates the dependence of real and imaginary
parts of  ( )  1      i   – the dielectric
permittivity versus the photon energy calculated for
amorphous carbon using [6].
The calculation of the CR characteristics using the
method of polarization currents was performed using the
geometry shown in Fig. 2. A particle with charge e,
moving with constant velocity β, incident with an angle α
on a plate of thickness d. Due to dynamic polarization of
the target medium both TR and CR are emitted along the
direction z and characterised by polar θ and azimuthal φ
observation angles.

Figure 1: Dependence of the real (−δ) and imaginary (η)
parts of dielectric permittivity of amorphous carbon in the
vicinity of the K-absorption edge (284 eV). Both real (■),
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 2: The calculation geometry.
Figure 3 depicts the dependence of the spectral angular
density as a function of polar observation angle θ and the
plate thickness d for normal incidence (α = 0) and γ =
240. Due to the azimuthal symmetry the dependence on φ
is absent. One can see that in contrast to the TR (TR peak
at    1  0.26 ) the CR intensity (radiation peak at
  4 ) grows quadratically as a function of the target
thickness. Moreover, at some thickness the CR intensity
significantly exceeds the TR intensity.

Figure 3: Dependence of the PR intensity as a function of
the polar observation angle θ and the target thickness d.
Parameters: γ = 240, α = 0, ћω = 284 eV, φ = π.
911
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FEATURES OF X-RAY CR
It is well known that the Cherenkov radiation (CR) is
generated by a charged particle moving in a medium
rectilinearly and with constant velocity, which magnitude
is larger than the phase velocity of light inside that
medium. The radiation has a continuous spectrum and
specific angular distribution. The characteristic angle,  ,
of the emitted radiation with respect to the particle
trajectory, v , is defined by n  cos   1 , where n is
refractive index of the transparent medium. Typically in
X-ray wavelength range the CR condition cannot be
fulfilled because for all materials the refractive index is
smaller than unity. However, in [1] the authors
demonstrated that in the vicinity of the absorption edges
the real and imaginary parts of dielectric permittivity
experience a sudden jump (see, for instance, Fig. 1). As a
result the real part of the refractive index experiences a
resonant increase reaching values above unity. In this case
the CR condition can be fulfilled and an X-ray CR can be
emitted in a very narrow spectral range with bandwidth of
order of 1 – 1.5 eV. In this paper we consider the CR in
the vicinity of the absorption edges of carbon.
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The X-ray CR is very sensitive to the photon and
electron energy. The latter property is the most significant
in the electron energy range from keV to a few tens of
MeV. The dependence on the photon energy is connected
with the resonant behaviour of the dielectric permittivity
in the vicinity of the absorption edges where the CR
condition is fulfilled. Therefore the CR spectrum
represents a monochromatic line [4] with Half Width at
Half Maximum of order of 1 – 1.5 eV. Figure 4 illustrates
how strong the dependence on the photon energy is.
Changing the photon energy by just a few eVs the CR
intensity goes from maximum to nothing whereas the TR
peak remains. One may see a strong dependence of the
position of the CR peak in the angular distribution on the
photon energy. For example, for given electron energy the
change of the CR photon energy on 1 eV leads to the peak
shift on 1 degree.

At lower energies the CR and TR interfere with each
other. As a result the shape of the TR distribution acquires
an oscillatory behavior with maximum intensity growing
with the target thickness because of the CR contribution
(see Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Dependence of the radiation intensity versus the
polar observation angle θ and the target thickness d.
Parameters: γ = 10, α = 0, ћω = 284 eV, φ = π.

Figure 4: Dependence of the CR intensity versus polar
observation angle θ for different photon energies.
Parameters: γ = 240, α = 0, d = 5 μm, φ = π.

Figure 7 illustrates the dependence of the spectralangular radiation density as a function of the observation
angles. When the angle of incidence α ≠ 0, there appears
an azimuthal asymmetry which leads to deformation of
both TR (internal cone) and CR (external cone) angular
distributions. When the angle of incidence increases, the
degree of azimuthal asymmetry increases. The radiation
distribution is squeezed along the direction characterised
by the angle φ = π with non-uniform distribution of the
energy along the polar observation angle.

In the range of moderately relativistic energies the CR
spectral-angular distribution allows to monitor the 10%
change in the electron energy (see, for instance, Fig. 5).
Even a small change in the electron energy leads to a shift
of the CR peak position and intensity. With a larger
change in the electron energy the shape of the distribution
changes (compare, for example, dash-dotted line in Fig 4
and solid line in Fig. 5).

Figure 7: Dependence of the polarization radiation
intensity versus the observation angles. Parameters: γ =
24, α = 5°, ћω = 284 eV, d = 5 μm.
Figure 5: Dependence of the radiation intensity on the
polar observation angle θ for different electron energies.
Parameters: α = 0, d = 5 μm, ћω = 284 eV, φ = π.
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One should note that in the area of moderate relativistic
energies of charged particles the CR intensity
significantly surpasses the TR intensity when increasing
the angle α (see, for instance, Fig.8).
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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However, for higher particle energy (γ >100), even a
small change in the particle incidence angle leads to
appearance of a strong asymmetry of angular distribution
and the TR intensity significantly surpasses the CR
intensity (see Figs. 8 and 9).

distribution shape and intensity. In the vicinity of
moderate relativistic energies one can increase the CR
intensity by increasing the angle of incidence.
However, increasing the charged particle beam energy
the spectral angular CR density becomes very sensitive to
the angle of the particle incidence. Such peculiarity can be
used to diagnose the particle beam angular divergence.
One should notice that in the vicinity of particle
energies of order of γ ~ 10, CR and TR interfere. The
visibility of the interference fringe pattern depends on the
spatial coherency of the radiation. The spatial coherency
depends on the transverse dimension of the particle beam.
Summarizing the analysis the peculiarities of the CR in
the vicinity of the absorption edges open a wide range of
possibilities for charged particle beam diagnostics.
Nevertheless, the model is still under analysis. A more
detailed proposal devoted to the diagnostics will be
presented later.
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Figure 9: Dependence of the polarization radiation
intensity versus the polar observation angle θ for different
angles of incidence, α. Parameters: γ = 240, ћω = 284 eV,
d = 5 μm, φ = π.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have demonstrated a new model for
calculating polarization characteristics in X-ray frequency
range from a target of an arbitrary shape and arbitrary
dielectric permittivity. For calculations we used a recently
developed method of polarization currents.
We have demonstrated that the CR in X-ray region is
highly monochromatic, because the CR is only generated
in the frequency region in the vicinity of the atomic
absorption edges. This peculiarity can be explained by
resonance behavior of the permittivity in the given
frequency range.. The CR photon yield is comparable,
and for many cases significantly higher, then the TR
photon yield.
For the moderate relativistic energies γ < 100, the
variation of the energy significantly influences the CR
characteristics. Such peculiarity can be used to diagnose
the beam energy via the analysis of the spatial-spectral
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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Figure 8: Dependence of the polarization radiation versus
the polar observation angle θ for different angles of
incidence. Parameters: γ = 24, ћω = 284 eV, d = 5 μm, φ
= π.
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UNDERSTANDING THE TUNE SPECTRUM OF HIGH INTENSITY
BEAMS
R. Singh, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany and TEMF, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany
O. Chorniy, P. Forck, R. Haseitl, W. Kaufmann, P. Kowina, K. Lang, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
The tune spectra of a low intensity bunched beam consist
of various head-tail modes separated from each other by the
synchrotron frequency. As the beam intensity is sufﬁciently
increased, such that its incoherent tune shift approaches a
value comparable to the synchrotron tune, the low intensity
tune spectrum is characteristically modiﬁed. These modiﬁcations of tune spectrum as a function of space charge and
impedances were studied by means of numerical and analytical calculations based on simpliﬁed beam distributions
by M. Blaskiewicz [1]. Controlled experiments were performed to study the effect of space charge on tune spectra
at GSI SIS-18, and compared with these theoretical studies in [2]. This paper will present the experimental details,
interpretation of the tune spectra under various beam conditions and measurement of several elusive beam parameters. Finally the relevance of these measurements for other
facilities are considered.
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INTRODUCTION
For low intensity beams, the particles in the beam primarily interact with the guiding external ﬁelds and any
other interactions can be neglected. Therefore, the tune
spectra can be approximated well by the single particle
spectra, i.e.
Qk = Q0 + ΔQk ,
(1)
usually deﬁned as baseband tune spectrum, where Q0 is the
fractional part of the machine tune, ΔQk = ±kQs are the
synchrotron satellites and Qs = Qs0 is the small amplitude
synchrotron tune. For a single particle performing betatron
and synchrotron oscillations, the relative amplitudes of the
satellites are [3]
| dk |∼| Jk (χ/2) |

(2)

where χ = 2ξφm /η0 is the chromatic phase, ξ is the chromaticity, φm is the longitudinal oscillation amplitude of the
particle (in rad) and η0 the frequency slip factor. Jk are the
Bessel’s functions of ﬁrst kind of order k.
Two parallel tune measurement systems i.e. TOPOS [4]
and BBQ [5] are installed at SIS-18. They utilize separate capacitive pick-ups and signal analysis methods to calculate the tune spectra. The systems were commissioned
at various stages of acceleration, and several instances of
modiﬁed asymmetric spectra were reported [6, 7] especially visible during injection. Similar “anomalous” spectra were also observed earlier at other facilities at injection
energies [8]. Both systems were therefore carefully tested
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Table 1: Space Charge Parameter for Various Synchrotrons
at Injection
Parameters SIS-18
SPS
RHIC
ANKA
Ip (mA)
∼ 12
∼ 1600 ∼ 500
∼ 10
γ0
∼1
∼ 27
∼ 4.5
∼ 100
εy (2σ)
∼ 12
∼3
∼ 10
∼ 0.153
(mm-mrad)
ΔQsc
∼ 0.05
∼ 0.05
∼ 0.02
∼ 10−4
Qs0
∼ 0.007 ∼ 0.005 ∼ 0.0015 ∼ 0.008
qsc
∼7
∼ 10
∼ 12
∼ 0.2

for different beam currents and beam excitation methods.
Comparable spectra were measured using both the systems
independent of the beam conditions, and any systematic
noise or intermodulation were thereby discarded [2].
Several studies can be found in literature to estimate
the effect of impedances and space charge on the transverse coherent beam instabilities [9, 10, 3]. The studies
mainly discussed impedances and its effect on beam stability, but the treatment of space charge was not considered in adequate detail. One of the ﬁrst prominent studies
which accounted the effect of space charge and presented
a complete analytical solution using a simpliﬁed model
called “square well airbag model” was performed in [1].
The primary suggestion was that, the space charge pushes
the fast head-tail instability thresholds much higher than
predicted otherwise. Another signiﬁcant outcome of this
study was that the tune spectrum of space charge dominated beams is signiﬁcantly modiﬁed. These studies were
pursued and extended to realistic bunches by means of analytical and numerical studies [11, 12] and self-consistent
simulations [13]. The predicted modiﬁcations of the aforementioned studies matched well with the spectra obtained
in our measurements [7].
Detailed beam measurements were therefore performed
to understand the effect of space charge forces on the tune
spectra in comparison with the theoretical studies. All the
relevant beam parameters were exclusively measured. The
measurements gave two clear results. The ﬁrst is that the
tune spectra modiﬁcation can be interpreted successfully
by the analytical equations given in [1] and the followup studies [11, 12, 13]. The theoretical predictions can
be compared with the measured modiﬁcation of head-tail
mode frequencies to provide a direct measurement of high
intensity effects. To highlight the importance of these results for other synchrotrons which seemingly operate in
quite different intensity and energy regimes, the space
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HIGH INTENSITY EFFECTS
As the beam intensity is increased, the interaction with
the environment i.e. beam pipe, diagnostic devices and
other insertions become signiﬁcant. These interactions are
often combined under a single framework of “machine
impedances” [16, 17]. In addition to impedances, the beam
particles also interact with each other, and this is referred
as the space charge effect. These high intensity effects are
normalized to the synchrotron tune to account for the coupling between transverse and longitudinal phase space.

Space Charge
Repulsion of beam particles with each other due to
Coulomb forces counteracts the external focussing, and results in depression of tune or incoherent tune shift for each
particle distinctly based on its exact position in the beam.
This effect along with indirect incoherent interaction of
particles via the environment are collectively referred as
space charge effects and is well described in [18]. Here
we just refer to the analytical results obtained for the incoherent tune shifts,
ΔQsc,x =

It should be noted that the incoherent tune shift has a strong
dependence on energy since the beam interaction due to
electric and magnetic forces tend to cancel each other as
the beam gets relativistic. Considering the scaling of beam
emittance with beam energy, ΔQsc is inversely proportional to γ02 .
At this point, we deﬁne an important quantity, the space
charge parameter qsc which is given as a ratio of the space
charge tune shift (Eq. 5) to the synchrotron tune (Qs ),
qsc =

Machine impedances encapsulate the coherent interaction of beam with its environment. In general, impedances
are described by a frequency dependent complex parameter. In this contribution, we will only consider the purely
imaginary transverse dipolar impedances for perfectly conducting beam pipe of radius bx since we are dealing with
transverse motion of space charge dominated beams. The
relation of transverse dipolar impedance with pipe radius is
given by [17, 18],
Z0
2π(β0 γ0 bx )2

(3)

It is a broadband impedance which is independent of frequency. The real coherent tune shift is then given by,
ΔQc,x = −i

qIp Ff R2 Zx
2Qx0 β0 W0

(4)

where Ip is the peak bunch current, q is the particle charge
and W0 = γ0 m0 c2 is the rest energy. The relativistic parameters are γ0 and β0 , R is the ring radius, Ff is the
Laslett form factor given by the shape of the boundary, and
Z0 is the characteristic impedance of vacuum. The index
x denotes the parameters for the horizontal plane, x can be
simply replaced by y for vertical plane and in case of no
indices, the equations represent either of the planes.
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

(5)

with εx as the rms emittance of the equivalent K-V distribution. In the case of an elliptic transverse cross-section,
the emittance εx in Eq. 5 should be replaced by



Qx0
1
εx + εx εy
(6)
2
Qy0

Transverse Impedances

Zx = −i

qIp R
4π 0 cW0 γ0 2 β03 εx

ΔQsc
Qs

(7)

The physical relevance of the space charge parameter can
be interpreted as the mitigation of transverse space charge
forces due to longitudinal motion of the beam particles
along the bunch.

Head-tail Mode Frequency Shifts
Based on the solution of Vlasov equation for a “square
well airbag model” with arbitrary impedances, the following equation emerges for head-tail mode frequency
shifts [1],
ΔQsc + ΔQc 
± (ΔQsc − ΔQc )2 /4 + (kQs )2
2
(8)
where the + is used for k > 0. For k = 0 one obtains
ΔQk=0 = −ΔQc . It should be noted that the analytic
solution for the eigenvalues (Eq. 8) is obtained from a simpliﬁed approach, where the transverse space charge force
is assumed to be constant for all particles. This assumption
is correct if there are only dipolar oscillations. Moreover,
the coherent tune shift due to transverse impedances is not
exactly represented in comparison on the original derivation (Page 10 of Ref. [1]). It should be pointed out that the
head-tail mode frequency shifts (ΔQk ) is dependent on intensity, unlike the low intensity description given in Eq. 1.
ΔQk =−
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charge parameters qsc at injection were estimated (based
on published data) for other synchrotrons as shown in Table 1. The space charge effects were found to be comparable to SIS-18. The deﬁnition of the parameters described
in the table are discussed in the next sections. The SPS at
CERN operates at much higher energies, but a strong effect
of space charge at its injection was hinted in [14] where the
“slow” modes were found to be strongly damped. Similarly RHIC saw a series of anomalous spectra in its low
energy operations during run 7 [8, 15]. The only electron
machine considered is the ANKA booster which looks to
be unaffected by space charge. Next section mentions the
theoretical results concerning the effect of high intensity
beams on tune spectra. It is followed by a section describing the experimental conditions, and the various measurement results. Following section discusses the applications
scenarios of these results and comments on examples from
other facilities.
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Table 2: Measured Beam and Machine Parameters During
the U 73+ and N 7+ Experiments
Parameters
U 73+
N 7+
Wkin (MeV/u)
11.4
11.56
Ip (mA)
0.9 − 7.5
0.8 − 11
εx , εy (2σ)
45, 22
33, 12
(mm-mrad)
Qs0 , Qs1
0.007, 0.0065 0.006, 0.0057
qsc
0.14 − 1.7
2.2 − 10.8
The eigenfunctions of the head-tail eigenmodes mentioned in Eq. 8 are given as, [1]
x̄k (φ) = cos(kπφ/φb ) exp(−iχφ/φb )

(9)

where x̄k is the local transverse bunch offset for the k th
mode, χ = ξφb /η0 is the chromatic phase, φb is the full
bunch length (in rad) and η0 is slip factor. Bunch length
in radians is directly related to the bunch length in time i.e.
τ = φ/ω0 .

systems can be found in [2]. Beam excitation types such
as band-limited noise, frequency sweep and a single kick
excitation were used. The measurements concerning the
effect of excitation are reported elsewhere [7].
The relevant beam parameters for the described experiments are summarized in Table 2. A Schottky probe
was used to measure the beam energy. Ionization proﬁle monitor [19] (IPM) is used for recording the transverse beam proﬁles, DC current transformer [20] for current measurement and TOPOS for the longitudinal beam
proﬁle and longitudinal synchrotron tune Qs1 . It should be
noted that measured longitudinal synchrotron tune Qs1 is
different from the small amplitude synchrotron tune Qs0
(calculated from rf voltage and machine parameters) for
longer bunches [21]. The space charge parameter (qsc =
ΔQsc /Qs1 ) and ΔQc is then calculated using Eq. 5 and
Eq. 4 at each beam current setting and the head-tail mode
shifts are then predicted by Eq. 8.

Interpretation of Tune Spectra
30 k = −2 −1
20 (c)
10
0
0.28
0.29
0.3

In Ref. [13], Eq. 8 has been compared to Schottky spectra obtained from 3D self-consistent simulations for realistic bunch distributions in rf buckets. It has been pointed
out, that the negative −k eigenmodes (or slow modes) are
suppressed due to intrinsic Landau damping. Analytic and
numerical solutions for Gaussian and other bunch distributions valid for qsc  1 were presented in [11, 12] which
validated the simulation results.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
The beam experiments were performed with the primary
motive of interpretation of the “anomalous” tune spectra
for space charge dominated beams. Therefore, the measurement conditions with a high space charge parameters
were prepared. In this section, we will present the interpretation of the measured spectra in comparison with the
analytical predictions, and further extract the high intensity parameters based on head-tail mode frequency shifts.
Chromaticity measurements based on ﬁtting with head-tail
eigenmodes will also be presented.

Experimental Details
The measurements were mainly performed at injection
energy of 11.4 MeV/u on a long injection plateau of SIS18. Some tune measurements were also performed during
the acceleration ramp to understand its evolution with the
beam energy. Both tune measurement systems i.e. BBQ
and TOPOS were used to record the tune spectra during all
measurement times, while TOPOS was also used to record
the “raw signal” separately for each plate from all the 12
BPMs in the “raw data” mode. The sampling rate in 125
MSa/s. Further details of SIS-18 installations of both these
916
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Selective Damping of Head-tail Modes

30 k = −2
20 (b)
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0
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20
k=
(a)
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0.3
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0

1

2

0.31
0

0.31
0

qsc ≈ 1.7

0.32
1

2

0.32
1

0.33

0.34

qsc ≈ 0.73
0.33

0.34

qsc ≈ 0.14

0.29
0.3
0.31
0.32
0.33
Fractional horizontal tune Qfx

0.34

Figure 1: Horizontal tune spectra for U 73+ ions and beam
parameters given in Table 2 (see text). The dashed lines
indicate the head-tail tune shifts from Eq. 8.
Figure 1 shows the horizontal tune spectra obtained with
the BBQ system using bandwidth limited noise at three
different intensities. Fig. 2 shows the predicted head-tail
mode shifts (red lines) from Eq. 8 for the U 73+ beam with
parameters given in Table 2 as a function of space charge
parameter . Space charge parameter is a function of peak
beam current since all other parameters were unmodiﬁed
(see Table 2). The dashed lines in Fig. 1 correspond to the
predicted values according to Fig. 2. The lower part of the
Fig. 1 (1(a)) shows the horizontal tune spectrum at low intensity. Here the k = 1, 0, −1 peaks are almost equidistant,
which is expected for low intensity bunches. The space
charge parameter obtained using the beam parameters and
Eq. 5 is qsc ≈ 0.14. The vertical lines indicate the positions of the synchrotron satellites obtained from Eq. 8 (with
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beam given in Table 2) as a function of space charge parameter. Figure 4 shows the vertical tune spectrum obtained
by the BBQ system with band limited noise excitation for
N 7+ beams with qsc values larger than 2. Here the negative
modes (k < 0) could not be seen anymore. In the vertical
plane, the coherent tune shift is larger due to the smaller
SIS-18 beam pipe diameter (ΔQc ≈ ΔQsc /10). The shift
of the k = 0 peak due to the effect of the pipe impedance
is clearly visible in Fig. 4. The measured mode peaks from
Fig. 4 are plotted back in Fig. 3.

2

Δ Qk/Qs

1
0
−1
−2
−3
1

1.5

qsc

2

2.5

3

3.5

Figure 2: The measured positions of the peaks in the horizontal tune spectra for different U 73+ beam intensities together with the analytical curves from Eq. 8 using the space
charge tune shift estimated from the beam parameters in
Table 2. The dotted line corresponds to the incoherent tune
shift. Detailed error analysis is presented in [2].

Δ Qk/Qs

Qs = Qs1 ). Figure 1(b) shows the tune spectrum at moderate intensity (qsc ≈ 0.73). The k = 2, −2 peaks can
both still be identiﬁed. Figure 1(c) shows the tune spectra
at larger intensity (qsc ≈ 1.7). The k = 0, 1, 2 peaks can
be identiﬁed clearly, whereas the amplitudes of the lines for
negative k already start to decrease. In the horizontal plane
the effect of the pipe impedance and the corresponding coherent tune shift can usually be neglected because of the
larger pipe diameter (ΔQc ≈ ΔQsc /100). The measurement points marked in Fig. 2 are the position of measured
mode peaks from Fig. 1.
3
Δ Qk = −Δ Qsc
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
−0.5
−1
−1.5
−2
−2.5
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
qsc

Figure 3: This plot shows the predicted shifts from analytical Eq. 8 and measured head-tail mode frequencies are
overlaid in vertical plane for N 7+ ion beam at various beam
currents (Table 2).
Similar procedure as for U 73+ beam is repeated for the
vertical plane in N 7+ beam measurements. Figure 3 shows
the predicted head-tail mode shifts from Eq. 8 for the N 7+
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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0 1
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Fractional vertical tune Qfy

Figure 4: Vertical tune spectra for N 7+ ions and beam parameters given in Table 2. The dashed lines indicate the
head-tail tune shifts from Eq. 8. The beam currents corresponding to the space charge parameters are also highlighted.

Measurement of Beam Pipe Impedances
The coherent tune shift ΔQc can be obtained by measuring shift of the k = 0 mode as a function of the peak bunch
current as shown in Fig. 5. The transverse impedance of
the beam pipe is obtained by a linear least square error ﬁt
of the measured shifts in both planes to Eq. 3 and Eq. 4.
The impedance values obtained at injection energy are
Zx = −i(0.23 ± 0.04) MΩ/m2 and Zy = −i(1.78 ± 0.04)
MΩ/m2 . Using Eq. 3 correspond to the beam pipe radii of
bx = 105 ± 7 mm and by = 38 ± 0.6 mm which roughly
agree to pipe width in the straight sections of SIS-18.

Measurement of Space Charge Parameter
The space charge parameter (qsc ) or the incoherent space
charge tune shift (ΔQsc ) can be determined directly from
the tune spectra by measuring the separation between the
k = 0 and k = 1 peaks. For k = 0 mode, ΔQk=0 =
ΔQc from Eq. 8, therefore the separation between headtail modes k = 0 and k = 1 (ΔQk01 = ΔQk=1 −
ΔQk=0 ) is an exclusive function of ΔQsc and can be estimated numerically using Eq. 8. Equivalently, the solu-
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Figure 5: Cumulative measurements over several beamtimes (including very high intensity Ar18+ beam not mentioned in Table 2) showing coherent tune shift in the horizontal and the vertical planes as a function of the peak
beam current. The dashed lines correspond to a linear least
square error ﬁt.

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
00 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Predicted

Figure 7: Frequency sweep excites individual head-tail
modes, the mode number can be identiﬁed by the number of “valleys” between the peaks. Here k = 1, 2 and
3 modes are excited one after another as the excitation frequency sweeps through them.

Measurement of Chromaticity
Chromaticity measurement based on head-tail phase
shifts was ﬁrst proposed in [23]. The main idea is that
the betatron phase difference Δϕ between any two longitudinal bunch ”slices” spaced by Δτ oscillates with synchrotron frequency and the amplitude of these oscillations
is a function of chromaticity as depicted in Eq. 10.
Δϕ =

U73+ vertical
U73+ horizontal
N7+ vertical
N7+ horizontal
8 9 10 11 12 13
qsc

Figure 6: Combining the results from the Figures 2 and 3, a
plot of predicted qsc using Eq. 5 against measured qsc using
the distance between modes k = 0 and k = 1 is obtained.

tion can be found “geometrically” by ﬁtting the measured
ΔQk01 /ΔQs1 with a plot of Eq. 8 (red solid lines) for
k = 0 and k = 1 as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The
value of qsc for which the measured values match with the
analytical values is denoted as qsc,m . The results are shown
in Fig. 6. For qsc  4.5, there is a linear relation between
predicted and measured value. However, the predictions
of analytical model diverge in comparison to values higher
than qsc = 4.5. The reasons for these diversions are understood and presented in [2]. Above this “regime”, the measurements can be performed either with the comparison to
simulations [13] or other methods such as measurement of
quadrupolar moments should be pursued [22].
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where n is the turn number. The technique considers the
measurement error tolerances due to transverse impedances
and cable response, but ignores the effect of space charge
forces [24].

Transverse center-of-mass ȳk / mm

Δ Qc,y

Δ Qc,x

·10−3
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ξm = −0.7

ξm = −2.1

ξm = −3.2

-0.3
-0.15
0
0.15
0.3
Time with respect to bunch center τ / μs
Figure 8: The change in the head-tail mode structure for
k = 0 mode with change in chromaticity. It is visually
evident that the head-tail phase shift increases with chromaticity. The beam current and thus the ampliﬁer noise
levels vary with the chromaticity setting.
As we saw in the previous section, the tune spectra is
no longer symmetric under moderate space charge effects
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Measured ξ y

-1.2
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Figure 9: Vertical chromaticity values are measured in the
setting range of 0 to −4 at GSI SIS-18. The measured values deviate from the set values, however they are consistent
with other measurement methods. The tune value is also
modiﬁed for different values of chromaticity.
The relative amplitudes of the head-tail modes are found
to be vary with chromaticity as shown in [2]. For a high
intensity bunched beam, they are deﬁned by an overlap between the mode spectra (symmetric around the chromatic
frequency) and the transverse machine impedances [9].
Therefore, methods estimating chromaticity based on their
relative heights are prone to errors.

APPLICATIONS
The modiﬁcation of tune spectra has direct implications
on the various feedback systems which use it as an input.
An interesting example was demonstrated in [8], where
it was reported that the phase locked loop (PLL) for tune
measurement failed to lock at the correct tune peak during
the “low energy operations” with 3.5 GeV/u Gold ions at
RHIC. Figure 10 shows one of the tune spectra measured
in RHIC during run 7 [8]. It is clear from the theoretical
predictions that the spectra is modiﬁed due to space charge
effects, and the left peak is the k = 0 mode.
Though the incoherent tune shift sharply decreases with
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

increase in beam energy, the space charge parameter experiences a weaker dependence due to normalization by synchrotron tune. Measurement of tune spectra over acceleration conﬁrms this assertion, and space charges are found
to play an important role during the initial stages of acceleration. As exemplary tune spectra during acceleration at
SIS-18 is shown in Fig. 11 where k = −1 mode is farther
from k = 0 mode when compared with the k = 1 mode.
Secondly, the k = −1 mode is strongly damped in comparison to k = 1 in line with predictions for space charge
dominated beam.

0.3

Kinetic energy Wkin / MeV/u
50
100
200
300
60

0.295
0.29
0.285
0.28

50

k=1

40

k=0

30
20

k = −1

0.275
0

10
0.05

0.1
Time t / s

0.15

0.2

Figure 11: Tune measurement during acceleration at GSI
SIS-18. The spectra is asymmetric around k = 0 mode
until the head-tail modes are not resolvable anymore.

SUMMARY
Careful and directed beam measurements at GSI SIS-18
showed systematic modiﬁcation of tune spectra for high
intensity beams. The measurements compared very well
with the theoretical studies which predicted the head-tail
mode frequency shifts. The measurements were further
used to estimate the incoherent tune shifts and transverse
impedances. It was also shown that the tune and chro-
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0.3

Figure 10: The tune spectra measured at RHIC [15] (Courtesy: P. Cameron). The irregularly spaced head-tail modes
can be well described by head-tail mode frequency shifts
predicted by Eq. 8.

Fractional vertical tune Qfy

Measured Qy

(qsc  1), and the mentioned technique might not give
expected results. An alternative approach in these conditions would be to excite each head-tail mode individually as shown in Fig. 7 where transverse center-of-mass for
k = 1, 2 and 3 modes can be identiﬁed. A ﬁt of the modestructure as a function of chromaticity with the predicted
analytical eigenmodes (Eq. 9) gives a direct measurement
of chromaticity. In Fig. 8, three consecutive turns showing transverse center-of-mass for k = 0 mode in vertical
plane are plotted for different values of chromaticity. The
chromaticity values can be extracted by a least squares ﬁt
in comparison with the analytical eigenmodes. Figure 9
shows the measured chromaticity values using this method
against the set chromaticity values in the machine. The
results are consistent with the measurements with conventional methods at SIS-18. More details can be found in [2].
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maticity measurement systems should evaluate the impact
of high intensity effects on them. Relevance of these studies for other synchrotrons were also brieﬂy discussed.

[15] P. Cameron in workshop on “Schottky, Tune and Chromaticity Diagnostic (with real time feedback)”, Chamonix,
France (2007)
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THAL2

A NEW DIFFERENTIAL AND ERRANT BEAM CURRENT MONITOR FOR
THE SNS* ACCELERATOR
W. Blokland, C. Peters, ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA

A new Differential and errant Beam Current Monitor
(DBCM) is being implemented for both the Spallation
Neutron Source's Medium Energy Beam Transport
(MEBT) and the Super Conducting Linac (SCL)
accelerator sections. These new current monitors will
abort the beam when the difference between two toroidal
pickups exceeds a threshold. The MEBT DBCM will
protect the MEBT chopper target, while the SCL DBCM
will abort beam to minimize fast beam losses in the SCL
cavities. The new DBCMs will also record instances of
errant beam, such as beam dropouts, to assist in further
optimization of the SNS Accelerator. A software Errant
Beam Monitor was implemented on the regular BCM
hardware to study errant beam pulses. The new system
will take over this functionality and will also be able to
abort beam on pulse-to-pulse variations. Because the
system is based on the FlexRIO hardware and
programmed in LabVIEW FPGA, it will be able to abort
beam in about 5 us. This paper describes the development,
implementation, and initial test results of the DBCM, as
well as errant beam examples.

Initial Capturing of Errant Beam Events
An investigation was done to measure how much beam
was being lost, how often it was occurring, and what the
causes were. The goal was to reduce the frequency of the
errant beam, and then to reduce the impact of any
remaining errant beam.
Data was acquired from current monitors, RF
waveforms, and loss monitors. BCMs were modified to
acquire at the full beam rep rate and to be able to compare
pulse-to-pulse variations. If there was a latched beam
abort and the beam stayed off for >2 sec, then the BCMs
pushed data to a file server while a console script stored
RF and BLM waveforms. A tool, see Fig. 1, was
developed to correlate and view the data, see also [2].

INTRODUCTION
Errant Beam
Errant beam at SNS is any beam outside the normal
operation envelope. For example, beam with a too high
peak density that can damage the spallation target, any
beam that causes high losses, or too much beam scraped
into the MEBT chopper target. In some cases, we don’t
know if certain anomalies, like a few µs of Low Energy
Beam Transport (LEBT) chopper misfires, are damaging,
but we want to investigate and document these anomalies
anyway to further our understanding of the accelerator.

Impact on SCL Performance
Examples of errant beam in the SCL are abrupt beam
losses caused by low current or truncated beam pulses, as
well as beam pulses with incorrect energy. Beam losses
cause SCL cavity damage by releasing contaminants or
condensed gasses that then absorb RF power and become
ionized. Discharge or arcing can then occur which can
damage the niobium/copper/ceramic surface of the cavity.
Such surface damage is accumulative and to prevent
further damage the RF field must be lowered leading to
lower overall energy for the accelerator, see [1]. Even
short beam losses, less than 15µs are now thought to
contribute to this damage.
*ORNL/SNS is managed by UT-Battelle, LLC, for the U.S.
Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-00OR22725
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Figure 1: Errant beam data viewer showing a typical abort
on SCL beam loss.
The data showed that the errant beam events had losses
for about 15-20 µs until beam was shutoff by the Machine
Protection System (MPS), and that these events were
occurring about 30 times per day. The causes for the
events were the Ion Source/LEBT and the Warm Linac
RF cavities, with the RF being the main contributor
(>90% of the faults).
Because issues with Warm Linac RF caused the
majority of the faults, our focus was to reduce the
frequency of these trips. Adjustments were made to the
RF (gradient changes, resonant frequency changes, and
preventative maintenance on vacuum systems), which
resulted in the fault frequency being reduced by more than
a factor of two. SCL downtime was reduced by a factor of
six, but because the Warm Linac RF faults cannot be
completely eliminated and the damage to SCL cavities
due to the errant beam continues the final goal is to reduce
the impact of the errant beam in the SCL, see [3].
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Figure 2: Diagram of the FPGA functionality.
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IMPLEMENTATION
The BLM (Beam Loss Monitor) and MPS (Machine
Protect System) have been designed to abort beam in
about 20 µs. While the BLMs and the MPS could be
upgraded, a single DBCM (Differential Beam Current
Monitor) can protect the whole SCL and also detect errant
beam other than beam losses, such as missing pulses or
truncated beam. The requirements for the DBCM are to
abort beam as fast as possible but because of the distances
involved, the main goal is set to abort the beam in about 5
µs when all beam is lost.
The existing MEBT DBCM, which protects the chopper
targets and scrapers, is based on obsolete hardware and
our group no longer has the resources to do VHDL
language FPGA programming and adapt the program to
the new requirements.
The FlexRIO-based hardware from National
Instruments allows us to program the FPGA in LabVIEW
style programming, which is well supported in our group.
For the new DBCM, we choose a PXIe-based system with
a LabVIEW RT (Real-Time) controller communicating
with the FPGA mounted with a 14-bit 100MS/s ADC.

FPGA Processing
To compare the two beam currents before and after the
SCL, we picked the last current transformer before and
the first one after the SCL: the CCL102 and the HEBT01
current transformers. The transformers have a 1 GHz
bandwidth but also have an approximate 1 ms droop time
constant and thus show significant droop during the 1 ms
long beam pulse. The FPGA processing hence includes a
droop correction filter in addition to the delay correction
to adjust for cable length differences, a scaling function to
correct for differences in attenuation or polarity, and an
automatic offset correction to compensate for low
frequency drift. Each preprocessed sample is stored,
sample-by-sample, in local buffers, to be recalled for the
next beam pulse to do the pulse-to-pulse comparison.
Next, three differences are calculated, between the
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upstream and downstream current and between the current
and previous current pulse for both the upstream and
downstream currents. Sliding windows create sums of
these differences. The FPGA also calculates the total sum
of each channel and the channels’ difference. The results
from the sliding windows and the sum of the upstream
and downstream difference are compared to a threshold to
decide whether to alarm or not, see Fig. 2.
Up to three selected waveforms and the alarm status
waveform are sent to the RT controller during the
acquisition. At the start and end of each waveform is a
header and a footer with information about the number of
samples, sampling frequency, trigger event, cycle ID,
EPICS timestamp, and total integrated charge of the
upstream and downstream current waveforms.
The trigger event, cycle ID, and EPICS timestamp are
only available if the SNS Timing (EVNT) and data
(RTDL) links are hooked up to the FlexRIO board. SNS
does not have PXI-based timing decoder board. However,
we found that we can directly implement the decoding
functions on the FlexRIO FPGA [4]. Figure 3 gives an
example of preprocessing and SNS Data link receiver
LabVIEW FPGA code. The programming style is similar
of the regular LabVIEW data flow but different in that all
processing is pipelined and must be optimized to reach
clock rates of 100 MHz.

Figure 3: The preprocessing (top) and RTDL receiver
(bottom) LabVIEW FPGA code.
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Real-time Processing

Figure 5: Cabling layout of the differential BCM.

INITIAL RESULTS
While the Machine Protect System (MPS) has not been
hooked up yet to the DBCM, we can already see when the
system would have aborted the beam. For each sample of
the beam current waveform, the system also provides the
alarm status. Figure 6 shows an example of the beam loss
condition we are looking to abort more quickly to avoid
damage to the SCL cavities. Beam goes into the CCL but
does not arrive at the HEBT; it is either lost in the SCL or
in the CCL, in either case possibly damaging the SCL
cavities. The figure shows that first the alert on the small
window difference occurred followed by the downstream
pulse-to-pulse difference (the previous pulse was full
length). Finally, the upstream pulse-to-pulse alert was
given because the beam had now been aborted.

Figure 4: OPI screen of the differential BCM.
The RT program receives up to three waveforms from
the FPGA to display. The user can select the main
waveforms, the upstream, downstream, and the difference
of the two, but also intermediate values from the
preprocessing or values calculated by the sliding
windows, to help with the debugging and the setting of
the thresholds for the alarms. The RT program currently
stores the last 30 waveforms that were tagged with an
alarm and but only the last tagged waveform is displayed
through the OPI displays.

INSTALLATION
Since we have already an older style DBCM in the
MEBT and minimizing the damage to the SCL is the most
important issue, we placed the new DBCM in the SCL.
Cables were pulled to bring the signals from the High
Energy Beam Transfer (HEBT) BCM01 and CCL
BCM102 to a location in the SCL service building. To
make up for the additional cable length and extra noise
induced on the cables, we amplified the signals in the
electronics buildings and then attenuated at the DBCM,
see Fig. 5.

Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Figure 6: An example abort in the SCL due to beam loss.
The waveforms displayed are the upstream and
downstream beam current waveforms and the short
sliding window waveform of the difference. The MPS
alert is the OR’d combination of all other alerts.
Figure 7 shows the DBCM detecting a truncated beam;
this is probably due to a drop in the RFQ RF field. The
system can also detect small temporary dips in the beam,
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As all of the time-critical features have been
implemented in the FPGA, the Real-Time system only has
to calculate statistics and present the data to the control
system. We used a native LabVIEW Channel Access
library to implement the required Process Variables (PVs),
to communicate with the EPICS-based control system, see
[5].
Most PVs are not explicitly declared in the RT code, but
rather are derived from the LabVIEW data structures used
in the program. This way, if the LabVIEW program is
changed, the new PVs are automatically declared and
instantiated, saving the programmer the work of doing
this explicitly. Similarly, the program automatically
creates the appropriate Control System Studio (CSS)
OPerator Interface (OPI) files to function as initial control
room console screens. For the final screens, the
programmer must still rearrange the OPI display elements
using the OPI editor. The screens display the selected
waveforms and allow the user to set up the FPGA
processing and RT statistics, see Fig. 4.
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as those differ from the previous beam pulse, see Fig. 8.
Figure 9 shows an instant dip in two pulses. This is due to
misfiring of the LEBT chopper and does not cause losses
in the SCL directly, but can lead to the RF feed-forward
loop learning the wrong beam conditions and could lead
to losses on the next pulse. If the drop lasts longer then a
few µs then the RF field increases due to the change in
beam loading, resulting in different beam energies, which
can then lead to downstream losses. This is one of the
conditions we hope to learn more about with the DBCM.

DISCUSSION
The LabVIEW FPGA based timing decoding library
gives us a very flexible way to implement the timing
decoding without having to develop and maintain a
separate custom timing board. The library also works on
the cRIO platform. We expect that with all the group’s
programmers able to develop on this platform that we
have a long-term solution for many high performance
diagnostics.
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Figure 9: An immediate dip in two minipulses displayed
through the CSS interface.
Figure 7: A truncation of the beam detected by the
pulse-to-pulse difference without losses in the SCL
section.

In the near future, we plan to hook up the DBCM
directly to the front-end MPS input and, given the initial
results, we expect to be able to abort with in about 6 µs. In
the long term, we plan to install new transformers and pull
cables from the tunnel directly to the DBCM location to
reduce the signal cable delays and improve signal-to-noise
allowing lower thresholds and thus abort in about 5 µs. As
data is acquired and analyzed offline, we expect to add
more statistics functionality to the real-time processing to
get a better idea of the accelerator performance over time
and to diagnose intermittent issues, such as a single half
pulse or a small dip in the beam current.
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CHARGE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS AT ALBA
L. Torino∗ and U. Iriso,
ALBA-CELLS, Cerdanyola del Vallés, Spain
Abstract
Two different set-ups are used to perform quantitative
measurements of the charge distribution at ALBA. The f rst
consists in a real-time analysis of data coming from the Fast
Current Transformer or from the buttons of a Beam Position Monitor installed in the Storage Ring. The second is
performed at the diagnostic visible beamline Xanadu, using
a Photomultiplier that measures the temporal distribution
of synchrotron light. In both cases a quantitative estimation
of the charge distribution is obtained after a dedicated data
treatment and beam current measurements from the DCCurrent Transformer. We compare results with both methods, and discuss differences and limitations with respect to
the results from a preliminary Time Correlated Single Photon Counting set-up.

lost (unless previous calibration are done). We use these
devices to measure the f lling pattern and we integrate the
information about the current reading the real-time value
from the DC-Current Transformer (DCCT) located in the
storage ring.

Analog Devices
The fast way to monitor the beam structure at ALBA
consists in the observation of the signal of a Fast Current
Transformer (FCT Bergoz 20:1 LD [2]) directly connected
to an oscilloscope (Inf niium DSO80000B Series). The obtained signal is shown in Fig. 1 (yellow signal): trains and
gaps are evident but the f lling status of the different buckets is not clear. We also consider the sum of the four buttons of a Beam Position Monitor (BPM) and we observe
the signal at the same oscilloscope (Fig. 1 in green).

ALBA [1] is a 3rd generation Synchrotron Radiation
Source located in Cerdanyola del Vallés (Barcelona, Spain)
operative since May 2012. The facility is composed by
a full-energy injection system (Linac and Booster) and a
Storage Ring, where a 3 GeV electron beam is used to produce light for 7 active beamlines. An 8th optical beamline,
Xanadu, is used for electron beam diagnostic purposes.
We developed an on-line tool to monitor the longitudinal charge distribution, also called f lling pattern. ALBA
beam structure is composed by 448 buckets of 2 ns length
(≃ 60 cm). The routinely used f lling pattern consists on
10 trains of 32 consecutive bunches, the gap between two
consecutive trains is composed by 12 empty buckets, and 8
more empty buckets follow the last gap (abort gap). This
f lling pattern allows the identif cation of the f rst train, as
shown in Fig. 1.
Several tests were performed: we measured ALBA
charge distribution using two analog devices (Fast Current
Transformer and Beam Position Monitor) and an electrooptical device (a photomultiplier). This paper presents
the experimental set-ups, measurements and results we
achieved with each device and how we combined them to
obtain the best response. Some applications of the f lling
pattern monitoring are also shown.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Analog devices detect the electro-magnetic f eld produced by the beam current, while electro-optical devices
directly measure the intensity of the synchrotron radiation
produced by the charge distribution. In both cases the direct quantitative information about the current per bunch is
∗ ltorino@cells.es
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Figure 1: FCT and BPM signal, respectively in yellow and
in green, used to monitor the f lling pattern.
We use a Tango device server to interface the oscilloscope and the DCCT with the general ALBA control system. This allow to directly acquire signals from the devices
and perform an on-line data treatment to obtain a better
f lling pattern result. The device server is also used to synchronize the oscilloscope trigger with the general timing
system [3]. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the data acquisition
for the FCT.

Electro-Optical Devices
The number of photons produced by the emission of synchrotron radiation is directly proportional to the number of
electrons in the beam. To measure the charge distribution
we detect synchrotron light using a fast photomultiplier
(PMT Hamamatsu H10721-210 [4]). The intensity of the
output signal of this device is proportional to the number of
electrons in the bunch.
The synchrotron radiation is produced when the electron
beam goes through a bending magnet. We only select the
visible part choosing an appropriated position of the extraction mirror [5]. The light is guided at the ALBA optical
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Figure 2: Sketch of the FCT experimental set-up for f lling
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beamline Xanadu through a chicane of mirrors, f ltered by
a dichroic f lter in order to select a narrow range of wavelength (400-500 nm), and f nally detected by the PMT.
We directly connect the PMT to an oscilloscope (LeCroy
Wavepro 7200), whose trigger is provided by the ALBA
general timing system. The direct signal is shown in Fig. 3:
trains and gaps are well def ned and the oscillation on the
top of the trains are consistent with the signals from the
different bunches. In this case no device servers are (yet)
developed and the data treatment is performed off-line.

time

Figure 4: Sketch of the TCSPC experimental set-up.

Data Analysis
The data analysis is very similar for all the devices [8].
Data are acquired at a 3 Hz rate and averaged over 50 consecutive acquisitions to decrease the electronic background
noise. We apply a 500 MHz low-pass f lter to select the
signal corresponding to the bunches repetition rate. The
f ltered signal is divided into time-windows of 2 ns, corresponding to the ALBA buckets length, and the estimation
of the relative current intensity is given by the peak to peak
amplitude (analogical devices) or the maximum amplitude
(PMT) of the signal in the given time-window.
In the case of the TCSPC, no f lter is applied and the
f lling pattern is obtained summing the number of photons
counted in each time window.
After the relative estimation of the intensity of each
bucket, the current read by the DCCT is distributed in the
f lling pattern, to provide the current per bunch.

Comparison Between Devices
Figure 5 shows the results of the data analysis for the
FCT (blue), the BPM (green), and the PMT (red) for one
train.
Figure 3: PMT signal observed at the oscilloscope.
Using the same PMT we prepared a preliminary Time
Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) set-up [6], as
presented in Fig. 4. Visible light reaching Xanadu is attenuated down to one photon per beam revolution, before reaching the PMT. The output signal is amplif ed and sent to a
PicoHarp 300 module that acts as a Time to Digital Converter (TDC) [7]. The PicoHarp measures the time difference between the trigger signal synchronous with the head
of the beam, and the signal detected by the PMT. The obtained temporal distribution corresponds to the charge distribution of electrons emitting the photons.

CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
MEASUREMENTS
We tested the different experimental set-ups, implemented a data analysis to obtain a quantitative estimation
of the current per bucket, and f nally compared the results.
926

Figure 5: Results from the data analysis of a single train:
note the long decay time of the PMT, and the small noise
peak of the FCT at around 86 ns.
The charge distribution is very similar for the three devices. Nevertheless the PMT always presents a peak at the
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics
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beginning of the train, due to the internal gain modulation
which is also notable in Fig. 3. Lowering the gain or the
photon f ux does not change the result. Moreover both the
PMT and the BPM present a long decay time (around 4 ns
[8]) and the current data analysis is not able to distinguish
this type of noise from a real bunch. Finally results from
the FCT always presents a good time resolution but are affected by a strong electronic noise in the gaps. The same
happens to BPM results, while the one from the PMT are
not affected by this problem.

THAL3

structure. An example is shown in Fig. 8 where TCSPC
data are used as mask to improve the results of analog devices: the f nal result is compared with the result obtained
using only data from the FCT: the time response is good
and no noise is present in the gaps.

Time Correlated Single Photon Counting
The performance of the TCSPC strongly depends on the
characteristics of the PMT. With the current set-up we are
able to distinguish between empty and f lled buckets with
a dynamic range of ≃ 103 , but any relative or quantitative
estimation of the charge per bunch is not precisely determined. Raw results from the TCSPC are depicted in Fig. 6
showing the clean signal in the gaps.
Figure 8: Results from the FCT (top) and from the merge
between FCT and TCSPC (bottom).

Figure 6: TCSPC raw data in logarithmic scale.
The problems with the charge distribution are due to the
time response of the PMT. Figure 7 shows the response of
the device to a single photon. We calculate the standard
deviation of the output signal to be approximatively 0.9 ns,
while conventional TCSPC detectors has usually an instrument response time around 0.05 ns [6].

APPLICATIONS
The development of different techniques and of the data
analysis allow to achieve a reliable f lling pattern measurements using the FCT. Results are stored in the general
archive and a complete history of the machine f lling pattern is available. Next, we present some practical applications.

Top-Up Input
Top-up operations are foreseen at ALBA to start in 2014.
The on-line data analysis allows to calculate the charge to
re-inject in each bucket to obtain a uniform and constant
f lling pattern. Moreover the synchronization with the general machine timing guarantees a correct identif cation of
the buckets.
The procedure for the f lling pattern calculations is
shown in Fig. 9: the current to be re-injected in each bucket
is obtained by subtracting the measured f lling pattern from
the ideal one.

Bunch by Bunch Lifetime
Figure 7: Response of the PMT to a single photon.

Results
Combining the optimal temporal resolution obtained
with the FCT and the absence of noise in the gaps of the
PMT, we obtain a good def nition of the beam longitudinal
Beam Charge Monitors and General Diagnostics

Knowing the f lling level of each single bunch, we measured the bunch by bunch decay time. We observe that
emptiest bunches have a longer lifetime with respect to the
others, as shown in Fig. 10.
We also prove the relation between single bunch intensity (IB ) and lifetime (τB ) and the total beam intensity (I)
and lifetime (τ ), given by:
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Obtained results provide an optimal f lling pattern measurement but in this way it is not possible to obtain an online monitoring. For the time being we use the FCT to perform real-time measurements but an upgrade of the TCSPC
is foreseen.
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Figure 9: Top-up procedure: the measured f lling pattern
(top), the ideal f lling pattern (middle), the current to be
re-injected in each bucket during top-up (bottom).

Figure 11: Sequence of the f lling pattern before (in blue)
and after (in red) the re-injection and during (in green) and
after (in yellow) the beam killing.
of the PMT used. Further tests with a new faster devices
are foreseen in the next future.
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Figure 10: The lifetime of each bunch as function of the
current.
I
τ = P448

IB
B=1 τB

where 448 is the machine harmonic number. Results
were in agreement with the standard lifetime measurements
routinely performed at ALBA.

Correlation with Transverse Instability
During ALBA second users run, after the routine
evening re-injection, we observed a sudden increase of the
transverse beam size. The beam had to be killed and reinjected. Checking the archived data we found out that the
increase of the transverse size was due to the anomalous
f lling pattern generated by a shift of the linac timing in the
re-injection. This caused the generation of a continuous
f lling pattern that increases the probability of ion trapping
and affects the beam stability. The shift of the linac timing
is evident in Fig. 11 comparing the f rst and last plots.

We must thanks S. Blanch, S. Rubio and O. Matilla
(CELLS) for their valuable help and F. Cervelli (Universitá di Pisa) for his support. This project is funded by the
European Union within the oPAC network under contract
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We performed measurements of the ALBA charge distribution using different devices and techniques. Combining
the different result we were able to identify the buckets,
obtain a reliable representation of the f lling pattern status
and a good temporal resolution. We also proved that the
TCSPC results were strongly affected by the characteristic
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RF HEATING FROM WAKE LOSSES IN DIAGNOSTICS STRUCTURES
E. Métral, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Heating of diagnostics structures (striplines, buttons,
screen vessels, wire scanners, etc.) has been observed at
many facilities with higher stored currents. Simulations of
wake losses using 3D EM codes are regularly used to
estimate the amount of power lost from the bunched beam
but on its own this does not tell how much is radiated
back into the beam pipe or transmitted into external ports
and how much is actually being dissipated in the structure
and where. This talk should introduce into the matter,
summarise some of the observations at various facilities
and illustrate what approaches of detailed simulations
have been taken.

INTRODUCTION
As beam intensity increases, the beam can no longer
be considered as a collection of non-interacting single
particles: in addition to the “single-particle phenomena”,
“collective effects” become significant [1]. At low
intensity a beam of charged particles moves around an
accelerator under the Lorentz force produced by the
“external” electromagnetic fields (from the guiding and
focusing magnets, RF cavities, etc.). However, the
charged particles also interact with their environment,
inducing charges and currents in the surrounding
structures, which create electromagnetic fields called
wake fields (see Fig. 1). In the ultra-relativistic limit,
causality dictates that there can be no electromagnetic
field in front of the beam, which explains the term
“wake”. It is often useful to examine the frequency
content of the wake field (a time domain quantity) by
performing a Fourier transform on it. This leads to the
concept of impedance (a frequency domain quantity),
which represents, for the plane under consideration
(longitudinal, horizontal or vertical), the force, integrated
over the length of an element, from a “source” to a “test”
particle, normalized by their charges. Impedances are
complex functions of frequency and in general, the
impedance in a given plane is a nonlinear function of the
test and source transverse coordinates, but it is most of
the time sufficient to consider only the linear terms.
The wake fields (or impedances) can influence the
motion of trailing particles, in the longitudinal and in one
or both transverse directions, leading to energy loss, beam
instabilities, or producing undesirable secondary effects
such as excessive heating of sensitive components at or
near the chamber wall (called beam-induced RF heating).
Therefore, in practice the elements of the vacuum
chamber should be designed to minimise the selfgenerated (secondary) electromagnetic fields. For
example, chambers with different cross-sections should
be connected with tapered transitions; non necessary
cavities should be avoided; bellows should preferably be
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separated from the beam by shielding; plates should be
grounded or terminated to avoid reflections; poorly
conductive materials should be coated with a thin layer of
very good conductor (such as copper) when possible, etc.
However, the issue with the diagnostics structures is that
they are designed to couple to the beam!
In the case of the beam-induced RF heating of interest
in this paper, it comes from the real part of the
longitudinal impedance and the bunch length (and
sometimes longitudinal profile) is the main parameter
(once the bunch intensity and number of bunches have
been fixed): usually, the longer the bunch, the better.
Beam-induced RF heating has been observed in many
places, as for instance recently in several CERN LHC
components during the 2011 and 2012 runs when the
bunch/beam intensity was increased and/or the bunch
length reduced [2]. This caused beam dumps and delays
for beam operation (and thus less integrated luminosity)
as well as considerable damages for some equipment.
This is why the rms bunch length was increased to ~ 9 cm
in 2011 and ~ 10 cm in 2012, whereas the nominal value
is 7.5 cm. The RF heating of some equipment is therefore
worrisome for the future operation and it is closely
followed up [3].
Wl ( z ) = "

L

1
qQ

L

#

Fs ds = "

0

1
Q
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#
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0

!

or z
Test => Charge q
Source => Charge Q

Courtesy of A. Hofmann
!

Figure 1: Illustration of the voltage induced by a bunch
(bunch 1 in this example) going through a cavity. The
bunch 2, at the distance z behind, will feel a longitudinal
wake field given by the formula (more precisely, it is
called wake function and it represents the response to a
pulse of infinitely small length).
Section 1 reviews the main results related to beaminduced RF heating, while Section 2 is devoted to the
summary and highlights of a one-day mini-workshop on
"Simulation of Power Dissipation and Heating from
Wake Losses in Accelerator Structures”, which took place
on 30/01/2013 at the Diamond Light Source (DLS) [4].

BEAM-INDUCED RF HEATING
Consider the case of M equi-spaced equi-populated
bunches, which is a good approximation when the
machine is almost full. In this case, the general formula
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for the beam power loss (due to the interaction with the
longitudinal impedance) can be written [5]
Ploss = M Ib2 Z loss ,

(1)

with

similarly to what was done in Ref. [7]). The
corresponding power spectra are depicted in Fig. 6. It is
seen that the distribution with n = 3 should be a relatively
good approximation (even if two side lobes are expected
from theory in this case whereas only a large one was

∞

Z loss = 2 M

∑€Re [ Z ( p M ω ) ] × PowerSpectrum[ p M ω ] ,
l

0

0

p= 0

(2)
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where Ib = Nb e f0 is the bunch current (with Nb the
number of particles per bunch, e the elementary charge
and f0 the revolution frequency), ω0 = 2 π f0, Zl the
longitudinal impedance, and PowerSpectrum stands for
the beam power spectrum.
The power loss is always proportional to the square of
the number of particles per bunch but depending on the
shape of the impedance, it can be linear with the number
of bunches (when the bunches are independent, i.e. for a
sufficiently short-range wake field – or broad-band
impedance – which does not couple the consecutive
bunches) or proportional to the square of the number of
bunches (when the bunches are not independent, i.e. for a
sufficiently long-range wake field – or narrow-band
impedance – which couples the consecutive bunches).
These two extreme cases are discussed in detail below.
As concerns the beam (power) spectrum, examples of
measurements performed in 2011 in the LHC before the
ramp and in stable beams, which reveal interesting
features, are shown in Fig. 2 (they correspond to a 4σ
bunch length of ~ 1.2 ns). First, many peaks are spaced by
~ 20 MHz (as it is expected for the 50 ns bunch spacing
beam used; the bunch frequency would be ~ 40 MHz for
the nominal 25 ns beam) below an envelope which is
decreasing with frequency until a certain value and which
is then revealing a side lobe (and sometimes also others).
This behaviour is exactly the one expected due to the
finite length of the bunch (inside a finite bucket). To get a
better feeling, let’s consider four typical (theoretical)
distributions, whose longitudinal profiles are represented
in Fig. 3 [6]. The two extreme cases are, on one side the
Gaussian distribution with infinite and smooth tails
(therefore unrealistic) and on the other side the WaterBag distribution with finite and sharp tails. The
corresponding power spectra can be computed
analytically and they are depicted in Fig. 4. It is clearly
seen that only the (unrealistic) Gaussian distribution does
not reveal side lobes due to the fact that the tails extend
up to infinity. For all the other distributions (with finite
lengths), sides lobes are revealed and the sharper the tails
the higher the sides lobes. However, in the measurements
of Fig. 2 the height of the first side lobe is at ~ - 35 or
- 40 dB, whereas the theoretical distributions considered
give higher values. This means that the real distribution
must have smoother tails. Consider now a family of
(finite) distributions, keeping the same half width at half
height, depending on the parameter n (converging to a
Gaussian distribution when n goes to infinity, see Fig. 5,

930

Figure 2: Power spectra measurements for LHC beam 1
on fill # 2261 (Courtesy of Themistoklis Mastoridis,
Philippe Baudrenghien and Hugo Day).
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measured). By taking the inverse Fourier Transform of
the measured spectrum, the longitudinal profile of Fig. 7
has been obtained, which is consistent with the expected
one from theory (with n = 3; see Fig. 5).

Figure 6: Power spectra corresponding to Fig. 5.

profiles

of

four

typical

Figure 4: Power spectra corresponding to Fig. 3
(considering a full or 4σ bunch length of 1.2 ns).

Figure 7: Longitudinal profile obtained by taking the
inverse Fourier Transform of the measured spectrum
before the ramp (see Fig. 2a; Courtesy of Themistoklis
Mastoridis and Philippe Baudrenghien).
In the case of the DLS, for instance, the bunch length is
much smaller than in the LHC and therefore the power
spectrum extends to much high frequencies, as shown in
Fig. 8.

20 Log#10, A$A0 % !dB"
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Figure 5: Family of (finite) distributions, keeping the
same Half Width at Half Height (HWHH), depending on
the parameter n, and converging to a Gaussian
distribution when n goes to infinity.
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Figure 8: Power spectrum for a DLS bunch (5 mm rms,
i.e. 67 ps at 4σ) assuming the bunch profiles of Fig. 5. To
be compared to an LHC bunch (see Fig. 6).
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In the case of a broad-band impedance, consider for
instance the case of the resistive-wall impedance, and, as
a numerical example, the particular case of the LHC beam
screen (neglecting the holes, whose contribution has been
estimated to be small in the past, and the longitudinal
weld). Assuming a Gaussian longitudinal profile (other
similar distributions would give more or less the same
result in this case), the power loss (per unit of length) is
given by

F = 10

(4)

)

€ ,

G=

Δ2
 π fr 
Δ2 + sin2 

 fb 

,

Δ=

π f r (5)
,
2 Q fb

where R = 2 Rl, i.e. using the Linac convention (Linac
Ohms), I = M Ib is the total beam current and PdB ( fr ) is
the beam power spectrum in dB at the resonance
frequency fr read from a power spectrum (computed or
measured). The factor F describes the frequency
dependence of the power loss, which depends on (i) the
longitudinal bunch length, (ii) the longitudinal profile and
(iii) the resonance frequency. It converges to 1 at zero
(low) frequency (where it is the worst case) and it is
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with

0
0.80

(3)

where C = 26658.883 m is the average LHC radius, Γ the
€ Euler gamma function, b the beam screen half height
(assumed to be 18.4 mm), c the speed of light, ρ the
resistivity (assumed to be 7.7 10-10 Ωm for copper at 20 K
and 7 TeV), Z0 the free-space impedance and σt the rms
bunch length (expressed in unit of time). Assuming the
nominal LHC beam parameters (M = 2808,
Nb = 1.15 1011 p/b and σt = 0.25 ns), Eq. (3) yields
~ 101 mW/m.
Consider now the case of a narrow resonance,
describing a trapped mode due to the geometry. It is
described by 3 parameters: (i) the resonance frequency,
assumed to be here fr = 1 GHz; (ii) a shunt impedance,
assumed to be here Rl = 10 Ω; and (iii) a quality factor Q,
whose value is scanned below. The impedance plots are
represented in Fig. 9 together with the corresponding
wake functions. It can be seen on this example that if the
quality factor is bigger than ~ 100, only one line can be
considered (the bunches are coupled and this is the total
current which matters) whereas if the quality factor is
smaller than ~ 20, then the bunches are not coupled.
Indeed, in the case of a sharp resonance impedance (i.e.
when Q >> fr / ( 2 fb ) where fb is the bunch frequency),
the power loss is given by the simple formula (which is
valid when Q >> 1 and Δ << 1)
Ploss = R I 2 × F × G

2
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Figure 9: Impedance plots for a resonance with the
resonance frequence fr = 1 GHz, shunt impedance
Rl = 10 Ω, for different values of quality factors Q and
corresponding wake functions.
between 0 and 1 for any frequency. For a Gaussian
bunch, the factor F is given by Exp[ - ( 2 π fr σt ) 2 ]. The
factor G describes the off-resonance effect [5]: if the
resonance falls exactly on an harmonic of the bunch
frequency (i.e. on resonance), it is equal to 1, otherwise it
is between 0 and 1 (as will be seen in Fig. 11).
Assuming a total beam current of 1 A (the nominal
LHC value is 0.58 A) and considering the theoretical
longitudinal bunch spectrum of Fig. 10 (left) for an rms
bunch length of 9 cm (similar to the LHC case in 2011), a
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sharp resonance Rl = 5 kΩ (usual typical values are
between few hundreds and few tens of thousands Ohms)
at 1.4 GHz (i.e. on resonance) would therefore generate a
power loss of 1 W. However, this result is very sensitive
to the bunch length. It can be seen for instance from
Fig. 10 (right), that dividing the bunch length by 2, i.e.
going from 9 cm rms to 4.5 cm, would increase the power
loss by a factor ~ 2000, i.e. going from 1 W to 2 kW!
Therefore, any (major) bunch length reduction should be
considered with great care. For completeness, the offresonance effect was also studied in Fig. 11, where it can
be seen that the power loss rapidly decreases with the
frequency offset for high-Q resonances, which could be a
useful knob. The problem is that in practice this offset is
usually not known with sufficient precision.
104
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Figure 10: Theoretical (see Fig. 6 with n = 3) longitudinal
!
bunch spectrum (left) for the case of a LHC bunch in
2011 (9 cm rms bunch length) and power loss increase for
the case of a bunch two times shorter (4.5 cm rms)
assuming the same shape.
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Figure 11: Off-resonance effect on the power loss,
applied to the case of Fig. 10, vs. (a) the resonance
frequency and (b) the RF frequency (assuming the
resonance frequency at 1.4 GHz).
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The usual solutions to avoid beam-induced RF heating
are the following, depending on the situation:
i) Increase the distance between the beam and the
equipment.
ii) Coat with a good conductor if the heating is
predominantly due to resistive losses and not geometric
losses.
iii) Close large volumes (which could lead to
resonances at low frequency) and add a smooth transition.
This is why beam screens and RF fingers are installed.
iv) Put some ferrite with high Curie temperature and
good vacuum properties (close to the maximum of the
magnetic field of the mode and not seen directly by the
beam) or other damping materials. Adding a material with
losses (the type of ferrite should be optimized depending
on the mode frequency), the width of the resonance will
increase (the impedance will become broader) and the
(maximum) impedance will decrease by the same
amount. The power loss will therefore be (much) smaller.
However, the ferrite will then have to absorb the
remaining power. Even if much smaller, the heating of the
ferrite can still be a problem if the temperature reached is
above the Curie point, or is above the maximum
temperature allowed by the device. To cool the ferrite one
should try and improve the thermal conduction from the
ferrite as most of the time only radiation is used (given
the general brittleness of the ferrite it is difficult to apply
a big contact force).
v) Improve the subsequent heat transfer:
- Convection: there is none in vacuum.
- Radiation: usually, the temperature is already quite high
for the radiation to be efficient. One should therefore try
and improve the emissivities of surrounding materials.
- Conduction: good contacts and thermal conductivity are
needed.
- Active cooling: the LHC strategy (for instance) was to
water cool all the near beam equipment.
vi) Try and design an All Modes Damper (AMD) if
possible, to remove the heat as much as possible to an
external load outside vacuum, where it can be more easily
cooled away. This can also work together with a damping
ferrite.
vii) Increase the bunch length. The longitudinal
distribution can also play a very important role for some
devices, and it should be kept under tight control.
viii) Install temperature monitoring on critical devices
to avoid possible damages.
Following some issues with RF fingers on some LHC
equipment in 2011 (as observed also before in other
machines), a task force was set up during 2012 to review
the design of all the components of the LHC equipped
with RF fingers. The lessons learnt and the mitigation
measures for the CERN LHC equipment with RF Fingers
were reported in Ref. [8]. It is worth mentioning that for
all the cases studied, no problem with impedance was
revealed for conforming RF fingers. But the top priority
for the future should be to try and reach robust
mechanical designs to keep the contacts of all the RF
fingers and to do a very careful installation (92 non-
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A one-day mini-workshop on "Simulation of Power
Dissipation and Heating from Wake Losses in
Accelerator Structures” took place on 30/01/2013 at the
DLS [4]. It was organized by G. Rehm and the
motivation/worry was that diagnostics systems are
designed to couple to the beam, which can lead to large
amounts of energy being lost from the beam. With the
currents settings, a power loss of 189 W was estimated for
the striplines. With the plan settings (to go to higher
currents and shorter bunch lengths) this power loss would
increase to 313W. With these huge amounts of power lost
by the beam, it is important to study in detail how much
of the power removed from the beam is radiated back into
the beam pipe or transmitted into external ports (where
present) and how much is actually being dissipated in the
structure, and where. The final question to answer being:
what is the impact of the dissipated power in terms of
deformation, stresses or potential damage?
Twenty-three people attended this workshop where
eight talks were given. Several machines were discussed,
whose relevant parameters are summarized in Table 1,
where the ratio between the incoherent power loss (i.e.
neglecting the coherent effects between the bunches) and
the loss factor is also given, with
kloss =

∫ ds W ( s ) λ ( s )

(6)

l

Incoh
Ploss
[ W ] = M Q nC 2 f kHz 10 − 3 ,
[ ] 0[
]
k
V
/ pC ]
[
€ loss

(7)

where Wl ( s ) is the monopole longitudinal wake
potential, λ ( s ) the normalized bunch charge density and
€
Q the bunch charge. A comparison between the different
longitudinal beam power spectra is shown in Fig. 12,
revealing the frequency ranges of interest for the different
machines.
Table 1: Main parameters of the different machines
discussed during the DLS workshop [4] and conversion
factor between the incoherent power loss (i.e. neglecting
the coherent effects between the bunches) and the loss
factor (see Eqs. (6) and (7)).
M

Q = Nb e [nC]
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Figure 12: Comparison between the different longitudinal
beam power spectra, revealing the frequency ranges of
interest for the different machines.
A dedicated experiment at DLS, called COLDDIAG
(= COLD vacuum chamber for DIAGnostics), was also
discussed, whose aims are threefold: (i) measure the beam
heat load on a cold bore simulating the liner of
superconducting Insertion Devices (IDs) with different
operating conditions; (ii) gain a deeper understanding in
the beam heat load mechanisms and (iii) study the
influence of the cryosorbed gas layer on the beam heat
load. The measurements and their analysis is work in
progress and will continue both on the experimental and
theoretical sides.
The methods applied by the different presenters and/or
their colleagues were discussed (time-domain wake field
simulations to get the loss factor and time domain longrange wake field simulations; eigenmode simulations to
identify critical modes; identification of dangerous
regions from the different modes; thermal simulations
using all power distributed according to the mode to get
the temperature distribution; damping of some critical
modes; etc.) and some useful analytical computations
were reviewed: (i) power loss (incoherent and coherent);
(ii) quality factor and loss factor for the different parts of
a device; (iii) loss factor for an off-resonance line;
(iv) loss factor for single-bunch and multi-bunch
operations; (v) analytical impedance expressions of step
transitions, tapers, surface roughness, resistive wall effect.
It was reminded that the beam-induced RF heating of a
machine can sometimes impose more stringent
requirements on the vacuum chamber structures than
those from beam instabilities and several examples of
heating and damages were presented: melted materials
(RF fingers), BPM buttons falling down, mirror and
support of a synchrotron light monitor damaged, high
detector background, wake fields outside the beam
chamber, operation delays, beam dumps, etc.
Several codes were used to estimate the power loss
(and sometimes the repartition and subsequent
temperature increase), such as (i) GdFidL (1st 2 talks and
8th one); (ii) CST (3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th and 8th talks), with also
some thermal studies (input power and field distribution
to get temperature distribution); (iii) MAFIA, NOVO and
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Omega3P (5th talk); (iv) ECHO (8th talk) and (v) ANSYS
for the temperature and stress distribution.
It was already noticed during the PEP-II time that
large amounts of energy can travel through the beam pipe,
but it was not quantified. At that time, they had to found
rapid fixes: some designs were changed to avoid sources
of wake losses where possible, ceramic tiles were added
to localise the losses and water-cooling was also added to
almost everything.
A. Morgan discussed the approach currently used at
the DLS (see Fig. 13) to try and disentangle the different
power loss contributions [9]. Applying this approach to
their striplines and BPMs with the current settings,
satisfactory results were obtained. Indeed, subsequent
thermal simulations were found to be in relatively good
agreement with real world data of temperatures.
Finally, a homework was also proposed by the
workshop organisers (before the workshop) on a
simplified version of their stripline, with a single bunch
of 1 nC and an rms bunch length of σ = 5 mm [9]. In this
case, the loss factor is given by kloss = 858 mV/pC and the
power loss repartition is the following: (i) 11% down the
beam pipe; (ii) 84 % into the signal ports and (iii) 5% left
in the structure. The losses in the structure are about a
quarter in the striplines and about three quarters in the
vessel.

THBL1

This will/could act as an additional heat load on nearby
structures. The fact that large amounts of energy can
travel through the beam pipe was already discussed in the
past but it was never quantified. How can this be correctly
taken into account to accurately localize all the power
losses? Do we need to simulate also the adjacent
structures? Integrated calculation of dissipated power
distribution from wake losses is not available at the
moment already for a short-range wake field (i.e. single
bunch) and the most important and critical case is a longrange wake field with a train of bunches to simulate the
coherent case. Some approximated methods are used at
the moment but the post-processing analysis is quite
complicated and time consuming, and one often needs
many simulation runs. None of the demonstrated methods
discussed during the DLS workshop [4] is fully
consistent, and these methods can be used only as a first
step. More discussions should therefore take place with
the code developers to tackle these different challenges.
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Figure 13: Approach being currently applied at the DLS
to study the beam-induced RF heating [9].

CONCLUSIONS
Beam-induced RF heating is a very important
mechanism, which can limit the performance of an
accelerator and which can impose sometimes more
stringent requirements on the vacuum chamber structures
than those from beam instabilities. Several examples of
heating, damages, beam dumps or delays have been
observed in many machines, and therefore it should be
treated with great care.
One of the main point raised at the recent miniworkshop which took place at the beginning of the year at
DLS [4], is that for several structures, such as striplines, a
large fraction of the power is sent down the beam pipe.
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Abstract
White Rabbit (WR) is a multi-laboratory, multicompany collaboration for the development of a new
Ethernet-based technology which ensures sub-nanosecond
synchronisation and deterministic data transfer. The
project uses an open source paradigm for the development
of its hardware, gateware and software components. This
article provides an introduction to the technical choices and
an explanation of the basic principles underlying WR. It
then describes some possible applications and the current
status of the project. Finally, it provides insight on current
developments and future plans.

external TTL Pulse Per Second (PPS) and 10 MHz inputs,
along with a time code to initialise its internal International
Atomic Time (TAI) counter.
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INTRODUCTION
The White Rabbit (WR) project [1] was initiated at
CERN in 2008 to start preparing the evolution of the General Machine Timing (GMT) system. The GMT is based
on uni-directional 500 kb/s RS422 links, and allows operators and other users to synchronise different processes in
CERN’s accelerator network. The system has a number of
shortcomings though, among which the most important are
the limited bandwidth and the impossibility of dynamically
evaluating the delay induced by the data links.
WR started with the following specifications:
• Transfer of a time reference from a central location to
many destinations with an accuracy better than 1 ns
and a precision better than 50 ps.
• Ability to service more than 1000 nodes.
• Ability to cover distances of the order of 10 km.
• Data transfer from a central controller to many nodes
with a guaranteed upper bound in latency.
One of the main aims of the project is to deliver the
above functionality while using – or extending where
needed – existing standards. Ethernet was chosen as the
physical layer for all data transmission. The most precise standard synchronisation method for Ethernet networks is the Precise Time Protocol (PTP), standardised as
IEEE 1588. With PTP it is possible to synchronise stations
with an accuracy in the order of 1 µs. WR extends PTP in
a backwards-compatible way to achieve sub-ns accuracy.
Figure 1 shows the layout of a typical WR network.
Data-wise it is a standard Ethernet switched network, i.e.
there is no hierarchy. Any node can talk to any other node.
Regarding synchronisation, there is a hierarchy established
by the fact that switches have downlink and uplink ports.
A switch uses its downlink ports to connect to uplink ports
of other switches and discipline their time. The uppermost
switch in the hierarchy receives its notion of time through
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Figure 1: Layout of a typical WR network.
WR switches allow users to build highly deterministic
data networks by having different internal queues for Ethernet frames of different priorities, as established by the
priority header defined in IEEE 802.1Q. The combination
of deterministic latencies and a common notion of time to
within 1 ns allows WR to be a suitable technology to solve
many problems in distributed real-time controls and data
acquisition. The following section describes the technologies used to cope with the synchronisation requirements in
WR.

TECHNOLOGIES
The three key technologies used in WR to achieve sub-ns
accuracy in synchronisation are PTP, layer-1 syntonization
and precise phase measurements. In the following paragraphs, we describe each one in turn.

Precise Time Protocol
The IEEE 1588 standard specifies a way to evaluate the
link delay between two nodes – one master and one slave –
through the exchange of time-tagged messages. Figure 2
shows a simplified view of these exchanges.
The master node sends an initial message to the slave
and stamps it with a time-stamp t1 as it goes out of its networking interface. The message is received at a time t2 in
the slave’s time base. The process is then reversed, with
a new message sent from the slave at time t3 and received
in the master at time t4 . Assuming that the one-way delay
through the network is exactly half of the two-way delay
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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Master
time

Slave
time

streams, in such a way that all of the system clocks of nodes
and switches on the network end up beating at exactly the
same rate. Switches play a key role in this frequency distribution, by extracting the clock from the data stream going
into one of their ports (uplink port) and using that extracted
clock in the encoding of all data streams going out of all
ports (uplink and downlinks).

Announce

t1

Sync
Follow_Up

t2

Delay_Req

t3

THBL2

t4
Delay_Resp

Management

Figure 2: Simplified PTP message exchange diagram.
– an assumption which is never completely accurate – the
one-way delay can be estimated as:
(t4 − t1 ) − (t3 − t2 )
2

Precise Phase Measurement
(1)

Typical PTP implementations use free-running oscillators in each node. This means that there will be a growing time drift between master and slave unless the message
exchange and calculation of δ happen repeatedly. Even if
there is such a continuous exchange of messages, the time
bases will drift during the time interval between two calculations of δ. WR nodes extract the clock signal from the
incoming data stream, through a mechanism called “layer1 syntonization”. This results in equal clock frequencies in
all nodes, therefore eliminating the drift problem present in
typical PTP implementations.

As we saw in the preceding paragraph, a downlink port
of a switch disciplines the frequency of a downstream
switch by connecting to its uplink port. The downstream
switch, in turn, uses this extracted clock to encode the data
which it sends back to the upstream switch. In this way, the
upstream switch finds a delayed copy of its encoding clock
in the output of the CDR circuit in its RX path, as depicted
in Fig. 4. The phase shift between these two clock signals
is directly related to the link delay, and a measurement of
this phase difference can therefore be incorporated into the
PTP equation in order to achieve better precision.

Layer-1 Syntonization
In WR, as in the ITU-T Synchronous Ethernet standard,
the mechanism used to guarantee that all nodes are clocked
at the same frequency works at the level of the physical
layer, with no impact whatsoever on data traffic. WR currently supports Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) on fibre only. In
GbE, the link is never idle. Even if a node has nothing to
transmit, its Medium Access Control (MAC) block generates special 8B10B patterns called commas, whose purpose
is to avoid unlocking of the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) on
the Clock and Data Recovery (CDR) circuit in the receive
(RX) path of the node connected to it. Commas also help
in aligning the serial-to-parallel converter on the receiving
node.
Figure 3 depicts the mechanism of layer-1 syntonization. In standard Ethernet, each node uses its own freerunning clock to encode the messages it sends to the node
on the opposite side of the link. By contrast, a network
using layer-1 syntonization establishes a clocking hierarchy, whereby there is one master node or switch. All other
nodes and switches extract their clock signals from data
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 4: Phase tracking block diagram.
In addition, a phase-shifting circuit can be included in
the slave node to create a phase-compensated clock signal,
i.e. a clock signal which is in phase with the master clock
signal despite the delay introduced by the fibre link. The
delay programmed into this phase shifter at any given time
is of course taken into account when calculating the link
delay.
The introduction of layer-1 syntonization and phase
tracking provides a synchronisation mechanism which can
potentially be completely independent of the data link
layer. Beyond the first PTP message exchange, there is in
principle no need to continue exchanging messages to keep
the nodes synchronised. In practice, WR keeps the PTP
messages going for robustness reasons, albeit at a much reduced rate. This makes the PTP traffic negligible in terms
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δ=

Figure 3: Simple illustration of layer-1 syntonization.
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of bandwidth, therefore not getting in the way of determinism for the user frames, another key requirement for WR.
Layer-1 syntonization also allows to cast the timestamping problem into a phase measurement problem,
which increases precision since phase measurement can be
done much more precisely than measuring time intervals.
The circuit we use for measuring phases, called Digital
DMTD (Dual Mixer Time Difference), is depicted in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Digital DMTD circuit.
The flip-flops (FFs) in this digital implementation play
the role of the mixers in the original DMTD circuit [2].
This circuit measures the phase difference between two
clock signals, clkA and clkB , which have the same nominal frequency. A PLL is used to generate a third clock
signal, very close but not quite at the same frequency as
clkA and clkB . The FFs sample the two incoming signals
with this synthesised clock signal. Since the sampling frequency is very close to that of the incoming signals, very
low frequency waveforms result at the outputs of the FFs.
There are some glitches in the edges of these low-frequency
square waves as a result of the very slow sweeping and the
jitter in the incoming signals. The slow sweeping – equivalent to the low-frequency beat in the analogue version of the
circuit – provides a magnifying effect. Tiny phase differences in the input signals become readily measurable time
intervals after sampling and cleaning up the glitches. The
circuit is fully digital and extremely linear. This circuit is
used as a phase detector in the master and as part of the
phase shifter in the slave. Indeed, one can build a very
linear phase shifter by using this phase detector in a loop,
and having a non-linear phase shifter shift the phase until
the linear phase detector signals the nominal phase shift is
attained.

THE WHITE RABBIT SWITCH
WR is a switched network. At its heart lies its most
important component: the WR switch, which provides 18
ports in a 1U 19” rackable enclosure. It is made of open
source hardware, gateware and software, and it is sold and
supported by a commercial company. WR switches are
fully compatible with Ethernet, and can identify if a WR
node or another WR switch is hooked to one of their ports
by using the WR extension [3] to the IEEE 1588 protocol
at link establishment time. This extension is also designed
to be backwards-compatible with standard PTP, so it is possible to connect existing PTP gear to a network made with
WR switches, along with WR nodes. In this case, the WR
nodes will benefit from the extension and therefore achieve
938

better accuracy, while the standard PTP nodes will run only
the standard protocol and feature reduced accuracy.

Architecture
Figure 6 shows a high-level block diagram of the WR
switch. Ethernet frames are exchanged through 18 ports
equipped with Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) sockets
which can host optical transceivers. The reference implementation uses SFP modules for one single mode fibre, using one wavelength for TX traffic and a different one for
RX. The use of a single fibre ensures that the symmetry in
TX and RX paths – after mathematically compensating for
fibre dispersion – is robust, in particular against changes in
cabling not notified to the final user. The SFPs are connected directly to a Xilinx Virtex-6 Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA).

Figure 6: High-level block diagram of the WR switch.
Ethernet frames get switched inside the FPGA with very
low latency. An ARM CPU running Linux helps with
less time-sensitive processes like remote management and
keeping the frame filtering database in the FPGA up to date.
The clocking resources block contains PLLs for cleaning
up and phase-compensating the system clock, as well as
for generating the frequency-offset DMTD clock.

FPGA Design
Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the internals of the
FPGA in the switch. Blocks under development are shown
in white boxes with grey borders, and will be discussed
in another section. The current release, without those
blocks, is fully operational. The design consists of Hardware Description Language (HDL) cores around a Wishbone bus [4] interconnect.
There are 18 Endpoint blocks, each connected to an SFP
in the switch. They send and receive Ethernet frames using
the switching core (SwCore) to communicate with one another. The decision as to where a frame is destined is taken
by a forwarding process in the Routing Table Unit (RTU).
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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The choice of the word “routing” here is a bit unfortunate
since we are speaking about layer-2 forwarding, not layer-3
routing.
All traffic to and from the ARM CPU goes through the
CPU EBI/WB bridge. This interface is e.g. used to keep the
database up to date in the RTU. The ARM CPU itself can
be a source or sink for Ethernet frames, using the Network
Interface Card (NIC) and the Vector Interrupt Controller
(VIC) blocks in the FPGA. The ARM CPU also runs the
PTP stack for the switch, and reads the time stamps for
outgoing frames from the TX Time Stamp Unit (TX TSU).
The Real Time (RT) subsystem block is responsible
for timekeeping in the switch. It contains an LM32 soft
CPU running a soft PLL which controls the various programmable oscillators in the switch. In addition, it hosts
the counters for the current TAI.
The Hardware Info Unit (HWIU) contains important information about the global HDL design itself, such as the
HDL commit hash in the Git repository and the date of the
synthesis. The I2C, GPIO and PWM blocks control other
peripherals on the switch, such as LEDs and the cooling
fans.

Figure 8: Histograms of PPS output offsets of three cascaded WR switches with respect to the PPS pulse output in
the master switch.
The same type of accuracy and precision is found with WR
nodes, since the technologies involved for delay measurement and compensation are exactly the same as those used
in the switches.

WHITE RABBIT NODES
Figure 9 shows a simplified block diagram for a WR
node based on the Simple PCI Express Carrier (SPEC)
board [5]. This card can host mezzanines conforming to the
FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) VITA 57 standard. We have
developed Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC), Time-toDigital Converter (TDC) and programmable delay generator FMCs. By plugging these cards in a WR-enabled carrier such as the SPEC, and appropriately configuring the
FPGA in the carrier board, one can enhance their functionality with features such as synchronous sampling clocks in
remote nodes and precise TAI time stamps.

Performance
In order to characterise the performance of the WR
switches, a system was set up in a laboratory consisting of
four cascaded WR switches. The master switch was connected to a first slave switch through a 5 km fibre roll. Similar fibre rolls were used to connect the first switch to the
second one, and then the second one to the third one, for a
total of 15 km of fibre. Adverse conditions were simulated
by heating the fibre rolls with a hot air gun.
Since the four switches were all in the same laboratory, it
was easy to monitor their PPS outputs with an oscilloscope
and draw histograms of the offsets between the PPS output
in each switch and the PPS output in the master switch. The
results of these measurements can be seen in Fig. 8.
As can be seen in the plots, accuracy always stays within
± 200 ps, and typical precisions are in the order of 6 ps.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 9: An example WR node.
In order to enable users to easily build nodes for WRbased applications, we have developed a core which takes
care of all WR data transmission and reception, along with
all synchronisation tasks. This WR PTP Core (WRPC) [6]
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Figure 7: Block diagram of the FPGA design in the WR
switch.
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– an Ethernet Medium Access Control (MAC) unit with enhancements for timing – contains an LM32 soft CPU inside
which runs the whole PTP stack. Frames which are identified as non-PTP are forwarded downstream to the user
logic. Conversely, the core also accepts frames from user
logic, which can for example be used to stream data acquired in an ADC FMC. The WRPC takes care of controlling the programmable oscillators on the SPEC or any other
WR-enabled board. An Etherbone slave core [7] can optionally be instantiated between the WRPC and the user
logic. Etherbone is an independent project led by GSI
which can work in conjunction with any Ethernet MAC
core, not necessarily with the WRPC. It aims at providing a way to trigger reads and writes in a remote Wishbone
bus through carefully defined payloads in an Internet Protocol (IP) packet. With Etherbone, a complete network of
sensors and actuators looks like a big memory map to a
master/management node.
WR-capable nodes have been designed in PCIe, PXIe,
VME64x and µTCA form factors. These designs have
varying degrees of maturity and commercial support. The
most mature one is the PCIe SPEC board, and different
WR-based gateware designs have been successfully targeted at it, including a Network Interface Card with a Linux
network device driver.
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES
WR technology provides users with a common notion
of TAI in every node and with a deterministic network in
which an upper bound for latencies is guaranteed by design.
This opens up many possibilities in different fields, such as
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) feedback systems.
In this section, we describe just two of the multiple possible
applications of WR.

Figure 10: Distributed DDS in a WR network.
Receiving nodes can then apply a fixed offset to the TAI
stamps and replay the RF waveform with their local DDS
blocks, with just a fixed delay. In most situations the RF is
stable enough for this fixed delay to be of no concern.
This scheme has several advantages over traditional RF
distribution systems. There is no additional cabling to
be done. The same network can handle more than one
distributed RF. In addition, all waveforms are played using a TAI-related clock, which is very useful for diagnostics. A first crude implementation has been demonstrated
at CERN, with a jitter – defined here as the integral of the
Power Spectral Density of the phase noise, integrating between 10 Hz and 5 MHz – in the replayed RF below 10 ps.
Better jitter can be achieved by carefully tuning the digital PLL filter and cleaning the output of the DDS with an
analogue PLL including a low phase noise oscillator.

Distributed Oscilloscope
Figure 11 shows a conceptual representation of a distributed oscilloscope using several of the building blocks
we have described so far.

RF Distribution
WR distributes a 125 MHz clock – typically TAIrelated – for free. A WR user gets access to this clock, or
derivatives of it, just by hooking a WR node to a WR network. However, in some cases users care more about synchronising to Radio Frequency (RF) signals related to e.g.
the accelerating structures in a particle accelerator. Generating phase-compensated RF signals in different locations
can be useful in other domains as well, such as in radar
applications.
Figure 10 shows a block diagram of how one can use
a WR network to distribute RF clocks, through a scheme
called Distributed Direct Digital Synthesis (Distributed
DDS or D3S).
The reference clock line in the drawing is just conceptual. Nodes get the reference clock from the WR network
itself. There is no need for additional connections. The
transmitting node tracks an RF signal connected to its input with a PLL in which the role of the voltage-controlled
oscillator is fulfilled by a DDS block. The control words
for that DDS, along with the TAI at which they were applied, are encoded and broadcast through the WR network.
940

Figure 11: Distributed oscilloscope using a WR network.
ADC nodes sample analogue signals synchronously in
remote locations. The synchronous phase-compensated
sampling is facilitated by the WR-derived clock. The
ADCs can store their samples in rolling buffers, where each
location is known to contain the sample corresponding to a
precise TAI. As soon as an ADC node detects a condition
upon which it should trigger, it can broadcast a trigger message through the WR network. All nodes will have received
that message after a guaranteed worst-case delay. These
nodes can then stop sampling and rewind their buffers to
the TAI specified in the triggering message. External trigger pulses can also be accommodated through the use of
TDC nodes, and sampling with non-TAI-related clocks can
be done using D3S nodes.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization
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THE WR COMMUNITY
The WR project is a distributed endeavour whose collaborative model is heavily inspired by that typically used in
Free/Open Source software projects. All the intermediate
and final results in the project are made available through
open source licences. We use mostly the GNU General
Public License (GPL) and the GNU Lesser General Public
License (LGPL) for licensing software, LGPL for gateware
(HDL files) and the CERN Open Hardware Licence [8] for
hardware designs.
WR users are very often developers and vice versa. The
ever-growing list of interested institutes and companies [9]
has enlarged the scope of the project well beyond the original domain of particle accelerators. At CERN, the effort of
dissemination for this technology has been coordinated in
collaboration with the Knowledge Transfer Group.
Thanks to its open nature, the project has benefited from
extensive contributions and ideas of potential and confirmed users. These exchanges typically happen on the
project mailing list, which is web-archived and integrated
with the project website [1]. Peer review over email or in
dedicated workshops establishes a meritocracy in which the
best ideas move forward. Openness is also key in avoiding
potential vendor lock-in situations and welcoming commercial partners as any other contributor.

Tests in a climatic chamber [11] have shown that the dependency of delay with respect to temperature is mostly
linear, so an evolution of the WR delay compensation algorithm which takes into account on-board temperature measurements should help in this respect. The modified algorithm could include a linear model of the dependency or a
table of delay vs. temperature values resulting from offline
calibration.

Switch Evolution
The efforts on switch gateware and software will go in
the direction of providing better support for remote management, diagnostics and robust data transmission in a WR
network.
A Port Statistics block (Pstats, see Fig. 7) will be added
to provide counts of transmitted, received and dropped
frames per port, along with other counts relevant for ascertaining the state of health of the network. A TimeAware Traffic Shaper Unit (TATSU) will allow blocking
selected output queues for some time so that high-priority
frames can go through the switch without colliding with
low-priority frames being sent at that moment through a
port. This will avoid having to wait until the end of transmission of those frames before taking ownership of the
port.
In addition, a Topology Resolution Unit (TRU) will
add hardware support to the process of providing redundant loop-free topologies for a network. This will result
in a faster topology switch-over compared to traditional
software-based methods such as the Rapid Spanning Tree
Protocol (RSTP). Figure 12 illustrates why fast switch-over
can be important in a WR network.

PROJECT STATUS AND OUTLOOK
At the time of this writing (August 2013) the WR switch
is a mature commercially-supported hardware product with
a stable release for its gateware and software. WR nodes
have been designed and validated in a variety of formats,
and they have consistently shown sub-ns synchronisation
accuracy. This section provides a quick overview of some
of the most important upcoming efforts in the project.

Synchronisation Performance
The results in Fig. 8 show that the original goals for WR
in terms of synchronisation have been achieved. In some
applications though, it is important to improve accuracy as
much as possible. While the WR delay model [10] and
compensation mechanism cover changes in fibre temperature appropriately, they do not compensate for the delay
fluctuations induced by temperature variations in the nodes
and switches themselves. We believe these effects can account for tens of picoseconds or even more in particularly
adverse circumstances.
Time Resolved Diagnostics and Synchronization

Figure 12: Forward Error Correction used to correct for
frame loss.
In this example, a WR node decomposes a control message into four Ethernet frames which have been encoded
using Forward Error Correction (FEC), in such a way that
receiving any two of those frames allows the receiving node
to re-constitute the original control message. The use of
this type of FEC scheme is well adapted to networks in
which a late frame is a wrong frame, such as the one used
for accelerator timing at CERN. This precludes the use of
protocols which require re-trials in case of transmission errors, such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
If the switch can enable a redundant port very quickly
after detecting a fatal condition in another port, and if the
switch-over time is lower than that corresponding to the
transmission of one of the frames in the figure, the receiving node will be able to re-constitute the message with the
remaining frames. Tests at CERN have shown that this kind
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A computer in the control room then gets all the TAIstamped acquisition data and displays it coherently on a
single screen. The operators then see this whole distributed
system as a simple oscilloscope to which all their signals
are connected. This would of course be impossible with
a real oscilloscope, but it can be done with WR’s phasecompensated distribution of TAI, appropriate WR-enabled
nodes and software.
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of switch-over speeds are indeed possible with appropriate
hardware support.
On the software front, most of the activity will be focused on providing the switch with good Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) support so that all control
and diagnostics can happen remotely using standard switch
management software. Another important development
will be the replacement of the current PTP stack running
in the ARM processor by the PTP Ported to Silicon (PPSi)
stack. PPSi [12] is a portable PTP daemon which can be
targeted at bare-metal systems, such as the LM32 processor inside the WRPC in the WR nodes, but can also run
under an operating system, such as the Linux running in
the ARM processor in the switch. PPSi has been developed in the frame of the WR project but can be used in any
project requiring PTP support. It is licensed under LGPL.
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Standardisation
Using standards is good for many reasons. A standard is
more likely to be used for a long time, so using it reduces
long-term risks. Standardisation bodies typically invest a
big effort in making sure standards are robust, so adopting
them also saves time. Finally, companies are more inclined
to participate in a development project if it is based on standards, because markets are typically larger in that case and
also because the rules of governance and evolution of the
standard are clear from the outset.
In WR, we are developing functionality which is not
made available by any existing standard. However, it
was felt from the beginning of the project that WR ideas
could constitute the basis for the evolution of the IEEE
1588 standard. The original WR specification was already
worded with this in mind. Now the IEEE P1588 Working
Group [13] has opened the process for the periodic revision of the standard, and the WR project is represented in
the subcommittee for high accuracy enhancements. The
aim of this effort for the WR team is to end up in a situation where WR is just a particularly accurate and precise
implementation of the IEEE 1588 standard. The work of
the subcommittee has just started, and the outlook is very
promising.
WR is also concerned with determinism, and the WR
team keeps an eye on the efforts of the Time Sensitive Networks (TSN) Task Group [14] inside the IEEE 802.1 Working Group. The ideas discussed in this Task Group are of
great relevance to WR. Conversely, the TRU and TATSU
blocks in Fig. 7 can be a very convenient testing ground for
these ideas.

to report on the results of the collective effort of the many
contributors to the project.
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